Date: July 20, 2016
Contact: (Interior), Interior_Press@ios.doi.gov
Lisa Bryant (BLM), lmbryant@blm.gov, (435) 259-2187

Interior Releases Blueprint for Responsible Development in Moab
Planning Effort Underscores Landscape-Level Approach to
Minimize Conflicts and Facilitate Responsible Development
MOAB, Utah— The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Canyon Country District today released a proposed
plan designed to guide mineral development in and around Moab, Utah while also protecting important cultural
and recreational sites. The Moab Master Leasing Plan and Proposed Resource Management Plan Amendments/
Final Environmental Impact Statement (MLP/FEIS) are the culmination of a significant effort by the BLM and
interested members of the public, community stakeholders and other local, state, and federal partners to provide
for responsible development and conservation in the area.
“The proposed plan takes a landscape-level approach to balancing the protection of the iconic scenery in and
around Moab and access to the rich energy resources found there,” said Secretary Jewell. “As the first Master
Leasing Plan in Utah, the collaborative process that led to the proposed plan should serve as a model for how
communities can work together to balance development with the protection of world-class environmental,
cultural and recreational resources.”
The Moab Master Leasing Plan (MLP) planning area covers nearly 785,000 acres of public lands in Utah’s
Grand and San Juan counties. Diverse land uses in the planning area include recreation, oil and gas production,
mining, and grazing. The area is also home to the iconic Arches and Canyonlands National Parks, as well as
BLM-managed public lands that hold spectacular red rock landscapes and unique geologic features. More than
two million visitors recreate in the area each year, benefitting local economies and supporting hundreds of jobs
and businesses. The planning area also contains a rich archaeological record of the Ancestral Puebloans who
once called it home. The invaluable cultural resources left in the area hold their history and tell the story of the
first farmers in the region.
“Balance is essential,” said BLM Director Neil Kornze. “In this plan we make sure that southern Utah's energy
resources can be responsibly accessed while also ensuring that Moab's recreation economy can continue to
flourish.”
The Moab MLP is an example of the success of the oil and gas leasing reform initiative launched by the BLM
in 2010 which called for the development of MLPs to provide a framework for determining which areas are
appropriate for oil and gas leasing and development. The Moab MLP reflects the balance and benefit of both
recreation and the mineral and commodity extraction industry. Diverse recreational activities on BLM-managed
lands in Utah provided $460 million in local and national economic benefits in 2014; oil, gas and coal activities
on BLM-managed lands in Utah provided $981 million in local and national economic benefits during the same
time period.

MLPs were launched by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) in May 2010 as part of a sweeping oil and gas
leasing reform initiative to address a leasing system that was close to the breaking point with nearly half of all
proposed parcels receiving community protests and a substantial proportion resulting in litigation. The plans
establish a framework for determining which areas are appropriate for responsible exploration and development
of oil and gas resources while protecting the area’s conservation resources. The reforms were designed to
encourage stakeholder input early in the planning process, which reduces protests and litigation and provides
developers with greater certainty. MLPs also provide direction for resolving resources conflicts, protecting
important conservation resources, supporting outdoor recreation and other activities that benefit local
communities and public land visitors.
The proposed Moab MLP and associated final environmental impact statement exemplifies the thoughtful
planning and intensive analysis that can be achieved through a robust and collaborative process. In crafting the
Moab MLP, the BLM brought together a diverse set of stakeholders, including local community members,
industry representatives, recreation enthusiasts, tribes and other interested parties from across the country. The
BLM also worked closely with the National Park Service, Environmental Protection Agency and other state and
local agencies in the planning process. The BLM also solicited public feedback on preliminary alternatives and
held public meetings. The proposed plan was developed after careful consideration of the more than 28,000
public comments received.
Copies of the Final EIS are available online (http://go.usa.gov/xcbEh) and will ultimately be available at the
BLM Utah State Office in Salt Lake City, the Canyon Country District Office in Moab, and the Monticello
Field Office in Monticello. The Notice of Availability will publish in the Federal Register on July 22, 2016, and
will start a 30-day public protest period and 60-day Governor’s consistency review. Additional information and
review instructions are in the Dear Reader letter on the website. Further information is available from MLP
Project Manager Brent Northrup, at the BLM Canyon Country District Office, by calling (435) 259-2100.
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inoperative. These reports are used by
EPA to determine compliance with the

in accordance with the Paperwork
Reduction Act (44 U.S,C. 3501 et seq.).

standards.
Form Numbe¡s; None,
Re s p o nde nts / affe cte d enüfies:

This is a request for approval of a new
collection. Public comments were
previously requested via the Federal
Register (Bo FR 15597) on March 24,
2015 during a 60-day comment period,
This notice allows for an additional 30

Nitric

acid plants.
Re s p o ndent's obligatio n to re sp o n d :
Mandatory (40 CFR part 60, subparts G

and Ga).
Estimated number of respondents: 29
(total).
Frequency of rcsponse: Initially,
occasionally and semiannually.
Total estimated burden : 2,190 hours
(per year). Burden is defined at 5 CFR
1320.3(b).
TotaL estimated cost: $2,970,000 (per

year), which includes $2,740,000 in
both annualized capital/startup and

operation & maintenance costs.
Changes in the Estimaúes: There is an
adjustment increase in the total
estimated burden as currently identified
in the OMB Inventory of Approved
Burdens. This increase is not due to any
program changes, The change in the
burden and cost estimates occurred due
to industry growth in the past three
years, resulting in an additional number
of respondents that have become subject

to Subpart Ga. Additionally, this ICR
assumes that all respondents will have
to familiarize themselves with
regulatory requirements each year.
These changes result in an increase in
the number of responses, labor hours
and costs, and total O&M costs,
Courtney Kerwin,
Acting Director, Collectio n Strotegies
Division.
IFR Doc. 2O1,6-172a7 FiÌed 7-21-16; 8:45 aml
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Jon

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY
[EPA-HO-OAR-201 5-0207; FRL
oErI

9948{6-

Information Collection Request
Submitted to OMB for Review and
Approval; Comment Request;
Cellulosic Production Volume
Projections and Eff ic¡ent Producer
Reporting
AGENCY:

days for public comments, A fuller
description of the ICR is given below,
including its estimated burden and cost
to the public. An Agency may not
conduct or sponsor and a person is not
required to respond to a collection of
information unless it displays a
currently vaÌid OMB control number.
DATES: Additional comments may be
submitted on or before August 22,2016,
ADDRESSEST Submit your comments,
referencing Docket ID Number EPAHQ-OAR-201.5-\2j7, to (r) EPA online
tsing vvww. rcgu I ati o n s, gov (our
preferred method), by email ro a-and-rdocket@epa.gov, Attention Air and
Radiation Docket ID No, EPA-HQOAR-2015-0207, or by mail to: EPA
Docket Center, Environmental
Protection Agency, Mail Code 28221T,
1200 Pennsylvania Ave. NW.,
Washington, DC 20460, and (2) OMB via
email to oira submission@omb.eop.gov.
Address comments to OMB Desk Officer
for EPA.
EPA's policy is that all comments
received will be included in the public
docket without change including any
personal information provided, unless
the comment includes profanity, threats,
information claimed to be Confidential
Business Information (CBI) or other
information whose disclosure is
restricted by statute,

Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA),
ACTION: Notice,
SUMMARY: The Environmental Protection
Agency has submitted an information
collection request (ICR), "Cellulosic
Production Volume Projections and
Efficient Producer Reporting" (EPA ICR
No. 2551.01, OMB Control No, 2060NEW) to the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) for review and approval

Monger, Policy Advisor, Office of
Transportation and Air Quality, Mail
Code: 6401,\, Environmental Protection
Agency, 1200 Pennsylvania Ave, NW.,
Washington, DC 20460; telephone
number: 202-564-0628; fax number:
202-564-117 7; email address:

47793

the a¡nual volume standards. This ICR
includes a questionnaire form to
facilitate the collection ofthis
information. EPA would also like to use
a data form to collect information f¡om
certain producers and importers who
have requested and been approved to
use an "efficient producer" pathway.
This data form would standardize
collection of selected data points and
allow better and more efficient
compliance with the RFS program, We
inform respondents that they may assert
claims of business confidentiality (CBI)
for information they submit in
accordance with 40 CFR 2,203.
Form Numbe¡s; RFS Efficient
Producer Data Form (RFS2500), RFS

Cellulosic Biofuel Producer
Questionnaire Form (RFS2 700).

Re sp o n de nts / aff e cte d e ntiti e s :
Producers, Importers of Renewable

Fuels.
Re sp ondent's obl i gation to re s po n d :
RFS Cellulosic Biofuel Producer
Questionnaire Form is voluntary; RFS

Efficient Producer Data Form is
mandatory pursuant to Sections 114 and
208 of the Clean Air Act (CAA), a2
U.5.C.741.4 and7542 for producers
eligible to generate RINs through an
efficient producer pathway pursuant to
40 cFR 80.1416.
Estimated number of respondents : 9O
(total).
Frequency of response: Annually (RFS
Cellulosic Biofuel Producer
Questionnaire Form) or quarterly (RFS
Efficient Producer Data Form),
Total estimated burden: BB0 hours
(per year). Burden is defined at 5 CFR
1320.03(b),

Total estimated cost: $101,920 (per
year), includes no annualized capital or
operation & maintenance costs.
Changes in the Estimates; There is no
previous ICR for this coì.lection.
Courtney Kerwin,
Acting Director, Collection Strategies
Division.

monger. jon@epa.gov.

IFR Doc. 201.6-:.7285 FiÌed 7-21-16; B:45 aml

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION :

BILLING CODE 656(HO-P

Supporting documents which explain in
detail the information that the EPA will
be collecting are available in the public
docket for this ICR, The docket can be
viewed online aI www.regulations.gov
or in person at the EPA Docket Center,
WfC West, Room 3334, 1301
Constitution Ave. NW,, Washington,
DC. The telephone number for the
Docket Center is 202-566-1744.For
additional information about EPA's
public docket, visíI http / / vw,w. ep a. gov /
:

dockets.

Abstract: EPA is seeking to collect
information from potential cellulosic
biofuel producers to aid in determining

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY
IER-FRL-9028-2]

Environmental lmpact Statements;
Notice of Availability
Responsible Agency: Office of Federal

Activities, General Information (202)
564-7 L46 or http / /vvtuw.epa.gov/ ne pa.
Weekly Receipt of Environmental
:

Impact Statements (EISs)
Filed 07 / 11/ 2016 Through 07 I 15 I 20L6,
Pursuant to 40 CFR 1506.9.
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Notice
Section 309(a) of the Clean Air Act
requires that EPA make public its
comments on EISs issued by otler
Federal agencies. EPA's comment letters
on EISs are available at http://
vvww. ep a. gov / comp li ance / nep a /

eisdata.html.
EIS No. 20160164, Draft Supplemental,
NRC, WY, Reno Creek In Situ
Recovery Project, Supplement to the

Generic Environmental Impact
Statement for the In Situ Leach
Uranium Facilities, Comment Period
Ends: 09/06/2016, Contact: lill
Caverly 301,-41,5-787 4.
EIS No. 20160165, Final, USFWS, HI,
Na Pua Makani Wind Project and
Habitat Conservation PIan, Review
Period Ends: OB/22/2016, Contact: Ms
Jodi Charrier BOB-7 92-S4OO.
E/S No. 20160166, Final, USFS, OR,
Lower foseph Creek Restoration
Project, Review Period Ends: 0B/23l
2016, Contact: Anne Thomas 541-

278-3860.
EIS No. 20160167, Draft Supplement,
USACE, CA, Folsom Dam Raise

Project, Comment Period Ends: 09/06/
2016, Contact: Mariah Brumbaugh

916-557-6774.

EIS No. 20160168, Drafi, NSA, MD,East
Campus Integration Program,

Comment Period Ends: 09/05/2016,
Contact: Jeffrey Williams 301-6882970.
EIS No. 20L60L69, Draft, BOEM, AK,
Cook Inlet Planning Area Oil and Gas
Lease SaIe 244 Comment Period Ends:
09/06/2016, Contact: Caron McKee,

907-334-5200.

E/S No. 20160170, Final, BIA,IN, The
Pokagon Band of Potawatomi Indians

Fee-to-Trust Transfer for Tribal
Viìlage and Casino, Review Period
Ends: oB/ 22/2016, Contact: Scott Doig
61,2-725-451.4.
EIS No. 20160171, Final, BLM, UT,

Moab Master Leasing Plan and
Proposed Resource Management Plan
Amendments, Review Period Ends:
o\l 221 20'1.6, Contact: Brent Northrup

435-259-2151.
Amended Notices
EIS No. 20160Ls2, Draft, FIIWA, Cq US
50 Corridor East, Comment Period
Ends: 0B/1212016, Contact: Patricia
Sergeson 7 20-563-307 3.
Revision to FR Notice PubÌished o0/
1,o / 2o1.6 ; Extending Comment Period
Trom or 129/20L6 lo o\l12l201,6.
Dated: July 75,2016.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY
lE

PA-HO-OE C A-20124678; FR L-9948-

06-0ErI

SUPPLEMENTARY INFOBMATION :

lnformation Collection Request
Submitted to OMB for Review and
Approval; Comment Request; NESHAP

for Mineral Wool Production (Renewal)
AGENCY:

Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA).
ACTION: Notice,
SUMMARY: The Environmental Protection
Agency has submitted an information
collection request (ICR), "NESHAP for

Mineral Wool Production (40 CFR part
63, subpart DDD) (Renewal)" (EPA ICR
No. 1799.09, OMB Control No, 20600362), to the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) for review and approvaÌ
in accordance with the Paperwork
Reduction Act (44 U,S,C. 3501 et seq.).
This is a proposed extension of the ICR,
which is currently approved through
July 3L, 2016, Public comments were
previously requested via the Federal
Register (80 FR 321,1,6) on fune 5,201,5,
during a 60-day comment period. This

notice allows for an additional 30 days
for public comments. A fuÌler
description of the ICR is given below,
including its estimated burden and cost
to the public. An Agency may neither
conduct nor sponsor, and a person is
not required to respond to, a collection
of information unless it dispìays a
currently valid OMB control number.
DATES:

Additional comments may be

submitted on or before August 22,201.6.
ADDRESSES: Submit your comments,
referencing Docket ID Number EPAHQ-OECA-201.2-067 B, to: (1) EPA
online using wvvw.regulations.gov (o:ur
preferred method), or by email to
docket.oeca@epa.gov, or by mail to: EPA
Docket Center, Environmental
Protection Agency, Mail Code 28221T,
1200 Pennsylvania Ave. NW,,
Washington, DC 20460;and (2) OMB via
email to oira submission@omb.eop.gov.
Address comments to OMB Desk Officer
for EPA.
EPA's policy is that all comments
received will be included in the public
docket without change including any
personal information provided, unless
the comment includes profanity, threats,
information claimed to be Confidential
Business Information (CBI), or other
information whose disclosure is
restricted by statute.

Karin Leff,

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Acting Dfuector, NEPA Compliance Division,
Office of Federal Activities.

Patrick Yellin, Monitoring, Assistance,
and Media Programs Division, Office of
Compliance, Mail Code 2227A,
Environmental Protection Agency, 1200

IFR Doc. 20L6-L7382

Filed 7-21-1ô; B:45 aml

BILLING CODE 6560-50-P

Pennsylvania Ave. NW., Washington,
DC 20460; telephone number: (202)
564-297 o; fax number: (202) 564-0050;
email addres s: yellin. p atrick@ep a. gov.

Supporting documents which explain in
detail the information that the EPA will
be collecting are available in the public
docket for this ICR. The docket can be
viewed online al vvvvw.regulations. gov
or in person at the EPA Docket Center,
EPA West, Room 3334, 1301

Constitution Ave. NW., Washington,
DC, The telephone number for the
Docket Center is 202-566-L744.For
additional information about EPA's

public docket, visit: http://
wvvw. ep

a,

gov / d o c kets.

Abstract: The affected entities are
subject to the General Provisions of the
NESHAP (40 CFR part 63, subpart A),
and any changes, or additions to the
Provisions that a¡e specified (40 CFR
part 63, subpart DDD), Or,rmers or
operators of the affected facilities must
submit initial notification reports,
performance tests, and periodic reports
a¡rd results. Owners or operators are
also required to maintain records of the
occuûence and duration of aly startup,
shutdown, or malfunction in the
operation of an affected facility, or any
period during which the monitoring
system is inoperative. Reports, at a
minimum, are required semiannually,

Form Numbe¡s: None.
Re sp

ond

e

nts / affe cte d e ntities :

Mineral wool production facilities.
Resp ond ent' s obli gation to rcs p o n d :
Mandatory (40 CFR part 63, subpart
DDD).

Estimated number of respondents: B
(total).
Frequency of response: Initially and
semiannually,
Total estimated burden: 2,130 hours
(per year). Burden is defined at 5 CFR
1320.3(b).

Total estimated cost: $285,000 (per
year), which includes $6,000 in either
annualized capital/startup or operation
& maintenance costs.
Changes in the Estimafes; There is an
adjustment increase in burden due to an
update to the estimated respondent
universe. During development of the
2015 amendment, EPA estimates that B

mineral wool production facilities are
currently subject to the standard. There
is also an increase in the respondent
labor costs due to additional compliance
testing requirements from the 2015
amendment,
Courtney Kerwin,
Acti ng D irector, C o llectio n Strate gies
Division.
IFR Doc. 2O"t6-17284 Filed 7-21-16; 8:45 amì
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Moab Master Leasing Plan
and

Proposed Resource Management Plan Amendments/
Final Environmental Impact Statement
for the

Moab and Monticello Field Offices

CANYON COUNTRY DISTRICT OFFICE

July 2016

BLM Mission
It is the mission of the Bureau of Land Management to sustain the health,
diversity, and productivity of the public lands for the use and enjoyment of
present and future generations.

DOI-BLM-UT-Y010-2012-0107-EIS

United States Department of the Interior
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
Utah State Office
440 West 200 South, Suite 500
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101-1345
http://www.blm.gov/uUsUen.htmJ

In Reply Refer To:
1610
(UT-910)

July 13, 2016

Dear Reader:
Enclosed is the Moab Master Leasing Plan and Proposed Resource Management Plan
Amendments/Final Environmental Impact Statement (MLP/FEIS). The MLP/FEIS was prepared
by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) in consultation with various government
organizations, and taking into account public comments received during this planning effort. The
MLP/FEIS would amend the Resource Management Plans (RMPs) for the Moab and Monticello
Field Offices.
The MLP/FEIS has been developed in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act
of 1969 and the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976. The MLP/FEIS is largely
based on the preferred alternative in the MLP and Draft RMP Amendments/Draft Environmental
Impact Statement (MLP/DEIS), which was released on August 21, 2015. The MLP/FEIS
contains the Proposed Plan, a summary of changes made between the MLP/DEIS and the MLP/
FEIS, and responses to the comments.
Pursuant to BLM's planning regulations at 43 CFR 1610.5-2, any person who participated in the
planning process for this MLP/FEIS and has an interest which is or may be adversely affected by
the approval of an amendment to a resource management plan may protest such approval or
amendment. A 30-day protest period will begin with the publication of the Notice of Availability
for the MLP/FEIS in the Federal Register. Any protest may raise only those issues which were
submitted for the record during the planning process.
Emailed protests will not be accepted as valid protests unless the protesting party also provides
the original letter by either regular mail or overnight delivery postmarked by the close of the
protest period. Under these conditions, the BLM will consider the emailed protests as an advance
copy and will afford it full consideration. If you wish to provide the BLM with such advance
notification, please direct email protest to: blm wo protest@blm.gov

All protests, including the follow up letter (if emailing) must be in writing and mailed to the
following addresses:
Regular Mail:
Director (210)
Attn: Protest Coordinator
P. 0. Box 71383
Washington, D.C. 20024-1383

Overnight Mail:
Director (210)
Attn: Protest Coordinator
20 M Street SE, Room 2134LM
Washington, D.C. 20003

Before including your address, phone number, email address, or other personal identifying
information in your protest, be advised that your entire protest - including your personal
identifying information - may be made publically available at any time. While you can ask us in
your protest to withhold from public review your personal identifying information, we cannot
guarantee that we will be able to do so.

All protests must be postmarked on or before 30 days from the opening of the p1·otest
period, not on a weekend. A 30 day protest period will begin with the publication of the
Notice of Availability for the MLP/FEIS in the Federal Register. Protests must contain:
•
•

•
•

•

The name, mailing address, telephone number, and interest of the person filing the
protest;
A statement of the issue or issues being protested;
A statement ofthe part or parts of the proposed plan being protested;
A copy of all documents addressing the issue or issues that were submitted during the
planning process by the protesting party, or an indication of the date the issue or issues
were discussed for the record; and
A concise statement explaining why the proposed plan is believed to be wrong .

The BLM Director will make every attempt to promptly render a decision on each protest. The
decision will be in writing and will be sent to the protesting party by certified mail, return receipt
requested. The decision of the BLM Director shall be the final decision of the Department of the
Interior.
Upon resolution of all land use plan protests, the BLM will issue an Approved MLP/RMP
Amendments and Record of Decision (ROD). The Approved MLP/.RMP Amendments and ROD
will be made available electronically at http://www.blm.gov/21 jd

Sincerely,

enna Whitlock
Acting Utah State Director

MOAB MASTER LEASING PLAN AND PROPOSED RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT PLAN AMENDMENTS/FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT STATEMENT FOR THE MOAB AND MONTICELLO FIELD
OFFICES
Lead Agency: U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management
Type of Action: Final
Jurisdiction: Grand and San Juan Counties, Utah
Abstract: This Moab Master Leasing Plan and Proposed Resource Management Plan Amendments/Final
Environmental Impact Statement for the Moab and Monticello Field Offices (MLP/FEIS) has been prepared
by the United States Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management (BLM), Canyon Country
District. This document addresses the need for additional planning and analyses for considering new
leasing of oil and gas and potash on about 785,000 acres of public lands within the Planning Area. The
proposed mineral leasing decisions would amend the 2008 Moab and Monticello Resource Management
Plans (RMP) within the Planning Area.
The Planning Area covers about 785,000 acres in southeast Utah, encompassing west-central Grand County
south of Interstate 70 as well as a portion of northern San Juan County. The western boundary is the Green
River and the northeastern edge of Canyonlands National Park. To the south of Moab, the Planning Area
includes lands between Canyonlands National Park and U.S. Highway 191. The Planning Area
encompasses a mix of land uses including a variety of recreation uses, potash production, oil and gas
development, and livestock grazing.
The MLP process provides additional planning and analyses prior to new leasing of oil and gas and potash
within the Planning Area. The outcome of the MLP process could result in identifying new leasing
stipulations, establishing best management practices, and specifying development constraints. Changes to
the leasing stipulations would require amendments to the RMPs. The major issues addressed in the MLP
process are 1) high quality visual resources, 2) high use recreation areas, and 3) proximity to National Parks.
Four management alternatives for the MLP/FEIS have been developed for consideration and analysis.
Alternative A is a continuation of current management (No Action Alternative); oil, gas, and potash leasing
and development could occur at the same time on the same tracts of land. Alternative B minimizes impacts
to sensitive resources and recreational use by limiting oil and gas and potash leasing. Mineral leasing
decisions are separated into Alternative B1 and Alternative B2. Alternative B1 minimizes impacts to
sensitive resources by separating oil and gas leasing and development from potash leasing and development.
Alternative B2 minimizes impacts to sensitive resources by only considering oil and gas leasing; no new
potash leasing would occur. Alternative C emphasizes protection of sensitive resources and recreational
uses over oil and gas leasing and development; no new potash leasing would occur. Alternative D is the
BLM’s Proposed Plan and minimizes surface disturbance by separating oil and gas development from
potash development while maximizing protection for BLM lands adjoining Arches and Canyonlands
National Parks.
Comments received on the MLP/Draft RMP Amendments/Draft EIS (MLP/DEIS) from the public and
internal BLM review were considered and incorporated as appropriate into the MLP/FEIS. Public
comments resulted in the addition of clarifying text, but did not significantly change proposed land use plan
decisions. Adjustments and clarifications have been made to the preferred alternative in the MLP/DEIS
which is now presented as the proposed plan in the MLP/FEIS.

A 30-day protest period will begin with the publication of the Environmental Protection Agency Notice of
Availability for the MLP/FEIS in the Federal Register. For detailed information on filing a protest refer to
the MLP website at http://www.blm.gov/21jd.

Moab Master Leasing Plan

Executive Summary

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
This Moab Master Leasing Plan and Proposed Resource Management Plan Amendments/Final
Environmental Impact Statement for the Moab and Monticello Field Offices (MLP/FEIS) has been prepared
by the United States Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management (BLM), Canyon Country
District.
The BLM Washington Office (WO) Instruction Memorandum (IM) No. 2010-117: Oil and Gas Leasing
Reform – Land Use Planning and Lease Parcel Reviews (May 17, 2010) and BLM Handbook H-1624-1:
Planning for Fluid Mineral Resources (January 28, 2013) outline the process and criteria for preparing a
Master Leasing Plan (MLP). Although the IM and the Handbook pertain to oil and gas leasing decisions,
the BLM determined that the MLP concepts are also applicable to potash leasing decisions. An MLP is a
mechanism for completing additional planning, analysis, and decision making that may be necessary for
areas meeting the criteria for preparing an MLP. Through the MLP process, the BLM will reconsider
mineral leasing decisions in a portion of the Moab and Monticello Resource Management Plans (RMP) that
are covered in the designated Planning Area. The planning effort is to prepare the Moab MLP, proposed
amendments to the Moab and Monticello RMPs, and a single Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). The
scope of the decisions in the Moab MLP is limited to oil and gas and potash leasing and development within
the Planning Area. This planning effort is not a full RMP revision, but rather is focused on the issues of oil
and gas and potash leasing and development in portions of the Moab and Monticello Field Offices.
The majority of the public lands within the Planning Area are managed by the Moab Field Office.
Approximately 581,624 acres are managed by the Moab Field Office and 203,943 acres are managed by
the Monticello Field Office. An additional 124,295 acres of land in the Planning Area are managed by the
Utah School and Institutional Trust Lands Administration (SITLA), and 4,377 acres are managed by Utah
State Parks.
The geographic area being considered in this planning process includes a portion of BLM-administered
public lands and Federal mineral estates managed by the BLM’s Moab and Monticello Field Offices in
Grand and San Juan Counties, Utah (Map 3-1). The Planning Area includes approximately 785,567 acres
of public lands in southeast Utah south of Interstate 70. The area adjoins the town of Moab and Arches
National Park. The western boundary is the Green River and the northeastern boundary of Canyonlands
National Park. To the south of Moab, the Planning Area includes the Indian Creek/Lockhart Basin/Hatch
Point area between Canyonlands National Park and Highway 191.
The Planning Area encompasses a mix of land uses including developed and dispersed recreation, oil and
gas development, and a potash facility on State and private land. There is interest in potash exploration and
development in the area. Table ES-1 shows the total acreage within the Planning Area including private,
state, and other Federal ownership.

Final EIS

ES-1

Executive Summary

Moab Master Leasing Plan

Table ES-1. Land Ownership within the Planning Area
Moab Field Office
Acres

Monticello Field Office
Acres

Planning Area
Total Acres

BLM

581,624

203,943

785,567

State

91,805

32,490

124,295

State Parks

4,337

40

4,377

Private

17,855

14,375

32,230

Split Estate*

9,855

5,281

15,136

695,621

250,848

946,469

Land Status

Total *
*Acreage not additive
Source: BLM Canyon Country District

The MLP/FEIS was prepared using the BLM’s planning regulations and guidance issued under the authority
of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA) of 1976. An EIS is incorporated into this
document to meet the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), the Council
on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations for implementing NEPA (40 Code of Federal Regulations
[CFR] 1500-1508) and requirements of BLM’s NEPA Handbook 1790-1.

PURPOSE AND NEED
Purpose
The MLP process will provide additional planning and analysis prior to new leasing of oil and gas and
potash within the Planning Area. The MLP will enable the Moab and Monticello Field Offices to 1)
evaluate in-field considerations such as optimal parcel configurations and potential development scenarios;
2) identify and address potential resource conflicts and environmental impacts from development; 3)
develop mitigation strategies; and 4) consider a range of new constraints, including prohibiting surface
occupancy or closing areas to leasing. New mineral leasing stipulations and development constraints would
be accomplished through proposed amendments to the existing land use plans (Moab and Monticello
RMPs). The EIS analyzes likely development scenarios and land use plan alternatives with varying
mitigation levels for mineral leasing.
Need
The BLM introduced the MLP process as part of its 2010 Oil and Gas Leasing Reform effort (IM 2010117). The BLM determined that the Planning Area meets the criteria for preparing an MLP and therefore
additional planning and analyses are necessary prior to new or additional mineral leasing and development.
Furthermore, the BLM has identified a need to evaluate mineral leasing decisions as a result of changing
circumstances, updated policies, and new information.
Planning Issues
Planning issues were identified during the public scoping process and were considered during the
preparation of the MLP/FEIS. These resource issues were utilized in the development of the management
actions in the alternatives, the resources addressed in the affected environment, and form the basis of the
analysis for the environmental consequences. A summary of the planning issues are highlighted below and
are organized by resource category.
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Air Quality: Emissions, pollutants, impacts to air quality, and how BLM will address those issues.
Climate Change: Minimizing greenhouse gas emissions.
Cultural and Paleontology Resources: Protecting cultural and paleontological resources from damage,
and protecting the Old Spanish National Historic Trail segments and the associated viewsheds.
Lands and Realty: Protecting high use filming locations, utility corridors, roads; and had questions about
stipulations for mineral withdrawals and addressing private inholdings.
Lands with Wilderness Characteristics: Protecting lands with wilderness characteristics.
Minerals (oil and gas and potash): Impacts of oil, gas, and potash leasing and development.
Recreation: Protecting viewsheds and recreation opportunities; and conflicts between mineral
development and recreation use.
Socioeconomics: Economic impacts from mineral development and revenue from recreation.
Soil and Water Resources: Protecting water resources, such as water quality, springs, watersheds, and
aquifers. Minimizing impacts to soils and reducing erosion.
Special Designations: Protection of special designation areas (areas of critical environmental concern
[ACEC], Wild and Scenic Rivers [WSR], and National Historic Trails).
Special Status Species: Protection of special status wildlife, fish, and plants.
Vegetation: Vegetation protection, reclamation and Best Management Practices, and invasive species and
noxious weed control.
Visual Resource Management and Auditory Management: Protecting viewsheds, visual quality,
soundscapes, and night skies.
Wildlife and Fisheries: Protecting wildlife and fisheries, including water quality, habitat fragmentation,
and lease stipulations to protect habitat and species.

MANAGEMENT ALTERNATIVES
Alternatives Development Process
The alternatives were prepared by BLM in conjunction with cooperating agencies. In addition, a
preliminary range of alternatives was presented to the public at an open house meeting and on the Moab
MLP website on May 14, 2014. Feedback from the public on the preliminary range of alternatives was
taken through May 28, 2014. This feedback, as well as that of cooperating agencies, was used to assist the
BLM in finalizing the alternatives for the MLP/DEIS and the MLP/FEIS.
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Summary Description of the Management Alternatives
The proposed plan and three alternatives are presented in the MLP/FEIS.
Alternative A (No Action AlternativeContinuation of Existing Management)

Alternative A is the No Action alternative and represents the continuation of existing mineral leasing
management (oil, gas, and potash) under the Moab and Monticello Resource Management Plans (2008).
This alternative is the least restrictive to mineral leasing and development; however, current management
provides protection for special designations and constraints for sensitive resources. Alternative A allows
for oil, gas, and potash leasing and development to occur on the same tracts of land where it is consistent
with the leasing decisions in the RMPs. The No Action alternative is required by the Council on
Environmental Quality.
Alternative B

Alternative B provides for mineral leasing and development outside of areas that are protected for high
scenic quality (including public lands visible from Arches and Canyonlands National Parks), high use
recreation areas, special designations, and other sensitive resources in a manner that minimizes surface
disturbance and associated potential resource impacts. Alternative B provides a limited number of specific
exceptions to leasing stipulations. Mineral leasing decisions are divided into two options specified as
Alternative B1 and Alternative B2 (Tables 2-5 and 2-6). The stipulations devised for the protection of
specific resources in Alternative B apply to the leasing decisions in both Alternative B1 and Alternative
B2.
Alternative B1 provides for both oil and gas leasing and potash leasing. In Alternative B1, surface impacts
would be minimized by separating the new leasing of the two commodities (oil/gas and potash), limiting
the density of development in a manner that would not dominate the landscape, and locating potash
processing facilities in areas identified with the least amount of sensitive resources. Separating leasing of
oil/gas and potash would eliminate redundant infrastructure and ensure orderly development by setting
apart the competing objectives of the two commodities. Potash leasing would involve a phased approach
and would initially only be issued within identified areas. A phased approach to potash leasing would
provide the opportunity to lease a limited portion of the Planning Area in order to determine the feasibility
of potash development and methods for reducing resource conflicts.
Alternative B2 provides for only oil and gas leasing; no new potash leasing would occur. Oil and gas is a
proven economic commodity in the Planning Area while the feasibility of developing deep potash deposits
with solution mining methods has not been established on public lands within the Planning Area. Leasing
for oil and gas alone would meet the objective of minimizing surface impacts by eliminating the potential
for redundant infrastructure associated with co-development of oil, gas, and potash and eliminating the
potential for potash processing facilities. Alternative B2 would also minimize surface impacts by limiting
the density of oil and gas development in a manner that would not dominate the landscape.
Alternative C

Alternative C emphasizes resource protection over mineral leasing and development. Alternative C
provides for only oil and gas leasing; no potash leasing would occur. This alternative affords the greatest
protection to areas with high scenic quality, recreational uses, special designations, BLM lands adjacent to
Arches and Canyonlands National Parks, and other sensitive resources. Alternative C provides minimal
exceptions to leasing stipulations. In areas open for oil and gas development, surface impacts would be
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minimized by limiting the density of oil and gas development in a manner that would not dominate the
landscape.
Alternative D (Proposed Plan)

Alternative D is the BLM’s proposed plan and provides for both oil and gas leasing and potash leasing.
Mineral development would be precluded in many areas with high scenic quality, in some high use
recreation areas, specially designated areas, and in other areas with sensitive resources. Outside of these
areas, surface impacts would be minimized by separating leasing of the two commodities (oil/gas and
potash), locating potash processing facilities in areas with the least amount of sensitive resources, and
limiting the density of mineral development. Potash leasing would involve a phased approach and would
initially only be issued within identified areas. Alternative D provides operational flexibility for mineral
leasing and development through some specific exceptions and closes BLM lands adjacent to Arches and
Canyonlands National Parks to mineral leasing and development.

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT
The affected environment provides a description of the existing physical, biological, and cultural resources
as well as resource uses that could be affected by implementing the mineral leasing decisions in the
alternatives. The information presented in the affected environment is utilized in analyzing the potential
environmental consequences of the management actions in the alternatives.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
The purpose of the analysis of environmental consequences is to determine the potential for significant
impact of the “Federal action” on the “human environment.” The CEQ regulations for implementing NEPA
states that the “human environment” shall be interpreted comprehensively to include the natural and
physical environment, and the relationship of people with that environment (40 CFR §1508.14). The
“Federal action” is the BLM’s selection of a MLP on which future mineral leasing and development will
be based.
The environmental analysis identifies impacts that may enhance or improve a resource as a result of
management actions, as well as those impacts that have the potential to impair a resource. The analysis of
the alternatives is focused on identifying the types of impacts anticipated to occur and estimating their
potential intensity. The analysis is organized by resource program and discloses the potential impacts on
each resource program from implementing each of the proposed alternatives. The analysis also includes an
assessment of cumulative effects, which are defined as the impacts that result from the incremental impact
of an action when added to other past, present, or reasonably foreseeable future actions.

CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION
The MLP/FEIS was prepared in consultation and coordination with various Federal, State, and local
agencies, organizations, and individuals. Agency consultation and public participation have been
accomplished through a variety of formal and informal methods, including public meetings, workshops,
correspondence (both traditional and electronic), and meetings with various public agencies and interest
groups.
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COOPERATING AGENCIES
The BLM extended cooperating agency status to government entities and agencies throughout the Planning
Area. The following is a list of the cooperating agencies that have actively attended the cooperators
meetings leading to the development of the MLP/FEIS.
•
•
•
•

Grand County
San Juan County
State of Utah
National Park Service (NPS) (U.S. Department of the Interior [DOI])

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service are also actively
involved in the planning process.
As part of the planning process, the BLM initiated consultation with culturally affiliated Native American
Tribes. The Hopi Indian Tribe accepted BLM’s invitation to become involved in the MLP process.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
The public scoping period began with the publication of the Notice of Intent (NOI) in the Federal Register
on March 5, 2012. The scoping period included three public scoping meetings held in Moab, Monticello,
and Salt Lake City, Utah. The formal scoping period ended on May 7, 2012. The majority of comments
pertained to policy and administrative actions, socioeconomics, water and soil resources, fish and wildlife
and special status species, air resources, and visual resource management and noise.
On August 21, 2015, the BLM published a Notice of Availability (NOA) for the Moab MLP/Draft RMP
Amendments/Draft EIS (MLP/DEIS) in the Federal Register which initiated a formal public comment
period (94-days) which ended on November 23, 2015. The MLP/DEIS was distributed to appropriate
Federal agencies with jurisdiction by law or special expertise and to State and local agencies, including
Indian Tribes. Copies of the MLP/DEIS were also made available to the public at public libraries, the MLP
website, and BLM offices.
The public was provided with an opportunity to review and comment on the MLP/DEIS during the 94-day
public comment period. Three public meetings were held in Moab, Monticello, and Salt Lake City during
the comment period to inform the public about the MLP/DEIS.

CHANGES FROM THE MLP/DEIS TO THE MLP/FEIS
Comments received on the MLP/DEIS from the public and internal BLM review were considered and
incorporated as appropriate into the proposed RMP amendments and FEIS. Public comments resulted in
the addition of clarifying text, but did not significantly change proposed land use plan decisions.
Adjustments and clarifications have been made to the preferred alternative in the DEIS which is now
presented as the proposed plan in the FEIS. Changes made in the text of the MLP/DEIS that are based on
public comment and BLM internal review are shaded in gray in the MLP/FEIS. Refer to the end of
Chapter 1 (Table 1-2) for a complete listing of every change from the MLP/DEIS to the MLP/FEIS.
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NEXT STEPS
Following the Environmental Protection Agency’s publication of the NOA for the MLP/FEIS in the Federal
Register, there will be a 30-day protest period. In addition, a 60-day Governor’s Consistency Review period
will start at the same time as the protest period.
At the end of the protest period on the proposed plan amendments and FEIS and after protests are resolved,
a Record of Decision (ROD) is issued. The ROD serves as a concise and useful tool for summarizing the
findings and decisions brought forward into the Moab MLP and approved Moab and Monticello RMP
amendments. After the ROD is signed, implementation level decisions, such as lease issuance, applications
for permit to drill, geophysical operations, and sundry notices, will be appealable for 30 days from the date
of the decision for these actions.
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Chapter 1

CHAPTER 1—INTRODUCTION
1.1

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

This Moab Master Leasing Plan (MLP) and Proposed Resource Management Plan Amendments/Final
Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) for the Moab and Monticello Field Offices (MLP/FEIS) has been
prepared by the United States (U.S.) Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management (BLM),
Canyon Country District. The MLP/FEIS is based on comments received during the public comment period
on the Master Leasing Plan/Draft Resource Management Plan Amendments/Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (MLP/DEIS).
The BLM Washington Office (WO) Instruction Memorandum (IM) No. 2010-117: Oil and Gas Leasing
Reform – Land Use Planning and Lease Parcel Reviews (May 17, 2010) and BLM Handbook H-1624-1:
Planning for Fluid Mineral Resources (January 28, 2013) outline the process and criteria for preparing a
MLP. Although the IM and the Handbook pertain to oil and gas leasing decisions, the BLM determined
that the MLP concepts are also applicable to potash leasing decisions. A MLP is a mechanism for
completing additional planning, analysis, and decision making that may be necessary for areas meeting the
criteria for preparing a MLP. The BLM identified lands within the Moab and Monticello Field Offices
which meet the following criteria: 1) largely unleased; 2) industry interest and high mineral development
potential; 3) majority Federal mineral interest and; 4) the potential for impacts to important resource values.
Therefore, the BLM exercised its discretion to utilize the MLP process. Through the MLP process, the
BLM will reconsider mineral leasing decisions in a portion of the Moab and Monticello Resource
Management Plan (RMP) Amendments that are covered in the designated Planning Area. The BLM has
conducted the MLP process at a more focused level than the broader level of analysis normally conducted
in an RMP. The purpose of the planning effort is to prepare the Moab MLP, proposed amendments to the
Moab and Monticello RMPs, and a single Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).
The resource protection measures identified in the Moab MLP will also apply to areas currently under lease
where they do not conflict with the rights granted to the holder of the lease. The Federal Government
retains certain rights when issuing an oil and gas lease. While the BLM may not unilaterally add a new
stipulation to an existing lease that it has already issued, the BLM can subject the development of existing
leases to reasonable conditions, as necessary, through the application of Conditions of Approval at the time
of permitting.
This planning effort does not entail a full RMP revision, but rather maintains a limited focus on the
management decisions pertaining to oil and gas and potash leasing in the Planning Area. Due to the limited
focus of this planning effort, decisions that would normally be considered in a full RMP revision will not
be addressed.
This document describes the purpose and need for the plan, the affected environment, the alternatives for
managing public lands within the Planning Area (including the Proposed Plan), the environmental impacts
of those alternatives, and the consultation and coordination in which the BLM engaged in developing the
plan.
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1.2

PURPOSE AND NEED FOR THE MOAB MLP

1.2.1

Purpose

The MLP process provides additional planning and analysis prior to new leasing of oil and gas and potash
within the Planning Area. The Moab MLP enables the Moab and Monticello Field Offices to 1) evaluate
in-field considerations such as optimal parcel configurations and potential development scenarios; 2)
identify and address potential resource conflicts and environmental impacts from development; 3) develop
mitigation strategies through leasing stipulations and best management practices; and 4) consider a range
of new constraints, including prohibiting surface occupancy or closing areas to leasing. New mineral
leasing stipulations and development constraints would be accomplished through proposed amendments to
the existing land use plans (Moab and Monticello RMPs). The EIS analyzes likely development scenarios
and land use plan alternatives with varying mitigation levels for mineral leasing.

1.2.2

Need

The BLM introduced the MLP as part of its 2010 Oil and Gas Leasing Reform effort (IM 2010-117). The
BLM determined that the Planning Area meets the criteria for preparing an MLP and additional planning
and analysis are warranted prior to new or additional mineral leasing and development. In evaluating
mineral leasing decisions, as in any land use planning process, the BLM will consider changing
circumstances, updated policies, and new information.
Changing Circumstances

During the preparation of the RMPs (2008) for the Moab and Monticello Field Offices, only a limited
amount of potash development was projected for existing leases. Large-scale development was considered
unlikely. Competition from lower cost producers with large resource bases in New Mexico, the
Saskatchewan Province of Canada, and Utah’s Great Salt Lake were a significant deterrent that had
prevented the exploitation of the undeveloped known potash resources within the Planning Areas for the
RMPs.
However, due to a spike in potash prices in 2008, there was renewed interest in the potash resources within
the Planning Area for the Moab MLP. The BLM was inundated with applications for potash prospecting
and expressions of interest for competitive leasing. It was concluded that the existing RMPs did not
adequately address the magnitude of potential potash development. Additional planning was necessary
prior to considering new potash leasing.
Updated Policies

Washington Office Instruction Memorandum 2010-117 establishes updated policy on the oil and gas leasing
process. In 2011, the BLM Utah State Office completed an implementation plan for the MLP Policy and
assessments of areas proposed for an MLP analysis. The BLM Utah State Director then identified six areas
where initiating an MLP analysis was appropriate (see “Oil and Gas Leasing Reform Implementation Plan”
and Utah MLP Assessments). On February 16, 2011, BLM Director Robert Abbey agreed with the Utah
BLM State Director’s findings. On March 5, 2012, BLM published a Notice of Intent (NOI) in the Federal
Register to prepare the Moab MLP, potential amendments to the 2008 Moab and Monticello RMPs, and an
EIS to consider leasing for oil and gas and potash on about 785,000 acres of public lands (see the Notice of
Intent to Prepare a Master Leasing Plan, Amendments to the RMPs for the Moab and Monticello Field
Offices, and an Associated EIS, 77 Fed. Reg. 13,141 dated March 5, 2012). The NOI invited Federal, State,
local, and tribal agencies, along with other stakeholders that may be interested in or affected by the BLM’s
decision, to participate in the scoping process and to submit comments to BLM or attend public meetings.
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New Information

Since the RMPs were completed in 2008, the following new data has been identified for consideration in
the MLP process:
•

Reasonably Foreseeable Development (RFD) Scenario for Potash in the Moab MLP Area (2014).

•

RFD Scenario for Oil and Gas in the Moab MLP Area (2012).

•

Moab Field Office Visual Resource Inventory (2011), National Park viewsheds, night skies, and
soundscapes.

•

Socioeconomic Baseline Report for the Moab MLP (2012).

•

New wildlife habitat data from the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources for desert bighorn sheep
(2013), pronghorn (2014), deer (2012) and elk (2013).

•

New data collected for the Old Spanish National Historic Trail for new cultural resource inventory,
viewshed analysis, and historic setting analysis.

•

New BLM land acquisitions from the Utah State Institutional Trust Lands Administration (SITLA)
as a result of the Utah Recreational Land Exchange Act (2014).

•

New information regarding lands with wilderness characteristics.

•

Updated film locations from the Moab to Monument Valley Film Commission.

•

Identification of heavily visited cultural sites.

•

New water information of spring areas, aquifers, and watersheds adjacent to National Parks, and
drinking water source protection zones, updated information on impaired waters.

•

Identification of high and moderate use of recreation trails, routes, and climbing areas.

•

Potential Fossil Yield Classification Areas.

•

Sensitive Plant Habitat Areas.

1.3
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF PLANNING AREA, GEOGRAPHIC SCALE, AND
RESOURCES/PROGRAMS
The geographic area being considered in this planning process includes a portion of BLM-administered
public lands and Federal mineral estates managed by BLM’s Moab and Monticello Field Offices in Grand
and San Juan Counties, Utah (Map 3-1). The Planning Area covers approximately 785,567 acres of public
lands in southeast Utah south of Interstate 70. The area adjoins the town of Moab and Arches National
Park. The western boundary is the Green River and the northeastern boundary of Canyonlands National
Park. To the south of Moab, the Planning Area includes the Indian Creek/Lockhart Basin/Hatch Point area
between Canyonlands National Park and Highway 191. The Planning Area encompasses a mix of land
uses including developed and dispersed recreation, limited oil and gas development, and a potash facility.
Interest in potash exploration and development is peaking in the area. Table 1-1 shows the total acreage
within the Planning Area including, private, State, and other Federal ownership. Proposed decisions
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included in the alternatives for the Moab MLP apply only to BLM-administered lands within the Planning
Area.
The majority of the public lands within the Planning Area are managed by the Moab Field Office.
Approximately 581,624 acres (61 percent of the Planning Area) are managed by the Moab Field Office and
203,943 acres (22 percent of the Planning Area) are managed by the Monticello Field Office. An additional
13 percent of land in the Planning Area is State Trust Lands, administered by SITLA. Land ownership in
the Planning Area is depicted in Table 1-1. The Planning Area surrounds Arches National Park, with the
exception of the southeast side of the park, and also borders Canyonlands National Park to the north and
east. Privately owned lands are concentrated primarily around the major transportation routes, river
corridors, and areas suitable for agricultural development.
The Planning Area has a high potential for the development of oil, gas, and potash as stated in the RFD
scenarios. Interest in oil, gas, and potash exploration and development is high. The BLM has received
recent Expressions of Interest to lease over 120,000 acres for oil and gas. Additionally, the BLM has
received 223 potash permit applications covering 416,464 acres since 2008.
The Planning Area also has some of the most iconic scenery on the Colorado Plateau. The Planning Area
is immediately adjacent to Arches and Canyonlands National Parks. About 2 million visitors a year enjoy
a wide variety of recreational experiences within the Planning Area (Stevens 2014). The Planning Area
contains lands identified by the BLM as having outstanding visual resources, high value recreation areas,
lands with wilderness characteristics, and high quality air resources. The Planning Area also includes six
Areas of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC), six Special Recreation Management Areas (SRMA),
portions of the Old Spanish National Historic Trail, and two suitable Wild and Scenic Rivers (the Colorado
River and the Green River).

Table 1-1. Land Ownership within the Planning Area
Moab Field Office
Acres

Monticello Field Office
Acres

Planning Area
Total Acres

BLM

581,624

203,943

785,567

State

91,805

32,490

124,295

Land Status

State Parks

4,337

40

4,377

Private

17,855

14,375

32,230

Split Estate*
Total

9,855

5,281

15,136

695,621

250,848

946,469

*Acreage not additive
Source: BLM Canyon Country District

1.4

SCOPING/ISSUES

Scoping is an early and open process for determining the scope, or range, of issues to be addressed in the
planning process. Public scoping is required in order to meet the public involvement requirements of the
Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA), the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and
43 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 1610.2. Planning issues are disputes or controversies about existing
and potential land and resource allocations, levels of resource use, production, and related management
practices. Scoping identifies the affected public and agency concerns and defines the relevant issues to be
used in developing the alternatives and analyzing the impacts of these alternatives in the MLP/DEIS.
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Public scoping was initiated in order to meet the public involvement requirements. This cooperative
process included soliciting input from interested State and local governments, tribal governments, other
Federal agencies, organizations, and individuals to identify the scope of issues to be addressed in the plan
and to assist in the formulation of reasonable alternatives. The scoping process was an excellent effective
method for opening dialogue between the BLM and the general public about management of the public
lands and for identifying the concerns of those who have an interest in the area.
A public scoping period began with the publication of the NOI in the Federal Register on March 5, 2012.
The scoping period included three public scoping meetings held in Moab, Monticello, and Salt Lake City,
Utah. The formal scoping period ended on May 7, 2012. There were 319 comments extracted from the
181 individual comment submissions. The majority of comments pertained to policy and administrative
actions, socioeconomics, water and soil resources, fish and wildlife and special status species, air resources,
and visual resource management and noise. Additional comments pertained to recreation, minerals, climate
change, cultural and paleontological resources, lands with wilderness characteristics, lands and realty, and
special designations. Chapter 5 contains additional information about the results of the scoping process.
The Final Scoping Report is available for review on the BLM website for the Moab MLP. The Scoping
Report summarizes the scoping process, reports on the comments received, and identifies the issues raised
during the scoping process.
For the MLP planning process, scoping comments received from the public were placed in one of two
categories:
1. Issues to be addressed in the Moab MLP
a. Issues used to develop alternatives
b. Issues addressed in other parts of the EIS
2. Issues considered but not further analyzed
a. Issues addressed through administrative or policy action
b. Issues beyond the scope of the plan
c. Other issues not addressed.
The following compilation of issues was derived from refinement of the original issues identified during
the scoping period and additional issues that have been identified through the planning process as new
conditions and/or information became available. Issues are organized by resource topic and similar issues
are grouped together where possible.

1.4.1

Issues to be Addressed in the Moab MLP

Air Quality
Issues Used to Develop Alternatives
•
•
•
•

Final EIS

How would the MLP address emissions and pollutants affecting air quality resulting from oil and
gas and potash development?
What mitigation measures and design features would be implemented to address potential impacts
to air quality or air quality related values (AQRV)?
How would the MLP address fugitive dust and dust suppression associated with mineral
operations?
How would the MLP address impacts to air quality and AQRVs and compliance with the National
Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS)?
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What management actions in the MLP would be developed to address emission standards or
limitations, BMPs, control technologies, and considerations of the pace of development?

Issues Addressed in Other Parts of the EIS
•
•
•

Would quantitative modeling be required to determine impacts to air quality and/or AQRV?
How would cumulative impacts on air quality resources (including dust generation) that occurred
from oil and gas and potash development be addressed?
How would the MLP address contributions from fugitive dust on early snowmelt?

Climate Change
Issues Used to Develop Alternatives
•
•

What design features and technologies are necessary to minimize contributions to greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions and climate change?
What measures are necessary to reduce GHG emissions?

Issues Addressed in Other Parts of the EIS
•

How would the MLP address GHG emissions and their contributions to climate change including
soil health, vegetation growth, wildlife, and water availability?

Cultural/Paleontology Resources
Issues Used to Develop Alternatives
•
•
•

How would discovered and undiscovered paleontological and cultural resources be protected?
Would the BLM require surveys for paleontological resources prior to surface disturbance
associated with mineral development?
How would prehistoric rock art and historic features be protected from fugitive dust?

Issues Addressed in Other Parts of the EIS
•

How would mineral leasing and development impact cultural and paleontological resources?

Lands and Realty
Issues Used to Develop Alternatives
•
•
•
•

What lease stipulations would be developed to protect high use filming locations?
How would the MLP protect major utility corridors?
How would the structural integrity of the Needles and Anticline Overlook Roads be preserved?
What mineral leasing stipulations would be applied to the locatable mineral withdrawals along the
major rivers?

Issues Addressed in Other Parts of the EIS
•
•
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How would the MLP address State and private inholdings?
How would the MLP address the ability to lease State lands and private inholdings that could be
impacted by BLM leasing decisions?
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Lands with Wilderness Characteristics
This plan amendment would not make decisions regarding whether or not lands inventoried by the BLM as
having wilderness characteristics should be managed to protect, preserve, and maintain these
characteristics. Therefore, this plan amendment would not make decisions for managing new areas for their
wilderness values. The BLM is required under Manual 6310 to keep current its inventory of wilderness
characteristics.
Issues Used to Develop Alternatives
•

What management actions and/or stipulations are needed to minimize impacts to lands with
wilderness characteristics from mineral development?

Issues Addressed in Other Parts of the EIS
•

How would mineral leasing and development impact lands with wilderness characteristics?

Livestock Grazing
Issues Addressed in Other Parts of the EIS
•

How would construction of a potash processing facility impact livestock grazing?

Minerals
Issues Used to Develop Alternatives
•
•
•
•

What areas would be available for mineral leasing and development and what restrictions and
BMPs would be imposed to protect resource values?
What BMPs would be imposed on the transportation of minerals to protect other users of public
lands?
What stipulations would be imposed on mineral development to prevent rock falls along cliff faces
which impose a public safety hazard?
What BMPs would be developed to protect birds from the impacts of potash evaporation ponds and
pits?

Issues Addressed in Other Parts of the EIS
•

How would leasing decisions affect the development of mineral resources?

Recreation
Issues Used to Develop Alternatives
•
•

•
•

Final EIS

What protections would be applied to viewsheds associated with recreation experiences?
How will the MLP protect high use recreation opportunities and assets that occur on roads, trails,
and sites that support hiking, biking, boating, off-highway vehicles, camping, equestrian, and rock
climbing from mineral development?
How should recreation areas adjacent to National Parks be protected?
How should recreation focus areas designated in the Moab RMP be protected?
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How should commercially marketed recreation assets such as Jeep Safari routes and non-motorized
trails be protected from mineral development?

Issues Addressed in Other Parts of the EIS
•

How would mineral leasing and development impact recreation resources and experiences?

Socioeconomics
Issues Addressed in Other Parts of the EIS
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

How will the MLP consider the social impacts that mineral development has on the demographics
and social institutions of affected communities?
How will the MLP take into consideration the economic sustainability of recreation and tourism as
compared to mineral development?
How will health and safety of surrounding local populations and recreationists be addressed in the
MLP?
How will environmental justice be addressed in the MLP?
How will the MLP address non-market values as well as ecosystem services such as visual and air
quality and water resources?
How will the MLP address potential economic impacts directly related to both mineral development
and recreation activities, such as employment and labor income, pay levels, rents and royalties, and
fiscal (severance and property taxes) benefits to State and local governments?
Will the MLP address the potential impacts associated with mineral development to the local
communities and population changes, such as housing, demographics, and local vs. non-resident
labor?
How will the MLP address the economic impact of increased mineral development on the
recreation economy in general and on the commercial recreation sector in particular?

Special Designations
Issues Used to Develop Alternatives
•

•

What restrictions or stipulations would be placed on mineral development to provide the necessary
protections to identified special designation areas and values (ACECs, Wild and Scenic Rivers, and
National Historic Trails)?
How would the BLM address the protection of Old Spanish National Historic Trail segments (Blue
Hills and Moab Trail Segment) located within the Planning Area and the viewshed of these
segments?

Issues Addressed in Other Parts of the EIS
•

How would mineral leasing decisions impact areas with special designations?

Vegetation/Special Status Species
Issues Used to Develop Alternatives
•
•
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How would the MLP address the control of noxious weeds and invasive species?
Would a monitoring program be implemented to insure that reclamation efforts have been
successful?
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How would the Isley milkvetch and the Cisco milkvetch (sensitive plant species proposed for listing
under the Endangered Species Act) be protected from mineral development?
What leasing stipulations and BMPs would be developed to protect vegetation?
How would mineral activities be managed during periods of drought?
How would sagebrush/steppe habitat, essential to wildlife, be managed?
What reclamation measures would be developed for restoring vegetation?

Issues Addressed in Other Parts of the EIS
•

How would mineral activities impact vegetation?

Visual Resource Management/Auditory Management
Issues Used to Develop Alternatives
•
•
•
•
•

How would important viewsheds from National and State Parks be protected?
What provisions would be developed to minimize noise levels associated with mineral development
near high use recreation areas and National Parks?
How would the BLM utilize up to date visual resource inventories?
What mitigation measures would be developed in order to minimize impacts to the visual quality
of the area from mineral leasing and development?
What mitigation measures would be developed to minimize impacts to night skies?

Issues Addressed in Other Parts of the EIS
•

How would mineral leasing and development impact visual resources and soundscapes?

Water and Soil Resources
Issues Used to Develop Alternatives
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
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What stipulations would be applied to mineral leasing in order to protect municipal watersheds,
aquifers, water supplies to national parks and other users, wetlands, springs, seeps, rivers, streams,
and riparian areas?
How would the MLP identify and address major, shallow, and sensitive aquifers, groundwater
recharge areas, and potential underground sources of drinking water?
How would the MLP address Sole Source Aquifers and Drinking Water Source Protection Zones?
How would the MLP address water uses such as surface water and groundwater use including the
location and source identification of agricultural, domestic, and public water supply wells, springs,
or surface water intakes?
How would the MLP identify and address surface water quality and impaired or threatened water
body segments?
Would the MLP require a water management plan and water monitoring plan for mineral projects
to protect nearby water uses?
How would the MLP address the effect of sedimentation from mineral development on surface
water quality?
How would the MLP impose stipulations to avoid and mitigate potential significant impacts to
water resources?
What BMPs would be developed to protect surface and groundwater resources?
How would the MLP address soil erosion and the potential impacts to wildlife from mineral
development?
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What stipulations should be applied to mineral leasing to protect steep slopes?
What stipulations would be applied to mineral leasing to protect water quality?
What BMPs would be developed to protect stream crossings and ephemeral washes?

Issues Addressed in Other Parts of the EIS
•
•
•
•
•

How would the MLP disclose the water needs of projected development?
How would the MLP address impacts to surface and groundwater from waste management, solution
mining, oil and gas well drilling?
How should the MLP address soils, sensitive soils, and biological soil crusts?
How would the MLP address secondary impacts to fish and wildlife from water usage associated
with mineral development?
How would mineral leasing and development impact water resources?

Wildlife and Fisheries/Special Status Species
Issues Used to Develop Alternatives
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What kinds of stipulations and BMPs for oil, gas, and potash leasing would be developed to provide
the necessary protections for fish and wildlife habitats?
How would the MLP protect special status species?
Would the MLP consider offsite mitigation for wildlife habitat affected by mineral development?
How would the MLP address impacts to migratory birds and their habitats?
What BMPs would the MLP develop to protect migratory birds from contact with hazardous
materials associated with mineral development?
What leasing stipulations would be imposed to protect deer, elk, bighorn sheep, and pronghorn?
What protections would the MLP develop to protect raptors?
How would the MLP provide protections to areas such as springs, riparian areas, and wetlands that
provide habitat to fish and wildlife species?
Would the MLP utilize the most up-to-date lease notices for Threatened and Endangered species
provided by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS)?
What lease stipulations would be developed to protect the 100 year floodplain to the Colorado and
Green Rivers?
How would impacts to fish habitat from water depletions due to mineral development be addressed?
How would the MLP address updated wildlife inventories?
What surveys would be considered for protection of wildlife species prior to mineral activities?
What lease stipulations and BMPs for oil, gas, and potash would be developed to provide the
necessary protections for fish and wildlife habitat?

Issues Addressed in Other Parts of the EIS
•
•
•

1.4.2

How would the MLP address wildlife displacement including secondary impacts from visual,
auditory, and fugitive dust?
How would impacts to wildlife and wildlife habitat, such as increased noise, traffic, and surface
disturbance, be addressed?
How would the MLP address habitat fragmentation?

Issues Considered but not Further Analyzed

Issues Addressed Through Policy or Administrative Action
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Policy or administrative actions include those actions that are implemented by the BLM as a standard
operating procedure, because law requires them, or because they are the policy of the BLM. Administrative
actions do not require a planning decision to implement. The following issues raised in scoping can be
addressed by administrative actions:
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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The Moab MLP should be consistent with current BLM regulations, policies, guidance, IMs, and
Memoranda of Understanding.
Coordination and involvement with local, State, and Federal agencies as well as the public and
stakeholders.
Congress has prohibited funding for implementation of Secretarial Order 3310 pertaining to
protecting wilderness characteristics on public lands. However, BLM Manual 6310 provides
guidance for inventorying wilderness characteristics on public lands.
Wilderness Study Areas (WSA) are closed to mineral leasing and are excluded from the Moab MLP
area.
Analysis of impacts (including short term, long term, and cumulative), considering a range of
alternatives (including a no leasing alternative), mitigation, and monitoring in accordance with the
NEPA.
Enforcement of management decisions.
Use of the best available data.
Preparation of a RFD scenario for potash that includes the best available data regarding all forms
of potential potash development, projected numbers of mining and processing operations, and
estimated water and energy use.
Use of maps displaying land ownership.
Access across private land.
Fire safety.
Compliance with existing laws and policies including the National Historic Preservation Act
(U.S.C. 54) and 54 U.S.C. 320301 et seq. (formerly referred to as the Antiquities Act), Native
American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act, Endangered Species Act, Clean Air Act,
FLPMA, NEPA.
Surveys for cultural resources prior to surface disturbance associated with mineral development.
Suspension of mineral leasing during the MLP process.
Procedures regarding issuance of prospecting permits and preference right leases.
Consistency with adjoining BLM jurisdictions.
Administration of existing permits and leases.
Valid existing rights associated with leases and permits.
Bonding pertaining to mineral development.
Policy regarding climate change and GHGs.
Preparation of a MLP and the inclusion of potash in the process.
Utilization of the least restrictive stipulations necessary to protect the applicable resource in
accordance with the Energy Policy Act of 2005.
Compliance with the Surface Operating Standards and Guidelines for Oil and Gas Exploration and
Development (The Gold Book).
Jurisdiction of State agencies and other Federal agencies.
Use of existing roads as access routes in accordance with The Gold Book.
Compliance with the Memorandum of Understanding regarding air quality analysis and mitigation.
Compliance with the Mineral Policy Act and the Mineral Leasing Act.
Lands closed to mineral development would be done in accordance with FLPMA.
Health and safety of mineral personnel.
Conducting surveys for cultural resources prior to surface disturbance associated with mineral
development.
Utilization of lease stipulations and BMPs as specified in BLM WO IM 2010-117.
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Issues Beyond the Scope of the Plan
Issues beyond the scope of the plan include all issues not related to decisions that would occur as a result
of this planning process. In short, they include decisions that are not under the jurisdiction of the Canyon
Country District Office or are beyond the capability of the BLM to resolve as part of the planning process.
Issues identified in this category are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exclusion of mineral leasing and development from the area proposed in America’s Red Rock
Wilderness Act.
Establishment of new ACECs (Sec. 202 FLPMA), Wild and Scenic Rivers, SRMAs, and areas
managed for wilderness characteristics.
Not excluding areas found by the BLM to possess wilderness characteristics from mineral
development.
Consideration of wilderness quality lands for National Monument status.
Considering alternative energy sources as substitutes for activities related to mineral development.
Changes in policy regarding the timeframe for rehabilitation and closure of a drill sites.
Changes in policy regarding natural gas flaring/venting, fracking, and handling of hydrocarbon
wastes.
Addressing the national and international need for potash.
Analysis of unknown mineral technologies.
Expansion of National Parks.
Availability of funding and personnel for managing management decisions.
Changes to the approved Travel Plans for the Moab and Monticello RMPs.
Analysis of emissions (including dust) from vehicles utilized by visitors.

Other Issues not Addressed in the Plan
•
•
•

•
•

1.5

Disruption of wildlife corridors is not addressed because the BLM has not identified any major
corridors within the Planning Area.
Shut-off valves for pipelines within critical habitat for Threatened and Endangered species will be
addressed and mitigated for proposed pipelines on a site-specific basis.
Impacts to birds from power lines is not addressed because the BLM does not anticipate the use of
power lines for drilling and oil and gas production. Any power lines proposed for potash processing
plants will be addressed and mitigated on a site-specific basis.
Subsidence associated with underground potash solution mining operations will not be addressed.
Subsidence impacts are not anticipated due to the depth of the potash deposits.
The potential for impacts to residential viewsheds associated with mineral activities is considered
minimal and will be addressed on a site specific basis.

PLANNING CRITERIA

Planning criteria are based on appropriate laws, regulations, BLM Manual sections, and policy directives,
as well as on public participation and coordination with cooperating agencies, other Federal agencies, State
and local governments, and Indian tribes. Planning criteria are the standards, rules, and factors used to
resolve issues and develop alternatives. Planning criteria are prepared to ensure decisionmaking is tailored
to the issues and to ensure that the BLM avoids unnecessary data collection and analysis. Planning criteria
have been developed to guide the development of alternatives. The planning criteria to be considered in
the development of the Moab MLP are as follows:
•
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•

All decisions made in the planning process will apply only to public lands and, where appropriate,
split-estate lands where the subsurface mineral estate is managed by the BLM.

•

As described by law and policy, the BLM will strive to ensure that its management actions are as
consistent as possible with other adjoining planning jurisdictions, both Federal and non-Federal.

•

Management of WSAs will be guided by BLM Manual 6330, Management of Wilderness Study
Areas (BLM 2012a). Should Congress release all or part of a WSA from wilderness study, resource
management would be determined by preparing an amendment to the RMP. Actions inconsistent
with RMP goals and objectives will be deferred until completion of requisite plan amendments.
Because the management direction of the released land will continue in accordance with the goals
and objectives established in the RMP, there is no separate analysis required in this land use plan
to address resource impacts if any WSAs are released. If Congress acts to designate any lands
within the Planning Area as wilderness, they will be managed pursuant to Congress’s designation
and the Wilderness Act.

•

The Standards for Public Land Health (BLM 1997, 2002a) will apply to all activities and uses. The
Standards, as well as BLM guidelines for grazing and recreation management implemented to
achieve the Standards, would be applicable to all alternatives to the RMP analyzed in this EIS.

•

Baseline Reasonably Foreseeable Development scenarios will be developed and portrayed for
oil/gas and potash based on historical, existing, and projected levels for all mineral resource
programs.

•

Based on consultation with Native Americans, the BLM will consider sites, areas, issues, and
objects important to their cultural and religious heritage.

•

The BLM will adhere to all applicable laws (including State and local laws where appropriate),
regulations, BLM Manual sections, and current policy directives pertaining to management of
public lands. For example, all management actions would comply with the Endangered Species
Act and all laws concerning cultural resources.

•

The socioeconomic impacts of the alternatives will be addressed.

1.6

BLM’S PLANNING PROCESS

The BLM is directed by the FLPMA to plan for and manage “public lands.” As defined by the Act, public
lands are those Federally owned lands, and any interest in lands (e.g. Federally owned mineral estate), that
are administered by the BLM. Land use plans and planning decisions are the basis for every action the
BLM undertakes. Public participation and input are important components of land use planning. Land use
plans include the RMPs completed for the Moab and Monticello Field Offices in 2008.
FLPMA’s implementing regulations for planning, 43 CFR Part 1600, state that land use plans are “designed
to guide and control future management actions and the development of subsequent, more detailed and
limited scope plans for resources and uses” (43 CFR Part 1601.0-2). Public participation and input are
important components of land use planning.
The Moab MLP is being developed through the BLM land use planning amendment process because the
BLM has determined development of the Moab MLP is likely to result in changes to the plan level decisions
in the existing Moab and Monticello RMPs which must be made through the plan amendment process.
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The BLM will reconsider RMP decisions pertaining to the leasing of oil/gas and potash and will evaluate
likely development scenarios and varying mitigation levels.
An amendment to the existing RMPs involving mineral leasing decisions is considered a major Federal
action for the BLM. The NEPA of 1969, as amended, requires Federal agencies to prepare an EIS for major
Federal actions; thus an EIS is prepared in association with the amendment to the existing RMPs.
The BLM planning process, as set forth in the Federal regulations at 43 CFR 1600 and the land use planning
guidance found in the BLM Land Use Planning Handbook (BLM 2005a), consists of the following steps
for an EIS level land use plan amendment:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Identification of Issues
Development of Planning Criteria
Collect and Compile Inventory Data
Analysis of the Management Situation
Formulate Alternatives
Estimation of Impacts of Alternatives
Selection of a Preferred Alternative
Selection of the MLP
Monitoring and Evaluation.

The planning process is undertaken to resolve management issues and problems as well as to take advantage
of management opportunities. The BLM utilized the public scoping process to identify planning issues to
direct (drive) the amendment of the existing plans. The scoping process also was used to introduce the
public to preliminary planning criteria, which sets limits to the scope of the Moab MLP (Step 2).
As appropriate, the BLM used existing data from files and other sources and collected new data necessary
to update or supplement existing data in order to address planning issues and to fill data gaps identified
during public scoping (Step 3). Using these data, information concerning the resource management
programs, planning issues, and the planning criteria, the BLM completed an Analysis of the Management
Situation (Step 4) to describe current management and to identify management opportunities for addressing
the planning issues. Current management reflects management under the existing plans as well as
management that would continue through selection of the No Action Alternative.
During alternative formulation (Step 5), the BLM collaborated with cooperating agencies to identify a range
of management actions that would address issues and resource objectives. Alternatives were constrained
by the planning criteria and the purpose and need for the Moab MLP. The alternatives represent a
reasonable range of mineral leasing decisions for the Planning Area. Chapter 2 of this document describes
and summarizes the Proposed Plan and alternatives.
This EIS also includes an analysis of the impacts of each alternative in Chapter 4 (Step 6). With input from
cooperating agencies and BLM specialists, and consideration of planning issues, planning criteria, and the
impacts of the alternatives, the BLM identified that, at this time, Alternative D is the Preferred Alternative
from among the four alternatives presented (Step 7). This is documented in the MLP/DEIS, which is
distributed for public review and comment.
A 90-day public comment period for the MLP/DEIS began with the Environmental Protection Agency’s
(EPA) publication of the Notice of Availability in the Federal Register. Following receipt and consideration
of public comments on the MLP/DEIS, the BLM prepared the MLP/FEIS. Public release of this document
will initiate a concurrent 30-day protest period and 60-day Governor’s consistency review period. The
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BLM will resolve protests and address the Governor’s recommended changes and prepare a Record of
Decision and an Approved Moab MLP (Step 8).
Monitoring involves tracking the implementation of decisions in the Moab MLP and then collecting data
for evaluating the effectiveness of those decisions (Step 9).

1.7

RELATIONSHIP TO BLM POLICIES, PLANS, AND PROGRAMS

The Moab MLP is being prepared to comply with BLM WO IM 2010-117, Oil and Gas Leasing Reform –
Land Use Planning and Lease Parcel Reviews and BLM Handbook H-1624-1 – Planning for Fluid Mineral
Resources – Chapter V, Master Leasing Plans.
Through the MLP process, the BLM will reconsider, and may amend, mineral leasing decisions in a portion
of the Moab and Monticello RMPs (2008) that are covered in the designated Planning Area for the Moab
MLP.
The MLP process will consider mineral leasing and development decisions for all BLM resource programs
that may be potentially affected by these decisions.

1.8

RELATED PLANS

The BLM will consider plans of other State, local, and Federal agencies that are germane in the development
of the Moab MLP and will seek to be consistent with or complementary to these plans whenever possible.
The plans the BLM will consider during the planning effort for the Moab MLP include:

1.8.1
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.8.2
•
•

1.8.3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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State of Utah
Dead Horse Point State Park RMP (2007)
Utah’s Nonpoint Source Pollution Management Plan (2013)
Utah’s Sensitive Species List (2011)
Utah’s List of Impaired Waters (303d) (2010)
Utah’s Water Plan - Southeast Colorado River Basin (2000)
Utah’s Big Horn Sheep Statewide Management Plan (2013)
Statewide Management Plan for Elk (2010)

County Land Use Plans
San Juan County, Utah: San Juan County Master Plan (2008)
Grand County, Utah: Grand County General Plan Update (2012)

Other Federal Plans
Canyonlands National Park Resource Management Plan (1996)
Canyonlands National Park General Management Plan (1979)
Canyonlands National Park Backcountry Management Plan (1984, 1995)
Arches National Park, General Management Plan and Development Concept Plan (1989)
Canyonlands Wilderness Recommendation (1974)
Arches Backcountry Management Plan (1988)
Arches National Park Resource Management Plan (1986, 1995)
Arches Wilderness Recommendation (1974)
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Endangered Species Recovery Plans

Endangered species recovery plans are prepared by the USFWS to promote the recovery of threatened and
endangered species.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.9

Colorado Pikeminnow Recovery Plan (2002)
Humpback Chub Recovery Plan (2002)
Bonytail Chub Recovery Plan (2002)
Recovery Implementation Program Environmental Assessment (EA) for the Endangered Fish
Species in the Upper Colorado River Basin (1987)
Mexican Spotted Owl Recovery Plan (2012)
Razorback Sucker Recovery Plan (2002)
Final Recovery Plan for Southwestern Willow Flycatcher (2002)
Recovery Outline for Jones Cycladenia (2008)

CHANGES FROM THE MLP/DEIS TO THE MLP/FEIS

The MLP/DEIS was released to the public on August 21, 2015, which initiated a 90-day comment period.
Comments were received from the public, cooperating agencies, and other interested parties. See Chapter 5,
Consultation and Coordination, for details of the public comment process.
Comments on the MLP/DEIS that were received from the public as well as internal BLM review were
considered and incorporated as appropriate into the MLP/FEIS. Comments resulted in the addition of
clarifying text, adjustments to decisions, updates to information, updates to maps, and minor corrections.
However, these changes did not significantly revise proposed land use plan decisions or environmental
concerns. Therefore, in accordance with the regulations at 40 CFR 1502.9 (c), the BLM has determined
that a supplement to the MLP/DEIS is not necessary because no substantial changes to the Preferred
Alternative were made that are relevant to environmental concerns and there are no significant new
circumstances or information relevant to environmental concerns and bearing on the Preferred Alternative
or its impacts.
Adjustments and clarifications have been made to the Preferred Alternative in the MLP/DEIS which is now
presented as the Proposed Plan in the MLP/FEIS. Changes made in the text of the MLP/DEIS based on
public comment and BLM internal review are shaded in gray in the MLP/FEIS and are summarized in Table
1-2. Additional information necessary for preparing a FEIS such as Section 1.9 and the updates in Chapter 5
reflecting new information on consultation and coordination along with public outreach and participation
are not shaded in gray and are not summarized in Table 1-2.

Table 1-2. Changes from the MLP/DEIS to the MLP/FEIS
Description of Changes

Location in MLP/FEIS
Maps

Change Map 2-7-C, Lands Identified by the BLM as Having
Wilderness Characteristics in the 2008 RMP and in Subsequent
Inventories (Baseline CSU), to add four new areas with
wilderness characteristics.

Map 2-7-C

Change title of Map 2-21-C to High and Moderate Use Climbing
and Canyoneering Areas (NSO) from High Use Climbing and
Canyoneering Areas (NSO).

List of Maps and Map 2-21-C
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Description of Changes

Location in MLP/FEIS

Change title of Map 2-38-B/D to Salt Wash Watershed
(Baseline CSU, CSU) from Salt Wash Watershed (Baseline
CSU).

List of Maps and Map 2-38-B/D

Separate Map 2-46-B/D titled Old Spanish National Historic
Trail Resource Condition Category II Sites (CSU) into Map 246-B titled Old Spanish National Historic Trail (CSU) and Map
2-46-D titled Old Spanish National Historic Trail (CSU, LN).

List of Maps and Maps 2-46-B and
2-46-D

Add Map 2-60-A, Visual Resource Management Class II Areas
Surrounding Arches National Park (CSU).

List of Maps and Map 2-60-A

Chapter 1
Change text from “will conduct the MLP process” to “has
conducted the MLP process.”

Section 1.1 (Introduction and
Background)

Change text from “potential amendments” to “proposed
amendments.”
Change text from “The MLP process proposes new mineral
leasing stipulations and development constraints accomplished
through proposed amendments to the existing land use plans
(Moab and Monticello RMPs). The EIS analyzes likely
development scenarios and land use plan alternatives with
varying mitigation levels for mineral leasing” to “New mineral
leasing stipulations and development constraints would be
accomplished through proposed amendments to the existing
land use plans (Moab and Monticello RMPs). The EIS analyzes
likely development scenarios and land use plan alternatives
with varying mitigation levels for mineral leasing.”
Change text from “Furthermore, the BLM has identified a need
to evaluate mineral leasing decisions as a result of changing
circumstances, updated policies, and new information” to “In
evaluating mineral leasing decisions, as in any land use
planning process, the BLM will consider changing
circumstances, updated policies, and new information.”

Section 1.1 (Introduction and
Background)

Change “east-central” Utah to “southeast” Utah.

Section 1.3 (General Description of
Planning Area)
Section 1.4.1 (Issues to Be
Addressed in the Moab MLP, Lands
with Wilderness Characteristics)

Clarify text as follows: “This plan amendment would not make
decisions regarding whether or not lands inventoried by the
BLM as having wilderness characteristics should be managed
to protect, preserve, and maintain these characteristics.
Therefore, this plan amendment would not make decisions for
managing new areas for their wilderness values. The BLM is
required under Manual 6310 to keep current its inventory of
wilderness characteristics.”
Change the word “protect” to “minimize impacts to” lands with
wilderness characteristics.
Change reference of WO IM 2002-174, which is incorrect, to the
Energy Policy Act of 2005.

Final EIS

Section 1.2.1 (Purpose and Need for
the MLP/Purpose)

Section 1.2.2 (Need)

Section 1.4.1 (Issues to Be
Addressed in the Moab MLP, Lands
with Wilderness Characteristics)
Section 1.4.2, (Issues Considered
But Not Further Analyzed) ), Issues
Addressed Through Policy or
Administrative Action
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Location in MLP/FEIS

Update references to historic preservation laws that show
legislative changes to the National Historic Preservation Act
and Antiquities Act.

Section 1.4.2, (Issues Considered
But Not Further Analyzed), Issues
Addressed Through Policy or
Administrative Action

Remove the bullet stating: “Changes in the process for
exploration and development of potash.”

Section 1.4.2, (Issues Considered
But Not Further Analyzed), Issues
Beyond the Scope of the Plan

Remove the bullet stating: “Expiration of leases where the
Moab MLP closes the area to leasing.”

Section 1.4.2, (Issues Considered
But Not Further Analyzed), Issues
Beyond the Scope of the Plan

Chapter 2
Revise text to include a no leasing alternative for oil and gas in
the Alternatives Considered But Not Analyzed in Detail section.

Section 2.3 (Alternatives Considered
But Not Analyzed in Detail)

Modify the CSU stipulation requiring a Fugitive Dust Control
Plan to include mineral activity that would involve truck traffic on
unpaved or untreated roads.

Table 2-1 (Air Quality), Alternatives
B and D

Add a list of VOC controls that also control greenhouse gases
(GHGs).

Table 2-1 (Air Quality),
Management Actions Common to All
Alternatives

Change title of “Greenhouse Gas Mitigation” to “Air Quality and
Greenhouse Gas Mitigation.”
Add acreage for four areas identified by the BLM as having
wilderness characteristics (73,026 acres). These four areas
were submitted prior to the release of the MLP/DEIS, but
determinations were not finalized until after the release of the
MLP/DEIS.
Revise text to: “Apply the Baseline CSU stipulation to the
following lands identified by BLM as having wilderness
characteristics, but not managed for this resource, in the
2008 RMPs.”

Table 2-1 (Air Quality),
Management Action Common to All

Revise the Baseline CSU stipulation to state that the 15 acre
unreclaimed surface disturbance limit per well pad is based on
disturbance following interim reclamation.

Table 2-5 (Minerals: Oil and Gas),
Alternatives B, C, and D and Table
2-6 (Minerals: Potash), Alternatives
B1 and D

Revise the decision pertaining to phased leasing to remove the
reference to exclusive use of directional and horizontal drilling
and add in-situ recovery in association with solution mining.
The decision now states that the purpose of phased potash
leasing is to minimize resource conflicts and to test the
feasibility of solution mining (in-situ recovery) for deep deposits
of potash on public lands within the Planning Area utilizing
drilling technology.

Table 2-6 (Minerals: Potash),
Alternatives B1 and D

Change the text to clarify the Baseline CSU stipulation
regarding the colocation of facilities as follows: “Facilities
associated with potash production wells would be designed to
minimize surface impacts.” Furthermore, revise the reference
to “existing” roads in the same Baseline CSU stipulation as
follows: “Pipelines and utilities would be placed along existing

Table 2-6 (Minerals: Potash),
Alternatives B1 and D
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Description of Changes
roads, including new roads constructed in association with the
project.”

Location in MLP/FEIS

Remove the Baseline CSU stipulation and replace with “Same
as Alternative B2.”

Table 2-6 (Minerals: Potash),
Alternative C

Add italicized text: “The BLM will not approve any application
for potash prospecting permits or exploration licenses, or
engage in competitive leasing unless it is within a PLA.”

Table 2-6 (Minerals: Potash),
Alternative B1 and D

Add italicized text: “Three PLAs are initially identified in the
Planning Area: Upper Ten Mile, Red Wash, and Hatch Point.
Identified PLAs include blocks of public land in areas where
potash leases (Upper Ten Mile) or potash prospecting permits
(Red Wash and Hatch Point) have been issued.”

Table 2-6 (Minerals: Potash),
Alternative B1 and D

Change text to reflect correct terminology for potential fossil
yield classification (PFYC) classes. Add “where appropriate” to
the monitoring requirement for paleontological resources.

Table 2-8 (Paleontology),
Alternatives A, B, C, and D

Add requirement for mechanical integrity testing recommended
by the EPA to the CSU stipulation for the Courthouse Wash
Watershed.

Table 2-11 (Soil and Water),
Alternatives B and D

Modify the CSU stipulation to protect groundwater recharge in
the Salt Wash Watershed requiring the operator to conduct
reasonable tests which will demonstrate the mechanical
integrity of the downhole equipment.

Table 2-11 (Soil and Water),
Alternatives B and D

Add a CSU stipulation to the Salt Wash watershed requiring the
use of closed loop drilling, the use of tanks for produced and
backflow water, well integrity tests, and water monitoring.

Table 2-11 (Soil and Water),
Alternatives B and D

Clarify text to indicate that BMPs to reduce fugitive dust
emission would apply across the Planning Area and that the
map (Map 2-31-B/C/D) shows those soils that are most
vulnerable to fugitive dust emissions.

Table 2-11 (Soil and Water),
Alternatives B, C, and D

Add a Lease Notice which provides protection for the Old
Spanish National Historic Trail (OSNHT) in its entirety for a 2mile width on both sides of the trail.

Table 2-12 (Special Designations),
Alternative D

Add a CSU stipulation to the three high potential sites along the
OSNHT (Kane Springs, Looking Glass Rock, and Colorado
River Crossing near Moab). The CSU stipulation would require
the lessee to maintain the current setting of the trail.

Table 2-12 (Special Designations),
Alternative D

Add a CSU stipulation to two high potential segments of the
OSNHT: 1) Moab Trail (1.4 miles) and 2) Mule Shoe (0.1 miles).
The CSU stipulation would require the lessee to maintain the
current setting of the trail.

Table 2-12 (Special Designations),
Alternative D

Add a CSU stipulation to the generally undeveloped south side
of the Blue Hills high potential segment (12.2 miles). The CSU
stipulation would require the lessee to maintain the current
setting of the trail.

Table 2-12 (Special Designations),
Alternative D

Remove text that allowed construction activities within occupied
Jones cycladenia habitat.

Table 2-13 (Special Status
Species), Management Actions
Common to All Alternatives

Final EIS
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Location in MLP/FEIS

Change the timing limitation for migratory birds from May 1 –
July 30 to April 1 - July 31.

Table 2-13 (Special Status
Species), Management Actions
Common to All Alternatives

Change the CSU stipulation to state that noise mitigation efforts
would be implemented with a maximum level of 55 decibels for
production (measured at 350 feet from the source).

Table 2-15 (Visual Resource
Management/Auditory
Management (Soundscapes),
Alternatives C and D

Change the text to reflect the speculation in the projections for
mineral development by adding the following statement “The
above estimates are subject to the assumptions and caveats
discussed in Section 4.12.3.” and by changing much of the
wording from “would” to “could.”

Table 2-21 (Comparative Summary
of Impacts), Social and Economic,
All Alternatives

Add acreage for four areas identified by the BLM as having
wilderness characteristics.

Table 2-21 (Lands with Wilderness
Characteristics), Alternative C

Chapter 3
Change text from “east-central” Utah to “southeast” Utah.

Section 3.1.1 (Project Area
Overview/Geographic Setting)

Change the PM 2.5 standard from 15 to 12 ug/m3.

Section 3.2.2 (Air Quality/Existing
Air Quality), Table 3-6 titled National
Ambient Air Quality Standards

Change text from “grazing permits” to “livestock grazing”
regarding GHG emissions.

Section 3.2.2 (Air Quality/Existing
Air Quality), Current Condition

Add text regarding visibility trends at Canyonlands National
Park.

Section 3.2.2 (Air Quality/Existing
Air Quality), Visibility

Remove reference to Fox 1989 and the associated text.

Section 3.2.2 (Air Quality/Existing
Air Quality), Atmospheric Deposition

Change National Ambient Air Quality Standard for ozone from
0.075 ppm3 to 0.070 ppm3 and change final rule citing.

Section 3.2.2 (Air Quality/Existing
Air Quality), Table 3-6, National
Ambient Air Quality Standards

Change text to address 03 exceedances.

Section 3.2.2 (Air Quality/Existing
Air Quality), NAAQS

Change text to from “we emit” to “the United States emits.”

Section 3.2.2 (Air Quality/Existing
Air Quality), Indicators

Update earth’s global mean surface temperature to reflect data
in IPCC Fifth Report (2013).

Section 3.2.2 (Air Quality/Existing
Air Quality), Global Effects

Remove sentence about the BLM being focused on identifying
cultural landscapes, instead of site-specific resources.

Section 3.3.2 (Cultural
Resources/Resource Overview)

Change text from “grazing” to “livestock” in relation to the use of
water.

Section 3.4.1 (Lands and
Realty/Resource Overview), Moab
Field Office Lands and Realty
Program

Add acreage for four areas identified by the BLM as having
wilderness characteristics. Add clarifying text regarding acreage
of lands possessing wilderness characteristics within the
Planning Area.

Section 3.5.1 (Lands with
Wilderness Characteristics),
Resource Overview
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Location in MLP/FEIS

Change text to say: “These lands have been managed since this
identification to prevent impairment of their wilderness character
until Congress decides on their final disposition.”

Section 3.5.1 (Lands with
Wilderness Characteristics),
Resource Overview

Add text regarding impacts to groundwater resources from past
drilling activity.

Section 3.7.1 (Minerals/Minerals:
Oil and Gas), Historical Drilling
Activity

Add text regarding the potential conflicts between oil/gas and
potash.

Section 3.7.2 (Minerals/Minerals:
Potash), Potential Conflicts Between
Oil/Gas and Potash

Add definition of paleontological resources.

Section 3.8.1 (Paleontological
Resources/Resource Overview)

Change text from “great periods” to “geologic eras.”

Section 3.8.1 (Paleontological
Resources/Resource Overview)

Remove sentence that stated “The primary resource indicator is
whether there is a loss of those characteristics that make the
fossil locality or feature important for scientific use or public
education and enjoyment” and replace with “The BLM
paleontology program is mandated by PRPA to manage
paleontological resources using scientific principles and
expertise.”

Section 3.8.2 (Paleontological
Resources/Current Management
Practices)

Add date of search of the Utah Geological Survey (UGS) fossil
database.

Section 3.8.2 (Paleontological
Resources/Current Management
Practices)

Replace “fossil localities” with “paleontological localities” and
replace “fossil” with “paleontological resources” where
appropriate.

Section 3.8.2 (Paleontological
Resources/Current Management
Practices)

Replace “certified” with “qualified” pertaining to paleontologists.

Section 3.8.2 (Paleontological
Resources/Current Management
Practices)

Replace “contracting permit” with “consulting permit.”

Section 3.8.2 (Paleontological
Resources/Current Management
Practices)

Add text to state that paleontological use permits would be
issued in accordance with Handbook 8270.

Section 3.8.2 (Paleontological
Resources/Current Management
Practices)

Add text to update the number of paleontological permits issued
within the Planning Area in 2015.

Section 3.8.2 (Paleontological
Resources/Current Management
Practices)

Add the following text “Illegal casting of dinosaur tracks, which
causes irreparable harm to the surface of the rock, and the theft
of dinosaur bone, are ongoing concerns in the Planning Area.”

Section 3.8.2 (Paleontological
Resources/Current Management
Practices)

Revise text to reflect the source of increased paleontological
interest and awareness within the Planning Area.

Section 3.8.2 (Paleontological
Resources/Current Management
Practices)

Remove text in the paragraph describing the PFYC system and
replace with a reference to the BLM Handbook 8270.

Section 3.8.3 (Paleontological
Resources/Resource
Characterization)

Final EIS
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Location in MLP/FEIS

Correct text from “the largest industries in San Juan County in
2009” to “the largest industries in San Juan County in 2013.”

Section 3.11.1 (Social and
Economic/Summary and Update of
Socioeconomic Conditions)

Add information regarding soil erodibility and the size
distribution of soil particles.

Section 3.12.1 (Soil and
Water/Soils), Resource Overview,
Wind Erodible Soils

Add text to show the relationship between the Colorado and
Green Rivers and the National Park boundaries.

Section 3.12.2 (Soil and
Water/Water Resources), Surface
Water Resources, Resource
Overview, Rivers

Add text to state: “Streams within the Courthouse Wash and
Salt Wash watersheds flow immediately into Arches National
Park and then downstream to the Colorado River.”

Section 3.12.2 (Soil and
Water/Water Resources), Surface
Water Resources, Resource
Overview, Streams

Update text to include the water rights agreement between
Arches National Park and the State of Utah in both the Bartlett
Wash and Seven Mile Wash Springs Areas.

Section 3.12.2 (Soil and
Water/Water Resources), Surface
Water Resources, Springs Areas,
Bartlett Wash Springs Area and
Seven Mile Wash Springs Area

Add text to acknowledge the existence of the monitoring station
at the potash plant on private land.

Section 3.12.2 (Soil and
Water/Water Resources), Surface
Water Resources, Current Status
and Trends, Monitoring

Revise text to reflect that the Total Maximum Daily Load
(TMDL) was approved in June 2014.

Section 3.12.2 (Soil and
Water/Water Resources), Surface
Water Resources, Impaired
Waters/TMDL

Add definition of Underground Sources of Drinking Water
(USDWs).

Section 3.12.2 (Soil and
Water/Water Resources),
Groundwater Resources, Resource
Overview)

Add a description of the Old Spanish National Historic Trail
(OSNHT) to fully explain the trail resources within the Planning
Area.

Section 3.14.2 (National Historic
Trails)

Change “species of concern” to “wildlife species of concern.”

Section 3.16.2 (Special Status
Species/Resource Overview)

Change habitat description for Jones cycladenia.

Section 3.16.2 (Special Status
Species/Resource Overview)

Change “species of concern” to “wildlife species of concern.”

Section 3.19.1 (Wildlife and
Fisheries/Resource Overview)

Add text to emphasize the importance of night skies in visual
resource management.

Section 3.18.1 (Visual Resource
Management/Auditory
Management/Resource Overview),
Visual Resources

Add information about natural soundscapes in relation to the
National Park Service.

Section 3.18.1 (Visual Resource
Management/Auditory
Management/Resource Overview),
Natural Soundscapes
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Location in MLP/FEIS

Add text to acknowledge the importance of National Park
Service viewsheds.

Section 3.18.1 (Visual Resource
Management/Auditory
Management/Resource Overview),
Current Management Practices

Add text to state: “A visual resource inventory (VRI) was
conducted in 2011 for the BLM Moab Field Office. This
inventory included an assessment of viewsheds from Arches
National Park. The area adjoining the Park on both the
northern and eastern side of the Park was rated as VRI Class II
based on scenic quality, the amount of use, and distance
zones. The land beyond the VRI Class II area was rated low for
scenery and sensitivity (amount of use and distance). The
ratings were determined from key observation points within
Arches National Park.”

Section 3.18.1 (Visual Resource
Management/Auditory
Management/Resource Overview),
Current Management Practices

Correct text to state that the herd populations are either stable
or decreasing.

Section 3.19.1 (Wildlife and
Fisheries/Resource Overview),
Desert Bighorn Sheep

Chapter 4
Edit CO2eq emissions to 6,525,000,000 metric tons and
0.00003 percent for annual United States emissions.

Section 4.3.2 (Air Quality/Air
Quality Modeling and Quantitative
Analysis), Greenhouse Gas Analysis

Change the timing limitation for migratory birds from May 1 –
July 30 to April 1 - July 31.

Section 4.3.3 (Air Quality/Impacts
Common to All Alternatives) and
Section 4.17.2 (Special Status
Species/Impacts Common to All
Alternatives)

Change text to reflect the impacts of mineral development on
the filming industry.

Section 4.5.3 (Lands and
Realty/Impacts from Alternative A)

Revise text to reflect the added acreage of lands determined by
the BLM as having wilderness characteristics.

Section 4.6.4 (Lands with
Wilderness Characteristics), All
Alternatives

Revise text to state that about 265,246 acres (192,220
identified in the 2008 RMPs and an additional 73,026 identified
since the 2008 RMPs) are identified as having wilderness
characteristics.

Section 4.6.4 (Lands with
Wilderness Characteristics), All
Alternatives

Revise assumption as follows: The resource protection
measures identified in the Moab MLP will also apply to areas
currently under lease where they do not conflict with the rights
granted to the holder of the lease. While the BLM may not
unilaterally add a new stipulation to an existing lease that it has
already issued, the BLM can subject the development of
existing leases to reasonable measures in order to minimize
impacts to other resource values. These reasonable measures
would be applied as Conditions of Approval to post lease
actions (e.g. permits to drill) and may include, but are not
limited to, modification to siting or design of facilities, timing of
operations, and specification of interim and final reclamation
measures.

Section 4.8.1 (Minerals/Oil and
Gas), Assumptions
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Location in MLP/FEIS

Add text concerning the impacts of overlapping timing
limitations for wildlife and special status species on mineral
operations.

Section 4.8.1 (Minerals/Oil and
Gas) and Section 4.8.2
(Minerals/Potash), Impacts
Common to All Alternatives

Add an analysis assumption explaining that BLM drilling
experience has shown that plugging and closure procedures
have proven successful in protecting groundwater resources.

Section 4.8.1 (Minerals/Oil and
Gas), Assumptions

Remove text regarding prairie dog exception language. Prairie
dogs are handled with a Lease Notice and there is no exception
language included.

Section 4.8.1 (Minerals/Oil and
Gas), Impacts Common to All
Alternatives

Correct acreage total of areas within CSU and TL stipulations
from 440,356 to 440,386.

Section 4.8.1 (Minerals/Oil and
Gas), Impacts from Alternative A;
Section 4.8.2 (Minerals/Potash),
Impacts from Alternative A; Section
4.10.3 (Recreation/Impacts from
Alternative A); Section 4.19.3
(Visual Resource
Management/Impacts from
Alternative A)

Add assumption as follows: The resource protection measures
identified in the Moab MLP will also apply to areas currently
under lease where they do not conflict with the rights granted to
the holder of the lease. While the BLM may not unilaterally add
a new stipulation to an existing lease that it has already issued,
the BLM can subject the development of existing leases to
reasonable measures in order to minimize impacts to other
resource values. These reasonable measures would be
applied as Conditions of Approval to post lease actions (e.g.
exploration or production well approvals) and may include, but
are not limited to, modification to siting or design of facilities,
timing of operations, and specification of interim and final
reclamation measures.

Section 4.8.2 (Minerals/Potash),
Assumptions

Change text to remove the reference to “prehistory” and replace
with language from the PRPA regarding the loss of any
identifiable paleontological resource.

Section 4.9 (Paleontological
Resources)

Replace “fossil” with “paleontological resource” and remove the
word “potentially” from “potentially fossiliferous bedrock.”

Section 4.9 (Paleontological
Resources)

Change text from “significant” impact to “adverse” impact.

Section 4.9 (Paleontological
Resources)

Replace “fossil” with “paleontological resource.”

Section 4.9.1 (Paleontological
Resources/Assumptions)

Change sentence to read: “Recent trends have shown that the
current level of mineral development adjacent to the Dead
Horse Point and Island in the Sky districts did not precipitate.”

Section 4.10.3 (Recreation/Impacts
from Alternative A)

Add text to clarify the relationship of the cited 2013 BLM
reference (Dead Horse Lateral Pipeline) and its lack of
applicability to greater concentrations of mineral development
and large scale infrastructure in areas of heavy recreation
usage.

Section 4.10.3 (Recreation),
Impacts from Alternative A
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Location in MLP/FEIS

Add text regarding the trade deficit.

Section 4.12.3 (Social and
Economic/Economic Impacts),
Summary of Economic Impacts by
Alternative

Add an assumption regarding potash facilities on recreation
visitation. Add text detailing the impacts from mineral
development to recreation in Alternative A. Reference
recreation section (4.10.3) for additional impacts to recreation
from mineral development for all alternatives. Add an example
of mineral development impacts to recreation visitation.

Section 4.12.3 (Social and
Economic/Economic Impacts),
Recreation, Assumptions and
Recreation Summary of Impacts

Add text discussing how resource protection measures will
protect the Castle Valley and Glen Canyon Sole Source
Aquifers.

Section 4.13.2 (Soil and
Water/Water Resources), Impacts
from Alternatives B, C, and D.

Add text concerning the effects to surface and groundwater
quantity and quality resulting from mineral operations. Provide
quantification for water use for oil and gas operations, as well
as comparisons from total water use for mineral development
and their corresponding impacts.

Section 4.13.2 (Soil and
Water/Water Resources), Impacts
from Alternatives A, B, C, and D

Add text to address the impacts of leaks and spills from mineral
operations. Spills resulting in contamination of surface and
groundwater could also adversely impact other associated
resources such as wildlife and vegetation.

Section 4.13.2 (Soil and
Water/Water Resources), Impacts
from Alternatives A, B, C, and D

Add text to assess the impacts of proposed mineral leasing
stipulations on impaired water bodies.

Section 4.13.2 (Soil and
Water/Water Resources), Impacts
from Alternatives A, B, C, and D

Add text to the analysis regarding the application an additional
CSU stipulation requiring closed loop drilling, well integrity, and
other constraints to the Courthouse Wash and Salt Wash
watersheds.

Section 4.13.2 (Soil and
Water/Water Resources), Impacts
from Alternatives B and D

Add “the Baseline CSU stipulation” to the text describing the
comparison of Alternatives.

Section 4.13.2 (Soil and
Water/Water Resources), Impacts
from Alternative D

Add text to assess the impacts of mineral leasing and
development for the Old Spanish National Historic Trail
(OSNHT).

Section 4.15.1 (Special
Designations: National Historic
Trails and Backways and
Byways/National Historic Trails –
Old Spanish National Historic Trail),
Alternative D and Section 4.21.3
(Cumulative Impacts/Cumulative
Impacts by Resource), Special
Designations: National Historic
Trails and Backways and Byways,
National Historic Trails – Old
Spanish National Historic Trail,
Alternative D

Correct text to indicate that a CSU stipulation regulating noise
generation would be applied in the same manner as
Alternative C.

Section 4.19.6 (Visual Resource
Management/Auditory
Management (Soundscapes),
Alternative D
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Description of Changes

Location in MLP/FEIS

Add information regarding consistency with other plans.

Section 5.2.6, Consistency with
Other Plans

References
Add reference: Blanco H., and R. Lal. 2008. Principles of Soil
Conservation and Management. Springer, Heidelberg,
Germany.

References List

Delete: Fox D.G.; Bartuska, A.M. Byrne, G. James et al. 1989.
A Screening Procedure to Evaluate Air Pollution Effects on
Class I Wilderness Areas. General Technical Report RM-168.
US Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Rocky Mountain
Forest and Range Experiment Station, Fort Collins, Colorado.

References List

Appendix A
Add text to the modification for the CSU stipulation for air
quality and greenhouse gases to ensure that the stipulation is
sufficient to maintain air quality and protect AQRVs.
Eliminate exceptions and waivers for the CSU stipulation for
drilling and production operations.

Table A-1, Air Quality and
Greenhouse Gases, All Alternatives
Table A-1, Air Quality, Alternatives
B, C, and D

Modify the CSU stipulation requiring a Fugitive Dust Control
Plan to include truck traffic on unpaved surfaces. Eliminate
exception and waiver.

Table A-1, Air Quality, Alternatives
B, C, and D

Change acreage to 265,246 for new areas identified by the
BLM as having wilderness characteristics that are subject to the
Baseline CSU stipulation.

Table A-1, Lands with Wilderness
Characteristics, Alternative C

Add text to the Baseline CSU stipulation to clarify the exception
regarding well spacing. The revised exception is as follows: If
the requirement of 2 mile spacing would preclude a
lessee/operator from exercising their lease rights where the
spacing would locate a well pad outside of the lease.

Table A-1, Minerals, Alternative D

Add text to the Baseline CSU stipulation to state that potash
facilities associated with production wells would be designed to
minimize environmental impacts and the definition of existing
roads includes those constructed for a project.

Table A-1, Minerals, Alternatives B1
and D

Revise the Baseline CSU stipulation to state that the 15 acre
unreclaimed surface disturbance limit per well pad is based on
disturbance following interim reclamation.

Table A-1, Minerals, Alternatives B1
and D

Change text to reflect correct terminology for potential fossil
yield classification (PFYC) classes. Add “where appropriate” to
the monitoring requirements for paleontological resources.

Table A-1, Paleontology,
Alternatives B, C, and D

Revise the text in the NSO stipulation for high use routes. The
wording was changed to high use motorized routes (jeep) and
non-motorized trails (hiking and bicycle).

Table A-1, Recreation, High Use
Recreation Routes, Alternatives B,
C, and D

Eliminate the modification allowing for new routes or trails. This
modification was eliminated because it was determined it would
violate existing lease rights.

Table A-1, Recreation, High Use
Recreation Routes, Alternatives B
and D

Modify the CSU stipulation to specify that the authorized officer
can require the operator to conduct reasonable tests which will
demonstrate the mechanical integrity of the downhole

Table A-1, Water, Courthouse Wash
and Salt Wash Watersheds,
Alternatives B and D
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Description of Changes
equipment. Apply modified stipulation to both Courthouse
Wash and Salt Wash watersheds.
Add the following CSU stipulations:
A visual assessment of lands within 2 miles of three high
potential sites along the OSNHT (Kane Springs, Looking Glass
Rock, and Colorado River Crossing near Moab) would be
required. A proposed mineral operation would not result in
long-term impairment of the OSNHT viewshed from the
perspective of the casual observer from the OSNHT.
A visual assessment of lands within 2 miles of two high
potential segments along the OSNHT (Moab Trail and Mule
Shoe) would be required. A proposed mineral operation would
not result in long-term impairment of the OSNHT viewshed from
the perspective of the casual observer from the OSNHT.
A visual assessment of lands within 2 miles of the south side of
the Blue Hills high potential segment along the OSNHT would
be required. A proposed mineral operation would not result in
long-term impairment of the OSNHT viewshed from the
perspective of the casual observer from the OSNHT.
The existing Class B roads that cross the stipulated area could
be utilized as a corridor for the transportation of potash (either
by pipeline or truck) from a PLA to a PPFA and are not subject
to this stipulation.

Location in MLP/FEIS

Table A-1, Special Designations:
National Historic Trails, Old Spanish
National Historic Trail, Alternative D

Modify the CSU stipulation for sensitive plant species to include
a 300 foot avoidance area as recommended by USFWS.

Table A-1, Special Status Species,
BLM Sensitive Plant Habitat,
Alternatives B and D.

Change the CSU stipulation to state that noise mitigation efforts
would be implemented with a maximum level of 55 decibels for
production (measured at 350 feet from the source).

Table A-1, Auditory Management –
Soundscape, Lands Bordering
Arches and Canyonlands National
Park

Add Lease Notice for the Old Spanish National Historic Trail.

Table A-2, Special Designations:
National Historic Trail, Old Spanish
National Historic Trail, Alternative D

Revise Lease Notice for yellow-billed cuckoo based on direction
from USFWS.

Table A-2, Yellow-billed Cuckoo,
Yellow-billed Cuckoo Habitat, All
Alternatives

Change the timing limitation for migratory birds from May 1 –
July 30 to April 1 – July 31.

Table A-2, Migratory Birds, All
Alternatives

Revise language for Jones cycladenia based on the specific
language provided by USFWS.

Table A-2, Jones cycladenia,
Potential Suitable and Occupied
Habitat, All Alternatives

Appendix B
Revise the wording of the best management practice (BMP) to
substitute “quiet design mufflers” for “hospital grade sound
reducing mufflers.”

Visual Resources/Noise/Night Skies,
Noise

Add a BMP requiring the development of a Lightscape
Management Plan where an extensive amount of long term
permanent lighting is proposed.

Visual Resources/Noise/Night Skies,
Night Skies
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CHAPTER 2—ALTERNATIVES
2.1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents four alternative proposals for managing mineral leasing and development pertaining
to oil, gas, and potash on Bureau of Land Management (BLM)-administered lands as part of the Moab
Master Leasing Plan (MLP) and associated environmental impact statement. BLM formulated this
reasonable range of alternatives based on issues raised during scoping, planning criteria, public comments
received on the preliminary alternatives, guidance applicable to specific resources, and the use of an
interdisciplinary team of BLM resource specialists and cooperating agencies.
BLM held an open house for the public on May 14, 2014, in Moab, Utah, to explain the MLP process and
to present maps of preliminary alternatives. On this date, the maps were also posted on the BLM website
for public review. The public was encouraged to provide comments to BLM on the preliminary alternatives
by the end of May. The comments received from the public, as well as cooperating agencies, were reviewed
and used to refine the alternatives and to develop the preferred alternative in the MLP/Draft Environmental
Impact Statement (DEIS). Based on public comments received on the MLP/DEIS, the preferred alternative
has been adjusted to become the Proposed Plan in the MLP/Final EIS (FEIS).
Mineral leasing stipulations are applied by alternative across the Planning Area and include timing
limitation (TL), controlled surface use (CSU), and no surface occupancy (NSO). Areas identified with a
TL stipulation prohibit surface use during specified time periods. Areas identified with a CSU stipulation
require special operational constraints. Areas identified with an NSO stipulation prohibit use or occupancy
of the surface for exploration and mineral development. The minerals under NSO lands may potentially be
developed by directionally or horizontally drilling from nearby lands that do not have the NSO limitation.
The mineral leasing stipulations applied by alternative for specific resources are provided in Tables 2-1
through 2-16. The stipulations developed for the protection of specific resources would apply to both oil
and gas leasing and potash leasing as well as geophysical exploration. The stipulations have been developed
in accordance with the potash unsuitability criteria specified at 43 CFR 3501.17.
Tables 2-5 and 2-6 (Minerals: Oil and Gas and Potash) include a description of a CSU stipulation (Baseline)
that is applied to multiple resources and a CSU stipulation that requires the processing of potash to be
conducted within Potash Processing Facility Areas (PPFA). The lands within the Planning Area may also
be designated as closed to leasing or open to leasing subject to standard lease terms and applicable laws,
regulations, and orders.
Stipulations may be excepted, modified, or waived by the Authorized Officer. An exception is a one-time
exemption for a particular site within a leasehold. Exceptions are determined on a case-by-case basis, and
the stipulation continues to apply to all other sites within the leasehold. A modification is a change to the
provisions of a lease stipulation, either temporarily or for the term of the lease. A waiver is a permanent
exemption from a lease stipulation; the stipulation no longer applies within the leasehold. The
environmental analysis document prepared for site-specific mineral proposals (i.e., Applications for Permit
to Drill [APD], sundry notices) also would need to address proposals to except, modify, or waive a surface
stipulation. Exceptions, modifications, and waivers to the lease stipulations for the alternatives in the Moab
MLP are provided in Appendix A.
Mineral lease notices that would be applied within Planning Area are provided in Tables 2-1 through 2-16
and Appendix A. A lease notice provides more detailed information concerning limitations that already
exist in law, lease terms, regulations, or operational orders. A lease notice also addresses special items the
lessee should consider when planning operations but does not impose lease stipulations.
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A mineral leasing decision involves an approach to lease issuance rather than a stipulation applied to a
lease. Leasing decisions include management actions such as phased leasing, maximizing lease size to the
extent possible, and closing areas to leasing. Phased leasing could be utilized in order to protect important
resource values in areas where the feasibility of development has not been established. Mineral leasing
decisions are described in Tables 2-5 and 2-6 (Minerals: Oil and Gas and Potash).
Best management practices (BMP) are state-of-the-art mitigation measures applied on a site-specific basis
to reduce, prevent, or avoid adverse environmental or social impacts. BMPs are applied to management
actions to aid in achieving desired outcomes for safe, environmentally sound resource development by
preventing, minimizing, or mitigating adverse impacts and reducing conflicts. For each proposed action, a
number of BMPs may be applied as necessary to mitigate expected impacts. BMPs can be applied by
incorporating them into individual project proposals as design features or incorporating them into BLM’s
authorization of the project as conditions of approval. BMPs applied to the alternatives are provided in
Appendix B.

2.2

DESCRIPTION OF THE ALTERNATIVES

The four alternatives presented in detail by resource in Tables 2-1 through 2-16 of this chapter are as
follows:

2-2

•

Alternative A is the No Action alternative and represents the continuation of existing mineral
leasing management (oil, gas, and potash) under the Moab and Monticello Resource Management
Plans (RMP) (2008). This alternative is the least restrictive to mineral leasing and development;
however, current management provides protection for special designations and constraints for
sensitive resources. Alternative A allows for oil, gas, and potash leasing and development to occur
on the same tracts of land where it is consistent with the leasing decisions in the RMPs. The No
Action alternative is required by the Council on Environmental Quality.

•

Alternative B provides for mineral leasing and development outside of areas that are protected for
high scenic quality (including public lands visible from Arches and Canyonlands National Parks),
high use recreation areas, special designations, and other sensitive resources in a manner that
minimizes surface disturbance and associated potential resource impacts. Mineral leasing decisions
are divided into two options specified as Alternative B1 and Alternative B2 (Tables 2-5 and 2-6).
The stipulations devised for the protection of specific resources in Alternative B apply to the leasing
decisions in both Alternative B1 and Alternative B2.

•

Alternative B1 provides for both oil and gas leasing and potash leasing. In Alternative B1, surface
impacts would be minimized by separating the new leasing of the two commodities (oil/gas and
potash), limiting the density of development in a manner that would not dominate the landscape,
and locating potash processing facilities in areas identified with the least amount of sensitive
resources. Separating leasing of oil/gas and potash would eliminate redundant infrastructure and
ensure orderly development by setting apart the competing objectives of the two commodities.
Potash leasing would involve a phased approach and would initially only be issued within identified
areas. A phased approach to potash leasing would provide the opportunity to lease a limited portion
of the Planning Area in order to determine the feasibility of potash development and methods for
reducing resource conflicts.

•

Alternative B2 provides for only oil and gas leasing; no new potash leasing would occur. Oil and
gas is a proven economic commodity in the Planning Area while the feasibility of developing deep
potash deposits with solution mining methods has not been established on public lands within the
Planning Area. Leasing for oil and gas alone would meet the objective of minimizing surface
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impacts by eliminating the potential for redundant infrastructure associated with co-development
of oil/gas and potash and eliminating the potential for potash processing facilities. Alternative B2
would also minimize surface impacts by limiting the density of oil and gas development in a manner
that would not dominate the landscape.
•

Alternative C emphasizes resource protection over mineral leasing and development. Alternative
C provides for only oil and gas leasing; no potash leasing would occur. This alternative affords the
greatest protection to areas with high scenic quality, recreational uses, and special designations, as
well as BLM lands adjacent to Arches and Canyonlands National Parks and other sensitive
resources. In areas open for oil and gas development, surface impacts would be minimized by
limiting the density of oil and gas development in a manner that would not dominate the landscape.

•

Alternative D is BLM’s Proposed Plan and provides for both oil and gas leasing and potash leasing.
Mineral development would be precluded in many areas with high scenic quality, in some high use
recreation areas, in specially designated areas, and in other areas with sensitive resources. Outside
of these areas, surface impacts would be minimized by separating leasing of the two commodities
(oil/gas and potash), locating potash processing facilities in areas with the least amount of sensitive
resources, and limiting the density of mineral development. Potash leasing would involve a phased
approach and would initially only be issued within identified areas. Alternative D provides
operational flexibility for mineral leasing and development through some specific exceptions and
closes BLM lands adjacent to Arches and Canyonlands National Parks to mineral leasing and
development.

2.3

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BUT NOT ANALYZED IN DETAIL

Public Land Solutions Alternative
Public Land Solutions (PLS) provided recommendations on an alternative for the Moab Master Leasing
Plan. PLS provided a map with what they believe are the necessary stipulations for oil, gas, and potash that
are needed to best manage mineral extraction and the recreation economy in the Planning Area. The
suggested stipulations consisted of 1) open with tailored stipulations; 2) NSO; 3) lease retirement zones,
which would become closed areas; and 4) closed. BLM considered this alternative, but eliminated it from
detailed analysis because it is substantially similar in design to BLM’s Alternative C. The suggested
stipulations delineated on the PLS map differ from Alternative C in what is designated as NSO versus
closed. PLS specified closure of areas that would be managed in Alternative C with a NSO stipulation.
For example, in the PLS alternative, Lockhart, Indian Creek, and Big Flat would be closed to mineral
leasing. In Alternative C, these areas would be managed with an NSO stipulation. Although the differences
were not significant enough to warrant independent analysis of a separate alternative, the map provided by
PLS helped the BLM determine the important recreational areas/uses where major constraints to mineral
leasing needed to be addressed.

Stakeholder Input for Alternative Consideration
Stakeholder mapping workshops were held in Moab, Utah, from February through March 2014. The
workshops were initiated independently of and separate from BLM’s MLP/Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) process and the workshops were neither convened nor requested by BLM. The goal of the
stakeholder process was to identify and ultimately document within this final report the “areas of conflict,”
“zones of agreement,” and “areas for further research with respect to recommended location of oil, gas, and
potash development.” Ultimately, consensus was not achieved on these issues and instead, emphasis was
ultimately placed on sharing and documenting the range of interests shared by those participating in the
process so that BLM could better understand the various concerns and interests held by each stakeholder.
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Although the stakeholder workshops did not result in an independent alternative, a final report was
submitted to BLM in May 2014. BLM utilized information in this report as an additional inventory of the
resources and uses within the Planning Area to develop the alternatives in the Moab MLP.

No Leasing Alternative
The purpose of the MLP/FEIS is to identify and address potential resource conflicts and environmental
impacts and thereby develop a mitigation strategy through leasing stipulations and best management
practices. A “No Leasing Alternative” across the entire Planning Area would be an unnecessarily restrictive
alternative for oil and gas exploration and production on the public lands. No issues or conflicts have been
identified during this land use planning effort which requires the complete elimination of oil and gas leasing
within the Planning Area for their resolution.

2.4

ALTERNATIVE TABLES

The alternatives presented in this chapter involve a range of mitigation strategies and development
constraints that include mineral leasing stipulations, mineral lease notices, mineral leasing decisions, and
best management practices. These strategies and constraints are summarized in Tables 2-1 through 2-16
and are organized by resource.
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Table 2–1. Air Quality
Alternative A
(No Action)

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

Objective
Maintain or improve existing air quality and air quality-related values (e.g., visibility) by ensuring that all authorized uses on public lands comply with and support
Federal, State, and local laws and regulations for protecting air quality.
Management Actions Common To All Alternatives
Comply with Utah Air Conservation (UAC) Regulation R446-1. The best air quality control technology, as per guidance from the Utah Division of Air Quality
(UDAQ), would be applied to actions on public lands as needed to meet air quality standards.
Comply with UAC Regulations R446-1-4.5.3 and R307-205, which prohibit the use, maintenance, or construction of roadways without taking appropriate dust
abatement measures. Compliance would be obtained through special stipulations as a requirement on new projects and through the use of dust abatement
control techniques in problem areas.
Manage all BLM and BLM-authorized activities to maintain air quality within the thresholds established by the State of Utah Ambient Air Quality Standards and
to ensure that those activities continue to keep the area as attainment, meet prevention of significant deterioration of Class I and Class II increments, and
protect the air quality related values in the Class I air shed of the National Parks (e.g., Arches and Canyonlands National Parks) as well as Class II areas.
BLM would continue to work cooperatively with State, Federal, and tribal entities in developing air quality assessment protocols to address cumulative impacts
and regional air quality issues.
National Ambient Air Quality Standards are enforced by the Utah Department of Environmental Quality, Division of Air Quality (UDEQ-DAQ), with Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) oversight. When processing land use authorizations additional emission control requirements to reduce potential air quality impacts
would be considered on a case-by-case basis in consultation with UDAQ, EPA, and other Federal agencies whose lands may be impacted by the proposal.
Project specific analyses would consider use of quantitative air quality analysis methods (i.e., modeling), when appropriate as determined by BLM, in
consultation with State, Federal and tribal entities.
Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas Mitigation
Controls
As a non-regulatory discretionary agency, BLM can tailor management practices, including air pollution controls, to project specific issues. In some instances it
may make sense for BLM to require a uniform set of controls across a source category to address recognized resource issues that are occurring on a regional
or landscape level. Emissions from oil and gas development on the Colorado Plateau are likely contributing to monitored elevated levels of ozone in some
locations at levels above the National Ambient Air Quality Standards. To address this problem, and contingent on BLM’s authority to require air pollution
controls on unpermitted sources, BLM Utah requires a minimum set of uniform controls for all oil and gas operations subject to BLM Utah’s authorization
process.
Minimum Air Pollution Controls for Oil and Gas Operations

•
•
•
•

Tier II or better drilling rig engines
Stationary internal combustion engine standard of 2g NOx/bhp-hr for engines <300HP and 1g NOx/bhp-hr for engines >300HP
Low bleed or no bleed pneumatic pump valves
Dehydrator Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) emission controls to +95% efficiency
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Alternative A
(No Action)

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

• Tank VOC emission controls to +95% efficiency
In some cases, additional controls may be required to address either site specific air quality issues or regional air quality problems associated with oil and gas
activities. BLM Utah might then require one or more enhanced air pollution control technologies be utilized as a mitigation measure. Since these controls may
not be able to be uniformly applied across the entire source category due to considerations such as infrastructure development (e.g., field electrification) or
operational parameters (e.g., minimum gas production for pipeline feasibility), enhanced controls would be evaluated on a project specific basis.
Enhanced Air Pollution Controls for Oil and Gas Operations

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Field electrification
Tier IV drilling rigs
Electric drilling rigs
Selective catalytic reduction or other secondary emission controls on drilling rigs and stationary engines
Reduced rate of development
Green completions
Centralization of gathering facilities
Emission offsets

This enhanced control list is not meant to be inclusive, and BLM Utah would evaluate and consider other controls and guidance when making enhanced control
determinations. Examples include EPA’s Gas Star Program and the Four Corners Air Quality Task Force Report of Mitigation Options.
Management Actions By Alternative (see Appendix A for Mineral Leasing Stipulations)
BLM would utilize BMPs and sitespecific mitigation measures, when
appropriate, based on site-specific
conditions, to reduce emissions and
enhance air quality. Examples of
these types of measures can be
found in the Four Corners Air Quality
Task Force Report of Mitigation
Options, November 1, 2007.
In accordance with a UDEQ-DAQ
letter dated June 6, 2008 (See “Letter
from the State of Utah Regarding Air
Quality Mitigation Strategies”)
requesting implementation of interim
nitrogen oxide control measures for
compressor engines; BLM would
require the following as a Lease
Stipulation and a Condition of
Approval for Applications for Permit
to Drill: (1) All new and replacement
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Apply a CSU stipulation throughout
the Planning Area that requires the
following to mitigate the impacts to air
quality and greenhouse gas
emissions:
1. All new and replacement internal
combustion gas field engines of less
than or equal to 300 design-rated
horsepower shall not emit more than
2 grams of NOx (mono-nitrogen
oxides) per horsepower-hour.
2. All new and replacement internal
combustion gas field engines of
greater than 300 design-rated
horsepower shall not emit more than
1 gram of NOx per horsepower-hour.
To mitigate any potential impact
mineral development emissions may
have on regional ozone formation,

Same as Alternative B.

Same as Alternative B.
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Alternative A
(No Action)
internal combustion oil and gas field
engines of less than or equal to 300
design-rated horsepower must not
emit more than 2 grams of NOx per
horsepower-hour. This requirement
does not apply to oil and gas field
engines of less than or equal to 40
design-rated horsepower; (2) All new
and replacement internal combustion
oil and gas field engines of greater
than 300 design rated horsepower
must not emit more than 1.0 gram of
NOx per horsepower-hour.

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

apply a CSU stipulation across the
Planning Area that requires the
following minimum standards:

• Drill rig engines that meet Tier II

•

•
•
•

or better standards, as
necessary, based on air quality
conditions or projections, and
consistent with the most
stringent EPA emissions
standards that are in force at the
time of installation or approval.
Stationary internal combustion
engine standard of 2g
NOx/brake horsepower-hour
(bhp-hr) for engines<300HP and
1g NOx/bhp-hr for engines >300
HP.
Low-bleed or no-bleed
pneumatic controller.
Dehydrator VOC emission
controls to +95 percent
efficiency.
Tank VOC emission controls to
+95 percent efficiency equivalent
to NSPS subpart 0000.

Apply a Lease Notice across the
Planning Area to inform the
lessee/operator that prior to projectspecific approval, additional air
quality analyses may be required to
comply with the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA),
Federal Land Policy and
Management Act, and/or other
applicable laws and regulations.
Analyses may include dispersion
modeling for deposition and visibility
impacts analysis, control equipment
determinations, and/or emission
inventory development. These
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Alternative A
(No Action)

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

analyses may result in the imposition
of additional project-specific air
quality control measures.
Fugitive Dust was not specifically
addressed. This means that there
would be no lease stipulation
requiring a Fugitive Dust Control
Plan, and that BMPs may not be
applied to minimize dust.

Throughout the Planning Area, apply
a CSU stipulation requiring a Fugitive
Dust Control Plan for mineral
activities that would disturb a surface
area larger than 0.25 acre or that
would involve truck traffic on unpaved
or untreated surfaces.
Throughout the Planning Area, apply
BMPs to minimize dust generated
from mineral activities (see
Appendix B, Best Management
Practices).

Same as Alternative B.

Same as Alternative B.

Table 2–2. Cultural Resources
Alternative A
(No Action)

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

Objectives
Identify, preserve, and protect significant cultural resources and ensure that they are available for appropriate uses for present and future generations.
Seek to reduce imminent threats and resolve potential conflicts from natural or human-caused deterioration or potential conflict with other resource uses by
ensuring that all authorizations will comply with the National Historic Preservation Act Section 106.
Management Actions By Alternative (see Appendix A for Mineral Leasing Stipulations)
Moab: All land-disturbing activities
within Traditional Cultural Properties
(TCP) would be designed to avoid or
minimize impacts, where reasonable.
Proposed projects or actions would
be modified to avoid the area or site,
avoid time of use by Native American
groups, or would be eliminated
altogether.
Monticello: Protective measures
would be established and
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Apply a Lease Notice throughout the
Planning Area to mitigate the
potential impacts to TCPs or cultural
plants identified through consultation.
Mitigation would be developed
through further consultation with
affected groups which may include
measures to maintain the viewshed
and intrinsic values, as well as the
auditory, visual, and esthetic settings
of the resources.

Same as Alternative B.

Same as Alternative B.
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Alternative A
(No Action)

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

implemented for sites, structures,
objects, and traditional use areas that
are important to tribes with historical
and cultural connections to the land,
in order to maintain the viewshed and
intrinsic values, as well as the
auditory, visual, and esthetic settings
of the resources. Protection
measures for undisturbed cultural
resources and their natural settings
would be developed in compliance
with regulatory mandates and Native
American consultation.
Moab: Cultural plants, once identified
by interested tribes, would be
managed to insure that ground
disturbing activities on the land do
not contribute to the decline of
cultural sensitive plant communities.
Specific cultural sites were not
addressed. This means that a lease
stipulation to protect specific cultural
sites would not be applied.

Apply an NSO stipulation for up to a
0.5 mile radius (immediate
foreground) that is visible or audible
from the following cultural sites or
cultural concentration areas:

• Upper Indian Creek (including
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Final EIS

Newspaper Rock)
Kane Creek Rock Art
Lower Kane Creek Rock Art
Muleshoe Canyon
Levi Well Rock Art
Highway 279
Seven Mile Canyon
Bartlett Rock Art
Trout Water Rock Art
Mill Canyon
Jug Rock
Dubinky Well
Upper Hell Roaring Canyon.

Apply an NSO stipulation for a 1-mile
radius (immediate foreground) of the
following cultural sites or cultural
concentration areas:

Same as Alternative B.

• Upper Indian Creek (including
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Newspaper Rock)
Kane Creek Rock Art
Lower Kane Creek Rock Art
Muleshoe Canyon
Levi Well Rock Art
Highway 279
Seven Mile Canyon
Bartlett Rock Art
Trout Water Rock Art
Mill Canyon
Jug Rock
Dubinky Well
Upper Hell Roaring Canyon.
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Alternative A
(No Action)

Alternative B

Alternative C

This NSO stipulation involves 22,328
acres and is shown on Map 2-1-B/D.

This NSO stipulation involves 45,289
acres and is shown on Map 2-1-C.

Cultural viewsheds were not
addressed. This means that a Lease
Notice requiring viewshed
assessment for cultural sites may not
be applied.

Apply a Lease Notice throughout the
Planning Area requiring viewshed
assessment for those cultural sites
that receive a high degree of visitor
use, or properties of traditional
religious and cultural importance to
an Indian Tribe.
If the assessment shows that the
mineral project would have adverse
effects to the historic properties, the
project may require relocation. The
viewshed assessment would utilize
the Historic Properties Visual
Assessment for Effect Determination
Worksheet included in Appendix C.

Same as Alternative B.

Same as Alternative B.

The potential for encountering
cultural sites was not addressed.
This means that a Lease Notice
informing the operator that it may be
more difficult or costly to exercise
lease rights may not be applied.

Apply a Lease Notice to areas of high
potential for cultural site occurrence,
informing the lessee/operator that a
higher likelihood of encountering
cultural resource concerns (i.e.,
potential adverse effects) that may
require archaeological monitoring,
ethnographic data collection, data
recovery and mitigation of historic
properties may be required to
exercise lease rights.
This Lease Notice involves 136,245
acres and is shown on Map 2-2B/C/D.

Same as Alternative B.

Same as Alternative B.
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Table 2–3. Lands and Realty
Alternative A
(No Action)

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

Objectives
Maintain generally undeveloped landscapes in the background of popular filming locations.
Ensure adequate protection of the recreational value along major rivers.
Protect Federal investment in scenic highways.
Management Actions Common to All Alternatives
To reduce surface use conflicts along the U.S. Highway 191 utility corridor within Moab Canyon, apply an NSO stipulation for mineral leasing (3,119 acres,
Map 2-3-A/B/C/D).
Management Actions By Alternative (see Appendix A for Mineral Leasing Stipulations)
Apply an NSO stipulation for mineral
leasing within the area of the existing
Three Rivers mineral withdrawal for
locatable minerals (23,441 acres,
Map 2-4-A/B/D).
This action would further protect the
riparian, wildlife, scenic, and
recreation values addressed in this
withdrawal by also precluding
leasable mineral operations.
Mineral industry use of the Needles
Overlook and Anticline Overlook
Roads was not addressed. This
means that the use of heavy trucks
on the paved Needles and Anticline
Roads may not be precluded.

Final EIS

Same as Alternative A.

Close the Three Rivers mineral
withdrawal to mineral leasing (23,441
acres, Map 2-4-C).

Same as Alternative A.

Apply a CSU stipulation that would
preclude the use of heavy trucks
(over 20 tons) on the paved Needles
Overlook Road and the Anticline
Overlook Road once it is paved
(Map 2-5-B/C/D). These improved
roads provide access for recreational
use in the Canyon Rims Special
Recreation Management Area.
If there is no alternative to the use of
these roads, allow an exception that
would require bonding in sufficient
amount to repair any potential
damage to the improved roads
resulting from the use of heavy trucks
(over 20 tons) for mineral operations.

Apply a CSU stipulation that would
preclude the use of heavy trucks
(over 20 tons) on the paved Needles
Overlook Road and Anticline
Overlook Road once it is paved
(Map 2-5-B/C/D). These improved
roads provide access for recreational
use in the Canyon Rims Special
Recreation Management Area.

Same as Alternative B.
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Alternative A
(No Action)
Moab RMP Goal: Using the Visual
Resource Management (VRM)
system, maintain generally
undeveloped landscapes in the
backgrounds of popular filming
locations. This means that a lease
stipulation protecting filming sites
would not be applied.

Alternative B
Apply a CSU stipulation within 1-mile
of the high use filming locations listed
below. This stipulation would require
a visual assessment to demonstrate
that the proposed mineral operations
within this area do not result in longterm impairment to the scenic quality
from the filming location.
These filming areas include:

• Needles Overlook
• Colorado River corridor and
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Corona Arch
Green River Canyon
Kane Creek corridor
Looking Glass Rock
View from Dead Horse Point
Potash Road/Shafer Basin
(including Fossil Point)
Long Canyon
Highway 211 (including
Newspaper Rock)
Highway 313
Monitor and
Merrimac/Determination
Towers/Mill Canyon
Gemini Bridges
Jewell Tibbetts Arch
White Wash.

Alternative C
Apply an NSO stipulation within 1mile of the high use filming locations
listed below.

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)
Same as Alternative B.

• Needles Overlook
• Colorado River corridor and
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Corona Arch
Green River Canyon
Kane Creek corridor
Looking Glass Rock
View from Dead Horse Point
Potash Road/Shafer Basin
(including Fossil Point)
Long Canyon
Highway 211 (including
Newspaper Rock)
Highway 313
Monitor and
Merrimac/Determination
Towers/Mill Canyon
Gemini Bridges
Jewell Tibbetts Arch
White Wash.

This NSO stipulation involves
177,594 acres and is shown on
Map 2-6-C.

This CSU stipulation involves
177,594 acres and is shown on
Map 2-6-B/D.
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Table 2–4. Lands with Wilderness Characteristics
Alternative A
(No Action)

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

Objective
Minimize impacts to lands determined by BLM to have wilderness characteristics.
Management Actions by Alternative (see Appendix A for Mineral Leasing Stipulations)
No mineral leasing decisions were
made to specifically protect lands
identified by BLM as possessing
wilderness characteristics.

Apply the Baseline CSU stipulation
(see Minerals section Alternative B)
to the following lands identified by
BLM as having wilderness
characteristics, but not managed for
this resource, in the 2008 RMPs
(192,220 acres, Map 2-7-B/D):

Apply the Baseline CSU stipulation
(see Minerals section Alternative C)
to the following lands identified by
BLM as having wilderness
characteristics, but not managed for
this resource, in the 2008 RMPs
(192,220 acres, Map 2-7-C):

• Arches Adjacent (6,329 acres)
• Behind the Rocks (1,980 acres)
• Bridger Jack Mesa (23,056

• Arches Adjacent (6,329 acres)
• Behind the Rocks (1,980 acres)
• Bridger Jack Mesa (23,056

• Dead Horse Cliffs (760 acres)
• Dome Plateau (partial, 7,124

• Dead Horse Cliffs (760 acres)
• Dome Plateau (partial, 7,124

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

acres)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Final EIS

acres)
Fisher Towers (8,590 acres)
Goldbar (7,215 acres)
Gooseneck (4,345 acres)
Hatch/Lockhart/Hart (38,802
acres)
Hatch Wash (11,064 acres)
Horsethief Point (8,321 acres)
Hunter Canyon (4,589 acres)
Indian Creek (23,148 acres)
Labyrinth Canyon (25,283 acres)
Lost Spring Canyon (11,433
acres)
Negro Bill Canyon (1,268 acres)
Shafer Canyon (1,853 acres)
Shay Mountain (6,707 acres)
Yellowbird (353 acres).

Same as Alternative B.

acres)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

acres)
Fisher Towers (8,590 acres)
Goldbar (7,215 acres)
Gooseneck (4,345 acres)
Hatch/Lockhart/Hart (38,802
acres)
Hatch Wash (11,064 acres)
Horsethief Point (8,321 acres)
Hunter Canyon (4,589 acres)
Indian Creek (23,148 acres)
Labyrinth Canyon (25,283 acres)
Lost Spring Canyon (11,433
acres)
Negro Bill Canyon (1,268 acres)
Shafer Canyon (1,853 acres)
Shay Mountain (6,707 acres)
Yellowbird (353 acres).
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Alternative A
(No Action)

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

Apply the Baseline CSU stipulation
(see Minerals section Alternative C)
to the following lands identified by
BLM as having wilderness
characteristics subsequent to the
2008 RMP (Map 2-7-C):

• Dead Horse Cliffs additions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

(1,456 acres)
Dripping Spring (11,475 acres)
Lockhart additions (1,281 acres)
Trough Springs (7,686 acres)
Upper Indian Creek (6,342
acres)
Harts Point (8,515 acres)
Labyrinth Additions (11,175
acres)
Mat Martin Point (4,386 acres)
Lockhart Basin/Harts Draw
Additions (21,824 acres).

Table 2–5. Minerals: Oil and Gas
Alternative A
(No Action)

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

Objective
Provide opportunities for environmentally responsible exploration and development subject to appropriate BLM policies, laws, and regulations.
Management Actions Common To All Alternatives
In areas where mineral activities would be incompatible with existing surface use, apply a no surface occupancy stipulation for mineral leasing. These areas
are as follows: Moab Landfill (82 acres), Moab Airport (296 acres), and Dead Horse Point State Park (4,337 acres).

Management Actions by Alternative (see Appendix A for Mineral Leasing Stipulations)
Oil and Gas Lease Issuance Decisions
These decisions involve an approach to lease issuance rather than a stipulation applied to a lease.
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Alternative A
(No Action)

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

No decision is in place for maximizing
the size of oil and gas lease parcels.
This means that there is a greater
likelihood of redundant infrastructure
and corridors.

The size of oil and gas lease parcels
would be maximized to the extent
possible. This would reduce the
number of operators and thereby
increase the likelihood of eliminating
redundant infrastructure and
corridors.

Same as Alternative B.

Same as Alternative B.

Both oil and gas leasing and potash
leasing could occur on the same tract
of land. This means that there is a
greater likelihood of redundant
infrastructure and corridors.

Alternative B1: Within Potash
Leasing Areas (PLA) (103,619 acres),
no new oil and gas leases would be
issued until potash leases and
permits are relinquished, cancelled,
expired, or potash production is not
established within 10 years after the
date of the Approved Moab MLP.
Alternative B2: The Planning Area
would be open (except for closed
areas) only for oil and gas leasing
subject to the appropriate leasing
stipulations.

Same as Alternative B2.

Same as Alternative B1.

Apply a “Baseline CSU” stipulation in
areas with sensitive resources in
order to minimize the amount of
surface disturbance and related
impacts resulting from mineral
development. These resources
include the Courthouse Wash
Watershed, the Salt Wash
Watershed, Special Recreation
Management Areas (where
specified), selected lands identified by
BLM as having wilderness
characteristics, areas inventoried as
having a high visual quality (Visual
Resource Inventory [VRI] Class II that
is designated as VRM Class III),
bighorn sheep habitat (except a small
portion in the Potash Processing
Facility Areas-see below),

Apply a “Baseline CSU” stipulation in
lands identified by BLM as having
wilderness characteristics, areas
inventoried as having a high visual
quality (VRI II Class that is
designated as VRM Class III),
sagebrush/steppe habitat, bighorn
sheep habitat (outside of lambing,
rutting, and migration habitat), and
areas within crucial and substantial
deer and elk habitat. The Baseline
CSU stipulation includes a total of
about 25,942 acres and is shown on
Map 2-12-C. As compared to
Alternative B, this stipulation does
not apply to the Courthouse Wash
Watershed, the Salt Wash
Watershed and Special Recreation
Management Areas (SRMA)

Apply a “Baseline CSU” stipulation in
areas with sensitive resources in
order to minimize the amount of
surface disturbance and related
impacts resulting from mineral
development. These resources
include the Courthouse Wash
Watershed, the Salt Wash
Watershed, SRMAs (where
specified), selected lands identified
by BLM as having wilderness
characteristics, areas inventoried as
having a high visual quality (VRI
Class II that is designated as VRM
Class III), bighorn sheep habitat
(except a small portion in the Potash
Processing Facility Areas-see below),
sagebrush/steppe habitat (in areas
with moderately high to very high

Oil and Gas Leasing Stipulations
There would be no lease stipulation
that would minimize surface
disturbance by requiring multiple
wells per pad, well pad placement,
colocation of facilities, and other
mitigating measures.

Final EIS
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Alternative A
(No Action)
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Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

sagebrush/steppe habitat (in areas
with moderately high to very high
ecological intactness), and crucial
deer and elk habitat. The Baseline
CSU stipulation includes a total of
about 208,185 acres in Alternative B1
and 222,289 acres in Alternative B2.
Baseline CSU is shown on Maps 212-B1 and 2-12-B2.
The specific areas where this
stipulation would be applied are also
identified in the sections for the
referenced resources.
The Baseline CSU stipulation would
reduce conflicts in areas with heavy
recreation use, reduce the impacts to
wilderness values, reduce visual
intrusions, and reduce loss of wildlife
habitat; it would consist of the
following:
1. Multiple wells per pad as
appropriate.
2. Well pads would be placed no
closer than 2-miles apart.
3. Production facilities would be colocated and designed to minimize
surface impacts. Pipelines and
utilities would be placed along
existing roads.
4. Limit unreclaimed surface
disturbance to no more than 15
acres per well pad (including
associated facilities, roads,
pipelines, and utilities) following
interim reclamation.
5. Extensive interim reclamation of
roadway disturbance and
reclamation of well pads to well
head/production facilities to

because they are all managed as
NSO.
The Baseline CSU stipulation would
reduce the impacts to wilderness
values, reduce visual intrusions, and
reduce loss of wildlife habitat; it
would consist of the following:
1. Multiple wells per pad as
appropriate.
2. Well pads would be placed no
closer than 2-miles apart.
3. Production facilities would be colocated and designed to minimize
surface impacts. Pipelines and
utilities would be placed along
existing roads.
4. Limit unreclaimed surface
disturbance to 15 acres per well
pad (including associated
facilities, roads, pipelines, and
utilities) following interim
reclamation.
5. Extensive interim reclamation of
roadway disturbance and
reclamation of well pads to
minimize long-term surface
disturbance.
6. Final reclamation fully restoring
the original landform. Travel
routes would be restored to their
original character.
7. This stipulation would allow for
geophysical operations.
8. Compensatory mitigation outside
the area of impact could be
required to offset impacts to
resources when onsite mitigation
alone may not be sufficient to

ecological intactness), and crucial
deer and elk habitat. The Baseline
CSU stipulation includes a total of
about 213,218 acres and is shown on
Maps 2-12-D.
The specific areas where this
stipulation would be applied are also
identified in the sections for the
referenced resources.
The Baseline CSU stipulation would
reduce conflicts in areas with heavy
recreation use, reduce the impacts to
wilderness values, reduce visual
intrusions, and reduce loss of wildlife
habitat; it would consist of the
following:
1. Multiple wells per pad as
appropriate.
2. Well pads would be placed no
closer than 2-miles apart.
3. Production facilities would be colocated and designed to minimize
surface impacts. Pipelines and
utilities would be placed along
existing roads.
4. Limit unreclaimed surface
disturbance to no more than 15
acres per well pad (including
associated facilities, roads,
pipelines, and utilities) following
interim reclamation.
5. Extensive interim reclamation of
roadway disturbance and
reclamation of well pads to well
head/production facilities to
minimize long-term surface
disturbance.
6. Final reclamation fully restoring
the original landform. Travel
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(No Action)
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Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

minimize long-term surface
disturbance.
6. Final reclamation fully restoring
the original landform. Travel
routes would be restored to their
original character.
7. This stipulation would allow for
geophysical operations.
8. Compensatory mitigation outside
the area of impact could be
required to offset impacts to
resources when onsite mitigation
alone may not be sufficient to
adequately mitigate impacts and
achieve BLM resource objectives.

adequately mitigate impacts and
achieve BLM resource objectives.

Potential rock falls for Porcupine Rim
and Matt Martin Point and Gold Bar
Rim were not specifically addressed.
This means that a lease stipulation to
eliminate potential rock falls would
not be applied.

Apply an NSO stipulation to
Porcupine Rim and Matt Martin Point
and Gold Bar Rim to eliminate
potential rock falls caused by mineral
activities. This stipulation would
require a 0.5 mile setback from the
rims (6,751 acres, Map 2-14-B/D).

Apply an NSO stipulation to
Porcupine Rim and Matt Martin Point
and Gold Bar Rim to eliminate
potential rock falls caused by mineral
activities. This stipulation would
require a 1.0 mile setback from the
rims (9,642 acres, Map 2-14-C).

Same as Alternative B.

Moab: Leasable Minerals: On 9,855
acres of split-estate lands, BLM
would apply the same lease
stipulations as those applied to
surrounding lands with Federal
surface. Mitigation measures to
protect other resource values would
be developed during the appropriate
site-specific environmental analysis
and would be attached as conditions
of approval to permits in consultation
with the surface owner or surface
management agency (SMA).
Monticello: On 5,281 acres of splitestate lands, lease stipulations would
consist of those necessary to comply
with non-discretionary Federal laws,

Leasable Minerals: On 15,136 acres
of split-estate lands, BLM would apply
the same lease stipulations as those
applied to surrounding lands with
Federal surface. Mitigation measures
to protect other resource values
would be developed during the
appropriate site-specific
environmental analysis and would be
attached as conditions of approval to
permits in consultation with the
surface owner or SMA.

Same as Alternative B.

Same as Alternative B.

Final EIS

routes would be restored to their
original character.
7. This stipulation would allow for
geophysical operations.
8. Compensatory mitigation outside
the area of impact could be
required to offset impacts to
resources when onsite mitigation
alone may not be sufficient to
adequately mitigate impacts and
achieve BLM resource objectives.
An exception to the 2-mile spacing
requirement would be provided as
specified in Appendix A.
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Alternative A
(No Action)

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

such as the Endangered Species Act.
Mitigation measures would also be
applied to protect other resource
values such as VRM class,
recreation, and non-Federally
protected fish and wildlife species
consistent with Section 6 of the
standard lease terms. These
mitigation measures would be
developed during site-specific
environmental analysis and would be
attached as conditions of approval
(COA) in consultation with the
surface owner or SMA.
Approximately 210,884 acres would
be open to mineral leasing, subject to
standard terms and conditions.
Approximately 440,356 acres would
be open to mineral leasing subject to
CSU and TL stipulations.
Approximately 133,574 acres would
be open to mineral leasing subject to
a NSO stipulation.
Approximately 753 acres would be
closed to mineral leasing.
See Map 2-15-A.
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Alternative B1: Approximately 0
acres would be open to oil and gas
leasing, subject to existing laws,
regulations, and formal orders; and
the terms and conditions.
Approximately 228,926 acres would
be open to oil and gas leasing subject
to CSU and TL stipulations.
Approximately 452,269 acres would
be open to oil and gas leasing subject
to a NSO stipulation.
Approximately 753 acres would be
closed to oil and gas leasing.
Approximately 103,619 acres within
the PLAs would be open to oil and
gas leasing subject to the results of
the first phase of potash leasing and
development. Of these 103,619
acres, 57,620 acres would be
managed with CSU and TL
stipulations and 45,999 acres would
be managed with an NSO stipulation.
See Map 2-15-B1.
Alternative B2: Approximately 0
acres would be open to oil and gas
leasing, subject to existing laws,

Approximately 0 acres would be
open to oil and gas leasing, subject
to existing laws, regulations, and
formal orders; and the terms and
conditions.
Approximately 54,799 acres would
be open to oil and gas leasing
subject to CSU or TL stipulations.
Approximately 550,599 acres would
be open to oil and gas leasing
subject to an NSO stipulation.
Approximately 180,169 acres would
be closed to oil and gas leasing.
See Map 2-15-C.

Approximately 0 acres would be open
to oil and gas leasing, subject to
existing laws, regulations, and formal
orders; and the terms and conditions.
Approximately 230,765 acres would
be open to oil and gas leasing
subject to CSU and TL stipulations.
Approximately 305,899 acres would
be open to oil and gas leasing
subject to an NSO stipulation.
Approximately 145,284 acres would
be closed to oil and gas leasing.
Approximately 103,619 acres within
the PLAs would be open to oil and
gas leasing subject to the results of
the first phase of potash leasing and
development. Of these 103,619
acres, 57,308 acres would be
managed with CSU and TL
stipulations and 46,311 acres would
be managed with an NSO stipulation.
See Map 2-15-D.
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Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

regulations, and formal orders; and
the terms and conditions.
Approximately 285,806 acres would
be open to oil and gas leasing subject
to CSU and TL and stipulations.
Approximately 499,008 acres would
be open to oil and gas leasing subject
to an NSO stipulation.
Approximately 753 acres would be
closed to oil and gas leasing.
See Map 2-15-B2.
Best Management Practices
The use of BMPs is identified for
several resources in the Moab and
Monticello RMPs. However, specific
BMPs were not developed.

Develop BMPs as appropriate to
minimize the potential resource
impacts associated with mineral
development (see Appendix B for a
list of BMPs, by resource).

Same as Alternative B.

Same as Alternative B.

Table 2–6. Minerals: Potash
Alternative A
(No Action)

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

Objective
Provide opportunities for environmentally responsible exploration and development subject to appropriate BLM policies, laws, and regulations.
Management Actions Common To All Alternatives
In areas where mineral activities would be incompatible with existing surface use, apply a no surface occupancy stipulation for mineral leasing. These areas
are as follows: Moab Landfill (82 acres), Moab Airport (296 acres), and Dead Horse Point State Park (4,337 acres).
To the extent possible, the stipulations developed for oil and gas leasing are applicable to potash leasing.

Management Actions by Alternative (see Appendix A for Mineral Leasing Stipulations)
Potash Lease Issuance Decision
These decisions involve an approach to lease issuance rather than a stipulation applied to a lease.
There is no decision to phase potash
leasing.

Final EIS

Alternative B1: Apply a phased
leasing approach to manage potash

Same as Alternative B2, that is:

Same as Alternative B1.
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Alternative A
(No Action)

Alternative B

Alternative C

No PLAs would be established.
Potash leasing could occur subject to
the stipulations imposed by the
RMPs.

exploration and development within
the Planning Area. The purpose of
phased potash leasing is to minimize
resource conflicts and to test the
feasibility of solution mining (in-situ
recovery) for deep deposits of potash
on public lands within the Planning
Area.
Phased potash leasing would provide
an opportunity to issue prospecting
permits and/or to lease within a
specific portion of the Planning Area
(identified as Potash Leasing Areas
[PLAs]) in order to determine the
area’s production potential. Phased
leasing provides an adaptive
management approach so that if
potash were successfully discovered
and produced there would then be an
opportunity to consider additional
potash permitting and leasing.
Potash exploration and development
would be allowed only within PLAs.
The BLM will not approve any
application for potash prospecting
permits or exploration licenses, or
engage in competitive leasing unless
it is within a PLA. Initially PLAs
include a total of about 103,619 acres
and are shown on Map 2-8-B1/D.
Three PLAs are initially identified in
the Planning Area: Upper Ten Mile,
Red Wash, and Hatch Point.
Identified PLAs include blocks of
public land in areas where potash
leases (Upper Ten Mile) or potash
prospecting permits (Red Wash and
Hatch Point) have been issued.
Within these areas, potash resources
have been identified and the

No PLAs would be established.
No potash leases or permits would
be issued.
The Planning Area would be closed
to potash leasing.
The Planning Area would be open
only for oil and gas leasing subject to
the leasing stipulations applied in
Alternative B.
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Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

feasibility of potash production is
being pursued.
The Upper Ten Mile PLA includes a
total of about 29,127 acres and is
shown on Map 2-9-B1/D. The PLA is
located in the northern portion of the
Ten Mile Known Potash Leasing
Area (Ten Mile KPLA). A KPLA is
established where BLM has
determined that a valuable deposit of
potash exists and leasing is done
only through a competitive process.
The Upper Ten Mile PLA includes
lands surrounding four existing
potash leases and is largely unleased
for oil and gas (approximately 4.7%
of the PLA is currently leased for oil
and gas).
The Red Wash PLA would be
identified in the Red Wash area
where potash prospecting permits
have been issued. The Red Wash
PLA would include a total of about
29, 956 acres and is shown on
Map 2-10-B1/D. Potash prospecting
permits are part of a noncompetitive
leasing process conducted outside of
KPLAs. If exploration conducted on
the prospecting permits results in
identifying a valuable potash deposit,
then the permittee can qualify for a
preference right lease. The PLA is
largely unleased for oil and gas
(approximately 3.7% of the PLA is
currently leased for oil and gas).
The Hatch Point PLA would be
identified in the Hatch Point area
where potash prospecting permits
have been issued. The Hatch Point
PLA would include a total of about
44,536 acres and is shown on Map 2-

Final EIS
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Alternative A
(No Action)

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

11-B1/D. Potash prospecting permits
are part of a noncompetitive leasing
process conducted outside of KPLAs.
If exploration conducted on the
prospecting permits results in
identifying a valuable potash deposit
and BLM determines that the lands
are chiefly valuable for potash, the
permittee can qualify for a preference
right lease. About 43 percent of the
PLA is leased for oil and gas.
Within PLAs
The priority within a PLA will be to
explore and develop potash deposits.
New oil and gas leasing within a PLA
will be considered only upon one or
more of the following criteria being
met:

• For areas currently under an

•

•
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existing preference right lease or
competitive lease for potash,
upon relinquishment or initiation
of proceedings to cancel the
lease, or upon expiration of ten
years from the date of the MLP
Record of Decision (ROD) is
signed, whichever is latest;
For areas currently subject to an
existing prospecting permit or
exploration license for potash,
upon relinquishment,
cancellation, or expiration of the
prospecting permit, or rejection
of an application for a preference
right lease, or upon expiration of
ten years from the date of the
MLP ROD is signed, whichever
is latest; or
The Authorized Officer
determines that there are
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(No Action)
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Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

compelling reasons why oil and
gas leasing would be in the
public interest, and that the
potential for conflict with existing
or future potash exploration and
development is minimal or may
be minimized.
Outside of PLAs
The priority outside a PLA would be
to authorize oil and gas leasing and
development. New potash
exploration and development would
be allowed only in PLAs.
Consequently, until a new PLA is
identified, the BLM will not approve
any application for potash
prospecting permits or exploration
licenses, or engage in competitive
leasing. For areas outside of an
existing PLA that have been
designated a KPLA, the BLM will not
approve exploration licenses or
conduct competitive leasing unless
the area is identified as a new PLA
through additional decision making
consistent with the procedure and
criteria provided here and all other
applicable law and policy.
New PLAs
To identify an area as a new PLA, the
Authorized Officer would consider, at
a minimum, the criteria listed below.
In the absence of other compelling
factors, the Authorized Officer will not
identify an area as a new PLA unless
all the following criteria are met:

• There is significant interest

expressed in exploring the area
under consideration for potash;

Final EIS
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Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

• There has been a sufficient level

•

•

•

of potash production from an
existing PLA identified by this
MLP or adjacent areas to
indicate that commercial
quantities of potash may be
produced in the area under
consideration;
The potential for conflict with
existing or future oil and gas
lease operations within the area
under consideration is minimal or
may be minimized;
The environmental impact of
potash exploration and potential
development within the area
under consideration is consistent
with all the existing laws and
policies and in conformance with
this land use plan amendment;
and
The area under consideration
has reasonable access to an
identified Potash Processing
Facility Area or processing can
be accomplished off of BLMadministered lands.

Any member of the public may
petition in writing to the Authorized
Officer to consider identifying a new
PLA. Petitions must address all the
criteria above and provide any other
relevant information requested by the
Authorized Officer. The Authorized
Officer will identify new PLAs only
after providing the public notice and
opportunity to comment, consulting
with Federal, State, tribal, and local
stakeholders, and further decision
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(No Action)

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

making consistent with all applicable
Federal law.
Removing an Area from a PLA
If, within a PLA, the production of
commercial quantities of potash is
not achieved within a 10 year time
period from the date of the MLP
Record of Decision is signed. The
Authorized Officer may remove the
area from the PLA after additional
decision making. In making this
decision, the Authorized Officer
generally will not remove an area
from a PLA where:

• There are any applications for or

•

existing potash prospecting
permits or exploration licenses
for potash; or
There are any applications for or
existing preference right leases
or expressions of interest for or
existing competitive potash
leases.

A CSU stipulation for achieving
potash production in a ten year
timeframe is found in the potash
stipulation section below.
Alternative B2: No PLAs would be
established.
No potash leases or permits would
be issued.
The Planning Area would be closed
to potash leasing.
The Planning Area would be open
only for oil and gas leasing subject to
the leasing stipulations applied in
Alternative B.

Final EIS
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Alternative A
(No Action)

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

No PLAs would be established.
Potash leasing could occur
throughout the Planning Area.

Alternative B1: A PLA would be
identified in the Upper Ten Mile area.
The PLA includes a total of about
29,127 acres and is shown on Map 29-B1/D. The PLA is located in the
northern portion of the Ten Mile
KPLA. A KPLA is established where
a known valuable deposit of potash is
identified and leasing involves a
competitive process. The PLA
includes lands surrounding four
existing potash leases and outside of
the current Cane Creek Oil and Gas
Unit boundary.
Alternative B2: No PLAs would be
established.
No potash leases or permits would
be issued.
The Planning Area would be closed
to potash leasing.
The Planning Area would be open
only for oil and gas leasing subject to
the leasing stipulations applied in
Alternative B.

Same as Alternative B2.

Same as Alternative B1.

No PLAs would be established.
Potash leasing would occur
throughout the Planning Area.

Alternative B1: A PLA would be
identified in the Red Wash area
where potash prospecting permits
have been issued. The PLA would
include a total of about 29,956 acres
and is shown on Map 2-10-B1/D.
Potash prospecting permits are part
of a noncompetitive leasing process
conducted outside of KPLAs. If
exploration conducted on the
prospecting permits results in
identifying a valuable potash deposit,
then the permittee can qualify for a
preference right potash lease.

Same as Alternative B2.

Same as Alternative B1.
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Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

Alternative B2: No PLAs would be
established.
No potash leases or permits would
be issued.
The Planning Area would be closed
to potash leasing.
The Planning Area would be open
only for oil and gas leasing subject to
the leasing stipulations applied in
Alternative B.
No Potash Leasing Areas would be
established. Potash leasing would
occur throughout the Planning Area.

Final EIS

Alternative B1: A PLA would be
identified in the Hatch Point area
where potash prospecting permits
have been issued. The PLA would
include a total of about 44,536 acres
and is shown on Map 2-11-B1/D.
Potash prospecting permits are part
of a noncompetitive leasing process
conducted outside of KPLAs. If
exploration conducted on the
prospecting permits results in
identifying a valuable potash deposit,
then the permittee can qualify for a
preference right potash lease.
Alternative B2: No PLAs would be
established.
No potash leases or permits would
be issued.
The Planning Area would be closed
to potash leasing.
The Planning Area would be open
only for oil and gas leasing subject to
the leasing stipulations applied in
Alternative B.

Same as Alternative B2.

Same as Alternative B1.
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(No Action)

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

Potash Leasing Stipulations
No specific leasing stipulation would
be imposed regarding potash
production.

Alternative B1: CSU stipulation for
Potash Prospecting Permits,
Preference Right Leases, and
Competitive Leases.
All new potash leases, as well as all
potash leases subject to
readjustment would be subject to the
following diligent development
requirements:
The Authorized Officer would pursue
lease cancellation if after ten years
from the date of lease issuance,
potassium or related products are not
being produced in paying quantities
from:
a. The lease; or
b. The contiguous mining block; or
c. When the gross value of the
potassium compounds and
other related products produced
from the lease or the contiguous
mining block at the point of
shipment to market does not
yield a return in excess of all
direct and indirect operating
costs allocable to their
production.

Same as Alternative B2.

Same as Alternative B1.

The Authorized Officer may grant an
extension of the diligent development
period in the event of delays in the
permitting process that were
unforeseen, that were in no way
attributable to the lessee or operator,
and that could not be readily
accommodated in the normal course
of business by a prudent lessee or
operator.
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Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

In addition, all potash prospecting
permits would include a stipulation
that, if a preference right lease is
ultimately issued, it would include the
diligent development stipulation
above.
Alternative B2: The Planning Area
would be closed to potash leasing.
Therefore, no stipulation for
achieving potash production would
be necessary.
There would be no lease stipulation
that would minimize surface
disturbance by requiring multiple
wells per pad, well pad placement,
colocation of facilities, and other
mitigating measures.

Final EIS

Alternative B1: Apply a “Baseline
CSU” stipulation in areas with
sensitive resources in order to
minimize the amount of surface
disturbance and related impacts
resulting from mineral development.
These resources include the
Courthouse Wash Watershed, the
Salt Wash Watershed, Special
Recreation Management Areas
(where specified), selected lands
identified by BLM as having
wilderness characteristics, areas
inventoried as having a high visual
quality (VRI Class II that is
designated as VRM Class III),
bighorn sheep habitat (except a small
portion in the Potash Processing
Facility Areas - see below),
sagebrush/steppe habitat (in areas
with moderately high to very high
ecological intactness), and crucial
deer and elk habitat. The Baseline
CSU stipulation includes a total of
about 208,185 acres in Alternative B1
and 222,289 acres in Alternative B2.
Baseline CSU is shown on Maps 212-B1 and 2-12-B2.

Same as Alternative B2.

Apply a “Baseline CSU” stipulation in
areas with sensitive resources in
order to minimize the amount of
surface disturbance and related
impacts resulting from mineral
development. These resources
include the Courthouse Wash
Watershed, the Salt Wash
Watershed, Special Recreation
Management Areas (where
specified), selected lands identified
by BLM as having wilderness
characteristics, areas inventoried as
having a high visual quality (VRI
Class II that is designated as VRM
Class III), bighorn sheep habitat
(except a small portion in the Potash
Processing Facility Areas-see below),
sagebrush/steppe habitat (in areas
with moderately high to very high
ecological intactness), and crucial
deer and elk habitat. The Baseline
CSU stipulation includes a total of
about 213,218 acres and is shown on
Map 2-12-D.
The specific areas where this
stipulation would be applied are also
identified in the sections for the
referenced resources.
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Alternative B
The specific areas where this
stipulation would be applied are also
identified in the sections for the
referenced resources.
The Baseline CSU stipulation would
reduce conflicts in areas with heavy
recreation use, reduce the impacts to
wilderness values, reduce visual
intrusions, and reduce loss of wildlife
habitat; it would consist of the
following:
1. Multiple wells per pad as
appropriate.
2. Well pads would be placed no
closer than 2-miles apart.
3. Facilities associated with potash
production wells would be
designed to minimize surface
impacts. Pipelines and utilities
would be placed along existing
roads, including new roads
constructed in association with the
project.
4. Limit unreclaimed surface
disturbance to no more than 15
acres per well pad (including
associated facilities, roads,
pipelines, and utilities) following
interim reclamation.
5. Extensive interim reclamation of
roadway disturbance and
reclamation of well pads to well
head/production facilities to
minimize long-term surface
disturbance.
6. Final reclamation fully restoring
the original landform. Travel
routes would be restored to their
original character.
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Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)
The Baseline CSU stipulation would
reduce conflicts in areas with heavy
recreation use, reduce the impacts to
wilderness values, reduce visual
intrusions, and reduce loss of wildlife
habitat; it would consist of the
following:
1. Multiple wells per pad as
appropriate.
2. Well pads would be placed no
closer than 2-miles apart.
3. Facilities associated with potash
production wells would be
designed to minimize surface
impacts. Pipelines and utilities
would be placed along existing
roads, including new roads
constructed in association with the
project.
4. Limit unreclaimed surface
disturbance to no more than 15
acres per well pad (including
associated facilities, roads,
pipelines, and utilities) following
interim reclamation.
5. Extensive interim reclamation of
roadway disturbance and
reclamation of well pads to well
head/production facilities to
minimize long-term surface
disturbance.
6. Final reclamation fully restoring
the original landform. Travel
routes would be restored to their
original character.
7. This stipulation would allow for
geophysical operations.
8. Compensatory mitigation outside
the area of impact could be

Final EIS
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Alternative B

Alternative C

7. This stipulation would allow for
geophysical operations.
8. Compensatory mitigation outside
the area of impact could be
required to offset impacts to
resources when onsite mitigation
alone may not be sufficient to
adequately mitigate impacts and
achieve BLM resource objectives.
Alternative B2: The Planning Area
would be closed to potash leasing.
Therefore, no stipulation for
achieving potash production would
be necessary.
PPFAs were not addressed. This
means that potash processing
facilities would be allowed throughout
that portion of the Planning Area not
managed with an NSO stipulation,

Final EIS

Alternative B1: Apply a CSU
stipulation to all potash leases that
requires processing facilities to be
located within a PPFA. The PPFAs
involve 42,492 acres and are shown
on Map 2-13-B1/D.
Potash processing facilities can
require a substantial commitment of
public lands. Therefore, these
facilities would be located in areas
that have a minimal potential for
resource conflicts. PPFAs would be
identified based on the following
criteria:
1. Located outside an SRMA with the
exception of the Dee Pass
Motorized Focus area within the
Labyrinth Rims/Gemini Bridges
SRMA and the Canyon Rims
SRMA.
2. Located outside of VRI II And VRM
Class II areas along Highway 191.
3. Located only in VRM Class III or IV
areas.

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)
required to offset impacts to
resources when onsite mitigation
alone may not be sufficient to
adequately mitigate impacts and
achieve BLM resource objectives.

Same as Alternative B2.

Same as Alternative B1 but with an
exception as specified in Appendix A.
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(Proposed Plan)

4. Located outside of desert bighorn
lambing, rutting, and migration
habitat.
5. Located outside of deer or elk
crucial habitat.
6. Located in lands that have low
levels of ecological intactness.
7. Located in areas within reasonable
proximity to PLAs.
This stipulation would avoid
widespread impacts to recreation,
visual resources, crucial deer and elk
habitat, bighorn habitat, and
ecologically intact lands that could
result from the construction of large
potash facilities. PPFAs are those
areas that are not within the Baseline
CSU stipulation and are not managed
with an NSO stipulation (with the
exception of ephemeral streams) or
closed. As part of this CSU
stipulation, compensatory mitigation
outside the area of impact would be
required to off-set the impacts of
potash processing facility
construction.
Apply BMPs for potash processing
facilities.
Alternative B2: No potash
processing facility areas would be
identified.
Approximately 210,884 acres would
be open to mineral leasing, subject to
standard terms and conditions.
Approximately 440,356 acres would
be open to mineral leasing subject to
CSU and TL stipulations.
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Alternative B1: Approximately 0
acres within PLAs are open for
potash leasing, subject to existing
laws, regulations, and standard terms
and conditions.
Approximately 57,620 acres within
PLAs are open for potash leasing
subject to CSU and TL stipulations.

Approximately 785,567 acres are
closed to potash leasing.
See Map 2-16-B2/C.

Approximately 0 acres within PLAs
are open for potash leasing, subject
to existing laws, regulations, and
standard terms and conditions.
Approximately 57,308 acres within
PLAs are open for potash leasing
subject to CSU and TL stipulations.
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Alternative A
(No Action)

Alternative B

Approximately 133,574 acres would
be open to mineral leasing subject to
an NSO stipulation.
Approximately 753 acres would be
closed to mineral leasing.
See Map 2-16-A.

Approximately 45,999 acres within
PLAs are open for potash leasing
subject to an NSO stipulation.
Approximately 681,195 acres outside
PLAs are open subject to the results
of the first phase of potash leasing
within the PLAs. Of these 681,195
acres, 228,926 acres would be
managed with CSU and TL
stipulations and 452,269 acres would
be managed with an NSO stipulation.
See Map 2-16-B1.
Alternative B2: Approximately
785,567 acres are closed to potash
leasing.
See Map 2-16-B2/C.

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)
Approximately 46,311 acres within
PLAs are open for potash leasing
subject to an NSO stipulation.
Approximately 536,664 acres outside
PLAs are open subject to the results
of the first phase of potash leasing
within the PLAs. Of these 536,664
acres, 230,765 acres would be
managed with CSU and TL
stipulations and 305,899 acres would
be managed with an NSO stipulation.
See Map 2-16-D.

Best Management Practices
The use of BMPs is identified for
several resources in the Moab and
Monticello RMPs. However, specific
BMPs were not developed.

Apply BMPs as appropriate to
minimize the potential resource
impacts associated with mineral
development (see Appendix B for a
list of BMPs, by resource).

Same as Alternative B.

Same as Alternative B.

Table 2–7. Natural Areas
Alternative A
(No Action)

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

Objectives
Protect, preserve, and maintain wilderness characteristics of Natural Areas.
Manage these lands and backcountry landscapes for their undeveloped character and to provide opportunities for primitive recreational activities and
experiences of solitude.
Management Actions By Alternative (see Appendix A for Mineral Leasing Stipulations)
Apply an NSO stipulation for mineral
leasing to lands managed as Natural

Final EIS

Same as Alternative A.

Same as Alternative A.

Same as Alternative A.
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Areas (429 acres, Map 2-17A/B/C/D).

Table 2–8. Paleontology
Alternative A
(No Action)

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

Objective
Protect paleontological resources from surface-disturbing activities.
Management Actions By Alternative (see Appendix A for Mineral Leasing Stipulations)
Moab: Attach lease notices,
stipulations, and other requirements
to permitted activities to prevent
damage to paleontological resources.
Monticello: Conduct onsite evaluation
of surface-disturbing activities for all
potential fossil yield classification
(PFYC) Class 5 areas and minimize
impacts to paleontological resources
to the degree practicable. Evaluation
would consider the type of surface
disturbance proposed and mitigation
would be developed based on sitespecific information.
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Apply a CSU stipulation requiring
survey and monitoring (where
appropriate) for all surface-disturbing
mineral activities in potential fossil
yield classification (PFYC) Class 4
and 5 areas (118,952 acres, Map 218-B/D).
Where monitoring encounters
vertebrate and vertebrate trace
fossils during mineral operations, all
operations must cease until the BLM
Authorized Officer determines
whether the site can be avoided,
protected, or must be fully excavated.

Apply a CSU stipulation requiring
survey and monitoring (where
appropriate) for all disturbing surface
mineral activities in potential fossil
yield classification (PFYC) Class 3, 4,
and 5 areas (265,689 acres, Map 218-C).
Where monitoring encounters
vertebrate and vertebrate trace
fossils during mineral operations, all
operations must cease until the BLM
Authorized Officer determines
whether the site can be avoided,
protected, or must be fully excavated.

Same as Alternative B.
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Table 2–9. Recreation
Alternative A
(No Action)

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

Objective
To provide for multiple recreational uses of the public lands and sustain a wide-range of recreation opportunities and potential experiences for visitors and
residents, while supporting local economic stability and sustaining the recreation resource base and sensitive resource values.
Management Actions By Alternative (see Appendix A for Mineral Leasing Stipulations)
Moab: Apply an NSO stipulation for
mineral leasing within 0.5 miles of
developed recreation sites (24,311
acres, Map 2-19-A/D). See a list of
developed recreation sites, both
current and planned in Appendix D.

Apply an NSO stipulation for a 1-mile
radius from developed recreation site
boundaries (as listed in Appendix D)
to provide auditory and visual
protection to the immediate
foreground (71,108 acres, Map 2-19B).

Apply an NSO stipulation for a 2-mile
radius from developed recreation site
boundaries (as listed in Appendix D)
to provide auditory and visual
protection to the immediate
foreground (191,584 acres, Map 219-C).

Same as Alternative A, but with an
exception, modification, and waiver
as specified in Appendix A.

Protection of recreation routes and
trails were not specifically addressed.
This means that a lease stipulation
providing visual and auditory
protection along recreation routes
would not be applied.

Apply an NSO stipulation for mineral
leasing within 0.5 miles of the
centerline of the following high use
routes (motorized) and trails (nonmotorized) to provide visual and
auditory protection to the immediate
foreground:

Apply an NSO stipulation for mineral
leasing within 1-mile of the centerline
of the following high and moderate
use routes (motorized) and trails
(non-motorized) to provide visual or
auditory protection to the immediate
foreground:

Same as Alternative B, but with an
exception as specified in Appendix A.
See Map 2-20-B/D (95,143 acres).

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Klondike Bluffs bicycle trails
Bar M bicycle trails
Porcupine Rim trail
Magnificent Seven/7 Up bicycle
trail systems
Ahab bicycle trails
Lower Monitor and Merrimac
bicycle trail
Kokopelli’s Trail
Hunter Canyon hiking trail
Metal Masher (Arth’s Rim) jeep
route
Gold Bar Rim jeep route
Golden Spike jeep route
Poison Spider jeep route
Cliffhanger jeep route
Chicken Corners jeep route

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Klondike Bluffs bicycle trails
Bar M bicycle trails
Porcupine Rim trail
Magnificent Seven/7 Up bicycle
trail systems
Ahab bicycle trails
Lower Monitor and Merrimac
bicycle trail
Kokopelli’s Trail
Hunter Canyon hiking trail
Metal Masher (Arth’s Rim) jeep
route
Gold Bar Rim jeep route
Golden Spike jeep route
Poison Spider jeep route
Cliffhanger jeep route
Chicken Corners jeep route
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Alternative B

•
•
•
•
•

Top of the World jeep route
Moab Rim jeep route
Kane Creek jeep route
Lockhart jeep route
Seven Mile Rim jeep route.

See Map 20-B/D (95,143 acres).

Alternative C

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

Top of the World jeep route
Moab Rim jeep route
Behind the Rocks jeep route
Kane Creek jeep route
Lockhart jeep route
Seven Mile Rim jeep route
Secret Spire jeep route
Jug Rock Equestrian Trail
System
Jewel Tibbets hiking trail
Trough Springs hiking trail.

See Map 2-20-C (211,057 acres).
Climbing and canyoneering areas
were not specifically addressed. This
means that a lease stipulation
providing visual and auditory
protection to climbing and
canyoneering areas would not be
applied.

Apply an NSO stipulation for a 0.5
mile radius around high use climbing
and canyoneering areas (Map 2-21B/D, 22,575 acres) to provide visual
and auditory protection to the
immediate foreground:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Indian Creek
Wall Street
Ice Cream Parlor
The Tombstones of Kane Creek
Needle Rock
Cameltoe Canyon
Granary Canyon
Rock of Ages
Repeat Junior
Winter Camp Slot.

Apply an NSO stipulation for a 1-mile
radius around high and moderate use
climbing and canyoneering areas
(Map 2-21-C, 64,506 acres) to
provide visual and auditory protection
to the immediate foreground:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Same as Alternative B, but with an
exception as specified in Appendix A.
See Map 2-21-B/D (22,575 acres).

Indian Creek
Wall Street
Ice Cream Parlor
The Tombstones of Kane Creek
Needle Rock
Long Canyon/Day
Canyon/Culvert Canyon
Cameltoe Canyon
Granary Canyon
Rock of Ages
Repeat Junior
Winter Camp Slot.

Canyon Rims SRMA

Canyon Rims SRMA

Canyon Rims SRMA

Canyon Rims SRMA

Manage the Canyon Rims SRMA
(101,520 acres) as a Destination
SRMA.

Apply an NSO stipulation to all VRM
Class II areas in the Canyon Rims
SRMA, as well as to all lands on the
west side of the Anticline Road

Apply an NSO stipulation to the entire
Canyon Rims SRMA (101,520 acres,
Map 2-22-C).

Same as Alternative B.
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Alternative A
(No Action)
The Canyon Rims SRMA includes
the following Focus Areas:

• Hatch Wash Hiking and
•

Backpacking Focus Area (3,614
acres)
Needles and Anticline Roads
Focus Area (Utah Scenic
Backways)

Mineral leasing decisions were not
specifically imposed by the
establishment of the Canyon Rims
SRMA. The stipulations that are in
place were the result of other
resource decisions.

Chapter 2

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

(42,676 acres). This includes the
VRM Class II corridor along the
Needles and Anticline Overlook
roads.
Apply a NSO stipulation to the Hatch
Wash Hiking and Backpacking Focus
Area (3,614 acres).
Apply the Baseline CSU stipulation
(see Minerals section Alternative B)
throughout the remainder of the
SRMA (55,230 acres, Map 2-22-B/D).

Colorado Riverway SRMA

Colorado Riverway SRMA

Colorado Riverway SRMA

Colorado Riverway SRMA

Colorado Riverway SRMA will be
established as a Destination SRMA
(31,702 acres of the 89,936 total
SRMA acres are within the Planning
Area area).
Mineral leasing decisions were not
specifically imposed by the
establishment of the Colorado
Riverway SRMA. The stipulations
that are in place were the result of
other resource decisions.

Apply an NSO stipulation to the entire
Colorado Riverway SRMA within the
Planning Area (31,702 acres, Map 223-B/C/D).

Same as Alternative B.

Same as Alternative B.

Dolores River Canyons SRMA

Dolores River Canyons SRMA

Dolores River Canyons SRMA

Dolores River Canyons SRMA

Manage as an undeveloped SRMA
(2,872 acres of the 31,661 total
SRMA acres are within the Planning
Area).
Mineral leasing decisions were not
specifically imposed by the
establishment of the Dolores River
Canyons SRMA. The stipulations
that are in place were the result of
other resource decisions.

Apply an NSO stipulation to the
Dolores River Canyons SRMA within
the Planning Area (2,872 acres, Map
2-24-B/C/D).

Same as Alternative B.

Same as Alternative B.

Final EIS
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(No Action)

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

Indian Creek SRMA

Indian Creek SRMA

Indian Creek SRMA

Indian Creek SRMA

Mineral leasing decisions were not
specifically imposed by the
establishment of the Indian Creek
SRMA (76,427 acres). The
stipulations that are in place were the
result of other resource decisions.

Apply an NSO stipulation to the
Indian Creek SRMA.
See Map 2-25-B/C/D (76,427 acres).

Same as Alternative B.

Same as Alternative B.

Labyrinth Rims/Gemini Bridges
SRMA

Labyrinth Rims/Gemini Bridges
SRMA

Labyrinth Rims/Gemini Bridges
SRMA

Labyrinth Rims/Gemini Bridges
SRMA

Manage as a Destination SRMA
(275,788 acres of the 300,650 total
SRMA acres are within the Planning
Area).
Focus Areas within this SRMA are:

Apply an NSO stipulation to the
following Focus Areas within the
Planning Area (54,255 acres, Map 226-B/D):

Apply an NSO stipulation to the entire
Labyrinth Rims/Gemini Bridges
SRMA that is within the Planning
Area (275,788 acres, Map 2-26-C).

Same as Alternative B.

• Airport Hills Motocross Focus
Area (290 acres)

• Bar M Mountain Biking Focus
Area (2,906 acres)

• Bartlett Slickrock Freeride
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Mountain Bike Focus Area (166
acres)
Dee Pass Motorized Trail Focus
Area (21,158 acres)
Gemini Bridges/Poison Spider
Mesa Focus Area (16,589 acres)
Goldbar/Corona Arch Hiking
Focus Areas (4,773 acres)
Klondike Bluffs Mountain Biking
Focus Area (14,597 acres)
Labyrinth Canyon Canoe Focus
Area (6,812 acres)
Mill Canyon/Upper Courthouse
Mountain Biking Focus Area
(5,741 acres)
Mineral Canyon/Horsethief Point
Competitive BASE Jumping
Focus Area (762 acres)

• Bar M Mountain Biking Focus
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Area (2,906 acres)
Bartlett Slickrock Freeride
Mountain Bike Focus Area (166
acres)
Gemini Bridges/Poison Spider
Mesa Focus Area (16,589 acres)
Goldbar/Corona Arch Hiking
Focus Areas (4,773 acres)
Klondike Bluffs Mountain Biking
Focus Area (14,597 acres)
Labyrinth Canyon Canoe Focus
Area (6,812 acres)
Mill Canyon/Upper Courthouse
Mountain Biking Focus Area
(5,741 acres)
Mineral Canyon/Horsethief Point
Competitive BASE Jumping
Focus Area (762 acres)
Seven Mile Canyons Equestrian
Focus Area (1,028 acres)
Spring Canyon Hiking Focus
Area (455 acres)
Tusher Slickrock Mountain
Biking Focus Area (428 acres).

Final EIS
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Alternative A
(No Action)

• Seven Mile Canyons Equestrian
•
•
•

Focus Area (1,028 acres)
Spring Canyon Hiking Focus
Area (455 acres)
Tusher Slickrock Mountain
Biking Focus Area (428 acres)
White Wash Sand Dunes Open
OHV Focus Area, (1,944 acres).

Chapter 2

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

Apply the Baseline CSU to the
remainder of the SRMA outside of
the Focus Areas (see Minerals
section Alternative B).

Apply an NSO stipulation for mineral
leasing within the Goldbar/Corona
Area Focus Area to protect primitive
hiking opportunities and scenic
values.
Except for the Goldbar/Corona Arch
Focus Area, mineral leasing
decisions were not specifically
imposed by the establishment of the
Labyrinth Rims/Gemini Bridges
SRMA. The stipulations that are in
place were the result of other
resource decisions.
South Moab SRMA

South Moab SRMA

South Moab SRMA

South Moab SRMA

Manage as a Destination SRMA
(23,143 acres of the 63,999 total
SRMA acres are within the Planning
Area.
Focus Areas within this SRMA are:
• Behind the Rocks Hiking Focus
Area (4,076 acres)
• 24 Hours of Moab Focus Area
(2,914 acres)

Apply an NSO stipulation to the two
Focus Areas within the SRMA (6,990
acres, Map 2-27-B/C). The Focus
Areas are:

Apply an NSO stipulation to the entire
South Moab SRMA that is within the
Planning Area (23,143 acres, Map 227-C).

Same as Alternative B.

Mineral leasing decisions were not
specifically imposed by the
establishment of the South Moab
SRMA. The stipulations that are in
place were the result of other
resource decisions.

Final EIS

• Behind the Rocks Hiking Focus
Area (4,076 acres)

• 24 Hours of Moab Mountain

Biking Focus Area (2,914 acres)

Apply the Baseline CSU stipulation
throughout the remainder of the
SRMA outside of the Focus Areas
(see Minerals section Alternative B).
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Table 2–10. Riparian Resources
Alternative A
(No Action)

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

Objectives
Manage soil, water, and riparian resources to enhance ecosystem health and provide for public uses.
Avoid or minimize the disturbance, loss, or degradation of soil, surface and groundwater resources, riparian areas, wetlands and associated floodplains.
Management Actions By Alternative (see Appendix A for Mineral Leasing Stipulations)
Apply an NSO stipulation within
public water reserves, 100-year
floodplains, and within 330 feet of
riparian areas and springs (50,495
acres, Map 2-34-A).

Apply an NSO stipulation to preclude
mineral activities within public water
reserves, 100-year floodplains and
within 500 feet of intermittent and
perennial streams, rivers, riparian
areas, wetlands, water wells, and
springs (69,786 acres, Map 2-34B/D).

Apply an NSO stipulation to preclude
mineral activities within public water
reserves, 100-year floodplains and
within 660 feet of intermittent and
perennial streams, rivers, riparian
areas, wetlands, water wells, and
springs (91,558 acres, Map 2-34-C).

Same as Alternative B.

Table 2–11. Soil and Water
Alternative A
(No Action)

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

Objectives
Manage soil, water, and riparian resources to enhance ecosystem health and provide for public uses.
Avoid or minimize the disturbance, loss, or degradation of soil, surface and groundwater resources, riparian areas, wetlands and associated floodplains.
Management Actions By Alternative (see Appendix A for Mineral Leasing Stipulations)
Soil
Saline Soils
To minimize watershed damage on
saline soils which are primarily in the
Mancos Shale, apply a TL stipulation
for mineral leasing prohibiting
surface-disturbing activities on
68,275 acres (Map 2-28-A/B2/C) of
moderately to highly saline soils from
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Alternative B1: Same as A, except
do not apply a TL within PPFAs. See
Map 2-28-B1/D (49,915 acres). A TL
would not be applied to PPFAs in
order to allow for the practical
construction and operation of the
facilities.

Same as Alternative A.

Same as Alternative B1.

Final EIS
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Alternative A
(No Action)

Alternative B

December 1 to May 31. This
restriction includes road construction
and traffic on existing roads
associated with drilling operations.

Apply a CSU stipulation within
PPFAs requiring compensatory
mitigation outside the area of impact
for any surface disturbance on saline
soils (18,360 acres, Map 2-29-B1/D).
One acre of rehabilitation, or an
amount to be determined of an equal
value to the impacted resource,
would be required for each acre of
disturbance. Compensatory
mitigation outside the area of impact
could include: 1) reclamation of nondesignated roads and 2) planting and
seeding in appropriate areas to
improve soil condition.
Alternative B2: Same as
Alternative A.

Manage public lands in a manner
consistent with the Colorado River
Salinity Control Program including
implementing BMPs.
Moab: Develop BMPs for activities on
saline and other sensitive soils.
Monticello: Any proposed activities
that would be located in sensitive
soils (e.g., hydric, saline, gypsiferous,
or highly erodible soils), would
incorporate BMPs and other
mitigation measures to minimize soil
erosion and maintain soil stability.
Site-specific mitigation measures and
other additional mitigation measures
required to protect soil resources and
maintain soil productivity, would be
determined in site-specific NEPA
analysis.

Due to the difficulty of reclaiming
saline soils, apply a CSU stipulation
requiring compensatory mitigation
outside the area of impact for any
surface disturbance on saline soils
(68,348 acres, Map 2-30-B/C/D).
One acre of rehabilitation, or an
amount to be determined of an equal
value to the impacted resource,
would be required for each acre of
disturbance. Compensatory
mitigation outside the area of impact
could include: 1) reclamation of nondesignated roads and 2) planting and
seeding in appropriate areas to
improve soil condition.
Apply BMPs for soils (Appendix B).

Same as Alternative B.

Same as Alternative B.

Apply environmental BMPs to all oil
and gas authorizations in accordance

Apply BMPs from Appendix B.

Same as Alternative B.

Same as Alternative B.

Final EIS

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)
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Alternative A
(No Action)

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

to WO IM 2007-021 and the most
current version of the “Goldbook.”
Develop BMPs to address health and
safety concerns associated with
blowing dust along U.S. 191 and I-70.

Throughout the Planning Area, apply
BMPs to reduce fugitive dust
emissions (see Appendix B).
The soils most susceptible to fugitive
dust emissions are those with high to
moderate wind erosion ratings and
are shown on Map 2-31 B/C/D.

Same as Alternative B.

Same as Alternative B.

Moab: Apply a controlled surface use
stipulation for mineral leasing on
slopes greater than 30 percent
(79,045 acres).
Monticello: If surface-disturbing
activities cannot be avoided on
slopes between 21 percent and 40
percent, an erosion control plan
would be required (29,150 acres).
The plan must be approved by BLM
prior to construction and
maintenance and include the
following:
1. An erosion control strategy.
2. A BLM accepted and/or approved
survey and design.
Monticello: For slopes greater than
40 percent, no surface disturbance is
allowed unless it is determined that it
would cause undue or unnecessary
degradation to pursue other
placement alternatives (42,339
acres). An erosion control plan is
required.
See Map 2-32-A (150,534 acres).

Slopes over 21 percent should be
avoided wherever possible.
Apply a CSU stipulation for activities
on slopes over 21 percent (181,119
acres, Map 2-32-B/D). This
stipulation would require an erosion
control plan approved by the BLM
prior to construction and
maintenance. The plan would
include the following: 1) an erosion
control strategy and 2) a BLMaccepted survey and design.

Slopes over 21 percent should be
avoided wherever possible
Apply a CSU stipulation for activities
on slopes between 21 percent and 30
percent (46,525 acres). This
stipulation would require an erosion
control plan approved by the BLM
prior to construction and
maintenance. The plan would
include the following: 1) an erosion
control strategy and 2) a BLMaccepted survey and design.
Apply an NSO stipulation for slopes
over 30 percent (134,594 acres).
See Map 2-32-C.

Same as Alternative B.

BLM would take appropriate actions
to maintain water quality by working

Same as Alternative B.

Same as Alternative B.

Water
Moab: BLM would work with partners
to implement BMPs and continue
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Chapter 2

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

BLM’s cooperative work with the
Utah Divisions of Water Rights and
Water Quality in accordance with the
administrative memorandum of
understanding (MOU) and the
cooperative agreement addressing
water quality monitoring.
Monticello: The BLM would take
appropriate actions to maintain water
quality in streams within Monticello
Planning Area to meet State and
Federal water quality standards,
including designated beneficial uses
and anti-degradation requirements.
Monticello: Modify the BMPs as
appropriate to meet water quality
standards and maintain watershed
function in Indian Creek.

with the Utah Division of Water
Quality and other agencies in
accordance with the MOU regarding
implementing the nonpoint source
water quality program in the State of
Utah. This MOU addresses the
development of monitoring data and
BMPs to protect water resources.
The BLM would meet State and
Federal water quality standards,
including designated beneficial uses
and anti-degradation requirements
Apply BMPs for water provided in
Appendix B, including those for
potash processing facilities.

Drinking Water Source Protection
Zones (Groundwater Protection
Zones as defined by EPA) were not
specifically addressed This means
that a lease stipulation protecting
Drinking Water Source Protection
Zones would not be applied.

Apply an NSO stipulation to Drinking
Water Source Protection Zones
(Groundwater Protection Zones) 1, 2,
and 3, and 4 as defined by the Utah
Division of Drinking Water (17,362
acres, Map 2-33-B/C/D). This
stipulation would include a
requirement for not penetrating the
water bearing geologic units (aquifer)
within the protection zone where
horizontal and directional drilling is
conducted from areas outside the
NSO. This stipulation would also
include a requirement for adequate
well construction, completion, and
abandonment where horizontal and
directional drilling is conducted from
areas adjacent to the NSO area so
that source water is not impacted.

Same as Alternative B.

Same as Alternative B.

Water resources along ephemeral
streams were not specifically
addressed. This means that a lease

Apply an NSO stipulation to preclude
mineral activities within 100 feet of

Apply an NSO stipulation to preclude
mineral activities within 200 feet of

Same as Alternative B.

Final EIS
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Alternative A
(No Action)

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

stipulation along ephemeral streams
would not be applied.

ephemeral streams (58,545 acres,
Map 2-35-B/D).

ephemeral streams (115,121 acres,
Map 2-35-C).

Water bodies not meeting Utah water
quality standards were not
specifically addressed. This means
that a lease stipulation protecting
impaired waters would not be
applied.

Currently the Colorado River and
Fisher Creek are the only water
bodies in the Planning Area that are
determined to be impaired and not
meeting State water quality
standards. Apply an NSO stipulation
to preclude mineral activities within
750 feet of the Colorado River and
Fisher Creek (4,590 acres, Map 2-36B/D).

Apply an NSO stipulation to preclude
mineral activities within 1,000 feet of
the Colorado River and Fisher Creek
(6,883 acres, Map 2-36-C).

Same as Alternative B.

BMPs for water protection were not
specified.

Apply BMPs to drilling operations for
the protection of surface and
groundwater resources (Appendix B).

Same as Alternative B.

Same as Alternative B.

Courthouse Wash Watershed was
not specifically addressed. This
means that a lease stipulation would
not be applied to protect this
watershed.

To protect the Courthouse Wash
Watershed (51,790 acres, Map 2-37B/D), an important recharge area for
the unique ecological system within
Arches National Park, apply the
Baseline CSU stipulation (see
Minerals section Alternative B) to limit
the amount of drilling within the
groundwater recharge area.
Apply an additional CSU stipulation
to the Courthouse Watershed that
requires the use of closed loop
drilling, the use of tanks for produced
water or backflow water, well integrity
tests, and a water monitoring plan.
When needed, or as determined by
the Authorized Officer, the operator
shall conduct reasonable tests which
will demonstrate the mechanical
integrity of the down hole equipment.
Monitoring will occur prior to, during,
and after anticipated mineral
development to detect impacts on

Apply an NSO stipulation to the
Courthouse Wash Watershed
(51,790 acres, Map 2-37-C). This
stipulation would include a
requirement for not penetrating the
water source where horizontal and
directional drilling is conducted from
areas adjacent to the NSO.

Same as Alternative B.
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Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

both surface water and groundwater
resources.
Salt Wash watershed was not
specifically addressed. This means
that a lease stipulation would not be
applied to protect this watershed.

To protect the Salt Wash Watershed,
an important watershed which drains
through Arches National Park
(61,925 acres, Map 2-38-B/D), apply
the Baseline CSU stipulation (see
Minerals section Alternative B) to limit
the amount of drilling within the
watershed.
Apply an additional CSU stipulation
to the Salt Wash Watershed that
requires the use of closed loop
drilling, the use of tanks for produced
water or backflow water, well integrity
tests, and a water monitoring plan.
When needed or as determined by
the Authorized Officer, the operator
shall conduct reasonable tests which
will demonstrate the mechanical
integrity of the down hole equipment.
Monitoring will occur prior to, during,
and after anticipated mineral
development to detect impacts on
both surface water and groundwater
resources.

Apply an NSO stipulation to the Salt
Wash Watershed (61,925 acres, Map
2-38-C). This stipulation would
include a requirement for not
penetrating the water source where
horizontal and directional drilling is
conducted from areas adjacent to the
NSO.

Same as Alternative B.

Spring areas, were not specifically
addressed. This means that a lease
stipulation requiring a hydrologic
assessment or water monitoring plan
would not be required.

Apply a CSU stipulation to identified
spring areas requiring a hydrologic
assessment prior to conducting any
mineral operations (38,056 acres,
Map 2-39-B/D). The hydrologic
assessment would include a
description of the geology and
potentially affected aquifers and
springs along with a drilling plan that
demonstrates how water resources
would be protected. This stipulation
would also require a water monitoring
plan. Monitoring will occur prior to,
during, and after anticipated mineral

Apply an NSO stipulation to identified
spring areas (38,056 acres, Map 239-C).

Same as Alternative B.

Final EIS
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Alternative A
(No Action)

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

development to detect impacts on
springs.
Shallow aquifers and potential
unconsolidated aquifers were not
addressed. This means that BMPs
may not be applied to protect shallow
aquifers and potential unconsolidated
aquifers.

Apply BMPs for the protection of
shallow aquifers and potential
unconsolidated aquifers.

Same as Alternative B.

Same as Alternative B.

Apply an NSO stipulation within
public water reserves, 100-year
floodplains, and within 330 feet of
riparian areas and springs (50,495
acres, Map 2-34-A).

Apply an NSO stipulation to preclude
mineral activities within public water
reserves, 100 year floodplains and
within 500 feet of intermittent and
perennial streams, rivers, riparian
areas, wetlands, water wells, and
springs (69,786 acres, Map 2-34B/D).

Apply an NSO stipulation to preclude
mineral activities within public water
reserves, 100 year floodplains and
within 660 feet of intermittent and
perennial streams, rivers, riparian
areas, wetlands, water wells, and
springs (91,558 acres, Map 2-34-C).

Same as Alternative B.

Table 2–12. Special Designations
Alternative A
(No Action)

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

Special Designations: Areas of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC)
Objective
Manage ACECs to protect and prevent damage to the relevant and important values such as historic, cultural, scenic, fish and wildlife, and natural systems or
processes.
Management Actions by Alternative (see Appendix A for Mineral Leasing Stipulations)
Apply an NSO stipulation to the
Behind the Rocks ACEC (3,911
acres, Map 2-40-A/B/D).

Same as Alternative A.

Close the Behind the Rocks ACEC to
mineral leasing (3,911 acres, Map 240-C).

Same as Alternative A.

Apply an NSO stipulation to the
Highway 279/Shafer Basin/Long
Canyon ACEC (12,626 acres, Map 241-A/B).

Same as Alternative A.

Close the Highway 279/Shafer
Basin/Long Canyon ACEC (12,626
acres, Map 2-41-C) to mineral
leasing.

Close Shafer Basin portion of the
Highway 279/Shafer Basin/Long
Canyon ACEC to mineral leasing
(8,566 acres, Map 2-41-D).
Apply an NSO stipulation to the
Highway 279 and Long Canyon
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Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)
portions of the Highway 279/Shafer
Basin/Long Canyon ACEC to mineral
leasing (4,060 acres, Map 2-41-D).

Apply an NSO stipulation to the
Indian Creek ACEC (3,894 acres,
Map 2-42-A/B).

Same as Alternative A.

Close the Indian Creek ACEC to
mineral leasing (3,894 acres, Map 242-C/D).

Same as Alternative C.

Apply an NSO stipulation to the
Lavender Mesa ACEC (649 acres,
Map 2-43-A/B/C).

Same as Alternative A.

Close the Lavender Mesa ACEC to
mineral leasing (649 acres, Map 243-C).

Same as Alternative A.

Apply an NSO stipulation to the Shay
Canyon ACEC (119 acres, Map 2-44A/B/D).

Same as Alternative A.

Close the Shay Canyon ACEC to
mineral leasing (119 acres, Map 244-C).

Same as Alternative A.

Apply an NSO stipulation to the Ten
Mile Wash ACEC (4,988 acres,
Map 2-45-A/B/D).

Same as Alternative A.

Close the Ten Mile Wash ACEC to
mineral leasing (4,988 acres, Map 245-C).

Same as Alternative A.

Special Designations: National Historic Trails – Old Spanish National Historic Trail and Scenic Backways and Byways
Objective
Preserve the integrity of intact landscapes along the Old Spanish National Historic Trail (OSNHT) on public lands within the Planning Area (28.8 miles).
Management Actions by Alternative (see Appendix A for Mineral Leasing Stipulations)
Segments of the OSNHT will be
identified and classified for historic
integrity and condition. These
segments will then be designated for
appropriate types of management
and travel.
Consider plan amendment, as
necessary, to incorporate provisions
of the forthcoming Old Spanish
National Historic Trail
Comprehensive Management Plan.

Final EIS

In order to protect the integrity of
viewsheds in scenic and cultural
landscapes along the OSNHT, apply
a CSU stipulation to moderate value
sites along the OSNHT. The CSU
would apply to a 2-mile width on both
sides of a 2.46 mile segment of the
OSNHT where the resource condition
is Category II, location verified and
evident with minor alteration (22,181
acres, Map 2-46-B). The CSU would
require the lessee to maintain the
setting of the trail at these locations
based on a visual assessment.

Apply an NSO stipulation along the
Congressionally Designated OSNHT
(28.8 miles). The NSO would apply
to a 2-mile width on both sides of the
OSNHT (71,439 acres, Map 2-46-C).

Apply a Lease Notice along the
length of the OSNHT. The Lease
Notice would apply to a 2-mile width
on both sides of the OSNHT (71,439
acres, Map 2-46-D).
The Lease Notice states: “The
lessee/operator is given notice that
lands in this lease are crossed by the
Old Spanish Trail National Historic
Trail [Old Spanish Trail Recognition
Act of 2002, (Old Spanish Trail PLO
107-325)]. Modifications to the
Surface Use Plan of Operations may
be required in order to protect the
historic integrity of the trail.
Coordination with the National Park
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(No Action)

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)
Service by the BLM may be
necessary.”
Apply a CSU stipulation to the three
high potential sites along the OSNHT
(Kane Springs, Looking Glass Rock,
and Colorado River Crossing near
Moab). The CSU stipulation would
require the lessee to maintain the
current setting of the trail based on a
visual assessment of the lands within
2 miles of these sites (11,336 acres,
Map 2-46-D). A proposed mineral
operation would not result in longterm impairment of the OSNHT
viewshed from the perspective of the
casual observer from the OSNHT.
Apply a CSU stipulation to two high
potential segments of the OSNHT: 1)
Moab Trail (1.4 miles), and 2) Mule
Shoe (0.1 miles). The CSU
stipulation would require the lessee
to maintain the current setting of the
OSNHT based on a visual
assessment of lands within 2 miles of
the segments (10,987 acres, Map 246-D). A proposed mineral operation
would not result in long-term
impairment of the OSNHT viewshed
from the perspective of the casual
observer from the OSNHT.
Apply a CSU stipulation to the
generally undeveloped south side of
the Blue Hills high potential segment
(12.2 miles). The CSU stipulation
would require the lessee to maintain
the current setting of the trail based
on a visual assessment of the lands
within 2 miles of the south side of the
segment (17,081 acres, Map 2-46-D).
A proposed mineral operation would
not result in long-term impairment of
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Alternative A
(No Action)

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)
the OSNHT viewshed from the
perspective of the casual observer
from the OSNHT. The existing
Class B roads that cross the
stipulated area could be utilized as a
corridor for the transportation of
potash (either by pipeline or truck)
from a PLA to a PPFA and are not
subject to this stipulation.

Scenic driving corridors will be
designated as VRM Class II within a
specified viewshed not to exceed 0.5
miles from centerline (44,953 acres,
Map 2-58-A). Apply a controlled
surface use stipulation for mineral
leasing within 0.5 miles of scenic
driving corridors.

Apply an NSO stipulation to the
mapped viewshed of Scenic
Backways and Byways designated by
the State of Utah. This stipulation
shall not exceed 1-mile from
centerline (156,067 acres, Map 2-58B/D).
These scenic corridors include: Utah
Highway 128, Highway 211, Highway
279, Highway 313, the Needles
Overlook Road, the Anticline
Overlook Road, and the Lockhart
Basin Road (including the Kane
Creek Road).

Apply an NSO stipulation to the
mapped viewshed of Scenic
Backways and Byways designated by
the State of Utah. This stipulation
shall not exceed 2-miles from
centerline (267,524 acres, Map 2-58C).
These scenic corridors include: Utah
Highway 128, Highway 211, Highway
279, Highway 313, the Needles
Overlook Road, the Anticline
Overlook Road, and the Lockhart
Basin Road (including the Kane
Creek Road).

Same as Alternative B, but with an
exception as specified in Appendix A.

Special Designations: Wild and Scenic Rivers
Objective
Maintain and enhance the free flowing character, preserve and enhance the outstandingly remarkable values, and allow no activities within the river corridor
that will alter their classification as suitable for Congressional designation in the National Wild and Scenic River (WSR) System.
Management Actions by Alternative (see Appendix A for Mineral Leasing Stipulations)
Apply an NSO stipulation to the
suitable WSR segments along the
Colorado and Green Rivers with the
exception of Colorado River Segment
3 in Monticello (19,347 acres, Map 247-A/B/D).

Same as Alternative A.

Suitable WSR segments along the
Colorado and Green Rivers would be
closed to mineral leasing (19,347
acres, Map 2-47-C).

Same as Alternative A.

Close Monticello WSR Segment 3
along the Colorado River to mineral

Same as Alternative A.

Same as Alternative A.

Same as Alternative A.

Final EIS
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leasing (753 acres, Map 2-48A/B/C/D).

Table 2–13. Special Status Species
Alternative A
(No Action)

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

Objectives
Maintain, protect, and enhance habitats of Federally listed threatened, endangered, or candidate plant or animal species to promote recovery to the point that
they no longer need protection under the Endangered Species Act.
Maintain, protect, and enhance habitats of BLM Sensitive plant and animal species to prevent the listing of these species under the Endangered Species Act.
Management Actions Common To All Alternatives (see Appendix A for Mineral Lease Notices)
Manage Special Status Species according to the entire set of decisions in the Moab and Monticello RMPs. Specific decisions regarding species found in the
Moab MLP Planning Area are reiterated below.
Raptor management would be guided by the use of Best Management Practices for Raptors and Their Associated Habitats in Utah (Utah BLM 2006,
Appendix E “Best Management Practices for Raptors and Their Associated Habitats in Utah”), utilizing seasonal and spatial buffers, as recommend by the Utah
Field Office of the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) (2002), as well as mitigation, to maintain and enhance raptor nesting and foraging habitat,
while allowing other resource uses. Breeding season surveys would be required.
During nesting season for migratory birds (April 1 through July 31), as recommended by the Utah Field Office of the USFWS), avoid or minimize surfacedisturbing activities and vegetative-altering projects and broad-scale use of pesticides in identified occupied priority migratory bird habitat. Breeding season
surveys may be required.
Threatened and endangered species conservation measures and lease notices developed in consultation with USFWS would be used for all surface-disturbing
activities to comply with the Endangered Species Act and BLM Manual 6840, Special Status Species Management. These species include: California Condor,
Mexican spotted owl, Southwestern willow flycatcher, yellow-billed cuckoo, bonytail, Colorado pikeminnow, humpback chub, razorback sucker, and Jones
cycladenia.
Colorado River Endangered Fish (Endangered)
No surface-disturbing activities within the 100-year floodplain of the Colorado River, Green River, and associated back waters would be allowed. Any
exceptions to this requirement would require consultation with USFWS. Restrictions on surface disturbance within this critical habitat would be developed
through this consultation process (19,198 acres, Map 2-49-A/B/C/D).
Water depletions from any portions of the Upper Colorado River drainage basin are considered to adversely affected and adversely modify the critical habitat of
the endangered fish species (bonytail, Colorado pikeminnow, humpback chub, and razorback sucker). Section 7 consultation would be completed with the
USFWS prior to any such water depletions.
Mexican Spotted Owl (Threatened)
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If BLM determines that a proposed action may affect Mexican spotted owl (MSO) or its habitat, consultation with USFWS would be initiated.
Protect occupied and potential habitat, including designated critical habitat for the MSO (175,304 acres, Map 2-50-A/B/C/D), precluding temporary activities
within designated critical habitat from March 1 through August 31. Permanent actions are prohibited year-round within 0.5-miles of a PAC.
Southwestern Willow Flycatcher (Threatened)
If BLM determines that a proposed action may affect Southwestern willow flycatcher (SWFL) or its habitat, consultation with USFWS would be initiated.
Protect SWFL and their habitat by precluding surface-disturbing activities within a 100 meter buffer of suitable habitat year long. Activities within 0.25 miles of
occupied breeding habitat would not occur during the breeding season, April 15 through August 15 (12,155 acres, Map 2-51-A/B/C/D.
Yellow-billed Cuckoo (Threatened)
If BLM determines that a proposed action may affect the yellow-billed cuckoo or its habitat, consultation with the USFWS would be initiated.
Protect the yellow-billed cuckoo and its habitat by precluding surface-disturbing activities within 0.25-miles of occupied habitat from June 1 through August 31
(12,155 acres, Map 2-52-A/B/C/D).
Jones Cycladenia (Threatened)
Preclude surface-disturbing activities within 300 feet of plants and suitable habitat and preclude construction activities within occupied habitat.
Bald Eagle (Sensitive)
If BLM determines that a proposed action may affect the bald eagle or its habitat, consultation with the USFWS would be initiated.
Protect bald eagle nest sites by precluding surface-disturbing activities within a 1.0-mile radius of nest sites from January 1 through August 31. No permanent
structures would be allowed within 0.5 miles of known bald eagle nest sites year-round. Deviations may be allowed only after appropriate levels of consultation
and coordination with USFWS.
Protect bald eagle winter habitat by precluding surface-disturbing activities and permanent structures within a 0.5 mile radius of winter roost sites from
November 1 through March 31. No permanent structures would be allowed within 0.5 miles of winter roost sites, if the structure would result in the habitat
becoming unsuitable for future winter roosting by bald eagles.
Golden Eagle (Sensitive)
If BLM determines that a proposed action may affect the golden eagle or its habitat, consultation with the USFWS would be initiated.
Known golden eagle nest sites would be protected according to the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act amended in 1978.
Protect golden eagle nest sites and habitat by precluding surface-disturbing activities within 0.5 miles of documented nest sites from January 1 to August 31.
Burrowing Owl (Sensitive and Raptor Guidelines)
Protect burrowing owls by precluding surface-disturbing activities within 0.25 miles of known nests from March 1 through August 31 (see Appendix E “Best
Management Practices for Raptors and their Associated Habitats in Utah”).
Ferruginous Hawk (Sensitive and Raptor Guidelines)
Manage ferruginous hawk nesting and foraging habitat by precluding surface-disturbing activities within 0.5 miles of active nests from March 1 through August 1
(see Appendix E “Best Management Practices for Raptors and their Associated Habitats in Utah”).
White-tailed Prairie Dog Habitat (Sensitive)

Final EIS
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Alternative A
(No Action)

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

Apply a Lease Notice for mineral leasing within 660 feet of active prairie dog colonies. This stipulation would preclude surface-disturbing activities within 660
feet of these colonies. No permanent above-ground facilities would be allowed within 660 feet of prairie dog colonies. Power lines would be avoided within
prairie dog colonies; however, in the event that power lines are required within colonies, raptor anti-perch devices would be required.
Gunnison Prairie Dog Habitat (Sensitive)
Manage 6,825 acres of habitat designated by UDWR for Gunnison prairie dogs. Apply a Lease Notice for mineral leasing within 660 feet of active prairie dog
colonies. This stipulation would preclude surface-disturbing activities within 660 feet of these colonies. No permanent above-ground facilities would be allowed
within 660 feet of prairie dog colonies. Power lines would be avoided within prairie dog colonies; however, in the event that power lines are required within
colonies, raptor anti-perch devices would be required.
Kit Fox (Sensitive)
Apply a Lease Notice to protect the kit fox by precluding surface-disturbing activities within 660 feet (200 meters) of an occupied kit fox den.
California Condor (Endangered, Experimental)
Within potential habitat for the California Condor, surveys would be required prior to operations unless species occupancy and distribution information is
complete and available. Surface-disturbing activities would not occur within 1.0 miles of nest sites during the breeding season of August 1 to November 30 or
within 0.5 miles of established roosting sites (see Standard Terms and Conditions [Lease Notices] which are Required to Protect Special Status Species and to
Comply with the Endangered Species Act). No permanent infrastructure would be placed within 1.0 mile of nest sites and within 0.5 miles of established
roosting sites.
Management Actions by Alternative (see Appendix A for Mineral Leasing Stipulations)
Special status plant species were not
addressed. This means that a lease
stipulation requiring sensitive plant
surveys would not be applied.
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Apply a CSU stipulation in habitat for
BLM sensitive plants (61,591 acres,
Map 2-53-B/C/D) requiring operators
to conduct a survey and avoid these
plants. The plant habitats requiring
surveys are: Alcove rock daisy,
Canyonlands lomatium, Cisco
milkvetch, Entrada rushpink, Jane’s
globemallow, Paradox breadroot,
Stage Station milkvetch, and Trotter’s
oreoxsis.

Same as Alternative B.

Same as Alternative B.
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Table 2–14. Vegetation
Alternative A
(No Action)

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

Objectives
Develop management prescriptions for all surface-disturbing activities during times of drought.
Minimize impacts to vegetative communities.
Control invasive and non-native weed species and prevent the introduction of new invasive species.
Management Actions By Alternative (see Appendix A for Mineral Leasing Stipulations)
Adaptive Drought Management:
Establish criteria for restricting
activities during drought based on the
following measures/parameters:
Severe (D2):

For extreme (D3) and exceptional
(D4) drought, apply BMPs to reduce
dust production (Appendix B).

Same as Alternative B.

Same as Alternative B.

Apply the Baseline CSU stipulation
(see Minerals section Alternative B)
to minimize impacts in
sagebrush/steppe habitat in areas
with moderately high to very high

Apply the Baseline CSU stipulation
(see Minerals section Alternative C)
to minimize impacts in
sagebrush/steppe habitat (68,272
acres, Map 2-54-C).

Apply the Baseline CSU stipulation
(see Minerals section Alternative B)
to minimize impacts in
sagebrush/steppe habitat in areas
with moderately high to very high

• No restrictions.
Extreme (D3):

• No new surface-disturbing
•

activities in areas with sensitive
soil.
Require additional erosioncontrol techniques/BMPs for
surface-disturbing activities (e.g.,
hydromulching).

Exceptional (D4):

• No new surface-disturbing

activities (subject to valid
existing rights or actions
associated with other valid
permitted activities).

The restrictions above were not
applied as mineral leasing
stipulations.
Avoid or minimize to the extent
possible the loss of
sagebrush/steppe habitat from BLMinitiated or authorized actions. BLM
recommends that loss of

Final EIS
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Alternative A
(No Action)

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

sagebrush/steppe habitat essential to
wildlife (e.g., sage-grouse, mule deer,
and sagebrush obligate species) be
reclaimed or mitigated offsite.

ecological intactness (11,269 acres,
Map 2-54-B/D).
Apply BMPs to further minimize
impacts to sagebrush/steppe habitat
including compensatory mitigation
measures outside the area of impact
(Appendix B).
Alternative B1: Apply a CSU
stipulation within PPFAs requiring
compensatory mitigation outside the
area of impact for any surface
disturbance within sagebrush steppe
habitat (8,781 acres, Map 2-55B1/D). One acre of rehabilitation, or
an amount to be determined of an
equal value to the impacted resource,
would be required for each acre of
disturbance.

Apply BMPs to further minimize
impacts to sagebrush/steppe habitat
including compensatory mitigation
measures outside the area of impact
(Appendix B).

ecological intactness (11,269 acres,
Map 2-54-B/D).
Apply a CSU stipulation within
PPFAs requiring compensatory
mitigation outside the area of impact
for any surface disturbance within
sagebrush steppe habitat (8,781
acres, Map 2-55-B1/D). One acre of
rehabilitation, or an amount to be
determined of an equal value to the
impacted resource, would be
required for each acre of disturbance.
Apply BMPs to further minimize
impacts to sagebrush/steppe habitat
including compensatory mitigation
measures outside the area of impact
(Appendix B).

Restoration and rehabilitation would
use native seed-mixes wherever
possible. Non-native species may be
used as necessary for stabilization or
to prevent invasion of noxious or
invasive weed species.

Apply BMPs from Appendix B for
reclamation, soils and noxious
weeds. These BMPs include
requirements for seeding to improve
soil stabilization or to prevent noxious
or invasive weed species.

Same as Alternative B.

Same as Alternative B.

Control noxious weed species and
prevent the infestation and spread of
invasive species. Develop
cooperating agreements with other
Federal, State, local and private
organizations to control invasive and
noxious weed species.

Apply BMPs from Appendix B to
control noxious weeds and invasive
species.

Same as Alternative B.

Same as Alternative B.
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Table 2–15. Visual Resource Management/Auditory Management (Soundscapes)
Alternative A
(No Action)

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

Objectives
Manage public lands in a manner that protects the quality of scenic values.
Recognize and manage visual resources for overall multiple use, filming, and recreational opportunities for visitors to public lands.
Manage BLM actions to preserve those scenic vistas that are most important.
Manage sensitive public lands to preserve soundscapes that enhance recreational experiences.
Management Actions By Alternative (see Appendix A for Mineral Leasing Stipulations)
Areas with high potential for
development of oil and gas (Big
Flat/Hatch Point) will be designated
as VRM Class III with the exception
of those portions of SRMAs and
ACECs that have more stringent
VRM classifications.

Apply the Baseline CSU stipulation
(see Minerals section Alternative B)
to all VRI Class II areas within the
Moab Field Office that are managed
as VRM Class III (146,960 acres,
Map 2-56-B/C/D).

Apply the Baseline CSU stipulation
(see Minerals section Alternative C)
to VRI Class II areas within the Moab
Field Office that are managed as
VRM Class III (146,960 acres,
Map 2-56-B/C/D).

Same as Alternative B, but with
exceptions as specified in
Appendix A.

Apply an NSO stipulation for mineral
leasing in all areas designated as
VRM Class I (13,417 acres, Map 257-A/B).

Same as Alternative A.

Close all VRM Class I areas to
mineral leasing (13,417 acres,
Map 2-57-C/D).

Same as Alternative C.

Apply a CSU stipulation for mineral
leasing to all areas designated as
VRM Class II. This requires surfacedisturbing activities to meet the
objectives of VRM Class II (324,721
acres, Map 2-59-A).

Apply an NSO stipulation to all VRM
Class II areas (324,721 acres,
Map 2-59-B/C/D).

Same as Alternative B.

Same as Alternative B, but with
exceptions as specified in
Appendix A.

Public lands within the viewshed of
Arches National Park are designated
as VRM Class II (47,167 acres,
Map 2-60-A).
Apply a CSU stipulation for mineral
leasing to all areas designated as
VRM Class II. This requires surfacedisturbing activities to meet the
objectives of VRM Class II.

Apply an NSO stipulation to the
immediate viewshed from Arches
National Park to mineral leasing. The
viewshed is defined as the BLM
acreage surrounding Arches National
Park that is managed as VRM Class
II (47,167 acres, Map 2-60-B) and/or
inventoried as VRI Class II (65,349
acres, Map 2-60-B).
These stipulations would provide a
visual buffer for the Parks. Also,

Close the immediate viewshed from
Arches National Park to mineral
leasing. The viewshed is defined as
the BLM acreage surrounding Arches
National Park that is managed as
VRM Class II (47,167 acres, Map 260-C) and/or inventoried as VRI
Class II (65,349 acres, Map 2-60-C).
Apply an NSO stipulation to the
viewshed on the northern side of
Arches National Park that is outside

Close the immediate viewshed from
Arches National Park to mineral
leasing. The viewshed is defined as
the BLM acreage surrounding Arches
National Park that is managed as
VRM Class II (47,167 acres, Map 260-D) and/or inventoried as VRI
Class II (65,349 acres, Map 2-60-D).
These stipulations would provide a
visual buffer for the National Parks.
Also, apply BMPs in Appendix B for
visual resources.
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Alternative A
(No Action)

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

apply BMPs in Appendix B for visual
resources.

the VRI Class II areas (34,243 acres,
Map 2-60-C).
These stipulations would provide a
visual buffer for the National Parks.
Also, apply BMPs in Appendix B for
visual resources.

The viewshed of Canyonlands is not
addressed. This means that a lease
stipulation to provide a visual buffer
for Canyonlands National Park would
not be applied.

Apply an NSO stipulation to the VRM
Class II area along the northern
boundary of Canyonlands National
Park (8,358 acres, Map 2-61-B).
Apply an NSO stipulation to the VRM
Class II area along the eastern
boundary of Canyonlands National
Park (45,506 acres, Map 2-61-B).
These stipulations would provide a
visual buffer for the Parks. Also,
apply BMPs in Appendix B for visual
resources.

Close the VRM Class II areas on the
northern boundary of Canyonlands
National Park to mineral leasing
(8,358 acres, Map 2-61-C/D).
Apply an NSO stipulation to the
viewshed from the northern boundary
of Canyonlands National Park that is
outside the VRM Class II area (3,800
acres, Map 2-61-C/D).
Close BLM lands to mineral leasing
along the entire eastern boundary of
Canyonlands National Park for a
distance of 3-miles to protect the
foreground viewshed from the Park
boundary (67,280 acres, Map 2-61C/D).
These stipulations would provide a
visual buffer for the National Parks.
Also, apply BMPs in Appendix B for
visual resources.

Same as Alternative C.

The viewsheds along the rims of the
Colorado and Green Rivers were not
addressed. This means that a lease
stipulation to protect visual resources
along the rims of the Colorado and
Green Rivers would not be applied.

Apply an NSO stipulation to protect
the visual resources along the rims of
the Colorado and Green Rivers. This
stipulation would apply to a 1-mile
setback from these rims (54,270
acres, Map 2-62 B/D).

Apply an NSO stipulation to protect
the visual resources along the rims of
the Colorado and Green Rivers. This
stipulation would apply to a 2-mile
setback from these rims (99,168
acres, Map 2-62-C).

Same as Alternative B, but with an
exception as specified in Appendix A.

BMPs for visual resources, including
night skies, were not addressed.
This means that BMPs or lease
stipulations would not be applied to
protect night skies.

Throughout the Planning Area, apply
BMPs from Appendix B for reducing
potential impacts to visual resources,
including night skies.

Apply a CSU stipulation to the entire
Planning Area that requires the
following:

Same as Alternative B.

• Minimize flaring of gas.
• Limit the use of artificial lighting
during nighttime operations to
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Alternative B

Alternative C

•

•

•

•

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

only those that are determined
necessary for safety.
Utilize shielding and aiming
techniques as well as limiting the
height of light poles to reduce
glare and avoid light shining
above horizons.
Direct lights downward onto the
task area. The bottom surface of
the light fixture should be level,
or if unable to be fully level, point
it as close to straight down as
possible or shield it to avoid light
being projected horizontally.
Use motion sensors, timers, or
manual switching for areas that
require illumination but are
seldom occupied.
Reduce lamp brightness and
select lights that are not broad
spectrum or bluish in color.

Auditory Management (Soundscapes)
Auditory Management was not
specifically addressed. This means
that BMPs or lease stipulations would
not be applied to protect natural
soundscapes.

Final EIS

Apply BMPs to mitigate noise
associated with mineral operations.

Apply BMPs to mitigate noise
associated with mineral operations.

Same as Alternative C.

Based on noise modelling, apply a
CSU stipulation within 6.1 miles
(9,800 meters) of National Parks that
requires the following measures
(369,519 acres, Map 2-63-C/D).
Noise mitigation efforts would be
implemented with a maximum level of
55 decibels for production (measured
at 350 feet from the source). This
sound level could be achieved by
replacement diesel engine exhaust
silencers (mufflers), noise barriers,
and other noise control measures.
See Aesthetic and Noise Control
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Alternative A
(No Action)

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

Regulations Colorado Oil and Gas
Conservation Commission.
Auditory management was not
specifically addressed. This means
that stipulations would not be applied
to protect soundscapes.

Apply an NSO stipulation to areas
located within 2.5 miles (based on
noise modelling) of National Park
boundaries in order to reduce
auditory impacts from mineral
operations to backcountry portions of
Arches and Canyonlands National
Parks (148,432 acres, Map 2-64B/D).

Apply an NSO stipulation to areas
located within 2.8 miles (based on
noise modeling) of National Park
boundaries in order to further reduce
auditory impacts from mineral
operations to backcountry portions of
Arches and Canyonlands National
Parks (166,099 acres, Map 2-64-C).

Same as Alternative B, but with no
exceptions.

Table 2–16. Wildlife and Fisheries
Alternative A
(No Action)

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

Objectives
Maintain, protect, and enhance habitats to support natural wildlife diversity, reproductive capability, and a healthy, self-sustaining population of wildlife and fish
species.
Manage crucial, high-value, and unfragmented habitats as management priorities.
Management Actions Common To All Alternatives (see Appendix A for Mineral Leasing Stipulations)
Raptor management would be guided by the use of Best Management Practices for Raptors and Their Associated Habitats in Utah (Utah BLM 2006,
Appendix E “Best Management Practices for Raptors and Their Associated Habitats in Utah”), utilizing seasonal and spatial buffers, as recommend by the Utah
Field Office of the USFWS (2002), as well as mitigation, to maintain and enhance raptor nesting and foraging habitat, while allowing other resource uses.
Lockhart Basin desert bighorn sheep herd: Within desert bighorn sheep lambing and rutting areas for the Lockhart desert bighorn sheep herd (55,561 acres),
apply a TL stipulation where no surface-disturbing activities or occupancy are allowed from April 1 through June 15 for lambing and from October 15 through
December 15 for rutting. This includes the 9,237 acres of habitat along the rim of Hatch Point (64,798 acres, Map 2-65-A/B/C/D).
Management Actions by Alternative
Pronghorn Habitat
Protect pronghorn fawning habitat by
applying a TL stipulation that would
preclude surface-disturbing activities
from May 1 to June 15 (99,744 acres,
Map 2-66-A/B2).
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Alternative B1: Same as Alternative
A, except this stipulation would not
apply to PPFAs. See Map 2-66B1/D, 85,639 acres.

Protect pronghorn habitat by applying
a TL stipulation that would preclude
surface-disturbing activities from May
1 to June 15 (253,292 acres, Map 266-C).

Same as Alternative A except this
stipulation would not apply to PPFAs.
See Map 2-66-B1/D, 85,639 acres.
Within PPFAs, apply a CSU
stipulation for compensatory
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(No Action)
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Alternative B
Within PPFAs, apply a CSU
stipulation for compensatory
mitigation outside the area of impact
within pronghorn habitat. Water
development, habitat improvements,
and other applicable measures
adequate to compensate for the loss
of pronghorn habitat would be
required when production facilities
are constructed (14,105 acres).
Apply BMPs for the protection of
pronghorn during mineral activities
(Appendix B).
Alternative B2: Same as Alternative
A except apply BMPs for the
protection of pronghorn during
mineral activities (Appendix B). See
Map 20-66-A/B2, 99,744 acres.

Alternative C

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)

Apply BMPs for the protection of
pronghorn during mineral activities.

mitigation outside the area of impact
within pronghorn habitat. Water
development, habitat improvements,
and other applicable measures
adequate to compensate for the loss
of pronghorn habitat would be
required when production facilities
are constructed (14,105 acres).
Apply BMPs for the protection of
pronghorn during mineral activities
(Appendix B).

To protect lambing and rutting
habitat, apply an NSO stipulation for
mineral leasing (107,220 acres,
Map 2-67-C.
Apply the Baseline CSU stipulation
(see Minerals section Alternative C)
throughout the desert bighorn sheep
habitat outside of the area where an
NSO stipulation is applied to lambing
and rutting habitat (149,782 acres).

To protect lambing and rutting
habitat), apply a CSU stipulation for
mineral leasing (107,220 acres,
Map 2-67-B/D). This CSU stipulation
would preclude drilling operations
and permanent facilities but would
allow for road and pipeline
construction, and geophysical
exploration outside of lambing and
rutting periods.
Within PPFAs, apply a CSU
stipulation for compensatory
mitigation outside the area of impact
within desert bighorn sheep habitat.
Water development, habitat
improvements, and other applicable
measures adequate to compensate
for the loss of bighorn sheep habitat
would be required when production

Desert Bighorn Sheep Habitat (Potash-Confluence Herd)
To protect lambing, rutting, and
migration habitat, apply a no surface
occupancy stipulation for mineral
leasing (101,461 acres, Map 2-67-A).
Within migration corridors pipeline
construction and geophysical
exploration for oil and gas
development would be allowed
outside lambing and rutting periods
from June 16 through October 14 and
from December 15 through March 31,
respectively.

Final EIS

To protect lambing and rutting
habitat), apply a CSU stipulation for
mineral leasing (107,220 acres,
Map 2-67-B/D). This CSU stipulation
would preclude drilling operations
and permanent facilities but would
allow for road and pipeline
construction, and geophysical
exploration outside of lambing and
rutting periods.
Alternative B1: Within PPFAs, apply
a CSU stipulation for compensatory
mitigation outside the area of impact
within desert bighorn sheep habitat.
Water development, habitat
improvements, and other applicable
measures adequate to compensate
for the loss of bighorn sheep habitat
would be required when production
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Alternative A
(No Action)

Alternative B

Alternative C

facilities are constructed (9,875
acres, Map 2-67-B1/D).
Apply the Baseline CSU stipulation
(see Minerals section Alternative B)
to desert bighorn sheep habitat,
except for a small portion located
within the PPFAs (247,127 acres).
Alternative B2: Apply the Baseline
CSU stipulation (see Minerals section
Alternative B) to desert bighorn
sheep habitat (257,002 acres).

Alternative D
(Proposed Plan)
facilities are constructed (9,875
acres, Map 2-67-B1/D).
Apply the Baseline CSU stipulation
(see Minerals section Alternative B)
to desert bighorn sheep habitat,
except for a small portion located
within the PPFAs (247,127 acres).

Deer and Elk Habitat
Moab: Protect deer and/or elk crucial
winter habitat (16,804 acres) by
applying a TL stipulation for mineral
leasing.
Monticello: Within deer winter range
(64,042 acres), apply a TL where no
surface-disturbing activities may
occur from November 15 to April 15.
Within elk winter range (1,701 acres),
apply a TL where no surfacedisturbing activities may occur from
November 15 to April 15.
Within deer fawning and elk calving
grounds apply a TL where no
surface-disturbing activities may
occur from May 15 through June 30
(8,354 acres).
See Map 2-68-A (90,901 acres).

Based on new data from UDWR,
protect deer and elk crucial winter
habitat by applying a TL stipulation
where no surface-disturbing activities
may occur from November 15
through April 15 (125,995 acres,
Map 2-68-B/D).
Within deer fawning and elk calving
grounds apply a TL where no
surface-disturbing activities may
occur from May 15 through June 30
(8,354 acres, Map 2-68-B/D).
Apply the Baseline CSU stipulation
(see Minerals section Alternative B)
throughout deer and elk crucial winter
habitat.

Based on new data from UDWR,
protect deer and elk crucial and
substantial winter habitat by applying
a TL stipulation where no surfacedisturbing activities may occur from
November 15 through April 15
(134,625 acres, Map 2-68-C).
Within deer fawning and elk calving
grounds apply a TL where no
surface-disturbing activities may
occur from May 15 through June 30
(8,354 acres, Map 2-68-C).
Apply the Baseline CSU stipulation
(see Minerals section Alternative C)
throughout deer and elk crucial and
substantial winter habitat.

Same as Alternative B.

Apply BMPs including those utilizing
compensatory mitigation outside the
area of impact (Appendix B) to
minimize impacts to wildlife, as well
as the potential for a decrease in
wildlife habitat function.

Same as Alternative B.

Same as Alternative B.

Big Game Animal Habitat
The potential for a decrease in
wildlife habitat function was not
specifically addressed. This means
that BMPs may not be applied to
minimize impacts to wildlife.
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Table 2–17. Projected Oil and Gas Development and Surface Disturbance on BLM Lands (over next 15 years)
Action

Alternative A

Alternative B1

Alternative B2

Alternative C

Alternative D

58 well pads

38 well pads

47 well pads

9 well pads

42 well pads

Gross surface disturbance

476 acres

312 acres

385 acres

74 acres

344 acres

Net surface disturbance after
reclamation

343 acres

225 acres

277 acres

53 acres

248 acres

Geophysical operations

499 acres

333 acres

410 acres

78 acres

366 acres

Well pads

Table 2–18. Oil and Gas Leasing Summary
Stipulation

Alternative A
(acres)

Alternative B1
(acres)

Alternative B2
(acres)

Alternative C
(acres)

Alternative D
(acres)

Open with Standard Terms
and Conditions

210,884

0

0

0

0

CSU/TL

440,356

228,926

285,806

54,799

230,765

0

154,496

222,289

25,932

159,032

133,574

452,269

499,008

550,599

305,899

0

103,619

0

0

103,619

753

753

753

180,169

145,284

784,814

681,195

784,814

605,398

536,664

Baseline CSU*
NSO
Area within PLAs
Closed
Area Open for New Oil
and Gas Leasing

* Baseline CSU is not additive to the total Planning Area because it overlaps the standard CSU/TL.
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Table 2–19. Projected Potash Development and Surface Disturbance on BLM Lands (over next 15 years)
Action

Alternative A

Alternative B1

Alternative B2

Alternative C

Alternative D

400,000 tons per year

300,000 tons per year

0 tons per year

0 tons per year

300,000 tons per year

Solar evaporation pond
disturbance

2,400 acres

1,800 acres

0 acres

0 acres

1,800 acres

Processing plant disturbance

1,316 acres

987 acres

0 acres

0 acres

987 acres

Production well pads

18 well pads

12 well pads

0 well pads

0 well pads

12 well pads

Production well pad
disturbance

108 acres

72 acres

0 acres

0 acres

72 acres

2,000,000 tons per
year

1,000,000 tons per year

0 tons per year

0 tons per year

1,020,000 tons per
year

500 acres

250 acres

0 acres

0 acres

250 acres

Production well pads

86 well pads

42 well pads

0 well pads

0 well pads

45 well pads

Production well pad
disturbance

516 acres

252 acres

0 acres

0 acres

270 acres

Solar Evaporation Processing
Potash annual production

Crystallization Processing
Potash annual production
Processing plant disturbance

Surface Disturbance for Non-production Wells (exploration, water, disposal, monitoring)
Exploration and
miscellaneous wells

133 wells

72 wells

0 wells

0 wells

72 wells

Exploration and
miscellaneous well
disturbance

599 acres

323 acres

0 acres

0 acres

323 acres

Net surface disturbance after
reclamation

309 acres

167 acres

0 acres

0 acres

167 acres
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Table 2–20. Potash Leasing Summary
Stipulation

Alternative A

Alternative B1

Alternative B2

Alternative C

Alternative D

Open with Standard Terms
and Conditions

210,884

0

0

0

0

CSU/TL

440,356

57,620

0

0

57,308

0

53,689

0

0

54,186

133,574

45,999

0

0

46,311

0

681,195

0

0

536,664

753

753

785,567

785,567

145,284

784,814

103,619

0

0

103,619

Baseline CSU*
NSO
Open Subject to Phased
Leasing and Appropriate
Stipulations
Closed
Area Open for Initial
Potash Leasing

* Baseline CSU stipulation is not additive to the total Planning Area because it overlaps the standard CSU/TL. The Baseline CSU stipulation is explained in detail in the Minerals
section.
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COMPARATIVE SUMMARY OF IMPACTS

Table 2–21 briefly summarizes the impacts of the actions proposed under each alternative, organized by resource or resource management program.
A detailed discussion of the environmental consequences of the actions proposed under each alternative is presented in Chapter 4.

Table 2–21. Comparative Summary of Impacts
Alternative A

Alternatives B1 and B2

Alternative C

Alternative D

Impacts to air quality would be
similar to those described under
Alternative A, however;
Alternative C would provide the
greatest support of air quality
due to the largest areas closed
to mineral development
(180,169 acres), largest areas
with NSO stipulations (550,599
acres), and closing the
Planning Area to potash
leasing.
Alternative C applies the
Baseline CSU, BMPs, and
lease stipulations, similar to
Alternative B, which would
further support the reduction of
emissions and particulate
matter from oil and gas
development.
There would be no areas open
to oil and gas leasing with only
standard terms and conditions
(210,884 acres open under
Alternative A) reducing the
development of oil and gas
leases and further reducing
sources of emissions and
particulate matter.

Impacts to air quality would be
similar to those described under
Alternative A; however,
Alternative D would support air
resources to a greater degree
than Alternative A. Alternative
D would have more lands
closed to oil and gas
development, compared to
Alternatives A and B1 (145,284
acres); however, Alternative D
would allow exceptions to lease
stipulations, which could result
in increased impacts to air
resources compared to
Alternative B1.
Alternative D applies the
Baseline CSU, BMPs, and
lease stipulations. There would
be no areas open to oil and gas
leasing with only standard
terms and conditions, similar to
Alternative B1, which would
further support the reduction of
emissions and particulate
matter from oil and gas
development.

Air Quality
Impacts to air quality would occur
from mineral leasing activities that
cause emissions of criteria air
pollutants plus hazardous air
pollutants and greenhouse gases,
along with fugitive dust emissions
from surface disturbances
associated with mineral leasing,
including operations and
construction of related facilities.
Under Alternative A, 210,884
acres would be open to oil, gas,
and potash leasing, subject only
to standard terms and conditions.
Air resources in these areas
would be the most vulnerable to
impacts from leasing operations.
BMPs that address blowing dust
and surface disturbance during
drought conditions would reduce
impacts to air quality.
Management under Alternative A
could result in the greatest
impacts to air quality from mineral
development.
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Impacts to air quality would be similar to those
described under Alternative A; however, Alternative
B would protect air resources to a greater degree
than Alternative A. Management to reduce impacts
to air quality include the application of additional
stipulations for mineral leasing, including the
Baseline CSU, and new BMPs which could reduce
or minimize new emission sources.
Applying NSO stipulations for mineral leasing would
provide further localized and/or regional protections
to air quality by preventing the surface-disturbing
activities associated with mineral leasing. Applying
BMPs to address fugitive dust and to minimize
emissions would protect air quality similar to
Alternative A, except the BMPs would be applied to
a greater area.
B1: Under Alternative B1, oil and gas leasing would
not overlap areas of potash leasing (103,619 acres),
thereby limiting the amount of surface disturbance
from leasing activities. Compared to Alternative A,
there would be greater acreage subject to NSO
stipulations (452,269 acres) which would provide
greater protections to air quality in the Planning
Area. There would be no areas open to oil and gas
and potash leasing with only standard terms and
conditions in Alternative B1 (210,884 acres open
under Alternative A), reducing the development of
oil and gas and potash leases, and further reducing
sources of emissions and particulate matter.
B2: No potash leasing would occur in the Planning
Area (785,567 acres) under Alternative B2, further
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Alternatives B1 and B2

Alternative C

Alternative D

Impacts to cultural resources
from surface disturbance would
be similar to those described in
Alternatives A and B; however,
Alternative C provides the
greatest protections to cultural
resources from lease
stipulations, the Baseline CSU
stipulation, Lease Notices and
BMPs. Applying an NSO
stipulation up to a 1.0-mile
buffer around 13 specific
cultural sites or cultural
concentration areas within
45,289 acres would provide the
greatest protection to cultural
resources compared to
Alternatives A and B.
About 54,799 acres (7% of the
Planning Area) are open to oil
and gas leasing subject to CSU
and TL stipulations. Because
development may occur in
these areas, impacts would be
greatest within 7 percent of the
Planning Area. The remaining
93 percent of the Planning Area
is subject to an NSO stipulation

Impacts to cultural resources
from surface disturbance would
be similar to those described in
Alternative A; however,
Alternative D has additional
protections to cultural resources
from lease stipulations, the
Baseline CSU stipulation,
Lease Notices and BMPs, the
same as described under
Alternative B.
About 230,765 acres (29% of
the Planning Area) are open to
oil and gas leasing subject to
CSU and TL stipulations.
Because oil and gas
development may occur in
these areas, impacts would be
greatest within 29 percent of
the Planning Area. The
remaining 57 percent of the
Planning Area is subject to an
NSO stipulation (305,899
acres) and closed to oil and gas
leasing (145,284 acres).
About 103,619 acres would be
initially open to potash leasing

reducing sources of emissions and particulate
matter.
Under Alternative B2, there would be greater
acreage subject to NSO stipulations (499,008
acres), which would provide greater protections to
air quality in the Planning Area compared to
Alternative A. There would be no areas open to oil
and gas leasing with only standard terms and
conditions in Alternative B2 (210,884 acres open
under Alternative A), reducing the development of
oil and gas leases, and further reducing sources of
emissions and particulate matter.
Cultural Resources
Under Alternative A, impacts to
cultural resources from surfacedisturbing activities would occur
from oil, gas, and potash leasing
and development activities.
About 651,270 acres (83 percent
of the Planning Area) are open to
leasing and development under
standard terms and conditions or
CSU and TL stipulations.
Because development may occur
in these areas, impacts would be
greatest within 83 percent of the
Planning Area.
The remaining 17 percent of the
Planning Area is subject to an
NSO stipulation (133,574 acres)
and closed to mineral leasing
(753 acres). Cultural resources
would incur very few impacts from
oil, gas or potash leasing and
development within these areas.

Final EIS

Impacts to cultural resources from surface
disturbance would be similar to those described
under Alternative A; however, Alternative B has
additional protections to cultural resources from
lease stipulations, the Baseline CSU stipulation,
Lease Notices, and BMPs which would reduce
impacts to cultural resources compared to
Alternative A.
Applying an NSO stipulation up to a 0.5-mile buffer
around 13 specific cultural sites or cultural
concentration areas within 22,328 acres would
provide greater protection to cultural resources
compared to Alternative A.
B1: About 228,926 acres (29% of the Planning
Area) are open to oil and gas leasing subject to
CSU and TL stipulations. Because oil and gas
development may occur in these areas, impacts
would be greatest within 29 percent of the Planning
Area. The remaining 58 percent of the Planning
Area is subject to a NSO stipulation (452,269 acres)
and closed to oil and gas leasing (753 acres),
protecting cultural resources from oil and gas
development within these areas.
About 103,619 acres would be open to potash
leasing and development within the PLAs, reducing
the density of disturbance within these areas.
Alternative B1 would reduce the availability of lands
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Alternative A

Alternatives B1 and B2

Alternative C

Alternative D

for potash leasing compared to Alternative A,
thereby reducing impacts to cultural resources.
B2: About 285,806 acres (36% of the Planning
Area) are open to oil and gas leasing subject to
CSU and TL stipulations. Because development
may occur in these areas, impacts would be
greatest within 36 percent of the Planning Area.
The remaining 64 percent of the Planning Area is
subject to a NSO stipulation (499,008 acres) and
closed to mineral leasing (753 acres) protecting
cultural resources from mineral development within
these areas.
Closing the Planning Area to potash leasing would
prevent damage to cultural resources and eliminate
the availability of lands for potash leasing, reducing
impacts to cultural resources in these areas to a
greater degree compared to Alternatives A and B1.

(550,599 acres) and closed to
mineral leasing (180,169
acres), protecting the largest
area of cultural resources from
mineral development within
these areas.
Impacts to closing the Planning
Area to potash leasing would
be the same as described
under Alternative B2.

and development within the
PLAs, reducing the density of
disturbance within these areas,
the same as described under
Alternative B1.

Impacts to lands and realty
management would be fewer
than Alternatives A and B due
to more protective management
and fewer resource conflicts.
Under Alternative C, there
would be greater protection to
the Three Rivers mineral
withdrawal area due to closing
the area to mineral leasing.
Precluding heavy trucks on the
Needles and Anticline Scenic
Byways would protect the
integrity of the road and
preserve the scenic driving
experience.
A 1.0-mile NSO stipulation
would be applied to high use
filming areas rather than a CSU
in Alternative B, which could
protect scenic resources

Impacts on lands and realty
management would be the
same as Alternative B,
providing greater mitigation for
the lands and realty program
compared to Alternative A, but
less than that provided in
Alternative C.

Lands and Realty
Impacts on lands and realty
management from Alternative A
would be minimal due to the
limited number of realty actions
affected. An NSO stipulation for
the existing Three Rivers mineral
withdrawal (23,441 acres) would
continue to protect the river
corridor. Applying an NSO
stipulation along the U.S.
Highway 191 utility corridor would
ensure that conflicts in
development would not occur
within the corridor.
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Impacts on lands and realty management would be
similar to those identified under Alternative A,
although additional management would provide
greater support to the lands and realty program.
Precluding heavy trucks on the Needles and
Anticline Scenic Byways would protect the integrity
of the road and preserve the scenic driving
experience. However, an exception could be
granted which could impact the scenic driving
experience.
A 1.0-mile CSU stipulation within high use filming
areas (177,594 acres) would allow access and
undisturbed scenic quality within these areas,
protecting these areas to a greater degree
compared to Alternative A.
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Alternative C

Alternative D

compared to both Alternatives
A and B.
Lands with Wilderness Characteristics
The construction and operation of
oil, gas, and potash wells would
create ground disturbance and
structures that would degrade the
naturalness of lands with
wilderness characteristics. The
noise of construction and
operation of producing wells
would degrade opportunities for
solitude and primitive recreation.
Within the 265,246 acres of lands
with wilderness characteristics,
41,102 acres are managed as
open with standard terms and
conditions (open) and 172,166
acres are managed with CSU or
TL stipulations (minor
constraints). These areas could
also lose the minimum size
criteria (of 5,000 acres) required
to be considered as containing
wilderness characteristics.

Applying the Baseline CSU and BMPs could reduce
impacts from oil, gas, and potash development by
reducing noise and traffic, controlling well spacing,
and requiring screening to reduce the visibility of
development. Alternative B would provide greater
protections to lands with wilderness characteristics
compared to Alternative A.
B1: Within the 265,246 acres of lands with
wilderness characteristics, 31,914 would be open to
oil and gas leasing subject to CSU and TL
stipulations (minor constraints). About 76 percent of
the lands with wilderness characteristics in
Alternative B1 are subject to NSO stipulations
(202,810 acres) and closed to oil and gas leasing
(753 acres). Major constraints would protect lands
with wilderness characteristics by precluding
mineral development.
Limiting potash development to PLAs would limit
impacts to 7,020 acres where leasing with CSU
stipulations overlap lands with wilderness
characteristics.
B2: The entire Planning Area would be closed to
potash leasing, but open to oil and gas leasing,
which would reduce impacts to lands with
wilderness characteristics compared to Alternatives
A and B1. About 85 percent of the lands with
wilderness characteristics in Alternative B2 are
subject to NSO stipulations (225,559 acres) and
closed to oil and gas leasing (753 acres), protecting
the values within lands with wilderness
characteristics.

Applying the Baseline CSU and
BMPs would reduce impacts to
lands with wilderness
characteristics to a similar
degree as Alternative B, and
more than Alternative A.
About 97 percent of the lands
with wilderness characteristics
in Alternative C are subject to
NSO stipulations (148,226
acres) and closed to oil and gas
leasing (107,959 acres),
providing the greatest
protection to lands with
wilderness characteristics.
Impacts to lands with
wilderness characteristics from
closing the Planning Area to
potash leasing would be the
same as Alternative B2.

Applying the Baseline CSU and
BMPs would reduce impacts to
lands with wilderness
characteristics to a similar
degree as Alternative B, more
than Alternative A, and less
than Alternative C.
Exceptions to lease stipulations
under Alternative D could allow
more impacts to lands with
wilderness characteristics than
would occur in Alternative B.
About 77 percent of the lands
with wilderness characteristics
in Alternative D are subject to
NSO stipulations (111,230
acres) and closed to oil and gas
leasing (91,783 acres). These
major constraints would protect
lands with wilderness
characteristics by precluding
mineral development.
Limiting potash development to
PLAs would limit impacts to
7,020 acres where leasing with
CSU stipulations overlap lands
with wilderness characteristics.

Impacts to livestock grazing
would not occur because the
construction of potash
processing facilities would be

Impacts to livestock grazing
would be the same as those
described under Alternative B1.

Livestock Grazing
Impacts to livestock grazing would
result from activities where
vegetation and forage resources
are damaged or removed by large

Final EIS

B1: Impacts to livestock grazing would be similar to
those described under Alternative A, except
Alternative B1 would allow potash processing
facilities only within PPFAs.
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Alternative A

Alternatives B1 and B2

scale construction of permanent
potash processing facilities.
Alternative A could result in the
greatest losses of AUMs among
all of the Alternatives.
Under Alternative A, potash
processing facilities could be built
within lands available for leasing
of oil, gas, and potash within the
same area, subject only to
standard lease terms and
conditions (210,884 acres) as well
as lands subject to CSU and TL
stipulations (443,056 acres)
These areas would be the most
vulnerable to damage or loss of
forage resources for livestock
from leasing activities and
infrastructure construction.
Up to 198 AUMs could be
removed from the construction of
solar evaporation potash
processing facilities; construction
of a crystallization potash
processing facility could remove
up to 26 AUMs.

Potash leasing (103,619 acres) could occur, but not
within the same areas as oil and gas leasing,
limiting the amount of surface disturbance and
infrastructure within the leasing areas. Up to 59
AUMs could be lost during the course of
development of potash processing facilities.
B2: Impacts to livestock grazing would not occur
because the construction of potash processing
facilities would be precluded and no AUMs would be
removed.

Alternative C

Alternative D

precluded and no Animal Unit
Months (AUM) would be
removed.

Minerals
Oil and Gas
Applying lease stipulations with
minor (TL and CSU) or major
(NSO) constraints could result in
additional costs, delays, or
complexity of operations. Under
Alternative A, the projection for oil
and gas development would be
58 well pads and 232 wells over
the next 15 years. This would
result in 476 acres of surface
disturbance.
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Impacts to oil and gas development would be similar
to those described under Alternative A; however,
under Alternative B, additional lease stipulations,
the Baseline CSU stipulation, BMPs, and Lease
Notices would result in fewer wells projected for
development compared to Alternative A. There are
no lands open to oil and gas development subject to
standard terms and conditions, impacting the ability
and flexibility to develop leases to a greater degree
compared to Alternative A.
B1: Under Alternative B1, the projection for oil and
gas development would be 38 well pads and 152

Impacts to oil and gas
development would be similar
to those described under
Alternative A; however, under
Alternative C, additional lease
stipulations, the Baseline CSU
stipulation, BMPs, and Lease
Notices would result in the
fewest number of wells
projected for development.
Impacts from no lands being
open to oil and gas

Impacts to oil and gas
development would be similar
to those described under
Alternative A. Under
Alternative D, additional lease
stipulations, the Baseline CSU
stipulation, BMPs, and Lease
Notices would result in fewer
wells projected for development
compared to Alternatives A and
B2, but more wells than
Alternatives B1 and C. Impacts
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Alternative A

Alternatives B1 and B2

Alternative C

Alternative D

Alternative A would allow the
most flexibility for oil and gas
development with 210,884 acres
open subject to standard terms
and conditions.
About 440,356 acres would be
managed with CSU and TL
stipulations, which could require
additional cost or delays in
development; however,
development could still occur on
those lands.
Applying 133,574 acres of NSO
stipulation would increase the
cost and complexity of mineral
operations, requiring the use of
methods such as horizontal
drilling to access oil and gas
resources. Closing 753 acres to
mineral leasing would eliminate
opportunities to develop oil and
gas resources in those areas.
Potash leasing could compete for
the same land resources as oil
and gas.
Applying BMPs could delay oil
and gas development or affect the
location and timing of
development.

wells over the next 15 years. This would result in
312 acres of surface disturbance.
Identified PLAs would reduce lands initially open for
oil and gas leasing and development on 103,619
acres.
Under Alternative B1, 228,926 acres would be
managed as CSU/TL (208,185 acres of those would
be subject to the Baseline CSU), 452,269 acres
would be managed as NSO and the same number
of acres as Alternative A would be closed to oil and
gas development (753 acres).
B2: The projection for oil and gas development
would be 47 well pads and 188 wells over the next
15 years. This would result in 385 acres of surface
disturbance.
The entire Planning Area would be closed to potash
leasing and development, allowing more land open
for oil and gas development compared to Alternative
B1.
Under Alternative B2, 285,806 acres would be
managed as CSU/TL (222,289 acres of those would
be subject to the Baseline CSU), 499,008 acres
would be managed as NSO and the same number
of acres as Alternative A would be closed to oil and
gas development (753 acres).

development subject to
standard terms and conditions
are the same as Alternative B.
Under Alternative C, the
projection for oil and gas
development would be 9 well
pads and 36 wells over the next
15 years. This would result in
74 acres of surface
disturbance.
Alternative C would have the
greatest impacts to oil and gas
development among all of the
alternatives due to the largest
acres of lands managed as
NSO (550,599 acres) and
closed to oil and gas
development (180,169 acres).
In addition, the smallest number
of acres would be managed
with CSU stipulations (54,799
acres) and only 25,492 acres
managed with the Baseline
CSU, further reducing the
availability and flexibility of
development within the
Planning area compared to
Alternatives A, B, and D.

from no lands being open to oil
and gas development subject to
standard terms and conditions
are the same as Alternative B.
Under Alternative B1, projection
for oil and gas development
would be 42 well pads and 168
wells over the next 15 years.
This would result in 344 acres
of surface disturbance.
Identified PLAs would reduce
lands initially open for oil and
gas development on 103,619
acres.
Approximately 260,765 acres
would be managed as CSU/TL
(213,218 acres of those would
be subject to the Baseline CSU)
and 305,899 acres would be
managed as NSO. Under
Alternative D, a larger number
of acres (145,284 acres) would
be closed to oil and gas
development compared to
Alternatives A and B; 34,885
fewer closed acres than
Alternative C.
Alternative D provides
exceptions to leasing
stipulations that would provide
more flexibility for oil and gas
development compared to
Alternatives B and C.

Impacts from closing the entire
Planning Area (785,567 acres)
to new potash leasing and
development would be the

Impacts to potash leasing and
development would be very
similar to those described under
Alternative B1; however,

Minerals
Potash
Applying lease stipulations with
minor (TL and CSU) or major
(NSO) constraints could result in
additional costs, delays, or

Final EIS

B1: Impacts to potash development would be
similar to those described under Alternative A;
however, additional stipulations, BMPs, and lease
notices would reduce the level of development
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Alternative A

Alternatives B1 and B2

Alternative C

Alternative D

complexity of operations. Under
Alternative A, the projection for
potash development would be
133 non-production well pads
(599 acres of disturbance), 104
production well pads (624 acres
of disturbance), as well as 4,216
acres of surface disturbance
associated with processing
facilities.
Alternative A would allow the
most flexibility for potash
development with 210,884 acres
open subject to standard terms
and conditions.
About 440,356 acres would be
managed with CSU and TL
stipulations, which could require
additional cost or delays in
development; but leases could be
developed on these lands.
Applying 133,574 acres of NSO
stipulation would increase the
cost and complexity of operations,
requiring the use of methods such
as horizontal drilling to access
resources. Closing 753 acres to
potash leasing would eliminate
opportunities to develop potash
resources in those areas.
Processing facilities could not be
constructed within lands managed
as NSO and closed.
Applying BMPs could delay
potash development or affect the
location and timing of
development.

compared to Alternative A. Alternative B1 would not
manage any lands open to development subject to
standard terms and conditions which would reduce
the flexibility for development of potash leases.
Under Alternative B1, the projection for potash
development would be 72 non-production well pads
(323 acres of disturbance), 54 production well pads
(324 acres of disturbance), as well as 3,037 acres of
surface disturbance associated with processing
facilities resulting in less surface disturbance than in
Alternative A.
Approximately 103,619 acres would be managed as
PLAs (57,620 acres with CSU/TL and 45,999 acres
with NSO) and 44,660 acres managed as PPFAs,
which would allow potash resources to be
developed or processed in these areas.
B2: Closing the entire Planning Area to new potash
leasing and development would eliminate new
potash leases throughout the Planning Area.
Alternatives B2 and C would have the greatest
impacts to potash leasing and development, among
all, compared to Alternatives A, B1, and D.

same as those described under
Alternative B2.

Alternative D provides
exceptions to leasing
stipulations that would provide
more flexibility for potash
development. For example,
Alternative D would allow smallscale processing facilities,
which could result in production
of additional potash resources.

Same as Alternative A.

Same as Alternative A.

Natural Areas
There are 429 acres of the
Beaver Creek Natural Area within
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Alternative D

Impacts to paleontological
resources would be similar to
those described in Alternatives
A, B and B2; however,
Alternative C provides the
greatest protections to
paleontological resources from
lease stipulations, the Baseline
CSU stipulation, Lease Notices,
and BMPs.
About 54,799 acres (7% of the
Planning Area) are open to oil
and gas leasing subject to CSU
and TL stipulations. Because
oil and gas development may
occur in these areas, impacts
would be greatest within 7
percent of the Planning Area.
The remaining 93 percent of the
Planning Area is subject to an
NSO stipulation (550,599
acres) and closed to oil and gas
leasing (180,169 acres).
Impacts to paleontological
resources from closing the
Planning Area to potash leasing
would be the same as
described under Alternative B2.

Impacts to paleontological
resources would be similar to
those described in Alternative
B1. Impacts to paleontological
resources from lease
stipulations, the Baseline CSU
stipulation, Lease Notices, and
BMPs would be the same as
described under Alternative B1.
Exceptions to lease
stipulations, such as the
development of small potash
processing facilities could
increase impacts to
paleontological resources
compared to Alternative B1.

the Planning Area. All of this
acreage is managed with an NSO
stipulation, which would protect,
preserve, and maintain its
wilderness characteristics. There
is no further analysis of this
resource in Chapter 4.
Paleontological Resources
Under Alternative A, impacts to
paleontological resources would
occur from surface-disturbing
activities associated with oil, gas,
and potash development.
About 651,270 acres (83% of the
Planning Area) are open to
mineral leasing and development
under standard terms and
conditions or CSU and TL
stipulations. Because
development may occur in these
areas, impacts would be greatest
within 83 percent of the Planning
Area.
The remaining 17 percent of the
Planning Area is subject to an
NSO stipulation (133,574 acres)
and closed to mineral leasing
(753 acres). Paleontological
resources would incur very few
impacts from oil, gas or potash
leasing and development within
these areas.

Final EIS

Impacts to paleontological resources would be
similar to those described in Alternative A; however,
Alternative B has additional protections to
paleontological resources from lease stipulations,
the Baseline CSU stipulation, Lease Notices, and
BMPs.
B1: About 228,926 acres (29% of the Planning
Area) are open to oil and gas leasing subject to
CSU and TL stipulations. Because oil and gas
development may occur in these areas, impacts
would be greatest within 29 percent of the Planning
Area. The remaining 58 percent of the Planning
Area is subject to an NSO stipulation (452,269
acres) and closed to oil and gas leasing (753 acres).
About 103,619 acres would be initially open to
potash leasing and development within the PLAs,
reducing the density of disturbance within these
areas. Alternative B1 would reduce the availability
of lands for potash leasing compared to Alternative
A, thereby reducing impacts to paleontological
resources.
B2: About 285,806 acres (36% of the Planning
Area) are open to oil and gas leasing subject to
CSU and TL stipulations. Because oil and gas
development may occur in these areas, impacts
would be greatest within 36 percent of the Planning
Area. The remaining 64 percent of the Planning
Area is subject to an NSO stipulation (499,008
acres) and closed to oil and gas leasing (753 acres).
Closing the Planning Area to potash leasing would
prevent damage to paleontological resources to a
greater degree compared to Alternatives A and B1.
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Alternative A

Alternatives B1 and B2

Alternative C

Alternative D

Impacts to recreation would be
similar to those described in
Alternative B. Alternative C
provides the most protection to
recreation resources from
applying NSO stipulations to
392,918 acres of SRMAs and
closing 118,534 acres of
SRMAs to oil and gas
development. Alternative C
would reduce impacts to
recreation to a greater degree
than Alternatives A, B and D.

Impacts to recreation would be
similar to those described in
Alternative B1. However,
exceptions to lease stipulations,
such as those for VRM II, the
Baseline CSU and high use
recreational trails, could
increase impacts to recreation
compared to Alternative B1.
Approximately 101,353 acres of
SRMAs managed with CSU
and TL stipulations could
reduce impacts to recreation
through protective measures.
Applying NSO stipulations to
221,211 acres of SRMAs and
closing 85,911 acres of SRMAs
to oil and gas development.
Alternative D provides greater
protections to recreation
resources than Alternative A,
but fewer than Alternatives B1,
B2, and C.

Alternative C provides the
greatest protection to riparian
resources through BMPs, lease
stipulations, and buffer
distances for riparian habitat
and soil resources compared to
Alternatives A and B.
Alternative C requires buffer
distances of 660 feet and NSO
stipulations for riparian
resources on 91,558 acres,
providing the greatest acreage
of protection compared to the
other alternatives.

Alternative D provides greater
protection to riparian resources
through BMPs, lease
stipulations, and buffer
distances for riparian habitat
and soil resources compared to
Alternative A, and would result
in the same acreage of
protection as provided in
Alternative B, but less than that
provided in Alternative C.
Closing 145,284 acres to new
oil and gas mineral leases
could protect larger areas of

Recreation
Oil and gas and potash leasing
could reduce the quality of
recreation experiences where
roads, trails, and dispersed
camping occur. Wells, pipeline
corridors, increased road traffic,
noise, dust, and the visual impact
of facilities in otherwise natural
areas could reduce the quality of
recreation experiences.
The greatest impacts to recreation
could occur within 153,469 acres
of SRMAs open to mineral leasing
subject to standard terms and
conditions. Approximately
229,459 acres of SRMAs
managed with CSU and TL
stipulations could reduce overall
impacts through protective
measures. Applying NSO
stipulations to 124,163 acres of
SRMAs would eliminate most
impacts to recreation.

Impacts to recreation would be similar to those
described in Alternative A; however, Alternative B
has additional management such as lease
stipulations, the Baseline CSU stipulation, Lease
Notices, and BMPs that would reduce impacts to
recreation and protect vistas, soundscapes, and
recreational experiences. No lands would be open
to mineral leasing subject to standard terms and
conditions compared to Alternative A, which would
reduce impacts to recreation from mineral leasing.
B1: Approximately 100,104 acres of SRMAs
managed with CSU and TL stipulations could
reduce impacts to recreation through protective
measures. Applying NSO stipulations to 308,371
acres of SRMAs would eliminate most impacts to
recreation and would protect recreation to a greater
degree than Alternative A.
B2: Approximately 156,982 acres of SRMAs
managed with CSU and TL stipulations could
reduce impacts to recreation through protective
measures. Applying NSO stipulations to 354,470
acres of SRMAs would eliminate most impacts to
recreation and would protect recreation to a greater
degree than Alternatives A and B1.
Riparian Resources

Impacts to riparian resources
would result from surfacedisturbing activities where soil and
vegetation resources are
damaged or removed by actions
such as oil and gas and potash
leasing and development.
Under Alternative A, lands would
be open for leasing of oil, gas,
and potash within the same area,
subject only to standard lease
terms and conditions (210,884
acres). These areas would be the
most vulnerable to damage or
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Alternative B provides greater protection to riparian
resources through BMPs, lease stipulations, and
buffer distances for riparian habitat and soil
resources compared to Alternative A. Alternative B
requires buffer distances of 500 feet and NSO
stipulations for riparian resources on 69,786 acres,
providing greater acreage of protection compared to
Alternative A.
B1: Impacts to riparian resources would be fewer
than those described under Alternative A.
Alternative B1 would allow oil, gas, and potash
leasing with minor (CSU/TL) and major constraints
(NSO) stipulations only, with no areas open to
leasing subject to standard terms and conditions.
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Alternative A
loss of vegetation and soil
resources and could result in the
greatest impacts to riparian
resources from erosion and
runoff.
Alternative A requires buffer
distances of 330 feet and NSO
stipulations for riparian resources
on 50,495 acres, providing the
least acreage of protection
compared to the other
alternatives.
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Alternatives B1 and B2
Alternative B1 would reduce impacts to riparian
resources from soil and vegetation loss, erosion,
and runoff compared to Alternative A.
Potash leasing (103,619 acres) could occur but not
within the same areas as oil and gas leasing,
limiting the amount of infrastructure, surface
disturbance and soil loss within the PLAs.
B2: Impacts to riparian resources would be fewer
than those described under Alternatives A and B1.
Alternative B2 would allow oil and gas and potash
leasing with minor (CSU/TL) and major (NSO)
constraints (NSO) stipulations only, with no areas
open to leasing subject to standard terms and
conditions, and there would be no potash leasing.
Alternative B2 would reduce impacts to riparian
resources through larger areas with NSO
stipulations for oil and gas and would reduce
surface disturbance from not allowing potash
leasing compared to Alternatives A and B1.

Alternative C

Alternative D

Impacts to riparian resources
would be fewer than those
described under Alternatives A
and B1 and similar to B2.
Alternative C would protect the
largest areas of riparian
resources with greater areas of
NSO stipulations and 180,169
acres closed to mineral leasing.

riparian resources compared to
Alternatives A and B.

Under Alternative C, oil and gas
development and production
could generate approximately
$80M in economic output and
$21M in labor income in the
socioeconomic study area over
the 15-year life of the plan, and
generate approximately 37 jobs
on an average annual basis.
No potash development or
economic impacts would occur
under this alternative. The
economic impacts of recreation
likely would be the same as
Alternative A. No economic
losses to livestock grazing
would occur. Fiscal revenue
generation likely would be the
least under this alternative.
Impacts on community services

Under Alternative D, oil and gas
development and production
could generate approximately
$365M in economic output and
$98M in labor income in the
socioeconomic study area over
the 15-year life of the plan, and
generate approximately 171
jobs on an average annual
basis. PPFs could generate
$1,505M in expenditures and
generate 1,890 jobs. Potash
well development and operation
could generate $669M in
output, $178M in labor income,
and 259 jobs. The economic
impacts of recreation likely
would be the same as
Alternative A. Losses of grazing
forage due to PPF development

Social and Economic
Under Alternative A, oil and gas
development and production
could generate approximately
$502 million (M) in economic
output and $135M in labor income
in the socioeconomic study area
over the 15-year life of the plan,
and generate approximately 225
jobs on an average annual basis.
Potash production facilities
(PPFs) could generate $2,782M
in expenditures and generate
3,252 jobs. Potash well
development and operation could
generate $1,223M in output,
$325M in labor income, and 490
jobs. Recreation could generate
$761M in output, $447M in labor
income, and 1,086 jobs. Loss of
grazing forage due to Potash
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B1: Under Alternative B1, oil and gas development
and production could generate approximately
$329M in economic output and $88M in labor
income in the socioeconomic study area over the
15-year life of the plan, and generate approximately
154 jobs on an average annual basis. PPFs could
generate $1,505M in expenditures and generate
1,890 jobs. Potash well development and operation
could generate $641M in output, $170M in labor
income, and 246 jobs. The economic impacts of
recreation could be the same as Alternative A. Loss
of grazing forage due to PPF development could
result in losses of $0.042M in output, $0.004M in
labor income, and 0.02M jobs. Fiscal revenue
generation likely would be less than Alternative A
but still substantial, and similar to Alternative D.
The above estimates are subject to the assumptions
and caveats discussed in Section 4.12.3. Impacts
on community services and social systems are
possible under this alternative. Impacts to non-
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Processing Facility (PPF)
development could result in
losses of $0.6M in output,
$0.057M in labor income, and
0.35 jobs. Fiscal impacts
(generation of royalties, property
taxes, and sales taxes) likely
would be greatest under this
alternative. The above estimates
are subject to the assumptions
and caveats discussed in Section
4.12.3. Impacts on community
services and social systems are
likely under this alternative.
Impacts to non-market values
likely would be greatest under this
alternative. No environmental
justice impacts are expected
under Alternative A or any other
alternative.

market values under this alternative likely would be
reduced compared to Alternative A, but greater than
such impacts under the other alternatives.
B2: Under Alternative B2, oil and gas development
and production could generate approximately
$407M in economic output and $109M in labor
income in the socioeconomic study area over the
15-year life of the plan, and generate approximately
191 jobs on an average annual basis. No potash
development or economic impacts would occur
under this alternative. The economic impacts of
recreation likely would be the same as Alternative A.
No economic losses to livestock grazing would
occur. Fiscal revenue generation likely would be
greater than under Alternative C but considerably
less than under the other alternatives. The above
estimates are subject to the assumptions and
caveats discussed in Section 4.12.3. Impacts on
community services and social systems are unlikely
under this Alternative. Impacts to non-market
values would be relatively low under this alternative.

and social systems are unlikely
under this Alternative. The
above estimates are subject to
the assumptions and caveats
discussed in Section 4.12.3.
Impacts to non-market values
would be lowest under this
alternative.

could have the same impacts
as Alternative B1. Fiscal
revenue generation could be
less than Alternative A but still
substantial, and similar to
Alternative B1. The above
estimates are subject to the
assumptions and caveats
discussed in Section 4.12.3. As
with Alternative B1, impacts on
community services and social
systems are possible under this
alternative. Impacts to nonmarket values under this
alternative could be reduced
compared to Alternatives A and
B1, but greater than such
impacts under Alternatives B1
and C.

Soil and Water Resources
Soil
Impacts to soil resources would
result from surface-disturbing
activities, including oil, gas, and
potash leasing, that would result
in removal of vegetative cover,
soil compaction and erosion, loss
of productivity, and increased
runoff and transport of salt and
sediments.
Soils located within the 210,884
acres that would be open to
mineral leasing, subject to
standard terms and conditions,
would be the most vulnerable to
surface disturbance from mineral
leasing and development
activities. Applying CSU and TL
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Impacts to soil resources would be similar to those
described under Alternative A, except application of
additional lease stipulations, including the Baseline
CSU, and BMPs for soils, hydrology, and other
resources could minimize impacts to soil resources.
B1: Under Alternative B1, oil and gas leasing would
not overlap areas of potash leasing (103,619 acres),
thereby limiting the amount of surface disturbance
from concurrent leasing activities. There would be
no areas open to oil and gas and potash leasing
with standard terms and conditions in Alternative B,
providing additional protection to soil, as compared
to Alternative A.
CSU and TL stipulations for oil and gas leasing
would be applied to 228,926 acres and would
provide similar protection to soil resources as stated
in Alternative A. However, 452,269 acres would be

Impacts to soil resources would
be similar to those described
under Alternatives A and B.
Alternative C would close the
Planning Area to potash leasing
and would apply the most
protective lease stipulations
and BMPs, providing the
greatest protection to soil
resources among all of the
alternatives.
CSU or TL stipulations
(including the Baseline CSU)
for oil and gas leasing would be
applied to 54,799 acres and
would provide similar protection

Impacts to soil resources would
be similar to those described
under Alternatives A and B1.
CSU and TL stipulations
(including the Baseline CSU)
for oil and gas leasing would be
applied to 230,765 acres and
would provide similar protection
to soil resources as stated in
Alternative A. However,
305,899 acres would be subject
to an NSO stipulation, and
145,284 acres would be closed
which would prevent impacts to
soil resources. These
restrictions are greater than
those in Alternative A, similar to
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stipulations to mineral leasing to
440,386 acres would reduce the
amount of surface disturbance
and minimize vegetation loss, soil
erosion and compaction.
Impacts to soil resources would
be further reduced by applying an
NSO stipulation for mineral
leasing to 133,574 acres and
closing 753 acres to mineral
leasing by preventing surface
disturbance, helping maintain
vegetative cover, and stabilizing
soil.

subject to an NSO stipulation, which is greater than
that in Alternative A, and 753 acres would be closed
(same as Alternative A). This would provide greater
protection to soil resources.
B2: Under Alternative B2, no potash leasing would
occur in the Planning Area (785,567 acres). There
would be no areas open to oil and gas leasing with
standard terms and conditions in Alternative B,
which would reduce impacts to soils, as compared
to Alternative A.
CSU and TL stipulations would be applied to
285,806 acres, 499,008 acres would be subject to
an NSO stipulation, and 753 acres would be closed
to oil and gas leasing (same as Alternative A).
There would be fewer acres subject to CSU and TL
stipulations compared to Alternative A, and greater
acreage subject to NSO stipulations, which would
prevent impacts to soil resources when compared to
Alternative A.

to soil resources as stated in
Alternative A.
However, an NSO stipulation
for oil and gas leasing would be
applied to 550,599 acres, and
180,169 acres would be closed
to oil and gas leasing. There
would be a much greater
amount of acreage either
subject to NSO stipulations, or
entirely closed, which would
prevent impacts to soil
resources, as compared to
Alternatives A and B.

those in Alternative B, and less
than those in Alternative C.
Under Alternative D,
management would protect soil
resources to a lesser degree
than Alternative B1 because
Alternative D provides
exceptions to leasing
stipulations, which could lead to
some additional development
and disturbance to soils.
Alternative D provides more
protection to soil resources than
Alternative A, but less than
Alternatives B2 and C.

Impacts to water resources
would be similar to those
described under Alternatives A
and B. Alternative C would
close the Planning Area to
potash leasing and would apply
the most protective lease
stipulations and BMPs,
providing the greatest
protection to water resources
among all of the alternatives.
CSU or TL stipulations
(including the Baseline CSU)
for oil and gas leasing would be
applied to 54,799 acres and
would provide similar protection
to water resources as stated in
Alternative A.
However, an NSO stipulation
for oil and gas leasing would be

Impacts to water resources
would be similar to those
described under Alternatives A
and B1.
CSU and TL stipulations
(including the Baseline CSU)
for oil and gas leasing would be
applied to 230,765 acres and
would provide similar protection
to water resources as stated in
Alternative A. However,
305,899 acres would be subject
to an NSO stipulation and
145,284 acres would be closed
which would prevent impacts to
water resources. These
restrictions are greater than
those in Alternative A, similar to
those in Alternative B, and less
than those in Alternative C.

Water
Impacts to water resources would
result from surface-disturbing
activities, including oil, gas, and
potash leasing, that would remove
and disturb vegetation, expose
soils to the erosive forces of water
and wind, and altering and
accelerating overland flow,
resulting in increased transport of
sediment, salt, and excess
nutrients to water bodies or
groundwater sources.
Water resources within the
210,884 acres open to mineral
leasing, subject to standard terms
and conditions, would be the most
vulnerable to surface disturbance
from leasing activities. Applying
CSU and TL stipulations to
mineral leasing to 440,386 acres
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Impacts to water resources would be similar to
those described under Alternative A, except
application of additional lease stipulations, including
the Baseline CSU, and BMPs for hydrology, riparian
areas, soils, and other resources could minimize
impacts to water resources to a much greater
degree than Alternative A.
B1: Under Alternative B1, oil and gas leasing would
not overlap areas of potash leasing (103,619 acres),
thereby limiting the amount of surface disturbance
from concurrent leasing activities. There would be
no areas open to oil and gas and potash leasing
with standard terms and conditions in Alternative B,
providing additional protection to water resources,
as compared to Alternative A.
CSU and TL stipulations for oil and gas leasing
would be applied to 228,926 acres. However,
452,269 acres would be subject to an NSO
stipulation, which is greater than that in Alternative
A, and 753 acres would be closed (same as
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would reduce the amount of
surface disturbance and minimize
vegetation loss, erosion and
overland flow.
Impacts to water resources would
be further reduced from
application of an NSO stipulation
for mineral leasing to 133,574
acres, and closing areas to
mineral leasing (753 acres) by
preventing surface disturbance,
helping to maintain vegetative
cover, stabilize soil, and prevent
runoff and erosion.

Alternative A). This would provide greater
protection to water resources than that provided in
Alternative A.
B2: Under Alternative B2, no potash leasing would
occur in the Planning Area (785,567 acres). There
would be no areas open to oil and gas leasing with
standard terms and conditions in Alternative B,
which would reduce impacts to water resources as
compared to Alternative A.
CSU and TL stipulations would be applied to
285,806 acres and 499,008 acres would be subject
to an NSO stipulation, and 753 acres would be
closed to oil and gas leasing (same as Alternative
A). There would be fewer acres subject to CSU and
TL stipulations compared to Alternative A, and
greater acreage subject to NSO stipulations, which
would prevent impacts to water resources when
compared to Alternative A.

applied to 550,599 acres and
180,169 acres would be closed
to oil and gas leasing. There
would be a much greater
amount of acreage either
subject to NSO stipulations, or
entirely closed, which would
prevent impacts to water
resources, which is greater than
that provided in Alternatives A
and B.

Under Alternative D,
management would protect
water resources to a lesser
degree than Alternative B1
because Alternative D provides
exceptions to leasing
stipulations, which could lead to
some additional development
and indirect impacts to water
resources. Alternative D
provides more protection to
water resources than
Alternative A, but less than
Alternatives B2 and C.

Special Designations
Special Designations: Areas of Critical Environmental Concern
Under Alternative A, applying a
NSO stipulation to mineral leasing
on all ACECs (26,187 acres)
could prevent surface disturbance
from oil and gas leasing, protect
scenic vistas, and prevent erosion
and runoff from development
activities, supporting the relevant
and important values of the
ACECs.
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B1: Applying an NSO stipulation to oil and gas
leasing on 22,936 acres of ACECs and applying an
NSO stipulation to 3,251 acres of potash leasing
would have the same impacts as those described
under Alternative A.
B2: Applying an NSO stipulation to oil and gas
leasing on 26,187 acres ACECs and closing the
entire Planning Area to potash leasing would have
impacts similar to those described under
Alternative A.

Closing 26,187 acres of ACECs
to oil and gas and potash
leasing would have a similar
impact as under Alternative A,
except for ACECs where
mineral closures would protect
areas where scenery is a
relevant and important value.
Horizontal drilling for underlying
mineral resources would not be
permitted, which could protect
the scenic resources around
the edges of the Behind the
Rocks, Highway 279/Shafer
Basin/Long Canyon, Indian
Creek, and Shay Canyon
ACECs, compared to
Alternatives A, B1 and B2.

Applying an NSO stipulation to
oil and gas leasing on 9,561
acres of ACECs, closing 13,375
acres of ACECs to oil and gas
leasing and applying an NSO
stipulation to 3,251 acres of
potash leasing would have a
similar impact as under
Alternative A, except where
scenery is a relevant and
important value.
Under Alternative D, horizontal
drilling for underlying mineral
resources would not be
permitted in the closed portions
of the Highway 279/Shafer
Basin/Long Canyon ACEC and
all of the Indian Creek ACEC,
which could protect the scenic
resources around the edges of
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Alternatives B1 and B2

Alternative C

Alternative D
these ACECs, compared to
Alternatives A, B1 and B2.

Special Designations: National Historic Trails and Backways and Byways
Old Spanish National Historic
Trail: Identifying and classifying
segments of the OSNHT would
help to preserve the historic
integrity and condition of the trail.
Impacts from oil, gas, and potash
development could reduce the
natural and historic settings along
the OSNHT where leasing occurs
within sight of the trail. Wells,
pipeline corridors, increased road
traffic, noise, dust, and the visual
impact of facilities in otherwise
natural areas could all reduce the
quality of historic settings along
the trail. The use of BMPs could
reduce some of these impacts.
Areas where NSO or mineral
closures overlap the trail and
adjacent areas would eliminate
surface disturbance and impacts
to the historic settings of the trail.
Backways and Byways: Oil and
gas and potash leasing could
reduce the scenic quality of
backways and byways, which
could decrease opportunities for
scenic touring and enjoyment.
Two miles of the specially
designated roads would be within
areas open to mineral leasing with
standard terms and conditions,
which could result in visual
intrusion along the byways and
backways. About 110 miles
would be managed with a CSU
stipulation, providing some visual
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Old Spanish National Historic Trail: Applying a
CSU stipulation requiring visual analysis within a 2mile width on both sides of the OSNHT where the
resource condition is Category II (location verified
and evident with minor alteration) could help to
protect the scenic and historic significance of the
trail.
B1: Impacts to the OSNHT would be similar to
Alternative A, except there would be no lands open
to mineral leasing, subject to standard terms and
conditions. CSU stipulations would apply on more
areas visible from the OSNHT, and the amount of
lands with NSO stipulations visible would also
increase. Limiting potash to PLAs and PPFAs could
reduce some potash impacts compared with
Alternative A; however, the Ten Mile Wash PLA and
the PPFA near Crescent Junction are adjacent to
the OSNHT, which could cause impacts from potash
development to be more visible in those areas.
B2: Impacts to the OSNHT would be similar to
Alternative B1, except oil and gas leasing would be
open in more areas along the OSNHT because of
the preclusion of potash development in those same
areas. Not allowing potash development under
Alternative B2 would eliminate visual impacts from
potash on the OSNHT.
Backways and Byways, Alternative B: Applying
an NSO stipulation along byways and backways
would eliminate all but background visual impacts.
The use of BMPs and applying the Baseline CSU
stipulation could reduce background visual impacts
to byways and backways.

Old Spanish National Historic
Trail: Under Alternative C,
applying an NSO stipulation
within a 2-mile width on both
sides along the entire OSNHT
would protect the scenic and
historic significance of the trail
to a greater degree than
Alternatives A and B.
Backways and Byways:
Applying an NSO stipulation to
backways and byways would
be similar to Alternative B,
except the NSO stipulation
would extend out to 2 miles,
which could eliminate most
background visual impacts.
The use of BMPs and applying
the Baseline CSU stipulation
would have the same impacts
as described under
Alternative B.

Old Spanish National Historic
Trail: Impacts from oil, gas, and
potash leasing with CSU
stipulations and a Lease Notice
would be less than
Alternatives A and B, but
greater than Alternative C.
A small-scale potash
processing facility could be
located within a PLA subject to
the visual assessment
requirement of the CSU
stipulation.
Backways and Byways:
Applying an NSO stipulation to
backways and byways would
have impacts similar to
Alternative B, except
exceptions to leasing
stipulations could be granted,
which could, for example, allow
a small-scale potash
processing facility located
within the PLAs that could
reduce the quality of scenic
touring opportunities.
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protection. Applying an NSO
stipulation on 58 miles of byways
and backways would reduce
foreground visual impacts by
eliminating surface disturbance;
however in many locations,
background mineral operation
would still be visible from scenic
byways and backways. BMPs
could be used at the
implementation level to reduce
the visibility of some minerals
operations and pipelines.
Special Designations: Wild and Scenic Rivers
Applying an NSO stipulation to
the suitable WSR segments along
the Colorado and Green Rivers
(19,347 acres) and closing the
Monticello WSR Segment 3 along
the Colorado River to mineral
leasing (753 acres) would prevent
mineral development and the
associated surface disturbance
that could adversely impact
vegetation, soils, and scenic
values within suitable WSR
segments. Preventing surface
disturbance could support the
Outstanding Remarkable Values
(ORV) of these rivers.

Impacts to suitable WSRs would be the same as
those described under Alternative A.

Impacts to suitable WSRs
would be similar to those
described in Alternatives A
and B, except that mineral
closures would add further
protection to these suitable
WSRs where scenery is an
ORV.

Impacts to suitable WSRs are
the same as those described in
Alternatives A and B.

Alternative C provides the
greatest protection to special
status species habitat through
BMPs, lease stipulations, and
buffer distances for riparian and
other habitat compared to
Alternatives A and B. Applying
NSO stipulations (550,599
acres, 412,496 more acres

Alternative D provides greater
protection to special status
species habitat through BMPs,
lease stipulations, and buffer
distances for riparian and other
habitat compared to
Alternatives A and B. Habitat
for special status species within
the areas open to leasing with

Special Status Species
Impacts to special status species
habitat would result from surfacedisturbing activities, habitat loss,
habitat fragmentation, and human
presence from activities such as
oil, gas, and potash leasing and
development.
Protective management for
special status species and their
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Alternative B provides greater protection to special
status species habitat through BMPs, lease
stipulations, and buffer distances for riparian and
other habitat compared to Alternative A. Habitat for
special status species within the areas open to
leasing with standard stipulations under Alternative
A would be protected from oil, gas, and potash
leasing under Alternative B by applying minor
(CSU/TL) and major (NSO) stipulations.
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habitat would be the same across
all alternatives and would prevent
or reduce impacts to special
status species.
Under Alternative A, lands would
be open for leasing of oil, gas,
and potash within the same area,
subject only to standard lease
terms and conditions (210,884
acres). These areas could result
in the greatest impacts to special
status species habitat.

B1: Impacts to special status species habitat would
be fewer than those described under Alternative A.
Alternative B1 would allow oil, gas, and potash
leasing with minor (CSU/TL) and major (NSO)
stipulations only, with no open leasing areas,
reducing the amount of habitat open for mineral
development.
Potash leasing (103,619 acres) could occur but not
within the same areas as oil and gas leasing,
limiting the amount of infrastructure, surface
disturbance, habitat loss, habitat fragmentation, and
human presence within the leasing areas.
Applying NSO stipulations to 452,269 acres,
314,166 more acres compared to Alternative A,
would reduce impacts to special status species
habitat. Closed acres would be the same as
Alternative A (753 acres).
B2: Impacts to special status species habitat would
be fewer than those described under Alternatives A
and B1. Alternative B2 would allow oil and gas
leasing with minor (CSU/TL) and major (NSO)
stipulations only, with no open leasing areas, and
there would be no potash leasing.
Applying NSO stipulations to 499,008 acres,
360,905 more acres compared to Alternative A,
would reduce impacts to special status species
habitat to a greater degree than Alternatives A and
B1. Closed acres would be the same as Alternative
A (753 acres).

compared to Alternative A) and
closing 180,169 acres to new
oil and gas leases, and closing
the Planning Area to potash
leasing would protect the
largest areas of habitat for
special status species
compared to Alternatives A and
B.

standard terms and conditions
under Alternative A would be
protected from oil, gas, and
potash leasing under
Alternative D by applying minor
(CSU/TL) and major (NSO)
stipulations and the closure of
lands to mineral leasing
(145,284 acres).
Impacts from potash leasing
would be very similar to
Alternative B1 except that
Alternative D allows exceptions
to leasing stipulations, which
could impact special status
species.
Impacts to special status
species habitat from oil and gas
leasing and development would
be similar to those described
under Alternative B1, except
that Alternative D allows
exceptions to leasing
stipulations, which could impact
special status species.

Alternative C provides the
greatest protection to
vegetation resources through
BMPs, lease stipulations, and
buffer distances for riparian
habitat, and protective
management for sagebrush and
soil resources compared to
Alternatives A and B.

Alternative D provides greater
protection to vegetation
resources through BMPs, lease
stipulations, and buffer
distances for riparian habitat,
and protective management for
sagebrush and soil resources
compared to Alternative A, and
would be very similar to
Alternative B1. Alternative D

Vegetation
Impacts to vegetation resources
would result from surfacedisturbing activities associated
with oil and gas and potash
leasing and development where
soil and vegetation are damaged.
The introduction and spread of
invasive, non-native plant species
would impact areas where
vegetation is damaged or
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Alternative B provides greater protection to
vegetation resources through BMPs, lease
stipulations, and buffer distances for riparian habitat;
and protective management for sagebrush and soil
resources compared to Alternative A.
B1: Impacts to vegetation resources would be fewer
than those described under Alternative A.
Alternative B1 would allow oil, gas, and potash
leasing with minor (CSU/TL) and major (NSO)
constraints only, with no open leasing areas.
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removed, and where vehicles,
equipment, and increased activity
occurs.
Under Alternative A, lands would
be open for leasing of oil, gas,
and potash within the same area,
subject only to standard lease
terms and conditions (210,884
acres). These areas could be
subject to greater damage or loss
of vegetation, the spread of
invasive, non-native plant
species, and could result in the
greatest impacts to vegetation
resources from erosion and soil
loss.

Potash leasing (103,619 acres) could occur, but not
within the same areas as oil and gas leasing,
limiting the amount of infrastructure, surface
disturbance, removal or damage to vegetation, and
soil loss within the leasing areas.
B2: Impacts to vegetation resources would be fewer
than those described under Alternatives A and B1.
Alternative B2 would allow oil and gas leasing with
minor (CSU/TL) and major (NSO) constraints only,
with no open leasing areas, and there would be no
potash leasing. Alternative B2 would reduce
impacts to vegetation resources from removal of
vegetation, soil loss, erosion, and spread of
invasive, non-native plant species compared to
Alternatives A and B1.

Impacts to vegetation resources
would be fewer than those
described under Alternatives A,
B1 and B2. Alternative C would
protect the largest areas of
vegetation resources with larger
areas of NSO stipulations and
180,169 acres closed to mineral
leasing.

would provide some exceptions
to mineral stipulations which
could result in more impacts to
vegetation resources compared
to Alternative B1.
Closing 145,284 acres to new
oil and gas leases could protect
larger areas of vegetation
resources compared to
Alternatives A and B, but less
than Alternative C.

Visual Resource Management/Auditory Management (Soundscapes)
Oil and gas and potash leasing
could both reduce the quality of
visual resources in some parts of
the Planning Area, especially
undeveloped areas and VRM
Class II areas. Wells, pipeline
corridors, and fugitive dust from
facilities and vehicles in otherwise
natural areas would lead to
changes in the form, line, texture,
and color of the landscape.
Impacts would occur primarily on
210,884 acres open to leasing
subject to standard terms and
conditions. Applying CSU and TL
stipulations to 440,356 acres
could reduce overall impacts
through protective measures such
as shading, well location, and
screening. Applying NSO
stipulations to 133,574 acres and
closing 753 acres to mineral
leasing would eliminate impacts to
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Applying the Baseline CSU stipulation and new
BMPs would reduce impacts to visual resources and
soundscapes from oil and gas development by
reducing noise and requiring screening to reduce
the visibility of development.
B1: There would be fewer impacts to visual
resources from oil and gas and potash leasing
development compared to Alternative A. Applying
CSU stipulations to 228,926 acres would reduce
impacts to visual resources, and applying NSO
stipulations on 452,269 acres would prevent visual
disturbances from mineral development.
B2: There would be fewer impacts to visual
resources from oil and gas leasing development
compared to Alternatives A and B1. Applying CSU
stipulations to 285,806 acres would reduce impacts
to visual resources, and applying NSO stipulations
on 499,008 acres would prevent visual disturbances
from mineral development to a greater degree than
Alternatives A and B1.

Impacts to visual resources and
soundscapes would be similar
to those described in
Alternative B. Alternative C
provides the most protection to
visual resources and
soundscapes by applying noise
mitigation stipulations, NSO
stipulations (550,599 acres),
and closing 180,169 acres to oil
and gas development.

Impacts to visual resources and
soundscapes would be similar
to those described in
Alternative B. Alternative D
provides greater protections to
visual resources than
Alternative A, but fewer than
Alternatives B1, B2, and C.
There could be a greater impact
in Alternative D from exceptions
to lease stipulations, especially
those for VRM II areas, than in
Alternative B.
Applying NSO stipulations to
305,899 acres and closing
145,284 acres to oil and gas
development would reduce
impacts to visual resources and
soundscapes to a greater
degree than Alternative A and
similar to Alternative B1.
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Alternatives B1 and B2

Alternative C

visual resources from mineral
development.
Impacts to soundscapes would
occur on the same acreage as to
visual resources from the noise of
machinery, vehicles, and
equipment used for development
of mineral leases.

Alternative D
Impacts to soundscapes would
be the same as those described
under Alternative C.

Wildlife and Fisheries
Impacts to wildlife and fish habitat
would result from surfacedisturbing activities, habitat loss
and fragmentation, human
presence, and erosion into fish
habitat from activities such as oil,
gas, and potash leasing and
development.
Protective management for
WSRs, raptors, and bighorn
sheep would be the same across
all alternatives and would prevent
or reduce impacts to wildlife and
fisheries.
Under Alternative A, lands would
be open for leasing of oil, gas,
and potash within the same area,
subject only to standard lease
terms and conditions (210,884
acres). These areas could result
in the greatest impacts to wildlife
and fisheries.

Final EIS

Alternative B provides greater protection to wildlife
and fish habitat through BMPs, lease stipulations,
buffer distances for riparian/wetland and other
sensitive areas; and specific management for big
game habitat compared to Alternative A. Habitat for
wildlife and fish within the areas open to leasing with
standard terms and conditions under Alternative A
would be protected from oil, gas, and potash leasing
and development under Alternative B by applying
minor (CSU/TL) and major (NSO) constraints.
B1: Impacts to wildlife and fish habitat would be
fewer than those described under Alternative A.
Applying NSO stipulations to 452,269 acres,
314,166 more acres compared to Alternative A,
would reduce impacts to wildlife and fish habitat.
Potash leasing (103,619 acres) could occur but not
within the same areas as oil and gas leasing,
limiting the amount of infrastructure, surface
disturbance, habitat loss and fragmentation, human
presence, and erosion into fish habitat within the
leasing areas.
B2: Impacts to wildlife and fish habitat would be
fewer than those described under Alternatives A
and B1. Applying NSO stipulations to 499,008
acres, 360,905 more acres compared to
Alternative A, and closing the Planning Area to
potash leasing would reduce impacts to wildlife and
fish habitat to a greater degree than Alternatives A
and B1.

Alternative C provides the
greatest protection to wildlife
and fish habitat through BMPs,
lease stipulations, buffer
distances for riparian/wetland
and other sensitive areas; and
specific management for big
game habitat compared to
Alternatives A and B. Habitat
for wildlife and fish within the
areas open to leasing with
standard terms and conditions
under Alternative A would be
protected from oil, gas, and
potash leasing under
Alternative C by applying minor
(CSU/TL) and major (NSO)
constraints and the closure of
lands to mineral leasing
(180,169 acres).
Applying NSO stipulations
(550,599 acres, 412,496 more
acres compared to Alternative
A) and closing 180,169 acres to
new oil and gas leases would
protect the largest areas of
habitat for wildlife and fish
compared to Alternatives A
and B.

Alternative D provides greater
protection to wildlife and fish
habitat through BMPs, lease
stipulations, buffer distances for
riparian/wetland and other
sensitive areas; and specific
management for big game
habitat compared to
Alternative A, less protection
than Alternative C, and similar
protection to Alternative B1.
Applying NSO stipulations to
305,899 acres (176,796 more
acres compared to
Alternative A) and closing
145,284 acres to mineral
leasing would reduce impacts
to wildlife and fish habitat to a
greater degree than
Alternative A, and impacts
would be similar to those
described under Alternative B1.
Under Alternative D, exceptions
to lease stipulations for oil, gas,
and potash leasing could be
allowed, which could result in
more impacts to fish and wildlife
habitat compared to
Alternative B1.
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CHAPTER 3—AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT
3.1

PROJECT AREA OVERVIEW

3.1.1

Geographic Setting

The Planning Area for the Moab Master Leasing Plan (MLP) includes a portion of Bureau of Land
Management (BLM)-administered public lands and Federal mineral estates managed by the BLM’s Moab
Field Office in Grand County and San Juan County, and a smaller area of BLM-administered public lands
managed by the Monticello Field Office in San Juan County (Map 3-1). The Planning Area is located in
the Colorado Plateau physiographic province. It includes about 946,469 acres of land in east-central Utah
south of Interstate 70. The area adjoins the town of Moab and Arches National Park. The western boundary
is the Green River and the northeastern boundary of Canyonlands National Park. To the south of Moab,
the eastern boundary is United States (U.S.) Highway 191. This area encompasses a mix of land use
including developed and dispersed recreation, limited oil and gas development, and a potash facility on
private land. Table 3-1 shows the private, State, and other Federal land ownership within the Planning
Area.

Table 3-1. Land Ownership within the Planning Area
Moab Field Office
Acres

Monticello Field Office
Acres

Planning Area
Total Acres

BLM

581,624

203,943

785,567

State

91,805

32,490

124,295

State Parks

4,337

40

4,377

Private

17,855

14,375

32,230

Split Estate

9,855

5,281

15,136

695,621

250,848

946,469

Land Status

Total Planning Area
Acreage*
*Acreage not additive
Source: BLM Canyon Country District.

The Planning Area experiences wide temperature variations between seasons and climate varies widely
with altitude. In the higher elevations, precipitation comes in the form of snow, with large accumulations
in the late fall and winter. Snowmelt in the higher elevations is generally complete by mid to late June.
Afternoon thunderstorms, often resulting in flash flooding, are common from late spring through early fall.
Summer high temperatures in the upper elevations often reach 85 °F, with lows in the 50s. Lower elevation
high temperatures can reach over 100 °F. Winters are cold, with highs averaging 30 °F to 50 °F, and lows
averaging 0 °F to 20 °F.
The average annual precipitation of the northern section of the Planning Area is 9.2 inches, most of which
comes in the form of late spring rains and fall thunderstorms. Dry air, high elevations (4,000 to 6,000 feet),
and winter snowfall combine to create a cold desert climate. Maximum summer temperatures hover in the
high 90s, cooling off to the low 60s at night. Winter high temperatures are generally in the high 30s, with
nighttime temperatures dipping into the low teens.
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The middle section of the Planning Area (near Moab) receives an average of 9.0 inches of precipitation per
year, most of which comes in the form of late spring rains and fall and winter snows. Maximum summer
temperatures average 95 °F. Winter high temperatures average 50 °F, and lows average 21 °F.
The southern section of the Planning Area (near Monticello, just south of the Planning Area boundary)
receives an average of 15.2 inches of precipitation annually; most of this comes in late summer
thunderstorms and fall snows, which can leave heavy accumulations in the higher elevations. Maximum
summer temperatures average in the 80s °F during the day and low 50s °F at night. Winter high
temperatures average 40 °F, with nighttime temperatures averaging 16 °F.
Across the Planning Area, summer precipitation is often in the form of short, intermittent thunderstorms,
while winter precipitation results in accumulated snow pack that infiltrates the soil and recharges the
aquifers. Air temperature and precipitation data collected from 1889 through 2003 for four locations in the
Planning Area are displayed in Table 3-2 and Table 3-3 (WRCC 2004). Table 3-4 displays data for Moab
and Natural Bridges National Monument up to 2005 for monthly averages on temperature, precipitation,
snowfall, and snow depth. Table 3-5 contains average wind speed and prevailing wind direction by month
for Moab Canyonlands and Bryce Canyon National Park. Peak elevation temperature and precipitation
information was not available.

Table 3-2. Temperature Data for Four Locations in the Region
General
Location

Summer Means

Winter Means

Extremes

Elevation
(Feet)

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

Thompson

North of
Planning
Area
boundary

6,100

90.1

60.2

40.9

17.8

110.0

-25.0

Moab

Middle
portion of
Planning
Area

4,025

95.3

59.9

45.9

20.9

114.0

-24.0

La Sal

Southern
portion of
Planning
Area

6,990

80.7

51.9

37.6

14.7

91

-27.0

Monticello

Just South of
Planning
Area
Boundary

7,070

81.5

50.0

37.9

16.1

101

-22.0

Station

Note: Temperature in ºF.

Table 3-3. Precipitation Data for Four Locations in the Region
Station

Mean

Annual

Winter

Spring

Summer

Fall

Mean

High

Low

Thompson

2.0

2.3

2.2

2.7

9.2

19.96

2.0

Moab

2.0

2.4

2.1

2.6

9.0

16.4

4.3

La Sal

2.7

2.7

3.8

3.7

12.8

24.8

6.5

Monticello

3.9

2.9

4.0

4.4

15.2

23.1

6.6

Note: Precipitation in inches.
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Table 3-4. Monthly Climate Summary for Moab* and Natural Bridges National
Monument**
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Annual

Ave. Max.
Temp. (°F)

42.4

50.8

62.1

72.1

82.2

92.5

98.1

95.2

86.6

73.4

56.9

44.4

71.4

Ave. Min.
Temp. (°F)

18.2

24.6

32.8

40.8

48.5

56.0

62.8

61.0

51.5

39.5

28.2

20.3

40.3

Ave. Total
Precip.
(in.)

0.67

0.61

0.83

0.81

0.72

0.43

0.78

0.86

0.85

1.01

0.70

0.75

9.0

Ave. Total
Snowfall
(in.)

3.9

1.5

0.9

0.2

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.6

2.8

9.8

Ave. Snow
Depth (in.)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Moab

Natural Bridges National Monument
Ave. Max.
Temp. (°F)

40.1

44.7

52.0

61.2

72.5

83.7

89.4

86.2

77.4

64.6

49.7

40.7

63.5

Ave. Min.
Temp. (°F)

18.8

22.9

28.5

34.0

43.4

52.5

59.2

57.3

49.8

38.8

28.0

19.6

37.7

Ave. Total
Precip.
(in.)

1.01

0.83

1.16

0.83

0.72

0.46

1.33

1.56

1.33

1.38

1.01

0.91

12.5

Ave. Total
Snowfall
(in.)

10.6

6.0

6.0

2.7

0.2

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.7

4.2

9.6

40.0

Ave. Snow
Depth (in.)

4

3

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

1

From Western Regional Climate Center.
*Moab (425733) (1/1/1890 to 12/31/2005)
**Natural Bridges National Monument (426053) (6/17/1965 to 12/31/2005)

Table 3-5. Average Wind Speed and Prevailing Wind Direction
Station

Average Wind Speed (MPH)
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Annual

MoabCanyonlands
AP ASOS
(1998-2006)

4.0

5.2

6.9

9.2

8.9

8.7

7.2

6.8

6.3

5.4

4.4

3.7

6.3

Moab Canyonlands
AP

NW

W

W

W

W

SW

SE

E

W

W

W

NW

W

Bryce
Canyon AP
ASOS
(2000-2006)

8.0

8.5

9.0

10.4

9.6

9.8

8.2

8.0

8.7

8.2

7.9

7.5

8.6
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Station
Bryce
Canyon AP,
UT

Moab Master Leasing Plan

Average Wind Speed (MPH)
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Annual

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

W

From Western Regional Climate Center.

Public lands within the Planning Area include about 785,567 acres. Approximately 581,624 acres (61
percent of the Planning Area) are managed by the Moab Field Office and 203,943 acres (22 percent of the
Planning Area) are managed by the Monticello Field Office. About 13 percent of the land in the Planning
Area consists of State Trust Lands, administered by the Utah School and Institutional Trust Lands
Administration (SITLA). Land ownership in the Planning Area is depicted in Table 3-1. Privately-owned
lands are concentrated primarily around the major transportation routes and river corridors. The Planning
Area has a high potential for the development of oil, gas, and potash resources and the interest in the leasing
of these resources is great. The BLM has received recent Expressions of Interest to lease over 120,000
acres for oil and gas. Additionally, the BLM has received 223 potash prospecting permit applications (PPA)
covering 416,614 acres.
The Planning Area has some of the most iconic scenery on the Colorado Plateau. The Planning Area
contains lands identified by the BLM as having outstanding visual resources, high value recreation areas,
lands with wilderness characteristics, and high quality air resources. More than two million visitors a year
enjoy a wide variety of recreational experiences within the Planning Area. The Planning Area also includes
six Areas of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC), six Special Recreation Management Areas (SRMA),
portions of the Old Spanish National Historic Trail (OSNHT), and two suitable Wild and Scenic Rivers
(WSR) (the Colorado River and the Green River).
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3.2

AIR QUALITY

3.2.1

Introduction

The BLM’s air resources program includes climate and air quality. Climate includes assessment of existing
climate, a qualitative description of climate change, and analysis of potential effects of climate change on
BLM resources. Air quality includes air quality management, inter‐agency coordination, smoke abatement
for prescribed fire, and air quality impact assessment. The BLM is responsible for considering and
incorporating climate and air quality into multiple‐use programs, for managing the public lands in a manner
which will protect air quality, and complying with applicable laws, statutes, regulations, standards, and/or
implementation plans .

3.2.2

Existing Air Quality

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has set National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS)
for criteria pollutants which include both Primary and Secondary Standards (Table 3-6).
•

Primary standards provide public health protection, including protecting the health of “sensitive”
populations such as asthmatics, children, and the elderly.

•

Secondary standards provide public welfare protection, including protection against decreased
visibility and damage to animals, crops, vegetation, and buildings.

Table 3-6. National Ambient Air Quality Standards
Pollutant [final rule cite]

Primary/
Secondary

Carbon Monoxide
[76 FR 54294, Aug 31, 2011]

Primary

Lead
[73 FR 66964, Nov 12, 2008]
Nitrogen Dioxide
[75 FR 6474, Feb 9, 2010]
[61 FR 52852, Oct 8, 1996]

Ozone
[80 FR 65292, Oct 26, 2015]

PM2.5

Averaging
Time

Level

Form

8-hour

9 ppm

1-hour

35 ppm

Not to be exceeded more
than once per year

Primary and
secondary

Rolling 3
month
average

0.15 µg/m3 (1)

Not to be exceeded

Primary

1-hour

100 ppb

98th percentile, averaged
over 3 years

Primary and
secondary

Annual

53 ppb (2)

Annual mean

Primary and
secondary

8-hour

0.070 ppm

Annual

12 µg/m3

Annual mean, averaged
over 3 years

24-hour

35 µg/m3

98th percentile, averaged
over 3 years

24-hour

150 µg/m3

Not to be exceeded more
than once per year on
average over 3 years

75 ppb (4)

99th percentile of 1-hour
daily maximum
concentrations, averaged
over 3 years

Primary and
secondary

Particle Pollution
PM10
Sulfur Dioxide
[75 FR 35520, Jun 22, 2010] [38
FR 25678, Sept 14, 1973]

Final EIS

Primary and
secondary

Primary

1-hour

(3)

Annual fourth-highest daily
maximum 8-hour
concentration, averaged
over 3 years
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Primary/
Secondary

Averaging
Time

Level

Form

secondary

3-hour

0.5 ppm

Not to be exceeded more
than once per year

Final rule signed October 15, 2008. The 1978 lead standard (1.5 µg/m3 as a quarterly average) remains in effect until one year
after an area is designated for the 2008 standard, except that in areas designated nonattainment for the 1978, the 1978 standard
remains in effect until implementation plans to attain or maintain the 2008 standard are approved.
2
The official level of the annual NO2 standard is 0.053 ppm, equal to 53 ppb, which is shown here for the purpose of clearer
comparison to the 1-hour standard.
3
Final Rule signed March 12, 2008. The 1997 ozone standard (0.08 ppm, annual fourth-highest daily maximum 8-hour
concentration, averaged over 3 years) and related implementation rules remain in place.
4
Final Rule signed June 2, 2010. The 1971 annual and 24-hour SO2 standards were revoked in that same rulemaking.
However, these standards remain in effect until one year after an area is designated for the 2010 standard, except in areas
designated nonattainment for the 1971 standards, where the 1971 standards remain in effect until implementation plans to attain
or maintain the 2010 standard are approved.
1

The NAAQS apply to six pollutants: carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), sulfur dioxide (SO2),
ozone (O3), and particulates whose diameter are smaller than ten μm (PM10) or smaller than 2.5 μm (PM2.5).
Table 3-7 provides the various emissions of the six pollutants by source sector. Units of measure for the
standards are parts per million (ppm) by volume, parts per billion (ppb) by volume, and micrograms per
cubic meter of air (µg/m3).
Currently, air quality is good within the Planning Area; however, because the EPA and Utah Division of
Environmental Quality (UDEQ) are continually reassessing air quality standards, compliance may be harder
to achieve in the future, thereby making constant and effective planning and management for the control of
specific project pollutant emissions more challenging.
Additional issues focus on mobile source emissions specific to visitation and traffic within the Planning
Area. Current Easter weekend visitation in the Moab area is greater than 20,000 visitors. Many recreational
visitors engage in motorized activities that represent emission sources in addition to the highway vehicles
utilized for transportation. There are about one million visitors annually to the Planning Area.

Table 3-7. 2008 Criteria Pollutant Inventory (tons per year)
County

Grand

CO

NOx

PM10

PM2.5

SOx

VOC

Area Source

Source

7,810.05

653.96

1,335.06

198.70

4.67

1,481.13

Non-Road

2,712.31

246.88

37.71

34.76

15.82

953.33

On-Road
Mobile

3,706.00

1,528.00

379.54

137.62

4.40

288.47

153.22

394.54

41.95

41.64

1.87

55.58

Biogenics

7,462.91

292.62

0.00

0.00

0.00

34,422.40

Wildfires

304.49

8.67

36.84

33.16

0.00

52.01

Total

22,148.98

3,124.67

1,831.09

445.87

26.76

37,252.92

Area Source

16,472.72

923.15

5,988.30

745.33

15.77

12,103.59

Non-Road

1,622.93

110.85

17.86

16.69

0.61

487.84

On-Road
Mobile

2,386.00

993.80

498.66

153.02

3.69

208.97

153.32

395.63

168.68

37.24

33.32

56.34

15,795.80

628.15

0.00

0.00

0.00

72,896.60

Point Source

San Juan

Point Source
Biogenics
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County

Source
Wildfires
Total
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CO

NOx

PM10

PM2.5

SOx

VOC

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

36,430.76

3,051.58

6,673.49

952.28

53.40

85,753.34

Source: UDEQ 2011

Mobile sources (primarily motor vehicles) account for most of the CO, NOx, and a large amount of the PM
in the Planning Area. Biogenics are the dominant source of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC). Various
minor area sources contribute the remainder of the emission.
Prescribed fire and naturally caused fires occur within the Planning Area. Prescribed burning is a useful
tool for resource management and may be used to achieve a variety of objectives such as restoring a firedependent ecosystem, enhancing forage for cattle, improving wildlife habitat, preparing sites for
reforestation, or reducing hazardous fuel loads. Fire, for any of these reasons, will produce smoke and
other air pollutants. Some short-term air pollutant releases are necessary to achieve the many benefits of
prescribed burning. Short-term effects on air quality from prescribed burns include a general increase in
particulate matter, CO2, and O3 precursor emissions. Land managers recognize that smoke management is
critical to avoid air quality intrusions over sensitive areas or visibility problems. Vegetation management
is an active part of fire management techniques and long-term effects of prescribed burning include a
reduction in particulate matter, CO2 and O3 precursor emissions specific to wildfire in unmanaged areas.
As a result of careful management, there is usually less smoke from a prescribed fire than from a wildfire
burning over the same area.
The Canyon County District has existing sources of air pollution that emit O3 precursor gases and particulate
matter - the two primary pollutants of concern in the Planning Area. O3 is a regional problem typical in the
western states as precursor gases (nitrogen oxides and volatile organic compounds) from wildland fires,
transport from shipping lanes, electric power generation, oil and gas production, and a conglomerate of
other sources combine under certain meteorological conditions to form O3.
Particulate matter is composed of both coarse particles (e.g., windblown sand, road dust, etc.), and fine
particulate (PM10 and PM2.5) which can be both directly emitted and secondarily formed as aerosols under
certain meteorological conditions. Fine particulate is of greater concern as it is a regulated air pollutant
with clearly defined health impacts. Particulate can also be deposited on vegetation and snow packs with
potential environmental issues. Both O3 and particulate can be transported great distances and are generally
recognized as regional issues in the southwest, although elevated short-term concentrations occur due to
surface-disturbing activities and/or wind events.

National Ambient Air Quality Standards
Data collected from a recent assessment of air quality in National Parks around the country found that O3
concentrations have remained under the NAAQS and are similar across the entire western region (Table
3-8 and Table 3-9).

Table 3-8. Monitoring Locations with 3-Year Average 4th-Highest 8-Hour Ozone
Concentration Greater Than or Equal to 60 ppb (2008)
Park

3-Year Average 4th-Highest 8-Hour Ozone Concentration (ppb)

Canyonlands National Park

71

Grand Canyon National Park

70

Great Basin National Park

72

Final EIS
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Park

3-Year Average 4th-Highest 8-Hour Ozone Concentration (ppb)

Mesa Verde National Park

71

Yellowstone National Park

66

Zion National Park

71

Source: National Park Service, Air Quality in National Parks, 2009 Annual Performance and Progress Report (2010).

Table 3-9. Long-term Trends in Annual 4th-Highest 8-Hour Daily Maximum Ozone
Concentration (2008)
Slope
(ppb/year)

P-value

Number of
Valid Years

First Year of
Data

Last Year of
Data

Canyonlands National Park

0.32

0.18

16

1993

2008

Grand Canyon National Park

0.00

0.48

16

1993

2008

Great Basin National Park

0.17

0.22

15

1994

2008

Mesa Verde National Park

0.50

0.04(1)

14

1994

2008

Yellowstone National Park

-0.05

0.27

12

1997

2008

Park

(1)

Mesa Verde Degrading air quality trend, statistically significant (p ≤ 0.05))
Source: National Park Service, Air Quality in National Parks, 2009 Annual Performance and Progress Report (2010).

O3 concentrations across the western states (including in Class I areas) often approach the current NAAQS
level, and in some cases, have recorded monitored exceedances of the recently revised ozone NAAQS.
Exceedances of the new 0.070 ppm ozone NAAQS have also been monitored at the National Park Service
(NPS) Canyonlands monitoring site. Although the exact sources contributing to the high O3 concentrations
across the region are not completely known at this time, studies indicate that regional oil and gas
development activities may contribute to the rise in O3 concentrations in production areas (Katzenstein et
al. 2003).
Fine particulate concentrations are not directly monitored in the Planning Area, however the National Park
Service operates an Interagency Monitoring of Protected Visual Environments (IMPROVE) monitoring
site at Canyonlands National Park which measures PM2.5 concentrations to determine their contribution to
visibility reduction in the park. Based on a review of particulate mass concentrations monitored at the
IMPROVE site, PM2.5 concentrations in the Planning Area are well under the applicable NAAQS
concentrations both for the 24-hour standard and the annual standard.
No other measurement records of NAAQS pollutants exist for the Planning Area, and it can be assumed
that concentrations are below applicable NAAQS. The entire Planning Area is designated as attainment or
unclassifiable by the EPA, which means the area meets the NAAQS or insufficient data exists to make a
determination of attainment status and the area is regulated as an attainment area under the Clean Air Act
(CAA).
Visibility

Visibility is “the clarity with which distant objects are perceived” and is affected by pollutant
concentrations, plume impairment, regional haze, relative humidity, sunlight, and cloud characteristics
(EPA 2001). Visibility can be expressed in terms of deciviews, a measure for describing perceived changes
in visibility. One deciview is defined as a change in visibility that is just perceptible to an average person,
about a ten percent change in light extinction. To estimate potential visibility impairment, monitored
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aerosol concentrations are used to reconstruct visibility conditions for each day monitored. These daily
values are then ranked from clearest to haziest and divided into three categories to indicate the Mean
visibility for all days (Average); the 20 percent of days with the clearest visibility (20 percent clearest); and
the 20 percent of days with the worst visibility (20 percent haziest).
IMPROVE monitoring data indicates the most visibility-impaired days in Canyonlands National Park
exhibit visual distances between 61 and 80 miles and show improvements over the decade of 1998 to 2008
of approximately 35 percent. The mid-range days have visual distances of 78 to 109 miles and show no
significant change. The least-impaired days have visibility ranges from 107 to 144 and also demonstrate
improvements over the decade of approximately 25 percent (EPA 2003).
The visibility trend data from 1990 to 2008 are available from EPA for the Canyonlands National Park. A
more recent assessment of visibility in the Canyonlands National Park indicates that the improvement trend
in visibility has continued through 2008. While some visibility impairments are the result of natural sources
such as windblown dust and soot from wildfires, which cannot be controlled; manmade sources of pollution
can also impair visibility. These include motor vehicles (organic carbon), electric utility and industrial fuel
burning (sulfates and particulate), and manufacturing operations (sulfates and fine particulate matter).
Visibility in Canyonlands National Park is most influenced by sulfates, fine particulate matter (i.e., dust),
and organic carbon. The visibility improvements seen over the past decade are the result of implementing
State and Federal stationary and mobile source regulations.
The NPS calculates 10 year trends using a non-parametric regression technique called the Theil method to
determine statistically significant trends of ozone, wet deposition, and visibility. Trends are considered
statistically significant if they have at least 90% probability of being correct (those with p-values ≤ 0.10).
Statistically significant (p-value ≤ 0.10) trends with zero slope or sites with no statistically significant trend
are considered to remain unchanged.
While long term (1991-2013) trends at Canyonlands show statistically significant improvement (a slope of
-0.12 dv per year improvement on the 20% best days and a slope of-0.08 dv per year improvement on the
20% worst days), the most recent 10 year period indicates that this improving trend has not been maintained.
While both the long term and 10-year trends are of interest, the NPS uses the 10-year trends for tracking air
quality conditions in parks. In part, this is because recent changes are important when evaluating continued
progress towards visibility goals, particularly for parks where changes in emissions, industry, and/or
development are occurring in the region, such as Canyonlands.
Table 3-10 below, provides long-term trends in annual deciview on clearest and haziest days. All parks
indicated a statistically significant improving air quality trend on the clearest days (p </= 0.05), and
Canyonlands also indicated an improving air quality trend on the haziest days.

Table 3-10. Long-term Trends in Annual Deciview (dv) on Clearest and Haziest Days
Clearest Days

Haziest Days

Slope
(dv/year)

P-value

Slope
(dv/year)

P-value

Number of
Valid Years

First Year
of Data

Last Year
of Data

Bryce Canyon
National Park

-0.10

<0.01

0.03

0.11

18

1990

2008

Canyonlands
National Park

-0.16

<0.01

-0.10

<0.01

19

1990

2008

Great Basin
National Park

-0.15

<0.01

0.04

0.23

16

1993

2008

Park
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Clearest Days

Haziest Days

P-value

Slope
(dv/year)

P-value

Number of
Valid Years

First Year
of Data

Last Year
of Data

-0.08

<0.01

0.02

0.44

18

1989

2008

-0.10

<0.01

0.16

0.22

11

1997

2008

Slope
(dv/year)

Mesa Verde
National Park
Yellowstone
National Park

Source: National Park Service, Air Quality in National Parks, 2009 Annual Performance and Progress Report (2010).

Atmospheric Deposition

Atmospheric deposition refers to the processes by which air pollutants are removed from the atmosphere
and deposited on terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems, and is reported as the mass of material deposited on an
area (kilogram per hectare) per year. Atmospheric deposition can cause acidification of lakes and streams.
One expression of lake acidification is change in acid neutralizing capacity (ANC), the lake’s capacity to
resist acidification from atmospheric deposition. ANC is expressed in units of micro-equivalents per liter
(μeq/l).
Wet deposition refers to air pollutants deposited by precipitation, such as rain and snow. One expression
of wet deposition is precipitation pH, a measure of the acidity or alkalinity of the precipitation. There are
five National Atmospheric Deposition Program (NADP) stations in Utah: Logan, Murphy Ridge, Green
River, Bryce Canyon National Park and Canyonlands National Park. The NADP stations in Bryce Canyon
National Park and Canyonlands National Park have assessed precipitation chemistry since 1985 and 1997.
Dry deposition refers to the transfer of airborne gaseous and particulate material from the atmosphere to
the Earth’s surface. The Clean Air Status and Trends network (CASTNet) has measured dry deposition of
SO2, nitric acid (HNO3), sulfate (SO4), nitrate (NO3), and ammonium (NH4), as well as various chemical
species including O3 in the U.S. since the late 1980s. There is one CASTNet station in Utah at Canyonlands
National Park. Total deposition refers to the sum of airborne material transferred to the Earth’s surface by
both wet and dry deposition. Total nitrogen deposition is calculated by summing the nitrogen portion of
wet and dry deposition of nitrogen compounds, and total sulfur deposition is calculated by summing the
sulfur portion of wet and dry deposition of sulfur compounds. Total deposition has been measured at
Canyonlands National Park (see Figure 3-1) from 1995 through 2009 (NPS 2010). Total nitrogen
deposition has ranged from 1.7 to 2.2 kg/hectare-year since 1996.
Table 3-11 provides long-term trends in wet-deposition concentration. Bryce Canyon and Canyonlands
National Parks indicated a statistically significant degrading air quality trend for ammonium concentrations,
while Bryce Canyon, Grand Canyon, Great Basin, and Mesa Verde all indicated a statistically significant
improving air quality trend for sulfate concentrations.

Table 3-11. Long-term Trends in Wet-deposition Concentration
Ammonium
Slope
(meq/
liter/yr)

Bryce Canyon
National Park
Canyonlands
National Park

Park

3-10

Nitrate

Pvalue

Slope
(meq/
liter/yr)

0.33

0.04

0.64

0.02

Sulfate
Pvalue

Number
of Valid
Years

First
Year
of
Data

Last
Year
of
Data

-0.42

<0.01

14

1989

2008

-0.05

0.36

10

1998

2008

Pvalue

Slope
(meq/
liter/yr)

-0.13

0.14

0.05

0.43
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Ammonium
Slope
(meq/
liter/yr)

Grand Canyon
National Park

Nitrate

Pvalue

First
Year
of
Data

Last
Year
of
Data

-0.18

0.05

16

1989

2008

0.08

-0.26

<0.01

13

1990

2008

0.06

0.31

-0.58

<0.01

19

1990

2008

-0.00

0.45

-0.12

0.07

19

1989

2008

Pvalue

0.15

0.10

Great Basin
National Park

0.13

Mesa Verde
National Park
Yellowstone
National Park

Park

Sulfate

Number
of Valid
Years

Slope
(meq/
liter/yr)

Pvalue

Slope
(meq/
liter/yr)

-0.03

0.45

0.30

-0.24

0.16

0.05

0.20

<0.01

Source: National Park Service, Air Quality in National Parks, 2009 Annual Performance and Progress Report (2010).
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Figure 3-1. Critical Load in North American Deserts Ecoregion.

Indicators used to evaluate the response of herbaceous plants to nitrogen deposition include changes in native and invasive grass
and forb biomass, changes in plant water use and changes in mycorrhizal fungi community structure. Minimum: 3.0 kg/ha/yr,
Maximum: 8.4 kg/ha/yr. (NPS 2014)

Hazardous Air Pollutants

Hazardous Air Pollutants (HAP) are known or suspected to cause cancer or other serious health effects,
such as reproductive effects or birth defects, or adverse environmental impacts. The EPA has classified
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187 air pollutants as HAPs. Examples of HAPs associated with oil and gas industry include formaldehyde,
benzene, toluene, ethyl benzene, isomers of xylene (BTEX) compounds, and normal-hexane (n-hexane).
The CAA requires the EPA to regulate emissions of toxic air pollutants from a published list of industrial
sources referred to as “source categories.” The EPA has developed a list of source categories that must meet
control technology requirements for these toxic air pollutants. Under Section 112(d) of the CAA, the EPA
is required to develop regulations establishing national emission standards for hazardous air pollutants
(NESHAP) for all industries that emit one or more of the pollutants in major source quantities. These
standards are established to reflect the maximum degree of reduction in HAP emissions through application
of maximum achievable control technology (MACT). Source categories for which MACT standards have
been implemented include oil and natural gas production and natural gas transmission and storage.
Existing sources of HAPs within the Planning Area include (1) fossil fuel combustion that emits HAPs,
such as formaldehyde, and (2) oil and gas operations that emit VOCs and may emit hydrogen sulfide (H2S).

Climate Change
Ongoing scientific research has identified potential impacts of increased concentrations of certain gases on
regional and global climate. These gases are commonly referred to as greenhouse gases (GHG) and include
carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), water vapor, and other trace gases. Through
complex interactions on a regional and global scale, these emissions cause a net warming effect, primarily
by decreasing the amount of heat energy radiated by Earth back into space. The fact surrounding GHGs
and unequivocal warming is due to the gases absorption of long wave and infrared radiation. The GHG
molecules absorb this outgoing radiation and allow for the earth energy balance to be altered. Although
concentrations and emissions of GHGs have varied for millennia (along with corresponding variations in
climatic conditions), population growth, industrialization, burning of fossil carbon sources, and other
factors have caused GHG concentrations to increase substantially and contribute to overall climatic
changes, typically referred to as global warming or climate change. Global atmospheric concentrations of
CO2, CH4, and N2O, have increased markedly as a result of human activities since 1750 and now far exceed
pre-industrial values determined from ice cores spanning many thousands of years (IPCC 2007a). In light
of the difficulties in attributing specific climate change impacts to any given local project or activity,
projected GHG emissions can serve as a proxy for a proposed action’s climate change impacts.
Some GHGs, such as CO2, occur naturally and are emitted into the atmosphere through both natural
processes and human activities. The GHGs that enter the atmosphere solely from human activities include:
•
•
•
•

CO2 from the burning of fossil fuels, solid waste, and trees and wood products.
CH4 emitted during the production and transport of coal, natural gas, and oil, and by livestock,
deforestation, and agricultural practices.
N2O from agricultural and industrial activities and the combustion of fossil fuels and solid waste.
Fluorinated gases that result from a variety of industrial processes (IPCC 2007a).

Figure 3-2 shows emissions by sector for the State of Utah. The document is an inventory of sources as
received and reported to the EPA in the latest summary and projection report.
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Figure 3-2. Emissions by Sector for the State of Utah

Secretarial Order 3289 directs the BLM to address the impacts of climate change on America’s water, land,
and other resources. The Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) is developing guidance on addressing
climate change in environmental analysis documents for Federal agencies, which will help the BLM (and
other agencies) address climate change in National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) documents. In
December 2014 CEQ released draft guidance on addressing climate change in NEPA documents (79 FR
77801).

Indicators
The primary indicators of local contributions to climate change are GHG emissions in the Planning Area.
Most GHG emissions in the Planning Area, primarily in the form of CO2, result from the combustion of
fossil fuels for energy use (IPCC 2007a). Energy demand is driven by population growth, economic
development, traffic in main travel corridors (e.g., Interstate 15), and seasonal weather conditions. Other
activities potentially contributing to CO2 emissions include emissions from prescribed burning and
wildfires. CH4 emissions result from landfills, the development of fossil fuel resources (coal mines, and
oil and gas drilling and production operations), and agricultural and livestock activities.
Potential indicators of stress on the environment that could result from climate change include changes to
historical climatic patterns (climate, precipitation, extreme weather events); decreased water supply and
stream flows; increased frequency and severity of wildfire, insect infestations, shifts in vegetation
communities, flooding, and drought; decreased agricultural production; and decreased or degraded resource
use opportunities (e.g., recreation).
Although naturally present in the atmosphere, concentrations of CO2, CH4, and N2O also are due to
industrial processes, transportation technology, urban development, agricultural practices, and other human
activity. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) estimates that atmospheric
concentrations of the GHGs: CO2, CH4, and N2O have all increased since 1750 due to human activity. In
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2011 the concentrations of these GHGs were 391 ppm11, 1803 ppb, and 324 ppb, and exceeded the preindustrial levels by about 40 percent, 150 percent, and 20 percent, respectively (IPCC 2013).
Although GHG levels have varied for millennia, recent industrialization and burning of fossil carbon fuels
have caused GHG concentrations (represented as CO2 equivalents or CO2 (e)) to increase dramatically and
are likely to contribute to overall global climatic changes. The IPCC recently concluded that “warming of
the climate system is unequivocal” and “most of the observed increase in globally average temperatures
since the mid-20th century is very likely due to the observed increase in anthropogenic greenhouse gas
concentrations” (IPCC 2007b). The IPCC further concluded that these changes in atmospheric composition
are almost entirely the result of human activity, not the result of changes in natural processes that produce
or remove these gases (IPCC 2007b). Figure 3-3 shows U.S. GHG emissions by economic sector.

Figure 3-3. U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions by Economic Sector, 1990 to 2013

In Figure 3-4, the chart on the left shows how U.S. CO2 emissions follow similarly to Utah’s source
characteristics. This is important when determining GHG effects in the aggregate. Looking at the chart on
the right, we can see the U.S. percentage verses other countries. This chart is a good visual to see the
amount the United States emits compared to other countries but economic diversity, social norms, and
access to different energy and transportation sources must be factored in before making any across the
board evaluations or decisions.
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Figure 3-4. U.S. Carbon Dioxide Emissions and Global Carbon Dioxide Emissions

Global Effects
Meteorological and other environmental data show strong indications of climate change and are a relatively
steep upward trend in observed global temperatures, especially in the last 50 years.
The globally averaged combined land and ocean surface temperature data as calculated by a linear trend,
show a warming of 0.85 [0.65 to 1.06] °C, over the period 1880 to 2012, when multiple independently
produced datasets exist. The total increase between the average of the 1850–1900 period and the 2003–
2012 period is 0.78 [0.72 to 0.85] °C, based on the single longest dataset available (IPCC 2013).
Increases in temperatures would increase water vapor in the atmosphere and reduce soil moisture,
increasing generalized drought conditions, while at the same time enhancing heavy storm events. Although
large-scale spatial shifts in precipitation distribution may occur, these changes are more uncertain and
difficult to predict. Other unevenly distributed effects of climate change include altered sea levels, wildland
fire occurrences, desert distribution, and plant and animal distribution. In 2007, the IPCC indicated that by
2100, global average surface temperatures could rise 2.0 to 11.5 °F (1.1 to 6.4 °C) above 1990 levels.
Additional observed data are also consistent with a warming trend, including increases in global average
sea level, observed decreases in snow and ice extent, changes in long-term precipitation in many regions,
and changes in frequency and intensity of extreme weather events (IPCC 2007a).
Total U.S. GHG emissions have risen by 5.6 percent from 1990 to 2013
(http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/ghgemissions/inventoryexplorer/#allsectors/allgas/econsect/all).
The primary GHG emitted by human activities in the U.S. is CO2, totaling approximately 84.8 percent of
all GHG emissions, with the largest source being fossil fuel combustion. According to the EPA Inventory
of U.S. GHG Emissions and Sinks (IPCC 2007a), CO2 emitted in the U.S. totaled 7,054.2 teragrams in
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2006. These GHG emissions are partly offset by carbon sequestration in forests, trees, urban areas, and
agricultural soils, which, in aggregate, offset 12.5 percent of total U.S. emissions in 2006 (IPCC 2007a).
Increasing concentrations of GHGs are likely to accelerate the rate of climate change and potential global
and regional effects in the future. There is evidence that climate changes are already affecting water
resources, energy supply and use, transportation and infrastructure, agriculture, ecosystems, and public
health, with effects varying from region to region (IPCC 2007a).

Regional Effects
The IPCC and Global Change Research Program include the Planning Area in the “southwest” region.
Recent warming in the southwest region has been among the most rapid in the Nation, with the average
temperature increasing approximately 1.5 °F compared to a 1960 through 1979 baseline period.
Temperature increases are driving declines in spring snowpack in the region and flows in the Colorado
River, combining with other factors to affect water supply (IPCC 2007a). Projections suggest continued
strong warming, with much larger increases under higher emissions scenarios. By the end of the century
(2100), average annual temperature is projected to rise approximately 4 °F to 10 °F above the historical
baseline, averaged over the southwest region (IPCC 2007a). On regional scales, the confidence in model
capability to simulate surface temperature is less than for the larger scales.

Current Condition
The BLM recognizes the importance of climate change and the potential effects it could have on natural
and socioeconomic environments. Throughout the Planning Area, the BLM authorizes numerous types of
activities and actions that result in GHG emissions, with contributors being the combustion of fossil fuels
for on-road and off-road vehicles, engines, and construction equipment. Additional activities that result in
GHG emissions include prescribed burns and other fire management activities; authorization of ROWs for
energy development and transmission, roads, pipelines, and other uses; livestock grazing; and oil and gas
and other mineral exploration and development. Although individually these activities result in small
amounts of GHG emissions, they do contribute to the regional, national, and global pool of GHG emissions.
In addition to direct GHG emissions, indirect GHG emissions and other factors potentially contributing to
climate change include fires; land use changes (e.g., converting rangelands to urban use); and wind erosion,
fugitive dust from roads, and entrained atmospheric dust that darkens glacial surfaces and snow packs and
results in faster snowmelt. Other activities could help sequester carbon, such as managing vegetation to
favor perennial grasses and increase vegetation cover, which could help build organic carbon in soils and
function as “carbon sinks.”
Additionally, significant research and development efforts are underway in the field of carbon capture and
sequestration technology. This technology is expected to become available in the next two decades and
would allow the power generation industry to capture CO2 and store it underground, drastically reducing
emissions to the atmosphere (Department of Energy [DOE] 2007). There is also an increased emphasis on
the development of renewable energy projects. Vehicle fuel economy standards will further serve to reduce
CO2 emissions worldwide. Ultimately, the levels of global dioxide emissions in the future will be
determined by a mix of these technological, economic, and policy developments; thus, future increases and
decreases in CO2 emission rates remain uncertain at present.
Emissions have been decreasing over the last decade, as shown by Figure 3-5, for the U.S. Future goals of
shrinking CO2 (e) emissions are a high priority of the BLM and other government agencies. The science
behind GHGs absorbing long wave radiation and having a warming effect is definitive. Even with the
current state of climate change science, and its inability to link specific GHG emissions from any particular
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action to climate change events, the cumulative effects of all projects are to be considered when comparing
air resources to all development within this MLP.

Figure 3-5. U.S. Carbon Dioxide Gas Emissions, 1990-2011

Trends
Over the past 200 years, the burning of fossil fuels (e.g., coal and oil) and deforestation have caused the
concentrations of heat-trapping GHGs to increase substantially in the atmosphere. These gases prevent
heat from escaping to space, somewhat like the glass panels of a greenhouse. GHGs are necessary to life
as we know it, because they keep Earth’s surface warmer than it otherwise would be. However, as the
concentrations of these gases continue to increase in the atmosphere, Earth’s temperature is climbing above
past levels.
According to National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and National Aeronautic and Space
Administration data, Earth’s average surface temperature has increased by approximately 1.2 to 1.4 ºF in
the last 100 years. The eight warmest years on record (since 1850) have all occurred since 1998, with the
warmest year being 2005. Most of the warming in recent decades is very likely the result of human
activities. The past 15 years have had negligible increase in maximum temperature even though they have
been some of the hottest in the continental U.S. Equilibrium climate sensitivity quantifies the response of
the climate system to constant radiative forcing on multi-century time scales. It is defined as the change in
global mean surface temperature at equilibrium that is caused by a doubling of the atmospheric CO2
concentration. Equilibrium climate sensitivity is likely in the range 1.5 °C to 4.5 °C (high confidence),
extremely unlikely less than 1 °C (high confidence), and very unlikely greater than 6 °C (medium
confidence). The lower temperature limit of the assessed likely range is thus less than the 2 °C in the IPCC
Fourth Assessment Report (2007a), but the upper limit is the same. This assessment reflects improved
understanding, the extended temperature record in the atmosphere and ocean, and new estimates of radiative
forcing. No best estimate for equilibrium climate sensitivity can now be given because of a lack of
agreement on values across assessed lines of evidence and studies (IPCC 2013).
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CULTURAL RESOURCES

3.3.1

Introduction

Chapter 3–Cultural Resources

Cultural resources are any prehistoric or historic district, site, building, structure, or object considered
important to a culture, subculture, or community for scientific, traditional, religious, or other purposes.
Cultural resources include archaeological resources, historic architectural and engineering resources, and
traditional resources. Archaeological resources are areas where prehistoric or historic activity measurably
altered the earth or where deposits of physical remains (e.g., arrowheads, pottery, bottles) are discovered.
Prehistoric cultural resources are those materials deposited or left behind prior to the entry of non‐Native
American (i.e., European) explorers and settlers into an area. Historic cultural resources are those materials
deposited or left behind after the European presence was permanently established. Architectural and
engineering resources include standing buildings, districts, bridges, dams, and other structures of historic
or aesthetic value. Traditional resources can include archaeological resources, structures, topographic
features, habitats, plants, wildlife, and minerals that Native Americans or other groups consider essential
for the preservation of traditional culture. Cultural resources also include places identified by traditional
groups (e.g., Native American tribes) as sacred or otherwise important to the maintenance of group identity,
even if no physical manifestations of past activities are present at that location. These are identified as
Traditional Values, and include locations referred to as Traditional Cultural Properties (TCP).
Some areas within the Planning Area have high densities of cultural resources and have been designated as
ACECs with cultural values.

3.3.2

Resource Overview

The region that encompasses the Planning Area has a wide variety of environmental settings and resources
that have long been used by humans. The Planning Area encompasses a large and diverse assemblage of
prehistoric archaeological sites, historic archaeological sites and localities, and locations of traditional
religious and cultural importance to various Indian tribes. For BLM management purposes, these remains
take the form of sites, artifacts, buildings, structures, ruins, features, and natural landscapes with particular
cultural importance. With a few exceptions, these remains must be at least 50 years old. In the case of
natural landscapes, the period of traditional use of that landscape also must be at least 50 years old to be
considered significant or eligible for/listed on the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP).
Occupation of southeastern Utah is divided into several distinct and temporally bounded time periods. The
creation of distinct time periods has, in large part, been driven by differences in artifact assemblages through
time. In many instances, this type of fine-scale division is informative. As new sites and artifacts are
routinely being discovered, however, these divisions are susceptible to significant revision. The dates
provided here serve only as general timeframe markers; any new dating technology advances or new
discoveries will likely alter these date ranges. Nevertheless, five broad time periods will serve as temporal
foundations for explaining human behavior in this area. An outline of these five periods and their associated
behavioral trends is detailed below. These periods are defined temporally, behaviorally, and
technologically. For additional information, a detailed overview of the prehistory and history of the region
included in the Planning Area is presented in Grand Resource Area Class I Cultural Resource Inventory
(Horn et al. 1994).
The basic periods include the Paleoindian, Archaic, Formative, and Late Prehistoric Stages, and the Historic
period. Evidence of each of these periods is found within the Planning Area. The Historic period includes
a period of Euro-American expansion into the region and contact with, and conflict between, Native
Americans and Euro-Americans, followed by development of the area, including farming, ranching, and
mining.
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Prehistoric Culture History
Paleoindian Stage

The Paleoindian Stage (ca. 10,000 to 7,800 B.C.) is the earliest stage of culture history evident in the region
and represents the adaptation to late Pleistocene environments. It is characterized by small groups of
relatively mobile hunting and gathering peoples who used most sites only briefly. The Paleoindian toolkit
typically included large, lanceolate (Clovis, Folsom, and Plano) projectile points (Schroedl 1991), spurred
end scrapers, gravers and borers, and crescents (Frison 1978, Schroedl 1991). This stage is further split
into three traditions including the Clovis (10,000 to 9,000 B.C.), Folsom (9,000 to 8,300 B.C.), and Plano
(8,300 to 7,800 B.C.).
Archaic Stage

Late in the Pleistocene Epoch, the climate became warmer and drier which resulted in the expansion of
desert vegetation zones and a concurrent retreat of cooler and moister vegetation zones to higher elevations.
Changes in the climate caused a reduction in the distribution of Pleistocene wildlife, in some cases to the
extinction of animals that were typically adapted to the cooler, moist climates. With changing climates
came the expansion and modification of artifact assemblages as people adapted to a wider, more dispersed
wildlife and plant resource base. The artifact assemblage associated with the Archaic Stage (7,800 B.C. to
500 B.C.) is typified as including large projectile points with side and corner notching and stemmed points,
such as Humboldt Concave Base, Pinto series, McKean, Northern Side-notched, Sudden Side-notched,
Mallory Side-notched, Gatecliff Contracting-stem, and possibly San Rafael Stemmed varieties (Holmer
1978), as well as basketry, cordage, netting, matting, fur clothing, tumplines as carrying devices, sandals,
and atlatl darts.
Formative Stage

The Formative Stage (500 B.C. to ca. A.D. 1200) is characterized by the reliance on domesticated corn and
squash, an increasing tendency for people to establish long-term village sites rather than continually moving
about the landscape, substantial habitation structures, ceramics, and bow and arrow technology in the latter
traditions. Two major traditions occur in the region: the Fremont tradition north of the Colorado River and
the Ancestral Puebloan tradition to the south of the Colorado River. A third, the Gateway Tradition, has
been used by a few archaeologists to identify archaeological sites that contain both Fremont and Ancestral
Puebloan manifestations (Horn et al. 1994).
The Fremont adapted to the changing environment by using hunting and gathering subsistence styles of
survival along with some horticultural farming. The variability of Fremont sites have caused archaeologists
to classify Fremont manifestations as regional variants characterized by differing settlement and subsistence
strategies. Those variants associated with the Planning Area include the Uinta Basin and San Rafael.
Generally, the artifact assemblage associated with the Fremont includes gray, coiled pottery types
distinguished by specific temper materials and decorative styles (Madsen 1977); one-rod-and-bundle
basketry; leather moccasins constructed from the hock of a deer or mountain sheep; and ornate clay
figurines with trapezoidal bodies (Horn et al. 1994).
The Ancestral Puebloan people, whose homeland centered in the Four Corners area of the American
Southwest, have been identified as a sedentary, horticultural based group whose focus on corn, beans, and
squash encompassed the later period. The Ancestral Puebloan tradition has been subdivided into periods
(from earliest to most recent): Basketmaker II, Basketmaker III, Pueblo I, Pueblo II, and Pueblo III. The
Basketmaker II period marked the transition from a hunting and gathering lifestyle to a more sedentary
occupation of regional areas. In the Planning Area, sites associated with the Basketmaker II tradition have
been documented as well as sites linked to the Puebloan traditions. Numerous storage cists, masonry
structures, pit structures with storage features, and lookout structures have been recorded in addition to a
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range of pottery types indicative of the Ancestral Puebloan time period; however, the documented artifacts
do not provide a continuous spectrum of use. The lack of artifact assemblage continuity and lack of
documented kilns may be more indicative of trading networks than of actual occupation by Ancestral
Puebloan groups.
Late Prehistoric Stage

During the Late Prehistoric Stage, it is commonly believed that the Utes were the primary occupants of
eastern Utah and western Colorado (Horn et al. 1994). Linguistic and archaeological evidence (especially
ceramics) indicate that the Utes immigrated to the region by approximately A.D. 1100. Other evidence
characteristic of Ute occupation includes sparse lithic scatters with low quantities of crude brownware
ceramics, rock art, and occasional wickiups. In addition to the fingertip-impressed brownware ceramics,
other diagnostic artifacts include locally designated Uncompahgre Brown Water and Desert Side-notched
and Cottonwood triangular projectile points (Buckles 1971). As Utes interacted more with local Europeans
during the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, varying quantities of Euro-American artifacts, such as
sheet metal cone tinklers, tin cans, metal and glass projectile points, weaponry, and equestrian tack became
part of the artifact assemblage.
The Navajo homeland is located south of the Planning Area, in the southeastern corner of Utah, northeastern
Arizona, and in northwestern New Mexico (Brugge 1983). However, records indicate that the Navajo
utilized portions of the Planning Area for a brief period of time.
The tribes that claim traditional affiliation with the Planning Area include Ute Mountain Ute, Southern Ute,
Uintah and Ouray Ute, White Mesa Ute, Paiute, Navajo, Hopi, Pueblo of Zuni, Pueblo of Acoma, Pueblo
of Laguna, Pueblo of Santa Clara, Pueblo of Zia, and Pueblo of Jemez.

Historic Culture History to ca. 1950
Historic cultural resources in the Grand and San Juan County area can be classified into one or more themes:
Indian/White Interactions, Spanish Exploration, Fur Trade and Early Indian Themes, U.S. Government
Exploration and Survey Expeditions, Initial Euro American Settlement, Ranching, Farming,
Transportation/Railroads, Communication, Towns and Settlements, Mining, Mineral Exploration, Mineral
Processing, Water Control, Speculative Ventures, Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC), Military, Federal
Land Management, Antisocial Activities, and Ethnic Diversity (Horn et al. 1994). For a comprehensive
discussion of the historic period in the region, see Horn et al. (1994).
Utes primarily occupied the region during the time of European contact. Contacts with Spaniards increased
during the late 1700s and the early 1800s. At this time, the Spanish established the OSNHT (described in
Section 2.11, Special Designations), which passes through the Planning Area. Use of the OSNHT started
decades before this as Indian thoroughfares and the Spanish capitalized on this existing route. The OSNHT
connected missions in southern California to the New Mexico trade centers of Taos and Santa Fe on the
east. As cultural interactions with traders and travelers increased, changes occurred with Native American
populations. The influx of Euro-Americans into the region eventually fostered conflicts with long-time
Indian inhabitants that resulted in the creation of reservations and the movement of traditional peoples off
their ancestral lands. Nonetheless, seasonal aboriginal uses of what are now Federal lands continued
through the 1930s as groups continued to exploit resources in the canyons and adjacent mountains.
Exploration of the Grand and San Juan County area is first mentioned in the 1765 accounts of Juan Maria
Antonio de Rivera who led an expedition through what is now Grand County. Traders and early travelers
probably traversed through the Planning Area; very few left lasting records. Inscriptions remain the only
lasting links between modern times and the fur trapper/trader era. U.S. government-sponsored exploration
and survey expeditions in the middle to late nineteenth century and continued use of the OSNHT eventually
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resulted in Euro American settlement of the Grand and San Juan County area beginning in the 1850s. As
population increased, homesteads occupied locations where perennial springs promised consistent water
for crops, livestock, and household uses. Camps, homestead remains, corrals, cellars, dugouts, privies, and
transportation routes in the form of trails represent the early Euro-American occupation and use of the land
encompassed by the Planning Area.
Euro-Americans, dependent upon ranching and farming, continued to expand and settle in various places
in the Planning Area. Numerous towns sprang up throughout the Grand and San Juan County area. Physical
remains dating from early town-building and isolated settlement activities dot the landscape and provide
the Grand and San Juan County area with a rich historical archaeological record.
The railroad provided improved access to the Grand and San Juan County area, which fostered
development. The area was further connected to the greater west with the completion of the Denver and
Rio Grande Western Railroad in 1883, a narrow-gauge rail line that was replaced in 1890 by a standardgauge line. The narrow-gauge rail located along the foot of the Book Cliffs was abandoned in favor of
keeping the track along the Colorado River until eventually leaving its banks near Westwater and returning
to the course along the Book Cliffs.
The rail line changed the area significantly as many rail line construction workers stayed in the camps that
were built to facilitate construction of the rail line. These include communities such as Westwater, Cisco,
Thompson Springs, Acheron, Cottonwood Station, Whitehouse Station, Sagers Station, Crescent Station,
and Little Grand Station. The rail line replaced the arduous process of getting goods to and from the area
by wagon.
The economic backbone of the Planning Area in the mid-nineteenth century focused on livestock ranching
with cattle dominating the industry until the 1890s when sheep became a viable option. The remains of
sheep camps, line camps, and stock driveways all indicate the pervasiveness of the livestock industry in
Grand and San Juan County.
Remnants of CCC camps, dating from the 1930s to early 1940s, and numerous water control structures as
well as farmer-constructed irrigation systems can be found throughout the Planning Area. In addition to
ranching, mining has continued to have significant impacts to the region and its landscape, and as the
twentieth century dawned, oil exploration created quite a stir. Likewise, the coal industry boomed briefly
in the Book Cliffs region during the early 1900s, causing the construction of a narrow-gauge spur that
connected the town and mill at Sego to the Denver and Rio Grande railroad at Thompson Springs.
The search for minerals has left a legacy of exploratory mines as well as two-tracks and roads. By the
twenty-first century, mining generated routes added several thousand miles to the transportation network
covering the Planning Area. In between the boom and bust cycles of the mining industry, ranching and
farming sustained those who weathered the extractive industrial rollercoaster.
In 1929, Arches National Monument was created. This marked the beginning of the tourism and recreation
activity in the Moab area.

National Register of Historic Places
Of the known sites on public lands within the Planning Area, two are listed on the NRHP as individual
sites, landmarks, or part of a larger archaeological district. These include:
•
•
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The Moab Rock Art National Historic District is being considered as a multiple-property listing, focusing
on the large concentrations of rock art along Seven Mile Canyon, Kane Springs Canyon, Mill Creek
Canyon, and the Colorado River. These areas provide a look into the cultural diversity and unique
interactions among Native Americans, and Native Americans and Euro-Americans that likely took place in
the Moab area over the past 2,500 years. To provide a visitor experience, viewsheds from rock art sites are
a matter of concern within the Planning Area.
Areas of Critical Environmental Concern with Cultural Resource Values

The Shay Canyon ACEC contains cultural resource values, and is located within the Planning Area. This
ACEC contains significant rock art associated with Archaic and Pueblo motifs.
The Behind the Rocks ACEC contains cultural resource values and is located within the Planning Area.
This ACEC contains rock art and habitations sites associated with Archaic and Pueblo motifs.
The Highway 279/Long Canyon/Shafer Basin ACEC contains cultural resource values and is located within
the Planning Area. Internationally known rock art is located within the ACEC.
The Ten Mile Wash ACEC contains cultural resource values and is located within the Planning Area. This
ACEC contains significant cultural resources, including important habitation sites and unusual artifacts.
Potential Traditional Cultural Properties

TCPs include, but are not limited to:
•
•

Locations associated with the traditional beliefs concerning tribal origins, cultural history, or the
nature of the world.
Locations where religious practitioners go, either in the past or the present, to perform ceremonial
activities based on traditional cultural rules of practice:
– Ancestral habitation sites
– Trails
– Burial sites
– Springs, perennial water sources
– Places from which plants, animals, minerals, and waters possessing healing powers or used for
other subsistence purposes, may be taken (Ferguson et al. 1993, Hopi Cultural Preservation
Office 1995, Parker and King 1989).

No TCPs were identified during the scoping process for the Moab MLP/Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (DEIS).
There are several site types, both archaeological and non-archaeological, that potentially could be identified
by Native American groups as TCPs. The following is a general discussion about some of the
archaeological and non-archaeological site types that may be identified as TCPs on lands managed by the
BLM within the Planning Area.

Places of Traditional Native American Cultural Importance
Archaeological Sites

Many Native American groups claim affiliation with prehistoric archaeological sites such as rock art,
burials, and village sites. The Hopi Tribe, for example, asserts that often the exact locations of some of
these places, such as ancestral archaeological sites and burials, are unknown to tribes until these sites are
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identified by Hopi cultural experts during ethnographic or ethnohistoric investigations, or by archaeologists
during archaeological investigations of a given study area.
Not only do the Hopi consider these sites to be TCPs, they also believe that they are historic properties
eligible to the National Register under Criteria A, B, C, and D for the following reasons (Ferguson 1997,
Hopi Cultural Preservation Office 1995):
•
•
•
•

Criterion A because they are associated with the Hopi clan migrations, which have made a
significant contribution to the broad patterns of Hopi history.
Criterion B because they are “associated directly with Ma’saw and the Hopi covenant to leave their
footprints across the land.”
Criterion C because “ancestral archaeological sites, that may be individually anonymous, are
identified as part of the great clan migration that are central to all that is Hopi.”
Criterion D because they have yielded or have the potential to yield information important to Hopi
prehistory.

Other tribes also consider ancient Native American archaeological sites as places of traditional importance.
For example, the Zuni have identified all “ancestral” archaeological sites as places of traditional
importance, as well as being eligible for the National Register (Anyon 1995, Hart 1993). Zuni state that
these sites meet Criteria A and B (as outlined in National Register Bulletin 15) because of their association
with the Zuni ancestors and their oral migration histories. The Utes also consider some of these sites to be
culturally significant and sacred and maintain that the spirit of their ancestors dwell at archaeological sites
and will remain as long as the sites are not disturbed (Newton 1999, Perlman 1998). Recently, a spiritual
leader of the Uintah and Ouray Ute Tribe stated that the disturbance of significant archaeological sites is
leading to the destruction of Ute religion and diminishing the power of the spirits that remain at these sites
(Molenaar 2003a).
Rock Art Sites

Many tribes have strong spiritual convictions regarding petroglyphs and pictographs and usually request
that these sites not be disturbed, especially if the site was created with the intention of connecting with a
spiritual or natural power. Many Ute and Puebloan groups also believe that rock art created by their
ancestors retains the spirits of their ancestors.
Rock art panels are also seen by tribes as physical evidence for Native American land use indicating
territorial boundaries, hunting and camping sites, and trail or migration markers. Some panels depict tribal
stories and legends, but can only be interpreted by those with the specialized knowledge to understand their
meaning. In the past, Utes have derived spiritual powers and authority from special petroglyph panels for
their Bear Dances (Spangler 1995). The Uintah and Ouray Ute Tribes often request one-half mile buffers
around rock art panels, if possible, during Section 106 consultations (Molenaar 2003b).
Rock Shelters

Rock shelters and cave sites located within the Planning Area can potentially be identified as TCPs. These
locations include overhangs, crevices, and cave sites and are significant to Native Americans as ancestral
dwellings. These site types are also potential ancestral grave sites for the Ute Tribe (Pettit 1990). These
sites may also be identified as places where Native Americans communicated with the supernatural world
by means of prayers, offerings, and vision quests (Molenaar 2003a).
Non-Archaeological Traditional Cultural Properties

Non-archaeological site types are distinguished from archaeological site types in order to discuss places
that are not necessarily associated with prehistoric or historic artifact assemblages and collections. These
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sites are typically identified by tribal representatives during the government-to-government consultation
process that is required of Federal agencies. Some common site types are lakes and springs, land features,
and traditional gathering or collection areas.
Lakes, Rivers, Perennial Streams, and Springs

Native Americans often claim places of water as places of traditional importance and have traditional stories
about mythical beings, or water spirits that live in lakes, springs, and rivers. The Colorado River and its
tributaries have sacred significance to the Navajo. According to the Navajo, when the Green River is
impacted, the cultural integrity of the spring water is affected, which in turn affects traditional procurement
use values (Molenaar 2003c). Perennial springs have been identified as sacred to the Navajo.
Traditional Gathering or Collecting Areas

Traditional plant or other resource gathering areas may be places of traditional importance to Native
American groups. These areas are generally places where Native Americans go to collect resources such
as medicinal plants and minerals to be used in curing health issues or in ceremonies.
Land Features

Large geographic regions, such as deserts, mountain ranges, and valleys are often identified as TCPs but
few have been formally documented as such. Examples in the vicinity of the Planning Area include the
LaSal Mountains, as well as any natural arch or prominent buttes.

Cultural Resource Distribution in the Planning Area
The number, nature, and location of cultural resources present within any given area of the Planning Area
vary depending on numerous factors. Through extensive study of archaeological sites throughout the West,
archaeologists have identified several key factors that influence site locations and types including elevation,
slope, aspect, distance to permanent and/or intermittent water, and presence or absence of resources of
interest (e.g., food or medicinal resources, valuable minerals, etc.).
The degree to which these factors influence the type and density of cultural resource sites in a given area
also varies depending on the time period (prehistoric or historic) considered. For instance, technological
advances during the historic period made it possible for people to live and work in areas that would have
been less desirable during the prehistoric period. Long-term settlements or habitation sites, particularly
during the prehistoric period, were typically located in areas with permanent water sources, so long as the
area was at an appropriate elevation that didn’t experience too harsh of a winter or that contained or was in
close proximity to other areas that contained needed subsistence resources. Short-term camps, on the other
hand, could be located in all types of environments and were typically focused on the exploitation of a
specific resource during a specific time of year. Thus, in the high desert environment of the Planning Area,
which experiences snow at higher elevations, short-term camps to gather plant or animal resources tend to
be located on the higher plateaus and upper slopes of mountain ranges, and long-term settlements tend to
be located at lower elevations, along permanent rivers and streams. As archaeological sites, short-term
camps tend to have small numbers of artifacts, such as projectile points for hunting, that are typically
associated with acquiring a specific resource and they generally lack permanent features such as living or
storage structures. Long-term settlements frequently contain large numbers of artifacts and a wider
diversity of artifact types, including items for processing rather than simply obtaining resources, and some
evidence of structures. Many of these longer term sites in the Planning Area are associated with caves,
alcoves, and rock shelters. Rock art sites, a common site type in the Planning Area, may be found in
association with any environmental location where rock appropriate for pecking, grinding, or painting
exists.
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A limited percentage of lands within the Planning Area have been physically inspected for the presence of
cultural resources, and such an effort is cost-prohibitive as part of preparing this plan. Therefore, the
relative site density potential for areas within the Planning Area was estimated using environmental factors
known to influence site location and type. Refer to the Proposed Resource Management Plan (RMP) and
EIS for the Moab Field Office (2008a) (Sections 3.3.2.5 and 4.3.2.1) for the details regarding the
methodology applied to the Planning Area. All areas of the Planning Area were then ranked as having
either high, medium, or low potential for the occurrence of cultural sites (Table 3-12 and Map 3-2).

Table 3-12. Potential for the Occurrence of Cultural Sites
Site Probability

Estimated Acreage

Percent of Lands in the Planning Area

High

157,911

17%

Medium

468,765

50%

Low

319,789

33%

Source: BLM 2013a

More cultural resource sites are being visited, due to increasing public interest. This has resulted in an
increase in interpretation, interest in preservation, public value, and political support. More cultural sites
are also being identified during projects. The most widely visited cultural sites and cultural concentration
areas in the Field Office according to BLM archaeologists are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Upper Indian Creek
Kane Creek Rock Art
Lower Kane Creek Rock Art
Muleshoe Canyon
Levi Well Rock Art
Highway 279
Seven Mile Canyon
Bartlett Rock Art
Trout Water Rock Art
Mill Canyon
Jug Rock
Dubinky Well
Upper Hell Roaring Canyon.

Impacts to archaeological sites from increased visitors, recreational uses (especially off-road travel) and
mineral-related exploration and development activities have increased in the last ten years.
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LANDS AND REALTY

3.4.1

Resource Overview

Chapter 3–Lands and Realty

As provided by the Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA), the BLM has the responsibility
to plan for and manage public lands. As defined by FLPMA, public lands are those Federally owned lands,
and any interest in lands (e.g., Federally owned mineral estate and easements across non-Federal lands),
that are administered by the Secretary of the Interior, specifically through the BLM. The land surface and
mineral ownerships within the MPA are varied and intermingled.

Moab Field Office Lands and Realty Program
Management of ownership and access to lands within the Planning Area falls under a variety of categories
related to whether the BLM is retaining lands, acquiring lands or interests in lands, relinquishing control of
lands (e.g., sales, exchanges, etc.), granting rights-of-way, easements, or other access, withdrawing lands
for certain uses, or otherwise determining the disposition of specific tracts of land. The various categories
of lands and realty management within the Planning Area are discussed in the following sections.
The overall goals of the BLM lands and realty program are to:
•
•
•

Manage the public lands to support goals and objectives of other resource programs.
Respond to public requests or applications for land use authorizations.
Acquire administrative and public access where necessary to enhance the resource management
objectives of the BLM.

Throughout much of Utah, the State owns and manages four isolated sections in each 36-section township.
These are generally sections 2, 16, 32, and 36, and are ordinarily one square mile (640 acres). They are
primarily administered by the Utah SITLA for the purpose of economic support of the State’s public schools
and institutional trust funds. Activities on State land generally are not substantially different from those on
the surrounding land administered by the BLM. Many of the SITLA lands generate funds through grazing
permits, right-of-way easements and permits, and hydrocarbon or other mineral leases.

Withdrawals
Withdrawals are formal actions that set aside, withhold, or reserve Federal land by statute or administrative
order for public purposes. A withdrawal may remove areas from the public lands to be managed under the
authority of another Federal agency or department, but the land does not leave Federal ownership.
Withdrawals are used to preserve sensitive environmental values, protect major Federal investments in
facilities or other improvements, support national security, and/or provide for public health and safety.
Withdrawals may segregate a particular portion of public land from operation of any, some, or all of the
public land laws (withdraw from settlement, location, or entry), and/or prevent disposal (sale or exchange)
of public lands or resources. Withdrawals remain in effect until they expire or are specifically revoked or
terminated.
One withdrawal exists within the Planning Area (Map 3-3). This is called the Three Rivers Withdrawal,
and it protects the Green, Dolores and Colorado River corridors in the Planning Area. The lands in the
Three Rivers Withdrawal are withdrawn from mineral entry. In general terms, the withdrawals protect the
corridors of the Colorado, Green, and Dolores Rivers from new mining claims subject to valid existing
rights.
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Utility Corridors
The 1985 RMP Management Action Decision for Utility Corridors established electrical utility corridors
along I-70, U.S. 191, the Mid-America Pipeline Company pipeline route between I-70 and U.S. 191, and
the Pacific Corporation transmission line route between U.S. 191 and the Green River (Map 3-4). The
portion of the U.S. 191 utility corridor that runs through Moab Canyon has since reached maximum capacity
(Map 3-5).

Needles and Anticline Overlook Roads
The BLM maintains the Needles and Anticline Overlook Roads within the Planning Area as Scenic
Backways (Map 3-6). These roads were built by the BLM for scenic driving. The BLM has spent millions
of dollars in the maintenance of these two scenic backways. Neither of these roads were built to a standard
to accommodate heavy truck traffic.

Filming
The Moab Field Office is very active in the issuance of film permits, and is one of the busiest in the State
of Utah. Many feature length films, as well as commercials and television productions, are filmed within
the Planning Area. Filming locations within the Planning Area are identified on Map 3-7. The film industry
on BLM lands contributes 98.5 jobs, $1.2 million in labor income, $4.3 million in total economic output,
and $143,000 in State and local tax revenues.
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3.5

LANDS WITH WILDERNESS CHARACTERISTICS

3.5.1

Resource Overview

Although BLM’s authority to recommend lands for Congressional wilderness designation expired in 1991
under FLPMA § 603 (43 U.S.C. § 1782), Congress gave BLM broad authority and discretion under
FLPMA, aside from § 603, to identify lands with wilderness characteristics and, if appropriate, to manage
lands to protect such characteristics. The BLM also considers protective measures and impact minimization
when formulating alternatives in the planning process.
All BLM lands within the Moab and Monticello Field Offices (which includes all lands within the Planning
Area) underwent an initial inventory in 1979. The initial inventory led to some lands undergoing a more
intensive inventory, which led to a subset of these lands being identified as Wilderness Study Areas (WSA).
These lands have been managed since this identification to prevent impairment of their wilderness character
until Congress decides on their final disposition. The Secretary of the Interior directed the BLM in 1996
to take another look at some of the lands originally inventoried in 1979. In response to the direction of the
Secretary, the BLM inventoried these lands and approximately 2.6 million acres of public land statewide
(outside of existing WSAs) were found to have wilderness characteristics (1999 Utah Wilderness
Inventory). Approximately 951,120 acres were located within the Moab and Monticello Field Offices. As
part of the 2008 Moab and Monticello RMP processes, the BLM reexamined its 1999 findings , and also
determined that an additional 255,537 acres proposed by external groups possess wilderness characteristics.
Since the RMP-related reviews, and as part of its responsibility to maintain a current inventory of lands
possessing wilderness characteristics, the BLM has undertaken reviews of several areas identified both
internally and externally as potentially possessing wilderness characteristics.
The process described above included lands within the Planning Area. The 1979 inventory found no lands
within the Planning Area as possessing wilderness characteristics. The 1999 inventory reexamined 245,728
acres within the Planning Area (41.2 % of the Planning Area), of which 143,639 acres were determined to
possess wilderness characteristics. The BLM again reviewed and updated its inventory for an additional
203,846 acres for the 2008 plans, representing an additional 28.4 per cent of the Planning Area. This
review, conducted as part of the 2008 RMPs, identified an additional 48,581 acres as possessing wilderness
characteristics. The total acreage identified as possessing wilderness characteristics within the Planning
Area and analyzed in the 2008 RMPs thus totaled 192,220 acres (143,639 and 48,581). From the beginning
of the MLP planning process through the end of the comment period on the MLP/DEIS, the BLM received
citizens’ inventories on nine units and has reviewed them. All nine of these units have been inventoried
resulting in an additional 73,026 acres identified as possessing wilderness characteristics. A complete list
of the lands identified by the BLM as possessing wilderness characteristics (265,246 acres) within the
Planning Area is found in Table 2-4.
In early 2015, the BLM undertook a review and update of its inventory for the entire Planning Area. This
process included:
•

Identifying and reviewing current information on all roadless polygons exceeding 5,000 acres of
BLM lands within the Planning Area.

•

Reviewing all inventory information from the 1999 and 2007 inventories within the Planning Area.

•

Reviewing all proposals and inventories submitted by external groups subsequent to the signing of
the 2008 RMPs and prior to the end of the comment period for the MLP/DEIS.
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The above review assured that BLM’s inventory of lands possessing wilderness characteristics within the
Planning Area is current and complete. Based on this review, there are a total of 265,246 acres identified
by the BLM as possessing wilderness characteristics within the Planning Area.
Although the Glossary defines “wilderness characteristics” in detail for the purposes of inventory
maintenance, for this plan, the BLM focused on the following criteria: 1) the appearance of naturalness; 2)
outstanding opportunities for solitude or primitive or unconfined recreation; and 3) an area with a minimum
of 5,000 acres in size (with some exceptions) so as to make practicable the management of wilderness
characteristics. Lands with wilderness characteristics can be less than 5,000 acres if they are located
adjacent to an area identified by the BLM or other agencies as possessing wilderness characteristics.
Non-WSA lands with wilderness characteristics are areas larger than 5,000 acres, or areas less than 5,000
acres that are contiguous to designated wilderness, WSAs, or other lands administratively endorsed for
wilderness by other agencies or, in accordance with the Wilderness Act’s language, are areas “of sufficient
size as to make practicable its preservation and use in an unimpaired condition.” The BLM used the same
criteria for determining wilderness characteristics as in the 1979 wilderness inventory.
The BLM has the authority to conduct inventories for characteristics associated with the concept of
wilderness and to consider management of these values in its land-use planning process. BLM’s policy and
guidance has recently been updated by Manuals 6310 and 6320 issued in March 2012. In addition, BLM’s
Land-use Planning Handbook (H-1601-1) states that decisions on whether or not to protect wilderness
characteristics are to be considered during planning.

3.5.2

Current Management

There are 192,220 acres identified in the 2008 RMPs within the Planning Area that the BLM determined to
have the wilderness characteristics of size, naturalness, and outstanding opportunities for solitude or
primitive recreation (Map 3-8). Management identified in those RMPs does not manage these lands for
their wilderness characteristics. Since the completion of the 2008 RMPs, BLM has identified an additional
73,026 acres as possessing wilderness characteristics.
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LIVESTOCK GRAZING

Livestock grazing allotments occur on approximately 99.6 percent of all lands located within the Planning
Area. A total of 37 allotments (or portions of an allotment) are authorized (Map 3-9). A total of 45,894
animal unit months are currently authorized (active) within the boundaries of the Planning Area. Table
3-13 displays the allotments within the Planning Area, the percentage of the allotment that is within the
Planning Area, the BLM acreage of the allotment within the Planning Area, and the active Animal Unit
Months (AUM) for the Planning Area portion of the allotment.

Table 3-13. Grazing Allotments within the Planning Area
Percentage of
Allotment within
Planning Area

Allotment Acreage
within Planning Area
(BLM only)

Active AUMs for the
Planning Area portion
of the allotment
(BLM only)

Arth’s Pasture

100%

29,412

363

Athena

1.2%

454

14

Behind the Rocks

53.4%

20,991

880

Big Flat-Ten Mile

100%

117,268

4,701

Church Rock

67.6%

276

20

Dalton Wells

100%

2,508

21

Dry Valley-Deer Neck

49%

1,660

416

Fisher Valley

35.3%

4,559

299

Hart Point

100%

17,735

1,080

Harts Draw

100%

28,775

1,100

Hatch Point

84.8%

83,285

9,566

Highlands

63.3%

36,449

2,041

Horsethief Point

100%

11,706

4,701

Hurrah Pass

100%

17,414

262

Indian Creek

26%

59,044

2,215

Kane Springs

94.9%

14,224

291

Lisbon

5.8%

7,975

609

Little Grand

76%

65,581

3,178

Lockhart

94.6%

36,662

1,287

Lone Cedar

100%

18,452

1,960

Mail Station

100%

6,495

1,002

Monument Wash

72.9%

51,372

3,437

North River

8.4%

548

18

North Sand Flats (not
available for grazing)

33.1%

6,618

0

Peters Canyon

9.4%

46

8

Allotment Name
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Percentage of
Allotment within
Planning Area

Allotment Acreage
within Planning Area
(BLM only)

Active AUMs for the
Planning Area portion
of the allotment
(BLM only)

Peters Canyon Wildlife
Habitat (not available for
grazing)

17.7%

1,328

0

Peters Point

99.8%

4,019

180

Potash

100%

11,400

316

Professor Valley

1.4%

262

5

Ruby Ranch

84.9%

22,814

565

Spring Canyon Bottom

100%

6,940

173

Spring Creek

24.4%

476

35

Squaw Park

94.8%

12,055

585

Tank Draw

100%

9,468

1,647

Taylor

42.4%

23,272

384

Tenmile Point

100%

43,331

1,830

Upper Mail Station

100%

1,802

74

Windwhistle

100%

5,429

631

N/A

782,105

45,894

Allotment Name

Totals
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MINERALS

The Planning Area is known to have significant occurrences of oil and gas and potash resources. The BLM
prepared Mineral Potential Reports in 2005, as part of preparing the Moab and Monticello Resource
Management Plans (2008), which provide an assessment of all mineral resources, including oil and gas and
potash (BLM 2005b, 2005c, 2008a, 2008b). Also, as part of the Moab MLP process, the BLM completed
Reasonably Foreseeable Development scenarios for oil and gas and potash in 2012 and 2014, respectively
(BLM 2012b and BLM 2014a).

3.7.1

Minerals: Oil and Gas

Resource Overview
The Planning Area is within the Paradox Basin geologic province. As part of its 1995 National Assessment
of United States Oil and Gas Resources, the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) delineated oil and gas “plays”
in the Paradox Basin (Gautier 1996). The Planning Area is wholly or partially within five of the oil and
gas plays defined by the USGS. In March 2012, the USGS published the results of a more recent assessment
of the petroleum systems of the Paradox Basin that was based on the total petroleum system rather than the
plays concept (USGS 2012). However, to maintain consistency with the Moab and Monticello RMPs in
describing oil and gas resources throughout the Moab and Monticello field offices, the 1995 data are used.
Map 3-10 shows the areal extent of each oil and gas play within the Planning Area. Four of the five plays
are of special interest relative to future exploration and development activity in the Planning Area. These
four plays are:
•
•
•
•

Play 2004 Cretaceous Dakota to Jurassic Play
Play 2101 Buried Fault Block Play
Play 2103 Fractured Interbed Play
Play 2105 Salt Anticline Flank Play.

Play 2004 (Cretaceous Dakota to Jurassic Play) underlies a small area in the northern part of the Planning
Area. This play includes oil and gas in conventional sandstone reservoirs in the Dakota Sandstone and
Cedar Mountain Formation of Cretaceous age and the Morrison and Entrada Formations of Jurassic age.
The Cretaceous and Morrison reservoirs are mostly fluvial in origin whereas the Entrada is eolian. Source
rocks may be coal in the Dakota and/or organic-rich shales in the overlying Mowry and Mancos Shales.
Oil and gas accumulations in this play include fields in the Greater Cisco and San Arroyo areas ten to 40
miles north and northwest of the Planning Area.
Play 2101 (Buried Fault Block Play) is present in the entire Planning Area except a small area in the
southwest part. This play includes oil and gas trapped in porous dolomite or dolomitic limestone beds of
the Upper Devonian McCracken Sandstone Member of the Elbert Formation and the Mississippian
Leadville Limestone (Huffman 1996). The seals for these traps are the Pennsylvanian Paradox Formation
evaporates that overlie the carbonate reservoirs or are in fault communication with them. Probable source
rocks are the organic-rich black dolomitic shales of the Pennsylvanian Paradox Formation. Within the
Planning Area, accumulations of oil and gas in this play include the Salt Wash, Big Flat, and Hatch Point
fields. The largest accumulation of oil and gas in this play (Lisbon field) is located approximately six miles
east of the Planning Area. The Lisbon field is one of the largest producing fields in Utah.
Play 2103 (Fractured Interbed play) underlies the entire Planning Area. This play is an unconventional
continuous-type play that depends on extensive fracturing in the organic-rich dolomitic shale and mudstone
in the interbeds between evaporites of the Paradox Formation or carbonate and clastic rocks of the related
cycles on the shelf of the Paradox evaporite basin. Jointing and fracturing of the interbeds in the Paradox
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Fold and Fault Belt are controlled by regional tectonics and more localized salt movement, dissolution and
collapse (Chidsey, et al. 2004). This play is thought to be sourced from the same organic-rich black
dolomitic shales and mudstones of the Paradox Formation (Huffman 1996). The Cane Creek Shale
discoveries within the Planning Area are found in this play. Oil and gas fields in this play include the Big
Flat, Long Canyon, Park Road, Hell Roaring, Kane Creek, Three Mile, LaSal, and Golden Eagle fields. In
addition to the Cane Creek Shale, there are other organic shales in the play, notably the Chimney Rock,
Gothic, and Hovenweep Shales, which may provide additional drilling targets for hydrocarbon
accumulations (USGS 2012).
Play 2105 (Salt Anticline Flank play) is found underlying all but a small area in the southwest part of the
Planning Area. This play is characterized by oil and gas productive Permian and Pennsylvanian reservoirs
along the flanks of northwest-trending salt anticlines in the axial part of the Paradox Basin. Source rocks
are thought to be organic-rich black dolomitic shales of the Hermosa Group, as well as coaly carbonaceous
shale locally present at the Cutler-Hermosa contact (Huffman 1996). Extensive fracturing along the
anticlines can also provide conduits from source rocks to reservoirs. There is no production from reservoirs
in this play within the Planning Area. The largest accumulations in this play include the South Pine Ridge
and Big Indian South fields in Utah and the Andy’s Mesa and Hamilton Creek fields in the Paradox Fold
and Fault Belt province of western Colorado.
The Planning Area is at the northern margin of Play 2102, the Porous Carbonate Buildup Play. This play
is characterized by oil and gas accumulations in mounds of algal limestone and dolomitic reservoirs in five
informal zones of the Pennsylvanian Hermosa Group within the Paradox Formation. Probable source rocks
are the interbedded organic-rich black dolomitic shale and mudstone and laterally equivalent carbonate
rocks within the Paradox Formation (Huffman 1996). Significant oil and gas accumulations occur in
reservoirs in this play within the Blanding sub-basin approximately 20 to 50 miles to the southeast of the
Planning Area. These include the Greater Aneth field, one of Utah’s largest fields. However, only a very
small acreage (roughly 700 acres) in the extreme southwest part of the Planning Area is within this play.
Therefore, Play 2102 is considered inconsequential to future oil and gas development in the Planning Area.
Past and Present Exploration, Development, and Production
Oil and Gas Leasing Activity

Authorized and pending Federal oil and gas leases within the Planning Area cover a total of 228,428 acres.
This is approximately 24 percent of the Planning Area. Federal oil and gas leases in the Planning Area are
shown on Map 3-11.
Historical Drilling Activity

The Planning Area has had a long history of oil and gas exploration. Records from the Utah Division of
Oil, Gas and Mining (UDOGM) indicate that approximately 227 wells were drilled in the Planning Area
between 1912 and 2012 (UDOGM 2012). Of the 227 wells drilled, 198 wells have been plugged and
abandoned (Map 3-12 and Table 3-14). There are no indications that past closures of oil and gas wells have
resulted in impairments to groundwater. The BLM is aware of only one historic (1950s-60s) plugging
failure that resulted in salt water reaching the surface from inside the production casing. There was no
indication, direct or implied, of groundwater having been affected. The BLM required the operator to reenter the well, drill out the salt and failed cement plugs, and re-plug the well. Of the remaining 29 active
wells, 12 wells are currently producing oil, 15 wells are capable of producing oil or gas, one well is used
for water injection/disposal and one well is actively being drilled. The wells listed in Table 3-14 are from
the UDOGM data and are current as of June 1, 2012 (UDOGM 2012).
Between 1982 and 2012 66 wells were drilled within the Planning Area. The 30-year average is about two
wells per year. Of the 66 wells drilled, 18 were oil well completions, three were gas well completions and
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45 were dry holes. Based on these historical well drilling statistics, there has been a 32 percent drilling
success rate in the Planning Area over the past 30 years. There have been several relatively short lived
periods of slightly higher average drilling activity during the past 30 years. During a 3-year period between
1982 and 1984, the average drilling rate was just over three wells per year. A total of eight wells were
drilled during 1991 and 1992. Drilling activity in the Planning Area has increased since 2007. The average
number of wells drilled annually during the past six years has been 4.5 or a total of 27 wells.
Within the last 30 years 66 wells have been drilled in the Planning Area with an average of about two wells
per year. However, the average number of wells drilled in the Planning Area since 2007 has been 4.5 wells
per year and active drilling continues at present (UDOGM 2012). Drilling success in the Planning Area
has increased over the past six years due to advances in horizontal drilling and geophysical technology.
This upward trend in drilling success rates, combined with current and forecasted market conditions, favor
a projected level of drilling activity above the recent 6-year average (2007-2012) rather than the 30-year
historical average. The estimated total existing surface disturbance from oil and gas activity in the Planning
Area is 318 acres. This estimate includes well pads and access roads.

Table 3-14. Status of Wells Located in the Planning Area
Well Status

Number of Wells

Producing Oil Wells

12

Shut-in Oil Wells

11

Shut-in Gas Wells

2

Temporarily Abandoned Wells

2

Plugged and Abandoned Wells

198

Approved Drilling Permits (not
drilled)*

6

Pending Drilling Permits*

14

Active Drilling

1

Active Water Injection/Disposal
Well

1

Total Wells

227

*Pending wells are not additive
Source: Modified from UDOGM, 2012

Historical Production

Fields in the Planning Area produce both oil and natural gas as natural gas is produced in association with
oil. The Planning Area encompasses 15 oil and gas fields that produce mainly from reservoirs in the Buried
Fault Block Play (Play 2101) and the Fractured Interbed Play (Play 2103). Total cumulative production
from fields within the Planning Area is approximately 5.5 million barrels of oil and nearly 15.5 billion cubic
feet of natural gas.
Present Development Activity
Infrastructure

The Dead Horse Lateral Pipeline located in the Big Flat area is the only gas production pipeline within the
Planning Area. The natural gas produced in other parts of the Planning Area is used onsite (for benefit of
lease), flared, or vented. Only 27 of the wells drilled in the Planning Area during the past 30 years are
capable of production. Small changes in the total number of producing wells due to new drilling or well
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maintenance activities can have a considerable impact on total annual production from wells in the Planning
Area.
The Blue Hills Gas Processing Plant is the only gas processing facility located within the Planning Area.
This plant is located in Sections 20 and 29, T23S-R19E.
Currently, there is one active water injection/disposal well within the Planning Area (UDOGM 2012). The
injection well is in the Big Flat field, the State No. 16-1, and is authorized by UDOGM for disposal of
produced water.
Hydraulic Fracturing

Hydraulic fracturing (HF) is a well stimulation technique used to increase oil and gas production from
underground rock formations. HF involves the injection of fluids through a wellbore under pressures great
enough to fracture the oil and gas producing formations. The fluid is generally comprised of a liquid such
as oil, carbon-dioxide or nitrogen, and proppant (commonly sand or ceramic beads), and a minor percentage
of chemicals to give the fluid desirable flow characteristics, corrosion inhibition, etc. The proppant holds
open the newly created fractures after the injection pressure is released. Oil and gas flow through the
fractures and up the production well to the surface.
HF has been used by oil and natural gas producers since the late 1940s and, for the first 50 years, was
mostly used in vertical wells in conventional formations. HF is still used in these settings, but the process
has evolved. Technological developments (including horizontal drilling) have led to the use of HF in
unconventional hydrocarbon formations that could not otherwise be profitably produced.
The combined use of HF with horizontal drilling has led to an increase in oil and gas activities in areas of
the country with historical oil and gas production, and an expansion of oil and gas activities to new regions
of the country.
Within the Planning Area, horizontal drilling is typically conducted between 7,000 and 9,000 feet of vertical
depth due to the primary target formation, which is the Paradox Formation, but is not limited to this depth
range. Horizontal sections of a well may extend several thousand feet within the targeted formation from
the production pad on the surface. Horizontal drilling involving advanced HF techniques have only been
conducted within the Planning Area on a limited basis over the last few years. The amount of HF fluid
utilized for HF in the Planning Area has amounted to less than 200,000 gallons per well. This is
substantially different than North Dakota style HF operations for two reasons: 1) volume of fluid used in
the Planning Area is far less than the 2 to 4 million gallons used in a typical Bakken Formation completion;
and 2) the HF fluid used in the Planning Area is typically mineral oil or crude oil rather than water. In the
Planning Area, the industry has found that the primary target formation conditions are not conducive to
water-based HF methods and have proven detrimental to the recovery of oil and gas. HF utilizing oil (about
80,000 gallons per well) has recently proven more beneficial when applied to initially unsuccessful wells.
The oil utilized in HF operations is recovered along with produced hydrocarbons and placed in production
tanks and, therefore, the need for the storage of waste fluids is eliminated. In the future, the trend for using
oil as HF fluid for initially unsuccessful wells is likely to continue. HF could be utilized for other target
formations in the future, but the extent is unknown at this time.
Areas with the greatest oil and gas development interest within the Planning Area generally have Entrada
and Glen Canyon Aquifers exposed at the surface and extending to a depth of approximately 1,000 feet.
To ensure the effective isolation of these sensitive formations, a continuous string of steel pipe (or “casing”)
known as the “surface” casing is placed in the well, extending from the surface to at least 50 feet below the
bottom of the aquifer. The entire length of that casing string is then cemented into place. The casing is
then pressure tested to ensure there are no leaks before deeper drilling resumes. After drilling to the top of
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the Paradox Formation at a depth of approximately 4,500 to 5,500 feet, a second continuous string of steel
is placed inside the first, from the surface to the bottom of the hole. This casing string, known as
“intermediate” casing, is then cemented into place with the goal of again cementing the entire length of
casing. The intermediate casing string also serves to isolate water flows that may be present in the Cutler
Formation. If the cement does not circulate all the way to surface, a cement bond log (CBL) or cement
evaluation tool (CET) is run in the well to evaluate the effectiveness of cement placement. This casing
string is then pressure tested and the well is drilled to the target formation and to the final well depth. As
drilling continues to the target formation which contains oil and gas, the oil, gas and drilling fluids are
contained within the casing. At this point in the procedure aquifers are separated from the fluids by two
layers of steel casing and two layers of cement. When the final well depth has been reached, another steel
casing string, known as “production” casing is then set inside the intermediate casing from the bottom of
the well to the surface usually, but always to at least 200 feet above the bottom of the intermediate casing.
This casing is then cemented from the bottom of the well to at least 200 feet above the bottom of the
intermediate casing, and a CBL or CET is run to evaluate the cement on this casing string also. Within the
Planning Area the Paradox Formation is generally 4,000 to 5,000 feet thick and is comprised mainly of salt,
layered with thinner sedimentary zones, such as the Cane Creek Shale zone which is the principal producing
target within the Planning Area and which occurs near the bottom of the Paradox Formation. The thick
sequence of bedded salts is not only an effective confining zone, but is also a deterrent to aggressive HF
design. Fracture propagation into the salt would provide a communication path between the salt and the
well. Salt precipitates out of solution in the well, due to lower pressure and temperature, thus choking-off
the flow of oil and gas from the well. For this reason, HF operations in the Planning Area bring with them
an added risk of well damage.
Development Areas

The Planning Area has been divided into four geographic areas for the purpose of discussing development
activities. Map 3-13 shows the locations of the four development areas located within the Planning Area.
The following areas are each addressed separately when considering future oil and gas development:
•
•
•
•

Eastern Paradox
Salt Wash-Big Flat
Hatch Point
Hart Point.

The Eastern Paradox area comprises an enclave in the northeast part of the Planning Area with Arches
National Park roughly located at its center. This area includes the Dome Plateau, Yellow Cat, and Klondike
areas. The area also extends southeast to include Fisher Valley and the southwest rim of Castle Valley.
The Eastern Paradox area is largely unproven since there are no producing oil or gas fields within this area.
The Golden Eagle Exploration LLC, drilled three deep (16,000 feet +) wells on Dome Plateau between
2006 and 2010 that targeted the Cambrian age Lynch Dolomite. Two of the wells tested commercial
quantities of gas. Another well was drilled by Delta Petroleum in 2006 on State land, just north and west
of the Planning Area, which produces oil from the Paradox Formation (UDOGM 2012).
The Salt Wash-Big Flat area is located north of the Colorado River and Canyonlands National Park and,
west of the Eastern Paradox area. The Green River is the western boundary of the area. This area includes
the Big Flat, Bartlett Flat, Ten Mile and Salt Wash areas. There are nine oil or gas fields within this area,
including six active fields, two inactive fields, and one abandoned field. Oil and gas production in this area
is from reservoirs in the Buried Fault Block and Fractured Interbed Plays. As of July 2014, there are
currently 20 producing wells, two wells are shut in, and seven wells have been drilled and are awaiting
completion operations (UDOGM 2014).
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The Hatch Point area is located in the central part of the Planning Area. The Colorado River forms the
northern boundary of the area and the southern boundary is roughly the north rim of Hart Draw and the
Needles Overlook road. This area includes the Hatch Point, Lockhart Basin, and the lower Indian Creek
areas. Two formally defined oil and gas fields have been discovered in the Buried Fault Block and
Fractured Interbed Plays. As of July 2014, there are four producing wells and one shut-in well.
The Hart Point area comprises the southernmost part of the Planning Area which includes the Indian Creek,
Hart Point, and Dry Valley areas. The Hart Point area is unproven. Past drilling within the area has resulted
in no wells which are capable of producing oil or gas in commercial quantities, although shows of oil and
gas have been reported from several wells in the area.
Development Potential

Four oil and gas plays underlie the Planning Area which are important for future exploration and
development activity. The plays are all associated with the commercial production of oil and gas and,
therefore have a high development potential (BLM 2005b, BLM 2005c).

3.7.2

Minerals: Potash

Resource Overview
Potash resources within the Paradox Basin occur in the Paradox Formation which consists of a series of 29
evaporite (salt) cycles interbedded with shale, mudstone, and limestone. The salt cycles are numbered one
through 29 beginning with the uppermost cycle. Potash (potassium-bearing) deposits, are comprised
primarily of sylvite (potassium chloride) and carnallite (hydrated potassium magnesium chloride), and salt
(sodium chloride). Potash is one of the last salts to precipitate during evaporite formation, and if present,
is generally found near the top of each evaporite cycle. Potash is known to be present in 18 of the saline
cycles, but only 11 of these layers contain potentially commercial deposits (Hite 1964, Dames and Moore
1978). The limit of salt deposition and the limit of major potash deposition in the Paradox Basin are shown
on Map 3-14.
Past and Present Exploration, Development, and Production
Potash Leasing Activity

The rules regarding the management of potash resources on Federal lands are found in the Federal
regulations at 43 CFR 3500 and the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 as amended. The basic components of
these rules involve competitive and noncompetitive leasing. Known Potash Leasing Areas (KPLA) are
areas of known valuable potash deposits. Potash resources within a KPLA are leased competitively. Potash
resources outside a KPLA are leased through a noncompetitive process involving prospecting permits and
preference right leases. If a valuable potash deposit is identified as the result of exploration conducted
under a prospecting permit, then the permittee is eligible for a preference right lease.
Two KPLAs were established within the Planning Area in the 1960s as a result of exploration activity for
both oil and gas and potash. The Seven Mile KPLA was established on May 18, 1960 and includes about
5,156 acres. The Cane Creek KPLA was established on March 15, 1965 and includes about 34,696 acres.
The new Ten Mile KPLA (90,152 acres) was established within the Planning Area on May 5, 2012. No
competitive leases have been issued within the KPLAs. However, the BLM recently received an expression
of interest from two companies to competitively lease the entire Ten Mile KPLA. Preference right leases
are located within the KPLAs that were issued prior to the establishment of the KPLAs.
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Seven preference right leases have been issued within the Planning Area involving about 9,362 acres. The
BLM has received 223 PPAs within the Planning Area which total about 416,464 acres. The KPLAs,
potash preference right leases, and potash PPAs within the Planning Area are shown on Map 3-15.
Historical Drilling Activity

Potash deposits in the Paradox Basin were initially discovered during the exploration for oil and gas during
the 1920s. The earliest documented discoveries of potash were from oil and gas wells drilled in 1922 south
of Thompson and 1924 near Moab (Durgin 2011, Ringbolt Ventures Ltd. 2011). An oil and gas well drilled
by the Crescent Eagle Oil Company in 1924, near Thompson, Utah encountered salt at a depth of 3,150
feet. The salt was analyzed and found to contain a mixture of sylvite and carnallite (USGS 1960, Dyer
1945). This discovery sparked interest in potash exploration and the Federal Government issued 68
prospecting permits. Most of the wells drilled under the prospecting permits did not encounter potash
resources because they were shallow and did not intercept the potash zone (Dyer 1945).
The onset of using radioactive logs while drilling for oil and gas in the 1950s increased the ability to identify
potash zones in the well bore (Hite 1977). Potassium, the key element in potash, has a radioactive isotope
that appears as a peak on a gamma log. This makes it easier to identify the depth and thickness of the potash
resources.
In 1949, Emmet Spencer filed PPAs on Federal lands in the Seven Mile area. These permits were issued
in 1951. Based on the results of drilling on these permits, preference right leases were issued in 1955.
Delhi Oil, Texas Gulf Sulfur, and Freemont Petroleum, and others were involved with the exploration
conducted on the prospecting permits.
Additional historical accounts of potash exploration in the Planning Area are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

1953: Delhi Oil Company (Delhi) drilled ten wells on one-half mile centers in the Seven Mile area
(seven miles northwest of Moab) and identified a large source of potash.
1956: Delhi identified a large potash deposit at Cane Creek (Durgin 2011).
1956: Exploration identifies large potash deposits in the Cane Creek anticline (Morgan et al. 1991).
1960: Delhi-Taylor Oil Corporation sold property at Cane Creek that was withdrawn from oil and
gas leasing to encourage the development of potash to Texas Gulf Sulfur (Graham v. Texas Gulf
Sulfur Company, 457 F.2d 418 (1972)).
1961: The BLM issued prospecting permits, on lands located at T. 25 S., R. 20 and 21 E., to Guy
Pitts and a preference right lease was issued in 1965. Additional prospecting permits were issued
and a well was drilled in 1964 (Well #7-2, lot 3, sec. 7, T. 25 S., R. 21 E.).
1962: The Long Canyon Unit #1 well was drilled to a depth of 6,000 feet and a substantial amount
of brine (saline water) was encountered. In another well near the Long Canyon Unit #1 well, the
brine was artesian and drilling had to be suspended (Durgin 2011). This brine was analyzed at
468,000 total dissolved solids (TDS) (mg/l) with a pH of 3.0.
1973: Buttes Resources filed PPAs on Federal lands in the Ten Mile area, which were located west
of Arches National Park.
1984: Buttes Resources was issued four Federal potassium preference right leases.
1985: Reunion Potash, who acquired Buttes Resources, filed for an additional 11 PPAs adjacent
to their leases. These PPAs are currently pending subject to the outcome of an appeal regarding
the designation of the Ten Mile KPLA.

Since the preference right leases were issued in the 1980s, potash prices remained depressed and there was
little interest in the exploration and mining for potash until potash prices rose sharply in 2008. This spike
in potash prices resulted in renewed interest in the potash resources of the Paradox Basin which is evident
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by the submission of 223 PPAs to the BLM within the Planning Area. The following exploration activities
have occurred in the Planning Area since 2008:
•
•
•
•
•

2011: Pinnacle Potash drilled a potash exploration well near Crescent Junction on State lands under
the jurisdiction of the Utah SITLA (Stokes 2012).
2011: K2O drilled three wells at Hatch Point on State lands that are under the jurisdiction of
SITLA. It was reported that major potash deposits were found in two of the three wells (Potash
Minerals Limited 2012).
2012: K2O submitted an exploration plan to drill five wells on PPAs that it filed on Federal lands
in 2008 near Hatch Point.
2012: American Potash submitted an exploration plan to drill four wells on PPAs that it filed on
Federal lands in 2008 and 2012 near the Ten Mile Wash area.
2010 – 2012: American Potash submitted an exploration plan to drill four locations on State lands
under the jurisdiction of SITLA, three locations have been bonded by the Utah Division of Oil Gas
and Mining (Munson 2012).

No Federal potash leases have been issued within the Planning Area since 1985.
Present Development Activity

The Cane Creek Mine is located along the northern bank of the Colorado River and began as a conventional
underground (room and pillar) mining operation for potash in 1963. The mining operation was plagued by
difficulties such as a CH4explosion in August 1963 (Rogers-Iversen 1963), floor heaves, sharp folding,
brine pockets, and other issues. In 1970, the mine started changing over from conventional underground
mining to underground in-place (in-situ) solution mining utilizing water from the Colorado River and solar
evaporation ponds. Since 1972, the Cane Creek operation has been solution mining by pumping water from
the Colorado River into the old workings of the Cane Creek Mine. The water dissolves the potash and the
resulting brine is pumped to the surface. The salts, including sylvinite (a mixture of halite and sylvite), are
precipitated in the solar ponds and then processed to produce sylvite. Halite (or “table-road salt”) is also
produced as a by-product. Currently, the operation produces about 100,000 tons of sylvite per year and has
produced up to 260,000 tons of halite per year in the past.
Intrepid Potash, LLC acquired the Cane Creek Mine operation in the year 2000 and thereby obtained the
only producing mine in the Paradox Basin. The mine is located within the Cane Creek KPLA which is
comprised of State, private, and Federal lands. In 1985, the BLM issued a Federal potash lease within the
KPLA which adjoins the Cane Creek Mine property. The lease was issued to the predecessors of Intrepid
Potash.
In April 2002, well 27H was begun at the Cane Creek Mine and construction of a multilateral cavern system
started when well 28H was drilled utilizing horizontal drilling techniques and technology. This cavern
system was developed in salt cycle 9 by flushing the wells with fresh water, thus enlarging the wells to a
sufficient diameter to begin commercial production. The greatest difficulty was keeping the drill bit in the
ore horizon because the gamma meter, utilized for detecting potash, was 35 feet behind the drill bit (Harvey
et al. 2006). This well is currently supplementing their production from the old workings in salt cycle 5.
Solution mining in salt cycle 9 is expected to increase in the future and will provide additional production
to the operation. In 2012, Intrepid Potash drilled a number of new wells into salt cycle 9 for the purpose of
establishing production from the new wells.
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Development Potential

Areas rated as high development potential includes the three KPLAs (Ten Mile, Seven Mile, and Cane
Creek). The BLM classifies an area as a KPLA where there is a known valuable deposit of potash. Areas
rated as moderate to high development potential includes the PPAs.

Potential Conflicts Between Oil/Gas and Potash
The BLM acknowledges that the development of the two commodities (oil/gas and potash) could occur at
the same time. However, if commodity prices of both climb and successful production of both reaches a
peak, it would be difficult to contain development while still meeting other resource objectives. Well pads,
roads, and pipeline corridors could be shared to the extent possible. However, the two different
development scenarios would have different infrastructure needs (power, pipeline, railroad with different
destinations). The commodity developed first would be the first to develop infrastructure. Subsequent
development could have different needs. Each infrastructure is developed with its specific needs in mind
and don’t directly overlay each other. Eventually this could lead to additional surface disturbance and
impacts to meet the needs of both operators.
Co-location of two different operations could result in technical and legal conflicts. Depending on
proximity they could be competing geologically. The actions of one could affect what’s going on with the
other. Potentially adverse conditions from co-locating could make it difficult to achieve resource
objectives. Co-location of drilling operations on a single well pad would require a larger footprint and more
surface impacts to accommodate all facilities and potential activities. If not co-located, there could be
duplicative surface disturbance. Orderly development would be difficult to achieve with competing
objectives on where and how to develop the minerals.
Conflicts between the potash and oil and gas industries in New Mexico began shortly after the discovery of
potash in 1925 (ironically discovered by an oil test well drilled in the basin) and the first potash production
in 1934. Secretarial Orders were issued in 1939, 1951, 1975, 1986, and 2012 in an attempt to resolve these
conflicts. The Secretarial Order of 2012 has resulted in litigation by oil and gas operators who assert that
the 2012 Order negatively affects valid existing oil and gas leases unlawfully cedes to the potash industry.
BLM's statutory duties under the FLPMA and Mineral Leasing Act to manage the Secretarial Area and
regulate valid existing oil and gas leases, and grants a disproportionate amount of power to the potash
lessees who may veto certain oil and gas development within the Secretarial Area. Overall, the management
of the two resources through the Secretary’s Orders has been contentious throughout the years resulting in
many disputes and court cases.
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PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES

3.8.1

Resource Overview
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Paleontological resources are the fossilized remains, traces, or imprints of organisms, preserved in or on
the Earth’s crust, that are of paleontological interest and that provide information about the history of life
on Earth (Paleontological Resources Preservation Act (PRPA), Section 6301; 16 U.S.C. 470aaa).
Paleontology is a biological and geological scientific discipline involving the study of fossil materials.
Paleontological resources, or fossils, include the body remains, traces, or imprints of plants or animals that
have been preserved in the earth’s crust since some past geologic time. Among paleontologists, fossils are
generally considered to be scientifically significant if they are unique, unusual, rare, diagnostically or
stratigraphically important, or add to the existing body of knowledge in a specific area of the science. The
BLM considers all vertebrate fossils to be scientifically significant. Invertebrate and plant fossils may be
determined to be significant on a case-by-case basis. Petrified wood is treated as a mineral material and
may be collected under the Material Sales Act of 1947 (as amended), but cannot be obtained under the
General Mining Law of 1872.
The types of fossils preserved in a sedimentary rock sequence depend on the geologic age of the rocks in
which they occur and the environment in which the sediments that comprise the rocks accumulated. The
types of rocks that crop out (are exposed) at the surface of an area and can potentially yield fossils is the
result of geologic (depositional, structural, and erosional) history.
Geologic formations and sediments exposed at the surface of the Planning Area range from Precambrian to
recent. Fossil-bearing sedimentary rocks range in age from Pennsylvanian to Quaternary in age and include
parts of the three geologic eras of earth history during the Phanerozoic (phaneros, meaning visible and zoic,
meaning life), the Paleozoic, Mesozoic, and Cenozoic. Fossils preserved in these deposits include
invertebrate, vertebrate, and plant fossils. Vertebrate fossils include the body remains of fish, amphibians,
reptiles (including dinosaurs), mammals, and birds, as well as their tracks and traces. These fossils can
occur in rocks of Pennsylvanian, Permian, Triassic, Jurassic, Cretaceous, Paleocene, Neogene, and
Quaternary age and include specimens unique to this area.

3.8.2

Current Management Practices

The BLM paleontology program is mandated by PRPA to manage paleontological resources using scientific
principles and expertise. Natural or accelerated erosion, decay, improper collection, and vandalism can
remove, alter, or damage those characteristics that make the paleontological resource scientifically
important or enjoyable to the public.
A search of the Utah Geological Survey (UGS) fossil database in 2011 revealed a total of 357
paleontological localities in the Planning Area (UGS Fossil Locality Database 2011). Of the 357
paleontological localities identified, 135 are vertebrate localities; 62 are invertebrate localities; 53 are plant
localities; and 145 are known to be trace fossil localities. Information from this database, supplemented by
publications and personal experience, document that vertebrate fossils (which the BLM considers of
scientific significance) are known from at least 14 formations that crop out in the Planning Area.
Additionally, a portion of the Dinosaur Diamond Prehistoric National Byway runs through the Planning
Area. The Dinosaur Diamond Prehistoric Byway is a 512-mile driving route through Colorado and Utah
that has educational kiosks and displays of dinosaur tracks and remains. Some sites have reconstructed
skeletons and fleshed out recreations of dinosaurs. The portion in the Planning Area runs south from I-70
on U.S. 191 to Moab and returns to I-70 via U.S. 128. The BLM favors the development of museum
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exhibits and informational kiosks or similar developments at roadside turnouts over the interpretation of
areas where fossils remain in the ground. These projects provide opportunities for learning and enjoyment.
There may be substantial risk of damage or unauthorized collecting of fossils by the public in interpretive
areas that are not staffed.
The BLM has identified four objectives for the management of paleontological resources on lands it
administers. They are: 1) locating, evaluating, managing, and protecting paleontological resources; 2)
facilitating appropriate scientific, educational, and recreational uses of fossils; 3) ensuring that proposed
land uses do not inadvertently damage or destroy important paleontological resources; and 4) fostering
public awareness of the Nation’s rich paleontological heritage (BLM 1998). Uniform procedural guidance
for management of paleontological resources on BLM lands is provided by Paleontological Resources
Handbook 8270-I.
Collection of paleontological resources from BLM lands in the Planning Area is allowed with some
restrictions, depending on the significance of the paleontological resources. Under existing regulations,
hobby collection of common invertebrate or plant paleontological resources by the public is allowed in
reasonable quantities using hand tools. The public is also allowed to collect petrified wood without a permit
for personal noncommercial purposes. People can collect up to 25 pounds plus one piece per person per
day, with a maximum of 250 pounds in one calendar year. Currently, the Moab Field Office does not
authorize any commercial collecting of petrified wood and prohibits the collection of petrified wood in the
Gemini Bridges/Labyrinth Canyon SRMA. The Monticello Field Office has no restrictions on the location
of private petrified wood collecting and commercial permits may be obtained for petrified wood.
Commercial permits for the collection of other paleontological resources are prohibited by law.
Significant paleontological resources, which includes all vertebrate and any designated plant or invertebrate
fossils, can only be collected by obtaining a permit that is issued to qualified researchers. Vertebrate fossils
are the remains or traces of fish, turtles, dinosaurs, mammals, reptiles, and birds, and include material such
as fossil bones, teeth, tracks, coprolites, and burrows. Significant plant and invertebrate fossils are
determined on a case-by-case basis and must be identified in decision documents.
Three types of paleontological use permits are issued to qualified paleontologists in accordance with BLM
Handbook 8270. The contract permit is associated with project work. The paleontologist has to be qualified
by the BLM, and affiliated with a museum. The survey permit is a limited collection permit issued for
reconnaissance work and collection of surface finds, with a one square meter limit on surface disturbance.
If disturbance during the paleontological work will exceed one square meter, or will require mechanized
equipment, the researcher must apply for an excavation permit. Prior to authorization of an excavation
permit, the BLM must prepare an environmental assessment of the proposed location. All fossils collected
under a permit remain public property, must be placed in an approved repository (e.g., a museum), and can
never be sold. Annual reports of findings, including locality and specimen information, are required to be
submitted to the BLM. Researchers may have multiple active permits.
Recreational fossil collecting of common invertebrates, plants, and petrified wood is appropriate on most
lands administered by the BLM, except in developed recreation areas and other special management areas,
such as SRMAs or where otherwise posted. Recreational collecting of vertebrate fossils, as well as
noteworthy fossil invertebrates and plants is prohibited on all BLM-administered lands.
Professional paleontologists conducting research or assessment and mitigation are regulated through the
permit process. Within the Planning Area, the BLM issued 50 of BLM Utah’s 108 paleontology permits
issued in 2015 which include 14 excavation permits, 21 survey permits, and 15 consulting permits.
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Fossil theft and vandalism, particularly vertebrate fossils collection, occur with some regularity throughout
the Planning Area. Only a small number of these occurrences are ever prosecuted. Escalating commercial
values of fossils also mean that fossils on Federal lands are increasingly subject to theft and vandalism.
These crimes reduce scientific and public access to scientifically significant and instructive paleontological
resources and destroy the contextual information critical for interpretation. Illegal casting of dinosaur
tracks, as well as theft of dinosaur bone, is particularly a problem within the Planning Area. Illegal casting
of dinosaur tracks, which causes irreparable harm to the surface of the rock, and the theft of dinosaur bone,
are ongoing concerns in the Planning Area.
The large number of new species, especially dinosaurs, that have been described in scientific literature over
the past few years, is due to increased interest and awareness of the importance of paleontological resources
in the Planning Area by paleontological researchers. This interest and awareness has led to the issuance of
more survey and excavation permits, in addition to a greater number of consulting permits associated with
pipeline and well pad construction.

3.8.3

Resource Characterization

Occurrences of paleontological resources are closely related to the geologic units that contain them. The
potential for finding important paleontological resources can therefore be broadly predicted by the presence
of the pertinent geologic units at or near the surface. Therefore, geologic mapping can be used as a proxy
for assessing the potential for the occurrence of important paleontological resources. The Potential Fossil
Yield Classification (PFYC) system was originally developed by the U.S. Forest Service’s Paleontology
Center of Excellence and the Region 2 (USFS) Paleo Initiative (1996). The guidance on the PFYC system
is found in BLM Handbook 8270.
An additional subclassification system utilized by the BLM is the Paleontology Condition System, which
classifies areas according to their potential to contain vertebrate fossils, or noteworthy occurrences of
invertebrate or plant fossils, in accordance with BLM Handbook 8270-1, revised (BLM 1998a).
Under the PFYC system, geologic units are classified based on the relative abundance of vertebrate fossils
or uncommon invertebrate or plant fossils and their sensitivity to adverse impacts, with a higher class
number indicating a higher potential. This classification is best applied at the geologic formation or member
level. It is not intended to be an assessment of whether important fossils are known to occur occasionally
in these units (i.e., a few important fossils or localities widely scattered throughout a formation does not
necessarily indicate a higher class), nor is it intended to be applied to specific sites or areas. The
classification system is intended to provide baseline guidance to assessing and mitigating impacts to
paleontological resources. In many situations, the classification should be an intermediate step in the
analysis, and should be used to assess additional mitigation needs. PFYC classes are defined in detail
below:
Class 1: Geologic units that are unlikely to contain recognizable fossil remains. This includes units that
are igneous or metamorphic in origin (but excludes tuffs), as well as units that are Precambrian in age or
older. Management concern for paleontological resources in Class 1 units is negligible or not applicable.
No assessment or mitigation is needed except in very rare circumstances. The occurrence of significant
fossils in Class 1 units is non-existent or extremely rare.
Class 2: Sedimentary geologic units that are not likely to contain vertebrate fossils or scientifically
significant nonvertebrate fossils. This includes units in which vertebrate or significant nonvertebrate fossils
are unknown or very rare, units that are younger than 10,000 years before present, units that are aeolian in
origin, and units which exhibit significant diagenetic alteration (physical changes in rock which occur over
time such as compaction, cementation, and mineral replacement). The potential for impacting vertebrate
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fossils or uncommon invertebrate or plant fossils is low. Management concern for paleontological
resources is low, and management actions are not likely to be needed. Localities containing important
resources may exist, but would be rare and would not influence the classification.
Class 3: Fossiliferous sedimentary geologic units where fossil content varies in significance, abundance,
and predictable occurrence; or sedimentary units of unknown fossil potential. These units are often marine
in origin with sporadic known occurrences of vertebrate fossils. Vertebrate fossils and uncommon
nonvertebrate fossils are known to occur inconsistently, and predictability is known to be low. Class 3
includes units that are poorly studied and/or poorly documented, so that the potential yield cannot be
assigned without ground reconnaissance. Management concern for paleontological resources in these units
is moderate, or cannot be determined from existing data. Surface-disturbing activities may require field
assessment to determine a further course of action.
The Class 3 category includes a broad range of potential impacts. Geologic units of unknown potential, as
well as units of moderate or infrequent fossil occurrence are included. Assessment and mitigation efforts
also include a broad range of options. Surface-disturbing activities will require sufficient assessment to
determine whether significant fossil resources occur in the area of a proposed action, and whether the action
could affect the paleontological resources.
Class 4: These are Class 5 geologic units (see below) that have lowered risks of human-caused adverse
impacts and/or lowered risk of natural degradation. They include bedrock units with extensive soil or
vegetative cover, bedrock exposures that are limited or not expected to be impacted, units with areas of
exposed outcrop that are smaller than two contiguous acres, units in which outcrops form cliffs of sufficient
height and slope so that impacts are minimized by topographic effects, and units where other characteristics
are present that lower the vulnerability of both known and unidentified fossil localities.
The potential for impacting significant fossils is moderate to high, and is dependent on the proposed action.
The bedrock unit is Class 5, but a protective layer of soil, thin alluvial material, or other mitigating
circumstances may lessen or prevent potential impacts to the bedrock resulting from the activity. Mitigation
efforts must include assessment of the disturbance, such as removal or penetration of protective surface
alluvium or soils, potential for future accelerated erosion, or increased ease of access resulting in greater
looting potential. If impacts to significant fossils are anticipated, on-the-ground surveys prior to authorizing
the surface-disturbing action will usually be necessary. Onsite monitoring may also be necessary during
construction activities. Management prescriptions for resource preservation and conservation through
controlled access or special management designation should be considered. Class 4 and Class 5 units are
often combined as Class 5 for general application, such as planning efforts or preliminary assessments, as
Class 4 is determined from local mitigating conditions and the impacts of the planned action.
Class 5: Highly fossiliferous geologic units that regularly and predictably produce vertebrate fossils or
uncommon invertebrate or plant fossils, and that are at risk of human-caused adverse impacts or natural
degradation. These include units in which vertebrate fossils or uncommon invertebrate or plant fossils are
known and documented to occur consistently, predictably, or abundantly. Class 5 pertains to highly
sensitive units that are well exposed with little or no soil or vegetative cover, units in which outcrop areas
are extensive, and exposed bedrock areas that are larger than two contiguous acres.
Management concern for paleontological resources in Class 5 units/areas is high, because the potential for
impacting significant fossils is high. Vertebrate fossils or uncommon nonvertebrate fossils are known from
the impacted area, or can reasonably be expected to occur in the impacted area. Assessment by a qualified
paleontologist is required in advance of surface-disturbing activities or land tenure adjustments, and
mitigation will often be necessary before and/or during surface-disturbing actions. Field surveys prior to
authorizing any surface-disturbing activities will usually be necessary. Onsite monitoring may also be
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necessary during construction activities. Designation of areas of special interest and concern may be
appropriate. Class 3, 4, and 5 areas within the Planning Area are shown on Map 3-16.
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The Planning Area is an internationally recognized recreation destination. The proximity of Arches
National Park and Canyonlands National Park, the extraordinarily scenic and diverse landscape, the
accessibility of two major river systems (the Colorado and Green Rivers), the presence of interesting
cultural and paleontological resources, and the opportunities for a wide range of recreational activities have
made the Planning Area very popular for those seeking outdoor experiences. Visitors to the Planning Area
engage in a wide array of both motorized and non-motorized recreational activities, many of which conflict
with each other. Recreational activities within the Planning Area include but are not limited to camping,
scenic driving, enjoying natural and cultural features, hiking, backpacking, canyoneering, mountain biking,
horseback riding, hunting, rock climbing, building, antenna, span, and Earth (BASE) jumping, boating
(rafting, canoeing, and kayaking), and off-highway vehicle (OHV) use.
Tracking visitor use is necessary for managing recreational use, including identifying trends, projecting and
prioritizing future recreation management, identifying natural resource recreation settings, and calculating
carrying capacities. Visitor use numbers are collected by means of traffic counters, visitor registrations,
recreation use permits, and from other outside sources.
In general, the Planning Area experiences a high number of seasonal visitors and an intense demand for
recreational activities. Busy seasons include both spring and fall, with spring bringing the most visitors to
the area. The estimated annual visitation to BLM lands within the Planning Area is over 964,000 visitors.
Visitation occurs throughout the year, with the spring season beginning in February and lasting through
May, and the fall season running from September through November. Spring and fall visitors engage in
the full range of recreational activities, including scenic driving, camping, hiking, jeeping, mountain biking,
canoeing and rafting, rock climbing, OHV use, and horseback riding. Summer visitation is mainly
associated with touring Arches and Canyonlands National Parks, and with river-related activities. The
summer season also brings large numbers of visitors who engage in sightseeing activities, such as driving
through the public lands and viewing the landscape from scenic overlooks, and some hiking and biking. In
addition, organized group activities of many types also occur on public lands within the Planning Area.
The economy of the area is heavily dependent upon recreation-based businesses. Up to 342 guides and
outfitters are currently operating on BLM lands within the Planning Area. These outfitters provide services
for many activities including rafting, hiking, climbing, OHV use, photography tours, horseback riding,
ballooning, hunting, canyoneering, and mountain biking.
In order to address the rapid growth in recreation opportunities and activities found within the Planning
Area, and to ensure that sufficient and appropriate management is being applied in highly used areas, the
BLM has developed specific Recreation Area Management Plans (RAMP). To date, three RAMPs have
been developed for public lands within the Planning Area, including the Colorado Riverway, South Moab
and Canyon Rims areas.

Special Recreation Management Areas
SRMAs are the BLM’s primary means of managing recreational use of the public lands. Public lands are
designated as a SRMA or Extensive Recreation Management Area (ERMA). SRMAs require a recreation
investment where more intensive recreation management is needed and where recreation is a principal
management objective. These areas often have high levels of recreation activity, contain valuable natural
resources, or require recreational settings that need special management. ERMAs constitute public land
that are managed to support and sustain the existing recreation use, demand, or program investments of an
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area. Recreation may not be the primary management objective in ERMAs: therefore recreational activities
are subject to fewer restrictions in ERMAs.
Two popular canyoneering routes (Repeat Jr. and Winter Camp Wash) are located within the ERMA. In
addition, a portion of the Kokopelli’s Trail, as well as the Top of the World Jeep Safari route are within the
ERMA.
High use recreation trails and routes within SRMAs see the greatest concentration of visitors. Nonmotorized trails provide opportunities for mountain bikers, equestrians, and hikers. While there are many
miles of designated routes in the Planning Area, Jeep Safari routes are those most heavily used by motorized
recreationists. These popular non-motorized trails and motorized routes are shown on Maps 3-17 and 318, respectively. They include those routes that are authorized for both commercial and organized group
permittees. These routes are listed under each SRMA below.
Six areas within the Planning Area have been established as SRMAs (Map 3-19). The Canyon Rims
SRMA, Labyrinth/Gemini SRMA, and Indian Creek SRMAs are located entirely within the Planning Area.
The South Moab SRMA, Dolores River SRMA, and Colorado Riverway SRMA are partially located within
the Planning Area.
To aid in the management of the diversity of recreational activities that occur in the Planning Area the BLM
has identified Focus Areas or Recreation Management Zones (RMZ). Focus Areas are established to
emphasize a specific recreation use and provide a specific set of recreational opportunities and facilities.
Focus Areas set visitor expectations for a specific type of recreation experience, thereby reducing potential
conflicts. Map 3-20 identifies Recreation Focus Areas found within the Planning Area.
Below is a description of the SRMAs and Focus Areas located within the Planning Area.
Canyon Rims Special Recreation Management Area (101,520 acres)

The Canyon Rims SRMA is located west of U.S. 191 and south of Moab. This SRMA is situated on a large
plateau overlooking the Colorado River and is managed as a Destination SRMA. The SRMA has four
developed overlooks of the Colorado River, two scenic byways, and two campgrounds, as well as the
Trough Springs Hiking trailhead. The SRMA was established to protect, manage, and improve the natural
resources of the area while allowing for recreation activities such as developed camping, visiting scenic
overlooks, auto touring on the primary road system, touring the secondary road system by motorized vehicle
and mountain bike, and hiking and backpacking the canyons.
Focus areas located within the Canyon Rims SRMA include:
•
•

Hatch Wash Hiking and Backpacking Focus Area
Needles and Anticline Roads Utah Scenic Backways.

High use recreation routes within this SRMA include:
•
•

Non-motorized: Trough Springs (hiking), Hatch Wash (hiking)
Motorized: Anticline and Needles Overlooks Scenic Byways.

Colorado Riverway Special Recreation Management Area (31,702 acres within the Planning Area)

The Colorado Riverway SRMA is partially located within the Planning Area and is managed as a
Destination SRMA. The portion of the SRMA located within the Planning Area (31,702 acres) includes
Shafer Basin, Kane Creek, Highway 279 and portions of U.S. 128, Porcupine Rim and areas south of
Dolores River. Major activities include scenic driving, hiking, mountain biking, boating and camping.
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Focus Areas located within the Colorado Riverway SRMA include:
•

•

Scenic Driving Corridors:
– These corridors include portions of U.S. 128 and the entire length of Highway 279 which are
both designated as Utah Scenic Byways, as well as the Kane Creek/Hurrah Pass portion of the
Lockhart Basin Scenic Backway.
Specialized Sport Venue, Non-motorized:
– Tombstone Competitive BASE jumping Focus Area
– Wall Street Sport climbing Focus Area (44 acres).

High use recreation routes within that portion of the SRMA in the Planning Area include:
•
•
•
•

Non-motorized Bike: Porcupine Rim Singletrack Bike Trail, Amasa Back/Pothole/Rockstacker/
Ahab Bike Trails, Hunter Canyon Rim, Jackson Trail, Kokopelli Trail
Non-motorized Hiking: Hunter Canyon
Motorized: Cliffhanger, Moab Rim, Chicken Corners, Pritchett Canyon, Porcupine Rim, Top of
the World
Climbing: Ice Cream Parlor, Tombstones of Kane Creek.

Dolores River Special Recreation Management Area (2,872 acres within the Planning Area)

The Dolores River Canyons SRMA is located about 25 miles east and south of Moab. This SRMA is
managed as Undeveloped. The area has a limited number of roads, making motorized access difficult.
Recreational use of this area is very light, with rafting and hiking being the most common activities. The
only current infrastructure consists of directional signs.
Indian Creek Special Recreation Management Area (76,427 acres)

The Indian Creek SRMA is completely located within the Planning Area along State Route 211 and north
of the town of Monticello, situated between the Needles District of Canyonlands National Park and the
Abajo Mountains and Manti LaSal National Forest. Indian Creek SRMA is managed as a Destination
SRMA and is considered the gateway to the Needles District of Canyonlands National Park. Indian Creek
SRMA offers visitors the chance to experience a very unique remote landscape, which contains a worldrenowned sandstone crack climbing area, a large number of cultural sites, a popular OHV access area, rare
paleontological formations, and camping opportunities. This SRMA includes a wide range of recreational
activities including sightseeing, camping, rock climbing, OHV use, cultural site visitation and photography.
Labyrinth/Gemini Special Recreation Management Area (275,788 acres)

The Labyrinth/Gemini SRMA encompasses a large portion of the Planning Area. It lies south of I-70, to
the west of Arches National Park, with the southern portion of the SRMA bordered by Highway 279. The
area was designated as a Destination SRMA for a wide range of recreational activities. Both motorized and
non-motorized recreational activities can be found within the SRMA. Areas within the SRMA that have
been identified to accommodate specific recreational uses include scenic driving corridors, open OHV use,
mountain biking, BASE jumping, and hiking and equestrian areas.
Focus Areas located within the Labyrinth/Gemini SRMA include:
•
•
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Scenic Driving Corridors:
– Highway 313 and the Island in the Sky Road (Utah Scenic Byway) are managed for scenic
driving enjoyment.
Non-Mechanized Recreation:
– Goldbar/Corona Arch Hiking Focus Area (4,773 acres)
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– Spring Canyon Hiking Focus Area (455 acres)
– Labyrinth Canyon Canoe Focus Area (6,812 acres)
– Seven Mile Canyons Equestrian Focus Area (1,028 acres)
Mountain Bike Backcountry Touring:
– Klondike Bluffs Mountain Biking Focus Area (14,597 acres) located between Arches National
Park and U.S. 191
– Bar M Mountain Biking Focus Area (2,906 acres) located between Arches National Park, U.S.
191, and the Bar M area State lands
– Tusher Slickrock Mountain Biking Focus Area (428 acres) located on Slickrock between
Bartlett and Tusher Washes. The main access is from Bartlett Wash. The area is primarily
managed for mountain bike and hiking use only. Cross-country mountain biking is allowed
throughout the area.
– Mill Canyon/Upper Courthouse Mountain Biking Focus Area (5,741 acres)
Motorized Backcountry Touring:
– Gemini Bridges/Poison Spider Mesa Focus Area (16,589 acres). This focus area is managed
for multiple-use, including full-size OHV, ATV, and motorcycle use with consideration given
to managing routes suitable for each vehicle type.
Specialized Sport Venue (non-motorized):
– Mineral Canyon/Horsethief Point Competitive BASE Jumping Focus Area (762 acres)
– Bartlett Slickrock Freeride Focus Area, mountain bike only (166 acres)
Specialized Sport Venue (motorized):
– Dee Pass Motorized Trail Focus Area (21,158 acres). This focus area is managed for
motorcycle and ATV use, and has been established for competitive motorized events.
Managed OHV Area (cross country travel allowed):
– White Wash Sand Dunes Open OHV Focus Area (1,944 acres).

High use recreation routes within this SRMA include:
•
•
•
•
•

Non-motorized Bicycles: Portal Bike Trail, Bar M Bike Trail System, Magnificent Seven Bike
Trail System, Klondike Bluffs Bike Trail System, Klonzo Bike Trail, Bartlett Slickrock Bike Trail,
Lower Monitor and Merrimac Bike Trail, Moab Canyon Paved Bike Path
Non-motorized Hiking: Corona Arch, Tibbetts Arch Trail, Goldbar Canyon systems, Spring
Canyon
Non-motorized Equestrian: Seven Mile Canyon, Moab Endurance Ride (Jug Rock) System
Motorized Jeep Safari Routes: Crystal Geyser, Secret Spire, Hey Joe Canyon, Metal Masher,
Copper Ride, 3-D, Wipeout Hill, Seven Mile Rim, Goldbar Rim, Golden Spike, Poison Spider
Mesa, Hellroaring Rim
Climbing/Canyoneering Areas: Long Canyon/Day Canyon/Culvert Canyon, Cameltoe Canyon,
Granary Canyon, Needle Rock.

South Moab Special Recreation Management Area (23,143 acres within the Planning Area)

The South Moab SRMA is located south of Moab and to the west of the Manti-LaSal National Forest, with
U.S. 191 being an approximate bisection. Only a portion of the SRMA (23,143 acres) is located within the
Planning Area. Most of the area is easily accessible from Moab, and receives moderate to heavy recreation
use and accommodates both motorized and non-motorized use. Infrastructure ranges from developed
campgrounds to directional signing only. The SRMA is managed as a Destination SRMA.
Focus Areas located within the South Moab SRMA include:
•
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Specialized Sport Venue (Non-motorized):
– 24 Hour of Moab Focus Area (2,914 acres)
High use recreation routes within the portion of the SRMA in the Planning Area include:
– Non-motorized Bike: Hunter Canyon Rim
– Motorized: Kane Creek Canyon, Flat Iron Mesa, Behind the Rocks.

Off-Highway Vehicle
The management of OHV activities within the Planning Area includes monitoring and maintaining routes,
installing fencing to protect natural and cultural resources on certain routes, coordination with local officials
and other agencies, ongoing training on OHV related issues, and issuing citations and written warnings for
OHV violations.
It is important to note that many OHV users in the Planning Area are residents of Colorado. In addition,
OHV users come from the Wasatch Front of Utah, other western states, and from all over the country to
ride OHVs on public lands within the Planning Area. The Planning Area has been featured in national
OHV publications (four-wheelers, dirt bike, and four-wheel driving), and has become nationally known as
an OHV destination. OHV demand is highest within the following areas:
•
•
•
•

Near Dead Horse Point State Park including Gemini Bridges, Arth’s Rim, Poison Spider Mesa,
Gold Bar Rim, and Golden Spike
Near Kane Creek, including Cliff Hanger, Kane Creek Canyon Road, Moab Rim, Hurrah Pass,
Pritchett Canyon, Behind the Rocks
Northwest of U.S. 191, including Wipeout Hill, Seven Mile Rim, Hey Joe Canyon, White Wash,
Ten Mile, Secret Spire, 3D, and the White Wash area
Lower Indian Creek including Hamburger Rock, Indian Creek Falls.

Special Recreation Permits
Five types of uses requiring Special Recreation Permits (SRP) are authorized, commercial, competitive,
vending, individual, or group use in special areas, and organized group activity and event use. SRPs are
issued to manage visitor use, protect natural and cultural resources, and accommodate commercial
recreational uses, and may be issued for ten years or less, with annual renewal. Commercial SRPs are
issued to outfitters, guides, vendors, recreation clubs, and commercial competitive event organizers
providing recreational opportunities or service. SRPs for competitive and organized group events are also
included in this category.
In 2012, 342 SRPs were issued by the Monticello and Moab Field Offices. While it is not known how
many of these SRPs were exclusively for use within the Planning Area, it is assumed that due to the
recreation opportunities found in this area that a large percentage of them did utilize the Planning Area. In
total, approximately 122,486 clients were served by the SRPs generating gross revenue of roughly
$15,774,040.

Developed Recreation Sites
Developed recreation sites incorporate visitor use infrastructure such as roads, parking areas, and facilities
to protect the resource and support recreational users in their pursuit of activities, experiences, and benefits.
Visitor use infrastructure is provided to focus and facilitate recreational activities. Within the Planning
Area there are 58 developed recreation sites and overlooks (Table 3-15). The majority of these developed
sites feature toilets, graveled roads, picnic tables, and fire grills. There is a fee to use most of the
campground facilities; there is no fee charged for trailheads and overlooks.
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Table 3-15. Developed Recreation Sites within the Planning Area
Visits
(FY 2014)

Visitor Days
(2014)

Field Office

Big Bend

22,090

30,586

Moab

Cowboy Camp

2,385

4,551

Moab

Cowskin

(1)

(1)

Moab

Creek Pasture

(1)

(1)

Monticello

Dewey Bridge

3,190

3,713

Moab

Drinks Canyon

10,160

14,563

Moab

Goldbar

10,975

14,467

Moab

Hal Canyon

7,125

10,213

Moab

670

1,622

Moab

Hamburger Rock

2,149

16,583

Monticello

Horsethief

10,583

20,196

Moab

Hunter Canyon

4,950

7,095

Moab

Indian Creek

5,394

30,516

Monticello

Jaycee Park

2,530

3,626

Moab

Kings Bottom

6,195

8,880

Moab

Ledge A, B, C and D

3,620

5,189

Moab

Lone Mesa

1,660

3,168

Moab

New-not yet open

New-not yet open

Moab

Moonflower

4,845

6,945

Moab

Oak Grove

4,215

6,042

Moab

Superbowl

(1)

(1)

Monticello

Upper Big Bend

4,370

6,264

Moab

Williams Bottom

8,265

11,847

Moab

Windwhistle

4,360

4,178

Moab

Amasa Back Trailhead

(1)

(1)

Moab

Bar M Trailhead

(1)

(1)

Moab

Blue Hills Road Trailhead

(1)

(1)

Moab

Copper Ridge Sauropod Trackway Trailhead

5,556

1,361

Moab

Corona Arch Trailhead

28,092

7,023

Moab

(1)

(1)

Moab

(1) Unknown

(1)

Monticello

Dubinky Road Trailhead

(1)

(1)

Moab

Entrada Bluffs Trailhead

(1)

(1)

Moab

Hunter Canyon Trailhead

(1)

(1)

Moab

Type of Site
Developed Campgrounds

Hatch

Moab Skyway

Developed Trailheads

Courthouse Rock Trailhead
Donnelly Canyon Climbing Parking Lot
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Visits
(FY 2014)

Visitor Days
(2014)

Field Office

Kane Creek Canyon Trailhead

(1)

(1)

Moab

Klondike Bluffs Trailheads (2)

(1)

(1)

Moab

Kokopelli Trail Trailheads

(1)

(1)

Moab

10,124

3,147

Moab

Moab Rim Trailhead

(1)

(1)

Moab

Monitor and Merrimac Trailhead

(1)

(1)

Moab

Poison Spider Trailhead

(1)

(1)

Moab

30,900

10,043

Moab

Shay Canyon Loop Trail

(1)

(1)

Monticello

White Wash Sand Dunes Trailhead

(1)

(1)

Moab

3,210

602

Moab

Canyonlands Overlook

(1)

(1)

Moab

Cliffline Interpretive Site

(1)

(1)

Moab

Mineral Bottom Boat Ramp

(1)

(1)

Moab

Minor Overlook

(1)

(1)

Moab

Monitor and Merrimac Interpretive Site

(1)

(1)

Moab

Needles Overlook

12,805

1,361

Moab

Newspaper Rock Petroglyph Site

96,379

9,638

Monticello

Sandy Beach Boat Ramp

(1)

(1)

Moab

Seven Mile Overlook

(1)

(1)

Moab

Take-out Beach Boat Ramp

(1)

(1)

Moab

The Knoll Overlook

(1)

(1)

Moab

The Meadow Overlook

(1)

(1)

Moab

306,796

243,418

-

Type of Site

Mill Canyon Dinosaur Trail Trailhead

Porcupine Rim Trailheads

Developed Sites and Overlooks
Anticline Overlook

Totals

(1) Visits and Visitor Days included in estimates of dispersed recreation for the SRMA in which the specific site is located. See
discussion which follows. A visitor day is defined as 12 visitor hours in an area.

Dispersed Recreation
A wide range of dispersed recreation occurs throughout the Planning Area and takes place essentially in
areas that are not identified as developed recreation sites. The majority of recreationists in these areas are
participating in activities that emphasize solitude and undisturbed night skies and landscapes. Activities
generally occurring in dispersed recreation areas include, but are not limited to, OHV use, mountain biking,
rock climbing, automobile touring, hiking, horseback riding, and backpacking. Specific areas where
dispersed recreation occurs within the Planning Area include Indian Creek Crossing, Lockhart Basin Road,
rock art sites along Highway 211, Mill Canyon and Dubinky Well Road areas, Labyrinth Rims area,
Labyrinth Canyon, and White Wash Sand Dunes. Popular bicycle and motorized vehicle routes include all
Jeep Safari Routes, as well as single track bike trails in Bar M, Klondike and around Gemini Bridges.
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The Planning Area receives a great deal of dispersed recreation use. In the past 15 years, the BLM has
constructed and maintained a variety of recreation infrastructure. With visitation to BLM-administered
public lands around Moab continuing to increase, additional facilities authorized in the 2008 RMPs will
likely be developed. Even with continued recreation development, dispersed recreation is likely to increase
throughout the Planning Area as more visitors are attracted to the region. Table 3-16 presents information
on estimated dispersed recreation visits and visitor days in SRMAs located within the Planning Area. (For
those SRMAs only partially located within the Planning Area, dispersed recreation visits and visitor days
are allocated on proportionate acreage).

Table 3-16. Estimated Dispersed Recreation Visits and Visitor Days by Special Recreation
Management Area within the Planning Area (FY 2014)
SRMA

Visits

Visitor Days

Field Office

Canyon Rims

48,566

9,918

Moab

Colorado Riverway

206,311

118,302

Moab

Dolores River

1,370

1,929

Moab

Indian Creek

7,106

10,828

Monticello

Labyrinth/Gemini

367,487

230,710

Moab

South Moab

26,661

15,419

Moab

Totals

657,501

387,106

Note: A visitor day is defined as 12 visitor hours in an area.

User Conflict and Displacement
Recreational use and development has increased throughout the Planning Area, along with dispersed
recreation use. Many recreationists have begun to move into areas with high mineral interest. Some
recreation users see their use of the public land as the highest and best use. When recreational use reaches
a certain threshold, it has been reported that user groups start to resent the multi-use nature of public lands.

State of Utah Scenic Byways and Backways
The Byway program was developed as a component of the National Scenic Byway Program. These Byways
and Backways highlight the spectacular nature of the western landscapes and vary from narrow, graded
roads, passable only a few months of the year, to two-lane, paved highways providing year-round access.
Scenic Byways complement the National Scenic Byway Program by focusing on scenic corridors along
major primary and secondary highways. A scenic byway has roadside corridors of special aesthetic,
cultural, or historic value. Backways focus primarily on corridors along back country roads with high
scenic, historic, archaeological, or other public interest values. The road may vary from a very rough road
to a low speed, paved road that traverses back country areas.
Roads that are designated Backways rather than Byways are done for the primary reason of safety. These
roads generally do not meet full Federal safety standards, meaning they are not wide enough, or graded
enough to be safe year-round for passenger cars. They do, however, meet the highest standard of scenic,
recreational, and historical criteria (Map 3-21).
State of Utah Byways

•
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Highway 211 (Indian Creek Corridor Scenic Byway): This 18-mile Byway is located 14 miles
north of Monticello at the junction of State Route (SR)-211 with U.S. 191. From U.S. 191 the
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Byway passes Newspaper Rock Recreation site and terminates at the Needles District of the
Canyonlands National Park. This Byway is entirely located within the Planning Area.
•

Highway 279 (Potash-Lower Colorado River Scenic Byway): Three miles north of Moab, U.S.
191 junctions with SR-270. The Byway follows the Colorado River through a meandering canyon
for 17 miles to Jug Handle Arch. This Byway is entirely located within the Planning Area.

•

Highway 313 (Dead Horse Point Mesa Scenic Byway): Located nine miles north of the town of
Moab. This Byway includes incredible red rock canyon scenery, and pull-offs along the Byway
provide interpretation of the geology, archaeology, and scenery of the highway. This Byway is
entirely located within the Planning Area.

•

Highway 128 (Upper Colorado River Scenic Byway): This byway travels northeast from the
town of Moab through a red rock canyon following the Colorado River. The Byway is 44 miles
long and in addition to unique scenery, it serves as a connecting route for motorists going to or
from Moab and the nearby National Parks and BLM recreation sites. This Byway is partially
located within the Planning Area.

Backways

•

Lockhart Basin Road (includes Hurrah Pass and on into Moab on the Kane Creek Road):
This backway follows Kane Creek Blvd from its intersection with U.S. 191 in Moab to the “Y”
intersection with 5th West. The backway is located almost entirely on BLM lands. Views include
the Colorado River, serpentine Kane Creek Canyon, Hurrah Pass and the canyon and cliff country
adjacent to Canyonlands National Park. This backway is entirely located within the Planning Area.

•

Needles/Anticline Overlooks Road: This backway is located off of U.S. 191, 12 miles south of
the LaSal Junction. This backway travels across the Canyon Rims SRMA to access BLM’s Needles
and Anticline Overlooks. It is a total of 76 miles to access both overlooks and return to U.S. 191.
The roads to each overlook offer views of Canyonlands National Park to the west and the LaSal
Mountains to the east. From the Needles Overlook an expansive view of BLM’s Indian Creek
Wilderness Study Area and the Needles District of Canyonlands National Park can be seen. The
Anticline Overlook is situated on a narrow promontory, and views include the Colorado River,
Dead Horse Pont State Park, Hurrah Pass and Kane Creek Canyon. This backway is entirely located
within the Planning Area.
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RIPARIAN RESOURCES

3.10.1

Introduction

Moab Master Leasing Plan

Riparian and wetland areas are sensitive vegetative or physical ecosystems that develop in association with
surface or subsurface water (Leonard et al. 1992). Riparian and wetland ecological systems comprise less
than two percent of the 785,567 acres of public lands within the Planning Area, but are among the most
important, productive, and diverse ecosystems on the landscape. Benefits from riparian/wetland
ecosystems are essential to both human and wildlife values and include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maintaining clean, renewable water supplies
Supporting various life stages for diverse flora and fauna, including special status species and
fisheries
Importance in cultural and historic values
Economic value derived from sustainable uses (open space, hunting, livestock grazing; commercial
recreation)
Greenbelt associated recreation and scenic values
Thermal/shade protection for both humans and wildlife, which is especially important within the
arid Southwest
Mitigate droughts and floods.

Riparian/wetland habitats are fragile resources and are often among the first landscape features to reflect
impacts from management activities. These habitats are used as indicators of overall land health and
watershed condition. Healthy riparian systems filter and purify water, reduce sediment loads and enhance
soil stability, reduce destructive energies associated with flood events, provide physical and thermal microclimates in contrast to surrounding uplands, and contribute to groundwater recharge and base flow (BLM
1991a).

3.10.2

Resource Overview

Riparian and wetland areas in the Planning Area include, but are not limited to, areas adjacent to waterways
with either perennial or intermittent flows, areas with surface and/or subsurface water, springs, seeps, ponds
or hanging gardens. Wetland areas include, but are not limited to, wet meadows, sloughs, marshes, swamps,
and bogs; however, the Planning Area is almost devoid of these types of wetlands. Hanging gardens are an
important riparian feature found in the Planning Area associated with seeps and springs on cliff faces or
rock ledges. Riparian areas are recognized as “a form of wetland transition” between permanently saturated
wetlands and upland areas (Leonard et al. 1992), and for BLM purposes, riparian and wetland and hanging
garden areas are referred to synonymously as riparian resources unless specifically discerned (BLM 2008a,
2008b). Riparian and wetland ecosystems are classified by type based on hydrologic, geomorphologic, and
biological factors (Cowardin et al. 1979).
The potential of these riparian systems is strongly dependent on the availability of water including the
amount, timing, duration, and source of water availability, among other physical factors. Water availability
is commonly described as perennial (year round), intermittent (continuously flowing more than 30 days) or
ephemeral (flowing only after rainfall events or snowmelt conditions).
The BLM rates the condition of riparian/wetland areas using a process to assess Proper Functioning
Condition (PFC). This rating is an indicator of riparian conditions which considers the hydrology,
vegetation, and erosion/deposition attributes of each riparian/wetland area. The condition rating refers to
how well the physical and biological processes are functioning in accordance with that site’s capability and
potential.
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Riparian/wetland areas are rated as in PFC when adequate vegetation, landform, or woody debris is present
to:
•
•
•
•

Dissipate stream energy associated with high water flows
Filter sediment, capture bedload, and aid floodplain development
Improve floodwater retention and groundwater recharge
Develop root masses that stabilize streambanks.

A functional-at-risk rating (FAR) is assigned when the riparian area only meets some of the elements in the
PFC definition and has a high probability of degradation with a relatively high flow event. These areas
must be assigned an upward or downward trend if previous documentation is available. A non-functioning
rating (NF) is assigned when the riparian areas clearly lack the elements listed in the PFC definition. A
rating of “unknown” may be assigned to riparian areas when there is no information available.
Utah Riparian Policy, updated in Sept 2005, provides specific guidance on management of BLM riparian
lands in Utah. The purpose and objective of this policy is, to the extent possible, to maintain and/ or improve
riparian areas to PFC. Changes in management or restoration actions may be needed in areas that have
been determined to be in less than properly functioning condition in order to achieve PFC.

3.10.3

Riparian/Wetland Status

The BLM administers 15,468 acres of riparian resources on public lands within the Planning Area (Map 322). Specifically, 11,337 acres are located within the Moab Field Office portion of the Planning Area and
4,131 acres within the Monticello Field Office portion of the Planning Area, for a total of two percent of
all BLM-administered lands in the Planning Area. The majority of these resources are located along the
Colorado River, the Green River, and their associated tributary drainages including Kane Creek, Ten Mile
Wash and Indian Creek.
Most riparian areas in the Planning Area have a diverse vegetation regime, with both native and non-native
plants. Native plants include Fremont Cottonwoods, willows, sedges, rushes, and water-loving grasses.
Non-native plants are often invasive and noxious and include Tamarisk, Russian olive, and Russian
Knapweed. See Table 3-17 for a more complete list of plants that can be found within the Planning Area.

Table 3-17. Common Riparian Plant Species Occurring in the Planning Area
Common Name

Scientific Name

Native Riparian Species
Fremont cottonwood
Narrowleaf cottonwood
Gooding willow (black willow)

Populus angustifolia
Salix gooddingii

Coyote willow

Salix exigua

Yellow willow

Salix lutea

Water birch

Betula occidentalis

Box elder

Acer negundo

Bulrushes

Scirpus spp.

Rushes

Juncus spp.

Spike-rushes
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Common Name
Cattail

Scientific Name
Typha spp.

Invasive/Exotic Species
Russian Olive
Tamarisk
Chinese elm
Ravenna grass
Clematis
Phragmites

Elaeagnus angustifolia
Tamarix spp.
Ulmus parvifolia
Erianthus ravennae
Clematis spp.
Phragmites spp.

Noxious Species
Russian knapweed

Acroptilon repens

Purple loosestrife

Lythrum salicaria

Spotted knapweed

Centaurea maculosa

Bermudagrass

Cynodon dactylon

Bindweed

Convolvulus spp.

Broad-leaved peppergrass (tall
whitetop)
Canada thistle
Diffuse knapweed
Perennial sorghum (including
Johnson grass)

Lepidium latifolium
Cirsium arvense
Centaurea diffusa
Sorghum spp.

Musk thistle

Carduus nutans

Quackgrass

Elytrigia repens

Scotch thistle
Squarrose knapweed
Whitetop

Onopordum acanthium
Centaurea squarrosa
Cardaria spp.

Riparian/wetland ecosystems are important for wildlife year round but especially during the summer when
temperatures often exceed 100º F and there is little shade or water. Demand for these diverse
riparian/wetland ecosystems is high and may exceed the average capacity of these systems with resulting
decreases in sustainability and condition.
Grazing uses of the riparian/wetland areas occur mainly in the fall, winter and spring months. Rest rotation
grazing strategies are encouraged to provide some relief to riparian areas in spring during at least one year
out of three. Certain riparian areas are fenced to exclude livestock.
Both the Moab and Monticello RMPs include decisions to avoid surface-disturbing activities within 100
meters (330 feet) of riparian areas, floodplains, streams, springs or other water features. These decisions
apply to all oil and gas and potash exploration, drilling and development activities, including access roads
and pipelines.
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Invasive and/or Non-Native Species
While riparian function ratings can indicate the health of an ecosystem and be used as management tools,
they do not in themselves reflect the degree of ecosystem diversity relative to invasive, exotic, or noxious
plant species. Invasive and noxious species (namely tamarisk, Russian olive, and Russian knapweed) are
now common within most riparian ecosystems in the Planning Area. Table 3-17 lists the common nonnative riparian plant species found within the Planning Area.
Natural and human caused disturbances can lead to encroachment by invasive and/or non-native plant
communities if these seed sources are present. Exotic and noxious species can alter individual riparian
functions or processes, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Invasive and noxious plant species often dewater riparian sites because they have deeper tap roots
to out-compete natives for availability of water in arid environments
Tamarisk secretes salt and increases soil and water salinity, resulting in reduced seed establishment
of native species, and reduced downstream water quality
Invasive and noxious plant species compete for sun and space in narrow habitats
Invasive and noxious plant species proliferate more readily than native species, having larger
numbers of seeds and longer seed establishment periods
Invasive and noxious plant species communities typically reduce biodiversity (significant decreases
in numbers and types of associated biotic species, including birds, bats, insects, amphibians, etc.)
Invasive and noxious plant communities (e.g., Typha spp. and Phragmites australis), because of
root and stem densities, can armor stream banks, promoting entrenched systems with highly
destructive flooding energies which remain undissipated within deep channels. This results in high
bank loss downstream, sedimentation, and salinization.

Current Riparian Conditions
Riparian and wetland conditions throughout the Planning Area were informally assessed prior to 2003 and
each riparian/wetland area was assigned a condition rating. Since 2003 many of these areas have been
evaluated by an ID team using the PFC assessment procedure and condition ratings have been adjusted.
Certain areas have not yet been formally evaluated and assessed by an ID team, and their condition ratings
are based on the original informal assessments. These informally assessed areas include the riparian areas
within the Monticello Field Office portion of the Planning Area and several drainages within the Moab
Field Office portion of the Planning Area. The evaluation and assessment work continues on these
informally assessed areas on a project specific basis, usually completed for grazing permit renewals. Table
3-18 identifies acres of riparian areas by condition rating within the Planning Area.

Table 3-18. Riparian Condition Ratings within the Planning Area (BLM lands only)
Moab Field Office (Acres
within Planning Area)

Monticello Field Office (Acres
within Planning Area)

Riparian

11,337

4,131

Proper Functioning Condition

5,427

Unknown*

Functioning at Risk

5,605

Unknown*

231

Unknown*

Non-Functioning
*No formal PFC assessments have been completed to date.
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Tamarisk Leaf Beetle
In the fall of 2004 a biological control agent, Diorhabda elongata or tamarisk leaf beetle, was released by
the Grand County Weed Department on private lands along a stretch of the Colorado River about six miles
southwest of Moab. Over a period of several years, the leaf beetle population has become successfully
established throughout the Planning Area. Repeated defoliation of Tamarisk trees is expected to continue
through time, impacting the Tamarisk trees and creating standing dead or defoliated Tamarisk plants. This
impact often results in the release of other invasive weed species such as knapweed, kochia and Russian
thistle. Recovery of willow and other native riparian plant species is occurring, especially in tributaries and
areas with less stream flow. Increased salinity levels in soils under older dense tamarisk stands and/or
limited spring flooding and hydrologic controls affect the potential for cottonwood establishment.
Therefore natural revegetation may not readily occur in certain areas and more active restoration techniques
may be necessary to prevent erosion or degradation of these riparian resources.
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SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC

The Socioeconomic Baseline Report (BLM 2012c) includes the current conditions, trends, and forecasts for
the social and economic conditions. Socioeconomic conditions are summarized and updated below. Please
refer to the Socioeconomic Baseline Report for detailed information.

3.11.1

Summary and Update of Socioeconomic Conditions

The Socioeconomic Baseline Report (BLM 2012c) provides information on social and economic conditions
and the values associated with uses of BLM public lands for the socioeconomic study area (Grand and San
Juan Counties, Utah). The report focuses on information that was most relevant to the scope of the BLM
planning effort for development of the Moab MLP/EIS. This information was used for social and economic
impact analysis of the management alternatives that were considered in the impacts analysis phase of the
planning process. The information could be supplemented with additional data and information as needed
for the analysis.
The information presented here summarizes and updates the conclusions of that report (written in May,
2013) to the present (April, 2014).
The socioeconomic study area has many significant economic and social conditions that affect the uses and
values of BLM public lands and mineral estate in the Planning Area for the Moab MLP. The two Counties
of the study area are considerably different both demographically and economically.
Some basic but important characteristics of the socioeconomic study area are as follows:
•

A large majority of the land in the socioeconomic study area is Federally owned (72 percent
overall). The BLM manages the largest amount of land (49 percent), followed by tribal ownership
(20 percent), all other Federal agencies (16 percent), the State of Utah (9 percent) and private
ownership (7 percent).

•

The socioeconomic study area had a 2010 Census population of over 23,971, with 9,225 people
living in Grand County and 14,746 living in San Juan County.

•

The socioeconomic study area is very sparsely populated, with a few small population centers. The
population density is 2.1 persons per square mile, compared to figures of 33.6 for the State of Utah
and 87.4 for the nation.

•

The socioeconomic study area is located at considerable distance from any large urban areas.

•

The history of the socioeconomic study area is primarily a story of the native Indian cultures,
settlement by Mormon pioneers, agricultural use, development of mineral resources, and recent
influxes of residents and tourists attracted by the visual and recreational resources of the region.

Some important demographic and social conditions and trends in the socioeconomic study area include the
following:
•

The study area as a whole grew from 16,300 persons in 1970 to 23,971 persons in 2010, a gain of
7,671 persons, or 47 percent.

•

From 1970 to 1980, both Counties grew significantly. This largely reflects an upsurge in mineral
exploration and development during the 1970s. In the 1980s, San Juan County’s population held
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steady, but Grand County’s population (and the population of Moab) dropped significantly. This
is attributed to the collapse of the uranium mining industry in the 1980s. Both Counties (and Moab)
grew in the 1990s. In the 2000s, Grand County had stronger growth than San Juan County—9
percent across the decade compared to 2 percent.
•

The Governor’s Office of Management and Budget projects modest amounts of growth to 2020
and from 2020 to 2030 in both Counties and in all the sub-County geographies for which the State
makes projections. At present, no foreseeable changes are likely to increase the growth rates in the
study area to rates similar to the fastest growing communities in the State.

•

Housing growth in the socioeconomic study area in the 2000s was actually stronger than population
growth. This reflects the attractiveness of the study area to second home owners.

•

The components of population change in the 2000s varied considerably. Natural change (births
over deaths) was much larger in San Juan County. Grand County had modest net migration from
both domestic and international immigrants to the County. San Juan County had substantial
negative net migration, led by domestic out-migration.

•

The Grand County population is predominantly White—89 percent. The proportion of all
minorities (i.e., all persons except non-Hispanic Whites) in Grand County is 15.9 percent. This is
a smaller percentage of minorities than for the State as a whole, and much smaller than for the
nation. In San Juan County, the percentage of Whites is much lower—45.8 percent. Minorities,
particularly Native Americans, make up 56.1 percent of the County’s population.

•

The age profile in Grand County is generally older than in San Juan County. The median age in
Grand County, 40.5 years, is considerably greater than in San Juan County, 30.0 years.

•

A very high proportion (compared to Utah and the nation) of the population of San Juan County
speaks a language other than English at home.

•

The median family income in Grand County is over $10,000 lower than that of Utah, and the
median family income in San Juan County is nearly $20,000 lower than that of Utah. Per capita
income in Grand County, however, is slightly higher than that of the State, but in San Juan County
is considerably lower than the State average 1. Factors contributing to these differences include the
rural nature of the study area, lower education levels, the younger population profile of San Juan
County, high minority and reservation populations in San Juan County, and other factors.

•

Grand County has a significantly higher percentage of multi-unit housing structures than San Juan
County, but a significantly lower percentage than the State. Both Counties have significantly
higher percentages of mobile homes than the State.

•

The average household sizes for both owner- and renter-occupied units in Grand County were
considerably lower than the corresponding figures for San Juan County and the State. Low
household sizes are typical of areas where the population of adults is skewed toward younger (prechild-raising) and older (post-child-raising) cohorts.

•

County and local governments in the socioeconomic study area provide a wide range of public
services.

1 Utah Department of Workforce Services 2011a
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•

Many types of stakeholders to BLM public lands exist. At a high level, key types of stakeholders
include Habitat and Resource Conservation Stakeholders, Recreation Stakeholders, Mineral
Development and Production Stakeholders, and Visual Resource Stakeholders. These categories
are not mutually exclusive; many specific individuals or organizations have multiple interests and
have views that place them in more than one stakeholder category.

•

None of the identified places in Grand County meet the thresholds to qualify as a potential
Environmental Justice population. A number of places in San Juan County have minority
populations and/or populations in poverty that may qualify as Environmental Justice populations.
These places are primarily smaller communities. All but Blanding are located at considerable
distance from the Planning Area. These communities have been identified for further consideration
in the impacts analysis phase of the planning process.

Some important economic conditions and trends in the socioeconomic study area include the following:
•

Unemployment rate changes in the two Counties generally mirrored State and national trends from
December 2008 to December 2011. In Grand County, the unemployment rate has been about two
to four percentage points higher than the statewide rate, which peaked at just over eight percent in
early 2009. The Grand County rate peaked later, at about 11.5 percent in mid-2011. Rates in San
Juan County were at essentially the same level (approximately eight percent) in December 2008 as
in Grand County, but rose to over 13 percent in late 2009 and stayed at or near that level until mid2011, when the unemployment rates began to come down. As of February, 2014, unemployment
in Grand County stood at an estimated 6.9 per cent and San Juan County at an estimated 9.0 per
cent. The estimate for the State as a whole was 3.9 per cent (Utah Department of Workforce
Services 2011b). For Grand County, employment data tends to be highly seasonal, with
employment rates increasing during the tourist season (typically March through October).

•

Based on employment, the largest industries based in Grand County as of June, 2013, were
Accommodation and Food Services (1,795 jobs, or 32.5 percent of all non-farm employment),
Government (19.3 percent), and Retail Trade (14.6 percent). The largest industries in San Juan
County in 2009 were Government (1,599 jobs, or 38.2 percent of all non-farm employment),
Education, Health and Social Services (15.1 percent), and Accommodation and Food Services (13.1
percent). Mining (all types, including minerals) comprised 2.0 percent of jobs in Grand County
and 8.8 percent of jobs in San Juan County 2.

•

From 2000 to 2012, the industries experiencing the greatest numerical growth in jobs in Grand
County were Leisure and Hospitality (218 jobs added), Local Government (143 jobs added), and
Education and Health Services (111 jobs added). The San Juan County industries experiencing the
greatest numerical growth in jobs in this period were Education and Health Services (238 jobs
added), Natural Resources and Mining (162 jobs added), and Professional and Business Services
(138 jobs added).

•

Based on earnings, the three largest industries in Grand County in 2012 were the same as the three
largest industries by number of jobs. These are Leisure and Hospitality, Trade, Transportation,
and Utilities, and Local Government. In San Juan County in 2012, the three largest industries by
employment were Local Government, Education and Health Services, and Leisure and Hospitality.
In terms of total wages, the three largest industries were Local Government, Natural Resources and
Mining, and Education and Health Services.

2 Utah Department of Workforce Services 2011c
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•

In terms of earnings growth, in Grand County, Leisure and Hospitality had the largest numerical
gain in earnings from 2000 to 2012 followed by Trade, Transportation, and Utilities and Local
Government. In San Juan County, the largest numerical increases in earnings from 2000 to 2012
were in Natural Resources and Mining, Education and Health Services, and Local Government.

•

The average annual wage in Grand County in 2012 was $ 28,772. In San Juan County, the average
annual wage in 2012 was $ 32,651. These figures compare to an average annual wage in Utah of
$ 41,301. It is typical for wages in rural Counties to be lower than the State average, which includes
large populations in high-wage urban areas.

•

The highest average wages in Grand County in 2012 were in the Natural Resources and Mining
sector at $67,740, followed by Federal Government ($52,580), and State Government ($45,530).
The highest average wages in San Juan County in 2012 were in the same industries: Natural
Resources and Mining ($54,678), Federal Government ($49,017), and State Government
($33,953) 3.

•

From 1970 to 2012, the percentage of total personal income in Grand County from labor earnings
declined from 85 percent to 53 per cent and in San Juan County from 70 percent to 56 percent.
These trends generally correspond to national trends, reflecting the aging U.S. population, who rely
more on non-labor income than do employed persons.

•

In Grand County in 2012 the dividends, interest, and rent component of non-labor income was
much larger than the transfer payments component. In San Juan County, the pattern was reversed,
with transfer payments being 140 per cent as large as dividends, interest, and rent. This is probably
due to two main factors. One is the older population profile, including retirees, of Grand County—
older persons tend to have more assets that provide dividends, interest, and rent. The second is the
large Native American population of San Juan County, both on and off the reservation. This
population tends to receive more government assistance than non-minority populations.

•

Analysis of local government revenue data for FY2013 4 shows that in Grand County tourismrelated tax revenues 5 totaled $5,976,088, while natural resources-related tax revenues 6 totaled
$3,067,331. In San Juan County this pattern was reversed; tourism-related tax revenues totaled
$654,241, while natural resources-related tax revenues totaled $8,725,678.

•

Management of BLM-administered land may affect State and local expenditures for maintenance
of roads, law enforcement and emergency response services, and other services.

The biological and physical characteristics of BLM-managed surface lands and BLM-managed Federal
mineral estate lands in the Planning Area, coupled with social and economic conditions and trends within
the socioeconomic study area (e.g., mining industry trends, local recreation demand, broader tourism
patterns), together strongly affect the many uses and values of BLM public resources. Particularly notable
aspects of those uses and values include:

3 Source for the above five paragraphs: U.S. Bureau of Labor 2014.
4 Source for data in this paragraph: Utah State Tax Commission 2014.
5 Tourism-related revenues exclude property taxes levied on tourism-related properties and most sales taxes levied on purchases
by tourists. Included are transient room taxes, resort community taxes, restaurant and car rental taxes.
6 Natural resource related revenues include mineral lease payments and centrally assessed property taxes levied on natural
resource properties. Not included are centrally assessed taxes on utilities or severance taxes on minerals remitted directly
to the State’s General Fund.
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•

The potash resources of the socioeconomic study area are relatively unique. The Intrepid Potash
mine near Moab (located on private property) is one of three locations for potash production in
Utah, which is one of only three States in the nation that produce potash.

•

The Intrepid Potash mine currently employs 50 persons. For the 2013 tax year, Grand County
levied a total of $1,106,152 in property taxes on the Intrepid operation. For 2013, San Juan County
levied $333,440 in property taxes on the Intrepid operation. Intrepid Potash paid no Federal mineral
royalties, as it does not operate on Federally owned mineral estate. The State of Utah has no
severance tax for potash.

•

Applications for permits to drill oil and gas wells in the two Counties decreased significantly after
2008, but have rebounded through 2013. Over this same period, oil production increased
substantially in Grand County (primarily due to Fidelity’s production in the Big Flat area of Grand
County), and increased somewhat in San Juan County. Gas production decreased in both Counties.

•

As of early April, 2014, there were 24 producing oil and gas wells on Federal minerals in the
Planning Area. Although these wells represent a relatively small percentage of all wells in the two
Counties, they represent a substantial share of production and associated mineral lease payments,
especially in Grand County. For the 12 month period ending February, 2014, mineral lease
payments to Grand County totaled $2,100,958, an increase of 218 per cent over the prior equivalent
period. Almost all this increase in production and mineral lease payments is associated with
recently developed wells in the Big Flat area of Grand County, which is located within the Planning
Area. San Juan County experienced a three percent decline in mineral lease payments to
$1,172,675, with most production occurring outside the Planning Area.

•

Estimates of employment and income effects of the development (drilling and completion) and
production phases for oil and gas wells are possible using basic assumptions on development costs
and production values along with the IMPLAN economic impact model. A range of estimates for
the economic impacts of drilling one well are provided in the report. Economic impacts of both
phases will be addressed in the impacts analysis phase of the planning process.

•

In general, visitation at major natural resource sites (e.g., National Parks) in the socioeconomic
study area increased through the period from 2005 to 2013. This indicates that visitation to major
natural resource-based attractions provides a relatively recession-proof base of economic activity
for the study area.

•

Based on BLM data, estimated recreational visitation to BLM-administered lands in the Planning
Area in 2011 totaled 803,636 visits, or 568,837 visitor days.

•

The economic impacts of this level of recreation use were estimated using market segment and
visitor expenditure data from a National Visitor Use Monitoring study of the Moab Field Office,
and the IMPLAN model. The day use market segment for visitation to BLM lands within the
Planning Area generated an estimated 19 jobs and $0.7 million in labor income. The non-local
camping market segment generated 101 jobs and $4.4 million in labor income. The non-local
lodging market segment generated 781 jobs and $20.9 million in labor income. Not all of these
economic impacts, particularly for the camping and lodging segments, should be attributed to BLM
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public lands only. Visitors to BLM sites in the socioeconomic study area often visit other
attractions (such as National Parks) on the same trip 7.
•

Socioeconomic impacts of the alternatives for the Moab MLP/EIS to BLM lands and realty
program are likely to be limited. One activity that could be impacted is commercial filming permits.
This activity is economically important; across the Moab Field Office in 2010, it generated an
estimated 98 jobs and $1.2 million in labor income.

•

BLM public lands in the Planning Area undoubtedly have nonmarket values that, while difficult to
quantify, are important to recognize in making planning decisions about BLM public lands
management.

•

Tribal uses of BLM lands in the Planning Area exist and are important to recognize in planning.

The various factors and characteristics noted above are key drivers that affect management of BLM public
resources. Many additional factors addressed in this Socioeconomic Baseline Report also impact use and
management of these resources. Analysis of the alternatives for the Moab MLP/EIS will take into account
these many considerations in order to assess the potential social and economic impacts of the alternatives.

7 This analysis is based on 2011 data; economic impacts of recreation and tourism with updated data will be addressed further
in the impacts analysis phase of the planning process.
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3.12

SOIL AND WATER

3.12.1

Soils

Chapter 3–Soil and Water

Resource Overview
Stable and productive soils provide the foundation for other resources and for resource uses. Soils are the
medium for plant growth, and provide nourishment for nearly all terrestrial organisms, supporting a wide
variety of plant and animal communities within the Planning Area. Soils are derived primarily from the
geologic formations that occur throughout the Planning Area as well as from materials washed down by
rivers and streams, and windblown sands and silts known as loess, residuum, colluvium, alluvium, aeolian
sands, and loess.
Soils are linked to nutrient and hydrologic cycles, energy flows, and other ecological processes and can
have well developed biological soil crusts. Biological crust communities can provide significant protection
from wind and water erosion. Disturbance of biological crusts affects most soils, some more than others,
depending on the type of soil and biotic community.
Soils in the Planning Area are diverse; great differences in soil properties can occur within short distances.
The distribution and occurrence of soils is dependent on a number of factors including the interaction of
relief (slope), aspect, parent material (geology), living organisms, and climate. These variables create
complex and diverse soil patterns that influence the use and management of the soil resource.
Soil temperature regimes predominantly vary from mesic (moderate, mean annual soil temperatures are 46
to 59 °F) at lower elevations to cryic (cold, mean annual soil temperatures are less than 46 °F, and they
don’t warm significantly in the summer) at higher elevations. Soil moisture ranges from aridic (very dry)
to ustic (dry, but with some moisture in the growing season) throughout the Planning Area, with hydric
(wet) soils occurring in riparian and wetland areas.
Surface disturbing uses may affect soil conditions and decrease overall soil health and productivity for a
period of time. Soils are affected by a variety of surface uses that loosen topsoil, damage or remove
vegetation or other ground cover, and/or create compaction layers which may result in accelerated erosion.
The larger, more extensive disturbances will cause larger, longer term impacts.
Indicators of degraded soil conditions include increased water and wind erosion rates, loss of soil stability,
decreased floodplain stability, increased gullying, increased compaction levels, decreased infiltration rates,
reduced biological soil crust development, and decreased or loss of soil productivity.
Sensitive Soils

There are a variety of soil types in the Planning Area, including soils that are sensitive in nature such as
moderately saline and highly erodible soils. Sensitive soils need special management to protect these soils
from accelerated erosion and associated degradation. These soils may be especially vulnerable to impacts
and harder to reclaim or restore after disturbance. Once these soils are disturbed, the impact usually is longlasting. Table 3-19 describes the sensitive soil parameters as defined in the RMPs (BLM 2008a, 2008b).
Map 3-23 shows the sensitive soil locations within the Planning Area.
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Table 3-19. Sensitive Soil Parameters as defined in the RMPs (BLM 2008)
High Risk

Moderate
Risk

Low Risk

Restrictive
Feature

K>.37,
sl>10%; or
K=.20-.36,
sl>30%

K=.20-.36, sl
10-30%; or
K<.20,
sl>30%

K<.20, sl 1030%; or
sl<10%

Water erosion

1, 2

3, 4, 4L

5-8

Wind erosion

Available Water Capacity (avg to 40”;
in/in)

<0.05

0.05 - 0.10

0.10 <

Droughty soils

Salinity (mmhos/cm; surface layer)

16 <

8 - 16

<8

Excess salt

Sodium Absorption Ratio (surface
layer)

13 <

4 - 13

<4

Excess sodium

Depth to Bedrock or Hardpan (inches)

< 10

10 - 20

20 <

Rooting depth

Alkalinity (pH of surface layer)

9.0 <

7.8 - 8.9

< 7.8

Excess alkalinity

Factors
Erodibility
Kw Factor (surface layer) and Slope
(sl)
Wind Erodibility Group (surface layer)
Limits on Reclamation

Other sensitive soil areas, as defined in the RMPs (BLM 2008a, 2008b), include dust blowout /dust sink
areas that were identified by USGS during extreme drought conditions in 2002 as shown on Map 3-24 and
slopes greater than 30 percent as shown on Map 3-25.
Wind Erodible Soils

There are soils in the Planning Area that are more susceptible than others to wind and water erosion.
Although these soils have naturally high rates of erosion, the erosion rates are easily accelerated by surfacedisturbing activities. Best management practices to protect soil stability include interim reclamation,
mulching bare ground with natural materials, limiting or seasonally restricting surface-disturbing activities
such as grazing, off-road travel, oil and gas and mineral exploration and development especially during
drought conditions.
Wind can strip the surface horizon of soil and nutrients necessary for seed germination and plant
recruitment. Soils are especially susceptible to wind erosion when plant cover and/or biological soil crust
cover are removed. A well-developed biological soil crust can prevent soil movement during high wind
events, especially when interspersed between shrubs. Increases in wind erosion rates increase regional dust
production, which can affect regional snow melt conditions.
Soil erodibility depends on the size distribution of soil particles and their ability to form stable macro- and
micro-aggregates. Soil particles coalesce and form aggregates in interaction with soil organic matter.
Sandy loam and sandy soils with low organic matter content develop aggregates with weak bonds and are
thus the most erodible [by wind]. Fine textured soils, in turn, often develop stable and strong aggregates
resistant to wind erosion. Any soil that is dry and pulverized is, however, susceptible to erosion. Under
these conditions, particle removal [by wind] is the order of: clay>silt>fine sand, decreasing with increase
in particle size" (Blanco and Lal 2008).
In the Planning Area, highly wind erodible soils occur on 119,862 acres (BLM only) and moderately wind
erodible soils occur on 378,180 acres (BLM only) as shown on Map 3-26. Highly wind erodible soils are
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soils within wind erodibility groups 1 and 2, while moderately wind erodible soils are within wind
erodibility groups 3, 4, and 4L (as assigned in SSURGO database).
Wind Erosion and Fugitive Dust

Increased dust levels are national and regional concerns, as higher dust levels in higher elevations can cause
earlier and faster snow melt events. Earlier snow melts can cause earlier peak flows, and can impact aquatic
species that need peak flows later in the season.
An implication of wind-borne sediment is its effect on snowpack in downwind mountain ranges and
ultimately, on water yield to the Colorado River and its tributaries. Airborne dust that collects on mountain
snow decreases snow reflectance and accelerates spring snowmelt. For example, in 2009, the San Juan
Mountains experienced heavy fallout from spring dust storms; even though the snow pack was average,
spring snow melt was the earliest on record at 50 days earlier than normal (Painter et al. 2010). Painter et
al. (2010) modeled the impacts of dust on snow to estimate its contribution to changes in runoff in the Upper
Colorado River Basin during the timeframe 1916–2003. They found that while modeled natural flow
peaked in June and produced runoff into July, post-disturbance (present day) runoff increased in April,
peaked in May, and dropped off in June.
The models indicate that dust is reducing the flow on the Colorado River by five percent (two times the
annual allotment for Las Vegas). Early snowmelt from accumulated dust (26–50 days) is greater than that
predicted for temperature and precipitation changes from climate change (5–15 days). The authors believe
that regional efforts at dust abatement and soil stabilization could have a mitigating effect on the runoff
response of the Upper Colorado River as well as on future regional impacts of climate change (Bryce 2012).
Water Erodible Soils

Water, in the form of rain or overland flow from a rain or snow event, can cause accelerated soil movement
from disturbed soils through the formation of rills and gullies, which then contributes to excess
sedimentation in streams and reservoirs. Soils with higher Kw factors (an erodibility constant assigned to
each soil unit in SSURGO database) and on steeper slopes have a higher potential for increased erosion
when disturbed especially when disturbed during wet soil conditions.
Within the Planning Area there are approximately 20,600 acres (BLM only) of soils with high water erosion
ratings and 37,237 acres (BLM only) of soils with moderate water erosion ratings as shown on Map 3-27.
Soils with high potential for water erosion have slopes ten percent or greater and Kw factors greater than
or equal to 0.37; or slopes greater than 30 percent and Kw factors between 0.20 and 0.36. Soils with
moderate potential for water erosion have slopes between 10-30 percent and Kw factors between 0.20 and
0.36; or slopes greater than 30 percent and K-factors less than 0.20 (as assigned in SSURGO database).
Drought-Prone Soils

There are 36,252 acres (BLM only) of highly drought-prone soils and 20,236 acres (BLM only) of
moderately drought-prone soils within the Planning Area as shown on Map 3-28. These soils have limited
soil moisture retention; ratings are based on available water capacity factors which can affect revegetation
and reclamation activities. Highly drought-prone soils have available water capacity levels less than 0.05
in/in and moderately drought-prone soils have available water capacity levels between 0.05 and 0.10 in/in.
These soil types and associated vegetation are severely impacted during drought conditions. Impacts to
drought-prone soils from surface-disturbing activities can be reduced by using best management practices
including minimizing construction activities during drought conditions and minimizing disturbed areas on
drought-prone soils as much as possible.
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Saline Soils

The Planning Area contains approximately 68,275 acres (BLM only) of moderately saline soils, mainly in
Mancos Shale derived soils along the northern Planning Area, as shown in Map 3-29. Moderately saline
soils have electrical conductivity levels between eight and 16 mmhos/cm. Soils with moderate salinity
content have naturally high erosion rates and low reclamation potential. They are highly susceptible to
surface disturbance, and erosion rates are easily accelerated. Erosion of saline soils impacts the water
quality of downstream watersheds, raising salinity, selenium, and sediment loads and associated water
chemistry parameters (TDS, Total Suspended Solids, etc.). The Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL)
prepared for the Colorado River in June 2014 cites the Mancos shale derived soils as a naturally occurring
source of selenium, the pollutant causing the impairment for this water body.
Sodic Soils

Sodic soils are vulnerable to site degradation and are difficult to successfully revegetate. There are 277,902
acres (BLM only) of moderately sodic soils within the Planning Area as shown on Map 3-30. These ratings
are based on Sodium Adsorption Ratio levels (SAR), which is the amount of sodium that can be held by
the soils. This influences nutrient uptake. Highly sodic soils have a SAR value greater than 13, while
moderately sodic soils have a SAR value between 4 and 13.
Shallow Soils

These soils are vulnerable to site degradation and are difficult to successfully revegetate. There are 181,276
acres (BLM only) of highly shallow soils and 75,499 acres (BLM only) of moderately shallow soils within
the Planning Area as shown on Map 3-31. These ratings are based on soil depth to bedrock or hardpan.
Highly shallow soils have a depth of less than ten inches to bedrock or a hardpan surface. Moderately
shallow soils have a depth between ten inches and 20 inches to bedrock or a hardpan surface.
Alkaline Soils

Alkaline soils are vulnerable to site degradation and are difficult to successfully revegetate. A large
percentage of the Planning Area contains alkaline soils, with 38,893 acres (BLM only) of highly alkaline
soils and 574,305 acres (BLM only) of moderately alkaline soils found within the Planning Area as shown
on Map 3-32. These ratings are based on pH levels measured in the surface layer. Highly alkaline soils
have a pH of 9.0 or greater. Moderately alkaline soils have a pH between 7.8 and 8.9.
Dust Blowout/Dust Sink Areas

After the extensive drought in 2002, the USGS mapped 4,210 acres (BLM only) of “dust blowout areas” in
the Moab Field Office (Map 3-24). These dust blowout/dust sink areas are discrete areas with actively
blowing dust features such as active dunes or ripples and little to no vegetation. Often these areas are
historic sheep bedding areas or areas surrounding heavily used water sources. During drought conditions,
these areas can contribute large quantities of dust during high wind events. Under normal conditions, these
areas are dominated by invasive and exotic plant species and lack soil productivity and stability.
Steep Slopes

Surface disturbances, such as road or well pad construction and large truck traffic, on steep slopes can
increase erosion and surface runoff rates. There are 79,045 acres (BLM only) of steep slopes (slopes greater
than 30 percent) within the Moab portion of the Planning Area as shown on Map 3-33. On lands within the
Moab Field Office, a timing limitation stipulation for surface-disturbing uses is applied on slopes greater
than 30 percent, prohibiting activities from November 1 to April 30.
There are 42,399 acres (BLM only) of steep slopes (slopes greater than 40 percent) and 29,150 acres of
moderately steep slopes (slopes between 20 and 40 percent) within the Monticello portion of the Planning
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Area as shown on Map 3-34. In lands within the Monticello Field Office, new surface-disturbing activities
are not allowed on slopes greater than 40 percent; surface-disturbing activities on slopes between 21-40
percent require an erosion control strategy, reclamation and site plan with a designed approved by the BLM
prior to construction.
Both seasonal restrictions on surface-disturbing activities and erosion control plan requirements can
minimize impacts to steep slopes.
Biotic Soil Crusts

Biotic soil crusts are made up of mats or filaments of cyanobacteria, lichens and mosses. Development of
biotic soil crust is strongly influenced by soil texture, soil chemistry, and soil depth. Crusts are more
developed in shallow, sandy, non-saline soils, but can also be found throughout saline soil areas. They tend
to be commonly found associated with soils high in gypsum. Soil crust species richness varies by soil type
and parent material, with species richness higher on gypsiferous soils, non-calcareous sandy soils, and
limestone-derived soils. Many of the vegetative communities found in the Planning Area have evolved
with the presence of biological soil crusts.
Biotic soil crusts play a major role in reducing water and wind erosion and in preventing the establishment
of invasive annual grasses. They fix atmospheric nitrogen and carbon, retain soil moisture, and provide
surface cover. Crust composition and level of abundance can be used to determine the ecological history
and condition of a site (BLM 2001).
Loss of biotic soil crust leads to reduced soil productivity, decreased plant cover and vigor, and increased
wind and water erosion. Severity, size, frequency, and timing of a surface-disturbing activity affect the
degree of impacts to biotic soil crusts. Fine-textured soils have faster crust recovery rates than coarsetextured soils (BLM 2001). “Soil crust populations are degraded when mechanical disturbances such as
vehicular traffic, land clearing, or trampling disturb the soil surface. While any of these disturbances may
not directly eliminate soil crusts, repeated disturbance degrades and fragments crust cover and may keep it
in an early successional state” (Belnap et al. 2001, Bryce 2012).
Although soil crusts can be found throughout the Planning Area, there are areas with high density or welldeveloped crusts or unusual crust components. Areas with higher potential for high density or welldeveloped crusts include Pinyon-Juniper woodland areas and shallow sandy areas associated with Slickrock
and rock outcrops.

Monitoring and Assessments
Monitoring and assessment of soil conditions in the Planning Area is mainly conducted on a project level
to provide the BLM with information on impacts and restoration successes on a project specific level. The
BLM is currently working with the USGS Southwest Biological Center to conduct monitoring in relation
to several recent seismic projects within the Planning Area. These ongoing monitoring efforts will help to
determine the short and long term impacts of different techniques on different soil types. For example,
detailed studies have been initiated on highly wind erodible soils to determine whether off road travel is
less impacting when multiple vehicles use the same tracks or when multiple vehicles travel side by side.
Other ongoing monitoring activities include qualitative soil assessments as part of the Rangeland Health
Assessments (RHA) associated with grazing permit renewals. These studies are conducted at long term
study sites established by BLM’s grazing program.
There are several grazing exclosures within the Planning Area located on sensitive soil units, some
constructed over 30 years ago and some constructed within the last decade. These exclosures provide an
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opportunity to evaluate the level of grazing impacts outside the exclosures as compared to current
conditions within the grazing exclosures. The BLM is currently working with the USGS, Southwest
Biological Science Center, to gather detailed soil and vegetation condition information both outside and
within these exclosures.
A large fuels reduction project was implemented on Shay Mesa several years ago, in the southern portion
of the Planning Area, involving extensive removal of pinyon-juniper woodland. Baseline information was
collected by the BLM fuels staff on soil and vegetative resources in and near the treatment area. Soil
monitoring efforts are ongoing to assess the short and long term changes in erosion and in biological crust
communities in and near this vegetation treatment.

3.12.2

Water Resources

Surface Water Resources
Introduction
Surface water resources are important in this arid region, and support other resources and uses within the
Planning Area including riparian vegetation, wildlife habitat, wildlife use, grazing use, recreation use,
municipal public drinking water supplies, and private drinking water sources. Water quality varies based
on parent rock properties, local conditions, and uses. Water quantity varies seasonally with higher stream
flows in the spring from snowmelt, low flows in the late summer, and sporadic high flows in late summer
and fall from large thunderstorms. Changes in either water quality or water quantity can affect associated
ecological factors including wildlife habitat, floodplain stability, and vegetation.
Surface water can be found in rivers, streams, springs, seeps, ponds, and reservoirs. Groundwater flows to
the surface at many isolated springs and seeps, and is the source of most stream flows in the Planning Area.
Changes to groundwater conditions such as water quality or quantity can affect surface water conditions
over time. Likewise, groundwater resources can be affected by surface water conditions, as they are
recharged by infiltration of snowmelt, rainwater and sometime stream flows.

Resource Overview
Surface waters within the Planning Area include the Colorado River, the Green River, perennial and
intermittent streams, and many springs and seeps. There are numerous stock ponds and reservoirs within
the Planning Area to provide water to stock and wildlife. Many surface waters have water rights associated
with their uses and water rights are managed by the State of Utah.
The 100-year floodplains of all perennial, intermittent, and ephemeral drainages are important components
of the surface water system, as they provide needed drainage for stormwater and large flash floods within
the Planning Area. It is important to allow stormwater to flow through the drainage system without
accelerated erosion and/ or sedimentation. Unstable conditions can add to the naturally sediment-rich
hydrologic systems, causing water quality impairments within the Colorado River Basin.
Both the BLM and the UDEQ conduct monitoring of surface water resources within the Planning Area,
including collection of water chemistry and macro-invertebrate samples. Using this monitoring data,
UDEQ determines the conditions of these water resources by completing detailed assessments and submits
this information to the U.S. EPA every two years in the Integrated Report or Utah’s List of Impaired Waters.
Currently the Colorado River and Fisher Creek (tributary to the Dolores River) are the only water bodies
in the Planning Area that have been determined by the Utah Division of Water Quality (UDWQ) to be
impaired and not meeting State standards. However, three additional water bodies have been added to
UDWQ’s 2014 303(d) list of impaired waters: Kane Springs Wash, Mill Canyon Wash (tributary of
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Courthouse Wash), and North Cottonwood Creek. EPA has not yet made a final decision on UDWQ’s
recommendation.
Rivers

The Green River is located along the western edge of the Planning Area for almost 60 miles, with its
headwaters in Wyoming and northern Utah. Stream flows are dam controlled, with the Flaming Gorge
Dam located over 100 miles upstream of the Planning Area. Streamflows have been measured by the USGS
near the town of Green River Utah since 1894, just upstream of the Planning Area. The average base flow
in the Planning Area is about 3,000 cubic feet per second (cfs), with average daily stream flows ranging
from 2,300 cfs in late August to 17,000 cfs in late May. In June of 1917, stream flow at this site peaked at
68,000 cfs.
The Green River flows into Canyonlands National Park immediately to the south of the Planning Area and
joins the Colorado River about 50 river miles downstream of the Planning Area. When these two major
rivers join the stream flow is often doubled. This section of the Colorado River is referred to as Cataract
Canyon and is a popular section for river runners.
The Colorado River flows through the middle of the Planning Area, for about 40 miles, with its headwaters
in western Colorado. It then flows into Canyonlands National Park immediately to the south and west of
the Planning Area. Stream flows are also dam controlled, with a large diversion upstream of Glenwood
Springs Colorado and several diversions near Grand Junction Colorado. Streamflows are measured by the
USGS just upstream of the Planning Area near Dewey Bridge. The average base flow in the Planning Area
is 3,000 cfs in January, with average high water flows about 23,000 cfs in June. In 1894 peak stream flow
was estimated at 125,000 cfs, which is significantly higher than any other peak stream flow measured at
this site. The next highest peak stream flow measurement was 76,800 cfs in 1917. More recently, peak
stream flow at this site in 1984 was 70,300 cfs.
The Dolores River is a large tributary to the Colorado River, joining the Colorado River just upstream of
Dewey Bridge, just upstream of the northern Planning Area boundary. Although the Dolores River does
not flow through the Planning Area, it does drain the northeast area including Cottonwood Canyon- Fisher
Creek and Waring Canyon. Stream flow on the Dolores River is measured by the USGS about ten miles
upstream of the confluence with the Colorado River. Stream flows upstream of the confluence with the
San Miguel River are restricted by the McPhee Dam near Norwood Colorado.
Streams

Within the Planning Area there are 64 miles of perennial streams and stream segments which flow year
round, and 136.5 miles of intermittent streams and stream segments which flow for over 30 days
continuously. These streams drain the Planning Area and flow into the Colorado, Green, or Dolores Rivers.
These streams are mainly fed by springs and seeps, enhanced seasonally by snowmelt and flood flows.
Those streams within the Courthouse Wash and Salt Wash watersheds flow immediately into Arches
National Park and then downstream to the Colorado River. The perennial and intermittent stream segments
by watershed within the Planning Area are listed in Table 3-20 and are shown on Map 3-35.

Table 3-20. Miles of Perennial and Intermittent Stream Segments by Watershed
Watershed

Stream

Perennial

Intermittent

0.5

4.5

Hidden Canyon

0

1.5

Tusher Canyon

0.5

2

Courthouse Wash

Bartlett Wash

Courthouse Wash
Courthouse Wash
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Watershed

Stream

Perennial

Intermittent

Courthouse Wash

Mill Canyon

0

1.5

Courthouse Wash

Courthouse Wash

0

2

Courthouse Wash

Seven Mile Wash

0

3

Granite Creek- Lower Dolores River

Fisher Creek

11

0

Granite Creek- Lower Dolores River

Waring Canyon

0

2

Granite Creek- Lower Dolores River

Hideout Canyon

0

1

Harts Draw

Harts Draw

0

12

Hatch Wash- Kane Springs

Kane Springs

10

10.5

Hatch Wash- Kane Springs

Trough Springs

2

1

Hatch Wash- Kane Springs

Hatch Wash

6

9

Hatch Wash- Kane Springs

Goodman Canyon

0.5

1

Hatch Wash- Kane Springs

Unnamed

0

4

Hatch Wash- Kane Springs

Muleshoe Canyon

0

4

Hatch Wash- Kane Springs

Hunter Canyon

0

6

Hatch Wash- Kane Springs

Troutwater Springs Canyon

0

2.5

Hatch Wash- Kane Springs

Unnamed

0

1

Hatch Wash- Kane Springs

West Coyote Wash

0

5

Hatch Wash- Kane Springs

Three Mile Creek

0

3

Hatch Wash- Kane Springs

Little Water Creek

0

2.5

Hatch Wash- Kane Springs

Hatch Ranch Wash

0

2

Hatch Wash- Kane Springs

Windwhistle Draw

0

3.5

Indian Creek

Indian Creek

13

2

Indian Creek

North Cottonwood Creek

14

0

Lockhart Canyon- Colorado River

Day Canyon

0

1.5

Lockhart Canyon- Colorado River

Unnamed

1

0

Sagers Wash

San Arroyo Wash

0

1

Sagers Wash

Owl Draw

0

0.5

Salt Wash

Lost Spring Canyon

1

0

Salt Wash

Yellow Cat Wash

1

0

Salt Wash- Green River

White Wash

0

7

Salt Wash- Green River

Red Wash

0

3.5

Salt Wash- Green River

Unnamed

0

3.5

Taylor Canyon- Green River

Spring Creek

0

8

Taylor Canyon- Green River

Mineral Canyon

0

6

Taylor Canyon- Green River

Unnamed

0

0.5

Ten Mile Canyon

Ten Mile Wash

3.5

14

Ten Mile Canyon

Cow Canyon

0

0.5
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Watershed

Stream

Perennial

Intermittent

Ten Mile Canyon

Freckles Canyon

0

1

Ten Mile Canyon

Trail Canyon

0

1

Ten Mile Canyon

Trough Canyon

0

2

Springs/Seeps

Springs and seeps are important sources of water in isolated areas, providing water for wildlife, grazing,
and recreationists as well as supporting riparian vegetation and wildlife habitats. These water sources are
directly related to groundwater and are affected by changes to groundwater water quality conditions or flow
conditions. Spring flows often have seasonal and annual variations with a delayed response to recharge
conditions. This delay may be short term, with quick responses to drought conditions, or may be long term,
taking years to show any changes. The major springs within the Planning Area are listed in Table 3-21 and
are shown on Map 3-36.

Table 3-21. Major Springs within the Planning Area
Name

Location

Little Mountain Spring

T24S R18E sec 12

Deadman Spring

T25S R18E sec 9

Dripping Springs- Lockhart Basin

T28S R20E sec 27

Dry Oak Spring

T22S R21E sec 26

Hart Spring

T31S R22E sec 1

Hatch Ranch Springs

T29.5S R22E sec 35

JC Park Spring

T26S R21E sec 10

Lost Spring

T23S R22E sec 17

Little Mountain Spring

Little Mountain Spring is a small spring located in an alcove in the northwest portion of the Planning Area.
Flows fluctuate seasonally, with higher flows in the spring and lower flows in the late summer/ early fall.
Flows can be as low as 0.5 gpm. The BLM holds a Federal diligence claim and a State-appropriated water
right on this spring for stock and wildlife uses established in 1903 and 1878 respectively. A public water
reserve (PWR) was established around this spring to protect public uses.
Deadman Spring

Deadman Spring is a small spring located in the northwest portion of the Planning Area. There are actually
several small seeps within 1000 feet of the main spring, in adjacent alcoves. Flows fluctuate seasonally,
with average flows of two gpm in the winter/ early spring going to just a seep in the summer/ fall months.
This spring seems to be flowing at a geologic bedding contact expressed on a small cliff face.
Dripping Springs - Lockhart Basin

Dripping Springs is located in Lockhart Basin on the western edge of the Planning Area. This is a small
isolated spring with very low flows and little associated riparian vegetation.
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Dry Oak Spring

Dry Oak Spring is a small spring in the northern portion of the Planning Area. Flows at this site average
less than two gpm in the winter and early spring months, and often is dry in the summer and fall months.
Flow from the spring is captured in a reservoir for stock to use in the winter. This spring seems to be
stratigraphically controlled, seeping out of a sandstone layer in an alcove. The BLM holds a Federal
diligence claim on this spring for stock and wildlife uses established in 1879.
Harts Spring

Harts Spring is a large spring in the southern portion of the Planning Area. This spring flows year round
and provides water in Harts Draw for a mile or more. Two PWRs were established to protect water for
public uses at this spring and just downstream of the spring.
JC Park Spring

JC Park Spring is located along the Colorado River just downstream from Moab. This isolated spring flows
from a sedimentary bedding contact, with average flows fluctuating from three gpm in the winter and early
spring months to almost no flow in the late summer and fall months. A PWR has been established at this
spring to protect water for public uses. The BLM holds a Federal diligence claim or water right on this
spring for stock and wildlife uses established in 1890. At one time, this spring was developed to provide
water for a BLM campground. This system was decommissioned in the 1990s.
Lost Spring

Lost Spring is a small spring in an alcove in the northern portion of the Planning Area. This spring
fluctuates seasonally with average flows ranging from two gpm in winter and early spring months to nearly
no flow in late summer and fall months. The BLM holds a Federal diligence claim or water right on this
spring for stock and wildlife uses established in 1879.
Spring Areas

The springs and seeps located in the Planning Area are influenced by geologic stratigraphy and/or geologic
structures such as faulting and fracturing. Sometimes there are isolated springs, but often there are a number
of springs in an area that could be hydrologically connected by the geologic setting.
A hydrologic analysis of the spring areas may be necessary in order to determine the potential impacts to
the springs prior to conducting mineral operations. This analysis may include a description of the geology
and potentially affected aquifers and springs along with a drilling plan that demonstrates how water
resources would be protected. A water monitoring plan may also be necessary.
These spring areas within the Planning Area are described in the text below, and are listed in Table 3-22
and shown on Map 3-36.

Table 3-22. Spring Areas within the Planning Area
Name
Bartlett Wash Springs Area
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Location
T24S R19-20E

Cave Springs Area

T23S R23E

Seven Mile Wash Springs Area

T25S R20E

Crystal Springs Area

T23S R18S

Day Canyon Springs Area

T26S R20E

Hatch Wash Springs Area

T29S R22E

Horsethief Springs Area

T26S R18E
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Name

Location

Lower Kane Creek Springs Area

T26S R21E

Upper Kane Creek Springs Area

T27S R22E

Ten Mile Canyon Springs Area

T24S R18E

Trough Springs Area

T27S R21E

Troutwater Springs Area

T28S R21E

White Wash Springs Area

T23S R17E

Yellow Jacket Springs Area

T23S R23E

Bartlett Wash Springs Area

The Bartlett Wash Springs Area includes over ten springs and seeps within a several-mile radius, all located
on or near the northern side of the Moab Fault. This area is within the Courthouse Wash Watershed, which
has been identified by Arches National Park as ecologically important spring system located along the
western boundary of Arches National Park.
After extensive hydro-geologic studies conducted by the National Park Service and the State of Utah, it is
clear that the springs in the Bartlett Wash Area are hydrologically connected and ecologically important to
springs located in Arches National Park. The source of water for the spring system is the Entrada aquifer
which is defined as the Slick Rock Member of the Entrada Sandstone, the Moab Member of the Curtis
Formation, and all other rock units lying above the Moab Member of the Curtis Formation to and including
the ground surface.
The recharge area for the springs in Arches National Park is the portion of Courthouse Wash Watershed
located on the east side of the Moab Fault. This is a shallow aquifer system with a relatively short travel
time of about 50 years (Hurlow and Bishop 2003). The Moab Fault is considered a groundwater barrier, so
any withdrawals to the northwest of the Moab Fault may not impact the spring system in Arches National
Park.
The springs in the Bartlett Wash Springs Area and in Arches National Park are highly vulnerable to any
contamination and/or withdrawals of groundwater from the Moab Member aquifer. In May 2015, NPS and
the State of Utah finalized a water-rights agreement that protects water resources for administrative uses
and in situ uses in Arches National Park. Administrative and in situ uses include but are not limited to
providing water for riparian and wetland vegetation and ecosystems; hanging gardens; geomorphologic
processes; wildlife habitat and watering; and other uses that shall satisfy and promote the scenic,
conservation, preservation, protection, recreational, and other purposes for which the Park was established.
According to the Agreement, the State of Utah recognizes and establishes a Protection Zone to protect the
flow of perennial, intermittent, and ephemeral streams, seeps, springs, and other naturally occurring water
within the Park whose source is surface water or groundwater from the Entrada aquifer. Geologic units
below the Entrada aquifer are not included in the Protection Zone. The Protection Zone is comprised of
the area from the ground surface to the base of the Entrada aquifer in portions of the Courthouse Wash,
Sevenmile Canyon, and Salt Wash drainage basins.
The recharge area for the Bartlett Wash Springs Area is the Bartlett Flat area to the southwest. Base flows
for these springs range from 5-20 gallons per minute (gpm). Several PWRs have been established in this
area to protect water resources for public use.
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Seven Mile Wash Springs Area

An ecologically important spring system has been identified by Arches National Park which is located along
the western boundary of Arches National Park. This spring system includes several springs on BLM lands
as well as springs within the National Park, and provides base flows in Seven Mile Wash and Courthouse
Wash.
After extensive hydro-geologic studies, it is clear that these springs in Seven Mile Wash Spring Area are
hydrologically connected and ecologically important to springs in Arches National Park. The source of
water for the spring system is the Moab Member aquifer, which is a well sorted, calcite-cemented, densely
jointed aeolian sandstone.
The recharge area for the springs in Arches National Park is the portion of Courthouse Wash Watershed
located on the east side of the Moab Fault. This is a shallow aquifer system with a relatively short travel
time of about 50 years (Hurlow and Bishop 2003). The Moab Fault is considered a groundwater barrier, so
any withdrawals to the northwest of the Moab Fault would not impact the spring system in Arches National
Park.
The springs in the Seven Mile Wash Spring Area and in Arches National Park are highly vulnerable to any
contamination and/or withdrawals of groundwater from the Moab Member aquifer. In May 2015, NPS and
the State of Utah finalized a water-rights agreement that protects water resources for administrative uses
and in situ uses in Arches National Park as described under Bartlett Wash Springs Area.
Cave Springs Area

The Cave Springs Area includes three springs and seeps within a 1 mile radius. These springs are located
in alcoves or narrow side canyons, seeping out from sandstone layers. The spring flows fluctuate seasonally
with base flows of less than five gallons per minute (gpm).
Crystal Springs Area

The Crystal Springs Area includes several springs within a one-mile radius that are located along or on the
southwestern edge of the Moab Fault. These springs fluctuate seasonally, ranging in flows from ten gpm
to no flow in late summer. The springs provide water to a large area with no other surface water resources.
Day Canyon Springs

There are several seeps and springs near the mouth of Day Canyon located near the center of the Planning
Area, flowing both from alcoves and seeps in the canyon bottom. These springs fluctuate seasonally,
ranging in flows from ten gpm in winter and early spring to no flow in late summer. The BLM holds a
Federal diligence claim or water right on these springs for stock and wildlife uses established in 1879.
Hatch Wash Springs Area

The Hatch Wash Springs Area is located in the southern portion of the Planning Area, and includes at least
six springs in Hatch Wash, Hatch Ranch Wash, Little Water Canyon, Three Mile Canyon and Goodman
Canyon. This cluster of springs may be structurally controlled with a stratigraphic component. These
springs provide variable stream flow to these creeks, with higher flows in the winter and early spring months
and low flows during the late summer and fall months.
Horsethief Springs Area

The Horsethief Springs Area includes several springs and seeps within a one mile radius and is located in
alcoves or small canyons. These springs fluctuate seasonally, ranging in flows from ten gpm to no flow in
late summer. The springs provide water to a large area with no other surface water resources.
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Lower Kane Creek Springs Area

There are several springs and seeps in the lower mile of Kane Creek Canyon and the lower reaches of
Hunter Canyon which can provide up to a total of 100 gpm of water to Kane Creek. These springs seem to
be structurally controlled with a stratigraphic component and do not fluctuate very much seasonally. There
are multiple water rights filed on these springs by the BLM for use by stock and wildlife.
Upper Kane Creek Springs Area

The upper section of Kane Creek, near U.S. 191 at the Hole ‘n Rock, is a spring area with substantial flows
accumulating in Kane Creek. The Kane Springs Rest Area, operated and maintained by the Utah
Department of Transportation, has developed a public drinking water system at the rest area, providing
good quality water to travelers year round. Immediately downstream of the rest area there are large springs
located on BLM lands which contribute an average of two cfs to Kane Creek. Additional springs and seeps
contribute additional stream flow to Kane Creek for another mile or so.
These springs and seeps are hydrologically connected and are an important water source in this area.
Multiple PWRs were established in this area to protect public uses of these water resources.
Ten Mile Canyon Springs Area

The Ten Mile Canyon Springs Area includes several springs and seeps in both the main canyon and
tributaries within the Ten Mile Wash ACEC. The ACEC was established as an ACEC in the 2008 Moab
RMP based on relevance criteria including scenic, cultural, wildlife, natural processes, and natural hazards.
All the relevance criteria are enhanced or influenced by perennial pools, springs and seeps, and perennial
and intermittent stream segments within the canyon.
Water maintains the ecological diversity in this area by supporting a rich mixture of riparian resources and
well-developed wetlands. The source of these springs and seeps is groundwater discharge. Springs and
seeps provide water to perennial to intermittent pools and stream segments scattered throughout the area.
Trough Springs Area

The Trough Springs Area includes at least five springs and several seeps within two miles of each other,
along the rim of Trough Springs Canyon. The location of these springs is influenced by the geologic
structures and faults in the area. Base flows at these springs have not been monitored but are expected to
be in the range of 10 to 50 gpm, and may fluctuate seasonally. These springs are important surface water
sources for the northern Hatch Point area, with only one spring within ten miles.
Troutwater Springs Area

The Troutwater Springs Area includes two springs and several seeps within Troutwater Canyon in the
southern portion of the Planning Area. These springs have stream flows that vary seasonally, with flows
less than ten gpm during the winter and early spring seasons and less than one gpm during the late summer
and fall months. A PWR was established surrounding Troutwater Spring to protect the use of water by the
public.
White Wash Springs Area

The White Wash Springs Area involves several springs and many springs and seeps, located in White Wash
and tributaries as well as under an extensive sand dune area. The springs and seeps at the surface provide
the only surface water within almost ten miles, with base flows ranging from one to 20 gpm. The springs
located under the sand dune area provide water for isolated cottonwood trees in an unusual ecological
setting.
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Yellow Jacket Springs Area

The Yellow Jacket Springs Area includes several springs and seeps located in Yellow Jacket Canyon, a
Slickrock wash with little soil or vegetation. Although these springs and seeps have very low flow, barely
measurable, they do provide the only surface water resources for miles.
100-year Floodplains

Washes and their associated floodplains convey stormwater runoff through the watersheds to the Colorado,
Green or Dolores Rivers. Each wash or drainage has an adjacent floodplain which is essential to convey
stormwater runoff, especially during large precipitation events. The 100-year floodplain is the floodplain
that conveys stormwater runoff for a 100-year flood event, a flood event that has a 1 percent probability of
occurring in any given year. Based on the expected 100-year flood flow rate in a given drainage, the 100year floodplain is the area of inundation. The locations of these 100-year floodplains vary depending on
topography, floodplain and channel profile (widths, depths).
Decisions were made in the 2008 RMP to restrict surface-disturbing activities within these 100-year
floodplains to reduce impacts to stream bank stability and therefore reducing accelerated erosion rates and
associated sedimentation loading to the Colorado River Basin. These 100-year floodplains have not been
delineated at this time, but can be delineated by an engineer at the time of a site specific project proposal.

Current Status and Trends
Natural processes and human actions influence the chemical, physical, and biological characteristics of
surface water which can vary seasonally. Indicators of water quality include, but are not limited to:
•
•
•

Chemical characteristics (e.g., pH, conductivity, dissolved oxygen, dissolved solids, salinity)
Physical characteristics (e.g., suspended sediments, temperature, and turbidity)
Biological characteristics (e.g., macro‐invertebrate communities, bacteria levels, algae and fish
species).

Indirect indicators of water quality conditions and watershed health include the riparian assessments using
the PFC assessment and/ or multiple inventory monitoring techniques.
Surface Water Quality

Potential concerns with water quality within the Planning Area can include high stream temperatures, low
dissolved oxygen levels, high sediment loads, high nutrient levels, and high levels of TDS, salinity, and
high coliform bacteria levels. High stream temperatures and low dissolved oxygen levels are associated
with low stream flow conditions, but can be due to lack of riparian vigor and shading. High sediment loads
are often associated with natural flood events, but can be increased by surface disturbances upstream in the
watershed.
Salinity

High salinity levels in surface waters are a water quality concern of national significance recognized in the
Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Act of 1974. Salinity contributions are from both point sources and
nonpoint sources. During low flow periods, salt contribution comes solely from point sources including
seeps, springs, and groundwater flow. During high flow periods, non-point sources, including erosion of
saline soils, become major contributors to salinity problems.
Point sources of salinity within the Planning Area include discharge of saline groundwater from natural
springs, seeps, flowing wells, and gaining streams. These small and isolated saline springs and seeps are
not hydrologically connected to the Colorado River and do not affect the overall water quality conditions
in the Colorado River.
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The primary nonpoint sources of salinity in the Planning Area are the diffuse overland runoff from saline
soils and erosion and transport of saline soils during flow events. The Mancos Shale is recognized as the
largest contributor of nonpoint salinity in the Upper Colorado River Basin (Laronne 1977). There are
approximately 78,941 acres of moderately saline, Mancos Shale-derived, soils in the northern portion of
the Planning Area. Any surface disturbance on these soils increases erosion and associated salinity and
sediment loading to the Colorado River Basin, especially when the soils are wet and easily compacted.
Another potential source of salinity in the Colorado River is seepage from the potash evaporation ponds
near the center of the Planning Area. These evaporation ponds were constructed on private land in the
1960s with older construction techniques and appear to have some seepage on the surface. BLM staff have
observed small salt seeps surrounding the ponds and throughout the washes from the ponds to the Colorado
River. These seeps and springs may contribute salinity loads to the Colorado River, although there is
currently no documentation of this situation.
Monitoring

Water resource monitoring activities include stream flow measurements (Map 3-37). In addition, water
chemistry sampling, and aquatic habitat assessments including macro-invertebrate sampling are collected.
These sample locations are shown on Map 3-38.
Stream Flows: The USGS monitors stream flows and water quality conditions of the Colorado River at the
northeast boundary of the Planning Area near the Dewey Bridge. Stream flow measurements began in
1913.
Water quality parameters measured include specific conductivity, suspended sediment
concentrations and water temperature, with the data available on the web in real time
(http://waterdata.usgs.gov/ut/nwis/nwisman/). Specific conductivity data collection began in 2006 and is
still ongoing. Suspended sediment concentrations were measured from 1941 to 1984 and are not currently
measured at this site. Water temperature data collection began in 2006 and is ongoing. An additional
monitoring location is located outside the Planning Area near the potash plant on private land.
The USGS also monitors stream flows and water quality conditions of the Green River 15 miles upstream
of the Planning Area near the Green River State Park, with stream flow measurements beginning in 1894.
Water quality parameters measured include specific conductivity, suspended sediment concentrations and
water temperature readings.
These data are available on the web in real time
(http://waterdata.usgs.gov/ut/nwis/dv?referred_module=sw&site_no=09315000). Suspended sediment
concentrations were measured from 1949 to 1894 and are not currently measured at this site. Specific
conductivity data collection began in 1961 continuing through 2013. Water temperature measurements
were collected from 1950 through 2013. Currently only stream flows are recorded at this site.
The USGS installed a new stream gauge on the Green River at Mineral Bottom in the spring of 2014,
located about 50 miles downstream of the stream gauge near Green River State Park and approximately 35
miles downstream of the Planning Area boundary. This stream gauge will collect stream flows and
suspended sediment concentrations, and is supported by the National Park Service to better understand the
suspended sediment regime in Canyonlands National Park and Glen Canyon Recreation Area downstream
as well as in Lake Powell and in the Grand Canyon further downstream.
Water Chemistry: The BLM coordinates closely with the UDEQ regarding water quality sampling,
participating in a cooperative program in which the BLM collects water chemistry samples and field data
and the UDEQ provides lab analysis and database management. UDEQ also collects water chemistry
samples and field data during their intensive sampling efforts every five years or so. Water quality sample
sites within or near the Planning Area are shown on Map 3-38 and include sites along Kane Creek, Indian
Creek, North Cottonwood Creek, Spring Canyon, Ten Mile Wash, and White Wash. Pre- 2012 data are
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available online in the STORET database (http://www.epa.gov/storpubl/). Data from 2012 to present will
be available online in the State of Utah database in the near future.
Aquatic Habitat Assessments: The BLM has conducted macro-invertebrate sampling on perennial streams
within the Planning Area including Kane Creek, Spring Canyon Creek, and Ten Mile Wash. This
information was collected following the National Aquatic Monitoring Center (NAMC) sampling protocols.
Data analysis including species identification was provided by NAMC and may be used in future aquatic
habitat assessments. The USGS Biological Sciences Center conducted more detailed aquatic habitat
assessment and water quality sampling work in Ten Mile Canyon in and around the perennial pools and
spring areas in 2012.
Condition Assessments

Recent water quality condition assessments were assigned by UDEQ as part of the 2010 Integrated Report
to EPA. Portions of the Indian Creek Watershed are in assessment category 2A, which includes areas where
State standards are being met for the parameters assessed. The Kane Springs Wash Watershed and the Salt
Wash Watershed are both in assessment category 3A, which includes areas that are not sufficiently assessed
and need more data (Map 3-39).
Impaired Waters/ TMDL Reports

With sufficient data, UDEQ can determine if a stream is meeting State standards. If a problem is
documented, that stream segment will be included by the State of Utah on the List of Impaired Waters of
Utah (303d list) submitted to the EPA every two years. A schedule for a TMDL is set. This study
determines how to reduce pollutants and restore all beneficial uses. The TMDL also establishes the amount
of a pollutant allowed in the water.
The only water bodies within the Planning Area determined by UDEQ to be impaired are the Colorado
River, which was listed in 2010 for impairment to the selenium standard and Fisher Creek as a tributary to
the Dolores River which were listed in 2010 for impairment to the TDS standard.
A TMDL for the Colorado River was approved by the State of Utah, Division of Water Quality, in June
2014. The selenium levels are already high and above Utah State standards near the Colorado-Utah State
line, where the Colorado River enters Utah. Upstream in the Grand Valley, the Gunnison Valley, and
Montrose areas of Colorado are high contributions of selenium from irrigation and development on Mancos
Shale related soils. There are several private farming operations upstream of the Planning Area; irrigating
Mancos Shale related soils in Utah that may be contributing additional selenium to the Colorado River.
Surface Water Uses and Water Rights

Surface waters within the Planning Area are mainly used by livestock and wildlife. Surface waters are also
used for domestic, irrigation, municipal and industrial purposes. The State of Utah administers the water
rights program, managing water uses throughout the Planning Area. There are currently 351 approved
water right applications for the use of surface waters on BLM lands, either from water developments such
as a spring box or a stock pond, or directly from the water body or stream. The locations of these water
rights and uses are shown on Map 3-40a.
There is one potash mining operation within the Planning Area which obtains water directly from the
Colorado River for their operations, diverting about 15 cfs a day. This mine is a solution mine which pumps
water from the Colorado River into the underground potash production zone. This water is used to dissolve
the potash minerals and the brine is then pumped to the surface and put into evaporation ponds. When the
water has evaporated the potash minerals are collected and processed.
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Public Water Reserves

PWRs are Federally reserved water rights created by executive orders and are designed to reserve natural
springs and water holes on public lands for general public use. A PWR designation is a Federally reserved
water right as well as a land withdrawal. There are 8,878 acres of PWRs within the Planning Area as shown
on Map 3-41. To date, many of these PWRs have not been registered with the State and/or are not
adjudicated.
Until 1926, PWRs were created on an ad hoc and site-specific basis. Federal agencies identified the springs
they wanted reserved and these springs were incorporated by executive order into a chronologically
numbered PWR. Therefore PWRs with early numbers refer to site- specific reservations. In 1926, a carte
blanche PWR was created through an executive order by President Coolidge titled “Public Water Reserves
No. 107.” PWR 107 ended the site-specific system of reserving springs and water holes. The purpose of
PWR 107 was to reserve natural springs and water holes yielding amounts in excess of homesteading
requirements. The order states that “legal subdivision(s) of public land surveys which is vacant,
unappropriated, unreserved public land and contains a spring or water hole, and all land within one quarter
of a mile of every spring or water be reserved for public use.” There was no intent to reserve the entire
yield of each public spring or water hole, but rather reserved water was limited to domestic human
consumption and stock watering. All waters from these sources in excess of the minimum amount
necessary for these limited public watering purposes are available for appropriation through State water
law.
BLM decisions made in the 2008 RMP include a no surface occupancy requirement for all PWRs which
applies to oil/gas leasing and development and other surface-disturbing activities.

Groundwater Resources
Introduction

Groundwater resources vary in quality, quantity, and depths throughout the Planning Area. Groundwater
is the source of water for most streams, springs, and seeps in the Planning Area, supporting riparian
resources and wildlife habitat. Groundwater wells within the Planning Area provide water to livestock,
wildlife, recreation users, while adjacent water wells are important sources of public drinking water.
Changes to groundwater conditions such as water quality, quantity, or depth can affect surface water
resources over time. Likewise, groundwater resources, recharged by infiltration of snowmelt, rainwater,
and sometime stream flows, can be affected by surface water conditions and climatic variations.
Resource Overview

Groundwater occurs in important unconsolidated aquifers adjacent to the Planning Area and in potential
unconsolidated aquifers within the Planning Area (Map 3-42). Groundwater also occurs in six consolidated
rock aquifers within the Planning Area; the aerial extent of these consolidated aquifers is shown on Maps
3-43 through 3-47. The consolidated aquifers, in descending order, include the Dakota aquifer, the
Morrison aquifer, the Entrada aquifer, the Glen Canyon Group aquifer, the Cutler Formation aquifer, and
the Lower Paleozoic aquifer system. The potential unconsolidated aquifers include Quaternary-age
sediments such as stream and alluvial fan deposits scattered throughout the Planning Area.
Shallow unconfined aquifers can be found throughout the Planning Area, with the highest potential for large
quantities of good quality water are in the southern portion of the Planning Area, in the Entrada Aquifer
within the Hatch Point area.
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There are several public drinking water systems in and near the Planning Area which draw water from
groundwater aquifers including unconsolidated sediment aquifers, the Entrada aquifer, and the Glen
Canyon Group aquifer.
Due to evaporate deposits in the Paradox Formation underlying much of the Planning Area, there is a
significant occurrence of briny groundwater at deeper levels. TDS concentrations can exceed 10,000
milligrams per liter (mg/L).
The following discussion of aquifers and confining units within the Planning Area is based on a report
prepared for BLM’s Moab MLP area by the USGS in 2014 (USGS 2014). Groundwater is considered
suitable for drinking water with 3,000 mg/L or less of total dissolved solids and that do not exceed State
and Federal groundwater-quality and health standards. Underground Sources of Drinking Water (USDW)
are defined to include aquifers with a concentration of Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) less than 10,000 mg/L
and with a quantity of water sufficient to supply a public water system. Aquifers are presumed to be
USDWs unless they have been specifically exempted or if they have been shown to fall outside the
definition of USDW (e.g., over 10,000 mg/L TDS).
Unconsolidated Aquifers

Unconsolidated sediments are found throughout and adjacent to the Planning Area in valley bottoms and
in thin zones on bedrock. Several of these unconsolidated sediment zones adjacent to the Planning Area
are important sources of water for Moab City and the Town of Castle Valley. These valley-fill
unconsolidated aquifers in Moab-Spanish Valley and Castle Valley are discussed in detail below. Smaller
and less extensive unconsolidated sediment packages are found throughout the Planning Area in wash
bottoms or valley fill material. These deposits can act as aquifers, providing water to springs and seeps in
wash bottoms. There is little information on these potential aquifers available at this time in relation to
flow, storage and water quality. The aerial extent of these potential aquifers can be seen on Map 3-42.
Valley-Fill Aquifer/Moab- Spanish Valley

A valley-fill aquifer can be found in the Moab-Spanish Valley area, adjacent to but not within the Planning
Area. This aquifer consists of unconsolidated Quaternary deposits and is currently the principal source of
irrigation water in the Moab area. Water from this valley-fill aquifer has slightly poorer water quality than
the Glen Canyon aquifer, with higher levels of TDS. Transmissivity rates range from low to high depending
on local conditions. Due to a lack of an impermeable layer above the valley-fill aquifer, this aquifer is
considered to be a shallow unconfined aquifer.
This aquifer is in direct contact with the lower Glen Canyon Group aquifer (USGS 2014), which provides
the majority of recharge as subsurface flow from the northeast side of Spanish Valley. Discharge from this
aquifer is to springs, water wells, streams, and wetlands within the Moab-Spanish Valley area.
Valley-Fill Aquifer/Castle Valley

A valley-fill aquifer is also found in Castle Valley, adjacent to but not within the Planning Area, and has
similar characteristics as the valley-fill aquifer in Moab-Spanish Valley. This aquifer is unconsolidated
alluvial sediments deposited in the Castle Valley lowlands and is also considered a shallow unconfined
aquifer. Most residents in Castle Valley use water from this aquifer for domestic, irrigation and stock uses.
The Town of Castle Valley provides drinking water to some residents from this aquifer.
Recharge to this aquifer is mainly from seepage from Castle and Placer Creeks, with their headwaters in
the La Sal Mountains to the south of Castle Valley. Minor components of recharge include infiltration
through sediments from precipitation or irrigation, or inflow from the Cutler aquifer on the southwest side
of Castle Valley.
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Consolidated Aquifers and Confining Units

Dakota Aquifer

The Dakota aquifer consists of consolidated rocks of the Dakota Sandstone and the Burro Canyon
Formation. This aquifer is classified as having low to moderate transmissivity rates, with higher rates in
faulted or fractured areas. Recharge to the aquifer is likely from infiltration from precipitation that falls on
Dakota Sandstone outcrop. The aquifer discharges to low flow seeps and springs within the Planning Area.
The Dakota aquifer is not contiguous east of the Colorado River as seen on Map 3-43. Groundwater
samples collected from wells completed in the Dakota aquifer had total dissolved-solids concentrations
ranging from 98 to 1,800 mg/L.
Morrison Aquifer

The Morrison aquifer consists of consolidated rocks of the Salt Wash Member of the Morrison Formation,
with low transmissivity rates similar to the Dakota aquifer. Recharge and discharge conditions are similar
to the Dakota aquifer. Discharge may contain high concentrations of radio-nucleides due to high quantities
of uranium found in the Morrison Formation. Discharge can also be slightly saline. In certain places, there
is no confining layer between the upper Morrison aquifer and the lower Entrada aquifer, and there can be
discharge from the Morrison aquifer to the Entrada aquifer. The aerial extent of this aquifer can be seen on
Map 3-44. Groundwater samples collected from wells completed in the Morrison aquifer had total
dissolved-solids concentrations from 517 to 25,700 mg/L. The groundwater typically has high radionuclide
activity because of large quantities of uranium within the formation.
Tidwell-Summerville Confining Unit

The Tidwell-Summerville confining unit consists of the Summerville Formation and the Tidwell Member
of the Morrison Formation and separates the Entrada and Morrison aquifers. The units are composed of
shale and siltstone interbedded with sandstone and chert. The confining unit ranges in thickness from 0 to
400 feet within the Planning Area. The confining unit is considered to have very low permeability and is a
barrier to vertical groundwater movement.
Entrada Aquifer

The Entrada aquifer consists of consolidated rocks of the Moab Member of the Curtis Formation and the
Slick Rock Member of the Entrada Formation, with moderate transmissivity rates. This aquifer has also
been referred to as the San Rafael Group. Shallow groundwater samples collected from the Entrada aquifer
had total dissolved-solids concentrations ranging from 119 to 417 mg/L.
Recharge is mainly from infiltration from precipitation falling on Entrada outcrop areas or where porous
sediments overlie the outcrop. Discharge from the aquifer goes to numerous seeps and springs within the
Planning Area, as well as leaking into the lower Glen Canyon Group Aquifer. This is a common production
zone for water wells, with good water quality and quantity. The aerial extent of the aquifer can be seen on
Map 3-45, absent only in the far western portion of the Planning Area.
The BLM recognizes that the Entrada aquifer is near the surface with no confining layer above it in most
of the southern half of the Planning Area, and considers it a shallow unconfined aquifer. This makes the
aquifer very sensitive to contamination from the surface which could affect water quality in water wells,
springs, and seeps.
Dewey Bridge Confining Unit

The Dewey Bridge confining unit consists of the Dewey Bridge Member of the Carmel Formation/Entrada
Sandstone and separates the Glen Canyon Group and Entrada Aquifers. The Dewey Bridge Member is
composed of sandstone and siltstone of contorted bedding. The Dewey Bridge confining unit only occurs
across the north and northwest of Grand County, Utah, where it ranges in thickness from 0-150 feet. This
unit is considered to have very low permeability and is a barrier to vertical groundwater movement.
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Glen Canyon Group Aquifer

The Glen Canyon Group aquifer consists of consolidated rocks of the Glen Canyon Group consisting of the
Navajo Sandstone, Kayenta Formation, and Wingate Sandstone, and can be up to 1,000 feet thick.
Moderate transmissivity rates are common throughout the aquifer, enhanced greatly by fracturing in places.
The Kayenta Formation can act as a confining layer in places, due to lithologic characteristics. The aquifer
is present in most of the Planning Area as seen on Map 3-46.
Recharge primarily occurs as infiltration from precipitation in the upland outcrop areas and is higher in
areas with highly fractured rock, or in outcrop areas covered with permeable sandy soils, or from leakage
from the overlying Entrada aquifer. Recharge can also come from infiltration of surface water from streams
traveling over outcrop areas.
Discharge from this aquifer can be found at numerous springs, seeps, and streams within the Planning Area.
This a common production zone for water wells in the central and southern portions of the Planning Area,
with good water quality and quantity.
This aquifer is the principal source of water for most groundwater wells drilled in southern Grand County.
Total dissolved-solids concentrations for groundwater samples collected from the aquifer range from 102
to 827 mg/L.
Lower Mesozoic Confining Unit

The Lower Mesozoic confining unit consists of the Moenkopi Formation, a brown shale, mudstone, arkosic
sandstone, and conglomerate with local beds of gypsum, and the Chinle Formation which is comprised of
reddish siltstone, sandstone, mudstone, and conglomerates. The confining unit ranges in thickness from 0
to 1,000 feet in the Planning Area and thickness generally increases from south to north and east to west.
This unit is considered to have very low permeability and is a barrier to groundwater movement except
where jointed, faulted, or fractured.
Cutler Formation Aquifer

The Cutler Formation aquifer consists of the Honaker Trail Member of the Hermosa Formation and the
highly permeable Cedar Mesa and White Rim Sandstones of the Cutler Formation (Map 3-47).
Transmissivity rates are mainly determined by lithologic characteristics, but are greatly enhanced by
fractures and solution chambers in the Honaker Trail section.
Recharge to this aquifer is from precipitation infiltrating through soils in the upland areas, especially in
areas with shallow sand deposits or where the formations are highly fractured. This aquifer discharges to
numerous seeps, small springs and small streams within the Planning Area. Adjacent to the Planning Area,
the aquifer is the source of water for groundwater wells completed within the Needles District of
Canyonlands National Park and in Castle Valley. Total dissolved-solids concentrations in groundwaterquality samples collected from the aquifer ranging from 270 to 6,010 mg/L.
Upper Paleozoic System

The Upper Paleozoic system consists of the Paradox Member of the Hermosa Formation. Groundwater
from this unit is highly saline and typically shows high total dissolved-solids concentrations of greater than
35,000 mg/L, and often more than 100,000 mg/L. This system which occurs with the oil and gas and potash
deposits does not provide usable water for drinking or irrigation. However, this brine can be used in solution
mining of potash deposits.
Lower Paleozoic Aquifer System

The Lower Paleozoic aquifer system of sedimentary rocks is laterally continuous throughout the Planning
Area. This aquifer includes the Lynch Dolomite, the Elbert Formation Limestone, the McCracken
Sandstone Member of the Elbert Formation, the Ouray Limestone, and the Leadville Limestone and its
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equivalents including the Redwall Limestone. In most of the Planning Area, this aquifer system occurs at
depths greater than 4,000 feet.
Thicknesses of up to 1,800 feet have been measured for the aquifer in drill holes located near the confluence
of the Green and Colorado Rivers. Transmissivity rates are variable and are controlled by secondary
porosity features such as fractures, faults, and solution channels or caverns. Recharge is from outside the
Planning Area where the formations outcrop at the surface. Total dissolved-solids concentrations from
groundwater-quality samples range from 7,172 to 379,469 mg/L.
Current Status and Trends
Shallow Unconfined Aquifers

An aquifer is considered to be shallow if it is located at or near the surface, at least within several hundred
feet of the surface. An aquifer is considered to be unconfined if there is no layer above the aquifer to restrict
infiltration into or discharge from the aquifer, such as three feet of clay soils or an impermeable rock layer.
Certain aquifers are both shallow and unconfined, and are highly susceptible to contamination from the
surface. These shallow unconfined aquifer systems are permeable rock or unconsolidated sediment layers
located near the ground surface elevation containing water, with no confining or impermeable layer on top
to restrict water movement to or from the surface.
There are several shallow unconfined aquifer systems within the Planning Area, including the extensive
Entrada aquifer and the smaller unconsolidated sediment aquifers. These shallow unconfined aquifers are
extremely vulnerable to contamination from the surface. Since there is no impermeable layer between the
surface and the aquifer, contaminants can easily move from the surface into the aquifer. Contaminants can
be introduced to these unconfined aquifers through disposal ponds, evaporation ponds, or accidental spills.
The most important shallow unconfined aquifer system in the Planning Area is the Entrada aquifer. This
aquifer is near the surface in most of the southern portion of the Planning Area, with no confining layer to
protect it from surface contamination. The Entrada Aquifer contains large quantities of high quality water
in the Hatch Point area, and provides drinking water to the Wilson Arch Resort Community Drinking Water
System adjacent to the Planning Area.
The smaller and less extensive unconsolidated sediment aquifers are also located at the surface with no
confining layer above to restrict infiltration and potential contamination. Where the Glen Canyon Group
aquifer is located at the surface, there is potential for shallow unconfined aquifer conditions depending on
local lithologic conditions.
Best management practices that can protect these shallow unconfined aquifers from contamination include
lining disposal ponds, leak detection systems under larger disposal ponds, avoiding construction of
evaporation ponds, minimizing buried pipelines as much as possible, erosion and storm water run-off
control measures, and spill prevention and countermeasure plans.
Groundwater Uses and Water Rights

Groundwater in the Planning Area is utilized for livestock grazing, wildlife, and public and private drinking
water. There are 129 water wells that provide water for livestock and wildlife in troughs and ponds. There
are 180 water wells that provide public and private drinking water within the Planning Area.
Drinking Water

Groundwater resources in the Planning Area are important drinking water sources for several public water
sources on BLM and private lands within and adjacent to the Planning Area, domestic water wells on State
and private lands, and irrigation on private lands. Groundwater feeds Indian Creek and the associated
municipal diversion for the City of Monticello just south of the Planning Area.
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There are two Sole Source Aquifers located adjacent and to the northeast of the Planning Area. Neither of
these Sole Source Aquifers are located within the Planning Area. The Glen Canyon Sole Source Aquifer
is the source of drinking water for the City of Moab and Spanish Valley. The Castle Valley Sole Source
Aquifer is the source of drinking water to the Town of Castle Valley.
There are four public drinking water systems with six water sources (water wells) within the Planning Area.
The Utah Division of Drinking Water (UDDW) approves “public drinking water source protection zones”
for each public drinking water source or water well.
Sole Source Aquifers

Sole source aquifers are designated by EPA on the request of the drinking water supplier, and are aquifers
which supply at least 50 percent of the drinking water consumed in the area overlying the aquifer. These
areas can have no alternative drinking water sources that could supply those who depend upon the aquifer
for drinking water. The Planning Area is directly adjacent or close to two Sole Source Aquifers that provide
drinking water to the Moab-Spanish Valley area and Castle Valley.
The Sole Source Aquifer designation petition for the Glen Canyon Aquifer System was filed by the City of
Moab in May 2001. The City of Moab obtains all its drinking water from the Glen Canyon Aquifer System,
from four springs and five water wells. Another potential water supply is the Valley Fill aquifer in Spanish
Valley; however, due to its poor water quality, it is not considered a viable source of water. Because the
Glen Canyon Aquifer system is exposed at the surface within the delineated Drinking Water Source
Protection Zones, it is not protected from potential contaminants spilled on the ground. The aquifer is also
vulnerable to contamination introduced through poorly constructed oil wells and test holes in the area.
The Sole Source Aquifer Designation Petition for the Castle Valley Aquifer System was filed with EPA in
August 2001. The Castle Valley Aquifer System serves as the sole source of drinking water for residents
of Castle Valley, with no alternative drinking water source that could provide 50 percent or more of the
area’s drinking water needs. Most residents have individual water wells that pump water from quaternary
alluvium/valley fill or from the underlying fractured Cutler Formation. The unconsolidated Valley Fill
aquifer is the most important source of good quality drinking water; however, it is most susceptible to
contamination. Recharge is partially from the La Sal Mountains. Potential sources of contamination
include petroleum and mineral exploration, geophysical drilling, accidental spills along roadsides, and
upward migration of lower quality water from bedrock aquifers through man-made conduits.
Public Drinking Water Systems/ Drinking Water Source Protection Zones

Overview

The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) is the main Federal law that ensures the quality of Americans’
drinking water, passed by Congress in 1974 to protect public health by regulating the nation’s public
drinking water supply. The law was amended in 1986 and 1996 and requires many actions to protect
drinking water and its sources including rivers, lakes, reservoirs, springs, and groundwater wells.
Under the SDWA, EPA sets standards for drinking water quality and oversees the States, localities, and
water suppliers who implement those standards. The EPA has given Utah primacy, or responsibility, for
enforcing the Federal act within the State of Utah. To qualify for this primacy, Utah’s laws and rules
governing public drinking water systems must be at least as strict as the Federal law.
Although the SDWA applies to all public drinking water systems, it does not apply to or regulate private
wells which serve fewer than 25 individuals. A “public drinking water system” is legally defined as any
drinking water system (publicly or privately owned) which serves 15 or more connections, or 25 or more
people at least 60 days out of the year.
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All public water systems are further categorized into three different types: Community, Non-transient,
Non-community, and Transient Non-community. These categories are important with respect to required
monitoring and water quality testing found in Utah State Rules.
•

A Community Water System (C) is a public water system which serves at least 15 service
connections used by year-round residents or regularly serves at least 25 year-round residents.

•

A Non-Transient Non-Community Water System (NTNC) is a public water system that regularly
serves at least 25 of the same nonresident persons per day for more than six months per year.

•

A Transient Non-Community Water System (TNC) is a non-community public water system that
does not serve 25 of the same nonresident persons per day for more than six months per year.

Each public drinking water system is permitted and regulated through the UDDW. These regulations
require that each public drinking water supplier prepare a source protection plan for each of its groundwater
sources. This plan must be reviewed and approved by the Division of Drinking Water.
Typically, a plan is developed after a hydro geological evaluation is conducted for each source. The
investigation determines what areas must be protected, and the extent of protection which is necessary.
Within these protection zones, various activities or facilities may be restricted if they will jeopardize the
purity of the drinking water source.
These plans delineate four source protection zones or management areas around each drinking water source
(Map 3-48):
•

Zone one is the area within a 100-foot radius from the wellhead or margin of the collection area.

•

Zone two is the area within a 250-day groundwater time of travel to the wellhead or margin of the
collection area, the boundary of the aquifer(s) which supplies water to the groundwater source, or
the groundwater divide, whichever is closer.

•

Zone three is the area within a 3-year ground-water time of travel to the wellhead or margin of the
collection area, the boundary of the aquifer(s) which supplies water to the groundwater source, or
the groundwater divide, whichever is closer.

•

Zone four is the area within a 15-year groundwater time of travel to the wellhead or margin of the
collection area, the boundary of the aquifer(s) which supplies water to the groundwater source, or
the groundwater divide, whichever is closer.

The plans may delineate two source protection zones or management areas around each Transient NonCommunity drinking water source instead of the four protection zones described above.
•

Zone one is the area within a 250 day groundwater time of travel from the wellhead or margin of
the collection area.

•

Zone two is the area within a ten year travel time to the wellhead or a margin of the collection area.

Providers of public water may choose instead to use the Optional 2-mile Radius Delineation Procedure to
delineate a management area instead of the protection zones described above. This procedure is best applied
in remote areas where few, if any, potential contamination sources are located.
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Resources

There are four public drinking water systems located within the Planning Area, with a total of six water
sources, as listed in Table 3-23 and shown on Map 3-48. Within two miles of the Planning Area boundary
there are an additional ten public drinking water systems with a total of 13 water sources, as listed in Table
3-24 and shown on Map 3-48.

Table 3-23. Public Drinking Water Systems and Sources within the Planning Area
Water System Name

System Type

Water Source

Location

Archview Resort Campground

Transient NonCommunity (TNC)

Well #1

T24S R20E sec 35

Canyonlands Field

Non-Transient
Non-Community
(NTNC)

Runway Well #3

T23S R20E sec 31

Canyonlands Field

NTNC

Hanger Well #2

T24S R20E sec 06

Windwhistle Campground

TNC

Windwhistle Well

T30S R22E sec 13

Wilson Arch Resort Community

NTNC

Well #1

T29S R23E sec 15

Wilson Arch Resort Community

NTNC

Well #2

T29S R23E sec 22

Table 3-24. Public Drinking Water Systems and Sources within Two Miles of the Planning
Area
Water System Name

System Type

Water Source

Location

Arches National Park- HQ

TNC

Well #1

T25S R21E sec 21

Bucks Grill

TNC

Well #1

T25S R21E sec 26

Canyonlands National Park - Needles
District HQ

TNC

Cave Springs
Well

T30S R20E sec 20

Canyonlands National Park - Needles
District HQ

TNC

Well #2

T30S R20E sec 20

Day Star Adventist Academy

Community

Artesian Well

T25S R23E sec 8

Grand County- Matrimony Spring

TNC

Matrimony
Spring

T25S R21E sec 27

Kane Springs Highway Rest Stop

TNC

Well #1

T28S R22E sec 1

Kane Springs Highway Rest Stop

TNC

Well #2

T28S R21E sec 1

Kane Springs Highway Rest Stop

TNC

Spring #1

T28S R21E sec 1

Moab City

Community

Skakel Spring

T25S R21E sec 36

Red Cliffs Ranch

TNC

Ranch well

T24S R22E sec 35

Slickrock Campground

TNC

Well #1

T25S R21E sec 26

Wilson Arch Resort Community

NTNC

Well #3

T29S R23E sec 22

BLM Instruction Memorandum UT- 2010-055 describes the responsibility of the BLM to ensure that usable
groundwater zones, including Drinking Water Source Protection Zones, are protected through review and
analysis of an application for permit to drill, and during subsequent drilling and completion operations.
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These “Drinking Water Source Protection Zones” identified by UDDW are the same zones as the EPA
refers to as “Groundwater Protection Zones.”
Water Wells

Water wells are another important source of water in isolated areas, used by wildlife, livestock, and
recreationists (see Public Drinking Water Systems section). These wells access relatively shallow
groundwater resources and are affected by changes to groundwater water quality conditions or flow
conditions. Water levels in wells often have seasonal and annual variations with a delayed response to
recharge conditions. This delay may be short term, with quick responses to drought conditions, or may be
long term, taking years to show any changes. The 18 major water wells within the Planning Area are listed
in Table 3-25 and are shown on Map 3-49.

Table 3-25. Major Water Wells within the Planning Area
Name

Location

Dubinky Well

T24S R18E sec 25

Eight Mile Rock Well

T29S R21E sec 14

Levi Well

T23S R18E sec 25

Monument Wash Wells (2)

T22S R22E sec 15

Queens Well

T23S R19E sec 18

Three Mile Well

T29S R22E sec 30

Mail Station Well

T30S R23E sec 8

Tank Draw Well

T30S R23E sec 22

West Division Well

T30S R23E sec 30

Lloyd Adams Well

T31S R23E sec 5

Lightning Draw Well

T31S R23E sec 3

Lone Cedar Draw Well

T31S R23E sec 18

Harts Draw Well

T32S R23E sec 7

Hart Point Well No. 2

T31S R22E sec 4

Hart Point Well No. 1

T31S R22E sec 6

Hart Point Well No. 3

T31S R22E sec 25

Hart Point Well No. 4

T30S R22E sec 31

Photograph Gap Well

T31S R23E sec 21

Water Rights for Groundwater Resources

The administration of water rights is the responsibility of the Utah State Division of Water Rights. There
are a total of 891 active water right applications filed on water sources, both groundwater and surface water
sources, within the Planning Area. The BLM has 351 approved water right applications on water sources
located on BLM lands. These water rights are used for livestock, wildlife, domestic, irrigation, and
municipal purposes. Map 3-40b delineates the locations and uses of active water rights within the Planning
Area.
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Monitoring

Groundwater monitoring is occurring within the Planning Area and is conducted by the USGS Division of
Water Resources. This involves measuring artesian or pumped flows, stream temperatures, and water
chemistry parameters on select water wells in the Planning Area. These wells are revisited on a regular
basis, over a period of several years. The USGS has sampled the water well at the Windwhistle
Campground several times in the last decade. There were no concerns about the water quality conditions
based on this sampling program.
There are several shallow groundwater monitoring wells maintained by the U.S. DOE at the north end of
the Moab Valley at the Atlas Mill Tailings Site, located at the edge of the Colorado River and adjacent to
the Planning Area. There are multiple hazardous contaminants in the shallow groundwater at this location,
sourced in the tailings pile, including radio-nucleides, ammonia and heavy metals. A long term project to
move these tailings is underway, containing and moving the contaminants to the Crescent Junction area far
away from water resources. Contaminated groundwater moves from the tailings site into the Colorado
River via shallow groundwater flows.
Basic monitoring of the public drinking water wells within and adjacent to the Planning Area is ongoing,
coordinated by the State of UDDW. This monitoring involves monthly testing for coliform bacteria and
less frequent testing of sulfate and nitrate levels.
Additional groundwater monitoring within or adjacent to the Planning Area may be necessary if large
groundwater withdrawals are approved by the State of Utah in the future.
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3.13 SPECIAL DESIGNATIONS: AREAS OF CRITICAL
ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERN
3.13.1

Resource Overview

FLPMA defines an ACEC as an area “within the public lands where special management attention is
required to protect and prevent irreparable damage to important historic, cultural, or scenic values, fish and
wildlife resources, or other natural systems or processes, or to protect life and safety from natural hazards.”
There is no one method of management for all ACEC areas. Special management is designed specifically
for the relevant and important values of each ACEC, and therefore varies from area to area. The one
exception is that a mining plan of operation is required for any proposed mining activity that would create
surface disturbance greater than casual use within a designated ACEC (43 CFR 3809 Regulations).
There are six ACECs that are entirely located within the Planning Area (Map 3-50). These ACECs are
listed in Table 3-26 along with the associated acreage, relevant and important values, and Field Office.

Table 3-26. Areas of Critical Environmental Concern within the Planning Area
ACEC Name

Acreage (BLM)

Relevant and Important Values

Field Office

Behind the Rocks

3,911

Natural systems (threatened, sensitive
and endangered plants), cultural
resources, scenery

Moab

Highway 279/Shafer
Basin/Long Canyon

12,626

Scenery, wildlife, natural
systems(threatened, sensitive, and
endangered plants), cultural resources

Moab

Indian Creek

3,894

Scenery

Monticello

Lavender Mesa

649

Relict Vegetation

Monticello

Shay Canyon

119

Cultural

Monticello

Natural systems (riparian/wetlands),
wildlife, cultural and natural hazards

Moab

Ten Mile Wash

4,988

Below are descriptions of each ACEC and the relevance and importance criteria for which the ACEC was
designated.

3.13.2 Description of Area and Relevance and Importance Criteria
for Areas of Critical Environmental Concern
Behind the Rocks Area of Critical Environmental Concern (3,911 acres)
Description of Area: Behind the Rocks is located west of the city of Moab and east of Kane Creek Canyon
(Map 3-50). It is an area of sandstone fins and deeply entrenched canyons, with arches and other features.
The BLM-identified boundary of the ACEC was established to insure that all relevant and important
cultural, wildlife, plant, and scenic resources were included.
Relevance Criteria: The ACEC contains significant cultural resources, including rock art and habitation
sites. The scenic values are outstanding, with slickrock domes and fins present on a grander scale than
those found in Arches National Park. There are several large natural arches found within the ACEC. The
ACEC also contains habitat for several special status wildlife species, including the peregrine falcon,
southwest willow flycatcher, spotted bat, and big free-tailed bat. Three special status plant species occur
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within the ACEC; they include the Canyonlands biscuitroot, alcove rock daisy, and alcove bog orchid. The
area is one of only three major population centers (and of these, the least imperiled) for the Canyonlands
biscuitroot. Two narrowly distributed plants, the western hophornbeam and alcove death camas also occur.
In addition, there are relict plant communities within the area that are valuable for scientific study.
Importance Criteria: Within the ACEC, cultural sites are distinctive and of special worth. Scenic values
found in the ACEC are nationally significant; for instance, Behind the Rocks is the best example of Navajo
sandstone fins in the world, and provides the scenic backdrop to the town of Moab. The rare and endemic
plants in the ACEC are fragile, rare, and irreplaceable. Behind the Rocks is one of only 12 known areas
with occurrences of the alcove rock daisy, and one of three areas in which the Canyonlands biscuitroot is
found. The ACEC also contains plant communities and soils that have received little disturbance or
alteration, providing an uncommon remnant of the pre-settlement landscape.

Highway 279/Shafer Basin/Long Canyon Area of Critical Environmental Concern
(12,626 acres)
Description of the Area: The area is a corridor along Highway 279, including the extension road into the
Shafer Basin (Map 3-50). The Shafer Basin forms the viewshed from Dead Horse Point State Park. In
addition, Long Canyon to the Dead Horse Mesa is included in this ACEC. The boundary of the ACEC has
been identified by the BLM to ensure that relevant and important values are included.
Relevance Criteria: The ACEC contains significant scenic, cultural, plant and wildlife resources.
Highway 279, a State scenic byway, is located within the ACEC. The byway provides extraordinary
scenery and ancient rock art that is enjoyed by thousands of visitors every year as they drive along the
Colorado River. The Shafer Basin provides the spectacular foreground scenery as viewed from the road
and from Dead Horse Point State Park. Long Canyon also provides a scenic backcountry drive just off
Highway 279. The scenery is classified as visual resource managment Class I.
Jane’s globemallow, a Utah BLM sensitive plant, is found in the Shafer Basin portion of the ACEC. The
plant is both rare and unique and extremely susceptible to general human disturbance. In addition, both
Shafer Basin and Long Canyon contain important habitat to the desert bighorn sheep. As a result of this
vegetation, the uplands north of Dead Horse Point State Park contain significant values for wildlife and
plants.
Importance Criteria: The ACEC includes spectacular scenery and cultural resources, and provides
vegetation for wildlife. It is also habitat for the Jane’s globemallow, a BLM sensitive species. The stunning
scenery within Shafer Basin and Long Canyon as viewed from State Scenic Byway 279 and Dead Horse
Point State Park is internationally renowned. Highway 279, Shafer Basin and Long Canyon are also venues
for many film permits, due to their spectacular scenic backdrops.
The wildlife values meet the importance criteria as the Shafer Basin is primary habitat for desert bighorn
sheep, which also utilize Long Canyon. These distinctive animals are unique and of more than local
significance. It is the Shafer Basin habitat which enabled the dwindling desert bighorn herd to survive.
This bighorn herd is one of only two indigenous native desert bighorn herds in the State of Utah, and the
Shafer Basin herd has provided stock for restoring desert bighorns to other environments.

Indian Creek Area of Critical Environmental Concern (3,894 acres)
Description of Area: Indian Creek ACEC is located in the southern portion of the Planning Area, east of
and adjacent to Canyonlands National Park/Needles District (Map 3-50). The Indian Creek ACEC buffers
the scenic view from Needles Overlook across BLM land into Canyonlands National Park. The area
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includes the lower end of Indian Creek and Rustler Canyon. The ACEC corresponds roughly with the
Indian Creek WSA, but is slightly larger.
Relevance Criteria: The Indian Creek ACEC is noted for its incised, meandering canyons that wind
through dark red mudstones, forming many rounded spires, and “hoodoos” (boulders atop eroded rock that
look like mushrooms). These various formations continue uninterrupted into Canyonlands National Park,
which contains some of the most unique landforms in the world. Visitors from around the world come to
view this area from overlooks across BLM land and Canyonlands National Park.
Importance Criteria: The scenic values of the ACEC are based on the rock formations similar to those
found in Canyonlands National Park. The area surrounding the ACEC has a visual resource management
Classification I when viewed from the overlook; conversely, when viewed from the basin, the area appears
less natural due to resource activities that have taken place within the basin. The area provides extensive
scenic viewsheds seen from the eastern rims high above the area into Canyonlands National Park.

Lavender Mesa (Mesa Top Only) Area of Critical Environmental Concern (649
acres)
Description of Area: Lavender Mesa ACEC covers the top of Lavender Mesa, located in the Indian Creek
corridor of the Planning Area (Map 3-50). Lavender Mesa is isolated and inaccessible to humans and
herbivores by ground routes; even small mammals such as rabbits and mice appear to be absent. The mesa
top supports a relict plant community environment. Most of the mesa is pinyon-juniper woodland with the
exception of a small 20-acre sagebrush-grass park. The entire mesa is BLM-administered public land, and
its boundary is high cliffs protecting the mesa top from access.
Relevance Criteria: The vegetative community present on the top of Lavender Mesa is unique because it
has developed without the influence of grazing animals and most other mammals. The area is ecologically
relevant because it presents an isolated, relict plant community that remains unaltered by human or animal
intervention. The vegetative community is important as a baseline for comparative studies of pinyonjuniper woodland and sagebrush-grass communities in other parts of the Colorado Plateau.
Importance Criteria: The vegetative community is important for study and comparison purposes to
design management for pinyon-juniper woodland and sagebrush-grass communities in other parts of the
Colorado Plateau. The mesa offers an unimpacted area naturally protected from other resource activities.
In a range of comparison of relict plant communities, Lavender Mesa provides a baseline area free from
even small animals, while Bridger Jack Mesa provides an area protected from human activities, but with
the presence of large and small mammals.

Shay Canyon Area of Critical Environmental Concern (119 acres)
Description of Area: Shay Canyon ACEC is located in the southern portion of the Indian Creek corridor
and is adjacent to the northern boundary of the Manti–La Sal National Forest (Map 3-50). It includes
sections of the upper Indian Creek drainage with a Special Emphasis Area for the protection of aquatic and
riparian habitat, delineated as a 275-foot corridor along upper Indian Creek.
Relevance Criteria: Relevance/Cultural: Rock art sites covering the walls of Shay Canyon are the
significant cultural resources along Indian Creek. Native Americans who have visited these sites recognize
images that relate to their migration history.
Importance Criteria: Cultural resources in this area represent the interface between two prehistoric
cultural groups: Ancestral Puebloan and Fremont. This interface is represented in the unique motifs in the
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rock art and within site features and artifacts such as ceramics and baskets. The area provides an
opportunity for cultural scientific research.

Ten Mile Wash Area of Critical Environmental Concern (4,988 acres)
Description of Area: Ten Mile Wash is located northwest of Moab; it drains into the Green River just
downstream of White Wash and upstream of Spring Canyon (Map 3-50). The ACEC consists of the Ten
Mile drainage from the Green River to two miles upstream of Dripping Spring.
Relevance Criteria: Ten Mile Wash ACEC is noted for its scenic, cultural, wildlife, and the natural
systems or processes, as well as natural hazards that are found within the ACEC. Ten Mile Wash ACEC
contains high-quality scenery related to sandstone buttes, cliffs, side canyons and alcoves; the scenery is
enhanced by the presence of a riparian greenbelt that is located within the bottom of the canyon. Ten Mile
Wash contains significant cultural resources, including important habitation sites and unusual artifacts.
Ten Mile Wash ACEC contains perennial and intermittent flows that maintain ecological diversity in upland
and riparian/wetland areas. The wash provides a favorable environment for wildlife within an extremely
arid portion of the Field Office. Ten Mile Wash contains a rich mixture of riparian, wetland and hydrologic
resources. Perennial segments support well-developed wetlands that are rare and unusual in arid regions.
Ten Mile Wash is subject to extreme flooding, posing potential safety hazards to vehicle and camping
activities. The potential for flooding is great because the Ten Mile Wash watershed basin drains 175,185
acres.
Importance Criteria: This ACEC meets the importance criteria for cultural, wildlife values, natural
systems or processes, and natural hazards. Cultural resources in Ten Mile Wash ACEC are of more than
local significance, and are fragile, rare, and exemplary. Ten Mile Wash is a very important wildlife habitat
because it offers water and habitat in the driest portion of the Planning Area. Ten Mile Wash contains
textbook examples of areas with wetland potential. Riparian/wetland ecosystems in Ten Mile Wash are
rare, sensitive resources vulnerable to degradation from surface disturbances. These wetland ecosystems
are exemplary and rare; they serve as attractors for wildlife and for human activities, making the wash
extremely susceptible to adverse impact. Riparian/wetland ecosystems are a national priority concern, and
are managed for health and diversity as required by the Clean Water Act, Floodplain and Wetland Executive
Orders, Rangeland Standards and Guidelines, and the National Riparian Area Policy. Ten Mile Wash
contains extreme seasonal flooding potentials that warrant special management regarding public access and
camping within the drainage.
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3.14 SPECIAL DESIGNATIONS: NATIONAL HISTORIC TRAILS AND
BACKWAYS AND BYWAYS
3.14.1

Introduction

National Historic Trails
National Historic Trails are “extended trails which follow as closely as possible and practicable the original
route or routes of travel of national historical significance” (NPS 2009). The purpose of the National
Historic Trails is “the identification and protection of the historic route and its historic remnants and artifacts
for public use and enjoyment” (NPS 2001).
The National Trails System Act of 1968 provides for the establishment of a system that includes
recreational, scenic, and historic trails. A national historic extended trail must possess several qualities for
designation as a national historic trail. The trail must be at least 100 miles in length and as closely as
possible follow the original route. The trail must be established by historic use and be historically
significant as a result of that use. The trail must be of national significance with respect to any of several
broad categories of American history, such as trade and commerce, exploration, migration and settlement,
or military campaigns. Finally, the trail must have significant potential for public recreational use or
historical interest based on historic interpretation and appreciation.
In southern Utah the only National Historic Trail is the Old Spanish National Historic Trail (OSNHT),
which was designated on December 4, 2002, by the Old Spanish Trail Recognition Act. The trail and its
variants make up a 2,700-mile long route that extends from Santa Fe, New Mexico, to Los Angeles,
California. The trail passes through the States of New Mexico, Colorado, Utah, Arizona, Nevada, and
California. Approximately 43.2 miles of the OSNHT are located within the Planning Area (Map 3-51). Of
these 43.2 miles, 28.8 are located on public lands.

National Scenic Byways
The National Scenic Byways Program was established under the Intermodal Surface Transportation
Efficiency Act of 1991, and reauthorized in 1998 under the Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century.
Under the program, the U.S. Secretary of Transportation recognizes certain roads as National Scenic
Byways or All-American Roads based on their archaeological, cultural, historic, natural, recreational, and
scenic qualities.
There are also State of Utah-designated Byways and Backways found within the Planning Area. For a
description of these see the recreation section of this document.

3.14.2

Resource Overview

National Historic Trails
The Old Spanish National Historic Trail (OSNHT) is the only National Historic Trail located within the
Planning Area. The congressionally designated trail is the estimated location of the trail. Agencies are
responsible for collecting data to determine actual alignment. Archaeological inventory has also identified
visible portions of the route, that although close in proximity to the designated trail, are a distinct entity.
These findings will be treated as contributing portions of the OSNHT subjected to the National Historic
Trails System Act and the National Historic Preservation Act. Approximately 43.2 miles of the
congressionally designated OSNHT are located within the Planning Area. Of these 43.2 miles, 28.8 miles
are located on public land.
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The Comprehensive Administrative Strategy for the OSNHT has not been completed and the identification
of high potential sites and segments has not been finalized. The Draft Comprehensive Administrative
Strategy (2015) has preliminarily identified 13.7 miles of three high potential segments and three high
potential sites on public lands in the Planning Area. A high potential segment is one which would afford a
high-quality recreation experience in a portion of the route having greater than average scenic values or
affording an opportunity to vicariously share the experience of the original users of a historic route. A high
potential site is one which provides an opportunity to interpret the historical significance of the trail during
the period of its major use.
The OSNHT within the Planning Area can be divided into two parts: 1) the northern part parallels U.S.
Highway 191 north of the Colorado River and then generally follows the Blue Hills road toward the town
of Green River; and 2) a southern part that follows US Highway 191 south of the Colorado River and forms
the eastern boundary of the Planning Area.
Two high potential segments are located in the northern part of the Planning Area: 1) Blue Hills (12.2
miles), and 2) Moab Trail (1.4 miles). One high potential segment, Mule Shoe Wash (0.1 miles), is located
in the southern part of the Planning Area. Two high potential sites are located in the southern part of the
Planning Area: 1) Looking Glass Rock, and 2) Kane Springs. One other high potential site, the Colorado
River Crossing near Moab, spans both the southern and northern parts of the Planning Area.
The Blue Hills high potential segment parallels a high voltage transmission line serving Moab and generally
follows a well maintained Class B road. The scenery to the south of the Blue Hills segment is generally
undeveloped, although it is crossed by four Class B roads. However, the southern side of the Blue Hills
segment could afford an opportunity to share the experience of the historic route. To the north of this
segment, the view is highly impacted by a high voltage transmission line located parallel and immediately
adjacent to this segment. In addition, a designated utility corridor linking Green River and Moab overlays
this entire segment with the majority of the utility corridor lying to the north of the trail. Due to the visual
impairments to the north of the trail, very little opportunity is available to vicariously share the experience
of the original users of the historic route.
On public lands, only one instance of trail trace (2.46 miles) is visible and is classified as resource condition
Category II (location verified and evident with minor alteration) by an inventory conducted in 2009 that
included historic trail resources, values, qualities, and associated settings. The visible trace is located within
the Blue Hills high potential segment and is intact from the period of significance. No unaltered trail traces
(resource condition Category I) have been identified within the Planning Area. In most places, evidence of
the trail has been obscured by bladed and paved roads.

National Scenic Byway
The Dinosaur Diamond National Scenic Byway is the only National Scenic Byway located within the
Planning Area. The Dinosaur Diamond Scenic Byway is a 512-mile National Scenic Byway located in
eastern Utah and western Colorado. The section of the Byway found within the Planning Area includes
portions of U.S. 128 and U.S. 191 (Map 3-21). Notable features surrounding the byway include
Canyonlands National Park and Arches National Park.
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3.15

SPECIAL DESIGNATIONS: WILD AND SCENIC RIVERS

3.15.1

Resource Overview

The Wild and Scenic River Act of 1968 (WSRA) established legislation for a National Wild and Scenic
River System (NWSRS) to protect and preserve designated rivers in their free-flowing condition throughout
the nation and to protect and preserve their immediate environments. The WSRA includes policy for
managing designated rivers and created processes for designating additional rivers to the NWSRS.
A Wild and Scenic River (WSR) review was conducted as part of both the Moab and Monticello 2008 RMP
planning process. The first phase of the WSR review involved the inventorying of all potentially eligible
rivers to determine which of those rivers were eligible for consideration as part of the NWSRS. To be
eligible, rivers must be free-flowing and possess at least one outstandingly remarkable value (ORV). ORVs
are evaluated in the context of regional and/or national significance and must be river-related. Each
river/segment determined to be eligible is then given a tentative classification based on the current level of
human development associated with that river/segment. The tentative classification is based on the criteria
listed in the classification table from WSR Review in the State of Utah (BLM 1996) as noted below.
•

A Wild river is free of impoundments, with shorelines or watersheds essentially primitive, and with
unpolluted waters.

•

A Scenic river may have some development, and may be accessible in places by roads.

•

A Recreational river is accessible by road (or railroad), may have more extensive development
along its shoreline, and may have undergone some impoundment or diversion in the past.

The BLM established WSR eligibility determinations and tentative classification for four rivers/segments
within the Planning Area. These rivers/segments are summarized along with their ORVs in Table 3-27.
The second phase of the WSR review occurred as all eligible rivers were taken through the land-use
planning process of the RMP to determine their “suitability” for designation into the NWSRS. Suitability
is discussed in Chapter 4 of the Final EIS for both Moab and Monticello and “suitability” determinations
can be found in the record of decision for the RMPs. The BLM found a total of four suitable rivers/segments
in the Planning Area.
Suitable rivers/segments located within the Planning Area are found in Table 3-27 and Map 3-52. These
rivers/segments are managed under specified guidelines to protect the free-flowing nature of the
rivers/segment, and to protect the identified ORVs and tentative classification. The management of these
rivers/segments will continue until Congress, or the Secretary of the Interior, makes the determination that
the river will be included in the NWSRS.

Table 3-27. Suitable Rivers/Segments in the Planning Area
River/Segment
Name
Colorado River
Segment 4

Final EIS

Segment Description and Approximate
Length in Free-Flowing BLM River Miles
(BLMRM), total River Miles (TRM)
Confluence with the Dolores River to mile 49 near
Potash (BLMRM 32.6) (TRM 15.7)

Outstandingly
Remarkable
Values

Tentative
Classification

Scenery,
recreation,
wildlife, fish,
cultural, geology,
ecological

Recreational
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River/Segment
Name
Colorado River
Segment 5
(Moab): same as
Segment 2
(Monticello)
Colorado River
Segment 6
(Moab): same as
Segment 3
(Monticello)
Green River
Segment 4(a)
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Outstandingly
Remarkable
Values

Tentative
Classification

River Mile 44.5 to Mile 38.5 State land boundary
(BLMRM 6.1) (TRM 6.8)

Scenery
Recreation,
wildlife, fish,
cultural,
ecological

Scenic

River Mile 35.7 State land to Mile 34 Canyonlands
National Park (BLMRM 3.8) (TRM 3.8)

Scenery,
recreation,
wildlife, fish,
cultural,
ecological

Scenic

Mile 97 to Canyonlands NP boundary (BLMRM 97)
(TRM 07)

Scenery,
recreation,
wildlife, fish,
cultural,
ecological

Scenic
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SPECIAL STATUS SPECIES

3.16.1

Introduction

Chapter 3–Special Status Species

The BLM is responsible for managing habitat for special status plant and animal species as well as
managing special status plants. Special status species considered in this analysis are those listed as
threatened or endangered under the Endangered Species Act (ESA), those proposed for listing or are
candidates for listing under the provisions of the ESA, or those designated by the BLM State Director or
the State of Utah as sensitive.
The objectives for managing special status species are 1) to conserve and/or recover ESA-listed species and
the ecosystems on which they depend so that ESA protections are no longer needed for these species; and
2) to initiate proactive conservation measures that reduce or eliminate threats to Bureau sensitive species to
minimize the likelihood of and need for listing of these species under the ESA.

3.16.2

Resource Overview

Special status species occur in a variety of native plant communities across the Planning Area. For BLM
management purposes, special status species include species listed as endangered, threatened, proposed,
and/or candidate under the ESA, as well as those species listed as sensitive in the State of Utah by the BLM.
Species listed as threatened or endangered are afforded protection under the ESA (BLM Manual 6840).
The BLM is required to consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) on potential impacts to
Federally listed species. The USFWS does not consult on candidate species, although they are included for
informational purposes in consultation documents and USFWS may provide information and suggestions
regarding them during consultation. Periodic review of the special status species list allows for additions
and/or removals depending on the status of populations, habitats, and potential threats. During the scoping
period the BLM consulted with the Nature Conservancy regarding current special status species data. A
total of nine Federally listed species were identified as having the potential to occur within Grand and San
Juan Counties. These include four wildlife, one plant, and four fish species.
Sensitive species are managed to prevent further listing, with the same level of protection as candidate
species (BLM Manual 6840). BLM sensitive species are designated by the State Director under 16 U.S.C.
1536 (a) (2). The BLM has identified 82 species (that are BLM Sensitive Species, State Sensitive Species,
or Wildlife Species of Concern) as having the potential to occur within Grand and San Juan Counties.

Conservation Agreement Species
Conservation Agreements exist among resource agencies in Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, and
Wyoming to expedite the implementation of conservation measures concerning the following species:
Colorado cutthroat trout, the blueheaded sucker, the roundtail chub, the flannelmouth sucker and the
northern goshawk. Those species with no known habitat or potential habitat within the Planning Area will
not be carried forward in this document.

Threatened, Endangered, and Candidate Species
The USFWS has identified the following threatened, endangered, and candidate wildlife, fish, and plant
species located within the Planning Area (Table 3-28). Discussions of each species follow.
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Table 3-28. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Threatened, Endangered, and Candidate Species
within the Planning Area
Habitat

Status

Designated
Critical Habitat
(BLM Acres)

Potential Habitat
(BLM Acres)

California Condor
(Gymnogyps
californianus)

Roosts and nests in
cliff habitat. Forages
in open areas.

Endangered,
Experimental

None

NA1

Mexican spotted owl
(Strix occidentalis
lucida)

Steep rocky
canyons.

Threatened

175,304

307,333

Southwestern willow
flycatcher
(Empidonax traillii
extimus)

Low scrub, thickets,
or groves of small
trees, often near
watercourses.

Endangered

None

15,202

Western yellowbilled cuckoo
(Coccyzus
americanus
occidentalis)

Riparian habitats.

Threatened

None

15,202

Bonytail
(Gila elegans)

Eddies, pools, and
backwaters near
swift current in large
rivers

Endangered

19,198

19,198

Colorado
pikeminnow
(Ptychochelius
lucius)

Adults can be found
in habitats ranging
from deep turbid
rapids to flooded
lowlands. Young
prefer slow-moving
backwaters

Endangered

19,198

19,198

Humpback chub
(Gila cypha)

Fast, deep, whitewater areas

Endangered

19,198

19,198

Razorback sucker
(Xyrauchen
texanus)

Slow backwater
habitats and
impoundments

Endangered

19,198

19,198

Gypsiferous or
saline soils on the
Chinle, Cutler, and
Summerville
Formations. Barren
slopes of the
Moenkopi Formation

Threatened

None

NA1

Common Name
(Scientific Name)
Wildlife

Fish

Plants

Jones cycladenia
(cycladenia humilis
var. jonesii)

1.

Incomplete data, acreages not available. They could occur in the area.

Source: USFWS Federally Listed and Proposed Endangered, Threatened and Candidate Species and Critical Habitat in Utah –
Species list by County 2012.
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California Condor (Gymnogyps californianus)

The California condor is a Federally listed endangered species with non-essential, experimental status in
Utah south of Interstate 70 and west of U.S. 191. Under Section 10(j) of the ESA (ESA; 16 U.S.C. 1536[c]),
this means that the species is treated as though it is proposed for Federal listing, rather than as endangered.
No California condors are known to nest in the Planning Area; however, they have the potential to move
through the area where suitable nesting habitat does exist. A few condors have been sighted throughout
Utah since being released in northern Arizona in 1996 (USFWS 1996a). Any California condors that leave
the experimental population area will be considered endangered. The agreement (Endangered and
Threatened Wildlife and Plants: Establishment of a Nonessential Experimental Population of California
Condors in Northern Arizona) includes provisions for the capture and return of California condors to the
experimental population area should they be found outside of it (USFWS 1996b). California condors prefer
mountainous country at low and moderate elevations, especially rocky and brushy areas near cliffs.
California condor colonies often roost in snags, tall open-branched trees, or cliffs, often near important
foraging grounds (Utah Division of Wildlife Resources [UDWR] 2007a). This species lays a single egg
between late January and early April. The California condor feeds only on the carcasses of dead animals
and it prefers to do so in relatively open areas (USFWS 1996b).
Mexican Spotted Owl (Strix occidentalis lucida)

Steep slopes and canyons with rocky cliffs characterize much of the Mexican spotted owl (MSO) habitat in
Utah. Within the Colorado Plateau, MSO are known to nest in steep-walled canyon complexes and rocky
canyon habitat within desert scrub vegetation. The MSO exists in small isolated subpopulations and is
threatened by habitat loss and disturbance from recreation, improper grazing practices, road development,
catastrophic fire, timber harvest, and mineral development. The Planning Area contains 175,304 acres of
designated critical habitat according to the Spotskey-Willey MSO habitat model (Willey and Spotskey
1997) and roughly 307,333 acres of potential habitat (Table 3-28 and Map 3-53). Within the Planning Area,
known nesting territory has been identified. No known nesting territories have been identified within
designated critical habitat in the Planning Area. Nesting and breeding begins in March, and eggs are laid
in late March or early April and incubated for approximately 30 days. The eggs usually hatch in early May.
Nesting MSO fledge from early to mid-June and disperse out of the natal area in the fall.
Southwestern Willow Flycatcher (Empidonax traillii extimus)

The Southwestern Willow Flycatcher utilizes and breeds in patchy to dense riparian habitats along streams
and wetlands near or adjacent to surface water or saturated soils. These dense patches are often interspersed
with small openings, open water, and/or shorter/sparser vegetation, creating a mosaic habitat pattern.
Historically, nests were constructed in native willow species, but currently the Southwestern willow
flycatcher will utilize both native and exotic species, such as tamarisk and Russian olive that provide desired
habitat requirements (Sogge et al. 1997). Nesting season typically begins in May when males arrive to
establish breeding territories. The females arrive a week or two later and nest building begins. Eggs are
laid and incubated from late May through July. Chicks fledge 12 to 15 days after hatching during July and
August and migrate south in late August through early fall. Population declines are attributed to numerous,
complex, and interrelated factors such as habitat loss and modification, invasion of exotic plants into
breeding habitat, brood parasitism by cowbirds, vulnerability of small population numbers, and winter and
migration stress. Southwestern willow flycatcher has been documented migrating along the Indian Creek
corridor area. There is a total of 12,155 acres of potential habitat within the Planning Area (Table 3-28 and
Map 3-54).
Yellow-Billed Cuckoo (Western) (Coccyzus americanus occidentalis)

The Yellow-billed Cuckoo has been listed due to loss of riparian habitat from agricultural use, water use,
road development and urban development. No known population of this species exists at present within
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the Planning Area. The yellow-billed cuckoo, however, is a neotropical migrant that utilizes riparian
valleys throughout the State. The Planning Area contains 15,202 acres of potential riparian habitat for this
species (Map 3-54).
Bonytail Chub (Gila elegans)

The bonytail chub has drastically declined in numbers since the 1960s and little is known about its
biological requirements. Historically it was once widespread throughout the Colorado River Basin. Today
it is thought to be found in large river reaches of the Colorado and Green Rivers. The Planning Area
contains both possible populations and designated critical habitat for this species. There are 19,198 acres
of designated critical habitat within the Planning Area (Table 3-28 and Map 3-55) (USFWS 1990a).
Colorado Pikeminnow (Ptychochelius lucius)

Natural populations of the Colorado pikeminnow are restricted to the upper Colorado River Basin in
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, and New Mexico. The main stem of the Colorado River from Palisade,
Colorado, to Lake Powell has known population within this region (UDWR 2005a). Flow regulations,
migration barriers, habitat loss/alteration, and introduced non-native fish have all been identified as causes
of population decline (UDWR 2005a). The Planning Area contains both populations and 19,198 acres of
designated critical habitat within the Planning Area (Table 3-28 and Map 3-55) (USFWS 1991).
Humpback Chub (Gila cypha)

Populations of humpback chub have been identified in the Upper Colorado River Basin with the highest
concentrations found in the Black Rocks and Westwater Canyon reaches of the Colorado River near the
Colorado/Utah State line (UDWR 2005a). The presences of juvenile population suggest spawning may
occur in the Upper Colorado River at Black Rocks, Westwater Canyon, Cataract Canyon, and
Desolation/Gray Canyon (UDWR 2005a). Flow alterations have been identified as a significant cause of
decline. The Planning Area contains both populations and 19,198 acres of designated critical habitat within
the Planning Area (Table 3-28 and Map 3-55) (USFWS 1990b).
Razorback Sucker (Xyrauchen texanus)

The Green River has the only known spawning areas for the razorback sucker, some of which are found in
the Planning Area. Populations have been identified in the Colorado River from Rifle Colorado to Lee’s
Ferry Arizona and also in areas of the Green, Gunnison, and Yampa Rivers (UDWR 2005a). The Planning
Area contains both populations and USFWS designated Critical Habitat for this species. There are 23,327
acres of designated critical habitat within the Planning Area (Table 3-28 and Map 3-55) (USFWS 1999).
Jones cycladenia (Cycladenia humilis var. jonesii)

Jones cycladenia is endemic to Utah and Arizona. It occurs in barren substrates below the sandstone cap
of mesas at elevations ranging from 4,298 to 6,749 feet. Blooming takes place from mid-May through June.
Surveys completed in 2014 found at least one population of Jones cycladenia in the Planning Area covering
approximately one acre on public lands on the slopes below Dead Horse Point State Park.

BLM Sensitive Species
The BLM maintains a list of sensitive species that may occur on managed lands. The BLM Utah State
director’s Sensitive Species List includes those that are Federally listed species (those not listed in Table
3-28), those identified by the BLM, and those listed as State sensitive by the State of Utah. Table 3-29
identifies the sensitive species that are known, or have that potential to occur within the Planning Area. A
brief description for sensitive wildlife and plant species follows this table.
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Table 3-29. Sensitive Species within the Planning Area
Common Name
(Scientific Name)

Habitat Description

Potential Habitat
(BLM Acres)

Wildlife
Bald eagle
(Haliaeetus leucocephalus)

Roosts and nests in tall trees near bodies of
water.

133,581

Big free-tailed bat
(Nyctinomops macrotis)

Rocky and woodland habitats, roosts in caves,
mines, old buildings, and rock crevices.

Unknown

Bobolink
(Dolichonyx oryzivorus)

Riparian or wetland areas

Unknown

Burrowing owl
(Athene cunicularia)

Open grassland and prairies

362,285

Ferruginous hawk
(Buteo regalis)

Flat and rolling terrain in grassland or shrub
steppe; nests on elevated cliffs, buttes, or creek
banks

33,395

Fringed myotis
(Myotis thysanodes)

Desert and woodland areas, roosts in caves,
mines, and buildings.

Unknown

White-tailed prairie dog
(Cynomys leucurus)

Grasslands, semidesert and montane
shrublands

Unknown

Gunnison’s prairie dog
(Cynomys gunnisoni)

Grasslands, semidesert and montane
shrublands

6,825

Kit fox
(Vulpes macrotix)

Semi desert grasslands and open shrublands

783,381

Long-billed curlew
(Numenius americanus)

Grassland/ herbaceous

Unknown

Mogollon vole
(Microtus mogollonensis)

Dry meadows

Unknown

Peregrine falcon
(Falco peregrinus)

Steep, rocky canyons near riparian or wetland
areas

Unknown

Short-eared owl
(Asio flammeus)

Grasslands, shrublands, and other open habitats

Unknown

Spotted bat
(Euderma maculatum)

Found in a variety of habitats, ranging from
deserts to forested mountains; roost and
hibernate in caves and rock crevices.

Unknown

Townsend’s big-eared bat
(Corynorhinus townsendii )

Occurs in many types of habitat, but is often
found near forested areas; roosts and hibernates
in caves, mines, and buildings.

Unknown

Western red bat
(Lasiurus blossevillii)

Forest - Hardwood, Forest - Mixed,
Suburban/orchard, Woodland - Hardwood,
Woodland – Mixed, riparian

Unknown

Flannelmouth sucker
(Catostomus latipinnis)

Large rivers, where they are often found in deep
pools of slow-flowing, low gradient reaches

Unknown

Roundtail chub
(Gila robusta)

Large rivers, and is most often found in murky
pools near strong currents

Unknown

Fish

Amphibians and Reptiles
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Common Name
(Scientific Name)

Habitat Description

Potential Habitat
(BLM Acres)

Cornsnake
(Elaphe guttata)

Near streams, or in rocky or forest habitats

Unknown

Great Plains toad
(Bufo cognatus)

Cropland/hedgerow, Desert,
Grassland/herbaceous, Shrubland/chaparral,
Suburban/orchard

Unknown

Plants (see Map 3-56 for Habitat for the Following BLM Sensitive Plants)
Alcove rock daisy
(Perityle specuicola)

Drier crevices in seasonally wet hanging
gardens, and alcove communities. Navajo and
Wingate sandstone and Rico Formation, but not
substrate specific. Blooms mid-July-late Sept.
3,690-4,000 feet.

Unknown

Canyonlands lomatium
(Canyonlands biscuitroot, or
Canyonlands desert-parsley)
(Lomatium latilobum)

Sandy soil or crevices in Entrada sandstone.
Slot canyons. (Found in Navajo sandstone that
weathers like Entrada in Sand Flat and Mill
Creek.) Prefers the sheltered, cool habitat on all
slopes and aspects. April-June. 4,800-6,855
feet.

Unknown

Cisco milkvetch
(Astragalus sabulosus var.
sabulosus)

Salt desert shrub in Mancos Shale Formation in
Grand River Valley (Cisco desert). Selenophyte.
Blooms late March-May. 4,260-5,250 feet.

Unknown

Entrada rushpink (or
skeletonweed)
(Lygodesmia grandiflora var.
entrada)

Juniper, mixed desert shrub communities. June.
4,400-4,800 feet.

Unknown

Jane’s globemallow
(Sphaeralcea janeae or S.
leptophylla var. janeae)

Sandy soils of weathered white rim and Organ
Rock members of Cutler Formation. Warm and
salt desert shrub. 4,000-4,600 feet. Blooms
May-June.

Unknown

Paradox breadroot
(Pediomelum aromaticum var.
tuhyi)

Pinyon-juniper woodland and mixed desert shrub
on Entrada, Kayenta and Mossback Formations.
5,600- 6,500 feet. Blooms May- June.

Unknown

Stage-station milkvetch
(Astragalus sabulous var.
vehiculus)

Salt desert shrub in Morrison Formation.
Selenophyte. Blooms April-May. 4500 to 4,800
feet. Considered geographically isolated from
var. sabulous.

Unknown

Trotter’s oreoxis (spring-parsley)
(Oreoxis trotter)

Mixed juniper and warm desert shrub. Slickrock
or Main Body Entrada sandstone on eastern
slope of Courthouse Rock and Navajo
sandstone below on flats. Most abundant on
Moab Tongue white sandstone of Entrada. Late
April mid- June. 4,750-5,000 feet.

Unknown

Sources: USFWS 2012; BLM 2002b; Atwood et al. 1991; Welsh et al. 2003; Utah Native Plant Society 2005; BLM 2008a and 2008b.

Bald Eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus)

Utah’s wintering bald eagle population is typically found near rivers, lakes, and marshes where unfrozen,
open waters offer the opportunity to prey on fish and waterfowl. The Colorado and Green River corridors
are used frequently by Utah’s wintering bald eagles. The eagles begin to arrive in November and head
north by March. Utah also hosts a small population of desert bald eagles that can be found in desert valleys,
far from any water. These eagles feed primarily on carrion. There are four active nests which occur on the
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Colorado River but are not within the Planning Area. Nesting bald eagles in the Planning Area return to
their nesting territories in early spring. Egg laying and incubation occurs from February through May with
eaglets hatching during May and early June, and fledging by early July. The bald eagle continues to be
protected by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) and the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act. Within
the Planning Area there are approximately 133,581 acres of potential bald eagle habitat (Map 3-57).
Big Free-tailed Bat (Nyctinomops macrotis)

The big free-tailed bat is listed as a BLM Sensitive Species because of declining population sizes and
limited distribution within the State. It is a migratory species and is known from the southern half of Utah,
although it may range farther north. The big free-tailed bat has been captured in riparian, desert shrub and
montane forest habitat types (UDWR 2005a). The Planning Area does contain potential habitat, but the
exact acreages are unknown.
Bobolink (Dolichonyx oryzivorus)

The bobolink is listed as a BLM Sensitive Species and a State Sensitive Species because of range-wide
declining populations and limited habitat. Wet meadow habitats which are the preferred bobolink habitat
have been decreased and fragmented in Utah due to many of the same factors that impact riparian areas,
e.g., agricultural encroachment, urban encroachment, road development, water development (reservoirs and
in-stream flow depletions), and channelization (Parrish et al. 2002). The Planning Area does contain
potential winter habitat, but the exact acreages are unknown and minimal.
Burrowing Owl (Athene cunicularia)

The burrowing owl is listed as a BLM Sensitive Species to recent decreases in population size. Burrowing
owls are neotropical migrants, nest underground in burrows, and are typically found in open desert
grassland and shrubland areas that are level and well drained (Gleason and Johnson 1985). They depend
on burrowing mammals for nest sites and are often associated with prairie dog colonies (Konrad and Gilmer
1984). The decline of the owl’s population across its range appears to be due primarily to agricultural
practices, use of pesticides, and the decline of prairie dog colonies (Haug et al. 1993). The Planning Area
contains approximately 362,285 acres of burrowing owl potential habitat (Map 3-58).
Ferruginous Hawk (Buteo regalis)

The ferruginous hawk, a BLM Sensitive Species, is the largest of the North American buteos. It is a
neotropical migrant breeding from southwestern Canada to central Arizona, New Mexico, and northern
Texas and wintering in California to northern Mexico. It is a year-round resident from Nevada through
western and southern Utah, northern Arizona, and New Mexico to eastern Colorado and South Dakota. In
Utah, the ferruginous hawk nests at the edge of juniper habitats and open, desert and grassland habitats in
the western, northeastern, and southeastern portions of the State. Within the Planning Area they are found
through the Cisco Desert, and along the Colorado and the Green Rivers. Ferruginous hawks are highly
sensitive to human disturbance and are also threatened by habitat loss from surface disturbance, agricultural
practices, and urban encroachment. They have experienced decline across much of their range and have
been extirpated from some of their former breeding grounds in Utah (UDWR 2005a). The Planning Area
contains approximately 33,395 acres of ferruginous hawk potential habitat (Map 3-59).
Fringed Myotis Bat (Myotis thysanodes)

The fringed myotis bat is listed as BLM Sensitive Species because of limited distribution within the State.
This species occurs predominantly in southern Utah, although records of this species occur throughout the
State. Fringed myotis occur in a variety of habitat including riparian, desert shrub, pinyon-juniper
woodland, mountain meadow, ponderosa pine, and montane forest (UDWR 2005a). The Planning Area
does contain potential habitat, but the exact acreages are unknown.
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Gunnison’s Prairie Dog (Cynomys gunnisoni)

The Gunnison’s prairie dog is listed as a BLM Sensitive Species. This species is highly susceptible to
sylvatic plague and has a low ability to repopulate once the plague has decimated a colony. Mortality from
plague frequently exceeds over 99 percent within colonies. Additional threats include poisoning,
agricultural conversion, and urbanization and development (UDWR 2005a). The Planning Area contains
approximately 6,943 acres of Gunnison prairie dog potential habitat (Map 3-60) according to a draft model
developed by UDWR.
Kit Fox (Vulpes macrotix)

The kit fox is listed as a BLM Sensitive Species. It opportunistically eats small mammals (primarily rabbits
and hares), small birds, invertebrates, and plant matter. The species is primarily nocturnal, but individuals
may be found outside of their dens during the day. The kit fox mates in late winter, with a litter of four to
seven pups being born about two months later. Young first leave the den about one month after birth, in
late spring or early summer. The species most often occurs in open prairie, plains, and desert habitats. The
Planning Area contains approximately 783,381 acres of kit fox potential habitat.
Long-billed Curlew (Numenius americanus)

The long-billed curlew breeds from south-central British Columbia, southern Alberta, southern
Saskatchewan, and southern Manitoba south to east-central California, central Nevada, central Utah, central
New Mexico, and northern Texas, and east to southwestern North Dakota, northwestern South Dakota,
north-central Nebraska, and southwestern Kansas. It winters from Washington, extreme northern Mexico,
southern Texas, southern Louisiana, southern Alabama, and coastal South Carolina south to southern
Mexico (Oaxaca, Veracruz, and the Yucatan Peninsula) and southern Florida, irregularly through northern
Central America to Honduras and Costa Rica (American Ornithological Union 1998). The long-billed
curlew is a fairly common summer resident and migrant in Utah, especially through the central and more
northern valleys. It is less common in the Colorado River drainage. This species lives and breeds in higher
and drier meadowlands than many other shorebird species (Parrish et al. 1999). The Planning Area does
contain potential habitat, but the exact acreages are unknown.
Peregrine Falcon (Falco peregrinus)

Although the peregrine falcon is still rare in Utah, it has become much more abundant throughout its range
in recent years. The widespread use of the pesticide DDT in the 1940s, 1950s, and 1960s caused a drastic
reduction in peregrine falcon numbers (and in the numbers of other raptor species) throughout North
America. It was eventually determined that DDT was moving up the food chain and causing raptors to lay
thin-shelled eggs that would often break during incubation. DDT was banned in the early 1970s, which
allowed the peregrine falcon to start its recovery. By August 1999, the peregrine falcon had recovered to
the point that it was removed from the Federal endangered species list (UDWR 2005a). The Planning Area
does contain potential habitat, but the exact acreages are unknown. The Utah Natural Heritage Database
has approximately 50 nests identified within the Planning Area though current activity is not known on
many of them.
Short-Eared Owl (Asio flammeus)

The short-eared owl is listed as a BLM Sensitive Species. This owl is usually found in grasslands,
shrublands, and other open habitats. There is some concern that short-eared owl populations are declining.
The Planning Area contains potential habitat, but the exact acreages are unknown.
Spotted Bat (Euderma maculatum)

The spotted bat is listed as a BLM Sensitive Species and is considered rare in Utah (although the spotted
bat’s distribution ranges throughout the western states from British Columbia to Mexico). The spotted bat
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has a very low reproductive potential, and therefore once populations are reduced they rebuild slowly.
Several sightings were reported to the UDWR in the southern portion of the Planning Area in 1959 and
1965, although no current populations are known today (UDWR 2005a). The Planning Area does contain
potential habitat, but the exact acreages are unknown.
Townsend’s Big-Eared Bat (Corynorhinus townsendii)

The Townsend’s big-eared bat is a BLM Sensitive Species, and USFS-listed Sensitive species due to limited
distribution and a declining population (Oliver 2000). The Townsend’s big-eared bat is a cave-roosting
species that moves into man-made caves such as mines and buildings. Unlike many other bats, they are
unable to crawl into crevices and usually roost in enclosed areas where they are vulnerable to disturbance.
The Townsend’s big-eared bat is quite sensitive to human disturbance, and this appears to be the primary
cause of population decline for this species. This bat is colonial during the maternity season, when compact
clusters of up to 200 individuals might be found. Maternity roosts form in the spring and remain intact
during the summer. Site fidelity is high, and if undisturbed, the bats will use the same roost for many
generations (Brown 1996). The Planning Area does contain potential habitat, but the exact acreages are
unknown and there is no known habitat within the Planning Area.
Western Red Bat (Lasiurus blossevillii)

The western red bat occurs in the western U.S. and parts of Mexico. The species is extremely rare in Utah,
being known from only a few locations in the State. It is included on the Utah Sensitive Species List.
Western red bats are normally found near water, often in wooded areas. Some individuals may hibernate
during cold times of year, but most members of the species migrate south to warmer climates for the winter.
The species is nocturnal; daytime roosting usually occurs in trees. Females may give birth to one litter of
two to four young during late spring. Western red bats eat insects, often foraging near riparian areas
(UDWR 2005b, Burt 1980). The Planning Area does contain potential habitat.
Flannelmouth Sucker (Catostomus latipinnis)

The flannelmouth sucker is listed as a BLM Sensitive Species, as it now occupies only 50 percent of its
historical range within the Upper Colorado River Basin. Within the Planning Area, populations are known
to occur in the Colorado, Green and Dolores Rivers. Populations have declined since the 1960s due to
impoundment of the mainstem of the Green and Colorado Rivers. (Flannelmouths have been extirpated
from portions of the Gunnison River.) This fish is also susceptible to altered thermal and hydrological
regimes, hybridization and competition of non-native fish (UDWR 2005b). The Planning Area does contain
potential habitat.
Roundtail Chub (Gila robusta)

The roundtail chub is listed as a BLM Sensitive Species as it has been extirpated from 45 percent of its
historical distribution in the Colorado River Basin. Within the Planning Area, populations are known to
occur in the Colorado River from the Utah border to Moab and in the Green River from the Colorado-Green
confluence upstream to Echo Park. Declines in populations are attributed to hybridization with other chub,
habitat loss and degradation due to dam and reservoir construction, competition and predation of nonnatives, parasitism, and dewatering activities (UDWR 2005b). The Planning Area does contain potential
habitat.
Cornsnake (Elaphe guttata)

The cornsnake is listed as a BLM Sensitive Species because of limited distribution and its potential for
genetic uniqueness from the cornsnakes east of the Continental Divide. The cornsnake is associated with
the Colorado and Green River corridors and population declines are attributed to habitat degradation,
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vegetative changes, and illegal collection (UDWR 2005b). The Planning Area does contain potential
habitat, but the exact acreages are unknown.
Great Plains Toad (Bufo cognatus)

The Great Plains toad is a common and widespread toad that occurs across the central U.S., much of
Mexico, and limited areas of Canada. In Utah, the Great Plains toad occurs in scattered areas throughout
the State, where it prefers desert, grassland, and agricultural habitats. In cold winter months, the Great
Plains toad burrows underground and becomes inactive (UDWR 2005b, Stebbins 1985). The Planning
Area does contain potential habitat, but the exact acreages are unknown and there is no known habitat
within the Planning Area.
Alcove Rock Daisy (Perityle specuicola)

This plant is endemic to Grand and San Juan Counties, Utah. It grows in hanging garden communities in
narrow protected canyons at 3,690 to 4,000 feet in elevation, and flowers from mid-July to late September.
It is associated with Navajo Sandstone and Cedar Mesa sandstone.
Canyonlands Lomatium (Lomatium latilobum)

This plant grows mainly on the Entrada Sandstone Formation between 4,800 to 6,855 feet in elevation. It
is endemic to the Canyonlands area.
Cisco Milkvetch (Astragalus sabulosus var. sabulosus)

This plant is endemic to the Grand River Valley in Grand County, Utah. It grows in desert shrub
communities at 4,260 – 5,250 feet in elevation and flowers in April. By mid-May the plants bear large
sausage-like decline fruit. It is a primary selenium indicator; its flowers are the largest within the Astragalus
family.
Entrada Rushpink (Lygodesmia grandiflora var. entrada)

This plant is endemic to Emery and Grand Counties, Utah. It is found in the Tusher Canyon area northwest
of Moab. The plant is closely related to others in its genus, but differs in its unusually white flowers, larger
growth and more ligneous stems.
Jane’s Globemallow (Sphaeralcea janeae or S. leptophylla var. janeae)

This plant grows in the Navajo Sandstone formation, in crevices of canyon walls in loosely cemented
sandstone. This subspecies is taller and of a different color to the rest of the plants in its species.
Paradox Breadroot (Pediomelum aromaticum var. tuhyi)

This plant grows in the entrada, Morrison, Kayenta and Mossback formations. It is found in the Hatch
Point area.
Stage Station Milkvetch (Astragalus sabulosus var. vehiculus)

This subvariety of the Cisco milkvetch grows in the vicinity of the historic stage station along the pioneer
trail from Moab to Green River.
Trotter’s Oreoxsis (Oreoxsis trotteri)

This plant is endemic to Emery and Grand Counties, Utah. It is distinct from two other species of oreoxsis,
forming clumps of up to 30 centimeters long.
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3.17

VEGETATION

3.17.1

Resource Overview

Vegetation is defined as plants considered collectively, especially those found in a particular area or habitat.
Vegetation in the Planning Area supports livestock grazing, as well as indirect benefits such as wildlife
cover, browse, and nesting habitat for a variety of wildlife species. Vegetation also functions in the
hydrologic cycle as a dynamic interface between the soil and atmosphere. It intercepts precipitation, retards
overland flow, retains soil water and nutrients (root absorption), and transports water and nutrients back to
the atmosphere via stems and leaves (evapotranspiration). Vegetation is also an integral part of what makes
the Planning Area an aesthetically pleasing destination for visitors.
The State of Utah is divided into five major eco-regions determined by geographic and climatic similarity.
The Planning Area occurs entirely within the Colorado Plateau ecological province. The unique climate
and geology of the Colorado Plateau allow for the growth of many endemic and rare plant species and, thus,
a substantial amount of biodiversity. The variety of elevations and precipitation zones within the Planning
Area only enhances the area’s biodiversity.

Dominant Vegetation Communities
Vegetation across the Planning Area has been identified using Southwest Regional Gap Analysis Project
(Lowry Jr. et al. 2005). Gap vegetation data were developed using multi-spectral satellite imagery in
conjunction with image processing and classification software. The relationship between spectral
signatures and a given vegetation type was further refined via development of models that incorporated a
variety of topographic and distributional information for that given vegetation type. SWReGAP vegetation
data were intended to be used for depicting the distribution of the State’s various vegetation types at scales
of 1:100,000 or smaller. While adequate for characterizing vegetation over large areas, these data are less
accurate when viewed for smaller project areas. Utah Gap Analysis data indicate the following cover types
and acreages in the Planning Area (Table 3-30). Similar cover types have been grouped together and are
described in the sections following Table 3-30. The cover types that do not have significant native
vegetation (Unclassified and Disturbed Areas) are presented in the table, but not discussed in this document.

Table 3-30. Acres of Land by SWReGAP Cover Type in the Planning Area
Cover Type

Monticello Field
Office* (BLM Acres)

Moab Field Office*
(BLM Acres)

Planning Area
(BLM Acres)

Planning Area
(Percent)

Unclassified Areas

1,068

1,873

2,941

0.4

Blackbrush

38,623

150,205

188,828

24.1

Disturbed Areas

718

1,285

2,003

0.3

Douglas-fir / Mixed
Conifer

17

4

15

0.0

Dunes

409

22,714

23,123

2.9

Grasslands

2,913

22,976

25,889

3.4

Invasives

2,576

8,647

10,223

1.3

Mountain Shrub

194

43

237

0.0

Pinyon-Juniper
Woodland

113,056

208,145

321,201

41.0

Ponderosa Pine

12

20

32

0.0
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Monticello Field
Office* (BLM Acres)

Moab Field Office*
(BLM Acres)

Planning Area
(BLM Acres)

Planning Area
(Percent)

Riparian /
Wetlands

1,404

567

1,971

0.3

Sagebrush

28,712

39,560

68,272

8.7

Salt Desert Shrub

14,240

125,585

139,825

17.6

Total Acres

250,847

695,618

946,466

100%

Cover Type

*Field Office acres listed are only acres within the Planning Area.

The distribution of vegetation types in the Planning Area is primarily influenced by soil type, elevation,
precipitation, and topography, and also by land management activities such as livestock and wildlife
grazing, road and minerals development, and OHV use. Additionally, vegetation communities were
impacted by severe drought conditions existing in the area from 1998 through 2004. See Map 3-61 for the
distribution of vegetation across the Planning Area.
Blackbrush

This vegetation type accounts for approximately 24 percent of the cover in the Planning Area. This
ecological system typically occurs on gentle benchlands, colluvial slopes, pediments or bajadas, and steep
or rocky slopes of mountains, canyons, and mesas with varying aspects. This system is an evergreen,
microphyllous desert scrub with succulents, half-shrubs, and scattered deciduous shrubs typically found at
elevations ranging from 1,900-5,250 feet. This shrubland system occurs in an arid to semi-arid climate
with annual precipitation in the form of summer monsoons and winter storms averaging approximately
eight inches. Soils are highly variable and parent materials may include shale, sandstone, limestone,
quartzites, and igneous rocks. Soils are generally coarse-textured, calcareous, non-saline and gravelly,
often rocky, shallow and well drained. Substrates are shallow, typically sandy soils over sandstone
alluvium or caliche. It also occurs in deeper soils on sandy plains where it may have invaded desert
grasslands. Effective soil moisture appears to be primarily controlled by regolith depth and position in
relation to the water table. This brushland system occupies most sites where regolith is uniformly shallow.
In association with blackbrush (Coleogyne ramosissima) sites, the soil moisture is concentrated on top of
impermeable bedrock at a shallow depth. This perching effect allows for gradual uptake of moisture by the
plants roots (Loope and West 1979). This permits growth of plants with more mesic habitat requirements
(Warren et al. 1982). Onsites with deep soil, blackbrush may occur in almost pure occurrences with only
a few associated species (Warren et al. 1982). Dark-colored cryptogamic soil crusts composed of lichens,
mosses, fungi, and algae, are often present in this system in fairly undisturbed areas. Sandy soils may have
more cryptogamic crusts than clayish or silty soil surfaces.
Douglas-fir/Mixed Conifer and Ponderosa Pine

This vegetation type accounts for approximately less than one percent of the cover in the Planning Area.
The annual precipitation ranges from 14 to 25 inches in areas that support this vegetation community.
Elevations range from 6,000 to 9,000 feet and slopes are often extremely steep. The soils are more fertile
than those in other areas. Due to the extreme slopes and often rocky terrain these community types are
generally managed for wildlife habitat (Natural Resources Conservation Service [NRCS] 1989). This
vegetation community is defined as a conifer forest or woodland with Douglas-fir, ponderosa pine, or
quaking aspen dominate, associated, or co-dominate with mountain shrub. The principle tree species are
Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa) and quaking aspen (Populus
tremuloides) and other associated tree species, including subalpine fir (Abies lasiocarpa), white fir (Abies
concolor), Englemann spruce (Picea engelmannii), and limber pine (Pinus flexilis). Principle shrub species
include Gamble oak (Quercus gambelii), bitterbrush (Purshia tridentata), bigtooth maple (Acer
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grandidentatum), snowberry (Symphoricarpos oreophilus A. Gray), serviceberry (Amelanchier utahensis),
manzanita (Arctostaphylos spp.), and ninebark (Physocarpus spp.). Other associated shrub species include
common juniper (Juniperus communis), sagebrush (Artemisia spp.), rabbitbrush (Chrysothamnus spp.), and
curlleaf mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus ledifolius). Although this vegetation type is not actively
managed and only represents less than one percent of the Planning Area, it provides crucial wildlife habitat
and ecological diversity. It is comprised of high elevation tundra vegetation; including grasses, forbs,
sedges, and shrubs. Principle species include Ross’ avens (Geum rossii), sedges (Carex spp.), tufted hair
grass (Deschampsia caespitosa), Colorado fescue (Festuca brachyphylla), American bistort (Polygonum
bistortoides), and willow (Salix spp.). The primary associated tree species is Engelmann spruce krummholz
(Picea engelmannii).
Dunes

Dune communities comprise 2.9 percent of the Planning Area. Dunes are found primarily in the canyon
lands and high plateaus of the Colorado Plateau. This area has been structurally uplifted over time while
the rivers flowing across it were cutting down into its bedrock. This site occurs on dunes, coppice dunes,
and mesas (NRCS 2011). The dune lands are characterized by mounds of sand that are four to 20 feet in
height and ten to 200 feet in diameter. Dunes support little vegetation if any. The present vegetation in
most areas consists of sand sage (Artemisia filifolia), Havard oak (Quercus havardii), slender buckwheat
(Eriogonum spp.), Indian ricegrass (Oryzopis hymenoides), James galletta (Pleuraphis jamesii), sand
dropseed (Sporobolus cryptandrus), sandhill muhly (Muhlenbergia pungens), and a variety of forbs. In the
lower lying areas where the water collects it can support Fremont cottonwood (Populus fremontii) and
greasewood (Sarcobatus vermiculatus) (NRCS 1989). Dune communities occur in elevation from 4,100 to
5660 feet with an average precipitation of five to ten inches annually.
Grasslands

Grassland communities occur as a unique component of the Planning Area. They are similar to salt-desert,
sagebrush, and blackbrush types in species composition, but differ in that grasses dominate instead of
browse species. The dominant grass species depend on the soil, with species such as saltgrass (Distichlis
stricta), galleta grass (Pleuraphis jamesii), squirreltail (Hordeum jubatum), blue grama (Bouteloua
gracilis), and western wheatgrass occurring on heavy soils. Sandy sites usually support species such as
Indian ricegrass (Oryzopis hymenoides), sand dropseed (Sporobolus cryptandrus), and needle-and-thread
grass. Grassland communities occur from 4,000 to 6,000 feet elevation with an average precipitation total
of five to 15 inches (Vallentine 1961).
Pinyon-juniper woodland and shrub encroachment, along with that of invasive annuals such as cheatgrass
(Bromus tectorum) and Russian thistle (Salsola tragus), are the main issues of concern for this community
type.
Mountain Shrub

This vegetation type accounts for less than one percent of the cover in the Planning Area. Deciduous
shrubland principally dominated by alder-leaf mountain-mahogany (Cercocarpus montanus), cliff-rose
(Purshia mexicana), bitterbrush (Purshia tridentata), serviceberry (Amelanchier utahensis and
Amelanchier alnifolia), buckbrush (Ceanothus spp.), chokecherry (Prunus virginiana), snowberry
(Symphoricarpos spp.), point-leaf manzanita (Arctostaphylos pungens) and bearberry (Arctostaphylos uvaursi). Primary associated shrub species include Gambel oak (Quercus gambelii), palmer oak (Quercus
chrysolepis), Tucker’s oak (Quercus welshii), Turbinella live-oak (Quercus turbinella), sagebrush
(Artemisia L. Sagebrush) and maple (Acer spp.) Primary associated tree species include quaking aspen
(Populus tremuloides) and curl-leaf mountain-mahogany (Cercocarpus ledifolius).
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Pinyon-Juniper Woodland

This vegetation type accounts for approximately 40 percent of the cover in the Planning Area. These
woodland species generally grow at elevations between 4,700 and 8,600 feet where precipitation totals 12
to 18 inches per year. The supporting landscape varies in topography from level to steep slopes (0 percent
to 80 percent). Dominant tree species include pinyon (Pinus edulis) and Utah juniper (Juniperus
osteosperma). Primary associated shrub species include sagebrush, Mormon tea, and blackbrush.
Dominant grass species include saline wildrye. Pinyon dominates the overstory as stands reach the upper
limits of the elevational range, whereas juniper dominates at lower elevations. As elevation increases within
this zone, stand structure changes from open overstory with a sparsely vegetated understory to more dense
with a greater variety of species. Land treatments followed by crested wheatgrass seedings have historically
occurred within this community type and are considered altered ecological sites.
Unhealthy pinyon-juniper woodland stands are evident across the Planning Area, especially on sites with
shallow soils. Pinyon mortality, attributed to the combination of drought, Ips beetle, and root disease, is
estimated at 20 to 30 percent in the Monticello Planning Area. It is reasonable to assume a similar mortality
throughout the Planning Area. Pinyon is a valuable resource for other programs such as woodlands
(firewood harvest) and wildlife habitat management. It also provides pine nuts for human collection and
consumption. The increase in dead wood has led to an increase in fuel loading and area fire hazards.
However, this dead wood also provides a short term resource as collectable firewood.
Pinyon-juniper woodland encroachment on sites with deep soils is continuing. More sagebrush
communities and understory vegetation are lost as this occurs, resulting in an increase in soil erosion.
Following wildfires, rehabilitation seedings have occurred in pinyon-juniper woodlands.
Riparian/Wetlands

This vegetation type accounts for less than one percent of the cover in the Planning Area. Riparian and
wetland areas contain vegetation associated with surface or subsurface moisture. Wetlands require
prolonged saturation of soils and contain certain vegetative species dependent upon soil saturation. Less
than one percent of the Planning Area is riparian; these areas are located along major rivers, drainages, or
spring sites. Riparian vegetation in the Planning Area is generally located in areas with an elevation of less
than 5,500 feet. Principal woody species include Fremont cottonwood (Populus fremontii), salt-cedar
(Tamarix chinensis), coyote willow (Salix exigua), and squawbush (Rhus aromatica var. trilobata).
Principal wetland species include cattail (Typha latifolia), bullrush (Scirpus spp.), and sedge (Carex spp.).
More detailed information concerning riparian and wetland species are located in the Riparian section of
this document.
Hanging gardens and spring-fed vegetation communities are rare to the arid and semiarid environments of
the Colorado Plateau. Hanging gardens occur where groundwater seeps through sandstone or limestone
substrates, often along overhanging cliffs adjacent to rivers. Plants found in hanging garden communities
are often wetland-riparian species endemic to the Colorado Plateau (Spence unpub.). Spring-supported
communities often contain riparian woodlands of species such as willow and cottonwood. Some less
common mixed-deciduous woodlands comprised of species such as birchleaf buckthorn (Rhamnus
betulifolia) are also found in the region.
Sagebrush

This vegetation type accounts for approximately 8.7 percent of the cover in the Planning Area. The
landscapes that support this vegetation community have moderately deep soils and precipitation totaling 11
to 16 inches per year. Elevation ranges from 5,500 to 7,300 feet with little localized relief. Big sagebrush
(Artemisia tridentata) dominates the vegetation in this community type. Elevation and soil depth influence
the species composition and density, which may include horsebrush, rabbitbrush, spiny hopsage, saltbush,
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Mormon tea, and winterfat (Krascheninnikovia lanata) (MacMahon 1988). Principle grass species include
sand dropseed (Sporobolus cryptandrus), western wheatgrass (Elymus smithii), Indian ricegrass, and
galleta. Land treatments, including crested wheatgrass (Agropyron cristatum) seedings, have historically
occurred within this community type and are considered altered ecological sites. Additionally, significant
percentages of sagebrush have also been converted to monotypic stands of exotic cheatgrass (Bromus
tectorum) or Russian thistle (Salsola kali) as a result of wildfires, drought, and improper grazing
management practices. Appropriate revegetation methods can be effective in restoring diverse community
compositions in this zone, but large-scale rehabilitation has yet to be implemented successfully within the
Planning Area (personal communication between Daryl Trotter, BLM, and Susan Kammerdiener, SWCA
Environmental Consultants on January 6, 2006).
Salt Desert Shrub

This vegetation type accounts for approximately 17.6 percent of the cover in the Planning Area. Areas
supporting salt desert shrub vegetation receive relatively low annual precipitation (5 to 10 inches), which
results in very little soil moisture available for plant growth. Elevations range is from 4,000 to 5,400 feet.
Soils are often very saline or alkaline and vary in moisture availability, from drier, well-drained areas to
areas where the water table is near the surface (MacMahon 1988). Dominant shrub species include
shadscale (Atriplex confertifolia), greasewood (Sarcobatus vermiculatus), blackbrush (Coleogyne
ramosissima), four-wing saltbush (Atriplex canescens), Nuttall’s saltbush (Atriplex nuttallii), mat saltbush
(Atriplex corrugata), Mormon tea (Ephedra spp.), spiny hopsage (Grayia spinosa), horsebrush (Tetradymia
canescens), and rabbitbrush Chrysothamnus spp.). Dominant forb species include snakeweed (Gutierrezia
sarothrae) and buckwheat (Eriogonum spp.). Dominant grass species include saline wildrye (Leymus
salinus), galleta (Hilaria jamesii), Indian ricegrass (Stipa hymenoides), and sand dropseed (Sporobolus
airoides). These communities are generally associated with Mancos-derived clay soils, which are
extremely susceptible to wind and water erosion following surface disturbances. For additional information
see the Soils section of this document.

Special Status Plant Species
Special status plant species include all Federally listed threatened and endangered species and BLM
sensitive species. Special status plant species with potential to occur in the Planning Area are listed and
discussed in the Special Status Species section of this document.

Invasive Species and Noxious Weeds
One of the BLM’s highest priorities is to promote ecosystem health and one of the greatest obstacles to
achieving this goal is the rapid expansion of invasive, non-native species or weeds across public lands. A
noxious weed is any plant designated by a Federal, State, or County government as injurious to public
health, agriculture, recreation, wildlife, or property (Sheley, Petroff, and Borman 1999). Noxious weeds
are designated and regulated by various State and Federal laws. A systematic weed inventory has not been
completed for the Planning Area. The BLM treats weed infestations, including those within the Planning
Area, with mechanical, cultural, chemical, manual, biological, and prevention measures. Noxious weeds
are non-native species (BLM 1991b). They are capable of invading plant communities and replacing native
species, and are particularly successful following a disturbance. If not eradicated or controlled, noxious
and invasive weeds could jeopardize the health of the public lands and the myriad of activities that occur
on them. Noxious and invasive weed species identified in Grand County and San Juan County are listed in
Table 3-31.
The spread of invasive species across the management area continues to be a primary concern. Tamarisk
and Russian olive infestations are found in many waterways and have resulted in vegetation compositions
far removed from native riparian plant communities. Although known as a highly invasive species, without
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official designation as a problematic species, tamarisk eradication has not been mandatory in Utah.
Populations of Russian knapweed have also reached high levels in many river corridors with camelthorn
and ravennagrass (Saccharum ravennae) following suit. New species invasions such as these threaten
existing vegetation communities, species diversity, and habitats of special status species.
Effects of the current drought are evidenced by reduced plant productivity. Unfavorable climactic
conditions also predispose vegetation to insect infestations. Visitor numbers within the Planning Area
continue to increase, and with this comes a greater risk of disturbance to native plant communities and
special status species. Activities such as seed collection have become more popular as the demand for
drought-tolerant plants increases. Recreationists are seeking new areas, as well as continuing to visit
popular destinations, which exposes new areas to disturbance and increases the chance for outbreaks of
undesirable plants.
Controlling undesirable and non-native species is one of the most difficult challenges, as well as one of the
most significant problems, facing vegetation managers. To control weeds on BLM land, the BLM along
with Grand and San Juan Counties are utilizing integrated pest management strategies (combined use of
mechanical, cultural, chemical, manual, biological, and prevention measures).

Table 3-31. Noxious and Invasive Species of Grand County and San Juan County, Utah
Common Name

Cynodon dactylon

Black henbane

Hysocyamus niger

Canada Thistle

Cirsium arvense

Camelthorn

Alhagi pseudalhagi

Cheatgrass

Bromus tectorum

Dalmatian toadflax

Linaria dalmatica

Diffuse Knapweed

Centaurea diffusa

Dyer’s Woad

Isatis tinctoria

Field bindweed

Convolvulus arvensis

Halogeton

Halogeton glomeratus

Hog millet

Panicum miliaceum

Houndstongue

Hyoscyamus niger

Jointed goatgrass

Aegilops cylindrical

Johnson Grass

Sorghum halepense

Perennial Sorghum

Sorghum almum

Musk Thistle

Carduus nutans

Poison hemlock

Conium maculatum

Perennial Pepperwood/Whitetop

Lepidium latifolium

Phragmites (Common Reed)

Phragmites australius
subspecies australius

Puncturevine

Tribullus terrestris

Purple loosestrife

Lythrum salicaria

Quackgrass
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Common Name
Russian Knapweed

Scientific Name
Centarea repens

Russian Olive

Elaeagnus angustifolia

Russian thistle

Salsola tragus

Salt-cedar
Scotch Thistle

Tamarix chinensis
Onopordium acanthium

Spotted Knapweed

Centaurea maculosa

Squarerose Knapweed

Centaurea squarrosa

Whitetop/Hoary cress
Yellow nutsedge
Yellow toadflax

Cardaria spp.
Cypreus esculentus
Linaria vulgaris

Weed eradication methods, such as herbicide spraying, must be consistent with the Final EIS and Record
of Decision (Utah section) for Vegetation Treatment on BLM Lands in Thirteen Western States (BLM
1991b) and the Final Vegetation Treatments Using Herbicides on BLM Lands in 17 Western States
Programmatic EIS (BLM 2007). The use of certified weed-free hay is one guideline implemented from
Utah BLM Health Standards and Guidelines for Healthy Rangelands to control the spread of noxious weeds
(BLM 1997). For revegetation purposes, the use and perpetuation of native species is a priority, except for
certain situations where non-native species may be desirable.
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3.18 VISUAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT/AUDITORY MANAGEMENT
(SOUNDSCAPES)
3.18.1

Resource Overview

Visual Resources
BLM’s visual resource management (VRM) system is a way to identify and evaluate scenic values to
determine the appropriate levels of management. VRM is a tool to identify and map essential landscape
settings to meet public preferences and recreational experiences today and into the future. BLM’s VRM
system helps to ensure that actions taken on the public lands will benefit the visual qualities associated with
the landscapes while protecting these visual resources for adjacent communities in the future.
The Planning Area is an internationally recognized, world-famous scenic destination containing an
unusually large number of areas that possess a high degree of scenic quality and a high level of visual
sensitivity. The Planning Area draws an increasing number of visitors each year who come to the area to
recreate and sightsee. In general, high scenic quality within the Planning Area is a product of the
extraordinary topography, geology, and cultural history. Scenically diverse vistas and canyon river ways,
rare and unusual geological formations, colorful and highly contrasting sandstones, and numerous
prehistoric rock art and structures also contribute to the area’s high visual quality. Areas with high visual
sensitivity are the primary result of the high degree of visitor interest in and public concern for a particular
area’s visual resources, an area’s high degree of public visibility, the level of use of an area by the public,
and the type of visitor use that an area receives (BLM 1992).
In addition, much of the Planning Area borders two National Parks, Arches National Park and Canyonlands
National Park. The views from these parks are often of the surrounding BLM lands. Dead Horse Point
State Park, Utah’s premier State park, is a platform from which to view the surrounding scenery, which is
located largely on BLM lands.
The Planning Area and adjoining areas including Canyonlands National Park, Arches National Park, and
Deadhorse Point State Park also are renowned for opportunities to view naturally dark night skies. These
night skies are among the most unspoiled and spectacular remaining in the continental United States. In
NPS management documents, naturally dark night skies are identified as important resources both in
Canyonlands and Arches National Parks. In August 2015, the International Dark-Sky Association granted
Gold-Tier International Dark Sky Park status to Canyonlands National Park, an honor reserved for the
darkest of dark skies and the most stunning of starscapes. Opportunities to view and enjoy naturally dark
night skies have become increasingly important to the recreational experiences of both BLM and Park
visitors. This opportunity is often not possible in urban areas (Duriscoe et al. 2014).
The landscape within the Planning Area is being impacted by increases in recreation and tourism, vehicular
travel, and the increasing numbers of sightseers attracted to the Planning Area. These increases have
occurred primarily because of the extraordinary scenic qualities of the area. The tourist industry is also
increasing as a result of increased recreational and vehicular use and an increase in visitors to Arches and
Canyonlands National Parks who subsequently recreate on BLM-administered lands. Additionally, the area
has experienced an increased demand by filming, commercial photography, and television commercial
filming industries due in large part to the unique visual quality. The visual quality within the Planning Area
is also being impacted by development of utility corridors, from minerals exploration and development,
and from other land-use disturbances.
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Natural Soundscapes
The natural soundscape is a resource that consists of the natural sounds that occur in a particular
environmental setting, as well as the physical capacity for transmitting those natural sounds and their
interrelationships with one another. The natural soundscape is a significant component of the recreational
experience enjoyed by visitors to the Planning Area and adjacent lands. Like airsheds, viewsheds, and
watersheds, soundscapes transcend management boundaries and are among the resource values that are
shared between the Planning Area and surrounding landscapes. The National Park Service identifies the
natural soundscape as an important resource in Canyonlands and Arches National Parks. Natural
soundscapes in the Planning Area and adjacent lands can be impacted by noise generated by motorized
recreation, mineral exploration and development, as well as other human activities. Noise propagation
modeling based on geospatial grids of modeled ambient sound level data was performed by National Park
Service in 2014 to determine the potential impacts of mineral operations on NPS soundscapes (Stanley and
Miller 2015).

Current Management Practices
The BLM categorizes visual resources into four distinctive inventory classes, which are based on scenic
quality evaluations, sensitivity level analysis, and the delineation of distance zones. These inventory classes
are then filtered with current management objectives of all resource programs to create VRM classes, which
determine the amount of change that is allowable to the basic elements of the landscape for development
activities. The classes are as follows:
•

Class I – The objective of this class is to preserve the existing character of the landscape. This
class provides for natural ecological changes; however, it does not preclude very limited
management activity. The level of change to the characteristic landscape should be very low and
must not attract attention. Class I can only be applied to lands with a special designation, such as
WSAs or ACECs.

•

Class II – The objective of this class is to retain the existing character of the landscape. The level
of change to the characteristic landscape should be low. Management activities may be seen, but
should not attract the attention of the casual observer. Any changes must repeat the basic elements
of form, line, color, and texture found in the predominant natural features of the characteristic
landscape.

•

Class III – The objective of this class is to partially retain the existing character of the landscape.
The level of change to the characteristic landscape should be moderate. Management activities
may attract attention but should not dominate the view of the casual observer. Changes should
repeat the basic elements found in the predominant natural features of the characteristic landscape.

•

Class IV – The objective of this class is to provide for management activities which require major
modifications of the existing character of the landscape. The level of change to the characteristic
landscape can be high. These management activities may dominate the view and be the major
focus of viewer attention. However, every attempt should be made to minimize the impact of these
activities through careful location, minimal disturbance, and repeating the basic elements.

The major areas within the Planning Area that possess both outstanding scenic quality and high visual
sensitivity include, but are not limited to: Canyon Rims (encompassing the area from Harts Draw to Hurrah
Pass); the Indian Creek Corridor; Lockhart Basin; Kane Creek; Wall Street; the Labyrinth Rims; Gemini
Bridges; the Dead Horse Point/Shafer Trail area; Porcupine Rim; and the area around Mill and Tusher
Canyons. Visually scenic and sensitive river areas include the segments of the Colorado River and
Labyrinth Canyon (the Green River and its tributaries).
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Areas of high scenic quality and visual sensitivity that are associated with travel corridors include the Kane
Creek area (from U.S. 191 to its confluence with the Colorado River); the non-paved portion of the Potash
Road (Shafer Basin) from Utah Highway 279 to the border with Canyonlands National Park; and the State
Highway 313/Seven Mile Canyon/Monitor-Merrimac Buttes area. Other major scenic travel corridors
within the Planning Area include U.S. 191 and State Highways 128, 211, 279, and 313, which have been
designated as State Scenic Byways. In addition, the Needles Overlook and Anticline Overlook Roads, as
well as the Lockhart Basin/Kane Creek roads, are designated as State Scenic Backways. The Planning Area
also contains thousands of miles of OHV, bike, equestrian, and foot trails that are traveled as scenic routes,
many of which are internationally recognized.
Much of the Planning Area is within the scenic viewsheds observed from adjoining Arches National Park,
Canyonlands National Park, and Deadhorse Point State Park. Visitors to these parks experience iconic
scenic vistas that are among the most spectacular in the country, and that often include expanses of BLMadministered lands located within the Planning Area. Scenic visual resources and values are among the
purposes for which Canyonlands and Arches were established.
Current VRM classes by acreage in the Planning Area are shown on Table 3-32 and Map 3-62.

Table 3-32. VRM Classes and BLM Acreage in the Planning Area
VRM Class

BLM Acreage

VRM Class I

13,384

VRM Class II

324,721

VRM Class III

372,836

VRM Class IV

74,626

In 2011, the BLM conducted a visual resource inventory (VRI) which included lands within Planning Area
in the Moab Field Office. The VRI process provides the BLM with a means for determining visual values.
The inventory consists of a scenic quality evaluation, sensitivity level analysis, and a delineation of distance
zones. Based on these three factors, lands are placed into one of four VRI classes. The inventory classes
represent the relative values of the visual resources. Inventory Classes I and II identify areas with the most
values, Inventory Class III represents a moderate value, and Inventory Class IV identifies those lands with
the least value. Inventory Class I can only be applied to lands with a special designation, such as WSAs or
ACECs.
The VRI included an assessment of viewsheds from Arches National Park. The area adjoining the Park on
both the northern and eastern side of the Park was rated as VRI Class II based on scenic quality, the amount
of use, and distance zones. The land beyond the VRI Class II area was rated low for scenery and sensitivity
(amount of use and distance). The ratings were determined from key observation points within Arches
National Park.
The inventory classes provide the basis for considering visual values during the RMP process and are the
basis for determining the appropriate management prescriptions. While no current RMP management
prescriptions apply to the new VRI, these data may be used during this planning process to assist the BLM
in identifying appropriate mineral leasing stipulations to mitigate impacts on visual resources.
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The resulting VRI classes and acreages in the Planning Area are presented in Table 3-33 and on Map 3-63.

Table 3-33. VRI Classes and BLM Acreage in the Planning Area
VRI Class

BLM Acreage

VRI Class I

90

VRI Class II

348,065

VRI Class III

144,093

VRI Class IV

89,376

Recreational Viewsheds 8
As part of the current planning process, the BLM worked with the USGS to undertake an analysis of
viewsheds most likely affected by recreation and minerals decisions. The resulting study identified those
viewsheds within the Planning Area with the highest potential value for those recreationists for whom
scenic qualities are an important part of their recreational experience. The BLM provided data on important
view point locations (hiking trails, OHV trails, mountain biking trails, equestrian trails and developed
viewpoints, including those located within neighboring NPS and State Park lands), along with estimates of
usage (very high, high, medium, low). The study which USGS produced provided GIS data and maps for
each of the resources described above, as well as out puts for high, medium and low use levels. Figure 3-6
depicts those areas within the Planning Area visible from high and very high use recreation sites.

8 This abbreviated analysis and associated figures are derived from work done by Brian Voigt at the University of Vermont,
under contract with USGS and BLM.
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Figure 3-6. Viewshed Extent: High and Very High Use Recreation Sites

Another output of the study is viewshed density. This is defined as the number of discrete locations from
a specific point within the viewshed that are visible, and is depicted in Figure 3-7. High density (depicted
in green) indicates that the particular area shown on the map is visible from more locations, while low
density (depicted in red) indicates that the particular area on the map is visible from fewer locations.
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Figure 3-7. Viewshed Density: High and Very High Use Recreation Sites

The above figures show that approximately 46 percent of the Planning Area is visible from one or more
“High” or “Very High” use recreation locations.
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Resource Overview
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The Planning Area is in the heart of the Colorado Plateau and has a great amount of landscape diversity.
This location produces a unique combination of landforms and habitat types. This diversity of habitat is
reflected in the diversity of terrestrial and aquatic life that occurs within its borders.
Species in the Planning Area include big game species such as mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus), Rocky
Mountain elk (Cervus elaphus nelsoni), pronghorn (Antilocapra americana), desert bighorn sheep (Ovis
canadensis nelsoni), black bear (Ursus americanus), and mountain lion (Felis concolor). Additional
wildlife species of concern in the Planning Area fall within the general categories of upland game species,
raptors, waterfowl, and shorebirds, fish and aquatic species, neotropical migrants and small mammals and
reptiles. Management goals for most wildlife populations in the Planning Area are determined primarily
by the UDWR, with the exception of the Federally protected wildlife populations, which are determined by
the USFWS. The current RMP allocates forage for elk, deer, bighorn sheep, and antelope. Resource
allocations for raptors, reptiles, amphibians, and other non-game species are limited to protecting
individuals and the habitat of State and Federally listed species, and designating spatial and temporal
barriers for nesting raptors.
The BLM’s management of wildlife habitat has had, and will continue to have, an impact on both local
communities and those that exist outside the Colorado Plateau. There is considerable regional interest in
the overall condition and management of the Planning Area. In the past, a majority of the local interest has
been focused on big-game management and associated recreational activities. In recent years, however,
non-consumptive uses in the in the Planning Area, such as tourism and wildlife viewing have been
increasing with the continued expansion of Utah’s tourism industry. Because many of the wildlife species
found in the Planning Area regularly cross public, private, and tribal lands, a collaborative effort between
all land managers and owners has been essential for effective wildlife management in the Planning Area.
The Moab and Monticello BLM work closely with the UDWR to ensure that big game habitats identified
by the UDWR are also fully recognized in planning efforts. The UDWR has compiled a list of its most
current habitat delineations for many big games species that are located on the Utah Conservation Data
Center:
UDWR Index of Available GIS Data at http://dwrcdc.nr.utah.gov/ucdc/Download
GIS/disclaim.htm.
The UDWR periodically reviews these habitat areas through coordination with the various land
management agencies and updates these files as needed. The UDWR has various specific terms for a large
variety of habitat types that the BLM uses to determine various management decisions. These various
habitat types identified by the UDWR have been used by the BLM to identify the most crucial habitats that
big game species need during sensitive periods, such as birthing and winter concentration periods. The
habitats managed by the BLM often are selected by their importance (crucial vs substantial) and their season
of use and have different names than the terminology that the UDWR has assigned to these various areas.
Table 3-34 lists the names of UDWR habitats and their corresponding BLM terminology.

Table 3-34. Names of Utah Division of Wildlife Resources Habitats and their
Corresponding BLM Habitat Names
UDWR Habitats

BLM Habitats

Deer
Year Long Habitat – Substantial
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UDWR Habitats

BLM Habitats

Winter Habitat – Crucial

Crucial Winter Habitat

Winter Habitat – Substantial

Substantial Winter Habitat

Summer Range – Crucial

Fawning Grounds

Spring/Fall – Crucial

Fawning Grounds

Elk
Year Long Habitat – Critical

Habitat

Winter Habitat – Crucial

Crucial Winter Habitat

Summer Range

Summer Habitat

Spring/Fall – Crucial

Calving Grounds

Pronghorn
Year Long Habitat – Crucial

Fawning Habitat

Year Long Habitat – Substantial

Habitat

Desert Bighorn Sheep
Year Long Habitat – Crucial

Habitat

Year Long – Substantial

Habitat

Lambing/Rutting

Lambing and Rutting Habitat

Big Game
The BLM works closely with the UDWR to ensure that big game habitats identified by the UDWR receive
the needed management prescriptions. Within the Canyon Country district, much of the deer and elk habitat
overlaps and management prescriptions are often the same for both species. Therefore, the acreages noted
below in the Mule Deer and Rocky Mountain elk sections are not additive to those acreages shown in
Chapter 2 because of the overlapping nature of these habitat areas.
Mule Deer (Odocoileus hemionus)

Mule deer occupy most ecosystems in Utah but likely attain their greatest densities in shrublands on areas
characterized by rough, broken terrain and abundant browse and cover. In the Rocky Mountains, winter
diets of mule deer consist of approximately 75 percent browse from a variety of trees and shrubs and 15
percent forbs. Grasses make up the remaining ten percent of the diet during winter. In the spring, browse
is 49 percent of the diet and grasses and forbs make up approximately 25 percent each. Summer diets are
50 percent browse, with forbs consumption increasing to 46 percent. Browse use increases again in the fall
to approximately 60 percent of the mule deer diet, forb use declines to 30 percent, and grasses increase to
ten percent (Fitzgerald et al. 1994). Mule deer summer range habitat types include spruce/fir, aspen, alpine
meadows, and large grassy parks located at higher elevations. Winter range habitat primarily consists of
shrub-covered, south-facing slopes and often coincides with areas of concentrated human use and
occupation. Winter range is often considered a limiting factor for mule deer in the Intermountain West.
The portions of these habitats managed by the BLM are listed in Table 3-35 and identified in Map 3-64.
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Table 3-35. Mule Deer Habitat Managed by the BLM within the Planning Area
Acres
(Moab Field Office)

Acres
(Monticello Field Office)

Acres*
(Planning Area)

Habitat

18,600

None

18,600

Crucial Winter
Habitat

30,289

95,706

125,995

Substantial
Winter Habitat

0

8,630

8,630

26

8,328

8,354

Habitat Type

Fawning
Grounds

*These acreages are only for the Planning Area and are derived from Utah Conservation Data Center –
UDWR Mammal Habitat Coverages (UDWR 2012a)

Because of learned behavioral use patterns passed on from one generation to the next, deer migrate for the
winter into the same areas every year, regardless of forage availability or condition. These generally are
areas with shallow snow depth, which allow easier movement, with pinion-juniper and sagebrush vegetation
types. These vegetation types provide deer with both escape and thermal cover. Sagebrush is their primary
forage during the winter season.
The management goals for mule deer populations in the Planning Area are to provide a broad range of
recreational opportunities, including hunting and viewing; balance mule deer herd impacts with human
needs, such as private property rights, agricultural crops, and local economies; and maintain the mule deer
population at a level that is within the long-term capability of the available habitat. The target wintering
mule deer herd size and annual harvest as well as current mule deer number estimates for the wildlife
management units associated with the Planning Area are described in Table 3-36. The deer in the Dolores
subunit migrate onto this unit and are also hunted in Colorado, but Colorado figures are not known. The
harvest figures are generally low for Utah because the deer are typically in Colorado at the time of the Utah
deer hunting season.

13b

La Sal
(Dolores
Triangle)

22

67%

14a

San Juan
(Abajo
Mountains)

14

33%
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49%

11/100
22/100

2012 Harvest**

40%

Current Buck/Doe
Ratio**

Classification % Bucks
≥ 3 Points

11

Percent Objective

Postseason Bucks/100
Does Objective**

La Sal (La
Sal
Mountains)

Population Objective

Unit Name (subunit)

13a

Population Estimate
(# animals)*

Unit Number

Table 3-36. Utah Division of Wildlife Resources Current Mule Deer Estimates

587
8,900

18,100

10

9,100

20,500

44%

14/100
24/100

873

Final EIS

Planning
Area

18

55%

13 & 14

2012 Harvest**

80%

Current Buck/Doe
Ratio**

24

Percent Objective

Classification % Bucks
≥ 3 Points

San Juan
(Elk Ridge)

Population Objective

Postseason Bucks/100
Does Objective**

14b

Population Estimate
(# animals)*

Unit Name (subunit)
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43
18,000

38,600

47 %

18/100

1,513

*2010 Antlerless Deer Permit Summary and Recommendations
**UDWR 2012b

Mule deer trends in Utah over the past several decades have been highly variable. Mule deer population
crashed following several years of drought and an unusually hard winter (1992 to 1993). Since then mule
deer trends State-wide have on average be increasing (UDWR 2008, UDWR 2007b). Over the past five
years fawn production has been poor and the overall deer population has been declining in the Planning
Area leading to a population estimate that is well below the UDWR current objective (Table 3-37). Poor
range conditions caused by severe drought could be a major factor causing the population decline (UDWR
2005b). Predation, while not within BLM’s jurisdiction, can also contribute to deer population declines.

2012 Winter
Population
Estimate

Trend

2011 Winter
Population
Estimate

2008 Winter
Population
Estimate

2010 Winter
Population
Estimate

2007 Winter
Population
Estimate

La Sal

18,100

10,850

11,100

7,400

7,800

6,600

7,200

8,900

Declining

14

San
Juan

20,500

13,700

15,400

12,800

16,400

12,900

13,200

9,100

Declining

La Sal
and
San
Juan

38,600

24,550

26,500

20,200

24,200

19,500

20,400

18,000

Declining

13 &
14

2009 Winter
Population
Estimate

2006 Winter
Population
Estimate

13

Unit Name
(subunit)

Current
Objectives

Unit Number

Table 3-37. Mule Deer Population Trends

Source: UDWR 2012

Rocky Mountain Elk (Cervus elaphus nelsoni)

The Rocky Mountain elk is considered a generalist feeder (Fitzgerald et al. 1994). Grasses and shrubs
compose most of the winter diet, with the former being of primary importance in the spring months (Kufeld
1973). Forbs become increasingly important in late spring and summer, and grasses again dominate in the
fall. These feeding relationships may change somewhat, depending on location. Associated with seasonal
changes in diet are seasonal changes in habitat. The season and function of use of these habitats help
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distinguish various types of winter ranges, production areas (calving grounds), and/or summer range.
Production or calving areas are used from mid-May through June and typically occupy higher elevation
sites than winter range. Calving grounds are usually characterized by aspen, montane coniferous forest,
grassland/meadow, and mountain brush habitats, and are generally in locations where cover, forage, and
water are in close proximity (Fitzgerald et al. 1994). In western Colorado, for instance, most females calve
within 660 feet of water (Seidel 1977). Winter range is often considered a limiting factor for Rocky
Mountain elk in the Intermountain West. Typical Rocky Mountain elk winter range occurs between 5,500
and 7,500 feet elevation and comprises mountain shrub and sagebrush habitats. Crucial winter range is
considered to be the part of the local deer and/or elk range where approximately 90 percent of the local
population is located. The middle and higher elevations of the Planning Area sustain several large Rocky
Mountain elk populations.
The portions of these habitats managed by the BLM are listed in Table 3-38 and identified in Map 3-64.

Table 3-38. Rocky Mountain Elk Habitat Managed by the BLM within the Planning Area
Acres
(Moab Field Office)

Acres
(Monticello Field Office)

Acres
(Planning Area)*

Habitat

None

5,766

5,766

Crucial Winter Habitat

None

18,050

18,050

Calving Grounds

None

152

152

Habitat Type

*These acreages are only for the Planning Area.

Rocky Mountain elk populations are associated with the four wildlife management subunits found in the
Planning Area. The management goals for Rocky Mountain elk populations are to provide a broad range
of recreational opportunities, including hunting and viewing; to balance elk herd impacts with human needs,
such as private property rights, agricultural crops, and local economies; and to maintain the elk population
at a level that is within the long-term capability of the available habitat. Rocky Mountain elk objectives
and population estimates for the Planning Area are displayed in Table 3-39.

14a

San Juan (Montezuma
Canyon)

14b

San Juan (Elk Ridge)

13 & 14
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Planning Area

Age Objective**

Winter Population
Objective
(# animals)*

92%

5.5-6.0

1,300

7.5-8.0

1,300

100%

2012 Harvest**

La Sal (Dolores
Triangle)

2,300

5.5-6.0
2,500

Current Bull/Cow
Ratio (2010)

13b

Percent of
Objective

La Sal (La Sal
Mountains)

Winter Population
Estimate
(# animals)*

13a

Unit name subunit

Unit Number

Table 3-39. Utah Division of Wildlife Resources Current Rocky Mountain Elk Objectives
and Population Estimates

39/100

288

23/100

25

70/100

155
232

3,800

6.2-6.7

3,600

95%

44/100

599

Final EIS

2012 Harvest**

Current Bull/Cow
Ratio (2010)

Percent of
Objective

Age Objective**

Winter Population
Objective
(# animals)*

Unit Number

Winter Population
Estimate
(# animals)*
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*Antlerless Elk Permit Summary and Recommendations.
**UDWR 2010
***Elk Management Plan
****This number comprises Abajo Mountains and Montezuma Canyon

A majority of the elk in the La Sal wildlife management unit stay on private and USFS lands year-round;
however, BLM lands do provide some winter range; these BLM lands include Hatch Point and Harts Point.
Rocky Mountain elk population trends for the past seven years have been relatively stable (Table 3-40).
Although there has been variability between years overall the population is stable and near UDWR
population objectives.

Unit Number

Unit name subunit

Population
Objective

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

Trend

Table 3-40. Rocky Mountain Elk Population Trends

13

La Sal

2,500

2,650

2,600

1,970

1,900

2,100

2,500

2,300

2,500

2,400

2,300

Stable

14

San
Juan

1,300

1,130

1,140

1,350

1,400

1,100

1,400

1,400

1,600

1.500

1,300

Stable

13
&
14

All Units

3,800

3,780

3,740

3,320

3,300

3,200

3,900

3,700

4,100

3,900

3,600

Stable

Source: UDWR 2010

Black Bear (Ursus americanus)

In the Intermountain West, black bears are typically associated with forested or brushy mountain
environments and wooded riparian corridors. They seldom use open habitats (Zeveloff and Collett 1988).
Black bears tend to be nocturnal and crepuscular and are considered omnivorous. Preferred foods include
berries, honey, fish, rodents, birds and bird eggs, insects, and nuts. Black bears obtain most of their meat
from carrion. From November to April, bears enter a period of winter dormancy. Winter dens are located
in caves, under rocks, or beneath the roots of large trees where they are kept nourished and insulated by a
several-inch-thick layer of fat (Zeveloff and Collett 1988).
A black bear management plan for the State of Utah was completed by the UDWR in 2000. This plan
outlines the historic and current management of black bears in the State. With respect to black bears, the
goal of the wildlife management units in the Planning Area is to maintain a healthy bear population capable
of providing a broad range of recreational opportunities (including hunting and viewing in existing occupied
habitat) while considering human safety, economic concerns, and other wildlife species. The management
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objectives are to maintain bear distribution and increase it in suitable unoccupied or low density areas;
maintain current bear populations with a reasonable proportion of older age animals and breeding females;
balance bear population numbers with other wildlife species; minimize the loss in quality and quantity of
UDWR-identified, crucial and high-priority bear habitat, including migration corridors between occupied
areas; reduce the risk of loss of human life and reduce chances of injury to humans by bears; reduce the
number of livestock killed by bears; and maintain quality consumptive and non-consumptive recreational
opportunities (UDWR 2000).
The middle and higher elevations of the Planning Area sustain several large black bear populations. Total
acreage of black bear habitat in the Planning Area is unknown but black bear populations tend to mimic
prey species trends as well as plant habitat health.
Pronghorn (Antilocarpa americana)

Pronghorn can be found throughout the western U.S., Canada, and northern Mexico. They are generally
associated with open plains where they feed mainly on forbs and grasses. Pronghorn prefer to occupy areas
with large tracts of flat to rolling open terrain where they rely on keen eyesight and swift movement to
avoid predators. They also rely on vegetation within the shrub and grassland plant communities for food.
Pronghorn are often found in small groups and are usually most active during the day.
The Planning Area contains a total of 253,292 acres of BLM pronghorn habitat (Table 3-41 and Map 3-65).
The two pronghorn herds within the Planning Area are the San Juan Hatch Point herd and the La Sal South
Cisco Desert herd.

Table 3-41. Pronghorn Habitat Managed by the BLM within the Planning Area
Acres
(Moab Field Office)

Acres
(Monticello Field Office)

Acres
(Planning Area)*

Fawning Habitat
San Juan Hatch
Point herd

72,075

27,669

99,744

Habitat
La Sal South Cisco
Desert herd

153,548

0

153,548

Habitat Type

*These acreages are only for the Planning Area and are derived from Utah Conservation Data Center – UDWR Mammal habitat
coverages (2014).

In 1971,172 pronghorn were reintroduced to the Hatch Point area. The population appeared to increase for
the first three years following their introduction, but has declined since 1975. Drought, severe winter
weather, and predation could be factors in the depletion of this herd.
The current La Sal South Cisco Desert pronghorn herd originated from 48 animals that were released in
Colorado in 1968. In 1983 an additional 150 pronghorn were released. This increased the herd to
approximately 250 animals. In 1988, Colorado Division of Wildlife released another 90 pronghorn near
the Utah-Colorado State line. The Cisco pronghorn have expanded west and are sometimes seen near Green
River and south of I-70. The herd had increased to approximately 1,000 animals by 1999. However,
pronghorn are responsive to climatic conditions and while mild winters and good moisture conditions
prevailed, pronghorn numbers increased, and their range expanded. During drought cycles, such as
currently being experienced, pronghorn numbers sharply decline. The Cisco herd is currently believed to
comprise less than 300 animals according to UDWR aerial counts conducted in 2010. The 5-year trend
data (2008) for both herds show them to be increasing (La Sal) and stable (San Juan) although the 10-year
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trend data shows the San Juan herd to be decreasing in the long term (Table 3-42). Aerial counts from 2009
and 2010 indicate that the herds may be declining. A pronghorn management plan for the State of Utah is
currently being developed by the UDWR. This plan will outline the historic and current management of
pronghorn in the State as well as the management goals and objectives for pronghorn populations in the
State. Table 3-43 outlines the UDWR’s current management goals for pronghorn and actual counts.

Table 3-42. Utah Division of Wildlife Resources Pronghorn Wildlife Management
Estimates and Trends
Unit Number

Unit Name

Population Estimate*

5 Year Trend

10 Year Trend

13

La Sal (South Cisco)

125

Increasing

Increasing

14

San Juan (Hatch Point)

175

Stable

Decreasing

Planning Area

300

NA

NA

13 & 14

Source: UDWR 2010
*The Population Estimate is Different than the Population Counts shown in Table 3-43.

Table 3-43. Utah Division of Wildlife Resources Pronghorn Wildlife Management Goals,
Counts, and Trends
Unit
Number

Unit
Name

Population
Counts*

Bucks*

Does*

Population
Objective**

Buck/Doe
Ration*

2010
Harvest*

13

La Sal
(South
Cisco)

99

26

99

250

39/100

4

14

San Juan
(Hatch
Point)

106

17

89

300

23/100

2

13 & 14

Planning
Area

205

42

188

550

NA

6

* Utah Annual Big Game Report 2012

**UDWR Pronghorn Management Unit Plans 2010
Source: UDWR 2012b

Desert Bighorn Sheep (Ovis canadensis nelson)

Desert bighorn sheep are uniquely adapted to inhabit some of the most remote and rugged parts of the
Planning Area. Desert bighorns are sometimes referred to as a wilderness species because of the steep
rocky areas they occupy for escape and safety. Habitat is characterized by rugged terrain including canyons,
gulches, talus cliffs, steep slopes, mountaintops, and river benches (Shakleton et al. 1999). Desert bighorn
generally occur in Southern Utah and do not migrate. Desert bighorn habitat acreages managed by the
BLM within the Planning Area are listed in Table 3-44 and identified in Map 3-66.

Table 3-44. Desert Bighorn Sheep Habitat Managed by the BLM within the Planning Area
Acres
(Moab Field Office)

Acres
(Monticello Field Office)

Acres
(Planning Area)*

Habitat -

201,204

55,798

257,002

Lambing/Rutting Habitat

107,220

0

107,220

Habitat Type

*These acreages are only for the Planning Area.
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There are five herd areas for desert bighorn sheep in the Planning Area. The herd areas are 1) La Sal 2) La
Sal Potash, 3) La Sal Professor Valley, 4) San Juan Lockhart, and 5) San Juan North.
The La Sal Potash and San Juan Lockhart bighorn herds, both adjacent to Canyonlands National Park, are
one of the only remaining native (not transplanted or reintroduced) desert bighorn herds in Utah. This herd
supports a viable population and is often used for reintroductions and augmentations throughout the
Western U.S.
Data collected from 2002 through 2011 during three 2-year GPS collaring projects and over two years of
collaboration between the Moab BLM biologist, UDWR and Canyonlands biologist, additional modeling
and closer examination of the six years of GPS data have resulted in the development of a more accurate
lambing and rutting grounds habitat delineation within the Moab Field Office that is now housed on the
UDWR Conservation Data Center.
The habitat of the La Sal Professor Valley herd extends to the east of Arches National Park on BLM
managed lands in the Cache Valley and Dome Plateau area. This area is located north of the Colorado
River.
A State of Utah management plan for desert bighorn sheep was developed in 2013. This plan assesses
current information on bighorn sheep, identifies issues and concerns relating to bighorn sheep management,
and establishes goals and objectives for future bighorn management programs in Utah.
Table 3-45 outlines the current desert bighorn sheep estimates in the Planning Area and the wildlife
management goals for desert bighorn sheep in the Planning Area. Overall herd populations have either a
stable or decreasing population trend within the Planning Area (Table 3-46). Bighorn sheep require
separation from domestic sheep to prevent the transmission of diseases against which they have no natural
defenses. Water and vegetation improvements have also been shown to benefit bighorn sheep populations.

Table 3-45. Utah Division of Wildlife Resources Current Desert Bighorn Sheep Estimates
in the Planning Area
Unit
Number

3-132

Unit Name
(subunit)

Population
Count*

Population
Objective**

Percent of
Objective

Current
Rams/
Ewes**

2012
Harvest***

69

300

23%

51/100

3

13

La Sal
(Potash)

13

La Sal
(Professor
Valley)

25***

100

25%

NA

NA

14

San Juan
(Lockhart)

40

200

20%

52/100

1

14

San Juan
(North)

13

100

13%

45/100

NA

14

San Juan
(South)

39

300

13%

40/100

2

Planning
Area

186

1,100

17%

NA

6
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Unit Name
(subunit)

Population
Count*

Population
Objective**

Percent of
Objective

Current
Rams/
Ewes**

2012
Harvest***

*UDWR 2013
**UDWR 2000
***UDWR 2012c
Source: UDWR 2007b

Table 3-46. Desert Bighorn Sheep Trends within the Planning Area
Unit Number

Unit Name
(subunit)

Population Count

Trend

Herd Status

13

La Sal (Potash)

69

Decreasing

Native

13

La Sal (Professor
Valley)

25*

Stable

Transplanted

14

San Juan
(Lockhart)

40

Decreasing

Native

14

San Juan (North)

13

Decreasing

Native

14

San Juan (South)

39

Decreasing

Native

Planning Area

186

Decreasing

Native or
Transplanted

Source: UDWR 2013
*UDWR State Wide Management Plan for Bighorn Sheep 2008

Mountain Lion (Cougar) (Puma concolor)

The mountain lion, or cougar, likely inhabits most ecosystems in Utah. However, it is most common in the
rough, broken terrain of foothills and canyons, often in association with montane forests, shrublands, and
pinyon-juniper woodlands (Fitzgerald et al. 1994).
UDWR manages mountain lion population throughout the State. Trends from 1997-2008 indicate a stable
population (UDWR 2011). Mule deer is the mountain lion’s preferred prey species. Consequently,
mountain lion seasonal use ranges as well as trends are likely to closely parallel those of mule deer.

Upland Game
Upland game in the Planning Area includes populations of blue grouse (Dendragapus obscurus), chukar
partridge (Alectoris chukar), Rio Grande turkey (Meleagris gallopavo), and Gambel’s quail (Callipepla
gambelii). Annual fluctuations for most upland game bird and small mammal populations very closely
correlate with annual climatic patterns. Mild winters and early spring precipitation during the months of
March, April, and May are associated with increases in upland game populations. Warm, dry weather,
especially during June, is generally considered vital for the survival of newly born young of many upland
game species. On a large scale, the overall level of human disturbance is relatively high. Furthermore, the
ongoing severe drought of recent years has contributed substantially to habitat deterioration. Population
levels and trends for upland species typically mimic habitat quality.

Raptors
Special habitat needs for raptors include nest sites, foraging areas, and roosting or resting sites. Buffer
zones developed in coordination with USFWS (Appendix E), are usually recommended around raptor nest
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sites during the early spring and summer when raptors are raising their young. The most utilized raptor
nesting habitats in the Planning Area are generally found along riparian areas and cliff faces. Juniper-desert
shrub transition areas are identified as being important for nesting ferruginous hawks (Buteo regalis). Bald
eagles use the Planning Area extensively for winter foraging. The golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos), and
peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus) are representative guild species for cliff rock habitat. The ferruginous
hawk (Buteo regalis) and burrowing owl (Athene canicularia) are representative guild species for grassland
habitat. The ferruginous hawk is also a representative guild species for desert scrub habitat. Impacts to
these species can be partly assessed through the impact to these habitat types. Cooper’s hawk (Accipiter
cooperii) prefer woodland areas and riparian zones. Though populations of this hawk were once declining,
they have recently stabilized, and are even increasing in some areas. Sharp-shinned hawks (Accipiter
striatus) prefer forest and woodland habitats, often nesting in coniferous forests. Northern populations
migrate south for the winter, but some sharp-shinned hawks are year-round residents of the same area. The
species is common throughout the year State-wide in Utah. The northern harrier (Circus cyaneus) is a yearround resident of Utah, where it can be found in open habitats such as marshes, fields, and grasslands.
Individuals may congregate into roosting colonies during the winter in areas where food is abundant. Redtailed hawks (Buteo jamaicensis) are frequently found in open country where scattered trees or other
elevated perches are available for nesting high in trees, frequently in the tallest tree near the edge of woods,
sometimes as high as 100 feet above ground and cliff faces. American kestrels (Falco sparverius) are
usually found in open habitats, such as prairies, deserts, wooded streams, and farmlands.
Throughout the western region of the U.S. raptor population trends have tended to be stable to decreasing
for most species, due to habitat loss and drought (Raptor Population Index 2011).

Waterfowl
Waterfowl in the Planning Area are generally associated with the Colorado River and its drainages. Some
waterfowl can also be found in other riparian areas, such as ponds, reservoirs, and perennial streams. Some
individuals or species breed, winter, or remain yearlong in the State, while larger numbers pass through the
area during the spring and fall migration. Many species feed on insects and small fish or amphibians in
addition to aquatic plant foods. In addition, some species feed frequently on upland grasses and forbs in
grassy fields and meadows where such vegetation is succulent and habitat is sufficiently open to preclude
hiding predators and enable rapid flight. Within the Planning Area, the most important areas for waterfowl
are the Colorado River, the Green River and the Indian Creek corridor.
Waterfowl population trends generally throughout the Planning Area and Region are stable to increasing
(Sauer et al. 2012). Blue-winged teal was the only species that was considered to have a decreasing trend
in population (Sauer et al. 2012).

Neotropical Migratory Birds
There are a wide variety of songbirds and neo-tropical migrants which spend at least part of the year within
the Planning Area (Parrish et al. 2002). These species utilize a wide variety of habitats found within the
Planning Area. Special habitat needs for migratory birds include nest sites and foraging areas.
A variety of migratory bird species use habitats within the Planning Area for breeding, nesting, and
foraging. Migratory birds may nest on tree limbs, on the ground, or in/on rock outcrops. The nesting season
for migratory birds is generally May 1st through July 31st. Raptor nest sites are typically located on
promontory points such as cliff faces and rock outcrops in areas with slopes of 30 percent or greater, but
they may also nest in pinyon, juniper, or deciduous trees. Raptors typically use the same nest site year after
year. Nesting and fledgling seasons for raptors vary but typically extend from March 1st through August
31st or slightly longer than for migratory birds generally. The Planning Area also offers suitable wintering
and migration habitats for non-nesting raptor species. The USFWS issued guidelines for the protection of
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raptors that includes species-specific timing limitations and spatial offsets to active nests (Romin and Muck
2002).
Migratory birds are protected under the MBTA. The MBTA makes it unlawful to pursue, hunt, kill, capture,
possess, buy, sell, purchase, or barter any migratory bird, including the feathers or other parts, nests, eggs,
or migratory bird products. Some birds are also protected by the ESA, the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection
Act, and/or are included in the State of Utah/BLM Sensitive Species Lists. The Bald and Golden Eagle
Protection Act, which initially protected only bald eagles, was amended in 1962 to include the golden eagle
because of its dwindling populations and similar appearance to bald eagles when both eagles are young.
The act prohibits anyone from “taking” eagles, including their parts, nests, or eggs without a permit issued
by the Secretary of the Interior. A taking also covers impacts that result from human-induced alterations
initiated around a previously used nest site during a time when eagles are not present, if, upon the eagle’s
return, such alterations agitate or bother an eagle to a degree that interferes with or interrupts normal
breeding, feeding, or sheltering habits, and causes injury, death, or nest abandonment.
To further the purposes of these protective acts, Memorandum of Understanding WO-230-2010-04, To
Promote the Conservation of Migratory Birds, was issued in 2010 by the BLM and the USFWS. Identifying
wildlife species of concern, priority habitats, and key risk factors includes identifying species listed on the
USFWS Birds of Conservation Concern (BCC) that are most likely to be present in the project area and
evaluating and considering management objectives and recommendations for migratory birds resulting
from comprehensive planning efforts, such Utah Partners in Flight (PIF) American Landbird Conservation
Plan. The Utah PIF Working Group completed a statewide avian conservation strategy identifying “priority
species” for conservation due to declining abundance distribution, or vulnerability to various local and/or
range-wide risk factors. One application of the strategy and priority list is to give these birds specific
consideration when analyzing effects of proposed management actions and to implement recommended
conservation measures where appropriate.
The Utah PIF Priority Species List, the BCC list for Region 16 (Colorado Plateau), and the Utah
Conservation Data Center database were used to identify potential habitat for priority species that could
utilize habitats within the Planning Area. Table 3-47 lists the BCC and PIF species that may occur within
the Planning Area.

BCC§

UPIF(1)

Table 3-47. Birds of Conservation Concern Region 16 and Utah Partners in Flight High
Priority Species That May Occur in Planning Area
UDWR
Habitats(2)

1st Breeding
Habitat(1)

2nd
Breeding
Habitat(1)

Winter
Habitat(1)

X

X

Substantial/ Critical

Alpine

Alpine

Migrant

Black-throated Gray Warbler

X

Prime Breeding

Pinyon-Juniper
Woodland

Mountain
Scrub

Migrant

Bobolink

X

Prime
Breeding/Winter

Wet Meadow

Agriculture

High Desert
Scrub

X

Critical/High

Shrub steppe

High Desert
Scrub

Migrant

X

High/ Substantial

Lowland
Riparian

Mountain
Riparian

Migrant

Primary Breeding

High Desert
Scrub

Grassland

Migrant

Species
Black Rosy-finch

Brewer’s Sparrow

X

Broad-tailed Hummingbird
Burrowing Owl
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UDWR
Habitats(2)

1st Breeding
Habitat(1)

2nd
Breeding
Habitat(1)

Winter
Habitat(1)

X

High

Low Desert
Scrub

Lowland
Riparian

Low Desert
Scrub

Golden Eagle

X

High

Cliff

High Desert
Scrub

High Desert
Scrub

Grace’s Warbler

X

Critical

Ponderosa
pine

Mixed
conifer

Migrant

Gray Vireo

X

Prime
Breeding/Winter

Pinyon-Juniper
Woodland

Oak

Migrant

Juniper Titmouse

X

Critical/High

Pinyon-Juniper
Woodland

PinyonJuniper
Woodland

PinyonJuniper
Woodland

Long-billed Curlew

X

Substantial/Prime
Breeding

Grassland

Agriculture

Migrant

Peregrine Falcon

X

Prime Breeding

Cliff

Lowland
Riparian

Wetlands

Pinyon Jay

X

Critical/High

Pinyon-Juniper
Woodland

Ponderosa
pine

PinyonJuniper
Woodland

Prairie Falcon

X

Critical/High

Cliff

High Desert
Scrub

Agriculture

X

X

Sage Sparrow

X

Critical

Shrub steppe

High Desert
Scrub

Low Desert
Scrub

Virginia’s Warbler

X

Winter

Oak

PinyonJuniper
Woodland

Migrant

Utah Partners in Flight Avian Conservation Strategy Version 2.0 (Parrish et al. 2002), §Birds of Conservation Concern 2008
(USFWS 2008)
†Utah Conservation Data Center, *Utah Sensitive Species,**=Federally List,
Italic=Utah Sensitive Species
(1)

Most of the bird species (especially neo-tropical) are decreasing in numbers throughout their ranges.
According to Parrish et al. (2002), riparian habitats are used as either breeding or wintering habitat by
Utah’s birds almost twice as much as any other habitat type. Within Utah, 66 to 75 percent of all bird
species use riparian habitats during some portion of their life cycle. Shrublands, forest, and additional
habitat groups (e.g. water, rock, playa, agriculture, urban, and cliff) all are about equal and second to
riparian when considering their importance to bird species. To prevent further population declines for bird
species, the protection of these habitat types, especially riparian are crucial. Certain species can be followed
more closely as indicators of overall ecosystem health. Both wildlife species of concern (PIF and BCC)
and other species are discussed as indicators of ecosystem health.
Loggerhead shrike, habitat consists of open country with short vegetation. These habitats include areas
such as pastures with fence rows, old orchards, mowed roadsides, cemeteries, golf courses, agricultural
fields, riparian areas, and open woodlands. The loggerhead shrike is a small avian predator that hunts from
perches and impales its prey on sharp objects such as thorns and barbed-wire fences. The Loggerhead
shrike is one of the few North American passerines whose populations have declined continent wide in
recent decades. Changes in human land-use practices, the spraying of biocides, and competition with
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species that are more tolerant of human-induced changes appear to be major factors contributing to this
decline.
The sage sparrow is a migrant that summers in Idaho and winters in Arizona, New Mexico and northern
Mexico. It is found in sagebrush flats and desert shrub areas. It usually nests in sagebrush and typically
feeds on insects and seeds. This species has been in recent decline. This decline is due to reduced,
fragmented, and lost sagebrush steppe habitat that has resulted from increased wildland fires and cheatgrass
invasion.
The sage thrasher’s populations are mostly stable where suitable shrub-steppe habitat remains. However,
its numbers have been dramatically reduced, and in some cases local populations have been eliminated
where there has been wholesale conversion of sagebrush rangeland.
The Brewer’s sparrow major habitat type is sagebrush shrublands. The Brewer’s sparrow is by far the most
abundant bird in sagebrush shrublands during spring and summer. Recent (1980s and 1990s) surveys
(Rotenberry et al. 1999) have shown breeding numbers to be in significant decline throughout the species’
range. The causes are uncertain, but they may be related to fundamental changes in shrubland ecosystems
being brought about by agriculture, grazing, and the invasion of exotic plant species.
The warbling vireo occupies predominantly riparian habitat, but may also use a variety of other habitats
including oak/mountain shrub and deciduous forest. It builds its nests in the forked limbs of trees from one
to 40 meters (130 feet) above the ground at elevations ranging from sea level to over 3,000 meters (9,800
feet). The species appears well adapted to human landscapes, as nests have been found in neighborhoods,
urban parks, orchards, and farm fencerows. However, its reproductive success in these areas has never
been quantified.
The green-tailed towhee prefers species-rich shrub communities within shrub-steppe habitats and disturbed
and open areas of montane forest, often created by wildland fires. The bulky nests of this species are
concealed in shrubs but often are prone to predation. In winter, individuals are common in dense mesquite
(Prosopis spp.) shrub habitat along desert washes. Breeding bird survey data suggest that populations have
been stable overall since 1966, with no significant broad trends (Dobbs et al. 1998).
The juniper titmouse is a year-round resident of the pinyon-juniper woodland and pine woodlands; it is also
common in suburbs. It nests in snag holes, both natural and made by woodpeckers. They typically feed on
fruit, seeds, and insects. This species is generally tolerant of human encroachment.
The gray flycatcher is a migrant species that summers in Utah and Idaho and winters in Mexico. It nests in
arid pinyon-juniper woodlands and sagebrush areas. It builds its nest in the crotch of juniper trees or
sagebrush. It feeds exclusively on insects. This species is still quite common but faces the same risks that
other sagebrush guild species face.
No known populations of yellow-billed cuckoo exist at present within the Planning Area (personal
communication between Tammy Wallace, BLM, and Thomas Sharp, SWCA Environmental Consultants
2003). The yellow-billed cuckoo, however, is a neotropical migrant that utilizes riparian valleys throughout
the State. The Western yellow-billed cuckoo is associated with cottonwoods and riparian cover, which
provides nesting and brood-rearing habitat. Western yellow-billed cuckoos are obligate riparian nesters
and are restricted to more mesic habitat along rivers, streams, and other wetlands. Yellow-billed cuckoos
are discussed further under the sensitive species section of the document.
The Southwestern willow flycatcher utilizes and breeds in patchy to dense riparian habitats along streams
and wetlands near or adjacent to surface water or saturated soils. These dense patches are often interspersed
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with small openings, open water, and/or shorter/sparser vegetation, creating a mosaic habitat pattern.
Population declines are attributed to numerous, complex, and interrelated factors such as habitat loss and
modification, invasion of exotic plants into breeding habitat, brood parasitism by cowbirds, vulnerability
of small population numbers, and winter and migration stress.
Song sparrows are relatively common in riparian habitat. They build open-cup nests near fresh water
wherever suitable cover and insect food are present.
Spotted towhee breed in wide variety of plant associations, all characterized by dense, broadleaf shrubby
growth (variously described as brush, thickets, or tangles). This shrubby growth is typically only a few
meters tall, with or without emergent trees, and provides deep, sheltered, semi-shaded litter and humus on
ground, and a screen of twigs and foliage close overhead.
Several of the migratory birds can be used as guild species for different wildlife habitat types. The
loggerhead shrike is associated with desert shrub habitat, the sage sparrow, sage thrasher, and Brewer’s
sparrow are associated with sagebrush and perennial grassland, the warbling vireo, green-tailed towhee,
and blue grouse are associated with oak mountain shrub habitat, the juniper titmouse, and gray flycatcher
are associated with pinyon-juniper woodland habitat and yellow-billed cuckoo, Southwestern willow
flycatcher, song sparrow, and spotted towhee are associated with riparian habitat. For the purposes of this
analysis, impacts to these habitats will be used, in part, to assess impacts to these species. Unless stated
above, the exact population status of all these species in the Planning Area is not known.

Reptile, Amphibian, and Other Non-Game Species
The Planning Area contains a high diversity of reptile, amphibian, and other non-game species, including
small mammals, birds, and invertebrates, because of the variety of habitats found within the area. The
Planning Area contains various riparian, talus slope, marsh, aspen-conifer, pinyon-juniper woodland, and
ridgetop habitats that support these species. Very little is known about the status of most of these species,
but an effort is being made to acquire basic information on those listed by State and Federal agencies as
threatened and endangered species.

Riparian and Aquatic Species
The riparian and aquatic habitat in the Planning Area is associated with the Colorado River and tributaries.
Riparian Species and Avian Riparian Species of Special Concern in the Planning Area include yellowbilled cuckoo (Coccyzus americanus) and southwestern willow flycatcher (Empidonax traillii) and the
following four Federally endangered fish species: bonytail, Colorado pikeminnow, humpback chub, and
razorback sucker Table 3-48 gives the current UDWR inventory of fisheries within the Planning Area.
Southwestern willow flycatcher potentially occurs within the Planning Area. It is currently believed that
the range of this subspecies extends north to the Sand Wash area of the Green River (near the UintahCarbon County line). Many other threatened and endangered species are highly dependent on riparian
areas, and they are also crucial to neo-tropical migrant birds. A primary concern with the riparian areas is
the effect of decreased regeneration of cottonwood and willow stands and the invasion of non-native plant
species such as salt cedar (Tamarix spp.) and Russian olive (Elaeagnus angustifolia) on riparian and aquatic
wildlife species.
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Table 3-48. Utah Division of Wildlife Resources Inventory of Fisheries within the Planning
Area
River

Species

Colorado River

Colorado pikeminnow, humpback chub, bonytail, razorback sucker, flannelmouth sucker,
blueheaded sucker, channel catfish, roundtail chub, speckled dace, Plains killifish, fathead
minnow, red shiner, sand shiner, smallmouth bass, largemouth bass, carp, black bullhead,
walleye

Green River

Colorado pikeminnow, humpback chub, bonytail, razorback sucker, flannelmouth sucker,
blueheaded sucker, channel catfish, roundtail chub, speckled dace, fathead minnow, red
shiner, sand shiner, smallmouth bass, largemouth bass, carp, black bullhead, yellow bullhead,
walleye, northern pike

Kane Creek

Speckled dace, fathead minnow, red shiner, sand shiner, mosquitofish, plains killifish

Cottonwood
Wash

Fathead minnow, red shiner, sand shiner
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CHAPTER 4—ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
4.1

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to determine the potential for significant impact of the “Federal action” on
the “human environment.” The Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations for implementing
the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) states that the “human environment” shall be
interpreted comprehensively to include the natural and physical environment and the relationship of people
with that environment (40 Code of Federal Regulations [CFR] §1508.14). The “Federal action” is the
Bureau of Land Management’s (BLM) selection of a Master Leasing Plan (MLP) and possible land use
plan amendments on which future land use actions will be based.
This chapter objectively evaluates the potential environmental impacts of implementing each management
alternative described in Chapter 2. This chapter forms the analytic basis for the comparative summary of
impacts presented in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 describes the existing conditions of the resources and resource
uses that would be affected by the management alternatives. The organization of this chapter parallels that
of Chapter 3, in that the resource programs are presented in the same order. Because resources and resource
uses are often interrelated, one section may refer to another.

4.2

ANALYSIS METHODS

The BLM manages public lands for multiple uses in accordance with the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA). The FLPMA requires the BLM to manage public lands and resources
according to the principles of multiple use and sustained yield, including recognizing the nation’s needs for
domestic sources of minerals, food, timber, and fiber. To ensure that the BLM meets its mandate of multiple
use in land management actions, the impacts of the alternatives on resources and resource uses are identified
and assessed as part of the planning process.
The analysis of the alternatives is focused on identifying the types of impacts anticipated to occur and
estimating their potential intensity. The analysis is organized by resource program and discloses the
potential impacts on each resource program from implementing each of the proposed alternatives. The
impact analysis for Alternative A (No Action) was prepared first to serve as the baseline for alternative
comparison. It is important to note that management decisions for each resource or resource use directly
or indirectly relate to each other; therefore, impacts on one particular resource program may also apply to
other programs. It is therefore recommended that the reader review all impact analyses to attain a
comprehensive description of the impacts on the resource or resource use in question.
Potential impacts of certain land use activities can be compared visually among the alternatives by using
geographic information system (GIS) data. The locations of resources and management thereof are shown
on Maps 2-1 through 2-68. The geographic implications associated with each management alternative are
presented in Tables 2-17 through 2-20 in Chapter 2. These maps and tables should be reviewed in
conjunction with the impact analyses.
Acreage calculations used in this analysis are approximate values for alternative comparison and analytic
purposes only and do not reflect exact measurements of on-the-ground resources and actions. These
acreage values were calculated using Esri ArcGIS Desktop 9.3.1 software. The projection of GIS data that
was analyzed to provide the acreage calculations is USA Contiguous Albers Equal Area Conic, based on
the North American Datum of 1983 (NAD83).
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Types of Impacts

Throughout this chapter, the terms “impact” and “effect” are used interchangeably. Impacts can be direct,
indirect or cumulative. Impacts may be positive (beneficial) or negative (adverse). The analysis of impacts
compares the types and intensity of impacts among the alternatives. In some cases, adverse impacts that
occur to resource values or uses under a particular alternative are of a lower intensity as compared to other
alternatives. In these cases, the reduction of an impact is considered a positive effect on the affected
resource values or uses, as it compares to other alternatives. Table 4-1 provides an overview of the general
types of impacts discussed in this chapter.

Table 4-1. Types of Impacts
Type

Description

Direct Impacts

Direct impacts occur at the same time and place as the action responsible for the
impact. For example, removal of vegetative cover caused by facility construction would
be considered a direct impact on vegetation resources.

Indirect Impacts

Indirect impacts are temporally and spatially removed from the action responsible for
the impact, but are related to the action through a process of cause and effect. For
example, removal of vegetative cover caused by facility construction that consequently
results in increased surface runoff and sedimentation of nearby streams would be
considered an indirect impact on water resources.
Indirect impacts may reach beyond the natural and physical environment (i.e.,
environmental impact) to include growth-inducing effects and other effects related to
induced changes to resource uses (i.e., non-environmental impact).

Cumulative Impacts

Cumulative impacts result from the incremental impact of an action when added to
other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable actions, regardless of which agency
(Federal or non-Federal) or person undertakes such other actions. Cumulative impacts
can result from individually minor but collectively significant actions that take place over
time.

4.2.2

Analysis Assumptions

Assumptions for analysis are made to assist in determining the potential environmental, social, and
economic impacts of the alternatives (Chapter 2) on the affected environment (Chapter 3). They are based
on expected trends (e.g., population growth or decline within the Planning Area), expected demands (e.g.,
increases in certain kinds of recreational use), and the likelihood of resource development (e.g., the
reasonably foreseeable development (RFD) scenario for oil and gas). Assumptions are for the purpose of
analysis only. They are presumed true for the purpose of equitably comparing the alternatives; do not
constrain or define management; and are based on observations, historical trends and professional
judgment. Assumptions are generally made for the expected life of the Moab MLP, unless otherwise stated.
General assumptions applicable to all resources and resource uses are described below. Resource-specific
assumptions are described under each resource program in the sections that follow.
The following general assumptions were used in the environmental effects analysis:
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•

The decisions proposed in the alternatives apply to public lands and areas that require Federal
permitting or authorization. However, cumulative impact analyses also consider decisions made
for resources managed by other entities or individuals.

•

The planning criteria described in Chapter 1 apply to all alternatives.

•

The alternatives will be implemented as described in Chapter 2 and associated appendices.
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•

Implementation actions will comply with valid existing rights and all Federal laws, regulations, and
policies.

•

To the extent possible, the stipulations developed for oil and gas leasing are applicable to potash
leasing.

•

These existing leases would be subject to the specific lease stipulations that were applied under
previous land use plans. However, the resource protection measures identified in the MLP/Final
Enviromental Impact Statement (FEIS) will also apply to the areas currently under lease where they
do not conflict with the rights granted to the holder of the lease. The Federal Government retains
certain rights when issuing an oil and gas lease or a potash lease. While the BLM may not
unilaterally add a new stipulation to an existing lease that it has already issued, the BLM can subject
development of existing leases to reasonable conditions, as necessary, through the application of
Conditions of Approval at the time of permitting.

•

Exceptions to mineral leasing stipulations are found in Appendix A. Those exceptions, which
affect analytic comparisons are specifically addressed in Chapter 4.

•

Reference in the document to “mineral” leasing or development applies to both oil and gas and
potash. However, reference to the Three Rivers mineral withdrawal refers to locatable minerals.

•

Sufficient funding and personnel will be available to implement the Moab MLP.

•

The temporal extent of direct and indirect impacts to resources associated with mineral
development is 10 years from the cessation of operations when reclamation is complete and impacts
are fully mitigated.

•

The best available data was used in the preparation of the MLP/FEIS. However, certain information
is unavailable or requires site-specific information to analyze. Due to a lack of quantitative data,
some impacts can be discussed only in qualitative terms. Subsequent project-level NEPA
documents will provide the opportunity to collect site specific data and analyze these data in
quantitative terms.

•

Worst-case scenario situations are not analyzed, although it is acknowledged that these unlikely
events could occur.

•

A decision to defer potash leasing means that future potash leasing would not be considered until
the feasibility of developing potash is established. Areas deferred from potash leasing are not
analyzed in this Enviromental Impact Statement (EIS). Any potash leasing on the deferred acreage
would be consistent with the Moab MLP decisions and would require further analysis in a
subsequent document prepared for compliance with NEPA.

•

A decision to lease for oil and gas within Potash Leasing Areas (PLA) would be deferred until the
feasibility of developing potash is determined. Areas deferred from oil and gas leasing are
analyzed in this EIS. Any future oil and gas leasing on the deferred acreage would be consistent
with the Moab MLP decisions.
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AIR QUALITY

This section presents potential impacts on air quality implementing management actions presented in
Chapter 2. Existing conditions concerning air quality are described in Chapter 3 (Section 3.2).

4.3.1

Assumptions

•

Emission factors recommended by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) are
appropriate for all activities, except for those emission factors that have been provided by the Utah
Department of Environmental Quality.

•

Prescribed and wildland fire would continue within the Planning Area.

•

Recreational growth trends within the Planning Area would continue.

•

The quantitative analysis includes only emissions from oil and natural gas well development, and
potash mining on BLM-administered public lands. Activities related to other resources and uses
such as cultural resources, recreation, lands and realty actions, prescribed burning, vegetation
management, transportation and access, visual resource management (VRM), and fish and wildlife
management are assumed to be minor sources of air emissions and/or not well-defined concerning
emissions factors and activity levels, and therefore were not quantified.

•

Activities related to other resources and uses such as cultural resources, recreation, lands and realty
actions, prescribed burning, vegetation management, transportation and access, VRM, and fish and
wildlife management are assumed to be minor sources of air emissions and/or not well-defined
concerning emissions factors and activity levels, and therefore were not quantified.

•

Changes in air quality, either from smoke, dust, haze, or other pollutants could potentially reduce
or degrade scenic quality by obscuring distant views. It should be noted, however, that the Clean
Air Act sets limits on the allowable degradation of visibility within the adjacent National Parks.
Arches and Canyonlands National Parks have been designated as areas requiring the highest level
of visibility (Prevention of Significant Deterioration [PSD] Class I). Smoke or haze that originates
within the Planning Area cannot exceed the allowable National Park Service (NPS) PSD I scenic
quality standards for air pollutants.

Indicators of impacts on air quality are as follows:
•

Attainment status of air quality in a given area.

•

Air monitoring conducted by the BLM, National Park Service, and Utah Department of
Environmental Quality.

•

Number and types of wells constructed and operated in a given area.

•

Amount of road traffic from construction, daily operation, inspections, and road maintenance.

4.3.2

Air Quality Modeling and Quantitative Analysis

The quantitative impacts analysis consists of a far-field dispersion modeling analysis to evaluate multiple
source impacts on National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) and Air Quality Related Values
(AQRV) within the Planning Area, a review of relevant near-field modeling results and their applicability
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to management decisions and controls in the Planning Area, and a quantification of greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions. Ozone was examined using the source apportionment tool of the Western Regional Air
Partnership (WRAP) West-wide Jumpstart (WestJump) modeling analysis (2013) to estimate contributions
of sources to modeled concentrations of ozone and is presented in the cumulative impacts section (Section
4.21.3).

Far-Field Dispersion Modeling Analysis
The CALMET/CALPUFF dispersion modeling system was used to predict maximum potential far-field
direct air quality impacts (excepting ozone) at PSD Class I areas within or near the Planning Area. These
include Arches and Canyonlands National Parks. Three years of meteorological data sets were used to
evaluate year-to-year variability and how it impacts modeled concentrations. Detailed information on the
modeling is presented in the Technical Support Document (TSD) in Appendix F.
Since the MLP is a planning document, and no specific projects are being proposed or analyzed in the
Planning Area, modeling conducted for this analysis is by necessity speculative. To provide managers and
the public with information relevant to future planning and management actions, a range of emissions
scenarios were modeled to estimate the potential impacts of varying levels of development and control
scenarios. It should be stressed that none of the emissions scenarios represent likely future development,
but instead are to be used to evaluate development and control scenarios in relation to air quality and air
quality-related values to help guide management decisions related to future development. This is not an air
quality evaluation of specific alternatives, as not enough is reliably known about potential future projects
to conduct meaningful planning-level modeling of these alternatives. The reasonably foreseeable
development (RFD) from Alternative A was however used as the basis for the assumptions, since this is the
maximum development scenario, which ensures a conservative emissions analysis, meaning future
emissions under all alternatives are likely to be less than that used under all three scenarios. The primary
purpose of this modeling is to identify if any NAAQSs or AQRVs could be adversely impacted under these
emission scenarios, to identify what pollutants could cause any identified impacts, and how the scale of
emissions and/or their proximity to adjoining National Parks affects any modeled adverse impacts.
The modeling emissions scenarios and associated major assumptions used in the assessment are:
“High” Emissions Scenario
•
•
•
•
•
•

9 drill rigs = 3 oil, 5 potash, 1 “other”
No aggregation of wells on pads
Total numbers of wells drilled: 232 oil, 416 potash, 133 other
100 percent of drilled oil wells go into production = 232
Dust control = 50 percent
Unpaved vs. paved road ratio: 20 miles unpaved (25 mile per hour (MPH) speed limit), 20 miles
paved

“Medium” Emissions Scenario
•
•
•
•
•
•

Final EIS

9 drill rigs = 3 oil, 5 potash, 1 “other”
No aggregation of wells on pads
Total numbers of wells drilled: 232 oil, 416 potash, 133 other
60 percent of drilled oil wells go into production = 140
Dust control = 50 percent
Unpaved vs. paved road ratio: 10 miles unpaved (25 MPH speed limit), 30 miles paved
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“Low” Emissions Scenario
•
•
•
•
•
•

4 drill rigs = 3 oil, no potash, 1 “other”
Aggregated 4 wells on 1 pad
Total numbers of wells drilled: 232 oil, zero potash, 133 other
60 percent of drilled oil wells go into production = 140
Dust control = 70 percent
Unpaved vs. paved road ratio: 5 miles unpaved (25 MPH speed limit), 35 miles paved

Emissions estimates were calculated using the Oil Template from the Emissions Inventory Toolkit
developed for BLM by URS Corporation (URS 2012). Potash and other well drilling were assumed to have
similar emissions characteristics as oil and gas during drilling activities. Production emissions estimates
were also based on outputs from the emissions calculator; however, potash production emissions estimates
were not estimated or modeled due to the extremely high level of uncertainty associated with emissions
estimates for this activity. The template calculates emissions of criteria pollutants (PM10, PM2.5, NOx, SO2),
and GHGs (CO2, CH4, N02, CO2eq) based on the level of production and number of wells drilled. Only
criteria pollutants and GHGs were calculated for this analysis. Carbon monoxide (a criteria pollutant) was
not included in the modeling analysis as there is very little potential for emissions of this pollutant to cause
or contribute to any recognizable air quality issue. A summary of the total modeled emissions is shown in
Table 4-2. These modeled emissions represent the end of the build out of each scenario - when the drill
rigs are drilling the last of the wells and the maximum number of wells are in production.

Table 4-2. Total Modeled Emissions at Year 15 (tons per year per scenario)
Scenario

PM10

PM2.5

NO2

SO2

High

849.1

97.0

230.4

3.5

Med

350.1

45.3

127.6

1.9

Low

117.5

17.3

92.7

1.3

NAAQS Results
Modeling results show no exceedances of the NAAQS for any pollutant for any of the modeled scenarios.
Maximum modeled concentrations at Arches and Canyonlands receptors are shown in Table 4-3. All
modeled concentrations for all met years can be found in the TSD.

Table 4-3. Moab MLP Modeling Results – Criteria Pollutants
Location

Concentration

Nitrogen Dioxide – 1-hour Concentrations (µg/m3)
Arches National Park

4.13

Canyonlands National Park

9.18

Nitrogen Dioxide – Annual Concentrations (µg/m3)
Arches National Park

0.06

Canyonlands National Park

0.13

PM2.5 – 24-hour Concentrations (µg/m3)
Arches National Park
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Location

Concentration

Canyonlands National Park

0.84

PM2.5 – Annual Concentrations (µg/m3)
Arches National Park

0.06

Canyonlands National Park

0.11

PM10 – 24-hour Concentrations (µg/m3)
Arches National Park

2.65

Canyonlands National Park

7.50

SO2 – 1-hour Concentrations (µg/m3)
Arches National Park

0.10

Canyonlands National Park

0.11

SO2 – 3-hour Concentrations (µg/m3)
Arches National Park

0.03

Canyonlands National Park

0.06

Deposition Results
All modeled values of sulfur and nitrogen deposition were near or below the Deposition Analysis
Thresholds (DAT) of 0.005 kg/ha/yr for total nitrogen and total sulfur for all the modeled alternatives, with
the exception of the high and medium emissions scenarios for nitrogen deposition in Arches and
Canyonlands National Park for the 2008 meteorological year. Results are presented for each Class 1 Area
in Table 4-4.

Table 4-4. Arches and Canyonlands National Park Deposition
Nitrogen deposition (kg/ha/yr)

Sulfur deposition (kg/ha/yr)

Arches National Park – Deposition
Met Data
Year

high

med

low

high

med

low

2006

0.00466

0.00260

0.00197

0.000215

0.0001199

0.0000825

2007

0.00457

0.00254

0.00199

0.000206

0.0001151

0.0000834

2008

0.01074

0.006075

0.00483

0.000349

0.0001985

0.0001420

Canyonlands National Park – Deposition
Met Data
Year

high

med

low

high

med

low

2006

0.00578

0.00306

0.00223

0.000231

0.000121

0.0000804

2007

0.00551

0.00291

0.00222

0.000222

0.000116

0.0000778

2008

0.01795

0.01019

0.00857

0.000544

0.000311

0.000235
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Visibility Results
Visibility impacts from potential 24-hour primary PM10, secondary sulfate and nitrate particulate matter,
and elemental carbon concentrations were calculated within mandatory Federal Class I areas (Arches and
Canyonlands National Parks). Calculated concentrations were compared to "natural" background
conditions as recommended in the Federal Land Managers Air Quality Related Values Group (FLAG)
Guideline document (U.S. Forest Service 2010). Because the analysis was conducted for multiple emission
sources simultaneously, both the BLM 10 percent change in extinction (1.0 dv) “just noticeable change”
threshold and the National Park Service 5 percent change in extinction (0.5 dv) “half a noticeable change”
adverse impacts threshold were used to assess the significance of potential impacts. FLAG 2010 relies on
EPA’s Regional Haze Rule Best Available Retrofit Technology (BART) Guidance, as follows: “In its
BART guidelines, EPA indicated that for regional haze, a source whose 98th percentile value of the haze
index is greater than 0.5 deciview (dv) (approximately a 5 percent change in light extinction) is considered
to contribute to regional haze visibility impairment. Similarly, a source that exceeds 1.0 dv (approximately
a 10 percent change in light extinction) causes visibility impairment.” Results of the visibility analyses are
presented in Table 4-5.

Table 4-5. Results of Visibility Analyses
Meteorological Data
Year

Days > 0.5 dv

Days > 1.0 dv

Max % change dv

Arches National Park – Visibility
2006
High

22

1

12.20%

Med

1

0

5.05%

Low

0

0

2.90%

High

14

1

10.03%

Med

0

0

4.28%

Low

0

0

2.35%

High

83

13

19.41%

Med

7

0

8.59%

Low

0

0

4.59%

2007

2008

Canyonlands National Park – Visibility
2006
High

53

11

20.39%

Med

5

0

8.94%

Low

0

0

4.50%

High

42

8

14.05%

Med

6

0

6.18%

Low

0

0

3.52%

2007
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Days > 0.5 dv

Days > 1.0 dv

Max % change dv

High

159

86

46.74%

Med

71

23

19.30%

Low

22

0

9.83%

2008

Modeled visibility impacts ranged from greater than 0.5 dv impacts on almost half the year (159 days) at
Canyonlands National Park during the 2008 meteorological year for the high emissions scenario, to no
visibility impacts greater than 1.0 dv at any park for any meteorological year under the low emissions
scenario. Coarse particulate (PM10), primarily road dust from truck traffic on unpaved roads, was the
dominate pollutant of concern under both high and medium emissions scenarios. Under the low emissions
scenarios nitrogen oxides play a greater role in visibility impacts. The specific meteorological year used in
the analysis also had a significant influence on modeled impacts. Meteorology in 2008 had substantially
greater levels of impacts across the board compared to the previous two years of meteorological data. This
indicates sensitivity to meteorological variability, and given the large role particulates play, adverse
visibility impacts can most likely be tied to drier, hotter, and/or windier conditions.
Another tool the far-field modeling analysis provides is an indication of the magnitude of visibility impact
as a function of proximity of the source in relation to the modeled receptor. Figure 4-1 is a geographical
representation of the far-field modeling domain showing the two National Parks in the Planning Area. The
small circles with embedded crosses represent modeled source locations. The “2008hn” represents the high
emissions scenario for metrological year 2008, while “2008ln” represents the low emissions scenario for
the same year. The size of the colored circles is a relative visual quantification of the magnitude of the
impact to a receptor located at the center of that circle. It can clearly be seen that the magnitude of the
emissions is a determinant factor in the magnitude of the visibility impact on receptors. The proximity of
the sources also plays a determinant factor in the location of the impacts, as those park locations closest to
modeled higher density sources are also where the higher impacts are located. Locations farther removed
from source activities appear to be relatively unaffected by modeled source emissions.
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Figure 4-1. Geographical Representation of Far-Field Modeling

Additional detailed information on parameters used and assumptions made for this analysis are available in
Appendix F.

Near-Field Analysis
Near-field modeling analyses evaluate impacts of single or closely grouped sources on receptors in close
proximity, typically less than a kilometer away. Specific characteristics of the source to be modeled (e.g.,
stack heights, emissions rates, etc.) are required to conduct this analysis, and, given the nature of this
planning level air quality analysis, that information is not available. The BLM, through lease notices and
subsequent NEPA analyses for specific projects, can and does require near-field modeling when emissions
and other factors warrant it. For purposes of this MLP analysis an evaluation of previous near-field
modeling that was conducted for specific projects in and near the Planning Area will be presented for
relevance to management decisions and possible control considerations.
Cane Creek Near-Field Air Quality Impact Assessment

The Fidelity Cane Creek project included the addition of nine exploratory oil and gas wells to eight existing
wells that were currently in production. Figure 4-2 provides a map that shows the existing and proposed
wells spread over a relatively wide geographical area and the nearest park boundaries (shown in green).
Annual emissions for the maximum 12-month period were approximately 100 tons for nitrogen oxides
(NOx) and less than 25 tons for PM10. These emissions decreased rapidly in each successive year as the
rate of natural gas production declined steeply from new wells. Natural gas is controlled by thermal
oxidation with flares.
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Figure 4-2. Locations of Existing/Proposed Well Sites and National Parks

Golder, Incorporated, performed the following modeling for the BLM in 2010 to support a near-field
assessment of impacts to air quality from the eight existing and nine proposed wells:
•
•
•

NO2 and PM10 Class I PSD Increment Consumption using AERMOD
Nitrogen deposition within National Parks using CALPUFF-lite
Visibility impacts within National Parks using VISCREEN.

NO2 and PM10 Class I Prevention of Significant Deterioration Increment Consumption Using AERMOD

The EPA-approved AERMOD model was used in conjunction with five years of Canyonlands Field Airport
meteorological data (2005-2009) obtained from UDEQ to predict maximum NO2 and PM10 concentrations
within the National Parks. These concentrations were compared to EPA Class I PSD Increments to
determine the maximum percentages they represent.
Modeled emission rates for annual assessments (annual NO2 and annual PM10) were based on the highestemitting 12-month period over the timeframe of construction and operation detailed in the 2009 Emissions
Report. Modeled emission rates for the 24-hour PM10 assessment were based on the highest emitting
calendar day. All predicted impacts were well below associated increments, as shown in Table 4-6.

Table 4-6. AERMOD NO2 and PM10 Results
Pollutant

Maximum (μg/m3)

Increment (μg/m3)

Maximum Concentration as
a Percent of the Increment

Annual NO2

0.40

2.5

16.0%

Annual PM10

0.35

4.0

8.8%
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Pollutant
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Maximum (μg/m3)

Increment (μg/m3)

Maximum Concentration as
a Percent of the Increment

4.5

8.0

56.3%

24-Hour PM10

Nitrogen Deposition Within National Parks using CALPUFF-lite

The annual nitrogen deposition rate resulting from NOx emissions from proposed project sources was
assessed using the CALPUFF air dispersion model in conjunction with one year of meteorological data
from the Canyonlands Field Airport processed by the AERMOD meteorological pre-processor (AERMET).
A single year (2009) was used for this assessment as CALPUFF cannot process meteorological data with
missing data. The remaining years (2005 through 2008), which had significant missing data, were used to
fill in missing temperatures, wind speeds, and wind directions for 2009. Modeled nitrogen deposition rates
were compared against the DAT for Western Class I areas presented in the June 27, 2008, Draft FLAG
Phase I Report.
Modeled emission sources and rates used in the CALPUFF assessment were the same as those used for the
annual NOx increment consumption analysis described above (i.e., highest emitting 12-month period over
the construction and operation phases). A second modeling analysis was conducted to assess the effect of
decreasing NOx emission rates (i.e., 101 tons per year [tpy] for the maximum emitting 12-month period
versus 77 tpy for year 3) on the nitrogen deposition rates. The second CALPUFF modeling assessment
used emission estimates for the year immediately following the highest emitting 12-month period. Table
4-7 presents the results of the nitrogen deposition modeling for the highest-emitting 12-month period (Year
2) and for the year (Year 3) immediately following the highest emitting 12-month period.

Table 4-7. CALPUFF Nitrogen Deposition Results
Pollutant

Basis for Emission
Rates (from 2009
Emissions Report)

Maximum
Modeled
Deposition Rate
(wet plus dry)
(μg/m²/s)

Maximum
Modeled
Deposition Rate
(wet plus dry)
(kg/ha/yr)

Deposition
Analysis
Threshold (DAT)
For Class I Areas
(kg/ha/yr)

Total Nitrogen

Year 2 (maximum)

3.7E-05

0.012

0.005

Total Nitrogen

Year 3

2.5E-05

0.008

0.005

The maximum modeled nitrogen deposition rate shown in Table 4-7 is above the DAT. However, the
“Guidance on Nitrogen and Sulfur Deposition Analysis Threshold” document available on the NPS FLAG
website states that “…the DAT is a deposition threshold, not necessary an adverse impact threshold.” The
DAT is used to assess potential ecosystem chronic exposures to project emissions expected to be permanent
and constant over very long periods. The Cane Creek project will have steadily declining NOx emissions
and associated impacts over time as demonstrated in this analysis. This short-term, worst-case 12-month
prediction is not directly comparable to the long-term deposition impacts reflected in the DAT.
Additionally, the modeling conducted for this assessment used a simplified one-year meteorological data
set instead of a full, three-dimensional wind field-based data set for three years, which would likely show
lower deposition rates than presented.
For comparison, the U.S. Forest Service “level of concern” for nitrogen deposition is roughly three orders
of magnitude greater at 3 kg/ha/yr (or 1,215 grams/acre/year) compared to the 0.005 kg/ha/yr (or 2
grams/acre/year) for the NPS DAT. Given the screening nature of the assessment, the relatively brief period
that the modeled deposition rate would be above the DAT and the simplistic chemical transformation
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scheme used, it is not expected that the proposed project would have an adverse impact from nitrogen
deposition in Canyonlands or Arches National Parks.
Visibility Impacts Within National Parks using VISCREEN

Potential visibility impacts within the National Parks were evaluated using the single source VISCREEN
model, in accordance with the procedures provided in the EPA’s “Workbook for Estimating Visibility
Impacts” (EPA 1980). A Level 1 assessment was performed for each of two scenarios, the well closest to
the Arches National Park (well location 7-1) and one for the well closest to the Canyonlands National Park
(well location 19-1). These individual well analyses reflect the single emission point limitation of
VISCREEN. Separate VISCREEN model runs were conducted for worst-case emissions during the
construction phase of the well, and for the ongoing operation of the well.
Potential visibility impacts, or the maximum degree of plume visibility, from the proposed wells nearest to
the parks, were evaluated against Delta E criteria of 2.0 and Contrast criteria of 0.05. The VISCREEN
results are less than the default criteria in every case, as shown in Table 4-8 and Table 4-9, indicating no
adverse effect on visibility from the proposed project in the two nearby National Parks.

Table 4-8. VISCREEN Modeling Results of Plume Visibility Inside Arches National Park
Scenario

Assessment

Delta E

Contrast

Result

Criterion

Result

Criterion

Construction

Sky 1

0.92

2.00

-0.02

0.05

Construction

Sky 2

0.79

2.00

-0.02

0.05

Construction

Terrain 1

0.89

2.00

0.01

0.05

Construction

Terrain 2

0.65

2.00

0.01

0.05

Operations

Sky 1

0.15

2.00

0.00

0.05

Operations

Sky 2

0.12

2.00

0.00

0.05

Operations

Terrain 1

0.12

2.00

0.00

0.05

Operations

Terrain 2

0.10

2.00

0.00

0.05

Table 4-9. VISCREEN Modeling Results of Plume Visibility Inside Canyonlands National
Park
Scenario

Assessment

Delta E

Contrast

Result

Criterion

Result

Criterion

Construction

Sky 1

1.42

2.00

-0.02

0.05

Construction

Sky 2

1.19

2.00

-0.02

0.05

Construction

Terrain 1

0.36

2.00

0.00

0.05

Construction

Terrain 2

0.10

2.00

0.00

0.05

Operations

Sky 1

0.23

2.00

0.00

0.05

Operations

Sky 2

0.18

2.00

0.00

0.05

Operations

Terrain 1

0.03

2.00

0.00

0.05

Operations

Terrain 2

0.02

2.00

0.00

0.05
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Based on the modeled results presented above, predicted impacts from project emissions to air quality
resources within Canyonlands and Arches National Parks are minimal and generally below guideline
criteria. Predicted nitrogen deposition, for which the NPS DAT threshold is based on chronic, long term
exposure and not short-term, worst-case project emissions, was comparably low, only slightly above the
NPS DAT, and significantly below the U.S. Forest Service (USFS) “level of concern” concentration. In
the case of the proposed project, emissions will decrease rapidly as construction activities conclude and as
gas production rates mature. All modeling analyses were conservatively based on the maximum 12-month
period projected emissions from the 2009 Emissions Report previously submitted.
Monument Buttes Environmental Impact Statement Near-Field Modeling Analysis
Near-Field Criteria Pollutant Impacts Other than Ozone

To assess the potential air quality impact of the emissions associated with a proposal for drilling 5,750
wells, EPA-recommended dispersion models were used with meteorological data from Vernal, Utah. The
criteria pollutant impacts were evaluated using a near-field model, AERMOD, and compared to ambient
air quality standards. The criteria pollutants evaluated were PM10, PM2.5, NO2, SO2, and CO. The highest
possibility of emissions for PM10 and PM2.5 takes place during the construction and development phase of
the project. The highest possibility of emissions for NOx, CO, and SO2 takes place during the operations
and infrastructure phases of the project. Each pollutant was modeled under the maximum development and
operational scenarios of the proposal, which includes drilling during the maximum operation year.
Emissions are shown in Tables 4-10 and 4-11.

Table 4-10. Maximum Potential Construction and Development Air Quality Impacts for
the Monument Buttes Project
Ambient Air Concentration (μg/m3)
Pollutant
PM10

Averaging
Period

Year of
Maximum
Impact

Location of
Maximum
Impact

Modeled
Impact

Background

Total

NAAQS

24-hour

2007

100 m west of pad
construction

72.5

18.7

91.2

150

24-hour

NA

200 m SE of pad
construction

14.3

17.8

32.1

35

Annual

2005

100 m east of
producing wells

1.4

8.0

9.4

12

PM 2.5

Table 4-11. Maximum Potential Operations Air Quality Impacts for the Monument Buttes
Project
Ambient Air Concentration (μg/m3)
Pollutant

Averaging
Period

Year of
Maximum
Impact

Modeled
Impact

Background

Total

NAAQS

1-hour

2007

100 m north of
compressor
station

276

2,641

2,917

40,000

8-hour

2009

100 m east of
GOSP

137

1,657

1,794

10,000

CO
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Ambient Air Concentration (μg/m3)
Pollutant

Averaging
Period

Year of
Maximum
Impact

Location of
Maximum
Impact

Modeled
Impact

Background

Total

NAAQS

1-hour

NA

100 m east of
producing wells

106.9a

57.7

164.6

188

Annual

2005

100 m east of
producing wells

16.5

7.3

23.8

100

1-hour

NA

100 m east of
GOSP

0.7

20.1

20.8

196

3-hour

2006

100 m south of
GOSP

0.6

14.3

14.9

1,300

NO2

SO2

a

Assumes Tier 2 NO to NO2 conversion of 80 percent

Potential Hazardous Air Pollutant Impacts

The potential impact of emissions from acrolein, benzene, and formaldehyde were modeled. These three
hazardous air pollutants (HAP) were selected due to their relatively high emission rates and relatively low
Relative Exposure Levels (REL), Reference Concentrations (RfC), and Toxic Screening Levels (TSL). For
non-carcinogenic effects, the modeled impacts for the proposal were compared to the RELs, RfCs, and
TSLs as shown in Table 4-12 for operational impacts. HAP impacts were not modeled for the construction
and development phase of the project because the emissions are so much smaller than during operations.
None of the impacts are greater than the evaluation criteria. The modeled impacts shown in Table 4-12 are
the maximum impact from either the oil well modeling scenario or the gas well scenario, depending on
which impact is greater.

Table 4-12. Hazardous Air Pollutant Air Quality Impacts During the Operations Phase for
the Monument Buttes Project
Pollutant
and
Averaging
Time

Maximum
Impact
Year

Modeled
Maximum
Impact
(μg/m3)

Relative
Exposure
Levels
(μg/m3)

Reference
Concentrations
(μg/m3)

Toxic
Screening
Levels
(μg/m3)

Annual

2006

0.18

NAa

0.35

NA

1-hour

2006

1.50

2.5

NA

23

Annual

2005

0.30

NA

30

NA

1-hour

2005

5.55

1,300

NA

18b

Annual

2006

1.27

NA

9.8

NA

1-hour

2007

12.32

55

NA

37

Averaging
Period

Acrolein

Benzene

Formaldehyde
a NA
b

means that the criterion is not applicable for the averaging time noted, i.e., there is no value.
The TSL for benzene is a 24-hour average, but the 1-hour concentration is conservatively compared to the TSL.

Potential carcinogenic effects are evaluated by calculating the probability of contracting cancer due to
continuous exposure to carcinogenic HAPs. The carcinogenic HAPs of interest are formaldehyde and
benzene. The results are shown in Table 4-13 for operational impacts of the Monument Buttes project.
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Cancer risk is calculated for both the Maximum Likely Exposure (MLE) and the Maximum Exposed
Individual (MEI). The MLE risk value is a more realistic, yet a very conservative over-estimate of potential
cancer risk than the MEI risk value. MLE exposure is based on a 9-year exposure, which is the average
duration that a person resides at a single location. MEI is based on continuous exposure for the life of the
project (15 years). Potential cancer risk is not calculated for construction and development impacts since
the potential emissions of carcinogenic HAPs are much less than for operational impacts.

Table 4-13. Potential Carcinogenic Risk for the Operations Phase of the Monument Buttes
Project
Exposure
Scenario

HAP

Unit Risk Factor
(1/μg/m3)

Exposure
Adjustment
Factor

Modeled
Annual
Impact
(μg/m3)

Cancer Risk

Benzene

2.2 x 10-06
to
7.8 x 10-06

0.095

0.30

6.2 x 10-08
to
2.2 x 10-07

Formaldehyde

1.3 x 10-05

0.095

1.27

1.6 x 10-06

MLE
Total MLE Risk

1.8 x 10-06

Benzene

2.2 x 10-06
to
7.8 x 10-06

0.571

0.30

3.8 x 10-07
to
1.3 x 10-06

Formaldehyde

1.3 x 10-05

0.571

1.27

9.4 x 10-06

MEI
Total MEI Risk

1.1 x 10-05

The maximum likely exposure impact reported in Table 4-13 is a potential carcinogenic risk of 1.8 in a
million. This value is an over-estimate and not likely to occur as it assumes that a person is exposed outside
continuously for 9 years at a location immediately adjacent to a worst-case set of emitting devices operating
continuously at maximum production. Therefore, the potential risk is less than the acceptable range of risk
published by the EPA of 1 to 100 in a million (EPA 1993).

Greenhouse Gas Analysis
GHG emissions were derived for the projected development for each alternative using an emissions
calculator
developed
for
BLM
specifically
for
oil
and
gas
operations
(http://www.blm.gov/ut/st/en/prog/more/air_quality/airprojs.html). Total estimated emissions in carbon
dioxide equivalents are shown in Table 4-14. To place these emissions estimates into context, comparing
the maximum GHG emissions estimate from Alternative A to the annual United States CO2eq emissions in
2012 of 6,525,000,000 metric tons2 yields a ratio of 0.00003 percent as a percentage of total US GHG
emission. Compared to Utah-specific GHG emissions, in 2010, Utah had 63,400,000 tons of GHG
emissions, which yields a ratio of 0.003 percent as a percentage of total Utah GHG emissions (Center for
Climate Strategies 2010). CO2eq emissions from potash operations were not calculated as there is not
enough development, operations, or emission factors information available to make that calculation.
Total CO2eq GHG emissions would be expected to be less than a thousandth of a percent of total United
States CO2eq GHG emissions. It is not currently possible to calculate an impact from this number, or to
assign a significance value to these calculated emissions. They are reported per CEQ and EPA guidance
related to the quantification of GHG emissions from oil and gas projects in NEPA.
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Table 4-14. Estimated Greenhouse Gas Emissions by Alternative
Alternative

CO2eq. Emissions (tons per year)

A

200,302

B1

131,548

B2

93,633

C

30,840

D

145,775

1, 2

1

http://www.blm.gov/ut/st/en/prog/more/air_quality/airprojs.html
EPA 2013

2

Results of Air Quality Modeling and Quantitative Analysis
Under all alternatives, it is unlikely the NAAQS will be exceeded or violated due to BLM-approved
development actions related to oil and gas and/or potash development. Based on previous modeling, there
is a possibility of short-term exceedances of the 1-hour NO2 and 24-hour PM10 NAAQS from development
activities. These exceedances would most likely be short-lived and spatially variable, and a violation would
be unlikely. Deposition of nitrogen and sulfur in Class 1 Areas (National Parks) due to actions related to
oil and gas and/or potash development, in all alternatives, are unlikely to result in concentrations exceeding
Deposition Analysis Thresholds (DAT), although under the higher emissions scenarios modeled nitrogen
exceeded the DATs. DATs are established by the National Park Service to protect ecological integrity in
National Parks and wilderness areas. Deposition trends in nearby Class 1 Areas have been steady to
improving in recent decades, although under higher emissions scenarios, this could be reversed. Given the
very low PSD increment consumption identified in tiered project-specific analysis discussed above, and the
lack of any current or proposed major sources of emissions in the Planning Area, it is unlikely that PSD
increment consumption is or could become an issue in the Planning Area.
Modeled visibility impacts to adjacent Class 1 Areas (Arches and Canyonlands National Parks) appear to
be sensitive to likely emissions from both development and production activities related to both oil and gas
and potash. Based on the modeling results and assumptions, visibility impacts appear to be especially
sensitive to emissions of PM10 (course particulate, e.g., road dust) and to a lesser extent, emissions of
elemental carbon (e.g., diesel soot) and NOx. In addition, proximity of emission sources, in particular PM
sources, play a large role in the magnitude and frequency of modeled adverse visibility impacts to the
AQRVs of the National Parks.

4.3.3

Impacts Common to All Alternatives

The following discussions represent impacts on air resources that would not vary by alternative.
Compliance with Utah Air Conservation (UAC) regulations, State of Utah Air Quality Standards, and
National Air Quality Standards, along with quantitative analysis of potential Air Quality impacts for
project-specific developments would all maintain air quality in the Planning Area.
Applying no surface occupancy (NSO) stipulations and not allowing mineral leasing and other surfacedisturbing activities would reduce impacts to air quality by limiting activities that could cause increased air
emissions and fugitive dust.
Avoiding or minimizing surface-disturbing activities could reduce air emissions during the nesting season
for migratory birds (April 1 to July 31). Restricting surface-disturbing activities near special status species’
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breeding, nesting, and winter habitats in the summer months, and near bighorn sheep lambing and rutting
areas for the Lockhart desert bighorn sheep herd (55,561 acres) from April 1 through June 15 and October
15 through December 15, could reduce air emissions during these timeframes. However, these restrictions
could redirect air emissions toward the other months (such as winter).

4.3.4

Impacts from Alternative A (No Action)

Utilizing best management practices (BMP) and site specific mitigation measures, when appropriate, based
on site specific conditions, to reduce emissions and enhance air quality, and requiring a Lease Notice and
a Condition of Approval for Applications for Permit to Drill to implement nitrogen oxide control measures
for compressor engines would minimize air emissions and maintain Air Quality in the Planning Area.
Under this alternative, both oil and gas leasing and potash leasing could occur on the same tract of land,
which could result in redundant infrastructure. Approximately 210,884 acres would be open to mineral
leasing, subject to standard terms and conditions. Mineral leasing activities cause emissions of criteria air
pollutants plus HAPs and GHGs. Additionally, construction of oil and gas facilities can result in particulate
emissions from fugitive dust and/or other criteria pollutant emissions from soil disturbances during well
pad and access road development, construction-related travel, and use of heavy equipment, including during
evaporation pond construction.
Controlled Surface Use (CSU) and Timing Limitations (TL) stipulations would be applied to 440,386 acres.
CSU and TL stipulations would minimize the amount of surface-disturbing activities that occur, and could
also provide indirect protections to air emissions. For example, applying TL stipulations to wildlife habitat
could all reduce air emissions during the timeframes the stipulations are in place. However, these
restrictions could redirect air emissions toward the other months (such as winter).
The NSO stipulation for mineral leasing to 133,574 acres open to mineral leasing would further minimize
surface-disturbing activity associated with mineral leasing, associated air emissions and fugitive dust.
Closing areas to mineral leasing (753 acres) would prevent surface disturbance and maintain air quality in
these areas.
Developing BMPs to address health and safety concerns associated with blowing dust along U.S. 191 and
I-70 would likely result in decreased particulate emissions associated with fugitive dust, and maintain or
improve air quality in these areas. Establishing criteria for restricting activities during drought that would
include no new surface-disturbing activities could provide indirect protections to air quality, as particulate
emissions associated with mineral leasing activities would be limited.

4.3.5

Impacts from Alternative B

Impacts Common to Alternative B
Under this alternative, maximizing lease parcel size could reduce redundant infrastructure and corridors,
which could lessen fugitive dust by reducing the amount of roads and reducing emissions due to limiting
the number of operators in the same area, compared to Alternative A.
Applying CSU stipulations for mineral leasing could minimize new emission sources by limiting mineral
leasing operations in these areas. A CSU stipulation that would require mitigation of impacts to air quality
and greenhouse gas emissions and a CSU stipulation requiring mitigation of potential impacts from mineral
development on regional ozone formation would provide greater protection to air quality than in Alternative
A. Additionally, requiring a Fugitive Dust Control Plan for mineral activities that would disturb a surface
area larger than 0.25 acres or that would involve truck traffic on unpaved or untreated surfaces, and applying
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BMPs to minimize dust generate from mineral activities could reduce particulate emissions from fugitive
dust and maintain air quality to a greater degree than Alternative A.
Applying NSO stipulations for mineral leasing would provide further localized and/or regional protections
to air quality than Alternative A by preventing the surface-disturbing activities associated with mineral
leasing.
Applying BMPs to minimize emissions resulting from mineral operations would lessen impacts to regional
air quality.
Applying BMPs to reduce fugitive dust in all soils and especially those with high and moderate wind erosion
ratings would provide the same protections to air quality as discussed in Alternative A, but to a greater
extent as the area of application would cover more acres. Also, compared to Alternative A, applying a CSU
stipulation for activities on slopes greater than 2 percent throughout the Planning Area could result in
increased protections to air quality, as the slope threshold would be less (21 percent compared to 30 percent
for Moab and 21 percent – 40 percent for Monticello) and the CSU stipulation would cover the entire
Planning Area (181,110 acres).
Applying BMPs during extreme and exceptional droughts to reduce dust production would provide
protections to air quality by minimizing the amount of particulate emissions, similar to Alternative A.

Impacts Specific to Alternative B1 Only
Deferring the issuance of new oil and gas leases within PLAs (103,619 acres) could help to minimize
adverse impacts to air quality found within these areas. These adverse impacts could result from concurrent
oil and gas development and potash development that could occur under Alternative A. However, 43
percent of the Hatch Point PLA contains existing oil and gas leases. There is potential for concurrent
development of oil and gas and potash on these existing leases and a greater likelihood for adverse impacts
to air quality. Allowing potash leasing and development within PLAs on 103,619 acres could result in
adverse impacts to air quality that may be found in these areas from surface- and subsurface-disturbing
potash related activities. If the acreage encompassed by PLAs were to become subject solely to oil and gas
leasing and development, the adverse impacts to air quality would be similar to or less than the impacts
identified for potash leasing and development. Alternative B1 defers a decision for potash leasing on
681,948 acres within the Planning Area, which would minimize adverse impacts to air quality from
concurrent oil and gas and potash development as compared to Alternative A.
Under this alternative, the areas open to oil and gas and potash leasing with standard terms and conditions
in Alternative A (210,884 acres) would be subject to further stipulations or closed entirely, which would
reduce the impacts to air quality in these areas as leasing activities and development would likely be
reduced, compared to Alternative A.
PLAs would be identified in the Upper Ten Mile area (29,127 acres), the Red Wash area where potash
prospecting permits have been issued (29,956 acres), and the Hatch Point area where potash prospecting
permits have been issued (44,536 acres). The PLAs would total 103,619 acres. These designations would
impact air quality in these areas because in these areas, air emissions and surface-disturbing activities
associated with potash leasing would likely increase.
Applying a phased leasing approach to potash leasing would minimize air emissions from potash leasing
operations over the long term as compared to Alternative A.
Within PLAs, CSU and TL stipulations for potash leasing would be applied to 57,620 acres. About 45,999
PLA acres would be subject to NSO stipulations, and 681,948 acres would be deferred for potash leasing.
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As there are fewer acres subject to potash leasing as compared to Alternative A, Alternative B1 provides
greater protection to air quality.
Applying the CSU stipulation to all potash leases that require processing facilities to be located within a
PPFA (42,492 acres) could minimize impacts to air quality across the Planning Area by concentrating
processing facilities and associated air emissions. However, areas where facilities are located could
experience a localized or regional increase in air emissions, including fugitive dust, both during initial
construction and in the long-term as operations continue.
Minimizing the amount of surface disturbance and related impacts resulting from mineral development
through application of the Baseline CSU stipulation on lands identified with sensitive resources (208,185
acres) could indirectly minimize air quality impacts in these areas, as stipulations including multiple well
pads and collocating production facilities could reduce air emissions from mineral operations, and avoid
redundant emission sources. Additionally, surface disturbances associated with mineral leasing activities
would be reduced.
CSU and TL stipulations for oil and gas leasing would be applied to 228,926 acres. However, 452,269
acres would be subject to NSO stipulations, 753 acres would be closed (same as Alternative A), and 103,619
acres within the PLAs would be deferred to oil and gas leasing. Although there would be less acres subject
to CSU and TL stipulations, as compared to Alternative A, there would be greater acreage subject to NSO
stipulations or deferred to oil and gas leasing, which would provide greater protections to air quality in the
Planning Area.

Impacts Specific to Alternative B2 Only
Under this Alternative, the entire Planning Area would be open only for oil and gas leasing subject to the
appropriate leasing stipulations. There would be no potash leasing throughout the Planning Area (785,567
acres), which would result in increased protections to air quality in the Planning Area, compared to
Alternative B1, as no surface-disturbing activities associated with potash leasing would occur.
The open leasing areas in Alternative A (210,884 acres) would be subject to further stipulations or closed
entirely, which would reduce the impacts to air quality in these areas because oil and gas development
would likely be reduced, compared to Alternative A.
CSU and TL stipulations for oil and gas leasing would be applied to approximately 285,806 acres.
Approximately 499,008 acres would be subject to NSO stipulations, and 753 acres would be closed to oil
and gas leasing. Although there would be fewer acres subject to CSU and TL stipulations, as compared to
Alternative A, there would be greater acreage subject to NSO stipulations, which would provide greater
protections to air quality in the Planning Area.
Minimizing the amount of surface disturbance and related impacts resulting from oil and gas development
through application of the Baseline CSU on lands identified with sensitive resources (222,289 acres) would
provide protections to air quality. Stipulations including multiple well pads, collocating production
facilities, and reclamation requirements would all minimize surface impacts and the resulting air emissions
typically associated with oil and gas leasing.

4.3.6

Impacts from Alternative C

Under this alternative, the entire Planning Area would be open only for oil and gas leasing subject to the
appropriate leasing stipulations. There would be no potash leasing throughout the Planning Area (785,567
acres), which would result in increased protections to air quality in the Planning Area.
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The areas open to oil and gas leasing with standard terms and conditions in Alternative A (210,884 acres)
would be subject to further stipulations or closed entirely, which would reduce the impacts to air quality in
these areas as oil and gas development would likely be reduced, compared to Alternatives A and B.
Applying the Baseline CSU stipulation, the CSU stipulations for air quality, and the CSU stipulation
requiring a Fugitive Dust Control Plan would have the same impact to air quality as described in
Alternative B.
Maximizing lease parcel size could provide the same reductions to air emissions as discussed in
Alternative B.
Applying BMPs to minimize emissions resulting from mineral operations would lessen impacts to regional
air quality, similar to Alternative B.
Application of BMPs during extreme and exceptional droughts to reduce dust production would provide
protections to air quality by minimizing the amount of particulate emissions, similar to Alternatives A and
B.
CSU or TL stipulations for oil and gas leasing would be applied to 54,799 acres. An NSO stipulation for
oil and gas leasing would be applied to 550,599 acres, and 180,169 acres would be closed to oil and gas
leasing. Although there would be fewer acres subject to CSU and TL stipulations, compared to
Alternative A, there would be a much greater amount of acreage either subject to NSO stipulations, or
entirely closed, which could reduce or prevent surface-disturbing activities from oil and gas development
in these areas, compared to Alternatives A and B.

4.3.7

Impacts from Alternative D

Deferring the issuance of new oil and gas leases within PLAs (103,619 acres) would provide the same
protections to air quality as discussed in Alternative B1. Applying a phased leasing approach to limit potash
leasing would have the same impacts to air quality as discussed in Alternative B1.
Applying CSU stipulations for mineral leasing could minimize new emission sources by limiting mineral
leasing operations in these areas. A CSU stipulation that would require mitigation of impacts to air quality
and greenhouse gas emissions and a CSU stipulation requiring mitigation of potential impacts from mineral
development on regional ozone formation would provide greater protection to air quality than in Alternative
A and the same as Alternatives B and C. Additionally, requiring a Fugitive Dust Control Plan for mineral
activities that would disturb a surface area larger than 0.25 acre or that would involve truck traffic on
unpaved or untreated surfaces, and applying BMPs to minimize dust generate from mineral activities could
reduce particulate emissions from fugitive dust and maintain air quality to a greater degree than
Alternative A and the same as Alternatives B and C.
Designating a PLA in the Upper Ten Mile area, the Red Wash area where potash prospecting permits have
been issued, and the Hatch Point area where potash prospecting permits have been issued would have the
same impacts to air quality as discussed under Alternative B1.
Under Alternative D, areas open to leasing with standard terms and conditions in Alternative A (210,884
acres) would be subject to further stipulations or closed entirely, which would reduce the impacts to air
quality resources in these areas as leasing activities and development would likely be reduced, compared
to Alternative A and the same as Alternatives B and C.
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CSU and TL stipulations for potash leasing would be applied to 57,308 acres. Applying a CSU stipulation
to all potash leases that requires processing facilities to be located within a PPFA (42,492 acres) would
have the same impacts to air quality as discussed in Alternative B1, apart from any area that would be
granted an exception in the future. Under this Alternative, an exception to the PPFA stipulation could be
granted for small-scale potash processing facilities located within the PLAs. If these smaller facilities were
constructed, impacts to air quality could increase as compared to Alternative B1 due to increased surfacedisturbing activities in these areas (no more than 100 acres).
An NSO stipulation for potash leasing would be applied to 46,311 acres, and 681,948 acres would be
deferred. Although there would be fewer acres subject to CSU, TL, and NSO stipulations, compared to
Alternative A, there would be less acreage subject to potash leasing, which would provide greater
protections to air quality.
Maximizing lease parcel size could provide the same reductions in air emissions as discussed in
Alternative B.
CSU and TL stipulations for oil and gas leasing would be applied to 230,765 acres, 305,899 acres would
be subject to NSO stipulations, 145,284 acres would be closed, and 103,619 acres within the PLAs would
be deferred. Although there would be fewer acres subject to CSU and TL stipulations, compared to
Alternative A, there would be a much greater amount of acreage either subject to NSO stipulations, or
entirely closed, which would provide greater protections to air quality.
Applying BMPs to minimize emissions resulting from mineral operations would lessen impacts to regional
air quality, similar to Alternatives B and C.
Applying BMPs to reduce fugitive dust in all soils and especially those with high and moderate wind erosion
ratings would have the same protections to air quality as discussed in Alternative A, but to a greater extent
as the area of application would cover more acres. Application of BMPs during extreme and exceptional
droughts to reduce dust production would provide protections to air quality by minimizing the amount of
particulate emissions, similar to Alternatives A, B, and C.
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CULTURAL RESOURCES

Because the majority of cultural resources that have been identified in the Planning Area consist of
archaeological sites, the primary concern for impacts relates to disturbance of the artifacts, features, and
architecture of sites in ways that reduce their integrity, alter their association with traditional values, and
reduce the potential to recover data. Archaeological data consist of both “objects” (in the broad sense of
artifacts, architecture, features, etc.), and the horizontal and vertical relationships between these objects.
Our ability to interpret and understand the past is based on recovering not only the material culture of the
past in the form of artifacts, buildings, and the built environment, but the spatial relationships between
different aspects of material culture. Consequently, surface and subsurface disturbances have the greatest
potential for adverse impacts on cultural resources. Impacts can include elimination or reduction of the
setting and physical integrity of a sacred or other site, including National Register-eligible sites, landscapes,
and cultural theme areas. Other impacts may include disruption or reduction of the religious values of sites
and areas, reduction in the data potential of a site, and damage to traditional collection areas or resource
sites.
In general, impacts on cultural resources from surface disturbance are long-term and permanent; once an
archaeological site has been impacted, the effect typically cannot be reversed. However, as stated
previously, short-term effects from visual or auditory impacts may occur, and can often be mitigated or
accommodated. Potential impacts to specific cultural resources from the various proposed management
alternatives are difficult to quantify precisely. The management alternatives neither stipulate precise
locations for surface-disturbing activities, nor are the precise locations of all cultural resources in the area
known. However, it is possible to estimate impacts based on the proposed general locations of activities
within the Planning Area to zones that either have a high or low probability of containing cultural resources.

4.4.1

Assumptions

•

Protection for all cultural resources would occur in accordance with Federal laws and BLM
regulations and agreements, regardless of whether the resources are specifically identified in the
Moab MLP/FEIS.

•

Adverse impacts to cultural resources from surface-disturbing activities occur primarily at the time
the initial surface disturbance occurs. Therefore, the projected numbers for short-term surface
disturbance are used to quantify impacts to cultural resources.

•

There is a direct correlation between the number of sites that could be impacted by various mineral
actions and the degree, nature, and quantity of surface-disturbing activities allowed within the
Planning Area. In general, the more surface disturbance associated with mineral development, the
greater the likelihood for adverse impacts to cultural resources.

•

There is a direct relationship between the frequency of human use in an area and the potential for
indirect impacts to cultural resources.

4.4.2

Impacts Common to All Alternatives

Applying an NSO stipulation for mineral leasing in order to reduce surface use conflicts along the U.S.
Highway 191 utility corridor within Moab Canyon (3,119 acres) could help to protect cultural resources
that may occur within these areas.
Applying an NSO stipulation for mineral leasing in areas where mineral activities would be incompatible
with existing surface use (Moab Landfill [82 acres], Moab Airport [296 acres], and Dead Horse Point State
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Park [3,932 acres]) would help prevent damage to cultural resources within these areas that can be caused
by surface-disturbing activities.

4.4.3

Impacts from Alternative A (No Action)

In Alternative A oil and gas and potash leasing and development could occur concurrently with the same
tract of land, which could result in higher concentrations of development and redundant infrastructure.
Although drilling for oil and gas and potash is similar, the production of potash requires the use of potash
processing facilities, which involve large tracts of land over a long period of time. Mineral development
would result in soil and vegetation disturbance that could adversely impact cultural resources.
Avoiding or minimizing impacts to traditional cultural properties (TCP) from development would help to
protect these areas from surface-disturbing activities that could damage or destroy these sites.
Managing cultural plants to ensure that ground disturbing activities do not contribute to the decline of
sensitive plant communities would help to protect these plants from potential damage from surfacedisturbing activities.
Applying an NSO stipulation for mineral leasing within the area of the existing Three Rivers mineral
withdrawal for locatable minerals (23,441 acres) could protect cultural resources (including the Denis Julien
inscription along the Green River) from surface-disturbing activities in these areas.
Under Alternative A, about 651,270 acres are managed as open to leasing with standard terms and
conditions or with CSU and TL stipulations, which comprises about 83 percent of the Planning Area.
Within this area, projected development for oil and gas and potash would occur and the associated surface
disturbance could adversely impact cultural resources. Because oil and gas and potash leasing and
development, including potash processing facilities, could occur on the same tracts of land within these
651,270 acres, there is a higher likelihood for disturbance than would occur if the minerals were to be
developed separately and thus more potential for adverse impacts to cultural resources.
The remaining 17 percent of the Planning Area is subject to NSO stipulations (133,574 acres) and closed
to mineral leasing (753 acres). These major constraints would protect cultural resources within these areas
by precluding surface mineral development.
The entire Planning Area has been assessed to determine the potential for the occurrence of cultural sites
(see Map 3-2). Each acre of the Planning Area has been ranked as having high (157,911 acres with 17
percent of the Planning Area), medium (468,765 acres or 50 percent of the Planning Area), or low (319,789
acres or 33 percent of the Planning Area) potential for the occurrence of cultural sites. Table 4-15 presents
the potential for the occurrence of cultural sites by alternative and mineral leasing decision (in acres).

Table 4-15. The Potential for the Occurrence of Cultural Sites by Alternative and Mineral
Leasing Decision (in acres)
Cultural Site
Occurrence
Potential

Alternative A

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D

Open to Leasing with Standard Terms and Conditions
High Potential

22,899

0

0

0

Medium Potential

66,881

0

0

0

Low Potential

120,352

0

0

0
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Alternative A

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D

Open to Leasing with CSU and/or TL stipulations
High Potential

73,379

39,716

8,782

40,763

Medium Potential

147,179

82,405

17,648

83,309

Low Potential

120,352

163,684

28,369

164,001

Managed with an NSO stipulation
High Potential

39,424

96,452

92,841

78,192

Medium Potential

46,281

178,656

174,172

120,175

Low Potential

46,858

223,900

283,568

155,742

High Potential

77

77

34,623

17,290

Medium Potential

304

304

69,613

57,949

Low Potential

372

372

75,933

70,045

Closed to Leasing

4.4.4

Impacts from Alternative B

Applying a Lease Notice would help to mitigate impacts to TCPs and cultural plants from surface-disturbing
activities.
Applying an NSO stipulation up to a 0.5 mile radius that is visible or audible from highly visited cultural
sites or cultural concentration areas (22,328 acres) would help protect these areas from surface-disturbing
activities, as well as to protect the visitor experience at these locations.
Applying a Lease Notice requiring viewshed assessment would help to protect cultural resources from
surface-disturbing activities in these areas, as well as protect the visitor experience to these locations.
Applying a Lease Notice to areas of high probability of cultural site occurrence and informing the operator
that it may be more difficult or costly to exercise lease rights could help to protect cultural resources that
may be found in these areas from surface-disturbing activities. This Lease Notice involves 136,245 acres.
Impacts from applying an NSO stipulation for mineral leasing within the area of the existing Three Rivers
mineral withdrawal for locatable minerals (23,441 acres) would be the same as those described in
Alternative A. This area includes the Denis Julien inscription along the Green River.
Maximizing the size of oil and gas lease parcels could potentially reduce the number of operators, redundant
infrastructure, and corridors, thereby reducing the potential impacts to cultural sites.
Implementing BMPs to minimize the potential resource impacts associated with mineral development could
prevent or reduce surface impacts caused by mineral development, thereby preventing damage to cultural
resources from such activities.
Applying a Baseline CSU stipulation to oil and gas and potash leasing in areas with sensitive resources in
order to minimize the amount of surface disturbance and related impacts resulting from mineral
development could reduce adverse impacts to cultural resources within these areas as compared to
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Alternative A. The Baseline CSU stipulation would apply to 208,185 acres in Alternative B1 and 222,289
in Alternative B2.
In Alternative B, 96,529 acres with high potential for the occurrence of cultural sites are managed with an
NSO stipulation or as closed. These major constraints would protect areas with high potential for cultural
sites by precluding development. As compared to Alternative A, Alternative B provides major constraints
for 57,028 more acres with high potential for cultural sites (see Table 4-15). Therefore, Alternative B
provides more protection for areas with high potential for cultural sites than compared to Alternative A.

Impacts Specific to Alternative B1 Only
Not issuing new oil and gas leases within PLAs (103,619 acres) could help to minimize adverse impacts to
cultural resources found within these areas. These adverse impacts could result from concurrent oil and
gas development and potash development that could occur under Alternative A. However, 43 percent of
the Hatch Point PLA contains existing oil and gas leases. There is potential for concurrent development of
oil and gas and potash on these existing leases and a greater likelihood for adverse impacts to cultural
resources. Allowing potash leasing and development within PLAs on 103,619 acres could result in adverse
impacts to cultural resources that may be found in these areas from surface and subsurface-disturbing potash
related activities. If the acreage encompassed by PLAs were to become available solely for oil and gas
leasing and development the adverse impacts to cultural resources would be similar to or less than the
impacts identified for potash leasing and development. Alternative B1 does not allow potash leasing on
681,948 acres within the Planning Area, which would minimize adverse impacts to cultural resources from
concurrent oil and gas and potash development as compared to Alternative A.
A phased approach to potash leasing could help reduce impacts to cultural resources as compared to
Alternative A. By testing the feasibility of potash development, unnecessary surface disturbance would be
avoided and appropriate mitigation measures applied. These measures would benefit cultural resources.
Applying a CSU stipulation to all potash leases in Alternative B1 that requires processing facilities to be
located within a PPFA could damage cultural resources that may be found within those areas; however,
limiting the facilities to PPFAs (42,492 acres) would help to mitigate impacts that might have been caused
if the facilities were allowed anywhere within an area of 651,270 acres as described in Alternative A. About
3,037 acres of surface disturbance and the associated potential adverse impacts to cultural resources could
result from the construction of potash processing facilities within the PPFAs as compared to the 4,216 acres
of surface disturbance that could result from the construction of processing facilities in Alternative A. The
potential adverse impacts to cultural resources associated with the construction of potash processing
facilities would be less in Alternative B1 than in Alternative A.
In Alternative B1, about 228,926 acres would be open to oil and gas leasing subject to CSU and TL
stipulations (minor constraints). There are zero acres managed as open to oil and gas leasing with standard
terms and conditions (open). These areas managed as open to oil and gas leasing and with minor constraints
that comprise about 29 percent of the Planning Area. Within these areas, projected development for oil and
gas would occur. The associated surface disturbance could adversely impact cultural resources. The area
managed as open and with minor constraints for oil and gas leasing and development is about 422,344 acres
less than Alternative A. Therefore, there is much less likelihood for adverse impacts to cultural resources
associated with oil and gas leasing and development in Alternative B1 as compared to Alternative A.
About 58 percent of the Planning Area is subject to NSO stipulations (452,269 acres) and closed to oil and
gas leasing (753 acres). These major constraints would protect cultural resources within these areas by
precluding development. The area covered by major constraints for oil and gas leasing and development is
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about 313,723 acres more than Alternative A. Alternative B1 offers far more protection for cultural
resources from impacts associated with oil and gas leasing and development than Alternative A.
In Alternative B1, about 103,619 acres would be available to potash leasing and development within the
PLAs. Within the PLAs, there are about 57,620 acres managed with CSU and TL stipulations (minor
constraints) and zero acres managed as open with standard terms and conditions (open). Projected potash
well drilling would occur within the PLAs in the areas managed as open and with minor constraints and the
associated surface disturbance could adversely impact cultural resources. The area managed as open and
with minor constraints to potash leasing and development in Alternative B1 is about 593,650 acres less than
Alternative A. In addition, there are about 45,999 acres within the PLAs that are subject to NSO
stipulations, which would protect cultural resources by precluding surface development of potash.
Therefore, adverse impacts to cultural resources associated with potash leasing and development are less
likely in Alternative B1 as compared to Alternative A.

Impacts Specific to Alternative B2 Only
In Alternative B2, the entire Planning Area would be open only for oil and gas leasing subject to the
appropriate leasing stipulations. The Planning Area (785,567 acres) would be closed to potash leasing,
which would reduce impacts to cultural resources resulting from the concurrent development of oil and gas
and potash as described in Alternative A. The impacts to cultural resources from the limited potash
development provided in Alternative B1 would be greater than the exclusion of potash development in
Alterative B2.
Alternative B2 would substitute oil and gas well drilling for potash well drilling within the PLAs established
in Alternative B1 and the impacts to cultural resources would be similar. The major difference between
Alternative B1 and Alternative B2 is that Alternative B2 eliminates the 3,037 acres of surface disturbance
and the associated potential adverse impacts to cultural resources, which could result from the construction
of potash processing facilities within the 42,492 acres of PPFAs established in Alternative B1.
Under Alternative B2, about 285,806 acres would be open to oil and gas leasing and development subject
to CSU and TL stipulations. There are zero acres open to oil and gas leasing under standard terms and
conditions (open). These areas managed as open to oil and gas leasing and with minor constraints (CSU
and TL stipulations) comprise about 36 percent of the Planning Area. Within these areas, projected
development for oil and gas would occur and the associated surface disturbance could adversely impact
cultural resources. The area managed as open and with minor constraints to oil and gas leasing and
development is about 365,464 acres less than Alternative A. Therefore, there is much less likelihood for
adverse impacts to cultural resources associated with oil and gas development in Alternative B2 as
compared to Alternative A.
About 64 percent of the Planning Area is subject to NSO stipulations (499,008 acres) and closed to oil and
gas leasing (753 acres) in Alternative B2. These major constraints would protect cultural resources within
these areas by precluding development. The area covered by major constraints for oil and gas leasing and
development is about 360,466 acres more than Alternative A. Therefore, Alternative B2 offers far more
protection for cultural resources from impacts associated with oil and gas leasing and development than
Alternative A.
In Alternative B2, the entire Planning Area (785,567 acres) would be closed to potash leasing and
development. Therefore, impacts to cultural resources associated with potash development are eliminated.
Alternative B2 would provide far greater protection to cultural resources from surface disturbance
associated with potash leasing and development than Alternatives A and B1.
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Impacts from Alternative C

In Alternative C, the entire Planning Area would be open only for oil and gas leasing subject to the
appropriate leasing stipulations. The Planning Area (785,567 acres) would be closed to potash leasing,
which would result in the same impacts to cultural resources as those described in Alternative B2.
Impacts from applying a Lease Notice for TCPs and cultural plants would be the same as those described
in Alternative B.
Impacts from applying an NSO stipulation for a one mile radius that is visible or audible from highly visited
cultural sites or cultural concentration areas would be the same as Alternative B, except that a greater area
would be protected. When compared with Alternative B, the number of acres would be much greater
(45,289 acres in Alternative C as compared to 22,328 acres in Alternative B).
Impacts from applying a Lease Notice requiring viewshed assessment would be the same as those described
in Alternative B.
Impacts from applying a Lease Notice to areas of high probability of cultural site occurrence informing the
operator that it may be more difficult or costly to exercise lease rights would be the same as those described
in Alternative B.
Closing the Three Rivers mineral withdrawal to mineral leasing would help protect cultural resources
(including the Denis Julien inscription along the Green River) that may occur in those areas and would be
the same as those described in Alternatives A and B.
Impacts from maximizing the size of oil and gas lease parcels would be the same as those described in
Alternative B.
Impacts from developing BMPs as appropriate to minimize the potential resource impacts associated with
mineral development would be the same as those described in Alternative B.
Impacts from applying a Baseline CSU stipulation in areas with sensitive resources in order to minimize
the amount of surface disturbance and related impacts resulting from mineral development would be the
same as those described in Alternative B.
For Alternative C, about 54,799 acres would be open to oil and gas leasing and development subject to
CSU and TL stipulations (minor constraints). There are zero acres open to oil and gas leasing with standard
terms and conditions (open). These areas managed as open to oil and gas leasing and with minor constraints
comprise about 7 percent of the Planning Area. Within these areas, projected development for oil and gas
would occur and the associated surface disturbance could adversely impact cultural resources. The area
managed as open and with minor constraints to oil and gas leasing and development is far less than in
Alternatives A, B1, and B2. As a result, adverse impacts to cultural resources associated with oil and gas
surface development are much less likely in Alternative C as compared to Alternatives A, B1, and B2.
About 93 percent of the Planning Area is subject to NSO stipulations (550,599 acres) and closed to oil and
gas leasing (180,169 acres). These major constraints would protect cultural resources within these areas by
precluding development. The area covered by major constraints for oil and gas leasing and development is
far more than Alternatives A, B1, and B2. Therefore, Alternative C offers far more protection to cultural
resources from impacts associated with oil and gas leasing and development than Alternatives A, B1, and
B2.
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In Alternative C, 127,464 acres with high potential for the occurrence of cultural sites are managed with an
NSO stipulation or as closed. These major constraints would protect areas with high potential for cultural
sites by precluding development. Alternative C provides major constraints for 87,963 more acres with high
potential for cultural sites than Alternative A and 30,935 more acres than Alternative B (see Table 4-15).
Therefore, Alternative C provides more protection for areas with high potential for cultural sites than does
Alternatives A and B.

4.4.6

Impacts from Alternative D

Impacts from applying a Lease Notice to mitigate impacts to TCPs and cultural plants from surfacedisturbing activities would be the same as those described in Alternative B.
Impacts from applying an NSO stipulation up to a 0.5 mile radius that is visible or audible from highly
visited cultural sites or cultural concentration areas (22,328 acres) would be the same as those described in
Alternative B and greater than the impacts described in Alternative C.
Impacts from applying a Lease Notice requiring viewshed assessment would be the same as those described
in Alternatives B and C.
Impacts from applying a Lease Notice to areas of high probability of cultural site occurrence informing the
operator that it may be more difficult or costly to exercise lease rights would be the same as those described
in Alternatives B and C.
Impacts from applying an NSO stipulation for mineral leasing within the area of the existing Three Rivers
mineral withdrawal for locatable minerals (23,441 acres) would be the same as those described in
Alternatives A, B, and C. This area includes the Denis Julien inscription along the Green River.
Impacts from maximizing the size of oil and gas lease parcels would be the same as those described in
Alternatives B and C.
Impacts from allowing development within PLAs on 103,619 acres would be largely the same as those
described in Alternative B1. However, an exception to a CSU stipulation that allows small scale potash
processing facilities of 100 acres or less of surface disturbance in PLAs could adversely impact cultural
resources.
Impacts from developing BMPs as appropriate to minimize the potential resource impacts associated with
mineral development would be the same as those described in Alternatives B and C.
Applying the Baseline CSU stipulation in Alternative D for all mineral development on 213,218 acres,
could reduce surface disturbance and potential impacts to cultural resources when compared to
Alternative A. Impacts to cultural resources from applying the Baseline CSU stipulation would be very
similar to Alternatives B and C. However, Alternative D provides an exception to the Baseline CSU
stipulation, which could lead to more surface disturbance and potential adverse impacts to cultural resources
as compared to Alternative B.
Impacts to cultural resources from applying a CSU stipulation to all potash leases that requires processing
facilities to be located within a PPFA (42,492 acres) would be similar to Alternative B1; however, an
exception could allow for a small-scale potash processing facility within the PLAs, allowing an additional
disturbance of up to 100 acres. If the smaller potash processing facility were to be developed, the associated
surface disturbance could lead to adverse impacts to cultural resources.
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Under Alternative D, about 230,765 acres would be open to oil and gas leasing subject to CSU and TL
stipulations (minor constraints). There are zero acres managed as open to oil and gas leasing under standard
terms and conditions (open). These areas are managed as open to oil and gas leasing and with minor
constraints comprising about 29 percent of the Planning Area. Within these areas, projected development
for oil and gas would occur and the associated surface disturbance could adversely impact cultural
resources. The area, which is managed as open and with minor constraints for oil and gas leasing and
development, is about 420,505 acres less than Alternative A. Therefore, there is much less likelihood for
adverse impacts to cultural resources associated with oil and gas leasing and development in Alternative D
as compared to Alternative A; similar likelihood for adverse impacts as compared to Alternatives B1 and
B2; and greater likelihood for adverse impacts as compared to Alternative C.
About 57 percent of the Planning Area is subject to NSO stipulations (305,899 acres) and closed to oil and
gas leasing (145,284 acres). These major constraints would protect cultural resources within these areas by
precluding development. The area covered by major constraints for oil and gas leasing and development is
about 311,888 acres more than Alternative A; slightly less (1,839 acres) than Alternative B1; less than
(48,578 acres) Alternative B2; and much less than (279,585 acres) than Alternative C. Therefore,
Alternative D offers far more protection for cultural resources from impacts associated with oil and gas
leasing and development than Alternative A; similar protection than Alternatives B1 and B2; and much less
than Alternative C.
In Alternative D, about 103,619 acres would be available to potash leasing and development within the
PLAs. Within the PLAs, there are about 57,620 acres managed with CSU and TL stipulations (minor
constraints) and zero acres managed as open under standard terms and conditions (open). Projected potash
well drilling would occur within the PLAs in the areas managed as open and with minor constraints and the
associated surface disturbance could adversely impact cultural resources. The area managed as open and
with minor constraints to potash leasing and development in Alternative D is about 593,650 acres less than
Alternative A and the same as Alternative B1. Therefore, there is much less likelihood for adverse impacts
to cultural resources associated with potash leasing and development in Alternative D as compared to
Alternative A. In addition, out of the 103,619 acres available for potash leasing, there are about 45,999
acres that are subject to NSO stipulations, which would protect cultural resources by precluding surface
development of potash leasing and development. In Alternatives B2 and C, no leasing and development of
potash would occur.
In Alternative D, 95,382 acres with high potential for the occurrence of cultural sites are managed with an
NSO stipulation or as closed. These major constraints would protect areas with high potential for cultural
sites by precluding development. Alternative D provides major constraints for 55,881 more acres with high
potential for cultural sites than Alternative A, 32,082 less acres than Alternative C, and 1,147 less acres
than Alternative C (see Table 4-15). Therefore, Alternative D provides more protection for areas with high
potential for cultural sites than Alternative A, less protection than Alternative C, and similar protection to
Alternative B.
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4.5

Chapter 4–Lands and Realty

LANDS AND REALTY

This section presents potential impacts to lands and realty from implementing management actions
presented in Chapter 2. Existing conditions concerning lands and realty management are described in
Chapter 3.

4.5.1
•
•
•
•

4.5.2

Assumptions
Existing locatable mineral withdrawals would continue.
Existing designated utility right-of-way (ROW) corridors would continue.
Filming would continue at identified filming locations.
The BLM would grant reasonable access across BLM lands to State lands.

Impacts Common to All Alternatives

Applying an NSO stipulation for mineral leasing to reduce conflicts along the U.S. Highway 191 utility
corridor within Moab Canyon would ensure that the corridor remains open for utilities without potential
encumbrances from mineral development.

4.5.3

Impacts from Alternative A (No Action)

Applying an NSO stipulation for mineral leasing within the area of the existing Three Rivers mineral
withdrawal (23,441 acres) would ensure that these major river corridors are protected from the impacts
associated with the development of leasable mineral resources. These impacts are identical in Alternatives
A, B and D; Alternative C provides additional protection for the river corridors.
Allowing mineral industry traffic on the Needles Overlook and Anticline Overlook Roads could lead to
heavy truck traffic along State scenic backways, which could degrade the road surface and create poor road
conditions.
No leasing stipulation would be applied to protect filming sites. Therefore, mineral leasing and
development could adversely affect the viewshed from popular filming locations by placing infrastructure
in generally undeveloped landscapes.

4.5.4

Impacts from Alternative B

Impacts from applying an NSO stipulation for mineral leasing within the area of the existing Three Rivers
mineral withdrawal (23,441 acres) would be the same as those described in Alternative A.
Applying a CSU stipulation precluding the use of heavy trucks on the Needles Overlook and Anticline
Overlook Roads would prevent impacts to the road surface. However, utilizing an exception to this CSU
stipulation when there are no alternative routes available could lead to heavy truck traffic and damage to
the roads, but the exception would require bonding, which would ensure that the damage to these roads
would be repaired.
Applying a CSU stipulation within 1.0 mile of the high use filming locations (177,594 acres) would help
to protect these locations from activities that could discourage filming. This stipulation would require a
visual assessment to demonstrate that the proposed mineral operations within this area do not result in long
term impairment to the scenic quality from the filming location.
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Impacts Specific to Alternative B1 Only
There are no specific impacts from Alternative B1 to the Lands and Realty program.

Impacts Specific to Alternative B2 Only
There are no specific impacts from Alternative B2 to the Lands and Realty program.

4.5.5

Impacts from Alternative C

Closing the Three Rivers mineral withdrawal to mineral leasing (23,441 acres) would ensure that these
major river corridors are protected from mineral leasing and development because adjacent development
would be further reduced when compared to applying an NSO stipulation.
Applying a CSU stipulation precluding the use of heavy trucks on the Needles Overlook and Anticline
Overlook Roads would prevent impacts to the road surface.
Applying an NSO stipulation within 1.0 mile of the high use filming locations (177,594 acres) would
provide greater protection to these locations from mineral activities that could discourage filming than
Alternative B.

4.5.6

Impacts from Alternative D

Impacts from applying an NSO stipulation for mineral leasing within the area of the existing Three Rivers
mineral withdrawal (23,441 acres) would be the same as those described in Alternative A.
Impacts of applying a CSU stipulation precluding the use of heavy trucks on the Needles Overlook and
Anticline Overlook Roads would be the same as those described in Alternative B.
Impacts from applying a CSU stipulation within 1.0 mile of the high use filming locations would be the
same as those described in Alternative B.
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4.6

Chapter 4–Lands with Wilderness Characteristics

LANDS WITH WILDERNESS CHARACTERISTICS

This section presents potential impacts to lands with wilderness characteristics from implementing
management actions presented in Chapter 2. Existing conditions concerning lands with wilderness
characteristics are described in Chapter 3.

4.6.1

Assumptions

•

The BLM would continue to manage natural areas to protect their wilderness characteristics. The
BLM would implement authorizations associated with this MLP/FEIS in a manner that minimizes
impacts to lands with wilderness characteristics.

•

Impacts to lands with wilderness characteristics include those that affect the size, naturalness,
solitude, or primitive recreation opportunities within inventoried lands with wilderness
characteristics.

4.6.2

Impacts from Alternative A (No Action)

In Alternative A, oil and gas and potash leasing and development could occur concurrently with the same
tract of land, which could result in higher concentrations of development and redundant infrastructure.
Although drilling for oil and gas and potash is similar, the production of potash requires the use of potash
processing facilities, which involve large tracts of land over a long period of time. Mineral development
would result in soil and vegetation disturbance and the presence of permanent structures that would degrade
the naturalness of lands with wilderness characteristics. The noise of construction and operation of mineral
facilities, including the presence of work crews, vehicles, and equipment, would degrade opportunities for
solitude and conflict with primitive recreational opportunities.
A total of 265,246 acres within the Planning Area have been identified as possessing wilderness
characteristics. Within the 265,246 acres of lands with wilderness characteristics, 41,102 acres are managed
as open with standard terms and conditions (open) and 172,166 acres are managed with CSU or TL
stipulations (minor constraints). The projected mineral development on these acres managed as open and
with minor constraints could lead to the loss of naturalness, opportunities for primitive and unconfined
recreation, and solitude. Oil and gas and potash leasing could lead to the development of roads and facilities
and increase traffic, noise, and dust that would diminish wilderness characteristics. Lands managed as open
or with minor constraints (CSU and TL stipulations) on lands with wilderness characteristics could also
lose the minimum size criteria (of 5,000 acres) required to be considered as containing wilderness
characteristics.
Managing 51,024 acres of lands with wilderness characteristics by applying an NSO stipulation and 753
acres as closed to mineral leasing would preclude development, which would preserve naturalness,
opportunities for primitive and unconfined recreation, and solitude. This would benefit lands identified as
having wilderness characteristics.
Potash leasing and development would have similar impacts on lands with wilderness characteristics,
except that wells could be more tightly spaced and areas that have both oil and gas and potash resource
development could have more surface disturbance, which could lead to further loss of opportunities for
primitive and unconfined recreation and solitude.
Not having BMPs to protect night skies could result in mineral development with associated light pollution.
The resulting light pollution could reduce the naturalness and opportunities for primitive recreation within
lands with wilderness characteristics by obscuring night time views of the stars. Not having specific BMPs
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to reduce noise and protect soundscapes could reduce the naturalness and feeling of solitude within the
Planning Area.

4.6.3

Impacts from Alternative B

Maximizing the size of oil and gas lease parcels could reduce the number of operators and thereby reduce
oil and gas infrastructure, which could ultimately reduce adverse impacts to opportunities for primitive and
unconfined recreation and solitude when compared to Alternative A.
The use of BMPs outlined in Appendix B could reduce the effects of mineral leasing and development on
lands with wilderness characteristics by limiting facility visibility and noise, reducing traffic, and limiting
other mineral related impacts, as compared with Alternative A, to lands with wilderness characteristics,
such as naturalness, opportunities for primitive and unconfined recreation, and solitude.
BMPs to reduce night sky impacts would provide a more ideal setting for opportunities for primitive and
unconfined recreation. BMPs to mitigate mineral operation noise would decrease mineral operation
impacts, as compared with Alternative A, to the background setting, which would protect opportunities for
primitive and unconfined recreation and solitude.
A total of 265,246 acres within the Planning Area have been identified as possessing wilderness
characteristics. However, the Baseline CSU stipulation would be applied only to the 192,220 acres of lands
with wilderness characteristics analyzed in the 2008 Resource Management Plans (RMP). This could
reduce the number of well pads and roads, space well pads further apart, limit redundant infrastructure,
increase reclamation activities, and reduce overall surface disturbance as compared to Alternative A. These
actions could reduce the impacts from mineral leasing and development on naturalness, opportunities for
primitive and unconfined recreation, and solitude within the 192,220 acres.

Impacts Specific to Alternative B1 Only
Not issuing new oil and gas leases within PLAs (103,619 acres) could help to minimize adverse impacts to
29,769 acres of lands with wilderness characteristics found within PLAs. These adverse impacts could
result from the concurrent oil and gas development and potash development, which could occur under
Alternative A. However, 43 percent of the Hatch Point PLA contains existing oil and gas leases. Therefore,
there is potential for concurrent development of oil and gas and potash on these existing leases and a greater
likelihood for adverse impacts to 17,871 acres of lands with wilderness characteristics in the Hatch Point
PLA. The development of potash leases in the PLAs could reduce naturalness and opportunities for
primitive recreation and solitude for the next 15 years. Furthermore, if potash resources do not develop in
that time frame, the area could again be available for oil and gas leasing. If the acreage encompassed by
PLAs were to become available solely for oil and gas leasing and development, the adverse impacts to lands
with wilderness characteristics would be similar to or less than the impacts identified for potash leasing and
development. Alternative B1 does not allow potash leasing on 681,948 acres within the Planning Area,
which would minimize adverse impacts to lands with wilderness characteristics from concurrent oil and gas
and potash development as compared to Alternative A.
A phased approach to potash leasing could help reduce impacts to lands with wilderness characteristics as
compared to Alternative A. By testing the feasibility of potash development, unnecessary surface
disturbance would be avoided and appropriate mitigation measures applied. These measures would benefit
lands with wilderness characteristics.
The Red Wash and Hatch Point PLAs overlap lands with wilderness characteristics, which could lead to
potash development that could result in the loss of naturalness, opportunities for primitive and unconfined
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recreation, and solitude in these areas. As compared to Alternative A, fewer lands with wilderness
characteristics are available for potash leasing and development.
No lands with wilderness characteristics exist in areas identified as PPFAs. Therefore, there would be no
adverse impacts to lands with wilderness characteristics resulting from the establishment of PPFAs.
Under Alternative B1, about 265,246 acres are identified as having wilderness characteristics. Of this
acreage, 31,914 would be open to oil and gas leasing subject to CSU and TL stipulations (minor constraints).
There are zero acres open to oil and gas leasing under standard terms and conditions (open). Within these
31,914 acres, projected development for oil and gas would occur and the associated surface disturbance
could adversely impact lands with wilderness characteristics. The lands with wilderness characteristics that
are managed as open and with minor constraints for oil and gas leasing and development is about 140,252
acres less than Alternative A. Therefore, there is much less likelihood for adverse impacts to lands with
wilderness characteristics associated with oil and gas leasing and development in Alternative B1 as
compared to Alternative A. About 76 percent of the lands with wilderness characteristics in Alternative B1
are subject to NSO stipulations (202,810 acres) and closed to oil and gas leasing (753 acres). These major
constraints would protect lands with wilderness characteristics by precluding development. The area
covered by major constraints for oil and gas leasing and development is about 169,786 acres more than
Alternative A. Therefore, Alternative B1 offers far more protection for lands with wilderness
characteristics from impacts associated with oil and gas leasing and development than Alternative A.
Under Alternative B1, about 103,619 acres would be available to potash leasing and development within
the PLAs. Within the PLAs, there are about 29,769 acres of lands with wilderness characteristics that are
available for potash leasing and development. Of these acres, 7,020 are subject to CSU and TL stipulations
and 22,749 are subject to NSO stipulations. Projected potash well drilling within the 7,020 acres subject to
CSU and TL stipulations and the associated surface disturbance could adversely impact lands with
wilderness characteristics. The lands with wilderness characteristics where surface development of potash
development is projected to occur is about 206,248 acres less than Alternative A. Therefore, there is much
less likelihood for adverse impacts to lands with wilderness characteristics associated with potash leasing
and development in Alternative B1 as compared to Alternative A.

Impacts Specific to Alternative B2 Only
In Alternative B2, the entire Planning Area would be open only for oil and gas leasing subject to the
appropriate leasing stipulations. The Planning Area (785,567 acres) would be closed to potash leasing,
which would reduce impacts to lands with wilderness characteristics that would result from the concurrent
development of oil and gas and potash as described in Alternative A. The impacts to lands with wilderness
characteristics from the limited potash development provided in Alternative B1 would be greater than the
exclusion of potash development in Alterative B2.
Alternative B2 would substitute oil and gas well drilling for potash well drilling within the PLAs established
in Alternative B1 and the impacts to wilderness characteristics would be similar. The major difference
between Alternative B1 and Alternative B2 is that Alternative B2 eliminates the 3,037 acres of surface
disturbance, as well as the associated potential adverse impacts to wilderness characteristics, which could
result from the construction of potash processing facilities within the 42,492 acres of PPFAs established in
Alternative B1.
Under Alternative B2, about 265,246 acres are identified as having wilderness characteristics. Of this
acreage, 38,934 would be open to oil and gas leasing subject to CSU and TL stipulations (minor constraints).
There are zero acres managed as open to oil and gas leasing with standard terms and conditions (open).
Within these 38,934 acres, projected development for oil and gas would occur and the associated surface
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disturbance could adversely impact lands with wilderness characteristics. The lands with wilderness
characteristics managed as open and with minor constraints for oil and gas leasing and development is about
174,334 acres less than Alternative A and similar to Alternative B1. Therefore, there is much less
likelihood for adverse impacts to lands with wilderness characteristics associated with oil and gas
development in Alternatives B1 and B2 as compared to Alternative A. About 85 percent of the lands with
wilderness characteristics in Alternative B2 are subject to NSO stipulations (225,259 acres) and are closed
to oil and gas leasing (753 acres). These major constraints would protect lands with wilderness
characteristics by precluding surface development. The area covered by major constraints for oil and gas
leasing and development is about 173,565 acres more than Alternative A and similar to Alternative B1.
Therefore, Alternatives B1 and B2 offer far more protection for lands with wilderness characteristics from
impacts associated with oil and gas leasing and development than Alternative A.

4.6.4

Impacts from Alternative C

In Alternative C, the entire Planning Area would be open only for oil and gas leasing subject to the
appropriate leasing stipulations. The Planning Area (785,567 acres) would be closed to potash leasing,
which would result in the same impacts to lands with wilderness characteristics as those described in
Alternative B2.
Maximizing the size of oil and gas lease parcels would have the same impact as Alternative B.
The use of BMPs outlined in Appendix B to reduce the effect of mineral leasing and development would
have the same impact as Alternative B.
A CSU stipulation to reduce impacts to night skies would protect the naturalness of dark skies more than
the BMPs applied under Alternative B. Impacts from BMPs to mitigate noise on lands with wilderness
characteristics would be similar to Alternative B; however, by further applying a CSU stipulation that
requires measurable noise limits would ensure more effective auditory mitigation as it pertains to
opportunities for primitive and unconfined recreation and solitude.
Impacts from applying the Baseline CSU stipulation on lands with wilderness characteristics would be
similar to Alternative B, except there would be 73,026 more acres of lands included in the stipulation for a
total of 265,246 acres.
Under Alternative C, about 265,246 acres are identified as having wilderness characteristics. Of this
acreage 9,021 would be managed as open to oil and gas leasing subject to CSU and TL stipulations (minor
constraints). There are zero acres open to oil and gas leasing with standard terms and conditions (open).
Within the 9,021 acres that are managed as open and with minor constraints, projected development for oil
and gas would occur and the associated surface disturbance could adversely impact lands with wilderness
characteristics. The lands with wilderness characteristics managed as open and with minor constraints for
mineral leasing and development are about 204,247 acres less than Alternative A, about 29,913 acres less
than Alternatives B1 and B2. Therefore, there is less likelihood for adverse impacts to lands with
wilderness characteristics associated with oil and gas leasing and development in Alternative C as
compared to Alternatives A, B1, and B2. About 97 percent of the lands with wilderness characteristics in
Alternative C are subject to NSO stipulations (148,266 acres) and closed to oil and gas leasing (107,959
acres). These major constraints would protect lands with wilderness characteristics by precluding surface
development. The area covered by major constraints for oil and gas leasing and development is about
204,448 acres more than Alternative A, 30,933 acres more than Alternatives B1 and B2. Therefore,
Alternative C offers more protection for lands with wilderness characteristics from impacts associated with
oil and gas leasing and development than Alternatives A, B1, and B2.
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Impacts from Alternative D

Maximizing the size of oil and gas lease parcels would have the same impact as Alternatives B and C.
The use of BMPs outlined in Appendix B to reduce the effects of mineral leasing and development would
have the same impact as under Alternatives B and C.
Impacts from BMPs to protect night skies would be the same as under Alternative B. The CSU stipulation
to protect night skies in Alternative C would protect the naturalness of dark night skies more than the BMPs
included in Alternative D. The impact of the BMPs and the CSU stipulation to mitigate noise as it pertains
to opportunities for primitive and unconfined recreation and solitude would be the same as that described
for Alternative C.
Impacts from applying a Baseline CSU would be similar to Alternative B, although an exception could be
granted (Appendix A), which could increase the density of well spacing in some instances. This additional
drilling could result in an increased loss of naturalness, opportunities for primitive and unconfined
recreation, and solitude compared with Alternative B. However, impacts would be less than Alternative A
and more than Alternatives B and C where the exception does not apply.
Designating PLAs would have the same impacts as those described in Alternative B1.
Considering phased leasing would have the same impacts as those described in Alternative B1.
Under Alternative D, about 265,246 acres are identified as having wilderness characteristics. Of this
acreage, 32,464 would be managed as open to oil and gas leasing subject to CSU and TL stipulations (minor
constraints). There are zero acres managed as open to oil and gas leasing under standard terms and
conditions (open). Within the 32,464 acres that are managed as open and with minor constraints, projected
development for oil and gas would occur and the associated surface disturbance could adversely impact
lands with wilderness characteristics. The lands with wilderness characteristics managed as open and with
minor constraints for oil and gas leasing and development is about 190,804 acres less than Alternative A,
about 550 acres more than Alternative B1, about 6,470 acres less than Alternative B2, and about 23,443
acres more than Alternative C. Therefore, there is much less likelihood for adverse impacts to lands with
wilderness characteristics associated with oil and gas leasing and development in Alternative D as
compared to Alternative A, similar potential for adverse impacts as compared to Alternatives B1 and B2,
and more potential for adverse impacts as compared to Alternative C. About 77 percent of the lands with
wilderness characteristics in Alternative D are subject to NSO stipulations (111,230 acres) and closed to oil
and gas leasing (91,783 acres). These major constraints would protect lands with wilderness characteristics
by precluding development. The area covered by major constraints for oil and gas leasing and development
is about 151,236 acres more than Alternative A, about 550 acres less than Alternative B1, about 23,199 less
than Alternative B2, and about 43,212 less than Alternative C. Therefore, Alternative D offers far more
protection for lands with wilderness characteristics from impacts associated with oil and gas leasing and
development than Alternative A, similar protection as compared to Alternative B1, and less protection as
compared to Alternatives B2 and C.
For potash leasing and development under Alternative D, the impacts to lands with wilderness
characteristics would be similar to those described in Alternative B1. However, Alternative D provides
exceptions to leasing stipulations that allow for closer drill spacing and small-scale potash processing
facilities within PLAs, which could overlap some areas with wilderness characteristics. Therefore, these
exceptions could result in greater adverse impacts to lands with wilderness characteristics than those
described for Alternative B1.
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LIVESTOCK GRAZING

This section presents potential impacts to livestock grazing management from implementing management
actions presented in Chapter 2. Existing conditions concerning livestock grazing management are
described in Chapter 3.

4.7.1

Assumptions

•

Livestock grazing would occur throughout the majority of the Planning Area.

•

Potash processing facilities involve the large scale construction of permanent facilities and the loss
of vegetation and associated AUMs for livestock grazing. The drilling of oil and gas and potash
wells would involve temporary and minimal loss of vegetation and an inconsequential loss of
AUMs.

4.7.2

Impacts from Alternative A (No Action)

Under Alternative A, construction of potash processing facilities could occur anywhere within 210,884
acres that are open with standard terms and conditions (open) and 443,056 acres managed with CSU and
TL stipulations (minor constraints). Construction of solar evaporation potash processing facilities in these
areas could permanently occupy up to 3,716 acres and remove up to 198 AUMs. In addition, construction
of a crystallization potash processing facility could occupy up to 500 acres and remove up to 26 AUMs.

4.7.3

Impacts from Alternative B

Impacts Specific to Alternative B1 Only
Applying a CSU stipulation to all potash leases that requires potash processing facilities to be located within
a PPFA (42,492 acres) would localize the disturbance and infrastructure to the PPFAs and prevent largescale disturbance from potash processing in other areas in the Planning Area that could occur under
Alternative A. Limiting the area available for PPFAs would reduce loss of forage outside of those areas
from potash processing and help retain AUMs available for livestock. The estimated amount of acreage
that could be disturbed by PPFAs is 3,037 acres, which could result in the loss of 59 AUMs that would no
longer be available to livestock under this alternative. The loss of AUMs within the PPFAs would be much
less than that projected for Alternative A.

Impacts Specific to Alternative B2 Only
Under Alternative B2, there would be no land available for potash development. Therefore, no AUMs
would be removed due to potash development.

4.7.4

Impacts from Alternative C

Under Alternative B2, there would be no land available for potash development. Therefore, no AUMs
would be removed due to potash development.

4.7.5

Impacts from Alternative D

Impacts to livestock grazing resulting from potash processing facilities would be the same as
Alternative B1.
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4.8

MINERALS

4.8.1

Oil and Gas

Chapter 4–Minerals: Oil and Gas

This section presents potential impacts to oil and gas leasing from implementing management actions
presented in Chapter 2. Existing conditions concerning oil and gas management are described in Chapter 3.

Assumptions
•

Oil and gas leasing, exploration, and development would continue to occur in the Planning Area
during the planning period.

•

Leaseholders have the right to explore, develop, and produce oil and gas resources from any valid,
existing lease, even if the area containing the lease were proposed to be closed to future leasing.

•

A valid, existing oil and gas lease is a legal contract secured by a leaseholder before the effective
date of the Planning Area Notice of Intent for the MLP process.

•

The resource protection measures identified in the Moab MLP will also apply to areas currently
under lease where they do not conflict with the rights granted to the holder of the lease. While the
BLM may not unilaterally add a new stipulation to an existing lease that it has already issued, the
BLM can subject the development of existing leases to reasonable measures in order to minimize
impacts to other resource values. These reasonable measures would be applied as Conditions of
Approval to post lease actions (e.g. permits to drill) and may include, but are not limited to,
modification to siting or design of facilities, timing of operations, and specification of interim and
final reclamation measures.

•

Directional and/or horizontal drilling could be used to access hydrocarbon resources under areas
constrained by surface use restrictions (e.g., NSO restrictions).

•

Directional and/or horizontal drilling viability and offset distance varies with the target formation,
the top depth of the target formation, and formation productivity.

•

Based on past BLM drilling experience, plugging and closure procedures have been shown to be
effective in protecting groundwater resources.

•

Disturbed areas would be successfully reclaimed within a scope of 10 years.

•

Based on recent drilling success rates for horizontal wells drilled within the Planning Area, it is
assumed that 60 percent of the wells will be productive and 40 percent will be dry holes, which
would be abandoned and successfully reclaimed within a 10 year period. It is also assumed that
there would be an average of 4 well bores per well pad.

•

Geophysical exploration would beneficially impact oil and gas development by providing data
necessary for prudent placement of well pads resulting in potentially higher success rates and less
total drilling. Surface disturbance associated with geophysical exploration would be short-term
and successfully reclaimed within 3 years.

•

Mitigation and revegetation would be successful within a scope of 10 years.
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The projection for future oil and gas development and the associated surface disturbance is
displayed in Table 4-16.

Table 4-16. Projected Oil and Gas Development and Surface Disturbance on Bureau of
Land Management Lands (over next 15 years)
Action

Alternative A

Alternative B1

Alternative B2

Alternative C

Alternative D

Well
(number of pads)

58

38

47

9

42

Gross surface
disturbance
(acres disturbed)

476

312

385

74

344

Net surface
disturbance after
reclamation
(acres disturbed)

343

225

277

53

248

pads1

1

It is assumed that there would be an average of 4 well bores per well pad.

Predicted surface disturbance for oil and gas development by alternative on BLM lands was calculated by
multiplying the percent of BLM lands open for development under each of the alternatives by the total
number of well pads predicted for all lands within the RFD. Lands designated with an NSO stipulation or
as closed to leasing were not considered open. However, where NSO lands have an exception for the
stipulation, an allowance was made for a limited number of well pads. Similarly, where a CSU stipulation
is based on achieving the objectives of VRM Class II, an allowance was made for a limited number of well
pads.

Impacts Common to All Alternatives
The economic costs of applying lease stipulations by alternative are found in the socioeconomic section.
Meeting National Air Quality Standards could result in additional emission control requirements that could
result in delays and extra costs for oil and gas operations on Federal lands.
Requiring that project specific analysis require the use of quantitative air quality analysis methods (i.e.,
modeling), when appropriate, would result in potential delays and additional costs.
Applying an NSO stipulation to the U.S. 191 utility corridor would require the use of more costly directional
and horizontal drilling to access the underlying Federal oil and gas resources.
Applying lease stipulations on lands with split-estate could restrict and delay oil and gas development on
Federal minerals with non-Federal surface.
Applying an NSO stipulation to lands managed as Natural Areas would require the use of more costly
directional and horizontal drilling to access the underlying Federal oil and gas resources.
Applying an NSO stipulation to areas with incompatible surface use (Moab Landfill, Moab Airport, and
Dead Horse Point State Park) would require the use of more costly directional and horizontal drilling to
access the underlying Federal oil and gas resources.
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Applying Lease Notices for complying with mitigation requirements for raptors, migratory birds, and
species included in both the Threatened and Endangered Species Act (ESA) and the Special Status Species
list could result in delays and additional costs to oil and gas operations.
Timing limitations for wildlife and special status species do not substantially vary across alternatives.
Timing limitations vary by species, and overlapping timing limitations can occur on some acreage. The
greater the overlap of timing restrictions for different species, the greater the potential cost to oil and gas
operator as discussed in the paragraph above. For example, an operator who proposed a project in the
overlap area between deer winter range and spring fawning (an area of 515 acres within the MLP) would
face additional timing limitations and could thus incur extra cost because of the restraints.
ESA species, including bald and golden eagles, raptors, and migratory birds are all afforded some level of
Federal protection. These protective measures are required by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS)
under various laws. The seasonal and spatial restrictions found in the MLP/FEIS for these species have
been developed by the USFWS and are consistent throughout the State of Utah. Adherence to these
conditions is required to comply with the ESA and various laws protecting eagles, raptors, and migratory
birds. Currently, much of the known habitats and occupancy for several of ESA species is known, therefore
reducing some of the need for surveys to evaluate habitats. ESA species are very rare and the Moab Field
Office has had minimal need to adjust or project timing or locations to accommodate the presence of an
individual ESA species.
Additionally, surveys for ESA species, bald and golden eagles, and raptors may be required no matter when
the activity is planned. All permanent facilities or projects that create long term habitat alteration would
require nesting surveys for ESA species, bald and golden eagles, and raptors during the breeding season
prior to project finalization. These surveys are incorporated into the site-specific project NEPA analysis
and if needed, USFWS consultation. These requirements and needs are not new to the MLP and have been
in place even prior to the 2008 RMP. The results of these surveys may influence project development. If
there is no suitable nesting structure within the USFWS recommended spatial buffers of a project area,
surveys may not be needed.
Sensitive raptors species are afforded the same timing and spatial requirement as all other raptors, as
recommended by the USFWS. For kit fox and prairie dogs, the stipulations are the same as the 2008 RMP.
Their habitats typically do not overlap with big game winter range but may coincide with pronghorn
fawning and bighorn lambing areas.
The kit fox, a sensitive species, does have seasonal restrictions specific to occupied natal dens, which may
be waived if surveys indicate kit fox with their pups are not present. Current modeling efforts are in place
that can help to refine where the kit fox may occur and often project onsites can determine the need for
surveys. Kit fox are fairly uncommon throughout the Moab Field Office and finding a natal den is very
rare; therefore, the need has been minimal to adjust project timing to accommodate the presence of a kit
fox with their pups.
In regards to the timing overlap question (assuming raptor surveys needs have been met), there would be
no seasonal wildlife TL stipulations in areas outside of deer and elk winter ranges (29,700 acres) and
bighorn lambing/rutting areas (107,000 acres). If a project were in kit fox habitat and/or fawning areas for
pronghorn, no activity could be allowed from March 1 to July 31 within 85,639 acres. If surveys were
performed and indicated no natal kit fox dens were within 200 meters of the project, then the project would
be limited only to activities outside of April 1 to July 31 to protect pronghorn fawning and migratory bird
nesting. In this site-specific situation, ‘worst case’ would still allow a construction window of seven
months, from August 1 through February 28. If raptors had been identified, project location or other
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mitigation measures would be applied, typically not timing restrictions unless the project or portions of the
project created temporary disturbances within the spatial buffer of the raptor nest.
In deer and elk winter range (29,700 acres), there is minimal kit fox habitat and/or fawning areas for
pronghorn, so other wildlife timing limitations would not be expected. In deer and elk winter range ‘worst
case’ would still allow a window of seven months, April 16 through November 15. If raptors had been
identified, project location or other mitigation measures would be applied, rather than timing restrictions
unless the projects were temporary. If the project were temporary and raptors did occur in the area or raptor
surveys were determined to be not necessary, the work window might then be limited to September 1 to
November 15. If a temporary action had been started prior to the onset of the winter season, Utah
Department of Wildlife Resources (UDWR) will usually allow for some short term encroachment into the
winter season.
Activities in desert bighorn lambing/rutting habitat (107,000 acres) are limited to temporary actions through
a CSU stipulation. In the “worst case,” if raptors occurred in the area or surveys were not performed and
the temporary action is determined to impact desert bighorn, work would be allowed from December 15 to
March 1.
Timing limitations for ESA species are not required unless there is a known individual in the area, or
surveys are not current and therefore occupancy status is not known. The entire Moab MLP area has been
evaluated for both Mexican spotted owl (MSO) and Southwestern willow flycatcher (SWFL). Within the
MLP area, there are approximately 116,300 acres of suitable MSO habitats of which over 70,000 acres are
typically surveyed by the BLM and would not need additional project specific surveys. Only 2,800 acres
of suitable (but unoccupied) MSO habitats are found in deer winter range; therefore, additional timing
limitation requirements would not be expected. These 2,800 acres are routinely surveyed by the BLM.
SWFL and yellow-billed cuckoo (YBCU) timing stipulations coincide with other timing limitations outside
of deer and elk winter range areas. There are only 92 acres of SWFL/YBCU habitats that overlap with
winter ranges and these areas are not known to be occupied; therefore, additional SWFL and YBCU timing
limitations would not be expected. It should be pointed out that both SWFL and YBCU occupy riparian
habitat, which is managed with a NSO stipulation to protect riparian resources.
Though these seasonal restrictions can seem cumbersome, upfront work between the BLM and applicants
early in the development stage of these projects can simplify survey needs and ensure there is an ample
window of time to complete projects or develop project plans, ensuring Federal Acts are not violated, and
impacts to protected and State sensitive species and big game are minimized. Accurate surveys completed
at the correct time will help to avoid delays, facilitate project planning, and allow accurate environmental
analysis that is less likely to be litigated, thus allowing the project to move forward in a timely fashion.
The Moab BLM does recognize that many of the timing limitation stipulations can overlap, possibly
creating additional constraints. However, not all habitats that have these seasonal stipulations are located
in the same place. As mentioned above, winter ranges for deer and elk overlap very little with pronghorn,
deer and elk spring fawning areas. ESA species such as the SWFL and YBCU are very specific to small,
highly vegetated riparian areas that typically are located within areas with watershed stipulations that will
coincide with ESA requirements. The MSO does have the largest potential habitat for an ESA species in
the Planning Area and may need site specific surveys, but habitat evaluation throughout the Planning Area
has been completed and many areas are maintained under protocol survey, therefore reducing the scope of
survey needs by outside parties.
Applying a TL stipulation for the Lockhart Basin desert bighorn sheep herd could result in delays and
additional cost to oil and gas operations.
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Impacts from Alternative A (No Action)
Under Alternative A, oil and gas leasing could occur on 210,884 acres subject to standard terms and
conditions (open), which would provide the most flexibility for oil and gas exploration and development.
Oil and gas operations conducted in open areas generally impose the least cost to operators.
There are about 440,386 acres managed with CSU and TL stipulations in Alternative A. These stipulations
may result in additional costs and delays to oil and gas operators by limiting the siting of operations and
requiring specialized equipment, design considerations, and erosion control plans. TL stipulations would
result in additional costs and delays by requiring surveys, avoidance of occupied areas, rerouting of roads
and pipelines, and re-siting of oil and gas facilities, or extra operational time if the surface disturbance
window does not accommodate an individual project schedule and timeline and project activities need to
be postponed.
In Alternative A, 133,574 acres would be managed with an NSO stipulation. NSO stipulations could
increase the complexity of oil and gas operations and slow down production. Development in NSO areas
would require the use of more costly methods, such as directional and horizontal drilling, to access oil and
gas resources. NSO stipulations would preclude the use of the surface for the development of oil and gas,
but would still allow the recovery of these resources at a greater cost. Precluding surface disturbance in
areas with NSO stipulations would decrease the number of wells drilled during the planning period.
The closure of 753 acres to oil and gas leasing in Alternative A would eliminate opportunities to develop
oil and gas resources in those areas.
The projection for oil and gas development for this alternative is 58 well pads and 232 wells.
Applying BMPs to all oil and gas authorizations, in accordance with WO IM 2007-021 and the “Gold
Book,” could delay oil and gas development or affect the location and timing of development. BMPs for
health and safety along U.S. 191 and I-70, saline soils, and water quality could delay oil and gas
development or affect the location and timing of development in these areas. The use of BMPs could
increase the complexity and time involved in developing oil and gas and could lead to increased costs.

Impacts from Alternative B
Oil and gas leasing decisions are discussed separately in Alternatives B1 and B2.
Impacts Specific to Alternative B1 Only

Designating PLAs (103,619 acres) and restricting new oil and gas leasing for the long term in these areas
would reduce the total area available for oil and gas leasing in the Planning Area, which would reduce the
amount of oil and gas drilling and potential production.
Under Alternative B1, oil and gas leasing would occur on zero acres subject to standard terms and
conditions (open). This would mean open acreage, which generally is the least costly to develop, would
not be available. This is less open acreage than Alternative A.
There are about 228,926 acres managed with CSU and TL stipulations in Alternative B1. The impacts of
the CSU stipulations in Alternative B1 are similar to those described in Alternative A, but apply to more
resources. The CSU stipulations applied in Alternative B1 may result in additional costs and delays to oil
and gas operators as compared to the CSU stipulations applied in Alternative A. The TL stipulations
applied in Alternative B1 are similar to those applied in Alternative A and would result in similar impacts.
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While Alternative B1 applies CSU and TL stipulations to 211,430 fewer acres than Alternative A, these
acres are managed more restrictively (NSO and closed) in Alternative B1.
Of the 228,926 acres managed with CSU and TL stipulations stated above, Alternative B1 would impose
the Baseline CSU stipulation on 208,185 acres. The application of the Baseline CSU stipulation could
reduce or delay the production of oil and gas and increase the complexity of operations. Restricting well
pads to no closer than two miles apart could reduce the effectiveness of extracting oil and gas in some areas.
The collocation of facilities could increase the complexity of operations. Requiring extensive interim
reclamation and offsite mitigation could increase costs to oil and gas operators.
In Alternative B1, 452,269 acres would be managed with NSO stipulations. About 318,705 more acres are
managed with an NSO stipulation in Alternative B1 than in Alternative A. NSO stipulations could increase
the complexity of mineral operations and slow down production. Development in NSO areas would require
the use of more costly methods, such as directional and horizontal drilling, to access oil and gas resources.
NSO stipulations would preclude the use of the surface for the development of oil and gas, but would still
allow the recovery of these resources at a greater cost. Precluding surface disturbance in areas with NSO
stipulations would decrease the number of wells drilled during the planning period.
The closure of 753 acres to oil and gas leasing in Alternative B1 would result in the same impacts as those
described in Alternative A.
Applying BMPs to oil and gas authorizations could delay oil and gas development or affect the location
and timing of development in these areas. The use of BMPs could increase the complexity and time
involved in developing oil and gas and could lead to increased costs. In Alternative B1, BMPs are applied
to more resources than in Alternative A and would result in greater impacts to oil and gas development.
Applying Lease Notices for additional resources in Alternative B1 would result in more delays and
additional costs to oil and gas operations than those resulting from the Lease Notices applied to all
alternatives.
The projection for oil and gas development in Alternative B1 is 38 well pads and 152 wells. This represents
80 fewer wells than projected in Alternative A. Drilling fewer wells could result in less domestic supply
of oil and gas and fewer royalties to Federal, State, and local governments.
Impacts Specific to Alternative B2 Only

Under Alternative B2, the Planning Area would be managed only for oil and gas leasing.
Under Alternative B2, oil and gas leasing would occur on zero acres subject to standard terms and
conditions (open). This would mean open acreage, which is generally the least costly to develop, would
not be available. This also would mean less open acreage than Alternative A and the same as
Alternative B1.
There are about 285,806 acres managed with CSU and TL stipulations in Alternative B2, which is similar
to Alternative B1. The impacts of the CSU stipulations in Alternative B2 are similar to those described in
Alternative A, but apply to more resources. The CSU stipulations applied in Alternative B2 may result in
additional costs and delays to oil and gas operators as compared to the CSU stipulations applied in
Alternative A. The TL stipulations applied in Alternative B2 are similar to those applied in Alternative A
and would result in similar impacts. While Alternative B2 applies CSU and TL stipulations to 154,550
fewer acres than Alternative A, these acres are managed more restrictively (NSO and closed) in
Alternative B2.
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Of the 285,806 acres managed with CSU and TL stipulations stated above, Alternative B2 would impose
the Baseline CSU stipulation on 222,289 acres. The application of the Baseline CSU stipulation in
Alternative B2 would have similar impacts to oil and gas development as those described in Alternative B1.
In Alternative B2, 499,008 acres would be managed with NSO stipulations, which is similar to
Alternative B1. About 365,434 more acres are managed with an NSO stipulation in Alternative B2 than in
Alternative A. NSO stipulations could increase the complexity of oil and gas operations and slow down
production. Development in NSO areas would require the use of more costly methods, such as directional
and horizontal drilling, to access oil and gas resources. NSO stipulations would preclude the use of the
surface for the development of oil and gas, but would still allow the recovery of these resources at a greater
cost. Precluding surface disturbance in areas with NSO stipulations would decrease the number of wells
drilled during the planning period.
The closure of 753 acres to oil and gas leasing in Alternative B2 would result in the same impacts as those
described in Alternatives A and B1.
Applying BMPs to oil and gas authorizations in Alternative B2 would have the same impacts to oil and gas
development as those described in Alternative B1.
Applying Lease Notices for additional resources in Alternative B2 would have the same impacts to oil and
gas development as those described in Alternative B1.
The projection for oil and gas development in Alternative B2 is 47 well pads and 188 wells. This represents
44 fewer wells than projected in Alternative A and 36 more wells than projected in Alternative B1. Drilling
fewer wells could result in less domestic supply of oil and gas and fewer royalties to Federal, State, and
local governments.

Impacts from Alternative C
Under Alternative C, the Planning Area would be managed only for oil and gas leasing.
Under Alternative C, oil and gas leasing would occur on zero acres subject to standard terms and conditions
(open). This would mean open acreage, which generally is the least costly to develop, would not be
available. This is less open acreage than Alternative A and the same as Alternatives B1 and B2.
There are about 54,799 acres managed with CSU and TL stipulations in Alternative C. The impacts of the
CSU stipulations in Alternative C are similar to those described in Alternative A but, as seen with
Alternatives B1 and B2, apply to more resources. The CSU stipulations applied in Alternative C may result
in additional costs and delays to oil and gas operators as compared to the CSU stipulations applied in
Alternative A. The TL stipulations applied in Alternative C are similar to those applied in Alternative A
and would result in similar impacts. Alternative C applies CSU and TL stipulations to 385,557 fewer acres
than Alternative A, 174,127 fewer acres than Alternative B1 and 231,007 fewer acres than Alternative B2.
However, these acres are managed more restrictively (NSO and closed) in Alternative C than in
Alternatives A, B1, and B2.
Of the 54,799 acres managed with CSU and TL stipulations stated above, Alternative C would impose the
Baseline CSU stipulation on 25,942 acres. The application of the Baseline CSU stipulation in Alternative C
would have similar impacts to oil and gas development as those described in Alternatives B1 and B2. The
Baseline CSU is applied to smaller acreage in Alternative C than in Alternatives B1 (208,185 acres) and
B2 (222,289 acres); however, this acreage is managed more restrictively (NSO and closed) in Alternative C
than in Alternatives B1 and B2.
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In Alternative C, 550,599 acres would be managed with NSO stipulations, which is greater than
Alternatives A, B1, and B2. About 416,985 more acres are managed with an NSO stipulation in
Alternative C than in Alternative A, 98,290 acres more than Alternative B1, and 51,591 acres more than
Alternative B2. NSO stipulations could increase the complexity of mineral operations and slow down
production. Development in NSO areas would require the use of more costly methods, such as directional
and horizontal drilling, to access oil and gas resources. NSO stipulations would preclude the use of the
surface for the development of oil and gas, but would still allow the recovery of these resources at a greater
cost. Precluding surface disturbance in areas with NSO stipulations would decrease the number of wells
drilled during the planning period.
The closure of 180,169 acres to oil and gas leasing in Alternative C would eliminate opportunities to
develop oil and gas resources. This amount of closed area in Alternative C would result in greater impacts
to oil and gas development than Alternatives A, B1, and B2 where 753 acres are closed.
Applying BMPs to oil and gas authorizations in Alternative C would have the same impacts to oil and gas
development as those described in Alternatives B1 and B2.
Applying Lease Notices for additional resources in Alternative C would have the same impacts to oil and
gas development as those described in Alternatives B1 and B2.
The projection for oil and gas development in Alternative C is 9 well pads and 36 wells. This represents
196 fewer wells than projected in Alternative A, 116 fewer wells than projected in Alternative B1, and 152
fewer wells than projected in Alternative B2. Drilling fewer wells could result in less domestic supply of
oil and gas and fewer royalties to Federal, State, and local governments.

Impacts from Alternative D
Designating PLAs (103,619 acres) and restricting new oil and gas leasing for the long term in these areas
would reduce the total area available for oil and gas leasing in the Planning Area, which would reduce the
amount of oil and gas drilling and potential production, similar to Alternative B1.
Under Alternative D, oil and gas leasing would occur on zero acres subject to standard terms and conditions
(open). This would mean open acreage, which generally is the least costly to develop, would not be
available. This is less open acreage than Alternative A and is the same open acreage as Alternatives B1,
B2, and C.
There are about 230,765 acres managed with CSU and TL stipulations in Alternative D. The impacts of
the CSU stipulations in Alternative D are similar to those described in Alternative A, but like Alternatives
B1, B2, and C apply to more resources. The CSU stipulations applied in Alternative D may result in
additional costs and delays to oil and gas operators as compared to the CSU stipulations applied in
Alternative A. The TL stipulations applied in Alternative D are similar to those applied in Alternative A
and would result in similar impacts. Alternative D applies CSU and TL stipulations to 209,591 fewer acres
than Alternative A, 1,839 fewer acres than Alternative B1, 55,041 more acres than Alternative B2, and
175,966 fewer acres than Alternative C. However, acreage in Alternative C is managed more restrictively
(NSO and closed) than in Alternatives A, B1, B2, and D.
Of the 237,655 acres managed with CSU and TL stipulations stated above, Alternative D would impose the
Baseline CSU stipulation on 213,218 acres. The application of the Baseline CSU stipulation in
Alternative D would have similar impacts to oil and gas development as those described in Alternatives B1
and B2. The Baseline CSU stipulation is applied to similar acreage as in Alternatives B1 and B2 and less
than Alternative C. However, acreage is managed more restrictively (NSO and closed) in Alternative C
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than in Alternatives B1, B2, and D. Alternative D provides an exception to the Baseline CSU stipulation
regarding the 2 mile spacing requirement that would provide more flexibility for oil and gas development.
This exception is not provided in Alternatives B1, B2, and C.
In Alternative D, 305,899 acres would be managed with NSO stipulations, which is greater than
Alternative A and less than Alternatives B1 (452,269 acres), B2 (499,008 acres), and C (550,599 acres).
NSO stipulations could increase the complexity of mineral operations and slow down production.
Development in NSO areas would require the use of more costly methods, such as directional and horizontal
drilling, to access oil and gas resources. NSO stipulations would preclude the use of the surface for the
development of oil and gas, but would still allow the recovery of some of these resources at a greater cost.
Precluding surface disturbance in areas with NSO stipulations would decrease the number of wells drilled
during the planning period. Alternative D provides an exception to the NSO stipulation pertaining to VRM
Class II areas that allows for oil and gas operations that are not visible from key observation points. This
exception could allow for more flexibility and some additional well drilling in VRM Class II areas as
compared to Alternatives B1, B2, and C.
The closure of 145,284 acres to oil and gas leasing in Alternative D would eliminate opportunities to
develop oil and gas resources. The amount of closed area in Alternative D would result in greater impacts
to oil and gas development than Alternatives A, B1, and B2 where 753 acres are closed and less than
Alternative C where 180,169 acres are closed.
Applying BMPs to oil and gas authorizations in Alternative D would have the same impacts to oil and gas
development as those described in Alternatives B1, B2, and C.
Applying Lease Notices for additional resources in Alternative D would have the same impacts to oil and
gas development as those described in Alternatives B1, B2, and C.
The projection for oil and gas development in Alternative D is 42 well pads and 168 wells. This represents
64 fewer wells than projected in Alternative A, 16 more wells than projected in Alternative B1, 20 fewer
wells than projected in Alternative B2, and 132 more wells than Alternative C. Drilling more wells than in
Alternative C could result in greater domestic supply of oil and gas and more royalties to Federal, State,
and local governments.
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Potash

This section presents potential impacts to potash leasing from implementing management actions presented
in Chapter 2. Existing conditions concerning potash management are described in Chapter 3.

Assumptions
•

Potash leasing, exploration, and development would occur in the Planning Area during the planning
period. This assumption is predicated on additional economic assumptions:
1) Potash market prices rebound sufficiently to make extraction economically viable. As of
September 2014, the price of potash was $287 per ton. Estimates for new production
facilities in Saskatchewan, for example, with potash deposits at shallower depths than the
potash deposits in the Planning Area, require a market price of over $400 per ton to be
economically viable. Expansion of existing facilities, however, requires a potash price of
approximately $200 per ton to be economically viable, resulting in a potentially competitive
disadvantage for new facilities in the Planning Area (GenSource Potash Corp 2013, Mineweb
2013).
2) Related to the above, sufficient investment capital would need to be acquired. First year
costs under Alternative A, for example, could total more than $2.99 billion. This figure
represents over 3.5 times the size of total economic output in Grand and San Juan Counties
combined in 2012 (IMPLAN V3.1). The uncertainty over future potash prices may make the
raising of this much investment capital problematic. The capital costs exclude infrastructure
costs such as pipelines, roads, power lines, and importantly, rail access. These costs could
increase overall development costs significantly.
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•

Disturbed areas would be successfully reclaimed within a scope of 10 years. It is also assumed that
there would be an average of 4 well bores per production well pad and 1 well bore per nonproduction well pad.

•

Potash leasing would be considered under Alternatives A, B1, and D. No potash leases or
prospecting permits would be issued under Alternatives B2 or C.

•

Leaseholders have the right to explore, develop, and produce potash resources from any valid,
existing lease, even if the area containing the lease were proposed to be closed to future leasing.

•

A valid, existing potash lease is a legal contract secured by a leaseholder before the effective date
of the Planning Area Notice of Intent for the MLP process.

•

The resource protection measures identified in the Moab MLP will also apply to areas currently
under lease where they do not conflict with the rights granted to the holder of the lease. While the
BLM may not unilaterally add a new stipulation to an existing lease that it has already issued, the
BLM can subject the development of existing leases to reasonable measures in order to minimize
impacts to other resource values. These reasonable measures would be applied as Conditions of
Approval to post lease actions (e.g. exploration or production well approvals) and may include, but
are not limited to, modification to siting or design of facilities, timing of operations, and
specification of interim and final reclamation measures.

•

For potash mining operations utilizing solar evaporation processing methods, it is assumed that the
operations would utilize 5,000 gallons of water per ton of potash production. For potash mining
operations utilizing crystallization processing methods, it is assumed that the operations would
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utilize about 1,300 gallons of water per ton of potash production. Water would be obtained from
1) major rivers, 2) aquifers, or 3) local sources.
The projection for future potash development and the associated surface disturbance is displayed in Table
4-17.

Table 4-17. Projected Potash Development and Surface Disturbance on Bureau of Land
Management Lands (over next 15 years)
Action

Alternative A

Alternative B1

Alternative B2

Alternative C

Alternative D

400,000

300,000

0

0

300,000

Solar evaporation
ponds
(acres disturbed)

2,400

1,800

0

0

1,800

Processing plant(s)
(acres disturbed)

1,316

987

0

0

987

Production well
pads1
(number of pads)

18

12

0

0

12

Production well
pads
(acres disturbed)

108

72

0

0

72

2,000,000

1,000,000

0

0

1,020,000

Processing plant
(acres disturbed)

500

250

0

0

250

Production well
pads1
(number of pads)

86

42

0

0

45

Production well
pads
(acres disturbed)

516

252

0

0

270

Solar Evaporation Processing
Potash annual
production
(tons per year)

Crystallization Processing
Potash annual
production
(tons per year)

Surface Disturbance for Non-production Wells (exploration, water, disposal, monitoring)
Exploration and
miscellaneous
wells1
(number of wells)

133

72

0

0

72

Exploration and
miscellaneous
wells
(acres disturbed)

599

323

0

0

323
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Action
Net surface
disturbance after
reclamation
(acres disturbed)

Moab Master Leasing Plan

Alternative A

Alternative B1

Alternative B2

Alternative C

Alternative D

309

167

0

0

167

1

It is assumed that there would be an average of 4 well bores per production well pad and 1 well bore per non-production well
pad.

Predicted surface disturbance on BLM lands for potash operations utilizing solar evaporation processing
methods was based on the assumption that the projected development in the RFD could be achieved on the
lands open for leasing under Alternative A. For Alternatives B1 and D, the predicted surface disturbance
for potash development is derived by multiplying the percentage of lands open for leasing in the Red Wash
and Ten Mile PLAs by the potash development estimated in the RFD for operations utilizing solar
evaporation processing. The PLAs include the lands where the BLM has determined that future
development is most likely to occur utilizing solar evaporation processing. The assumptions for lands open
to leasing are the same as those stated for oil and gas.
Predicted surface disturbance on BLM lands for potash operations utilizing crystallization processing
methods was based on the assumption that the projected development in the RFD could be achieved on the
lands open for leasing under Alternative A. For Alternatives B1 and D, the predicted surface disturbance
for potash operations utilizing crystallization processing is derived by multiplying the percentage of lands
open for leasing in the Hatch Wash PLA by the potash development estimated in the RFD for operations
utilizing crystallization processing. The PLA includes the land where the BLM has determined that future
development is most likely to occur utilizing crystallization processing. The assumptions for lands open to
leasing are the same as those stated for oil and gas.

Impacts Common to All Alternatives
The economic costs of applying lease stipulations by alternative are found in the socio-economic section.
Meeting National Air Quality Standards could result in additional emission control requirements that could
result in delays and extra costs for potash operations on Federal lands.
Requiring that project specific analysis require the use of quantitative air quality analysis methods (i.e.,
modeling) when appropriate would result in potential delays and additional costs.
Applying Lease Notices for complying with mitigation requirements for raptors, migratory birds, and
species included in both the Threatened and Endangered Species Act and the Special Status Species list
could result in delays and additional costs to potash operations.
See discussion of overlapping timing limitations and their impacts on minerals under Minerals: Oil and
Gas, Impacts Common to All Alternatives.
Applying a TL stipulation for the Lockhart Basin desert bighorn sheep herd could result in delays and
additional cost to potash operations.
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Impacts from Alternative A (No Action)
Under Alternative A, potash leasing could occur on 210,884 acres subject to standard terms and conditions
(open), which would provide the most flexibility for potash exploration and development. Potash
operations conducted in open areas would generally impose the least cost to operators.
There are about 440,386 acres managed with CSU and TL stipulations in Alternative A. These stipulations
may result in additional costs and delays to potash operators by limiting the siting of operations and
requiring specialized equipment, design considerations, and erosion control plans. TL stipulations would
result in additional costs and delays by requiring surveys, avoidance of occupied areas, rerouting of roads
and pipelines, and re-siting of potash production and processing facilities, or extra operational time if the
surface disturbance window does not accommodate an individual project schedule and timeline and project
activities need to be postponed.
In Alternative A, 133,574 acres would be managed with an NSO stipulation. NSO stipulations could
increase the complexity of potash operations and slow down production. Development in NSO areas would
require the use of more costly methods, such as directional and horizontal drilling, to access potash
resources. NSO stipulations would preclude the use of the surface for the production of potash, but would
still allow the recovery of these resources at a greater cost. Precluding surface disturbance in areas with
NSO stipulations would decrease the number of wells drilled during the planning period. NSO stipulations
would preclude the construction of potash processing facilities.
The closure of 753 acres to potash leasing in Alternative A would eliminate opportunities to develop potash
resources in those areas. Potash processing facilities could not be located in closed areas.
The projection for potash development for this alternative is 104 well pads and 416 production wells. In
addition, there would be 133 non-production wells. Solar evaporation processing operations would involve
2,400 acres for evaporation ponds and 1,316 acres for a processing plant. Crystallization processing
operations would involve 500 acres for a processing plant. In Alternative A, potash production is projected
at 400,000 tons per year for solar evaporation processing operations and 2,000,000 per year for
crystallization processing operations. Water consumption associated with solar evaporation processing
operations is estimated at 5,000 gallons per ton of potash production for a total of about 2 billion gallons
per year. Water consumption associated with crystallization processing operations is estimated at 1,300
per ton of potash production for a total of about 2.6 billion gallons per year. The source of this water could
come from one of three sources: 1) rivers and other surface water, 2) groundwater, or 3) offsite locations.
However, detailed impacts of this water use cannot be addressed until site specific operations identify the
water source.
Applying BMPs to all oil and gas authorizations, in accordance with WO IM 2007-021 and the Gold Book,
could delay potash development or affect the location and timing of development. BMPs for health and
safety along U.S. 191 and I-70, saline soils, and water quality could delay potash development or affect the
location and timing of development in these areas. The use of BMPs could increase the complexity and
time involved in developing potash and could lead to increased costs.

Impacts from Alternative B
Impacts Specific to Alternative B1 Only

Restricting new potash leasing to PLAs (103,619 acres) would limit the amount of potash development
within the Planning Area and reduce potential potash production as compared to Alternative A. However,
the identified PLAs include blocks of public land in areas where potash leases (Upper Ten Mile) or potash
permits (Red Wash and Hatch Point) have been issued. Within these areas, potash resources have been
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identified and the feasibility of potash production is being pursued. While Upper Ten Mile and Red Wash
PLAs are largely unleased for oil and gas, 43 percent of the Hatch Point PLA has existing oil and gas lease.
This could create some conflict and competition for access to mineral resources in light of the Baseline
CSU stipulation’s well spacing requirements.
Limiting the location of potash processing facilities by designating 42,492 acres as PPFAs would limit the
areas available for the location of such facilities. Although transporting potash from PLAs to PPFAs would
involve some complexities, such as slurrying potash by pipeline, as well as other additional costs, the
location of the PPFAs are within proximity to roads, highways, utilities, and railroads. Therefore, the
location of PPFAs could simplify distribution and save time in the development of potash resources.
Of the 103,619 acres within PLAs, 57,620 acres would be managed with CSU and TL stipulations in
Alternative B1. Managing with CSU and TL stipulations would have the same impacts to potash leasing
and development as those discussed in Alternative A, except on fewer acres.
Of the 57,620 acres managed with CSU and TL stipulations stated above, Alternative B1 would impose the
Baseline CSU stipulation on 53,689 acres. The application of the Baseline CSU stipulation could reduce
or delay the production of potash and increase the complexity of operations. Restricting well pads to no
closer than 2 miles apart could reduce the effectiveness of extracting potash in some areas due to the
unknowns associated with solution mining deep potash deposits in the area. The collocation of facilities
could increase the complexity of operations. Requiring extensive interim reclamation and offsite mitigation
could increase costs to potash operators.
Of the 103,619 acres within PLAs, 45,999 acres would be managed with NSO stipulations. These NSO
stipulations would have the same impacts to potash leasing and development as those described in
Alternative A, except on a proportionally higher amount of land that is available for potash leasing.
Applying BMPs to potash authorizations could delay potash development or affect the location and timing
of development in these areas. The use of BMPs could increase the complexity and time involved in
developing potash and could lead to increased costs. In Alternative B1, BMPs are applied to more resources
than in Alternative A and would result in greater impacts to potash development.
Applying Lease Notices for additional resources in Alternative B1 would result in more delays and
additional costs to potash operations than those resulting from the Lease Notices applied to all alternatives.
The projection for potash development for Alternative B1 is 54 well pads and 216 production wells. In
addition, there would be 72 non-production wells. Solar evaporation processing operations would involve
1,800 acres for evaporation ponds and 987 acres for a processing plant. Crystallization processing
operations would involve 250 acres for a processing plant. In Alternative B1, potash production is projected
at 300,000 tons per year for solar evaporation processing operations and 1,000,000 per year for
crystallization processing operations. This is a total of 1,100,000 fewer tons of potash production than
projected in Alternative A. Less potash production in Alternative B1 would result in fewer royalties to
Federal, State, and local government. Water consumption associated with solar evaporation processing
operations is estimated at 5,000 gallons per ton of potash production for a total of about 1.5 billion gallons
per year. Water consumption associated with crystallization processing operations is estimated at 1,300
per ton of potash production for a total of about 1.3 billion gallons per year. The source of this water could
come from one of three sources: 1) rivers and other surface water, 2) groundwater, or 3) offsite locations.
However, the impacts of this water use cannot be addressed until site specific operations identify the water
source. In Alternative B1, water consumption for potash production would be less than in Alternative A.
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Impacts Specific to Alternative B2 Only

Under Alternative B2, the entire Planning Area (785,567 acres) would be closed to new potash leasing and
associated development. Therefore, there would be no economic benefits derived from the development of
new potash leases in the Planning Area. This would result in a diminished supply of domestically produced
potash.

Impacts from Alternative C
Closing the entire Planning Area (785,567 acres) to new potash leasing would have the same impact as
Alternative B2.

Impacts from Alternative D
Restricting new potash leasing to PLAs (103,619 acres) would have generally the same impacts to potash
development as those described in Alternative B1. However, Alternative D provides an exception to the
Baseline CSU stipulation regarding well spacing, as well as an exception allowing for small scale potash
processing facilities (10,000 tons per year) within the PLAs. The exception to the Baseline CSU stipulation
provides more flexibility for potash well drilling. The exception for small scale potash processing facilities
within PLAs provides more flexibility for testing the feasibility of potash production and could result in the
production of additional potash resources.
Limiting the location of potash processing facilities by designating 42,492 acres as PPFAs would have the
same impacts to potash leasing and development as those described in Alternative B1.
Of the 103,619 acres within PLAs, 57,308 acres would be managed with CSU and TL stipulations in
Alternative D. Impacts to potash leasing and development resulting from the CSU and TL stipulations
applied in Alternative D are the same as those described in Alternative B1.
Of the 57,808 acres managed with CSU and TL stipulations stated above, Alternative D would impose the
Baseline CSU stipulation on 54,186 acres. The impacts of applying the Baseline CSU stipulation in
Alternative D would be similar to those described in Alternative B1. However, the difference between the
Baseline CSU stipulation in Alternatives B1 and D is the exception of the well spacing requirement as noted
above under PLAs in Alternative D.
Of the 103,619 acres within PLAs, 46,311 acres would be managed with NSO stipulations. Impacts to
potash leasing and development resulting from the NSO stipulations applied in Alternative D are the same
as those described in Alternative B1.
Applying BMPs to potash authorizations would have the same impacts to potash leasing and development
as those described in Alternative B1. In Alternatives B1 and D, BMPs are applied to more resources than
in Alternative A and would result in greater impacts to potash development.
Applying Lease Notices for additional resources in Alternative D would have the same impacts to oil and
gas development as those described in Alternative B1.
The potential impacts resulting from potash development in Alternative D are essentially the same as
Alternative B1.
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PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES

The loss of any identifiable paleontological resource that could yield important information that provides
information about the history of life on Earth or embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type of
organism, environment, period of time, or geographic region, would result in an adverse impact. Impacts
on paleontological resources primarily concern the potential destruction of non-renewable paleontological
resources and the loss of information associated with these resources. This includes the unlawful or
unauthorized collection of paleontological resource remains. If fossiliferous bedrock or surficial sediments
are disturbed, the disturbance could result in the destruction of paleontological resources and subsequent
loss of information.

4.9.1

Assumptions

•

Scientifically significant paleontological resources would continue to be found within the Planning
Area throughout several geologic formations exposed at the surface.

•

Inventories required prior to surface disturbance in high-probability areas would result in the
identification and evaluation of previously undiscovered resources, which the BLM would then
manage accordingly.

•

Surface-disturbing and other disruptive activities could dislocate or damage paleontological
resources that were not discovered prior to surface disturbance (i.e., unanticipated discoveries).
Destruction of these resources would result in a loss of scientific information and preclude
interpretation of the resource values to the public.

•

In some cases, surface-disturbing activities, such as mineral development, can expose fossils that
would have otherwise remained undiscovered.

4.9.2

Impacts Common to All Alternatives

There are no impacts to paleontological resources common to all alternatives.

4.9.3

Impacts from Alternative A (No Action)

Under Alternative A, oil and gas and potash leasing and development could occur concurrently within the
same tract of land, which could result in a greater concentration of development and redundant
infrastructure. Although drilling for oil and gas and potash is similar, the production of potash requires the
use of potash processing facilities, which involve large tracts of land over a long period of time. Mineral
development could result in damage to paleontological resources.
Under Alternative A, 651,270 acres would be available to both oil and gas and potash leasing and
development, managed as either open with standard terms and conditions (210,884 acres) or with CSU and
TL stipulations (440,386 acres), comprising about 83 percent of the Planning Area. Surface-disturbing
activities could damage or destroy unidentified paleontological resources either directly, or through soil
compaction and removal, which can lead to accelerated erosion and exposure of fossils. Impacts on
unknown paleontological resources would often be greater than impacts on resources that had been
previously identified (and thereby either avoided or subjected to mitigation measures) because recordation
and evaluation of those unknown resources would not occur prior to any damage to them. These impacts
would complicate mitigation procedures and result in a loss of scientific information. If paleontological
resources that are discovered during disturbance activities should remain salvageable, further impacts could
be mitigated through recovery of the fossil material and related data.
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Within areas managed as open to leasing with standard terms and conditions or with CSU and TL
stipulations, projected development for oil and gas and potash would occur and the associated surface
disturbance could adversely impact paleontological resources. Because oil and gas and potash leasing and
development, including potash processing facilities, could occur on the same tracts of land within these
651,270 acres, there is a higher likelihood for greater surface disturbance than would otherwise occur if the
minerals were to be developed separately and thus more potential for adverse impacts to paleontological
resources.
The remaining 17 percent of the Planning Area is subject to NSO stipulations (133,574 acres) or closed to
mineral leasing (753 acres). These major constraints would protect paleontological resources within these
areas by precluding surface-disturbing activities.
Attaching lease notices, stipulations, and other requirements to permitted activities would further prevent
adverse impacts to paleontological resources, as would conducting onsite evaluation of surface-disturbing
activities for all Class 5 areas and evaluating the type of surface disturbance proposed and mitigation
development based on site-specific information. Along with onsite evaluations, surface disturbances could
also expose fossils to discovery that would otherwise have been buried until exposed by natural erosion,
thereby enhancing scientific knowledge.

4.9.4

Impacts from Alternative B

Under this alternative, maximizing the size of oil and gas lease parcels could indirectly minimize impacts
to paleontological resources within these areas. The likelihood of redundant infrastructure would be
reduced, which could in turn reduce the amount of surface disturbance associated with construction of this
infrastructure (e.g., pipelines, well pads, and roads).
As compared to Alternative A, maximizing the size of oil and gas lease parcels could reduce oil and gas
development and infrastructure, which could reduce possible changes to scenic elements of the landscape,
preserve scenic quality, and prevent changes in line, form, color, and texture of the visual environment as
compared to Alternative A.
Applying a CSU stipulation requiring the survey and monitoring for all surface-disturbing mineral activities
in potential fossil yield classification (PFYC) areas 4 and 5 (118,952 acres) would minimize adverse
impacts to paleontological resources within these areas. When monitoring encounters vertebrate and
vertebrate trace fossils during mineral operations, all operations would cease until the BLM Authorized
Officer determines whether the site can be avoided, protected, or must be fully excavated, reducing further
the likelihood of adverse impacts to paleontological resources. This CSU stipulation provides an additional
level of protection for paleontological resources as compared to Alternative A.
Applying BMPs to minimize potential runoff and soil erosion from mineral development and facilitate
revegetation from mineral development would indirectly minimize impacts to paleontological resources by
reducing the potential for degradation of paleontological resources within the bedrock/soil matrix. BMPs
for mineral operations were not specifically addressed in Alternative A.
Applying the Baseline CSU stipulation to oil and gas and potash leasing in areas with sensitive resources
in order to minimize the amount of surface disturbance and related impacts resulting from mineral
development could indirectly reduce adverse impacts to paleontological resources within these areas as
compared to Alternative A. The Baseline CSU stipulation would apply to 208,185 acres under
Alternative B1 and 222,289 acres in Alternative B2.
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Impacts Specific to Alternative B1 Only
Not issuing new oil and gas leases within PLAs (103,619 acres) could help to minimize adverse impacts to
paleontological resources found within these areas. These adverse impacts could result from concurrent oil
and gas development and potash development that could occur under Alternative A. However, 43 percent
of the Hatch Point PLA contains existing oil and gas leases. Therefore, there is potential for concurrent
development of oil and gas and potash on these existing leases and a greater likelihood for adverse impacts
to paleontological resources. Allowing potash leasing and development within PLAs on 103,619 acres
could result in impacts to paleontological resources that may be found in these areas from surface-disturbing
potash related activities. If the acreage encompassed by PLAs were to become available solely for oil and
gas leasing and development the adverse impacts to paleontological resources would be similar to or less
than the impacts identified for potash leasing and development. Alternative B1 does not allow potash
leasing on 681,948 acres within the Planning Area, which would minimize adverse impacts to
paleontological resources from concurrent oil and gas and potash development as compared to
Alternative A.
A phased approach to potash leasing could help reduce impacts to paleontological resources as compared
to Alternative A. By testing the feasibility of potash development, unnecessary surface disturbance would
be avoided and appropriate mitigation measures applied. These measures would benefit paleontological
resources.
PLAs would be identified in the Upper Ten Mile area (29,127 acres), the Red Wash area where potash
prospecting permits have been issued (29,956 acres), and the Hatch Point area where potash prospecting
permits have been issued (44,536 acres) and contains existing oil and gas leases. The PLAs would total
103,619 acres. Designating these PLAs could impact paleontological resources within these areas,
especially where prospecting permits result in potash leases and areas where there is a higher concentration
of fossils, would result in surface-disturbing activities associated with potash leasing, and could result in
damage to previously unknown paleontological resources. In particular, the Upper Ten Mile PLA overlaps
known PFYC 5 locations, so the potential for impacts to paleontological resources would be higher in this
area. However, applying a phased leasing approach to potash leasing within the Planning Area would
minimize impacts to paleontological resources from potash leasing and development over the long term, as
additional potash leasing would require further analysis of environmental impacts to paleontological
resources. By testing the feasibility of potash development, unnecessary surface disturbance would be
avoided and appropriate mitigation measures could be applied. If the acreage encompassed by PLAs were
to become only available for oil and gas leasing and development, the adverse impacts to paleontological
resources would be similar to or less than the impacts identified for potash leasing and development.
Within the PLAs, CSU and TL stipulations for potash leasing would be applied to 57,620 acres (87 percent
less than Alternative A). There are zero acres managed as open with standard terms and conditions (open)
to potash leasing in Alternative B1. Projected potash well drilling would occur within these areas subject
to CSU and TL stipulations (minor constraints). The associated surface disturbance could adversely impact
paleontological resources. In addition, there are about 45,999 acres within the PLAs that are subject to
NSO stipulations, which would protect paleontological resources by precluding potash surface
development. The total area managed as open and with minor constraints to potash leasing and
development in Alternative B1 is about 593,650 acres less than Alternative A. Therefore, adverse impacts
to paleontological resources associated with potash development are less likely in Alternative B1 as
compared to Alternative A.
Applying a CSU stipulation to all potash leases that requires processing facilities to be located within a
PPFA (42,492 acres) could minimize impacts to paleontological resources from establishing potash
facilities as compared with Alternative A. Of these 42,492 acres, 3,519 acres are in PFYC 5 (8 percent).
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In areas where these facilities are constructed, localized paleontological resources could be adversely
impacted if previously unknown resources were damaged during construction. About 3,037 acres of surface
disturbance, and the associated potential adverse impacts to paleontological resources, could result from
the construction of potash processing facilities within the PPFAs. Alternative B1 would result in 1,179
fewer acres of potential disturbance to paleontological resources than Alternative A from the construction
of potash processing facilities.
CSU and TL stipulations (minor constraints) for oil and gas leasing would be applied to 228,926 acres (29
percent of the Planning Area). There are zero acres managed as open to oil and gas leasing under standard
terms and conditions (open). These areas managed as open to oil and gas leasing and with minor constraints
comprise about 29 percent of the Planning Area, which is 48 percent less than Alternative A. The area
managed as open and with minor constraints to oil and gas leasing and development is about 422,344 acres
less than Alternative A. Within these areas, projected development for oil and gas would occur and the
associated surface disturbance could adversely impact paleontological resources. Therefore, there is much
less likelihood for adverse impacts to paleontological resources associated with oil and gas development in
Alternative B1 as compared to Alternative A.
In Alternative B1, about 58 percent of the Planning Area is subject to NSO stipulations (452,269 acres) and
closed to oil and gas leasing (753 acres). These major constraints would protect paleontological resources
within these areas by precluding development. The area covered by major constraints for oil and gas leasing
and development is about 313,723 acres more than Alternative A. Therefore, Alternative B1 offers far
more protection for paleontological resources from adverse impacts associated with oil and gas leasing and
development than Alternative A.

Impacts Specific to Alternative B2 Only
In Alternative B2, the entire Planning Area would be open only for oil and gas leasing subject to the
appropriate leasing stipulations. The Planning Area (785,567 acres) would be closed to potash leasing,
which would reduce impacts to paleontological resources that would result from the concurrent
development of oil and gas and potash as described in Alternative A. The impacts to paleontological
resources from the limited potash development provided in Alternative B1 would be greater than the
exclusion of potash development in Alterative B2.
Alternative B2 would substitute oil and gas well drilling for potash well drilling within the PLAs established
in Alternative B1 and the impacts to paleontological resources would be similar. The major difference
between Alternative B1 and Alternative B2 is that Alternative B2 eliminates the 3,037 acres of surface
disturbance, and the associated potential adverse impacts to paleontological resources, that could result
from the construction of potash processing facilities within the 42,492 acres of PPFAs established in
Alternative B1.
CSU and TL stipulations (minor constraints) for oil and gas leasing would be applied to approximately
285,806 acres (35 percent less than Alternative A). There are zero acres managed as open with standard
terms and conditions (open). These areas managed as open and with minor constraints to oil and gas leasing
and development comprise about 36 percent of the Planning Area. Within these areas, projected
development for oil and gas would occur and the associated surface disturbance could adversely impact
paleontological resources. However, the area managed as open and with minor constraints for oil and gas
leasing and development is about 365,464 acres less than Alternative A. Therefore, there is much less
likelihood for adverse impacts to paleontological resources associated with oil and gas development in
Alternative B2 as compared to Alternative A.
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In Alternative B2, about 64 percent of the Planning Area is subject to NSO stipulations (499,008 acres) and
closed to oil and gas leasing (753 acres). These major constraints would protect paleontological resources
within these areas by precluding development. The area covered by major constraints for oil and gas leasing
and development is about 360,466 acres more than Alternative A. Therefore, this Alternative would
provide more protections to paleontological resources from impacts associated with oil and gas leasing and
development than Alternative A.

4.9.5

Impacts from Alternative C

In Alternative C, the entire Planning Area would be open only for oil and gas leasing subject to the
appropriate leasing stipulations. The Planning Area (785,567 acres) would be closed to potash leasing,
which would result in the same impacts to paleontological resources as those described in Alternative B2.
Application of a CSU stipulation requiring survey and monitoring for all disturbing surface mineral
activities in PFYC areas 3, 4, and 5 (265,689 acres) provides more protection to paleontological resources
than Alternative B, which only provides for surveys and monitoring in PFYC areas 4 and 5.
Impacts to paleontological resources from maximizing the size of oil and gas lease parcels would be the
same as those described in Alternative B.
Impacts to paleontological resources from developing BMPs as appropriate to minimize the potential
resource impacts associated with mineral development would be the same as those described in
Alternative B.
Impacts from applying a Baseline CSU stipulation in areas with sensitive resources in order to minimize
the amount of surface disturbance and related impacts resulting from mineral development would be the
same as those described in Alternative B.
Under Alternative C, CSU or TL stipulations (minor constraints) for oil and gas leasing would be applied
to 54,799 acres. There are zero acres managed as open to oil and gas leasing with standard terms and
conditions. These areas managed as open to oil and gas leasing and with minor constraints to oil and gas
leasing and development comprise about 7 percent of the Planning Area. Within these areas, projected
development for oil and gas would occur and the associated surface disturbance could adversely impact
previously unknown paleontological resources, but the area managed as open and with minor constraints is
much less than in Alternative A (596,471 fewer acres). Thus, the likelihood for adverse impacts to
paleontological resources from oil and gas development would be much less than Alternative A.
In Alternative C, about 93 percent of the Planning Area is subject to NSO stipulations (550,599 acres) and
closed to oil and gas leasing (180,169 acres). These major constraints would protect paleontological
resources within these areas by precluding development. The area covered by major constraints for oil and
gas leasing and development is far more than Alternatives A, B1, and B2. Therefore, Alternative C offers
far more protection for paleontological resources from impacts associated with oil and gas leasing and
development than Alternatives A, B1, and B2.

4.9.6

Impacts from Alternative D

Impacts to paleontological resources from maximizing the size of oil and gas lease parcels would be the
same as those described in Alternatives B and C.
Impacts to paleontological resources from developing BMPs, as appropriate, to minimize the potential
resource impacts associated with mineral development would be the same as those described in
Alternatives B and C.
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Impacts to paleontological resources from applying a Baseline CSU stipulation in areas with sensitive
resources in order to minimize the amount of surface disturbance and related impacts resulting from mineral
development would be the same as those described in Alternatives B1, B2, and C. However, Alternative D
provides an exception to the Baseline CSU stipulation, which would allow some additional mineral
development that could potentially result in greater adverse impacts to paleontological resources than those
in Alternative B1.
Applying a CSU stipulation requiring surveying and monitoring for all surface-disturbing mineral activities
in PFYC areas 4 and 5 would be the same as those described in Alternative B; however, Alternative C
provides and additional level of protection by adding PFYC 3 areas to the CSU stipulation.
Not issuing new oil and gas leases within PLAs (103,619 acres) would provide the same protections to
paleontological resources as discussed in Alternative B1, while applying a phased leasing approach to limit
potash leasing within the Planning Area would have the same impacts to paleontological resources as
discussed in Alternative B1. However, an exception allowing small scale potash processing facilities of
100 acres or less of surface disturbance in PLAs could have the potential to adversely affect paleontological
resources.
Designating a PLA in the Upper Ten Mile area, the Red Wash area where potash prospecting permits have
been issued, and the Hatch Point area where potash prospecting permits and oil and gas leases have been
issued would have the same impacts to paleontological resources as discussed under Alternative B1.
Applying a CSU stipulation to all potash leases that requires processing facilities to be located within a
PPFA (42,492 acres) would have the same impacts to paleontological resources as discussed in
Alternative B1.
Under Alternative D, about 230,765 acres would be open to oil and gas leasing subject to CSU and TL
stipulations (minor constraints). There are zero acres managed as open to oil and gas leasing with standard
terms and conditions (open). These areas, which are managed as open and with minor constraints to oil
and gas leasing and development, comprise about 29 percent of the Planning Area. Within these areas,
projected development for oil and gas would occur and the associated surface disturbance could adversely
impact paleontological resources. The area managed as open and with minor constraints for oil and gas
leasing and development is about 420,505 acres less than Alternative A. Therefore, there is much less
likelihood for adverse impacts to paleontological resources associated with oil and gas development in
Alternative D as compared to Alternative A; a similar likelihood for adverse impacts as compared to
Alternatives B1 and B2; and a greater likelihood for adverse impacts as compared to Alternative C.
About 57 percent of the Planning Area is subject to NSO stipulations (305,899 acres) and closed to oil and
gas leasing (145,284 acres). These major constraints would protect paleontological resources within these
areas by precluding development. The area covered by major constraints for oil and gas leasing and
development is about 311,888 acres more than Alternative A; slightly less (1,839 acres) than
Alternative B1, less than (48,578 acres) Alternative B2; and much less than (279,585 acres) than
Alternative C. Therefore, Alternative D offers far more protection for paleontological resources from
impacts associated with oil and gas leasing and development than Alternative A; similar protection than
Alternatives B1 and B2; and much less than Alternative C.
Alternative D also provides an exception to the NSO stipulation for visual resources that could result in
some additional mineral development activity and surface disturbance that could disrupt paleontological
resources. This exception means that Alternative D provides less protection to paleontological resources
than does Alternative B1.
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In Alternative D, about 103,619 acres would be available to potash leasing and development within the
PLAs. Within the PLAs, there are about 57,620 acres open to potash leasing and development subject to
CSU and TL stipulations (minor constraints), and zero acres managed as open with standard terms and
conditions (open). Projected potash well drilling would occur within the PLAs in the areas managed as
open and with minor constraints and the associated surface disturbance could adversely impact
paleontological resources. The area managed as open and with minor constraints to potash leasing and
development in Alternative D is about 593,650 acres less than Alternative A and the same as
Alternative B1. Therefore, there is a much smaller likelihood for adverse impacts to paleontological
resources associated with potash development in Alternative D as compared to Alternative A. In addition,
out of the 103,619 acres available for potash leasing, about 45,999 acres are subject to NSO stipulations,
which would protect paleontological resources by precluding potash development. In Alternatives B2 and
C, no leasing and development of potash would occur.
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Chapter 4–Recreation

RECREATION

This section presents potential impacts to recreation from implementing management actions presented in
Chapter 2. Existing conditions concerning recreation management are described in Chapter 3.

4.10.1

Assumptions

•

The demand for most recreation activities would continue to increase. The compound growth rate
over the last 10 years was 3.1 percent. This trend is expected to continue.

•

Most recreation use in the Planning Area is for private use.

•

Recreation use is dispersed throughout the Planning Area; however, recreation use in some areas
is more concentrated.

•

The designated Special Recreation Management Areas (SRMA) and recreation Focus Areas would
continue to be managed to provide recreation opportunities that meet recreational user expectations
and demand.

4.10.2

Impacts Common to All Alternatives

Compliance with air quality standards and dust abatement requirements could maintain the quality of
outdoor recreation experiences where scenery and viewsheds are part of the recreational experience.
Applying an NSO stipulation along the U.S. Highway 191 utility corridor would protect the many trailheads
and trail segments adjacent to the corridor from visual obstructions and noise. This would protect the
quality of recreational settings along the corridor.

4.10.3

Impacts from Alternative A (No Action)

Applying an NSO stipulation along the Green and Colorado Rivers would protect the viewshed and
soundscape of recreational activities along the rivers, such as boating and camping.
Allowing mineral industry traffic on the Needles Overlook and Anticline Overlook Roads could lead to
heavy truck traffic in areas of popular recreation use, which could create poor road conditions, industrial
level traffic, and fugitive dust that could degrade recreation experiences and could conflict with recreational
use within the Canyon Rims SRMA.
VRM objectives could help protect viewsheds of areas where filming occurs and indirectly protect the
quality of viewsheds enjoyed by casual use recreationists. However, the lack of lease stipulations
specifically designed to protect specific areas could lead to mineral development that could degrade the
recreational experience in the viewsheds currently available for filming.
Not applying lease stipulations specifically for the mitigation of potential impacts to lands with wilderness
characteristics analyzed in the 2008 RMPs (192,220 acres) could lead to degradation of the values
associated with primitive forms of recreation, such as opportunities for primitive, unconfined recreation,
and solitude.
Under Alternative A, oil and gas and potash leasing and development could occur concurrently within the
same tract of land, which could result in a greater concentration of development and redundant
infrastructure. Although drilling for oil and gas and potash is similar, the production of potash requires the
use of potash processing facilities, which involve large tracts of land over a long period of time. Mineral
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development would result in soil and vegetation disturbance and the presence of permanent structures that
could degrade recreational uses and experiences. The noise of construction and operation of mineral
facilities, including the presence of work crews, vehicles, and equipment, would degrade recreational
opportunities.
Oil and gas and potash leasing could both reduce the quality of recreation experiences in some parts of the
Planning Area where roads, trails, dispersed camping, and other such types of recreation occur nearby.
Wells and associated facilities, potash processing facilities, pipelines increased road traffic, noise, dust, and
the visual impact of facilities in otherwise natural areas could all reduce the quality of recreation experiences
and possibly displace recreationists to other areas. Visual impacts of surface disturbance reduce the
naturalness of back-country recreation and reduce opportunities for solitude. These impacts would occur
primarily on 210,884 acres subject to standard terms and conditions and on 440,386 acres subject to CSU
and TL stipulations. CSU and TL stipulations could reduce general overall impacts, such as TL stipulations
that coincide with tourist seasons and CSU stipulations that mitigate impacts to visual resources.
Managing 133,574 acres with an NSO stipulation would eliminate most mineral development impacts to
recreation, with the possible exception of noise, traffic, and fugitive dust coming from adjacent areas where
horizontal drilling might be possible. On 753 acres closed to mineral leasing, mineral development impacts
to recreation would be eliminated. While the impacts described in the paragraph above could lead to
displacement of recreation visitors, this is not a guarantee, as recreationists come to the Moab area for a
variety of reasons and nearly all trails, roads, and other recreation opportunities would remain open for such
use. Recent trends have shown that the current level of mineral development adjacent to the Dead Horse
Point and Island in the Sky districts did not precipitate a decline in visitors to those two destinations (BLM
Moab Field Office, November 2013). The trends cited above, however, would not likely apply to greater
concentrations of mineral development and/or large scale mineral infrastructure in areas of heavy recreation
use. For example, construction of a large-scale potash production facility along either side of UT 313 could
have a major negative impact on recreation visitation to this area, and one for which relocating visitors to
other areas within the MLP area likely would not suffice.
Compared to oil and gas leasing, potash leasing, which would occur with the same leasing restrictions and
in the same areas as oil and gas, could have more impacts to recreation experiences. Well spacing could be
more concentrated and processing facilities would be bigger and more industrial. Together, oil and gas and
potash leasing could occur on lands open to leasing with standard terms and conditions and with minor
constraints (CSU and TL stipulations) on 83 percent of the Planning Area. Table 4-18 shows recreation
resources within mineral leasing stipulation areas.

Table 4-18. Recreation Resources Within Mineral Leasing Stipulation Areas
Alternative A

Alternative B1

Alternative B2

Alternative C

Alternative D

Oil and Gas Stipulations within SRMAs (acres)
Open

153,469

0

0

0

0

CSU

229,459

100,104

156,982

0

101,353

NSO

124,163

308,371

354,470

392,918

221,211

Closed

6

0

0

118,534

85,911

Deferred (PLAs)

0

102,977

0

0

102,977

Potash Stipulations within SRMAs (acres)
Open

153,469

0

0

0

0

CSU

229,459

57,618

0

0

57,306
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Alternative A

Alternative B1

Alternative B2

Alternative C

Alternative D

124,163

45,358

0

0

45,670

6

408,476

511,452

511,452

408,476

Oil and Gas Stipulations within Recreation Focus Areas (acres)
Open

24,325

0

0

0

0

CSU

29,419

12,177

15,474

0

12,367

NSO

34,307

69,342

74,386

57,277

48,274

Closed

4

0

0

32,583

20,878

Deferred (PLAs)

0

8,341

0

0

8,341

Potash Stipulations within Recreation Focus Areas (acres)
Open

24,325

0

0

0

0

CSU

29,419

3,297

0

0

3,297

NSO

34,307

5,044

0

0

5,044

4

81,519

89,860

89,860

81,519

Deferred
(outside PLAs)

Miles of High Use Non-Motorized Trails within Oil and Gas Stipulations
Open

29

0

0

0

0

CSU

82

0

0

0

0

NSO

53

167

167

71

83

Closed

0

0

0

96

84

Deferred (PLAs)

0

0

0

0

0

Miles of High Use Non-Motorized Trails within Potash Stipulations
Open

29

0

0

0

0

CSU

82

0

0

0

0

NSO

53

0

0

0

0

0

167

167

167

167

Deferred
(outside PLAs)

Miles of High Use Motorized Trails within Oil and Gas Stipulations
Open

5

0

0

0

0

CSU

75

0

0

0

0

NSO

38

116

119

65

75

Closed

0

0

0

54

44

Deferred (PLAs)

0

3

0

0

0

Miles of High Use Motorized Trails within Potash Stipulations
Open

5

0

0

0

0

CSU

75

0

0

0

0

NSO

38

2

0

0

2
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Alternative A

Alternative B1

Alternative B2

Alternative C

Alternative D

0

117

119

119

117

Miles of Scenic Backways and Byways within Oil and Gas Stipulations
Open

2

0

0

0

0

CSU

110

0

0

0

0

NSO

58

158

174

85

99

Closed

0

0

0

89

59

Deferred (PLAs)

0

16

0

0

16

Miles of Scenic Backways and Byways within Potash Stipulations
Open

2

0

0

0

0

CSU

110

0

0

0

0

NSO

58

16

0

0

16

0

158

174

174

158

Deferred
(outside PLAs)

The impact of managing with an NSO stipulation on recreation is discussed generally above. However,
NSO stipulations in specific locations for the purposes of protecting recreation settings and values would
have a more relevant effect in protecting recreation uses from the impacts of mineral leasing and
development. Applying an NSO stipulation within 0.5 miles of developed recreation sites (24,311 acres)
would eliminate most potential mineral conflicts in areas where recreation use is the most concentrated.
Not having mineral lease stipulations that are specifically designed to preserve recreation opportunities
could create the potential for activities that may conflict with recreation uses planned for the SRMA, such
as increased traffic, visual, and noise impacts. These conflicts could displace some recreationists to other
areas.
Applying an NSO stipulation to suitable wild and scenic river segments along the Colorado and Green
Rivers could eliminate potential visual and noise impacts that would be incompatible with recreation uses
on the river, such as quiet solitude and first class scenery. Closing the Monticello Wild and Scenic River
(WSR) Segment 3 would eliminate potential impacts from mineral development to recreation uses on and
adjacent to the river.
Applying an NSO stipulation in VRM Class I protects recreation values in those areas, such as opportunities
for primitive recreation and solitude. Designated VRM Class II on scenic driving corridors (44,953 acres)
would protect the recreation setting along the most traveled places of the Planning Area. Recreation
activities such as scenic touring and sightseeing would have reduced potential scenic conflicts from mineral
leasing. Applying a CSU stipulation on VRM Class II (324,721 acres), including lands around Arches
National Park, could reduce the size and visibility of mineral development structures, although it would not
entirely preclude development. This would protect recreation settings where natural viewsheds are
important. No specific visual resource protections exist under this alternative to protect viewsheds near
Canyonlands National Park and along the Colorado and Green Rivers, nor to protect night skies, which
could lead to visual impacts on natural recreation settings, decreasing the value of viewing around many
cliffs and panoramas, and dimming views of the night sky.
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Not addressing auditory management near National Park boundaries could allow noise from mineral
development to disrupt the solitude of the Planning Area and adjacent National Parks.
Under Alternative A, about 651,270 acres are managed as open to mineral leasing and development with
standard terms and conditions or with CSU and TL stipulations. This comprises about 83 percent of the
Planning Area. Within this area, projected development for oil and gas and potash would occur. As a
result, the associated surface disturbance could adversely impact recreation. As oil and gas and potash
leasing and development, including potash processing facilities, could occur on the same tracts of land
within these 651,270 acres, there is a higher likelihood for greater surface disturbance than would otherwise
occur if the minerals were to be developed separately. Thus, there is greater potential for adverse impacts
to recreation.
The remaining 17 percent of the Planning Area is subject to NSO stipulations (133,574 acres) and closed
to mineral leasing (753 acres). These major constraints would protect recreation within these areas by
precluding surface mineral development.

4.10.4

Impacts from Alternative B

Applying a Lease Notice to mitigate visual impacts to cultural sites could reduce visual impacts near areas
where viewing of cultural resources exists, which would enhance the visitation experience. This Lease
Notice would enhance the viewing of cultural sites as compared to Alternative A.
Applying an NSO stipulation along the Colorado and Green Rivers would have the same impact as under
Alternative A.
As compared to Alternative A, applying a CSU stipulation limiting the use of heavy trucks on the Needles
Overlook and Anticline Overlook Roads could protect the quality of recreation experiences in and around
the Canyon Rims SRMA. Allowing an exception to this CSU stipulation could increase traffic and raise
fugitive dust, which would degrade recreation experiences and could conflict with recreational use within
the SRMA.
As compared to Alternative A, applying a CSU stipulation on 177,594 acres of designated filming locations
could reduce visual impacts to recreational values associated with these areas, such as viewsheds for scenic
touring. An exception to this CSU stipulation, which could result in short-term impacts could also
temporarily reduce visual quality in filming locations, which could indirectly affect the recreational settings
found in these areas.
Applying the Baseline CSU stipulation to lands with wilderness characteristics analyzed in the 2008 RMPs
(192,220 acres) could help reduce the impacts to the values associated with primitive forms of recreation,
such as opportunities for primitive, unconfined recreation, and solitude as compared to Alternative A.
As compared to Alternative A, maximizing the size of oil and gas lease parcels could reduce oil and gas
development and infrastructure that could otherwise increase conflicts with recreation uses and degrade the
value of recreation experiences in areas where recreationists seek natural settings.
The use of BMPs for mineral operations could reduce conflicts with recreation as compared to
Alternative A. Visual screening using natural colors and topography and auditory dampening would help
to protect recreation values in the Planning Area.
As compared to Alternative A, applying the Baseline CSU stipulation to SRMAs would decrease conflicts
with recreation uses in those areas (208,185 acres in Alternative B1 and 222,289 acres in Alternative B2),
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as well as other areas where wildlife, visual resources, and wilderness characteristics contribute to
recreation settings. Actions such as collocating facilities, limiting unreclaimed surface disturbance, and
placing pipelines along existing roads, would limit the amount of interaction with recreationists at any one
time.
Impacts from oil and gas and potash leasing and development are discussed in the sections below specific
to Alternatives B1 and B2. However, some specific mineral lease stipulations related to protecting
recreation settings and values are applied in Alternative B and would have a direct effect in protecting
recreation uses from the impacts of mineral leasing and development. Increasing the NSO around
developed recreation sites from 0.5 mile to 1 mile would increase the protection of recreation settings as
compared to Alternative A. Applying an NSO stipulation within 0.5 miles of high use routes (95,143 acres)
would reduce conflicts between mineral leasing and recreation uses, specifically on the trails and roads.
Additionally, applying an NSO within 0.5 miles of high use climbing and canyoneering areas could reduce
conflicts between recreation and mineral development by reducing visual and noise impacts, which would
help maintain the quiet setting relevant to these activities. Protective measures around roads, trails, and
climbing locations are not applied in Alternative A.
Applying an NSO stipulation on 46,290 acres of the Canyon Rims SRMA would eliminate impacts related
to mineral leasing and development discussed under Alternative A. Applying the Baseline CSU stipulation
on the remaining 55,230 acres of this SRMA could reduce some of the noise, traffic, and visual impacts of
mineral development, but would not eliminate all potential impacts.
Applying an NSO stipulation on the entire 31,702 acres of the Colorado Riverway SRMA would eliminate
impacts discussed under Alternative A.
Applying an NSO stipulation on the entire 2,872 acres of the Dolores River Canyons SRMA would
eliminate impacts related to mineral leasing and development discussed under Alternative A.
Applying an NSO stipulation on the entire 76,427 acres of the Indian Creek SRMA would eliminate impacts
related to mineral leasing and development discussed under Alternative A.
Applying an NSO stipulation on 54,255 acres of Focus Areas within the Labyrinth Rims/Gemini Bridges
SRMA would eliminate impacts related to mineral leasing and development discussed under Alternative A.
Applying the Baseline CSU on the remaining 221,533 acres of this SRMA could reduce some of the noise,
traffic, and visual impacts of mineral development, but would not eliminate all potential impacts.
Applying an NSO stipulation on 6,990 acres of Focus Areas within the South Moab SRMA would eliminate
impacts related to mineral leasing and development discussed under Alternative A. Applying the Baseline
CSU on the remaining 16,153 acres of this SRMA could reduce some of the noise, traffic, and visual
impacts of mineral development, but would not eliminate all potential impacts.
Applying an NSO stipulation along the Colorado River’s suitable WSR segments and closing the
Monticello WSR Segment 3 would have the same impacts to recreation as compared to Alternative A.
Applying an NSO stipulation in VRM Class I would have the same impact to recreation as under
Alternative A. Applying an NSO stipulation on backways and byways would extend the buffer from 0.5
mile (in Alternative A) to 1 mile, thus increasing the area of protection to 156,067 acres. This stipulation
would eliminate most surface disturbance beyond what could be allowed within VRM Class II, managed
with a CSU stipulation for backways and byways under Alternative A.
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As compared to Alternative A, applying an NSO stipulation on all VRM Class II (324,721 acres), on visual
resource inventory (VRI) Class II around Arches and Canyonlands National Parks, and along the Colorado
and Green River rims would eliminate all surface disturbance and most noise and dust that could conflict
with natural recreation settings. This NSO stipulation allows for no exceptions and would thus protect
backcountry and seldom seen locations within VRM II areas. BMPs to reduce night sky impacts would
help retain dark skies, providing a more ideal setting for night time star-gazing and improving the visual
setting of camping activities throughout the Planning Area.
As compared to Alternative A, BMPs used to mitigate mineral operation noise would decrease impacts to
the background setting in many recreation areas. Recreational activities such as non-motorized trail use,
especially in backcountry areas away from paved roads, depend upon peace and quiet as part of the ideal
setting. Applying an NSO stipulation within 2.5 miles of National Park boundaries could reduce
disturbances from mineral development, including noise, but also visual and traffic impacts within this area.
Therefore, this stipulation could reduce conflicts with recreation in areas adjoining National Parks.

Impacts Specific to Alternative B1 Only
Not issuing new oil and gas leases within PLAs (103,619 acres) could help to minimize adverse impacts to
recreation found within these areas. These adverse impacts could result from concurrent oil and gas
development and potash development that could occur under Alternative A. However, 43 percent of the
Hatch Point PLA contains existing oil and gas leases. Therefore, there is potential for concurrent
development of oil and gas and potash on these existing leases and a greater likelihood for adverse impacts
to recreation. Allowing potash leasing and development within PLAs on 103,619 acres could result in
impacts to recreation that may be found in these areas from surface-disturbing potash related activities. If
the acreage encompassed by PLAs were to become available solely for oil and gas leasing and development
the adverse impacts to recreation would be similar to or less than the impacts identified for potash leasing
and development. Alternative B1 does not allow potash leasing on 681,948 acres within the Planning Area,
which would minimize adverse impacts to recreation from concurrent oil and gas and potash development
as compared to Alternative A.
A phased approach to potash leasing could help reduce impacts to recreation as compared to Alternative A.
By testing the feasibility of potash development, unnecessary surface disturbance would be avoided and
appropriate mitigation measures applied. These measures would benefit recreation.
Designating PLAs (103,619 acres) could reduce the quality of recreation experiences in the Red Wash,
Upper Ten Mile, and Hatch Point areas if potash is developed. However, designating these areas would
eliminate the possibility of potash development impacts to the recreation settings in the remainder of the
Planning Area. Potash wells and infrastructure could conflict with recreation by altering natural viewsheds
and increasing traffic, noise, and dust, which could lead to displacement of recreation activities.
Limiting the location of potash processing facilities to PPFAs and locating them largely outside of SRMAs
would reduce conflict with most recreation uses as compared to Alternative A. However, some PPFA
acreage is located within the Dee Pass Motorized Focus Area within the Labyrinth Rims/Gemini Bridges
SRMA. In this Focus Area, the quality of the recreation setting could be reduced by the noise, dust, and
visual impacts of facilities.
Designating the 29,127 acre Upper Ten Mile PLA could lead to potash development and infrastructure that
would reduce the quality of the recreation settings within the Labyrinth Canyon/Gemini Bridges SRMA
since the PLA is entirely within this SRMA. Potash operations, including associated noise, dust, and visual
disruptions in the area would be incompatible with recreation in these areas and could displace some
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recreation use. However, 7,675 acres of the PLA (26 percent) are managed with an NSO stipulation, which
would eliminate these impacts on those acres.
Designating the 29,956 acre Red Wash PLA could lead to potash development and infrastructure that would
reduce the quality of the recreation settings within the Labyrinth Canyon/Gemini Bridges SRMA since the
PLA is entirely within this SRMA. Potash operations, including associated noise, dust, and visual
disruptions in the area would be incompatible with recreation in these areas and could displace some
recreation use. However, 13,190 acres of the PLA (44 percent) are managed with an NSO stipulation,
which would eliminate these impacts on those acres.
Designating the 45,536 acre Hatch Point PLA could lead to potash development and infrastructure that
would reduce the quality of the recreation settings within the Canyon Rims SRMA since the PLA is entirely
within this SRMA. Potash operations, including associated noise, dust, and visual disruptions in the area
would be incompatible with recreation in these areas and could displace some recreation use. However,
25,885 acres (57 percent) are managed with an NSO stipulation, which would eliminate these impacts.
Under Alternative B1, about 228,926 acres would be open to oil and gas leasing and subject to CSU and
TL stipulations (minor constraints). There are zero acres managed as open to oil and gas leasing with
standard terms and conditions (open). These areas managed as open and with minor constraints to oil and
gas leasing and development comprise about 29 percent of the Planning Area. Within these areas, projected
development for oil and gas would occur and the associated surface disturbance could adversely impact
recreation. The area managed as open and with minor constraints to oil and gas leasing and development
is about 422,344 acres less than Alternative A. Therefore, there is much less likelihood for adverse impacts
to recreation associated with oil and gas development in Alternative B1 as compared to Alternative A.
About 58 percent of the Planning Area is subject to NSO stipulations (452,269 acres) and closed to oil and
gas leasing (753 acres). These major constraints would protect recreation within these areas by precluding
surface development. The area covered by major constraints for oil and gas leasing and development is
about 313,723 acres more than Alternative A. Therefore, Alternative B1 offers far more protection for
recreation from impacts associated with oil and gas leasing and development than Alternative A.
In Alternative B1, about 103,619 acres would be available to potash leasing and development within the
PLAs. Within the PLAs, there are about 57,620 acres managed with CSU and TL stipulations (minor
constraints) and zero acres managed as open with standard terms and conditions (open). Projected potash
well drilling would occur within the PLAs in the areas managed as open and with minor constraints and the
associated surface disturbance could adversely impact recreation. The area managed as open and with
minor constraints to potash leasing and development is about 593,650 acres less than Alternative A.
Therefore, there is much less likelihood for adverse impacts to recreation associated with potash leasing
and development in Alternative B1 as compared to Alternative A. In addition, there are about 45,999 acres
within the PLAs that are subject to NSO stipulations, which would protect recreation by precluding potash
surface development.

Impacts Specific to Alternative B2 Only
In Alternative B2, the entire Planning Area would be open only for oil and gas leasing subject to the
appropriate leasing stipulations. The Planning Area (785,567 acres) would be closed to potash leasing,
which would reduce impacts to recreation that would result from the concurrent development of oil and gas
and potash as described in Alternative A. The impacts to recreation from the limited potash development
provided in Alternative B1 would be greater than the exclusion of potash development in Alterative B2.
Alternative B2 would substitute oil and gas well drilling for potash well drilling within the PLAs established
in Alternative B1 and the impacts to recreation would be similar. The major difference between
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Alternative B1 and Alternative B2 is that Alternative B2 eliminates the 3,037 acres of surface disturbance
and the associated potential adverse impacts to recreation, which could result from the construction of
potash processing facilities within the 42,492 acres of PPFAs established in Alternative B1.
In Alternative B2, about 285,806 acres would be open to oil and gas leasing subject to CSU and TL
stipulations (minor constraints). There are zero acres managed as open to oil and gas leasing with standard
terms and conditions (open). These areas managed as open and with minor constraints to oil and gas leasing
and development comprise about 36 percent of the Planning Area. Within these areas, projected
development for oil and gas would occur and the associated surface disturbance could adversely impact
recreation. The area managed as open and with minor constraints for oil and gas leasing and development
is about 365,464 acres less than Alternative A. Therefore, there is much less likelihood for adverse impacts
to recreation associated with oil and gas development in Alternative B2 as compared to Alternative A.
About 64 percent of the Planning Area is subject to NSO stipulations (499,008 acres) and closed to oil and
gas leasing (753 acres). These major constraints would protect recreation within these areas by precluding
surface development. The area covered by major constraints for oil and gas leasing and development is
about 360,466 acres more than Alternative A. Therefore, Alternative B2 offers far more protection for
recreation from impacts associated with oil and gas leasing and development than Alternative A.

4.10.5

Impacts from Alternative C

In Alternative C, the entire Planning Area would be open only for oil and gas leasing subject to the
appropriate leasing stipulations. The Planning Area (785,567 acres) would be closed to potash leasing,
which would result in the same impacts to recreation as those described in Alternative B2.
Closing the Three Rivers mineral withdrawal to mineral leasing would eliminate impacts to the viewshed
and soundscape of recreational activities along the river, such as boating and camping. Closing these rivers
to mineral leasing would preclude drilling from adjacent lands to access the underlying Federal mineral
resources. This would minimize the potential impacts that could occur to the viewshed from the rivers.
This affords more protection to recreation as compared to Alternatives A and B.
Precluding the use of heavy trucks, with no exceptions, on the Needles Overlook and Anticline Overlook
Roads would protect the quality of recreation experiences in and around the Canyon Rims SRMA as
compared to Alternatives A and B.
Applying an NSO stipulation on 177,594 acres of designated filming locations would preserve recreational
values associated with these areas, such as viewsheds for scenic touring. This provides greater protection
to recreation as compared to Alternatives A and B.
Maximizing the size of oil and gas lease parcels would have the same impact to recreation as those described
in Alternative B.
The use of BMPs for mineral operations would have the same impact to recreation as those described in
Alternative B.
Impacts from applying the Baseline CSU stipulation to lands with wilderness characteristics would have a
similar impact to recreation as those described in Alternative B, except 28,240 more acres would be
protected by including lands identified subsequent to the 2008 RMP. The Baseline CSU is not applied to
SRMAs in Alternative C because SRMAs are all managed with an NSO stipulation (see below).
Increasing the area of the NSO stipulation surrounding developed recreation sites from 0.5 mile
(Alternative A) or 1 mile (Alternative B) to 2 miles would increase the protection of recreation settings.
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Increasing the area of the NSO stipulation from 0.5 miles (Alternative B) to 1 mile from high use routes
would further reduce conflicts between mineral leasing and recreation uses, specifically on the trails and
roads. Increasing the area of the NSO stipulation from 0.5 miles to 1 mile of high use climbing and
canyoneering areas would further reduce conflicts between recreation and mineral development by reducing
visual and noise impacts, which would help maintain the quiet setting relevant to these activities. Protective
measures around roads, trails, and climbing locations are not applied in Alternative A and are increased
from Alternative B to C.
Applying an NSO stipulation on all 101,520 acres of the Canyon Rims SRMA would eliminate impacts to
recreation described in Alternative A. This is an increase of 55,230 acres managed with an NSO stipulation
in the Canyon Rims SRMA as compared to Alternative B.
Applying an NSO stipulation on all 31,702 acres of the Colorado Riverway SRMA would have the same
impact to recreation as those described in Alternative B.
Applying an NSO stipulation on all 2,872 acres of the Dolores River Canyons SRMA would have the same
impact to recreation as those described in Alternative B.
Applying an NSO stipulation on all 76,427 acres of the Indian Creek SRMA would have the same impact
to recreation as those described in Alternative B.
Applying an NSO stipulation on all 275,788 acres of the Labyrinth Rims/Gemini Bridges SRMA would
eliminate impacts to recreation as those described in Alternative A. This is an increase of 221,533 acres
managed with an NSO stipulation in this SRMA as compared to Alternative B.
Applying an NSO stipulation on all 23,143 acres of the South Moab SRMA would eliminate impacts to
recreation as those described in Alternative A. This is an increase of 16,153 acres managed with an NSO
stipulation in this SRMA as compared to Alternative B.
Closing all suitable WSR segments would eliminate all potential visual and noise impacts that would be
incompatible with recreation uses on the river, such as quiet solitude and first class scenery. Closing these
suitable WSR segments to mineral leasing would preclude drilling from adjacent lands to access the
underlying Federal mineral resources. This would minimize potential impacts that could occur to the
viewshed from the suitable WSR segments. This is a greater level of protection than that described in
Alternatives A and B.
Closing VRM Class I areas to mineral leasing would have a similar effect on recreation as Alternatives A
and B, except noise, traffic, and dust from adjacent areas where horizontal drilling might occur would be
eliminated. However, closing VRM I areas to mineral leasing would preclude drilling from adjacent lands
to access the underlying Federal mineral resources. This would minimize potential impacts that could occur
to the viewshed from the VRM I areas.
Applying an NSO stipulation on backways and byways would be similar to Alternative B, except the area
with an NSO stipulation would extend out to 2 miles, increasing the area of protection from 156,067 acres
to 267,524 acres.
Applying an NSO stipulation on VRM Class II areas (324,721 acres) would have the same impact as under
Alternative B. Closing the immediate viewshed around Arches National Park, applying an NSO stipulation
on viewsheds north of the park, and applying a 3 mile buffer along the eastern boundary of Canyonlands
National Park and increasing the NSO stipulation along the Colorado and Green River rims out to 2 miles
increases the protection of the visual resource values important to natural recreation settings in these areas
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as compared to Alternatives A and B. Applying a CSU stipulation to reduce night sky impacts would
protect dark skies more than those described under Alternative B and further reduce conflicts with camping
and stargazing recreation settings. No provisions to protect night skies were provided in Alternative A.
Impacts from BMPs to mitigate noise would be similar to Alternative B; however, measurable CSU
requirements would ensure effective mitigation at desired background noise levels. Impacts from an NSO
stipulation for noise near National Parks would be similar to Alternative B, except the area would be
extended from 2.5 miles to 2.8 miles from park boundaries.
For Alternative C, about 54,799 acres would be open to oil and gas leasing subject to CSU and TL
stipulations (minor constraints). There are zero acres managed as open to oil and gas leasing and
development with standard terms and conditions (open). These areas managed as open and with minor
constraints comprise about 7 percent of the Planning Area. Within these areas, projected development for
oil and gas would occur and the associated surface disturbance could adversely impact recreation. The area
managed as open and with minor constraints to oil and gas leasing and development is far less than
Alternatives A, B1, and B2. Therefore, there is a much smaller likelihood for adverse impacts to recreation
associated with oil and gas development in Alternative C as compared to Alternatives A, B1, and B2. About
93 percent of the Planning Area is subject to NSO stipulations (550,599 acres) and closed to oil and gas
leasing (180,169 acres). These major constraints would protect recreation within these areas by precluding
surface development. The area covered by major constraints for oil and gas leasing and development is far
more than Alternatives A, B1, and B2. Therefore, Alternative C offers far more protection for recreation
from impacts associated with oil and gas leasing and development than Alternatives A, B1, and B2.

4.10.6

Impacts from Alternative D

Applying an NSO stipulation along the Colorado River would have the same impact to recreation as those
described in Alternatives A and B, but less protection than in Alternative C.
Limiting the use of heavy trucks on the Needles Overlook and Anticline Overlook Roads would have the
same impact to recreation as those described in Alternative B, but less protection than in Alternative C.
There is no mitigation provided in the use of these roads by heavy trucks in Alternative A.
Applying a CSU stipulation on 177,594 acres of designated filming locations would have the same impact
to recreation as those described in Alternative B, but less protection than Alternative C. There is no specific
stipulation for filming locations in Alternative A.
Applying the Baseline CSU stipulation to lands with wilderness characteristics analyzed in the 2008 RMPs
(192,220 acres) would have the same impact as under Alternative B, but would have far less than those
described in Alternative A. The Baseline CSU stipulation would apply to 28,240 fewer acres of land than
Alternative C.
Impacts to recreation from maximizing the size of oil and gas lease parcels would be the same as those
described in Alternatives B and C.
Using BMPs for mineral operations would have the same impacts to recreation as those described in
Alternatives B and C.
Impacts from applying a Baseline CSU stipulation would be similar to Alternative B, although an exception
could be granted (Appendix A), which could increase the density of well spacing in some instances. This
additional drilling could result in an increased conflict with recreation settings and values as compared with
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Alternative B. However, impacts would be less than in Alternative A and more than Alternatives B and C,
where the exception does not apply.
Designating PLAs (103,619 acres) would have a similar impact as under Alternative B1, except that a
small-scale potash processing facility could be located within the PLAs. This facility could disturb up to
100 acres, which, depending on the location, could reduce the visual quality of recreational settings.
However, limiting potash leasing to PLAs would reduce the impacts of potash development to recreation
from those described in Alternative A.
Limiting the location of potash processing facilities to PPFAs and locating them largely outside of SRMAs
would have the same impacts to recreation as those described in Alternative B1.
Considering phased leasing would have the same impacts to recreation as those described in Alternative B.
Impacts from oil and gas and potash leasing and development are discussed in the sections below specific
to Alternatives B1 and B2. However, some specific mineral lease stipulations related to protecting
recreation settings and values are applied in Alternative B and would have a direct effect in protecting
recreation uses from the impacts of mineral leasing and development. Increasing the NSO around
developed recreation sites from 0.5 mile to 1 mile would increase the protection of recreation settings as
compared to Alternative A. Applying an NSO stipulation within 0.5 miles of high use routes (95,143 acres)
would reduce conflicts between mineral leasing and recreation uses, specifically on the trails and roads.
Applying an NSO within 0.5 miles of high use climbing and canyoneering areas could reduce conflicts
between recreation and mineral development by reducing visual and noise impacts, which would help
maintain the quiet setting relevant to these activities. Protective measures around roads, trails, and climbing
locations are not applied in Alternative A.
Impacts to recreation from applying an NSO stipulation to mineral leasing around developed recreation
sites of 0.5 mile would be the same as Alternative A; however, an exception could be granted which could
create short-term impacts on recreation by allowing some development to proceed as long as there is no
long term visual impairment or auditory impacts. This affords less protection to recreation sites than
measures described in Alternatives B and C.
Impacts to recreation of applying an NSO stipulation to mineral leasing within 0.5 miles of high use routes
(95,143 acres) would be the same as Alternative B. However, an exception could be granted that could
create short-term impacts to the foreground by allowing some development to proceed as long as there is
no long-term visual impairment or auditory impacts. This measure affords more protection to routes than
does Alternative A, but less protection than found in Alternative C.
Impacts to recreation of applying an NSO stipulation to mineral leasing within 0.5 miles of high use
climbing and canyoneering would be the same as those described in Alternative B. However, an exception
could be granted that could create short-term impacts to the foreground by allowing some development to
proceed as long as there is no long term visual impairment or auditory impacts. This affords more protection
to routes than does Alternative A, but less protection than found in Alternative C.
The NSO stipulations applied to mineral leasing within SRMAs are the same as described in Alternative B.
This would provide more protection than Alternative A, but less than Alternative C.
Applying an NSO stipulation to mineral leasing along the Colorado River and Green River suitable WSR
segments and closing the Monticello WSR Segment 3 would have the same impacts as under Alternatives A
and B. Alternative D provides less protection than Alternative C.
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Closing VRM Class I areas to mineral leasing would have the same impact as under Alternative C and
would provide more protection than Alternatives A and B. Applying an NSO stipulation to mineral leasing
on backways and byways would have a similar impact as Alternative B. However, an exception could be
granted that could create short-term impacts to scenic views along the roads that could reduce the quality
of scenic touring opportunities. Alternative D provides more protection than Alternative A, but less than
Alternative C.
Applying an NSO stipulation to mineral leasing on VRM Class II (324,721 acres), would have the same
impact as under Alternative B. However, an exception to the NSO stipulation in VRM II areas may be
allowed that could lead to adverse impacts to visual resources especially in the seldom seen backcountry
areas. These impacts would affect those recreationists seeking a backcountry experience away from the
majority of visitors.
Closing the immediate viewshed around Arches National Park would have the same impacts to recreations
as those described in Alternative C. However, the extended viewshed north of Arches National Park would
not be managed with an NSO stipulation. Therefore, Alternative D affords less protection for recreation
around Arches National Park than does Alternative C, but more than Alternatives A and B.
BMPs to reduce night sky impacts would have the same impact to recreation as those describe in
Alternative B, but less protection than the CSU stipulation applied for night skies in Alternative C. Night
skies mitigation is not provided in Alternative A. BMPs to mitigate noise would have the same impact as
Alternative C. Applying an NSO stipulation for noise within 2.5 miles of National Park boundaries would
have the same impact to recreation as those described in Alternative B, but less than the 2.8 miles of NSO
applied in Alternative C. Noise mitigation is not provided in Alternative A.
Under Alternative D, about 230,765 acres would be open to oil and gas leasing subject to CSU and TL
stipulations (minor constraints). There are zero acres managed as open to oil and gas leasing with standard
terms and conditions (open). These areas managed as open and with minor constraints to oil and gas leasing
and development comprise about 29 percent of the Planning Area. Within these areas, projected
development for oil and gas would occur and the associated surface disturbance could adversely impact
recreation. The area managed as open and with minor constraints to oil and gas leasing and development
in Alternative D is about 420,505 acres less than Alternative A. Therefore, there is much less likelihood
for adverse impacts to recreation associated with oil and gas leasing and development in Alternative D as
compared to Alternative A; a similar likelihood for adverse impacts as compared to Alternatives B1 and
B2; and a greater likelihood for adverse impacts as compared to Alternative C.
About 57 percent of the Planning Area is subject to NSO stipulations (305,899 acres) and closed to oil and
gas leasing (145,284 acres). These major constraints would protect recreation within these areas by
precluding development. The area covered by major constraints for oil and gas leasing and development is
about 311,888 acres more than Alternative A; slightly less (1,839 acres) than Alternative B1, less than
(48,578 acres) Alternative B2; and much less than (279,585 acres) than Alternative C. Therefore,
Alternative D offers far more protection for recreation from impacts associated with oil and gas leasing and
development than Alternative A; similar protection than Alternatives B1 and B2; and much less than
Alternative C.
Under Alternative D, about 103,619 acres would be available to potash leasing and development within the
PLAs. Within the PLAs, there are about 57,620 acres are open to potash leasing and development subject
to CSU and TL stipulations and zero acres open under standard terms and conditions. Projected potash
well drilling would occur within these areas subject to CSU and TL stipulations; the associated surface
disturbance could adversely impact recreation. The area available for potash leasing and development is
about 593,650 acres less than Alternative A and the same as Alternative B1. Therefore, there is much less
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likelihood for adverse impacts to recreation associated with potash development in Alternative D as
compared to Alternative A. In addition, out of the 103,619 acres available for potash leasing, there about
45,999 acres that are subject to NSO stipulations, which would protect recreation by precluding potash
surface development. In Alternatives B2 and C, no leasing and development of potash would occur.
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RIPARIAN RESOURCES

This section presents potential impacts to riparian resources from implementing management actions
presented in Chapter 2. Existing conditions concerning riparian resources management are described in
Chapter 3. Riparian resources are protected by an NSO stipulation across all alternatives, which vary by
alternative in the amount of buffer distance surrounding the habitat and the overall acreage protected.
Because of this protection, impacts to riparian resources would most often be indirect with most impacts
occurring from soil erosion and runoff from adjacent or nearby mineral development.

4.11.1

Assumptions

•

The degree of impact attributed to any one disturbance or series of disturbances would be
influenced by several factors, including location in the watershed; the type, time, and degree of
disturbance; existing vegetation; precipitation; and mitigating actions applied to the disturbance.

•

Current trends in plant succession and vegetation health would continue.

•

Where assessments for rangeland health standards have been conducted, riparian plant
communities are functioning properly or are in the process of achieving proper functioning
condition (PFC).

•

Noxious and invasive weeds would continue to be introduced and spread as a result of ongoing
vehicle traffic in and out of the Planning Area, recreational activities, wildlife and livestock grazing
and movements, and surface-disturbing activities.

•

Weed and pest control would be carried out in coordination with the appropriate County weed and
pest control district and owners of adjacent property.

4.11.2

Impacts Common to All Alternatives

The following discussions represent impacts on riparian habitat that would not vary by alternative.
Management to support air quality and the use of dust abatement measures could protect riparian areas from
dust accumulation on foliage, reduce runoff of sediment or siltation within aquatic systems, and could
reduce airborne pollutants or particulate matter that could damage riparian vegetation.
Closing the Monticello WSR Segment 3 to mineral leasing (753 acres) would prevent surface disturbance
from leasing and development activities and protect adjacent riparian habitat from degradation or damage
from erosion and runoff. The closure to future leasing and development activities would protect riparian
vegetation, support in-channel structure and streambanks, and support water quality. The prevention of
surface disturbance could reduce the potential for the introduction and spread of invasive, non-native plant
species, providing additional protection to downstream riparian vegetation and corridor function.
Management to protect special status species, wildlife, and associated riparian habitat would indirectly
protect riparian areas from surface-disturbing activities from buffer distances, NSO stipulations, or CSU
and TL stipulations applied either seasonally or throughout the year. Any reduction or prevention of surface
disturbance would protect riparian vegetation from damage or removal, prevent soil erosion, runoff,
sediment deposition and loss of streambanks; prevent or reduce the spread of invasive, non-native plant
species, and could protect water quality.
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Impacts from Alternative A (No Action)

Applying an NSO stipulation for oil and gas leasing within the existing Three Rivers mineral withdrawal
for locatable minerals would provide greater protection to the riparian resources within the withdrawal area
by preventing surface disturbance and possible riparian vegetation loss from oil and gas development. The
NSO stipulation could prevent soil loss, erosion, runoff, or damage of streambanks; could prevent the loss
or damage to riparian vegetation; and could prevent or reduce the introduction and spread of invasive, nonnative plant species. The stipulation could provide protection to downstream riparian habitat and support
water quality within the Green River and Colorado River corridors.
Under Alternative A, both oil and gas leasing and potash leasing could occur concurrently on the same tract
of land, which could result in higher concentrations of development and redundant infrastructure. Although
drilling for oil and gas and potash is similar, the production of potash requires the use of potash processing
facilities, which involves large tracts of land over a long period of time. Any area where oil, gas or potash
leasing and development occurs would experience surface disturbance, soil loss and runoff. If development
were to occur adjacent to a riparian area, runoff could lead to streambank erosion, vegetation loss, sediment
loading, and stream channel alteration. Mineral development could increase the potential for the
introduction and spread of invasive, non-native plant species, which could lead to loss of native riparian
vegetation, reduced water quality and stream channel alteration.
Allowing oil and gas leasing subject to standard lease terms and conditions could result in surface
disturbance and removal of vegetation from the development of well pads and associated infrastructure
within the 210,884 acres of open to leasing with standard terms and conditions (open) (Table 4-19). Runoff
from development could lead to streambank erosion, vegetation loss, sediment loading, and stream channel
alteration. Invasive, non-native plant species could be introduced and spread by vehicles and machinery
during development activities and spread to nearby riparian areas, which could lead to loss of native riparian
vegetation, reduced water quality, and stream channel alteration.
Applying CSU and TL stipulations to oil and gas leasing could reduce surface disturbance within 440,386
acres (Table 4-19). Timing limitation stipulations would prevent surface disturbance during specific
timeframes, which could reduce the risk of runoff and erosion during the periods of closure; however,
disturbance and vegetation removal could still occur outside of the seasonal closures. Applying CSU
stipulations could reduce disturbance to steep slopes, scenic driving corridors, and VRM II areas,
minimizing erosion, runoff, and the introduction and spread of invasive, non-native plant species into
nearby riparian areas.
Applying an NSO stipulation for leasing would prevent surface-disturbing activities from oil and gas
development within the 133,574 acres (Table 4-19). The NSO stipulation would prevent surface
disturbance from mineral development, and reduce the risk of erosion and runoff into riparian areas within
or adjacent to the protected areas. Reducing runoff and erosion would protect riparian vegetation, support
in-channel structure, streambanks, and support water quality. The prevention of surface disturbance could
reduce the potential for the introduction and spread of invasive, non-native plant species, providing
additional protection to nearby riparian vegetation and functioning condition.
Closing 753 acres to oil and gas leasing (Monticello WSR Segment 3) would prevent surface disturbance
from development activities, and protect adjacent riparian habitat from degradation or damage from erosion
and runoff. Precluding oil and gas development would protect riparian vegetation, support in-channel
structure, streambanks, and support water quality. The prevention of surface disturbance could reduce the
potential for the introduction and spread of invasive, non-native plant species, providing additional
protection to nearby riparian vegetation and functioning condition.
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Table 4-19. Oil and Gas Management Category for Riparian Resources by Alternative
Management
Category

Alternative A

Alternative B1 and B2

Total
Acres

Riparian
Acres

Open

210,884

2,015

CSU/TL

440,386

NSO

133,574

Closed

5,470

4,638

753

94

Total Acres

Riparian
Acres

B1

0

0

B2

0

0

B1

228,926

0

B2

285,806

0

B1

452,269

11,040

B2

499,008

12,123

B1

753

94

B2

753

94

Alternative C

Alternative D

Total
Acres

Riparian
Acres

Total
Acres

Riparian
Acres

0

0

0

0

54,799

0

230,765

0

550,599

7,584

305,899

9,243

180,169

4,633

145,284

1,891

Note: Riparian acreage in Alternatives B1 and D does not include 1,183 riparian acres within PLAs.

Under Alternative A, impacts from potash well drilling on riparian resources would be the same as
described for the areas managed for oil and gas leasing as open with standard terms and conditions, the
application of lease stipulations of CSU, TL, and NSO, and closing lands to mineral development (Table
4-20).

Table 4-20. Potash Management Categories by Alternative
Management
Category

Alternative A
(acres)

Alternative B1
(acres)

Alternative B2
(acres)

Alternative C
(acres)

Alternative D
(acres)

Open

210,884

0

0

0

0

CSU/TL

440,386

57,620

0

0

57,308

NSO

133,574

45,999

0

0

46,311

753

0

785,567

785,567

0

0

681,948

NA

NA

681,948

785,567

785,567

785,567

785,567

785,567

Closed
Deferred
(outside PLAs)

Total Acres

Potash processing facilities could be developed where existing stipulations do not preclude surface
disturbance (NSO and closed). This means that potash processing facilities could be constructed in the
210,884 acres of open to leasing with standards terms and conditions (open) areas or possibly within the
440,386 acres of lands with CSU and TL stipulations. Development of processing facilities could result in
surface disturbance and removal of vegetation. Runoff from development into adjacent riparian areas could
lead to streambank erosion, vegetation loss, sediment loading, and stream channel alteration. Invasive,
non-native plant species could be introduced and spread by vehicles and machinery during development
activities and spread to adjacent riparian areas, which could lead to loss of native riparian vegetation,
reduced water quality and stream channel alteration.
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Applying a TL stipulation for mineral leasing (for both oil and gas and potash) prohibiting surfacedisturbing activities on saline soils within 68,275 acres from December 1 to May 31 could reduce soil loss
and erosion, and prevent saline runoff into adjacent riparian areas during the winter and spring.
Management for salinity control, sensitive soils, drought management, and applying BMPs to all oil and
gas authorizations in accordance to WO IM 2007-021 and the most current version of the Gold Book could
reduce or prevent erosion or runoff of saline or other undesirable soils into riparian areas and reduce
degradation of riparian systems in areas adjacent to development activities.
Applying mineral leasing stipulations for steep slopes (Table 4-21) could reduce or prevent surface
disturbance and associated runoff from areas very prone to heavy runoff during precipitation. Additional
erosion control plans could reduce runoff in areas where development occurs. This management could help
reduce damage to adjacent riparian systems and help protect riparian vegetation, support in-channel
structure and streambanks, and support water quality.

Table 4-21. Mineral Leasing Stipulations for Steep Slopes by Alternative
Stipulation

CSU

NSO
Total Acres

Alternative A
Slope %

Acres

Moab
>30%

79,045

Monticello
21-40%

29,150

Monticello
>40%

42,339

150,534

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D

Slope %

Acres

Slope %

Acres

Slope %

Acres

>21 %

181,119

21-30%

46,525

>21 %

181,119

-

-

>30%

134,59
4

-

-

181,119

181,119

181,119

Applying an NSO stipulation within public water reserves, 100-year floodplains, within 330 feet of riparian
areas, springs, and other water resources (50,495 acres), and suitable WSR segments (19,347 acres), would
prevent surface disturbance and loss of riparian vegetation from mineral development, and reduce the risk
of erosion and runoff into riparian areas. Reducing runoff and erosion would protect riparian vegetation,
support in-channel structure and streambanks, and support water quality. The prevention of surface
disturbance could reduce the potential for the introduction and spread of invasive, non-native plant species,
providing additional protection to nearby riparian vegetation and functioning condition.
The use of native seed mixes for restoration and rehabilitation would support the growth of native vegetation
communities within riparian areas when areas have been rehabilitated. Use of non-native species could
help stabilize soils and prevent erosion in the short term, providing support to streambanks and floodplains,
and, over the long term, could provide stable substrate for native species to then re-establish. Preventing
the infestation and spread of noxious weeds or controlling noxious weed species would support the health
and vitality of riparian ecosystems, provide protection to nearby riparian vegetation, and support overall
functioning condition.

4.11.4

Impacts from Alternative B

Impacts to riparian resources from applying an NSO stipulation for oil and gas leasing within the existing
Three Rivers mineral withdrawal would be the same as described under Alternative A.
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Under Alternative B, maximizing oil and gas lease size and applying the Baseline CSU stipulation to
sensitive resource would result in reducing or eliminating redundant infrastructure from oil and gas
development. This management could reduce the amount of disturbance from development activities,
which could minimize runoff, erosion and damage to riparian systems.
Applying the Baseline CSU stipulation for all mineral development (208,185 acres in Alternative B1 and
222,289 acres in Alternative B2) could reduce surface disturbance when compared to Alternative A, which
primarily consists of timing restrictions. The Baseline CSU stipulation could reduce the density of
disturbance and support reclamation and mitigation activities when development does occur. The Baseline
CSU could reduce or minimize surface disturbance from mineral development, and reduce erosion and
runoff into riparian areas within or adjacent to the protected areas. Reducing runoff and erosion could
protect riparian vegetation, reduce damage to in-channel structure and streambanks, and support water
quality. The CSU could reduce the introduction and spread of invasive, non-native plant species, providing
additional protection to nearby riparian vegetation and functioning condition. Reclamation of disturbance
could reduce additional runoff, minimize erosion, and support the heath of adjacent riparian resources.
Applying BMPs, as appropriate, to mineral operations (oil and gas and potash) could provide greater
protection to riparian resources; prevent the establishment or spread of invasive, non-native plant species;
and provide direct protection to riparian resources as compared to Alternative A. The BMPs could reduce
runoff of pollutants, salts, or other soils, prevent erosion of sediment into riparian ecosystems, protect water
quality, prevent damage to riparian areas from vehicles and stream crossings, and provide prevention and
eradication measures for invasive, non-native plant species. Use of the BMPs would support riparian
vegetation, reduce damage to in-channel structure and streambanks, and support water quality.
Applying a CSU stipulation to mineral leasing for offsite reclamation in areas of saline soils could provide
soil stability and help reduce soil erosion and runoff into riparian habitat if reclamation efforts were
successful. Applying a CSU stipulation for steep slopes over 21 percent (Table 4-21) could reduce or
prevent surface disturbance and associated runoff from areas prone to heavy runoff during precipitation to
a greater degree as compared to Alternative A (181,119 acres). Erosion control plans could reduce runoff
in areas where development occurs. This management could help reduce damage to adjacent riparian
systems and help protect riparian vegetation, support in-channel structure and streambanks, and support
water quality.
Applying an NSO stipulation to preclude mineral activities within public water reserves, 100-year
floodplains, within 500 feet of intermittent and perennial streams, rivers, riparian areas, wetlands, water
wells, lakes, and springs (69,786 acres), and within 100 feet of ephemeral streams would provide greater
protection for riparian resources as compared to Alternative A, with larger buffer distances (170 feet larger)
and additional riparian areas (a total of 75,907 more acres). Applying an NSO stipulation to preclude
mineral activities within 750 feet of the Colorado River and Fisher Creek (4,590 acres) would allow for
additional protection of riparian habitat in these areas. The NSO stipulation would directly protect the
riparian resources, by preventing vegetation loss, streambank erosion, diminished water quality, and
damage to floodplains. The NSO stipulation could also prevent the infestation and spread of invasive, nonnative plant species, provide protection to nearby riparian vegetation, and support overall functioning
condition.
Measures to protect water quality in aquifers and watersheds from mineral development include applying
a CSU stipulation to important spring areas requiring a hydrologic assessment prior to conducting any
mineral operations (38,056 acres); applying the Baseline CSU stipulation to the Courthouse Wash
Watershed (51,790 acres); and applying a CSU stipulation requiring closed loop drilling and other
operational constraints to this watershed; applying the Baseline CSU stipulation to the Salt Wash Watershed
(61,925 acres) along with a CSU stipulation requiring closed loop drilling and other operational constraints,
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and applying BMPs for the protection of shallow and potential unconsolidated aquifers. This management
could protect water quality and support the health of related riparian habitat within or adjacent to the
watersheds. Alternative A does not address these water resources.
Impacts to riparian resources from applying an NSO stipulation to the suitable WSR segments along the
Colorado and Green Rivers with the exception of Colorado River Segment 3 in Monticello (19,347 acres)
would be the same as described under Alternative A.
The use of BMPs for reclamation, soils, and noxious weed prevention and control would provide greater
protection to riparian resources as compared to Alternative A, due to the availability of the BMPs to be
applied to all leases as appropriate. Impacts to riparian resources from the use of native plant species and
control of noxious weeds would be similar to Alternative A, although management from the BMPs would
be consistently used and would provide greater support to the health and vitality of riparian resources.

Impacts Specific to Alternative B1 Only
Not issuing new oil and gas leases within PLAs (103,619 acres) could help to minimize adverse impacts to
riparian resources by limiting the amount of surface disturbance within the PLAs. These adverse impacts
could result from the concurrent oil and gas development and potash development, which could occur under
Alternative A. However, 43 percent of the Hatch Point PLA contains existing oil and gas leases. Therefore,
there is potential for concurrent development of oil and gas and potash on these existing leases and a greater
likelihood for adverse impacts to riparian resources over the next 15 years in the Hatch Point PLA.
Furthermore, if potash resources do not develop in that time frame, the area could again be available for oil
and gas leasing. If the acreage encompassed by PLAs were to become available solely for oil and gas
leasing and development the adverse impacts to riparian resources would be similar to or less than the
impacts identified for potash leasing and development. Alternative B1 does not allow potash leasing on
681,948 acres within the Planning Area, which would minimize adverse impacts to riparian resources from
concurrent oil and gas and potash development as compared to Alternative A.
A phased approach to potash leasing could help reduce impacts to soil resources as compared to
Alternative A. By testing the feasibility of potash development, unnecessary surface disturbance would be
avoided and appropriate mitigation measures applied. These measures would benefit riparian resources.
Not issuing oil and gas leases within PLAs (103,619 acres) could reduce the density of surface disturbance
within the PLAs, resulting in less damage or removal of vegetation and could reduce erosion and runoff
into riparian areas. Reducing runoff and erosion could protect riparian vegetation, reduce damage to inchannel structure and streambanks, and support water quality.
Applying a CSU stipulation to all potash leases that requires processing facilities to be located within a
PPFA within 42,492 acres would localize the disturbance and infrastructure within the PPFAs and prevent
large-scale disturbance from potash processing in other areas in the Planning Area. In Alternative A, potash
processing facilities could occur anywhere within 210,884 acres of open areas and possibly 440,386 acres
of lands with CSU and TL stipulations. Limiting the area available for PPFAs in Alternative B1 could
reduce erosion and runoff into riparian areas as compared to Alternative A. Reducing runoff and erosion
could protect riparian vegetation, reduce damage to in-channel structure and streambanks, and support
water quality. In addition, more facilities are expected in Alternative A, which would disturb 1,179 more
acres of soil than that expected in Alternative B1 (from 4,216 acres of disturbance in Alternative A to 3,037
acres of disturbance in Alternative B1).
Under Alternative B1, there are zero acres open to oil and gas and potash leasing with standard terms and
conditions as compared with the 210,884 acres in Alternative A. Alternative B1 could result in less runoff
and damage to riparian habitat as compared to Alternative A (Table 4-19 and Table 4-20).
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Applying CSU and TL stipulations to oil and gas leasing could reduce surface disturbance within 228,926
acres (Table 4-19). Applying CSU stipulations, which includes the Baseline CSU stipulation, could
minimize density of disturbance, reduce conflicts of development, and support reclamation and mitigation
activities when development does occur. These CSU stipulations could reduce runoff and erosion to
adjacent or nearby riparian resources, protecting riparian vegetation, reducing damage to in-channel
structure and streambanks, and supporting water quality.
Applying an NSO stipulation for oil and gas leasing would prevent surface-disturbing activities from oil
and gas development within 452,269 acres (Table 4-19), 318,695 more acres as compared to Alternative A.
The NSO stipulation would prevent surface disturbance from oil and gas development, and reduce the risk
of erosion and runoff into riparian areas within or adjacent to the protected areas. Reducing runoff and
erosion would protect riparian vegetation, support in-channel structure, streambanks, and support water
quality. The prevention of surface disturbance could reduce the potential for the introduction and spread
of invasive, non-native plant species, providing additional protection to nearby riparian vegetation and
functioning condition.
Impacts to riparian resources from closing 753 acres to oil and gas leasing would be the same as described
under Alternative A.
Potash leasing would only be permitted within the PLAs (103,619 acres), with 57,620 of these acres
available for potash leasing with CSU and TL stipulations, and the remaining 45,999 acres available with
NSO stipulations (Table 4-20). Impacts to riparian resources from potash leasing and associated well
drilling would be similar to the impacts from oil and gas leasing and well drilling.
In Alternative B1, approximately 681,948 acres are deferred for potash leasing and development as
compared to Alternative A, where 651,240 acres are open with standard terms and conditions (open) and
with minor constraints (CSU and TL stipulations). Therefore, Alternative B1 provides far less acreage
(593,620 acres) managed as open and with minor constraints than does Alternative A. The area deferred
for potash leasing in Alternative B1 would prevent surface disturbance from leasing activities, which would
help to prevent erosion and runoff into adjacent or nearby riparian areas, as well as preventing the
introduction and spread of invasive, non-native plant species from machinery and vehicles. Thus, these
measures could provide additional protection to nearby riparian vegetation and functioning condition.
Under Alternative B1, the TL stipulation for mineral leasing to prohibit surface-disturbing activities on
saline soils would only apply within 49,915 acres as compared to 68,275 acres in Alternative A. The TL
stipulation would not apply within the PPFAs in Alternative B1, which could result in erosion and runoff
of saline soils into nearby riparian areas; however, an additional CSU stipulation for the PPFAs would
require offsite mitigation of any disturbance of saline soils within these areas (18,360 acres). Offsite
mitigation could eventually provide soil stability and reduced erosion where rehabilitation efforts are
successful.

Impacts Specific to Alternative B2 Only
In Alternative B2, the entire Planning Area would be open only for oil and gas leasing subject to the
appropriate leasing stipulations. The Planning Area (785,567 acres) would be closed to potash leasing,
which would reduce impacts to riparian resources that would result from the concurrent development of oil
and gas and potash as described in Alternative A. The impacts to riparian resources from the limited potash
development provided in Alternative B1 would be greater than the exclusion of potash development in
Alterative B2.
Alternative B2 would substitute oil and gas well drilling for potash well drilling within the PLAs established
in Alternative B1 and the impacts to riparian resources would be similar. The major difference between
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Alternative B1 and Alternative B2 is that Alternative B2 eliminates the 3,037 acres of surface disturbance,
and the associated potential adverse impacts to riparian resources that could result from the construction of
potash processing facilities within the 42,492 acres of PPFAs established in Alternative B1.
Managing the entire Planning Area as open only for oil and gas leasing (closed to potash leasing) would
prevent surface disturbance from potash leasing and development and could reduce soil loss from potash
drilling operations, processing facilities and associated infrastructure. Less surface disturbance would
reduce the overall impacts from leasing activities and prevent erosion, runoff, and damage to riparian
resources (Table 4-19).
Under Alternative B2, there are zero acres open to oil and gas leasing with standard terms and conditions
as compared to 210,884 in Alternative A. Therefore, Alternative B2 could result in less runoff, erosion or
damage to riparian areas as compared to Alternative A.
Applying CSU and TL stipulations to oil and gas leasing could reduce or minimize surface disturbance
from oil and gas development within 285,806 acres (Table 4-19), 154,580 fewer acres than Alternative A.
Impacts to riparian habitat would be similar to those described in Alternative B1 and less than
Alternative A.
Applying an NSO stipulation for oil and gas leasing would prevent surface-disturbing activities from oil
and gas development within 499,008 acres (Table 4-19), 365,434 more acres as compared to Alternative A.
Impacts to riparian habitat would be similar to those described under Alternative B1 and less than
Alternative A.
Impacts to riparian resources from closing 753 acres to oil and gas leasing would be the same as described
under Alternative A.
Impacts to riparian resources from applying a TL stipulation to saline soils would be the same as those
described in Alternative A.

4.11.5

Impacts from Alternative C

In Alternative C, the entire Planning Area would be open only for oil and gas leasing subject to the
appropriate leasing stipulations. The Planning Area (785,567 acres) would be closed to potash leasing,
which would result in the same impacts to riparian resources as those described in Alternative B2.
Closing the existing Three Rivers mineral withdrawal to mineral leasing would provide the greatest
protection to the riparian resources within the area compared to Alternatives A and B. The closure would
provide greater protection by limiting development from adjacent lands and by preventing surface
disturbance. Closing the area would prevent soil loss, erosion, runoff, or damage of streambanks, prevent
the loss or damage to riparian vegetation; and prevent the introduction and spread of invasive, non-native
plant species. This management would provide protection to downstream riparian habitat and support water
quality within the Colorado River and Green River corridors.
Impacts to riparian resources from managing the entire Planning Area (785,567 acres) as open only for oil
and gas leasing (closed to potash leasing) would be the same as those described in Alternative B2.
Impacts to riparian resources from maximizing oil and gas lease size and thus reducing or eliminating
redundant infrastructure from oil and gas development would be the same as those described in
Alternative B.
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Applying the Baseline CSU stipulation for oil and gas leasing and development for sensitive resources,
could reduce surface disturbance when compared to Alternative A, where existing minor stipulations
primarily consist of timing restrictions. Impacts to riparian resources would be similar to those described
in Alternatives B1 and B2.
Under Alternative C, as in Alternatives B1 and B2, there are zero acres open to oil and gas and potash
leasing with standard terms and conditions as compared with the 210,884 acres in Alternative A. Therefore,
Alternative C could reduce erosion and runoff into nearby riparian habitat as compared to Alternative A.
Alternative C applies CSU and TL stipulations to oil and gas leasing on 54,799 acres, which is much less
acreage than Alternatives A and B. While Alternative C has fewer acres that are managed with a CSU or
TL stipulation, these acres are managed more restrictively (NSO and closed). Thus, Alternative C provides
more protection to riparian resources than Alternatives A and B.
Applying an NSO stipulation in Alternative C for oil and gas leasing could prevent surface-disturbing
activities from oil and gas development within 550,599 acres (Table 4-19), which is 412,496 more acres as
compared to Alternative A and 51,511 acres more than Alternatives B1 and B2. Impacts to riparian
resources would be similar to those described under Alternatives A, B1, and B2 but would apply to a much
larger area and would protect riparian vegetation, support in-channel structure and streambanks, and support
water quality.
Under Alternative C, closing 180,169 acres to oil and gas leasing and development would preclude surface
disturbance on 179,416 more acres than Alternatives A, B1, and B2. Impacts to riparian resources would
be similar to those described under Alternatives A, B1, and B2 but would apply to far more acres of riparian
habitat.
Impacts to riparian resources from applying a TL stipulation to saline soils in Alternative C would be the
same as those described in Alternatives A and B.
Impacts to riparian resources from applying a CSU stipulation in Alternative C for offsite reclamation for
areas of saline soils would be the same as those described in Alternative B. There is no requirement for
offsite reclamation in Alternative A.
Applying a CSU stipulation on slopes between 21 percent and 30 percent (Table 4-21) in Alternative C
could reduce or prevent surface disturbance and associated runoff from areas prone to heavy runoff during
precipitation (46,525 acres). Erosion control plans could reduce runoff in areas where development occurs.
This management could help reduce damage to adjacent riparian systems and help protect riparian
vegetation, support in-channel structure and streambanks, and support water quality. Applying an NSO to
slopes over 30 percent in Alternative C would provide protection to areas with potential for heavy runoff
when disturbed and prevent erosion, runoff and sediment from entering nearby riparian resources. This
management could help reduce damage to adjacent riparian systems and help protect riparian vegetation,
support in-channel structure and streambanks, and support water quality.
Applying an NSO stipulation in Alternative C to preclude mineral activities within public water reserves,
100-year floodplains and within 650 feet of intermittent and perennial streams, rivers, riparian areas,
wetlands, water wells, lakes, and springs (91,558 acres), and within 200 feet of ephemeral streams provides
the greatest protection for riparian resources as compared to Alternatives A and B, with larger buffer
distances around water sources and associated riparian vegetation. Alternative C protects 41,063 more
acres than Alternative A and 21,772 more acres than Alternative B.
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Applying an NSO stipulation for impaired water bodies to preclude mineral activities within 1,000 feet of
the Colorado River and Fisher Creek (6,883 acres) would allow for additional protection of riparian habitat
in these areas, 2,293 more acres compared to Alternative B. The NSO stipulation would directly protect
the riparian resources, by preventing vegetation loss, streambank erosion, diminished water quality, and
damage to floodplains. The NSO stipulation could also prevent the infestation and spread of invasive, nonnative plant species, provide protection to nearby riparian vegetation, and support overall functioning
condition. Impaired water bodies were not specifically addressed in Alternative A.
Applying an NSO stipulation to important spring areas, the Courthouse Wash Watershed (51,790 acres),
and the Salt Wash Watershed (61,925 acres) in Alternative C would protect water quality and support the
health of related riparian habitat within or adjacent to the watersheds. Alternative C with these NSO
stipulations provides greater protection than the CSU stipulation provided in Alternative B. Alternative A
does not specifically address important spring areas and the Courthouse and Salt Wash Watersheds.
Closing suitable WSR segments along the Colorado and Green Rivers to mineral leasing (19,347 acres)
would prevent surface disturbance from leasing activities and protect adjacent riparian habitat from
degradation or damage from erosion and runoff. The closure to future leasing activities would protect
riparian vegetation, support in-channel structure and streambanks, and support water quality. The
prevention of surface disturbance could reduce the potential for the introduction and spread of invasive,
non-native plant species, providing additional protection to nearby riparian vegetation and functioning
condition.
Impacts to riparian resources from applying BMPs for oil and gas leasing and development would be the
same as those described in Alternative B.
Impacts to riparian resources from applying a TL stipulation to saline soils would be the same as those
described in Alternative A.

4.11.6

Impacts from Alternative D

Impacts to riparian resources from applying an NSO stipulation for the Three Rivers mineral withdrawal
would be the same as those described in Alternatives A and B.
Impacts to riparian resources from maximizing lease size and thus reducing or eliminating redundant
infrastructure from oil and gas development would be the same as those described in Alternatives B and C.
Impacts to riparian resources from not issuing oil and gas leases within PLAs (103,619 acres) would be the
same as those described in Alternative B1.
Impacts to riparian resources from applying a CSU stipulation to all potash leases that requires processing
facilities to be located within a PPFA (42,492 acres) would be similar to Alternative B1; however, an
exception could allow for a small-scale potash processing facility within the PLAs, allowing an additional
disturbance of up to 100 acres. If the smaller potash processing facility were to be developed, surface
disturbance could lead to erosion and runoff into nearby riparian areas. There also could be a greater risk
of the introduction and spread of invasive, non-native plant species.
Applying the Baseline CSU stipulation for all mineral development on 213,218 acres could reduce surface
disturbance when compared to Alternative A, which primarily consists of timing limitations. Impacts to
riparian resources from the Baseline CSU stipulation would be very similar to Alternatives B1 and B2.
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Alternative D provides exceptions to some of the mineral stipulations, including an NSO stipulation to
protect visual resources, the Baseline CSU stipulation, and the CSU stipulation for potash leases that would
allow small-scale potash processing facilities within PLAs. These exceptions could lead to possibly more
surface disturbance, erosion, runoff, and degradation of nearby riparian resources than that provided in
Alternative B1.
Under Alternative D, as in Alternatives B1, B2, and C there are zero acres managed as open with standard
terms and conditions to oil and gas and potash leasing with standard terms and conditions as compared with
the 210,884 acres in Alternative A. Therefore, Alternative D could reduce or prevent surface-disturbing
activities from oil and gas and potash development throughout these acres compared to Alternative A (Table
4-19 and Table 4-20).
Applying CSU and TL stipulations in Alternative D to oil and gas leasing on 230,675 acres would result in
similar impacts to riparian resources as those described in Alternatives B1 and B2. While Alternative D
has 209,781 fewer acres than Alternative A that are managed with a CSU or TL stipulation, all of these
acres are managed more restrictively (NSO and closed) in Alternative D. Thus, Alternative D provides
more protection to riparian resources than does Alternative A. While Alternative D has 175,966 more acres
than Alternative C that are managed with a CSU or TL stipulation, the majority of these acres are managed
more restrictively in Alternative C. Thus, Alternative C provides more protection to riparian resources than
does Alternative D.
Applying an NSO stipulation for mineral leasing could prevent surface-disturbing activities from oil and
gas leasing within 305,899 acres (Table 4-19), which is 172,325 more acres as compared to Alternative A,
but 245,700 acres fewer than Alternative C. While Alternatives B1 and B2 manage 146,390 more acres
with an NSO stipulation as opposed to Alternative D, the majority of these 146,390 acres are managed as
closed in Alternative D. Thus, Alternative D provides more protection to riparian resources than do
Alternatives A, B1, and B2, but less protection than Alternative C.
Closing 145,284 acres to oil and gas leasing in Alternative D, 144,531 more acres than Alternatives A
and B, would prevent surface disturbance from development activities, and directly protect adjacent riparian
habitat from degradation or damage from erosion and runoff. The closure to future leasing activities would
protect riparian vegetation, support in-channel structure and streambanks, and support water quality. The
prevention of surface disturbance would reduce the potential for the introduction and spread of invasive,
non-native plant species, providing additional protection to nearby riparian vegetation and functioning
condition. The acreage closed in Alternative D is 34,885 fewer acres than Alternative C. Therefore,
Alternative C provides the most protection to riparian resources.
In Alternative D, potash leasing would only be permitted within the PLAs (103,619 acres), with 57,308 of
these acres available for potash leasing with CSU and TL stipulations, and the remaining 45,311 acres
available with NSO stipulations (Table 4-20). Impacts to riparian resources from well drilling within PLAs
would be similar to those impacts from oil and gas well drilling. Impacts to riparian resources from potash
leasing and development would be similar to those described in Alternative B1, with only slight changes in
acres protected by lease stipulations.
In Alternative D, impacts to riparian resources from the approximately 681,948 acres deferred to potash
leasing and development are the same as those described in Alternative B1. Alternatives B2 and C provide
the greatest protection to riparian resources from potash leasing and development because the entire
Planning Area is closed to potash leasing. Alternative A provides the least protection to riparian areas from
potash leasing and development because outside of closed areas (753 acres) most of the Planning Area
(650,240 acres) is available for potash leasing as open with standard terms and conditions and with minor
constraints (CSU and TL stipulations).
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In Alternative D, indirect impacts to riparian resources from the management of saline soils would be the
same as those described under Alternative B1, which applies a TL stipulation to 49,915 acres. Alternatives
A, B2, and C apply the TL stipulation to 68,275 acres of saline soils providing greater protection to adjacent
riparian resources.
Impacts to riparian resources from applying a CSU stipulation in Alternative D for offsite reclamation for
areas of saline soils within PPFAs, would be the same as those described in Alternative B1.
Impacts to riparian resources from applying a CSU stipulation for slopes over 21 percent would be the same
as those described in Alternative B.
Impacts to riparian resources from applying an NSO stipulation to preclude mineral activities within public
water reserves, 100-year floodplains and within 500 feet of intermittent and perennial streams, rivers,
riparian areas, wetlands, water wells, lakes, and springs (69,786 acres) and ephemeral streams, as well as
applying an NSO stipulation to preclude mineral activities within 750 feet of the Colorado River and Fisher
Creek (4,590 acres) would be the same as those described under Alternative B. In Alternative D, impacts
to riparian resources from applying an NSO stipulation would be greater than those described in
Alternative C (91,558 acres) because more acreage is protected with an NSO stipulation. However,
Alternative D provides more protection to riparian resources, which protects 50,495 acres with an NSO
stipulation.
Impacts to riparian resources from applying the Baseline CSU stipulation to the Courthouse Wash
Watershed (51,790 acres) and the Salt Wash Watershed (61,925 acres); and applying a CSU stipulation
requiring closed loop drilling and other operational constraints to the Courthouse Wash and Salt Wash
Watershed; would be the same as those described in Alternative B. However, Alternative C applies an
NSO stipulation to these watersheds thus providing greater protection than Alternatives B and D.
Alternative A does not address these watersheds.
Impacts to riparian resources from applying an NSO stipulation in Alternative D to the suitable WSR
segments along the Colorado and Green Rivers with the exception of Colorado River Segment 3 in
Monticello (19,347 acres) would be the same as those described under Alternatives A and B. Alternative C
closes these WSR segments, thereby providing greater protection than Alternatives A, B, and D.
Impacts to riparian resources from applying BMPs for oil and gas leasing (Appendix B) would be the same
as those described in Alternatives B and C. BMPs for riparian resources are not specified in Alternative A.
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SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC

This section presents potential impacts to social and economic conditions (socioeconomics) from
implementing management actions presented in Chapter 2. Existing socioeconomic conditions and trends
are summarized in Chapter 3 and detailed in the Socioeconomic Baseline Report (BLM 2012c). In general,
the impacts are identified as occurring anywhere within the socioeconomic study area (a two-County area
consisting of Grand and San Juan Counties as defined in Chapter 3) based on the alternatives defined for
management of the Planning Area, the more geographically limited area that will be affected by the Plan.
Note that in economic and social analysis, the term “impact” may construe either positive, negative, or
mixed outcomes. The “direction” of the impact should be clear from the context, but may also vary
depending on the perspective of the reader. For instance, generation of jobs and income is considered by
most people to be a positive effect. Where jobs or income are lost (for instance, under one alternative
compared to another), this is explicitly indicated in the text below. Social impacts may be judged differently
by different stakeholders. For instance, stakeholders who tend to view natural resource development as
essential to their communities may view large-scale mineral development as aligned with their personal
and community interests, while others who tend to favor conservation may feel it is contrary to their or their
community’s interests. Some socioeconomic impacts are addressed quantitatively below. Many impacts,
including both economic and social impacts, can only be addressed qualitatively given available
information and resources.

4.12.1

Assumptions

The analyses in this section are based on the following general assumptions (additional assumptions
specifics to particular resource uses are provided in subsections below):
•

Economic impacts to the socioeconomic study area in terms of labor earnings and employment,
would accrue from BLM influenced activities such as oil development, potash development,
livestock grazing, and recreation.

•

Employment and income (including both labor earnings and non-labor income) would continue to
be a driver of economic and population growth in the socioeconomic study area.

•

Housing supply and costs and community infrastructure and services may be constraints on
population growth in some locations within the socioeconomic study area.

•

Tax and royalty revenues derived from activities on BLM lands would continue to have fiscal
implications for communities within the socioeconomic study area, State, and Federal Government.

•

Activities and resources available in and around the Planning Area would continue to be important
to the current and future residents’ quality of life.

•

The pace and timing of oil development activities is dependent on a variety of factors outside the
management decisions of the BLM. These include national and international energy demand and
prices, production factors within the Planning Area, and business strategies of operators. Actual
economic impacts could vary if actual development or production varies from projections, or if
prices change.

•

The pace and timing of potash development activities is also dependent on a variety of factors
outside the management decisions of the BLM. These include demand for potash and resultant
market prices, availability of water, production factors within the Planning Area, and business
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strategies of operators. The analysis below uses potash deployment scenarios from multiple
sources. Actual impacts could vary if the rate of development over the study period is different.
•

Demand for use of BLM-administered land for recreational activities throughout the Planning Area
will remain steady or increase through the life of the plan (15 years).

•

Demand for use of BLM-administered land for livestock grazing will continue through the life of
the plan.

4.12.2

Methods of Analysis

Economic Impact Analysis
The analysis below of economic impacts that are reflected in market transactions uses two general
approaches. These are quantitative analysis, and qualitative analysis. Economic analysis of nonmarket
values uses a different approach (see below).
The quantitative analysis approach is used when possible given adequate available information and
resources. In this study, adequate data was available for four resource uses: oil, potash, recreation, and
livestock grazing. The basic strategy used is to first identify the primary impacts of an economic activity
affected by management decisions. For instance, primary impacts include expenditures made by oil
companies to drill a well and complete the well for production. Primary impacts also include the value of
the oil that is produced and sold, which can provide fiscal benefits to the socioeconomic study area. Next,
where primary impacts can be quantified, they can generally also be run through an economic model to
estimate the economic activity that is generated as the primary impact ripples through the economy,
“upstream” to providers of goods and services necessary for production, and “downstream” as income
generated from production is spent by the households that receive the income.
The upstream, downstream, and total effects are estimated in this study through use of the IMPLAN (IMPact
analysis for PLANning) model. The IMPLAN model was originally developed by the Forest Service and
is commonly used by the BLM and many other government and private sector organizations to estimate the
total economic impacts of various activities, actions, and policies. The model tracks inter-industry and
consumer spending in a local (or regional) economy, allowing estimation of indirect and induced economic
impacts in the local economy that result from the original economic activity or a change in economic
activity. Indirect impacts result from local inter-industry purchases caused by the direct impact, and
induced impacts results from re-spending of labor income (i.e., local purchases by households of employees
and proprietors of the affected industries). The re-spending represented by indirect and induced impacts is
often referred to as the “multiplier effect.” Outputs of the IMPLAN model include employment, labor
income, value added and gross regional economic output.
It is important to note that IMPLAN, based on some of its data sources, does not distinguish between fulltime and part-time jobs. Sectors with higher labor earnings per job are likely to reflect a high proportion
of full-time jobs, while sectors with low labor earnings per job often reflect a significant number of parttime jobs. For instance, jobs related to oil or potash development and production (particularly direct effect
jobs) are likely be higher-paying than the predominantly service-related jobs associated with recreation or
the agricultural jobs associated with grazing. (See the mining, service-related, and agricultural sector
average annual wages in Table 4-5 and Table 4-6 of the Socioeconomic Baseline Report.) Similarly, jobs
related to oil or potash development and production are more likely to be full-time jobs and also less affected
by seasonal layoffs than jobs associated with recreation or grazing.
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It is also important to note that IMPLAN relies on current (or very recent) trade flows assumptions present
in the local economy. The further out the planning horizon is, the more likely structural changes in the
local economy could occur, rendering future impact projections less reliable.

Fiscal Impact Analysis
Fiscal impacts include generation of royalties, property taxes, and sales taxes. Estimates of these
government revenues are based on: a) estimates of the revenue base, b) prevailing royalty and tax rates, and
c) local shares of revenues, if applicable. For instance, the market value of oil production is the revenue
base for Federal mineral royalties, the royalty rate is 12.5 percent and approximately 25 percent of the total
revenues accrue to local (County) governments. The methods and assumption for calculation of fiscal
impacts are provided below for each resource use addressed in the fiscal impacts section.

Nonmarket Value Impact Analysis
The term nonmarket values refers to the benefits individuals attribute to experiences of the environment or
uses of natural and cultural resources that do not involve market transactions and therefore lack prices. As
these values are not priced, they are difficult to estimate. Nonetheless BLM guidance calls for efforts to be
made to identify and assess impacts to nonmarket values in the planning process (BLM 2013c).

Base Year Dollars and Discounting
All dollar figures throughout the economic analysis are in constant 2014 dollars. This is the base year used
in the IMPLAN model.
All dollar figures used in the tables below represent the total value across the period 2015 to 2029. Values
for future years are discounted to adjust for the “time value of money.” This is an economic concept that
refers to the value of a given amount of money being less in the future. Most people, presented with a
choice, would rather have a dollar now than a dollar 10 years from now, or even one year from now because
the dollar can be put to productive use now. When monetary costs and benefits of an action vary over time
(e.g., for a capital project the costs are up-front but the benefits occur over many years), economists adjust
for the time value of money by applying an annual discount rate to the amounts in future years. This is
different than adjusting for inflation, which is a loss in money’s value in the future due to a rise over time
in prices for given products and services across the economy. The result of adjusting for the time value of
money is known as the “present value.” Providing present values for 2015-2029 for all the economic impact
analyses allows for comparison – based on a reasonably lengthy period, and subject to some differences in
approach noted in each resource use summary section – of the relative economic impacts of each resource
use for each of the field offices and planning units.
The choice of a discount rate is a key analytical decision, because as the discount rate increases, the value
of future dollars when “brought back to the present” decreases. Often, economists use the discount rates
recommended by the Federal Office of Management and Budget (OMB) in OMB Circular A-94,
“Guidelines and Discount Rates for Benefit-Cost Analysis of Federal Programs” (revised December, 2013)
(OMB 2013). OMB pegs discount rates to interest rates on Treasury notes and bonds of specific maturities
corresponding to the planning period for a particular economic analysis. As of the December 2013 edition
of Circular A-94 Appendix C, the recommended annual real discount rate (a rate from which any inflation
premium has been removed) for a 10-year planning period is 1.0 percent, and 1.6 percent for a 20-year
planning period. OMB suggests linear interpolation for other lengths of time. Given that the planning
horizon for the current effort is 15 years, it seems appropriate to use a real discount rate of 1.3 percent.
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Social Impact Analysis
Social impacts may be driven by economic impacts, such as when changes in employment due to
management decisions lead to impacts on population, housing, and community services. Other impacts
may be more purely social and cultural in nature and can include impacts on quality of life, recreation and
amenity values, and traditional land uses and associated cultural values. Social impacts may be marginal
or substantial, depending on the degree to which new and revised management actions alter the course set
in previous BLM decisions.
Sometimes social impacts can be quantified; however, in this analysis, social impacts are described
qualitatively. This is because social impacts of BLM management decisions may vary considerably
depending on the nature of the communities involved.
A key aspect of the social impacts analysis approach is to address impacts based on the varying points of
view of key types of stakeholders. The Socioeconomic Baseline Report identifies several broad categories
of stakeholders to minerals decisions in the Planning Area. These categories reflect different linkages
people have to public lands. They also reflect distinct sets of attitudes, beliefs, values, opinions, and
perceptions about public resources and the effects of various management policies and actions.
Categorization of stakeholders is not meant to imply that all individuals and social groups fit neatly into a
single category; many specific individuals or organizations may have multiple interests and would see
themselves reflected in more than one stakeholder category. The point of categorization is to allow
differentiation of social impacts based on broad differences in points of view. The social impacts analysis
below assesses the alternatives against the different points of view in the broad stakeholder categories.

Environmental Justice Impact Analysis
Definitions and methods for analysis of potential environmental justice (EJ) issues are described in the
Socioeconomic Baseline Report. In short, the socioeconomic study area was screened in the
Socioeconomic Baseline Report to identify communities with minority and low-income populations that
qualify as potential EJ populations based on guidance for EJ analysis from the Council on Environmental
Quality. These Counties and their potential EJ populations are noted in Chapter 3. Further assessment of
the likelihood of impacts to these populations is presented below.

4.12.3

Economic Impacts

This section presents the economic impacts associated with resource uses affected by the plan. This
includes impacts to employment, labor income, and total economic output as determined through analysis
with the IMPLAN model. This section also qualitatively addresses some additional economic effects.
Separate sections below address fiscal impacts and impacts to nonmarket values.
Readers should keep in mind that the figures from the IMPLAN model (and the fiscal analysis, as well)
only represent the quantifiable economic impacts of each alternative. There are many economic and social
costs that are not encompassed in the IMPLAN analysis and therefore are not reflected when the economic
numbers below for one alternative are compared to those for another alternative. For instance, it is likely
that Alternative A has higher social impacts and nonmarket value impacts due to much higher amounts of
minerals development under Alternative A. Minerals development necessarily has environmental costs;
very high rates of development can result in social costs, such as reductions in community cohesiveness,
increases in crime, and other impacts to quality of life. However, these externalities (costs not directly
reflected in a particular market transaction such as an investment in developing an oil well) are difficult to
quantify and are not estimated in this study. Some are addressed qualitatively in the sections on nonmarket
value impacts and social impacts below.
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The resource uses for which the IMPLAN results are summarized in this subsection are:
•
•
•
•

Oil development and production
Potash development and production
Recreation
Livestock grazing.

Fiscal impacts on State and local governments are discussed separately in Section 4.12.4, below.

Oil Development and Production
This section presents the results of the economic impact analysis for oil development and production. The
impacts for oil development are presented first, followed by impacts for oil production.
It is important for readers to note that the results presented here only address new oil wells on Federal
mineral estate within the Planning Area. The economic figures presented below for the new oil wells are a
subset of the economic impacts of all oil wells (new and existing) on Federal mineral estate in the Planning
Area. Put another way, the figures below do not include the economic impacts of any wells (new and
existing) on Federal mineral estate outside of the Planning Area nor of any wells (new and existing) on
non-Federal mineral estate. Likewise, the differences for Alternatives B1, B2, C, and D in comparison to
Alternative A, as shown below, only represent changes for new wells on Federal mineral estate in the
Planning Area; they do not represent the percentage change to total economic activity resulting from all oil
development and production. The percentage change to total oil- and gas-related economic activity would
be smaller. This is because while the absolute difference in dollars or jobs would be as shown in the tables
below, the base for comparison, all oil-and gas-related economic activity, would be larger because it would
include the contributions of existing wells on Federal mineral estate within the Planning Area and of wells
on non-Federal mineral estate.
Assumptions

The analysis below relies on the following assumptions:
•

The typical well depth (which affects drilling and operating costs) is assumed to be 12,000 feet,
counting vertical depth and horizontal extensions.

•

Based on recent drilling success rates for horizontal wells drilled within the Planning Area, it is
assumed that 60 percent of the wells will be productive and 40 percent will be dry holes, which
would be abandoned and successfully reclaimed within a 10-year period. Regardless of success or
not, the development costs for productive and dry holes would be similar. Oil production,
operational costs, and their associated impacts would not occur on dry holes.

•

Each well pad would accommodate four wells.

•

Drilling activity would be evenly distributed throughout the 15-year planning horizon.
Employment associated with drilling and completion activities would remain constant on an annual
basis, assuming that labor requirements per year would not change.

•

The average cost to drill and complete a well in the Planning Area is $7.5 million based on the
analysis below, with local purchase percentages as described below. To the extent that the number
of wells drilled, associated costs, or local purchase percentages differ, the economic impacts would
differ.
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•

Most of the impacts of the actual market value of oil production accrue outside the socioeconomic
study area. This is because the producers of these resources tend to reside outside the
socioeconomic study area. Grand and San Juan Counties lack the infrastructure needed to refine
and market this production. However, local benefits of oil production will accrue from the
operational cost for producing wells.

•

Not all operationally required goods and services will be purchased locally. Local purchase
percentages were estimated by BLM minerals staff.

•

The number of successful wells incurring operational costs will increase over the life of the plan as
the number of new successful wells increases.

•

Operational employment is assumed to be a multiple of the successful wells in operation. It is
likely that the additional numbers of employees needed to operate wells will be fewer, due to the
likelihood of economies of scale.

Economic Impacts of Oil Development

In order to estimate the impacts of oil development in the Planning Area, it is necessary to get a reasonable
estimate of the total costs of oil well drilling and completion, assign these costs to relevant sectors in the
IMPLAN model, and determine the local spending percentages attributable to these sectors. The costs to
drill and complete an oil or gas well vary tremendously across geologies and landscapes. Factors affecting
costs include well spacing, drilling depth, drilling technology (e.g., vertical versus horizontal), the
underlying geology, and the availability of local goods and services. Table 4-22 describes some recent cost
estimates which may be relevant to the Planning Area.

Table 4-22. Recent Bureau of Land Management Analyses of Oil Well Drilling and
Completion Costs
Source Document

Area

Cost Estimate

Final Environmental Impact Statement – Gasco Uinta Basin Natural
Gas Project (BLM 2012d)

Vernal Field Office

$3.5 to $4.0 million
average

Draft Greater Sage-Grouse Land Use Plan Amendment/Draft
Environmental Impact Statement for the Utah Sub Region,
Appendix W Economic Impact Analysis Methodology (BLM 2013d)

Utah Statewide

$3.25 million
average

The Wyoming Greater Sage-Grouse Draft Land Use Plan
Amendment and Draft Environmental Impact Statement (BLM and
USFS 2013)

Wyoming Statewide

$4.503 million
average

Fidelity Exploration and Development Company: Presentation to
Moab Chamber of Commerce, February, 2014 (Fidelity Exploration
and Development Company 2014)

Moab Field Office

$10 to $11 million

The costs summarized in Table 4-22 cover a wide variety of drilling scenarios. To estimate the costs for a
future well in the Planning Area, the present analysis, based on discussion with BLM minerals specialists,
assumes a cost that lies between the recent estimates for Wyoming ($4.5 million per well), and Fidelity’s
estimates for the Big Flat area (the most recent activity within the Planning Area) of $10-11 million per
well. 1 This estimate ($7.75 million based on Fidelity’s higher estimate) constitutes the basis for the analysis
that follows. To the degree the development costs are higher or lower, the economic impact would be
1 The statewide estimates are for all types of wells, whereas Fidelity’s estimates are for more costly directional drilling.
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correspondingly more or less than the estimates that follow. To aid the reader, the analysis will also display
the marginal impact per $1 million spent per well. The cost figures per well are common to all alternatives,
with the number of wells projected and resultant impacts varying across alternatives.
The next step in the analysis is to allocate the $7.75 million cost per well across IMPLAN sectors and
estimate the percentage of these costs that utilize local resources. Since the socioeconomic study area
contains very little minerals infrastructure, most spending is expected to occur outside the socioeconomic
study area, with correspondingly less local employment and labor income benefits. Table 4-23 displays
this allocation; it is based on BLM estimates of local purchase percentages for the Wyoming Statewide sage
grouse plan amendment process (Taylor 2014). Table 4-24 displays the economic impact in the
socioeconomic study area of drilling one $7.5 million well, and the marginal impact per additional (or
lower) $1 million. To the extent that the local purchase percentage of goods and services are higher (or
lower) then those given, the economic impact would be correspondingly greater (or less). Table 4-25 shows
the total impacts over the life of the Plan for the estimated well cost of $7.5 million, by alternative.

Table 4-23. Allocation of Well Drilling and Completion Costs to IMPLAN Sectors, with
Local Purchase Percentages
Drilling

Completion

Cost Element

Percentage
of Costs

Local
Purchase
Percentage

Percentage
of Costs

Local Purchase
Percentage

IMPLAN
Sector

Site Preparation

7.3%

95.0%

5.0%

95.0%

36

Drilling Rig

28.6%

5.0%

1.4%

15.0%

28

Support
Services

32.4%

20.0%

49.3%

20.0%

29

Consumables

2.1%

30.0%

0.0%

30.0%

319

Tangibles

1.2%

0.0%

15.0%

0.0%

319

Equipment
Rental

19.3%

25.0%

9.6%

25.0%

365

Engineering
Service

3.1%

0.0%

9.6%

0.0%

369

Facilities
Construction

4.0%

30.0%

3.2%

30.0%

35

Transportation

1.7%

10.0%

6.9%

50.0%

335

Communication

0.2%

0.0%

0.1%

0.0%

351

Source for percentage of drilling costs by IMPLAN sector: BLM Wyoming (Taylor 2014)
Source for local purchase percentage: Moab BLM minerals staff

Table 4-24. Economic Impacts of Drilling and Completing One Well and Associated
Marginal Economic Impacts on the Local Economy*
One Well @ $7.5M

Marginal Impact per $1M

Impact
Type

Employment

Labor
Income

Output

Employment

Labor
Income

Output

Direct Effect

10.0

$488,929

$1,654,563

1.34

$65,191

$220,608
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Impact
Type
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One Well @ $7.5M

Marginal Impact per $1M

Employment

Labor
Income

Output

Employment

Labor
Income

Output

Indirect
Effect

2.3

$65,169

$292,373

0.31

$8,689

$38,983

Induced
Effect

2.0

$58,224

$224,774

0.27

$7,763

$29,970

Total Effect

14.3

$612,322

$2,171,710

1.92

$81,643

$289,561

Source: IMPLAN v 3.1. All figures in 2014 dollars.
*Refer to IMPLAN discussion in the Methods of Analysis section above for definitions and assumptions.

Table 4-25. Economic Impacts of Oil Well Drilling and Completion by Alternative
Alternative

Total Wells

Annual

232

15.4

Life of Plan
Employment

Labor Income

Output

Direct Effect

154.5

$102,013,678

$345,219,736

Indirect Effect

36.1

$13,597,276

$61,002,766

Induced Effect

30.8

$12,148,194

$46,898,366

Total Effect

221.3

$127,759,148

$453,120,868

Direct Effect

101.3

$66,905,075

$226,410,346

Indirect Effect

23.6

$8,917,694

$40,008,308

Induced Effect

20.2

$7,967,322

$30,758,019

Total Effect

145.1

$83,790,091

$297,176,673

Direct Effect

125.4

$82,803,310

$280,210,824

Indirect Effect

29.3

$11,036,750

$49,515,232

Induced Effect

25.0

$9,860,547

$38,066,855

Total Effect

179.7

$103,700,607

$367,792,911

Direct Effect

24.1

$15,898,236

$53,800,478

Indirect Effect

5.6

$2,119,056

$9,506,925

Induced Effect

4.8

$1,893,225

$7,308,836

Total Effect

34.5

$19,910,517

$70,616,239

Direct Effect

112.3

$74,191,766

$251,068,899

Indirect Effect

26.2

$9,888,928

$44,365,648

Induced Effect

22.4

$8,835,050

$34,107,902

Total Effect

160.9

$92,915,744

$329,542,449

A

B1

B2

C

D
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188
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168
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Total Wells

Annual

Life of Plan
Employment

Labor Income

Output

All dollar figures are in 2014 dollars, and represent the present value of a 15-year stream of impacts.
Employment represents average jobs per year. Actual employment likely will be less, since one crew typically can drill 4 wells
per year.

Economic Impacts of Oil Production

Other than fiscal impacts (discussed below), the economic impacts in the socioeconomic study area from
production are limited to those generated by the spending necessary to keep productive wells in operation.
As with drilling and completion costs, operating costs can vary greatly. The current analysis relies on data
from the U.S. Energy Information Administration (2010), which has compiled data on operating costs by
well depth and by region of the country. Based on the assumed 12,000 well depth and the Energy
Information Administration data, the average annual operating cost for this depth well (in 2013 dollars) is
estimated at $60,460. Table 4-26 shows the breakdown of these costs, and the percentages of each that are
anticipated to occur within the socioeconomic study area. Local purchase percentages were provided by
BLM minerals staff. The Energy Information Administration data ends in 2009, but dollar values have
been updated to 2013 dollars.
Table 4-27 shows the total impacts over the life of the plan, by alternative.

Table 4-26. Annual per Well Local Purchase Percentages and Purchases of Goods and
Services
% of Total Operating
Costs

Local Purchase %

Local Spending (per
well)

Supervision and
Overhead

8.34%

90.00%

$4,537

Labor (pumper)

12.80%

100.00%

$7,741

Auto Usage

1.67%

100.00%

$1,013

Chemicals

3.06%

50.00%

$925

Fuel, Power & Water

18.53%

100.00%

$11,204

Operative Supplies

0.97%

90.00%

$529

Labor (roustabout)

3.96%

60.00%

$1,437

Supplies & Services

5.83%

75.00%

$2,646

Equipment Usage

1.40%

50.00%

$425

Workover Rig Services

4.83%

30.00%

$875

Remedial Services

10.12%

30.00%

$1,836

Equipment Repair

27.79%

40.00%

$6,720

Cost Component
Normal Daily Expense

Surface Maintenance
Repair & Services:

Subsurface Maintenance
Repair & Services:
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% of Total Operating
Costs

Local Purchase %

Local Spending (per
well)
$39,888

Total

Sources: U.S. Energy Information Administration (2010) for costs; dollar values updated to 2013 dollars. BLM Moab minerals
staff for local purchase percentages.

Table 4-27. Economic Impacts of Oil Well Operating Costs by Alternative, over Life of
Plan
Alternative

Life of Plan
Employment

Labor Income

Output

Direct Effect

7.91

$4,703,323

$38,744,889

Indirect Effect

3.83

$1,732,863

$7,453,555

Induced Effect

1.76

$674,324

$2,603,284

Total Effect

13.50

$7,110,510

$48,801,728

Direct Effect

5.19

$3,084,647

$25,410,609

Indirect Effect

2.51

$1,136,488

$4,888,371

Induced Effect

1.16

$442,251

$1,707,349

Total Effect

8.86

$4,663,386

$32,006,329

Direct Effect

6.42

$3,817,632

$31,448,774

Indirect Effect

3.11

$1,406,544

$6,049,964

Induced Effect

1.43

$547,341

$2,113,055

Total Effect

10.96

$5,771,517

$39,611,793

Direct Effect

0.60

$270,057

$1,161,593

Indirect Effect

0.27

$105,089

$405,707

Induced Effect

2.10

$1,108,131

$7,605,464

Total Effect

2.97

$1,483,277

$9,172,764

Direct Effect

5.75

$3,420,599

$28,178,101

Indirect Effect

2.78

$1,260,264

$5,420,767

Induced Effect

1.28

$490,417

$1,893,297

Total Effect

9.81

$5,171,280

$35,492,165

A

B1

B2

C

D

All dollar figures are in 2014 dollars, and represent the present value of a 15-year stream of impacts.
Employment represents average jobs per year. Actual employment may be less, due to likely economies of scale in operations.
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Summary of Economic Impacts by Alternative
Impacts from Alternative A (No Action)

Under Alternative A, oil development on Federal mineral estate in the Planning Area would generate $453.1
million (in present value and 2014 dollars) in total economic output over the 15-year life of the plan. This
economic activity would include $128.7 million in labor earnings, and support an average of 221 jobs per
year. Operating successful wells over the life of the plan would generate an additional $48.8 million in
total economic output over the 15-year life of the plan, and would generate $7.1 million in labor earnings,
and support an average of 13.5 jobs per year.
Impacts from Alternative B1

Under Alternative B1, oil development on Federal mineral estate in the Planning Area would generate
$297.1 million (in present value and 2014 dollars) in total economic output over the 15-year life of the plan.
This economic activity would include $83.8 million in labor earnings, and support an average of 145 jobs
per year. Operating successful wells over the life of the plan would generate an additional $33.9 million in
total economic output over the 15-year life of the plan, $4.7 million in labor earnings, and support an
average of 8.8 jobs per year.
Impacts from Alternative B2

Under Alternative B2, oil development on Federal mineral estate in the Planning Area would generate
$367.8 million (in present value and 2014 dollars) in total economic output over the 15-year life of the plan.
This economic activity would include $103.7 million in labor earnings, and support an average of 180 jobs
per year. Operating successful wells over the life of the plan would generate an additional $42 million in
total economic output over the 15-year life of the plan, and would generate $5.8 million in labor earnings,
and support an average of 11 jobs per year.
Impacts from Alternative C

Under Alternative C, oil development on Federal mineral estate in the Planning Area would generate $70.6
million (in present value and 2014 dollars) in total economic output over the 15-year life of the plan. This
economic activity would include $19.9 million in labor earnings, and support an average of 34 jobs per
year. Operating successful wells over the life of the plan would generate an additional $9.1 million in total
economic output over the 15-year life of the plan, $1.5 million in labor earnings, and support an average of
3 jobs per year.
Impacts from Alternative D

Under Alternative D, oil development on Federal mineral estate in the Planning Area would generate $329.5
million (in present value and 2014 dollars) in total economic output over the 15-year life of the plan. This
economic activity would include $92.9 million in labor earnings, and support an average of 161 jobs per
year. Operating successful wells over the life of the plan would generate an additional $35.5 million in
total economic output over the 15-year life of the plan, $5.2 million in labor earnings, and support an
average of 9.8 jobs per year.

Potash Development and Production
This section presents the results of the economic impact analysis for potash leasing and development. The
discussion is separated into three areas:
•
•
•

Final EIS
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Drilling and operation of wells
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Assumptions

The analysis below relies on the following assumptions:
•

Potash leasing would be considered under Alternatives A, B1, and D. No potash leases or permits
would be issued under Alternatives B2 or C.

•

Potash leasing, exploration, and development would occur in the Planning Area during the planning
period. However, this assumption is predicated on additional economic assumptions:
–

–

–

Potash market prices rebound sufficiently to make extraction and processing economically
viable. As of September, 2014, the price was $287 per ton. This price is probably not sufficient
to allow for economically viable potash development in the Planning Area. For example,
estimates of new production in Saskatchewan, with shallower depth wells than would be
necessary in the Planning Area, require a market price of over $400 per ton to be economically
viable. Further, expansion of existing facilities require a much lower cost, approximately $200
per ton, to be economically viable, resulting in a potential competitive disadvantage for new
facilities in the Planning Area (GenSource Potash Corp 2013, Mineweb 2013).
Related to the above, sufficient investment capital would need to be acquired. First year costs
under Alternative A, for example, could total over $2.99 billion (see below). This figure
represents over 3.5 times the size of total economic output in Grand and San Juan Counties
combined in 2012, based on IMPLAN data for the two counties. The uncertainty over future
potash prices may make the raising of this much investment capital problematic. Further, the
aforementioned figures exclude infrastructure costs such as pipelines, roads, power lines and,
importantly, rail access. These costs could increase overall development costs significantly
and further complicate the raising of investment capital.
Potash wells and associated fiscal impacts depend on construction and operation of potash
production facilities (PPF). As just noted, construction and operation of such facilities may not
be economically viable under current market conditions for potash. Without the associated
PPF, the drilling and completion of potash development wells is unlikely to occur.

•

PPFs would be of the capacity assumed in the assumptions for Section 4.8.2 (Potash).

•

Non-production potash wells would cost an average of $3.25 million to drill, as described below,
but would incur no subsequent completion or operating costs.

•

Potash production wells would cost an average of $7.75 million to drill and complete (i.e., similar
to an oil well in the Planning Area), and would incur operating costs similar to those described in
the section above for successful oil wells.

•

There would be an average of 4 production wells per pad, which would be drilled in equal numbers
over the life of the plan.

•

Additional infrastructure costs (roads, transmission lines, pipelines, railroad spurs, etc.) are not
considered in the present analysis, but would be considered in site-specific analysis pursuant to
facility construction.

Economic Impacts of Potash Production Facility Construction

A reasonably accurate estimate of the economic impacts of constructing a PPF on the scale envisioned in
the alternatives requires reliable estimates of several parameters. These estimates include the costs incurred
in construction, and the percentage of locally-sourced goods and services (especially labor). There is a
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paucity of data on these costs, as there is only limited potash production in the United States, in only three
States (Utah, New Mexico, and Michigan). Many of the existing facilities are old. Their construction costs
may not be relevant, and are often unavailable. There are some recently constructed and/or approved
facilities in New Mexico and Saskatchewan, and it is sometimes possible to get estimates of new facility
construction cost. Most of this data, however, is proprietary and usually not of sufficient detail to assist an
independent analysis. Table 4-28 summarizes some potash projects in Utah and North America. As can
be gleaned from the table, the costs, when available, vary greatly across projects and geographies.

Table 4-28. Utah-based and Recent North American Potash Processing Facility Projects
and Economic Impacts
Company

Location

Type

Cost ($ million)

Employment

Capacity
(1,000
tons)

Construction

Operation

Construction

Opera
-tion

Status

Intrepid(1)

Moab, UT

solar
solution

110

NA

NA

NA

50

Active

Intrepid(2)

Carlsbad,
NM

solar
solution

250

190-200

11.413.9

272

36

Active

Intrepid(1)

Wendover,
UT

solar
solution

100

NA

NA

NA

51

Active

IC
Potash(3)

Carlsbad,
NM

mine/solar
/crystallization

990

813

NA

1,440

502

ROD
signed,
awaiting
feasibility
study

Potash
Corp(4)
(Patience
Lake)

Saskatchewan

solar
solution

370

NA

NA

NA

92

Active

K20(5)

UT

Crystallization

2,000

2,400

40.3

2,570

190

Proposal

K & S(6)

Saskatchewan

Crystallization

2,000

4,100 CDN*

NA

NA

NA

2017

NA: Not Available
*CDN=Canadian
(1)
Intrepid Potash, Inc. 2013
(2)
BLM 2012e
(3)
BLM 2014b
(4)
PotashCorp 2014
(5)
Planvest, Inc. 2010
(6)
K & S Corporation 2013

As can be seen from the table, construction costs, where available, range from $190-200 million (Intrepid,
Carlsbad) for a 250 ton solar evaporation facility, to $4.1 billion CDN ($3.61 billion US) for a 2 million
ton crystallization facility. K2O Corporation has proposed a similar size crystallization facility for the
southern part of the Planning Area, and estimated its cost at $2.4 billion. Estimates of employment during
construction also vary widely. Intrepid (Carlsbad), for example, estimates its 250 thousand ton facility
required 272 workers to construct. The proposed IC potash mine, also in Carlsbad, estimates that a facility
four times that size would require a workforce more than 5 times the size of Intrepid’s project.
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Given the potential range of assumed PPF capacity under each alternative, the wide variation in estimated
costs for other PPF projects, and the lack of reliable data inputs for IMPLAN, the analysis of economic
impacts for PPF construction is based on simple extrapolation of figures from Table 4-28, relative to the
assumed capacities, in order to provide impact estimates. These estimates are shown in Table 4-29. When
reviewing the estimates in Table 4-29, it should be remembered that the overall economic impact depends
not only on total costs, but on where those monies are spent. Given the goods and services available in the
socioeconomic study area, it is likely that much of the spending and employment associated with these
projects will rely on sources outside the socioeconomic study area, with correspondingly reduced economic
benefits to local businesses and residents. Any PPF proposal within the Planning Area would require a sitespecific EIS prior to approval, at which time a much more detailed economic analysis would be provided.

Table 4-29. Estimated Economic Impacts of Potash Processing Facility Construction by
Alternative
PPF type and capacity

Alternative
B1

D

Expenditures

$266M

$266M

Employment

362

362

400K ton solar

A

(1)

Expenditures

$320M

Employment

435

300K ton solar (1)

2M ton crystallization (2)
Expenditures

$2,400M

Employment

2,570

1M ton crystallization (2)
Expenditures

$1,200M

Employment

1.02M ton crystallization

1,385
(2,3)

Expenditures

$1,200M

Employment

1,385

Total Estimated Impact
Expenditures

$2,720M

$1,466M

$1,466M

Employment

3,005

1,747

1,747

(1)

Extrapolated from Intrepid (Carlsbad) from Table 4-28, above.
Extrapolated from K2O from Table 4-28, above.
(3)
No differences in impacts between a 1M ton and 1.02M ton facility can be estimated given the available data. The differences
would be small.
(2)

Economic Impacts of Potash Production Facility Operations

Economic impacts would also occur from potash production operations. The two primary components of
potash operations are the annual operating costs to operate PPFs, and the costs associated with the drilling
and operation of potash wells. Operating costs are discussed here; well drilling and operational costs are
discussed separately, below.
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As is the case with construction costs and associated employment to construct PPF facilities, estimates of
annual operating costs (exclusive of wells) are difficult. Similar to the discussion in Table 4-29, Table 4-30
extrapolates estimates of annual operating costs and employment from Table 4-28. Annual operating costs,
according to company-provided estimates, include fiscal benefits such as royalties and property taxes.
These are discussed separately below, but the reader needs to be aware that these are also included in Table
4-30. A larger portion of operating expenditures than construction expenditures would likely be made
within the socioeconomic study area, but some leakage of operating expenditures out of the socioeconomic
study area is likely, with correspondingly reduced economic benefits to local businesses and residents.

Table 4-30. Estimated Economic Impacts of Potash Processing Facility Annual Operating
Expenditures
PPF type and capacity

Alternative
B1

D

Expenditures

$18.5M

$18.5M

Employment

48

48

400K ton solar

A

(1)

Expenditures

$22M

Employment

57

300K ton solar (1)

2M ton crystallization (2)
Expenditures

$40.3M

Employment

190

1M ton crystallization (2)
Expenditures

$20.15M

Employment

95

1.02M ton crystallization (2,3)
Expenditures

$20.15M

Employment

95

Total Estimated Impact
Expenditures

$62.3M

$38.65M

$38.65M

Employment

247

143

143

(1)

Extrapolated from Intrepid (Carlsbad) from Table 4-28 above.
Extrapolated from K2O from Table 4-28, above.
(3)
No differences in impacts between a 1M ton and 1.02M ton facility can be estimated given the available data. The differences
would be small.
(2)

Economic Impacts of Potash Well Drilling and Operations

Potash operations within the Planning Area will rely on wells similar to those used for oil and gas extraction.
Economic impacts from potash well drilling and operations are based on the assumptions outlined at the
beginning of this section, and the assumptions used for oil and gas wells. Local purchase percentages and
the economic impacts associated with drilling and completing one potash development well are assumed to
be the same as for an oil well. These impacts were outlined in Table 4-23 and Table 4-24, respectively.
Drilling and completing production potash wells would cost an average of $7.75 million. Non-production
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potash wells would cost an average of $3.25 million based on a recent EIS in Utah (BLM 2013d) and
confirmed by BLM minerals staff.
Table 4-31 presents total impacts, by alternative, for drilling of non-production potash wells. Table 4-32
and Table 4-33 present total impacts, by alternative, for drilling and operating potash production wells.

Table 4-31. Economic Impacts of Developing non-Production Potash Wells over Life of
Plan
Alternative

Total Wells

Annual

133

8.9

Life of Plan
Employment

Labor Income

Output

Direct Effect

88.9

$58,735,148

$198,762,878

Indirect Effect

20.8

$7,828,735

$35,122,805

Induced Effect

17.7

$6,994,415

$27,002,089

Total Effect

127.4

$73,558,298

$260,887,772

A

72

B1

4.8

72.0

Direct Effect

48.1

$31,796,471

$107,600,957

Indirect Effect

11.2

$4,238,112

$19,013,849

Induced Effect

9.6

$3,786,450

$14,617,672

Total Effect

68.9

$39,821,033

$141,232,478

72

D

4.8

72.0

Direct Effect

48.1

$31,796,471

$107,600,957

Indirect Effect

11.2

$4,238,112

$19,013,849

Induced Effect

9.6

$3,786,450

$14,617,672

Total Effect

68.9

$39,821,033

$141,232,478

Non-production wells include exploration, water, disposal and monitoring.
Figures denominated in 2014 dollars, and represent the present value of 15 years sum of dollar-denominated annual impacts.
Employment represents average jobs per year. Actual employment likely will be less, since one crew typically can drill 4 wells
per year.

Table 4-32. Economic Impacts of Developing Production Potash Wells over Life of Plan
Alternative

Total Wells

Annual

416

27.7

Life of Plan
Employment

Labor Income

Output

Direct Effect

230.0

$183,712,945

$621,694,416

Indirect Effect

53.7

$24,486,869

$109,857,796

Induced Effect

45.8

$21,877,267

$84,457,663

Total Effect

329.5

$230,077,081

$816,009,875

112.3

$95,389,414

$322,802,870

A

B1
Direct Effect
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Total Wells

Annual

Life of Plan
Employment

Labor Income

Output

Indirect Effect

26.2

$12,714,336

$57,041,548

Induced Effect

22.4

$11,359,350

$43,853,017

Total Effect

160.9

$119,463,100

$423,697,435

Direct Effect

120.4

$100,688,826

$340,736,363

Indirect Effect

28.1

$13,420,688

$60,210,523

Induced Effect

24.0

$11,990,425

$46,289,296

Total Effect

172.5

$126,099,939

$447,236,182

228

D

15.2

Figures denominated in 2014 dollars, and represent the present value of 15 years sum of dollar-denominated annual impacts.
Employment represents average jobs per year. Actual employment likely will be less, since one crew typically can drill 4 wells
per year.

Table 4-33. Economic Impacts of Operating Production Potash Wells over Life of Plan
Alternative

Life of Plan
Employment

Labor Income

Output

Direct Effect

19.6

$14,116,756

$116,290,577

Indirect Effect

9.5

$5,201,088

$22,371,421

Induced Effect

4.4

$2,023,945

$7,813,608

Total Effect

33.5

$21,341,789

$146,475,606

Direct Effect

9.6

$7,329,854

$60,381,646

Indirect Effect

4.6

$2,700,565

$11,615,930

Induced Effect

2.1

$1,050,895

$4,057,066

Total Effect

16.3

$11,081,314

$76,054,642

Direct Effect

10.3

$7,737,068

$63,736,182

Indirect Effect

5.0

$2,850,597

$12,261,260

Induced Effect

2.3

$1,109,278

$4,282,458

Total Effect

17.6

$11,696,943

$80,279,900

A

B1

D

Figures denominated in 2014 dollars, and represent the present value of 15 years sum of dollar-denominated annual impacts.
Employment represents average jobs per year. Actual employment likely will be less, since one crew typically can drill 4 wells per
year.

Summary of Economic Impacts by Alternative
The estimates described below do not include the economic impact to the socioeconomic study area of PPF
construction and operating expenditures, due to the great uncertainty involved in estimating those impacts.
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Should such facilities be constructed, the economic impact would likely be significant, and would be
assessed in an EIS-level site specific analysis. See Table 4-29 and Table 4-30 for estimates of costs and
associated employment.
It should also be noted that potash production has an export market and thereby has a positive effect on the
national trade deficit. To the extent that market conditions and corporate investment decisions do in fact
bring about new potash development and production, the benefits to the trade deficit would vary based on
the amount of production that occurs from the level of development enabled by each alternative.
Alternatives B2 and C would forego benefits to the national trade deficit because potash development on
Federal mineral estate in the Planning Area would not occur.

Impacts from Alternative A (No Action)
Under Alternative A, potash development on Federal mineral estate from drilling non-production and
production wells in the Planning Area could generate over $1.076 billion (in present value and 2014 dollars)
in total economic output over the 15-year life of the plan. This economic activity could include more than
$303 million in labor earnings, and support an average of 457 jobs per year. The costs of operating these
wells over the life of the plan could generate an additional $146 million in total economic output over the
15-year life of the plan, $21 million in labor earnings, and support an average of 34 jobs per year.

Impacts from Alternative B1
Under Alternative B1, potash development on Federal mineral estate from drilling non-production and
production wells in the Planning Area could generate over $564 million (in present value and 2014 dollars)
in total economic output over the 15-year life of the plan. This economic activity could include more than
$159 million in labor earnings, and support an average of 230 jobs per year. The costs of operating these
wells over the life of the plan could generate an additional $76 million in total economic output over the
15-year life of the plan, $11 million in labor earnings, and support an average of 16 jobs per year.

Impacts from Alternative B2
Under Alternative B2, potash development on Federal mineral estate in the Planning Area would not occur,
and there would be no economic impacts.

Impacts from Alternative C
Under Alternative C, potash development on Federal mineral estate in the Planning Area would not occur,
and there would be no economic impacts.

Impacts from Alternative D
Under Alternative D, potash development on Federal mineral estate from drilling non-production and
production wells in the Planning Area could generate over $588 million (in present value and 2014 dollars)
in total economic output over the 15-year life of the plan. This economic activity could include more than
$165 million in labor earnings, and support an average of 241 jobs per year. The costs of operating these
wells over the life of the plan could generate an additional $80 million in total economic output over the
15-year life of the plan, $12 million in labor earnings, and support an average of 18 jobs per year.

Recreation
This section presents the results of the economic impact analysis for recreation. Section 4.12.4 discusses
potential fiscal impacts relating to recreation visitation. Section 4.12.5 discusses potential non-market
impacts associated with recreation.
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Assumptions

The analysis below relies on the following assumptions:
•

The historical growth of recreation visitation to BLM lands within the Planning Area will continue
at 3.1 percent annually. The actual rate of change could be higher or lower, as historical trends are
not a guarantee of future events.

•

The mix of visitors (local versus nonlocal, overnight lodging versus overnight camping), as well as
their relative spending patterns, will remain unchanged. Table 4-34 describes these baselines.

•

The BLM does not expect a change in recreation visitation across alternatives. This assumption is
predicated on potash production facilities not being located in areas of high recreation usage and
visual values.

Table 4-34. Baseline Assumptions for Recreation Impact Analysis
Total
(MLP Visitor Days: 2014 Total 630,524)
Percentage of Total

Local Day
Use

Overnight
Lodging

Overnight
Camping

28.7 %

40.6 %

30.7 %

Spending by IMPLAN sector (dollars per visitor day)
324-Retail Food & Beverage

5.42

21.50

13.45

326-Retail Gasoline

1.44

40.20

18.75

336-General Transit & Transportation

4.58

3.63

3.63

3.63

3.63

10.82

1.96

410-Other Amusement & Recreation

4.86

0.88

411-Hotels & Motels

32.37

412-Other Accommodations

32.37

413-Restaurants and Drinking Places

46.73

338-Sightseeing Transportation
409-Amusement Parks and Arcades

439-Federal Government & Payroll

3.16

5.86
9.34

Visitation data based on BLM (2014c) and BLM recreation staff estimates; Use percentages based on National Visitor Use
Monitoring study for the Moab Field Office (National Visitation Use Monitoring [NVUM] 2007).
All dollar amounts based on NVUM (2007) and adjusted to 2014 dollars.

Based on these assumptions, the estimates of recreation use presented in Chapter 3 and the baseline data of
Table 4-34, the economic impact analysis for recreation consists of one set of figures for all alternatives for
the Planning Area. The estimated impacts over the 15-year life of the plan, based on a 3.1 percent annual
growth rate in visitation, are shown in Table 4-35. There have been concerns expressed, however, that the
choice of alternatives could affect recreation, especially under Alternative A. For example, Alternative A
has greater potential to negatively impact scenic viewsheds valued by recreationists (see Section 4.19,
Visual Resources and Soundscapes, and Section 4.10.3, Recreation for additional discussion). For this
reason, Table 4-35 also shows the economic impact per 10,000 visitor day change in recreation, above (or
below) the estimates shown for the assumed 3.1 percent growth rate. IMPLAN outputs are strictly linear,
so any change resulting from smaller or larger estimates can be easily extrapolated.
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Table 4-35. Economic Impacts of Recreation Visitation, over Life of Plan
Assumption

Life of Plan
Employment

Labor Income

Output

Direct Effect

889.3

$367,993,786

$582,319,612

Indirect Effect

88.1

$32,714,783

$73,001,513

Induced Effect

109.0

$45,884,186

$105,605,427

Total Effect

1086.4

$446,592,755

$760,926,552

14.05

$4,761,914

$10,350,517

Indirect Effect

1.39

$423,336

$1,765,165

Induced Effect

1.72

$593,751

$2,218,358

Total Effect

17.16

$5,779,001

$14,334,040

3.1% annual growth

10,000 visitor-days over/under estimate
Direct Effect

Figures denominated in 2014 dollars, and represent the present value of 15 years sum of dollar-denominated annual impacts.
Employment represents average jobs per year.
10,000 visitor day change is assumed constant over the planning period, and is not compounded at 3.1 percent.

Summary of Economic Impacts
Alternative A has the highest probability of displacing or reducing recreation visitation and associated
spending due to the potential for greater concentrations of mineral development and the use of large scale
potash processing facilities in high use recreation areas. Table 4-35 shows the economic impacts of
marginal changes in visitation. There are examples of where large scale minerals activities have negatively
affected the recreation economy. In Uintah County, for example, Dinosaur National Monument (a major
recreation amenity) has seen a decline in visitation of over 40 percent from 1999-2014 (1999 being the year
in which Uintah County reversed years of declining oil and gas production); oil production increased over
358 percent during the same time period. During that time period, natural gas production increased over
339 percent.
Under all action alternatives (B, C, and D) it is assumed that recreation visitor days to BLM lands within
the Planning Area will continue to increase at the historical annual compound growth rate of approximately
3.1 percent. However, the recreation experience would differ by alternative as discussed in Section 4.10.3
which could impact total recreation spending. Based on a 3.1 percent growth assumption, recreation
visitation in the Planning Area would generate $760.9 million (in present value and 2014 dollars) in total
economic output over the 15-year life of the plan. This economic activity would include $446.6 million in
labor earnings, and support an average of 1,086 jobs per year. To the extent that actual future visitation is
greater or less, the corresponding economic impacts would be greater or less.

Livestock Grazing
This section presents the results of the economic impact analysis for livestock grazing. There is only one
“phase” of economic activity for livestock grazing – livestock production. There is no “development”
phase equivalent to the construction activities in the oil/gas and wind energy industries. The analysis was
based around cattle grazing, which constitutes virtually all the livestock use potentially affected by the Plan
alternatives.
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This analysis addresses only the changes to the value of grazing that could result from the management
alternatives. It does not estimate the value of all grazing occurring within the Planning Area.
Assumptions

•

Livestock grazing would occur throughout the majority of the Planning Area.

•

The following analysis is based on permitted use. Primarily due to drought conditions, actual use
in most of the Planning Area has been less than permitted use for several years. In the short-term,
actual forage use in the decision area may increase from current levels due to improving range
condition and range recovery from recent drought. To the extent that actual use differs from
permitted use, the economic impacts described below will increase or decrease.

•

Affected permittees reside locally. To the extent that permittees reside outside the socioeconomic
study area, the economic impacts on the socioeconomic study area would be less.

•

The type of grazing use would remain about the same.

•

Potash processing facilities involve the large scale construction of permanent facilities and the loss
of vegetation and associated forage for livestock grazing. The drilling of oil and gas and potash
wells would involve temporary and minimal loss of vegetation and an inconsequential loss of
forage. Therefore, the economic impacts below are based on the loss of forage due to the
development of potash processing facilities.

Economic Losses to Livestock Production

The livestock production economic analysis involved three major steps:
•

Estimating the economic value of forage use.

•

Estimating the amounts of forage on BLM-administered lands in the Planning Area that would be
lost under each management alternative.

•

Estimating the economic impacts based on the value of production; specifically, the value foregone
due to the loss of BLM forage under each alternative.

Each of these steps is described in detail below.
Estimation of the Economic Value of Forage Use

The economic impact estimates for livestock grazing were based on permitted animal unit months (AUM)
of forage use for cattle. One AUM is equal to the amount of forage consumed by a cow and calf during a
1-month grazing period. The direct value of production per AUM was estimated based on regional livestock
production value data and ratios in the livestock economics literature. According to Workman (1986), it
takes 16 AUMs to produce a marketable cow. Thus, the average value of an AUM can be estimated using
data on the value of cattle production per bred cow and dividing by 16.
The value per AUM for cattle was based on a 10-year average (2004–2013) of the annual value of
production per bred cow estimates from the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Economic
Research Service’s Commodity Cow-Calf Costs and Returns estimates for the Basin and Range portion of
the United States. Both field offices within the Planning Area are located in the Basin and Range region.
The methodology and data for calculation of the average value of cattle production from one AUM of forage
is shown in Table 4-36.
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Table 4-36. Value of an Animal Unit Month for Cattle Production, Basin and Range
Region
Year

Value of
Production
Per Bred
Cow (1)

AUMs
Per
Cow (2)

Value of
Production
Per AUM

IMPLAN
Inflator

Inflated
Value of
Production
Per AUM*

Cow-Calf
Adjustment (3)

Adjusted
Value of
Production
per AUM

2004

$706

16

$44.14

0.79

$56.02

1.2

$67.22

2005

$752

16

$47.03

0.78

$59.99

1.2

$71.98

2006

$720

16

$45.01

0.75

$60.17

1.2

$72.21

2007

$682

16

$42.59

0.76

$55.89

1.2

$67.07

2008

$496

16

$31.00

0.83

$37.35

1.2

$44.82

2009

$472

16

$29.50

0.74

$40.14

1.2

$48.16

2010

$571

16

$35.66

0.78

$45.78

1.2

$54.93

2011

$649

16

$40.54

0.99

$40.83

1.2

$48.99

2012

$745

16

$46.56

1.00

$46.56

1.2

$55.87

2013

$781

16

$48.78

1.01

$48.44

1.2

$58.13

10-year Average

$58.94

(1)

U.S. Department of Agriculture, Economic Research Service (2013a).
Workman (1986).
(3)
U.S. Department of Agriculture, National Agricultural Statistical Service (2013b).
*Value times inflator.
(2)

Estimation of Lost Forage Utilization

The forage lost under each alternative was based on the acreage developed for potash production facilities.
This acreage was multiplied by the Planning Area average permitted AUMs of forage per acre.
Economic Impacts of Reduced AUM Availability

The figures for the value per AUM for cattle grazing were multiplied by the number of AUMs potentially
foregone under each alternative. The result was the total economic value of livestock production potentially
foregone under each alternative, which was used as the direct impact input to the IMPLAN model. Table
4-37 shows the first year impact, as well as the present value of the sum of pacts over the Plan’s 15-year
planning horizon, assuming grazing use remains constant at the 15-year average number of permitted
AUMs (or otherwise, that variations in use average out accordingly).

Table 4-37. Average Annual and Total Impacts on Livestock Grazing from Potash
Processing Facility Areas Alternatives
Economic Impact of Potential Loss of AUMs within Potash Processing Facility
Areas
Alternative A

Alternative B1

Alternative D

224

59

59

AUMs Potentially
Lost
Economic Impacts
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Economic Impact of Potential Loss of AUMs within Potash Processing Facility
Areas
Alternative A

Alternative B1

Alternative D

Direct Effects
Output

$20,768

$281,378

$1,424

$19,294

$1,424

$19,294

Employment

0.17

0.17

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

Labor Income

$1,562

$21,169

$107

$1,452

$107

$1,452

$22,328

$302,507

$1,531

$20,743

$1,531

$20,743

Employment

0.16

0.16

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

Labor Income

$2,217

$30,037

$152

$2,059

$152

$2,059

$1,619

$21,936

$111

$1,504

$111

$1,504

Employment

0.01

0.01

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Labor Income

$433

$5,872

$30

$403

$30

$403

$44,715

$605,821

$3,066

$41,542

$3,066

$41,542

Employment

0.35

0.35

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

Labor Income

$4,213

$57,073

$289

$3,914

$289

$3,914

Indirect Effects
Output

Induced Effects
Output

Total Effect
Output

Annual is the average annual impact over 15 years in 2014 dollars.
Life of plan is the present value of 15 years sum of dollar-denominated annual impacts.
Employment represents average jobs per year.

Summary of Economic Impacts by Alternative
Impacts only occur under the alternatives that allow for development of potash production facilities. The
impacts also presume development of such facilities actually occurs.

Impacts from Alternative A (No Action)
Under Alternative A, construction of potash processing facilities could occur anywhere within 210,884
acres that are open with standard terms and conditions and 443,056 acres open with CSU and TL
stipulations. Construction of solar evaporation potash processing facilities in these areas could permanently
occupy up to 3,716 acres and remove up to 224 AUMs. In addition, construction of a crystallization potash
processing facility could occupy up to 500 acres and remove up to 26 AUMs. The annual average direct
economic impact would be a loss of $44,715 in output, 0.35 jobs, and $4,213 in labor income per year, on
average.

Impacts from Alternative B1
Applying a CSU stipulation to all potash leases that requires potash processing facilities to be located within
a PPFA (44,660 acres), would localize the disturbance and infrastructure to the PPFAs and prevent largescale disturbance from potash processing in other areas in the Planning Area that could occur under
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Alternative A. Limiting the area available for potash processing facilities would reduce loss of forage
outside of those areas from potash processing and help retain AUMs available for livestock. The estimated
amount of acreage that could be disturbed by potash processing facilities is 3,037 acres, which could result
in the loss of 59 AUMs that would no longer be available to livestock under this alternative. The loss of
AUMs within the PPFAs would be much less than that projected for Alternative A. The annual average
direct economic impact would be a loss of $3,066 in output, 0.02 jobs and $289 in labor income.

Impacts from Alternative B2
Under Alternative B2, there would be no land available for potash development. Therefore, no AUMs
would be removed due to potash development.

Impacts from Alternative C
Under Alternative C, there would be no land available for potash development. Therefore, no AUMs would
be removed due to potash development.

Impacts from Alternative D
Impacts to livestock grazing resulting from potash processing facilities would be the same as
Alternative B1.

4.12.4

Fiscal Impacts

Management actions under the plan alternatives have the potential to affect revenues accruing to local
governments. These revenues can include mineral lease payments, property taxes, tourist-related taxes
(transient room, resort community, restaurant, car rental), and sales taxes from purchases of goods and
services by businesses, their employees, and visitors. The following discussion focuses on the fiscal
impacts from oil and gas development, potash development and recreation. The fiscal impacts from
livestock grazing under the plan alternatives are discussed but are negligible. Where possible, quantitative
estimates are provided; otherwise, a qualitative presentation is provided.
The following estimates were not run through the IMPLAN model. This is because tax revenues cannot be
assigned to specific economic sectors. For example, property taxes typically accrue to taxing entities’
general funds or to specific purpose funds such as schools. These funds can then be spent on a wide variety
of goods and services, typically at the local taxing entity’s discretion. Without knowing how and where
these funds would be spent, IMPLAN-based sector analysis cannot be reliably performed.

Fiscal Impacts from Oil and Gas Development and Production
Assumptions

The fiscal impact analysis is based on the following assumptions for oil and gas development and
production:
•

Successful wells projected under the RFD can produce natural gas as well as oil. For the Planning
Area, natural gas production is more variable than oil and can be more difficult to estimate.
Additionally, natural gas prices are low, and will likely produce much less fiscal revenues than oil
production. For this reason, the following analysis focuses on oil production. To the extent that
significant quantities of natural gas are also produced and marketed, the fiscal impacts would be
greater.

•

Production of oil over the life of the plan is assumed to average 276 barrels per day for successful
wells, based on wells coming on line between 2011 and 2014 in the Big Flat area of Grand County
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(UDOGM 2014). Production could be significantly lower, as discussed below. This average is
assumed to hold over the life of the plan, as new wells (typically with greater production) come on
line, and older wells decline in production. Future average annual production from new wells
within the Planning Area may be greater or less than this average.
•

The market price per barrel of oil produced is assumed to be $99.30, based on the twelve month
average price through September, 2014 (U.S. Energy Information Administration 2014), and will
remain constant in 2014 dollars over the life of the plan. Lower (or higher) future prices will
produce lower (or higher) fiscal impacts.

•

Property taxes on new wells will average $33,272, the 2014 average property tax on wells in the
Big Flat area (Carrol 2014). Estimated benefits are not broken out by county, as exact future well
locations are unknown.

•

Royalties on production will continue at 12.5 percent of market value, with approximately 25
percent of the royalties accruing to Grand and San Juan Counties. 2 Estimated benefits are not
broken out by county, as exact future well locations are unknown.

•

Bonus lease payments on new leases are not analyzed, as there is no reliable means to make this
estimate.

•

Annual lease rentals on parcels not in production are not analyzed, since the amounts are difficult
to estimate and are small relative to royalties on production.

•

Other minor State levied taxes on oil and gas production are not estimated. These amounts range
from 0.2 percent of the value of production (conservation tax) to five percent for State severance
taxes. The amounts collected, however, revert to the State’s general fund, rather than directly to
the counties of origin, making estimation of economic impacts to the Planning Area all but
impossible.

•

The analysis excludes any indirect fiscal impacts such as sales or property tax revenues resulting
from local spending generated by new employment.

Table 4-38 and Table 4-39 describe the economic impacts of royalty and property tax payments from
successful oil wells.

Table 4-38. Economic Impacts of Royalties from Production on Successful Oil Wells
Alternative
Successful Wells per Year

A

B1

B2

C

D

9.24

6.06

7.50

1.44

6.72

Present Value over Life of Plan (1,000s of $2014)
Production

$9,716,801

$6,372,707

$7,887,014

$1,514,306

$7,066,764

Total Royalties

$1,214,600

$796,588

$985,876

$189,288

$883,345

$303,650

$199,147

$246,469

$47,322

$220,836

$484,968

$600,208

$115,240

$537,787

Returned to Counties

Average Annual Values (1,000s of $2014)
Production

$739,457

2 See the Socioeconomic Baseline Report (2012c) for a full discussion of how mineral lease payments are calculated and
distributed.
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Alternative

A

B1

B2

C

D

Total Royalties

$92,432

$60,621

$75,026

$14,405

$67,223

Returned to Counties

$23,108

$15,155

$18,756

$3,601

$16,805

Based on assumed production of 276 barrels per well per day and $99.30 per barrel market price. Higher or lower values will
produce linearly proportionate higher or lower impacts.

Table 4-39. Economic Impacts of Property Taxes on Successful Oil Wells
Alternative

Present Value over Life of Plan

Annual Average

A

$32,318,490

$2,459,466

B1

$21,195,893

$1,613,027

B2

$26,232,540

$1,996,320

C

$5,036,648

$383,293

D

$23,504,356

$1,788,703

Assumes average annual property tax per successful well of $33,272.
Assumes wells come online as described in Table 4-27.

Summary of Fiscal Impacts by Alternative
The impacts summarized below depend on relatively high production estimates and a relatively high market
price for oil. Lower (or higher) production and/or lower (or higher) market prices could produce
significantly different results. For instance, average daily production for all Utah wells was 23.4 barrels in
2013 (UDOGM 2014). If Planning Area production averaged this amount, the impacts in Table 4-39 would
be over 90 percent lower.

Impacts from Alternative A (No Action)
Under Alternative A, fiscal impacts from mineral lease payments to the Counties in the form of royalties
on production could total over $303 million over the life of the plan. Property tax benefits could total over
$32 million over the life of the plan.

Impacts from Alternative B1
Under Alternative B1, fiscal impacts from mineral lease payments to the Counties in the form of royalties
on production could total over $199 million over the life of the plan. Property tax benefits could total more
than $21 million over the life of the plan.

Impacts from Alternative B2
Under Alternative B2, fiscal impacts from mineral lease payments in the form of royalties on production
could total over $246 million over the life of the plan. Property tax benefits could total more than $26
million over the life of the plan.

Impacts from Alternative C
Under Alternative C, fiscal impacts from mineral lease payments in the form of royalties on production
could total over $47 million over the life of the plan. Property tax benefits could total over $5 million more
than the life of the plan.
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Impacts from Alternative D
Under Alternative D, fiscal impacts from mineral lease payments in the form of royalties on production
could total over $220 million over the life of the plan. Property tax benefits could total more than $23
million over the life of the plan.

Fiscal Impacts from Potash Development and Production
Assumptions

The fiscal impact analysis is based on the following assumptions for potash development and production:
•

Potash production wells and associated fiscal impacts depend on construction and operation of PPF.
Construction and operation of such facilities may not be economically viable under current market
conditions for potash. Without the associated PPF, the drilling and completion of potash production
wells is unlikely to occur.

•

PPF property tax impacts are extrapolated from current facilities for solar evaporation (IntrepidMoab) and K2O estimates for crystallization facilities. A more complete analysis would
accompany a site-specific EIS prior to approval of any such facilities. PPF operations expenditures
summarized in Table 4-28 above include both production royalties and property taxes. They are
separated out for the reader’s convenience, but caution must be exercised to avoid double-counting.

•

Production estimates are those presented earlier for potash. A market price of $287 per ton is
assumed (Infomine.com, 2014). Production is assumed to be constant over the planning period and
equal to plant capacity. In reality, production is not likely to reach capacity for some time after
plant operations commence, since new potash production well drilling and completion would occur
over the life of the plan. Therefore, production royalties are highly likely to be lower than presented
here, at least until full production is achieved.

•

Lower (or higher) future production and/or prices will produce lower (or higher) fiscal impacts.

•

Property taxes on new potash production wells will average $33,272, the same as with oil and gas
wells. Estimated benefits are not broken out by county, as exact future well locations are unknown.

•

Property taxes on non-production wells are assessed at transitory property tax rates. The average
annual levy, although based on factors other than productive capacity, approximates the levy on
development wells described above (Swazey 2014). Non-development wells are assumed to incur
property taxes for one year only for each well. To the extent that such wells have a taxable life
exceeding one year, the benefits could be greater.

•

Royalties on production will continue at 5 percent of market value, with approximately 25 percent
accruing to Grand and San Juan Counties.3 Estimated benefits are not broken out by county, as
exact future well locations are unknown.

•

Bonus lease payments on new leases are not analyzed, as there is no reliable means to make this
estimate. Annual lease rentals on parcels not in production are not analyzed, since the amounts are
difficult to estimate and are small relative to royalties on production.

3 See the Socioeconomic Baseline Report (2012c) for a full discussion of how mineral lease payments are calculated and
distributed.
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•

The analysis excludes any indirect fiscal impacts, such as sales or property tax revenues resulting
from local spending generated from new employment.

•

“Life of Plan” amounts represent the present value of annual amounts over the life of the plan at
the OMB discount rate of 1.3 percent.

Table 4-40 estimates royalties from potash production over the life of the plan. Table 4-41 estimates
property taxes on production facilities. Table 4-42 estimates property taxes on development potash wells
over the life of the plan. Table 4-43 estimates property taxes on non-development potash wells over the
life of the plan.

Table 4-40. Economic Impacts of Potash Production Royalties by Alternative
Alternative
PPF type and
capacity

A

B1

Life of
Plan

Annual
Average

Royalty @ 5%

$77,768

$5,740

Counties share @
25% of above

$19,442

$1,435

D

Life of
Plan

Annual
Average

Life of
Plan

Annual
Average

Royalty @ 5%

$56,497

$4,170

$56,497

$4,170

Counties share @
25% of above

$14,124

$1,042

$14,124

$1,042

Royalty @ 5%

$194,421

$14,350

Counties share @
25% of above

$48,605

$3,587

Royalty @ 5%

$198,309

$14,637

Counties share @
25% of above

$49,577

$3,659

400K ton solar

300K ton solar

2M ton crystallization
Royalty @ 5%

$388,842

$28,700

Counties share @
25% of above

$97,210

$7,175

1M ton crystallization

1.02M ton crystallization

All figures in thousands of 2014 dollars.
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Table 4-41. Economic Impacts of PPF Property Taxes by Alternative
Estimated Property Taxes by Alternative
PPF type and
capacity
400K ton solar (1)
300K ton solar

A

B1

Life of
Plan

Annual
Average

$59,613

$4,400

(1)

2M ton
crystallization (2)

$245,228

D

Life of
Plan

Annual
Average

Life of
Plan

Annual
Average

$44,710

$3,300

$44,710

$3,300

$122,614

$9,050
$125,066

$9,231

$18,100

1M ton
crystallization (3)
1.02M ton
crystallization (3)
(1)

Extrapolated from Intrepid-Moab 2013 property tax levy of $1.1 million, and assumes proportionality.
K2O estimate presented to San Juan County Commission (2010)
(3) Extrapolated from (2), and assumes proportionality.
(4) All figures in thousands of 2014 dollars
(2)

Table 4-42. Economic Impacts of Production Potash Well Property Taxes by Alternative
Alternative

Total Projected Wells

New Wells per Year

A

416

B1
D

Property Taxes
Life of Plan

Annual Average

27.7

$58,201,263

$4,429,169

216

14.40

$50,366,477

$3,832,934

228

15.20

$53,164,615

$4,045,875

Assumes wells are operative from year of completion through life of plan.
All figures in 2014 dollars.

Table 4-43. Economic Impacts of Non-production Potash Well Property Taxes by
Alternative
Alternative

Total Projected Wells

New Wells per Year

A

133

B1
D

Property Taxes
Life of Plan

Annual Average

8.9

$3,996,971

$295,012

72

4.8

$2,163,773

$159,706

72

4.8

$2,163,773

$159,706

Assumes wells are operative for one year.
All figures in 2014 dollars.

Summary of Fiscal Impacts by Alternative
The impacts summarized below depend on the economic viability of potash production in the Planning
Area in the current market environment. The majority of the property tax impact is based on K2O’s
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estimates presented to San Juan County in 2010 for its crystallization proposal. For PPFs, site-specific EISlevel analyses would provide a more refined analysis.

Impacts from Alternative A (No Action)
Under Alternative A, fiscal impacts from mineral lease payments to the counties in the form of royalties on
production could total over $116 million over the life of the plan. Property tax benefits could total over
$367 million over the life of the plan. These amounts represent the sum of impacts from Table 4-40 through
Table-43.

Impacts from Alternative B1
Under Alternative B1, fiscal impacts from mineral lease payments to the counties in the form of royalties
on production could total over $62 million over the life of the plan. Property tax benefits could total over
$219 million over the life of the plan. These amounts represent the sum of impacts from Table 4-40 through
Table 4-43.

Impacts from Alternative B2
Under Alternative B2, potash development on Federal mineral estate in the Planning Area would not occur,
and there would be no fiscal impacts.

Impacts from Alternative C
Under Alternative C, potash development on Federal mineral estate in the Planning Area would not occur,
and there would be no economic impacts.

Impacts from Alternative D
Under Alternative D, fiscal impacts from mineral lease payments to the counties in the form of royalties on
production could total over $63 million over the life of the plan. Property tax benefits could total over $225
million over the life of the plan. These amounts represent the sum of impacts from Table 4-40 through
Table 4-43.

Fiscal Impacts from Recreation
Assumptions

The following analysis is based on the following assumptions for recreation:
•

Spending by recreationists and tourist to the Planning Area and socioeconomic study area will
increase proportionately to increases in overall visitation, assumed to average 3.1 percent annual
growth. 4

•

Tourism-related tax collections will continue to increase at this same rate. Taxes related to tourism
include the following:
– transient room taxes (city and County)
– resort community taxes
– restaurant taxes

4 It is possible that the growth in tourist-related tax collections will exceed this annual visitation growth assumption, given that
demand for services, especially lodging, may be outpacing the supply. For example, according to an article in the October
29, 2014 edition of the Moab Sun-News, Grand County transient room tax collections (TRT) increased by 14 percent in the
first half of 2014, compared to the prior period.
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car rental taxes

To the extent that these taxes reflect spending by other than tourists and recreationists, the impacts
would be less.
•

The analysis excludes items such as sales taxes on goods and services purchased by recreationists
and tourists, as well as property taxes on tourist-related businesses and second homes. Given the
size of the recreation economy in the socioeconomic study area, these amounts are likely large, but
they are difficult to segregate from other activities.

•

The analysis excludes any indirect fiscal impacts such as sales or property tax revenues resulting
from local spending generated by new employment. Given that employment related to recreation
and tourism dominates the local economy (especially in Grand County), these impacts are likely
very large.

•

Tourists and recreationists visit Grand and San Juan Counties to take advantage of activities offered
not only on BLM lands, but also on National Park Service, Forest Service and State lands. It is
likely that many visitors avail themselves of these multiple opportunities during their visit, rather
than restricting their activities to a single jurisdiction. Similarly, visitors to BLM-managed lands
likely do not restrict their activities to only lands encompassed in the Planning Area. Visitors enroute to these other areas, however, may find themselves passing through the Planning Area,
including visitors to such popular attractions as Canyonlands National Park and Dead Horse Point
State Park. Given the difficulties inherent in disaggregating this visitation and associated spending,
the analysis will examine the impacts of total visitation to the two counties. The resulting analysis
will likely overstate those impacts directly related to the Planning Area.

Table 4-44 presents the estimated fiscal impacts from recreation based on the assumptions noted above.
The amounts for Fiscal Year 2013 are actual collections as reported in the Utah Tax Commission FY 2013
Annual Report. The data in the table assumes that recreation visitation will continue to increase at an annual
rate of 3.1 percent, with a corresponding annual increase of the same percentage for all taxes listed. As
discussed above, there is no attempt to separate out these tax collections by purpose of visit (e.g., NPS vs.
BLM vs. commercial travelers).

Table 4-44. Estimated Fiscal Impacts from Recreation
Tax Source

FY 2013 (1)

Life of Plan (2)

Annual Average (2)

Grand County Motor Vehicle Leasing

$61,355

$1,174,996

$79,012

Grand County Restaurant

$390,121

$7,471,120

$502,389

Grand County Transient Room

$2,095,866

$40,137,463

$2,699,008

Moab City Resort Communities Sales

$2,780,852

$53,255,477

$3,581,117

Moab City Transient Room

$702,249

$13,448,614

$904,340

Monticello City Transient Room

$18,962

$363,137

$24,419

San Juan County Restaurant

$81,119

$1,553,492

$104,463

San Juan County Transient Room

$530,765

$10,164,562

$683,507

$6,661,289

$127,568,861

$8,578,255

Total
(1)
(2)

Utah State Tax Commission 2014
Life of Plan and Annual Average data are in 2014 dollars and discounted at a rate of 1.3 percent over the life of the plan.
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Summary of Fiscal Impacts
The impacts summarized above depend on the continued growth of recreation and tourism on BLM lands
in the Planning Area. The BLM expects this to occur across all alternatives, while recognizing the concern
among some stakeholders that adoption of Alternative A could reduce the rate of increase or even displace
visitors to other areas. The impacts summarized above are based on all recreation and tourism to Grand
and San Juan Counties. The actual impacts on the two-county socioeconomic study area will likely be less,
since visitors do not limit their recreation activities (and associated spending) to BLM lands, let alone the
Planning Area itself. On the other hand, the estimated fiscal impacts do not include property taxes on
tourism and recreation-connected businesses nor sales taxes connected to spending in the local economy,
whether by visitors or local employees of recreation-based businesses. As discussed earlier, these impacts
could be quite large. Based on the assumptions noted above, recreation-related tourism and fiscal benefits
are expected to total more than $127 million (in 2014 dollars) over the life of the plan, averaging over $8.5
million annually. Most of this is expected to come from taxes collected in Moab City and Grand County.

Fiscal Impacts from Livestock Grazing
Grazing fees and surcharges from use of BLM-administered lands generate some revenue for the Federal
and local governments. Of the grazing revenues collected, 50 percent goes to the BLM Range Improvement
Fund and is distributed to BLM District Offices according to their grazing receipts, 37.5 percent goes to the
U.S. Treasury General Fund, and 12.5 percent goes to the state of origin and is distributed to local grazing
boards. Grazing fees are set annually by the Secretary of the Interior, according to the provisions of 43
CFR 4130.8-1. The fee in 2014 was $1.35 per AUM. Additional surcharges occur if the livestock using
BLM forage is not owned by the permittee or the permittee’s children. This is not common in the Planning
Area. The average total grazing fee in a given year for the Planning Area may exceed $1.35, but not to a
degree that material affects the fiscal impact of the alternatives. Given the small number of AUMs
potentially lost under any of the alternatives, the fiscal impacts of the alternatives due to loss of forage are
negligible.

4.12.5

Nonmarket Value Impacts

Nonmarket values include the economic benefits to local communities from the amenity values provided
by open space and scenic landscapes, the economic benefits to individuals such as the unpriced value
recreationists experience from their activities and ecosystem service values, which are the ways that healthy
ecosystems support, enable, or protect human activity. Potential impacts to each are considered in turn
below.
As noted in the Socioeconomic Baseline Report, amenity values are of critical importance to Moab, the
surrounding area, and the socioeconomic study area as a whole. Open space, including multiple-use BLM
and USFS lands and the protected landscapes of National Parks in the area, provides scenic values and
opportunities for outdoor-based recreation that have drawn visitors, second home owners, and permanent
transplants to the area, generating economic activity and supporting property values. These economic
benefits are difficult to quantify, but they clearly exist (Sonoran Institute 2004, The Wilderness Society
2007, Venturoni, Long, and Perdue 2005, Francese 2003). It is also difficult to attribute these benefits
directly to particular actions of land management agencies. However, it is possible for natural resource
development on public land—particularly large-scale development—to result in degradation of scenic
values, recreational opportunities, and other aspects of open space that contribute to these nonmarket,
amenity-based economic values.
Outdoor recreational opportunities are known to provide unpriced value to individual recreationists
(Rosenberger 2011). As with the broader benefits derived from amenity values, these nonmarket values
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experienced by individuals can be degraded by mineral development on public land, depending on the scale
and nature of such development.
Ecosystem service values—the economic benefits provided by ecosystem functions—can be negatively
impacted by mineral development. This would occur if such development reduces the availability or quality
of ecosystem functions.
Relative risks to these nonmarket values can be assessed, based on the level of mineral development that
could occur under each of the alternatives considered by this plan. For example, Alternative A has the
greatest potential to negatively impact scenic viewsheds due to the scale of mineral development, especially
potash processing facilities, and due to the relative lack of constraints and protective requirements on
development under this alternative (see Section 4.19—Visual Resource Management/Auditory
Management (Soundscapes) for additional discussion). These impacts could be broad and permanent due
to the wide-open nature of the Planning Area, the fragility of much of the landscape, and the potential
intensity of development of mineral extraction and processing facilities and associated infrastructure,
particularly for potash. Such impacts could affect (reduce) both the general economic benefits of viewshed
amenities and the specific economic benefits experienced by individual recreationists from viewsheds. The
potential impacts on ecosystem service values would depend on the specific locations and effects of mineral
development; for instance, whether riparian zones are affected by surface disturbance in ways that could
impact water flows or water quality to the detriment of communities downstream. However, given the
relative lack of constraints and protective requirements on mineral development under Alternative A, the
potential for impacts to ecosystem services is also greatest under Alternative A compared to the other
alternatives.
While Alternative A has the greatest potential for negative impacts to non-market values, Alternative C has
the least potential for such impacts. This is because of the considerably reduced level of mineral
development projected in Alternative C potash mineral development would not occur, and oil and gas
development would be substantially less. Alternative B2 would have a greater, but still low relative
potential for negative impacts to non-market values; it allows for a higher level of oil and gas development,
but does not allow for potash development.
Relative to Alternative A, Alternative B1 would have less potential for negative impacts to non-market
values because potash development is reduced and subject to greater controls under this alternative.
Alternative D would have less potential for negative impacts to non-market values than Alternative A, and
similar impacts to Alternative B1. Alternative D would have greater potential for negative impacts to nonmarket values than Alternative C and somewhat greater potential for such impacts than Alternative B2.

4.12.6

Social Impacts

In general, social impacts of BLM management actions are of two primary types:
•

Social impacts driven by economic impacts – For instance, such impacts may occur when changes
in employment due to management decisions lead to changes in population that drive impacts to
housing, schools, community services, crime, community cohesion, etc.

•

Social impacts that are more purely social and cultural in nature – These include impacts on amenity
values, traditional land uses and associated cultural values, attitudes and beliefs, and other
intangible aspects of quality of life.

The next two subsections address each type of social impact.
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Social Impacts Driven by Economic Impacts
The degree of mineral development varies by alternative. Such development has the potential to affect
community services, local sense of place, community cohesion, and other social conditions by generating
new employment and drawing new population to the socioeconomic study area, particularly in proximity
to the Planning Area, including the Moab area.
It is thus useful to place into context the potential employment increases that could result from development
of oil and gas and potash resources under some of the management alternatives, as estimated in Section 4.8.
Table 4-45 shows the total jobs (direct, indirect, and induced) that would be generated by mineral
development under each alternative. With respect to recreation, none of the alternatives are likely to result
in increases in employment beyond the increases resulting from the current growth rate for recreation
visitation. Decreases in recreation visitation and associated employment are possible, but not predicated,
and any such decreases are likely to be small. Thus no disruptions to community services and social patterns
are likely from the plan’s impacts on recreation. Employment related to livestock grazing is very unlikely
to change much under any of the alternatives.

Table 4-45. Total Annual Jobs Generated by Mineral Development, by Alternative
A

B1

B2

C

D

Oil and Gas Well Development

211

145

180

34

161

Oil and Gas Well Operation

14

9

11

3

10

3,005

1,747

0

0

1,747

PPF Operation

247

143

0

0

143

Potash Well Development - Non-Production
Wells

127

69

0

0

69

Potash Well Development - Production Wells

329

161

0

0

172

Potash Well Operation

34

16

0

0

18

3,967

2,290

191

37

2,320

PPF Development

Totals

Source: Estimates per tables in Section 4.12.4.
Note: PPF development jobs would occur only during the construction period; all other jobs are annual average jobs across the
15-year life of the plan. Jobs from construction of infrastructure ancillary to PPFs (roads, pipelines, power lines, railroad spurs)
are not included in the PPF development jobs estimates.

To place the figures shown in Table 4-45 into context, Table 4-46 shows the total jobs in each county of
the study area in 2009 and the growth in jobs from 2000 to 2009.

Table 4-46. Total Study Area Jobs 2009 and Job Growth 2000-2009
Grand County

San Juan County

Study Area

Total Jobs
2009

Change 20002009

Total Jobs
2009

Change 20002009

Total Jobs
2009

Change
2000-2009

6,687

1,002

6,376

1,167

13,063

2,169

Source: Socioeconomic Baseline Report, Tables 4-1 and 4-2.
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As shown by the two tables above, the new jobs generated under Alternatives B2 and C (191 and 37,
respectively) would represent small fractions of both the total jobs in the socioeconomic study area in 2009
(13,063) or the change in total jobs from 2000 to 2009 (2,169). It is likely that the area’s community
services and social systems could readily absorb this level of new jobs and any associated population gain.
In contrast, the number of new jobs generated under Alternative A (3,967) is considerably greater than the
change in total jobs from 2000 to 2009 (2,169). While the comparative number would be greater if a 15year period were considered (equivalent to the life of the plan), the estimated employment under
Alternative A represents a large number of additional jobs relative to historical job growth rates, and the
associated population increase from in-migration necessary to fill this many jobs could be substantial. It is
important to keep in mind that the increase in jobs and population would mostly be in addition to the natural
rate of increase in the absence of the mineral development allowed by the plan. Therefore, the
socioeconomic study area would have to absorb the natural rate of job growth and an equivalent or higher
number of jobs for mineral development. The resulting population increase, and the level of stress it might
place on community services and social systems in the study area, cannot be readily projected, but there is
a very real possibility that stresses could occur. Social impacts are likely in part because the employment
and population increases would be substantial compared to the employment and population base of the
socioeconomic study area (e.g., 3,967 new minerals-related jobs, plus natural increase of several thousand
jobs over 15 years, on a base of 13,063 jobs in 2009).
A few additional factors are relevant here. First, much of the employment would be located in or in close
proximity to the Planning Area. While long-distance commuting is not uncommon in the socioeconomic
study area, many people who fill the new jobs would want to live near the Planning Area. Much of the
demand for community services and much of the stress on social systems (e.g., increased traffic, bidding
up of housing prices, new residents unfamiliar with local customs and culture, etc.) would occur in and
around Moab. Moab has a much smaller employment base than that of the full two county socioeconomic
study area as shown in Table 4-46; therefore, the localized impacts would be greater than the comparison
of new job generation to two-County total jobs and job growth indicates. Second, much of the job
generation shown in Table 4-45 is due to PPF construction. These jobs would be temporary—they would
be needed over a multi-year period, but not for the life of the plan or beyond. Thus a “boom” in jobs due
to this construction surge could be followed by a “bust,” as the employees required for construction lose
those jobs and move on to other areas. Community services might need to be increased during the PPF
construction period, and then reduced afterward, with the possibility that some community assets built to
handle the construction boom would no longer be needed but might still be fiscal liabilities to local
governments. Third, the job estimates in Table 4-45 do not include jobs from construction of infrastructure
ancillary to PPFs (roads, pipelines, power lines, railroad spurs). The job requirements for this infrastructure,
and associated population increases could be substantial and would also be temporary. In short, the
potential for stresses on community services and social systems due to employment and population growth
is understated by the figures shown Table 4-45 and Table 4-46.
It is not possible to more precisely estimate the employment generation or population impacts of
Alternative A and assess the resulting social impacts, given the many uncertainties around minerals
development, as well as the lack of available information on the economics of potash development. Further
assessment would be necessary through a project-specific EIS, should mineral development proceed under
the Moab MLP.
The two other alternatives, Alternative B1 and Alternative D, have minerals-related employment generation
estimates of 2,290 and 2,320 respectively. The estimates for these alternatives are somewhat lower than
the estimate for Alternative A. The potential exists under these alternatives for employment-driven
population gains to lead to population increases that are substantial enough to cause social impacts.
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Other Social Impacts
Regarding impacts that are more purely social and cultural in nature, the four high-level stakeholder
categories identified and described in the Attitudes and Beliefs section of the Socioeconomic Baseline
Report are used below to assess key social impacts of the alternatives. Stakeholders have distinct sets of
attitudes, beliefs, values, opinions, and perceptions about public lands and the effects of various
management policies and actions. These views reflect different cultural and economic linkages people have
to public lands. By looking at the alternatives from different points of view, one can identify potential
social and cultural impacts on each stakeholder group. The categorization of stakeholders is not meant to
imply that all individuals and social groups fit neatly into a single category; many specific individuals or
organizations may have multiple interests and would see themselves reflected in more than one stakeholder
category. The point of the categories used here is to allow differentiation of social impacts based on broad
differences in sociocultural linkages to public lands and associated points of view.

Impacts from Alternative A (No Action)
Habitat and Resource Conservation Stakeholders would find Alternative A unsatisfactory and the least
favorable of all the alternatives. These stakeholders believe protecting species and ecosystems is a
fundamental social value, and is not sufficiently accomplished by the current policies carried forward by
Alternative A. They believe the level of resource development allowed under Alternative A would be too
high, and the level of protection of species and ecosystems in the face of this development would be too
low, and therefore, this alternative would be detrimental to sensitive species and essential habitats.
Members of this stakeholder category are also concerned with protection of water, air, and soil resources.
They would be concerned that the level of potash development in this alternative could reduce or harm
limited water supplies. They would be concerned with erosion and introduction of invasive plants due to
surface-disturbing activities associated with oil and gas, and potash development. This stakeholder
category also includes persons interested in the conservation of geological, paleontological, archaeological,
and cultural resources, who generally would not favor this alternative based on a view that current
management does not adequately protect these resources in the face of substantially increased development.
Recreation Stakeholders would find Alternative A unsatisfactory and the least favorable of all the
alternatives. They believe the level of mineral resource development under this alternative would lead to
degradation and loss of recreational use values, particularly without additional requirements to mitigate
such degradation. These views are tied to concern for protection and enjoyment of scenic viewsheds,
natural soundscapes, and the flora and fauna of the area, all of which would be seen by these stakeholders
as vulnerable to impacts from resource development under this alternative.
Mineral Development and Production Stakeholders would find Alternative A the most favorable of all the
alternatives. This alternative allows the highest levels of mineral resource development. It also imposes
the fewest constraints and requirements; this would facilitate resource development and reduce its costs.
These stakeholders would see this alternative as providing the highest level of opportunities for creating
high-paying mineral development and production jobs to benefit the local area, and maximizing benefits to
the nation from the area’s energy minerals and relatively unique potash resources.
Visual Resource Stakeholders would find Alternative A unsatisfactory and the least favorable of all the
alternatives. These stakeholders believe the visual resources in and around the Planning Area are a unique
and valuable asset locally, nationally, and internationally, and emphasize that the visual integrity of the area
should be maintained. They would be concerned that the level of resource development under this
alternative—especially without significant additional protections—would degrade the region’s sight lines
and visual resources directly due to alteration of the landscape, and indirectly due to air quality impacts,
light pollution, and changes to vegetation due to development.
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Impacts from Alternative B1
Habitat and Resource Conservation Stakeholders would find Alternative B1 preferable to Alternative A.
The levels of resource development allowed under this alternative are somewhat reduced compared to
Alternative A, and separating potash development from oil and gas development would reduce surface
impacts by eliminating redundant infrastructure and ensuring orderly development, which would result in
reduced impacts on many of the resources of concern to stakeholders in this group. However, they would
still have concerns that substantial impacts could occur under this alternative.
Recreation Stakeholders would find Alternative B1 preferable to Alternative A. Reduced levels of
development and separation of potash development from oil and gas development would tend to reduce
impacts on recreation. Designating PLAs (103,619 acres) could reduce the quality of recreation experiences
in the Red Wash, Upper Ten Mile, and Hatch Point areas if potash is developed. However, designating
these areas would eliminate the possibility of potash development impacts to the recreation settings in the
remainder of the Planning Area. In addition, not issuing new oil and gas leases within the PLAs could help
to reduce impacts to recreation found within these areas. However, they would still have concerns that
substantial impacts could occur under this alternative.
Mineral Development and Production Stakeholders would find Alternative B1 less preferable than
Alternative A, due to its reduced levels of resource development and restrictions on some aspects of
resource development.
Visual Resource Stakeholders would find Alternative B1 preferable to Alternative A. They would find the
reduced levels of resource development and restrictions on resource development to be improvements over
Alternative A. However, they would still have concerns that the levels of resource development allowed
under this alternative could potentially degrade the visual resources in and around the Planning Area.

Impacts from Alternative B2
Habitat and Resource Conservation Stakeholders would find Alternative B2 preferable to Alternative A
and relatively favorable overall. By not allowing for potash development and somewhat reducing the level
of oil and gas development, this alternative would result in reduced impacts on many of the resources of
concern to stakeholders in this group.
Recreation Stakeholders would find Alternative B2 preferable to Alternative A, and relatively favorable
overall. By not allowing for potash development and somewhat reducing the level of oil and gas
development, this alternative would reduce surface disturbance, alteration of sight lines, and other changes
that could degrade recreational experiences.
Mineral Development and Production Stakeholders would find Alternative B2 less preferable than
Alternative A or Alternative B1. In particular, members of this group who are interested in potash
development would find this alternative unsatisfactory because it does not allow for potash development.
However, those who are interested in oil and gas development would favor this alternative over the other
action alternatives as the reductions on this development are the lowest of any of the action alternatives .
Visual Resource Stakeholders would find Alternative B2 preferable to Alternative A and relatively
favorable overall. It does not allow for potash development, which this stakeholder group sees as
particularly impactful on sight lines and other aspects of visual resources. It has only a slightly reduced
level of oil and gas development than Alternative A; therefore, these stakeholders would see this alternative
as less favorable that Alternative C.
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Impacts from Alternative C
Habitat and Resource Conservation Stakeholders would find Alternative C the most favorable of all the
alternatives. This alternative provides for the lowest levels of mineral resource development and the highest
levels of protection of sensitive resources. Thus it is the alternative that is most aligned with the concerns
and interests of this stakeholder group.
Recreation Stakeholders would find Alternative C the most favorable of all the alternatives. By providing
for the lowest levels of mineral resource development, this alternative has the least potential for degradation
of recreation resources.
Mineral Development and Production Stakeholders would find Alternative C unsatisfactory and the least
favorable of all the alternatives. It does not allow for potash development and has the lowest level of oil
and gas development, at a substantially reduced level compared to the other alternatives. Members of this
stakeholder group would see this alternative as foregoing substantial opportunities to economically benefit
the region and nation by developing the energy minerals and relatively unique potash resources of the
Planning Area.
Visual Resource Stakeholders would find Alternative C the most favorable of all the alternatives. It does
not allow for potash development, which this stakeholder sees as particularly impactful on sight lines and
other aspects of visual resources. It also has the lowest level of oil and gas development, thereby providing
the least chance of impacting visual resources, according to these stakeholders.

Impacts from Alternative D
Habitat and Resource Conservation Stakeholders would find Alternative D similar to Alternative B1 in
terms of the levels of resource development. However, they would find it somewhat preferable to
Alternative B1 because of various additional protections included under Alternative D. For instance,
protections for lands adjoining Arches and Canyonlands National Parks would reduce impacts on resources
of concern to stakeholders in this group compared to Alternative B1, and would be seen as considerable
improvements relative to Alternative A.
Recreation Stakeholders would find Alternative D similar to, but generally preferable to Alternative B1.
Alternative D has similar levels of resource development but includes various additional protections that
would reduce the likelihood or level of degradation to recreation experiences. They would see
Alternative D as a considerable improvement relative to Alternative A.
Mineral Development and Production Stakeholders would find Alternative D somewhat similar to
Alternative B1 in terms of the levels of resource development. They would find it somewhat preferable to
Alternative B1 because Alternative D provides more flexibility for mineral leasing and development.
However, they would still find Alternative D less favorable than Alternative A.
Visual Resource Stakeholders would find Alternative D similar to, but generally preferable to
Alternative B1, primarily due to the increased protection of NPS viewsheds. Alternative D has similar
levels of resource development but includes various additional protections that would reduce the likelihood
or level of degradation to visual resources. They would see Alternative D as a considerable improvement
relative to Alternative A.

4.12.7

Environmental Justice Impacts

Under the Executive Order on Environmental Justice, each Federal agency must identify and address
“disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects of its programs, policies, and
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activities on minority populations and low-income populations” (EO 12898, §59 Federal Register 7629,
1994). Environmental effects include economic effects, such as costs imposed on persons in proximity to
a Federal action. Based on the EJ screening criteria and analysis presented in the Socioeconomic Baseline
Report, no places (incorporated and unincorporated communities or population clusters) in Grand County
meet the criteria for potential EJ populations based on minority population and population in poverty.
Several places in San Juan County meet the criteria for potential EJ populations based on minority
population (American Indian) and/or population in poverty. In addition, the Navajo Nation is a potential
EJ population due to its status as an Indian reservation. Distributed populations of American Indians or
persons in poverty, or workers of similar status, could be considered EJ populations if they are subject to
disproportionate adverse impacts.
The potential for any alternative in the MLP/FEIS to have disproportionately high and adverse human health
or environmental effects on these populations is low. “Disproportionate” and “adverse” are the key
concepts in this assessment. An EJ impact only exists if the impact on the identified population is harmful,
and “appreciably exceeds or is likely to appreciably exceed” the impact to the general population or other
appropriate comparison group. The reasoning for a finding of low potential for EJ impacts is as follows:
•

There are no EJ populations within or in close proximity to the Planning Area. The closest
community identified as having an EJ population is Blanding, which is located more than 20 miles
from the Planning Area. Thus, there is very little potential for direct, adverse human health or
environmental effects on any place-based EJ population (e.g., from dust, noxious fumes, noise,
traffic through EJ neighborhoods, etc.).

•

It is unlikely, and unprovable at the planning level of this MLP/FEIS, that workers serving mineral
development in the Planning Area who have EJ population status (e.g., American Indians) would
be disproportionately subjected to human health risks in the workplace compared to other workers
who are not members of EJ populations.

A project-level EIS would further assess the potential for EJ impacts for specific actions proposed under
the final plan.
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SOIL AND WATER

This section presents potential impacts to soil and water resources from implementing management actions
presented in Chapter 2. Existing conditions concerning soil and water resources management are described
in Chapter 3.

Assumptions
•

For the purposes of this analysis, water erosion is the primary mechanism for loss of soil
productivity.

•

For purposes of this analysis, wind and water erosion are the primary mechanisms for loss of soil
productivity.

•

Wind erosion can impact soil productivity in a similar manner as water erosion.

•

Eroded soil can be deposited as sediment at any point downslope or can be transported to the
drainage network, and ultimately, water bodies such as streams, rivers, lakes, and reservoirs.

•

The amount of sediment from upland soil erosion that is transported to streams and other water
bodies is dependent on distance to the water body, slope, soil texture, filtering capacity of upland
and riparian vegetation, storm intensity, duration, and runoff generated.

•

The removal of vegetation or biological soils crusts increases soil susceptibility to erosion via wind
and water erosion by decreasing soil strength, reducing infiltration, increasing runoff, altering soil
structure, and reducing protection of the surface from raindrop impact.

•

Vegetation and biological soil crust increase soil organic matter, aggregation of soil particles, and
soil porosity, all of which increase soil resistance to erosion.

•

Management actions that mitigate adverse impacts to soil and vegetation resources would help
minimize soil erosion and sediment, salt, and excess nutrient loading to water bodies.

•

Short-term erosion impacts depend on soil texture and type, porosity and permeability, landscape
position, slope of the land, magnitude and type of disturbance, type of vegetation, and the length
of time it takes for the disturbed area to become revegetated with a self-sustaining, perennial plant
community.

•

Long-term erosion impacts are those impacts that continue after vegetation has become reestablished. They are due in part to changes in the vegetation community but to a greater extent to
a surface area that remains void of vegetation, such as pads and roads.

•

The State of Utah has primacy with regard to management of water quality and distribution of water
(quantity). The BLM manages the public lands within the Planning Area. The management of
these lands can affect the quality, quantity, and timing of flows of the waters through them. Because
the State must comply with Federal laws, compliance with State laws includes compliance with
Federal rules and regulations, including the Clean Water Act, Colorado River Salinity Compact,
Safe Drinking Water Act, and others. Therefore, it is assumed that any discharged water would
meet water quality standards at the point of discharge.
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•

Water flows down gradient. Larger volumes of material of greater sizes can be carried as flow
volume and velocities and increased.

•

Degradation of stream channel and land health conditions can be quite rapid, for example, during
a single, large flood event. Recovery is often a much slower process. It is generally more efficient
to prevent degradation in the first place, rather than to recover a degraded system.

•

Any activities that affect the ecological condition of the watershed and its vegetative cover would
directly or indirectly affect the aquatic environment. The degree of impact attributed to any one
disturbance or series of disturbances is influenced by location within the watershed, time and degree
of disturbance, existing vegetation, and hydrologic condition.

4.13.1

Soil Resources

Impacts Common to All Alternatives
There are no impacts to soil resources that are common to all alternatives.

Impacts from Alternative A (No Action)
Under Alternative A, both oil and gas leasing and potash leasing could occur concurrently on the same tract
of land, which could result in higher concentrations of development and redundant infrastructure. Although
drilling for oil and gas and potash is similar, the production of potash requires the use of potash processing
facilities, which involve large tracts of land over a long period of time. Any mineral (potash and oil and
gas) activities that occur would result in surface disturbance, which in turn could result in removal of
vegetative cover, soil compaction, reduced infiltration, changes in physical and biological properties,
reduction in organic matter content, reduced productivity, and increased erosion rates due to the exposure
of soil particles to wind and water.
Linear disturbances such as roads and pipelines can have adverse impacts on soils, hydrologic functions,
and hillslope/geomorphic processes.
Impacts from this type of disturbance can include
interception/diversion, concentration, and re-routing of surface and sub-surface flows, reduced infiltration
and increased runoff. The combination of concentrated flows, exposure of erosive soils in the road prism
(road surface, and cut/fill surfaces), surface rutting, and stream crossings can lead to gully formation and
increases in erosion and stream sedimentation. The type and extent of impact is dependent on soil properties
and conditions, landscape location (i.e., ridge-top or midslope), and road parameters such as construction
design (inslope, outslope, drainage features), road surface condition, road gradient/grade length, and use
levels/seasons.
Potash processing facilities would be allowed throughout the portion of the Planning Area (651,240 acres),
not managed with an NSO stipulation or closed, which would result in vegetation loss and soil disturbance
in the short term, during initial construction activity of processing facilities. Long-term impacts could also
occur in areas where soils have become exposed or compacted, thereby increasing susceptibility to wind
and water erosion.
Approximately 210,884 acres would be managed as open to mineral leasing in Alternative A, subject to
standard terms and conditions. Oil and gas development would involve land-clearing and surface
disturbances, such as the construction of well pads, roads, and pipelines in these areas. These actions
remove and disturb vegetation, expose soils to the erosive forces of water and wind, and result in soil
erosion and reduction of soil productivity in both the short-term, during construction activities, and in the
long-term, as permanent structures, such as well pads and roads are maintained. Similarly, potash
development would involve construction of well pads, roads, pipelines, processing facilities, and other
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surface disturbances in both the short-term and long-term, which could lead to soil erosion, compaction,
loss of productivity, increased runoff and transport of salt and sediments.
Approximately 440,386 acres would be open to mineral leasing subject to CSU and TL stipulations in
Alternative A. CSU and TL stipulations would minimize the amount of surface disturbance and resulting
vegetation loss, soil erosion and compaction. Specifically, application of the CSU stipulation for mineral
leasing on slopes greater than 30 percent (79,045 acres) within the Moab Field Office, requiring an erosion
control plan on slopes between 21 percent and 40 percent within the Monticello Field Office (29,150 acres),
and not allowing surface-disturbing activities on slopes greater than 40 percent (42,339 acres) within the
Monticello Field Office unless no other alternative is available, would provide protections to susceptible
soils on these slopes by limiting the amount of surface disturbance and increased erosion and runoff that
would occur. Also, application of a TL stipulation for mineral leasing prohibiting surface-disturbing
activities on 68,275 acres of moderately to highly saline soils from December 1 to May 31 would provide
protections to these soils in the short-term during the timeframe the restriction was in effect. Outside this
timeframe, however, drilling operations could occur, in which case soil erosion, compaction, and increased
runoff could occur.
Applying an NSO stipulation for mineral leasing to 133,574 acres would preclude surface-disturbing
activity associated with mineral leasing and subsequent soil erosion and runoff in these areas.
Closing areas to mineral leasing (753 acres) would prevent surface disturbance and help to maintain
vegetative cover and soil stabilization.
Developing and incorporating BMPs for activities in saline and other sensitive soils, along with site-specific
mitigation measures, would minimize impacts to soil resources, by maintaining vegetative cover and soil
stabilization. Similarly, developing BMPs to address health and safety concerns associated with blowing
dust along U.S. 191 and I-70 could provide indirect protections to soil resources in these areas by preventing
wind erosion and fugitive dust, and help to maintain soil quality in these areas.
Establishing criteria for restricting activities during drought that would include no new surface-disturbing
activities and requiring erosion control techniques/BMPs for surface-disturbing activities would minimize
the amount of soil lost, particularly by wind erosion.

Impacts from Alternative B
Under Alternative B, maximizing the size of oil and gas lease parcels could indirectly minimize impacts to
soil resources. The likelihood of redundant infrastructure would be reduced, which could in turn reduce
the amount of surface disturbance associated with construction of this infrastructure (e.g., pipelines, well
pads, and roads).
Applying the Baseline CSU to 208,185 acres in Alternative B1 and 222,289 acres in Alternative B2 could
minimize impacts to soil resources in these areas by limiting the amount of surface-disturbing activities
associated with mineral leasing and development, thereby maintaining vegetation, stabilizing soil, and
limiting erosion. In addition, application of a CSU stipulation requiring compensatory mitigation outside
the area of impact for any surface disturbance on saline soils (68,348 acres), and applying BMPs for soils,
would minimize impacts to soil resources as compared with Alternative A.
Additionally, compared to Alternative A, applying a CSU stipulation for activities in Alternative B on
slopes greater than 21 percent throughout the Planning Area would result in increased protections to soil
resources, as the slope threshold would be less (21 percent compared to 30 percent for Moab and 21 percent
to 40 percent for Monticello) and the CSU stipulation would cover the entire Planning Area (181,119 acres).
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Applying NSO stipulations for mineral leasing and development in Alternative B would provide further
protections to soil resources by preventing the surface-disturbing activities associated with mineral leasing
and development, thereby maintaining vegetation, soil stabilization, and preventing erosion.
Implementing BMPs for soils to minimize potential runoff, soil erosion, and salt and sediment loading to
water resources from mineral development would minimize impacts to soils resources from surfacedisturbing activities, where soil-stabilizing vegetation is removed or damaged.
Applying BMPs in Alternative B to reduce fugitive dust in all soils and especially those with high and
moderate wind erosion ratings would provide the same protections to soil resources as discussed in
Alternative A, but to a greater extent as the area of application would be greater. In addition, applying
BMPs during extreme and exceptional droughts to reduce dust production would provide protections to soil
resources by minimizing the amount of soil lost by wind erosion, similar to Alternative A.
Application of BMPs for reclamation, soils and noxious weeds including requirements for seeding to
improve soil stabilization or to prevent noxious or invasive weed species would indirectly benefit soil
resources by minimizing soil loss and erosion.
Impacts Specific to Alternative B1 Only

Not issuing new oil and gas leases within PLAs (103,619 acres) could help to minimize adverse impacts to
soil resources by limiting the amount of surface disturbance within the PLAs. These adverse impacts could
result from the concurrent oil and gas development and potash development, which could occur under
Alternative A. However, 43 percent of the Hatch Point PLA contains existing oil and gas leases. Therefore,
there is potential for concurrent development of oil and gas and potash on these existing leases and a greater
likelihood for adverse impacts to soil resources over the next 15 years in the Hatch Point PLA. Furthermore,
if potash resources do not develop in that timeframe, the area could again be available for oil and gas
leasing. If the acreage encompassed by PLAs were to become available solely for oil and gas leasing and
development the adverse impacts to soil resources would be similar to or less than the impacts identified
for potash leasing and development. Alternative B1 does not allow potash leasing on 681,948 acres within
the Planning Area, which would minimize adverse impacts to soil resources from concurrent oil and gas
and potash development as compared to Alternative A.
PLAs would be identified in the Upper Ten Mile area (29,127 acres), the Red Wash area where potash
prospecting permits have been issued (29,956 acres), and the Hatch Point area where potash prospecting
permits have been issued (44,536 acres). The PLAs would total 103,619 acres. Designating these PLAs
could impact soil resources within these areas. In these PLAs, surface-disturbing activities associated with
potash leasing and development could occur and result in loss of vegetation, destabilization of soils,
increased erosion, and greater sediment and salt runoff. A phased approach to potash leasing could help
reduce impacts to soil resources as compared to Alternative A. By testing the feasibility of potash
development, unnecessary surface disturbance would be avoided and appropriate mitigation measures
applied. These measures would benefit soil resources.
Applying the CSU stipulation to all potash leases in Alternative B1 that requires processing facilities to be
located within a PPFA (42,492 acres) would result in the same impacts to soil resources as those described
in Alternative A. However, more facilities are expected in Alternative A, which would disturb 1,179 more
acres of soil than that expected in Alternative B1 (from 4,216 acres of disturbance in Alternative A to 3,037
acres of disturbance in Alternative B1).
Under Alternative B1, there are zero acres open to mineral leasing subject to standard terms and conditions.
This would reduce the amount of mineral development and the impacts to soil resources throughout the
Planning Area as compared to Alternative A.
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CSU and TL stipulations for oil and gas leasing would be applied to 228,926 acres in Alternative B1. While
Alternative B1 has 221,430 fewer acres than Alternative A that are managed with CSU and TL stipulations,
all of these acres are managed more restrictively (NSO and closed) in Alternative B1. Thus, Alternative B1
provides more protection to soils than does Alternative A.
An NSO stipulation for oil and gas leasing would be applied to 452,269 acres in Alternative B1. This is
318,695 acres more than Alternative A that are managed with an NSO stipulation. Therefore,
Alternative B1 provides greater protection to soil resources than those provided in Alternative A. The
acreage closed in Alternative B1 (753 acres) is identical to that in Alternative A and therefore, the impacts
to soil resources are the same.
Within PLAs (103,619 acres), CSU and TL stipulations for potash leasing in Alternative B1 would be
applied to 57,620 acres, while 45,999 acres would be subject to NSO stipulations. Therefore, surface
disturbance to soils from potash well drilling would be restricted to 57,620 acres, which is 593,620 acres
fewer than are available for potash well drilling in Alternative A. Projected potash well drilling in
Alternative A amounts to 1,223 acres of surface disturbance and the projected potash development in
Alternative B1 amounts to 647 acres of surface disturbance. Therefore, the potential impacts to soils is less
in Alternative B1 than Alternative A.
Applying a TL stipulation for mineral leasing prohibiting surface-disturbing activities on moderately to
highly saline soils from December 1 to May 31 would have similar impacts to soil resources discussed in
Alternative A, but to a lesser extent as this stipulation would not apply to PPFAs (42,492 acres), so that
surface-disturbing activities associated with construction of potash processing facilities could occur in these
areas at any time of the year. However, applying a CSU stipulation within PPFAs requiring compensatory
mitigation outside the area of impact for any surface disturbance on saline soils (18,360 acres) would help
maintain widespread soil quality.
Impacts Specific to Alternative B2 Only

In Alternative B2, the entire Planning Area would be open only for oil and gas leasing subject to the
appropriate leasing stipulations. The Planning Area (785,567 acres) would be closed to potash leasing,
which would reduce impacts to soils that would result from the concurrent development of oil and gas and
potash as described in Alternative A. The impacts to soils from the limited potash development provided
in Alternative B1 would be greater than the exclusion of potash development in Alterative B2.
Alternative B2 would substitute oil and gas well drilling for potash well drilling within the PLAs established
in Alternative B1 and the impacts to cultural resources would be similar. The major difference between
Alternative B1 and Alternative B2 is that Alternative B2 eliminates the 3,037 acres of surface disturbance,
and the associated potential adverse impacts to cultural resources that could result from the construction of
potash processing facilities within the 42,492 acres of PPFAs established in Alternative B1.
Under Alternative B2, there are zero acres managed as open to oil and gas leasing subject to standard terms
and conditions. This would reduce the amount of mineral development and the impacts to soil resources
throughout the Planning Area as compared to Alternative A. Impacts to soil resources would be the same
as those described in Alternative B1.
CSU and TL stipulations for oil and gas leasing would be applied to 285,806 acres in Alternative B2. While
Alternative B2 has 154,580 fewer acres than Alternative A that are managed with CSU and TL stipulations,
all of these acres are managed more restrictively (NSO and closed) in Alternative B2. Thus, Alternative B2
provides more protection to soils than does Alternative A and provides a similar amount of protection to
soil resources as Alternative B1.
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An NSO stipulation for oil and gas leasing would be applied to 499,008 acres in Alternative B2. This is
365,434 acres more than Alternative A that are managed with an NSO stipulation. Therefore,
Alternative B2 provides greater protection to soil resources than that provided in Alternative A and provides
a similar amount of protection to soil resources as Alternative B1. The acreage closed in Alternative B2
(753 acres) is identical to that in Alternatives A and B1; therefore, the impacts to soil resources are the
same.
Applying a TL stipulation for mineral leasing prohibiting surface-disturbing activities on 68,275 acres of
moderately to highly saline soils from December 1 to May 31 would provide the same protections to soil
resources as discussed in Alternative A.

Impacts from Alternative C
In Alternative C, the entire Planning Area would be open only for oil and gas leasing subject to the
appropriate leasing stipulations. The Planning Area (785,567 acres) would be closed to potash leasing,
which would result in the same impacts to soils as those described in Alternative B2.
Applying the Baseline CSU stipulation (25,942 acres) for oil and gas leasing and development in
Alternative C could reduce surface disturbance and associated impacts to soils when compared to
Alternative A. Impacts to soil resources would be similar to Alternatives B1 and B2.
Maximizing the size of oil and gas leases in Alternative C would minimize impacts to soil resources as
discussed in Alternative B. Maximizing lease size is not addressed in Alternative A.
Under Alternative C, there are zero acres managed as open to oil and gas leasing subject to standard terms
and conditions. This would reduce the amount of mineral development and the impacts to soil resources
throughout the Planning Area as compared to Alternative A. Impacts to soil resources would be the same
as those described in Alternatives B1 and B2.
Alternative C applies CSU and TL stipulations to oil and gas leasing on 54,799 acres, which is much less
acreage than Alternatives A (440,386 acres), B1 (228,926 acres), and B2 (285,806 acres). While
Alternative C has fewer acres that are managed with a CSU or TL stipulation, these acres are managed more
restrictively (NSO and closed). Thus, Alternative C provides more protection to soil resources than do
Alternatives A, B1, and B2.
Applying an NSO stipulation in Alternative C to oil and gas leasing would prevent surface-disturbing
activities from oil and gas development on 550,599 acres, which is 412,496 more acres as compared to
Alternative A, and 51,511 acres more than Alternatives B1 and B2. Impacts to soil resources would be
similar to those described under Alternatives A, B1, and B2, but would apply to a much larger area in
Alternative C.
Under Alternative C, closing 180,169 acres to oil and gas leasing and development would preclude surface
disturbance on 179,416 more acres than Alternatives A, B1, and B2. Impacts to soil resources would be
similar to those described under Alternative A, but would apply to far more acres of soil resources.
Implementing BMPs in Alternative C to minimize potential runoff, soil erosion, and salt and sediment
loading to water resources from mineral development would minimize impacts to soil resources as
discussed in Alternative B. Applying BMPs to reduce fugitive dust in all soils and especially those with
high and moderate wind erosion ratings would provide similar protections to soil resources as discussed in
Alternative A, but to a greater extent, as the area of application would be larger, and the same impacts as
those discussed in Alternative B. Applying BMPs during extreme and exceptional droughts to reduce dust
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production would provide protections to soil resources by minimizing the amount of soil lost by wind
erosion, similar to Alternative A and the same as Alternative B.
Application of BMPs in Alternative C to soil resources would provide the same protections to soil resources
as discussed in Alternative B.

Impacts from Alternative D
Maximizing the size of oil and gas lease parcels would minimize impacts to soil resources as discussed in
Alternatives B and C.
Implementing BMPs to minimize potential runoff, soil erosion, and salt and sediment loading to water
resources from mineral development would minimize impacts to soil resources as discussed in
Alternatives B and C.
Applying the Baseline CSU stipulation for all mineral development on 213,218 acres, could reduce surface
disturbance when compared to Alternative A. Impacts to soil resources from the Baseline CSU stipulation
would be the same as those described under Alternatives B and C. However, Alternative D provides an
exception to the Baseline CSU stipulation that could result in additional development activity and
associated impacts to soils from surface disturbance. Therefore, Alternative D provides less protection to
soils than does Alternatives B and C.
Impacts to soil resources in Alternative D from limiting potash leasing to PLAs (103,619 acres) and
implementing phased potash leasing are the same as those described in Alternative B1. Alternatives B2
and C do not provide for potash leasing and thus, would not result in adverse impacts to soil resources from
potash development. Alternative D does not allow potash leasing on 681,948 acres within the Planning
Area, which would minimize adverse impacts to soil resources from concurrent oil and gas and potash
development as compared to Alternative A.
Designating a PLA in the Upper Ten Mile area, the Red Wash area where potash prospecting permits have
been issued, and the Hatch Point area where potash prospecting permits have been issued would have the
same impacts to soil resources as discussed under Alternative B1.
Applying the CSU stipulation to all potash leases in Alternative D that requires processing facilities to be
located within a PPFA (42,492 acres) would result in the same impacts to soil resources as those described
in Alternative B1. More facilities are expected in Alternative A, which would disturb 1,179 more acres of
soil than that expected in Alternatives B1 and D. Alternatives B2 and C do not allow for potash leasing
and development.
Under Alternative D, as in Alternatives B1, B2, and C, there are zero acres managed as open to oil and gas
and potash leasing with standard terms and conditions as compared with the 210,884 acres in Alternative A.
Therefore, Alternative D could result in the less damage or removal of soil resources as compared to
Alternatives A.
Applying CSU and TL stipulations in Alternative D to oil and gas leasing on 230,675 acres would result in
similar impacts to soil resources as those described in Alternatives B1 and B2. While Alternative D has
209,781 fewer acres than Alternative A that are managed with a CSU or TL stipulation, all of these acres
are managed more restrictively (NSO and closed) in Alternative D. Thus, Alternative D provides more
protection to soil resources than does Alternative A. While Alternative D has 175,966 more acres than
Alternative C that are managed with a CSU or TL stipulation, the majority of these acres are managed more
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restrictively in Alternative C. Thus, Alternative C provides more protection to soil resources than does
Alternative D.
Applying an NSO stipulation in Alternative D to oil and gas leasing would prevent surface-disturbing
activities from oil and gas development on 305,899 acres, which is 172,325 more acres as compared to
Alternative A, but 245,700 acres fewer than Alternative C. While Alternatives B1 and B2 manage 146,390
more acres with an NSO stipulation as opposed to Alternative D, the majority of these 146,390 acres are
managed as closed in Alternative D. Thus, Alternative D provides more protection to soil resources than
do Alternatives A, B1, and B2, but less protection than Alternative C.
Alternative D provides an exception to the NSO for visual resources that could result in some additional
mineral development and impacts to soils from surface-disturbing activities within VRM Class II areas.
This exception could result in more impacts to soil resources from surface-disturbing activities than would
be allowed in Alternative B1.
CSU and TL stipulations for potash leasing would be applied in Alternative D to 57,308 acres and would
result in the same impacts to soil resources as those described in Alternative B1. Applying a CSU
stipulation to all potash leases that requires processing facilities to be located within a PPFA (42,492 acres)
would have the same impacts to soil resources as discussed in Alternative B1, apart from any area that
would be granted an exception in the future. An exception to the PPFA stipulation could be granted for
small-scale potash processing facilities located within the PLAs; if these small-scale potash processing
facilities were constructed, impacts to soil resources would be greater than Alternative B1, due to greater
surface disturbance (up to 100 acres). In Alternatives B2 and C, the Planning Area is closed to potash
leasing and development resulting in greater protection to soil resources.
Applying an NSO stipulation to potash leasing on 45,999 acres would result in the same impacts to soil
resources as those described in Alternative B1. Potash leasing and development is precluded in Alternatives
B2 and C; therefore, impacts to soil resources from potash development are greater in Alternative D as
compared to Alternatives B2 and C.
Applying a TL stipulation for mineral leasing in Alternative D prohibiting surface-disturbing activities on
moderately to highly saline soils from December 1 to May 31 and applying a CSU stipulation within PPFAs
requiring compensatory mitigation outside the area of impact for any surface disturbance on saline soils
would provide the same protections to soil resources as discussed in Alternative B1. In addition, applying
a CSU stipulation that requires compensatory mitigation outside the area of impact for any surface
disturbance on saline soils (68,348 acres), and applying BMPs for soils, would provide the same protections
to soil resources as discussed in Alternative B. Compared to Alternative A, applying a CSU stipulation for
activities on slopes greater than 21 percent throughout the Planning Area would result in increased
protections to soil resources, as the slope threshold would be less (21 percent compared to 30 percent for
Moab and 21 percent – 40 percent for Monticello) and the CSU stipulation would cover the entire Planning
Area (181,110 acres).
Applying BMPs in Alternative D to reduce fugitive dust in all soils, especially those with high and moderate
wind erosion ratings, would provide similar protections to soil resources as discussed in Alternative A and
the same as those described in Alternatives B and C. Furthermore, applying BMPs during extreme and
exceptional droughts to reduce dust production would provide protections to soil resources by minimizing
the amount of soil lost by wind erosion, similar to Alternative A and the same as Alternatives B and C.
Applying BMPs in Alternative D for reclamation, soils, and noxious weeds, including requirements for
seeding to improve soil stabilization, would provide similar protections to soil resources as those described
in Alternative A and the same protections to soil resources as discussed in Alternatives B and C.
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Water Resources

Assumptions
A regulatory requirement applied to all oil and gas leases, regardless of management classification, is an
obligation for all drilling operations to implement casing and cementing programs that are conducted in a
manner that protects and/or isolates all usable groundwater zones.

Impacts Common to All Alternatives
Potential impacts on groundwater resources from fluid mineral extraction activities, including hydraulic
fracturing (HF), could include the following scenarios:
•

Contamination of aquifers during drilling through the introduction of drilling fluids.

•

In the unlikely event that casing fails, extended fracture growth may allow fracking fluid migration
into source water zones or drinking water supplies.

•

Cross-contamination of aquifers from the introduction of drilling fluids into one aquifer that travels
upward into shallower units due to improperly sealed well casings.

•

In the unlikely event that casing strings fail, progressive contamination of deep confined, shallow
confined, and unconfined aquifers may be possible.

•

Contamination of shallow aquifers and surface water by improperly managed or closed reserve pits.

However, the potential for these impacts would continue to be minimized based on existing rules regarding
the protection of groundwater resources. In addition, potential impacts would be minimized based on
prospective new rules regarding hydraulic fracturing that include the following key components:
•

Provisions for ensuring the protection of groundwater supplies by requiring a validation of well
integrity and strong cement barriers between the wellbore and water zones through which the
wellbore passes.

•

Increased transparency by requiring companies to publicly disclose chemicals used in hydraulic
fracturing to the BLM through the website FracFocus, within 30 days of completing fracturing
operations.

•

The use of tanks with few exceptions and the disclosure of handling and disposal methods of
recovered waste fluids from hydraulic fracturing would mitigate risks to air, water, and wildlife.

•

Measures to lower the risk of cross-well contamination with chemicals and fluids used in the
fracturing operation, by requiring companies to submit more detailed information on the geology,
depth, and location of preexisting wells to afford the BLM an opportunity to better evaluate and
manage unique site characteristics.

The U.S. District Court for the District of Wyoming postponed the effective date of the BLM’s Hydraulic
Fracturing (HF) regulation. Therefore, the rule is not in effect, and the BLM may not implement or enforce
it until further notice.
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Fracture propagation associated with HF within the Planning Area is unlikely to directly affect
freshwater aquifers because fracturing typically takes place at a depth of about 7,000 to 9,000 feet,
while drinking water aquifers are typically less than 1,000 feet deep.

Impacts from Alternative A (No Action)
Under Alternative A, both oil and gas leasing and potash leasing could occur concurrently on the same tract
of land, which could result in higher concentrations of development and redundant infrastructure. Although
drilling for oil and gas and potash is similar, the production of potash requires the use of potash processing
facilities, which involve large tracts of land over a long period of time. Any mineral (potash and oil and
gas) activities that occur would result in surface-disturbing activities, which in turn could result in removal
of vegetative cover, soil compaction, and increased erosion rates due to the exposure of soil particles to
wind and water. There is a close correlation between the condition of soil and vegetation and water quality.
Removal of vegetation and biological soil crust generally increases the rate at which water flows off the
land. Substantial disturbance to soil, including compaction of soil or changes in vegetative cover that result
in decreased surface coverage, root depth, or root density, would increase water runoff. Soil disturbance
would also alter timing and duration of runoff, reduce infiltration capacity, and accelerate erosion,
sedimentation, and the addition of nutrients and sediment loads to stream channels, thereby degrading water
quality, channel structure, and overall watershed health. As the amount of surface disturbance increases,
the ability of a watershed to buffer high flows, filter water and sediment, and provide habitat, such as stream
cover, decreases. The degree of impact attributed to any one disturbance or series of disturbances is
influenced by several factors, including location within the watershed, time and degree of disturbance,
existing vegetation, and precipitation.
Linear disturbances, such as roads and pipelines, can have adverse impacts on soils, hydrologic functions,
and hillslope/geomorphic processes.
Impacts from this type of disturbance can include
interception/diversion, concentration, and rerouting of surface and subsurface flows, reduced infiltration
and increased runoff. The combination of concentrated flows, exposure of erosive soils in the road prism
(road surface, and cut/fill surfaces), surface rutting, and stream crossings can lead to gully formation and
increases in erosion and stream sedimentation. The type and extent of impact is dependent on soil properties
and conditions, landscape location (e.g., ridge-top or midslope), and road parameters, such as construction
design (inslope, outslope, drainage features), road surface condition, road gradient/grade length, and use
levels/seasons.
Potash processing facilities would be allowed throughout the portion of the Planning Area not managed
with an NSO stipulation or as closed to mineral leasing. In areas where potash processing facilities are
constructed, localized water resources would be impacted in the short term during construction, due to loss
of vegetation, increased runoff and soil erosion. The magnitude of long-term soil erosion and sediment,
salt, and excess nutrient loading to water bodies from processing activities would depend on the duration
of activities, as well as the type of reclamation efforts implemented and how long it would take for any
disturbed areas to become stabilized and vegetated.
In Alternative A, approximately 210,884 acres would be managed as open to oil and gas and potash leasing,
subject to standard terms and conditions. Oil and gas leasing and development would involve land-clearing
and surface disturbances, such as the construction of well pads, roads, and pipelines in these areas. These
actions remove and disturb vegetation, expose soils to the erosive forces of water and wind, and can alter
and accelerate overland flow, resulting in increased transport of sediment, salt, and excess nutrients to water
bodies both in the short-term, during construction activities, and long-term, as permanent structures, such
as well pads, pits, and roads are maintained. Potash development would also involve land-clearing, road
development, construction of processing facilities, and surface disturbances in both the short-term and longterm, which would remove and disturb vegetation and could result in short-term and long-term soil erosion,
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stream sedimentation, salt and excess nutrient loading, groundwater contamination, and augmented water
flows. The magnitude of long-term soil erosion, sedimentation, and augmented water flows from these
activities would depend on the duration of activity, as well as the type of reclamation efforts implemented
and how long it would take for disturbed areas to become stabilized and vegetated. The amount of stream
sedimentation would depend on proximity of the operation to a stream.
Approximately 440,386 acres would be managed as open to mineral leasing (oil and gas and potash) subject
to CSU and TL stipulations in Alternative A. CSU and TL stipulations would minimize the amount of
surface disturbance and resulting vegetation loss, soil compaction and erosion, overland flow, and sediment,
salt, and excess nutrient loading to water bodies.
Applying a NSO stipulation for mineral leasing (oil and gas and potash) to 133,574 acres in Alternative A
would preclude surface-disturbing activity associated with mineral development and subsequent loss of
vegetation, increased erosion and runoff to local water bodies in these areas. Applying an NSO stipulation
along the Colorado, Green and Dolores River Corridors would protect these waters. In addition, applying
the NSO stipulation within public water reserves, 100-year floodplains, and within 330 feet of riparian
areas, springs, and other water resources (50,495 acres) would help protect both surface and groundwater
resources, as the NSO stipulations would prevent vegetation loss, soil erosion, and increased runoff and
transport of salts and sediments to nearby surface water bodies, and also protect groundwater quality and
flow conditions, recharge areas and spring flows and water quality.
Closing areas to mineral leasing (753 acres) in Alternative A would prevent surface disturbance and
maintain the health and function of water resources and water quality in these areas.
Developing and incorporating BMPs in Alternative A for activities in saline and other sensitive soils, along
with site-specific mitigation measures, could reduce impacts to water resources, by stabilizing soils,
decreasing erosion, and reducing salt and sediment runoff.
Modifying BMPs in Alternative A to meet water quality standards and maintain watershed function in
Indian Creek could help to maintain water quality and function of this watershed over the long-term.
Applying a TL stipulation in Alternative A for mineral leasing prohibiting surface-disturbing activities on
68,275 acres of moderately to highly saline soils from December 1 to May 31 could provide additional
protections to Colorado River system’s water resources by minimizing soil runoff and erosion. In addition,
this stipulation could help to maintain water resource quality by limiting potential salt and selenium loading
to surface water, including the Colorado River, an impaired waterbody.
Mineral development utilizes water, although the water needs of oil and gas are far less than potash
development. Within the Planning Area, a typical well drilled to the primary target formation would involve
about 294,000 gallons of water. The water is used as a drilling medium, for mixing cement, and for various
cleanup operations. Therefore, for the oil and gas wells projected in Alternative A, a total of about 68.2
million gallons of water could be utilized over the life of the plan. The source of this water is primarily
municipalities and private sources. Water obtained from aquifers and surface water could result in the
drawing down of the water table and reduction of available water resources for wildlife, vegetation, springs,
streams, or public consumption. Withdrawal could affect local groundwater flow pattern and create
changes in quality and quantity of the remaining groundwater. However, detailed impacts of this water use
cannot be addressed until site specific operations identify the water source.
Potash development, including processing facilities, would require water as part of the production process.
Water consumption associated with solar evaporation processing operations is estimated at 5,000 gallons
per ton of potash production for a total of about 2 billion gallons per year. Water consumption associated
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with crystallization processing operations is estimated at 1,300 per ton of potash production for a total of
about 2.6 billion gallons per year. Under Alternative A, a total of 4.6 billion gallons of water per year could
be utilized for potash development. The source of this water could come from one of four sources: 1)
rivers and other surface water, 2) groundwater from usable aquifers, 3) saline water from the Paradox
Member, or 4) offsite locations. However, detailed impacts of this water use cannot be addressed until site
specific operations identify the water source. If the water is obtained from an existing water right granted
on the Green or Colorado River systems, then the impact from the use has already been considered during
allocation. Water obtained from local usable aquifers could result in the drawing down of the water table
and reduction of available water resources for wildlife, vegetation, springs, streams, or public consumption.
Withdrawal could affect local groundwater flow pattern and create changes in quality and quantity of the
remaining groundwater. Saline water from the Paradox Member would affect neither usable groundwater
nor surface water. The impacts from obtaining water from offsite sources cannot be addressed until the
location of the sources are identified during review of site-specific proposals.
The entire Planning Area has been assessed to determine the relationship of the usable aquifers in the
Planning Area (see Maps 3-43 to 3-47) to the mineral leasing decisions by alternative. Acreage figures are
not additive because aquifers are overlapping between geologic features underground. Table 4-47 presents
the mineral leasing decisions by alternative and for each aquifer (in acres).

Table 4-47. The Occurrence of Aquifers by Alternative and Mineral Leasing Decision
(in acres)
Aquifers

Alternative A

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D

Open to Leasing with Standard Terms and Conditions
Dakota

20,363

0

0

0

Entrada

111,823

0

0

0

Glen Canyon

199,680

0

0

0

Cutler

210,728

0

0

0

Controlled Surface Use and Timing Limitations
Dakota

76,736

70,565

22,037

71,571

Entrada

183,950

182,342

37,361

185,883

Glen Canyon

339,531

284,190

54,748

286,461

Cutler

436,419

285,805

54,799

288,073

No Surface Occupancy
Dakota

3,223

28,928

70,642

21,108

Entrada

38,626

151,443

241,777

95,830

Glen Canyon

100,728

353,184

483,555

278,738

Cutler

130,338

487,882

549,854

350,922

Closed to Leasable Minerals
Dakota

0

0

6,815

6,815

Entrada

0

0

54,349

52,073

Glen Canyon

0

0

99,070

72,175
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Alternative A

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D

0

0

169,060

134,718

Cutler

Under Alternative A, potash processing facilities could be located on any acreage managed with CSU/TL
stipulations or open with standard terms and conditions (651,240 acres). Four aquifers (Dakota, Entrada,
Glen Canyon, and Cutler in descending order) with usable water are located within the Planning Area. In
the northern portion of the Planning Area, the underlying aquifers are overlain by an impermeable layer of
shale and siltstone, the Tidwell-Summerville confining unit. This unit would prevent infiltration of
contaminants produced by potash processing from reaching the underlying aquifers. In the southern portion
of the Planning Area, the Entrada aquifer occurs near the surface and is not protected by a confining unit;
the deeper Glen Canyon aquifer would also not benefit from an overlying confining unit. The unlikely
release of contaminants resulting from potash processing facilities could compromise the water quality of
the Entrada and Glen Canyon aquifers in the south.
Those aquifers identified with usable drinking water where the surface is managed as closed or with an
NSO stipulation are protected from surface activities that could impact the underlying aquifers. Where the
surface is managed as open with standard terms and conditions or with a CSU/TL stipulations, drilling
operations would penetrate these aquifers in order to reach the targeted minerals (which are at depths below
the aquifers in the Paradox Member). Casing and cementing regulatory requirements would prevent water
migration and contamination of these aquifers.
Solution mining of potash entails injecting water through the cased bore hole into underground potash layers
within the Paradox Member to dissolve the mineral into a brine, which is then pumped to the surface and
is transported to processing facilities. Therefore, this extraction procedure would not result in impacts to
underground aquifers.
Mineral operations for oil and gas and potash can result in inadvertent and unplanned leaks or spills. Spills
from drilling and production, pipelines, and potash production (including brines and petroleum) have the
potential to significantly impact surface and groundwater resources, especially when in close proximity to
a waterbody, including ephemeral and intermittent streams and wetlands, or over unconfined aquifers.
Spills resulting in contamination of surface and groundwater could also adversely impact other associated
resources such as wildlife and vegetation. In general, when more land is available for mineral leasing, there
is a greater projected level of mineral development. Higher levels of mineral development could result in
a higher likelihood of a leak or spill.
Alternative A has the greatest amount of projected oil and gas and potash development (see Table 4-16 and
Table 4-17) and also allows potash and oil and gas development to occur on the same tracts of land and at
the same time. Therefore, Alternative A has the highest likelihood of leaks and spills. For all mineral
operations, and in all alternatives, BMPs have been developed to protect both surface and groundwater.
See Appendix B for BMPs developed for surface and groundwater resources.

Impacts from Alternative B
Under Alternative B, maximizing the size of oil and gas lease parcels could indirectly minimize impacts to
water resources. The likelihood of redundant infrastructure would be reduced, which could in turn reduce
the amount of surface disturbance associated with construction of this infrastructure (e.g., pipelines, well
pads, and roads).
Applying the Baseline CSU stipulation to 208,185 acres in Alternative B1 and 222,289 acres in
Alternative B2 could minimize impacts to water resources in these areas by limiting the amount of surface-
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disturbing activities associated with mineral leasing and development, thereby maintaining vegetation,
stabilizing soil, and limiting excess overland flow and sediment and salt transport to water bodies. In
addition, applying the Baseline CSU stipulation to the Courthouse Wash Watershed (51,790 acres) to limit
the amount of drilling within this groundwater recharge area and limiting the amount of drilling within the
Salt Wash Watershed (61,925 acres) would help maintain both surface and groundwater quality by
minimizing the potential for contamination by protecting the recharge areas. Applying the Baseline CSU
stipulation in Alternative B would minimize impacts to water resources as compared to Alternative A.
Applying an additional CSU stipulation to the Courthouse Wash and Salt Wash Watersheds requiring
closed loop drilling, the use of tanks for produced and backflow water, well integrity, and other constraints
would ensure the containment of fluids associated with oil and gas operations which would further protect
surface and groundwater quality as compared to Alternative A.
Applying a CSU stipulation to important spring areas (38,056 acres) that includes a hydrologic assessment
and water monitoring could help to maintain both surface water and groundwater resources by monitoring
the quantity of water usage and recharge, and the potential for groundwater and surface water
contamination. This CSU stipulation would minimize impacts to water resources as compared to
Alternative A.
Applying the NSO stipulation to Drinking Water Source Protection Zones 1, 2, 3, and 4 (17,362 acres)
could minimize the quantity and type of salts, excess nutrients, and other pollutants transported to these
sources, and protect the pathways (both surface and below surface) to drinking water sources. Drinking
Water Source Protection Zones are not addressed in Alternative A.
Under Alternative B, Porcupine Rim, which is adjacent to the Castle Valley Sole Source Aquifer (providing
the drinking water for the town Castle Valley) would be managed with a NSO stipulation, affording greater
indirect protection for this aquifer when compared to Alternative A which is managed with a CSU
stipulation. The Glen Canyon Sole Source Aquifer is located outside the Planning Area to east. This aquifer
is protected by the closed acreage in the Behind the Rocks Wilderness Study Area (WSA) (also outside the
Planning Area) as well as NSO stipulations on a portion of the Planning Area lands to south of the WSA.
This affords greater indirect protection for the Glen Canyon Aquifer when compared to the adjacent lands
within the Planning Area in Alternative A, which are managed with a CSU stipulation.
Applying an NSO stipulation along the Colorado, Green, and Dolores River Corridors would protect these
waters. In addition, applying the NSO stipulation to preclude mineral activities within public water
reserves, 100-year floodplains and within 500 feet of intermittent and perennial streams, rivers, riparian
areas, wetlands, water wells, lakes, and springs (69,786 acres) would provide for increased protections to
water resources, compared to Alternative A, as the NSO stipulation area would be larger, encompassing 38
percent more acreage. Application of the NSO stipulation to preclude mineral activities within 100 feet of
ephemeral drainages (58,545 acres) would provide protections to water resources as the NSO stipulation
would prevent vegetation loss, soil erosion and compaction, and increased runoff and transport of salts and
sediments to nearby ephemeral drainages. Minimizing the disturbance and removal of soils and vegetation
near ephemeral drainages would also maintain the proper function and stability of stream banks, water
quality, channel structure, and overall watershed health where disturbances are near, or hydrologically
connected to, water bodies, and minimize the magnitude of downstream flooding and sediment loading
during high precipitation events, as a proper functioning ephemeral stream would slow down the velocity
and/or allow for infiltration of the runoff.
Applying the NSO stipulation to preclude surface mineral activities within 750 feet of the Colorado River
and Fisher Creek (4,590 acres) would minimize impacts to these impaired water resources by maintaining
the stream bank integrity, and preventing vegetation loss, soil erosion, runoff and transport of excess salts,
sediments, and other dissolved solids to the Colorado River and Fisher Creek. In addition, NSO stipulations
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applied to other resources extend the protection for these impaired water bodies. These impaired water
bodies were not specifically addressed in Alternative A; in addition, the extent of the NSO stipulations
surrounding the impaired waterbodies is much less in Alternative A.
Applying BMPs to minimize potential runoff, soil erosion, and salt and sediment loading to water resources
from mineral development would minimize impacts to water resources, and reduce impacts from surfacedisturbing activities where soil-stabilizing vegetation is removed or damaged. Application of BMPs for
water resources to mineral drilling operations for the protection of surface and groundwater resources, for
the protection of shallow aquifers and potential unconsolidated aquifers would maintain and could improve
both surface and groundwater resources in the Planning Area. BMPs for water resources were not
specifically addressed in Alternative A.
Under Alternative B, the surface over the four aquifers with usable water resources is managed more
restrictively than under Alternative A. In contrast to Alternative A, zero acres are managed as open to
leasing subject to standard terms and conditions. Alternative B provides a 274 percent increase in lands
managed with an NSO stipulation and closed to mineral leasing over the four aquifers as compared to
Alternative A. As a result, much more acreage above the four usable aquifers would not be impacted by
mineral development (see acreages in Table 4-47), groundwater quality, flow conditions, recharge areas,
and spring flows.
In Alternative B, for those areas managed with CSU and TL stipulations, the impacts to the four aquifers
with usable water resources from drilling operations would be similar to those described under
Alternative A; however there is much less CSU/TL acreage in Alternative B as compared to Alternative A
(see Table 4-47). Where the surface is managed as open with CSU/TL stipulations, drilling operations
would penetrate these aquifers in order to reach the targeted minerals (which are at depths below the
aquifers in the Paradox Member). Casing and cementing regulatory requirements would prevent water
migration and contamination of these aquifers.
Impacts Specific to Alternative B1 Only

Not issuing new oil and gas leases within PLAs (103,619 acres) could help to minimize adverse impacts to
water resources by limiting the amount of surface disturbance within the PLAs. These adverse impacts
could result from the concurrent oil and gas development and potash development, which could occur under
Alternative A. However, 43 percent of the Hatch Point PLA contains existing oil and gas leases. Therefore,
there is potential for concurrent development of oil and gas and potash on these existing leases and a greater
likelihood for adverse impacts to water resources over the next 15 years in the Hatch Point PLA.
Furthermore, if potash resources do not develop in that time frame, the area could again be available for oil
and gas leasing. If the acreage encompassed by PLAs were to become available solely for oil and gas
leasing and development, the adverse impacts to water resources would be similar to or less than the impacts
identified for potash leasing and development. Alternative B1 does not allow potash leasing on 681,948
acres within the Planning Area, which would minimize adverse impacts to water resources from concurrent
oil and gas and potash development as compared to Alternative A.
PLAs would be identified in the Upper Ten Mile area (29,127 acres), the Red Wash area where potash
prospecting permits have been issued (29,956 acres), and the Hatch Point area where potash prospecting
permits have been issued (44,536 acres). The PLAs would total 103,619 acres. Designating these PLAs
could impact water resources within these areas. In these PLAs, surface-disturbing activities associated
with potash leasing and development could occur and result in loss of vegetation, destabilization of soils,
increased erosion, and greater sediment and salt runoff. A phased approach to potash leasing could help
reduce impacts to water resources as compared to Alternative A. By testing the feasibility of potash
development, unnecessary surface disturbance would be avoided and appropriate mitigation measures
applied. These measures would benefit water resources.
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Applying the CSU stipulation to all potash leases in Alternative B1 that requires processing facilities to be
located within a PPFA (42,492 acres) would result in impacts to surface water resources similar to those
described in Alternative A. However, more facilities are expected in Alternative A, which would disturb
1,179 more acres of soil and vegetation than that expected in Alternative B1 resulting in decreased impacts
to surface water resources under Alternative B1. The 42,492 acres of proposed PPFA overlay the four
aquifers with usable water sources (Dakota, Entrada, Glen Canyon, and Cutler). In the northern portion of
the Planning Area, the aquifers underlying the proposed PPFAs are overlain by an impermeable layer of
shale and siltstone, the Tidwell-Summerville confining unit. This unit would prevent infiltration of
contaminants produced by potash processing from reaching the underlying aquifers. In the southern portion
of the Planning Area, the Entrada aquifer occurs near the surface and is not protected by a confining unit;
the deeper Glen Canyon aquifer would also not benefit from an overlying confining unit. The unlikely
release of contaminants resulting from potash processing facilities could compromise the water quality of
the Entrada and Glen Canyon aquifers in the south.
Under Alternative B1, there are zero acres managed as open to mineral leasing (oil and gas and potash)
subject to standard terms and conditions. This would reduce the amount of mineral development and the
impacts to water resources throughout the Planning Area as compared to Alternative A.
CSU and TL stipulations for oil and gas leasing would be applied to 228,926 acres in Alternative B1. While
Alternative B1 has 221,430 fewer acres than Alternative A that are managed with CSU and TL stipulations,
all of these acres are managed more restrictively (NSO and closed) in Alternative B1. Thus, Alternative B1
provides more protection to water resources than does Alternative A.
An NSO stipulation for oil and gas leasing would be applied to 452,269 acres in Alternative B1. This is
318,695 acres more than Alternative A that are managed with an NSO stipulation. Therefore,
Alternative B1 provides greater protection to water resources than that provided in Alternative A. The
acreage closed in Alternative B1 (753 acres) is identical to that in Alternative A and therefore, the impacts
to water resources are the same.
Within PLAs (103,619 acres), CSU and TL stipulations for potash leasing in Alternative B1 would be
applied to 57,620 acres, while 45,999 acres would be subject to NSO stipulations. Therefore, surface
disturbance to water resources from potash well drilling would be restricted to 57,620 acres, which is
593,620 fewer acres than are available for potash well drilling in Alternative A. Projected potash well
drilling in Alternative A amounts to 1,223 acres of surface disturbance and the projected potash well drilling
in Alternative B1 amounts to 647 acres of surface disturbance. Therefore, the potential impacts to water
resources are less in Alternative B1 than Alternative A.
Applying a TL stipulation for mineral leasing prohibiting surface-disturbing activities on moderately to
highly saline soils from December 1 to May 31 would have similar impacts to water resources discussed in
Alternative A, but to a lesser extent as this stipulation would not apply to PPFAs (42,492 acres). However,
applying a CSU stipulation within PPFAs requiring compensatory mitigation outside the area of impact for
any surface disturbance on saline soils (18,360 acres) could help to maintain water resource quality by
limiting potential salt and selenium loading to surface water, including the Colorado River, an impaired
water body.
Under Alternative B1, it is estimated that up to 44.7 million gallons of water per year could be utilized for
projected oil and gas development, which is about 23.5 million gallons less than Alternative A. Water
consumption for potash development is estimated at 2.8 billion gallons of water per year for Alternative B1,
which is 1.8 billion gallons less than Alternative A. The reduction of water use in Alternative B1 as
compared to Alternative A would result in less impacts to available water resources for wildlife, vegetation,
springs, streams, or public consumption.
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Mineral operations for oil and gas and potash can result in inadvertent and unplanned leaks or spills. Spills
from drilling and production, pipelines and potash production (including brines and petroleum) have the
potential to significantly impact surface and groundwater resources, especially when in close proximity to
a waterbody, including ephemeral and intermittent streams and wetlands, or over unconfined aquifers. In
general, when more land is available for mineral leasing, there is a greater projected level of mineral
development. Higher levels of mineral development could result in a higher likelihood of a leak or spill.
Alternative B1 would result in less projected oil and gas and potash development than in Alternative A (see
Table 4-16 and Table 4-17). In addition, Alternative B1 does not allow potash and oil and gas development
to occur on the same tracts of land and at the same time. Therefore, Alternative B1 has less likelihood of
leaks and spills than under Alternative A.
Impacts Specific to Alternative B2 Only

In Alternative B2, the entire Planning Area would be open only for oil and gas leasing subject to the
appropriate leasing stipulations. The Planning Area (785,567 acres) would be closed to potash leasing,
which would reduce impacts to water resources that would result from the concurrent development of oil
and gas and potash as described in Alternative A. The impacts to water resources from the potash
development provided in Alternative B1 would be greater than the exclusion of potash development in
Alterative B2.
Alternative B2 would substitute oil and gas well drilling for potash well drilling within the PLAs established
in Alternative B1 and the impacts to water resources would be similar. The major difference between
Alternative B1 and Alternative B2 is that Alternative B2 eliminates the 3,037 acres of surface disturbance
and the associated potential adverse impacts to water resources that could result from the construction of
potash processing facilities within the 42,492 acres of PPFAs established in Alternative B1.
Under Alternative B2, there are zero acres managed as open to oil and gas leasing subject to standard terms
and conditions. This would reduce the amount of mineral development and the impacts to water resources
throughout the Planning Area as compared to Alternative A. Impacts to water resources would be the same
as those described in Alternative B1.
CSU and TL stipulations for oil and gas leasing would be applied to 285,806 acres in Alternative B2. While
Alternative B2 has 154,550 fewer acres than Alternative A that are managed with CSU and TL stipulations,
all of these acres are managed more restrictively (NSO and closed) in Alternative B2. Thus, Alternative B2
provides more protection to water resources than does Alternative A and provides a similar amount of
protection to water resources as Alternative B1.
An NSO stipulation for oil and gas leasing would be applied to 499,008 acres in Alternative B2. This is
365,434 acres more than Alternative A, which are managed with an NSO stipulation. Therefore,
Alternative B2 provides greater protection to water resources than that provided in Alternative A and
provides a similar amount of protection to water resources as Alternative B1. The acreage closed in
Alternative B2 (753 acres) is identical to that in Alternatives A and B1; therefore, the impacts to water
resources are the same.
Applying a TL stipulation for mineral leasing prohibiting surface-disturbing activities on moderately to
highly saline soils from December 1 to May 31 would have similar impacts to water resources discussed in
Alternative A and could help to maintain water resource quality by limiting potential salt and selenium
loading to surface water, including the Colorado River, an impaired water body.
Under Alternative B2, it is estimated that up to 55.3 million gallons of water per year could be utilized for
projected oil and gas development which is about 16.9 million gallons less than Alternative A and 10.6
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million gallons more than Alternative B1. However, under Alternative B2, no water would be utilized for
potash development compared to the 4.6 billion gallons per year utilized in Alternative A and the 2.8 billion
gallons per year utilized in Alternative B1. Therefore, Alternative B2 utilizes less water than do
Alternatives A and B1, resulting in less impacts to available water resources for wildlife, vegetation,
springs, streams, or public consumption.
Mineral operations for oil and gas and potash can result in inadvertent and unplanned leaks or spills. Spills
from drilling and production, pipelines and potash production (including brines and petroleum) have the
potential to significantly impact surface and groundwater resources, especially when in close proximity to
a waterbody, including ephemeral and intermittent streams and wetlands, or over unconfined aquifers. In
general, when more land is available for mineral leasing, there is a greater projected level of mineral
development. Higher levels of mineral development could result in a higher likelihood of a leak or spill.
Alternative B2 would result in no potash development and less projected oil and gas development than in
Alternative A (see Table 4-16 and Table 4-17). The amount of oil and gas development is slightly higher
than projected in Alternative B1. Therefore, Alternative B2 has less likelihood of leaks and spills than
under Alternatives A and B1.

Impacts from Alternative C
In Alternative C, the entire Planning Area would be open only for oil and gas leasing subject to the
appropriate leasing stipulations. The Planning Area (785,567 acres) would be closed to potash leasing,
which would result in the same impacts to water resources as those described in Alternative B2.
Applying the Baseline CSU stipulation (25,942 acres) for oil and gas leasing and development in
Alternative C, could reduce surface disturbance and associated impacts to water when compared to
Alternative A. Impacts to water resources would be similar to Alternatives B1 and B2.
Maximizing the size of oil and gas leases in Alternative C would minimize impacts to water resources as
discussed in Alternative B. Maximizing lease size is not addressed in Alternative A.
Under Alternative C, there are zero acres managed as open to oil and gas leasing subject to standard terms
and conditions. This would reduce the amount of mineral development and the impacts to water resources
throughout the Planning Area as compared to Alternative A. Impacts to water resources would be the same
as those described in Alternatives B1 and B2.
Alternative C applies CSU and TL stipulations to oil and gas leasing on 54,799 acres, which is much less
acreage than Alternatives A and B. While Alternative C has fewer acres that are managed with a CSU or
TL stipulation, these acres are managed more restrictively (NSO and closed). Thus, Alternative C provides
more protection to water resources than do Alternatives A and B.
Applying an NSO stipulation in Alternative C to oil and gas leasing would prevent surface-disturbing
activities from oil and gas development on 550,599 acres, which is 412,496 more acres as compared to
Alternative A, and 51,511 acres more than Alternatives B1 and B2. Impacts to water resources would be
similar to those described under Alternatives A, B1, and B2, but would apply to a much larger area in
Alternative C.
Under Alternative C, closing 180,169 acres to oil and gas leasing and development would preclude surface
disturbance on 179,416 more acres than Alternatives A, B1, and B2. Impacts to water resources would be
similar to those described under alternative A, but would apply to far more acres of water resources.
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In Alternative C, applying a TL stipulation for mineral leasing prohibiting surface-disturbing activities on
68,275 acres of moderately to highly saline soils from December 1 to May 31 would minimize impacts to
water resources as discussed in Alternatives A and B2, and could help to maintain water resource quality
by limiting potential salt and selenium loading to surface water, including the Colorado River, an impaired
water body.
Applying the NSO stipulation to Drinking Water Source Protection Zones 1, 2, 3, and 4 (17,362 acres) in
Alternative C would have the same impacts to water resources as those described in Alternative B.
Under Alternative C, Porcupine Rim, which is adjacent to the Castle Valley Sole Source Aquifer (providing
the drinking water for the town Castle Valley), would be closed to mineral leasing and development thereby
affording greater indirect protection for this aquifer when compared to Alternatives A and B. The Glen
Canyon Sole Source Aquifer is located outside the Planning Area to east. This aquifer is protected by the
closed acreage in the Behind the Rocks WSA (also outside the Planning Area) as well as NSO stipulations
on all Planning Area lands to south of the WSA. This affords greater indirect protection for the Glen
Canyon Aquifer when compared to the adjacent lands within the Planning Area in Alternatives A and B.
Closing the Colorado, Green and Dolores River corridors to mineral leasing would protect these waters. In
addition, applying the NSO stipulation in Alternative C to preclude mineral activities within public water
reserves, 100-year floodplains, and within 660 feet of intermittent and perennial streams, rivers, riparian
areas, wetlands, water wells, lakes, and springs (91,558 acres) would reduce the amount of surface
disturbance and provide for increased protections to water resources. This NSO stipulation provides more
protection to these water resources than that provided in Alternative A, which protects 50,495 acres, and
that provided in Alternative B, which protects 69,786 acres.
Application of the NSO stipulation in Alternative C to preclude mineral activities within 200 feet of
ephemeral drainages would provide increased protections to water resources (115,121 acres), compared to
Alternative B (58,545 acres), which applies the NSO stipulation within 100 feet of ephemeral drainages.
Alternative A does not address ephemeral drainages.
Applying an NSO stipulation in Alternative C to preclude mineral activities within 1,000 feet of the
Colorado River and Fisher Creek (6,883 acres) would provide increased protections to impaired water
resources compared to Alternative B (4,590 acres), which applies an NSO stipulation within 750 feet of
impaired water resources. In addition, NSO stipulations applied to other resources extend the protection
for these impaired water bodies. These impaired water bodies were not specifically addressed in
Alternative A; in addition, the extent of the NSO stipulations surrounding the impaired waterbodies is
greater in Alternative C than in any other alternative.
Developing BMPs for soils to minimize potential runoff, soil erosion, and salt and sediment loading to
water resources from mineral development, improving soil stabilization, and maintaining water resources,
would minimize impacts to water resources as discussed in Alternative B. Application of BMPs to drilling
operations for the protection of surface and groundwater resources and for the protection of shallow aquifers
and potential unconsolidated aquifers would maintain both surface and groundwater resources in the
Planning Area and impacts to water resources would be the same as those described in Alternative B. BMPs
for soils and surface and groundwater resources were not specified in Alternative A.
Applying an NSO stipulation to important spring areas (38,056 acres), the Courthouse Wash (51,790 acres)
and Salt Wash Watersheds (61,925 acres) in Alternative C, would preclude surface disturbance associated
with mineral development. The NSO stipulations would increase protections to these surface and
groundwater resources, as compared to the CSU stipulation applied to them in Alternative B. Alternative A
did not address these resources specifically.
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Under Alternative C, the surface over the four aquifers with usable water resources is managed more
restrictively than under Alternatives A or B. Similar to Alternative B, no acres are managed as open to
leasing subject to standard terms and conditions. Alternative C provides a 513 percent increase in lands
managed with an NSO stipulation and closed to mineral leasing over the four aquifers as compared to
Alternative A and 63 percent increase over Alternative B. As a result, much more acreage above the four
usable aquifers would not be impacted by mineral development in Alternative C as compared to
Alternatives A and B (see acreages in Table 4-47), thereby protecting groundwater quality, flow conditions,
recharge areas, and spring flows. In Alternative C, for those areas managed with CSU and TL stipulations,
the impacts to underground water sources would be similar to those described under Alternative A.
Under Alternative C, it is estimated that up to 10.6 million gallons of water per year could be utilized for
projected oil and gas development, which is about 57.6 million gallons less than Alternative A, 34.1 million
gallons less than Alternative B1, and 44.7 million gallons less than Alternative B2. However, under
Alternative C, no water would be utilized for potash development compared to the 4.6 billion gallons per
year utilized in Alternative A and the 2.8 billion gallons per year utilized in Alternative B1. Therefore,
Alternative C utilizes less water than do Alternatives A, B1, and B2, resulting in less impacts to available
water resources for wildlife, vegetation, springs, streams, or public consumption.
Mineral operations for oil and gas and potash can result in inadvertent and unplanned leaks or spills. Spills
from drilling and production, pipelines and potash production (including brines and petroleum) have the
potential to significantly impact surface and groundwater resources, especially when in close proximity to
a waterbody, including ephemeral and intermittent streams and wetlands, or over unconfined aquifers. In
general, when more land is available for mineral leasing, there is a greater projected level of mineral
development. Higher levels of mineral development could result in a higher likelihood of a leak or spill.
Alternative C would result in no potash development and less projected oil and gas development than in
Alternatives A, B1, and B2 (see Table 4-16 and Table 4-17). Therefore, Alternative C has the least
likelihood of leaks and spills than any other alternative.

Impacts from Alternative D
Maximizing the size of oil and gas lease parcels in Alternative D would minimize impacts to water
resources as discussed in Alternatives B and C.
Implementing BMPs in Alternative D to minimize potential runoff, soil erosion, and salt and sediment
loading to water resources from mineral development would minimize impacts to water resources as
discussed in Alternatives B and C.
Applying the Baseline CSU stipulation in Alternative D for all mineral development on 213,218 acres,
could reduce surface disturbance when compared to Alternative A. Impacts to water resources from the
Baseline CSU stipulation would be the same as those described under Alternatives B and C. However,
Alternative D provides an exception to the Baseline CSU stipulation that could result in additional
development activity and associated impacts to water resources from surface disturbance. Therefore, the
Baseline CSU stipulation in Alternative D provides less protection to water resources than does Alternatives
B and C. Applying an additional CSU stipulation to the Courthouse Wash and Salt Wash Watersheds in
Alternative D requiring closed loop drilling, well integrity, and other constraints would protect surface and
groundwater quality in the same manner as described in Alternative B and less than Alternative C.
Impacts to water resources in Alternative D from limiting potash leasing to PLAs (103,619 acres) and
implementing phased potash leasing are the same as those described in Alternative B1. Alternatives B2
and C do not provide for potash leasing and thus, would not result in adverse impacts to water resources
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from potash development. Alternative D does not allow potash leasing on 681,948 acres within the
Planning Area, which would minimize adverse impacts to water resources from concurrent oil and gas and
potash development as compared to Alternative A.
Designating a PLA in the Upper Ten Mile area, the Red Wash area where potash prospecting permits have
been issued, and the Hatch Point area where potash prospecting permits have been issued would have the
same impacts to water resources as those discussed under Alternative B1.
Applying the CSU stipulation to all potash leases in Alternative D that requires processing facilities to be
located within a PPFA (42,492 acres) would result in the same impacts to surface water resources as those
described in Alternative B1. However, more facilities are expected in Alternative A, which would disturb
1,179 more acres of soil and vegetation than that expected in Alternatives D resulting in decreased impacts
to water resources under Alternatives D as compared to Alternative A. Alternatives B2 and C preclude
potash leasing and therefore, there would be no impact to water resources associated with potash
development. Impacts to groundwater resources from proposed PPFAs would be the same as those
described in Alternative B1.
Under Alternative D, as in Alternatives B1, B2, and C there are zero acres managed as open to oil and gas
and potash leasing with standard terms and conditions as compared with the 210,884 acres in Alternative A.
Therefore, Alternative D could result in fewer impacts to water resources as compared to Alternative A.
Applying CSU and TL stipulations in Alternative D to oil and gas leasing on 230,675 acres would result in
similar impacts to water resources as those described in Alternative B. While Alternative D has 209,781
fewer acres than Alternative A that are managed with a CSU or TL stipulation, all of these acres are
managed more restrictively (NSO and closed) in Alternative D. Thus, Alternative D provides more
protection to water resources than does Alternative A. While Alternative D has 175,966 more acres than
Alternative C that are managed with a CSU or TL stipulation, the majority of these acres are managed more
restrictively in Alternative C. Thus, Alternative C provides more protection to water resources than does
Alternative D.
Applying an NSO stipulation in Alternative D to oil and gas leasing would prevent surface-disturbing
activities from oil and gas development on 305,899 acres, which is 172,325 more acres as compared to
Alternative A, but 245,700 acres fewer than Alternative C. While Alternatives B1 and B2 manage 146,390
more acres with an NSO stipulation as opposed to Alternative D, the majority of these 146,390 acres are
managed as closed in Alternative D. Thus, Alternative D provides more protection to water resources than
do Alternatives A, B1, and B2, but less protection than Alternative C. Water resources include the
Colorado, Dolores and Green Rivers, public water reserves, the 100 year floodplain, intermittent, perennial
and ephemeral streams, wetlands, springs, riparian areas, water wells and impaired water bodies (Colorado
River and Fisher Creek).
Alternative D provides an exception to the NSO for visual resources that could result in some additional
mineral development and impacts to water resources from surface-disturbing activities within VRM Class
II areas. This exception could result in more impacts to water resources from surface-disturbing activities
than would be allowed in Alternative B1.
CSU and TL stipulations for potash leasing would be applied in Alternative D to 57,308 acres and would
result in the same impacts to water resources as those described in Alternative B1. Applying a CSU
stipulation to all potash leases that requires processing facilities to be located within a PPFA (42,492 acres)
would have the same impacts to water resources as discussed in Alternative B1, apart from any area that
would be granted an exception in the future. An exception to the PPFA stipulation could be granted for
small-scale potash processing facilities located within the PLAs; if these small-scale potash processing
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facilities were constructed, impacts to water resources would be greater than Alternative B1, due to greater
surface disturbance (up to 100 acres). In Alternatives B2 and C, the Planning Area is closed to potash
leasing and development resulting in greater protection to water resources.
Applying an NSO stipulation to potash leasing on 45,999 acres would result in the same impacts to water
resources as those described in Alternative B1. Potash leasing and development is precluded in Alternatives
B2 and C; therefore, impacts to water resources from potash development are greater in Alternative D as
compared to Alternatives B2 and C.
Applying a TL stipulation for mineral leasing in Alternative D prohibiting surface-disturbing activities on
moderately to highly saline soils from December 1 to May 31 and applying a CSU stipulation within PPFAs
requiring compensatory mitigation outside the area of impact for any surface disturbance on saline soils
would provide the same protections to water resources as discussed in Alternative B1. These protections
could help to maintain water resource quality by limiting potential salt and selenium loading to surface
water, including the Colorado River, an impaired water body. In addition, applying a CSU stipulation that
requires compensatory mitigation outside the area of impact for any surface disturbance on saline soils
(68,348 acres), and applying BMPs for soils, would provide the same protections to water resources as
discussed in Alternative B. Compared to Alternative A, applying a CSU stipulation for activities on slopes
greater than 21 percent throughout the Planning Area would result in increased protections to water
resources, as the slope threshold would be less (21 percent compared to 30 percent for Moab and 21 percent
– 40 percent for Monticello) and the CSU stipulation would cover the entire Planning Area (181,110 acres).
Applying the NSO stipulation to Drinking Water Source Protection Zones 1, 2, 3, and 4 (17,362 acres) in
Alternative D would have the same impacts to water resources as those described in Alternatives B and C.
Under Alternative D, Porcupine Rim, which is adjacent to the Castle Valley Sole Source Aquifer (providing
the drinking water for the town Castle Valley), would be closed to mineral leasing and development. This
management would thereby afford greater indirect protection for this aquifer when compared to
Alternatives A and B, and the same protection afforded in Alternative C. The protections afforded to the
adjacent lands of the Glen Canyon Aquifer are the same as described in Alternative B.
Developing BMPs to minimize potential runoff, soil erosion, and salt and sediment loading to water
resources from mineral development, and applying BMPs for water resources, to drilling operations, and
for the protection of shallow aquifers and potential unconsolidated aquifers would minimize impacts to
water resources in the same manner as discussed in Alternative B.
Under Alternative D, the surface over the four aquifers with usable water resources is managed more
restrictively than under Alternatives A or B, but not as restrictively as C. Similar to Alternatives B and C,
no acres are managed as open to leasing subject to standard terms and conditions. Alternative D provides
a 247 percent increase in lands managed with an NSO stipulation and closed to mineral leasing over the
four aquifers as compared to Alternative A, a 7 percent decrease compared to Alternative B, and a 43
percent decrease compared to Alternative C. NSO and closed acreage above the four usable aquifers in
Alternative D would not be impacted by mineral development (see acreages in Table 4-47), thereby
protecting groundwater quality, flow conditions, recharge areas, and spring flows.
In Alternative D, for those areas managed with CSU and TL stipulations, the impacts to the four aquifers
with usable water resources from drilling operations would be similar to those described under Alternative
A; however there is much less CSU/TL acreage in Alternative D as compared to Alternative A (see Table
4-47). Where the surface is managed as open with CSU/TL stipulations, drilling operations would penetrate
these aquifers in order to reach the targeted minerals (which are at depths below the aquifers in the Paradox
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Member). Casing and cementing regulatory requirements would prevent water migration and
contamination of these aquifers.
Under Alternative D, it is estimated that up to 49.4 million gallons of water per year could be utilized for
projected oil and gas development, which is about 18.8 million gallons less than Alternative A, 4.7 million
gallons more than Alternative B1, 5.9 million gallons less than Alternative B2, and 38.8 million gallons
less than Alternative C. Water consumption for potash development is estimated at 2.8 billion gallons of
water per year for Alternatives B1 and D, which is 1.8 billion gallons less than Alternative A, and 2.8 billion
gallons more than under Alternatives B2 and C. The reduction of water use in Alternative D as compared
to Alternative A would result in less impacts to available water resources for wildlife, vegetation, springs,
streams, or public consumption. However, Alternative D utilizes more water than do Alternatives B2 and
C, resulting in more impacts to available water resources. Alternative D utilizes approximately the same
amount of water as in Alternative B1, resulting in similar impacts to available water resources.
Mineral operations for oil and gas and potash can result in inadvertent and unplanned leaks or spills. Spills
from drilling and production, pipelines and potash production (including brines and petroleum) have the
potential to significantly impact surface and groundwater resources, especially when in close proximity to
a waterbody, including ephemeral and intermittent streams and wetlands, or over unconfined aquifers. In
general, when more land is available for mineral leasing, there is a greater projected level of mineral
development. Higher levels of mineral development could result in a higher likelihood of a leak or spill.
Alternative D would result in less projected potash development than in Alternative A and the same amount
of potash development as in Alternative B1. Alternative D would result in more projected potash
development than Alternatives B2 and C, which allow for no potash development (see Table 4-17).
Alternative D would result in less projected oil and gas development than in Alternatives A and B2, more
than Alternative C and approximately the same as Alternative B1 (see Table 4-16). Therefore,
Alternative D has less likelihood of leaks and spills than under Alternative A, similar likelihood as
Alternative B1, and more likelihood than Alternatives B2 and C.
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4.14 SPECIAL DESIGNATIONS: AREAS OF CRITICAL
ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERN
This section presents potential impacts to Areas of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC) from
implementing management actions presented in Chapter 2. Existing conditions concerning ACECs are
described in Chapter 3.

4.14.1

Assumptions

The analysis of effects on ACECs from the implementation of management actions is limited to the
protection of and prevention of damage to the relevant and important values.

4.14.2

Impacts Common to All Alternatives

There would be no impacts to ACECs that are common to all alternatives.

4.14.3

Impacts from Alternative A (No Action)

Applying an NSO stipulation to mineral leasing on all ACECs (26,187 acres) could prevent surface
disturbance from mineral development, which would protect scenic vistas, prevent erosion and runoff from
development activities, and support the relevant and important values of the ACECs. Therefore, an NSO
stipulation could protect the relevant and important values of the ACEC acreage itself. However, scenic
impacts to the ACEC could occur when horizontal drilling takes place to access the underlying Federal
mineral resources from outside the ACEC. Those ACECs that are managed to protect the relevant and
important value of scenery are Behind the Rocks, Highway 279/Shafer Basin/Long Canyon, Indian Creek,
and Shay Canyon ACECs.
Table 4-48 shows the acreage of mineral leasing categories for the combined acreage of ACECs by
alternative. All ACECs are protected, at a minimum, with an NSO stipulation.

Table 4-48. Mineral Leasing Categories by Combined Areas of Critical Environmental
Concern Acreage
Leasing
Categories

Alternative A

Alternative B1

Alternative B2

Alternative C

Alternative D

Oil and Gas
Open

0

0

0

0

0

CSU

0

0

0

0

0

NSO

26,187

22,936

26,187

0

9,561

Closed

0

0

0

26,187

13,375

Deferred (PLA)

0

3,251

0

0

3,251

Potash
Open

0

0

0

0

0

CSU

0

0

0

0

0

NSO

26,187

3,251

0

0

3,251

0

0

0

26,187

13,375

Closed
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Leasing
Categories
Deferred
(outside PLA)

4.14.4

Moab Master Leasing Plan

Alternative A

Alternative B1

Alternative B2

Alternative C

Alternative D

NA

22,936

26,187

0

9,651

Impacts from Alternative B

Impacts Specific to Alternative B1 Only
Applying an NSO stipulation to oil and gas leasing on 22,936 acres of ACECs, as well as applying an NSO
stipulation to 3,251 acres of potash leasing would have the same impact as those described under
Alternative A.

Impacts Specific to Alternative B2 Only
Applying an NSO stipulation to oil and gas leasing on 26,187 acres of ACECs and closing the entire
Planning Area to potash leasing would have the same impact as those described under Alternative A.

4.14.5

Impacts from Alternative C

Closing 26,187 acres of ACECs to oil and gas and potash leasing would have a similar impact as under
Alternatives A and B, except for those where mineral closures would add further protection for scenic
ACECs. Closing these ACECs to mineral leasing would preclude drilling from adjacent lands to access the
underlying Federal mineral resources. This would minimize potential impacts that could occur to the
viewshed from the ACECs. Those ACECs with relevant and important scenic values include Behind the
Rocks, Highway 279/Shafer Basin/Long Canyon, Indian Creek, and Shay Canyon ACECs.

4.14.6

Impacts from Alternative D

Applying an NSO stipulation to oil and gas leasing on 9,561 acres of ACECs, closing 13,375 acres of
ACECs to oil and gas leasing, and applying an NSO stipulation on 3,251 acres of potash leasing would
have a similar impact as under Alternatives A and B, except for those where mineral closures would add
further protection for scenic ACECs. Closing these ACECs to mineral leasing would preclude drilling from
adjacent lands to access the underlying Federal mineral resources. This would minimize potential impacts
that could occur to the viewshed from the ACECs. Those scenic ACECs, to be managed as closed under
Alternative D, are a portion of the Highway 279/Shafer Basin/Long Canyon ACEC and the Indian Creek
ACEC in its entirety. There would be 12,812 fewer acres of ACEC closed to mineral leasing in
Alternative D as compared with Alternative C.
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4.15 SPECIAL DESIGNATIONS: NATIONAL HISTORIC TRAILS AND
BACKWAYS AND BYWAYS
4.15.1

National Historic Trail – Old Spanish National Historic Trail

Assumptions
•

In all alternatives, the Old Spanish National Historic Trail (OSNHT) would be managed to
safeguard the nature and purposes of the trail. This would minimize adverse impacts to the
resources, qualities, values, and associated settings, and the primary use or uses of the trail.

•

In all alternatives, proposed management would not substantially interfere with or be incompatible
with the nature and purposes of the OSNHT.

Impacts Common to All Alternatives
Applying an NSO stipulation along the U.S. Highway 191 utility corridor would reduce the level of surface
disturbance, reduce possible changes to scenic elements of the landscape, and preserve scenic and historic
settings along the OSNHT where it follows the highway.

Impacts from Alternative A (No Action)
Identifying and classifying segments of the OSNHT would help to preserve its historic integrity. OSNHT
classification and planning could protect trail segments from future mineral development impacts, but more
specific impacts would not be available until OSNHT plan completion.
Impacts from mineral development that are open to leasing with standards stipulation or with minor
constraints (CSU and TL stipulations) could reduce the natural and historic settings along the OSNHT. Of
the 28.8 miles of OSNHT on public lands within the Planning Area, about 21.2 miles are open or are
managed with minor constraints (CSU and TL stipulations). Wells, pipelines, increased road traffic, noise,
dust, and the visual impact of mineral facilities in otherwise natural areas could all reduce the quality of
historic settings along the trail. Compared to oil and gas development, potash development, which would
occur with the same leasing restrictions and in the same areas as oil and gas, could have more impacts to
historic trail settings. In addition, well spacing and pipelines could be more concentrated and processing
facilities would be larger and more industrial. The use of BMPs could reduce some of these impacts. Areas
where an NSO stipulation overlaps the trail (7.6 miles), as well as adjacent areas, would eliminate surface
disturbance and thereby impacts to the historic settings of the trail.

Impacts from Alternative B
Applying a CSU stipulation along the OSNHT could help to protect the scenic, natural, and historic
significance of the trail in these areas. The CSU stipulation would require a visual assessment to protect
the integrity of viewsheds along a 2 mile width on both sides of the OSNHT where the where the resource
condition is Category II (22,181 acres). This would provide more protection for the integrity of the
viewsheds from the intact portions of the OSNHT as compared to Alternative A. The viewsheds in portions
of the OSNHT that are not resource condition Category II could be adversely impacted by mineral
development. The physical evidence of the trail trace itself would be protected through compliance with
the National Historic Preservation Act.
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Impacts from Alternative C
Applying an NSO stipulation along the congressionally designated OSNHT, would preserve the historic
integrity and natural condition of the trail in its entirety, including the viewshed. When compared to
Alternatives A and B, the area protected would be greater. The NSO would apply to a 2-mile width on both
sides of the entire OSNHT (71,439 acres).

Impacts from Alternative D
Impacts to the OSNHT from mineral leasing and development would be less than those described for
Alternative B because CSU stipulations are applied to high potential sites and segments and a Lease Notice
is applied to the entire trail.
The CSU stipulation for the OSNHT would allow a corridor for the transportation of potash along the
existing Class B roads in the Blue Hills high potential segment. Since these constructed and regularly
maintained roads already form a visual intrusion on the trail setting, additional infrastructure would not add
appreciably to the visual impacts.

4.15.2

National and State Scenic Backways and Byways

Assumptions
The National Scenic Byway along Highway 191 and State backways and byways would be managed to
protect the aesthetic, cultural, historic, natural, and recreational qualities for which these roads were
designated.

Impacts Common to All Alternatives
NSO along the U.S. Highway 191 utility corridor would prevent mineral development that could reduce
the natural quality of viewsheds along the National Scenic Byway on Highway 191 north of Moab. NSO
would protect the viewshed, scenic touring opportunities, and heritage values of the byway.

Impacts from Alternative A (No Action)
Applying an NSO stipulation along the Colorado River for mineral leasing and development (Three Rivers
withdrawal) would protect the viewshed of the State scenic byways along Highway 128 and Highway 279
by eliminating the potential for mineral development that would be incompatible with scenic values along
the byways.
Allowing mineral industry traffic on the Needles Overlook and Anticline Overlook Roads could lead to
heavy truck traffic along these two State scenic backways, which could create poor road conditions,
industrial level traffic, and fugitive dust that could degrade viewing and scenic touring opportunities of the
backways.
Mineral leasing could reduce the scenic quality of 170 miles of backways and byways within the Planning
Area. Two miles of these roads would be open to leasing with standard terms and conditions. About 110
miles of backway and byway would be open to mineral leasing with a CSU stipulation that requires
protection of scenic values within 0.5 mile on both sides of the routes. The middle ground and background
of the backways and byways would be diminished because there would no protection for visual resources
beyond the 0.5 mile distance, thus reducing the effectiveness the CSU stipulation. For example, a potash
processing facility could be located within 0.5 mile of a backway or byway. NSO stipulations overlap
about 58 miles of backways and byways that would reduce foreground visual impacts by eliminating surface
disturbance; however, even where the backways and byways overlap an NSO stipulation, background
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mineral operations could still be visible from scenic backways and byways. Table 4-49 shows miles of
backways and byways by mineral leasing stipulation and alternative.

Table 4-49. Miles of Backways and Byways by Mineral Leasing Stipulation
Alternative A

Alternative B1

Alternative B2

Alternative C

Alternative D

Miles of Scenic Backways and Byways within by Oil and Gas Stipulations
Open

2

0

0

0

0

CSU

110

0

0

0

0

NSO

58

158

174

85

99

Closed

0

0

0

89

59

Deferred (PLA)

0

16

0

0

16

Miles of Scenic Backways and Byways by Potash Stipulations
Open

2

0

0

0

0

CSU

110

0

0

0

0

NSO

58

16

0

0

16

Deferred
(outside PLA)

0

158

174

174

158

Impacts from Alternative B
Applying an NSO stipulation along the Colorado River would have the same impact as under Alternative A.
Limiting the use of heavy trucks on the Needles Overlook and Anticline Overlook Roads could protect the
quality of scenic views as well as the driving experience along State backways. Allowing an exception for
the use of heavy trucks could increase traffic and raise fugitive dust, which would diminish scenic touring
experiences in the backways.
Maximizing the size of oil and gas lease parcels could potentially reduce the number of operators, redundant
infrastructure, and corridors, thereby reducing the potential impacts to viewsheds from backways and
byways.
The use of BMPs could reduce conflicts between mineral development and scenic backways and byways,
as compared to Alternative A where visual BMPs were not specified. Visual screening using natural colors
and topography, auditory dampening, and avoidance of recreation areas would all help to protect scenery
along these routes.
Applying Baseline CSU stipulations would decrease minerals impacts on backways and byways. Actions
such as 2 mile spacing of well pads, collocating facilities, limiting unreclaimed surface disturbance, and
placing pipelines along existing roads could limit the visibility and protect the scenic quality of backways
and byways.
Applying an NSO stipulation to the mapped viewshed (not to exceed 1 mile) on the entire 170 miles of
backways and byways eliminates surface disturbance within the foreground of these scenic roads.
However, some distant mineral development could still be visible in the background. This increases the
protection of the area surrounding these roads by 109,114 acres as compared to Alternative A. Furthermore,
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the NSO stipulation applied to backways and byways in Alternative B is more protective than the CSU
stipulation applied in Alternative A.
Impacts Specific to Alternative B1 Only

Designating PLAs and PPFAs could reduce the impacts to scenic backways and byways in those areas.
Eliminating the co-development of oil and gas and potash would lessen visual impacts to byways and
backways. Potash wells, corridors, and processing facilities, along with the associated traffic, noise, and
dust could conflict with scenic backways and byways by altering natural viewsheds beyond the 1 mile of
scenic protection. Potash development visible from scenic backways and byways could diminish the quality
of scenic touring and driving. A potash processing facility located in the PPFA near Crescent Junction
could be visible along the National Scenic Byway on Highway 191 north of Moab. Potash development in
the Hatch Point PLA would be visible from Needles and Anticline Overlook State backways, as both travel
directly through the PLA.
Impacts Specific to Alternative B2 Only

The Planning Area (785,567 acres) would be open only for oil and gas leasing and would be closed to
potash leasing. This would prevent adverse impacts to scenic backways and byways resulting from new
potash leasing and development, which were addressed in Alternatives A and B1.

Impacts from Alternative C
In Alternative C, the entire Planning Area would be open only for oil and gas leasing subject to the
appropriate leasing stipulations. The Planning Area (785,567 acres) would be closed to potash leasing,
which would result in the same impacts to scenic backways and byways as those described in
Alternative B2.
As compared to Alternatives A and B, closing lands along the Colorado River to mineral leasing would add
further protection to Highways 128 and 279 by precluding drilling from adjacent lands to access the
underlying Federal mineral resources. This would minimize potential impacts that could occur to the
viewshed along these highways.
Precluding the use of heavy trucks on the Needles Overlook and Anticline Overlook Roads would protect
the quality of visual resources in the Needles/Anticline Overlook State scenic backway compared to
Alternatives A and B.
Maximizing the size of oil and gas lease parcels would have the same impacts to backways and byways as
those described in Alternative B.
The use of BMPs would have the same impacts to backways and byways as those described in
Alternative B.
Applying a Baseline CSU stipulation to oil and gas leasing would have the same impacts to backways and
byways as those described in Alternative B.
Applying an NSO stipulation on backways and byways would be similar to Alternative B, except the NSO
stipulation would extend out to 2 miles, increasing the area of protection to 267,524 acres as compared to
the 156,067 acres of protection in Alternative B. This would eliminate most visual obtrusions on backways
and byways, although some very distant oil and gas development could still possibly be seen on the horizon
where topography allows distant viewing.
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Impacts from Alternative D
Applying an NSO along the Colorado River would have the same impacts to backways and byways as those
described in Alternatives A and B.
Limiting the use of heavy trucks on the Needles Overlook and Anticline Overlook Roads would have the
same impacts to backways and byways as those described in Alternative B.
The use of BMPs would have the same impacts to backways and byways as those described in
Alternatives B and C.
Impacts from applying the Baseline CSU stipulation would have similar impacts to backways and byways
as described in Alternatives B and C. However, Alternative D provides an exception to the Baseline CSU
stipulation that could result in additional development activity and associated surface disturbance. This
exception provided in Alternative D could impact the views from scenic backways and byways. Therefore,
Alternative D provides less protection to scenic backways and byways than does Alternatives B and C.
Designating PLAs and PPFAs would have similar impacts to backways and byways as those described in
Alternative B1, except that a small-scale potash processing facility could be located within the PLAs. This
facility could occupy up to 100 acres, which, depending on the location, could reduce the visual quality of
scenic backways and byways.
Applying an NSO stipulation in Alternative D on backways and byways would have similar impacts as
those described in Alternative B. However, an exception to the stipulation could be granted if the mineral
operation is not visible. This exception could create short-term impacts associated with construction that
could reduce the quality of scenic touring opportunities.
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SPECIAL DESIGNATIONS: WILD AND SCENIC RIVERS

This section presents potential impacts to suitable WSRs from implementing management actions presented
in Chapter 2. Existing conditions concerning suitable WSRs are described in Chapter 3.

4.16.1

Assumptions

Existing suitable WSR designations would continue.

4.16.2

Impacts Common to All Alternatives

Management actions for threatened and endangered species could prevent surface disturbance and protect
vegetation, soils, and scenic values within or adjacent to the suitable WSR segments. These management
actions would generally benefit the outstandingly remarkable values (ORV).

4.16.3

Impacts from Alternative A (No Action)

Applying an NSO stipulation to the suitable WSR segments along the Colorado and Green Rivers (19,347
acres) and closing the Monticello WSR Segment 3 along the Colorado River to mineral leasing (753 acres)
would prevent mineral development and the associated surface disturbance that could adversely impact
vegetation, soils, and scenic values within suitable WSR segments. Preventing surface disturbance could
support the ORVs of these rivers.

4.16.4

Impacts from Alternative B

Impacts to suitable WSRs would be the same as those described in Alternative A.

4.16.5

Impacts from Alternative C

Impacts to suitable WSRs would be similar to those described in Alternatives A and B, except that mineral
closures would add further protection to these suitable WSRs where scenery is an ORV. Closing these
suitable WSRs to mineral leasing would preclude drilling from adjacent lands in order to access the
underlying Federal mineral resources.

4.16.6

Impacts from Alternative D

Impacts to suitable WSRs are the same as those described in Alternatives A and B.
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SPECIAL STATUS SPECIES

Special status species include 1) those listed as threatened or endangered, are proposed for listing; 2)
candidates for listing under the provisions of the Endangered Species Act (ESA); 3) those listed by a State
implying potential endangerment or extinction; and 4) those designated by the BLM State Director as
sensitive. The BLM defines sensitive species as those that could easily become endangered or extinct in a
State unless protection is granted. Designated sensitive species are provided the same level of protection
by the BLM as Federal candidate species. In compliance with the ESA, the BLM will evaluate all proposed
actions to determine if individuals or populations of Federally listed species or their habitat, including
designated critical habitat may be affected (BLM Manual 6840).
Over the life of the plan, some species that are currently considered sensitive, or not formally included in
the BLM’s sensitive species list, may be listed under the ESA. Some currently listed species may be delisted
during the life of the plan. Most species that are delisted or downgraded from Federally proposed or
candidate status will be included on the BLM sensitive species list. Endangered Colorado River fish are
referenced under that heading within this section and consist of bonytail (Gila elegans), Colorado
pikeminnow (Ptychochelius lucius), humpback chub (Gila cypha), and razorback sucker (Xyrauchen
texanus).

4.17.1

Assumptions

•

Local populations are naturally affected by non-human-caused factors such as climate, natural
predation, disease outbreaks, natural fire regimes, and competition for available habitat from other
native species.

•

Climatic fluctuation would continue to influence the health and productivity of special status
wildlife habitat on an annual basis.

•

Actions impacting one species have similar impacts on other species using the same habitats or
areas.

•

Ground disturbing activities could lead to modification (positive or negative), loss (short-term or
long-term), or fragmentation of special status species habitat and/or loss or gain of individuals,
depending on the amount of area disturbed, species affected, and location of the disturbance.

•

Changes in air, water, and habitat quality could lead to direct impacts and could have cumulative
impacts on species survival.

•

Impacts to special status species could be more significant than impacts to non–special status
species.

•

The USFWS would be consulted on any action that could potentially affect any listed plant or
animal species or their habitat.

•

USFWS would have jurisdiction over the management of Federally listed fish, wildlife and plant
populations, critical habitat, and migratory birds.

•

The total amount of new surface disturbance allowed by an alternative is a good index of potential
impacts to special status species. Success of reclamation measures prescribed as a condition of
development is unknown, and could underestimate the potential impact of surface disturbance on
special status species populations.
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•

Adequate vegetative ground cover and species composition for site stabilization typically would
occur within 10 to 15 years in shrub communities and 15 to 20 years in desert communities.

•

Re-establishment of slow growing vegetation, such as trees and shrubs, in disturbed areas would
create a vegetative landscape similar to adjacent undisturbed lands in excess of 100-years.

•

The health of fisheries within the Planning Area is directly related to the overall health and
functional capabilities of riparian/wetland resources, which in turn reflect watershed health.

4.17.2

Impacts Common to All Alternatives

The following discussions represent impacts to special status species habitat that would not vary by
alternative.
Management to support air quality and the use of dust abatement measures could support the health of
vegetation by reducing dust accumulation on foliage, through reducing airborne pollutants or particulate
matter, which could damage vegetation and reduce sediment accumulation in stream channels. The
management would support forage resources for special status wildlife and water quality and habitat for
special status fish.
Closing the Monticello WSR Segment 3 to mineral leasing (753 acres) would prevent surface disturbance
from leasing activities, and protect adjacent riparian or upland habitat from degradation or damage as a
result of erosion and runoff. The closure to future leasing activities would protect riparian and upland
vegetation, reduce sedimentation and siltation of streambeds, and support water quality. The prevention of
surface disturbance could reduce the potential for the introduction and spread of invasive, non-native plant
species, providing additional protection to stream health and fish habitat. Habitat for endangered Colorado
River fish would be protected through closing the river segment to future mineral development. Wildlife
that use riparian, upland, and wetland habitat such as Western yellow-billed cuckoo (Coccyzus americanus
occidentalis), bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus), and Southwestern willow flycatcher (Empidonax
traillii extimus) would benefit from the undisturbed habitat and forage, and reduced presence of humans
and machinery associated with mineral leasing.
Raptor management requiring the use of Best Management Practices for Raptors and Their Associated
Habitats in Utah would directly benefit raptor species, such as Mexican spotted owl (Strix occidentalis
lucida), bald eagle, short-eared owl (Asio flammeus) and their habitat by reducing disturbing activities and
human presence, which allows species to remain in desired habitat for hunting, nesting, and reproduction.
Maintaining and enhancing habitat for raptors would directly benefit those species by providing desired
nesting and foraging habitat. Other wildlife species would also benefit from spatial buffers and habitat
protection from reduced disturbance from humans and development activities, protecting cover, forage and
habitat corridors.
Management for migratory birds may help protect habitat and forage from damage or disturbance during
nesting season. This management would protect habitat for species such as bobolink (Dolichonyx
oryzivorus) and Southwestern willow flycatcher from April 1 to July 31, and could provide protection to
other special status species that share the habitat, such as Western yellow-billed cuckoo, cornsnake (Elaphe
guttata), and Western red bat (Lasiurus blossevillii).
Use of lease notices and conservation measures, for threatened, endangered, and BLM special status species
would protect those species, their critical habitat, and other habitat necessary for their continued existence.
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No surface-disturbing activities would be allowed within the 100-year floodplain of the Colorado River,
Green River, and associated back waters (19,198 acres). This would protect water quality and prevent soil
erosion and runoff that could lead to streambank or channel erosion and the cementation of spawning
gravels. Precluding surface-disturbing activities would retain riparian and upland vegetation, which could
help maintain water temperature and stabilize streambanks. This management would directly protect
aquatic and riparian habitat for endangered Colorado River fish, flannelmouth sucker (Catostomus
latipinnis), roundtail chub (Gila robusta), Western yellow-billed cuckoo, and bobolink Southwestern
willow flycatcher.
Mexican spotted owl and other special status plant and wildlife species associated with critical habitat,
suitable, or occupied habitat for Mexican spotted owl would be protected from damage, removal, or loss of
habitat resulting from surface-disturbing activities and other disruptive actions. Seasonal avoidance
limitations or minimization of disturbance would reduce the potential of Mexican spotted owl and other
special status wildlife, such as the California condor (Gymnogyps californianus), from abandoning habitat
during these timeframes (175,304 acres).
Suitable habitat for Southwestern willow flycatcher, as well as habitat for other special status plant and
wildlife species would be protected from damage, removal, or loss from surface-disturbing activities and
other disruptive actions (12,155 acres). The stipulations could prevent runoff into aquatic habitat, support
water quality, and protect riparian areas from sedimentation and erosion. Seasonal preclusions of
disturbance could reduce the potential of Southwestern willow flycatcher and other special status wildlife
such as yellow-billed cuckoo and bobolink from abandoning habitat during these timeframes.
Suitable habitat for yellow-billed cuckoo, as well as habitat for other special status plant and wildlife
species, would be protected from damage, removal, or loss from surface-disturbing activities and other
disruptive actions (12,155 acres). The stipulations could prevent runoff into aquatic habitat, support water
quality, and protect riparian areas from sedimentation and erosion. Seasonal preclusions of disturbance
would prevent yellow-billed cuckoo and other special status wildlife, such as fringed myotis (Myotis
thysanodes) and Southwestern willow flycatcher, from abandoning habitat during these timeframes.
Habitat for bald eagles as well as other special status plant or wildlife species could be protected from
damage or removal within the 0.5 mile buffers for permanent structures. Seasonal preclusions of
disturbance would prevent bald eagles or other special status wildlife, such as yellow billed cuckoo and
Southwestern willow flycatcher, from abandoning habitat during these timeframes.
Habitat for golden eagles (Aquila chrysaetos), as well as other special status plant or wildlife species, could
be protected from damage or removal by precluding surface-disturbing activities within 0.5 mile of
documented nest sites during the specified nesting seasons. Seasonal preclusions of disturbance would
reduce the potential of golden eagles or other special status wildlife, such as ferruginous hawk and Mexican
spotted owl from abandoning habitat during these timeframes.
Habitat for burrowing owl, as well as other special status plant or wildlife species, could be protected from
damage or removal by precluding surface-disturbing activities within 0.25 mile of documented nest sites
during the specified nesting season. Seasonal preclusions of disturbance would prevent burrowing owl or
other special status wildlife, such as Mexican spotted owl and bald eagle, from abandoning habitat during
these timeframes.
Habitat for ferruginous hawk, as well as other special status plant or wildlife species, could be protected
from damage or removal by precluding surface-disturbing activities within 0.5 mile of documented nest
sites during the specified nesting season. Seasonal preclusions of disturbance would prevent ferruginous
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hawk or other special status wildlife such as burrowing owl from abandoning habitat during these
timeframes.
Habitat for Gunnison prairie dogs (Cynomys gunnisoni) or other special status plant or wildlife species such
as burrowing owl could be protected from damage or removal within the 660 foot buffer areas within
colonies. Small special status wildlife species would benefit from the perceived or actual reduction of
overhead predators.
Habitat for kit fox (Vulpes macrotix) or other special status plant or wildlife species could be protected from
damage or removal within the 660 foot buffer areas surrounding occupied kit fox dens.
Habitat for California condor or other special status plant or wildlife species could be protected from
damage or removal and from permanent infrastructure within the 1.0 and 0.5 mile buffers. Seasonal
preclusions of disturbance would prevent California condor or other special status wildlife from abandoning
habitat during these timeframes. Preventing infrastructure would reduce disturbance to the Condor or other
wildlife, such as Mexican spotted owl and Gunnison prairie dog, and would provide unobstructed corridors
for wildlife movement.

4.17.3

Impacts from Alternative A (No Action)

Applying an NSO stipulation for oil and gas leasing within the existing Three Rivers mineral withdrawal
for locatable minerals could provide greater protection to 14,654 acres of endangered Colorado River fish
habitat and other special status wildlife habitat within the withdrawal area. The NSO stipulation could
prevent soil loss, erosion, or sedimentation of spawning habitat; could prevent the loss or damage to instream, riparian, or upland habitat, and could prevent or reduce the introduction and spread of invasive,
non-native plant species from future oil and gas leases within the 23,441 acres. The NSO stipulation could
prevent damage or removal of wildlife cover and forage, reducing fragmentation of habitat, and could
prevent disturbance of wildlife. The stipulation could provide protection to downstream habitat for other
special status fish such as flannelmouth sucker and roundtail chub, and other riparian species, such as
yellow-billed cuckoo, Western red bat (Lasiurus blossevillii), and Southwestern willow flycatcher, and
would support water quality within the Green River and Colorado River corridor.
Under Alternative A, oil and gas and potash leasing and development could occur concurrently within the
same tract of land, which could result in a greater concentration of development and redundant
infrastructure. Although drilling for oil and gas and potash is similar, the production of potash requires the
use of potash processing facilities, which involve large tracts of land over a long period of time. Any area
where oil, gas or potash leasing and development occurs would cause surface disturbance resulting in both
short–term and long–term habitat loss, fragmented habitat, and the increased potential for the introduction
and spread of invasive, non-native plant species, and further degrading habitat conditions for special status
species. Direct habitat loss or degradation of habitat would force special status species to relocate to other
areas where competition for forage and other habitat resources would increase. Increased competition for
resources could lead to decreased health and reproduction, and could result in increased predation or
mortality. Habitat for special status plants could become damaged or lost from development and direct
takes could occur if surveys were not conducted.
Mineral disturbance near special status raptor and other avian nesting sites, such as the bald eagle,
ferruginous hawk, and long-billed curlew (Numenius americanus) could result in the abandonment of nests,
high nestling mortality from overheating, chilling, or desiccation when young are left unattended; premature
fledging, and ejection of eggs or young from the nest. Raptors are less tolerant of disturbance when
populations of prey species are at low levels (Romin and Muck 2002).
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Construction of linear disturbances, such as pipelines and roadways associated with mineral development,
would fragment wildlife habitat and would make the areas that are vulnerable to the introduction and spread
of invasive, non-native plant species. Vehicle use could result in the injury or mortality of special status
species if collisions were to occur. Predatory wildlife (kit fox and raptors) may use road and pipeline
corridors for hunting small prey species (Gunnison’s prairie dog, Mogollon vole (Microtus mogollonensis),
and Great Plains toad (Bufo cognatus)). The development of pipelines and roadways could be beneficial
to the predators, possibly increasing availability of prey species, but could also increase predation on the
smaller wildlife within or adjacent to the corridors. Runoff from development could lead to streambank
erosion, vegetation loss, sedimentation of streambeds, and stream channel alteration, as well as reducing
the quality of habitat for special status fish and other wetland and riparian species.
In Alternative A, approximately 476 acres of land could initially be removed for oil and gas development
in the next 15 years, which would result in direct loss of habitat, forage and cover for wildlife and could
lead to the introduction and spread of noxious weeds, leading to further degradation of the ecosystem. Over
the long-term, reclamation would occur and vegetation would re-establish within 133 acres, leaving only
343 acres of habitat for special status species permanently removed by oil and gas operations.
Allowing oil and gas leasing on 210,884 acres subject to standard terms and conditions (open) would result
in the damage or removal of special status wildlife habitat from the development of well pads and associated
infrastructure. Invasive, non-native plant species could be introduced and spread by vehicles and machinery
during development activities, which could change habitat composition and function, reducing forage
quality and usable habitat for wildlife species. Runoff from development could lead to streambank erosion,
vegetation loss, sedimentation of streambeds, and stream channel alteration; reducing the quality of habitat
for aquatic species and special status fish. The largest areas of vegetation within the open areas that could
be developed includes blackbrush (76,635 acres), which contains hunting range or habitat for kit fox and
ferruginous hawk; and pinyon-juniper (64,731 acres), which contains habitat for Townsend’s big-eared bat
(Corynorhinus townsendii), short-eared owl, and fringed myotis (UDWR 2005b). The largest areas of
habitat for special status species that could be damaged, lost, or disturbed through mineral development is
for Mexican spotted owl (76,269 acres), burrowing owl (102,756 acres), and bald eagle (10,186 acres). The
ESA and lease notices would provide protection to threatened and endangered species, but impacts could
occur to unlisted, special status, or sensitive species. Acres of habitat for other special status species within
the lands open for oil and gas development are shown in Table 4-50.
Applying CSU and TL stipulations in Alternative A to oil and gas leasing could reduce loss, damage, or
degradation of habitat for special status species within 440,386 acres. Timing limitations would prevent
surface disturbance during specific timeframes, which could protect special status wildlife during the
periods of closure from disruption or disturbance from humans or machinery. Adjusting timing of
disturbance could allow wildlife to remain in desired habitat during sensitive timeframes and within
important habitat, such as hunting and nesting habitat, a limiting factor for avian species’ health and
survival. Disturbance, damage or loss of habitat could occur outside of the seasonal closures, ultimately
leading to some loss of habitat from oil and gas development. The CSU stipulations could reduce
disturbance, habitat loss or damage, erosion, runoff, and the introduction and spread of invasive, non-native
plant species. The largest area of vegetation that is covered by the CSU and TL stipulations is pinyonjuniper, which provides habitat for ferruginous hawk, short-eared owl, fringed myotis, and Entrada rushpink
(Lygodesmia grandifolia var. entrada) (Table 4-55).
Applying an NSO stipulation in Alternative A for oil and gas leasing would prevent surface-disturbing
activities from oil and gas development within 133,574 acres. The NSO stipulation could protect wildlife
and plant habitat (including Jones cycladenia) from damage, removal or degradation; reduce the presence
of infrastructure, humans, and machinery; and reduce habitat fragmentation. Removing future disturbance
from roads, structures, drilling operations, and human disturbance associated with oil and gas development
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could reduce a majority of stressors and disruption of habitat and could allow for continued habitat
connectivity. The NSO stipulation could prevent future barriers in migration corridors for big game and
other migratory wildlife species allowing wildlife to move between crucial winter ranges, parturition,
breeding, or nesting habitat, and would provide overall habitat protection. The prevention of surface
disturbance would reduce the potential for the introduction and spread of invasive, non-native plant species,
supporting intact habitat and desired forage and cover for wildlife. The largest area of habitat protected
under the NSO stipulation would be pinyon-juniper (68,485 acres, Table 4-55), which contains habitat for
Townsend’s big-eared bat, short-eared owl, fringed myotis, and Trotter’s oreoxis (Oreoxis trotteri). The
NSO stipulation could prevent soil loss, erosion, or sedimentation of streambeds; could support water
quality, and provide protection of habitat for special status fish and other aquatic species. Table 4-50 shows
other special status species receiving habitat protection under the NSO stipulation for Alternative A.
Closing 753 acres to oil and gas leasing would prevent damage or loss of wildlife habitat from development
activities, reduce disturbance to wildlife from the presence of humans, vehicles or machinery; prevent
erosion or runoff, and protect an intact ecosystem. The closed acres are adjacent to the Colorado River and
would protect important habitat for endangered Colorado River fish and special status fish species, such as
roundtail chub, and flannelmouth sucker; support avian species such as Southwestern willow flycatcher,
yellow billed cuckoo, and bobolink; protect habitat for other wetland and riparian wildlife species, and
would support water quality within the Colorado River corridor. The entire 753 closed acres contain
Mexican spotted owl and bald eagle habitat, which would be directly protected from damage and
disturbance by oil and gas development (Table 4-50). Precluding oil and gas development would prevent
the introduction and spread of invasive, non-native plant species from machinery and vehicles, further
supporting desired forage, cover, and contiguous habitat. The largest area of vegetation type is pinyonjuniper (528 acres) followed by salt desert shrub (214 acres), which could also provide undisturbed habitat
conditions for species such as Townsend’s big eared bat, spotted bat, or short-eared owl.

Table 4-50. Special Status Species Habitat by Oil and Gas Leasing Management Category
for All Alternatives
Management
Category

Alternative A
(acres)

Alternative B1
(acres)

Alternative B2
(acres)

Alternative C
(acres)

Alternative D
(acres)

Mexican Spotted Owl Habitat (Threatened)
Open

76,269

0

0

0

0

CSU/TL

231,814

71,688

83,090

18,304

71,820

NSO

77,228

278,146

299,381

252,101

184,654

753

753

753

112,819

94,112

Closed

Southwestern Willow Flycatcher (Endangered) and Yellow-billed Cuckoo Habitat (Threatened)
Open

1,887

0

0

0

0

CSU/TL

5,480

140

156

10

143

NSO

7,477

10,777

11,849

6,600

8,169

136

136

136

5,531

2,741

Closed

Endangered Colorado River Fish Habitat
Open

20

0

0

0

0

CSU/TL

1,422

0

0

0

0

NSO

20,644

18,580

19,176

774

13,038

195

195

195

18,424

5,565

Closed
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Alternative A
(acres)

Alternative B1
(acres)

Alternative B2
(acres)

Alternative C
(acres)

Alternative D
(acres)

Jones Cycladenia (Threatened), Known Locations
Open

0

0

0

0

0

CSU/TL

0

0

0

0

0

NSO

1

1

1

0

0

Closed

0

0

0

1

1

Gunnison Prairie Dog Habitat (BLM Special Status Species)
Open

201

0

0

0

0

6,702

3,933

3,933

1,093

4,109

NSO

2

2,819

2,891

5733

2,715

Closed

0

0

0

0

0

CSU/TL

Ferruginous Hawk Habitat (BLM Special Status Species)
Open

2,329

0

0

0

0

CSU/TL

26,843

24,470

24,470

8,418

24,470

NSO

0

4,683

4,683

20,442

4,390

Closed

0

0

0

294

294

Burrowing Owl Habitat (BLM Special Status Species)
Open

102,756

0

0

0

0

CSU/TL

151,569

107,707

129,963

20,612

108,652

NSO

30,837

145,014

154,622

203,238

88,674

22

15

15

60,749

55,410

Closed

Bald Eagle Habitat (BLM Special Status Species)
Open

10,186

0

0

0

0

CSU/TL

114,639

38,999

52,981

14,541

39,870

6,918

64,497

77,717

98,363

51,465

753

563

563

18,356

12,725

NSO
Closed

Sensitive Plant Habitat
Open

2,874

0

0

0

0

CSU/TL

46,481

13,162

13,394

4,138

14,351

NSO

12,896

45,594

48,197

38,223

25,520

0

0

0

19,230

18,886

Closed

In Alternative A, approximately 1,223 acres of vegetation could be removed for potash well drilling
(production and non-production wells) in the next 15 years, which would result in direct loss of vegetation
resources and topsoil, and could lead to the introduction and spread of invasive, non-native plant species.
Over the long term, reclamation would occur and vegetation resources could re-establish within 408 acres,
leaving 815 acres of net surface disturbance within potential wildlife habitat.
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Under Alternative A, impacts from potash well drilling would be the same as described for the areas
managed for oil and gas leasing as open with standard terms and conditions, the application of CSU, TL,
and NSO lease stipulations, and closing lands to mineral development as described above.
Management for potash processing could allow processing facilities to be developed where existing
stipulations do not preclude surface disturbance (NSO and closed). This means that potash processing
facilities could be constructed in the 210,884 acres of open to leasing with standards terms and conditions
(open) areas or possibly within the 440,386 acres of lands with CSU and TL stipulations. Development of
processing facilities could permanently remove up to 3,716 acres for solar evaporation processing, or 500
acres for crystallization processing. The loss of habitat would continue through the life of the Moab MLP.
Development of processing facilities would result in the damage, degradation, fragmentation, or removal
of habitat, and disturbance from humans, construction activities, or vehicle traffic. Direct habitat loss or
degradation of habitat would force special status wildlife to relocate to other areas where competition for
forage and other habitat resources could increase. Increased competition for resources could lead to
decreased health and reproduction, and could result in increased predation or mortality. Invasive, nonnative plant species could be introduced and spread by vehicles and machinery during operation of the
facilities, which could change vegetation composition and function, making habitat inhospitable for native
plant species and could lead to further losses of habitat for special status species. Sensitive plant habitat
occurs within 2,874 acres of open areas where facilities could be constructed. Special status plant species
are subject to direct removal if overlooked in surveys, and they are also vulnerable to soil loss and erosion,
in addition to the spread of invasive, non-native plant species, which thrive in disturbed conditions and
could out-compete special status plants for soil, light and hydrologic resources.
Construction or operation of potash processing facilities could disturb avian and other special status wildlife
species if they were to occur within occupied habitat, possibly causing species to vacate the area to lower
quality habitat. Moving from desirable habitat could result in reduced health of animals, making them
susceptible to disease or predation. Where development occurs near sensitive habitat for raptors, such as
nesting or other limited habitat, the health of the populations can be impacted through reduced reproduction
or by limiting the availability of valuable forage resources during sensitive timeframes (Sawyer 2002).
Vehicle use could result in the injury or mortality of wildlife species if collisions were to occur. Predatory
wildlife (kit fox and raptors) could use road and pipelines for hunting small prey species (Great Plains toad
and Mogollon vole). The presence of pipelines and roadways would be beneficial to the predators, but
could increase predation on the smaller wildlife within the corridors. Runoff from development could lead
to streambank erosion, vegetation loss, sedimentation of streambeds, and stream channel alteration, which
could reduce the quality of habitat for special status fish or riparian species.
Applying a TL stipulation for mineral leasing (for both oil and gas and potash) that prohibits surfacedisturbing activities on saline soils within 68,275 acres from December 1 to May 31, could reduce damage
or removal of habitat, reduce soil loss and erosion, and prevent saline runoff, which could damage sensitive
vegetation resources or special status species habitat. This area contains habitat for Cisco milkvetch
(Astragalus sabulous var. sabulous); the management could protect this plant or habitat for this plant
species at least seasonally, if not year round.
Management for salinity control, sensitive soils, drought management, and applying BMPs to all oil and
gas authorizations in accordance to WO IM 2007-021 and the most current version of the Gold Book could
provide protection to special status species habitat, reduce erosion and soil loss, prevent the establishment
or spread of invasive, non-native plant species, and support reclamation and revegetation efforts. The
BMPs would protect special status wildlife from hazards, prevent degradation of riparian habitat, and could
help reduce habitat fragmentation; supporting continued habitat function and value for special status plants,
fish and wildlife species where the BMPs and other management were applied.
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Applying mineral leasing stipulations for steep slopes (Table 4-56) could reduce or prevent surface
disturbance to habitat for special status species, protect vegetation and soils from damage or loss, and could
prevent or reduce erosion. The stipulations would directly protect or minimize damage or loss of hillside
and downslope vegetation; and could prevent landslides and heavy erosion on slopes that could result in
larger losses of habitat. Additional erosion control plans could reduce habitat damage or loss, soil loss, and
runoff in areas where development occurs. Habitat for big-eared bat, and possibly Canyonlands lomatium
(Lomatium latilobum) could be protected by the NSO and CSU stipulations, which could minimize or
prevent disturbance to soils, forage, cover, corridors, and nesting habitat for avian and other special status
wildlife.
BMPs for water quality could support the health of upland and riparian habitat for special status species,
could provide continued availability of water resources for special status wildlife, and could protect water
quality for special status fish and other aquatic wildlife species.
Applying an NSO stipulation within public water reserves, 100-year floodplains, within 330 feet of riparian
areas and springs could protect 50,495 acres of wetland, riparian, and aquatic habitat for special status fish
and other riparian species dependent on these ecosystems. Applying an NSO stipulation for mineral leasing
to the suitable WSR segments along the Colorado and Green Rivers (with the exception of Colorado River
Segment 3 in Monticello) (19,347 acres) could prevent surface disturbance from mineral leasing activities,
and protect adjacent riparian or upland habitat from degradation or damage as a result of erosion and runoff.
The NSO stipulations could prevent runoff into aquatic systems, preventing siltation of spawning habitat,
improving water quality, and preventing erosion of streambanks, thereby protecting endangered Colorado
River fish species. Reducing runoff and erosion would protect riparian and other vegetation from damage
or further soil loss and could reduce the potential for the introduction and spread of invasive, non-native
plant species, providing additional protection to downstream habitat and corridor function. Special status
wildlife that use riparian, upland, and wetland habitat such as bald eagle, Southwestern willow flycatcher,
yellow-billed cuckoo, and Western red bat, would benefit from the undisturbed habitat, forage, and access
to water sources, and reduced presence of humans and machinery associated with mineral development.
Avoiding or minimizing loss of sagebrush steppe habitat on a case-by-case basis could reduce habitat loss
and reduced disturbance of special status wildlife within this vegetation community, as well as the
prevention of direct habitat loss or degradation. Where this management is applied, special status wildlife
such as Gunnison prairie dog, kit fox, and ferruginous hawk would benefit from intact habitat and reduced
disturbance from development. Where mineral development in sagebrush results in reclamation, habitat
for sagebrush species could be mitigated over the long-term. Revegetation of sagebrush habitat may take
anywhere between 10 to 50 years to establish and mature, depending on soils, climate, and rainfall. The
initial mitigation projects could displace special status wildlife species from human and vehicle presence,
causing wildlife to flee to other, possibly lower quality habitat. Displacement could cause short-term
impacts to special status wildlife from stress from fleeing, as well as inadequate forage, shelter or breeding
habitat.
The use of native seed mixes on a case-by-case basis for restoration and rehabilitation would support the
growth of native vegetation communities that would provide ideal forage, cover and habitat for wildlife
when areas have been rehabilitated. Areas that restore with native plant composition provide habitat and
cover for special status wildlife species and can support healthy species populations. Use of non-native
species could help stabilize soils, prevent erosion, and reduce the establishment and spread of invasive or
noxious plant species in the short-term. Over the long-term, non-native species could provide stable
substrate for native species to then re-establish and provide suitable habitat for wildlife. Preventing the
infestation and spread of noxious weeds or controlling noxious weed species on a case-by-case basis would
support the health and vitality of native habitat for wildlife and special status plant species and help to
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reduce competition with native plant species for soil, water and solar resources; allowing special status
plant species to thrive and provide intact native habitat for special status wildlife.

4.17.4

Impacts from Alternative B

Impacts to special status species from applying an NSO stipulation for the Three Rivers mineral withdrawal
would be the same as Alternative A.
Under Alternative B, maximizing oil and gas lease size and applying the Baseline CSU stipulation to
sensitive resources would result in reducing or eliminating redundant infrastructure from oil and gas
development. This in turn could reduce loss, damage, or degradation of special status species habitat, which
could allow for more contiguous habitat for special status wildlife. Minimizing mineral related
infrastructure could reduce barriers to migration and other travel corridors for special status wildlife. Less
surface disturbance could provide higher quality habitats for special status species compared to
Alternative A, where this management is not applied. Reducing surface disturbance could reduce the
potential for the introduction and spread of invasive, non-native plant species, further protecting habitat for
special status plants and the quality and availability of suitable habitat for special status wildlife.
Applying the Baseline CSU stipulation for all mineral development, 208,185 acres in Alternative B1 and
222,289 acres in Alternative B2, could reduce surface disturbance when compared to Alternative A, which
primarily consists of timing restrictions. The Baseline CSU could reduce or minimize surface disturbance,
reduce removal or degradation of special status species habitat, provide additional protections for fish and
wildlife habitat, and could provide offsite reclamation for areas that are developed. Minimizing density of
development could allow for fewer barriers of movement for special status wildlife species from well pads
and other infrastructure, and could reduce fragmentation of habitat. Less fragmented habitat could protect
special status wildlife from human and other disturbances and could provide larger areas for species to
breed, migrate, forage, seek cover, and complete their life histories as compared to Alternative A. The
Baseline CSU could reduce soil erosion and runoff into nearby riparian areas, leading to less sedimentation
of spawning habitat for special status fish, and could maintain or improve water quality for other aquatic
species.
Applying BMPs, as appropriate, to mineral operations (oil and gas and potash) would provide greater
protection to special status species as compared to Alternative A. The BMPs would provide support for
wildlife habitat that would minimize impacts through project design or mitigation. The BMPs include
reclamation and restoration requirements, including greater management for seeding and controlling
noxious weeds as compared to Alternative A. The BMPs could allow for revegetation of native vegetation
communities as development activities are completed which would support overall ecosystem health and
provide a variety of seral stages of vegetation. BMPs for noise could further reduce disturbance to special
status wildlife and could prevent some wildlife from abandoning habitat due sound levels from development
activity or well pad operations.
Applying a CSU stipulation for mineral leasing for offsite reclamation in areas of saline soils could provide
soil stability and help reduce vegetation loss, soil erosion, and runoff if reclamation efforts were successful.
Applying a CSU stipulation for mineral leasing on steep slopes greater than 21 percent (Table 4-56) and
avoiding development, where possible, could reduce or prevent surface disturbance to habitat for special
status species, protect vegetation and soils from damage or loss, and could prevent or reduce erosion. The
stipulations would directly protect or minimize damage or loss of hillside and downslope vegetation, and
could prevent landslides and heavy erosion on slopes, thereby reducing larger losses of habitat. These CSU
stipulations could protect habitat for special status species to a greater degree as compared to Alternative A.
Preventing or reducing erosion, soil loss, and runoff would reduce sedimentation of spawning gravel, and
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would protect in-stream habitat from reduced water quality and channel degradation. Additional erosion
control plans could reduce habitat damage or loss, soil loss, and runoff in areas where development occurs.
Applying an NSO stipulation to preclude mineral activities within public water reserves, 100-year
floodplains and within 500 feet of intermittent and perennial streams, rivers, riparian areas, wetlands, water
wells, lakes, springs (69,786 acres) and 750 foot buffers on the Colorado River and Fisher Creek (4,590
acres) provides greater protection for wildlife habitat as compared to Alternative A with larger buffer
distances (170 feet larger) and additional acreage (23,881 more acres). Impacts to habitat for special status
fish and other special status species would be similar to Alternative A. However the larger area of
protection would allow for greater protection of aquatic, riparian, wetland, and upland habitat; greater
access to water sources for wildlife, less disturbance or disruption of special status wildlife from mineral
development, and access to uninterrupted, contiguous habitat for wildlife movement or migration.
Measures to protect water quality in aquifers and watersheds from mineral development include applying
a CSU stipulation to important spring areas requiring a hydrologic assessment prior to conducting any
mineral operations (38,056 acres), applying the Baseline CSU stipulation to the Courthouse Wash
Watershed (51,790 acres) and applying a CSU stipulation requiring closed loop drilling to this watershed,
applying the Baseline CSU stipulation to the Salt Wash Watershed (61,925 acres), and applying BMPs for
the protection of shallow and potential unconsolidated aquifers. This management could support
downstream special status fish habitat and provide clean water sources for special status wildlife use.
Alternative A did not address these water resources.
Impacts to special status species from applying an NSO stipulation to the suitable WSR segments along the
Colorado and Green Rivers would be the same as Alternative A.
Applying a CSU stipulation for conducting surveys to avoid special status plants would directly protect
these plants and surrounding habitat from removal, soil loss, erosion, and reduced population numbers
(61,591 acres). The CSU stipulation could also reduce damage or removal of special status wildlife cover
and forage, reduce fragmentation of habitat, and reduce disturbance of wildlife.

Impacts Specific to Alternative B1 Only
Not issuing oil and gas leases within PLAs (103,619 acres) could reduce the concentration of development
and redundant infrastructure within the PLAs, resulting in less damage or removal of vegetation, which
could allow for more contiguous special status species habitat, and would create fewer disturbed areas of
lost or damaged habitat compared to Alternative A. However, 43 percent of the Hatch Point PLA contains
existing oil and gas leases. Therefore, there is potential for concurrent development of oil and gas and
potash on these existing leases and a greater likelihood for adverse impacts to special status species in the
Hatch Point PLA. The reduction of surface disturbance could reduce the potential for the introduction and
spread of invasive, non-native plant species, supporting intact habitat and desired forage and cover for
special status species. Reducing the level of development within PLAs could reduce runoff into aquatic
systems, preventing siltation of spawning habitat, improving water quality, and preventing erosion of
streambanks. Reducing runoff and erosion would protect riparian and other vegetation from damage or
further soil loss and could reduce the potential for the introduction and spread of invasive, non-native plant
species, providing additional protection to downstream habitat and corridor function. Less surface
disturbance could provide higher quality habitat for special status species compared to Alternative A, where
this management is not applied. Alternative B1 does not allow potash leasing on 681,948 acres within the
Planning Area, which would minimize adverse impacts to special status species from concurrent oil and
gas and potash development, including potash processing facilities as compared to Alternative A.
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A phased approach to potash leasing could help reduce impacts to special status species as compared to
Alternative A. By testing the feasibility of potash development, unnecessary surface disturbance would be
avoided and appropriate mitigation measures applied. These measures could benefit special status species.
Applying a CSU stipulation to all potash leases that requires processing facilities to be located within a
PPFA within 42,492 acres would localize the disturbance and infrastructure to the PPFAs (located in areas
of lower quality habitat and where infrastructure is already in place) and prevent large-scale disturbance
and habitat loss from potash processing in other areas in the Planning Area. The PPFAs could minimize
the amount of disturbance from potash processing as compared to Alternative A where 210,884 acres of
open areas or possibly 440,386 acres of lands with CSU and TL stipulations could be developed for potash
processing. Limiting the area available for PPFAs in Alternative B1 could reduce the overall loss of habitat
by preventing the location of facilities outside of the PPFAs in areas with more sensitive habitat and in a
reduction in the amount of surface disturbance (from 4,216 acres to 3,037 acres) associated with processing
facilities as compared to Alternative A. Table 4-57 shows the types of vegetation within the proposed
PPFAs and Table 4-51 shows the acres of special status species habitat within the PPFAs.
Within the PPFAs, an NSO stipulation for ephemeral drainages would protect habitat for terrestrial special
status wildlife and special status plant species, with the largest areas of habitat protection for the burrowing
owl (1,687 acres) and Mexican spotted owl (104 acres) (Table 4-51). Habitat for other special status
species, such as kit fox, Paradox breadroot (Pediomelum aromaticum var. tuhyi), and fringed myotis would
be protected within 1,627 acres of salt desert shrub and 239 acres of pinyon-juniper within the NSO areas.
The remaining CSU/TL areas would allow for controlled development, with the greatest possible losses of
vegetation types being within salt desert shrub (21,566 acres) and sagebrush (8,075 acres). Habitat for the
burrowing owl (25,428 acres) has the greatest area of overlap with the CSU/TL stipulation areas, with much
smaller areas of habitat for Gunnison prairie dog (2,766 acres), and 2,502 acres of bald eagle habitat.

Table 4-51. Special Status Species Habitat by Potash Leasing Stipulation within the Potash
Processing Facility Areas for Alternatives B1 and D (only)
Leasing Stipulation

PPFA
Alternative B1
(acres)

PPFA
Alternative D
(acres)

Mexican Spotted Owl Habitat (Threatened)
CSU/TL

889

889

NSO

104

104

Southwestern Willow Flycatcher (Endangered) and Yellow-billed Cuckoo Habitat (Threatened)
CSU/TL

17

17

NSO

10

10

CSU/TL

0

0

NSO

0

0

Endangered Colorado River Fish Habitat

Gunnison Prairie Dog Habitat (BLM Special Status Species)
CSU/TL
NSO

2,766

2,766

112

112

Ferruginous Hawk Habitat (BLM Special Status Species)
CSU/TL
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PPFA
Alternative B1
(acres)

PPFA
Alternative D
(acres)

171

171

Burrowing Owl Habitat (BLM Special Status Species)
CSU/TL

25,428

25,423

NSO

1,687

1,693

Bald Eagle Habitat (BLM Special Status Species)
CSU/TL

2,502

2,502

190

190

CSU/TL

936

936

NSO

47

47

NSO

Sensitive Plant Habitat

Under Alternative B1, there are zero acres managed as open to oil and gas and potash leasing with standard
terms and conditions as compared with the 210,884 acres in Alternative A. Therefore, Alternative B1 could
result in less mineral development and damage or removal of special status species habitat as compared to
Alternative A.
Applying CSU and TL stipulations could reduce damage or loss of vegetation resources within 228,926
acres for oil and gas. Applying CSU stipulations, which includes the Baseline CSU stipulation, could
minimize density of disturbance, reduce conflicts of development, and support reclamation and mitigation
activities when development does occur. These CSU stipulations could reduce or minimize surface
disturbance, reduce removal or degradation of habitat for special status species, provide additional
protections for special status wildlife habitat, and could provide offsite reclamation for areas that are
developed. Minimizing density of development could allow for fewer barriers of movement for wildlife
species from well pads and other infrastructure, and could reduce fragmentation of habitat. Reducing
habitat fragmentation could protect special status wildlife from human and other disturbance and could
provide larger areas for species to breed, nest, migrate, forage, seek cover, and complete their life histories.
This would provide additional levels of protection for special status species as compared to Alternative A.
The CSU stipulations could reduce soil erosion and runoff into nearby riparian areas, leading to less
sedimentation of spawning habitat, and could maintain or improve water quality for special status species.
Impacts to special status wildlife from TL stipulations would be the same as those described under
Alternative A.
Applying an NSO stipulation for mineral leasing would prevent surface-disturbing activities from mineral
development within 452,269 acres, 318,695 more acres as compared to Alternative A. Impacts to habitat
for special status species would be similar to Alternative A; however, a much larger area of land would be
protected from surface-disturbing activities from mineral development. The NSO stipulation would protect
larger areas of habitat for Mexican spotted owl (278,146 acres), burrowing owl (145,014 acres) and bald
eagle (64,497 acres) than Alternative A (Table 4-50). As in Alternative A, Jones cycladenia is managed
with an NSO stipulation. Vegetation types that provide habitat for special status wildlife species would
have larger areas of protection under the NSO stipulation: 82,334 more acres of blackbrush habitat, 138,265
more acres of pinyon-juniper, and 46,574 more acres of salt desert shrub would be protected compared to
Alternative A. Special status species such as short-eared owl, ferruginous hawk, kit fox, fringed myotis,
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and Stage-station milkvetch (Astragalus sabulous var. vehiculus) may occupy these three habitat types
protected within lands managed with an NSO stipulation (UDWR 2005b).
Impacts to habitat for special status species from closing 753 acres to oil and gas leasing would be the same
as described under Alternative A.
Potash leasing would only occur within the PLAs (103,619 acres), with 57,620 of these acres available for
potash leasing with CSU and TL stipulations, and the remaining 45,999 acres are available with NSO
stipulations. Table 4-52 shows the acres of habitat for special status species within the NSO and CSU
stipulations. Overlap of habitat within the NSO is greatest for the Mexican spotted owl (21,235 acres)
burrowing owl (9,608 acres) and bald eagle (13,200 acres) where land would be protected from surface
disturbance from potash leases. Development could occur within the CSU acres, subject to the leasing
stipulations within habitat for the burrowing owl (22,256 acres), bald eagle (13,983 acres), Mexican spotted
owl (11,401 acres), and sensitive plant habitat (232 acres). Impacts to special status species habitat from
potash leasing would be very similar to impacts from oil and gas leasing described above; however, the
amount of land disturbed in potash leases is somewhat larger due to larger well pad footprints and additional
infrastructure, 3.7 acres for oil and gas compared to 4.5 acres for potash.

Table 4-52. Special Status Species Habitat by Potash Leasing Stipulation within the Potash
Leasing Areas for Alternatives B1 and D (only)
Leasing Stipulation

PLA
Alternative B1
(acres)

PLA
Alternative D
(acres)

Mexican Spotted Owl Habitat (Threatened)
CSU/TL

11,401

11,430

NSO

21,235

21,206

Southwestern Willow Flycatcher (Endangered) and Yellow-billed Cuckoo Habitat (Threatened)
CSU/TL
NSO

16

28

1,072

1,060

0

0

624

624

Endangered Colorado River Fish Habitat
CSU/TL
NSO

Gunnison Prairie Dog Habitat (BLM Special Status Species)
CSU/TL

0

0

NSO

0

0

Ferruginous Hawk Habitat (BLM Special Status Species)
CSU/TL

0

0

NSO

0

0

Burrowing Owl Habitat (BLM Special Status Species)
CSU/TL

22,256

22,449

NSO

9,608

9,415

Bald Eagle Habitat (BLM Special Status Species)
CSU/TL
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PLA
Alternative B1
(acres)

PLA
Alternative D
(acres)

13,200

13,200

232

444

2,603

2,391

Sensitive Plant Habitat
CSU/TL
NSO

Under Alternative B1, approximately 681,948 acres are deferred for potash leasing and development as
compared to Alternative A where 651,240 acres are available as open with standard terms and conditions
(open) and with minor constraints (CSU and TL stipulations). Alternative B1 provides far less acreage
(593,620 acres) managed as open and with minor constraints for potash leasing and development than
Alternative A. The area deferred for potash leasing in Alternative B1 would prevent damage or loss of
wildlife habitat from potash development outside of the PLAs, reduce disturbance to wildlife from the
presence of humans, vehicles or machinery, reduce erosion or runoff, and support an intact ecosystem. Oil
and gas development would still occur within those areas deferred for potash leasing, but there would be
less density of disturbance from overlapping development and infrastructure. Reduction in surface
disturbance could reduce soil loss, erosion, or sedimentation of streambeds, could support water quality,
and provide protection of habitat for fisheries and other aquatic species.
Under Alternative B1, the TL stipulation for mineral leasing to prohibit surface-disturbing activities on
saline soils would only apply within 49,915 acres. The TL stipulation would not apply within the PPFAs
which could result in habitat damage or removal, erosion, and runoff of saline soils into nearby riparian
areas, which could affect water quality and streambed conditions. However, an additional CSU stipulation
within the PPFAs would require offsite mitigation of any disturbance of saline soils within these areas
(18,360 acres) and sagebrush-steppe (8,075 acres). Offsite mitigation could eventually provide soil
stability, reduced erosion, improve sagebrush-steppe habitat, and new seral stages of habitat where
rehabilitation efforts are successful.
Minimizing impacts to sagebrush steppe in areas of moderately high to very high ecological intactness
through the Baseline CSU stipulation could reduce damage or loss of sagebrush steppe habitat to a greater
degree and with more consistency than Alternative A (11,269 acres). As part of the Baseline CSU
stipulation, offsite mitigation could support new areas of sagebrush steppe habitat if regeneration were
successful; however, restoration of this vegetation community can take between 10 to 50 years depending
on climate, soil quality, and other factors. An additional CSU stipulation under Alternative B1 for PPFAs
(8,075 acres of sagebrush) could offset some losses of sagebrush steppe habitat from development of
processing facilities through additional offsite mitigation and could provide future sources of forage over
the long-term if revegetation efforts are successful. Minimizing the loss of sagebrush steppe and mitigation
efforts could continue to regenerate sagebrush steppe habitat for special status species such as Gunnison
prairie dog, short-eared owl, ferruginous hawk and fringed myotis within the Planning Area as revegetation
efforts are completed.

Impacts Specific to Alternative B2 Only
In Alternative B2, the entire Planning Area would be open only for oil and gas leasing subject to the
appropriate leasing stipulations. The Planning Area (785,567 acres) would be closed to potash leasing,
which would reduce impacts to special status species that would result from the concurrent development of
oil and gas and potash as described in Alternative A. The impacts to special status species from the limited
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potash development provided in Alternative B1 would be greater than the exclusion of potash development
in Alterative B2.
Alternative B2 would substitute oil and gas well drilling for potash well drilling within the PLAs established
in Alternative B1 and the impacts to special status species would be similar. The major difference between
Alternative B1 and Alternative B2 is that Alternative B2 eliminates the 3,037 acres of surface disturbance,
and the associated potential adverse impacts to special status species, that could result from the construction
of potash processing facilities within the 42,492 acres of PPFAs established in Alternative B1.
Managing the entire Planning Area as open only for oil and gas leasing (closed to potash leasing) would
prevent damage or loss of special status species habitat from potash leasing and development and could
reduce disturbance to special status wildlife from the presence of humans, vehicles or machinery, reduce
erosion or runoff, and could help reduce habitat fragmentation from potash drilling operations, processing
facilities, and associated infrastructure.
The reduction of habitat loss or disturbance could reduce displacement of special status wildlife, allow for
more contiguous habitat for migration or movement corridors, and prevent openings in habitat where
invasive, non-native species could establish, spread, and cause further losses of habitat and habitat function.
Oil and gas development would still occur within these acres, but there would be less density of disturbance
from overlapping oil and gas and potash development and infrastructure. Reduction in surface disturbance
could reduce soil loss, erosion, or sedimentation of streambeds, and could support water quality and provide
protection of habitat for special status fish and other special status species. Reduced surface disturbance
could also protect special status plant species from removal or damage, soil loss and erosion, and the
increased risk of habitat loss from the introduction or spread of invasive, non-native plant species.
Under Alternative B2, there are zero acres managed as open to oil and gas leasing with standard terms and
conditions as compared to 210,884 in Alternative A. Therefore, Alternative B2 could result in less damage
or removal of special status wildlife habitat as compared to Alternative A.
CSU and TL stipulations to oil and gas leasing would have the same impacts to special status species as
those described in Alternative B1.
Applying an NSO stipulation for oil and gas leasing would prevent surface development within 499,008
acres, 365,434 more acres as compared to Alternative A and a similar amount of acreage as compared to
Alternative B1. Impacts to special status species habitat would be the same as those described under
Alternative B1, and less than those described under Alternative A.
Impacts to special status species from closing 753 acres to oil and gas leasing would be the same as
described under Alternative A.
Impacts to habitat for special status species from applying a TL stipulation to saline soils would be the same
as those described in Alternative A.
Minimizing impacts to sagebrush steppe through a CSU stipulation could reduce loss of sagebrush steppe
vegetation to a greater degree than Alternative A. Impacts to habitat for special status species would be the
same as described under Alternative B1.
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Impacts from Alternative C

In Alternative C, the entire Planning Area would be open only for oil and gas leasing subject to the
appropriate leasing stipulations. The Planning Area (785,567 acres) would be closed to potash leasing,
which would result in the same impacts to special status species as those described in Alternative B2.
Closing the existing Three Rivers mineral withdrawal (23,441 acres) and suitable WSR segments along the
Colorado and Green Rivers to mineral leasing (19,347 acres) could provide greater protection to special
status fish and riparian species compared to Alternatives A and B. The closure would provide greater
protection to special status species because it could limit development from adjacent lands. The closure
would protect riparian and upland vegetation, reduce sedimentation and siltation of streambeds and
spawning habitat, protect fisheries, and support water quality. Habitat for endangered Colorado River fish
(14,654 acres) would be protected from degradation, channel alteration, and changes in streamflow velocity.
Wildlife that use riparian, upland, and wetland habitat such as Western yellow-billed cuckoo, bald eagle,
and Southwestern willow flycatcher, would benefit from the undisturbed habitat, forage, and the reduced
presence of humans and machinery associated with mineral leasing.
Impacts to habitat for special status species from maximizing oil and gas lease size and thus reducing or
eliminating redundant infrastructure from oil and gas development would be the same as those described in
Alternative B.
Applying the Baseline CSU stipulation for oil and gas leasing and development, could reduce surface
disturbance when compared to Alternative A. Impacts to habitat for special status species would be similar
to Alternatives B1 and B2.
Under Alternative C, as in Alternatives B1 and B2, there are zero acres managed as open to oil and gas and
potash leasing with standard terms and conditions as compared with the 210,884 acres in Alternative A.
Therefore, Alternative C could result in less damage or removal of special status wildlife habitat as
compared to Alternative A.
Alternative C applies CSU and TL stipulations to oil and gas leasing on 54,799 acres, which is much less
acreage than Alternatives A and B. While Alternative C has fewer acres that are managed with a CSU or
TL stipulation, these acres are managed more restrictively (NSO and closed). Thus, Alternative C provides
more protection to special status species than do Alternatives A and B.
Applying an NSO stipulation in Alternative C to oil and gas leasing would prevent surface-disturbing
activities from oil and gas development on 550,599 acres, which is 412,496 more acres as compared to
Alternative A, and 51,511 acres more than Alternatives B1 and B2. Impacts would be similar to those
described under Alternatives A, B1, and B2, but would apply to a much larger area, allowing for greater
habitat connectivity for species breeding, nesting, and migration; reductions in disturbance from human
presence, mineral development activities, and vehicles; and overall protection of sensitive habitat for special
status species. In Alternative C, pinyon-juniper would receive the largest area of protection from the NSO
stipulation (223,391 acres, Table 4-55), which provides habitat for species, such as ferruginous hawk,
Townsend’s big-eared bat, and fringed myotis (UDWR 2005b). Blackbrush would also receive greater
protection than Alternative A (98,003 more acres, 133,438 total acres) providing species such as Great
Plains toad and kit fox with greater continuity of habitat, reduced conflicts with vehicles and humans, and
less damage or disturbance of habitat from mineral leasing activities (U.S. Forest Service [USFS] 2013).
The largest areas of habitat for special status species protected under this alternative are 252,101 acres of
Mexican spotted owl habitat, 203,238 acres of burrowing owl habitat, and 98,363 acres of bald eagle habitat
(Table 4-50).
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Under Alternative C, closing 180,169 acres to oil and gas leasing and development would preclude surface
disturbance on 179,416 more acres than Alternatives A, B1, and B2. Impacts to special status species would
be similar to those described under Alternative A, but would apply to far more acres of special status species
habitat.
The largest plant communities that provide habitat to special status species that are closed in Alternative C
include pinyon-juniper (77,728 acres, which is 77,200 acres more than Alternative A) and blackbrush
(53,109 acres, which is 53,067 acres more than Alternative A), which would provide undisturbed habitat
for nearly every special status species listed in Table 4-50. Under Alternative C, 112,819 acres of Mexican
spotted owl habitat, 60,749 acres of burrowing owl habitat, and 19,230 acres of sensitive plant habitat are
closed to oil and gas leasing and development. All Jones cycladenia is managed as closed to mineral leasing
in Alternative C, thereby providing greater protection than found in Alternatives A and B.
Impacts to habitat for special status species from applying a TL stipulation to saline soils would be the same
as those described in Alternatives A and B.
Impacts to habitat for special status species from applying a CSU stipulation for offsite reclamation for
areas of saline soils would be the same as those described in Alternative B. There is no requirement for
offsite reclamation in Alternative A.
Applying a CSU stipulation on slopes between 21 percent and 30 percent and avoiding development, where
possible, could reduce or prevent surface disturbance to special status species habitat, protect vegetation
and soils from damage or loss, and could prevent or reduce erosion. The stipulations could minimize
damage or loss of hillside and downslope habitat and could prevent landslides and heavy erosion on slopes
thereby reducing larger losses of habitat (46,525 acres). Erosion control plans could reduce vegetation
damage or loss, soil loss, and runoff in areas where development occurs. Applying an NSO to slopes more
than 30 percent would provide direct protection of special status species habitat from damage or removal
in areas with potential for heavy runoff and erosion when disturbed (134,594 acres). Mexican spotted owl,
big-eared bat, and Canyonlands lomatium habitat could be protected by the NSO and CSU stipulations,
which could minimize or prevent disturbance to soils, forage, cover, and travel corridors. Preventing or
reducing erosion, soil loss and runoff would reduce sedimentation of spawning gravel, and would protect
in-stream habitat for special status fish from reduced water quality and channel degradation. These
stipulations provide more protection for special status species habitat located along steep slopes than is
provided in Alternatives A and B because Alternative C provides an NSO stipulation to slopes greater than
30 percent.
Applying an NSO stipulation to preclude mineral activities within public water reserves, 100-year
floodplains and within 650 feet of intermittent and perennial streams, rivers, riparian areas, wetlands, water
wells, lakes, and springs (91,558 acres) provides the greatest protection to special status species habitat as
compared to Alternative A, with larger buffer distances (330 feet larger) and additional riparian areas
(41,063 more acres). Impacts to special status species habitat would be similar to those described in
Alternative A; however, the larger area of protection would support endangered Colorado River fishes and
allow for greater protection of aquatic, riparian, wetland, and upland habitat. The management would
provide greater access to water sources for wildlife, reduce disturbance or disruption of special status
wildlife from mineral development, and provide access to uninterrupted, contiguous habitat for wildlife
movement or migration. Applying an NSO stipulation to preclude mineral activities within 1,000 feet of
the Colorado River and Fisher Creek (6,883 acres) would allow for additional protection of wetland and
riparian habitat within or adjacent to these areas, and provide greater protection of habitat for special status
fish. Applied here, the stipulation allows for 2,293 more acres as compared to Alternative B.
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Applying an NSO stipulation to important spring areas (38,056 acres) including the Courthouse Wash
Watershed (51,790 acres) and Salt Wash Watershed (61,925 acres) would protect water quality in adjacent
aquifers and watersheds from contaminants or diminished water quality resulting from mineral
development activities. This management would protect habitat for fish and other aquatic species, prevent
degradation of riparian and wetland habitat, and provide clean water sources for wildlife use. Special status
wildlife that use riparian and wetland habitat such as the bald eagle, Southwestern willow flycatcher,
yellow-billed cuckoo, and Western red bat, would benefit from the additional protection of water resources.
Alternative C with its NSO stipulations provides greater protection than the CSU stipulation provided in
Alternative B. Alternative A does not specifically address important spring areas and the Courthouse and
Salt Wash Watersheds.
Impacts to habitat for special status species from minimizing impacts to sagebrush steppe through the
Baseline CSU stipulation and BMPs would be similar to Alternative B (11,269 acres), but the CSU would
apply to all ecological conditions of sagebrush steppe habitat, protecting a much larger area of sagebrush
steppe habitat for special status species (68,272 acres). This management would provide the greatest
protection to sagebrush-obligate special status species such as Gunnison prairie dog, kit fox, and
ferruginous hawk (UDWR 2005b). Alternative A does not specifically address sagebrush steppe habitat.
Impacts to habitat for special status species by applying BMPs for oil and gas leasing and development
would be the same as those described in Alternative B.
Impacts to special status species from conducting surveys to avoid special status plants would be the same
as those described in Alternative B.
Under Alternative C, a CSU stipulation to restrict noise would be applied to mineral operations. This
management could reduce disturbance of special status wildlife and prevent disruption to species during
sensitive timeframes. Wildlife can become stressed and will flee or abandon habitat when noise reaches
certain levels, with the level of noise sensitivity varying among wildlife species. Preventing or reducing
disturbance to special status wildlife would allow species to remain in high quality habitat with access to
preferred cover and forage, which could reduce stress, and support reproductive success. A lease stipulation
to address noise is not applied in Alternatives A or B. Therefore, Alternative C reduces impacts to special
status species from noise generated from oil and gas operations as compared to Alternatives A and B.

4.17.6

Impacts from Alternative D

Impacts to habitat for special status species from applying an NSO for the Three Rivers mineral withdrawal
would be the same as Alternatives A and B.
Impacts to habitat for special status species from maximizing lease size and thus reducing or eliminating
redundant infrastructure from oil and gas development would be the same as those described in
Alternatives B and C.
Impacts to habitat for special status species from not issuing oil and gas leases within PLAs (103,619 acres)
would be the same those described in Alternative B1.
Impacts to habitat for special status species from applying a CSU stipulation to all potash leases that requires
processing facilities to be located within a PPFA (42,492 acres) would be similar to Alternative B1;
however, an exception could allow for a small-scale potash processing facility within the PLAs, allowing
an additional disturbance of up to 100 acres. If the smaller potash processing facility were to be developed,
damage, degradation, or removal of habitat for special status species would occur within the 100 acres,
along with fragmentation of habitat. Disturbance from humans, construction activities, or vehicle traffic
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could occur during construction and operation of the facilities. Direct habitat loss or degradation of habitat
could force special status raptors or other wildlife to relocate to other areas where competition for forage
and other habitat resources could increase. Increased competition for resources could lead to decreased
health and reproduction and could result in increased predation or mortality. Invasive, non-native plant
species could be introduced and spread by vehicles and machinery during operation of the facilities, which
could change vegetation composition and function, making habitat inhospitable for native plant species and
could lead to further losses of habitat. Additionally, erosion or runoff could damage or degrade habitat for
special status fish and other aquatic or riparian species.
Table 4-53 shows the acres of special status species habitat by potash leasing stipulation within the proposed
PPFAs. Impacts to special status species would be nearly the same as described in Alternative B1. There
are only very minimal differences for the number of acres of habitat protected by an NSO stipulation for
ephemeral drainages as well as the number of acres within CSU/TL stipulations for Alternatives B1 and D.

Table 4-53. Special Status Species Habitat within the Potash Processing Facility Areas by
Potash Leasing Stipulation for Alternatives B1 and D (only)
Leasing Stipulation

PPFA
Alternative B1
(acres)

PPFA
Alternative D
(acres)

Mexican Spotted Owl Habitat (Threatened)
CSU/TL

889

889

NSO

104

104

Southwestern Willow Flycatcher (Endangered) and Yellow-billed Cuckoo Habitat (Threatened)
CSU/TL

17

17

NSO

10

10

CSU/TL

0

0

NSO

0

0

Endangered Colorado River Fish Habitat

Gunnison Prairie Dog Habitat (BLM Special Status Species)
CSU/TL
NSO

2,766

2,766

112

112

Ferruginous Hawk Habitat (BLM Special Status Species)
CSU/TL
NSO

2,158

2,158

171

171

Burrowing Owl Habitat (BLM Special Status Species)
CSU/TL

25,428

25,423

NSO

1,687

1,693

Bald Eagle Habitat (BLM Special Status Species)
CSU/TL
NSO

2,502

2,502

190

190

936

936

Sensitive Plant Habitat
CSU/TL
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PPFA
Alternative B1
(acres)

PPFA
Alternative D
(acres)

47

47

Applying the Baseline CSU stipulation in Alternative D for all mineral development on 213,218 acres
(these acres are included in the total acres of CSU stipulations), could reduce surface disturbance when
compared to Alternative A, which primarily consists of timing limitations. Impacts to habitat for special
status species from the Baseline CSU stipulation would be the same as described under Alternative B, but
would apply to slightly more acres in Alternative D (5,033 more acres).
Alternative D provides exceptions to some of the mineral stipulations, including an NSO stipulation to
protect visual resources, the Baseline CSU stipulation, and the CSU stipulation for potash leases that would
allow small-scale potash processing facilities within PLAs. These exceptions could result in additional
development activity, surface disturbance, and habitat loss, along with additional habitat fragmentation,
additional erosion, sedimentation of spawning habitat, degradation of special status fish and riparian species
habitat.
Under Alternative D, as in Alternatives B1, B2, and C there are zero acres managed as open to oil and gas
and potash leasing with standard terms and conditions as compared with the 210,884 acres in Alternative A.
Therefore, Alternative D could result in the less damage or removal of special status wildlife habitat as
compared to Alternatives A.
Applying CSU and TL stipulations in Alternative D to oil and gas leasing on 230,675 acres would result in
similar impacts to special status species as those described in Alternatives B1 and B2. While Alternative D
has 209,781 fewer acres than Alternative A that are managed with a CSU or TL stipulation, all of these
acres are managed more restrictively (NSO and closed) in Alternative D. Thus, Alternative D provides
more protection to special status species than does Alternative A. While Alternative D has 175,966 more
acres than Alternative C that are managed with a CSU or TL stipulation, the majority of these acres are
managed more restrictively in Alternative C. Thus, Alternative C provides more protection to special status
species than does Alternative D.
Applying an NSO stipulation in Alternative D to oil and gas leasing would prevent surface-disturbing
activities from oil and gas development on 305,899 acres, which is 172,325 more acres as compared to
Alternative A, but 245,700 acres fewer than Alternative C. While Alternatives B1 and B2 manage 146,390
more acres with an NSO stipulation as opposed to Alternative D, the majority of these 146,390 acres are
managed as closed in Alternative D. Thus, Alternative D provides more protection to special status species
than do Alternatives A, B1, and B2, but less protection in Alternative C. The largest areas of habitat
protected are pinyon-juniper (146,998 acres), blackbrush (72,306 acres), and a much larger area of
sagebrush (23,183 acres), which are protected in Alternative D (21,887 more acres than Alternative A).
Habitat for species such as ferruginous hawk, Townsend’s big-eared bat, fringed myotis, Mexican spotted
owl, and Gunnison prairie dog would be protected in Alternative D within the areas managed with an NSO
stipulation (UDWR 2005b). Larger areas of habitat for sensitive plants (25,520 acres), bald eagle (51,465
acres), and burrowing owl (88,674 acres) are protected compared to Alternative A (Table 4-50).
Closing 145,284 acres to oil and gas leasing in Alternative D, 144,531 more acres than Alternatives A and
B, would prevent damage or loss of habitat for special status species from development activities, would
retain stable soil resources, prevent erosion or runoff, and protect an intact ecosystem. Impacts to habitat
for special status species would be similar to Alternatives A and B, but would cover a much larger area.
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Under Alternative D, the largest areas of habitat protected within the closed areas would be blackbrush
(45,605 acres) and pinyon-juniper (60,255 acres) which contain habitat ferruginous hawk, Townsend’s bigeared bat, Paradox breadroot, fringed myotis, Trotter’s oreoxis, and Mexican spotted owl (UDWR 2005b).
All Jones cycladenia is managed as closed to mineral leasing in Alternative D, thereby providing greater
protection than found in Alternatives A and B, and the same protection as provided in Alternative C. Habitat
for special status species would be protected within the closed areas where it was not under Alternative A
for ferruginous hawk (294 acres), and sensitive plants (18,886 acres) plus 55,388 acres more for the
burrowing owl (compared to 22 acres in Alternative A). The acreage closed in Alternative D is 34,885
fewer acres than Alternative C. Therefore, Alternative C provides the most protection to special status
species.
In Alternative D, potash leasing would only be permitted within the PLAs (103,619 acres), with 57,308 of
these acres available for potash leasing with CSU and TL stipulations, and the remaining 45,311 acres
available with NSO stipulations. Impacts to habitat for special status species from well drilling would be
very similar to those impacts from oil and gas. Impacts to habitat for special status species from potash
leasing would be similar to those described under Alternative B1, but with only slight changes in acres
protected by lease stipulations. Special status species habitat protected under the NSO and CSU stipulations
for potash leasing is very similar between Alternatives B1 and D with the only minor differences between
the alternatives (Table 4-54).

Table 4-54. Special Status Species Habitat within the Potash Leasing Areas by Potash
Leasing Stipulation for Alternatives B1 and D (only)
Leasing Stipulation

PLA
Alternative B1
(acres)

PLA
Alternative D
(acres)

Mexican Spotted Owl Habitat (Threatened)
CSU

11,401

11,430

NSO

21,235

21,206

Southwestern Willow Flycatcher (Endangered) and Yellow-billed Cuckoo Habitat (Threatened)
CSU

16

28

NSO

1,072

1,060

CSU

0

0

NSO

624

624

Endangered Colorado River Fish Habitat

Gunnison Prairie Dog Habitat (BLM Special Status Species)
CSU

0

0

NSO

0

0

Ferruginous Hawk Habitat (BLM Special Status Species)
CSU

0

0

NSO

0

0

Burrowing Owl Habitat (BLM Special Status Species)
CSU

22,256

22,449

NSO

9,608

9,415
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PLA
Alternative B1
(acres)

PLA
Alternative D
(acres)

Bald Eagle Habitat (BLM Special Status Species)
CSU

13,983

13,983

NSO

13,200

13,200

CSU

232

444

NSO

2,603

2,391

Sensitive Plant Habitat

Applying a CSU stipulation to all potash leases that requires processing facilities to be located within a
PPFA would have the same impacts to special status species as those described in Alternative B1.
Alternatives B2 and C do not provide for potash leasing. As a result, there would be no impacts to special
status species from establishing PPFAs.
Impacts to habitat for special status species from closing approximately 681,948 acres to potash leasing are
the same as those described in Alternative B1. However, Alternatives B2 and C close the entire Planning
Area to potash leasing and development and therefore provide the greatest protection to special status
species.
Impacts to habitat for special status species by applying a TL stipulation to saline soils within would be the
same as those described under Alternative B1.
Impacts to habitat for special status species from applying a CSU stipulation for offsite reclamation for
areas of saline soils would be the same as those described in Alternative B.
Impacts to habitat for special status species from applying a CSU stipulation for slopes greater than 21
percent would be the same as those described in Alternative B.
Impacts to habitat for special status species from applying an NSO stipulation to preclude mineral activities
within public water reserves, 100-year floodplains and within 500 feet of intermittent and perennial streams,
rivers, riparian areas, wetlands, water wells, lakes, and springs (69,786 acres, and applying an NSO
stipulation to preclude mineral activities within 750 feet of the Colorado River and Fisher Creek (4,590
acres) would be the same as those described under Alternative B. Additionally, the impacts would be more
than those described in Alternative C.
Impacts to habitat for special status species from applying an NSO stipulation to the suitable WSR segments
along the Colorado and Green Rivers would be the same as those described in Alternatives A and B, but
more than those described in Alternative C.
Impacts to habitat for special status species from minimizing impacts to sagebrush steppe through the
Baseline CSU stipulation would be the same as those described in Alternatives B1, B2, and C. In addition,
applying a CSU stipulation requiring compensatory mitigation outside the area of impact in sagebrushsteppe habitat within PPFAs would have the same impacts to special status species as those described in
Alternative B1.
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Impacts to habitat for special status species from applying BMPs for mineral leasing and development and
from conducting surveys to avoid special status plants would be the same as those described in
Alternative B.
Impacts to habitat for special status species from applying a CSU stipulation for noise mitigation would be
the same as those described in Alternative C.
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VEGETATION

This section presents potential impacts to vegetation resources from implementing management actions
presented in Chapter 2. Existing conditions concerning vegetation resources are described in Chapter 3.

4.18.1

Assumptions

•

Adequate vegetative ground cover and species composition for site stabilization typically would
occur within 10 to 15 years in shrub communities and 15 to 20 years in desert communities.

•

Re-establishment of slow growing vegetation, such as trees and shrubs, in disturbed areas would
create a vegetative landscape similar to adjacent undisturbed lands in excess of 100 years.

•

All plant communities would be managed toward achieving a mix of species composition, cover,
and age classes across the landscape.

•

The degree of impact attributed to any one disturbance or series of disturbances would be
influenced by several factors, including location; the type, time, and degree of disturbance; existing
vegetation, precipitation, and mitigating actions applied to the disturbance.

•

Noxious and invasive weeds would continue to be introduced and spread as a result of ongoing
vehicle traffic in and out of the Planning Area, recreational activities, wildlife and livestock grazing
and movements, and surface-disturbing activities.

4.18.2

Impacts Common to All Alternatives

The following discussions represent impacts on vegetation resources that would not vary by alternative.
Management to support air quality and the use of dust abatement measures could support vegetation
resources by preventing dust accumulation on foliage and reducing airborne pollutants or particulate matter
that could damage vegetation.
BMPs for water quality could support the health of upland and riparian vegetation resources through
continued availability of water resources and could protect water quality, further supporting riparian
vegetation resources.
Management to protect special status species, wildlife, and associated habitat would protect vegetation from
surface-disturbing activities either seasonally or throughout the year. Any reduction or prevention of
surface disturbance would protect would prevent damage or loss of vegetation, and reduce soil loss and
erosion.

4.18.3

Impacts from Alternative A (No Action)

Under Alternative A, oil and gas and potash leasing and development could occur concurrently within the
same tract of land, which could result in higher concentrations of development and redundant infrastructure.
Although drilling for oil and gas and potash is similar, the production of potash requires the use of potash
processing facilities, which involve large tracts of land over a long period of time. Any area where oil and
gas and potash leasing and development occurs would cause surface disturbance resulting in both shortterm and long-term vegetation loss and the increased potential for the introduction and spread of invasive,
non-native plant species.
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In Alternative A, allowing oil and gas leasing and development subject to standard lease terms and
conditions would result in the damage or removal of vegetation and damage or loss of soil resources from
the development of well pads and associated infrastructure within the 210,884 acres of open to leasing with
standard terms and conditions (open). Invasive, non-native plant species could be introduced and spread
by vehicles and machinery during development activities, which could change habitat composition and
function, making habitat inhospitable for native plant species and could lead to further losses of native
vegetation.
Approximately 476 acres of vegetation and topsoil could initially be removed for lease development in the
next 15 years, which would result in direct loss of vegetation resources, soil erosion. Disturbed areas would
be vulnerable to the introduction and spread of noxious weeds, leading to additional loss of native
vegetation resources. Over the long-term, reclamation would occur and vegetation would re-establish
within 133 acres, leaving 343 acres of net surface disturbance of vegetation. Reclaimed areas could provide
new areas of native vegetation resources as revegetation efforts are completed.
Applying CSU and TL stipulations in Alternative A to oil and gas leasing could reduce damage or loss of
vegetation resources within 440,386 acres. The TL stipulations would prevent surface disturbance during
specific timeframes, which could support vegetation growth during the periods of closure; however,
disturbance and vegetation removal could still occur outside of the seasonal closures, ultimately leading to
some loss of vegetation from oil and gas development. The CSU stipulations could reduce disturbance to
steep slopes, scenic driving corridors, and VRM Class II areas, minimizing surface disturbance, vegetation
damage or removal, soil loss, erosion and the introduction and spread of invasive, non-native plant species.
In Alternative A, applying an NSO stipulation for oil and gas leasing would prevent surface-disturbing
activities from oil and gas development within the 133,574 acres. The NSO stipulation could protect
vegetation resources from damage or removal, prevent soil loss, and reduce erosion. The prevention of
surface disturbance would reduce the potential for the introduction and spread of invasive, non-native plant
species, supporting the native vegetation communities and ecosystems.
Closing 753 acres to oil and gas leasing in Alternative A would prevent damage or loss of vegetation
resources from development activities, retain stable soil resources, prevent erosion or runoff, and protect
an intact ecosystem. Precluding oil and gas development would prevent the introduction and spread of
invasive, non-native plant species from machinery and vehicles, further supporting native vegetation
communities and ecosystems.
Table 4-55 shows the acres of vegetation cover type that occur within the Planning Area within the areas
that are open and closed for oil and gas leasing, as well as the acres of vegetation types that occur within
the stipulated areas as NSO, CSU, and TL.

Table 4-55. Vegetation Cover Types by Mineral Leasing Category in Alternative A
Mineral Leasing Category
Vegetation Cover Type

Open
(acres)

CSU and TL
(acres)

NSO
(acres)

Closed
(acres)

Unclassified

413

1,299

1,145

35

Blackbrush

76,635

75,598

35,435

42

Disturbed Areas

20

1,975

0

0

Douglas Fir / Mixed Conifer

8

13

0

0

14,865

6,018

2,142

0

Dunes
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Mineral Leasing Category
Vegetation Cover Type

Open
(acres)

CSU and TL
(acres)

NSO
(acres)

Closed
(acres)

Grasslands

7,499

15,405

2,892

7

Invasives

2,284

5,271

3,441

136

Mountain Shrub

63

169

0

0

Pinyon-Juniper

64,731

184,224

68,485

528

Ponderosa Pine

21

10

0

0

Riparian / Wetlands

358

1,377

201

0

Sagebrush

6,174

60,552

1,296

0

Salt Desert Shrub

36,967

86,582

15,451

214

In Alternative A, approximately 1,223 acres of vegetation could be removed for potash well drilling
(production and non-production wells) in the next 15 years, which would result in direct loss of vegetation
resources and topsoil, and could lead to the introduction and spread of invasive, non-native plant species.
Over the long-term, reclamation would occur and vegetation resources could re-establish within 408 acres,
leaving only 815 acres of net surface disturbance of vegetation resources.
Under Alternative A, impacts from the exploration and development of potash leases would be the same as
described for the areas managed for oil and gas leasing as open with standard terms and conditions, the
application of lease stipulations of CSU, TL, and NSO, and closing lands to mineral development.
Management for potash processing could allow processing facilities to be developed where existing
stipulations do not preclude surface disturbance (NSO and closed). This means that potash processing
facilities could be constructed in the 210,884 acres of open to leasing with standards terms and conditions
(open) or possibly within the 440,386 acres of lands with CSU and TL stipulations. Development of
processing facilities could permanently remove up to 3,716 acres for solar evaporation processing or 500
acres for crystallization processing; the loss of vegetation resources would continue through the life of the
Moab MLP. Invasive, non-native plant species could be introduced and spread by vehicles and machinery
during operation of the facilities, which could change vegetation composition and function, making habitat
inhospitable for native plant species and could lead to further losses of native vegetation.
Applying a TL stipulation for mineral leasing (for both oil and gas and potash) prohibiting surfacedisturbing activities on saline soils within 68,275 acres from December 1 to May 31 could seasonally reduce
vegetation damage or removal, reduce soil loss and erosion, and prevent saline runoff, which could damage
sensitive vegetation resources.
Management for salinity control, sensitive soils, drought management, and applying BMPs to all oil and
gas authorizations in accordance to WO IM 2007-021 and the most current version of the Gold Book (could
provide protection to vegetation resources and topsoil, reduce erosion and soil loss, prevent the
establishment or spread of invasive, non-native plant species, and support reclamation and revegetation
efforts. The BMPs could protect vegetation resources during oil and gas development, would provide
guidelines for reclamation, and allow for continued native vegetation communities to establish in the
Planning Area.
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Applying mineral leasing stipulations for steep slopes (Table 4-56) could reduce or prevent surface
disturbance, protect vegetation and soils from damage or loss, and could prevent or reduce erosion. The
stipulations would directly protect or minimize damage or loss of hillside and downslope vegetation and
could prevent landslides and heavy erosion on slopes that could result in larger losses of vegetation
resources. Additional erosion control plans could reduce vegetation damage or loss, soil loss, and runoff
in areas where development occurs.

Table 4-56. Mineral Leasing Stipulations on Steep Slopes by Alternative
Leasing
Stipulation
CSU

NSO
Total Acres

Alternative A
Slope %

Acres

Moab
>30%

79,045

Monticello
21-40%

29,150

Monticello
>40%

42,339

150,534 acres

Alternative B

Alternative C

Alternative D

Slope %

Acres

Slope %

Acres

Slope %

Acres

>21 %

181,119

21-30%

46,525

>21 %

181,119

-

-

>30%

134,594

-

-

181,119

181,119

181,119

Applying an NSO stipulation within public water reserves, 100-year floodplains, within 330 feet of riparian
areas and springs (50,495 acres), would prevent surface disturbance and loss of riparian, wetland or upland
vegetation from mineral development, and reduce the risk of erosion and runoff into riparian and wetland
habitat. Reducing runoff and erosion would protect riparian and other vegetation from damage or further
soil loss and could reduce the potential for the introduction and spread of invasive, non-native plant species,
providing additional protection to downstream vegetation.
Avoiding or minimizing loss of sagebrush steppe habitat could help ensure contiguous and diverse
vegetation communities within the Planning Area and specifically protect the sagebrush steppe vegetation
resources where this management occurs.
The use of native seed mixes for restoration and rehabilitation would support the growth of native vegetation
communities when areas have been rehabilitated. Use of non-native species could help stabilize soils and
prevent erosion in the short-term, and over the long-term could provide stable land for native species to
then re-establish. Preventing the infestation and spread of noxious weeds or controlling noxious weed
species would support the health and vitality of native ecosystems and help to reduce competition with
native species for soil, water, and solar resources, which would allow native plant species to thrive and
provide intact habitat for wildlife.

4.18.4

Impacts from Alternative B

Under Alternative B, maximizing oil and gas lease size and applying the Baseline CSU stipulation to
sensitive resources would result in reducing or eliminating redundant infrastructure from oil and gas
development. This could reduce the amount of vegetation removed or disturbed by development activities,
allowing for more contiguous vegetation communities. Reducing surface disturbance would reduce the
potential for the introduction and spread of invasive, non-native plant species, supporting the native
vegetation communities and ecosystems.
Applying the Baseline CSU stipulation for all mineral development, 208,185 acres in Alternative B1 and
222,289 acres in Alternative B2, could reduce surface disturbance when compared to Alternative A, which
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primarily consists of timing restrictions. The Baseline CSU stipulation could minimize density of
disturbance, reduce conflicts of development, and support reclamation and mitigation activities when
development does occur. The Baseline CSU stipulation could reduce or minimize surface disturbance,
reduce removal of vegetation and soil resources, and could provide reclamation or offsite mitigation of
habitat. The reduction of disturbance could reduce further soil loss and erosion, allow for more contiguous
vegetation resources, and prevent openings in habitat where invasive, non-native species could establish
and spread.
Applying BMPs in Alternative B, as appropriate, to mineral operations (oil and gas and potash) could
provide greater protection to vegetation resources, including sagebrush steppe and blackbrush, prevent the
establishment or spread of invasive, non-native plant species, and protect sensitive soils and other soil
resources as compared to Alternative A. The BMPs include reclamation and restoration requirements and
could allow for regeneration of native vegetation communities as development activities are completed,
which would support overall ecosystem health and provide a variety of seral stages of vegetation.
In Alternative B, applying a CSU stipulation to mineral leasing for offsite reclamation for areas of saline
soils could provide soil stability and help reduce vegetation loss, soil erosion, and runoff if reclamation
efforts were successful. Applying a CSU stipulation for steep slopes greater than 21 percent (Table 4-56)
could directly protect or minimize damage or loss of hillside and downslope vegetation and could prevent
landslides and heavy erosion on slopes that could ultimately result in larger losses of vegetation resources
to a greater degree as compared to Alternative A (181,119 acres). Erosion control plans could reduce
vegetation damage or loss, soil loss, and runoff in areas where development occurs.
Applying an NSO stipulation in Alternative B to preclude mineral activities within public water reserves,
100-year floodplains and within 500 feet of intermittent and perennial streams, rivers, riparian areas,
wetlands, water wells, lakes, and springs (69,786 acres) provides greater protection for vegetation resources
as compared to Alternative A with larger buffer distances (170 feet larger) and additional riparian areas
(19,291 more acres). The larger area of protection would allow for contiguous native vegetation resources
and would allow for fewer disturbances where invasive, non-native plant species could establish and spread.

Impacts Specific to Alternative B1 Only
Not issuing new oil and gas leases within Potash Leasing Areas PLAs (103,619 acres) could help to
minimize adverse impacts to vegetation. These adverse impacts could result from concurrent oil and gas
development and potash development, including potash processing facilities that could occur under
Alternative A. However, 43 percent of the Hatch Point PLA contains existing oil and gas leases. Therefore,
there is potential for concurrent development of oil and gas and potash on these existing leases and a greater
likelihood for adverse impacts to vegetation. Allowing potash leasing and development within PLAs on
103,619 acres could result in impacts to vegetation that may be found in these areas from surface-disturbing
potash related activities. If the acreage encompassed by PLAs were to become available solely for oil and
gas leasing and development, the adverse impacts to visual resources would be similar to or less than the
impacts identified for potash leasing and development. Alternative B1 does not allow potash leasing on
681,948 acres within the Planning Area, which would minimize adverse impacts to vegetation from
concurrent oil and gas and potash development as compared to Alternative A.
A phased approach to potash leasing could help reduce impacts to vegetation as compared to Alternative A.
By testing the feasibility of potash development, unnecessary surface disturbance would be avoided and
appropriate mitigation measures applied. These measures would benefit vegetation.
Applying a CSU stipulation to all potash leases that requires processing facilities to be located within a
PPFA within 42,492 acres would localize the disturbance and infrastructure to the PPFAs and prevent large-
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scale disturbance from potash processing in other areas in the Planning Area. In Alternative A, potash
processing facilities, amounting to 4,216 acres of surface disturbance, could occur anywhere within 210,884
acres of open areas and possibly 440,386 acres of lands with CSU and TL stipulations. Limiting the area
available for PPFAs in Alternative B1 would reduce vegetation loss by preventing the location of facilities
outside of the PPFAs in more sensitive vegetation resources and would reduce the amount of surface
disturbance (from 4,216 acres to 3,037 acres) associated with processing facilities as compared to
Alternative A. Table 4-57 shows the types of vegetation within the proposed PPFAs. NSO stipulations for
ephemeral drainages within the PPFAs would protect 2,528 acres of vegetation from damage or removal.
CSU/TL stipulation areas would allow for controlled development, with the greatest possible losses of
vegetation types being salt desert shrub (21,566 acres) and sagebrush (8,075 acres).

Table 4-57. Vegetation Cover Type within Potash Processing Facility Areas for
Alternative B1 by Leasing Stipulation
Vegetation Cover Type

Leasing Stipulation
CSU/TL (acres)

NSO (acres)

Unclassified

26

1

Blackbrush

4,454

184

Dunes

1,150

97

Grasslands

492

15

Invasives

92

18

4,107

239

2

1

Sagebrush

8,075

346

Salt Desert Shrub

21,586

1,627

Total

39,984

2,528

Pinyon-Juniper
Riparian / Wetlands

Under Alternative B1, there are zero acres managed as open to oil and gas and potash leasing with standard
terms and conditions as compared with the 210,884 acres in Alternative A. Therefore, Alternative B1 could
reduce or prevent surface-disturbing activities from oil and gas and potash development throughout these
acres compared to Alternative A (Table 4-55 and Table 4-57).
In Alternative B1, approximately 312 acres of land could initially be removed for oil and gas development
in the next 15 years, which would result in direct loss of vegetation resources, further soil erosion, and
would the threat of introduction and spread of noxious weeds to disturbed areas, leading to additional loss
of native vegetation resources. Over the long term, reclamation would occur and vegetation would reestablish within 87 acres, leaving only 225 acres of net vegetation loss from oil and gas operations (118
fewer acres than Alternative A). Reclaimed areas could provide new areas of vegetation resources as
revegetation efforts are completed.
In Alternative B1, applying CSU and TL stipulations to oil and gas leasing could reduce damage or loss of
vegetation resources within 228,926 acres. Applying CSU stipulations, which includes the Baseline CSU
stipulation, could minimize density of disturbance, reduce conflicts of development, and support
reclamation and mitigation activities when development does occur. The CSU stipulations could reduce or
minimize surface disturbance, reduce removal of vegetation and soil resources, and could provide
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revegetation in other areas if reclamation efforts are successful. The reduction of disturbance could reduce
further soil loss and erosion, allow for more contiguous vegetation resources, and prevent openings in
habitat where invasive, non-native species could establish and spread. Applying TL stipulations would
prevent surface disturbance during specific timeframes, which could support vegetation growth during the
periods of closure; however, disturbance and vegetation removal could still occur outside of the seasonal
closures, ultimately leading to some loss of vegetation resources from oil and gas development. While
Alternative B1 has 221,430 fewer acres than Alternative A that are managed with CSU and TL stipulations,
these acres are managed more restrictively (NSO and closed) in Alternative B1. Thus, Alternative B1
provides more protection to vegetation than does Alternative A.
Applying an NSO stipulation for oil and gas leasing in Alternative B1 would prevent surface-disturbing
activities from oil and gas development within 452,269 acres, 318,695 more acres as compared to
Alternative A. NSO stipulations could protect vegetation resources from damage or removal, prevent soil
loss, and reduce erosion. The prevention of surface disturbance would reduce the potential for the
introduction and spread of invasive, non-native plant species, supporting the native vegetation communities
and ecosystems.
Impacts to vegetation resources from closing 753 acres in Alternative B1 to oil and gas leasing would be
the same as described under Alternative A.
Table 4-58 displays the difference in vegetation cover type by leasing stipulation in Alternative A compared
to Alternative B1. As shown in the table, Alternative B1 includes fewer acres of CSU, however,
Alternative B1 includes more acres of NSO as compared to Alternative A. Therefore, Alternative B1
protects more acreage of vegetation with an NSO stipulation than does Alternative A. Acreage closed in
Alternatives A and B1 are identical.

Table 4-58. Vegetation Cover Type by Leasing Stipulation in Alternatives A and B1
Alt. B1
CSU
(acres)

Alt. A
CSU
(acres)

Alt. B1
NSO
(acres)

Alt. A
NSO
(acres)

Alts. A and B1
Closed
(acres)

Unclassified

1,171

1,299

1,630

1,145

35

Blackbrush

42,871

75,598

117,769

35,435

28

528

1,975

1,474

0

0

8

13

14

0

0

Dunes

4,712

6,018

10,805

2,142

0

Grasslands

7,620

15,405

13,740

2,892

6

Invasives

2,369

5,271

8,246

3,441

132

Mountain Shrub

35

169

202

0

0

Pinyon-Juniper

72,873

184,224

206,750

68,485

418

Ponderosa Pine

2

10

31

0

0

Riparian / Wetlands

23

1,377

1,899

201

0

Sagebrush

24,754

60,552

27,684

1,296

0

Salt Desert Shrub

71,961

86,582

62,025

15,451

134

Total

228,927

-

542,269

-

753

Vegetation Cover Type

Disturbed Areas
Douglas Fir / Mixed Conifer
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Potash leasing would only be permitted within the PLAs (103,619 acres), with 57,620 of these acres
available for potash leasing with CSU and TL stipulations, and the remaining 45,999 acres available with
NSO stipulations (Table 4-59). Impacts to vegetation resources from potash leasing and well drilling would
be similar to impacts from oil and gas leasing and well drilling. Projected potash well drilling in
Alternative A amounts to 1,223 acres of surface disturbance and projected potash well drilling in
Alternative B1 amounts to 647 acres of surface disturbance. Therefore, the potential impacts to vegetation
resources are less in Alternative B1 than in Alternative A.

Table 4-59. Vegetation Cover Types within the Potash Leasing Areas by Leasing
Stipulation for Alternative B1
CSU Stipulation (acres)

NSO Stipulation
(acres)

Unclassified

45

69

Blackbrush

18,154

11,323

Dunes

5,627

2,114

Grasslands

3,905

839

114

387

20,401

24,058

10

64

Sagebrush

7,166

9,675

Salt Desert Shrub

4,448

1,891

Vegetation Cover Type

Invasives
Pinyon-Juniper
Riparian / Wetlands

Under Alternative B1, approximately 681,948 acres are deferred for potash leasing and development as
compared to Alternative A, where 651,240 acres are open with standard terms and conditions and with
minor constraints (CSU and TL stipulations). Therefore, Alternative B1 provides far less acreage for potash
development than Alternative A. Managing the area as deferred for potash leasing in Alternative B1 would
prevent damage or loss of vegetation resources from leasing activities, retain stable soil resources, prevent
erosion or runoff and protect an intact ecosystem. The removal of future potash leasing activities would
also prevent the introduction and spread of invasive, non-native plant species from machinery and vehicles,
further supporting native vegetation communities and ecosystems. Oil and gas development would still
occur within those areas deferred for potash leasing, but there would be less density of disturbance from
overlapping development and infrastructure.
Under Alternative B1, the TL stipulation for mineral leasing prohibiting surface-disturbing activities on
saline soils would only apply within 49,915 acres as compared to 68,275 acres in Alternative A. The TL
stipulation would not apply within the PPFAs in Alternative B1, which could result in vegetation loss,
erosion, and runoff of saline soils into nearby riparian areas; however, an additional CSU stipulation with
the PPFAs would require offsite mitigation of any disturbance of saline soils within these areas (18,360
acres) thus offsetting the impacts to vegetation on saline soils in the PPFAs. Mitigation could eventually
provide soil stability and reduced erosion where rehabilitation efforts are successful.
Minimizing impacts to sagebrush steppe in areas of moderately high to very high ecological intactness
through the Baseline CSU stipulation could reduce damage or loss of sagebrush steppe vegetation to a
greater degree than Alternative A. As part of the Baseline CSU stipulation, offsite mitigation could support
sagebrush steppe vegetation if regeneration were successful; however, revegetation for this vegetation
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community can take 10 to 50 years depending on climate, habitat quality, and other factors. An additional
CSU stipulation under Alternative B1 for PPFAs (8,075 acres of sagebrush) could offset some losses of
sagebrush steppe from development of processing facilities through additional offsite mitigation and could
provide future sources of forage over the long-term if revegetation efforts are successful. Minimizing loss
of sagebrush steppe and applying mitigation efforts could allow sagebrush steppe vegetation resources to
grow and regenerate within the Planning Area as revegetation efforts are completed.

Impacts Specific to Alternative B2 Only
In Alternative B2, the entire Planning Area would be open only for oil and gas leasing subject to the
appropriate leasing stipulations. The Planning Area (785,567 acres) would be closed to potash leasing,
which would reduce impacts to vegetation that would result from the concurrent development of oil and
gas and potash as described in Alternative A. The impacts to vegetation from the limited potash
development provided in Alternative B1 would be greater than the exclusion of potash development in
Alterative B2.
Alternative B2 would substitute oil and gas well drilling for potash well drilling within the PLAs established
in Alternative B1 and the impacts to vegetative resources would be similar. The major difference between
Alternative B1 and Alternative B2 is that Alternative B2 eliminates the 3,037 acres of surface disturbance,
and the associated potential adverse impacts to vegetative resources that could result from the construction
of potash processing facilities within the 42,492 acres of PPFAs established in Alternative B1.
Managing the Planning Area as open only for oil and gas leasing (closed to potash leasing) would prevent
surface disturbance from potash leasing and development and could reduce vegetation and soil loss from
potash drilling operations, processing facilities and associated infrastructure. Closing the Planning Area to
potash leasing could reduce surface disturbance and reduce removal of vegetation and soil resources. The
reduction of disturbance could reduce further soil loss and erosion, allow for more contiguous vegetation
resources, and prevent openings in habitat where invasive, non-native species could establish and spread.
Oil and gas development would still occur within these acres, but there would be less density of disturbance
from overlapping oil and gas and potash development and infrastructure.
Under Alternative B2, there are zero acres managed as open to oil and gas leasing with standard terms and
conditions compared to 210,884 acres in Alternative A. Therefore, Alternative B2 could result in less
damage or removal of vegetation resources as compared to Alternative A.
In Alternative B2, approximately 385 acres of land could initially be removed for oil and gas development
in the next 15 years, which would result in direct loss of vegetation resources and could lead to the
introduction and spread of noxious weeds, leading to additional degradation or loss of vegetation resources.
Over the long-term, reclamation would occur and vegetation would re-establish within 108 acres, leaving
only 277 acres of net vegetation loss (66 fewer acres than Alternative A). Reclaimed areas could provide
new areas of native vegetation resources as restoration efforts are completed.
Applying CSU and TL stipulations to oil and gas leasing in Alternative B2 would have the same impacts
to vegetation resources as those described in Alternative B1.
In Alternative B2, applying an NSO stipulation for oil and gas leasing would prevent surface development
within 499,008 acres, 365,434 more acres as compared to Alternative A and a similar amount of acreage as
compared to Alternative B1. Impacts to vegetation resources would be the same as those described under
Alternative B1 and less than those described under Alternative A.
Impacts to vegetation resources from closing 753 acres to oil and gas leasing would be the same as described
under Alternative A.
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Table 4-60 displays the difference in acres of vegetation cover type by leasing stipulation between the
stipulated acres in Alternative A compared to Alternative B2. As shown in the table, Alternative B2 covers
includes fewer acres of CSU, however, Alternative B2 includes and many more acres of NSO are included
under Alternative B1 as compared to Alternative A. Therefore, Alternative B2 protects more acreage of
vegetation with an NSO stipulation than does Alternative A. Acreage closed in Alternatives A and B2 is
identical.

Table 4-60. Vegetation Cover Type by Leasing Stipulation in Alternatives A and B2
Alt. B2
CSU
(acres)

Alt. A
CSU
(acres)

Alt. B2
NSO
(acres)

Alt. A
NSO
(acres)

Alts. A and B2
Closed
(acres)

Unclassified

1,216

1,299

1,689

1,145

35

Blackbrush

60,688

75,598

128,113

35,435

28

528

1,975

1,474

0

0

8

13

14

0

0

Dunes

10,319

6,018

12,804

2,142

0

Grasslands

11,334

15,405

14,548

2,892

6

Invasives

2,477

5,271

8,614

3,441

132

Mountain Shrub

35

169

202

0

0

Pinyon-Juniper

91,471

184,224

229,312

68,485

418

Ponderosa Pine

2

10

31

0

0

Riparian / Wetlands

33

1,377

1,939

201

0

Sagebrush

31,845

60,552

36,428

1,296

0

Salt Desert Shrub

75,850

86,582

63,840

15,451

134

Total

285,806

-

499,008

-

753

Vegetation Cover Type

Disturbed Areas
Douglas Fir / Mixed Conifer

Impacts to vegetation resources in Alternative B2 from applying a TL stipulation to saline soils would be
the same as those described in Alternative A and less than those described in Alternative B1.
In Alternative B2, minimizing impacts to sagebrush steppe through a CSU stipulation could reduce loss of
sagebrush steppe vegetation to a greater degree than Alternative A. Impacts to vegetation resources would
be the same as described under Alternative B1.

4.18.5

Impacts from Alternative C

In Alternative C, the entire Planning Area would be open only for oil and gas leasing subject to the
appropriate leasing stipulations. The Planning Area (785,567 acres) would be closed to potash leasing,
which would result in the same impacts to vegetation as those described in Alternative B2.
Impacts to vegetation resources by maximizing oil and gas lease size and thus reducing or eliminating
redundant infrastructure would be the same as those described in Alternative B.
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Applying the Baseline CSU stipulation in Alternative C for oil and gas leasing and development could
reduce surface disturbance when compared to Alternative A. Impacts to vegetation resources would be the
same as those described under Alternatives B1 and B2.
Under Alternative C, as in Alternatives B1 and B2, there are zero acres managed as open to oil and gas and
potash leasing with standard terms and conditions as compared with the 210,884 acres in Alternative A.
Therefore, Alternative C could result in the less damage or removal of vegetation resources as compared to
Alternative A.
In Alternative C, approximately 74 acres of land could initially be removed for oil and gas development in
the next 15 years, which would result in direct loss of vegetation resources and could lead to the introduction
and spread of noxious weeds, leading to additional loss or degradation of vegetation resources. Over the
long-term, reclamation would occur and vegetation would re-establish within 21 acres, leaving only 53
acres of net vegetation loss (290 fewer acres than Alternative A). Reclaimed areas could provide new areas
of native vegetation resources as restoration efforts are completed.
Alternative C applies CSU and TL stipulations to oil and gas leasing on 54,799 acres, which is much less
acreage than Alternatives A and B. While Alternative C has fewer acres that are managed with a CSU or
TL stipulation, these acres are managed more restrictively (NSO and closed). Thus, Alternative C provides
more protection to vegetation resources than do Alternatives A and B.
Applying an NSO stipulation to oil and gas leasing in Alternative C would prevent surface-disturbing
activities from oil and gas development on 550,599 acres, which is 412,496 more acres as compared to
Alternative A, and 51,511 acres more than Alternatives B1 and B2. Impacts would be similar to those
described under Alternatives A, B1, and B2, but would apply to a much larger area, which would protect
vegetation resources from damage or removal, prevent soil loss, and reduce erosion.
Under Alternative C, closing 180,169 acres to oil and gas leasing and development would preclude surface
disturbance on 179,416 more acres than Alternatives A, B1, and B2. Impacts to vegetation resources would
be similar to those described under Alternative A, but would apply to far more acres of vegetation resources.
Table 4-61 displays the difference in vegetation cover type by leasing stipulation in Alternative A compared
to Alternative C. As shown in the table, Alternative C includes fewer acres of CSU; however, Alternative C
includes more acres of NSO and closed as compared to Alternative A. Therefore, Alternative C protects
more acres with an NSO stipulation or by closure than does Alternative A. See Table 4-58 and Table 4-60
for acreage comparisons of vegetation cover type by leasing stipulation in Alternatives B1 and B2.

Table 4-61. Vegetation Cover Type by Leasing Stipulation in Alternatives A and C
Alt. C
CSU
(acres)

Alt. A
CSU
(acres)

Alt. C
NSO
(acres)

Alt. A
NSO
(acres)

Alt. C
Closed
(acres)

Alt. A
Closed
(acres)

Unclassified

587

1,229

1,026

1,145

1,328

35

Blackbrush

2,281

75,598

133,438

35,435

53,109

42

420

1,975

1,583

0

-

0

1

13

21

0

-

0

146

6,018

20,650

2,142

2,327

0

1,332

15,405

18,715

2,892

5,841

7

Vegetation Cover Type

Disturbed Areas
Douglas Fir / Mixed Conifer
Dunes
Grasslands
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Alt. C
CSU
(acres)

Alt. A
CSU
(acres)

Alt. C
NSO
(acres)

Alt. A
NSO
(acres)

Alt. C
Closed
(acres)

Alt. A
Closed
(acres)

406

5,271

5,281

3,441

5,536

136

Mountain Shrub

4

169

231

0

2

0

Pinyon-Juniper

20,082

184,224

223,391

68,485

77,728

528

Ponderosa Pine

1

10

32

0

-

0

Riparian / Wetlands

1

1,377

1,660

201

311

0

Sagebrush

10,052

60,552

52,852

1,296

5,369

0

Salt Desert Shrub

19,488

86,582

91,720

15,451

28,617

214

Total

54,801

-

550,600

-

180,168

-

Vegetation Cover Type
Invasives

Impacts to vegetation resources from applying a TL stipulation in Alternative C to saline soils would be the
same as those described in Alternatives A and B.
Impacts to vegetation resources from applying a CSU stipulation in Alternative C for offsite reclamation
for areas of saline soils would be the same as those described in Alternative B. There is no requirement for
offsite reclamation in Alternative A.
In Alternative C, applying a CSU stipulation on slopes between 21 percent and 30 percent (Table 4-56)
could protect or minimize damage or loss of hillside and downslope vegetation and could prevent landslides
and heavy erosion on slopes that could result in larger losses of vegetation resources (46,525 acres). Erosion
control plans could reduce vegetation damage or loss, soil loss, and runoff in areas where development
occurs. Applying an NSO stipulation in Alternative C to slopes greater than 30 percent would provide
direct protection of vegetation in areas with potential for heavy runoff and erosion when disturbed and
would prevent further vegetation and soil loss. These stipulations provide more protection for vegetation
resources located along steep slopes than is provided in Alternatives A and B because Alternative C
provides an NSO stipulation to slopes greater than 30 percent.
Applying an NSO stipulation in Alternative C to preclude mineral activities within public water reserves,
100-year floodplains and within 650 feet of intermittent and perennial streams, rivers, riparian areas,
wetlands, water wells, lakes, and springs (91,558 acres) provides the greatest protection for vegetation
resources as compared to Alternatives A and B, with larger buffer distances and more acreage protected.
Alternative C protects 41,063 more acres than Alternative A and 21,772 more acres than Alternative B.
Applying an NSO stipulation for impaired water bodies to preclude mineral activities within 1,000 feet of
the Colorado River and Fisher Creek (6,883 acres) would allow for additional protection of wetland,
riparian and upland vegetation in these areas, 2,293 more acres compared to Alternative B. Impaired water
bodies were not specifically addressed in Alternative A.
Impacts to vegetation resources from minimizing impacts to sagebrush steppe through the Baseline CSU
stipulation and BMPs would be similar to Alternative B, but the Baseline CSU would apply to all ecological
conditions of sagebrush steppe habitat, protecting a much larger area of sagebrush steppe habitat than
Alternative B. Alternative A does not specifically address sagebrush steppe habitat.
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Impacts to vegetation resources from applying BMPs for oil and gas leasing would be the same as
Alternative B.

4.18.6

Impacts from Alternative D

In Alternative D, impacts to vegetation resources from maximizing oil and gas lease size and thus reducing
or eliminating redundant infrastructure from oil and gas development would be the same as those described
in Alternatives B and C.
Impacts to vegetation resources from not issuing oil and gas leases within PLAs (103,619 acres) would be
the same as those described in Alternative B1.
Impacts to vegetation resources from applying a CSU stipulation to all potash leases that requires processing
facilities to be located within a PPFA (42,492 acres) would be similar to Alternative B1; however, an
exception could allow for a small-scale potash processing facilities within the PLAs, allowing an additional
disturbance of up to 100 acres. If the smaller potash processing facility were to be developed, vegetation
would be removed and further soil loss could occur, which could lead to additional loss or damage of
vegetation resources. Invasive, non-native plant species could be introduced and spread by vehicles and
machinery during operation of the facilities, which could change vegetation composition and function,
making habitat inhospitable for native plant species and could lead to further losses of native vegetation.
Table 4-62 shows the types of vegetation within the proposed PPFAs by lease stipulation. NSO stipulations
for ephemeral drainages on 2,528 acres would protect those acres of vegetation from damage or removal,
the CSU/TL stipulation areas would allow for controlled development, with the greatest possible losses of
vegetation types being salt desert shrub (21,566 acres) and sagebrush (8,075 acres).

Table 4-62. Vegetation Cover Type within Potash Processing Facility Areas for
Alternative D by Leasing Stipulation
Leasing Stipulation
Vegetation Cover Type

CSU
(acres)

NSO
(acres)

Unclassified

26

1

Blackbrush

4,454

184

Dunes

1,150

97

Grasslands

492

15

Invasives

92

18

4,107

239

2

1

Sagebrush

8,075

346

Salt Desert Shrub

21,566

1,627

Total

39,964

2,528

Pinyon-Juniper
Riparian / Wetlands

Applying the Baseline CSU stipulation for all mineral development on 213,218 acres could reduce surface
disturbance when compared to Alternative A, which primarily consists of timing limitations. Impacts to
vegetation resources from applying the Baseline CSU stipulation would be very similar to Alternative B1,
but it would apply to 5,033 more acres. Under Alternative C, the Baseline CSU stipulation would be applied
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to fewer acres compared to Alternative D because more acres in Alternative C are protected by NSO
stipulations or are closed.
Alternative D provides exceptions to the NSO stipulation for visual resources, the Baseline CSU stipulation,
and the CSU stipulation for potash leases that would allow small-scale potash processing facilities within
PLAs. These exceptions could result in additional development activity, surface disturbance, vegetation
loss, erosion, and soil loss. These exceptions mean that Alternative D provides less protection to vegetation
than does Alternative B1.
Under Alternative D, as in Alternatives B1, B2, and C, there are zero acres managed as open to oil and gas
and potash leasing with standard terms and conditions as compared with the 210,884 acres in Alternative A.
Therefore, Alternative D could result in the less damage or removal of vegetation resources as compared to
Alternatives A.
In Alternative D, approximately 344 acres of land could initially be removed for oil and gas development
in the next 15 years, which would result in direct loss of vegetation resources and could lead to the
introduction and spread of noxious weeds, leading to additional loss or damage to vegetation resources.
Over the long term, reclamation would occur and vegetation would re-establish within 96 acres, leaving
248 acres of net vegetation loss (95 fewer acres than Alternative A). Reclaimed areas could provide new
areas of native vegetation resources as restoration efforts are completed.
Applying CSU and TL stipulations in Alternative D to oil and gas leasing on 230,675 acres would result in
similar impacts to vegetation resources as those described in Alternatives B1 and B2. While Alternative D
has 209,781 fewer acres than Alternative A that are managed with a CSU or TL stipulation, all of these
acres are managed more restrictively (NSO and closed) in Alternative D. Thus, Alternative D provides
more protection to vegetation resources than does Alternative A. While Alternative D has 175,966 more
acres than Alternative C that are managed with a CSU or TL stipulation, the majority of these acres are
managed more restrictively in Alternative C. Thus, Alternative C provides more protection to vegetation
resources than does Alternative D.
Applying an NSO stipulation in Alternative D to oil and gas leasing would prevent surface-disturbing
activities from oil and gas development on 305,899 acres, which is 172,325 more acres as compared to
Alternative A, but 245,700 acres fewer than Alternative C. While Alternatives B1 and B2 manage 146,390
more acres with an NSO stipulation as opposed to Alternative D, the majority of these 146,390 acres are
managed as closed in Alternative D. Thus, Alternative D provides more protection to vegetation resources
than do Alternatives A, B1, and B2, but less protection in Alternative C.
Closing 145,284 acres to oil and gas leasing in Alternative D, 144,531 more acres than Alternatives A
and B, would prevent damage or loss of vegetation resources from development activities, retain stable soil
resources, prevent erosion or runoff and protect an intact ecosystem. The removal of future leasing
activities would prevent the introduction and spread of invasive, non-native plant species from machinery
and vehicles, further supporting native vegetation communities and ecosystems.
Table 4-63 displays the difference in vegetation cover type by leasing stipulation in Alternative A compared
to D. As shown in the table, Alternative D includes fewer acres of CSU; however, Alternative D includes
more acres of NSO as compared to Alternative A. Therefore, Alternative D protects more acres with an
NSO stipulation or by closure than does Alternative A. See Table 4-58 for Alternative B1, Table 4-60 for
Alternative B2, and Table 4-61 for Alternative C for vegetation cover type by leasing stipulation for each
alternative.
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Table 4-63. Vegetation Cover Type by Leasing Stipulation in Alternatives A and D
Alt. D
CSU
(acres)

Alt. A
CSU
(acres)

Alt. D
NSO
(acres)

Alt. A
CSU
(acres)

Alt. D
Closed
(acres)

Alt. A
Closed
(acres)

Unclassified

1,177

1,299

1,360

1,145

299

35

Blackbrush

42,757

75,598

72,306

35,435

45,605

42

528

1,975

1,474

0

-

0

8

13

14

0

-

0

Dunes

5,305

6,018

9,613

2,142

599

0

Grasslands

7,919

15,405

8,079

2,892

5,368

7

Invasives

2,371

5,271

4,931

3,441

3,444

136

Mountain Shrub

35

169

200

0

2

0

Pinyon-Juniper

72,789

184,224

146,998

68,485

60,255

528

Ponderosa Pine

2

10

31

0

-

0

Riparian / Wetlands

23

1,377

1,716

201

183

0

Sagebrush

25,298

60,552

23,183

1,296

3,958

0

Salt Desert Shrub

72,553

86,582

35,994

15,451

25,573

214

Total

230,765

-

305,899

-

145,284

-

Vegetation Cover Type

Disturbed Areas
Douglas-fir / Mixed Conifer

In Alternative D, potash leasing would only be permitted within the PLAs (103,619 acres), with 57,308 of
these acres available for potash leasing with CSU and TL stipulations and the remaining 45,311 acres
available with NSO stipulations. Impacts to vegetation resources would be very similar to those impacts
from oil and gas leasing. Vegetation cover type by leasing stipulation are displayed in Table 4-64.

Table 4-64. Vegetation Cover Types within the Potash Leasing Areas by Leasing
Stipulation for Alternative D
Vegetation Cover Type

CSU Stipulation (acres)

NSO Stipulation (acres)

Unclassified

45

60

Blackbrush

17,903

10,258

Dunes

5,613

1,993

Grasslands

3,751

771

108

368

18,737

22,423

10

40

Sagebrush

7,091

8,744

Salt Desert Shrub

4,051

1,654

Invasives
Pinyon-Juniper
Riparian / Wetlands
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In Alternative D, applying a CSU stipulation to all potash leases that requires processing facilities to be
located within a PPFA would have the same impacts to vegetation resources as those described in
Alternative B1. Alternatives B2 and C do not provide for potash leasing. As a result, there would be no
impacts to vegetation resources resulting from potash processing facilities.
Impacts to vegetation resources from closing approximately 681,948 acres to potash leasing in
Alternative D are the same as those described in Alternative B1. However, Alternatives B2 and C close the
entire Planning Area to potash leasing and development and therefore provide the greatest protection to
vegetation resources.
In Alternative D, impacts to vegetation resources by applying a TL stipulation to saline soils would be the
same as described under Alternative B1. Alternatives A and C provide more protections to vegetation in
saline soils.
Impacts to vegetation resources from applying a CSU stipulation for offsite reclamation in Alternative D
for areas of saline soils would be the same as those described in Alternative B.
Impacts to vegetation resources from applying a CSU stipulation in Alternative D for slopes greater than
21 percent would be the same as those described in Alternative B.
In Alternative D, impacts to vegetation resources from applying an NSO stipulation to preclude mineral
activities within public water reserves, 100-year floodplains and within 500 feet of intermittent and
perennial streams, rivers, riparian areas, wetlands, water wells, lakes, and springs (69,786 acres) and
applying an NSO stipulation to preclude mineral activities within 750 feet of the Colorado River and Fisher
Creek (4,590 acres) would be the same as those described under Alternative B, but less protection than
Alternative C.
Impacts to vegetation resources from minimizing impacts to sagebrush steppe through the Baseline CSU
stipulation would be the same as those described in Alternatives B1, B2, and C.
Impacts to vegetation resources from applying BMPs for mineral leasing and development would be the
same as those described in Alternatives B and C.
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4.19 VISUAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT/AUDITORY MANAGEMENT
(SOUNDSCAPES)
This section presents potential impacts to visual resources and soundscapes from implementing
management actions presented in Chapter 2. Existing conditions concerning visual resources and national
soundscapes management are described in Chapter 3.

4.19.1

Assumptions

•

VRM objectives would be achieved.

•

VRM objectives would provide for varying degrees of change (impact) to the visual quality of the
landscape.

•

All alternatives would conform to visual resource decisions in the existing RMPs.

•

Contrast rating analyses would be completed during project-level implementation.

•

All management actions that permit surface disturbances could have adverse impacts on visual
resources to some degree by introducing new visual elements onto the landscape or intensifying
existing visual elements by altering the line, form, color, and/or textures that characterize the
existing landscape.

•

Changes in air quality, either from smoke, dust, haze, or other pollutants could potentially reduce
or degrade scenic quality by obscuring distant views. It should be noted, however, that the Clean
Air Act sets limits on the allowable degradation of visibility within the adjacent National Parks.
Arches and Canyonlands National Parks have been designated as areas requiring the highest level
of visibility (PSD Class I), so smoke or haze that originates within the Planning Area cannot exceed
the allowable National Park Service (NPS) PSD I scenic quality standards for air pollutants.

4.19.2

Impacts Common to All Alternatives

Dust abatement measures to comply with UAC Regulations R446-1-4.5.3 and R307-205 would support
visual quality by providing clear scenic vistas. Maintaining air quality in accordance with UAC Regulations
R446-1-4.5.3 and R307-205 would support visual quality by providing clear scenic vistas.

4.19.3

Impacts from Alternative A (No Action)

Maintaining generally undeveloped landscapes in the backgrounds of popular filming locations would
reduce possible changes to scenic elements of the landscape, preserve scenic quality, and prevent changes
in line, form, color, and texture of the visual environment.
In Alternative A, oil and gas and potash development and associated facilities could occur concurrently on
the same tract of land that is available to mineral leasing and development. This could result in higher
concentrations of development and redundant infrastructure. Although drilling for oil and gas and potash
is similar, the production of potash requires the use of potash processing facilities, which involves large
tracts of land over a long period of time. Mineral development would result in soil and vegetation
disturbance and the presence of permanent structures that could degrade visual resources.
Managing areas with high potential of development for oil and gas as VRM Class III could allow moderate
changes to visual resources that could attract viewer attention and introduce contrast to viewsheds in the
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form of changes to form, line, texture, and color. Managing VRM Class I areas with an NSO stipulation
(13,384 acres), preserves visual resources in the most visually sensitive parts of the Planning Area.
Designating VRM Class II on scenic driving corridors (44,953 acres) would ensure that any changes to the
form, line, texture, or color of these scenic landscapes would not attract the attention of a casual viewer.
Applying CSU stipulation on VRM Class II (324,721 acres), including lands around Arches National Park,
could protect viewsheds from key observation points, but could allow some visual impacts, as long as they
would not attract the attention of the casual viewer. No specific visual resource protections exist under this
alternative to protect viewsheds near Canyonlands National Park and along the Colorado and Green Rivers
rims, nor to protect night skies and natural soundscapes. Not all of the visual horizon of the two adjacent
National Parks would be protected from visual impacts under this alternative. Mineral development
facilities could exist in places that would disrupt the skyline view as seen from the Colorado and Green
Rivers. Light pollution from mineral development could diminish the number of stars visible, thereby
reducing the visual quality of the night sky.
Oil and gas and potash leasing could both reduce the quality of visual resources in some parts of the
Planning Area, especially undeveloped areas and VRM Class II areas. Wells and associated facilities,
potash processing facilities, pipelines, and the visual impact of facilities in otherwise natural areas would
lead to changes in the form, line, texture, and color of the landscape. These adverse impacts to visual
resources would occur primarily on 210,884 acres subject to standard terms and conditions (open). On
about 440,386 acres managed with CSU and TL stipulations, visual impacts could occur. However,
239,762 acres are managed as VRM II with a CSU stipulation providing protective measures. These
measures would require actions such as shading, location, and screening for mineral operations. While
these actions may mitigate visual impacts, it is difficult to ensure that all adverse impacts to visual resources
would be eliminated.
Managing 133,574 acres with an NSO stipulation would eliminate most mineral development impacts to
visual resources, with the possible exception of fugitive dust coming from adjacent areas where horizontal
drilling might be possible. On 753 acres closed to mineral leasing, mineral development impacts to visual
resources would be eliminated.
Compared to oil and gas leasing, potash leasing, which would occur with the same leasing restrictions and
in the same areas as oil and gas, could have even greater impacts to visual resources. Well spacing could
be more concentrated and processing facilities would be many times larger and more industrial. Together,
oil and gas and potash leasing could occur on lands open to leasing with standard terms and conditions and
with minor constraints (CSU and TL stipulations) on 83 percent of the Planning Area. Table 4-65 shows
the acreage of each mineral leasing stipulation by VRM Class for each alternative.

Table 4-65. Mineral Leasing Stipulations by Visual Resource Management Class by
Alternative
Alternative A

Alternative B1

Alternative B2

Alternative C

Alternative D

Oil and Gas
VRM Class I
Open

0

0

0

0

0

CSU

0

0

0

0

0

NSO

12,445

12,632

12,632

0

0

931

752

752

13,384

13,384

0

0

0

0

0

Closed
Deferred (PLA)
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Alternative A

Alternative B1

Alternative B2

Alternative C

Alternative D

Open

601

0

0

0

0

CSU

239,762

0

0

0

0

NSO

80,210

296,716

324,721

183,668

185,784

Closed

29

0

0

141,053

110,932

Deferred (PLA)

0

28,005

0

0

28,005

Open

187,708

0

0

0

0

CSU

150,352

177,141

229,285

34,410

178,520

NSO

33,551

125,671

143,551

314,466

105,135

Closed

0

0

0

23,960

19,157

Deferred (PLA)

0

70,024

0

0

70,024

Open

21,702

0

0

0

0

CSU

48,343

51,684

56.420

20,358

52,180

NSO

4280

17,194

18,206

52,540

14,970

Closed

0

0

0

1,728

1,728

Deferred (PLA)

0

5,748

0

0

5,748

VRM Class II

VRM Class III

VRM Class IV

Potash
VRM Class I
Open

0

0

0

0

0

CSU

0

0

0

0

0

NSO

12,445

0

0

0

0

931

0

0

0

0

Open

601

0

0

0

0

CSU

239,762

0

0

0

0

NSO

80,210

27,848

0

0

27,848

29

0

0

0

0

Open

187,708

0

0

0

0

CSU

150,352

52,143

0

0

52,386

NSO

33,551

17,881

0

0

17,637

0

0

0

0

0

Deferred
(outside PLA)

VRM Class II

Deferred
(outside PLA)

VRM Class III

Deferred
(outside PLA)
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Alternative A

Alternative B1

Alternative B2

Alternative C

Alternative D

Open

21,702

0

0

0

0

CSU

48,343

4,736

0

0

4,922

NSO

4280

1,011

0

0

826

0

0

0

0

0

VRM Class IV

Deferred
(outside PLA)

In addition to the visual analysis provided by the VRM system, the BLM worked with the United States
Geologic Service (USGS) to undertake an analysis of viewsheds most likely affected by minerals decisions.
The resulting study identified those viewsheds within the Planning Area with the highest potential value
for those recreationists for whom scenic qualities are an important part of their recreational experience.
Table 4-66 displays the percentage of the Planning Area that is visible from high use recreation areas by
lease category and alternative.

Table 4-66. Percentage of Planning Area Visible from High Use Recreation Areas by Lease
Category and Alternative
Oil and Gas

Potash

Alternative

Open with
Standard
Stipulations

CSU/TL

NSO

CSU/TL

NSO

A

20

50

13

50

B1

0

28

54

B2

0

23

C

0

D

0

Closed

Non-BLM
Land

13

0.1

18

5

4

0.1

18

49

0

0

0.1

18

5

56

0

0

20

18

23

31

5

4

18

18

Notes: “Non-BLM land” refers to land visible from high use recreation areas that is not managed by the BLM.
Alternative A exceeds 100 percent because potash and oil and gas lease categories are identical.

In Alternative A, where oil and gas and potash are managed with the same leasing stipulations, 20 percent
of the visible land (from high use areas) is managed as open to mineral leasing with standard terms and
conditions. About 50 percent of the visible land is managed with CSU and TL stipulations, some of which
provide limited protection to the visible areas that are managed as VRM Class II. About 13 percent of the
lands visible from high use recreation areas are managed to preclude surface disturbance (NSO and closed)
and associated impacts to these important viewsheds.

4.19.4

Impacts from Alternative B

Applying a CSU stipulation to mitigate impacts to air quality would support visual quality by providing
clear scenic vistas. Dust abatement measures, which include a CSU stipulation for a Fugitive Dust Control
Plan and BMPs, would support visual quality by providing clear scenic vistas. Measures to control fugitive
dust were not specifically addressed in Alternative A.
Requiring viewshed assessments with a CSU stipulation for cultural sites would preserve scenic quality in
those areas. There is no viewshed assessment requirement in Alternative A.
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Applying a CSU stipulation precluding visual intrusions within 1 mile of filming locations (177,594 acres)
could reduce possible changes to scenic elements of the landscape, preserve scenic quality, and prevent
changes in line, form, color, and texture of the visual environment. Possible exceptions to this CSU
stipulation could be allowed for short-term impacts, which could temporarily reduce visual quality in
filming locations. There are no lease stipulations to specifically protect filming locations in Alternative A.
As compared to Alternative A, maximizing the size of oil and gas lease parcels could reduce oil and gas
development and infrastructure, which could reduce possible changes to scenic elements of the landscape,
preserve scenic quality, and prevent changes in line, form, color, and texture of the visual environment as
compared to Alternative A.
The use of visual BMPs could reduce impacts to visual resources more than under Alternative A. The
application of BMPs could reduce impacts to visual resources through screening. The use of location and
topography to screen development, painting and camouflage techniques, placing infrastructure near existing
disturbance, and avoiding straight lines and edges could all reduce impacts to visual resources by reducing
the visibility of infrastructure.
Applying the Baseline CSU stipulation to VRI Class II areas could reduce ground disturbance, reduce
possible changes to scenic elements of the landscape, reduce impacts to scenic quality, and minimize
changes in line, form, color, and texture of the visual environment as compared to Alternative A. However,
the scenic quality of VRI Class II areas would be degraded as a result of mineral development regardless
of well pad spacing. The Baseline CSU stipulation involves 208,185 acres in Alternative B1 and 222,289
acres in Alternative B2.
Applying an NSO stipulation to VRM Class I would have the same impact to visual resources as under
Alternative A. Applying an NSO stipulation within 1 mile of backways and byways would reduce the
adverse impacts to viewsheds as compared to those described in Alternative A. This NSO stipulation
increases the area of protection from 44,953 acres (Alternative A) to 156,067 acres, as well as the degree
of protection because Alternative A utilizes a CSU stipulation for VRM Class II.
Applying an NSO stipulation on VRM Class II (324,721 acres), on VRI Class II around Arches and
Canyonlands National Parks, and along the rim of the Colorado and Green Rivers would eliminate all
surface disturbances and protect visual resources on BLM lands adjacent to parks and along the rivers as
compared to Alternative A, which utilizes a CSU stipulation for VRM Class II. Under Alternative A there
are no stipulations on VRI Class II around the National Parks or on the rim of the rivers. Utilizing BMPs
to reduce night sky impacts would help retain dark skies and protect night time views as compared to
Alternative A, which is silent on night skies.
As compared to Alternative A, BMPs used to mitigate mineral operation noise would decrease impacts to
the natural soundscape. Applying an NSO stipulation within 2.5 miles of National Park boundaries could
reduce noise disturbances from mineral development. Therefore, this stipulation could reduce impacts to
the natural soundscape of the adjoining National Parks.

Impacts Specific to Alternative B1 Only
Not issuing new oil and gas leases within Potash Leasing Areas PLA (103,619 acres) could help to minimize
adverse impacts to visual resources. These adverse impacts could result from concurrent oil and gas and
potash development, including potash processing facilities, which could occur under Alternative A.
However, 43 percent of the Hatch Point PLA contains existing oil and gas leases. Therefore, there is
potential for concurrent development of oil and gas and potash on these existing leases and a greater
likelihood for adverse impacts to visual resources. Allowing potash leasing and development within PLAs
on 103,619 acres could result in impacts to visual resources that may be found in these areas from surface-
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disturbing potash related activities. If the acreage encompassed by PLAs were to become available solely
for oil and gas leasing and development, the adverse impacts to visual resources would be similar to or less
than the impacts identified for potash leasing and development. Alternative B1 does not allow potash
leasing on 681,948 acres within the Planning Area, which would minimize adverse impacts to visual
resources from concurrent oil and gas and potash development as compared to Alternative A.
A phased approach to potash leasing could help reduce impacts to visual resources as compared to
Alternative A. By testing the feasibility of potash development, unnecessary surface disturbance would be
avoided and appropriate mitigation measures applied. These measures would benefit visual resources.
Designating PLAs (103,619 acres) could cause changes to scenic elements to the landscape, such as changes
in line, form, color, and texture of the visual environment in the Red Wash, Upper Ten Mile, and Hatch
Point areas if potash is developed. Potash wells and infrastructure could conflict with visual resources by
altering the natural landscape. However, of the 103,619 acres within PLAs, 27,848 acres are managed with
an NSO stipulation for VRM II, which precludes potash development on VRM II acreage and protects
visual resources. Conversely, designating the PLAs would eliminate the possibility of potash development
and related adverse visual impacts in the remainder of the Planning Area that could occur under
Alternative A. As compared to Alternative A, the area available for potash drilling is reduced from 651,270
acres to 103,619 acres (a 70 percent reduction).
Limiting the location of potash processing facilities to PPFAs outside VRI Class II and VRM Class II would
retain the character of the landscape in those areas. Locating PPFAs only within VRM Class III and IV
areas would reduce conflict with the visual management and could allow moderate to major changes to
visual resources. In Alternative A, potash processing facilities could be located within VRI Class II areas
resulting in substantial adverse impacts to visual resources. Thus, Alternative B provides much more
protection for visual resources than does Alternative A. Compared to Alternative A, areas where potash
processing facilities could impact visual resources would be reduced from 56 percent to 7 percent of the
Planning Area.
Under Alternative B1 about 228,926 acres would be open to oil and gas leasing subject to CSU and TL
stipulations (minor constraints). There are zero acres managed as open to oil and gas leasing under standard
terms and conditions (open). These areas open to oil and gas leasing and development and with minor
constraints comprise about 29 percent of the Planning Area. Within these areas, projected development for
oil and gas would occur and the associated surface disturbance could adversely impact visual resources.
The area managed as open and with minor constraints to oil and gas leasing and development is about
422,344 acres less than Alternative A. Therefore, there is much less likelihood for adverse impacts to visual
resources associated with oil and gas development in Alternative B1 as compared to Alternative A. About
58 percent of the Planning Area is subject to NSO stipulations (452,269 acres) and closed to oil and gas
leasing (753 acres). These major constraints would protect visual resources within these areas by
precluding surface development. The area covered by major constraints for oil and gas leasing and surface
development is about 313,723 acres more than Alternative A. Therefore, Alternative B1 offers far more
protection for visual resources from impacts associated with oil and gas leasing and surface development
than Alternative A.
Under Alternative B1, about 228,926 acres would be open to oil and gas leasing subject to CSU and TL
stipulations (minor constraints). There are zero acres managed as open to oil and gas leasing under standard
terms and conditions (open). These areas managed as open and with minor constraints to oil and gas leasing
and development comprise about 29 percent of the Planning Area in Alternative B1. Within these areas,
projected development for oil and gas would occur and the associated surface disturbance could adversely
impact visual resources. The area managed as open and with minor constraints to oil and gas leasing and
development is about 422,344 acres less than Alternative A. Therefore, there is much less likelihood for
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adverse impacts to visual resources associated with oil and gas development in Alternative B1 as compared
to Alternative A. About 58 percent of the Planning Area is subject to NSO stipulations (452,269 acres) and
closed to oil and gas leasing (753 acres). These major constraints would protect visual resources within
these areas by precluding development. The area covered by major constraints for oil and gas leasing and
development is about 313,723 acres more than Alternative A. Therefore, Alternative B1 offers far more
protection for visual resources from adverse impacts associated with oil and gas leasing and surface
development than Alternative A.
In lands visible from high use recreation areas in Alternative B1, there are zero acres are managed as open
to oil and gas leasing with standard terms and conditions, while 22 percent of the land visible from high
use recreation areas is managed with CSU and TL stipulations (Table 4-66). Since VRM Class II areas are
managed with an NSO stipulation in this alternative, there are no specific protections for viewsheds in lands
managed with CSU and TL stipulations. About 50 percent of the land visible from high use recreation
areas is managed to preclude surface disturbance (NSO and closed) and the associated impacts to these
important viewsheds. Therefore, Alternative B1 provides more protection to viewsheds visible from high
use recreation areas than that provided in Alternative A, which offers full protection to only 13 percent of
these high visibility lands.
In Alternative B1, about 103,619 acres would be available to potash leasing and development within the
PLAs. Within the PLAs, there are about 57,620 acres managed with CSU and TL stipulations (minor
constraints) and zero acres managed as open with standard terms and conditions (open). Projected potash
well drilling would occur within the PLAs in the areas managed as open and with minor constraints and the
associated surface disturbance could adversely impact visual resources. The area managed as open and
with minor constraints to potash leasing and development is about 593,650 acres less than Alternative A.
Therefore, there is much less likelihood for adverse impacts to visual resources associated with potash
development in Alternative B1 as compared to Alternative A. In addition, there are about 45,999 acres
within the PLAs that are subject to NSO stipulations, which would protect visual resources by precluding
potash surface development.
PLAs are located largely in lands that are not heavily visited by the public. As a result, 5 percent of the
lands visible from high use recreation areas are open to potash leasing with CSU and TL stipulations, and
4 percent of the lands visible from high use recreation areas are managed to preclude surface disturbance
(NSO and closed) and associated impacts to these important viewsheds. See Table 4-66 for these figures.
Alternative B1 provides more protection to visible viewsheds from potash development than does
Alternative A, which offers protection to only 13 percent of visible lands.

Impacts Specific to Alternative B2 Only
In Alternative B2, the entire Planning Area would be open only for oil and gas leasing subject to the
appropriate leasing stipulations. The Planning Area (785,567 acres) would be closed to potash leasing,
which would reduce impacts to visual resources that would result from the concurrent development of oil
and gas and potash as described in Alternative A. The impacts to visual resources from the limited potash
development provided in Alternative B1 would be greater than the exclusion of potash development in
Alterative B2.
Alternative B2 would substitute oil and gas well drilling for potash well drilling within the PLAs established
in Alternative B1 and the impacts to visual resources would be similar. The major difference between
Alternative B1 and Alternative B2 is that Alternative B2 eliminates the 3,037 acres of surface disturbance,
and the associated potential adverse impacts to visual resources, which could result from the construction
of potash processing facilities within the 42,492 acres of PPFAs established in Alternative B1.
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Under Alternative B2, about 285,806 acres would be open to oil and gas leasing subject to CSU and TL
stipulations (minor constraints). There are zero acres managed as open to oil and gas leasing under standard
terms and conditions (open). These areas managed as open and with minor constraints to oil and gas leasing
and development comprise about 36 percent of the Planning Area. Within these areas, projected
development for oil and gas would occur and the associated surface disturbance could adversely impact
visual resources. The area managed as open and with minor constraints to oil and gas leasing and
development is about 365,464 acres less than Alternative A. Therefore, there is much less likelihood for
adverse impacts to visual resources associated with oil and gas development in Alternative B2 as compared
to Alternative A. About 64 percent of the Planning Area is subject to NSO stipulations (499,008 acres) and
closed to oil and gas leasing (753 acres). These major constraints would protect visual resources within
these areas by precluding surface development. The area covered by major constraints for oil and gas
leasing and surface development is about 360,466 acres more than Alternative A. Therefore,
Alternative B2 offers far more protection for visual resources from impacts associated with oil and gas
leasing and surface development than Alternative A.
In lands visible from high use recreation areas in Alternative B2, zero acres are open to oil and gas leasing
with standard terms and conditions, while 28 percent of the land visible from high use recreation areas is
managed with CSU and TL stipulations (Table 4-66). Since VRM Class II areas are managed with an NSO
stipulation in this alternative, there are no protections for viewsheds in lands managed with CSU and TL
stipulations. About 54 percent of the land visible from high use recreation areas is managed to preclude
surface disturbance (NSO and closed) and associated impacts to these important viewsheds. Alternative B2
provides more protection to highly visited viewsheds than that provided in Alternative A, which offers full
protection to only 13 percent of the high visibility lands. The protection provided to highly visited
viewsheds is similar to that provided in Alternative B1.
In Alternative B2, there are zero acres open to potash development. No highly visited viewsheds would be
impacted by the development of potash. Alternative B2 provides more protection to highly visited
viewsheds from potash development than do Alternatives A and B1.

4.19.5

Impacts from Alternative C

In Alternative C, the entire Planning Area would be open only for oil and gas leasing subject to the
appropriate leasing stipulations. The Planning Area (785,567 acres) would be closed to potash leasing,
which would result in the same impacts to visual resources as those described in Alternative B2.
Applying a CSU stipulation to mitigate impacts to air quality would have the same impacts to visual
resources as those described in Alternative B. Measures to control fugitive dust were not specifically
addressed in Alternative A.
Requiring viewshed assessments for cultural sites would have the same impact to visual resources as
described in Alternative B.
Applying an NSO stipulation on 177,594 acres of designated filming locations would prevent possible
changes to scenic elements of the landscape, preserve scenic quality, and prevent changes in line, form,
color, and text of the visual environment. This provides greater protection to visual resources as compared
to Alternatives A and B.
Maximizing the size of oil and gas lease parcels would have the same impact to visual resources as those
described in Alternative B.
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The use of BMPs for mineral operations would have the same impact to visual resources as those described
in Alternative B.
Impacts from applying the Baseline CSU stipulation to VRI Class II areas would have a similar impact to
visual resources as those described in Alternative B.
Closing VRM Class I areas to mineral leasing would have a similar effect on visual resources as
Alternatives A and B, except noise, traffic, and dust from adjacent areas where horizontal drilling might
occur would be eliminated. Closing VRM Class I areas to mineral leasing would preclude drilling from
adjacent lands to access the underlying Federal mineral resources. This would minimize potential impacts
that could occur to the viewshed from the VRM Class I areas.
Applying an NSO stipulation on backways and byways would be similar to Alternative B, except the area
with an NSO stipulation would be increased from 1 mile to 2 miles. This stipulation increases the area of
visual protection from 156, 067 acres (Alternative B) to 267,524 acres (Alternative C).
Applying an NSO stipulation on VRM Class II areas (324,721 acres) would have the same beneficial
impacts to visual resources as those described in Alternative B. Closing the immediate viewshed around
Arches National Park, applying an NSO stipulation on viewsheds north of the park, applying a 3-mile buffer
along the eastern boundary of Canyonlands National Park, and increasing the NSO stipulation along the
Colorado and Green River rims out to 2 miles increases the protection of the visual resource values as
compared to Alternatives A and B. Applying a CSU stipulation to reduce night sky impacts would protect
dark skies more than those described in Alternative B and further preserve the visual quality of night time
views. No provisions to protect night skies were provided in Alternative A.
As compared to Alternative A, BMPs used to mitigate mineral operation noise would decrease impacts to
the natural soundscape. Applying a CSU stipulation requiring effective noise mitigation measure within
6.1 miles of National Park boundaries would reduce noise impact from mineral related activities. This
provides greater protection for National Park soundscapes compared to Alternatives A and B. Applying an
NSO stipulation within 2.8 miles of National Park boundaries could reduce noise disturbances from mineral
development as compared to the 2.5 mile noise buffer in Alternative B. Therefore, this stipulation could
reduce impacts to the natural soundscape of the adjoining National Parks. Compared to Alternatives A and
B, the NSO stipulation provides more protection to the soundscape of the adjoining National Parks.
For Alternative C, about 54,799 acres would be open to oil and gas leasing subject to CSU and TL
stipulations (minor constraints). There are zero acres managed as open to oil and gas leasing with standard
terms and conditions (open). These areas managed as open and with minor constraints to oil and gas leasing
and development comprise about 7 percent of the Planning Area. Within these areas, projected
development for oil and gas would occur and the associated surface disturbance could adversely impact
visual resources. The area managed as open and with minor constraints to oil and gas leasing and
development is far less than Alternatives A, B1, and B2. Therefore, there is much less likelihood for adverse
impacts to visual resources associated with oil and gas development in Alternative C as compared to
Alternatives A, B1, and B2. About 93 percent of the Planning Area is subject to NSO stipulations (550,599
acres) and closed to oil and gas leasing (180,169 acres). These major constraints would protect visual
resources within these areas by precluding surface development. The area covered by major constraints for
oil and gas leasing and surface development is far more than Alternatives A, B1, and B2. Therefore,
Alternative C offers far more protection for visual resources from impacts associated with oil and gas
leasing and surface development than Alternatives A, B1, and B2.
In lands visible from high use recreation areas in Alternative C, zero acres are managed as open to oil and
gas leasing with only standard stipulations, while 5 percent of the land visible from high use recreation
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areas is managed with CSU and TL stipulations (Table 4-66). About 86 percent of the land visible from
high use recreation areas is managed to preclude surface disturbance (NSO and closed) and associated
impacts to these important viewsheds. Alternative C provides more protection to highly visited viewsheds
than that provided in Alternatives A, B1, and B2, which offer full protection to only 13 percent, 50 percent,
and 54 percent respectively of the high visibility lands.
In Alternative C, there are zero acres managed as open to potash development. No highly visited viewsheds
would be impacted by the development of potash. Alternative C provides the same protection to highly
visited viewsheds from potash development than is provided in Alternative B2, and more than in
Alternatives A and B1.

4.19.6

Impacts from Alternative D

Applying a CSU stipulation to maintain air quality would have the same impact to visual resources as those
describe in Alternatives B and C. Dust abatement measures would have the same impact to visual resources
as those described in Alternatives B and C. Measures to control fugitive dust were not specifically
addressed in Alternative A.
Requiring viewshed assessments with a CSU stipulation for cultural sites would have the same impact to
visual resources as those described in Alternatives B and C. There is no viewshed assessment requirement
in Alternative A.
Applying a CSU stipulation precluding visual intrusions to 177,594 acres of designated filming locations
would have the same impact to visual resources as those described in Alternative B, but less protection than
Alternative C. There is no specific stipulation for filming locations in Alternative A.
Impacts to visual resources from maximizing the size of oil and gas lease parcels would be the same as
those described in Alternatives B and C.
The use of BMPs for mineral operations would have the same impacts to visual resources as those described
in Alternatives B and C.
Impacts to visual resources from applying a Baseline CSU stipulation would be similar to those described
in Alternative B, although an exception could be granted (Appendix A), which could increase the density
of well spacing in some instances. This additional drilling could impact the form and line of viewsheds as
compared to Alternative B. However, impacts would be less than in Alternative A and more than
Alternatives B and C where the exception does not apply.
Designating PLAs (103,619 acres) would have a similar impact to visual resources as those described in
Alternative B1, except that a small-scale potash processing facility could be located within the PLAs. This
facility could disturb up to 100 acres, which, depending on the location could reduce the visual quality of
visual settings. However, limiting potash leasing to PLAs would reduce the adverse impacts to visual
resources from those described in Alternative A.
Limiting the location of potash processing facilities to PPFAs and locating them largely outside of VRI
Class II and VRM Class II areas would have the same impacts to visual resources as those described in
Alternative B1.
A phased approach to potash leasing would have the impacts to visual resources as those described in
Alternative B1 and could help reduce impacts to visual resources as compared to Alternative A. In
Alternatives B2 and C, the entire Planning Area is closed to potash leasing.
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Closing VRM Class I areas to mineral leasing would have the same impact to visual resources as described
in Alternative C and would provide more protection than Alternatives A and B. Applying an NSO
stipulation to mineral leasing on backways and byways would have a similar impact as described in
Alternative B; however, an exception could be granted, which would increase visual impacts from some
observation points, especially backcountry viewpoints. Alternative D provides more protection to visual
resources than Alternative A but less than Alternative C.
Applying an NSO stipulation to mineral leasing on VRM Class II (324,721 acres), would have the same
impacts to visual resources as those described in Alternative B. However, an exception to the NSO
stipulation in VRM Class II areas may be allowed in locations outside of the viewshed of key observation
points. This could increase visual impacts for some backcountry users.
Closing VRM Class II and VRI Class II areas around Arches National Park would have the same impacts
to visual resources as those described in Alternative C, which is a greater level of protection by the NSO
stipulation applied in Alternative B and the CSU stipulation applied to VRM Class II areas in Alternative A.
However, the viewshed north of Arches National Park, beyond the VRI Class II areas, would not be
managed with an NSO stipulation in Alternative D. Therefore, Alternative D affords less protection for the
viewsheds around Arches National Park than does Alternative C, but more than Alternatives A and B.
BMPs to reduce night sky impacts would have the same impact to visual resources as those described in
Alternative B, but less protection than the CSU stipulation applied for night skies in Alternative C. Night
skies mitigation is not provided in Alternative A. BMPs to mitigate noise would have the same impact as
Alternative C. In addition, a CSU stipulation regulating noise generation from mineral development is also
applied to a 6.1-mile buffer around the National Parks as it is in Alternative C. Applying an NSO stipulation
for noise within 2.5 miles of National Park boundaries would have the same impact to visual resources as
those described in Alternative B, but less than the 2.8 miles of NSO applied in Alternative C. Noise
mitigation is not provided in Alternative A.
Under Alternative D, about 230,765 acres would be open to oil and gas leasing subject to CSU and TL
stipulations (minor constraints). There are zero acres managed as open to oil and gas leasing under standard
terms and conditions (open). These areas managed as open and with minor constraints to oil and gas leasing
and development comprise about 29 percent of the Planning Area. Within these areas, projected
development for oil and gas would occur and the associated surface disturbance could adversely impact
visual resources. The area managed as open and with minor constraints to oil and gas leasing and
development is about 420,505 acres less than Alternative A. Therefore, there is much less likelihood for
adverse impacts to visual resources associated with oil and gas surface development in Alternative D as
compared to Alternative A, a similar likelihood for adverse impacts as compared to Alternatives B1 and
B2, and greater likelihood for adverse impacts as compared to Alternative C.
About 57 percent of the Planning Area is subject to NSO stipulations (305,899 acres) and closed to oil and
gas leasing (145,284 acres). These major constraints would protect visual resources within these areas by
precluding surface development. The area covered by major constraints for oil and gas leasing and
development is about 311,888 acres more than Alternative A, slightly less (1,839 acres) than
Alternative B1, less than (48,578 acres) Alternative B2, and much less than (279,585 acres) than
Alternative C. Therefore, Alternative D offers far more protection for visual resources from impacts
associated with oil and gas leasing and surface development than Alternative A, similar protection than
Alternatives B1 and B2, and much less than Alternative C.
In lands visible from high use recreation areas in Alternative D, zero acres are managed as open to oil and
gas leasing with only standard stipulations, while 23 percent of the land visible from high use recreation
areas is managed with CSU and TL stipulations (Table 4-66). About 48 percent of the land visible from
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high use recreation areas is managed to preclude surface disturbance (NSO and closed) and associated
impacts to important viewsheds. Alternative D provides more protection to highly visited viewsheds than
that provided in Alternative A, which offers full protection to only 13 percent of the high visibility lands.
Alternative D provides similar protection to highly visited viewsheds as is provided in Alternative B1 and
B2, but less protection than provided in Alternative C.
In Alternative D, about 103,619 acres would be available to potash leasing and development within the
PLAs. Within the PLAs, there are about 57,620 acres managed with CSU and TL stipulations (minor
constraints) and zero acres managed as open with standard terms and conditions (open). Projected potash
well drilling would occur within the PLAs in the areas managed as open and with minor constraints and the
associated surface disturbance could adversely impact visual resources. The area managed as open and
with minor constraints in Alternative D is about 593,650 acres less than Alternative A and the same as
Alternative B1. Therefore, there is much less likelihood for adverse impacts to visual resources associated
with potash development in Alternative D as compared to Alternative A. In addition, out of the 103,619
acres available for potash leasing there about 45,999 acres that are subject to NSO stipulations, which would
protect visual resources by precluding potash surface development. In Alternatives B2 and C, no leasing
and surface development of potash would occur.
PLAs are located largely in lands that are not heavily visited by the public. As a result, 5 percent of the
lands visible from high use recreation areas are open to potash leasing with CSU and TL stipulations, and
4 percent of the lands visible from high use recreation areas are managed to preclude surface disturbance
(NSO and closed) and associated impact to important viewsheds. See Table 4-66 for these figures.
Alternative D provides more protection to highly visited viewsheds from potash development than does
Alternative A, which offers protection to only 13 percent of visible lands. Alternative D provides
comparable protection to highly visited viewsheds as provided in Alternative B1. Alternatives B2 and C
do not allow for potash development.
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WILDLIFE AND FISHERIES

This section presents potential impacts to habitat for wildlife and fish from implementing management
actions presented in Chapter 2. Existing conditions concerning wildlife and fisheries resources are
described in Chapter 3.

4.20.1

Assumptions

•

The more acreage of habitat protected from surface disturbance or human presence, the less
potential for adverse impact to targeted species.

•

Substantial modifications to habitat suitability can impact the survivability and viability of
populations (e.g., higher winter mortality, reduced reproductive success).

•

Crucial winter ranges, transitional ranges, and birthing areas are important wildlife habitat.

•

Natural variability in wildlife health, population levels, and habitat conditions would continue.
Periods of mild or severe weather as well as outbreaks of wildlife disease or insects/diseases that
impact habitat (e.g., mountain pine beetle, blister rust, mistletoe, and bleeding rust) could impact
wildlife population levels.

•

Precise, quantitative estimates of impacts generally are not possible because the exact locations of
future actions are unknown, population data for wildlife species are often lacking, or habitat types
affected by surface-disturbing activities cannot be predicted.

•

The health of fisheries within the Planning Area is directly related to the overall health and
functional capabilities of riparian/wetland resources, which in turn reflect watershed health.

•

Any activities that affect the ecological condition of the watershed and its vegetative cover could
directly or indirectly affect the aquatic environment. The degree of impact attributed to any one
disturbance or series of disturbances is influenced by location within the watershed, time and degree
of disturbance, existing vegetation, and hydrologic condition.

•

Actions impacting one species have similar impacts on other species using the same habitats or
areas.

4.20.2

Impacts Common to All Alternatives

The following discussions represent impacts to wildlife and fisheries that would not vary by alternative.
Management to support air quality and the use of dust abatement measures could support vegetation by
preventing dust accumulation on foliage, by reducing airborne pollutants or particulate matter that could
damage vegetation, and reduce sediment accumulation in stream channels. The management would support
forage for wildlife and water quality and habitat for fish.
Closing the Monticello WSR Segment 3 to mineral leasing (753 acres) would prevent surface disturbance
from leasing activities, and protect adjacent riparian or upland habitat from degradation or damage as a
result of erosion and runoff. The closure of future leasing activities would protect riparian and upland
vegetation, reduce sedimentation and siltation of streambeds, and support water quality for fish habitat.
The prevention of surface disturbance could reduce the potential for the introduction and spread of invasive,
non-native plant species, providing additional protection to stream health and fish habitat. Wildlife that use
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riparian, upland, and wetland habitat such as warbling vireo (Vireo gilvus), song sparrow (Melospiza
melodia), and spotted towhee (Piplo maculatus) would benefit from the undisturbed habitat and forage, and
from the reduced presence of humans and machinery associated with mineral leasing. Habitat for Colorado
River fish such as bluehead sucker (Catostomus discobolus) and speckled dace (Rhinichthys osculus) would
be protected through closing the river segment to future mineral development.
Raptor management requiring the use of Best Management Practices for Raptors and Their Associated
Habitats in Utah would directly benefit raptor species such as red-tailed hawk (Buteo jamaicensis),
Cooper’s hawk (Accipiter cooperii), and sharp-shinned hawk (Accipiter striatus) and their habitat by
reducing disturbing activities and human presence, which allows species to remain in desired habitat for
hunting, nesting and reproduction. Maintaining and enhancing habitat for raptors would directly benefit
those species by providing desired nesting and foraging habitat. Other wildlife species would also benefit
from spatial buffers and habitat protection from reduced disturbance from humans and development
activities, protecting cover, forage, and habitat corridors.
Applying TL stipulations for the Lockhart Desert bighorn sheep habitat (64,798 acres) regarding surfacedisturbing activities or occupancy from April 1 through June 15 and from October 15 through December
15 would protect bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis nelsoni) during sensitive lambing and rutting timeframes,
would support the overall health of the species, and continued reproduction of the herd. The TL stipulation
would also ensure forage and cover during the stipulated timeframes for bighorn sheep and other wildlife.
Disturbance of bighorn sheep and wildlife would be prevented, allowing wildlife to remain in desired
habitat and conserving energy that could be expended if humans or activity were present.

4.20.3

Impacts from Alternative A (No Action)

Applying an NSO stipulation for oil and gas leasing within the existing Three Rivers mineral withdrawal
for locatable minerals could provide greater protection to fish and wildlife habitat within the withdrawal
area by preventing damage or removal of wildlife cover and forage, reducing fragmentation of habitat, and
could prevent disturbance of wildlife from future oil and gas leases within the 23,441 acres. The NSO
stipulation could prevent soil loss, erosion, or sedimentation of spawning habitat; could prevent the loss or
damage to in-stream, riparian, or upland habitat, and could prevent or reduce the introduction and spread
of invasive, non-native plant species. The stipulation could provide protection to downstream habitat for
fish such as speckled dace and bluehead sucker; waterfowl such as blue-winged teal (Anas discors), great
blue heron (Ardea herodias), and green-winged teal (Anas crecca); big game, and other wetland and
riparian wildlife species; and would support water quality within the Green River and Colorado River
corridors.
Under Alternative A, oil and gas and potash leasing and development could occur concurrently within the
same tract of land, which could result in higher concentrations of development and redundant infrastructure,
including potash processing facilities. Any area where oil and gas, or potash leasing and development
occurs would cause surface disturbance resulting in both short-term and long-term habitat loss, fragmented
habitat, and the increased potential for the introduction and spread of invasive, non-native plant species;
further degrading habitat conditions for wildlife. Direct habitat loss or degradation of habitat would force
wildlife to relocate to other areas where competition for forage and other habitat resources would increase.
Increased competition for resources could lead to decreased health and reproduction, and could result in
increased predation or mortality.
Mineral development activities could disturb wildlife if development were to occur within occupied habitat,
possibly causing species to vacate the area to lower quality habitat. Moving from desirable habitat could
result in reduced health of animals, making them susceptible to disease or predation. As densities of wells,
roads, and facilities increase, habitat within and near well fields become progressively less effective until
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most animals no longer use these areas. Animals that remain within the affected zones are subjected to
increased physiological stress. Where development occurs near sensitive habitat for big game, such as
winter range or other limited habitat, the health of the populations can be impacted through reduced
reproduction or by limiting the availability of valuable forage resources during sensitive timeframes
(Sawyer 2002).
Construction of linear disturbances, such as pipelines and roadways associated with mineral development,
would fragment wildlife habitat and these areas are vulnerable to the introduction and spread of invasive,
non-native plant species. Vehicle use could result in the injury or mortality of wildlife species if collisions
were to occur. Predatory wildlife (coyote, fox, and raptors) use road and pipeline corridors for hunting
small prey species (mice, lizards, and snakes). The development of pipelines and roadways could be
beneficial to the predators, but could increase predation on the smaller wildlife within the corridors. Runoff
from development could lead to streambank erosion, vegetation loss, sedimentation of streambeds, and
stream channel alteration; reducing the quality of habitat for fish and aquatic species.
In Alternative A, approximately 476 acres of vegetation and topsoil could initially be removed for oil and
gas development in the next 15 years, which would result in direct loss of wildlife habitat, further
degradation of surrounding habitat, fragmentation of habitat, and the disturbed areas would be vulnerable
to the introduction and spread of noxious weeds, leading to additional loss of native vegetation resources.
Over the long term, reclamation would occur and habitat could re-establish within 133 acres, leaving 343
acres of net surface disturbance within potential wildlife habitat. Reclaimed areas could provide new areas
and seral stages of habitat for wildlife as revegetation efforts are completed.
Allowing oil and gas leasing on 210,884 acres subject to standard terms and conditions (open) would result
in the damage or removal of wildlife habitat from the development of well pads and associated
infrastructure. Invasive, non-native plant species could be introduced and spread by vehicles and machinery
during development activities, which could change habitat composition and function, reducing forage
quality and usable habitat for wildlife species. Runoff from development could lead to streambank erosion,
vegetation loss, sedimentation of streambeds, and stream channel alteration; reducing the quality of habitat
for aquatic species. The largest areas of vegetation within the open areas that could be developed includes
blackbrush (76,635 acres), which contains habitat for mule deer (Odocoileus heminonus), pronghorn
(Antilocapra americana), bighorn sheep, and kangaroo rat (Dipodomys ordii), and pinyon-juniper (64,731
acres) which contains habitat for Rocky Mountain elk (Cervus canadensis), black-throated gray warbler
(Dendroica nigrescens), and pinyon jay (Gymnorhinus cyanocephalus) (USFS 2013, UDWR 2005b) (Table
4-55). Acres of habitat for big game species within the lands open for oil and gas development are shown
in Table 4-67.
Applying CSU and TL stipulations in Alternative A to oil and gas leasing could reduce loss, damage, or
degradation of wildlife habitat within 440,386 acres. The TLs would prevent surface disturbance during
specific timeframes, which could protect big game or other wildlife during the periods of closure from
disruption or disturbance from humans or machinery. Adjusting timing of disturbance could allow wildlife
to remain in desired habitat during sensitive timeframes and within important habitat, such as winter range,
a limiting factor in mule deer and other big game health. Disturbance, damage or loss of habitat could
occur outside of the seasonal closures, ultimately leading to some loss of habitat from oil and gas
development. The CSU stipulations could reduce disturbance to steep slopes, scenic driving corridors, and
VRM Class II areas, minimizing surface disturbance, habitat loss or damage, erosion, runoff, and the
introduction and spread of invasive, non-native plant species. The largest area of vegetation that is covered
by the CSU and TL stipulations is pinyon-juniper, which provides habitat for big game, black bear (Ursus
americanus), numerous Birds of Conservation Concern (BCC), and small mammals such as deer mouse
(Peromyscus maniculatus), Uinta chipmunk (Neotamias umbrinus), and rock squirrel (Spermophilus
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variegatus) (Gillihan 2006, UDWR 2005b). Deer, elk, pronghorn and bighorn sheep habitat would receive
some reduction in surface disturbance or disruption from this management (Table 4-67).
Applying an NSO stipulation in Alternative A for oil and gas leasing would prevent surface-disturbing
activities from oil and gas leasing development within the 133,374 acres. The NSO stipulation could protect
wildlife habitat from damage, removal or degradation, reduce the presence of infrastructure, humans, and
machinery, and reduce habitat fragmentation. Removing future disturbance from roads, structures, drilling
operations, and human disturbance from mineral development could reduce a majority of stressors and
disruption of habitat and could allow for continued habitat connectivity. The NSO could prevent future
barriers in migration corridors for big game and other migratory wildlife species allowing wildlife to move
between crucial winter ranges, parturition, breeding or nesting habitat, and would provide overall habitat
protection. The prevention of surface disturbance would reduce the potential for the introduction and spread
of invasive, non-native plant species, supporting intact habitat and desired forage and cover for wildlife.
The largest area of habitat protected under the NSO stipulation would be pinyon-juniper (68,485 acres,
Table 4-55) and bighorn sheep habitat would receive the largest area of protection (121,173 acres, Table
4-67). The NSO stipulation could prevent soil loss, erosion, or sedimentation of streambeds, and could
support water quality and provide protection of habitat for fisheries and other aquatic species.
Closing 753 acres to oil and gas leasing would prevent damage or loss of wildlife habitat from development
activities, reduce disturbance to wildlife from the presence of humans, vehicles or machinery, prevent
erosion or runoff, and protect an intact ecosystem. The closed acres are adjacent to the Colorado River and
would protect important habitat for fish species such as speckled dace, bluehead sucker, and fathead
minnow; waterfowl such as blue-winged teal, great blue heron, and green-winged teal, big game, and other
wetland and riparian wildlife species; and would support water quality within the Colorado River corridor.
All of the 753 closed acres contain desert bighorn sheep habitat, which would be directly protected from
damage and disturbance by oil and gas development (Table 4-67). Precluding oil and gas development
would prevent the introduction and spread of invasive, non-native plant species from machinery and
vehicles, further supporting desired forage, cover, and contiguous habitat. The largest area of vegetation
type is pinyon-juniper (528 acres) followed by salt desert shrub (214 acres), which could also provide
undisturbed habitat conditions for species such as long-nosed leopard lizard (Gambelia wislizenii), chukar
(Alectoris chukar), or rock squirrel.

Table 4-67. Big Game Habitat within the Areas of Oil and Gas Leasing Management
Category for All Alternatives
Management
Category

Alternative A
(acres)

Alternative B1
(acres)

Alternative B2
(acres)

Alternative C
(acres)

Alternative D
(acres)

Deer and Elk Habitat
Open

18,909

0

0

0

0

CSU/TL

109,037

51,040

51,040

21,804

51,255

NSO

15,416

90,363

93,556

99,734

79,875

0

0

0

23,058

10,272

Open

70,029

0

0

0

0

CSU/TL

161,941

122,249

155,231

26,930

124,895

NSO

20,340

68,274

98,060

210,137

57,499

0

0

0

16,223

8,128

Closed

Pronghorn Habitat

Closed
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Alternative A
(acres)

Alternative B1
(acres)

Alternative B2
(acres)

Alternative C
(acres)

Alternative D
(acres)

Desert Bighorn Sheep Habitat
Open

118,189

0

0

0

0

CSU/TL

121,274

68,176

106,578

65

67,517

NSO

121,173

229,671

256,893

270,787

169,250

753

753

753

93,373

61,834

Closed

In Alternative A, approximately 1,223 acres of vegetation could be removed for potash well drilling
(production and non-production wells) in the next 15 years, which would result in direct loss of vegetation
resources and topsoil, and could lead to the introduction and spread of invasive, non-native plant species.
Over the long term, reclamation would occur and vegetation resources could re-establish within 408 acres,
leaving only 815 acres of net surface disturbance within potential wildlife habitat.
Under Alternative A, impacts from potash well drilling would be the same as described for the areas
managed for oil and gas leasing as open with standard terms and conditions, the application of lease
stipulations of CSU, TL, and NSO, and closing lands to mineral development.
Potash processing facilities could be developed where existing stipulations do not preclude surface
disturbance (NSO and closed). This means that potash processing facilities could be constructed in the
210,884 acres of open to leasing with standards terms and conditions (open) areas or possibly within the
440,386 acres of lands managed with CSU and TL stipulations. Development of processing facilities could
result in the long-term removal of wildlife habitat on up to 3,716 acres for solar evaporation processing, or
500 acres for crystallization processing, and the loss of wildlife habitat would continue through the life of
the Moab MLP. Development of processing facilities would result in the damage, degradation, or removal
of wildlife habitat, fragmentation of habitat, and disturbance from humans, construction activities, or
vehicle traffic. Direct habitat loss or degradation of habitat would force wildlife to relocate to other areas
where competition for forage and other habitat resources would increase. Increased competition for
resources could lead to decreased health and reproduction, and could result in increased predation or
mortality. Invasive, non-native plant species could be introduced and spread by vehicles and machinery
during operation of the facilities, which could change vegetation composition and function, making habitat
inhospitable for native plant species and could lead to further losses of wildlife habitat.
Construction or operation of potash processing facilities could disturb wildlife if they were to occur within
occupied habitat, possibly causing species to vacate the area to lower quality habitat. Moving from
desirable habitat could result in reduced health of animals, making them susceptible to disease or predation.
Where development occurs near sensitive habitat for big game, such as winter range or other limited habitat,
the health of the populations can be impacted through reduced reproduction or by limiting the availability
of valuable forage resources during sensitive timeframes (Sawyer 2002). Vehicle use could result in the
injury or mortality of wildlife species if collisions were to occur. Predatory wildlife (coyote, fox, and
raptors) could use road and pipelines for hunting small prey species (mice, lizards, and snakes). The
presence of pipelines and roadways would be beneficial to the predators, but could increase predation on
the smaller wildlife within the corridors. Runoff from development could lead to streambank erosion,
vegetation loss, sedimentation of spawning habitat, and stream channel alteration; reducing the quality of
habitat for fisheries and for aquatic or riparian species.
Applying a TL stipulation for mineral leasing (for both oil and gas and potash) prohibiting surfacedisturbing activities on saline soils within 68,275 acres from December 1 to May 31 could reduce damage
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or removal of wildlife habitat, reduce soil loss and erosion, and prevent saline runoff, which could damage
sensitive fish or wildlife habitat. This stipulation would prevent disturbance to pronghorn during winter
months within the protected area, which could reduce stress from disturbance or disruptions from human
presence or vehicles.
Management for salinity control, sensitive soils, drought management, and applying BMPs to all oil and
gas authorizations in accordance to WO IM 2007-021 and the most current version of the Gold Book could
provide protection to wildlife habitat, reduce erosion and soil loss, prevent the establishment or spread of
invasive, non-native plant species, and support reclamation and revegetation efforts. The BMPs would
protect wildlife from hazards, prevent degradation of riparian and fish habitat, and could help reduce habitat
fragmentation; supporting continued habitat function and value for fish and wildlife species where the
BMPs and other management were applied.
Applying mineral leasing stipulations for steep slopes (Table 4-56) could reduce or prevent surface
disturbance to wildlife habitat, protect vegetation and soils from damage or loss, and could prevent or reduce
erosion. The stipulations would directly protect or minimize damage or loss of hillside and downslope
vegetation and could prevent landslides and heavy erosion on slopes that could result in larger losses of
wildlife habitat. Additional erosion control plans could reduce habitat damage or loss, soil loss, and runoff
in areas where development occurs. Deer, elk, and bighorn sheep habitat would be protected by the NSO
and CSU stipulations, which could minimize or prevent disturbance to forage, cover, and travel corridors.
BMPs for water quality could support the health of upland and riparian habitat and could provide continued
availability of water resources for wildlife and could protect water quality for fish and aquatic wildlife
species.
Applying an NSO stipulation within public water reserves, 100-year floodplains, within 330 feet of riparian
areas and springs would protect 50,495 acres of wetland, riparian, and aquatic habitat for fish,
macroinvertebrates, waterfowl and other species dependent on these ecosystems. The NSO could prevent
runoff into aquatic systems, preventing siltation of spawning habitat, improving water quality, and
preventing erosion of streambanks. Reducing runoff and erosion would protect riparian and other
vegetation from damage or further soil loss and could reduce the potential for the introduction and spread
of invasive, non-native plant species, providing additional protection to downstream habitat and corridor
function. The stipulation would allow for undisturbed access to water sources, forage and cover for
numerous wildlife species including elk, deer, song sparrow, Great Basin spadefoot, and numerous bat
species.
Applying an NSO stipulation for mineral leasing to the suitable WSR segments along the Colorado and
Green Rivers (with the exception of Colorado River Segment 3 in Monticello) (19,347 acres) could prevent
surface disturbance from mineral leasing activities, and protect adjacent riparian or upland habitat from
degradation or damage as a result of erosion and runoff. The closure to future leasing activities would
protect habitat for fish, reduce sedimentation and siltation of streambeds, and support water quality. The
prevention of surface disturbance could reduce the potential for the introduction and spread of invasive,
non-native plant species, providing additional protection to stream health and fish habitat. Wildlife that use
riparian, upland, and wetland habitat such as warbling vireo, song sparrow, and spotted towhee would
benefit from the undisturbed habitat and forage, and from the reduced presence of humans and machinery
associated with mineral development.
Avoiding or minimizing loss of sagebrush steppe habitat on a case-by-case basis would help ensure
contiguous habitat and reduced disturbance of wildlife within this vegetation community, as well as
prevention of direct habitat loss or degradation. Where this management is applied, wildlife such as mule
deer and Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri) would benefit from intact habitat and reduced disturbance
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from development. Where mineral development in sagebrush results in reclamation, habitat for sagebrush
species could be mitigated over the long-term; revegetation of sagebrush habitat may take anywhere
between 10-50 years to establish and mature, depending on soils, climate, and rainfall. The initial mitigation
projects could displace wildlife species from human and vehicle presence, causing wildlife to flee to other,
possibly lower quality habitat. Displacement could cause short term impacts to wildlife from stress from
fleeing or from inadequate forage, shelter or breeding habitat.
The use of native seed mixes on a case-by-case basis for restoration and rehabilitation would support the
growth of native vegetation communities that would provide preferred forage, cover and habitat for wildlife
when areas have been rehabilitated. Areas that restore with native plant composition provide habitat and
cover for wildlife species and could support healthy wildlife populations. Use of non-native species could
help stabilize soils, prevent erosion, and reduce the establishment and spread of invasive or noxious plant
species in the short-term. Over the long-term, non-native species could provide stable lands for native
species to then re-establish and provide suitable habitat for wildlife. Preventing the infestation and spread
of noxious weeds or controlling noxious weed species on a case-by-case basis would support the health and
vitality of native habitat for wildlife and help to reduce competition with native plant species for soil, water
and solar resources; allowing native plant species to thrive and provide intact habitat for wildlife.
Applying a TL stipulation pronghorn fawning habitat that would preclude surface-disturbing activities from
May 1 to June 15 (99,744 acres) would directly protect pronghorn from disturbance by human activity,
vehicles, and mineral development activities during the sensitive fawning timeframe. Forage and cover
would remain intact and available for pronghorn and other wildlife species within the 45 days; however,
surface disturbance, habitat damage or loss could occur during the remainder of the year, which could result
in loss of important fawning habitat and habitat fragmentation. Pronghorn could abandon lands where
mineral development does occur, which could result in reduced reproduction and loss of animals if suitable
habitat was not available for pronghorn to relocate.
Applying an NSO stipulation for the Potash-Confluence desert bighorn sheep herd to protect lambing,
rutting, and migration habitat for mineral leasing would directly protect bighorn sheep during sensitive
breeding and lambing periods (101,461 acres), as well as by protecting this habitat throughout the year.
The NSO stipulation could protect bighorn sheep and other wildlife by reducing human presence, vehicle
use, and development activity, which would prevent species dispersal to other less desirable habitat.
Forage, cover, and corridors for travel and migration could be protected, and habitat fragmentation would
be prevented within the protected area. In addition, the NSO stipulation could prevent runoff into aquatic
habitat, support water quality, and protect streambeds and spawning habitat from sedimentation or erosion.
An exception allowing pipeline construction and geophysical exploration within migration corridors
outside of lambing and rutting periods would still provide reduced disturbance from human presence,
vehicles, and development activities during the sensitive breeding and lambing periods; however, allowing
development of pipelines within migration corridors could disrupt movement of bighorn sheep or other
wildlife where pipelines are placed. An exception that allows geophysical exploration could disrupt
movement of bighorn sheep and other wildlife. Both activities would cause habitat loss, damage to habitat,
and habitat fragmentation, which could force bighorn sheep and other wildlife to use lower quality, less
desirable habitat for migration, forage, or cover.
Applying a TL stipulation to preclude surface-disturbing activities within deer and elk winter and fawning
habitat (90,901 acres) would directly protect elk and deer from disturbance by human activity, vehicles,
and mineral development activities during the specific timeframes. Forage and cover would remain intact
and available for elk, deer, and other wildlife species within the TL stipulations; however, surface
disturbance, habitat damage or loss could occur during the remainder of the year, which could result in loss
of important fawning or winter habitat and habitat fragmentation. Winter habitat is often a limiting factor
in the success of mule deer herds; whereas fawning habitat for elk is often a limiting factor (UDWR 2008,
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2010). Wildlife could abandon lands where mineral development does occur, which could result in reduced
reproduction and loss of animals if suitable habitat was not available for deer, elk or other wildlife species
to relocate.

4.20.4

Impacts from Alternative B

Applying an NSO stipulation up to 0.5 mile radius for cultural sites (22,328 acres) would directly protect
17,276 acres of bighorn sheep habitat, as well as habitat for raptors and other wildlife species within these
areas. The NSO stipulation could prevent damage or removal of wildlife cover and forage, reduce
fragmentation of habitat, and prevent disturbance of wildlife or raptors within the 0.5 mile radius. Applying
an NSO stipulation could prevent runoff into aquatic habitat, support water quality, protect streambeds from
sedimentation, and erosion of streambanks. Specific cultural sites were not addressed in Alternative A.
Impacts to fish and wildlife habitat from applying an NSO stipulation for the Three Rivers mineral
withdrawal would be the same as described in Alternative A.
Under Alternative B, maximizing oil and gas lease size and applying the Baseline CSU stipulation to
sensitive resources would result in reducing or eliminating redundant infrastructure from oil and gas
development. This in turn could reduce loss, damage, or degradation of wildlife habitat, which could allow
for more contiguous wildlife habitat. More consolidated mineral related infrastructure could reduce barriers
to migration and other travel corridors for wildlife. Less surface disturbance could provide higher quality
habitat for wildlife compared to Alternative A, where this management is not applied. Reducing surface
disturbance could reduce the potential for the introduction and spread of invasive, non-native plant species,
further protecting the quality and availability of suitable wildlife habitat.
Applying the Baseline CSU stipulation for all mineral development, 208,185 acres in Alternative B1 and
222,289 acres in Alternative B2, could reduce surface disturbance when compared to Alternative A, which
primarily consists of timing restrictions for wildlife species. The Baseline CSU stipulation could reduce or
minimize surface disturbance, reduce removal or degradation of wildlife habitat, provide additional
protections for wildlife habitat, and could provide offsite reclamation for areas that are developed.
Minimizing density of development could allow for fewer barriers of movement for wildlife species from
well pads and other infrastructure, and could reduce fragmentation of habitat. Less fragmented habitat
could protect wildlife from human and other disturbance and could provide larger areas for wildlife to
breed, migrate, forage, seek cover, and complete their life histories as compared to Alternative A. The
Baseline CSU stipulation could reduce soil erosion and runoff into nearby riparian areas, leading to less
sedimentation of spawning habitat, and could maintain or improve water quality for fish and aquatic species.
Applying BMPs, as appropriate, to mineral operations (oil and gas and potash) would provide greater
protection to wildlife habitat and wildlife as compared to Alternative A. The BMPs would provide support
for big game and other wildlife habitat that would minimize impacts through project design or mitigation.
The BMPs include reclamation and restoration requirements, including greater management for seeding
and control of noxious weeds as compared to Alternative A, and could allow for revegetation of native
vegetation communities as development activities are completed, which would support overall ecosystem
health and provide a variety of seral stages of vegetation for big game and other wildlife species. BMPs
for noise could further reduce disturbance to wildlife and could prevent some wildlife from abandoning
habitat due sound levels from development activity or operations.
Applying a CSU stipulation for mineral leasing for offsite reclamation for areas of saline soils could provide
soil stability and help reduce vegetation loss, soil erosion, and runoff if reclamation efforts were successful.
Applying a CSU stipulation for mineral leasing on steep slopes over 21 percent (Table 4-56) and avoiding
development, where possible, could reduce or prevent surface disturbance to wildlife habitat, protect
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vegetation and soils from damage or loss, and could prevent or reduce erosion into stream channels. The
stipulations would directly protect or minimize damage or loss of hillside and downslope vegetation; and
could prevent landslides and heavy erosion on slopes, thereby reducing larger losses of wildlife habitat.
These CSU stipulations could protect wildlife habitat to a greater degree as compared to Alternative A.
Preventing or reducing erosion, soil loss and runoff would reduce sedimentation of spawning gravel, and
would protect in-stream habitat from reduced water quality and channel degradation. Additional erosion
control plans could reduce habitat damage or loss, soil loss, and runoff in areas where development occurs.
Applying an NSO stipulation to preclude mineral activities within public water reserves, 100-year
floodplains and within 500 feet of intermittent and perennial streams, rivers, riparian areas, wetlands, water
wells, lakes, springs (69,786 acres) and 750 foot buffers on the Colorado River and Fisher Creek (4,590
acres) provides greater protection for wildlife habitat as compared to Alternative A with larger buffer
distances (170 feet larger) and additional acreage (23,881 more acres). Impacts to wildlife and fish habitat
would be similar to Alternative A; however, the larger area of protection would allow for greater protection
of aquatic, riparian, wetland, upland and fisheries habitat; greater access to water sources for wildlife, less
disturbance or disruption of wildlife from mineral development, and access to uninterrupted, contiguous
habitat for wildlife movement or migration.
Measures to protect water quality in aquifers and watersheds from mineral development include: 1)
applying a CSU stipulation to important spring areas requiring a hydrologic assessment prior to conducting
any mineral operations (38,056 acres), 2) applying the Baseline CSU stipulation to the Courthouse Wash
Watershed (51,790 acres) and applying a CSU stipulation requiring closed loop drilling to this watershed,
3) applying the Baseline CSU stipulation along with a CSU stipulation requiring the use of closed loop
drilling and other operational constraints to the Salt Wash Watershed (61,925 acres), and 4) applying BMPs
for the protection of shallow and potential unconsolidated aquifers. This management could protect aquatic
wildlife and fish habitat and provide clean water sources for wildlife use. Alternative A does not address
these water resources.
Impacts to wildlife and fish from applying an NSO stipulation to the suitable WSR segments along the
Colorado and Green Rivers would be the same as those described in Alternative A.
Impacts to deer, elk and other wildlife from applying a TL stipulation for surface-disturbing activities from
mineral development would be similar to those described under Alternative A, but a larger area of crucial
winter habitat would be protected, 43,448 more acres as compared to Alternative A. Crucial winter range
is a limiting factor to most wildlife, including mule deer; the larger area of seasonally protected habitat
would support the health and survival of mule deer, elk and other wildlife during the critical winter months.
Protections from the Baseline CSU would provide additional protection for winter range for mule deer, elk,
bighorn sheep, and other wildlife by minimizing density of development and locating development in areas
of lower quality habitat. Minimizing density of development could allow for fewer barriers of movement
for wildlife species from well pads and other infrastructure, and could reduce fragmentation of habitat. Less
fragmented habitat could protect wildlife from human and other disturbance and could provide larger areas
for wildlife to breed, migrate, forage, seek cover, and complete their life histories.

Impacts Specific to Alternative B1 Only
Not issuing oil and gas leases within PLAs (103,619 acres) could reduce the concentration of development
and redundant infrastructure resulting in less damage or removal of vegetation, which could allow for more
contiguous wildlife habitat, and would create fewer disturbed areas of lost or damaged habitat. However,
43 percent of the Hatch Point PLA contains existing oil and gas leases. Therefore, there is potential for
concurrent development of oil and gas and potash on these existing leases and a greater likelihood for
adverse impacts to wildlife in the Hatch Point PLA. The reduction of surface disturbance could reduce the
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potential for the introduction and spread of invasive, non-native plant species, supporting intact habitat and
desired forage and cover for wildlife. Reducing the level of development within PLAs could reduce runoff
into aquatic systems, preventing siltation of spawning habitat, improving water quality, and preventing
erosion of streambanks. Reducing runoff and erosion would protect riparian and other vegetation from
damage or further soil loss and could reduce the potential for the introduction and spread of invasive, nonnative plant species, providing additional protection to fisheries, downstream habitat, and corridor function.
Less surface disturbance could provide higher quality habitat for wildlife compared to Alternative A, where
this management is not applied.
The development of potash leases in the PLAs could diminish wildlife habitat. Furthermore, if potash
resources do not develop in 10 years, the area could again be available for oil and gas leasing. If the acreage
encompassed by PLAs were to become available solely for oil and gas leasing and development the adverse
impacts to wildlife would be similar to or less than the impacts identified for potash leasing and
development. Alternative B1 does not allow potash leasing on 681,948 acres within the Planning Area,
which would minimize adverse impacts to wildlife from concurrent oil and gas and potash development,
including potash processing facilities, as compared to Alternative A.
A phased approach to potash leasing could help reduce impacts to wildlife as compared to Alternative A.
By testing the feasibility of potash development, unnecessary surface disturbance would be avoided and
appropriate mitigation measures applied. These measures could benefit wildlife.
Applying a CSU stipulation to all potash leases that requires processing facilities to be located within a
PPFA within 42,492 acres would localize the disturbance and infrastructure to the PPFAs and prevent largescale disturbance and habitat loss from potash processing in other areas in the Planning Area. In
Alternative A, potash processing facilities could occur anywhere within 210,884 acres of open areas and
possibly 440,386 acres of lands with CSU and TL stipulations. Limiting the area available for PPFAs in
Alternative B1 could reduce the overall loss of habitat by preventing the location of facilities outside of the
PPFAs in more sensitive wildlife habitat. In addition, limiting the area available for PPFAs in
Alternative B1 would reduce the amount of surface disturbance (from 4,216 acres to 3,037 acres) associated
with processing facilities as compared to Alternative A. Table 4-57 shows the types of vegetation within
the proposed PPFAs and Table 4-68 shows the acres of big game habitat within the PPFAs. NSO
stipulations within the PPFAs for ephemeral drainages would protect a total 2,528 acres of habitat and
forage from damage or removal; and the largest area of habitat protected with an NSO stipulation would be
for pronghorn (2,416 acres) followed by deer and elk and then bighorn sheep. The CSU stipulation areas
would allow for controlled development, with the greatest possible losses of vegetation types being within
salt desert shrub (21,566 acres) and sagebrush (8,075 acres). Habitat for pronghorn has the greatest area of
overlap with the CSU stipulation areas within the PPFAs lands (38,726 acres), with much smaller areas of
habitat for bighorn sheep (9,133 acres) and 1,484 acres of deer and elk habitat. The CSU stipulations would
mitigate sensitive habitat for big game, so although there would be surface disturbance from the
construction of processing facilities within the PPFAs, efforts would be made to mitigate important habitat.

Table 4-68. Big Game Habitat within the Potash Processing Facility Areas for Alternatives
B1 and D (only)
Management Stipulation

PPFA Alternative B1 (acres)

PPFA Alternative D (acres)

1,484

1,484

146

146

Deer and Elk Habitat
CSU/TL
NSO
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PPFA Alternative B1 (acres)

PPFA Alternative D (acres)

CSU/TL

38,726

38,720

NSO

2,416

2,422

9,133

9,133

420

420

Pronghorn Habitat

Desert Bighorn Sheep Habitat
CSU/TL
NSO

In Alternative B1, approximately 312 acres of vegetation and topsoil could initially be removed for oil and
gas development in the next 15 years, which would result in direct loss of wildlife habitat, further
degradation of surrounding habitat, fragmentation of habitat, and disturbed areas would be vulnerable to
the introduction and spread of noxious weeds, leading to additional loss of native vegetation resources.
Over the long term, reclamation would occur and habitat could re-establish within 87 acres, leaving 225
acres of net surface disturbance within potential wildlife habitat (118 fewer acres than Alternative A).
Reclaimed areas could provide new areas and seral stages of habitat for wildlife as revegetation efforts are
completed.
Under Alternative B1, there are zero acres managed as open to oil and gas and potash leasing with standard
terms and conditions as compared with the 210,884 acres that are open subject to standard terms and
conditions under Alternative A. Therefore, Alternative B1 could result in the less damage or removal of
wildlife habitat as compared to Alternative A.
Applying CSU and TL stipulations to oil and gas leasing could reduce damage or loss of vegetation and
habitat for wildlife within 228,926 acres. Applying CSU stipulations, which includes the Baseline CSU
stipulation, could minimize density of disturbance, reduce conflicts of development, and support
reclamation and mitigation activities when development does occur. These CSU stipulations could reduce
or minimize surface disturbance, reduce removal or degradation of wildlife habitat, provide additional
protections for wildlife habitat, and could provide offsite reclamation for areas that are developed.
Minimizing density of development could allow for fewer barriers of movement for wildlife species from
well pads and other infrastructure, and could reduce fragmentation of habitat. Reducing habitat
fragmentation could protect wildlife from human and other disturbance and could provide larger areas for
wildlife to breed, migrate, forage, seek cover, and complete their life histories. This would provide
additional levels of protection for wildlife and fish habitat as compared to Alternative A. The CSU
stipulations could reduce soil erosion and runoff into nearby riparian areas, leading to less sedimentation
of spawning habitat, and could maintain or improve water quality for fish and aquatic species. Impacts to
wildlife from TL stipulations would be the same as those described under Alternative A.
Applying an NSO stipulation for oil and gas leasing would prevent surface-disturbing activities from oil
and gas development within 452,269 acres, 318,695 more acres as compared to Alternative A. Impacts to
wildlife and fish habitat would be similar to Alternative A; however a much larger area of land would be
protected from surface-disturbing activities from oil and gas development. The NSO stipulation would
protect larger areas of habitat for deer, elk, pronghorn and bighorn sheep as compared to Alternative A
(Table 4-67). Vegetation types that provide habitat for big game as well as other wildlife species would
have larger areas of protection under the NSO stipulation: 82,334 more acres of blackbrush habitat, 138,265
more acres of pinyon-juniper, and 46,574 more acres of salt desert shrub would be protected compared to
Alternative A. Wildlife species such as kangaroo rat, bighorn sheep, juniper titmouse (Baeolophus
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ridgwayi), elk, bobcat (Lynx rufus), and pronghorn occupy these three habitat types protected within lands
managed with an NSO stipulation (USFS 2013, UDWR 2005b, Blaisdell and Holmgren 1984).
Impacts to wildlife and fish habitat from closing 753 acres to oil and gas leasing would be the same as those
described under Alternative A.
Potash leasing would only be permitted within the PLAs (103,619 acres), with 57,620 of these acres
available for potash leasing with CSU and TL stipulations, and the remaining 45,999 acres available with
NSO stipulations. Table 4-69 shows the acres of big game habitat within the NSO and CSU stipulations.
Overlap of habitat is greatest for bighorn sheep and pronghorn, and development could occur within the
CSU acres, subject to the leasing stipulations. Impacts to wildlife habitat from potash leasing and well
drilling would be similar to impacts from oil and gas leasing and well drilling described above. Projected
potash well drilling in Alternative A amounts to 1,223 acres of surface disturbance and the projected potash
well drilling in Alternative B1 amounts to 647 acres of surface disturbance. Therefore, the potential impacts
to wildlife resources are less in Alternative B1 than Alternative A.

Table 4-69. Big Game Habitat by Potash Leasing Stipulation within the Potash Leasing
Areas for Alternatives B1 and D (only)
Leasing Stipulation

PLA Alternative B1 (acres)

PLA Alternative D (acres)

CSU

0

0

NSO

3,193

3,193

CSU

32,983

32,983

NSO

29,785

29,785

CSU

38,402

38,812

NSO

27,222

26,812

Deer and Elk Habitat

Pronghorn Habitat

Desert Bighorn Sheep Habitat

Under Alternative B1, approximately 681,948 acres are deferred for potash leasing and development as
compared to Alternative A where 651,240 acres are available as open with standard terms and conditions
and with minor constraints (CSU and TL stipulations). Therefore, Alternative B1 provides far less acreage
for potash development than Alternative A. The area deferred for potash leasing in Alternative B1 would
prevent damage or loss of wildlife habitat from potash development outside of the PLAs, reduce disturbance
to wildlife from the presence of humans, vehicles or machinery, reduce erosion or runoff, and support an
intact ecosystem. Oil and gas development would still occur within those areas deferred for potash leasing,
but there would be less density of disturbance from overlapping development and infrastructure. Reduction
in surface disturbance could reduce soil loss, erosion, or sedimentation of streambeds, and could support
water quality and provide protection of habitat for fisheries and other aquatic species.
Under Alternative B1, the TL stipulation for mineral leasing to prohibit surface-disturbing activities on
saline soils would only apply within 49,915 acres as compared to 68,275 acres in Alternative A. The TL
stipulation would not apply within the PPFAs in Alternative B1, which could result in habitat damage or
removal, erosion, and runoff of saline soils into nearby riparian areas which could affect water quality, fish
habitat, and streambed conditions. However, an additional CSU stipulation within the PPFAs would require
offsite mitigation of any disturbance of saline soils within these areas (18,360 acres) and sagebrush-steppe
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(8,781 acres) thus offsetting the impacts to saline soils within the PPFAs. Offsite mitigation could
eventually provide soil stability, reduced erosion, improve sagebrush steppe habitat, and new seral stages
of habitat for wildlife such as pronghorn where rehabilitation efforts are successful.
Minimizing impacts to sagebrush steppe habitat in areas of moderately high to very high ecological
intactness through the Baseline CSU stipulation could reduce damage or loss of sagebrush steppe habitat
to a greater degree and with more consistency than Alternative A (11,269 acres). As part of the Baseline
CSU stipulation, offsite mitigation could support new areas of sagebrush steppe habitat if regeneration were
successful; however revegetation for this vegetation community can take 10 to 50 years depending on
climate, soil quality, and other factors. An additional CSU stipulation under Alternative B1 for PPFAs
(8,129 acres of sagebrush) could offset some losses of sagebrush steppe habitat from development of
processing facilities through additional offsite mitigation and could provide future sources of habitat and
forage over the long-term if revegetation efforts are successful. Minimizing loss of sagebrush steppe and
mitigation efforts could continue to regenerate sagebrush steppe habitat for wildlife species such as sage
sparrow (Amphispiza belli), Brewer’s sparrow, and mule deer within the Planning Area as revegetation
efforts are completed.
Impacts to pronghorn and other wildlife habitat from applying a TL stipulation to pronghorn fawning habitat
would be the same as described under Alternative A; however, the stipulation would apply to fewer acres
(85,639 acres; 14,105 fewer acres than Alternative A) within the PPFAs. Offsite mitigation would be
required for habitat that is disturbed or removed within the PPFAs, which could eventually provide new
habitat, habitat improvements, or water developments for pronghorn. Losses of habitat would affect
pronghorn until restoration or habitat improvements were completed. Habitat loss and fragmentation could
cause pronghorn to abandon lands where development does occur, which could result in reduced
reproduction or mortality of animals if suitable habitat was not available for pronghorn to relocate.
Applying a CSU for mineral leasing in Alternative B1 to the Potash-Confluence bighorn sheep habitat
(107,220 acres) would directly protect bighorn sheep lambing and rutting habitat from drilling operations
and permanent facilities within those areas. Although Alternative A uses an NSO, the CSU management
applies the same management and impacts to bighorn sheep would be similar to those described under
Alternative A. Impacts to bighorn sheep and other wildlife from exceptions for pipelines, roads and
geophysical exploration would be the same as those described in Alternative A. An additional CSU
stipulation for offsite mitigation within PPFAs for habitat that is disturbed or removed within the PPFAs,
which could eventually provide new habitat, habitat improvements, or water developments for bighorn
sheep. Losses of habitat would affect bighorn sheep until restoration or habitat improvements were
completed. Habitat loss and fragmentation could cause bighorn sheep to abandon lands where mineral
development does occur, which could result in reduced reproduction or mortality of animals if suitable
habitat was not available for bighorn sheep to relocate.

Impacts Specific to Alternative B2 Only
In Alternative B2, the entire Planning Area would be open only for oil and gas leasing subject to the
appropriate leasing stipulations. The Planning Area (785,567 acres) would be closed to potash leasing,
which would reduce impacts to wildlife that would result from the concurrent development of oil and gas
and potash as described in Alternative A. The impacts to wildlife from the limited potash development
provided in Alternative B1 would be greater than the exclusion of potash development in Alterative B2.
Alternative B2 would substitute oil and gas well drilling for potash well drilling within the PLAs established
in Alternative B1 and the impacts to wildlife resources would be similar. The major difference between
Alternative B1 and Alternative B2 is that Alternative B2 eliminates the 3,037 acres of surface disturbance,
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and the associated potential adverse impacts to wildlife resources that could result from the construction of
potash processing facilities within the 42,492 acres of PPFAs established in Alternative B1.
Managing the entire Planning Area as open only for oil and gas leasing (closed to potash leasing) would
prevent damage or loss of wildlife habitat from potash leasing and development and could reduce
disturbance to wildlife from the presence of humans, vehicles or machinery, reduce erosion or runoff, and
could help reduce habitat fragmentation from potash drilling operations, processing facilities and associated
infrastructure. The reduction of habitat loss or disturbance could reduce displacement of wildlife, allow for
more contiguous habitat for migration or movement, and prevent openings in habitat where invasive, nonnative species could establish, spread and cause further losses of habitat and habitat function. Oil and gas
development would still occur within these acres, but there would be less density of disturbance from
overlapping oil and gas and potash development and infrastructure. Reduction in surface disturbance could
reduce soil loss, erosion, or sedimentation of streambeds, and could support water quality and provide
protection of habitat for fisheries and other aquatic species.
In Alternative B2, approximately 385 acres of habitat, vegetation, and topsoil could initially be removed
for oil and gas development in the next 15 years, which would result in direct loss of wildlife habitat, further
degradation of surrounding habitat, fragmentation of habitat, and disturbed areas would be vulnerable to
the introduction and spread of noxious weeds, leading to additional loss of native vegetation resources.
Over the long term, reclamation would occur and habitat could re-establish within 108 acres, leaving only
277 acres of net surface disturbance in potential wildlife habitat (66 fewer acres than Alternative A).
Reclaimed areas could provide new areas and seral stages of habitat for wildlife as restoration efforts are
completed.
Under Alternative B2, there are zero acres open to oil and gas leasing with standard terms and conditions
as compared to 210,884 in Alternative A. Therefore, Alternative B2 could result in less damage or removal
of wildlife and fish habitat as compared to Alternative A.
Applying CSU and TL stipulations to oil and gas leasing would have the same impacts to wildlife and fish
habitat as those described in Alternative B1.
Applying an NSO stipulation for oil and gas leasing in Alternative B2 would prevent surface development
within 499,008 acres, 365,434 more acres as compared to Alternative A and a similar amount of acreage as
compared to Alternative B1. Impacts to wildlife and fish habitat would be the same as those described
under Alternative B1 and less than those described under Alternative A.
In Alternative B2, impacts to wildlife and fish habitat from closing 753 acres to mineral leasing would be
the same as those described under Alternative A.
Impacts to wildlife habitat from applying a TL stipulation in Alternative B2 to saline soils would be the
same as those described in Alternative A and less than those described in Alternative B1.
Minimizing impacts to sagebrush steppe through a CSU stipulation in Alternative B2 could reduce loss of
sagebrush steppe vegetation to a greater degree than Alternative A. Impacts to wildlife habitat would be
the same as described under Alternative B1.
Impacts to pronghorn and other wildlife habitat from applying a TL stipulation in Alternative B2 for
surface-disturbing activities would be the same as Alternative A. The BMPs would provide support for big
game and other wildlife habitat that would minimize impacts to sensitive habitat through project design or
mitigation. BMPs could prevent habitat loss within sensitive habitat areas or could provide regeneration of
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new habitat where habitat is lost, providing additional protection to pronghorn as compared to
Alternative A.
Impacts to bighorn sheep from applying a CSU stipulation in Alternative B2 would be the same as
Alternative B1; however, the additional CSU stipulation for offsite mitigation within PPFAs would not
apply because the Planning Area is closed to potash leasing under this alternative.

4.20.5

Impacts from Alternative C

In Alternative C, the entire Planning Area would be open only for oil and gas leasing subject to the
appropriate leasing stipulations. The Planning Area (785,567 acres) would be closed to potash leasing,
which would result in the same impacts to wildlife as those described in Alternative B2.
Applying an NSO stipulation to oil and gas leasing for up to 1 mile radius for cultural sites (45,289 acres)
in Alternative C would directly protect 34,305 acres of bighorn sheep habitat, as well as habitat for raptors
and other wildlife species within these areas. This NSO stipulation would preclude surface disturbance on
17,029 more acres of bighorn sheep habitat than that which is protected for cultural sites in Alternative B.
The NSO stipulation could prevent damage or removal of wildlife cover and forage, reduce fragmentation
of habitat, and prevent disturbance of wildlife within the 1 mile radius. Applying an NSO stipulation could
prevent runoff into aquatic habitat, support water quality, protect streambeds from sedimentation, and
erosion of streambanks.
Closing the existing Three Rivers mineral withdrawal to oil and gas leasing in Alternative C would prevent
future disturbance or damage to wildlife and fish habitat within and adjacent to the 23,441 acres from oil
and gas development and would provide greater habitat protection than Alternatives A and B. The closure
would provide greater protection to wildlife and fish habitat because it could limit development from
adjacent lands. The closure would protect wildlife habitat from fragmentation, provide undisturbed
corridors for migration, and prevent disturbance to wildlife from human presence and development
activities. This management would prevent soil loss, erosion, or sedimentation of spawning habitat, prevent
the loss or damage to in-stream, riparian or upland habitat, and would prevent or reduce the introduction
and spread of invasive, non-native plant species. The closure would provide protection to habitat for fish
such as speckled dace, bluehead sucker, and fathead minnow; waterfowl such as blue-winged teal, great
blue heron, and green-winged teal; big game, and other wetland and riparian wildlife species, and would
support water quality within the Green River and Colorado River corridor.
In Alternative C, impacts to wildlife and fish habitat from maximizing lease size and thus reducing or
eliminating redundant infrastructure from oil and gas development would be the same as those described in
Alternative B.
Applying the Baseline CSU stipulation for oil and gas leasing and development could reduce surface
disturbance when compared to Alternative A. Impacts to wildlife and fish habitat would be similar to those
described in Alternatives B1 and B2.
In Alternative C, approximately 74 acres of vegetation and topsoil could initially be removed for oil and
gas development in the next 15 years, which would result in direct loss of wildlife habitat, further
degradation of surrounding habitat, fragmentation of habitat, and disturbed areas would be vulnerable to
the introduction and spread of noxious weeds, leading to additional loss of native vegetation resources.
Over the long term, reclamation would occur and habitat could re-establish within 21 acres, leaving only
53 acres of net surface disturbance in potential wildlife habitat (290 fewer acres than Alternative A).
Reclaimed areas could provide new vegetation and seral stages of habitat for wildlife as revegetation efforts
are completed.
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Under Alternative C, as in Alternatives B1 and B2, there are zero acres open to oil and gas and potash
leasing with standard terms and conditions as compared with the 210,884 acres in Alternative A. Therefore,
Alternative C could result in the less damage or removal of wildlife and fish habitat as compared to
Alternative A.
Alternative C applies CSU and TL stipulations to oil and gas leasing on 54,799 acres which is much less
acreage than Alternatives A and B. While Alternative C has fewer acres that are managed with a CSU or
TL stipulation, these acres are managed more restrictively (NSO and closed). Thus, Alternative C provides
more protection to wildlife and fish habitat than do Alternatives A and B. There would be habitat for deer
and elk (21,804 acres) and pronghorn (26,930 acres) managed under CSU and TL stipulations, although
very little bighorn sheep habitat (65 acres) would be managed with CSU and TL stipulations under this
alternative (due to the increase of NSO management for bighorn sheep).
Applying an NSO stipulation for mineral leasing in Alternative C would prevent surface-disturbing
activities from oil and gas development on 550,599 acres, which is 412,496 more acres as compared to
Alternative A, and 51,511 acres more than Alternatives B1 and B2. Impacts would be similar to those
described under Alternatives A, B1, and B2 but would apply to a much larger area, allowing for greater
habitat connectivity for wildlife breeding, nesting, passage, and migration; reductions in disturbance from
human presence, mineral development activities, and vehicles; and overall protection of sensitive habitat
for big game and wildlife. In Alternative C, pinyon-juniper would receive the largest area of protection
from the NSO stipulation (223,391 acres, Table 4-61), which provides habitat for species such as nightsnake
(Hypsiglena torquata), Clark’s nutcracker (Nucifraga columbiana), and black bear (Gillihan 2006).
Blackbrush habitat would also receive greater protection than Alternative A (98,003 more acres, 133,438
total acres) providing wildlife such as kangaroo rat and bighorn sheep, with greater continuity of habitat,
reduced conflicts with vehicles and humans, and less damage or disturbance of habitat from mineral leasing
activities (USFS 2013). The largest areas of big game habitat are protected under this alternative: 99,734
acres of mule deer and elk habitat; 210,137 acres of pronghorn habitat; and 270,787 acres of bighorn sheep
habitat (Table 4-67).
Under Alternative C, closing 180,169 acres to oil and gas leasing and development would preclude surface
disturbance on 179,416 more acres of wildlife habitat compared to Alternatives A, B1, and B2. Impacts
would be similar to those described under Alternative A, but would apply to far more acres of wildlife and
fish habitat. The largest plant communities that provide habitat for wildlife that would be closed in
Alternative C include pinyon-juniper (77,728 acres, 77,200 acres more than Alternative A) and blackbrush
(53,109 acres, 53,067 acres more than Alternative A), which would provide undisturbed habitat for
pronghorn (16,223 acres), mule deer/elk (23,058 acres), bighorn sheep (93,373 acres), black bear, cougar
(Felis concolor), and numerous raptor species (Table 4-61 and Table 4-67).
In Alternative C, impacts to wildlife and fish habitat from applying a TL stipulation to saline soils would
be the same as those described in Alternatives A and B.
In Alternative C, impacts to wildlife and fish habitat from applying a CSU stipulation for offsite reclamation
for areas of saline soils would be the same as those described in Alternative B. There is no requirement for
offsite reclamation in Alternative A.
Applying a CSU stipulation in Alternative C on slopes between 21 percent and 30 percent (Table 4-56) and
avoiding development, where possible, could reduce or prevent surface disturbance to wildlife habitat,
protect vegetation and soils from damage or loss, and could prevent or reduce erosion. The stipulations
could minimize damage or loss of hillside and downslope habitat and could prevent landslides and heavy
erosion on slopes thereby reducing larger losses of wildlife habitat (46,525 acres). Erosion control plans
could reduce vegetation damage or loss, soil loss, and runoff in areas where development occurs. Applying
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an NSO stipulation in Alternative C to slopes over 30 percent would provide direct protection of wildlife
habitat from damage or removal in areas with potential for heavy runoff and erosion when disturbed
(134,594 acres). Deer, elk, and bighorn sheep habitat would be protected by the NSO and CSU stipulations,
which could minimize or prevent disturbance to forage, cover, and travel corridors. Preventing or reducing
erosion, soil loss and runoff would reduce sedimentation of spawning gravel, and would protect in-stream
habitat from reduced water quality, support fish habitat, and prevent channel degradation. These
stipulations provide more protection for wildlife habitat located along steep slopes than is provided in
Alternatives A and B because Alternative C provides an NSO stipulation to slopes greater than 30 percent.
Applying an NSO stipulation to preclude mineral activities within public water reserves, 100-year
floodplains and within 650 feet of intermittent and perennial streams, rivers, riparian areas, wetlands, water
wells, lakes, and springs (91,558 acres) provides greater protection for fish and wildlife habitat as compared
to Alternatives A and B, with larger buffer distances and more acreage protected. Alternative C protects
41,063 more acres than Alternative A and 21,772 more acres than Alternative B. Impacts to wildlife and
fish habitat would be similar to those described in Alternative A; however, the larger area of protection
would allow for greater protection of aquatic, riparian, wetland, upland and fish habitat; greater access to
water sources for wildlife, less disturbance or disruption of wildlife from mineral development, and access
to uninterrupted, contiguous habitat for wildlife movement or migration.
Applying an NSO stipulation for impaired water bodies to preclude mineral activities within 1,000 feet of
the Colorado River and Fisher Creek (6,883 acres) would allow for additional protection of wetland,
riparian, aquatic, and fish habitat within or adjacent to these areas, 2,293 more acres as compared to
Alternative B. Impaired water bodies were not specifically addressed in Alternative A.
Applying an NSO stipulation to important spring areas (38,056 acres) including the Courthouse Wash
Watershed (51,790 acres) and Salt Wash Watershed (61,925 acres) would protect water quality in adjacent
aquifers and watersheds from contaminants or diminished water quality from mineral development
activities. This management would protect habitat for fish and other aquatic species, prevent degradation
of riparian and wetland habitat, and provide clean water sources for wildlife use. Alternative C with its
NSO stipulations provides greater protection than the CSU stipulation provided in Alternative B.
Alternative A does not specifically address important spring areas and the Courthouse and Salt Wash
Watersheds.
Closing the suitable WSR segments along the Colorado and Green Rivers to mineral leasing (19,347 acres)
would prevent surface disturbance from leasing activities, and protect adjacent riparian or upland habitat
from degradation or damage as a result of erosion and runoff. The closure to future mineral leasing
activities would protect riparian and upland vegetation, reduce sedimentation and siltation of streambeds,
protect fisheries, and support water quality. Wildlife that use riparian, upland, and wetland habitat such as
warbling vireo, song sparrow, spotted towhee, along with amphibians, reptiles, and big game species would
benefit from the undisturbed habitat and forage, and from the reduced presence of humans and machinery
associated with mineral leasing. Habitat for Colorado River and Green River fish such as bluehead sucker
and speckled dace would be protected from habitat damage or degradation by closing the river segments to
future mineral development.
Impacts to wildlife habitat from minimizing impacts to sagebrush steppe through the Baseline CSU
stipulation and BMPs in Alternative C would be similar to Alternative B, but the Baseline CSU stipulation
would apply to all ecological conditions of sagebrush steppe habitat, protecting a much larger area of
sagebrush steppe habitat for wildlife than Alternative B. This management would provide the greatest
protection to sagebrush-obligate wildlife such as Brewer’s sparrow and mule deer (UDWR 2005b).
Alternative A does not specifically address sagebrush steppe habitat.
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Impacts to wildlife habitat from applying BMPs for oil and gas leasing and development would be the same
as those described in Alternative B.
Under Alternative C, a CSU stipulation to restrict noise would be applied oil and gas operations. This
management could reduce the disturbance of wildlife and prevent disruption to big game and other wildlife
during sensitive timeframes. Wildlife can become stressed and will flee or abandon habitat when noise
reaches certain levels, with the level of noise sensitivity varying among wildlife species. Preventing or
reducing disturbance to wildlife would allow wildlife to remain in high quality habitat with access to
preferred cover and forage, which could reduce stress, and support reproductive success. A lease stipulation
to address noise is not applied in Alternatives A and B, although Alternative B does apply BMPs for noise
reduction. Therefore, Alternative C reduces impacts to wildlife from noise generated from oil and gas
operations as compared to Alternatives A and B.
Impacts to pronghorn and other wildlife from applying TL stipulations in Alternative C would be similar
to Alternative B2, but a much larger area of habitat would be protected for pronghorn fawning and other
wildlife use. Under Alternative C, the TL stipulation would apply to 253,292 acres, 153,548 more acres as
compared to Alternatives A and B. This management would provide greater protection to pronghorn from
disturbance by human activity, vehicles, and mineral development activities during the sensitive fawning
timeframe.
In Alternative C, applying an NSO stipulation for mineral leasing for bighorn sheep rutting and lambing
habitat would provide greater protection than Alternative A, applying to slightly more habitat (5,758 acres);
it would apply year round without providing exceptions for pipelines and geophysical operations.
Alternative C applies an NSO stipulation with no exceptions rather than a CSU stipulation as in
Alternative B and therefore provides greater protection to bighorn sheep than Alternative B. This NSO
stipulation could protect bighorn sheep and other wildlife by reducing human presence, vehicle use, and
development activity, which would prevent species dispersal to other less desirable habitat. Forage, cover,
and corridors for travel and migration could be protected, and habitat fragmentation would be prevented
within the protected areas. In addition, the NSO stipulation could prevent runoff into aquatic habitat,
support water quality, and protect streambeds and spawning habitat from sedimentation or erosion.
Impacts to deer, elk and other wildlife from applying a TL stipulation in Alternative C for surface-disturbing
activities from oil and gas development would be similar to those described under Alternative A, but a
larger area of crucial winter habitat would be protected, 52,078 acres more than in Alternative A and 10,630
acres more than in Alternative B. Impacts from applying the Baseline CSU to deer and elk habitat would
be the same as described in Alternative B.

4.20.6

Impacts from Alternative D

Impacts to wildlife and fish habitat from applying an NSO stipulation up to 0.5 mile radius for cultural sites
(22,328 acres) would be the same as Alternative B, but provides less protection than that described in
Alternative C.
Impacts to fish and wildlife habitat from applying an NSO for the Three Rivers mineral withdrawal would
be the same as those described in Alternatives A and B. Alternative C provides more protection than that
provided in Alternative D.
In Alternative D, impacts to wildlife and fish habitat from maximizing oil and gas lease size and thus
reducing or eliminating redundant infrastructure from oil and gas development would be the same as those
described in Alternatives B and C.
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Impacts to wildlife and fish habitat from not issuing oil and gas leases within PLAs (103,619 acres) would
be similar to those described in Alternative B1.
Impacts to wildlife and fish habitat from applying a CSU stipulation to all potash leases that requires
processing facilities to be located within a PPFA (42,292 acres) would be similar to Alternative B1;
however, an exception could allow for small-scale potash processing facilities within the PLAs, allowing
an additional disturbance of up to 100 acres. If the smaller potash processing facility were to be developed,
damage, degradation, or removal of wildlife habitat would occur within the 100 acres, along with
fragmentation of habitat; and disturbance from humans, construction activities, or vehicle traffic could
occur during construction and operation of the facilities. Direct habitat loss or degradation of habitat could
force wildlife to relocate to other areas where competition for forage and other habitat resources could
increase. Increased competition for resources could lead to decreased health and reproduction, and could
result in increased predation or mortality. Invasive, non-native plant species could be introduced and spread
by vehicles and machinery during operation of the facilities, which could change vegetation composition
and function, making habitat inhospitable for native plant species and could lead to further losses of wildlife
habitat. Erosion or runoff could damage or degrade habitat for fish and other aquatic wildlife.
Table 4-70 shows the acres of big game habitat by potash leasing stipulation within the proposed PPFAs.
Impacts to wildlife and big game would be nearly the same as described in Alternative B1. There are only
very minimal differences for the number of acres of habitat protected by the NSO stipulation, as well as the
number of acres within CSU stipulation for Alternatives B1 and D.

Table 4-70. Big Game Habitat within the Potash Processing Facility Areas by Potash
Leasing Stipulation for Alternatives B1 and D (only)
Leasing Stipulation

PPFA Alternative B1 (acres)

PPFA Alternative D (acres)

1,484

1,484

146

146

CSU/TL

38,726

38,720

NSO

2,416

2,422

9,133

9,133

420

420

Deer and Elk Habitat
CSU/TL
NSO

Pronghorn Habitat

Desert Bighorn Sheep Habitat
CSU/TL
NSO

Applying the Baseline CSU stipulation for all mineral development on 213,218 acres, could reduce surface
disturbance when compared to Alternative A, which primarily consists of timing limitations. Impacts to
wildlife and fish habitat from the Baseline CSU stipulation would be the same as described under
Alternative B1, but would apply to slightly more acres than Alternative B1 (5,033 more acres than
Alternative B1). Under Alternative C, the Baseline CSU stipulation would be applied to fewer acres
compared to Alternative D because many more acres in Alternative C are protected by NSO stipulations or
are closed.
Alternative D provides exceptions to the NSO stipulation for visual resources, the Baseline CSU stipulation,
and the CSU stipulation for potash leases that would allow small-scale potash processing facilities within
PLAs, which could result in additional development activity, surface disturbance, and habitat loss, along
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with additional habitat fragmentation, additional erosion, sedimentation of spawning habitat, degradation
of fisheries and riparian habitat. These exceptions mean that Alternative D provides less protection to
wildlife habitat than does Alternative B1.
Under Alternative D, as in Alternatives B1, B2, and C there are zero acres managed as open to oil and gas
and potash leasing with standard terms and conditions as compared with the 210,884 acres in Alternative A.
Therefore, Alternative D could result in the less damage or removal of wildlife and fish habitat as compared
to Alternative A.
Approximately 344 acres of vegetation and topsoil could initially be removed for oil and gas development
in the next 15 years, which would result in direct loss of wildlife habitat, further degradation of surrounding
habitat, fragmentation of habitat; and disturbed areas would be vulnerable to the introduction and spread of
noxious weeds, leading to additional loss of native vegetation resources and wildlife habitat. Over the long
term, reclamation would occur and habitat could re-establish within 96 acres, leaving 248 acres of net
surface disturbance within potential wildlife habitat (95 fewer acres than Alternative A). Reclaimed areas
could provide new vegetation and seral stages of habitat for wildlife as revegetation efforts are completed.
Applying CSU and TL stipulations in Alternative D to oil and gas leasing on 230,765 acres would result in
similar impacts to wildlife and fish habitat as those described in Alternatives B1 and B2. While
Alternative D has 209,781 fewer acres than Alternative A that are managed with a CSU or TL stipulation,
all of these acres are managed more restrictively (NSO and closed) in Alternative D. Thus, Alternative D
provides more protection to wildlife and fish habitat than does Alternative A. While Alternative D has
175,966 more acres than Alternative C that are managed with a CSU or TL stipulation, the majority of these
acres are managed more restrictively in Alternative C. Thus, Alternative C provides more protection to
wildlife and fish habitat than does Alternative D.
Applying an NSO stipulation to oil and gas leasing in Alternative D would prevent surface-disturbing
activities from oil and gas development on 305,899 acres, which is 172,325 more acres as compared to
Alternative A but 245,700 acres fewer than Alternative C. While Alternatives B1 and B2 manage 146,390
more acres with an NSO stipulation as opposed to Alternative D, the majority of these 146,390 acres are
managed as closed in Alternative D. Thus, Alternative D provides more protection to wildlife and fish
habitat than do Alternatives A, B1, and B2, but less protection than Alternative C. The largest areas of
habitat protected are pinyon-juniper (146,998 acres), blackbrush (72,306 acres), and a much larger area of
sagebrush (23,183 acres) is protected in Alternative D (21,887 more acres than Alternative A). Habitat for
wildlife such as Western bluebird (Sialia mexicana), chipping sparrow (Spizella passerina), kangaroo rat,
sage sparrow, and Brewer’s sparrow, would be protected within these habitats (Gillihan 2006, USFS 2013,
UDWR 2005b). Larger areas of habitat for big game are protected in Alternative D compared to
Alternative A: 79,875 acres of deer and elk habitat (64,459 more than Alternative A), 57,499 acres of
pronghorn habitat (37,159 more than Alternative A), and 169,250 acres for bighorn sheep (48,077 more
than Alternative A) (Table 4-63).
Closing 145,284 acres to oil and gas leasing in Alternative D, 144,531 more acres than Alternatives A
and B, would prevent damage or loss of vegetation resources from development activities, retain stable soil
resources, prevent erosion or runoff and protect an intact ecosystem. Impacts to wildlife and fish habitat
would be similar to Alternatives A and B, but would cover a much larger area. Under Alternative D, the
largest areas of habitat protected within the closed areas would be blackbrush (45,605 acres) and pinyonjuniper (60,255 acres), which contain habitat for kangaroo rat, raptors, juniper titmouse, and pinyon jay
(Gillihan 2006, USFS 2013). Habitat for big game would be protected within the closed areas where it was
not under Alternative A for deer and elk (10,272 acres), and pronghorn (8,128 acres) plus 61,081 acres
more for bighorn sheep (compared to 753 acres in Alternative A). The acreage closed in Alternative D is
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34,885 fewer acres than Alternative C. Therefore, Alternative C provides the most protection to wildlife
and fish habitat.
In Alternative D, potash leasing would only be permitted within the PLAs (103,619 acres), with 57,308 of
these acres available for potash leasing with CSU and TL stipulations, and the remaining 45,311 acres
available with NSO stipulations. Impacts to wildlife and fish habitat from well drilling would be similar to
those impacts from oil and gas well drilling. Impacts to fish and wildlife habitat from potash well drilling
would be similar to those described under Alternative B1, but with only slight changes in acres protected
by lease stipulations. Big game habitat protected under the NSO and CSU stipulations for potash leasing
is very similar between Alternatives B1 and D with the only difference being that 410 more acres of bighorn
sheep habitat is covered by CSU stipulations and 410 fewer acres are not protected by the NSO stipulation
(Table 4-71).

Table 4-71. Big Game Habitat within the Potash Leasing Areas by Potash Leasing
Stipulation for Alternatives B1 and D (only)
Lease Stipulation

PLA Alternative B1 (acres)

PLA Alternative D (acres)

0

0

3,193

3,193

CSU/TL

32,983

32,983

NSO

29,785

29,785

CSU/TL

38,402

38,812

NSO

27,222

26,812

Deer and Elk Habitat
CSU/TL
NSO

Pronghorn Habitat

Desert Bighorn Sheep Habitat

Applying a CSU stipulation to all potash leases that requires processing facilities to be located within a
PPFA would have the same impacts to wildlife and fish habitat as those described in Alternative B1.
Alternatives B2 and C do not provide for potash leasing and as a result, there would be no impacts to
wildlife and fish habitat resulting from potash processing facilities.
Impacts to habitat for wildlife and fish from making approximately 681,948 acres deferred to potash leasing
are the same as those described in Alternative B1. However, Alternatives B2 and C close the entire
Planning Area to potash leasing and development and therefore provide the greatest protection to wildlife
and fish habitat.
Impacts to habitat for wildlife and fish by applying a TL stipulation to saline soils would be the same as
those described under Alternative B1.
Impacts to habitat for wildlife and fish from applying a CSU stipulation for offsite reclamation for areas of
saline soils would be the same as those described in Alternative B.
Impacts to habitat for wildlife and fish from applying a CSU stipulation for slopes greater than 21 percent
would be the same as those described in Alternative B.
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Impacts to wildlife and fish habitat from applying an NSO stipulation to preclude mineral activities within
public water reserves, 100-year floodplains and within 500 feet of intermittent and perennial streams, rivers,
riparian areas, wetlands, water wells, lakes, and springs (69,786 acres) and applying an NSO stipulation to
preclude mineral activities within 750 feet of the Colorado River and Fisher Creek (4,590 acres) would be
the same as those described under Alternative B and more than those described in Alternative C.
Impacts to wildlife and fish habitat from applying an NSO stipulation to the suitable WSR segments along
the Colorado and Green Rivers would be the same as those described under Alternatives A and B, but more
than those described in Alternative C.
Impacts to wildlife and fish habitat from minimizing impacts to sagebrush steppe through the Baseline CSU
stipulation would be the same as those described in Alternatives B1, B2, and C. In addition, applying a
CSU stipulation requiring compensatory mitigation outside the area of impact in sagebrush-steppe habitat
within PPFAs would have the same impacts to wildlife and fish habitat as those described in Alternative B1.
Impacts to wildlife and fish habitat from applying BMPs for mineral leasing and development would be the
same as those described in Alternative B.
Impacts to wildlife and fish habitat from applying a CSU stipulation for noise mitigation would be the same
as those described in Alternative C.
Impacts to pronghorn, bighorn sheep, and other wildlife from applying TL stipulations for fawning habitat
and applying CSU stipulations for lambing and rutting habitat would be the same as those described in
Alternative B1.
Impacts to elk, deer and other wildlife from applying a TL stipulation for fawning, calving, and crucial
winter habitat would be the same as those described in Alternative B.
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CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

This section defines cumulative impacts, describes the methodology used for assessing these impacts,
describes projects and activities considered in this assessment, and presents the results organized by
resource topic.
The CEQ regulations for implementing NEPA define cumulative impacts as—
“The impacts on the environment which result from the incremental impact of the action when added
to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of what agency (Federal
or non-Federal) or person undertakes such other actions. Cumulative impacts can result from
individually minor but collectively significant actions taking place over a period of time” (40 CFR
§1508.7).
The full effect of any single action cannot be determined by considering that action in isolation, but must
be determined by considering the likely result of that action in conjunction with many others. The
cumulative impact analysis for the MLP/FEIS evaluates the potential impacts associated with the
management alternatives in combination with the potential impacts associated with other relevant activities
that have occurred, are occurring, or are likely to occur within the area of analysis.

4.21.1

Impact Assessment Methodology

BLM planning-level decisions are programmatic decisions that allocate resources or specify allowable uses
in all or portions of the Planning Area to emphasize certain management direction. As a result, the
cumulative impact analysis is also broad and general in nature. The analysis presents ranges and qualitative
conclusions as opposed to bounded quantified details. These cumulative impacts will be considered in
subsequent NEPA documents that analyze specific projects or programs.
Analysis and description of the identifiable effects of past actions are required to the extent they are relevant
and useful in analyzing whether the reasonably foreseeable effects of the alternatives may have a
continuing, additive, and significant relationship to those present effects. Based on scoping, agencies have
discretion on what is useful concerning past action for the agency’s analysis of the effects of present action
and its reasonable alternatives. Effects of past actions and activities on resources are manifested in the
current condition of the resource, which is described in Chapter 3 (Affected Environment) for resources on
lands administered by the BLM within the Planning Area. Specific information presented in Chapter 3 is
not repeated here.
CEQ guidance directs cumulative impact analysis to focus on important issues of national, regional, or local
significance. This analysis focuses on alternative mineral leasing and development decisions that, when
combined with other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable actions, would collectively be significant.
Not all issues identified for direct or indirect impact assessment in this MLP/FEIS are analyzed for
cumulative effects. Because of the wide geographic scope of a cumulative impact assessment and the
variety of activities assessed, cumulative impacts are commonly examined at a more qualitative and less
detailed level than are direct and indirect impacts.
Public documents prepared by Federal, State, and local government agencies are the primary sources of
information regarding past, present, and reasonably foreseeable actions considered in the cumulative effects
analysis. Actions undertaken by private persons and entities are assumed to be captured in the information
made available by such agencies. Speculative or uncommitted projects are not included in the projections.
These projections are not planning decisions. Using them in this analysis does not constitute approval by
the BLM or any authorizing agency. These projections do not set a limit or cap on future BLM actions.
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Unforeseen changes in such factors as economics, public demand, and Federal, State, and local laws and
policies could result in different outcomes than those projected for this analysis.
Potential cumulative impacts are described for each affected resource within a defined cumulative impact
analysis area (CIAA). The CIAA covers different geographic areas depending on the specific resource
being evaluated. The CIAAs are described in each of the resource sections below. CIAAs that extend
beyond the Planning Area are largely for resources that are mobile or migrate, compared to resources that
are stationary. For example, the air quality CIAA is large because it is based on the complex interaction
between climatic factors, terrain, and the potential for significant impacts to occur in sensitive areas within
the airshed. Smaller CIAAs were established for resources that are stationary such as cultural resources,
minerals, and visual resources. In some cases, these CIAAs might be the same as the Planning Area
boundary. Activities and development that occur within or outside the CIAAs have the potential to create
cumulative impacts on the specific resource being analyzed.
The BLM considered the following factors in this cumulative impact assessment:
•
•
•
•
•

Federal, non-Federal, and private actions
The potential for effects to cross political and administrative boundaries
Other spatial and temporal characteristics of each affected resource
The comparative scale of cumulative impacts across alternatives
Scoping comments.

Temporal and spatial boundaries used in the cumulative analysis are developed on the basis of resources of
concern and actions that might contribute to an impact. The baseline date for the cumulative impacts
analysis is 2014. The reasonably foreseeable actions utilized in this analysis are projected using a 15-year
planning horizon.

4.21.2

Projects and Activities Considered

The following current and reasonably foreseeable activities were identified as having the greatest likelihood
to generate potential cumulative impacts when added to activities associated with the alternatives for the
MLP/FEIS:
•

Continued expansion of U.S. Highway 191 (to four lanes from two lanes).

•

The RFDs for oil and gas and potash.

•

An increase in recreational use of BLM lands, both motorized and non-motorized. This would
result in more conflicts with recreational users. There is an estimated 3 percent growth in recreation
use per year.

•

Construction of 40 additional miles of single track mountain bike trail.

•

Campground development in the Indian Creek corridor.

•

A 9,000 barrel per day refining facility on private land north of I-70 near Green River (pipeline and
railroad siding on BLM). The project is located outside the Planning Area, but oil and gas from
the Planning Area would be sent to the refinery. A portion of the proposed pipeline is in the
Planning Area.

•

Paving of the graveled Anticline Overlook Scenic Backway (expected to increase visitation to the
northern portion of the Canyon Rims SRMA).
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•

Russian olive and tamarisk treatments along the Colorado River from the Moab boat ramp to Potash
boat ramp.

•

Continuation of livestock grazing.

Activities and development that occur within the CIAAs have the potential to create cumulative impacts on
the specific resource being analyzed. Oil and gas and potash development presents the highest likelihood
for impacts within the Planning Area. Anticipated oil and gas and potash projects within the Planning Area
are encompassed by the oil and gas and potash RFDs for the Planning Area. The projects listed above are
not presented as an exhaustive list of actions, but every effort has been made to present a representative list
of actions that could contribute to cumulative impacts. Past decisions and management that continue to
affect cumulative impacts are described in Chapter 3.

4.21.3

Cumulative Impacts by Resource

Air Quality
The CIAA for air quality is the airshed within the Planning Area, as well as adjacent regional airsheds due
to wind patterns and transport and circulation of emissions. Past, present and reasonably foreseeable future
actions and conditions within the CIAA that have affected and will likely continue to affect air quality
include emissions from oil and gas development, large power plants, metropolitan areas, and mobile
sources. Oil and gas development has occurred, is occurring, and will continue to occur on both Federal
and non-Federal oil and gas estate within the Planning Area. The same is true for potash development.
Exploration for and development of oil and gas and potash resources contribute to short-term particulate
matter emissions that can combine with naturally occurring dust generation to create temporary
cumulatively degraded visibility conditions depending on the timing and location of the cumulative actions.
They also contribute criteria pollutants and hazardous pollutants through the combustion of fuel in drill
rigs, construction equipment, and vehicles, potentially resulting in increases in ambient concentrations of
these pollutants.
Past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions and conditions within the CIAA that have
contributed GHGs to the atmosphere include mineral (oil and gas and potash) development and fuel
combustion. Oil and gas and potash development has occurred, is occurring, and would continue to occur
on both Federal and non-Federal mineral estate within the Planning Area. Oil and gas and potash
development results in emissions of GHGs during fuel combustion in vehicles, drill rigs, and construction
equipment, and through emissions of methane associated with oil and gas production.
Regional Cumulative Analyses

The regional cumulative analysis will evaluate the emissions and sources quantified for far-field modeling
and place them into a regional context. Source apportionment will be used to estimate the impact current
emissions have on monitored and modeled ozone, PM2.5 and visibility in Canyonlands National Park. These
pollutants for concern have been identified in Chapter 3, Affected Environment (3.2) as being regional in
scope, with similar monitored values occurring throughout the rural southwest. How sources within the
Planning Area affect regional concentrations, and how regional sources affect concentrations within the
Planning Area will be examined.
In 2013, the WRAP WestJump Air Quality Modeling Study was completed (WRAP 2014). This study was
intended to initiate the next generation of regional technical analysis and support for ozone transport and
attainment demonstrations for the intermountain West. The project incorporated all of the recent western
modeling analyses into a single modeling database, and went through a comprehensive model performance
evaluation in an open technical forum independent of any specific project or regulatory activity. One of
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the functions of the modeling platform is the ability to perform a comprehensive source apportionment
analysis to evaluate local source, western regional, natural and international impacts of elevated ozone
impacts (both rural and urban) across the west and at specific locations within the modeling domain.
For purposes of this analysis, Canyonlands National Park was chosen as a source receptor to evaluate both
local and regional emission sources impacts on ozone, PM2.5, and visibility. The appendices located in the
Final Report of the 2013 document hold interactive Excel files that you can specify for given areas and
emissions across the West Coast. The print outs are extremely detailed from these reports, and the charts
were narrowed down by the major contributors that are labelled on each. The appendices used can be found
at: http://www.wrapair2.org/WestJumpAQMS_Model_Results_UT_April16_2014.pdf
The regional cumulative impacts will be presented through a series of graphs, which illustrate how sources
within the Planning Area affect regional concentrations, and how regional sources affect concentrations
within the Planning Area.
Figure 4-3 shows a modeled ozone concentration for May 10, 2008, and where contributions to the modeled
value originate and the magnitude of that contribution. The Boundary Condition (BC) contribution is the
amount of modeled ozone that is entering the airshed from locations not apportioned, and can be thought
of as a large scale regional background. As can be seen on the graph, almost 90 percent of modeled ozone
on that day was from outside the region, with sources within Utah making up the next largest contributor
at 3.4 percent.

Figure 4-3. State Contributions to Modeled Highest Ozone Day at Canyonlands National
Park, Utah Site

For comparison purposes, the highest modeled day that same year for Salt Lake City, a large metropolitan
area, shows the Utah contribution equaling almost 30 percent (Figure 4-4). This is due to a much larger
number of emission sources in Salt Lake City compared to the sources vs. concentration ratio found in the
Planning Area.
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Figure 4-4. State Contributions to Modeled Highest Ozone Day at Hawthorne School, Salt
Lake County, Utah Site

Meteorological conditions can also play a dominate role in source contributions to monitored or modeled
values. Figure 4-5 shows the modeled 4th highest ozone concentration for 2008 in Canyonlands National
Park, and the major source contributors have radically changed. California, followed by Arizona, now
makes up the dominate source contributors, with Utah sources only contributing 0.22 percent. This is most
likely due to predominate winds that day transporting ozone from outside the Planning Area.

Figure 4-5. State Contributions to Modeled 4th Highest Ozone Day at Canyonlands
National Park, Utah Site

Based on the source apportionment by State contributions data, sources within the Planning Area are
unlikely to significantly contribute to modeled or monitored ozone concentrations. While sources within
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the Planning Area do not contribute significantly, they do contribute incrementally to both Planning Area
and regional ozone concentrations.
The WestJump source apportionment tool also allows the user to specify source contributions by type; for
instance mobile, point, oil and gas, and/or fires. Figure 4-6 shows a modeled Planning Area ozone
concentration of 70.0 ppb with 11.7 ppb (16.7 percent) due to regional sources. Mobile sources (cars and
trucks) make up the largest single source category, followed by natural sources (primarily vegetative
volatile organic compound [VOC] emissions), and point sources (e.g., power plants). Oil and gas emission
account for less than 1 percent of the regional source category emissions. This would not be an unusual
source category breakdown for rural airsheds in the Western United States.

Figure 4-6. Regional Source Type Contributions to Planning Area Modeled Concentration
Source Contribution at UT_San Juan0101
Canada+Mexic
o 1.6%

Area 0.7%
Unexplained 2.4%
Unexplained
2.4%

Natural 3.3%
Fires 0.3%

Natural 3.3%
Mobile 5.3%

Point Sources
2.7%

Upstream Oil+Gas
0.4%
Point Sources 2.7%

Fires 0.3%
Upstream
Oil+Gas 0.4%

Based on extrapolated PM2.5 monitoring data from the IMPROVE monitoring site operated by the Park
Service at Canyonlands National Park, ambient PM2.5 concentrations are well below the applicable
NAAQS. It would be expected that PM2.5 concentrations regionally are also well below the NAAQS, given
the paucity of large sources and dispersed population. Little monitoring data exists to validate this however,
and the Planning Area is designated as unclassifiable .
PM2.5 can contribute to regional haze and visibility degradation in Class 1 airsheds (e.g., Canyonlands NP)
at lower ambient concentrations than the NAAQS. Understanding the sources and composition of PM2.5 is
important for informing management actions related to source controls and mitigation. Using the
WestJump source apportionment tool, the composition of modeled PM2.5 concentrations can be estimated
for both total sources within the Planning Area, and specific for the oil and emission category. Figure 4-7
shows the composition of modeled ambient PM2.5 in the Planning Area, and Figure 4-8 shows the
composition of modeled ambient PM2.5 from just oil and gas sources. As is apparent, crustal material (dust)
makes up the majority of composition in both graphs. Nitrogen oxides (engine exhaust) and sulfates (diesel
emissions) make up most of the remainder of the oil and gas component.
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Figure 4-7. Planning Area Modeled PM2.5 Compositions
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Figure 4-8. Oil and Gas Source Category PM2.5 Compositions
Composition of Annual PM2.5 from
Upstream Oil+Gas in ug/m3
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Another way to evaluate contributions to visibility in the Planning Area is the State contribution to light
extinction broken down by source contribution. Figure 4-9 shows modeled State contributions with
columns divided by source contribution. Arizona is the dominant source of visibility reducing components,
with crustal materials being the largest contributor, followed by California. Utah, New Mexico, and Nevada
all are apparent, with the remainder minimal. As with the modeled ozone comparisons shown in Figure
4-3 and Figure 4-5, these modeled impacts would be sensitive to meteorological conditions, and could vary
widely.
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Figure 4-9. State Contribution to Total Extinction at Arches National Park
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Emissions of ozone precursor gases within the CIAA were found to contribute a relatively minor amount
to modeled ozone concentrations in the CIAA, with the largest contributors being in San Juan County being
mobile sources followed by point sources. The ratio of emissions within the Planning Area to total regional
emissions is unlikely to change to a significant degree over the life of the planning period. Overall
emissions may grow the relative contribution to observed monitored values in the Planning Area and
regionally will continue to be only slightly impacted by emissions from within the Planning Area.
Ozone concentrations will continue to approach and occasionally exceed the NAAQS in the CIAA, and
may violate under the proposed new NAAQS for ozone, although the contributions from ozone precursor
generating activities in the Planning Area will continue to not be a determinant factor in these
concentrations. Ozone will continue to be a regional issue in Southeast Utah, with the primary contributors
being sources outside the CIAA. Reasonable controls to reduce the emissions of ozone precursors from oil
and gas activities, and to a lesser extent potash, should be required to reduce the relatively minor
contribution emissions sources in the CIAA have on regional ozone formation and transport.

Cultural Resources
The CIAA for cultural resources consists of the public lands within the Planning Area because the projected
development for the alternatives in the MLP/FEIS would not affect cultural resources outside the Planning
Area. Cumulative impacts to cultural resources within the CIAA can occur to the physical remains of
historic properties and can also impact the integrity of the visual setting where the property is located.
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Current and future actions in the CIAA that are most likely to contribute to the cumulative impacts for
cultural resources and resources of religious or traditional importance to Native American tribes include oil
and gas and potash leasing and development and an increase in recreational uses. These actions are
associated with surface-disturbing activities and increased human presence, which could affect cultural
resources and cultural landscapes through loss and disturbance, changes in setting, and theft or vandalism.
On public lands, these actions would require adherence to cultural resource laws and regulations that would
prevent or mitigate potential adverse impacts. However, the potential for cumulative impacts to cultural
resources include State and private lands within the Planning Area, which are not afforded the same
protection as on public lands.
The mineral development projected in the different alternatives for the MLP/FEIS would result in surfacedisturbing activities, which could contribute to the cumulative impacts to cultural resources. The alternative
with the highest amount of area precluded from mineral surface development would have the least potential
for contributing to cumulative impacts. Conversely, the alternative with the least amount of area precluded
from mineral surface development would have the greatest potential for contributing to cumulative impacts.
Therefore, Alternative C would contribute the least to cumulative impacts for cultural resources and
Alternative A would contribute the most. Alternatives B1, B2, and D would contribute an intermediate
amount. The incremental contribution of the alternatives for the MLP/FEIS on the cumulative impacts to
cultural resources is anticipated to be minimal since cultural resources are managed and protected on public
lands in compliance with Federal laws, regulations, and policies.

Lands and Realty
The CIAA used to analyze cumulative impacts on the uses administered by the lands and realty program
includes the entire Planning Area. Cumulative impacts on lands and realty management would result from
actions that create constraints and/or opportunities for land use authorizations consisting of rights-of-ways
(pipelines, power lines, transmission lines, roads) and permits (filming locations).
The number of land-use authorizations (rights-of-ways and permits) is a function of demand for these uses.
Future development of adjacent State and private lands would likely result in additional requests for land
use authorizations. In addition, mineral development projected in the alternatives for the MLP/FEIS could
result in requests for additional rights-of-ways for roads and pipelines proposed outside of a Federal lease.
The designation of right-of-way avoidance and exclusion areas on BLM lands in the Planning Area
established in the Moab and Monticello Resource Management Plans contribute to the cumulative impacts
for lands and realty by reducing the routing options for right-of-way facilities. Right-of-way avoidance and
exclusion areas are established to protect sensitive resources. However, the MLP/FEIS does not address
right-of-way avoidance and exclusion areas and therefore would not contribute any further to these
cumulative impacts.

Lands with Wilderness Characteristics
The CIAA for lands with wilderness characteristics for the Planning Area considers both lands identified
in the Moab and Monticello RMPs (2008) as having wilderness characteristics (192,220 acres) and lands
subsequently identified as having wilderness characteristics (73,026 acres), which are within the Planning
Area.
Past, present, and reasonably foreseeable actions within the CIAA that have affected and will likely
continue to affect wilderness characteristics include oil and gas and potash development and increased
recreational demands. Development of oil and gas and potash could introduce sights, noises, and
infrastructure in or adjacent to lands with wilderness characteristics, which could impair the feeling of
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solitude and degrade naturalness. Increasing visitor use in the Planning Area will likely intensify use of
BLM-administered lands, including natural areas and lands with wilderness characteristics, potentially
impacting wilderness characteristics by reducing opportunities for solitude.
Alternative A does not specifically mitigate impacts to lands with wilderness characteristics from oil and
gas and potash leasing and development. Alternative A has the greatest potential to introduce sights, noises,
and infrastructure in or adjacent to lands with wilderness characteristics, which could impair the feeling of
solitude and degrade naturalness. Management specific for lands with wilderness characteristics under
Alternatives B, C, and D would minimize or substantially reduce adverse impacts to solitude, naturalness,
and primitive recreation associated with lands with wilderness characteristics. Overall, Alternative C
provides protection to more lands with wilderness characteristics and would contribute the least amount to
the cumulative effects to lands with wilderness characteristics followed by Alternatives B and D.

Livestock Grazing
The CIAA used to analyze cumulative impacts on livestock grazing includes the grazing lands within the
Planning Area. Cumulative impacts to livestock grazing result from activities and actions that affect
available forage on BLM lands, private lands, and State lands. Surface-disturbing activities such as mineral
development, the presence of wildlife, and other activities such as exclosures, fire, or recreation use could
result in forage degradation or loss of AUMs. Reclamation, vegetation treatments, and invasive, non-native
plant control efforts would general enhance rangeland conditions and result in increased forage.
Past, existing, and future oil and gas and potash development projects, recreation use, and big game
populations located within the CIAA have resulted in reducing AUMs and forage available for livestock as
a result of an increase in soil disturbance, vegetation removal, the spread of invasive, non-native plant
species, and livestock displacement. Impacts would be greater in areas with large populations of big game
and areas with high-density mineral development projects. Oil and gas and potash development activities
and related construction of roads, pipelines, and well pads would be the primary cause of direct forage
removal and spread of invasive, non-native plant species. Alternative A would result in the largest losses
of forage and AUMs. In turn, this loss would result in the greatest contribution to the cumulative impacts
for livestock grazing, with Alternative C sustaining the fewest losses. However, these disturbances
associated with mineral development have resulted in minor impacts to livestock grazing in the past and up
to the present. These disturbances are also projected to be minor in the future.

Minerals: Oil and Gas
The CIAA used to analyze cumulative impacts on oil and gas development is the Planning Area. Past,
present, and reasonably foreseeable actions and conditions within the CIAA that have affected and will
likely to continue to affect oil and gas are market forces, availability of resources for development,
regulatory and development constraints, and reservoir/reserve depletion.
The management actions proposed in the alternatives for the MLP/FEIS would cumulatively impact oil and
gas development through surface use restrictions (e.g., closures, and CSU, TL, and NSO stipulations) that
ultimately would decrease the amount of oil and gas development in the Planning Area. Precluding surface
disturbance could prevent the construction of some well pads, access roads, pipelines, and ancillary
facilities. Offsite methods such as directional drilling would be required to access oil and gas resources in
areas managed with an NSO stipulation. In some cases, an operator could place a well pad, access road, or
production facility in a less-sensitive area and drill from the well pad directionally to recover reserves
underlying the area prohibited from surface-disturbing activities. The equipment and personnel required
for directional drilling could increase the complexity of operations and slow the drilling process. Closures
and surface use restrictions could cause an operator to move to nearby private or State land (if similar
resources are available with fewer restrictions) and drill wells that could lead to drainage of Federal reserves
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and loss of Federal revenue. However, the indirect and cumulative effects of consolidating infrastructure
could reduce the need for ancillary infrastructure over the larger region as infrastructure becomes more
centralized and less infrastructure would be necessary for the delivery of products.
Oil and gas leasing and development would continue under all alternatives. The restrictions imposed by
leasing stipulations (CSU, TL, NSO) and closed areas result in impacts to oil and gas development, such as
decreased amount of oil and gas extraction, delays in oil and gas extraction, increased requirements and
complexity of operations, and additional costs. Under all alternatives, the lease stipulations reduce the
number of well pads that were projected in the RFD scenario for oil and gas on all lands (Federal, State,
and private) within the Planning Area over the next 15 years. There are 58 well pads projected for
Alternative A, 38 well pads projected for Alternative B1, 47 well pads projected for Alternative B2, nine
well pads projected for Alternative C, and 42 well pads projected for Alternative D. Alternative A would
allow the greatest amount of wells to be developed and would have the fewest restrictions on development.
Alternative C would allow the fewest number of wells to be developed to the major constraints imposed by
lease stipulations and closures. Alternatives B1, B2, and D allow for a moderate level of oil and gas
development. Alternatives B1 and D reduce the amount of oil and gas development in lieu of potash leasing
and development in identified areas; however, oil and gas leasing and development could occur in these
areas if potash leasing and development are not pursued.

Minerals: Potash
The CIAA used to analyze cumulative impacts on potash development is the entire Planning Area. Past,
present and reasonably foreseeable future actions and conditions within the CIAA that have affected and
will likely to continue to affect potash development are market forces, availability of resources for
development, feasibility to develop the resource, regulatory, and development constraints, and deposit
depletion.
The management actions proposed in the alternatives for the MLP/FEIS impact potash development
through surface use restrictions (e.g., closures, and CSU, TL, and NSO stipulations) that would result in
impacts to potash development, such as a decrease in potash development, delays in potash development,
increased requirements and complexity of operations, and additional costs. Precluding surface disturbance
could prevent the construction of some well pads, access roads, pipelines, and processing facilities. Under
all alternatives, the lease stipulations and closures reduce the number of well pads that were projected in
the RFD scenario for potash on all lands (Federal, State, and private) within the Planning Area over the
next 15 years. The projected potash development in Alternative A is 18 production well pads producing
400,000 tons per year utilizing solar evaporation processing methods and 86 production well pads
producing 2,000,000 tons per year utilizing crystallization processing methods. The projected potash
development is Alternatives B1 and D are similar and include 12 production well pads producing 300,000
tons per year utilizing solar evaporation processing methods and 42 (B1) and 45 (D) production well pads
producing 1,000,000 (B1) and 1,020,000 (D) tons per year utilizing crystallization processing methods.
The entire Planning Area would be closed to potash leasing and development under Alternatives A and C.

Paleontological Resources
The area used to analyze cumulative impacts on paleontological resources includes the entire Planning
Area. Surface-disturbing activities associated with oil and gas and potash leasing and development
resulting from the alternatives for the MLP/FEIS are not expected to affect paleontological resources
outside the Planning Area.
Past actions that have contributed to the cumulative impacts for paleontological resources include crosscountry off-highway vehicle (OHV) use, indiscriminate dispersed camping, and mineral development.
Ongoing permitted activities such as oil and gas development could also inadvertently impact
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paleontological resources in areas where the potential for significant paleontological resources is high.
Beyond authorized ground disturbance, cumulative impacts could occur from erosion, unauthorized
collection, and vandalism. These cumulative impacts could result in the unmitigated loss of scientific
information and could reduce the educational in interpretative potential of the resource.
For mineral development that results from the alternatives for the MLP/FEIS, adverse impacts to
paleontological resources would be minimized through existing laws, regulations, lease stipulations, and
BMPs within potential fossil yield classifications areas 3, 4, and 5. Measures to identify resources in areas
with high potential for paleontological resources would allow evaluation by paleontologists in areas that
had not previously studied, and fossils that would have otherwise been destroyed would be avoided or
recovered and made available for study. Alternatives that provide the most constraints to mineral
development and the associated surface-disturbing activities would contribute the least to the cumulative
impacts to paleontological resources. Therefore, the incremental contribution to the cumulative impacts
for paleontological resources would be the greatest with Alternative A followed in descending order by
Alternatives D, B1, B2, and C.

Recreation
The CIAA used to analyze cumulative impacts on recreation is the entire Planning Area. Past and present
actions that have had and are continuing to have impacts on recreation include linear right-of-way (ROW)
projects, mineral development, OHV travel management, and the designation of SRMAs.
ROWs for electrical transmission lines and pipeline projects conflict with recreation opportunities. Mineral
development can impact recreational opportunities by conflicting with recreation users and through the
creation of noise and visual disruptions that affect user experiences. OHV travel management has
benefitted cumulative effects on recreational experiences and resources by reducing surface impacts to
soils, cultural resources, riparian areas, and wildlife habitat by generally confining travel to designated
routes within the Planning Area. The cumulative impact on recreation resources has been enhanced in the
long-term by designating SRMAs within the Planning Area. The SRMAs help to reduce the conflicts
among the different recreation uses. The SRMAs are also beneficial for responding to the expected increase
in visitation and changes in recreational demand.
The incremental contribution of cumulative impacts to recreation opportunities, setting, and experience for
the projected mineral development in the alternatives for the MLP/FEIS would generally correspond to the
amount of restrictions imposed to protect these resources from mineral activities. Alternative C precludes
mineral related surface-disturbing activities within the SRMAs and would contribute the least amount to
the cumulative impacts for recreation. Alternative A provides the least amount of restrictions to mineral
development within the SRMAs and developed recreation sites, while Alternatives B1, B2, and D provide
an intermediate amount of restrictions.

Riparian
The CIAA used to analyze the cumulative impacts on riparian resources includes the lands and waters
within Planning Area. However, potential adverse impacts to riparian areas could extend beyond the
Planning Area.
Past and present actions that have affected and will continue to affect riparian areas include livestock
grazing, recreational uses (including OHVs and non-motorized recreation), mineral exploration and
development, and upstream water withdrawals and impoundments. In general, these actions have all had
cumulatively adverse impacts on riparian health. Livestock grazing, recreation, and mineral-related
activities have led to surface disturbance, soil compaction, removal of riparian vegetation, bank trampling,
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and alternation of riparian areas’ physical structure. They have also resulted in the widespread introduction
of invasive weeds.
Under all the alternatives for the MLP/FEIS, lease stipulations are provided that preclude mineral
development within specified distances of riparian areas. These restriction could prevent or minimize
damage or loss of riparian habitat and prevent degradation of riparian resources within and directly adjacent
to the Planning Area. The contribution to the cumulative impacts for riparian resources would be negligible
under all alternatives; however, Alternative C provides the most acres of protection surrounding riparian
resources and Alternative A provides the least acres of protection. Alternatives B and D provide the same
acreage of protection to riparian resources that is between the acreage protected in Alternatives A and C.

Social and Economic
The Socioeconomic Baseline Report documents recent trends in the economic and population growth of
the socioeconomic study area. These trends are likely to continue. That is, there is a certain amount of
natural growth that will continue in the socioeconomic study area regardless of the level of mineral resource
development in the Planning Area. Development of the mineral resources of the Planning Area will
generate new economic activity that will, for the most part, augment rather than replace the existing growth
trends. Thus, economic growth would increase due to the alternatives for the MLP/FEIS, and social changes
may result as well, as described in Section 4.12.6. The degree of additional growth, and the potential for
social impacts, would be greatest under Alternative A and lowest under Alternatives C and B2. Alternatives
B1 and D would fall in the middle vis-à-vis the other alternatives—generating additional growth and
creating some potential for social impacts.
Future development of adjacent Federal, State, and private lands could have varied results when considered
cumulatively with the alternatives for the MLP/FEIS. Modest levels of development, whether of mineral
resources, other natural resources, or of real estate and businesses generally, would fall into the category of
natural growth. Large levels of development—for instance, should a large industrial facility locate in the
socioeconomic study area—would represent additional augmentation of growth, and could contribute a
substantial amount to the cumulative socioeconomic effects in combination with some of the alternatives
for the MLP/FEIS; specifically, Alternatives A, B1, and D.

Soil and Water Resources
The CIAA used to analyze cumulative impacts on soil and water resources includes the entire Planning
Area. The projected mineral development in the alternatives for the MLP/FEIS are not expected to affect
soil resources outside the Planning Area. However, watershed impacts (sediment delivery to stream
systems, sedimentation, changes in frequency, duration and volume runoff) could extend beyond the
Planning Area.
Past and present actions that have affected and will continue to affect soil and water resources include
livestock grazing, recreation uses (including OHVs and non-motorized recreation), ROWs for pipelines and
roads, and mineral exploration and development. In general, these actions have all had cumulatively
adverse impacts on soil and water resources by causing surface disturbance contributing to reduced soil
productivity, soil compaction, erosion, and subsequent sedimentation. They have also resulted in the
widespread introduction of invasive weeds, which can affect water resources through increased
evapotranspiration rates, and which can affect soil resources through alterations to soil chemistry and
productivity.
Projected mineral development in the alternatives for the MLP/FEIS would result in surface-disturbing
activities that involve the removal of vegetation cover, soil compaction, erosion, and loss of soil
productivity. Mineral related construction of roads, pipelines, and well pads would be the primary causes
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of surface disturbances. However, the level of impact varies with the nature and degree of disturbance as
well as site specific environmental conditions.
In the alternatives for the MLP/FEIS, the application of CSU, TL, and NSO mineral leasing stipulations
and BMPs developed specifically to protect soil and water on Federal lands would result in contributing a
minimal amount to the cumulative impacts for soil and water resources. Alternative A provides the least
restrictions to protect soil and water and would provide the greatest contribution to the cumulative impacts
to soil and water resources. Alternative C would result in the least amount of mineral development and it
would contribute the least to the cumulative impacts for soil and water resources. Alternatives B1, B2, and
D would result in a greater contribution to the cumulative impacts to soil and water resources than
Alternative C and less of a contribution than Alternative A.

Special Designations: Areas of Critical Environmental Concern
The CIAA for ACECs includes the existing ACECs and lands within the Planning Area. The relevant and
important values that were used to establish the ACECs include cultural values, wildlife resources, scenic
values, natural systems, and sensitive plant species. These values can be adversely impacted by surfacedisturbing activities; however, past actions have not resulted in degrading these values to the extent that the
areas did not warrant an ACEC designation.
Under all alternatives for the MLP/FEIS, surface-disturbing activities associated with mineral development
are precluded in the ACECs. Therefore, the relevant and important values are protected and there is
minimal potential for contributing to the cumulative impacts for ACECs. However, scenic values could be
compromised by mineral development conducted adjacent to the ACEC boundaries where horizontal
drilling could be utilized to access the minerals beneath the ACECs. Therefore, Alternatives C and D
provide the greatest protection to ACECs with scenic values by closing the area to mineral leasing as
compared to applying an NSO stipulation in Alternatives A and B.

Special Designations: National Historic Trails and Backways and Byways
National Historic Trails – Old Spanish National Historic Trail

The CIAA for the Old Spanish National Historic Trail (OSNHT) is the trail corridor and adjacent lands
within the Planning Area. Management of national historic trails in the Planning Area is coordinated with
the National Park Service and local non-Federal partners. The continued collaboration with these partners
in managing the trail in accordance with the comprehensive management plan (NPS 1999) could decrease
the potential for degradation and assist in the preservation of natural, cultural, and historic trail resources.
Past actions that have affected and will continue to affect the integrity of viewsheds in scenic and cultural
landscapes along the OSNHT include the presence of power lines, pipelines, roads, and facilities. Projected
mineral development in the alternatives for the MLP/FEIS could also contribute to cumulative impacts to
the visual setting of the OSNHT through the placement of drill rigs, well pads, production facilities, roads,
pipelines, and potash processing facilities. The alternatives for the MLP/FEIS provide varying mitigation
for protecting the historic integrity and condition of the OSNHT but the contribution to the cumulative
impacts should be minor due to the protections provided by the law and the comprehensive management
plan. Alternative A provides no specific mitigation for protecting the trail and could result in contributing
the most to the cumulative impacts to the OSNHT. Alternative B would provide a greater level of protection
and a lesser amount of cumulative impacts to the OSNHT by specifying a 2 mile visual buffer around
identified intact sites on the ground where the visual setting would be maintained. Alternative C provides
the greatest protection to the OSNHT and contributes the least amount of cumulative impacts by delineating
a 2 mile NSO zone on both sides of the designated trail. Alternative D provides more protection and less
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cumulative impacts than Alternatives A and B but less protection and more cumulative impacts than
Alternative C.
National Scenic Backways and Byways

The CIAA for the State Scenic Backways and Byways are the segments of backways and byways and
adjacent lands within the Planning Area. These backways and byways were designated based on their
scenic, aesthetic, cultural, historic, natural, and recreational qualities. These qualities can be adversely
impacted by surface-disturbing activities and the presence of transmission lines, pipelines, surface
disturbance, and the presence of facilities. However, past actions have not resulted in degrading the
qualities of the backways and byways to the extent that they did not warrant scenic backway and byway
designation.
Under all alternatives, scenic backways and byways are protected and there is minimal potential for
contributing to the cumulative impacts for these roads. Alternative A provides the least protection to
backways and byways by delineating a 0.5 mile corridor on both sides of these roads that would require
mineral actions to meet the objectives of VRM Class II. In order to meet VRM Class II objectives, the
mineral action must not attract the attention of the casual observer from key observation points.
Alternatives B and D provide a higher level of protection than Alternative A by delineating a 1 mile corridor
on both sides of the backways and byways where no surface-disturbing mineral activities can occur.
However, Alternative D allows for an exception to the NSO leasing stipulation. Alternative C provides the
greatest amount of protection to backways and byways by delineating a 2 mile corridor on both sides of
these roads where no surface-disturbing mineral activities can occur.

Special Designations: Wild and Scenic Rivers
The CIAA for suitable Wild and Scenic Rivers (WSRs) are the segments of designated rivers and adjacent
lands within the Planning Area. The outstandingly remarkable values that were used to establish the WSRs
include scenic, fish, water oriented recreation, wildlife, geologic, historic, cultural, and ecological. These
values can be adversely impacted by surface-disturbing activities; however, past actions have not resulted
in degrading these values to the extent that the rivers did not warrant designation as suitable for the National
Wild and Scenic Rivers System.
Under all alternatives for the MLP/FEIS, surface-disturbing activities associated with mineral development
are precluded in the corridors for the suitable WSRs and there is minimal potential for contributing to the
cumulative impacts for the WSRs. However scenic values could be compromised by mineral development
conducted adjacent to the WSR boundaries where horizontal drilling could be utilized to access the minerals
beneath the WSRs. Therefore, Alternative C provides the greatest protection to WSRs by closing the area
to mineral leasing as compared to applying an NSO stipulation in Alternatives A, B, and D.

Special Status Species
The CIAA used to analyze cumulative impacts for special status species habitat includes the lands and
waters within the Planning Area.
Past and present actions that have affected and will continue to affect the cumulative impacts for special
status plants and animals within the Planning Area include surface-disturbing and other disruptive activities
such as mineral development and associated infrastructure, pipeline and road development, OHV and
recreation use, livestock grazing, and the introduction and spread of non-native, invasive plant species.
Development activities can result in direct disturbance to special status wildlife species from vehicles,
machinery, and human presence. These activities could result in short-term and long-term habitat loss,
fragmentation and animal displacement. Habitats could become unavailable to wildlife because of human
disturbance factors (e.g., traffic, noise, or energy development) during sensitive time periods such as winter,
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birthing, nesting, and early rearing of young. Loss of vegetation from development activities would degrade
habitat and increase competition for forage resources among special status and other wildlife species.
The Endangered Species Act (ESA) and other management for designated critical habitat and for threatened
and endangered species would provide direct protection to ESA listed wildlife species and their habitat.
Other management within the Moab and Monticello RMPs and the alternatives for the MLP/FEIS would
provide BMPs and specific management for BLM special status species and other sensitive species that
would prevent or reduce cumulative impacts to species and to habitat for plant and wildlife species.
Management for watersheds, riparian areas, floodplains, and BMPs for soils and water quality would
support habitat for endangered Colorado River fish and other special status species that use riparian,
wetland, and aquatic habitat.
Oil and gas and potash development would cause the greatest amount of surface disturbance through
construction of well pads, roads, pipelines, and other facilities. Reclamation and mitigation efforts would
reduce impacts on special status wildlife; however, construction and maintenance of roads and well pads
and the presence of humans would result in long-term or permanent impacts. Special status species, under
the ESA and BLM sensitive species guidance, would be protected on Federal lands by site-specific
mitigation, including exclusion or avoidance of all surface-disturbing activities; however, protection of nonFederally listed species on private and State lands may not occur, resulting in potentially significant impacts
on these species. The degree of impact would depend on the timing of development activities and whether
the amount of activity outpaces the successful reclamation and revegetation efforts in disturbed areas.
Because of development (whether Federal mineral, commercial, or private residence), more pressure would
be put on habitats outside of the development (likely private lands) as wildlife is displaced from the
disturbances.
Surface disturbance could increase the spread of invasive, non-native plant species, which could increase
the need for weed-controlling activities. Vegetation treatments could cause short-term impacts on
vegetation by decreasing vegetation production and increasing establishment of early successional species.
Long-term effects could include increased production and diversity of vegetation communities. Untreated
weeds on non-BLM lands that spread to adjacent BLM-administered lands would result in degradation of
native habitat. The degree of impact on special status species habitat would depend on the timing of
activities and whether the amount of activity within the Planning Area outpaces successful reclamation and
revegetation efforts in disturbed areas.
For the alternatives in the MLP/FEIS, the contribution to the cumulative impacts on special status plant and
wildlife species would be the greatest under Alternative A, which has the least restrictions on mineral
development, and would be the least under Alternative C, which has the most restrictions. The contribution
to cumulative impacts resulting from Alternatives B1, B2, and D would be greater than Alternative C due
to fewer restrictions on mineral development. However, the contribution to the cumulative impacts for
special status species for all the alternatives would be negligible due to protections provided by the ESA,
BLM sensitive species guidance, BMPs, and specific mitigation imposed in the alternatives.

Vegetation Resources
The CIAA used to analyze cumulative impacts on vegetation resources includes the lands within the
Planning Area.
Past and present actions that have affected and will continue to affect vegetation include surface disturbance
resulting from mineral development and associated infrastructure, geophysical exploration, vegetation
treatments, cross-country OHV use, and recreation within the Planning Area. These activities could result
in short-term and long-term vegetation loss, habitat fragmentation, soil compaction, soil erosion, and
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surface runoff. Development activities would also modify the composition and structure of vegetation
communities and increase the potential for invasive, non-native plant infestations within disturbed areas,
leading to degraded vegetation communities, which are more susceptible to disease and lower species
diversity.
Oil and gas and potash development and associated infrastructure would cause the greatest amount of
surface disturbance and impacts to vegetation through construction of well pads, roads, pipelines, fuel tanks,
and potash processing facilities. The impacts would likely be greater where mineral development is more
intense, in areas where development overlaps with sensitive vegetation habitat, and on State and private
lands to less protections afforded to natural resources in these areas. Increased mineral development could
lead to an increase in the potential for vegetation loss and the introduction of invasive, non-native plant
species.
Under all alternatives in the MLP/FEIS, the projected mineral development and associated surfacedisturbing activities would result in vegetation loss, which would contribute to the cumulative impacts for
vegetation. The greater the projected amount of mineral development the greater the potential contribution
to cumulative impacts for vegetation. Alternative A would result in the most mineral development followed
in descending order by Alternatives D, B1, B2, and C. Alternative C would result in the least amount of
projected mineral development and the least contribution to the cumulative impacts for vegetation.
However, based on the application of BMPs to site specific projects and requirements for
reclamation/interim reclamation and control of noxious weeds, the contribution of cumulative impacts
would be minimized or substantially reduced.

Visual Resource Management/Auditory Management (Soundscapes)
The CIAA used to analyze cumulative impacts on visual resources and soundscapes includes the entire
Planning Area and the viewsheds from adjacent National Parks.
Past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions and conditions within the CIAA that have affected
and will likely continue to affect visual resources are mineral development, road and trail construction,
pipelines, transmission lines, and structures. However, the Planning Area is a relatively undeveloped
landscape, with very few cultural modifications. Soundscapes are adversely impacted by operations and
facilities that generate noise such as construction equipment, well drilling, production equipment, and
vehicle traffic.
Oil and gas and potash development present the greatest potential future impacts to visual resources and
soundscapes. Mineral development involves the construction of roads, well pads, pipelines, and facilities
along with well drilling, production equipment, and vehicle traffic. Mineral development can impact
recreational opportunities by conflicting with recreation users and through the creation of noise and visual
disruptions that affect user experiences.
All the alternatives for the MLP/FEIS include actions that would mitigate the visual impacts associated
with mineral development. These actions include the designation of areas as VRM Class II for lands with
high visual qualities and surrounding Arches National Park, BMPs for visual resources, and precluding
surface-disturbing activities around developed recreation sites. The objectives for VRM Class II is that the
mineral activity cannot attract the attention of the casual observer from key observation points. VRM Class
II designations and the protection applied to developed recreation sites would also indirectly mitigate the
sounds associated with mineral development. Due to these provisions, the contribution of the alternatives
in the MLP/FEIS to the cumulative impacts for visual resources and soundscapes would be minimized or
substantially reduced. VRI Class II areas not managed as VRM Class II may be subject to mineral
development; the scenic quality of these VRI Class II areas may be reduced to a lower VRI classification.
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For all the alternatives in the MLP/FEIS, the projected mineral development would contribute to the
cumulative impacts to visual resources and soundscapes. The greater the amount of projected mineral
development the greater the potential contribution to the cumulative impacts on visual resources.
Therefore, Alternative A would involve the greatest amount of projected mineral development and the
greatest contribution to the cumulative impacts on visual resources in terms of discordant cultural
modifications such as drilling operations and potash processing facilities. Alternative C would involve the
least amount of mineral development and the least contribution to the cumulative impact on visual resources
in terms of discordant cultural modifications, such as drilling operations and potash processing facilities.
For the remaining alternatives, the projected development and corresponding contribution to cumulative
impacts on visual resources in descending order is Alternative D, B1, and B2.

Wildlife and Fisheries
The CIAA used to analyze cumulative impacts on wildlife and fisheries habitat includes the lands and
waters within the Planning Area.
Past and present actions that have affected and will likely continue to affect the cumulative impacts for
wildlife and fisheries include mineral development and associated infrastructure, road construction, crosscountry OHV use, recreation, fences, vegetation treatments, introduction and spread of non-native/invasive
plant species, geophysical exploration, grazing from livestock, drought, and prescribed and wildland fire.
These activities could result in short-term and long-term habitat fragmentation and animal displacement.
Habitats could become unavailable to wildlife because of human disturbance factors (e.g., traffic, noise,
livestock grazing activities) during sensitive time periods such as winter, birthing, nesting, and early rearing
of young. Loss of vegetation from development activities would degrade habitat and increase forage
competition among grazing animals. These impacts would also reduce the capability to maintain current
population objectives.
Oil and gas and potash development present the greatest future potential impacts to wildlife and fisheries
through construction of well pads, roads, pipelines, and other facilities. Reclamation and mitigation efforts
would reduce impacts on wildlife habitat and fisheries; however, construction and maintenance of roads
and well pads and the presence of humans would result in long-term or permanent impacts. The impacts
would likely be greater where mineral development is more intense, in areas where development overlaps
with crucial and winter wildlife ranges, and on State and private lands because of the lack of protections
afforded to natural resources in these areas. As development expands, the ability of big game species to
disperse into habitats outside of the Planning Area may become limited. This may create isolated
populations in areas where habitats remain intact. The degree of impact would depend on the timing of
development activities and whether the amount of activity outpaces the successful reclamation and
revegetation efforts in disturbed areas. As development occurs (whether Federal mineral, commercial, or
private residence), more pressure would be put on habitats outside of the development (likely private lands),
as wildlife is displaced from the disturbances.
Under all the alternatives for the MLP/FEIS, the projected mineral development would result in surfacedisturbing activities that would contribute to the cumulative impacts for wildlife and fisheries. However,
all the alternatives have specific actions that would mitigate impacts to wildlife and fisheries that include
TL, CSU, and NSO stipulations and BMPs for wildlife. Due to these actions the potential impacts to
wildlife and fisheries are minimized or substantially reduced. In general, the greater the amount of projected
mineral development the greater the potential contribution to the cumulative impacts. Therefore,
Alternative A would involve the greatest amount of projected mineral development and Alternative C
would involve the least amount. For the remaining alternatives, the projected development in descending
order is Alternative D, B1, and B2.
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4.22 IRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENTS OF
RESOURCES
NEPA §102(2)C requires a discussion of any irreversible or irretrievable commitments of resources that
would be involved in the proposal should it be implemented. An irretrievable commitment of a resource is
one in which the resource or its use is lost for a period of time (e.g., removal of vegetation). An irreversible
commitment of a resource is one that cannot be reversed (e.g., the extinction of a species or disturbance to
protected cultural resources).
Implementation of the MLP/FEIS would allow for surface-disturbing activities associated with mineral
development that would result in irreversible or irretrievable commitments of resources. These surfacedisturbing activities would potentially result in long-term or permanent alterations to soil, removal of
vegetation cover, fragmentation of wildlife habitat, and damage to cultural and paleontological resources.
Wildlife dependent on the affected habitats may be displaced and populations may be reduced as the
carrying capacity of the range is reduced. Increases in sediment, salinity, and nonpoint source pollution
that result from these activities could result in degradation of water quality and an irretrievable loss of water
utility, aquatic habitats, and aquatic-dependent species. In addition, potash development would result in
the industrial use of large quantities of water. However, management prescriptions actions and mitigation
prescribed specified under the alternatives that are designed to protect sensitive resources would reduce the
magnitude of these impacts by limiting surface-disturbing and disruptive activities. Alternative C would
have the greatest reduction of impacts. Although reclamation of some disturbed sites would occur under
all alternatives, the level of resource quality that existed prior to disturbance may not be achieved for several
decades. Surface-disturbing activities could result in permanent impairment of wildlife habitat, water
quality, and vegetation communities in some areas.
An irretrievable commitment of nonrenewable mineral resources (i.e., oil/gas and potash) would occur from
the development of wells and subsequent extraction of leasable minerals oil and gas and potash over the
next 15 years. The estimated number of additional oil and gas well pads that would be developed within
the Planning Area under the Alternative A is 128. The estimated projected amount of annual potash
production within the Planning Area under Alternative A is 2,400,000 tons. Future oil and gas and potash
development under the other alternatives will depend on the implementation of a phased leasing strategy is
reduced due to the limits on development imposed.

4.23

UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE IMPACTS

NEPA §102(2)C requires disclosure of any adverse environmental effects that cannot be avoided should
the Moab MLP be implemented. Unavoidable adverse impacts are those that remain following the
implementation of mitigation measures or impacts for which there are no mitigation measures. Some
unavoidable adverse impacts would occur as a result of implementing the Moab MLP.
Continuing to allow surface-disturbing activities would result in unavoidable adverse impacts. Although
these impacts would be mitigated to the extent possible, unavoidable damage is inevitable. Permanent
conversion of vegetation resources to other uses, such as mineral development, would reduce the quantity
and quality of vegetation resources. Mineral development activities on public lands would create long-term
visual intrusions, soil erosion and compaction, habitat degradation and fragmentation, and water quality
impairment.
Development of mineral resources would cause air quality related impacts. Under all alternatives, the
production and release into the atmosphere of emissions associated with mineral development would
increase.
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Because large portions of wildlife habitats coincide with areas available for mineral leasing, impacts on
wildlife habitat would be unavoidable. Although oil and gas well sites and their associated infrastructure
would be mitigated to the extent possible, long-term and possibly permanent habitat degradation and
displacement of wildlife populations would be unavoidable. In addition, competition is anticipated for
forage resources among wildlife and livestock. The extent of these impacts would vary by location of
development activities, season, and drought cycle.
Inadvertent damage and/or destruction of cultural and paleontological resources from increased surfacedisturbing activities would be unavoidable. Although mitigation measures would include identification and
mitigation of resources prior to surface-disturbing activities, some unanticipated discoveries of unknown
cultural and paleontological resources could potentially occur.
The land use restrictions imposed throughout the Planning Area to protect sensitive resources would impact
the ability of operators, individuals, and groups to use the public lands without limitations and result in
forgone opportunities to use resources within the Planning Area. Although attempts would be made to
minimize these impacts by limiting the level of protection necessary to accomplish management objectives,
unavoidable adverse impacts would occur.

4.24 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LOCAL SHORT-TERM USES AND
LONG-TERM PRODUCTIVITY
NEPA §102(C) requires discussion of the relationship between local, short-term uses of the human
environment and the maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity of resources.
Any use of the resources within the Planning Area is likely to adversely impact long-term productivity of
natural resources. The short-term use of mineral resources would result in surface-disturbing and/or
disruptive activities that remove vegetation, increase soil erosion and compaction, create visual intrusions
and landscape alterations, increase noise, impair water quality, and degrade and fragment wildlife habitat.
Although management actions, BMPs, surface use restrictions, and lease stipulations are intended to
minimize the effect of short-term uses, some impact on long-term productivity of resources would occur
regardless of the management approach.
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CHAPTER 5—CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION
5.1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes the consultation and coordination that occurred prior to and during preparation of
this Moab Master Leasing Plan and Proposed Resource Management Plan Amendments (Proposed
Plan)/Final Environmental Impact Statement (MLP/FEIS). The consultation process began with the
publication of the Notice of Intent (NOI) on March 5, 2012, to prepare the Moab Master Leasing Plan and
Draft Resource Management Plan Amendments/Draft Environmental Impact Statement (MLP/DEIS), as
required under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). The Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
decision making process is conducted in accordance with the requirements of NEPA, the regulations of the
Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ), and the policies and procedures used by the Department of
Interior (DOI) and BLM to implement NEPA. NEPA and its associated regulatory and policy framework
require the following: 1) that all Federal agencies involve interested groups of the public, as well as State
and local governments, other Federal agencies, and Federally-recognized Native American tribes, in their
decision making process; 2) that a reasonable range of alternatives is developed; and 3) that all potential
impacts of proposed actions and alternatives are disclosed.
The MLP/FEIS was prepared by an interdisciplinary team of specialists from the BLM Canyon Country
District Office and Booz Allen Hamilton, the contractor hired to assist in the preparation of the MLP/FEIS.
The BLM and cooperating Federal, State, and County agencies provided technical review and support.
This environmental document was prepared in consultation and coordination with various Federal, State,
and local agencies, organizations, and individuals. Agency consultation and public participation have been
accomplished through a variety of formal and informal methods, including public meetings, workshops,
correspondence (both traditional and electronic), and meetings with various public agencies and interest
groups. This chapter summarizes these activities.

5.2

CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION

Federal laws require the BLM to consult with Native American Tribes, the State Historic Preservation
Office (SHPO), the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), and the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) during the planning/NEPA decision making process. This section documents the specific
consultation and coordination efforts undertaken by the BLM throughout the entire process of developing
the MLP/FEIS.

5.2.1

Native American Tribes

The BLM is mandated to consult with Native American tribes concerning the identification of their cultural
values, religious beliefs, and traditional practices that may be affected by actions on Federal lands. Laws
and executive orders requiring consultation include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as amended (NEPA)
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended (NHPA)
American Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978 (AIRFA)
Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act of 1990, as amended (NAGPRA)
Federal Land Management and Policy Act of 1976 (FLMPA)
Archaeological Resources Protection Act of 1979 (ARPA)
Executive Order 11593 - Protection and Enhancement of the Cultural Environment
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• Executive Order 12898 - Environmental Justice
• Executive Order 13007 - Indian Sacred Sites
• Executive Order 13175 - Consultation and Coordination with Indian Tribal Governments
Additionally, the BLM has developed guidelines for consultation with Native American tribes. BLM
Manuals 8120 (Tribal Consultation Under Cultural Resources, BLM 2004) and H-8120-1 (General
Procedural Guidance for Native American Consultation, BLM 2004) provide consultation requirements
and procedural guidance to ensure that the consultation record demonstrates “that the responsible manager
has made a reasonable and good faith effort to obtain and consider appropriate Native American input in
decision making” (H-8120-1, BLM 2004). Recommended procedures for initiating the consultation process
include project notification, preferably by certified mail, follow-up contact (e.g., telephone calls), and
meetings when appropriate (H-8120-1, BLM 2004).
Native American organizations were invited to participate at all levels of the planning process for the MLP.
Early and continued consultation with Native American tribes throughout the planning process is an integral
part of developing comprehensive planning documents which seek input from all affected and interested
individuals, groups and organizations. Table 5-1 contains a list of Native American tribes consulted for
this planning effort.

Table 5-1. Native American Tribes Contacted for Consultation
Tribal Organization
Hopi Indian Tribe

Navajo Nation

Pueblo of Acoma

Pueblo of Jemez

Pueblo of Laguna

Pueblo of Santa Clara

Pueblo of Zia

Pueblo of Zuni

Paiute Indian Tribe of Utah

Southern Ute Tribe

Uinta and Ouray Reservation

Ute Mountain Ute Tribe

White Mesa Ute Tribe

On January 19, 2012, the BLM sent consultation letters to the tribes. To date, only the Hopi tribe has
responded. The Hopi accepted the BLM’s invitation to become involved in the MLP process, and on April
18, 2012, a meeting between representatives of the Hopi Cultural Preservation Office and BLM staff was
held at the Hopi Cultural Preservation Office in Kykotsmovi Village, Arizona to discuss the MLP process
and any general issues and concerns.
Below is a summary of the Hopi tribe’s concerns that were raised during the April 18, 2012, meeting. Only
comments concerning management actions in the MLP/DEIS are included below. Tribal concerns have
been incorporated into the BLM’s land management decision making process.
The Hopi tribe raised the following issues and concerns:
• The Hopi Preservation Office supports the identification and avoidance of prehistoric
archaeological findings of their ancestors as it considers them to be “footprints” and Traditional
Cultural Properties (TCP).
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• The Hopi Preservation Office recommends that the BLM not lease parcels with high densities of
prehistoric sites, as the co-mingling of energy development and cultural resource protection has
been demonstrated to result in indirect and direct adverse effects to cultural resources.
• The Hopi supported the conservation alternative in the previous resource management plan (RMP),
rather than the one that was chosen, although they understood the intent of the preferred alternative
was to implement a balanced management option. The Hopi thought the balanced alternative
favored energy development and did not contain needed protections for cultural resources.
• The Hopi consider the Greater Chaco Landscape MLP to be a good model and one that they would
like the BLM Canyon Country District Office to use as a guide. They sent a copy on January 30,
2012, in their response to the BLM’s initial consultation letter.
• The Hopi expressed concern that the BLM’s mixed-use model would not provide sufficient
protection for the viewsheds of the National Parks.
• The Hopi do not want to provide concurrence on “no impact to cultural properties” for seismic
operations because they ultimately lead to development and the Hopi aren’t necessarily allowed to
change their previous consultation decisions.
• The Hopi expressed concern with the issuance of categorical exclusions for oil and gas
development, which they believed was segmenting larger projects.
• The Hopi had concerns with the eagle surveys, the Hopi “take” permits, and their own need for
eagle feathers. The Hopi think BLM activities affect the eagle prey base, (e.g. prairie dogs and
jack rabbits), and they requested that the BLM consider the prey base in approving and permitting
activities on their land. The Hopi are concerned with energy development and the related impact
on the prey base for eagles and want eagle habitat protected.
On June 4, 2014, the BLM sent a letter to the Hopi informing them about the preliminary alternatives for
the MLP/DEIS. The Hopi responded on June 23, 2014 in which they acknowledged the preliminary
alternatives and did not have any comments.
The BLM notified the Native American tribes listed in Table 5-1 about the availability of the MLP/DEIS
for public review and comment on September 22, 2015. The Hopi responded on October 7, 2015 stating
that they recommend the BLM not lease parcels with high densities of prehistoric sites. They also indicated
that they supported Alternative C because it provides more protection for cultural sites.

5.2.2

State Historic Preservation Office

Section 106 of the NHPA requires Federal agencies to take into account the effects of their undertakings
on historic properties and consult the SHPO and consulting parties on such undertakings. The BLM has
involved consulting parties in the findings and determinations made during the Section 106 process for the
Moab MLP. The consulting parties include the SHPO along with individuals and organizations with a
demonstrated interest in the project. The BLM has conducted three meetings with the SHPO and consulting
parties concerning Section 106.
The SHPO was notified about the availability of the MLP/DEIS for review and comment. The BLM has
initiated SHPO consultation on the Proposed Plan in the MLP/FEIS and will complete SHPO consultation
before the Record of Decision is signed.
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U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

The BLM must consult with the USFWS in accordance with Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act and
the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act prior to initiation of a project that may affect Federally-listed
species.
The Moab MLP is considered a major Federal project and the BLM will initiate consultation with the
USFWS by submitting a Biological Assessment (BA) when the Proposed Plan for the Final EIS is
determined. The USFWS may concur with the BLM’s determination in the BA via memorandum, or
prepare a Biological Opinion which advises the BLM on the actions that must be taken to protect Federallylisted species. The BLM will finalize Section 7 consultation before the Record of Decision is signed.

5.2.4

Environmental Protection Agency

The BLM initiated coordination with the EPA early in the planning process. They were contacted about
being a cooperating agency but they chose to participate on an informal basis especially with regard to air
and water quality. EPA was provided copies of planning related documents for review and comment. In
addition, a copy of the MLP/DEIS was provided to EPA for its review and comment. Based on comments
received from the EPA, additional analyses and information regarding air and water quality has been
included in the MLP/FEIS.

5.2.5

Cooperating Agency Involvement

A cooperating agency is an eligible governmental entity that has entered into a written agreement with the
BLM to establish cooperating agency status in the planning process. The BLM and the cooperating agency
work together under the terms of the agreement. Cooperating agencies participate in the various steps of
the BLM’s planning process as feasible, given the constraints of their resources and expertise (43 CFR
1601.0-5 (e)). The BLM collaborates with cooperating agencies in identifying issues, collecting inventory
data, formulating alternatives, estimating effects of the alternatives, and developing a preferred alternative.
The following government entities accepted the BLM’s invitation to become cooperating agencies in the
planning process for the Moab MLP:
•
•
•
•

Grand County
San Juan County
State of Utah
National Park Service (NPS)

A cooperating agency coordination meeting/training session was conducted on May 3, 2012. The meeting
was attended by representatives from the State of Utah, Grand County, San Juan County, and NPS. The
purpose of the meeting was to provide an opportunity to enhance coordination and share new information,
inform the cooperating agencies about the MLP process, explain cooperating agency involvement in the
process, and present a schedule of milestones and events. Meetings with the cooperating agencies and the
BLM interdisciplinary team were held on February 5 and 6, 2014, in order to formulate the alternatives for
the MLP/DEIS. On May 7, 2014, a meeting was held with the cooperating agencies to discuss the
preliminary alternatives for the MLP/DEIS. A meeting was held with the cooperating agencies on January
8, 2015 to discuss the administrative draft of the MLP/DEIS and to provide them the opportunity for review
and comment.

5.2.6

Consistency with Other Plans

The BLM’s planning regulations (43 CFR 1610.3-2) require that RMPs and amendments be consistent with
officially approved or adopted resource-related plans of other Federal agencies, State and local
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governments, and Indian tribes, so long as the guidance and resource management plans are also consistent
with the purposes, policies, and programs of Federal law and regulations applicable to public lands.
Public law 43 U.S.C. §1712(c) (9) states that the Secretary of the Interior (through the land-use plans of the
Federal agencies under it) shall “coordinate the land-use inventory, planning, and management activities of
or for such lands with the land-use planning and management programs of other Federal departments and
agencies and of the States and local governments within which the lands are located.” It further states that
“the Secretary shall assure that consideration is given to those State, local, and tribal plans that are germane
in the development of land-use plans for public lands and assist in resolving, to the extent practical,
inconsistencies between Federal and non-Federal government plans…” This language does not require the
BLM to adhere to or adopt the plans of other agencies or jurisdictional entities, but rather to give
consideration to these plans and make an effort to resolve inconsistencies to the extent practical.
The BLM is aware that there are specific County and State plan decisions relevant to aspects of public land
management that are discrete from, and independent of, Federal law. However, the BLM is bound by
Federal law. The FLPMA requires that the development of an RMP and amendments for public lands must
be coordinated and consistent with County plans, to the maximum extent possible by law, and
inconsistencies between Federal and non-Federal government plans be resolved to the extent practical
(FLPMA, Title II Sec. 202 (c)(9)). Where State and local plans conflict with Federal law, it would result
in an inconsistency that cannot be resolved or reconciled. Thus, while County and Federal planning
processes, under FLPMA, are required to be as integrated and consistent as practical, the Federal agency
planning process is not bound by or subject to County plans, planning processes, or planning stipulations.
The BLM will identify these conflicts in the Proposed Plan, so that the State and local governments have a
complete understanding of the impacts of the Proposed Plan on State and local management options. A
consistency review of the Proposed Plan with the State and County Master Plans is included in Chapter 5.
In addition, the relevant goals, objectives, or policies of a County are often equivalent to an activity or
implementation level decision and not a land-use plan decision. The very specific County goals would be
addressed in any subsequent BLM activity or implementation level decision.
Table 5-2 outlines the planning consistency of the Proposed Plan with the approved management plans,
land-use plans, and controls of other agencies with jurisdiction in or adjacent to the Planning Area. With a
few exceptions, the Proposed Plan is consistent with the Grand and San Juan County Plans. The authorized
officer will continue to collaborate with Federal agencies, state and local governments, and Indian tribes on
implementation of the MLP and on pursuing consistency with other plans and will move toward integration
of such plans to the extent that they are consistent with Federal laws, regulations, and policy directives.
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Table 5-2. Plan Consistency Review
Proposed Plan
Category

Grand County General Plan
Update (2012)

Consistent

Goal 1, Strategy E

Maintain and enhance the
recreational, scenic, and cultural
amenities unique to Grand County to
attract and sustain economic activity.

X

Goal 1, Strategy G

Encourage businesses to develop
solid and fluid mineral resources
while using the best technology and
mitigation techniques to protect
natural amenities and natural
resources.

X

Goal 5, Strategy A

Encourage oil, gas, and mining
companies to use the best technology
and mitigation techniques to protect
natural amenities and natural
resources.

X

Economic Use of
Public Lands,
Public Lands
Policy 1

Encourage the expeditious
processing of permits for the
economic use of public lands that
benefit the local economy and are
consistent with the policies of this
plan, especially permits for the film
industry, mineral extraction, and
recreation.

X

Partially
Consistent

Not
Consistent

BLM Response: This policy is
equivalent to an implementation level
decision (permit to drill) and does not
correlate to a land use plan decision.
The BLM encourages the expeditious
processing of drilling permits.
Land Restoration,
Public Lands
Policy 7

Encourages public land-management
agencies to restore damaged areas.

X

Dark Night Skies,
Public Lands
Policy 16

Consult with public land-management
agencies to ensure dark skies are not
compromised on public lands.

X

Natural Quiet,
Public Lands
Policy 17

Encourage public lands agencies to
implement measures to ensure
natural quiet is not degraded.

X

Scenic Byways
Corridor
Management
(2008):
Section 6.1, Scenic
Resources

The scenic resources along Utah
State Scenic Byways 128, 279, and
313 are recognized as internationally
significant.

X
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Scenic Byways
Corridor
Management
(2008): Section
6.3, Recreation
Resources

Recreation resources along and
adjacent to State Scenic Byways 128,
279, and 313 are recognized as
internationally significant and a
destination unto themselves for
recreational visitors. They also
support many types of recreational
activities.

Grand County
Trails Master Plan
(2011)

The plan strives to make trails an
integral part of the community by
preserving access to public lands and
accommodating a variety of users.

X

Category

San Juan County Master Plan
Consistent
Partially
Not
Update (2008)
Consistent Consistent
Existing and Desired Conditions/Policies/Goals, Objectives and Monitoring

Multiple Use

San Juan County is aware that
“multiple use” means different things
to different people. The county feels
that federal agencies recognize
“multiple use” as a mandate, but view
it as a management problem. In
practice, the county sees land
management agencies increasingly
managing a greater number of acres
for “single use” and not attempting to
mitigate resource conflicts on these
acres. Agency regulations seem to
conflict with the county’s desires
and/or definition of multiple use.

X

BLM Response: As required by
FLPMA and BLM policy, certain
public lands, where appropriate, may
be managed in a manner that will
preserve and protect their natural
condition.
Clarification of San Juan County’s Ongoing Plan for Managing Certain Lands in the Public
Lands Region of the County. Achieve and Maintain A Continuing Yield of Mineral Resources at
the Highest Reasonably Sustainable Levels
Section 3

San Juan County recognizes that it is
technically feasible to access mineral
and energy resources while
preserving non-mineral and nonenergy resources.

X

Section 3

All available solid, fluid, and gaseous
mineral resources should be seriously
considered for development.

X

BLM Response: The BLM seriously
considered the development of all
solid, fluid, and gaseous mineral
resources in the planning process.
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Lands shown to have reasonable
mineral potential should be open to
oil and gas leasing with stipulations
and conditions that will protect the
lands against unreasonable and
irreparable damage to other
significant resource values. This
should include reasonable and
effective mitigation and reclamation
measures and bonding for such
where necessary.

X

BLM Response: The Proposed Plan
provides lands open to oil and gas
leasing with stipulations except where
precluded by conflicts with other
important resource values.
Section 3

Any previous lease restrictions that
are no longer necessary or effective
should be modified, waived, or
removed.

X

BLM Response: Nearly all
stipulations include criteria for
exceptions, modifications, and
waivers.
Section 3

Restrictions against surface
occupancy should be modified,
waived, or if necessary removed
where it is shown that directional
drilling is not ecologically necessary,
where directional drilling is not
feasible from an economic or
engineering standpoint, or where it is
shown that directional drilling will in
effect sterilize the mineral and energy
resources beneath the area.

X

BLM Response: For the Proposed
Plan, it is recognized that not all the
mineral and energy resources in the
areas identified with a no surface
occupancy stipulation would be
recovered.
Section 3

Applications for permission to drill
that meet standard qualifications,
including reasonable and effective
mitigation and reclamation
requirements, should be expeditiously
processed and granted.
BLM Response: This applies to an
implementation decision and not a
planning decision and therefore is not
applicable.
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State of Utah
Category

Deadhorse Point State Park
Resource Management Plan (2007)

Consistent

Resource
Management

The Plan recognizes that the Park
was established because of the
superb panoramic views available
from Dead Horse Point. The
viewshed is the Park’s most important
resource, but is almost entirely
outside of the Park’s boundary and
management control. Some activities
on the lands surrounding Dead Horse
Point could adversely affect the view
from the Park.

X

Water Resources

Utah Division of Water Resources
Southeast Colorado River Basin of
the Utah State Water Plan (May
2001)

X

Wildlife and
Fisheries

Utah Division of Wildlife
Resources Conservation
Agreement and Strategy for
Colorado River Cutthroat Trout
(March 1997)

X

Wildlife and
Fisheries

Conservation and Management
Plan For Three Fish Species in
Utah Addressing Needs for
Roundtail Chub, Bluehead Sucker,
and Flannelmouth Sucker (2006)

X

Wildlife and
Fisheries

Utah Division of Wildlife
Resources Statewide Management
Plan for Mule Deer (2014)

X

Wildlife and
Fisheries

Utah Division of Wildlife
Resources Statewide Management
Plan for Elk (2015)

X

Wildlife and
Fisheries

Utah Division of Wildlife
Resources Statewide Management
Plan for Bighorn Sheep (2013)

X

Partially
Consistent

Not
Consistent

Consistency with State of Utah Code 63J-8-105.2. San Juan County Energy Zone
State of Utah

BLM

The San Juan County Energy Zone in San Juan
County is established for the purpose of maximizing
efficient and responsible development of energy and
mineral resources. The land encompasses the
Hatch Point area and a large part of the Harts Point
area.

A small portion of the San Juan County Energy
Zone lies within the Planning Area. This
portion of the Energy Zone includes the Hatch
Point area, Harts Point area, and the southern
portion of the Behind the Rocks area.

The State finds that the lands comprising the Energy
Zone contain abundant world-class deposits of
energy and mineral resources, including oil, natural
gas, and potash; and the highest management
priority is the responsible management,

Final EIS

The Hatch Point area contains the highly
scenic Canyon Rims Special Recreation
Management Area (SRMA) which includes two
campgrounds, four developed overlooks, and
constructed and maintained hiking trails. The
overlooks along the rims of Hatch Point
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development, and extraction of existing energy and
mineral resources in order to provide long-term
domestic energy and supplies for the State and the
United States.
The State supports efficient and responsible full
development of all existing energy and mineral
resources located within the San Juan County
Energy Zone, including oil, natural gas, potash,
uranium, vanadium, limestone, copper, sand, gravel,
wind, and solar; and a cooperative management
approach by Federal agencies, the State, and local
governments to achieve broadly supported
management plans for the full development of all
energy and mineral resources within the San Juan
County Energy Zone.
The State requests that the federal agencies that
administer lands within the San Juan County Energy
Zone fully cooperate and coordinate with the state
and with San Juan County to develop, amend, and
implement land and resource management plans
and to implement management decisions that are
consistent with the purposes, goals, and policies
described in this section to the maximum extent
allowed under Federal law; expedite the processing,
granting, and streamlining of mineral and energy
leases and applications to drill, extract, and
otherwise develop all existing energy and mineral
resources located within the San Juan County
Energy Zone, including oil, natural gas, potash,
uranium, vanadium, copper, sand, gravel, wind, and
solar resources; allow continued maintenance and
increased development of roads, power lines,
pipeline infrastructure, and other utilities necessary
to achieve the goals, purposes, and policies
described in this section; refrain from any planning
decisions and management actions that will
undermine, restrict, or diminish the goals, purposes,
and policies for the San Juan County Energy Zone
as stated in this section; and refrain from
implementing a policy that is contrary to the goals
and purposes within this section.
The State calls upon Congress to establish an
intergovernmental standing commission, with
membership consisting of representatives from the
United States government, the State, and local
governments, to guide and control planning and
management actions in the San Juan County Energy
Zone in order to achieve and maintain the goals,
purposes, and policies described in this section.
Notwithstanding the provisions of this section, the
State's grazing and livestock policies and plans on
land within the San Juan County Energy Zone shall
continue to be governed by Sections 63J-4-401 and
63J-8-104.
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provide world class views of Lockhart Basin
and Canyonlands National Park. The SRMA is
accessed by two State of Utah Designated
Scenic Backways (Needles Overlook and
Anticline Roads). The SRMA attracts visitors
from across the world. A NSO stipulation is
applied to the Visual Resource Management
(VRM) Class II area from the Scenic Backways
west to the rims of the Hatch Point
escarpment. This area encompasses the
majority of the scenic attractions and
developed recreation sites. The remainder of
the area is managed with minor constraints
(CSU and TL stipulations) for mineral
development.
The Harts Point area contains a small portion
of a State of Utah Designated Scenic Byway
(Highway 211) which is managed with a NSO
stipulation. The remainder of the area is
managed with minor constraints (CSU and TL
stipulations) for mineral development.
The southern portion of the Behind the Rocks
area contains highly scenic landscapes that
are managed as VRM Class II, two high use
recreation areas, and a portion of an ACEC.
These resources are managed with a NSO
stipulation. The remainder of the area is
managed with minor constraints (CSU and TL
stipulations) for mineral development.
In total, 48 percent of the Energy Zone within
the Planning Area would be managed with
NSO stipulations and 52 percent would be
managed with minor constraints. These NSO
stipulations contain an exception which would
allow proposed mineral operations provided
they would not result in long term visual
impairment from key observation points.
Directional and horizontal drilling must be
utilized within areas with a NSO stipulation in
order to recover the mineral resources.
Access to these NSO areas for directional and
horizontal drilling is provided by existing leases
and State and private lands. In addition, the
exception could provide additional access to
these resources.
The Proposed Plan provides for mineral
development within the San Juan County
Energy Zone while protecting high quality
visual resources and heavily utilized recreation
opportunities. Therefore, the Proposed Plan is
consistent to the extent practical with State of
Utah Code 63J-8-105.2.
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PUBLIC OUTREACH AND PARTICIPATION

Public participation is integral to ensuring that planning issues important to public land users are addressed.
Public participation in the BLM planning process includes a variety of efforts to identify and address public
concerns and needs. Public involvement assists the agencies in the following:
• Broadening the information base for decision making.
• Informing the public about the Moab MLP and the potential impacts associated with various
management decisions.
• Ensuring that public needs and viewpoints are understood by the BLM.
• Satisfying the public participation requirements of FLPMA (43 U.S.C. 1712), the FLPMA
implementing regulations (43 CFR 1610.2), NEPA (42 U.S.C. 4371), the CEQ regulations (40 CFR
1501.7), and the implementing regulations for Section 106 of NHPA at 36 CFR 800.

5.3.1

Public Scoping

On March 5, 2012, the BLM Canyon Country District Office initiated a planning process with the
publication of the NOI in the Federal Register. The NOI announced the Canyon Country District Office’s
intent to prepare a MLP, potential amendments to the Moab and Monticello RMPs, and an associated EIS.
The NOI also initiated the scoping period, which ended on May 7, 2012. The purpose of scoping, as
required by NEPA, is to involve the public in the planning process and use the comments received to
identify the issues to be addressed in the MLP/DEIS (40 CFR 1501.7). These issues assist the BLM in the
development of alternatives and analysis that will be evaluated in the EIS. Scoping also provides the public
an opportunity to learn about the management of public lands and helps the BLM to identify the public’s
concerns regarding resources within the Planning Area.
Three public scoping meetings were held over a one-week period in March and April, 2012. The meetings
were conducted in an open-house format for two hours. Several informational posters and maps regarding
specific resource uses and issues were displayed at the meetings. These posters and maps served as a
starting point for attendees to discuss planning issues with BLM resource specialists and also helped
participants to provide feedback and comments on specific policies and issues. Additionally, BLM resource
specialists from a number of resource area disciplines were available to answer questions and provide
additional information on these and other specific issues throughout the meeting. The locations, dates, and
attendance of the public scoping meetings are shown in Table 5-3.

Table 5-3. Locations, Dates, and Attendance of Public Scoping Meetings
Meeting Location

Meeting Date

Registered Attendance

Monticello, UT

March 27, 2012

8

Moab, UT

March 28, 2012

66

Salt Lake City, UT

April 3, 2012

26

Total

100

Throughout the scoping period, 181 individuals, agencies, and groups provided comments concerning the
future management of the Planning Area. Analysis of these comments resulted in the identification of 372
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unique, substantive comments. The analysis of comments is included in the Scoping Report for the Moab
MLP (October, 2012).
On May 14, 2014, the BLM Canyon Country District Office sponsored a three hour open house meeting to
allow interested members of the public to review the preliminary range of alternatives for the Moab
MLP/DEIS. Maps of the preliminary alternatives were available for viewing and BLM resource specialists
and managers were present to answer questions. In addition, a PowerPoint presentation was projected
which outlined the MLP process and information about submitting comments. The meeting was announced
in the Moab Times Independent and the Moab Sun News and was attended by 92 individuals. The maps of
the alternatives were also posted on the Moab MLP website on the date of the meeting, which also kicked
off a two-week public comment period. The BLM received 305 comments from individuals, organizations,
and agencies concerning the preliminary alternatives, out of which 22 substantive comments were identified
and considered in finalizing the alternatives for the MLP/DEIS. Comments included a proposed alternative,
identification of mapping errors, incorporating the recently acquired lands from the Utah State Institutional
Trust and Lands Administration, and using comprehensive socioeconomic information. The comments
were used to finalize the alternatives in the MLP/DEIS.

5.3.2

Mailing List

The mailing list for public scoping was initially developed by the Canyon Country District Office and has
been revised throughout the planning process. The mailing list included over 1,000 individuals,
organizations, and government agencies that may have interest in the MLP process. Individuals were
encouraged to add themselves to the project mailing list by contacting the BLM. The mailing list was used
during the distribution of a newsletter and postcards during the planning process.

5.3.3

Newsletter, Postcards, and Press Releases

A project newsletter was developed to keep the public informed of the planning process for the MLP/DEIS.
The March, 2012 newsletter provided basic background information regarding the project, including the
purpose and need for developing the Moab MLP and issues the project may address. The newsletter also
notified the public about the public scoping meetings to be held in Monticello, Moab, and Salt Lake City
on March 27, March 28, and April 3, respectively. A postcard was mailed on January 17, 2014, which
updated the public about the Moab MLP process and with information posted on the Moab MLP website.
A postcard was also mailed on August 20, 2015 announcing the availability of the MLP/DEIS, the public
comment period, and information on upcoming public meetings. In addition, press releases were distributed
to news outlets regarding the scoping period, preliminary alternatives, and the availability of the
MLP/DEIS.

5.3.4

Project Website

Information on the MLP/FEIS can also be found at the project website (http://www.blm.gov/ut/st/en/fo/
moab/MLP.html). The purpose of the website is to provide the public with further opportunity to learn
about the Planning Area, related resource issues, the project purpose and need, and the planning process.
The website also provides the public with access to all pertinent documents associated with the planning
process.

5.3.5

Socioeconomic Workshops

Two socioeconomic workshops were conducted by the BLM in Grand County on June 27, 2012, and in San
Juan County on June 28, 2012. The purpose of these workshops was to discuss the County economic
baseline data used in the preparation of the MLP/DEIS and MLP/FEIS. The workshops were attended by
County elected officials and staff, as well as some members of the public. The information gained in the
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workshops was used to inform the Socioeconomic Baseline Report which provided supporting information
for the MLP/FEIS.

5.3.6

Public Release of the MLP/DEIS

On August 21, 2015, the BLM and EPA published a Notice of Availability (NOA) for the MLP/DEIS in
the Federal Register (80 FR 50867) which initiated a formal public comment period (94 days) which ended
on November 23, 2015. The MLP/DEIS was distributed to appropriate Federal agencies with jurisdiction
by law or special expertise and to State and local agencies, including Indian Tribes. Copies of the
MLP/DEIS were also made available to the public at public libraries, the MLP website, and BLM offices.
Public Meetings
The public was provided with an opportunity to review and comment on the MLP/DEIS during the 94-day
public comment period. Three public meetings were held during the comment period to inform the public
about the MLP/DEIS. The locations, dates, and attendance of the public meetings for the MLP/DEIS are
shown on Table 5-4.

Table 5-4. Locations, Dates, and Attendance of Public Meetings
Meeting Location

Meeting Date

Registered Attendance

Moab, UT

September 23, 2015

56

Monticello, UT

September 24, 2015

6

Salt Lake City, UT

October 6, 2015

24

Total

86

The meetings were conducted in an open-house format for about a two to three hour period. Several
informational posters and maps regarding specific resource uses and issues were displayed at the meetings.
In addition, large maps of the alternatives in the MLP/DEIS were available for viewing along with a
PowerPoint presentation which outlined the MLP process and information about submitting comments.
After public review of this information, BLM managers and resource specialists with a variety of disciplines
were available to answer questions and provide additional information throughout the meetings.
Public Comments on the MLP/DEIS
Appendix G includes public comments and BLM responses on the MLP/DEIS. The BLM published the
NOA for the MLP/DEIS for public review and comment in the Federal Register on August 21, 2015. This
notice initiated the 94-day public comment period which concluded on November 23, 2015.
A total of 28,277 letters were received: 28,208 were sent by e-mail and 69 were submitted in hard copy or
sent by mail. Comments received at public meetings were considered hardcopy comments. Of the 28,208
email comments received, 28,068 were identified as form letters. Form letters are described as letters
containing identical text submitted by more than five individuals.
According to NEPA, the BLM is required to identify and formally respond to all substantive public
comments. On the basis of the CEQ regulations, a substantive comment does one or more of the following:
• Questions, with a reasonable basis, the accuracy of the information in the environmental impact
statement.
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• Questions, with a reasonable basis, the adequacy of environmental analysis as presented.
• Presents reasonable alternatives other than those presented in the MLP/DEIS that meet the purpose
and need of the proposed action and addresses significant issues.
• Causes changes or revisions in the proposal.
Non-substantive comments simply state a position in favor of, or against, an alternative; merely agree or
disagree with BLM policy; or otherwise express an unsupported personal preference or opinion.
BLM is required to respond only to substantive comments to fully inform the public of concerns raised. In
Appendix G the BLM has provided responses to all substantive public concerns identified during comment
analysis. Responses to substantive comments are more extensive, complete, and often offer an explanation
of why a comment may or may not have resulted in a change to the Proposed Plan in the MLP/FEIS.
The BLM read all public response letters in their entirety and identified comments that related to a particular
concern or resource consideration or that proposed management actions. Every effort was made to keep
each comment within a letter as a standalone comment. The BLM looked not only for each action or change
requested by the public, but also for any supporting information to capture the comment in its entirety. In
doing so, paragraphs within a comment letter may have been divided into several comments because of
multiple comments being presented or, alternatively, sections of a letter may have been combined to form
one coherent statement.
Once a comment was identified, the BLM assigned it to a category associated with the overall premise of
the comment. A coding structure served as a tool to sort comments into logical groups by topics. In this
case, the coding structure was organized to mirror the sections of the MLP/DEIS; some additional
categories were added that included additional classification of comments.
A database was used to organize and compile the large number of comments received on the MLP/DEIS.
Comments that were received electronically through the internet were automatically entered in the database.
The coding of these letters was also done from the database. Comments identified in hard copy letters were
entered verbatim into the project database. The content analysis process also involved identifying all form
letters. The initial course of action in this step was conducted using the database to filter all web-based and
e-mail comments to identify all letters containing identical text. Once a form letter was identified, it was
given an identification number, copied, and coded. If a hard copy letter matched a form letter, it was given
the same identification number. If a form letter included any original comments, the comments were treated
as a unique comment, coded, and entered into the database.
During the process of identifying concerns, all comments were treated equally. The comments were not
weighted by organizational affiliation or status of respondents, and the number of duplicate comments did
not add more bias to one comment than another. The process was not one of counting votes and no effort
was made to tabulate the exact number of people for, or against, any given aspect of the MLP/DEIS. Rather,
emphasis was placed on the content of a comment.
The BLM received multiple comment letters on the MLP/DEIS that shared similar issues and content. For
these comments, more general responses, called general comment responses (GCRs), were written to
address the similar issues and content represented. In the case of identical or similar comments, the
comments were summarized to represent the full range of an issue. These comments and associated
responses can be identified where more than one comment number is in the Comment ID cell. In the case
of unique comments, each response is preceded by the submitted comment.
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As previously stated, the comments are organized according to the outline of the MLP/DEIS and in no way
indicate the significance of any statement. The BLM’s response to the public concern follows each
comment.

5.4

LIST OF PREPARERS

As required by NEPA regulations (40 CFR §1502.17), Table 5-5 lists the people primarily responsible for
preparing the MLP/FEIS, and presents their qualifications. Booz Allen Hamilton, a contractor selected to
prepare the MLP/FEIS, as directed by the BLM, has, in accordance with 40 CFR §1506.5(c), certified that
it does not have any financial or other interest in the outcome of decisions to be made pursuant to the
MLP/FEIS. In addition to the specific responsibilities listed, many BLM staff members contributed
substantial time consulting with other agency personnel in preparing the MLP/FEIS.

Table 5-5. List of Preparers
Name

Education

Project Role

Bureau of Land Management
Ann Marie Aubry

B.S., Geology, Northern Arizona
University

Soil, Water, Riparian
Resources, Floodplains (Moab)

Jed Carling

B.S., Rangeland Resources, Utah State
University

Floodplains, Wetlands/Riparian
Resources, Invasive
Species/Noxious Weeds,
Vegetation (Monticello)

Rebecca Doolittle

B.S., Geology, Western Washington
University

Mineral Resources (Moab)

Leonard Herr

B.S., Natural Resources, Humboldt
State University

Air Resources

Don Montoya

B.S., Anthropology, Brigham Young
University

Cultural Resources

M.A., Anthropology, Brigham Young
University
Graduate Certificate, Museum Studies,
Brigham Young University
Aron King

B.S., Anthropology, University of
Oregon

Cultural Resources

M. Jared Lundell

B.A., Anthropology, University of Texas
– Arlington

Cultural Resources

M.A., Anthropology, Northern Arizona
University
Eric Jones

B.S., Geological Engineering, South
Dakota School of Mines and
Technology

Mineral Resources

Ted McDougall

B.S., Geology, Utah State University

Mineral Resources (Monticello)

Marie McGann
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Name
Laird Naylor

Education
B.S., Biology, Botany, Southern Utah
University

Project Role
Cultural Resources

M.S., Quaternary Studies (Archaeology,
Quaternary Geology, Paleoecology),
Northern Arizona University
Brent Northrup

B.S., Geology, University of Utah

Project Manager

Todd Parker

B.A., Environmental Education, Prescott
College

Areas of Critical Environmental
Concern (ACEC), Wild and
Scenic Rivers, Recreation,
Visual Resources, Wilderness,
Wilderness Characteristics
(Monticello)

Brian Quigley

B.S., Recreation Management, Utah
State University

Monticello Oversight

Pam Riddle

B.S., Biology, Colorado Mesa University

Wildlife, Migratory Birds,
Threatened and Endangered
Species, Utah BLM Sensitive
Species (Moab)

B.S., Environmental Science, Colorado
Mesa University
Amanda Scott

B.S., Wildlife Biology, University of
Wyoming
M.S., Rangeland Management,
University of Wyoming

Katie Stevens

B.A., History, Loyola University
Chicago,
M.A., English Education, Northeastern
Illinois University

Wildlife, Migratory Birds,
Threatened and Endangered
Species, Utah BLM Sensitive
Species (Monticello)
Quality Assurance/Quality
Control, ACECs, Recreation,
Wild and Scenic Rivers, Visual
Resources

Ph.D., Educational Psychology,
University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign
Bill Stevens

B.A., History, Loyola University Chicago
M.A., History, University of Toronto
M.B.A., Accounting, University of
Chicago

Socioeconomics, Wilderness,
Areas with Wilderness
Characteristics, Environmental
Justice

Ph.D., Accountancy, University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign
Doug Wight

B.S., Forestry, Utah State University
M.S., Forestry, Utah State University

Geographic Information
Systems (GIS)

Booz Allen Hamilton
Jared Gunnerson

B.A., Political Science
M.P.A., Natural Resource and
Environmental Management
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Name
Bryan Klyse

Chapter 5

Education
B.A., Social Science (Environment)

Project Role
Technical Reviewer

M.E.S.M., Environmental Science and
Management
Pamela Middleton

B.A., Biology (Botany Emphasis), Minor
in Environmental Studies and Planning
M.A.S., Environmental Policy and
Management

Richard Pinkham

B.A., Geography, Dartmouth College
M.S., Natural Resources
Policy/Resource Economics, Cornell
University

Tymeri Schleicher

B.S., Environmental Science, Creighton
University

Project Manager
Resource Specialist—Wildlife
and Fisheries, Special Status
Species, Vegetation, Riparian
Resources, Livestock Grazing
Resource Specialist—
Socioeconomics

Resource Specialist—Air
Quality, Soil and Water

M.S., Environmental Science, Indiana
University
M.P.A., Public Affairs (Natural
Resources), Indiana University
Mike Sumner
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Resource Specialist—Lands
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Special Designations, Visual
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ACRONYMS
ACEC
AIRFA
AMS
ANC
APD
AQRV
ATV
AUM
BCC
bhp/hr
BLM
BMP
CAA
CASTNet
CCC
CEQ
CFR
CH4
CO
CO2
CSU
DAT
DOI
EA
EIS
EPA
ERMA
ESA
FAR
FLPMA
GHG
GIS
gpm
H2S
HAP
HNO3
IM
IMP
IMPROVE
IPCC
KPLA
MBTA
MLP
MOU
MSO
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Areas of Critical Environmental Concern
American Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978
Analysis of the Management Situation
Acid Neutralizing Capacity
Application for Permit to Drill
Air Quality Related Values
All-Terrain Vehicle
Animal Unit Month
Birds of Conservation Concern
Brake Horsepower-hour
Bureau of Land Management
Best Management Practice
Clean Air Act
Clean Air Status and Trends Network
Civilian Conservation Corps
Council on Environmental Quality
Code of Federal Regulations
Methane
Carbon Monoxide
Carbon Dioxide
Controlled Surface Use
Deposition Analysis Thresholds
Department of the Interior
Environmental Assessment
Environmental Impact Statement
Environmental Protection Agency
Extensive Recreation Management Area
Endangered Species Act
Functioning at Risk
Federal Land Policy and Management Act
Greenhouse Gas
Geographic Information System
Gallons per Minute
Hydrogen Sulfide
Hazardous Air Pollutants
Nitric Acid
Instruction Memorandum
Interim Management Policy
Interagency Monitoring of Protected Visual Environments
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
Known Potash Leasing Area
Migratory Bird Treaty Act
Master Leasing Plan
Memorandum of Understanding
Mexican Spotted Owl
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N2O
NADP
NAAQS
NAGPRA
NAS
NEPA
NF
NH4++
NO2
NO3
NOA
NOI
NOX
NRCS
NRHP
NSO
NTNC
NWSRS
O3
OHV
ORV
OSNHT
Pb
PDSI
PFC
PFYC
PIF
PLA
PM10, PM2.5
PPA
PPFA
ppb
ppm
PSD
PWR
RAMP
REL
RfC
RFD
RMP
RMZ
ROW
SAR
SDWA
SITLA
SMA
SO2
SO4
SPC
SRMA
SRP
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Nitrous Oxide
National Atmospheric Deposition Program
National Ambient Air Quality Standards
Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act of 1990
National Academy of Sciences
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
Non-Functioning
Ammonium
Nitrogen Dioxide
Nitrate
Notice of Availability
Notice of Intent
Mono-nitrogen Oxides
Natural Resources Conservation Service
National Register of Historic Places
No Surface Occupancy
Non-Transient Non-Community Water System
National Wild and Scenic Rivers System
Ozone
Off-Highway Vehicle
Outstandingly Remarkable Value
Old Spanish National Historic Trail
Lead
Palmer Drought Severity Index
Proper Functioning Condition
Potential Fossil Yield Classification
Partners in Flight Species of Concern
Potash Leasing Area
Particulate Matter
Prospecting Permit Applications
Potash Processing Facility Area
Parts per Billion
Parts per Million
Prevention of Significant Deterioration
Public Water Reserves
Recreation Area Management Plans
Relative Exposure Levels
Reference Concentrations
Reasonably Foreseeable Development
Resource Management Plan
Recreation Management Zones
Right-of-Way
Sodium Adsorption Ratio
Safe Drinking Water Act
Utah School and Institutional Trust Land Administration
Surface Management Agency
Sulfur Dioxide
Sulfate
State Wildlife Species of Concern
Special Recreation Management Areas
Special Recreation Permit
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SS
SSS
SWReGAP
T&R
TCP
TDS
TL
TMDL
TNC
tpy
TSL
UDDW
UDEQ
UDOGM
UDOT
UDWR
UGS
USFS
USFWS
USGS
VOC
VRI
VRM
WO
WSA
WSR
WSRA
WRF
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Sensitive Species
Special Status Species
Southwest Regional Gap Analysis Project
Township and Range
Traditional Cultural Properties
Total Dissolved Solids
Timing Limitations
Total Maximum Daily Load study
Transient Non-Community Water System
Tons per Year
Toxic Screening Levels
Utah Division of Drinking Water
Utah Department of Environmental Quality
Utah Division of Oil, Gas, and Mining
Utah Department of Transportation
Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
Utah Geological Survey
U.S. Forest Service
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
United States Geological Service
Volatile Organic Compounds
Visual Resource Inventory
Visual Resource Management
(Bureau of Land Management) Washington Office
Wilderness Study Area
Wild and Scenic River
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 1968
Weather Research and Forecasting Model
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GLOSSARY
Activity Plan: Site-specific plan which precedes actual development. This is the most detailed level of
Bureau of Land Management (BLM) planning.
All-Terrain Vehicle (ATV): A wheeled or tracked vehicle, other than a snowmobile or work vehicle,
designed primarily for recreational use or for the transportation of property or equipment exclusively on
undeveloped road rights of way, open country, or other unprepared surfaces.
Allotment: An area of land where one or more livestock operators graze their livestock. Allotments
generally consist of BLM lands but may also include other Federally-managed, State-owned, or private
lands. An allotment may include one or more separate pastures. Livestock numbers and periods of use are
specified for each allotment.
Animal Unit Month (AUM): A standardized measurement of the amount of forage necessary for the
sustenance of one cow unit or its equivalent for 1 month. Approximately 800 pounds of forage.
Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC): Areas within the public lands where special
management attention is required to: (1) protect and prevent irreparable damage to important historic,
cultural, or scenic values, fish and wildlife resources, or other natural systems or processes, or (2) protect
life and safety from natural hazards.
Authorized Officer: The Federal employee who has the delegated authority to make a specific decision.
Avoidance Areas: Areas with sensitive resource values where rights-of-way, leases, and easements would
be strongly discouraged. Authorization made in avoidance areas would have to be compatible with the
purpose for which the area was designated and not is otherwise feasible on lands outside the avoidance
area.
Best Management Practices (BMP): A suite of techniques that guide, or may be applied to, management
actions to aid in achieving desired outcomes. Best management practices are often developed in
conjunction with land use plans, but they are not considered a land use plan decision unless the land use
plan specifies that they are mandatory. They may be updated or modified without a plan amendment if
they are not mandatory.
Big Game: Large species of wildlife that are hunted, such as elk, deer, bighorn sheep, and pronghorn
antelope.
Browse: To browse (verb) is to graze; also, browse (noun) is the tender shoots, twigs, and leaves and
shrubs often used as food by livestock and wildlife.
Candidate Species: Any species included in the Federal Register notice of review that are being considered
for listing as threatened or endangered by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Casual Use: Mining activities that only negligibly disturb Federal lands and resources. Casual use
generally includes the collecting of geochemical, rock, soil, or mineral specimens using hand tools, hand
panning, and nonmotorized sluicing. It also generally includes use of metal detectors, gold spears, and
other battery-operated devices for sensing the presence of minerals, and hand battery-operated dry washers.
Casual use does not include use of mechanized earth-moving equipment, truck-mounted drilling equipment,
suction dredges, motorized vehicles in areas designated as closed to off-road vehicles, chemicals, or
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explosives. It also does not include occupancy or operations where the cumulative effects of the activities
result in more than negligible disturbance.
Closed: Generally denotes that an area is not available for a particular use or uses; refer to specific
definitions found in law, regulations, or policy guidance for application to individual programs.
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR): The official, legal tabulation or regulations directing Federal
government activities.
Collaboration: A cooperative process in which interested parties, often with widely varied interests, work
together to seek solutions with broad support for managing public and other lands. This may or may not
involve an agency as a cooperating agency.
Competitive Forage: Those forage species utilized by two or more animal species.
Conditions of Approval: Conditions or provisions (requirements) under which an Application for a Permit
to Drill or a Sundry Notice is approved.
Conformance: That a proposed action shall be specifically provided for in the land use plan or, if not
specifically mentioned, shall be clearly consistent with the goals, objectives, or standards of the approved
land use plan.
Conservation Agreement: A formal, signed agreement between the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service or
National Marine Fisheries Service and other parties that implements specific actions, activities, or programs
designed to eliminate or reduce threats or otherwise improve the status of a species. Conservation
Agreements can be developed at a State, regional, or national level and generally include multiple agencies
at both the State and Federal level, as well as tribes. Depending on the types of commitments the BLM
makes in a Conservation Agreement and the level of signatory authority, plan revisions or amendments
may be required prior to signing the Conservation Agreement, or subsequently in order to implement the
Conservation Agreement.
Conservation Strategy: A strategy outlining current activities or threats that are contributing to the decline
of a species, along with the actions or strategies needed to reverse or eliminate such a decline or threats.
Conservation strategies are generally developed for species of plants and animals that are designated as
BLM sensitive species or that have been determined by the Fish and Wildlife Service or National Marine
Fisheries Service to be Federal candidates under the Endangered Species Act.
Contiguous: Lands or legal subdivisions having a common boundary; lands having only a common corner
are not contiguous.
Cooperating Agency: Assists the lead Federal agency in developing an Environmental Analysis (EA) or
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). The Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations
implementing the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) defines a cooperating agency as any
agency that has jurisdiction by law or special expertise for proposals covered by NEPA. Any tribe of
Federal, State, or local government jurisdiction with such qualifications may become a cooperating agency
through an agreement with the lead agency.
Corridor: A wide strip of land within which a proposed linear facility could be located.
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Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ): An advisory council to the President of the United States
established by NEPA of 1969. It reviews Federal programs for their effect on the environment, conducts
environmental studies, and advises the president on environmental matters.
Critical Habitat: For listed species, consists of (1) the specific areas within the geographical area occupied
by the species, at the time it is listed in accordance with the provisions of section 4 of the Endangered
Species Act, on which are found those physical or biological features (constituent elements) (a) essential to
the conservation of the species and (b) which may require special management considerations or protection;
and (2) specific areas outside the geographical are occupied by the species at the time it is listed in
accordance with the provisions of section 4 of the Endangered Species Act upon a determination by the
Secretary that such areas are essential for the conservation of the species. Designated critical habitats are
described in 50 CFR§ 17 and 226.
Crucial Habitat: Habitat on which a species depends for survival because there are no alternative ranges
or habitats available.
Crucial Winter Habitat (Range): Parts of the habitat necessary to sustain a wildlife population at critical
periods of its life cycle. This is often a limiting factor on the populations, such as breeding habitat, winter
habitat, etc.
Cryptobiotic (Cryptogrammic) Soils: Biological communities that form a surface layer or crust on some
soils. These communities consist of cyanobacteria (blue-green bacteria), micro fungi, mosses, lichens, and
green algae and perform many important functions, including fixing nitrogen and carbon, maintaining
soil surface stability, and preventing erosion. Cryptobiotic crusts also influence the nutrient levels of
soils and the status and germination of plants in the desert. These crusts are slow to recover after severe
disturbance, requiring 40 years of more to recolonize even small areas.
Cultural Resources: Nonrenewable elements of the physical and human environment including
archaeological remains (evidence of prehistoric or historic human activities) and sociocultural values
traditionally held by ethnic groups (sacred places, traditionally utilized raw materials, etc.).
Cultural Site: Any location that includes prehistoric and/or historic evidence of human use or that has
important sociocultural value.
Cumulative Impact: The impact on the environment that results from the incremental impact of the action
when added to other past, present, or reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of what agency
(Federal or non-Federal) or person undertakes such other actions. Cumulative impacts can result from
individually minor but collectively significant actions taking place over a period of time.
Current Habitat: Habitat currently occupied by a species during the development of the plan.
Desired Condition: Description of those factors that should exist within ecosystems both to maintain their
survival and to meet social and economic needs.
Development Well: A well drilled within the known or proven productive area of an oil field with
expectation of producing oil or gas from the producing reservoir.
Discretionary Closure: Those lands where the BLM has determined that fluid minerals leasing, even with
the most restrictive stipulations, would not adequately protect other resources, values, or land uses.
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Dispersed/Extensive Recreation: Recreation activities of an unstructured type, which are not confined to
specific locations such as recreation sites. Example of these activities may be hunting, fishing, off-road
vehicle use, hiking, and sightseeing.
Disturbance Area: Area of influence around a disturbance causing a change in animal behavior such as
leaving the area, increased stress, abandoning young, not breeding, and aberrant behavior.
Drought: Drought is a protracted period of deficient precipitation resulting in extensive damage to crops,
resulting in loss of yield.
Easement: A right afforded a person or agency to make limited use of another’s real property for access
or other purposes.
Endangered Species: A plant or animal species whose prospects for survival and reproduction are in
immediate jeopardy, as designated by the Secretary of the Interior, and as is further defined by the
Endangered Species Act.
Environmental Assessment (EA): A concise public document that analyzes the environmental impacts
of a proposed Federal action and provides sufficient evidence to determine the level of significance of the
impacts.
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS): A detailed written statement required by the NEPA when an
agency proposes a major Federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment.
Erosion: The wearing away of the land surface by running water, wind, ice, or other geological agents.
Exclusion Area: Areas with sensitive resource values where rights-of-way, leases, and easements would
not be authorized.
Extensive Recreation Management Area (ERMA): An area where significant recreation opportunities
and problems are limited and explicit recreation management is not required. Minimal management actions
related to the BLM’s stewardship responsibilities are adequate in these areas.
Fawning Habitat: An area where big game animals usually give birth during a specific time of year.
Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA): Public Law 94-579. October 21, 1976,
often referred to as the BLM’s “Organic Act,” which provides the majority of the BLM’s legislated
authority, direction, policy, and basic management guidance.
Federal Register: A daily publication, which reports presidential and Federal agency documents.
Fire Management Plan: A strategic plan that defines a program to manage wild land and prescribed fires,
and documents the fire management program in the approved land use plan; the plan is supplemented by
operational procedures such as preparedness plans, preplanned dispatch plans, prescribed fire plans, and
prevention plans.
Floodplain: The relatively flat area or lowlands adjoining a body of standing or flowing water, which has
been or might be covered by floodwater.
Fluid Minerals: Oil and gas resources.
Focus Area: A recreation management zone that emphasizes particular types of recreation activities.
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Fossil: Mineralized or petrified form from a past geologic age, especially from previously living things.
Functioning at Risk (FAR): See Riparian-Functioning at Risk.
Geographic Information System (GIS): A computer system capable of storing, analyzing, and displaying
data and describing places on the earth’s surface.
Goal: A broad statement of a desired outcome. Goals are usually not quantifiable and may not have
established time frames for achievement.
Grandfather (to): To exempt groups or individuals from provisions of laws or regulations because of
preexisting conditions, such as exempting mining operations existing before new mining regulations are
implemented from provisions of those new regulations.
Grazing System: The manipulation of livestock grazing to accomplish a desired result.
Guidelines: Actions or management practices that may be used to achieve desired outcomes, sometimes
expressed as best management practices. Guidelines may be identified during the land use planning
process, but they are not considered a land use plan decision unless the plan specifies that they are
mandatory.
Habitat: A specific set of physical conditions that surround a species, group of species, or a large
community. In wildlife management, the major constituents of habitat are considered to be food, water,
cover, and living space.
Habitat Fragmentation: The disruption (by division) of extensive habitats into smaller habitat patches.
The effects of habitat fragmentation include loss of habitat area and the creation of smaller, more isolated
patches of remaining habitat.
Historic Habitat: Habitat occupied by a species prior to the development of this plan.
Impact: A modification of the existing environment caused by an action. These environmental
consequences are the scientific and analytical basis for comparison of alternatives. Effects may be either
direct, which are caused by the action and occur at the same time and place, or indirect, which are caused
by the action and are later in time or farther removed in distance, but are still reasonably foreseeable, or
cumulative.
Implementation Decisions: Decisions that take action to implement land use plan decisions. They are
generally appealable to Interior Board of Land Appeals.
Implementation Plan: A site-specific plan written to implement decisions made in a land use plan. An
implementation plan usually selects and applies best management practices to meet land use plan objectives.
Implementation plans are synonymous with “activity” plans. Examples of implementation plans include
interdisciplinary management plans, habitat management plans, and allotment management plans.
Indian Tribe: Any Indian group in the conterminous United States that the Secretary of the Interior
recognizes as possessing tribal status.
Interdisciplinary Team: A group of individuals with different training, representing the physical sciences,
social sciences, and environmental design arts, assembling to solve a problem or perform a task. The
members of the team proceed to a solution with frequent interaction so that each discipline may provide
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insights to any stage of the problem and disciplines may combine to provide new solutions. The number
and disciplines of the members preparing the plan vary with circumstances. A member may represent one
or more disciplines or BLM program interests.
Lambing Habitat: An area where bighorn sheep deliver and nurse young during a specific time of year.
Land Use Allocation: The identification in a land use plan of the activities and foreseeable development
that are allowed, restricted, or excluded for all or part of the Planning Area, based on desired future
conditions.
Land Use Plan: A set of decisions that establish management direction for land within an administrative
area, as prescribed under the planning provisions of FLPMA; an assimilation of land-use-plan-level
decisions developed through the planning process, regardless of the scale at which the decisions were
developed.
Land Use Plan Decision: Establishes desired outcomes and the actions needed to achieve them. Decisions
are reached using the BLM planning process. When they are presented to the public as proposed decisions,
they can be protested to the BLM Director. They are not appealable to Interior Board of Land Appeals.
Leasable Minerals: Those minerals or materials designated as leasable under the Mineral Leasing Act of
1920. They include coal, phosphate, sulphur, potassium, and sodium minerals, and oil, gas, and geothermal.
Lease: (1) A legal document that conveys to an operator the right to drill for oil and gas; (2) the tract of
land, on which a lease has been obtained, where producing wells and production equipment are located.
Lease Notice: Provides more detailed information concerning limitations that already exist in law, lease
terms, regulations, and operational orders. A Lease Notice also addresses special items the lessee would
consider when planning operations, but does not impose new or additional restrictions.
Lease Stipulation: A modification of the terms and conditions on a standard lease form at the time of the
lease sale.
Lek: An assembly area where birds, especially sage grouse, carry on display and courtship behavior.
Limited Roads and Trails Designation: Designated areas where the use of off-road vehicles is subject to
restrictions, such as limiting the number or types or vehicles allowed, dates and times of use (seasonal
restrictions), and limiting all use to designated roads and trails. Under the designated roads and trails
designation, use would be allowed only on roads and trails that are signed for use. Combinations of
restrictions are possible, such as limiting use to certain types of vehicles during certain times of the year.
Locatable Minerals: Minerals subject to exploration, development, and disposal by staking mining claims
as authorized by the Mining Law of 1872, as amended. This includes deposits of gold, silver, and other
uncommon minerals not subject to lease or sale.
Management Decision: A decision made by the BLM to manage public lands. Management decisions
are made on both land use plan decisions and implementation decisions.
Management Opportunities: A component of the analysis of the management situation; actions or
management directions that could be taken to resolve issues or management concerns.
Mechanized Travel: Travel by use of a machine, either motorized or non-motorized.
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Mineral Entry: The filing of a claim on public land to obtain the right to any minerals it may contain.
Mineral Estate: The ownership of minerals, including rights necessary for access, exploration,
development, mining, ore dressing, and transportation operations.
Mineral Materials: Materials such as common varieties of sand, stone, building stone, gravel, and clay
that are not obtainable under the mining or leasing laws but that can be acquired under the Mineral Materials
Act of 1947, as amended. These are also called salable minerals.
Mineral Reserves: Known mineral deposits that are recoverable under present conditions but are as of yet
undeveloped.
Mineral Withdrawal: A formal order that withholds Federal lands and minerals from entry under the
Mining Law of 1872 and closes the area to mineral location (staking mining claims) and development.
Minimize: To reduce the adverse impact of an operation to the lowest practical level.
Mining Claim: A parcel of land that a miner takes and holds for mining purposes, having acquired the
right of possession by complying with the Mining Law of 1872, as amended, and local laws and rules. A
single mining claim may contain as many adjoining locations as the locator may make or buy.
Mitigation Measures: Methods or procedures that reduce or lessen the impacts of an action.
Multiple Use: The management of the public lands and their various resource values so that they are
utilized in the combination that will best meet the present and future needs of the American people; making
the most judicious use of the lands for some or all of these resources or related services over areas large
enough to provide sufficient latitude for periodic adjustments in use to conform to changing needs and
conditions; the use of some lands for less than all of the resources; a combination of balanced and diverse
resource uses that takes into account the long-term needs of future generations for renewable and
nonrenewable resources, including but not limited to, recreation, range, minerals, watershed, wildlife and
fish, and natural scenic, scientific, and historical values; and harmonious and coordinated management of
the various resources without permanent impairment of the productivity of the lands and the quality of the
environment with consideration being given to the relative values of the resources and not necessarily to
the combination of uses that will give the greatest economic return or greatest unit output.
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA): An act that encourages productive and enjoyable
harmony between man and his environment and promotes efforts to prevent or eliminate damage to the
environment and biosphere and stimulate the health and welfare of man; enriches the understanding or the
ecological systems and natural resources important to the Nation, and establishes the CEQ.
National Wild and Scenic Rivers System: A system of Federally designated rivers and their immediate
environments that have outstanding scenic, recreational, geologic, fish and wildlife, historic, cultural, and
other similar values and are preserved in a free-flowing condition. The system consists of three river
classifications: (1) Recreational-rivers or sections of rivers that are readily accessible by road or railroad
and that may have some development along their shorelines and may have undergone some impoundments
or diversion in the past, (2) Scenic-rivers or sections of rivers free of impoundments with shorelines or
watersheds still largely undeveloped but accessible in places by roads, and (3) Wild-rivers or sections of
rivers free of impoundments and generally inaccessible except by trails, with watersheds or shorelines
essentially primitive and waters unpolluted.
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Neotropical Migratory Birds: Birds that travel to Central America, South America, the Caribbean, and
Mexico during the fall to spend the winter and then return to the United States and Canada during the spring
to breed. These birds include almost half of the bird species that breed in the United States and Canada.
No Surface Occupancy (NSO): A fluid minerals leasing constraint that prohibits occupancy or
disturbance on all or part of the lease surface to protect special values or uses. Lessees may exploit the
fluid mineral resources under the leases restricted by this constraint through use of directional drilling from
sites outside the area.
Non-Functioning (NF): See Riparian-Non-Functioning.
Non-mechanized Travel: Travel by foot or on an animal.
Non-Wilderness Study Areas (WSA) Lands with Wilderness Characteristics: Undeveloped Federal
land that has been inventoried and/or reviewed by a BLM interdisciplinary team and determined to possess
wilderness characteristics such as those listed in section 2(c) of the Wilderness Act of 1964. These lands
do not possess special management designations like Wilderness Study Areas (WSA) or protective
management measures such as the Interim Management Policy.
Noxious Weeds: A plant species designated by Federal of State law as generally possessing one or more
of the following characteristics: aggressive and difficult to manage; parasitic; a carrier or host of serious
insects or disease; or non-native, new, or not common to the United States.
Objective: A description of a desired condition for a resource. Objectives can be quantified and measured
and, where possible, have established time frames for achievement.
Occupied Habitat: An area occupied by a species during the development of this plan.
Open: Generally denotes that an area is available for a particular use or uses. Refer to specific program
definitions found in law, regulations, or policy guidance for application to individual programs.
Off-Highway Vehicle (OHV): Any motorized vehicle capable of, or designed for, travel on or
immediately over land, water, or other natural terrain, excluding: (1) any nonamphibious registered
motorboat; (2) any military, fire, emergency, or law enforcement vehicle while being used for emergency
purposes; (3) any vehicle whose use is expressly authorized by the Authorized Officer, or otherwise
officially approved; (4) vehicles in official use; and (5) any combat or combat support vehicle when used
in times of national defense emergencies.
One-Hundred-Year Flood: A hydrologic event with a magnitude that has a recurrence interval of 100
years.
Open Off-Highway Vehicle Areas: Designated areas where off-road vehicles may engage in crosscountry travel.
Operator: Any person who has taken formal responsibility for the operations conducted on the leased
lands.
Outstandingly Remarkable River Values: Values between those listed in Section 1(b) of the Wild and
Scenic Rivers Act are “scenic, recreational, geological, fish and wildlife, historical, cultural, or other
similar values…” Other similar values, which may be considered, include botanical, hydrological,
paleontological,
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or scientific. Professional judgment is used to determine whether values exist to an outstandingly
remarkable degree.
Paleontological Resources (Fossils): The physical remains of plants and animals preserved in soils and
sedimentary rock formations.
Paleontological resources are important for understanding past
environments, environmental change, and the evolution of life.
Paleontology: A science dealing with the life forms of past geological periods as known from fossil
remains.
Plan of Development: A mandatory plan, developed by an applicant of a mining operation or construction
project that specifies the techniques and measures to be used during construction and operation of all project
facilities on public land. The plan is submitted for approval to the appropriate Federal agency before any
construction begins.
Plan of Operations: A plan for mining exploration and development that an operation must submit to
BLM for approval when more than 5 acres a year will be disturbed or when an operator plans to work in an
ACEC or a wilderness area. A Plan of Operations must document in detail all actions that the operator
plans to take from exploration through reclamation.
Planning Area: A geographical area, including all land ownerships, for which BLM land use and resource
management plans (RMP) are developed and maintained for the BLM-administered lands within that
geographical area.
Planning Criteria: The standards, rules, and other factors developed by managers and interdisciplinary
teams for their use in forming judgments about decisionmaking, analysis, and data collection during
planning. Planning criteria streamline and simplify the resource management planning actions.
Potential Wild and Scenic River: A flowing body of water or estuary or a section, portion, or tributary
thereof, including rivers, streams, creeks, runs, rills, and small lakes.
Prescribed Fire: The introduction of fire to an area under regulated conditions for specific management
purposes.
Primitive and Unconfined Recreation: Non-motorized, non-mechanized and undeveloped types of
recreational activities.
Production Well: A well drilled in a known field that produces oil or gas.
Project Area: The area of land upon which an operator conducts mining operations, including the area
needed for building or maintaining of roads, transmission lines, pipelines, or other means of access.
Project Plan: Detailed survey and design plan.
Properly Functioning Condition (PFC): See Riparian-Properly Functioning Condition.
Public Land: Land or interest in land owned by the United States and administered by the Secretary of
the Interior through the BLM, except lands located on the Outer Continental Shelf, and land held for the
benefit of Indians, Aleuts, and Eskimos.
Quarry: An open or surface working, usually for the extraction of stone, slate, limestone, etc.
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Range Development: A structure, excavation, treatment, or development to rehabilitate, protect, or
improve lands to advance range betterment.
Rangeland: Land used for grazing by livestock and big game animals on which vegetation is dominated
by grasses, grass-like plants, forbs, or shrubs.
Raptor: Bird of prey with sharp talons and strongly curved beaks such as hawks, owls, vultures, and
eagles.
Reasonably Foreseeable Development Scenario (RFD): The prediction of the type and amount of oil,
gas and other mineral activity that would occur in a given area. The prediction is based on geologic factors,
past history of drilling, projected demand for oil and gas, and industry interest.
Record of Decision (ROD): A document signed by a responsible official recording a decision that was
preceded by the preparing of an EIS.
Recreational River: A wild and scenic river classification that identifies those rivers are river segments
that are readily accessible by road or railroad, that may have some development along their shorelines, and
that may have undergone some impoundment or diversion in the past.
Relict: A remnant or fragment of the vegetation of an area that remains from a former period when the
vegetation was more widely distributed.
Resource Management Plan (RMP): A land use plan as prescribed by the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act which establishes, for a given area of land, land-use allocations, coordination guidelines
for multiple-use, objectives and actions to be achieved.
Right-of-Way (ROW): A ROW grant is an authorization to use a specific piece of public land for a specific
project, such as roads, pipelines, transmission lines, and renewable energy and communication sites. The
grant authorizes rights and privileges for a specific use of the land for a specific period of time.
Riparian Area: A form of wetland transition between permanently saturated wetlands and upland areas.
Riparian areas exhibit vegetation or physical characteristics that reflect the influence of permanent surface
or subsurface water. Typical riparian areas include lands along, adjacent to, or contiguous with perennially
and intermittently flowing rivers and streams, glacial potholes, and the shores of lakes and reservoirs with
stable water levels. Excluded are ephemeral streams or washes that lack vegetation and depend on free
water in the soil.
Riparian-Functioning at Risk (FAR): Riparian-wetland areas are considered to be in functioning
condition, but an existing soil, water, or vegetation attribute makes them susceptible to degradation.
Riparian-Non-Functioning (NF): Riparian-wetland areas that are clearly not providing adequate
vegetation, landform, or large wood debris to dissipate stream energy associated with high flows, and thus
are not reducing erosion, improving water quality, etc.
Riparian-Properly Functioning Condition (PFC): Riparian/wetland areas are in PFC when adequate
vegetation, landform, or woody debris is present to: dissipate high-energy water flow, filter sediment,
capture bedload, and aid floodplain development; improve floodwater retention and groundwater recharge;
develop root masses that stabilize streambanks; develop diverse fluvial geomorphology (pool and channel
complexes) to provide habitat for wildlife and support greater biodiversity.
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Rock Art: Petroglyphs or pictographs.
Route: A linear line for motorized travel.
Rutting Habitat: An area where big game species engage in breeding activities during specific times of
the year.
Salable Minerals: Common variety minerals on the public lands, such as sand and gravel, which are used
mainly for construction and are disposed of by sales or special permits to local governments. Also referred
to as mineral materials.
Scenic Byways: Highway routes, which have roadsides or corridors of special aesthetic, cultural, or
historic value. An essential part of the highway is its scenic corridor. The corridor may contain outstanding
scenic vistas, unusual geologic features, or other natural elements.
Scoping: The process of identifying the range of issues, management concerns, preliminary alternatives,
and other components of an EIS or land-use planning document. It involves both internal and public
viewpoints.
Section 7 Consultation: The requirement of Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act that all Federal
agencies consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service or the National Marine Fisheries Service if a
proposed action might affect a Federally listed species or its critical habitat.
Section 106 Compliance: The requirement of Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act that
any project funded, licensed, permitted, or assisted by the Federal government by reviewed for impacts to
significant historic properties and that the State Historic Preservation Officer and the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation be allowed to comment on a project.
Sediment Yield: The amount of sediment produced in a watershed, expressed in tons, acre feet, or cubic
yards, of sediment per unit of drainage are per year.
Sensitive Species: All species that are under status review, have small or declining populations, live in
unique habitats, or need special management. Sensitive species include threatened, endangered, and
proposed species as classified by the Fish and Wildlife Service and National Marine Fisheries Service.
Significant: An effect that is analyzed in the context of the proposed action to determine the degree
or magnitude of importance of the effect, whether beneficial or adverse. The degree of significance
can be related to other actions with individually insignificant but cumulatively significant impacts.
Slope: The degree of deviation of a surface from the horizontal.
Special Recreation Management Area (SRMA): Areas, which require explicit recreation management
to achieve recreation objectives and provide specific recreation opportunities.
Special Status Species: Includes proposed species, listed species, and candidate species under the
Endangered Species Act; State listed species; and BLM State Director designated sensitive species (see
BLM Manual 6840-Special Status Species Policy).
Stipulations: Requirements that are part of the terms of a mineral lease. Some stipulations are standard
on all Federal leases. Other stipulations may be applied to the lease at the discretion of the surface
management agency to protect valuable surface resources and uses.
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Strategic Plan: A plan that establishes the overall direction for the BLM. This plan is guided by the
requirements of the Government Performance and Results Act or 1993, covers a 5-year period, and is
updated every 3 years. It is consistent with FLPMA and other laws affecting the public lands.
Surface Disturbance: Activities that normally result in more than negligible disturbance to public lands
and that accelerate the natural erosive process. These activities normally involve use and/or occupancy of
the surface, cause disturbance to soils and vegetation, and are usually caused by motorized or mechanical
actions. Surface disturbance may result from activities using earth-moving and drilling equipment;
geophysical exploration; off road vehicle travel; vegetation treatments; the use of pyrotechnics and
explosives; and construction of facilities like power lines, pipelines, oil and gas wells, recreation sites,
livestock facilities, wildlife waters, or new roads. Surface disturbance is not normally caused by casual
use. Activities that are not typically surface-disturbing include, but are not limited to, proper livestock
grazing, cross-country hiking, minimum impact filming and vehicle travel on designated routes.
Sustainability: The ability of an ecosystem to maintain ecological processes and functions, biological
diversity, and productivity over time.
Threatened Species: Any plant or animal species defined under the Endangered Species Act as likely to
become endangered within the foreseeable future throughout all or a significant portion of its range; listings
are published in the Federal Register.
Timing Limitation Stipulation: A fluid minerals leasing constraint that prohibits surface use during
specified time periods to protect identified resource values. The constraint does not apply to the operation
and maintenance of production facilities unless analysis demonstrates that such constraints are needed and
that less stringent, project-specific constraints would be insufficient.
Undertaking: (16 U.S. Code [U.S.C.] Sec. 470w (7)) A project, activity, or program funded in whole or
in part under the direct or indirect jurisdiction of a Federal agency, including those carried out by or on
behalf of a Federal agency; those carried out with Federal financial assistance; those requiring a Federal
permit, license or approval; and those subject to State or local regulation administered pursuant to a
delegation or approval by a Federal agency.
User Day: Any calendar day, or portion thereof, for each individual accompanied or serviced by an
operator or permittee on the public lands of related waters; synonymous with passenger day or participant
day.
Utility Corridor: A parcel of land that has been identified by law, Secretarial order, through a land use
plan or by other management decision as being the preferred location for existing and future ROW grants
and suitable to accommodate one type of ROW or one or more ROWs which are similar, identical or
compatible.
Valid Existing Rights: Valid existing rights are legal rights to use the land that were in existence prior to
implementation of the decisions in the MLP. These existing leases would be subject to the specific lease
stipulations that were applied under the previous land use plan. However, the resource protection measures
identified in the MLP will also apply to areas currently under lease where they do not conflict with the
rights granted to the holder of the lease. The Federal Government retains certain rights when issuing an oil
and gas lease or a potash lease. While the BLM may not unilaterally add a new stipulation to an existing
lease that it has already issued, the BLM can subject development of existing leases to reasonable
conditions, as necessary, through the application of Conditions of Approval at the time of permitting.
Vegetation Manipulation: Alteration of vegetation by using fire, plowing, or other means.
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Vegetation Type: A plant community with distinguishable characteristics described by the dominant
vegetation present.
Visual Resources: The visible physical features of a landscape (topography, water, vegetation, animals,
structures, and other features) that constitute the scenery of an area.
Waiver: Permanent exemption from a lease stipulation. The stipulation no longer applies anywhere within
the leasehold.
Water Quality: The chemical, physical, and biological characteristics of water with respect to its
suitability for a particular use.
Watershed: All lands, which are enclosed by a continuous hydrologic drainage, divide and lay upslope
from a specified point on a stream.
Way: A vehicle route within a wilderness study area that was in existence and identified during the FLPMA
Section 603-mandated wilderness inventory. The Interim Management Policy for Lands under Wilderness
Review (H-8550-1) defines a way as “a trace maintained solely by the passage of vehicles which has
not been improved and/or maintained by mechanical means to ensure relatively regular and continuous
use.” The term is also used during wilderness inventory to identify routes that are not roads. The term
developed from the definition of the term “roadless” provided in the Wilderness Inventory Handbook
(September 27, 1978), as follows: “roadless refers to the absence of roads which have been improved
and maintained by mechanical means to insure relatively regular and continuous use. A way maintained
solely by the passage of vehicles does not constitute a road.”
Wild, Scenic or Recreational River: The three classes of what is traditionally referred to as a “Wild and
Scenic River.” Designated river segments are classified as wild, scenic, and/or recreational, but the
segments cannot overlap.
Wild and Scenic River Study: Rivers identified in Section 5 of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act for study
as potential additions to the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System. The rivers shall be studied under the
provisions of Section 4 of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act.
Wilderness Study Area: A roadless area or island of undeveloped Federal land that has been inventoried
and found to possess wilderness characteristics described under Title VI, Section 603 of FLPMA and
Section 2C of the Wilderness Act of 1964. These characteristics are: (1) generally appears to have been
affected mainly by the forces of nature, with human imprints substantially unnoticeable; (2) has outstanding
opportunities for solitude or a primitive and unconfined type of recreation; (3) has at least 5,000 acres or is
large enough to make practicable its preservation and use in an unimpaired condition; and (4) may also
contain ecological, geological, or other features of scientific, educational, scenic, or historic value.
Wilderness: A Congressionally designated area of undeveloped Federal land retaining its primeval
character and influence, without permanent improvements or human habitation that is protected and
managed to preserve its natural conditions as described in Section 2A of the Wilderness Act of 1964.
Wilderness Characteristics: Features of the land associated with the concept of wilderness that
specifically deal with naturalness and opportunities for solitude and primitive and unconfined recreation.
These characteristics may be considered in land use planning when BLM determines that those
characteristics are reasonably present, of sufficient value (condition, uniqueness, relevance, importance),
and need (trend, risk), and are practical to manage (from IM-2003-275, Change 1, Considerations of
Wilderness Characteristics in LUP, Attachment 1). Key characteristics of wilderness listed in section 2 (c)
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of the Wilderness Act of 1964 were used by BLM in conducting wilderness inventories.
characteristics are features of land associated with the concept of wilderness.

These

Wildfire: Any unwanted wild land fire.
Wildland Fire: Any nonstructural fire, other than prescribed fire, that occurs in the wild land.
Winter Range: The portion of the winter range to which a wildlife species is confined during periods of
heaviest snow cover.
Withdrawal: An action that restricts the use of public lands by removing them from the operation of some
or all of the public land or mining laws.
Woodland: A forest community occupied primarily by noncommercial species such as juniper, mountain
mahogany, or quaking aspen groves; all western juniper forestlands are classified as woodlands, since
juniper is classified as a noncommercial species.
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APPENDIX A—MINERAL LEASING STIPULATIONS
A.1

STIPULATIONS APPLICABLE TO MINERAL LEASING

Table A-1 lists, by alternative, the stipulations for mineral leasing referred to throughout this document.
The stipulations developed would apply to both oil and gas leasing and potash leasing. The stipulations
also apply to geophysical exploration.

A.1.1

Description of Stipulations

The following tables show resources of concern and stipulations including exceptions, modifications, and
waivers by alternative. Lands within the Planning Area have been designated as either: 1) open to mineral
leasing subject to the standard lease terms and applicable laws, regulations, and orders, 2) open to mineral
leasing subject to major constraints (no surface occupancy [NSO] stipulation), 3) open to mineral leasing
subject to minor constraints/special stipulations (timing limitation [TL] and/or controlled surface use [CSU]
stipulation), or 4) closed to mineral leasing.
•

Areas identified with a CSU stipulation are open to mineral leasing, but identified resource values
require special operation constraints.

•

Areas identified with a TL stipulation are open to mineral leasing, but surface use during specified
time periods is prohibited to protect identified resource values.

•

Areas identified with a NSO stipulation are open to mineral leasing, but use or occupancy of the
surface for exploration and mineral development is prohibited in order to protect identified resource
values. The minerals under NSO lands may potentially be developed by directionally or
horizontally drilling from nearby lands that do not have the NSO limitation.

•

Areas open to mineral leasing are subject to existing laws, regulations, and formal orders; and the
terms and conditions of the standard lease form.

•

Standard terms and conditions for oil and gas leasing allow the Bureau of Land Management
(BLM) to impose reasonable measures, such as modifying well siting or timing of operations to
minimize resource impacts.

•

Areas identified as closed are not open to mineral leasing. Although “closed” is not a leasing
stipulation, closed areas are shown in Appendix A for the purpose of clarity and comparison. The
purpose for the closure is also provided in Table A-1.

A.1.2

Exceptions, Modifications, and Waivers

Stipulations may be excepted, modified, or waived by the Authorized Officer. An exception is a one-time
exemption for a particular site within a leasehold; exceptions are determined on a case-by-case basis; the
stipulation continues to apply to all other sites within the leasehold. A modification is a change to the
provisions of a lease stipulation, either temporarily or for the term of the lease. A waiver is a permanent
exemption from a lease stipulation. The stipulation no longer applies within the leasehold. The
environmental analysis document prepared for site-specific mineral proposals (i.e., APDs, sundry notices)
also would need to address proposals to exempt, modify, or waive a surface stipulation.
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General exception, modification, and waiver criteria have been developed that apply commonly to many
lease stipulations. Table A-1 specifies where the general exceptions, modifications, and waivers apply.
The general exceptions, modifications, and waivers are specified as follows:
Exception - The Authorized Officer may grant an exception to a stipulation if it is determined that the
factors leading to its inclusion in the lease have changed sufficiently such that: 1) the protection provided
by the stipulation is no longer justified or necessary to meet resource objectives established in the Moab
MLP, or 2) proposed operations would not cause unacceptable impacts. The Authorized Officer may
require additional plans of development, surveys, mitigation proposals, or environmental analysis, and may
be required to consult with other government agencies and/or the public in order to make this determination.
Modification - The Authorized Officer may modify a stipulation as a result of new information if: 1) the
protection provided by the stipulation is no longer justified or necessary to meet resource objectives
established in the Moab MLP, 2) the protection provided by the stipulation is no longer sufficient to meet
resource objectives established in the Moab MLP, or 3) proposed operations would not cause unacceptable
impacts. The Authorized Officer may require additional plans of development, surveys, mitigation
proposals, or environmental analysis, and may be required to consult with other government agencies and/or
the public in order to make this determination. The modification may be subject to public review for at
least a 30-day period.
Waiver - The Authorized Officer may waive a stipulation if it is determined that the factors leading to its
inclusion in the lease no longer exist. The Authorized Officer may require additional plans of development,
surveys, mitigation proposals, or environmental analysis, and may be required to consult with other
government agencies and/or the public in order to make this determination. The waiver may be subject to
public review for at least a 30-day period.
Specific exceptions, modifications, and waivers have also been developed for some of the lease stipulations
by alternative and are also provided in Table A-1.

A.2

MINERAL LEASE NOTICES

Table A-2 lists the mineral lease notices that would be applied within the Planning Area. A lease notice
provides more detailed information concerning limitations that already exist in law, lease terms, regulations,
or operational orders. A lease notice also addresses special items the lessee should consider when planning
operations, but does not impose lease stipulations.
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Table A-1. Mineral Leasing Stipulations Including Exceptions, Modifications, and Waivers
Resource of
Concern

Air Quality and
Greenhouse
Gases

Air Quality

Final EIS

Applicable
Area

Planning Area

Planning Area

Stip.
Code

CSU

CSU

Alternative
A

X

B

X

X

C

X

X

D

Stipulation Description

X

All new and replacement internal combustion gas field engines of less than or equal
to 300 design-rated horsepower shall not emit more than 2 grams of NOx per
horsepower-hour. This requirement does not apply to gas field engines of less than
or equal to 40 design-rated horsepower.
All new and replacement internal combustion gas field engines of greater than 300
design-rated horsepower must not emit more than 1 gram of NOx per horsepowerhour.
Purpose: To protect air quality and minimize greenhouse gas emissions.
Exception: None
Modification: The Authorized Officer may modify the stated requirements in
accordance with updated specifications to comply with the Clean Air Act, or as
deemed necessary to ensure that the stipulation is sufficient to maintain air quality
and protect air quality related values.
Waiver: None

X

All drilling and production operations are required to adhere to the following minimum
standards:
1. Drill rig engines must meet Tier II or better standards, as necessary based
on air quality conditions or projections, and consistent with the most
stringent EPA emissions standards that are in force at the time of
installation or approval.
2. Stationary internal combustion engine standard of 2g NOx/bhp-hr for
engines<300HP and 1g NOx/bhp-hr for engines >300 HP.
3. Low bleed or no bleed pneumatic controller.
4. Dehydrator VOC emission controls to +95 percent efficiency.
5. Tank VOC emission controls to +95 percent efficiency equivalent to NSPS
subpart 0000.
Purpose: To mitigate any potential impact mineral development emissions may have
on regional ozone formation.
Exception: None
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: None
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Resource of
Concern

Air Quality

Cultural
Resources

Cultural
Resources
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Applicable
Area

Planning Area

Specific
Cultural Sites
(22,328 acres)

Specific
Cultural Sites
(45,289 acres)

Stip.
Code

CSU

NSO

NSO

Alternative
A

B

X

C

X

X

X

D

Stipulation Description

X

A Fugitive Dust Control Plan would be required for mineral activities that would
disturb a surface area larger than 0.25 acres or that would involve truck traffic on
unpaved or untreated surfaces.
Purpose: To minimize the generation of fugitive dust.
Exception: None
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: None

X

No surface occupancy is allowed for a 0.5 mile radius around the following cultural
sites and cultural concentration areas listed below:
•
Upper Indian Creek
•
Kane Creek Rock Art
•
Lower Kane Creek Rock Art
•
Levi Well Rock Art
•
Highway 279
•
Seven Mile Canyon
•
Bartlett Rock Art
•
Trout Water Rock Art
•
Mill Canyon
•
Jug Rock
•
Dubinky Well
•
Upper Hell Roaring Canyon
•
Muleshoe Canyon.
Purpose: To protect the setting of heavily visited cultural sites and to prevent the
introduction of visual, audible, or atmospheric conditions that are out of character
with the site or its setting.
Exception: The Authorized Officer may grant an exception if the project is not visible
or audible from the cultural site or cultural concentration area.
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.
No surface occupancy is allowed within a 1 mile radius around the following cultural
sites and cultural concentration areas listed below:
•
Upper Indian Creek
•
Kane Creek Rock Art
•
Lower Kane Creek Rock Art
•
Levi Well Rock Art
•
Highway 279
•
Seven Mile Canyon
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Concern

Applicable
Area

Appendix A

Stip.
Code

Alternative
A

B

C

D

Stipulation Description
•
Bartlett Rock Art
•
Trout Water Rock Art
•
Mill Canyon
•
Jug Rock
•
Dubinky Well
•
Upper Hell Roaring Canyon
•
Muleshoe Canyon.
Purpose: To protect the setting of heavily visited cultural sites and to prevent the
introduction of visual, audible, or atmospheric conditions that are out of character
with the site or its setting.
Exception: None
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

Moab Canyon
Utility Corridor

Moab Canyon
Utility Corridor

Colorado and
Green River
Corridors

Final EIS

Highway 191
Utility Corridor
within Moab
Canyon
(3,119 acres)

Highway 191
Utility Corridor
within Moab
Canyon
(3,119 acres)

Three Rivers
Mineral
Withdrawal
(23,441 acres)

NSO

X

NSO

NSO

No mineral activities would be allowed within the utility corridor other than those
associated with utilities.
Purpose: To prevent future surface use conflicts along Highway 191 and within the
utility corridor.
Exception: The Authorized Officer could grant an exception if it can be
demonstrated that the action would not result in any surface use conflicts with
utilities.
Modification: None
Waiver: None

X

X

X

X

X

No mineral activities would be allowed within the utility corridor other than those
associated with utilities.
Purpose: To prevent future surface use conflicts along Highway 191 and within the
utility corridor.
Exception: General exception applies.
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

X

No surface-disturbing activities within the area of the Three Rivers locatable mineral
withdrawal, which includes suitable Wild and Scenic River (WSR) segments.
Purpose: To protect riparian, wildlife, scenic, and recreational values along the major
river corridors.
Exception: None
Modification: None
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Applicable
Area

Stip.
Code

Alternative
A

B

C

Stipulation Description

D
Waiver: None

Colorado and
Green River
Corridors

Improved Access
Roads for
Recreational Use
in the Canyon
Rims Special
Recreation
Management
Area (SRMA)

Improved Access
Roads for
Recreational Use
in the Canyon
Rims SRMA

Filming
Locations

A-6

Colorado and
Green River
Corridors
(23,441 acres)

Needles and
Anticline
Overlook Roads

Needles and
Anticline
Overlook Roads

High Use
Filming
Locations
(177,594 acres)

Closed

CSU

X

X

CSU

CSU

The area of the Three Rivers locatable mineral withdrawal, which includes suitable
WSR segments, would be closed to mineral leasing.

X

The use of heavy trucks (over 20 tons) is precluded on the paved Needles Overlook
Road and the Anticline Overlook Road once it is paved.
Purpose: To protect the integrity and public enjoyment of the Needles and Anticline
Overlook Roads.
Exception: None
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

X

X

The use of heavy trucks (over 20 tons) is precluded on the paved Needles Overlook
Road and the Anticline Overlook Road once it is paved.
Purpose: To protect the integrity and public enjoyment of the Needles and Anticline
Overlook Roads.
Exception: If there is no alternative to the use of these roads, the Authorized Officer
may grant an exception if a bond is provided in sufficient amount to repair any
potential damage to the roads resulting from the use of heavy trucks for mineral
operations.
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

X

A visual assessment would be required within 1 mile of the high use filming locations
listed below. This assessment must demonstrate that the proposed mineral
operations within this area would not result in long-term impairment to the scenic
quality from the filming locations. These filming locations include:
•
Needles Overlook
•
Colorado River Corridor and Corona Arch
•
Green River Canyon
•
Kane Creek Corridor
•
Looking Glass Rock
•
View from Dead Horse Point
•
Potash Road/Shafer Basin (including Fossil Point)
•
Long Canyon
•
Highway 211 (including Newspaper Rock)
•
Highway 313
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Resource of
Concern

Applicable
Area
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Stip.
Code

Alternative
A

B

C

D

Stipulation Description
•
Mineral Bottom Road
•
Behind the Rocks Jeep Route
•
Monitor and Merrimac/Determination Towers/Mill Canyon/Bartlett Wash
•
Gemini Bridges/Bull Canyon
•
Jewell Tibbetts Arch
•
White Wash.
Purpose: To protect the immediate foreground of high use filming locations.
Exception: The Authorized Officer may grant an exception if a visual assessment
demonstrates that the proposed mineral operations would not result in long-term
impairment to the scenic quality from the filming location.
Modification: The Authorized Officer may modify the stipulation if a filming location
ceases to be utilized or if a new location becomes heavily used.
Waiver: The Authorized Officer may waive the stipulation if the film industry ceases
to utilize the area for filming.

Filming locations

Final EIS

High Use
Filming
Locations
(177,594 acres)

NSO

X

No surface occupancy would be allowed within 1 mile of the high use filming
locations listed below:
•
Needles Overlook
•
Colorado River corridor and Corona Arch
•
Green River Canyon
•
Kane Creek Corridor
•
Looking Glass Rock
•
View from Dead Horse Point
•
Potash Road/Shafer Basin (including Fossil Point)
•
Long Canyon
•
Highway 211 (including Newspaper Rock)
•
Highway 313
•
Mineral Bottom Road
•
Behind the Rocks Jeep Safari Route
•
Monitor and Merrimac/Determination Towers/Mill Canyon/Bartlett Wash
•
Gemini Bridges/Bull Canyon
•
Jewell Tibbetts Arch
•
White Wash.
Purpose: To protect the immediate foreground of high use filming locations.
Exception: None
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.
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Lands with
Wilderness
Characteristics

Lands with
Wilderness
Characteristics
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Applicable
Area

Lands Identified
by the BLM as
having
Wilderness
Characteristics
and Analyzed in
the 2008 RMPs
(192,220 acres)

Lands Identified
by the BLM as
having
Wilderness
Characteristics
(265,246 acres)

Stip.
Code

CSU

CSU

Alternative
A

B

C

X

D

X

X

Stipulation Description
Apply the Baseline CSU stipulation (see Minerals section of this Appendix for
Alternatives B and D) to the following lands identified by the BLM in the 2008
Resource Management Plan (RMP) as having wilderness characteristics:
•
Arches Adjacent
•
Behind the Rocks
•
Bridger Jack Mesa
•
Dead Horse Cliffs
•
Dome Plateau (partial)
•
Fisher Towers
•
Goldbar
•
Gooseneck
•
Hatch/Lockhart/Hart
•
Hatch Wash
•
Horsethief Point
•
Hunter Canyon
•
Indian Creek
•
Labyrinth Canyon
•
Lost Spring Canyon
•
Negro Bill Canyon
•
Shafer Canyon
•
Shay Mountain
•
Yellowbird.
Apply the Baseline CSU stipulation (see Minerals section of this Appendix for
Alternative C) to the following lands identified by the BLM in the 2008 RMP as having
wilderness characteristics:
•
Arches Adjacent
•
Behind the Rocks
•
Bridger Jack Mesa
•
Dead Horse Cliffs
•
Dome Plateau (partial)
•
Fisher Towers
•
Goldbar
•
Gooseneck
•
Harts Point
•
Hatch/Lockhart/Hart
•
Hatch Wash
•
Horsethief Point
•
Hunter Canyon
•
Indian Creek
•
Labyrinth Additions
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Applicable
Area
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Stip.
Code

Alternative
A

B

C

D

Stipulation Description
•
Labyrinth Canyon
•
Lockhart Basin/Harts Draw Additions
•
Lost Spring Canyon
•
Mat Martin Point
•
Negro Bill Canyon
•
Shafer Canyon
•
Shay Mountain
•
Yellowbird.
Apply the Baseline CSU stipulation to the following lands identified by the BLM as
having wilderness characteristics subsequent to the 2008 RMP:
•
Dead Horse Cliffs additions
•
Dripping Spring
•
Lockhart additions
•
Trough Springs
•
Upper Indian Creek.

Moab Airport

Moab Airport
(296 acres)

NSO

Moab Landfill

Moab Landfill
(82 acres)

Dead Horse
Point State Park

Dead Horse
Point State
Park (split
estate with
Federal
minerals)
(3,932 acres)

NSO

Minerals/

Planning Area

CSU

Final EIS

NSO

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

No surface-disturbing activities would be allowed within the Moab Airport area.
Purpose: To eliminate potential safety issues and surface use conflicts.
Exception: An exception could be granted if it can be demonstrated that the action
would not result in any surface use conflicts.
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

X

No surface-disturbing activities would be allowed within the Moab landfill area.
Purpose: To eliminate potential safety issues and surface use conflicts.
Exception: An exception could be granted if it can be demonstrated that the action
would not result in any surface use conflicts.
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

X

No surface-disturbing activities would be allowed within Dead Horse Point State
Park.
Purpose: To protect visual resources and to facilitate management of the State Park.
Exception: None
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

X

All new potash leases, as well as all potash leases subject to readjustment, would be
subject to the following diligent development requirements:
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Applicable
Area

Stip.
Code

Alternative
A

B

Potash

Minerals
Recreation
Watershed
Wilderness
Characteristics
Visual
Resources
Wildlife Habitat
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D

Stipulation Description
The Authorized Officer would pursue lease cancellation if after ten years from the
date of lease issuance, potassium or related products are not being produced in
paying quantities from:
1. The lease; or
2. The contiguous mining block; or
3. When the gross value of the potassium compounds and other related
products produced from the lease or the contiguous mining block at the
point of shipment to market does not yield a return in excess of all direct and
indirect operating costs allocable to their production.
The Authorized Officer may grant a lease suspension in the event of delays in the
permitting process that were unforeseen, that were in no way attributable to the
lessee or operator, and that could not be readily accommodated in the normal course
of business by a prudent lessee or operator.
In addition, all potash prospecting permits would include a stipulation that if a
preference right lease is ultimately issued, it would include the diligent development
stipulation above.
Purpose: To ensure that production of potash is achieved within a reasonable
amount of time.
Exception: None
Modification: None
Waiver: None

Alternatives
B1 and D only

SRMAs,
Courthouse
Wash
Watershed, Salt
Wash
Watershed,
Lands with
Wilderness
Characteristics,
Areas with High
Visual Quality,
Sagebrush/Step
pe Habitat and
Wildlife Habitats

C

CSU
(Referred
to as
Baseline
CSU)

X

Mineral operations would be subject to the following requirements:
1. Multiple wells per pad, as appropriate.
2. Well pads would be placed no closer than 2 miles apart.
3. Oil and Gas: Production facilities would be co-located and designed to
minimize surface impacts. Pipelines and utilities would be placed within or
immediately adjacent to existing roads.
Potash: Facilities associated with potash production wells would be
designed to minimize surface impacts. Pipelines and utilities would be
placed along existing roads, including new roads constructed in association
with the project.
4. Limit unreclaimed surface disturbance to no more than 15 acres per well
pad (including associated facilities, roads, pipelines, and utilities) following
interim reclamation.
5. Extensive interim reclamation of roadway disturbance and reclamation of
well pads to minimize long-term surface disturbance.
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Resource of
Concern

Applicable
Area

Appendix A

Stip.
Code

Alternative
A

B

Alternative B1
only

Minerals: Oil and
Gas
Recreation
Watershed
Wilderness
Characteristics
Visual
Resources
Wildlife Habitat

Alternative B2
only
(222,289 acres)

Final EIS

Stipulation Description

D
6.

Final reclamation fully restoring the original landform. Travel routes would
be restored to their original character.
7. This stipulation would allow for geophysical operations.
8. Compensatory mitigation outside the area of impact could be required to
minimize impacts to resources.
Purpose: To minimize the amount of surface disturbance and related impacts
resulting from mineral development in areas with sensitive resources. These
resources include the Courthouse Wash Watershed, the Salt Wash Watershed,
SRMAs (where specified), lands identified by the BLM as having wilderness
characteristics, areas inventoried as having high visual qualities (Visual Resource
Inventory [VRI] Class II), sagebrush/steppe habitat, bighorn sheep habitat (except a
small portion located within the Potash Processing Facility Areas [PPFAs]), and
crucial deer and elk habitat.
Exception: None
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

(208,185 acres)

SRMAs,
Courthouse
Wash
Watershed, Salt
Wash
Watershed,
Lands with
Wilderness
Characteristics,
Areas with High
Visual Quality,
Sagebrush/Step
pe Habitat and
Wildlife Habitat

C

CSU
(Referred
to as
Baseline
CSU)

X

Oil and gas operations would be subject to the following requirements:
1. Multiple wells per pad, as appropriate.
2. Well pads would be placed no closer than 2 miles apart.
3. Production facilities would be co-located and designed to minimize surface
impacts. Pipelines and utilities would be placed within or immediately
adjacent to existing roads.
4. Limit unreclaimed surface disturbance to no more than 15 acres per well
pad (including associated facilities, roads, pipelines, and utilities) following
interim reclamation.
5. Extensive interim reclamation of roadway disturbance and reclamation of
well pads to minimize long-term surface disturbance.
6. Final reclamation fully restoring the original landform. Travel routes would
be restored to their original character.
7. This stipulation would allow for geophysical operations.
8. Compensatory mitigation outside the area of impact could be required to
minimize impacts to resources.
Purpose: To minimize the amount of surface disturbance and related impacts
resulting from mineral development in areas with sensitive resources. These
resources include the Courthouse Wash Watershed, the Salt Wash Watershed,
SRMAs (where specified), lands identified by the BLM as having wilderness
characteristics, areas inventoried as having high visual qualities (Visual Resource
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Applicable
Area

Stip.
Code

Alternative
A

B

C

D

Stipulation Description
Inventory [VRI] Class II), sagebrush/steppe habitat, bighorn sheep habitat (except a
small portion located within the PPFAs), and crucial deer and elk habitat.
Exception: None
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

Minerals: Oil and
Gas
Wilderness
Characteristics
Visual
Resources
Wildlife Habitat

Lands with
Wilderness
Characteristics,
Areas with High
Visual Quality,
Sagebrush/
Steppe Habitat
and Wildlife
Habitat
(25,942 acres)

Minerals
Recreation
Watershed
Wilderness
Characteristics
Visual
Resources

SRMAs,
Courthouse
Wash
Watershed, Salt
Wash
Watershed,
Lands with
Wilderness
Characteristics,

A-12

Oil and gas operations would be subject to the following requirements:
1. Multiple wells per pad, as appropriate.
2. Well pads would be placed no closer than 2 miles apart.
3. Production facilities would be co-located and designed to minimize surface
impacts. Pipelines and utilities would be placed along existing roads.
4. Limit unreclaimed surface disturbance to no more 15 acres per well pad
(including associated facilities, roads, pipelines, and utilities) following
interim reclamation.
5. Extensive interim reclamation of roadway disturbance and reclamation of
well pads to minimize long-term surface disturbance.
6. Final reclamation fully restoring the original landform. Travel routes would
be restored to their original character.
7. This stipulation would allow for geophysical operations.
8. Compensatory mitigation outside the area of impact could be required to
minimize impacts to resources.
Purpose: To minimize the amount of surface disturbance and associated impacts in
areas with sensitive resources. These resources include lands with wilderness
characteristics, VRI II areas, sagebrush/steppe habitat, and substantial and crucial
deer and elk habitat.
Exception: None
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

CSU
(Referred
to as
Baseline
CSU)

X

CSU
(Referred
to as
Baseline
CSU)

X

Mineral operations would be subject to the following requirements:
1. Multiple wells per pad as appropriate.
2. Well pads would be placed no closer than 2 miles apart.
3. Oil and Gas: Production facilities would be co-located and designed to
minimize surface impacts. Pipelines and utilities would be placed within or
immediately adjacent to existing roads.
Potash: Facilities associated with potash production wells would be
designed to minimize surface impacts. Pipelines and utilities would be
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Resource of
Concern
Wildlife Habitat

Final EIS

Applicable
Area
Areas with High
Visual Quality,
Sagebrush
Steppe Habitat
and Wildlife
Habitats
(213,218 acres)
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Stip.
Code

Alternative
A

B

C

D

Stipulation Description
placed along existing roads, including new roads constructed in association
with the project.
4. Limit unreclaimed surface disturbance to no more than 15 acres per well
pad (including associated facilities, roads, pipelines, and utilities) following
interim reclamation.
5. Extensive interim reclamation of roadway disturbance and reclamation of
well pads to minimize long-term surface disturbance.
6. Final reclamation fully restoring the original landform. Travel routes would
be restored to their original character.
7. This stipulation would allow for geophysical operations.
8. Compensatory mitigation outside the area of impact could be required to
minimize impacts to resources.
Purpose: To minimize the amount of surface disturbance and related impacts
resulting from mineral development in areas with sensitive resources. These
resources include the Courthouse Wash Watershed, the Salt Wash Watershed,
SRMAs (where specified), lands identified by the BLM as having wilderness
characteristics, areas inventoried as having high visual qualities (VRI Class II),
sagebrush/steppe habitat, bighorn sheep habitat (except a small portion located
within the PPFAs), and crucial deer and elk habitat.
Exception: Where it can be shown that the proposed operation would not cause
unacceptable impacts, the Authorized Officer may grant an exception based on any
of the factors listed below:
a.
If alternative placement of well pads would enable the operator to use areas
that have been previously disturbed.
b.
If alternative placement of well pads would minimize the need for new road
construction.
c.
If there is a demonstrated reduction in the impacts to resources.
d.
If there is a valid safety concern.
e.
If the requirement of 2 mile spacing would preclude a lessee/operator from
exercising their lease rights where the spacing would locate a well pad
outside of the lease.
f.
Within Potash Leasing Areas (PLA), an exception to the 2 mile placement
could be granted if the proponent successfully demonstrates that a 2 mile
placement is not technologically feasible for potash recovery. An exception
to the 2 mile placement would still require the maximum technologically
feasible placement of potash wells.
g.
An exception to the 2 mile placement could be granted if the proponent
successfully demonstrates that geologic factors preclude access to a
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substantial portion of the oil and gas reservoir. An exception to the 2 mile
placement would still require the maximum technologically feasible
placement of oil and gas wells.
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

Minerals/Potash

Minerals/Potash

A-14

Potash
Processing
Facility Areas
Alternative B1
only
(42,492 acres)

Potash
Processing
Facility Areas
(42,492 acres)

CSU

CSU

Potash processing facilities would be located only within PPFAs. As part of this
stipulation, compensatory mitigation outside the area of impact would be required to
offset the impacts of potash processing facility construction. Compensatory
mitigation outside the area of impact includes, but is not limited to, water
developments, habitat improvements, vegetation improvements, and other applicable
measures within pronghorn habitat, bighorn sheep habitat, and sagebrush steppe
habitat.
Purpose: To locate potash processing facilities in areas with fewer sensitive
resources because potash processing facilities require a substantial commitment of
public lands.
Exception: None
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

X

X

Potash processing facilities would be located only within PPFAs As part of this
stipulation, compensatory mitigation outside the area of impact would be required to
offset the impacts of potash processing facilities construction. Compensatory
mitigation outside the area of impact includes, but is not limited to, water
developments, habitat improvements, vegetation improvements, and other applicable
measures within pronghorn habitat, bighorn sheep habitat, and sagebrush steppe
habitat.
Purpose: To locate potash processing facilities in areas with fewer sensitive
resources because potash processing facilities require a substantial commitment of
public lands.
Exception: The Authorized Officer could grant an exception to the stipulation for
small-scale potash processing facilities located within the PLA where it can be shown
that the proposed operation would not cause unacceptable impacts. These facilities
would produce no more than 10,000 tons of potash per year and would disturb no
more than 100 unreclaimed acres within a PLA.
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

Final EIS

Moab Master Leasing Plan

Resource of
Concern

Minerals

Applicable
Area

Porcupine Rim,
Mat Martin
Point, and Gold
Bar Rim
(6,751 acres)

Minerals

Porcupine Rim,
Mat Martin
Point, and Gold
Bar Rim
(9,642 acres)

Minerals

Split Estate
Lands
(9,599 acres in
Moab Field
Office)

Minerals

Split Estate
Lands
(5,281 acres in
Monticello Field
Office)

Minerals

Split Estate
Lands
(14,880 acres)

Final EIS

Appendix A

Stip.
Code

Alternative
A

NSO

B

X

NSO

Varies

Varies

Varies

C

D

X

Stipulation Description
No surface occupancy would be allowed within 0.5 miles of the rims of Porcupine
Rim, Mat Martin Point and Gold Bar Rim.
Purpose: To eliminate potential rockfalls resulting from mineral activity and to protect
areas below steep rims.
Exception: None
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.
No surface occupancy would be allowed within 1 mile of the rims of Porcupine Rim,
Mat Martin Point and Gold Bar Rim.
Purpose: To eliminate potential rockfalls resulting from mineral activity and to protect
areas below steep rims.
Exception: None
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

X

X

On split-estate lands within the Planning Area, the operator would comply with the
lease stipulations applied to surrounding lands with Federal surface.
Purpose: To reduce potential surface use conflicts with homes and viewsheds.
Exception: The Authorized Officer would apply the same lease exceptions as those
applied to surrounding lands with Federal surface.
Modification: None
Waiver: None

X

On split-estate lands within the Monticello Field Office, lease stipulations would
consist of those necessary to comply with non-discretionary Federal laws, such as
the Endangered Species Act (ESA).
Purpose: To reduce potential surface use conflicts.
Exception: None
Modification: None
Waiver: None

X

X

X

On split-estate lands within the Planning Area, the operator would comply with the
lease stipulations applied to surrounding lands with Federal surface.
Purpose: To reduce potential surface use conflicts.
Exception: The Authorized Officer would apply the same lease exceptions as those
applied to surrounding lands with Federal surface.
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Stipulation Description
Modification: The Authorized Officer would apply the same modifications as those
applied to surrounding lands with Federal surface.
Waiver: The Authorized Officer would apply the same waivers as those applied to
surrounding lands with Federal surface.

Natural Areas

Paleontology

Natural Areas
(429 acres)

Within potential
fossil yield
classification
Class 4 and 5
Areas
(118,952 acres)

NSO

CSU

Paleontology

Within PFYC
Class 3, 4 and
5 Areas
(265,689 acres)

CSU

Recreation

Developed
Recreation
Sites

NSO

A-16

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

No surface occupancy would be allowed in lands managed as Natural Areas.
Purpose: To protect, preserve, and maintain areas managed for their wilderness
characteristics.
Exception: None
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

X

Surveys and monitoring (where appropriate) are required for all surface-disturbing
mineral activities in potential fossil yield classification (PFYC) Class 4 and 5 areas.
Where monitoring encounters vertebrate and vertebrate trace fossils during mineral
operations, all operations must cease until the BLM determines whether the site can
be avoided, protected, or fully excavated.
Purpose: To protect paleontological resources.
Exception: None
Modification: The Authorized Officer could modify the stipulation if it is determined
that the project area is not located within a PFYC Class 4 or 5 area.
Waiver: The Authorized Officer could waive the stipulation if it is determined that the
entire lease area is not located within a PFYC Class 4 or 5 area.
Surveys and monitoring (where appropriate) are required for all surface-disturbing
mineral activities in PFYC Class 3, 4, and 5 areas. Where monitoring encounters
vertebrate and vertebrate trace fossils during mineral operations, all operations must
cease until the BLM determines whether the site can be avoided, protected, or fully
excavated.
Purpose: To protect paleontological resources.
Exception: None
Modification: The Authorized Officer could modify the stipulation if it is determined
that the project area is not located within a PFYC Class 3, 4, or 5 area.
Waiver: The Authorized Officer could waive the stipulation if it is determined that the
entire lease area is not located within a PFYC Class 3, 4, or 5 area.
No surface-disturbing activities are allowed within 0.5 miles of developed recreation
sites (current and planned, See Appendix D).

Final EIS

Moab Master Leasing Plan
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A

B

C

D

Purpose: To protect Federal investment in facilities, to provide for recreational use,
and to protect the viewshed and soundscape from the facility.
Exception: None
Modification: None
Waiver: None

(24,311 acres)

Recreation

Recreation

Developed
Recreation
Sites
(71,108 acres)

Developed
Recreation
Sites
(191,584 acres)

NSO

Recreation

NSO

Recreation

High Use
Recreation

NSO

No surface-disturbing activities are allowed within 1 mile of developed recreation site
boundaries (current and planned, See Appendix D).
Purpose: To protect Federal investment in facilities, to provide for recreational use,
and to protect the viewshed and soundscape from development.
Exception: None
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

X

NSO

Developed
Recreation
Sites
(24,311 acres)

Final EIS

Stipulation Description

No surface-disturbing activities are allowed within 2 miles of developed recreation
site boundaries (current and planned, See Appendix D).
Purpose: To protect Federal investment in facilities, to provide for recreational use,
and to protect the viewshed and soundscape from development.
Exception: None
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

X

X

X

No surface-disturbing activities are allowed within 0.5 miles of developed recreation
site boundaries (current and planned, See Appendix D).
Purpose: To protect Federal investment in facilities, to provide for recreational use,
and to protect the viewshed and soundscape from the facility.
Exception: The Authorized Officer may grant an exception if a viewshed analysis
indicates no long-term impairment of the visual resources from the recreation site
and if it can be demonstrated there would be no auditory impacts to the recreation
facility.
Modification: The Authorized Officer may modify the stipulation to the boundary of
the developed recreation site if the site is expanded.
Waiver: The Authorized Officer may waive the stipulation if the developed recreation
site has been decommissioned.
No surface occupancy would be allowed within 0.5 miles of the centerline of the
following high use motorized routes (jeep) and non-motorized trails (hiking and
bicycle):
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Routes and
Trails
(95,143 acres)

Recreation

A-18

High and
Moderate Use
Recreation
Routes and
Trails
(211,057 acres)

D

Stipulation Description
Motorized routes
•
Metal Masher (Arth’s Rim) Jeep route
•
Gold Bar Rim jeep route
•
Golden Spike jeep route
•
Poison Spider jeep route
•
Cliffhanger jeep route
•
Chicken Corners jeep route
•
Moab Rim jeep route
•
Kane Creek jeep route
•
Lockhart jeep route
•
Seven Mile Rim jeep route.
Non-motorized trails
•
Klondike Bluffs bicycle trails
•
Bar M bicycle trails
•
Porcupine Rim trail
•
Magnificent Seven/7 Up bicycle trail systems
•
Ahab bicycle trails
•
Lower Monitor and Merrimac bicycle trail
•
Hunter Canyon hiking trail.
Purpose: To protect the recreation experience and to provide visual and auditory
protection to the immediate foreground.
Exception: None
Modification: The Authorized Officer may modify the stipulation if it is determined
that a trail, route, or a portion thereof is no longer being utilized for recreation within
the project area.
Waiver: The Authorized Officer may waive the stipulation if it is determined that trails
and routes are no longer utilized within the entire lease area.

NSO

X

No surface occupancy would be allowed within 1 mile of the centerline of the
following high use and moderate use motorized routes (jeep) and non-motorized
trails (hiking and bicycle):
Non-motorized routes
•
Bar M bicycle trails
•
Klondike Bluffs bicycle trails
•
Porcupine Rim trail
•
Magnificent Seven/7 Up bicycle trail systems
•
Ahab bicycle trails
•
Lower Monitor and Merrimac bicycle trail
•
Hunter Canyon hiking trail
•
Jug Rock Equestrian Trail System

Final EIS

Moab Master Leasing Plan

Resource of
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B

C

D

Stipulation Description
•
Jewel Tibbets hiking trail
•
Trough Springs hiking trail.
Motorized routes
•
Metal Masher (Arth’s Rim) jeep route
•
Gold Bar Rim jeep route
•
Golden Spike jeep route
•
Poison Spider jeep route
•
Cliffhanger jeep route
•
Chicken Corners jeep route
•
Moab Rim jeep route
•
Behind the Rocks jeep route
•
Kane Creek jeep route
•
Lockhart jeep route
•
Seven Mile Rim jeep route
•
Secret Spire jeep route.
Purpose: To protect the recreation experience and to provide visual and auditory
protection to the immediate foreground.
Exception: None
Modification: The Authorized Officer may modify the stipulation if it is determined
that a trail, route, or a portion thereof, is no longer being utilized for recreation within
the project area.
Waiver: The Authorized Officer may waive the stipulation if it is determined that trails
and routes are no longer utilized within the entire lease area.

Recreation

Final EIS

High Use
Recreation
Routes and
Trails
(95,143 acres)

NSO

X

No surface occupancy would be allowed within 0.5 miles of the centerline of the
following high use motorized routes (jeep) and non-motorized trails (hiking and
bicycle):
Motorized routes
•
Metal Masher (Arth’s Rim) jeep route
•
Gold Bar Rim jeep route
•
Golden Spike jeep route
•
Poison Spider jeep route
•
Cliffhanger jeep route
•
Chicken Corners jeep route
•
Moab Rim jeep route
•
Kane Creek jeep route
•
Lockhart jeep route
•
Seven Mile Rim jeep route.
Non-motorized trails
•
Klondike Bluffs bicycle trails
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Stipulation Description
•
Bar M bicycle trails
•
Porcupine Rim trail
•
Magnificent Seven/7 Up bicycle trail systems
•
Ahab bicycle trails
•
Lower Monitor and Merrimac bicycle trail
•
Hunter Canyon hiking trail.
Purpose: To protect the recreation experience and to provide visual and auditory
protection to the immediate foreground. Non-motorized trail users travel at slower
speeds than motorized users; therefore, the buffers provided to protect the recreation
experience vary by mode of travel.
Exception: The Authorized Officer could grant an exception if a viewshed analysis
indicates no long-term impairment to the immediate foreground view (0.5 miles) and
it can be demonstrated that there would be no long-term auditory impairment to the
trail or for access roads and pipelines if there are no practical alternatives.
Modification: The Authorized Officer may modify the stipulation if it is determined
that a trail, route, or a portion thereof, is no longer being utilized for recreation within
the project area.
Waiver: The Authorized Officer may waive the stipulation if it is determined that trails
and routes are no longer utilized within the entire lease area.

Recreation

A-20

High Use
Climbing/
Canyoneering
Areas
(22,575 acres)

NSO

X

No surface occupancy would be allowed within a 0.5 mile radius around high use
climbing/canyoneering areas:
•
Indian Creek
•
Wall Street
•
Ice Cream Parlor
•
The Tombstones of Kane Creek
•
Cameltoe Canyon
•
Granary Canyon
•
Rock of Ages
•
Repeat Junior
•
Winter Camp Slot.
Purpose: To protect the recreation experience and provide visual and auditory
protection to the immediate foreground.
Exception: None
Modification: The Authorized Officer may modify the stipulation if it is determined
that a climbing area, is no longer being utilized for recreation within the project area.
The Authorized Officer may also modify the stipulation if it is determined that new
routes or trails are being heavily utilized for recreation within the project area.

Final EIS

Moab Master Leasing Plan
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Stipulation Description
Waiver: The Authorized Officer may waive the stipulation if it is determined that no
climbing area is being utilized within the entire lease area.

Recreation

Recreation

Final EIS

High Use
Climbing/
Canyoneering
Areas
(64,506 acres)

High Use
Climbing/
Canyoneering
Areas
(22,575 acres)

NSO

NSO

No surface occupancy would be allowed within a 1.0 mile radius around high and
moderate use climbing/canyoneering areas:
•
Indian Creek
•
Wall Street
•
Ice Cream Parlor
•
The Tombstones of Kane Creek
•
Long Canyon/Day Canyon/Culvert Canyon
•
Cameltoe Canyon
•
Granary Canyon
•
Rock of Ages
•
Repeat Junior
•
Winter Camp Slot.
Purpose: To protect the recreation experience and to provide visual and auditory
protection to the immediate foreground.
Exception: None
Modification: The Authorized Officer may modify the stipulation if it is determined
that a climbing area is no longer being utilized for recreation within the project area.
The Authorized Officer may also modify the stipulation if it is determined that new
routes or trails are being heavily utilized for recreation within the project area.
Waiver: The Authorized Officer may waive the stipulation if it is determined that no
climbing area is being utilized within the entire lease area.

X

X

No surface occupancy would be allowed within a 0.5 mile radius around high use
climbing/canyoneering areas:
•
Indian Creek
•
Wall Street
•
Ice Cream Parlor
•
The Tombstones of Kane Creek
•
Cameltoe Canyon
•
Granary Canyon
•
Rock of Ages
•
Repeat Junior
•
Winter Camp Slot.
Purpose: To protect the recreation experience and to provide visual and auditory
protection to the immediate foreground.
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Exception: The Authorized Officer could grant an exception if a viewshed analysis
indicates no long term impairment to the immediate foreground view (0.5 miles) and it
can be demonstrated that would be no auditory impairment to the climbing area.
Modification: The Authorized Officer may modify the stipulation if it is determined
that a climbing area, is no longer being utilized for recreation within the project area.
A modification could also be granted if it is determined that new routes or trails are
being heavily utilized for recreation within the project area.
Waiver: The Authorized Officer may waive the stipulation if it is determined that no
climbing area is being utilized within the entire lease area.

Recreation

Western Portion
of the Canyon
Rims SRMA
(42,670 acres)

NSO

Recreation

Western Portion
of the Canyon
Rims SRMA
(42,670 acres)

Recreation

Canyon Rims
SRMA
Hatch Wash
Focus Area
(3,614 acres)

NSO

Recreation

Canyon Rims
SRMA

Baseline
CSU

A-22

No surface occupancy would be allowed within VRM Class II areas in the Canyon
Rims SRMA, as well as to all lands on the west side of the Anticline Road. This
includes the VRM Class II corridor along the Needles and Anticline Overlook roads.
Purpose: To protect recreational uses and experiences.
Exception: None
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

X

X

No surface occupancy would be allowed within VRM Class II areas in the Canyon
Rims SRMA, as well as to all lands on the west side of the Anticline Road. This
includes the VRM Class II corridor along the Needles and Anticline Overlook roads.
Purpose: To protect recreational uses and experiences.
Exception: The Authorized Officer may grant an exception if it could be
demonstrated using visual analysis that the proposed operation would not result in
long-term visible impairment from Key Observation Points as defined by the BLM
VRM Manual.
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

X

X

No surface occupancy would be allowed within the Hatch Wash Hiking and
Backpacking Focus Area.
Purpose: To protect recreational uses and experiences.
Exception: General exception applies.
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

X

X

Apply the Baseline CSU stipulation (see Minerals section of this Appendix for
Alternatives B and D) throughout that portion of the SRMA that is not managed as
NSO.

NSO

Final EIS

Moab Master Leasing Plan
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(55,230 acres)

Recreation

Recreation

Recreation

Recreation

Canyon Rims
SRMA
(101,520 acres)

Colorado
Riverway
SRMA
(31,702 acres)

Dolores River
Canyons SRMA
(2,872 acres)

Indian Creek
SRMA
(76,427 acres)

NSO

NSO

NSO

X

NSO

Recreation

Goldbar/Corona
Arch Focus
Area
(4,773 acres)

NSO

Recreation

Focus Areas
within the
Labyrinth

NSO

Final EIS

X

X

X

No surface occupancy would be allowed within the entire Canyon Rims SRMA.
Purpose: To protect recreational uses and experiences.
Exception: None
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

X

X

No surface occupancy would be allowed within the portion of the Colorado Riverway
SRMA within the Planning Area.
Purpose: To protect recreational uses and experiences.
Exception: General exception applies.
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

X

No surface occupancy would be allowed within the portion of the Dolores River
Canyons SRMA within the Planning Area.
Purpose: To protect recreational uses and experiences.
Exception: General exception applies.
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

X

No surface occupancy would be allowed within the Indian Creek SRMA.
Purpose: To protect recreational uses and experiences.
Exception: General exception applies.
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

X

X

No surface-disturbing activities would be allowed in the Goldbar/Corona Arch Focus
Area.
Purpose: To protect primitive hiking opportunities and scenic values.
Exception: None
Modification: None
Waiver: None

X

X

X

No surface occupancy would be allowed within the following Focus Areas:
•
Bar M Mountain Biking Focus Area (2,906 acres)
•
Bartlett Slickrock Freeride Mountain Bike Focus Area (166 acres)
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Rims/Gemini
Bridges SRMA
(54,255 acres)

Recreation

Labyrinth
Rims/Gemini
Bridges SRMA

Stipulation Description

D

Gemini Bridges/Poison Spider Mesa Focus Area (16,589 acres)
Goldbar/Corona Arch Hiking Focus Areas (4,773 acres)
Klondike Bluffs Mountain Biking Focus Area (14,597 acres)
Labyrinth Canyon Canoe Focus Area (6,812 acres)
Mill Canyon/Upper Courthouse Mountain Biking Focus Area (5,741 acres)
Mineral Canyon/Horsethief Point Competitive BASE Jumping Focus Area
(762 acres)
•
Seven Mile Canyons Equestrian Focus Area (1,028 acres)
•
Spring Canyon Hiking Focus Area (455 acres)
•
Tusher Slickrock Mountain Biking Focus Area (428 acres).
Purpose: To protect recreational uses and experiences.
Exception: General exception applies.
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.
•
•
•
•
•
•

CSU

X

X

Apply the Baseline CSU stipulation (see Minerals section of this Appendix for
Alternatives B and D) throughout that portion of the SRMA that is not managed as
NSO.
No surface occupancy would be allowed within the entire Labyrinth Rims/Gemini
Bridges SRMA (within the Planning Area).
Purpose: To protect recreational uses and experiences.
Exception: None
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

Recreation

Labyrinth
Rims/Gemini
Bridges SRMA
(275,788 acres)

Recreation

Focus Areas
within South
Moab SRMA
(6,990 acres)

NSO

X

X

No surface occupancy would be allowed within the 24 Hours of Moab and Behind the
Rocks Hiking Focus Areas.
Purpose: To protect recreational uses and experiences.
Exception: General exception applies.
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

Recreation

South Moab
SRMA

CSU

X

X

Apply the Baseline CSU stipulation (see Minerals section of this Appendix for
Alternatives B and D) throughout that portion of the SRMA that is not managed as
NSO.

Recreation

South Moab
SRMA

NSO

A-24

NSO

X

X

No surface occupancy would be allowed within the entire South Moab SRMA within
the Planning Area.
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Purpose: To protect recreational uses and experiences.
Exception: None
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

(23,143 acres)

Soil

Soil

Final EIS

Saline Soils in
the Mancos
Shale
Alternative B2
only
(68,275 acres)

Saline Soils in
the Mancos
Shale
Alternative B1
only
(49,915 acres)

Stipulation Description

TL

TL

X

X

No surface-disturbing activities would be allowed during the period from December 1
to May 31. This restriction includes heavy equipment traffic on existing roads
associated with drilling operations.
Purpose: To minimize watershed damage including compaction, rutting, and topsoil
loss on saline soils derived primarily from the Mancos Shale.
Exception: The Authorized Officer may grant an exception if the operator can
provide a plan of development demonstrating that the proposed action would be
properly designed and constructed to support the anticipated types and levels of use.
Roads must be designed to meet BLM road standards for drainage control and
surfaced to support heavy equipment and tractor trailers. Adjustments to the timing
restriction could be considered by the Authorized Officer on a case-by-case basis,
depending on current soil and weather conditions.
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

X

No surface-disturbing activities would be allowed during the period from December 1
to May 31. This restriction includes heavy equipment traffic on existing roads
associated with drilling operations. This restriction does not apply to PPFAs.
Purpose: To minimize watershed damage including compaction, rutting, and topsoil
loss on saline soils derived primarily from the Mancos Shale.
Exception: The Authorized Officer may grant an exception if the operator can
provide a plan of development demonstrating that the proposed action would be
properly designed and constructed to support the anticipated types and levels of use.
Roads must be designed to meet BLM road standards for drainage control and
surfaced to support heavy equipment and tractor trailers. Adjustments to the timing
restriction could be considered by the Authorized Officer on a case-by-case basis,
depending on current soil and weather conditions.
Modification: The Authorized Officer may modify the stipulation if it is determined
that the project area is not located within saline soils.
Waiver: The Authorized Officer may waive the stipulation if areas mapped as saline
soils are verified as not present on the entire leasehold.

X
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Saline Soil in
the Mancos
Shale
(68,275 acres)

Saline Soils
within the
PPFAs
Alternative B1
only
(18,360 acres)

Saline Soils
(68,275 acres)

Stip.
Code

Alternative
A

B

TL

CSU

CSU

C

D

No surface-disturbing activities would be allowed during the period from December 1
to May 31. This restriction includes heavy equipment traffic on existing roads
associated with drilling operations.
Purpose: To minimize watershed damage including compaction, rutting, and topsoil
loss on saline soils derived primarily from the Mancos Shale.
Exception: None
Modification: The Authorized Officer may modify the stipulation if it is determined
that the project area is not located within saline soils.
Waiver: The Authorized Officer may waive the stipulation if areas mapped as saline
soils are verified as not present on the entire leasehold.

X

X

X

X

Stipulation Description

X

Compensatory mitigation outside the area of impact would be required within PPFAs
for any surface disturbance on saline soils. No more than 1 acre of mitigation would
be required for each acre of disturbance. Compensatory mitigation outside the area
of impact could include: 1) reclamation of non-designated roads, and 2) planting and
seeding in appropriate areas to improve soil condition.
Purpose: To consider mitigation for saline soils outside the PPFA because it may not
be feasible or practical to mitigate impacts to an acceptable level in the same area as
the use authorization.
Exception: General exception applies.
Modification: The Authorized Officer may modify the stipulation if it is determined
that the project area is not located within saline soils.
Waiver: The Authorized Officer may waive the stipulation if areas mapped as saline
soils are verified as not present on the entire PPFA.

X

Compensatory mitigation outside the area of impact for any surface disturbance on
saline soils would be required. No more than one acre of mitigation would be
required for each acre of disturbance. Compensatory mitigation outside the area of
impact could include: 1) reclamation of non-designated roads, and 2) planting and
seeding in appropriate areas to improve soil condition.
Purpose: To consider mitigation for saline soils outside the area of impact because it
may not be feasible or practical to mitigate impacts to an acceptable level in the
same area as the use authorization.
Exception: The Authorized Officer may grant an exception if it can be demonstrated
that it would be feasible to fully mitigate the impacts to saline soils onsite.
Modification: The Authorized Officer may modify the stipulation if it is determined
that the project area is not located within saline soils.
Waiver: The Authorized Officer may waive the stipulation if areas mapped as saline
soils are verified as not present on the entire leasehold.
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the Moab Field
Office
(79,045 acres
for Moab)
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Field Office
(42,339 acres in
Monticello)

Steep Slopes
(181,119 acres)
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Stipulation Description

X

Construction on slopes greater than 30 percent would be avoided. If the action
cannot be avoided, a proposal would include an erosion control strategy, reclamation
and site plan with a detailed survey and design completed by a certified engineer.
This proposal must be approved by the BLM prior to construction and maintenance.
Purpose: To minimize watershed damage in fragile soils on steep slopes.
Exception: None
Modification: None
Waiver: None

X

If surface-disturbing activities cannot be avoided on slopes between 21 percent and
40 percent, an erosion control plan would be required. The plan must be approved
by the BLM prior to construction and maintenance and include the following: 1) an
erosion control strategy and 2) A BLM accepted and/or approved survey and design.
Purpose: To protect soils and avoid erosion on sloped embankments.
Exception: None
Modification: None
Waiver: None

X

New surface-disturbing activities are not allowed on slopes greater than 40 percent.
Purpose: To protect soils, avoid erosion, and maintain public health and safety in
sloped embankments.
Exception: If after an analysis, the Authorized Officer determines that it would cause
undue or unnecessary degradation to pursue other placement alternatives, surface
occupancy in the NSO may be authorized. Additionally, a plan would be submitted
by the Operator and approved by the BLM prior to construction and maintenance.
Modification: None
Waiver: None

X

X

An erosion control plan approved by the BLM would be required on slopes greater
than 21 percent prior to construction and maintenance if these activities cannot be
avoided. The plan would include the following: 1) an erosion control strategy, and 2)
a BLM-accepted access road and well pad survey and design.
Purpose: To minimize soil erosion, sedimentation, soil compaction, runoff and
associated loss of soil productivity.
Exception: General exception applies.
Modification: The Authorized Officer may modify the stipulation if it is determined
that the project area does not contain slopes greater than 21 percent.
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Resource of
Concern

Moab Master Leasing Plan

Applicable
Area

Stip.
Code

Alternative
A

B

C

D

Stipulation Description
Waiver: The Authorized Officer may waive the stipulation if it is verified that steep
slopes are not present on the entire leasehold.

Soil

Soil

Steep Slopes
(46,525 acres)

Steep Slopes
(134,594 acres)

Water
Resources

Drinking Water
Source
Protection
Zones
(Groundwater
Protection
Zones)
(17,362 acres)

Water

Water
Resources
(50,495 acres)

A-28

CSU

NSO

NSO

NSO

X

X

X

An erosion control plan approved by the BLM would be required on slopes between
21 percent and 30 percent prior to construction and maintenance if these activities
cannot be avoided. The plan would include the following: 1) an erosion control
strategy, and 2) a BLM-accepted access road and well pad survey and design.
Purpose: To minimize soil erosion, soil compaction, sedimentation, runoff, and
associated loss of soil productivity.
Exception: None
Modification: The Authorized Officer may modify the stipulation if it is determined
that the project area does not contain slopes between 21 percent and 30 percent.
Waiver: The Authorized Officer may waive the stipulation if it is verified that steep
slopes are not present on the entire leasehold.

X

No surface occupancy would be allowed on slopes greater than 30 percent.
Purpose: To minimize soil erosion, soil compaction, sedimentation, runoff, and
associated loss of soil productivity, and to prevent sedimentation.
Exception: None
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

X

No surface occupancy would be allowed in Drinking Water Source Protection Zones
(Groundwater Protection Zones) 1, 2, 3, and 4 as defined by the Utah Division of
Drinking Water. Horizontal and directional drilling conducted from outside the NSO
area must not penetrate the water bearing geologic units (aquifer) within the
protection zone. Where horizontal and directional drilling is conducted from areas
outside the NSO area, adequate well construction, completion, and abandonment is
required so that the water source is not impacted.
Purpose: To protect drinking water source protection zones.
Exception: General exception applies.
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

X

Allow no surface-disturbing activities within public water reserves, 100-year
floodplains, and within 100 meters (330 feet) of riparian areas and springs.
Purpose: To protect public water reserves, floodplains, riparian areas, and springs.
Exception: The Authorized Officer may grant an exception if: 1) there are no
practical alternatives, or 2) impacts could be fully mitigated.

Final EIS

Moab Master Leasing Plan

Resource of
Concern

Applicable
Area

Appendix A

Stip.
Code

Alternative
A

B

C

Stipulation Description

D
Modification: None
Waiver: None

Water

Water
Resources
(69,786 acres)

Water

Water
Resources
(91,558 acres)

Water

Ephemeral
Streams
(58,545 acres)

Final EIS

NSO

X

NSO

NSO

X

No surface occupancy would be allowed within public water reserves, 100-year
floodplains, and within 660 feet of intermittent and perennial streams, rivers, riparian
areas, wetlands, water wells, and springs.
Purpose: To protect public water reserves, 100-year floodplains, intermittent and
perennial streams, rivers, springs, wetlands, riparian areas, and water wells.
Exception: None
Modification: The Authorized Officer may modify the stipulation if it is determined
that the project area no longer contains a public water reserve, 100-year floodplains,
intermittent and perennial streams, rivers, springs, wetlands, riparian areas, or water
wells.
Waiver: The Authorized Officer may waive the stipulation if public water reserves,
100-year floodplains, intermittent and perennial streams, rivers, springs, wetlands,
riparian areas, or water wells are not present on the entire leasehold.

X

X

No surface occupancy would be allowed within public water reserves, 100-year
floodplains, and within 500 feet of intermittent and perennial streams, rivers, riparian
areas, wetlands, water wells, and springs.
Purpose: To protect public water reserves, 100-year floodplains, intermittent and
perennial streams, rivers, springs, wetlands, riparian areas and water wells.
Exception: The Authorized Officer may grant an exception only for access roads and
pipelines if: 1) there are no practical alternatives, 2) impacts could be fully mitigated,
and 3) proposed operations would not result in unacceptable impacts.
Modification: The Authorized Officer may modify the stipulation if it is determined
that the project area no longer contains a public water reserve, 100-year floodplains,
intermittent and perennial streams, rivers, springs, wetlands, riparian areas, or water
wells.
Waiver: The Authorized Officer may waive the stipulation if public water reserves,
100-year floodplains, intermittent and perennial streams, rivers, springs, wetlands,
riparian areas, or water wells are not present on the entire leasehold.

X

No surface occupancy would be allowed within 100 feet of ephemeral streams.
Purpose: To protect ephemeral streams.
Exception: The Authorized Officer may grant an exception if: 1) there are no
practical alternatives, 2) impacts could be fully mitigated, and 3) proposed operations
would not result in unacceptable impacts.
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Resource of
Concern

Moab Master Leasing Plan

Applicable
Area

Stip.
Code

Alternative
A

B

C

D

Stipulation Description
Modification: The Authorized Officer may modify the stipulation if it is determined
that the project area does not contain an ephemeral stream.
Waiver: The Authorized Officer may waive the stipulation if ephemeral streams are
verified as not present on the entire leasehold.

Water

Water

Water

A-30

Ephemeral
Streams
(115,121 acres)

Impaired Water
Bodies
(4,590 acres)

Impaired Water
Bodies
(6,883 acres)

NSO

NSO

NSO

No surface occupancy would be allowed within 200 feet of ephemeral streams.
Purpose: To protect the major river systems in the Planning Area.
Exception: The Authorized Officer may grant an exception only for access roads and
pipelines if: 1) there are no practical alternatives, 2) impacts could be fully mitigated,
and 3) proposed operations would not result in unacceptable impacts.
Modification: The Authorized Officer may modify the stipulation if it is determined
that the project area does not contain an ephemeral stream.
Waiver: The Authorized Officer may waive the stipulation if ephemeral streams are
verified as not present on the entire leasehold.

X

X

X

X

No surface occupancy would be allowed within 750 feet of the Colorado River and
Fisher Creek.
Purpose: To protect impaired water bodies that are not meeting Utah water quality
standards.
Exception: General exception applies.
Modification: The Authorized Officer may modify the list of impaired water bodies
protected by this stipulation when water bodies are added or deleted from the List of
Impaired Waters.
Waiver: The Authorized Officer could waive the stipulation if the factors leading to its
inclusion in the lease no longer exist.
No surface occupancy would be allowed within 1,000 feet of the Colorado River and
Fisher Creek.
Purpose: To protect impaired water bodies that are not meeting Utah water quality
standards.
Exception: None
Modification: The Authorized Officer may modify the list of impaired water bodies
protected by this stipulation when water bodies are added or deleted from the List of
Impaired Waters.
Waiver: The Authorized Officer could waive the stipulation if the factors leading to its
inclusion in the lease no longer exist.

Final EIS

Moab Master Leasing Plan

Resource of
Concern

Water

Water

Water

Water

Final EIS

Applicable
Area
Courthouse
Wash and Salt
Wash
Watersheds
(113,715 acres)

Courthouse
Wash and Salt
Wash
Watersheds
(113,715 acres)

Courthouse
Wash and Salt
Wash
Watersheds
(113,715 acres)

Spring Areas
(38,056 acres)

Appendix A

Stip.
Code

CSU

Alternative
A

B

X

NSO

CSU

CSU

C

D

X

X

Apply the Baseline CSU stipulation (see Minerals section of this Appendix for
Alternatives B and D) to limit the amount of drilling within the Courthouse Wash and
Salt Wash watersheds.

No surface occupancy would be allowed within the Courthouse Wash and Salt Wash
Watersheds. Where horizontal and directional drilling is conducted from areas
adjacent to these watersheds, drilling operations would not penetrate the associated
groundwater.
Purpose: To protect the Courthouse Wash watershed (an important recharge area
for the unique ecological system within Arches National Park) and the Salt Wash
watershed (an important watershed which drains through Arches National Park).
Exception: None
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

X

X

Stipulation Description

X

Closed loop drilling, the use of tanks for produced water or backflow water, well
integrity tests, and a water monitoring plan would be required for operations
conducted within the Courthouse Wash and Salt Wash Watersheds. When needed,
or as determined by the AO, the operator shall conduct reasonable tests which will
demonstrate the mechanical integrity of the down hole equipment. Monitoring would
occur prior to, during, and after anticipated mineral development to detect impacts on
both surface water and groundwater resources.
Purpose: To protect the Courthouse Wash and Salt Wash Watersheds, an important
recharge area for the unique ecological system within Arches National Park.
Exception: General exception applies.
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

X

A hydrologic assessment would be required in identified spring areas prior to
conducting any mineral operations. The hydrologic assessment would include a
description of the geology and potentially affected aquifers and springs along with a
drilling plan that demonstrates how water resources would be protected. A water
monitoring plan would also be required. Monitoring would occur prior to, during, and
after anticipated mineral development to detect impacts on springs.
Purpose: To protect spring areas.
Exception: General exception applies.
Modification: General modification applies.
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Resource of
Concern

Moab Master Leasing Plan

Applicable
Area

Stip.
Code

Alternative
A

B

C

D

Stipulation Description
Waiver: General waiver applies.

Water

Spring Areas
(38,056 acres)

NSO

No surface occupancy would be allowed within identified spring areas.
Purpose: To protect spring areas.
Exception: None
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

X

Special
Designations:
ACEC

Behind the
Rocks ACEC
(3,911 acres)

NSO

Special
Designations:
ACEC

Behind the
Rocks ACEC
(3,911 acres)

Closed

Special
Designations:
ACEC

Highway
279/Shafer
Basin/Long
Canyon
(12,626 acres)

Special
Designations:
ACEC

Highway
279/Shafer
Basin/Long
Canyon
(12,626 acres)

Special
Designations:
ACEC

Shafer Basin
portion of
ACEC
(8,566 acres)

Closed

X

Special
Designations:

Highway
279/Long
Canyon

NSO

X

A-32

X

X

X

No surface-disturbing activities are allowed in the Behind the Rocks Area of Critical
Environmental Concern (ACEC).
Purpose: To protect scenic values, cultural resources, and sensitive plants.
Exception: General exception applies.
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.
Close the Behind the Rocks ACEC to mineral leasing.

NSO

X

X

No surface-disturbing activities are allowed in the Highway 279/Shafer Basin/Long
Canyon ACEC.
Purpose: To protect rare plants, scenic, wildlife, and cultural resources.
Exception: None
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

X

Close the Highway 279/Shafer Basin/Long Canyon ACEC to mineral leasing.
Closed

X

Close the Shafer Basin portion of the Highway 279/Shafer Basin/Long Canyon ACEC
to mineral leasing.

No surface occupancy would be allowed within the Highway 279 and Long Canyon
portions of the Highway 279/Shafer Basin/Long Canyon ACEC.

Final EIS

Moab Master Leasing Plan

Resource of
Concern
ACEC

Special
Designations:
ACEC

Applicable
Area

Appendix A

Stip.
Code

B

C

D

Indian Creek
ACEC
(3,894 acres)

NSO

NSO

Special
Designations:
ACEC

Indian Creek
ACEC
(3,894 acres)

Closed

Lavender Mesa
ACEC
(649 acres)

Stipulation Description
Purpose: To protect rare plants, scenic, wildlife, and cultural resources.
Exception: General exception applies.
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

Indian Creek
ACEC
(3,894 acres)

No surface-disturbing activities would be allowed within the Indian Creek ACEC.
Purpose: Protect relevant and important scenic values.
Exception: The Authorized Officer may grant an exception if activities are short-term
or if, after an analysis, it is determined that the project could meet VRM Class I
objectives.
Modification: None
Waiver: None

X

No surface occupancy would be allowed within the Indian Creek ACEC.
Purpose: To protect rare plants, scenic, wildlife, and cultural resources.
Exception: None
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

X

Close the Indian Creek ACEC to mineral leasing.

NSO

Special
Designations:
ACEC

Lavender Mesa
ACEC
(649 acres)

NSO

Special
Designations:

Lavender Mesa
ACEC

Closed

Final EIS

A

portions of
ACEC
(4,060 acres)

Special
Designations:
ACEC

Special
Designations:
ACEC

Alternative

X

X
No surface-disturbing activities would be allowed within the Lavender Mesa ACEC.
Purpose: Protect relevant and important vegetation and visual values.
Exception: The Authorized Officer may grant an exception for geophysical
exploration if the project does not adversely impact vegetation communities.
Modification: None
Waiver: None

X

X

X

X

No surface occupancy would be allowed within the Lavender Mesa ACEC.
Purpose: To protect relict vegetation.
Exception: General exception applies.
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.
Close the Lavender Mesa ACEC to mineral leasing.
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Resource of
Concern
ACEC

Moab Master Leasing Plan

Applicable
Area

Stip.
Code

Shay Canyon
ACEC
(119 acres)

Special
Designations:
ACEC

Shay Canyon
ACEC
(119 acres)

NSO

Special
Designations:
ACEC

Shay Canyon
ACEC
(119 acres)

Closed

NSO

B

C

D

Stipulation Description

Ten Mile Wash
ACEC
(4,988 acres)

NSO

Special
Designations:
ACEC

Ten Mile Wash
ACEC
(4,988 acres)

Closed

Old Spanish
National
Historic Trail
(22,181 acres)

No surface-disturbing activities would be allowed within the Shay Canyon ACEC.
Purpose: Maintain the relevant and important cultural and historic resource values.
Exception: The Authorized Officer could grant an exception for geophysical
explorations as long as it is consistent with the objectives of the ACEC.
Modification: None
Waiver: None

X

X

X

No surface occupancy would be allowed within the Shay Canyon ACEC.
Purpose: To protect cultural and historic values.
Exception: General exception applies.
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.
Close the Shay Canyon ACEC to mineral leasing.

Special
Designations:
ACEC

A-34

A

(649 acres)

Special
Designations:
ACEC

Special
Designations:
National Historic
Trail

Alternative

X

X

X

X

No surface occupancy would be allowed within the Ten Mile Wash ACEC.
Purpose: To protect cultural and riparian values.
Exception: General exception applies.
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.
Close the Ten Mile Wash ACEC to mineral leasing.

CSU

X

X

A visual assessment is required for a 2 mile buffer on both sides of the Old Spanish
National Historic Trail (OSNHT) where the visual quality is rated as resource
condition Category II. The stipulation would require the lessee to maintain the
moderate setting of the trail at these locations.
Purpose: To protect the setting of the resource condition Category II sites along the
OSNHT.
Exception: The Authorized Officer may grant an exception if the proposed project is
not within view of a resource condition Category II site.
Modification: The Authorized Officer may modify the stipulation to match any
changes based on updated information regarding resource condition categories.

Final EIS

Moab Master Leasing Plan

Resource of
Concern

Applicable
Area

Appendix A

Stip.
Code

Alternative
A

B

C

D

Stipulation Description
Waiver: The Authorized Officer may waive the stipulation if it is determined that the
OSNHT does not exist within the lease area.

Special
Designations:
National Historic
Trail

Special
Designations:
National Historic
Trail

Final EIS

Old Spanish
National
Historic Trail
(71,439 acres)

Old Spanish
National
Historic Trail
High Potential
Sites and
Segments
(39,404 acres)

NSO

CSU

No surface occupancy would be allowed within a 2 mile buffer on both sides of the
Congressionally Designated OSNHT.
Purpose: To protect the setting along the OSNHT.
Exception: The Authorized Officer may grant an exception if it can be demonstrated
that the mineral activity would not cause impacts or would have negligible impacts to
the site or setting (e.g., where topography, changes in elevation, etc.) would
physically isolate development from impacting the site or setting.
Modification: The Authorized Officer may modify the stipulation to match any
changes based on updated information regarding resource condition categories.
Waiver: The Authorized Officer may waive the stipulation if it is determined that the
OSNHT does not exist within the lease area.

X

X

A visual assessment of lands within 2 miles of three high potential sites along the
OSNHT (Kane Springs, Looking Glass Rock, and Colorado River Crossing near
Moab) would be required. A proposed mineral operation must not attract the
attention of the casual observer from the OSNHT.
A visual assessment of lands within 2 miles of two high potential segments along the
OSNHT (Moab Trail and Mule Shoe) would be required. A proposed mineral
operation would not result in long-term impairment of the OSNHT viewshed from the
perspective of the casual observer from the OSNHT.
A visual assessment of lands within 2 miles of the south side of the Blue Hills high
potential segment along the OSNHT would be required. A proposed mineral
operation would not result in long-term impairment of the OSNHT viewshed from the
perspective of the casual observer from the OSNHT. The existing Class B roads that
cross the stipulated area could be utilized as a corridor for the transportation of
potash (either by pipeline or truck) from a PLA to a PPFA and are not subject to this
stipulation.
Purpose: To protect the setting along high potential sites and segments of the
OSNHT.
Exception: The Authorized Officer may grant an exception if the proposed project is
not within view of a high potential site or segment as stipulated.
Modification: The Authorized Officer may modify the stipulation to match any
changes based on updated information.
Waiver: The Authorized Officer may waive the stipulation if it is determined that high
potential sites and segments of the OSNHT do not exist within the lease area.
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Resource of
Concern

Moab Master Leasing Plan

Applicable
Area

Special
Designations:
Wild and Scenic
Rivers

Suitable WSR
Segments
(19,347 acres)

Special
Designations:
Wild and Scenic
Rivers

Suitable WSR
Segments
(19,347 acres)

Special
Designations:
Wild and Scenic
River

Suitable WSR
Segment #3
along the
Colorado River
(Monticello)
(753 acres)

Stip.
Code

NSO

Alternative
A

X

B

X

Closed

D

X

Stipulation Description
No surface occupancy would be allowed within suitable WSR segments along the
Colorado and Green Rivers (except for Colorado River Segment #3 in Monticello –
see below).
Purpose: To protect riparian, wildlife, scenic, and recreational values along the major
river corridors.
Exception: General exception applies.
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.
Suitable WSR segments along the Colorado and Green Rivers would be closed to
mineral leasing.

X

Suitable WSR Segment #3 along the Colorado River in Monticello would be closed to
mineral leasing.
Closed

X

X

Special Status
Species

BLM Sensitive
Plant Habitat
(61,591 acres)

CSU

X

Vegetation

Sagebrush/
Steppe Habitat
(11,269 acres)

CSU

X

Vegetation

Sagebrush/
Steppe Habitat
Alternatives B1
and D
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C

CSU

X

X

X

X

X

A survey must be conducted by a qualified botanist within the habitats for the
following plants: Alcove rock daisy, Canyonlands lomatium, Cisco milkvetch, Entrada
rushpink, Jane’s globemallow, Paradox breadroot, Stage station milkvetch, and
Trotter’s oreoxsis. Plants will be avoided where identified by surveys. Cisco
milkvetch plants identified through surveys would be avoided by 300 feet.
Purpose: To protect BLM sensitive plants.
Exception: General exception applies.
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

X

Apply the Baseline CSU stipulation to minimize impacts in sagebrush/steppe habitat
in areas with moderately high to very high ecological intactness (see Minerals section
of this appendix for Alternative B).

X

Compensatory mitigation outside the area of impact would be required within PPFAs
for any surface disturbance within sagebrush steppe habitat. One acre of
rehabilitation or an amount to be determined of an equal value to the impacted
resource would be required for each acre of disturbance (see Minerals section of this
appendix for Alternative B, PFFAs).

Final EIS

Moab Master Leasing Plan

Resource of
Concern

Applicable
Area

Appendix A

Stip.
Code

Alternative
A

B

C

D

Purpose: To enhance sagebrush steppe habitat, an important wildlife forage
species.
Exception: General exception applies.
Modification: The Authorized Officer may modify the stipulation if it is determined
that the project area does not contain sagebrush steppe habitat.
Waiver: The Authorized Officer may waive the stipulation if it can be verified that
sagebrush steppe habitat is not present.

(8,781 acres)

Vegetation

Sagebrush/
Steppe Habitat
(68,272 acres)

Visual
Resources

VRI Class II
areas
designated as
VRM Class III
(146,960
acres)

CSU

VRM Class I
Areas
(13,417 acres)

NSO

Visual
Resources

VRM Class I
Areas
(13,417 acres)

Closed

Final EIS

Scenic Driving
Corridors
(44,953 acres)

Apply the Baseline CSU stipulation to minimize impacts in sagebrush/steppe habitat
(see Minerals section of this appendix for Alternative C).

X

CSU

Visual
Resources

Visual
Resources

Stipulation Description

X

X

X

X

Apply the Baseline CSU (see Minerals section of this appendix for Alternatives B and
C) to all VRI Class II areas within the Moab Field Office that are designated as VRM
Class III.

No surface occupancy would be allowed in VRM Class I areas.
Purpose: To protect high quality visual resources.
Exception: None
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

X

VRM Class I areas would be closed to mineral leasing.

CSU

X

X

X
Surface-disturbing activities within the corridor (0.5 miles from center line) must meet
VRM II class objectives. Roads include Highways 128, 313, 279, and 211, Needles
Overlook, Anticline Overlook, and Lockhart Basin (including the/Kane Creek Road).
Purpose: To protect the visual resources along scenic corridors.
Exception: The Authorized Officer may grant an exception if: 1) a viewshed analysis
indicates no impairment of the visual resources from the driving corridor, or 2) the
action is determined to be consistent and compatible with protection or enhancement
of the resource values or the use would provide suitable opportunities for public
enjoyment of these resources.
Modification: None
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Resource of
Concern

Moab Master Leasing Plan

Applicable
Area

Stip.
Code

Alternative
A

B

C

Stipulation Description

D
Waiver: None

Visual
Resources

Visual
Resources

Scenic Driving
Corridors
(156,067 acres)

Scenic Driving
Corridors
(267,524 acres)

NSO

Scenic Driving
Corridors
(156,067 acres)

NSO

Visual
Resources

VRM Class II
Areas

CSU

A-38

X

NSO

Visual
Resources

No surface occupancy would be allowed within the mapped viewshed of Scenic
Backways and Byways as designated by the State of Utah and shall not exceed 1
mile from centerline. The Scenic Backways and Byways include Highways 128, 313,
279, and 211, as well as Needles Overlook, Anticline Overlook, and Lockhart Basin
(including the Kane Creek Road).
Purpose: To protect high quality visual resources along State Scenic Backways and
Byways.
Exception: None
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.
No surface occupancy would be allowed within the mapped viewshed of Scenic
Backways and Byways designated by the State of Utah and shall not exceed 2 miles
from centerline. The Scenic Backways and Byways include Highways 128, 313, 279,
and 211, as well as Needles Overlook, Anticline Overlook, and Lockhart Basin
(including the Kane Creek Road).
Purpose: To protect high quality visual resources along State Scenic Backways and
Byways.
Exception: None
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies

X

X

X

No surface occupancy would be allowed within the mapped viewshed of Scenic
Backways and Byways designated by the State of Utah and shall not exceed 1 mile
from centerline. The Scenic Backways and Byways include Highways 128, 313, 279,
and 211, as well as Needles Overlook, Anticline Overlook, and Lockhart Basin
(including the Kane Creek Road).
Purpose: To protect high quality visual resources along State Scenic Backways and
Byways.
Exception: The Authorized Officer may grant an exception if it could be
demonstrated using visual analysis that the proposed operation would not be visible
from the State Scenic corridors.
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.
Surface-disturbing activities must meet the objectives of VRM Class II.
Purpose: To protect high quality visual resources.

Final EIS

Moab Master Leasing Plan

Resource of
Concern

Applicable
Area

Appendix A

Stip.
Code

Alternative
A

B

C

D

Exception: The Authorized Officer may grant an exception if the level of change to
the landscape from the proposed operation would be low. Operations may be seen,
but should not attract attention of the casual observer. Any change to the landscape
must repeat the basic elements of form, line, color, and texture found in the
predominant natural features of the characteristic landscape.
Modification: None
Waiver: None

(324,721 acres)

Visual
Resources

Visual
Resources

Visual
Resources

Final EIS

VRM II Areas
(324,721 acres)

VRM II Areas
(324,721 acres)

Viewsheds of
Arches and
Canyonlands
National Parks
(166,380 acres)

Stipulation Description

NSO

X

NSO

NSO

No surface occupancy would be allowed within VRM Class II areas.
Purpose: To protect high quality visual resources.
Exception: None
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

X

X

X

No surface occupancy would be allowed within VRM Class II areas.
Purpose: To protect high quality visual resources.
Exception: The Authorized Officer may grant an exception if it could be
demonstrated using visual analysis that the proposed operation would not result in
long-term visible impairment from key observation points as defined by the BLM VRM
Manual.
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.
No surface occupancy would be allowed within VRM Class II areas surrounding
Arches National Park.
No surface occupancy would be allowed within VRI Class II areas surrounding
Arches National Park.
No surface occupancy would be allowed within VRM Class II area along the northern
boundary of Canyonlands National Park.
No surface occupancy would be allowed within VRM Class II area along the eastern
boundary of Canyonlands National Park.
Purpose: To protect visual resources on BLM lands as well as National Park
viewsheds.
Exception: None
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.
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Resource of
Concern

Visual
Resources

Moab Master Leasing Plan

Applicable
Area

Viewsheds of
Arches and
Canyonlands
National Parks
(188,154 acres)

Visual
Resources

Viewsheds of
Arches National
Park
(34,243 acres)

Visual
Resources

Viewsheds of
Canyonlands
National Parks
(3,800 acres)

Visual
Resources

Visual
Resources
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Rimlands of the
Green and
Colorado Rivers
(54,270 acres)

Rimlands of the
Green and
Colorado Rivers
(99,168 acres)

Stip.
Code

Alternative
A

B

Closed

X

NSO

NSO

NSO

NSO

C

D

X

Stipulation Description
VRM Class II areas surrounding Arches National Park would be closed to mineral
leasing.
VRI Class II areas surrounding Arches National Park would be closed to mineral
leasing.
VRM Class II areas on the northern boundary of Canyonlands National Park would
be closed to mineral leasing.
BLM lands along the entire eastern boundary of Canyonlands National Park to a
distance of 3 miles from the Park boundary would be closed to mineral leasing.

X

No surface occupancy would be allowed within the viewshed from the northern side
of Arches National Park that is outside the VRI Class II areas.
Purpose: To protect visual resources on BLM lands, as well as the Arches National
Park viewshed.
Exception: None
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

X

No surface occupancy would be allowed within the viewshed from the northern
boundary of Canyonlands National Park that is outside the VRM Class II area.
Purpose: To protect Canyonlands National Park viewsheds.
Exception: None
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

X

No surface occupancy would be allowed within a 1 mile setback from the rims of the
Colorado and Green Rivers.
Purpose: To protect high quality visual resources along the rims of the Green and
Colorado Rivers.
Exception: None
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

X

X

No surface occupancy would be allowed within a 2 mile setback from the rims of the
Colorado and Green Rivers.
Purpose: To protect high quality visual resources along the rims of the Green and
Colorado Rivers.
Exception: None
Modification: General modification applies.

Final EIS

Moab Master Leasing Plan

Resource of
Concern

Applicable
Area

Appendix A

Stip.
Code

Alternative
A

B

C

D

Stipulation Description
Waiver: General waiver applies.

Visual
Resources

Rimlands of the
Green and
Colorado Rivers
(99,168 acres)

Visual
Resources Night Skies

Planning Area

Auditory
Management Soundscape

Lands
bordering
Arches and

Final EIS

NSO

CSU

CSU

X

No surface occupancy would be allowed within a 1 mile setback from the rims of the
Colorado and Green Rivers.
Purpose: To protect high quality visual resources along the rims of the Green and
Colorado Rivers.
Exception: The Authorized Officer may grant an exception if a viewshed analysis
indicates no impairment of the visual resources of the rims from either the rims or
from the rivers.
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

X

Operators are required to comply with the following:
1. Minimize flaring of gas
2. Limit the use of artificial lighting during nighttime operations to only those
that are determined necessary for safety
3. Utilize shielding and aiming techniques, as well as limiting the height of light
poles to reduce glare and avoid light shining above horizons
4. Direct lights downward onto the task area. The bottom surface of the light
fixture should be level, or if unable to be fully level, pointed as close to
straight down as possible or shielded to avoid light being projected
horizontally
5. Use motion sensors, timers, or manual switching for areas that require
illumination but are seldom occupied
6. Reduce lamp brightness and select lights that are not broad spectrum or
bluish in color.
Purpose: To protect night skies.
Exception: The Authorized Officer may grant an exception if actions are necessary
for human health and safety. The Authorized Officer could also grant an exception if
it could be demonstrated that other options could produce similar reduction in night
sky light pollution to those listed above.
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

X

Operators are required to comply with the following within 6.1 miles (9,800 meters) of
National Parks.
Noise mitigation efforts would be implemented with a maximum level of 55 decibels
for production equipment (measured from the direction of the Park at a distance of

X
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Resource of
Concern

Moab Master Leasing Plan

Applicable
Area

Stip.
Code

Alternative
A

B

C

D

Canyonlands
National Parks
(369,519 acres)

Auditory
Management Soundscape

Lands
bordering
Arches and
Canyonlands
National Parks
(148,432 acres)

Auditory
Management Soundscape

Lands
bordering
Arches and
Canyonlands
National Parks
(166,099 acres)

Auditory
Management Soundscape

Lands
bordering
Arches and
Canyonlands
National Parks
(148,432 acres)

Wildlife

Lockhart Desert
Bighorn Sheep
Herd
(64,798 acres)

A-42

Stipulation Description
350 feet from source). These sound levels could be achieved by replacement diesel
engine exhaust silencers (mufflers) noise barriers, and other noise control measures.
Purpose: To protect the soundscapes of the National Parks.
Exception: None
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

NSO

No surface occupancy would be allowed within 2.5 miles of National Park
boundaries.
Purpose: To reduce auditory impacts from mineral operations to backcountry
portions of Arches and Canyonlands National Parks.
Exception: None
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

X

NSO

X

NSO

TL

No surface occupancy would be allowed within 2.8 miles of National Park
boundaries.
Purpose: To further reduce auditory impacts from mineral operations to backcountry
portions of Arches and Canyonlands National Parks.
Exception: None
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

X

X

X

X

No surface occupancy would be allowed within 2.5 miles of National Park
boundaries.
Purpose: To reduce auditory impacts from mineral operations to backcountry
portions of Arches and Canyonlands National Parks.
Exception: The Authorized Officer may grant an exception if it could be
demonstrated that the project would not impact National Park soundscapes.
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

X

No surface-disturbing activities or occupancy would be allowed within habitat for the
Lockhart desert bighorn sheep herd from April 1 through June 15 for lambing and
from October 15 through December 15 for rutting.
Purpose: To minimize disturbance within desert bighorn sheep lambing and rutting
habitat.

Final EIS

Moab Master Leasing Plan

Resource of
Concern

Applicable
Area

Appendix A

Stip.
Code

Alternative
A

B

C

D

Stipulation Description
Exception: The Authorized Officer may grant an exception if it is determined that the
animals are not present in the project area or the activity can be completed so as to
not adversely affect the animals. Routine operation and maintenance are allowed.
Modification: The Authorized Officer may modify the stipulation if a portion of the
area is not being used for lambing or rutting if the habitat is being utilized outside of
stipulation boundaries as lambing and rutting habitat and needs to be protected.
Waiver: The Authorized Officer may waive the stipulation if the lambing and rutting
habitat is determined to be unsuitable or unoccupied and there is no reasonable
likelihood of future use of the lambing or rutting habitat.

Wildlife

Wildlife

Final EIS

Pronghorn
Fawning
Habitat
(85,639 acres)
B1 Only

Pronghorn
Fawning
Habitat
(99,744 acres)
B2 Only

TL

TL

X

X

X

X

No surface-disturbing activities or occupancy would be allowed within pronghorn
fawning habitat from May 1 to June 15.
Purpose: To minimize stress and disturbance during critical pronghorn birthing time.
Exception: The Authorized Officer may grant an exception if the operator submits a
plan that demonstrates impacts from the proposed action can be adequately
mitigated or if it is determined the habitat is not being utilized for fawning in any given
year. This stipulation does not apply to the maintenance and operation of existing
and ongoing facilities.
Modification: The Authorized Officer may modify the stipulation if a portion of the
area is not being used for fawning or if the habitat is being utilized outside of
stipulation boundaries as crucial fawning habitat and needs to be protected.
Waiver: The Authorized Officer may waive the stipulation if the fawning habitat is
determined to be unsuitable or unoccupied and there is no reasonable likelihood of
future use of the fawning habitat.
No surface-disturbing activities or occupancy would be allowed within pronghorn
fawning habitat from May 1 to June 15.
Purpose: To minimize stress and disturbance during critical pronghorn birthing time.
Exception: The Authorized Officer may grant an exception if the operator submits a
plan that demonstrates impacts from the proposed action can be adequately
mitigated or if it is determined the habitat is not being utilized for fawning in any given
year. This stipulation does not apply to the maintenance and operation of existing
and ongoing facilities.
Modification: The Authorized Officer may modify the stipulation if a portion of the
area is not being used for fawning or if the habitat is being utilized outside of
stipulation boundaries as crucial fawning habitat and needs to be protected.
Waiver: The Authorized Officer may waive the stipulation if the fawning habitat is
determined to be unsuitable or unoccupied and there is no reasonable likelihood of
future use of the fawning habitat.
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Resource of
Concern

Wildlife

Wildlife

Wildlife
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Moab Master Leasing Plan

Applicable
Area

Pronghorn
Habitat
(253,292 acres)

Pronghorn
Habitat
(14,105 acres)
B1 Only

Desert Bighorn
Sheep Lambing
and Rutting
Habitat and
Migration
Corridors
(101,461 acres)

Stip.
Code

Alternative
A

B

TL

D

X

X

Stipulation Description
No surface-disturbing activities or occupancy would be allowed within pronghorn
habitat from May 1 to June 15.
Purpose: To minimize stress and disturbance to pronghorn.
Exception: The Authorized Officer may grant an exception if the operator submits a
plan that demonstrates impacts from the proposed action can be adequately
mitigated or if it is determined the habitat is not being utilized. This stipulation does
not apply to the maintenance and operation of existing and ongoing facilities.
Modification: The Authorized Officer may modify the stipulation if a portion of the
area is not being used or if the habitat is being utilized outside of stipulation
boundaries.
Waiver: The Authorized Officer may waive the stipulation if the habitat is determined
to be unsuitable or unoccupied and there is no reasonable likelihood of future use of
the habitat.

X

CSU

NSO

C

X

Compensatory mitigation outside the area of impact would be required in PPFAs
within pronghorn habitat. Water developments, habitat improvements, and other
applicable measures adequate to compensate for the loss of pronghorn habitat would
be required when production facilities are constructed (see Minerals section,
Alternatives B and D, PPFAs).
Purpose: To maintain viable pronghorn habitat.
Exception: None
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.
No surface-disturbing activities would be allowed within desert bighorn sheep
lambing and rutting habitat and migration corridors.
Purpose: To minimize disturbance within desert bighorn lambing habitat and
migration corridors.
Exception: The Authorized Officer may grant an exception within migration corridors,
for pipeline and road construction and geophysical exploration for oil and gas
development from June 16 through October 14 and from December 16 through
March 31. The Authorized Officer may also grant an exception if the operator
submits a plan, which demonstrates that impacts from the proposed action can be
adequately mitigated.
Modification: The Authorized Officer may modify the stipulation if a portion of the
area is 1) not being used as desert bighorn lambing habitat or migration corridors, 2)
if habitat is being utilized outside of stipulation boundaries for and needs to be
protected.

Final EIS

Moab Master Leasing Plan
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Area
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Stip.
Code

Alternative
A

B

C

D

Stipulation Description
Waiver: The Authorized Officer may waive the stipulation if the habitat is determined
as unsuitable for lambing or migration and there is no reasonable likelihood of future
use as desert bighorn lambing and/or rutting habitat and migration corridors.

Wildlife

Desert Bighorn
Sheep Lambing
and Rutting
Habitat
(107,220 acres)

Wildlife

Desert Bighorn
Sheep Habitat
within PPFAs
(9,875 acres)
B1 Only

Final EIS

CSU

CSU

X

X

X

Drilling operations and permanent facilities would not be allowed within desert
bighorn sheep lambing and rutting habitat. Geophysical operations and the
construction of roads and pipelines would be allowed during specified timeframes as
follows:
1. Geophysical exploration would be allowed throughout the lambing and
rutting habitat (except for source points in Mineral, Hell Roaring, Spring, and
Ten Mile Canyons and 100 feet from their rims) if it occurred between June
16 and October 15 or December 15 through March 31. Receiver lines could
be placed throughout the habitat.
2. Road construction necessary to exercise mineral lease rights and where no
other access is feasible would be allowed throughout the habitat if the
construction occurred between June 16 and October 15 or December 15
through March 31. Roads constructed for minerals within this habitat would
not be available for public use. Furthermore, these roads would be
reclaimed to a natural state at the conclusion of the project.
3. Pipeline construction and placement would be allowed throughout the
lambing and rutting habitat if construction occurred between June 16 and
October 15 or December 15 through March 31.
Purpose: To minimize disturbance within desert bighorn lambing and rutting habitat.
Exception: General exception applies.
Modification: The Authorized Officer may modify the stipulation if a portion of the
area is 1) not being used as desert bighorn lambing or rutting habitat, and 2) if habitat
is being utilized outside of stipulation boundaries for lambing and rutting and needs to
be protected.
Waiver: A waiver may be granted if the habitat is determined as unsuitable for
lambing or rutting and there is no reasonable likelihood of future use as desert
bighorn sheep lambing and/or rutting habitat.

X

Compensatory mitigation outside the area of impact would be required in PPFAs
within desert bighorn sheep habitat. Water developments, habitat improvements,
and other applicable measures adequate to compensate for the loss of desert
bighorn sheep habitat would be required when production facilities are constructed
(see Minerals section, Alternatives B and D, PPFAs).
Purpose: To maintain viable desert bighorn sheep habitat.
Exception: None
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Applicable
Area

Stip.
Code

Alternative
A

B

C

D

Stipulation Description
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.

Wildlife

Desert Bighorn
Sheep Habitat
(247,127 acres)
B1 Only

Wildlife

Desert Bighorn
Sheep Habitat
(257,002 acres)
B2 Only

Wildlife

Desert Bighorn
Sheep Lambing
and Rutting
Habitat
(107,220 acres)

NSO

X

Wildlife

Desert Bighorn
Sheep Habitat
(149,782 acres)

CSU

X

Wildlife
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Deer and Elk
Crucial Winter
Habitat
(82,547 acres)

CSU

X

CSU

TL

X

Apply the Baseline CSU stipulation to the desert bighorn sheep habitat. See
Minerals section, Alternative B.

X

X

Apply the Baseline CSU stipulation to the desert bighorn sheep habitat (except for a
small potion located within the PPFAs). See Minerals section, Alternatives B and D.

No surface occupancy would be allowed within desert bighorn sheep lambing and
rutting habitat.
Purpose: To protect desert bighorn sheep lambing and rutting habitat.
Exception: None
Modification: General modification applies.
Waiver: General waiver applies.
Apply the Baseline CSU stipulation to the desert bighorn sheep habitat outside of
lambing and rutting habitat (see Minerals section, Alternative C).
No surface-disturbing activities would be allowed within deer and elk crucial winter
habitat from November 15 to April 15. This stipulation does not apply to the
maintenance and operation of existing and ongoing facilities.
Purpose: To minimize stress and disturbance to deer and elk during critical winter
months.
Exception: The Authorized Officer may grant an exception if the operator submits a
plan that demonstrates impacts from the proposed action can be adequately
mitigated or it is determined the habitat is not being utilized during the winter period
for any given year.
Modification: The Authorized Officer may modify the stipulation if: 1) a portion of
the area is not being used as winter range by deer/elk, or 2) habitat is being utilized
outside of stipulation boundaries as winter range and needs to be protected, or 3) the
migration patterns have changed causing a difference in the season of use.

Final EIS

Moab Master Leasing Plan

Resource of
Concern

Applicable
Area
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Stip.
Code

Alternative
A

B

C

D

Stipulation Description
Waiver: The Authorized Officer may waive the stipulation if the crucial winter habitat
is unsuitable or unoccupied during winter months by deer/elk and there is no
reasonable likelihood of future winter range use.

Wildlife

Wildlife

Final EIS

Deer and Elk
Crucial Winter
Habitat
(125,995 acres)

Deer and Elk
Crucial and
Substantial
Winter Habitat
(134,625 acres)

TL

TL

X

X

X

No surface-disturbing activities would be allowed within deer and elk crucial winter
habitat from November 15 to April 15. This stipulation does not apply to the
maintenance and operation of existing and ongoing facilities.
Purpose: To minimize stress and disturbance to deer and elk during critical winter
months.
Exception: The Authorized Officer may grant an exception if the operator submits a
plan that demonstrates impacts from the proposed action can be adequately
mitigated or it is determined the habitat is not being utilized during the winter period
for any given year.
Modification: The Authorized Officer may modify the stipulation if: 1) a portion of
the area is not being used as winter habitat by deer/elk, or 2) habitat is being utilized
outside of stipulation boundaries as crucial winter habitat and needs to be protected,
or 3) the migration patterns have changed, causing a difference in the season of use.
Waiver: The Authorized Officer may waive the stipulation if the crucial winter habitat
is unsuitable or unoccupied during winter months by deer/elk and there is no
reasonable likelihood of future winter range use.
No surface-disturbing activities would be allowed within deer and elk crucial winter
habitat from November 15 to April 15. This stipulation does not apply to the
maintenance and operation of existing and ongoing facilities.
Purpose: To minimize stress and disturbance to deer and elk during critical winter
months.
Exception: The Authorized Officer may grant an exception if the operator submits a
plan that demonstrates impacts from the proposed action can be adequately
mitigated or it is determined the habitat is not being utilized during the winter period
for any given year.
Modification: The Authorized Officer may modify the stipulation if: 1) a portion of
the area is not being used as winter habitat by deer/elk, or 2) habitat is being utilized
outside of stipulation boundaries as crucial or substantial winter habitat and needs to
be protected, or 3) the migration patterns have changed causing a difference in the
season of use.
Waiver: The Authorized Officer may waive the stipulation if the crucial and
substantial winter habitat is unsuitable or unoccupied during winter months by
deer/elk and there is no reasonable likelihood of future winter range use.
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Resource of
Concern

Moab Master Leasing Plan

Applicable
Area

Wildlife

Deer and Elk
Fawning and
Calving
Grounds
(8,354 acres)

Wildlife

Deer and Elk
Crucial Winter
Habitat
(125,995 acres)

Wildlife

Deer and Elk
Crucial and
Substantial
Winter Habitat
(134,625 acres)

Alternative

Stip.
Code

A

TL

B

X

X

CSU

C

X

X

Stipulation Description

D

X

X

No surface-disturbing activities would be allowed within deer and elk fawning and
calving habitat form May 15 and June 30. This stipulation does not apply to the
maintenance and operation of existing and ongoing facilities.
Purpose: To minimize stress and disturbance during this critical period.
Exception: The Authorized Officer may grant an exception if the operator submits a
plan which demonstrates that impacts form the proposed action can be adequately
mitigated or it is determined the habitat is not being utilized during the critical period
for any given year.
Modification: The Authorized Officer may modify the stipulation if: 1) a portion of
the area is not being used as fawning and calving habitat, or 2) the habitat is being
utilized outside of stipulation boundaries and needs to be protected, or 3) the
migration patterns have changed causing a difference in the season of use.
Waiver: The Authorized Officer may waive the stipulation if the fawning and calving
habitat is unsuitable or unoccupied during winter months by deer/elk and there is no
reasonable likelihood of future winter range use.
Apply the Baseline CSU stipulation (see Minerals section, Alternatives B and D)
throughout deer and elk crucial winter habitat.

Apply the Baseline CSU stipulation (see Minerals section, Alternative C) throughout
deer and elk crucial and substantial winter habitat.
CSU

X

Table A-2. Mineral Lease Notices
Resource of
Concern
Air Quality
Regional Ozone
Formation
Controls
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Applicable Area

Planning Area

Alternative
A

X

B

C

D

Lease Notice Description
The lessee/operator is given notice that in order to mitigate any potential impact mineral
development emissions may have on regional ozone formation, the following Best
Management Practices (BMPs) would be required for any development projects:
•
Tier II or better drilling rig engines.
•
Stationary internal combustion engine standard of 2g NOx/bhp-hr for engines
less than 300 horsepower (HP) and 1g NOx/bhp-hr for engines greater than 300
HP.

Final EIS

Moab Master Leasing Plan

Resource of
Concern

Applicable Area

Appendix A

Alternative
A

B

C

Lease Notice Description

D
•
•
•

Air Quality
Air Quality
Analysis

Cultural
Resources

Planning Area

Planning Area

Cultural
Resources

Planning Area

Cultural
Resources

High Potential for
Cultural Sites
(135,759 acres)

Special
Designations:
National Historic
Trail

Old Spanish
National Historic
Trail
(71,439 acres)

Colorado River
Endangered Fish

Colorado River,
Green River, and
all associated
back waters
(19,198 acres)

Final EIS

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Low bleed or no bleed pneumatic controller.
Dehydrator volatile organic compound (VOC) emission controls to +95 percent
efficiency.
Tank VOC emission controls to +95 percent efficiency.

X

The lessee/operator is given notice that prior to project-specific approval, additional air
quality analyses may be required to comply with the National Environmental Policy Act,
Federal Land Policy and Management Act, and/or other applicable laws and regulations.
Analyses may include dispersion modeling for deposition and visibility impacts analysis,
control equipment determinations, and/or emission inventory development. These
analyses may result in the imposition of additional project-specific air quality control
measures.

X

The lessee/operator is given notice that measures to mitigate the potential impacts to
TCPs or cultural plants identified through consultation may be required. Mitigation would
be developed through further consultation with affected groups, which may include
measures to maintain the viewshed and intrinsic values, as well as the auditory, visual,
and aesthetic settings of the resources.

X

The lessee/operator is given notice that a viewshed assessment would be required for
those cultural sites that receive a high degree of visitor use or properties of traditional
religious and cultural importance to a Native American tribe. If the assessment shows that
the project would have adverse effects to the historic properties, the project may require
relocation. The Historic Properties Visual Assessment for Effect Determination Worksheet
would be utilized for the viewshed assessment.

X

The lessee/operator is given notice that in areas of high potential for cultural site
occurrence there is a higher likelihood of encountering cultural resource concerns (i.e.,
potential adverse effects) that may require archaeological monitoring, ethnographic data
collection, data recovery, and mitigation of historic properties in order to exercise lease
rights.

X

The lessee/operator is given notice that lands in this lease are crossed by the Old Spanish
National Historic Trail (Old Spanish Trail Recognition Act of 2002, [Old Spanish Trail PLO
107-325]). Modifications to the Surface Use Plan of Operations may be required in order
to protect the historic integrity of the trail. The Lease Notice would be applied to 2 miles on
either side of the trail. Coordination with the National Park Service by the BLM may be
necessary.

X

The lessee/operator is given notice in order to minimize effects to critical habitats of
endangered fish in the Colorado and Green Rivers, surface-disturbing activities within the
100-year floodplain of the Colorado River, Green River, and all associated back waters
would not be allowed. Other avoidance and minimization measures include:
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Applicable Area

Alternative
A

B

C

Lease Notice Description

D
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

Mexican Spotted
Owl (MSO)

A-50

MSO Habitat
(175,304 acres)

X

X

X

X

Surveys would be required prior to operations unless species occupancy and
distribution information is complete and available. All surveys must be
conducted by qualified individuals. Lease activities would require monitoring
throughout the duration of the project.
To ensure desired results are being achieved, minimization measures would be
evaluated and, if necessary, Section 7 consultation reinitiated.
Water production would be managed to ensure maintenance or enhancement of
riparian habitat.
Avoid loss or disturbance of riparian habitats.
Conduct watershed analysis for leases in designated critical habitat and
overlapping major tributaries in order to determine toxicity risk from permanent
facilities.
Implement the Utah Oil and Gas Pipeline Crossing Guidance. In areas adjacent
to 100-year floodplains, particularly in systems prone to flash floods, analyze the
risk for flash floods to impact facilities, and use closed loop drilling, and pipeline
burial or suspension according to the Utah Oil and Gas Pipeline Crossing
Guidance to minimize the potential for equipment damage and resulting leaks or
spills.
Water depletions from any portions of the Upper Colorado River drainage basin
are considered to adversely affected and adversely modify the critical habitat of
the endangered fish species (Bonytail, Colorado pikeminnow, Humpback chub,
and Razorback sucker). Section 7 consultation would be completed with the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) prior to any such water depletions.
Additional measures to avoid or minimize effects to the species may be
developed and implemented in consultation with the USFWS between the lease
sale stage and lease development stage to ensure continued compliance with
the ESA.

The lessee/operator is given notice that the lands in this parcel contain suitable or
designated Critical Habitat for MSO. In order to protect MSO habitat and avoid negative
impacts to the species, actions would be avoided or restricted that may cause stress and
disturbance during nesting and rearing of their young. Appropriate measures would
depend on whether the action is temporary or permanent and whether it occurs within or
outside the owl nesting season. A temporary action is completed prior to the following
breeding season leaving no permanent structures and resulting in no permanent habitat
loss. A permanent action continues for more than one breeding season and/or causes a
loss of owl habitat or displaces owls through disturbances (i.e., creation of a permanent
structure). Current avoidance and minimization measures include the following:
•
Surveys would be required prior to implementation of the proposed action. All
surveys must be conducted by qualified individual(s) acceptable to the BLM.
Assess habitat suitability for both nesting and foraging using accepted habitat
models in conjunction with field reviews. Apply the conservation measures

Final EIS

Moab Master Leasing Plan

Resource of
Concern

Applicable Area

Appendix A

Alternative
A

B

C

D

Lease Notice Description
below if project activities occur within 0.5 mile of suitable owl habitat. Determine
potential effects of actions to owls and their habitat.
•
Document type of activity, acreage and location of direct habitat impacts, type
and extent of indirect impacts relative to location of suitable owl habitat.
Document if action is temporary or permanent. Activities may require monitoring
throughout the duration of the project. To ensure desired results are being
achieved, minimization measures would be evaluated, and, if necessary, Section
7 consultation reinitiated. Any activity that includes water production should be
managed to ensure maintenance of enhancement of riparian habitat. Where
technically and economically feasible, use directional drilling or multiple wells
from the same pad to reduce surface disturbance and eliminate drilling in canyon
habitat suitable for MSO nesting.
For all temporary actions that may impact owls or suitable habitat:
1. If the action occurs entirely outside of the owl breeding season from March 1
through August 31, and leaves no permanent structure or permanent habitat
disturbance, the action can proceed without an occupancy survey.
2. If the action would occur during a breeding season, a survey for owls is required
prior to commencing the activity. If owls are found, the activity should be delayed
until outside of the breeding season.
3. Rehabilitate access routes created by the project through, such means as raking
out scars, re-vegetation, gating access points, etc.
For all permanent actions that may impact owls or suitable habitat:
1. Survey two consecutive years for owls, according to accepted protocol prior to
commencing activities.
2. If owls are found, no disturbing actions would occur within 0.5 miles of an
identified site. If nest site is unknown, no activity would occur within the
designated current and historic Protected Activity Center (PAC).
3. Avoid permanent structures within 0.5 mile of suitable habitat unless surveyed
and not occupied.
4. Reduce noise emissions (e.g., use hospital-grade mufflers) to 45 dBA at 0.5 mile
from suitable habitat, including canyon rims. Placement of permanent noisegenerating facilities should be contingent upon a noise analysis to ensure noise
does not encroach upon a 0.5 mile buffer for suitable habitat, including canyon
rims.
5. Limit disturbances to and within suitable habitat by staying on designated and/or
approved routes.
6. Limit new access routes created by the project.

Final EIS
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Alternative
A

B

C

Lease Notice Description

D
7.

Southwestern
Willow
Flycatcher

A-52

Southwestern
Willow Flycatcher
Habitat (riparian
areas)
(12,155 acres)

X

X

X

X

Modifications to the Surface Use Plan of Operations may be required in order to
protect the MSO and/or habitat in accordance with Section 6 of the lease terms,
the ESA, and the regulations at 43 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 3101.1-2.

The lessee/operator is given notice that the lands in this parcel contains riparian habitat
within the range for southwestern willow flycatcher. In order to protect southwestern willow
flycatcher habitat and avoid negative impacts to the species, actions would be avoided or
restricted that may cause stress and disturbance during nesting and rearing of their young.
Appropriate measures would depend on whether the action is temporary or permanent,
and whether it occurs within or outside the nesting season. A temporary action is
completed prior to the following breeding season leaving no permanent structures and
resulting in no permanent habitat loss. A permanent action continues for more than one
breeding season and/or causes a loss of habitat or displaces flycatchers through
disturbances, i.e., creation of a permanent structure. Current avoidance and minimization
measures include the following:
1. Surveys would be required prior to operations unless species occupancy and
distribution information is complete and available. All surveys must be conducted
by qualified individual(s) and be conducted according to protocol.
2. Activities would require monitoring throughout the duration of the project. To
ensure desired results are being achieved, minimization measures would be
evaluated and, if necessary, Section 7 consultation reinitiated.
3. Water production would be managed to ensure maintenance or enhancement of
riparian habitat.
4. Where technically and economically feasible, use directional drilling or multiple
wells from the same pad to reduce surface disturbance and eliminate drilling in
suitable riparian habitat. Ensure that such directional drilling does not intercept or
degrade alluvial aquifers.
5. Activities would maintain a 300 feet buffer from suitable riparian habitat year long.
6. Activities within 0.25 mile of occupied breeding habitat would not occur during the
breeding season of April 15 to August 15.
7. Ensure that water extraction or disposal practices do not result in change of
hydrologic regime that would result in loss or degradation of riparian habitat.
8. Re-vegetate with native species all areas of surface disturbance within riparian
areas and/or adjacent land.
9. Avoid loss or disturbance of riparian habitats.
Additional measures to avoid or minimize effects to the species may be developed and
implemented in consultation with the USFWS between the lease sale stage and lease
development stage to ensure continued compliance with the ESA.
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Lease Notice Description
The lessee/operator is given notice that the lands in or adjacent to this parcel contain
potentially suitable habitat that falls within the range for western yellow-billed cuckoo, a
Federally listed species. Avoidance or use restrictions may be placed on portions of the
lease. Application of appropriate measures will depend whether the action is temporary or
permanent, and whether it occurs within or outside the breeding and nesting season. A
temporary action is completed prior to the following breeding season, leaving no
permanent structures and resulting in no permanent habitat loss. A permanent action
could continue for more than one breeding season and/or cause a loss of habitat or
displace western yellow-billed cuckoos through disturbances. The following avoidance
and minimization measures have been designed to ensure activities carried out on the
lease are in compliance with the Endangered Species Act. Integration of and adherence
to these measures will facilitate review and analysis of any submitted permits under the
authority of this lease. Following these measures could reduce the scope of Endangered
Species Act, Section 7 consultation at the permit stage. Avoidance and minimization
measures include the following:
1. Habitat suitability within the parcel and/or within a 0.5 mile buffer of the parcel will
be identified prior to lease development to identify potential survey needs.
Habitat suitability should be determined in accordance with Guidelines for the
identification of suitable habitat for WYBCU in Utah.
2. Protocol Breeding Season Surveys will be required in suitable habitats prior to
operations unless species occupancy and distribution information is complete and
available. All Surveys must be conducted by permitted individual(s), and be
conducted according to protocol.
3. For all temporary actions that may impact cuckoo or suitable habitat:
a. If action occurs entirely outside of the cuckoo breeding season (June 1 –
August 31), and leaves no structure or habitat disturbance, action can
proceed without a presence/absence survey.
b. If action is proposed between June 1 to August 31, presence/absence
surveys for cuckoo will be conducted prior to commencing activity. If cuckoo
are detected, activity should be delayed until September 1.
c. Eliminate access roads created by the project through such means as raking
out scars, revegetation, gating access points, etc.
4. For all permanent actions that may impact cuckoo or suitable habitat:
a. Protocol level surveys by permitted individuals will be conducted prior to
commencing activities.
b. If cuckoos are detected, no activity will occur within 0.25 mile of occupied
habitat.
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Avoid drilling and permanent structures within 0.25 mile of suitable habitat
unless absence is determined according to protocol level survey conducted
by permitted individual(s).
d. Ensure noise levels at 0.25 mile from suitable habitat do not exceed baseline
conditions. Placement of permanent noise-generating facilities should be
determined by a noise analysis to ensure noise does not encroach upon the
0.25 mile buffer for suitable habitat.
5. Temporary or permanent actions will require monitoring throughout the duration
of the project to ensure that western yellow-billed cuckoo or its habitat is not
affected in a manner or to an extent not previously considered. Avoidance and
minimization measures will be evaluated throughout the duration of the project.
6. Water produced as by-product of drilling or pumping will be managed to ensure
maintenance or enhancement of riparian habitat.
7. Where technically or economically feasible, use directional drilling or multiple
wells from the same pad to reduce surface disturbance and eliminate drilling is
suitable habitat. Ensure that such directional drilling does not intercept or
degrade alluvial aquifers.
8. Ensure that water extraction or disposal practices do not result in a change of
hydrologic regime that would result in loss or degradation of riparian habitat.
9. Re-vegetate with native species all areas of surface disturbance within riparian
areas and/or adjacent uplands.
Additional measures to avoid or minimize effects to the species may be developed and
implemented in consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service between the lease sale
stage and lease development stage to ensure continued compliance with the ESA.

Bald Eagles

A-54

Nest Sites and
Winter Roost
Areas within
Habitat for Bald
Eagles
Planning Area

X

X

X

X

The lessee/operator is given notice that the parcel contains habitat for the bald eagle, To
protect bald eagle habitat and avoid negative impacts to the species, actions would be
avoided or restricted that may cause stress and disturbance during nesting and rearing of
their young. Appropriate measures would depend on whether the action is temporary or
permanent, and whether it occurs within or outside the bald eagle breeding or roosting
season. A temporary action is completed prior to the following breeding or roosting
season, leaving no permanent structures and resulting in no permanent habitat loss. A
permanent action continues for more than one breeding or roosting season and/or causes
a loss of eagle habitat, or displaces eagles through disturbances, i.e., creation of a
permanent structure. Current avoidance and minimization measures include the following:
1. Surveys would be required prior to operations, unless species occupancy and
distribution information is complete and available. All surveys must be conducted
by qualified individual(s), and be conducted according to protocol.
2. Lease activities would require monitoring throughout the duration of the project.
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To ensure desired results are being achieved, minimization measures would be
evaluated.
4. Water production would be managed to ensure maintenance or enhancement of
riparian habitat.
5. Temporary activities within 1.0 mile of nest sites would not occur during the
breeding season, which lasts from January 1 to August 31, unless the area has
been surveyed according to protocol and determined to be unoccupied.
6. Temporary activities within 0.5 miles of winter roost areas, (e.g., cottonwood
galleries) would not occur during the winter roost season of November 1 to March
31, unless the area has been surveyed according to protocol and determined to
be unoccupied.
7. No permanent infrastructure would be placed within 1.0 mile of nest sites.
8. No permanent infrastructure would be placed within 0.5 miles of winter roost
areas.
9. Remove big game carrion to 100 feet from on lease roadways occurring within
bald eagle foraging range.
10. Avoid loss or disturbance to large cottonwood gallery riparian habitats.
11. Where technically and economically feasible, use directional drilling or multiple
wells from the same pad to reduce surface disturbance and eliminate drilling in
suitable habitat. Utilize directional drilling to avoid direct impacts to large
cottonwood gallery riparian habitats. Ensure that such direction drilling does not
intercept or degrade alluvial aquifers.
12. All areas of surface disturbance within riparian areas and/or adjacent uplands
should be re-vegetated with native species.
Additional measures may also be employed to avoid or minimize effects to the species
between the lease stage and lease development stage.

Golden Eagle

Final EIS

Golden Eagle
Nest Sites and
Territories
Planning Area

X

X

X

X

The lessee/operator is given notice that the parcel contains habitat for the golden eagle. In
order to protect the golden eagle habitat, nest sites, and nesting territories, actions would
be avoided or restricted that may cause stress and disturbance during nesting and rearing
of their young. Appropriate measures would depend on whether the action is temporary or
permanent and whether it occurs within or outside the golden eagle breeding season. A
temporary action is completed prior to the following breeding or roosting season, leaving
no permanent structures and resulting in no permanent habitat loss. A permanent action
continues for more than one breeding or roosting season and/or causes a loss of eagle
habitat or displaces eagles through disturbances (i.e., creation of a permanent structure).
Current avoidance and minimization measures include the following:
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Surveys would be required prior to operations unless species occupancy and
distribution information is complete and available. All surveys must be conducted
by qualified individual(s), and be conducted according to protocol.
2. Lease activities would require monitoring throughout the duration of the project.
3. To ensure desired results are being achieved, minimization measures would be
evaluated.
4. Temporary activities within 0.5 miles of nest sites would not occur during the
breeding season from January 1 to August 31, unless the area has been
surveyed according to protocol and determined to be unoccupied.
5. No permanent infrastructure would be placed within 0.5 miles of nest sites.
6. Remove big game carrion to 100 feet from on-lease roadways occurring within
golden eagle foraging range.
7. Where technically and economically feasible, use directional drilling or multiple
wells from the same pad to reduce surface disturbance and eliminate drilling in
suitable habitat. Utilize directional drilling to avoid direct impacts to large
cottonwood gallery riparian habitats. Ensure that such direction drilling does not
intercept or degrade alluvial aquifers.
Additional measures may also be employed to avoid or minimize effects to the species
between the lease stage and lease development stage.

Raptors

Raptors
Planning Area

X

X

X

X

The lessee/operator is given notice that appropriate seasonal and spatial buffers shall be
placed on all known raptor nests in accordance with Utah Field Office Guidelines for
Raptor Protection from Human and Land use Disturbances (USFWS 2002) and BMPs for
Raptors and their Associated Habitats in Utah (BLM 2006). All construction-related
activities will not occur within these buffers if pre-construction monitoring indicates the
nests are active, unless a site specific evaluation(survey) for active nests is completed
prior to construction and if a BLM wildlife biologist, in consultation with USFWS and
UDWR, recommends that activities may be permitted within the buffer. The BLM will
coordinate with the USFWS and UDWR and have a recommendation within 3 to 5 days of
notification. Any construction activities authorized within a protective (spatial and
seasonal) buffer for raptors will require an onsite monitor. Any indication that activities are
adversely affecting the raptor and/or its young the on-site monitor will suspend activities
and contact the BLM Authorized Officer immediately. Construction may occur within the
buffers of inactive nests. Construction activities may commence once monitoring of the
active nest site determines that fledglings have left the nest and are no longer dependent
on the nest site. Modifications to the Surface Use Plan of Operations may be required in
accordance with Section 6 of the lease terms and 43CFR3101.1-2.

Migratory Birds

Migratory Bird
Habitat

X

X

X

X

The lessee/operator is given notice that surveys for nesting migratory birds may be
required during migratory bird breeding season (April 1 to July 31) whenever surface
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Planning Area

disturbances and/or occupancy is proposed in association with mineral exploration and
development within priority habitats. Surveys should focus on identified priority bird
species in Utah. Field surveys will be conducted as determined by the authorized officer of
the BLM. Based on the result of the field survey, the Authorized Officer will determine
appropriate buffers and timing limitations.

Ferruginous
Hawk and
Burrowing Owl

Ferruginous Hawk
and Burrowing
Owl Habitat
Planning Area

The lessee/operator is given notice that no surface disturbances would be conducted
during the breeding and nesting season (March 1 to August 31 for burrowing owl and
March 1 to August 1 for ferruginous hawk) within spatial buffers (0.25 mile for burrowing
owl and 0.5 mile for ferruginous hawk) of known nesting sites.

White-tailed
Prairie Dog
Gunnison Prairie
Dog

White-tailed
Prairie Dog
Habitat
Gunnison Prairie
Dog Habitat
(6,825 acres)

X

X

X

X

Special Status
Species: Kit Fox

Kit Fox Habitat
Planning Area

X

X

X

X

The lessee/operator is given notice that no surface disturbances would be allowed within
660 feet (200 meters) of an occupied natal kit fox den.

X

The lessee/operator is given notice that the lands located in this parcel contain potential
habitat for the California condor. Avoidance or use restrictions may be placed on portions
on areas known or suspected to be used by condors. Application of appropriate measures
would depend on whether the action is temporary or permanent, and whether it occurs
within or outside potential habitat. A temporary action is completed prior to the following
important season of use, leaving for habitat functionality. A permanent action continues for
more than one season of habitat use, and/or causes a loss of condor habitat function or
displaces condors through continued disturbance (i.e., creation of a permanent structure
requiring repetitious maintenance or emits disruptive levels of noise).
Current avoidance and minimization measures include the following:
1. Surveys would be required prior to operations, unless species occupancy and
distribution information is complete and available. All Surveys must be conducted
by qualified individual(s) approved by the BLM and must be conducted according
to approved protocol.
2. If surveys result in positive identification of condor use, all lease activities would
require monitoring throughout the duration of the project to ensure desired results
of applied mitigation and protection. Minimization measures would be evaluated
during development and, if necessary, Section 7 consultation may be reinitiated.

Special Status
Species:
California
Condor

Final EIS

California Condor
Potential Habitat
Planning Area

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

The lessee/operator is given notice that no surface-disturbing activities within 660 feet (200
meters) of active prairie dog colonies identified within prairie dog habitat would be allowed.
No permanent aboveground facilities are allowed within the 660-foot buffer.
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Temporary activities within 1.0 mile of nest sites would not occur during the
breeding season.
4. Temporary activities within 0.5 miles of established roosting sites or areas would
not occur during the season of use, which is from August 1 to November 30,
unless the area has been surveyed according to protocol and determined to be
unoccupied.
5. No permanent infrastructure would be placed within 1.0 mile of nest sites.
6. No permanent infrastructure would be placed within 0.5 miles of established
roosting sites or areas.
7. Remove big game carrion to 100 feet from on lease roadways occurring within
foraging range.
8. Where technically and economically feasible, use directional drilling or multiple
wells from the same pad to reduce surface disturbance and eliminate drilling in
suitable habitat Utilize directional drilling to avoid direct impacts to large
cottonwood gallery riparian habitats. Ensure that such directional drilling does not
intercept or degrade alluvial aquifers.
9. Re-initiation of Section 7 consultation with the USFWS would be sought
immediately if mortality or disturbance to California condors is anticipated as a
result of project activities. Additional site-specific measures may also be
employed to avoid or minimize effects to the species. These additional measures
would be developed and implemented in consultation with the USFWS to ensure
continued compliance with the ESA.
Additional measures may also be employed to avoid or minimize effects to the species
between the lease sale and lease development stages. These additional measures would
be developed and implemented in consultation with the USFWS to ensure continued
compliance with the ESA.

Jones cycladenia

A-58

Potential, suitable,
and occupied
habitat

X

X

X

X

The lessee/operator is given notice that the lands located in this parcel contain potential
habitat for Jones cycladenia.
In order to minimize effects to the Federally threatened Jones cycladenia, the BLM, in
coordination with the USFWS has developed the following avoidance and minimization
measures. Implementation of these measures will help ensure the activities carried out
during oil and gas development (including but not limited to drilling, production, and
maintenance operations) are in compliance with the ESA. For the purposes of this
document, the following terms are so defined: potential habitat is defined as areas that
satisfy the broad criteria of the species habitat description, usually determined by
preliminary, in-house assessment. Suitable habitat is defined as areas that contain or
exhibit the specific components or constituents necessary for plant persistence determined
by field inspection and/or surveys; it may or may not contain Jones cycladenia; habitat
descriptions can be found in Federal Register Notice and species recovery plan links at
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<http:www.fws.gov/endangered/species/>. Occupied habitat is defined as areas currently
or historically known to support Jones cycladenia; synonymous with “known habitat.” The
following avoidance and minimization measures should be included in the Plan of
Development:
1. Pre-project habitat assessments will be completed across 100 percent of the
project disturbance area within potential habitat prior to any ground disturbing
activities to determine if suitable Jones cycladenia habitat is present.
2. Species surveys will be conducted within suitable habitat to determine
occupancy. Where standard surveys are technically infeasible and otherwise
hazardous, due to topography, slope, etc., suitable habitat will be assessed and
mapped for avoidance (hereafter, “avoidance areas”); in such cases, 300 foot
buffers will be maintained between surface disturbance and avoidance areas.
However, site specific distances will need to be approved by USFWS and BLM
when disturbance will occur upslope of habitat. Where conditions allow, surveys:
a. Must be conducted by qualified individuals(s) and according to BLM and
Service accepted survey protocols.
b. Will be conducted in suitable and occupied habitat for all areas proposed for
surface disturbance prior to initiation of project activities and within the same
growing season at a time when the plant can be detected (usually April 15 to
June 5; however, surveyors should verify that the plant is flowering by
contacting a BLM or USFWS botanist or demonstrating that the nearest known
population is in flower).
c. Will occur within 300 feet from the edge of the proposed right-of-way (ROW)
and/or project disturbance for surface pipelines, roads, wellpads, and other
facilities requiring removal of vegetation.
d. Will include, but not be limited to, plant species lists and habitat characteristics.
e. Will be valid until April 15 of the following year.
f. Clearance surveys in occupied habitat will be combined with historic plant
location data for that particular site to delineate the outer boundary of occupied
habitat. The 300 foot avoidance buffer will then be applied to the outer
boundary of occupied habitat for that site. This evaluation will occur in
coordination with the BLM and Service to ensure that the appropriate buffer is
applied to protect both active and dormant Jones cycladenia plants in occupied
habitat.
g. Electronic copies of clearance survey reports (included appendices) and GIS
shape files will be sent no later than December 31st to each of the following:
Utah Natural Heritage Program (with copies of NHP field survey forms)
Applicable/affected land owners and/or management agencies
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A-60

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Utah Field Office (mailing address: 2369
West Orton Circle, Suite 50, West Valley City, Utah 84119).
Design project infrastructure to minimize impacts within suitable habitat:
a. Where standard surveys are technically infeasible, infrastructure and activities
will avoid all suitable habitat (avoidance areas) and incorporate 300 foot
buffers, in general; however, site-specific distances will need to be approved
by USFWS and BLM when disturbance will occur upslope of habitat.
b. Reduce well pad size to the minimum needed without compromising safety.
c. Where technically and economically feasible, use directional drilling or multiple
wells from the same pad.
d. Limit new access routes created by the project.
e. Roads and utilities should share common ROWs where possible.
f. Reduce the width of ROWs and minimize the depth of excavation needed for
the road bed; where feasible, use the natural ground surface for the road within
habitat.
g. Place signing to limit off-road travel in sensitive areas.
h. Stay on designated routes and other cleared/approved areas.
i. All disturbed areas will be re-vegetated with species native to the region, or
seed mixtures approved by the action agency and USFWS.
Where there is occupied habitat, project infrastructure will be designed to avoid
direct disturbance and indirect impacts to populations and to individual plants:
a. Follow the above recommendations in Section 3 for project design within
suitable habitats.
b. To avoid water flow and/or sedimentation into occupied habitat and avoidance
areas, silt fences, hay bales, and similar structures or practices will be
incorporated into the project design; appropriate placement of fill is
encouraged.
c. Construction of roads will occur such that the edge of the ROW is at least 300
feet from: 1) any plant, 2) the outer boundary of occupied habitat, and 3)
avoidance areas.
d. Existing roads will be graveled within 300 feet of occupied habitat; the operator
is encouraged to apply water for dust abatement to such areas from April 15
to June 5 (flowering period); dust abatement applications will be comprised of
water only.
e. The edge of the well pad should be located at least 300 feet away from plants
and avoidance areas, in general; however, site specific distances will need to
be approved by USFWS and BLM when disturbance will occur upslope of
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habitat.
Surface pipelines will be laid such that a 300 foot buffer exists between the
edge of the ROW and plants and 300 feet between the edge of ROW and
avoidance areas; use stabilizing and anchoring techniques when the pipeline
crossed suitable habitat to ensure pipelines don’t move towards the
population; site specific distances will need to be approved by USFWS and
BLM when disturbance will occur upslope of habitat.
g. Construction activities will not occur within occupied habitat.
h. Before and during construction, areas for avoidance should be visually
identifiable in the field, e.g., flagging temporary fencing, rebar, etc.
i. A qualified botanist will be onsite during construction to monitor the surface
disturbance activity and assist with implementation of applicable conservation
measures.
j. Place produced oil, water, or condensate tanks in centralized locations, away
from occupied habitat.
k. Minimize the disturbed area of producing well locations through interim and
final reclamation. Reclaim well pads following drilling to the smallest area
possible.
5. For projects that cannot implement the measures or avoidance buffers identified
in number 4 above, site specific conservation measures will be developed in
coordination with USFWS. Occupied Jones cycladenia habitats within 300 feet of
the edge of the surface pipelines’ ROWs, 300 feet of the edge of the roads’
ROWs, and 300 feet from the edge of the well pad shall be monitored for a period
of three years after ground disturbing activities. Monitoring will include annual
plant surveys to determine plant and habitat impacts relative to project facilities.
Annual reports shall be provided to the BLM and the USFWS. To ensure desired
results are being achieved, minimization measures will be evaluated and may be
changed after a thorough review of the monitoring results and annual reports
during annual meetings between the BLM and the USFWS.
6. Re-initiation of Section 7 consultation with the USFWS will be sought immediately
if any loss of plants or occupied habitat for the Jones cycladenia is anticipated as
a result of project activities.
Additional site-specific measures may also be employed to avoid or minimize effects to the
species. These additional measures will be developed and implemented in consultation
with the USFWS to ensure continued compliance with the ESA.
f.
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APPENDIX B—BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
INTRODUCTION
A Best Management Practice (BMP) is a state-of-the-art mitigation measure applied on a site-specific basis
to reduce, prevent, or avoid adverse environmental or social impacts. BMPs are applied to management
actions to aid in achieving desired outcomes for safe, environmentally sound, resource development by
preventing, minimizing, or mitigating adverse impacts and reducing conflicts. For each proposed action, a
number of BMPs may be applied as necessary to mitigate expected impacts. BMPs can be applied by
incorporating them into individual project proposals as design features or incorporating them into the
Bureau of Land Management’s (BLM) authorization of the project as conditions of approval.
BMPs should be selected to meet the site specific requirements of the project and local environment. No
one management practice is best suited to every site or situation. BMPs must be adaptive and monitored
regularly to evaluate effectiveness. BMPs by their very nature are dynamic innovations and must be flexible
enough to respond to new data, field research, technological advances, and market conditions. The BLM
continues to improve the way it manages mineral development of the Public Lands. Part of that
improvement includes the use of BMPs to lessen the effects of mineral development on the environment.
The mineral industry and the BLM are constantly developing and improving BMPs.
The BMPs listed below may be applied to proposed mineral actions within the Moab Master Leasing Plan
area. The list is not comprehensive and may be modified over time as conditions change and new practices
are identified. Periodically, the BMPs may be updated to stay current with the latest technology and with
the latest Department of Interior and BLM direction.

Construction and Operations (may also apply to soil, vegetation,
visual resources, and wildlife)
•

Well site locations should be planned in order to minimize long-term disruption of the surface
resources and existing uses, and to promote successful reclamation.

•

Existing roads will be used to the extent possible. All new roads and upgrades of existing roads
will be designed to a safe and appropriate standard “no higher than necessary” to accommodate
intended vehicular use and to reduce impacts to natural resources.

•

Construction will not be conducted during wet conditions when soils are saturated.

•

Drainage from disturbed areas will be confined or directed so as to not cause erosion in undisturbed
areas.

•

Construction of access roads on steep hillsides and near water courses will be avoided where
alternate routes provide adequate access.

•

Activities on slopes over 21 percent will be avoided to the extent possible.

•

Access roads requiring construction with cut and fill will be designed to minimize surface
disturbance; and will take into account the character of the landform, natural contours, cut material,
depth of cut, where the fill material will be deposited, resource concerns, and visual contrast. Roads
will follow the contour of the land where practical.
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•

Fill material will not be cast over hilltops or into drainages. Cut slope ratios should normally be
no steeper than 3:1 and fill slopes no steeper than 2:1.

•

Low water-crossings will be used whenever possible.

•

Placement of facilities on hilltops and ridgelines will be avoided. Well site layout should take into
account the character of the topography and landform. Deep, vertical cuts and steep, long fill slopes
should be avoided. All cut and fill slopes should be constructed to the least percent slope practical.

•

Trash will be retained in portable trash containers and hauled to an authorized disposal site.
Burning of trash will not be allowed on the site.

•

Cattle guards will be installed and maintained whenever access roads go through pasture gates or
fences. Maintenance includes cleaning out under cattle guard bases when needed.

•

All pits and open cellars shall be fenced in accordance with BLM specifications.

•

The operator shall maintain the existing roads in a safe, usable condition. Maintenance shall
include, but is not limited to, grading, ditching, installing low water crossings, and, if needed,
surfacing the road with aggregate.

•

Stockpile all brush, limbs, crushed stumps, and other woody material separately from topsoil. Use
the stripped vegetation for interim reclamation.

•

Repair/replace fences as necessary in order to prevent cattle access to project facilities. Fences will
be constructed around reserve pits to prevent wildlife entry.

•

Construct a berm of sufficient capacity to contain the storage capacity of the largest tank plus
sufficient freeboard to contain 150 percent of the volume of the largest tank to surround the tank
battery.

•

Apply mat drilling techniques to accelerate and enhance reclamation by decreasing soil and
vegetation disturbance.

•

Locate well pads, associated facilities, and utilities in the least environmentally sensitive areas.
Locate wells outside riparian areas, streams or drainages, below ridgelines, away from important
sources of forage, cover, reproductive habitats, winter habitats, parturition areas, and brood-rearing
habitats.

•

Centralize and combine pipeline systems and other facilities and infrastructure to minimize
disturbance during development and production.

Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas/Fugitive Dust (may also apply to
soils, and vegetation, to wildlife)

B-2

•

Water or alternative dust suppressants (i.e. surfactants or other erosion control materials) will be
utilized to minimize fugitive dust during construction and applied on material (sand, gravel, soil,
minerals, or other matter that may create fugitive dust) piles.

•

All vehicles and construction equipment will be properly maintained to minimize exhaust
emissions.
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•

In the absence of a pipeline, the preferred method of gas disposal is flaring, rather than venting.

•

Restrict vehicle speeds to 10 miles per hour (mph) on well pads and production facility locations.

•

Vehicles are not to exceed a speed of 20 mph on any unpaved road to discourage the generation of
fugitive dust.

•

Periodic watering or chemical stabilization of unpaved roads.

•

Cover, enclose, or stabilize excavated or inactive material piles after activity ceases.

•

Use telemetry and well automation to remotely monitor and control production.

•

Use centrally stored water that is piped to the well pads through a temporary surface line.

•

Centralize (or consolidate) gas processing facilities (separation, dehydration, sweetening, etc.).

•

Construction and drilling crews will carpool to and from the site to minimize vehicle-related
emissions.

•

Use chip-seal or asphalt surface for long-term access.

•

To the extent possible, utilize solar power to power well site equipment.

•

Install vapor recovery units on all oil and condensate tanks.

•

Minimize the period of time between initially disturbing the soil and revegetating or other surface
stabilization. Utilize interim reclamation.

•

Minimize the area of disturbed land.

•

Prompt revegetation of disturbed lands.

•

Enclose, cover, water, or otherwise treat loaded haul trucks to minimize loss of material to wind
and spillage.

•

Revegetate, mulch, or otherwise stabilize the surface of all disturbed areas adjoining roads.

•

Reduce elemental carbon, particularly from diesel fueled engines by utilizing controls such as
diesel particulate filters on diesel engines, or using lower emitting engines (e.g. Tier 2 drill rigs).

•

Opportunities to reduce nitrogen oxides (NOx), particularly from internal combustion engines,
should be pursued to control impacts to deposition and visibility in nearby Class 1 areas. This may
include the use of lower emitting engines (e.g. Tier 2 drill rigs), and/or add on controls (e.g.
selective catalytic reduction) where appropriate.

•

Reduce nitrogen oxides (NOx), particularly from internal combustion engines, by controlling
impacts to deposition and visibility in nearby Class 1 areas. This may include the use of lower
emitting engines (e.g. Tier 2 drill rigs), and/or add on controls (e.g. selective catalytic reduction)
where appropriate.
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To mitigate any potential impact oil and gas development emissions may have on regional ozone
formation, the following BMPs would be required for any development projects:
–
–
–
–
–

Tier II or better drilling rig engines.
Stationary internal combustion engine standard of 2g NOx/bhp-hr for engines <300HP and 1g
NOx/bhp-hr for engines >300HP.
Low bleed or no bleed pneumatic pump valves.
Dehydrator VOC emission controls to +95 percent efficiency.
Tank VOC emission controls to +95 percent efficiency.

Cultural Resources
•

All persons who are associated with mineral operations will be informed that they will be subject
to prosecution for knowingly disturbing archaeological sites or collecting artifacts.

•

If any previously unidentified cultural resources or human remains are discovered as a result of
mineral operations, activity in the vicinity of the discovery will cease and will be immediately
reported to the BLM Field Office. Work may not resume at that location until approved by the
BLM Authorized Officer.

•

Use visual resource BMP’s to avoid, minimize, or mitigate potential adverse effects to historic
properties.

Visual Resources/Noise/Night Skies
Visual Resources
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•

Use natural or artificial features, such as topography, vegetation, or an artificial berm to help screen
facilities. Design roads and other linear facilities to follow the contour of the landform or mimic
lines in the vegetation. Avoid a straight road that will draw the viewer’s eye and attention straight
toward the production facilities at the end of the road.

•

If electricity is used to power mineral operations, electric lines will be buried in or immediately
adjacent to access roads.

•

Paint above ground production facilities (pumping units, pipes, compressors, tanks, treaters, etc.) a
color that allows the facility to blend into the background. Also, paint all new equipment brought
onto the site the same color as approved by the BLM Authorized Officer.

•

Semi-gloss paints should be used rather than flat paints; the selected paint color should be one or
two shades darker than the background.

•

During reclamation, replace soil, brush, rocks, shrub/tree debris, etc., over disturbed earth surfaces,
which allows for natural regeneration rather than introducing an unnatural looking grass cover.

•

Design well pads so that the edges are irregular and more natural-looking. Straight line edges
should be avoided.

•

Utilize “liquid gathering systems” (LGS) to eliminate surface storage tanks and reduce truck trips
for removal of liquids.
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Place infrastructure within or near previously disturbed locations. Pipelines and electric lines will
be buried in or immediately adjacent to access roads. Surface-laid pipelines would also be located
in or immediately adjacent to access roads.

Noise (may also apply to wildlife)
•

Minimize noise by using best available technology, such as installation of multi-cylinder pumps,
quiet design mufflers, and placement of exhaust systems to direct noise away from sensitive
receptors.

•

Locate drill pads, roads, and facilities below ridgelines or behind topographic features to minimize
auditory effects.

•

Where equipment is located within the proximity of sensitive receptors, noise levels will not exceed
50 decibels above background noise.

Night Skies
•

Limit the use of artificial lighting during nighttime operations to only those that are determined
necessary for the safety of operations and personnel. During drilling operations, more lighting will
be needed due to safety requirements.

•

Utilize shielding and aiming techniques, as well as limiting the height of light poles to reduce glare
and avoid light shining above horizon(s).

•

Use lights only where needed, use light only when needed, and direct all lighting onsite.

•

Use motion sensors, timers, or manual switching for areas that require illumination, but are seldom
occupied.

•

Reduce lamp brightness and select lights that are not broad spectrum or bluish in color.

•

Require a Lightscape Management Plan where an extensive amount of long term lighting is
proposed.

Soil/Water (surface water and groundwater)/Riparian
•

Minimize disturbance to natural drainage patterns. Design locations for storm conditions, ensure
offsite natural runoff does not wash over site, and use perimeter drainage ditches.

•

Divert storm water away from well locations with ditches, berms, or waterbars above the cut slopes
to trap well location runoff and sediments on or near the location through the use of sediment fences
or water retention ponds.

•

Inspect equipment routinely for leaks (diesel fuel, hydraulic fluid, lubricating oil, and coolant) and
make any necessary repairs. In the event of soil contamination due to equipment fluid spills, isolate
and clean up the spill immediately. Implement soil remediation and bioremediation procedures or
excavate to an appropriate container and transport to an approved offsite disposal location.

•

During reclamation, apply certified weed free mulch or other suitable materials and crimp or tackify
to remain in place to reclaim areas for seed retention.

•

Construction will not be conducted during wet conditions when soils are saturated.
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•

In areas of identified biological soil crusts, the top 2 to 5 inches of topsoil, inclusive of the biological
soil crusts, shall be carefully stripped and stockpiled separately from all other soil materials.
Organic matter and debris shall be retained in the piles to help sustain biological activity and
increase the effectiveness of respreading the crust material. Storage piles shall be shallow to
preserve microorganisms and seeds. Respread the soil crust during interim and final reclamation.
During reclamation, reestablish mounds on the surface prior to reapplying the biological soil crusts.

•

Stabilize topsoil stockpiles by 1) spraying with water to establish crust, and 2) cover with
biodegradable product.

•

Utilize erosion control structures, such as certified weed free straw bales, silt fences, sediment traps,
waterbars, drainage ditches, and sediment ponds to prevent down cutting on slopes, to reduce loss
of sediment, and to avoid contamination of runoff into perennial and intermittent streams. These
structures will remain in place and will be maintained until stabilization and revegetation are
complete.

•

Regular monitoring of revegetated and reclaimed areas will be conducted with regular maintenance
or reseeding as needed until the BLM determines that the revegetation is successful.

•

Topsoil will be segregated and stored separately from subsurface materials to avoid mixing during
construction, storage, and interim and final reclamation. Subsurface materials will never be placed
on top of topsoil material at any point in the operation. Stockpiles will be located and protected so
that wind and water erosion are minimized and reclamation potential is maximized. Ensure that
the topsoil is spread evenly over the reclaimed area.

•

Construction operations will not be conducted during wet conditions when soils are saturated.

•

Use closed-loop drilling systems in sensitive areas or where there is shallow groundwater.

•

Substitute less toxic, yet equally effective products, for conventional drilling products, such as mud
and pipe dope.

•

During the completion of a well, the operator shall, when required by the Authorized Officer (AO),
conduct, test, run logs, and make other surveys reasonably necessary to determine the presence,
quantity, and quality of oil, gas, other minerals, or the presence or quality of water. These tests and
logs will be reviewed and correlated with geologic and hydrologic data.

•

When needed or as determined by the AO, the operator shall conduct reasonable tests, which will
demonstrate the mechanical integrity of the down hole equipment.

•

Proposed casing and cementing programs shall be conducted as approved to protect and/or isolate
all usable water zones. All isolating medium other than cement shall receive approval prior to use.

•

Casing setting depth shall be calculated to position the casing seat opposite a competent formation
based on relevant factors, including: presence/absence of hydrocarbons; fracture gradients; usable
water zones; formation pressures; lost circulation zones; other minerals; or unusual characteristics.

•

All indications of usable water will be reported to the Authorized Officer.
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•

Surface casing will be cemented back to the surface and is subject to BLM inspection and
verification. If the primary cement job does not circulate back to surface, remedial cementing will
be required.

•

Surface casing will be set at a minimum depth of 50 feet below the deepest usable source drinking
water.

•

All formations bearing usable quality water will be protected by employing casing and cement.

•

Run cement bond logs to verify the effectiveness of the casing cement job to ensure the protection
of usable water bearing zones. When needed, or as directed by the Authorized Officer, the operator
shall conduct reasonable tests and/or surveys, which will demonstrate the mechanical integrity of
the down hole equipment.

•

Set intermediate casing string where there is potential for encountering deep aquifers.

•

Any cement plug that is the only isolating medium for a usable water interval shall be tested by
tagging with the drill string. Any plugs placed where the fluid level will not remain static will also
be tested.

•

Proposed casing and cementing programs shall be conducted as approved to protect and/or isolate
all usable water zones. Set intermediate casing string where there is potential for encountering
deep aquifers. Casing setting depth shall be calculated to position the casing seat opposite a
competent formation based on relevant factors, including: presence/absence of hydrocarbons;
fracturing gradients; usable water zones; formation pressures; lost circulation zones; other minerals;
or unusual characteristics.

•

Disposal or emergency pits will be located in cut material rather than fill material.

•

If water is encountered during construction of a pit, cease construction and immediately contact
BLM.

•

Avoid constructing reserve pits in areas of shallow groundwater. To prevent contamination of
groundwater and soils, use semi-closed-loop or closed-loop drilling systems or lined pits with
impermeable liners.

•

Where operations are conducted in the vicinity of public water sources, the operator will work with
the public water supplier to identify possible methods to protect water supplies.

•

At a minimum, the operator and the BLM will adhere to BLM Instruction Memorandum 2010-055
regarding the Protection of Groundwater in Association with Oil and Gas Leasing, Exploration,
and Development. Areas identified with shallow unconfined aquifers and potential unconsolidated
aquifers will require additional mitigation that may include closed loop drilling, no surface pits,
offsite location of production storage facilities; a spill prevention, control and countermeasure plan
(as specified by the Environmental Protection Agency [EPA]); and a storm water management plan.
A water monitoring plan may be required to ensure the effectiveness of mitigation to protect water
resources.

•

Construct all road and pipeline crossings at right angles to all riparian corridors and streams to
minimize the area of disturbance.
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•

Avoid construction in wetland and riparian areas.

•

Locate and construct all structures crossing intermittent and perennial streams and ephemeral
drainages such that they do not decrease channel stability or increase water velocity.

•

Minimize crossings of streams (intermittent and perennial) in wetlands with vehicles and heavy
machinery.

•

As specified by the Authorized Officer, reserve pits and other surface impoundments will be lined
with synthetic liners with a minimum thickness of 12 millimeters or other materials, such as
bentonite or clay. Decommission by removing all contaminants and liner and dispose of the liners
in an approved waste management facility or recycle them. For additional siting and closure
guidance, refer to IB No. UT 2013-038.

•

All operations shall be in compliance with the State of Utah, Division of Water Quality rules at
http://www.rules.utah.gov/publicat/code/r309/r309.htm.

Reclamation (may also apply to soil, vegetation, visual resources, and
wildlife)
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•

Provide a reclamation plan as part of mineral proposals that includes plans for both interim and
final reclamation. Reclamation is required of any disturbed surface that is not necessary for
continued production operations. Additional reclamation measures may be required based on
existing conditions at the time of final abandonment.

•

Planning for reclamation should occur prior to construction in order to achieve successful
reclamation in the future. Successful final reclamation is achieved more efficiently by locating
operations in areas that minimize reclamation needs, the sufficient salvage of topsoil, and
completion of interim reclamation.

•

Reclaimed areas above pipelines receiving incidental disturbance during maintenance activities
will be reseeded as soon as practical.

•

Final reclamation of all mineral related disturbances will involve recontouring of all disturbed
areas, including access roads to the original contour or a contour that blends with the surrounding
topography and revegetating all disturbed areas to native species. It also involves salvaging and
reusing all available topsoil (whatever soil is on top) in a timely manner, revegetating disturbed
areas, controlling erosion, controlling invasive non-native plant and noxious weeds, and monitoring
results. Reclamation measures should begin as soon as possible after the disturbance and continue
until successful reclamation is achieved.

•

The long-term objective of final reclamation is to set the course for eventual ecosystem restoration,
including the restoration of the natural vegetation community, hydrology, and wildlife habitats. In
most cases, this means returning the land to a condition approximating or equal to that which
existed prior to the disturbance.

•

During the life of the mineral operation, all disturbed areas not needed for active support of the
operation should undergo interim reclamation in order to minimize the environmental impacts of
development on other resources and uses. Reclamation is required of any disturbed surface that is
not necessary for continued mineral operations.
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•

Disturbed areas should be revegetated after the site has been satisfactorily prepared. Site
preparation will included respreading topsoil to an adequate depth, and may also include ripping,
tilling, disking on contour, and dozer track imprinting.

•

Any topsoil pile set aside should be revegetated to prevent it from eroding and to help maintain its
biological viability.

•

All pits must be reclaimed to a safe and stable condition that blends with the rest of the reclaimed
area. If necessary, the pit area should usually be mounded slightly to allow for settling, to allow
for positive surface drainage.

•

Interim reclamation of the well pad and access road will begin as soon as practical.

•

Facilities will be grouped on the pads to allow for maximum interim reclamation. Interim
reclamation will include road cuts and fills and will extend to within close proximity of the well
head and production facilities.

•

Respread topsoil over the entire location and revegetate to within a few feet of the production
facilities, unless an all-weather, surfaced, access route or turn-around is needed.

•

The well site must be recontoured to original contour or a contour that blends with the surrounding
landform, stockpiled topsoil evenly distributed, and the site revegetated. Salvaged topsoil must be
respread evenly over the surfaces to be revegetated. The topsoiled site should be prepared to
provide a seedbed for reestablishment of desirable vegetation.

•

Final reclamation includes recontouring the road back to the original contour, seeding, controlling
noxious weeds, and may also include other techniques to improve reclamation success, such as
ripping, scarifying, replacing topsoil, constructing waterbars, pitting, mulching, redistributing
woody debris, and barricading.

•

Use stockpiled brush, limbs, crushed stumps, other woody material, and stripped vegetation for
interim and final reclamation.

•

Fencing will be installed to prevent livestock from grazing the reclaimed area until vegetation is
reestablished.

Vegetation/Noxious Weeds and Invasive Species (may also apply to
soils, visual resources, water, and wildlife)
•

Avoid or minimize the loss of sagebrush/steppe and blackbrush habitat.

•

In sagebrush/steppe habitat use the appropriate mix of sagebrush seed for reclamation.

•

Operations conducted in sagebrush/steppe habitat will focus on maintaining large blocks of
sagebrush habitat.

•

Reseed or plant disturbed areas with desirable vegetation when the native plant community cannot
recover and occupy the site sufficiently.

•

Seeding performed as part of reclamation operations will take place in the fall from mid-October
until mid-December when the ground surface is not frozen.
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•

Prior to commencing operations, all equipment and vehicles will be cleaned to remove seeds and
soil that may contain seeds in order to avoid the spread of noxious weeds and invasive species.

•

To minimize the potential of spreading weed seeds between drilling locations, compressed air will
be used to remove weed seeds and soil from equipment before it is mobilized to the next drilling
location.

•

Develop a weed management plan on how to monitor growth of invasive species resulting from
surface disturbance caused by project activities and how to control noxious weeds and invasive
species through the application of commercial herbicides after obtaining a Pesticide Use Permit
from the BLM.

•

Treatment to prevent the introduction or spread of invasive/noxious plants would conform to the
guidelines and principles of the Western States Environmental Impact Statement for vegetation
treatments, which specifies herbicides approved for use, treatment protocols, mitigation, and
monitoring.

•

Construction equipment and vehicles will not be allowed to drive through weed-infested areas.

•

Control noxious and invasive plants that become established along roads, on well pads, or adjacent
to other facilities.

•

Clean and sanitize all equipment brought in from other regions. Use portable washing stations to
periodically wash down equipment entering and leaving well field areas, especially during muddy
conditions. Seeds and propagules of noxious plants are commonly transported on equipment and
mud clinging to equipment.

Wildlife
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•

Identify important, sensitive, and unique habitats and wildlife in the area. Incorporate mitigation
practices that minimize impacts to these habitats.

•

Plan the pattern and rate of development to avoid the most important habitats and generally reduce
the extent and severity of impacts.

•

Cluster drill pads, roads, and facilities in specific areas that would have a lower impact on wildlife
habitat.

•

Consider LGS to eliminate surface storage tanks and reduce truck trips for removal of liquids.

•

Place infrastructure within or near previously disturbed locations in order to avoid new impacts to
wildlife habitat.

•

Advise project personnel regarding appropriate speed limits to minimize wildlife mortality due to
vehicle collisions. Roads would be reclaimed as soon as possible after they are no longer required.

•

Personnel will be advised to minimize stopping and exiting their vehicles in big game winter range
when there is snow on the ground.

•

Offsite mitigation for raptors: If it is found that project activities could potentially affect raptor
nesting on or adjacent to the project area, as determined from decreased raptor productivity or
nesting, or documented nest abandonment or failure, alternate nesting sites (ANS) may be
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constructed at a rate of up to two ANSs for one impacted nest. Existing degraded raptor nests may
be upgraded or reinforced to minimize potential impacts. ANSs will be located within the nesting
territory of potentially affected raptor pairs, outside of the line-of-sight or nest buffer of actively
nesting pairs, where possible.
•

In order to minimize potential for raptor mortalities on production facility structures, raptor
protection measures shall be applied (e.g., modify for raptor-safe construction, install perches,
perching deterrents, nesting platforms, nest deterrent devices, etc.).

•

If aerial power lines are to be used, they shall be designed and existing power poles should be
modified, if possible, to prevent or minimize raptor perching and mortalities.

•

To the extent possible, avoid activities and facilities that create barriers to the seasonal big game.

•

In order to limit impacts to mule deer and elk, avoid aggressive non-native grasses and shrubs in
mule deer and elk habitat restoration.

•

In order to limit impacts to pronghorn antelope, avoid aggressive non-native grasses and shrubs in
pronghorn habitat restoration.

•

Offsite mitigation for pronghorn: In order to limit impacts to pronghorn, install offsite watering
stations (guzzlers).

•

If produced water is allowed to evaporate after completion of drilling, reserve pits will be fenced
on four sides to prevent entry by wildlife and/or livestock.

•

Promptly report observations of potential wildlife problems to the regional office of the Utah
Division of Wildlife Resources (UDWR) and, as applicable, to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS).

•

The operator will notify the BLM Authorized Officer and nearest USFWS Law Enforcement office
within 24 hours if the operator discovers a dead or injured Federally protected species (i.e.,
migratory bird species, bald or golden eagle, or species listed by the USFWS as threatened or
endangered) in or adjacent to a pit, trench, tank, exhaust stack, or fence. (If the operator is unable
to contact the USFWS Law Enforcement office, the operator must contact the nearest USFWS
Ecological Services Office.)

•

Exclosure Fencing (Fluids Pits and Open Cellars) – Design, construct, and maintain exclosure
fencing for all open cellars and pits containing freestanding fluids to prevent access to livestock
and large forms of wildlife, such as deer, elk, and pronghorn. At a minimum, the operator will
adequately fence all fluids pits and open cellars during and after drilling operations until the pit is
free of fluids and the operator initiates backfilling. The operator will maintain the fence in order
to protect public health and safety, wildlife, and livestock.
(For examples of exclosure fencing design, refer to the Oil and Gas Gold Book – Exclosure Fence
Illustrations, Figure 1, Page 18.)
Adequate fencing (in lieu of more stringent requirements by the surface owner) includes all of the
following:
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1. Construction materials will consist of steel and/or wood posts. Use a fence with five separate
wires (smooth or barbed) or hog panel (16-foot length by 50-inch height) with connectors, such
as fence staples, quick-connect clips, hog rings, hose clamps, twisted wire, etc. Do not use
electric fences.
2. Set posts firmly in the ground. Stretch the wire, if used, tightly and space it evenly, from the
ground level to the top wire, effectively keeping out animals. Tie hog panels securely into
posts and to one another using fence staples, clamps, etc. Construct the fence at least 2 feet
from the edge of the pit.
3. For reserve pits, fence all four sides as soon as the pit is constructed. Reconstruct any damage
to the rig side of the fence immediately following release of the drilling rig.
4. Maintain the erect fences in adequate condition until the pit has been closed.
•

Exclosure Netting (Fluids Pits) – The operator will prevent wildlife and livestock access (including
avian wildlife) to fluids pits that contain or have the potential of containing salinity sufficient to
cause harm to wildlife or livestock, hydrocarbons, surfactants, or Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act-exempt hazardous substances. At a minimum, the operator will install approved
netting in these circumstances, in accordance with the requirements below, immediately following
release of the drilling rig. Note: The BLM does not approve of the use of flagging, strobe lights,
metal reflectors, or noisemakers as techniques for deterring wildlife.
Minimum Netting Requirements
The operator will:
1. Construct a rigid structure made of steel tubing or wooden posts with cable strung across the
pit at no more than 7-foot intervals along the X- and Y-axes to form a grid of 7-foot squares.
2. Suspend netting a minimum of 4 to 5 feet above the pit surface.
3. Use a maximum netting mesh size of 1½ inches to allow for snow loading while excluding
most birds in accordance with U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service recommendations. Refer to:
http://www.fws.gov/mountain-prairie/contaminants/contaminants1c.html.
4. Cover the top and sides of the netting support frame with netting and secure the netting at the
ground surface around the entire pit to prevent wildlife entry at the netting edges. Note: Hog
wire panels or other wire mesh panels or fencing used on the sides of the netting support frame
is ineffective in excluding small wildlife and songbirds unless covered by smaller meshed
netting.
5. Monitor and maintain the netting sufficiently to ensure the netting is functioning as intended,
has not entrapped wildlife, and is free of holes and gaps greater than 1½ inches.
Escape Ramps (Open Pits and Cellars, Tanks, and Trenches) – The operator will construct and
maintain pits, cellars, open-top tanks, and trenches, that are not otherwise fenced, screened, or
netted, to exclude livestock, wildlife, and humans (for example, lined, clean water pits; well cellars;
or utility trenches) to prevent livestock, wildlife, and humans from becoming entrapped. At a
minimum, the operator will construct and maintain escape ramps, ladders, or other methods of
avian and terrestrial wildlife escape in pits, cellars, open-top tanks, or at frequent intervals along
trenches where entrapment hazards may exist.
Exclosure Netting (Open-top Tanks) – Immediately following active drilling or completion
operations, the operator will take actions necessary to prevent wildlife and livestock access,
including avian wildlife, to all open-topped tanks that contain or have the potential to contain
salinity sufficient to cause harm to wildlife or livestock, hydrocarbons, or Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act of 1976-exempt hazardous substances. At a minimum, the operator will net,
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screen, or cover open-topped tanks to exclude wildlife and livestock and prevent mortality. If the
operator uses netting, the operator will cover and secure the open portion of the tank to prevent
wildlife entry. The operator will net, screen, or cover the tanks until the operator removes the tanks
from the location or the tanks no longer contain substances that could be harmful to wildlife or
livestock.
Chemical and Fuel Secondary Containment and Exclosure Screening – The operator will prevent
all hazardous, poisonous, flammable, and toxic substances from coming into contact with soil and
water. At a minimum, the operator will install and maintain an impervious secondary containment
system for any tank or barrel containing hazardous, poisonous, flammable, or toxic substances
sufficient to contain the contents of the tank or barrel and any drips, leaks, and anticipated
precipitation. The operator will dispose of fluids within the containment system that do not meet
applicable State or U. S. EPA livestock water standards in accordance with State law. The operator
must not drain the fluids to the soil or ground.
The operator will design, construct, and maintain all secondary containment systems to prevent
wildlife and livestock exposure to harmful substances. At a minimum, the operator will install
effective wildlife and livestock exclosure systems, such as fencing, netting, expanded metal mesh,
lids, and grate covers.
Open-Vent Exhaust Stack Exclosures – The operator will construct, modify, equip, and maintain
all open-vent exhaust stacks on production equipment to prevent birds and bats from entering, and
to discourage perching, roosting, and nesting. Production equipment includes, but may not be
limited to, tanks, heater-treaters, separators, dehydrators, flare stacks, in-line units, and compressor
mufflers.

Mitigation Outside the Area of Impact
BLM policy is to place a priority on mitigating impacts to an acceptable level onsite, to the extent practical,
through avoidance, minimization, rectification, or reduction of impacts over time. There are times when
onsite mitigation alone may not be sufficient to adequately mitigate impacts and achieve BLM resource and
value objectives. In these cases, it may be appropriate to consider mitigation outside the area of impact
(e.g., compensating for the impact) to achieve BLM resource and value objectives.
The priority order for mitigating resource impacts is to 1) avoid, 2) minimize, 3) rectify, or 4) reduce the
impact over time, and, if necessary, 5) mitigate outside the area of impact, preferably at regionally selected
mitigation sites. However, in some cases, mitigation sites near where the resource or value impact is
occurring (but still outside the area of impact), will be the most appropriate location for performing
mitigation activities.
Long-term Durability: The BLM should ensure that mitigation conducted outside the area of impact will,
at a minimum, be effective for as long as the land-use authorization affects the resources and values. This
would include the time it takes to appropriately restore the affected onsite resources and values after the
expiration of the land-use authorization.
Monitoring: Long-term project monitoring and maintenance would be required for mitigation conducted
outside the area of impact. Monitoring would involve adherence to performance objectives, methods for
measuring effectiveness/success, reporting requirements, funding source, and responsible parties.
Monitoring plans should reference and comply with BLM monitoring principles described in BLM’s
Assessment, Inventory, and Monitoring Strategy (AIM).
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Mitigation outside the area of impact may consist of “in-kind” or “out-of-kind.” In-kind mitigation is the
replacement or the substitution of resources or values that are of the same type and kind as those impacted.
Out-of-kind mitigation is the replacement or substitution of resources or values that are not the same type
and kind as those impacted but are related or similar. In-kind mitigation is generally preferred to out-ofkind mitigation, although there may be exceptions depending on circumstances.
One acre of mitigation outside the area of impact may not necessarily be sufficient to compensate for one
acre of direct onsite surface impact. Mitigation must be roughly proportional to the impact caused by the
regulated activity and reasonably related to the impact.
BMPs for mitigation outside the area of impact (offsite) are as follows:
•

In cases where offsite mitigation would provide greater benefits than onsite mitigation, the offsite
mitigation should be located within the same landscape unit. Mitigation should be planned to offset
the loss of habitat effectiveness or natural resources throughout the areas directly and indirectly
affected by mineral operations.

•

Offset the loss of important habitat and soils by completing rehabilitation and enhancement projects
in appropriate locations outside the project area. These locations have been identified in the State
of Utah’s Watershed Restoration Initiative (WRI). Utah’s WRI is a partnership-driven effort,
which includes State and Federal agencies with a mission to conserve, restore, and manage
ecosystems in priority areas across Utah.

•

Habitat rehabilitation and enhancement projects may include, but are not limited to:
1. Water developments
a. Springs/seeps
b. Wetland development
c. Ponds/reservoirs
d. Big game guzzlers
e. Wells/windmills for wildlife waters
f. All projects listed above may require annual maintenance
2. Seeding and planting of grasses and shrubs
3. Fencing or fencing upgrades to protect or enhance wildlife habitats
4. Reclamation of previous disturbances, such as undesignated roads
5. Watershed restoration

•
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Financial Contribution Agreements (Mitigation Trust Account): This voluntary option may be
considered when it is not possible to avoid, minimize, or effectively mitigate impacts through other
means. If recommended by the UDWR and approved by the BLM, the operator may contribute
funding to a mitigation trust account based on the estimated cost of habitat treatments or other
mitigation needed to restore the functions and effectiveness of impacted habitats. However, the
preferred approach is for the operator to fund and implement successful habitat treatments after
coordination with the BLM and UDWR, and under the BLM’s direction and oversight. The
operator can retain a subcontractor who specializes in mitigation and reclamation. The acreage
basis for mitigation will be the amount of surface that is directly disturbed plus the additional area
on which habitat functions are impaired by noise, activities, and other disturbance effects. Seasonal
stipulations, standard management practices, and additional management prescriptions should still
be applied and will be considered when determining how many acres of habitat are functionally
impaired within a well field. Mitigation recommendations may be refined and possibly
standardized as habitat treatments are implemented and their effectiveness monitored.
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The area of land needed to mitigate an impact will depend on the types of treatments applied, the expected
improvement to the functional capacity of the land, and the effectiveness of impact abatement
(management) practices being applied within the project area. There is no set or standard mitigation ratio.
If 100 percent of the habitat function is lost on an acre of land, then enough land needs to be treated such
that the expected increment of improvement multiplied by the number of acres treated equals the acreequivalent of habitat function lost.

BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES FOR POTASH PRODUCTION AND
PROCESSING FACILITIES
Water
•

Within the influence zones of waters and wetlands: 1) conduct a hydrologic review of aquifers to
determine the flow patterns supporting water elements such as fens, emergent wetlands, springs,
seeps, hanging gardens, streams, and ponds; and 2) avoid the use of evaporation ponds or other
associated infrastructure that may easily become hydrologically connected with water resources.

•

Develop a mitigation plan to minimize potential adverse impacts to groundwater resources through
water conservation improvements, placement and construction of facilities, the use of liners and
containments, a spill prevention, control and countermeasure plan (as specified by EPA), and a
storm water management plan.

•

A comprehensive water monitoring plan will be provided for approval by the BLM, where
groundwater or surface water is to be utilized in or potentially impacted by potash processing
facilities or other associated operations. The monitoring plan shall describe how and where
monitoring wells will be operated to evaluate groundwater drawdown, water quality conditions,
and the process for managing water usage as water levels in the wells and groundwater levels vary.
Monitoring wells shall be used to collect baseline data, identify potential depletions of existing
springs, wells, and other water bodies that may result from project pumping. Monitoring will occur
prior to, during, and after anticipated potash development to detect impacts on both surface water
and groundwater resources, including private and public well monitoring.

Siting of Facilities
•

Siting of facilities shall be completed in coordination with the BLM to minimize impacts to natural
and cultural resources. All facilities shall be monitored on a regular basis and controlled through
regular field inspection and the use of automated sensing and shutdown equipment at strategic
locations to minimize the potential for discharges or leaks. All monitoring, spill response, and
remedial actions will comply with the items described in detail in a mine plan of operations and
closure plan approved by the BLM.

Injection and Production/Extraction Wells
•

A 10 foot x 6 foot concrete pad will be constructed within a 50-foot non-swelling, impervious clay
pad.

•

Well pads will be fenced to exclude access by people or animals.

•

Area surrounding well pads will be bermed to contain any spills and stormwater.
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•

Backflow preventers will be installed to protect well integrity. An automatic monitoring and
shutoff system will be implemented.

•

Well management will be subject to the terms and conditions of the Utah Department of
Environmental Quality Discharge Permit and/or an underground injection well permit.

•

Well casings will be constructed to exceed Class III well standards. Casing materials will be
designed to function in a highly saline environment.

•

Well annular space and column pressure-sensing equipment will be installed.

•

All injection and extraction wells will be equipped with automated monitoring systems to detect
and report any brines that escape from the cavern development zones.

•

All automated processes will be inspected, calibrated, and verified based on a regular inspection
schedule to be established through a field operation and maintenance plan.

Pipelines
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•

Pipelines will be made of ultraviolet resistant high density polyethylene.

•

Pipelines in the project area when buried will be at least 3 feet deep.

•

Pipelines will avoid steep slopes.

•

Where pipelines are on the surface, they will be buried every quarter mile to allow for range and
wildlife movement as well as emergency access.

•

Where pipelines must cross designated roads, the pipe will be installed by boring under the road to
minimize traffic disruption.

•

Pipeline right-of-ways (ROW) will be located along existing roads or other ROWs to limit surface
impacts to already disturbed areas.

•

Automated sensing and shutdown equipment will be installed along the pipelines to minimize the
potential for discharges or leaks of the transported brines.

•

The pipelines will be inspected regularly in the field. All monitoring, spill response, and remedial
actions will comply with the items described in detail in a Mine Plan and Closure Plan approved
by the BLM.

•

Lift and booster stations – if these facilities are necessary, all designs will include check valves to
account for anti-backflow or siphon conditions and instrumentation to monitor pipeline
performance and adjust interdependent flow rates and pressures.

•

Where surface pipelines cross existing drainages or intersect points with large contributing drainage
areas, the pipelines must 1) be buried below potential scour depth, based on a scour analysis that
includes the identified 100-year floodplain, and stabilized with rock to minimize the potential for
erosion, or 2) washes shall be spanned with supports located within and at the edge of the
floodplain.

•

Minimize the placement of underground pipelines in areas with shallow unconfined aquifers.
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Power Lines
•

Anti-perch equipment and other raptor protection will be installed on new power lines.

Roads
•
•
•

Vehicle access will utilize designated roads where possible.
Pipeline inspection roads to be constructed will be limited to a 12-foot width.
Maintain stable roads and minimize soil erosion by providing a base of up to 6 inches of gravel
along the running surface.

Ponds
•

Ponds will be lined with a minimum of 60 mil geosynthetic liners over graded, screened, and
compacted subgrade material. The liner will be covered by an 18-inch-thick layer of salt or clay
that will harden to provide protection for the liner and minimize the potential for leaks.

•

Ponds will be constructed with freeboard to minimize the potential for overtopping and spills.

•

Develop an avian monitoring and mitigation plan designed to anticipate and prevent use of the
ponds by waterfowl.

•

Surface water runoff from offsite will be directed away from the ponds by diversion ditches. Onsite
stormwater will be contained onsite with berms.

•

A leak detection system will be installed per the State of Utah Discharge Permit.

Soil
•

The top 6 inches of topsoil from the construction of evaporation ponds and other related processing
facilities will be removed, stockpiled, and stabilized with vegetation.

•

The stockpile will have a flat top and 2:1 side slopes.

•

The stockpile will be bermed to prevent erosion and revegetated until the end of the project life.

•

Monitor the topsoil stockpiles for erosion quarterly and after large precipitation events.

•

See additional BMPs for soils in previous section.

Reclamation
•

All wells will be plugged and abandoned in accordance with applicable rules and regulations.

•

All pond liners will be shredded onsite and removed to a permitted landfill.

•

The hardened salt and/or clay layer on top of the pond liners will be excavated and disposed of
according to the requirements of the State of Utah Discharge Permit.

•

All ancillary equipment will be demolished, razed, and recycled or transported to a permitted
landfill for proper disposal.
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•

Following the removal of all structures and infrastructure, disturbed areas will be graded and
planted with native seed mixtures. Site preparation, planting, and monitoring will be performed in
consultation with the BLM, with a goal of returning the property to beneficial post-mining land
uses similar to pre-project conditions.

•

During reclamation, compacted areas will be subsoiled or ripped to the depth of compaction to
prepare the seed bed, encourage surface water infiltration, and minimize post-reclamation
accelerated runoff and erosion.

•

For those soils that are difficult to revegetate, structural erosion control measures will be employed.
Regular monitoring of revegetated and reclaimed areas will be implemented, with regular
maintenance or reseeding, as needed, until the BLM determines that the revegetation is successful.

•

See additional BMPs for reclamation in previous section.

Construction
•

A qualified person will be onsite at all times to monitor construction activities for compliance with
Federal and State permits and requirements. This construction monitor would report to the BLM
on a regular basis.

Subsidence
•

Though not expected to occur, the operator will be responsible for any impacts caused by
subsidence in the project area resulting from the solution mining operation.

Salt Management Areas and Potash Stockpile Areas
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•

Salt (halite) management areas would be placed in bermed and lined containment areas as approved
by the BLM.

•

Potash stockpile areas would be placed in bermed and lined containment areas as approved by the
BLM.
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APPENDIX C—HISTORIC PROPERTIES VISUAL
ASSESSMENT FOR EFFECT DETERMINATION
Project Name:
Site Number:
Recorder:
Site Type:
Site Eligibility:
Date:
RATINGS:
*Sites which lack integrity
are not analyzed for visual
impacts

Site
Integrity

Pristine-The site retains integrity in a pristine form--features of
integrity are intact and relatively untouched.
Partial-The site retains some aspects of integrity--some features
of integrity are compromised or lost.

Distance

Foreground-The undertaking is visible in the foreground (0-2
miles).
Middleground-The undertaking is visible in the middleground
(2-5 miles).
Background-The undertaking is visible in the background (5+
miles).

NR Context

Strong-The eligibility of the site is clearly linked to the cultural
landscape.
Moderate-The eligibility of the site is partially linked to the
cultural landscape.
Minor-The eligibility of the site is marginally linked to the
cultural landscape.

Contrast

Strong-The design elements of the undertaking are incompatible
with the visual features of site integrity.
Moderate-Some of the design elements of the undertaking are
incompatible with the visual features of site integrity.
Minor-Most of the design elements of the undertaking are
compatible with the visual features of site integrity.

Pristine (3)
Partial (2)
Rating

Foreground (3)
Middleground (2)
Background (1)
Rating

Strong (3)
Moderate (2)
Minor (1)
Rating

Strong (3)
Moderate (2)
Minor (1)
Rating

Total Rating
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Degree of Effect:
None - Total rating is less than 4 points.
Low - Total rating is 5-7 points.
Medium - Total rating is 8-10 points.
High - Total rating is 11or more points.

Final Effect Rating

Final Effect Rating Medium or High Degree = Historic Properties Adversely Affected
Final Effect Rating is a Low Degree = No Historic Properties Adversely Affected

RATING DESCRIPTIONS (Elaborate and justify each rating)

Site Integrity

Distance

NR Context

Contrast
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APPENDIX D—EXISTING AND APPROVED
RECREATION SITES
Field Office

Name of Site

Acres

Moab
Moab
Moab
Moab
Moab
Moab
Monticello
Moab
Moab
Moab
Moab
Moab
Moab
Moab
Monticello
Moab
Monticello
Moab
Moab
Moab
Moab
Monticello
Moab
Moab
Moab
Monticello
Moab
Moab
Moab
Moab
Moab
Moab
Moab
Moab
Moab
Moab
Moab
Moab
Moab
Moab
Moab
Moab
Moab

Amasa Back Trailhead
Anticline Overlook
Bartlett Campground
Big Bend Campground Overflow
Big Bend Recreation Site
Blue Hill Trailhead
Bridger Jack Mesa Camping Area
Canyon Rims Entrance Area
Canyonlands Overlook
Cliffline Interpretive Site
Copper Ridge Dinosaur Tracks Trailhead
Corona Arch Trailhead
Courthouse Rock CG & Mill Canyon Dinosaur Trackway
Cowboy Camp Camping Area
Creek Pasture Camping Area
Dewey Bridge Recreation Site
Donnelly Canyon Day Use Area
Drinks Canyon Recreation Site
Fisherman’s Point Beach Access
Gold Bar Campground
Hal Canyon Campground
Hamburger Rock Campground
Hatch Point Campground
Horsethief Campground
Hunter’s Canyon/Spring Camping Area
Indian Creek Falls Group Campsite
Jaycee Park Campground & Portal Trail
Kane Creek Trailhead
Kings Bottom Campground
Ledge Campground Loop A
Ledge Campground Loop B
Ledge Group Area
Lone Mesa Group Sites, A, B, C, D, E
Lone Mesa Viewpoint
Looking Glass Rock Interp. Site
Lower Gemini Bridges Trailhead (Private)
Mill Canyon Dinosaur Trailhead
Mineral Bottom River Access
Minor Overlook
Moab Brand Trails Mountain Bike Trailhead
Moab Rim Trailhead
Monitor and Merrimac Trailhead
Monitor and Merrimac Viewpoint

0.77
17.39
20.26
11.56
20.37
2.26
7.10
1.19
2.34
1.16
3.07
1.60
50.59
6.93
21.95
20.00
1.38
5.74
4.02
12.15
7.97
20.96
28.39
29.21
1.72
8.80
3.00
4.21
6.33
1.10
4.10
0.76
3.90
1.16
7.39
1.89
4.03
6.22
11.56
0.30
0.81
0.29
1.01
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Field Office

Name of Site

Acres

Moab
Moab
Monticello
Moab
Moab
Moab
Moab
Moab
Monticello
Monticello
Moab
Moab
Moab
Moab
Moab
Moab
Moab

Moonflower Canyon Camping Area
Needles Overlook
Newspaper Rock
Oak Grove Campground
Plateau Viewpoint
Poison Spider Mesa Trailhead
Potash Boat Ramp
Sandy Beach River Access
Shay Mountain Vista
Superbowl
Takeout Beach River Access
Trough Springs Canyon Trail Trailhead
Upper Big Bend Camping Area
White Wash Campground and Trailhead
William’s Bottom Camping Area
Wilson Arch
Windwhistle Campground

1.81
12.65
9.97
2.62
1.20
3.23
0.24
5.65
7.84
34.68
4.70
2.12
4.72
71.57
11.35
0.01
49.41
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APPENDIX E—BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES FOR
RAPTORS AND THEIR ASSOCIATED HABITATS IN
UTAH, AUGUST 2006
E.1

INTRODUCTION

Raptors, or Birds of Prey, are found on public lands throughout Utah. Approximately 31 species of raptors
utilize public lands for at least a portion of their life cycle. These include 20 diurnal raptors, including the
eagles, hawks, falcons, osprey, turkey vulture and California condor; and 11 mostly nocturnal owl species.
At least 16 of the diurnal raptors are known to nest, roost, and forage on public lands; while 2 others are
probable nesters within the southern part of the State. The California condor is known to utilize public
lands for roosting and foraging, but is not currently known to nest within the State. The rough-legged hawk
is a winter resident that uses public lands for foraging. All of the owl species nest, roost and forage on
public lands in Utah.
Eight of Utah’s raptors are considered to be Special Status Species by the Bureau of Land Management
(BLM), and currently receive enhanced protection, in addition to the regulatory authority provided by the
Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), which covers all raptor species. The bald eagle and Mexican spotted
owl are listed as Federally threatened species and are afforded the protection, as well as the Section 7
consultation requirements, of the Endangered Species Act (ESA). The bald eagle is currently being
proposed for delisting by the Fish and Wildlife Service. Both the bald eagle and golden eagle are protected
by the provisions of the Eagle Protection Act. The California condor is a Federally endangered species,
however, the birds found in southern Utah are part of an Experimental Non-essential Population
reintroduced to northern Arizona under Section 10(j) of the Endangered Species Act. The BLM is required
to treat the condor as a species proposed for listing for Section 7 purposes of the ESA. The northern
goshawk is managed by a multi-agency Conservation Agreement. The ferruginous hawk, short-eared owl
and burrowing owl are listed as Wildlife Species of Concern by the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
(UDWR) (May 12, 2006), and are therefore recognized as BLM State-sensitive species under the Bureau’s
6840 Manual. The BLM’s 6840 Policy states that “BLM shall…ensure that actions authorized, funded, or
carried out…do not contribute to the need for the species to become listed.”
Future raptor management on BLM lands in Utah will be guided by the use of these Best Management
Practices (BMP), which are BLM-specific recommendations for implementation of the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, Utah Field Office’s “Guidelines for Raptor Protection From Human and Land Use
Disturbances” (“Guidelines”). The “Guidelines” were originally developed by the Fish and Wildlife
Service in 1999, and were updated during 2002 to reflect changes brought about by court and policy
decisions and to incorporate Executive Order 13186, Responsibilities of Federal Agencies to Protect
Migratory Birds. The “Guidelines” were provided to the BLM and other land-managing agencies in an
attempt to provide raptor management consistency, while ensuring project compatibility with the biological
requirements of raptors, and encouraging an ecosystem approach to habitat management.
These Best Management Practices, or specific elements of the BMPs which pertain to a proposal, should
be attached as Conditions of Approval (COA) to all BLM use authorizations which have the potential to
adversely affect nesting raptors, or would cause occupied nest sites to become unsuitable for nesting in
subsequent years.
Raptor management is a dynamic and evolving science, and consequently, as the science evolves, these
BMPs will undergo subsequent revision. As more information becomes available through implementation
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of these raptor BMPs, and as our knowledge of raptor life cycle requirements increases, findings will be
incorporated into future revisions of the BMP document. Additionally, the BLM and the Department of
Energy are initiating a 3-year Raptor Radii study which will test traditional spatial and seasonal nest buffers
during actual oil and gas development activities for a select suite of species. Study results would be
incorporated into new BMP revisions as well.
To adequately manage raptors and their habitats, and to reduce the likelihood of a raptor species being listed
under the ESA, BLM-authorized or proposed management activities and/or land disturbing actions would
be subject to the criteria and processes specified within these BMPs. The implementation of raptor spatial
and seasonal buffers under the BMPs would be consistent with Table 2 of the “Guidelines,” included here
as Attachment 2. As specified in the “Guidelines,” modifications of spatial and seasonal buffers for BLMauthorized actions would be permitted, so long as protection of nesting raptors was ensured. State and/or
Federally-listed, proposed, and candidate raptor species, as well as BLM State-sensitive raptor species,
should be afforded the highest level of protection through this BMP process; however, all raptor species
would continue to receive protection under the MBTA. Modification of the buffers for threatened or
endangered species would be considered pending results of Section 7 Consultation with USFWS.
As stated in the “Guidelines,” spatial and seasonal buffers should be considered as the best available
recommendations for protecting nesting raptors under a wide range of activities State-wide. However, they
are not necessarily site-specific to proposed projects. Land managers should evaluate the type and duration
of the proposed activity, the position of topographic and vegetative features, the sensitivity of the affected
species, the habituation of breeding pairs to existing activities in the proposed project area, and the local
raptor nesting density, when determining site-specific buffers. The BLM would be encouraged to
informally coordinate with UDWR and USFWS anytime a site-specific analysis shows that an action may
have an adverse impact on nesting raptors. The coordination would determine if the impact could be
avoided or must be mitigated, and if so, to determine appropriate and effective mitigation strategies.
Potential modifications of the spatial and seasonal buffers identified in the “Guidelines” may provide a
viable management option. Modifications would ensure that nest protection would occur, while allowing
various management options which may deviate from the suggested buffers within the “Guidelines,”
which, if adequately monitored, could provide valuable information for incorporation into future
management actions.
Seasonal raptor buffers from Attachment 2 should be reviewed by local raptor nesting authorities who are
knowledgeable of raptor nesting chronologies within their local area. For those nesting raptors for which
local nesting chronologies remain uncertain, the seasonal buffers provided in Attachment 2 should serve as
the default. However, for those raptor species whose known nesting chronologies differ from the seasonal
buffers provided in Attachment 2, the local seasonal buffers may be utilized as a modification of the
“Guidelines.”
Criteria that would need to be met, prior to implementing modifications to the spatial and seasonal buffers
in the “Guidelines,” would include the following:
1) Completion of a site-specific assessment by a wildlife biologist or other qualified individual. See
example (Attachment 1).
2) Written documentation by the BLM Field Office Wildlife Biologist, identifying the proposed
modification and affirming that implementation of the proposed modification(s) would not affect
nest success or the suitability of the site for future nesting. Modification of the “Guidelines” would
not be recommended if it is determined that adverse impacts to nesting raptors would occur or that
the suitability of the site for future nesting would be compromised.
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3) Development of a monitoring and mitigation strategy by a BLM biologist, or other raptor biologist.
Impacts of authorized activities would be documented to determine if the modifications were
implemented as described in the environmental documentation or COAs, and were adequate to
protect the nest site. Should adverse impacts be identified during monitoring of an activity, the
BLM would follow an appropriate course of action, which may include cessation or modification
of activities that would avoid, minimize or mitigate the impact, or, with the approval of UDWR
and USFWS, the BLM could allow the activity to continue while requiring monitoring to determine
the full impact of the activity on the affected raptor nest. A monitoring report would be completed
and forwarded to UDWR for incorporation into the Natural Heritage Program (NHP) raptor
database.
In a further effort to provide additional support and expertise to local BLM Field biologists, a network of
biologists from various agencies with specific expertise in raptor management has been identified and
included as Attachment 3. The personnel identified have extensive backgrounds in raptor management
issues and are available, upon request, to assist BLM Field biologists on a case by case basis. Field
biologists are encouraged to use this network, via informal conference, with one or more of the individuals
identified. This coordination should be clearly distinguished from the consultation process required under
Section 7 of the ESA. Individuals on the expert panel should not be expected to provide formal advise, but
should serve as a sounding board for discussing potential effects of a proposal, as well as potential
mitigation measures on specific projects which may be useful to BLM biologists.

E.2

HABITAT ENHANCEMENT

As recommended in the “Guidelines,” raptor habitat management and enhancement, both within and
outside of buffers, would be an integral part of these BMPs, with the understanding that in order for raptors
to maintain high densities and maximum diversity, it is necessary that the habitat upon which they and their
prey species depend be managed to promote healthy and productive ecosystems. Habitat loss or
fragmentation would be minimized and/or mitigated to the extent practical and may include such measures
as; drilling multiple wellheads per pad, limiting access roads and avoiding loop roads to well pads, effective
rehabilitation or restoration of plugged and abandoned well locations and access roads that are no longer
required, rehabilitation or restoration of wildland fires to prevent domination by non-native invasive annual
species, vegetation treatments and riparian restoration projects to achieve Rangeland Health Standards, etc.
In some cases, artificial nesting structures, located in areas where preferred nesting substrates are limited,
but where prey base populations are adequate and human disturbances are limited, may enhance some raptor
populations, or may serve as mitigation for impacts occurring in other areas.

E.3

PROTECTION OF NEST SITES AND BUFFER ZONES

As stated in the “Guidelines,” protection of both occupied and unoccupied nests is important since not all
raptor pairs breed every year, nor do they always utilize the same nest within a nesting territory. Individual
raptor nests left unused for a number of years are frequently reoccupied, if all the nesting attributes which
originally attracted a nesting pair to a location are still present. Nest sites are selected by breeding pairs for
the preferred habitat attributes provided by that location.
Raptor nest buffer zones are established for planning purposes because the nest serves as the focal point for
a nesting pair of raptors. The buffer should serve as a threshold of potential adverse effect to nest initiation
and productivity. Actions proposed within these buffer zones are considered potentially impacting and,
therefore, trigger the need for consideration of site-specific recommendations.
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Seasonal (temporal) buffer zones are conservation measures intended to schedule potentially impacting
activities to periods outside of the nesting season for a particular raptor species. These seasonal limitations
are particularly applicable to actions proposed within the spatial buffer zone of a nest for short duration
activities such as, pipeline or power line construction, seismic exploration activity, vegetative treatments,
fence or reservoir construction, permitted recreational events, etc., where subsequent human activity would
not be expected to occur.
Spatial buffer zones are those physical areas around raptor nest sites where seasonal conservation measures,
or surface occupancy restrictions may be applied, depending on the type and duration of activity, distance
and visibility of the activity from the nest site, adaptability of the raptor species to disturbance, etc. Surface
occupancy restrictions should be utilized for actions which would involve human activities within the buffer
zone for a long duration (more than one nesting season) and which would cause an occupied nest site to
become unsuitable for nesting in subsequent years.

E.3.1

Unoccupied Nests

All Activities, including All Mineral Leases: Surface-disturbing activities, occurring outside of the
breeding season (seasonal buffer), but within the spatial buffer, would be allowed during a minimum threeyear nest monitoring period, as long as the activity would not cause the nest site to become unsuitable for
future nesting, as determined by a wildlife biologist. Facilities and other permanent structures would be
allowed, if they meet the above criteria.
Some examples of typical surface-disturbing actions, occurring outside of the seasonal buffer, which may
not be expected to affect nest production or future nesting suitability, would include; pipelines, power lines,
seismographic exploration, communication sites, an oil or gas well with offsite facilities which does not
require routine visitation, recreation events, fence or reservoir construction, vegetative treatments, and other
actions with discreet starting and ending times, and for which subsequent human activity or heavy
equipment operation within the spatial buffer would not be expected to occur, or could be scheduled outside
of the seasonal buffer in subsequent years.
Surface-disturbing activities that would be expected to potentially affect nest production or nest site
suitability, include; oil and gas facilities requiring regular maintenance, sand and gravel operations, road
systems, wind energy projects, mining operations, and other actions requiring continual, random human
activity, or heavy equipment operation during subsequent nesting seasons.
A nest site which does not exhibit evidence of use, such as; greenery in the nest, fresh whitewash, obvious
nest maintenance or the observed presence of adults or young at the nest, for a period of three consecutive
years, (verified through monitoring), would be deemed abandoned and all seasonal and spatial restrictions
would cease to apply to that nest. All subsequent authorizations for permanent activities within the spatial
buffer of the nest could be permitted. If the nest becomes reoccupied after authorized activities are
completed, conservation measures would be considered to reduce potential adverse effects and to comply
with the MBTA and the Eagle Protection Act.
The three-year non-use standard varies from the “Guidelines” suggested seven-year non-use standard
before declaring nest abandonment. This variation is based upon a similar standard which has been applied
for over 20 years in two administrative areas within Utah. Empirical evidence would suggest the threeyear non-use standard has been effective in conserving raptor species. The three-year standard has been
applied without legal challenge or violation of “take” under the MBTA or the Eagle Protection Act.
Because prey base populations are known to be cyclic, and because raptor nest initiation or nesting success
can be affected by drought and other random natural events, care should be taken when applying the 3-year
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non-activity standard. The 3-year nest occupancy monitoring requirement should be viewed as a minimum
time period during those years of optimal raptor nesting conditions. During sub-optimal raptor nesting
years, when nesting habitat may be affected by drought, low prey base populations, fire, or other events,
the monitoring standard should be increased to allow raptors the opportunity to reoccupy nesting sites when
nesting conditions become more favorable.

E.3.2

Occupied Nests

All Activities: Land use activities which would have an adverse impact on an occupied raptor nest, would
not be allowed within the spatial or seasonal buffer.

E.4
CONSIDERATION OF ALTERNATIVES AND MITIGATION
MEASURES
Alternatives, including denial of the proposal, should be identified, considered and analyzed in a NEPA
document anytime an action is proposed within the spatial buffer zone of a raptor nest. Selection of a viable
alternative that avoids an impact to nesting raptors should be selected over attempting to mitigate those
impacts. If unavoidable impacts are identified, mitigation measures should be applied as necessary to
mitigate adverse impacts of resource uses and development on nesting raptors. Monitoring of the
effectiveness of the mitigation measures should be mandatory and should be included as a COA.

E.5
SPECIFIC STRATEGIES TO BE IMPLEMENTED REGARDING
OTHER RESOURCE USES
The following are management strategies designed to reduce or eliminate potential conflicts between
raptors and other resource uses. This is a list of examples and is not intended to be an all-inclusive list. In
all cases, when an activity on BLM lands is proposed, and a NEPA document developed, the site-specific
analysis process identified in Attachment 1 may be implemented to identify and either avoid or mitigate
impacts to raptors from the proposal. These strategies apply to both BLM and applicant generated
proposals.

E.5.1

Cultural Resources

Excavation and studies of cultural resources in caves and around cliff areas should be delayed until a
qualified biologist surveys the area to be disturbed or impacted by the activity for the presence of raptors
or nest sites. If nesting raptors are present, the project should be rescheduled to occur outside of the seasonal
buffer recommended by the “Guidelines.”

E.5.2

Forestry and Harvest of Woodland Products

Timber harvest would be subject to NEPA analysis and would be conducted in a manner that would avoid
impacts to raptor nests. This could also apply to areas identified for wood gathering and firewood sales.
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Hazardous Fuel Reduction/Habitat Restoration Projects

Hazardous fuels reduction projects and shrub-steppe restoration projects should be reviewed for possible
impacts to nesting raptors. Removal of trees containing either stick nests or nesting cavities, through
prescribed fire, or mechanical or manual treatments, should be avoided.
It is important to note that certain raptor species are tied to specific habitat types, and that consideration
must be made on a site-specific basis when vegetation manipulation projects are proposed, to determine
which raptor species may benefit and which may be negatively affected by the vegetation composition posttreatment.

E.5.4

Livestock Grazing

Manage rangelands and riparian areas in a manner that promotes healthy, productive rangelands and
functional riparian systems. Rangeland Health Assessments should be conducted on each grazing
allotment, and rangeland guidelines should be implemented where Rangeland Health Standards are not
being met, to promote healthy rangelands.
Locations of sheep camps and other temporary intrusions would be located in areas away from raptor nest
sites during the nesting season. Placement of salt and mineral blocks would also be located away from
nesting areas.
Season of use, kind of livestock, and target utilization levels of key species affect vegetative community
attributes (percent cover, composition, etc.) and influence small mammal and avian species diversity and
density. While not all raptor species would be affected in the same way, livestock management practices
which maintain or enhance vegetative attributes, will preserve prey species density and diversity which will
benefit the raptor resource.

E.5.5

Off-Highway Vehicle Use

Special Recreation Management Areas (SRMA) that are developed for off-highway vehicle (OHV) use
would not be located in areas that have important nesting, roosting, or foraging habitat for raptors.
OHV use would be limited to designated roads, trails and managed open areas. Lands categorized as
“Open” for OHV use should not be in areas important to raptors for nesting, roosting, and foraging.
When proposals for OHV events are received, the area to be impacted, would be surveyed by a qualified
wildlife biologist to determine if the area is utilized by raptors. Potential conflicts would be identified and
either avoided or mitigated prior to the issuance of any permit.

E.5.6

Oil and Gas Development

The Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), 43 CFR 3101.1-2, allows for well site location and timing to be
modified from that requested by the lessee to mitigate conflicts at the proposed site, and states that the
location can be moved up to 200 meters and the timing of the actual drilling can be delayed for up to 60
days to mitigate environmental concerns. The regulation also allows the BLM to move a location more
than 200 meters, or delay operations more than 60 days to protect sensitive resources, with supporting
rationale and where lesser restrictions are ineffective. The Site Specific Analysis (Attachment 1) would
provide the supporting rationale. Provisions are also present within Sections 3 and 6 of the Standard Lease
Form which require compliance with existing laws and would allow the BLM to impose additional
restrictions at the permitting phase, if the restrictions will prevent violation of law, policy or regulation, or
avoid undue and unnecessary degradation of lands or resources.
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Realty

Lands proposed for disposal which includes raptor nesting, roosting, or important foraging areas would be
analyzed and evaluated for the relative significance of these resources before a decision is made for disposal
or retention.
A priority list of important raptor habitat areas, especially for Federally listed or State sensitive raptor
species, on State and private lands should be developed and utilized as lands to be acquired by the BLM
when opportunities arise to exchange or otherwise acquire lands.
Lands and realty authorizations would include appropriate conservation measures to avoid and/or mitigate
impacts to raptors.

E.5.8

Recreation

Development of biking trails near raptor nesting areas would be avoided.
Rock climbing activities would be authorized only in areas where there are no conflicts with cliff nesting
raptors.
In high recreation use areas where raptor nest sites have been made unsuitable by existing disturbance or
habitat alteration, mitigation should be considered to replace nest sites with artificial nest structures in
nearby suitable habitat, if it exists, and consider seasonal protection of nest sites through fencing or other
restrictions.
Dispersed recreation would be monitored to identify where this use may be impacting nesting success of
raptors.

E.6

INVENTORY AND MONITORING

Each Field Office should cooperatively manage a raptor database, with UDWR and USFWS, as part of the
BLM Corporate database. Raptor data should be collected and compiled utilizing the Utah Raptor Data
Collection Standards developed by the Utah State Office, so that personnel from other agencies can access
the data. Appropriate protocols for survey and monitoring should be followed, when available. This
database should be updated as new inventory and monitoring data becomes available. The data should also
be forwarded to UDWR and the Natural Heritage Program, which has been identified as the central
repository for raptor data storage for the State of Utah.
Use of seasonal employees and volunteers, as well as “Challenge Cost Share” projects, should be utilized
to augment the inventory and monitoring of raptor nests within a Planning Area, with the data entered into
the above-mentioned databases at the close of each nesting season. Project proponents, such as energy
development interests, would be encouraged to participate and help support an annual raptor nest
monitoring effort within their areas of interest.
Active nest sites should be monitored during all authorized activities that may have an impact on the
behavior or survival of the raptors at the nest site. A qualified biologist would conduct the monitoring and
document the impacts of the activity on the species. A final report of the impacts of the project should be
placed in the Environmental Assessment file, with a copy submitted to the NHP. The report would be made
available for review and should identify what activities may affect raptor-nesting success, and should be
used to recommend appropriate buffer zones for various raptor species.
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As data are gathered, and impact analyses are more accurately documented, “adaptive management”
principles should be implemented. Authorization of future activities should take new information into
account, better protecting raptors, while potentially allowing more development and fewer restrictions, if
data indicates that current restrictions are beyond those necessary to protect nesting raptors, or conversely
indicates that current guidance is inadequate for protection of nesting raptors.
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ATTACHMENT 1—SITE SPECIFIC ANALYSIS DATA
SHEET
Observer(s) ________________________________________

Date_________________

1. Conduct a site visit to the area of the proposed action and complete the raptor nest site data sheet
according to BLM data standards.
2. Area of Interest Documentation (Bold items require completion, other information is optional).
State

Office _____________________ Management Unit _____________________

Project ID#
Location (Description)
Legal T_______, R
Latitude

, Sec.

, 1/4,

1/4,

or UTM Coordinates

Longitude

Photos Taken Y( )

N( )

Description of photos:

Raptor Species

Confirmed

Unconfirmed

Distance From Proposed Disturbance to:

Nest _____________________________________
Perch ____________________________________
Roost ____________________________________

Line of Site Evaluation From:

Nest _____________________________________
Perch ____________________________________
Roost ____________________________________
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Extent of Disturbance:

Moab Master Leasing Plan

Permanent

Temporary ____________________

Distance from Nest/Roost ____________

Acreage _______________________

Length of Time

Disturbance Frequency_____________

Timing Variations

Other Disturbance Factors: Yes
disturbances)

Approximate Age of Nest: New

No

(If yes, explain what and include distances from nest to

Historical: (Number of Years)

Evidence of Use (Describe):

Habitat Values Impacted:

Proportion of Habitat Impacted (Relate in terms of habitat available):

Estimated Noise Levels of Project (db):____________
Available Alternative(s) (e.g., location, season, technology):

Associated Activities:
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Cumulative Effects of Proposal and Other Actions in Habitat Not Associated With the Proposal:

Potential for site Rehabilitation:

High_____

Low_____

Notes/Comments:

Summary of Proposed Modifications:
Possible modifications to the spatial and seasonal buffers within the USFWS “Guidelines” include the
following:

Rationale:

Summary of Proposed Mitigation Measures:
Possible mitigation measures related to the proposal include the following:

Rationale:
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Summary of Alternatives Considered:
Possible alternatives to the proposal include the following:

Rationale:

Recommendation to Field Office Manager Based on Above Findings:

________________________________
Field Office Wildlife Biologist

E-12
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ATTACHMENT 2—NESTING PERIODS AND
RECOMMENDED BUFFERS FOR RAPTORS IN UTAH
Spatial
Buffer
(miles)

Seasonal
Buffer

Incubation,
# Days

Brooding,
# Days
PostHatch

Fledging,
# Days
PostHatch

Post-fledge
Dependency to
Nest, # Days1

Bald eagle

1.0

1/1-8/31

34-36

21-28

70-80

14-20

Golden eagle

0.5

1/1-8/31

43-45

30-40

66-75

14-20

N. Goshawk

0.5

3/1-8/15

36-38

20-22

34-41

20-22

N. Harrier

0.5

4/1-8/15

32-38

21-28

42

7

Cooper’s hawk

0.5

3/15-8/31

32-36

14

27-34

10

Ferruginous hawk

0.5

3/1-8/1

32-33

21

38-48

7-10

Red-tailed hawk

0.5

3/15-8/15

30-35

35

45-46

14-18

Sharp-shinned hawk

0.5

3/15-8/31

32-35

15

24-27

12-16

Swainson’s hawk

0.5

3/1-8/31

33-36

20

36-40

14

Turkey vulture

0.5

5/1-8/15

38-41

14

63-88

10-12

California condor

1.0

NN yet

56-58

5-8 weeks

5-6 months

2 months

Peregrine falcon

1.0

2/1-8/31

33-35

14-21

35-49

21

Prairie falcon

0.25

4/1-8/31

29-33

28

35-42

7-14

Merlin

0.5

4/1-8/31

28-32

7

30-35

7-19

American kestrel

NN2

4/1-8/15

26-32

8-10

27-30

12

Osprey

0.5

4/1-8/31

37-38

30-35

48-59

45-50

Boreal owl

0.25

2/1-7/31

25-32

20-24

28-36

12-14

Burrowing owl

0.25

3/1-8/31

27-30

20-22

40-45

21-28

Flammulated owl

0.25

4/1-9/30

21-22

12

22-25

7-14

Great horned owl

0.25

12/1-9/31

30-35

21-28

40-50

7-14

Long-eared owl

0.25

2/1-8/15

26-28

20-26

30-40

7-14

N. saw-whet owl

0.25

3/1-8/31

26-28

20-22

27-34

7-14

Short-eared owl

0.25

3/1-8/1

24-29

12-18

24-27

7-14

Mex. Spotted owl

0.5

3/1-8/31

28-32

14-21

34-36

10-12

N. Pygmy owl

0.25

4/1-8/1

27-31

10-14

28-30

7-14

W. Screech owl

0.25

3/1-8/15

21-30

10-14

30-32

7-14

Common Barn-owl

NN2

2/1-9/15

30-34

20-22

56-62

7-14

Species

1
Length of post-fledge dependency period to parents is longer than reported in this table. Reported dependency periods reflect the
amount of time the young are still dependent on the nest site; i.e. they return to the nest for feeding. 2 Due to apparent high
population densities and ability to adapt to human activity, a spatial buffer is not currently considered necessary for maintenance of
American kestrel or Common barn-owl populations. Actions resulting in direct mortality of individual bird or take of known nest sites
is unlawful.
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ATTACHMENT 3—UTAH RAPTOR MANAGEMENT
EXPERTS FROM VARIOUS AGENCIES
The following list of personnel from various agencies in Utah, are recognized experts in the field of raptor
ecology or have extensive field experience in managing raptor resources with competing land uses. The
list is provided to inform BLM field biologists and managers of this network of specialized expertise that
may be able to assist, as time permits, with specific raptor management issues. Individuals in this Utah
Raptor Network, also have well established contacts with an informal extended network of highly qualified
raptor ecologists outside the State (i.e., United States Geological Service, State Wildlife Agencies,
Universities, etc.) which could provide an additional regional perspective.
It should be pointed out that this list is not intended to replace or interfere with established lines of
communication but rather supplement these lines of communication.
Utah BLM
Utah BLM

David Mills
Steve Madsen

Utah UDWR
Dr. Jim Parrish
Utah UDWR (NERO) Brian Maxfield

david_mills@blm.gov
steve_c_madsen@blm.gov

435-896-1571
801-539-4058

jimparrish@utah.gov
brianmaxfield@utah.gov

801-538-4788
435-790-5355

USFWS
USFWS

Laura Romin
Diana Whittington

laura_romin@usfws.gov
801-975-3330
diana_whittington@usfws.gov 801-975-3330

USFS

Chris Colt

ccolt@fs.fed.us

801-896-1062

HawkWatch Intl.

Jeff Smith

jsmith@hawkwatch.org

801-484-6808
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APPENDIX F—MOAB MASTER LEASING PLAN
CALPUFF FAR-FIELD AIR QUALITY ANALYSIS
TECHNICAL SUPPORT DOCUMENT, APRIL 2015
F.1

INTRODUCTION

This Technical Support Document (TSD), prepared by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) (Utah State
Office and National Operations Center [NOC]), provides technical background data, methods and
assumptions used in the far-field air quality analysis conducted for the Moab Master Leasing Plan (MLP).
The purpose of the modeling analysis was to examine different possible development and control scenarios
and their implications for management decisions related to oil, gas, and potash reasonably foreseeable
development (RFD) on BLM managed lands inside and near the Planning Area of the MLP.

F.1.1

Background and Purpose

The BLM Moab Field Office has developed an RFD for oil, gas, potash, and other well drilling in the
Planning Area. The RFD forms the basis for the emissions projections used in this modeling analysis. The
Air Quality Memorandum of Understanding for Oil and Gas National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
(BLM 2011) recommends that when modeling is to be done during a NEPA planning process (such as the
MLP), a 3-tier emissions approach (high, medium and low) could be used to examine a range of potential
future impacts. This approach of a range of emissions scenarios was utilized in the modeling analysis. It
is stressed that the development scenarios do not necessarily represent actual development as it will occur
over the life of the planning document, as details such as timing, location, equipment types, and extraction
methods are simply not knowable at this time. Rather this analysis is meant to examine different possible
development and control scenarios and their implications for management decisions related to future
development. For instance, how different levels of dust control relate to possible visibility impacts at
National Parks in the Planning Area may have implications for the types of management practices required
of prospective resource extraction entities.
The focus of the modeling analyses is on National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) as established
by the Clean Air Act, and Air Quality Related Values (AQRV) as defined by the Federal Land Managers’
AQRV Work Group (FLAG 2010). Far-field modeling was conducted by the BLM NOC to evaluate
multiple source impacts over the entire Planning Area on NAAQS and AQRVs. The technical details for
this modeling are presented in this TSD. In addition, near-field modeling conducted for other relevant
NEPA was reviewed in the EIS for relevance to management decisions and potential controls relevant to
the MLP analysis. This includes NAAQS impacts, AQRVs, and hazardous air pollutants. Cumulative
impacts to regional air quality issues (primarily ozone and visibility) were evaluated by reviewing the
WestJump regional modeling report and source apportionment tools to place Planning Area emissions into
a regional context. Finally, greenhouse gases (GHG) were evaluated by using an emission calculating tool
developed for BLM.

F.1.2

Far-Field Modeling Analysis

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Guideline model CALPUFF (version 5.8.4) was used to
estimate potential AQRV impacts (impacts on visibility and atmospheric deposition) at Class I areas in and
near the MLP Planning Area. The Lakes Environmental CALPUFF View interface was used to simplify
data entry and retrieval.
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All CALPUFF model options conformed to the 2009 EPA guidance (EPA 2009) and all CALPOST model
options and inputs and VISCREEN methodologies conformed to FLAG 2010 guidance (FLAG 2010).

F.2

METHODOLOGY SUMMARY

Since this dispersion modeling analysis is by necessity speculative, various assumptions had to be made
regarding how development would occur over the life of the planning document. Included in these
assumptions are estimates of where wells might be drilled, what types of equipment might be used, what
the control efficiency of various controls and work practices might be, and what the emission rates of
various activities might be. The assumptions used for the range of alternatives are detailed below, followed
by assumptions common to all scenarios.
The modeling scenarios and associated major assumptions used in the assessment are:
“High” Emissions Scenario
•
•
•
•
•
•

9 drill rigs = 3 oil, 5 potash, 1 “other”
No aggregation of wells on pads
Total numbers of wells drilled: 232 oil, 416 potash, 133 other
100 percent of drilled oil wells go into production = 232
Dust control = 50 percent
Unpaved vs. paved road ratio: 20 miles unpaved (25 mile per hour (mph) limit), 20 miles paved

“Medium” Emissions Scenario
•
•
•
•
•
•

9 drill rigs = 3 oil, 5 potash, 1 “other”
No aggregation of wells on pads
Total numbers of wells drilled: 232 oil, 416 potash, 133 other
60 percent of drilled oil wells go into production = 140
Dust control = 50 percent
Unpaved vs. paved road ratio: 10 miles unpaved (25 mph limit), 30 miles paved

“Low” Emissions Scenario
•
•
•
•
•
•

4 drill rigs = 3 oil, no potash, 1 “other”
Aggregated 4 wells on 1 pad
Total numbers of wells drilled: 232 oil, zero potash, 133 other
60 percent of drilled oil wells go into production = 140
Dust control = 70 percent
Unpaved vs. paved road ratio: 5 miles unpaved (25 mph limit), 35 miles paved

Assumptions Common to All Scenarios

F-2

•

Life of Project – 15 years

•

Project Development – Equal amount of activity for each year.

•

Year of Project Modeled – Year 15 (14 years of wells in production plus full year of drilling)

•

Meteorological Data – 2006, 2007 EPA National 12km Weather Research and Forecasting Model
(WRF) data; 2008 4km WRF data from WestJump Air Quality Study

•

Receptors – National Park Service receptor sets for Arches and Canyonlands National Parks.
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•

Location of wells – Distributed throughout project area in proportion to the number of existing
wells in each Township and Range (T&R) section.

•

Location of Rigs – Randomly placed throughout project area, weighted toward higher well count
sections.

•

Post-processing to account for elemental carbon impacts, total nitrogen and sulfur deposition.

F.2.1

Well and Pad Count Methodology

Spatial allocation of wells BLM was extrapolated from previous and existing well locations from historical
maps. The number per square of T&R was made into an average congregate and inserted into the
CALPUFF model as a centroid of the T&R. A resized version of the map is shown in Figure F-1.

Figure F-1. Spatial Allocation of Wells
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Modeling Methodology

The EPA Guideline model CALPUFF (version 5.8.4) was used to estimate potential AQRV impacts
(impacts on visibility [regional haze] and atmospheric deposition) at the Class I areas. The Lakes
Environmental CALPUFF View interface was used to simplify data entry and retrieval.
All CALPUFF model options conformed to the 2009 EPA guidance (EPA 2009) and all CALPOST model
options and inputs conformed to FLAG 2010 guidance (FLAG 2010).

Meteorological Data
The 2008 4km resolution WRF meteorological model output produced as part of the Western Regional Air
Partnership, WestJumpAQMS (ENVIRON et al. 2012a) was used as the meteorological dataset for input
into the CALPUFF modeling. The 2006 and 2007 12km resolution WRF data from EPA national data sets
was also used to provide for three complete years of meteorological data.
A subset of WRF modeling outputs was extracted for the air quality modeling domain and processed into
CALPUFF-ready format using the Mesoscale Model Interface Program (MMIF) meteorological
preprocessor version 3.0 (ENVIRON 2012b) .
The WRF model output was processed with MMIF with the following options selected:
•

Output for CALPUFF version 5.8;

•

The WRF vertical layers will be interpolated to the Federal Land Manager (FLM)/EPArecommended vertical layers using the TOP option;

•

The Pasquill-Gifford stability classes will be calculated with the Golder option; and

•

Planetary boundary layer heights will be recalculated.

Emissions
The Moab MLP area was divided into cells by T&R lines. The potential locations of future oil wells were
identified within the Planning Area. Wells within each T&R cell were placed at the center of the cell.
Locations of drill rigs were also identified in the Planning Area and placed at the center of the respective
cell. A few of these cell center locations were determined to be within or near the border of a Class I area.
These sources were moved, so that no source was closer than 4km to a Class I boundary.
Emissions estimates were calculated using the Oil Template from the Emissions Inventory Toolkit
developed for BLM by URS Corporation (URS 2012). Potash and other well drilling were assumed to have
similar emissions characteristics as oil and gas during drilling activities. Production emissions estimates
were also based on outputs from the emissions calculator; however potash production emissions estimates
were not estimated or modeled due to the extremely high level of uncertainty associated with emissions
estimates for this activity. The template calculates emissions of criteria pollutants (PM10, PM2.5, NOX,
SO2), and GHGs (GHGs; CO2, CH4, N20, CO2eq) based on the level of production and number of wells
drilled. Only criteria pollutants and GHGs were calculated for this analysis. Carbon monoxide (a criteria
pollutant) was not included in the modeling analysis, as there is very little potential for emissions of this
pollutant to cause or contribute to any recognizable air quality issue. Emission factors used in the toolkit
originate from the EPA AP-42 Emissions Factor document (EPA 2004), EPA NONROADS and MOBILE
models, and the American Petroleum Institute. A summary of the total modeled emissions is shown in the
table below. These modeled emissions represent the end of the buildout of each scenario - when the drill
rigs are drilling the last of the wells and the maximum number of them are in production.
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Table F-1. Total Modeled Emissions at Year 15 (tons per year per scenario)
Scenario

PM10

PM2.5

NO2

SO2

High

849.1

97.0

230.4

3.5

Med

350.1

45.3

127.6

1.9

Low

117.5

17.3

92.7

1.3

Source Characteristics
Because there is no specific project proposed at this time, source characteristics (stack height, exit velocity,
etc.) are also not available. Therefore, the stack parameters are taken from other past modeling analyses.
The Monument Butte Draft Environmental Impact Statement air quality analysis (BLM 2014) was chosen
because of its proximity to the Moab area and was completed in 2014. The source parameters are listed in
Table F-2 and Table F-3 below.

Table F-2. Volume Source Parameters
Parameter
Release

Height1

Value (units)
3.83 (meters)

Length of Side2

110 (meters)

Initial Lateral Dimension3 (σy)

25.58 (meters)

Initial Vertical Dimension4 (σz)

1.82 (meters)

1 – Average of pad construction and unpaved road sources (3.05+4.6)/2;
2 – From pad construction source
3 – Calculated (110 meters/4.3) per Lakes software, originally from ISC3 Model users guide
4 - Average of pad construction and unpaved road sources (1.5+2.13)/2

Table F-3. Drill Rig Source Parameters1
Parameter

Value (units)

Stack Height

6.1 (meters)

Exit Temperature

800 (Kelvin)

Exit Velocity
Inside Stack Diameter

50 (meters/second)
0.2 (meters)

1 – All values from drill rig source

Background Data – Ammonia and Ozone
No ammonia monitoring data are available in the project area; therefore a value of one ppm was used, which
is appropriate for the arid climate of the project area. However, hourly ozone monitoring data is available
near Canyonlands National Park. Three years of data (2006 to 2008) were downloaded from CASTNet
monitoring site (“Island in the Sky” station, air quality site number: AQS-49-037-0101) and processed into
a format readable by CALPUFF.
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Receptors
Receptors from two nearby Class I areas were used in the analyses. The two Class I areas are:
•
•

Arches National Park; and
Canyonlands National Park.

Receptor sets for each of these areas were downloaded from the National Park Service web site
(http://www.nature.nps.gov/air/maps/receptors/index.cfm) by the Lakes software. No “sensitive” Class II
areas were included in the modeling.

Land Use and Terrain Data
Digital terrain and land use data were obtained from WebGIS website (www.webgis.com). The CALPUFF
View software will automatically download all relevant terrain and land use data based on the defined
modeling domain. The data were then processed with the geophysical processor to obtained gridded land
use and terrain values to feed into CALPUFF.

F.3

RESULTS

Table F-4. Moab Master Leasing Plan Modeling Results – National Ambient Air Quality
Standards
Nitrogen Dioxide – 1-hour Concentrations (µg/m3)
2006

Class I Area

2007

2008

high

med

low

high

med

low

high

med

low

Arches National Park

2.86

1.36

1.31

4.13

1.98

1.93

1.94

1.13

1.13

Canyonlands National
Park

4.80

2.17

2.11

4.26

2.08

1.79

9.18

3.73

3.96

Nitrogen Dioxide – Annual Concentrations (µg/m3)
2006

Class I Area

2007

2008

high

med

low

high

med

low

high

med

low

Arches National Park

0.03

0.02

0.01

0.02

0.02

0.01

0.06

0.04

0.03

Canyonlands National
Park

0.05

0.02

0.02

0.04

0.02

0.01

0.13

0.07

0.06

PM2.5 – 24-hour Concentrations (µg/m3)
2006

Class I Area

2007

2008

high

med

low

high

med

low

high

med

low

Arches National Park

0.20

0.08

0.04

0.19

0.08

0.03

0.30

0.12

0.06

Canyonlands National
Park

0.35

0.17

0.06

0.26

0.12

0.04

0.84

0.33

0.16
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PM2.5 – Annual Concentrations (µg/m3)
2006

Class I Area

2007

2008

high

med

low

high

med

low

high

med

low

Arches National Park

0.02

0.01

0.00

0.02

0.01

0.00

0.06

0.02

0.01

Canyonlands National
Park

0.03

0.01

0.01

0.03

0.01

0.00

0.11

0.05

0.02

PM10 – 24-hour Concentrations (µg/m3)
2006

Class I Area

2007

2008

high

med

low

high

med

low

high

med

low

Arches National Park

1.82

0.68

0.25

1.72

0.69

0.24

2.65

1.00

0.35

Canyonlands National
Park

3.06

1.33

0.42

2.25

0.94

0.30

7.50

2.66

1.00

SO2 – 1-hour Concentrations (µg/m3)
2006

Class I Area

2007

2008

high

med

low

high

med

low

high

med

low

Arches National Park

0.08

0.04

0.04

0.10

0.04

0.04

0.03

0.02

0.02

Canyonlands National
Park

0.11

0.04

0.05

0.11

0.04

0.04

0.14

0.05

0.06

SO2 – 3-hour Concentrations (µg/m3)
2006

Class I Area

2007

2008

high

med

low

high

med

low

high

med

low

Arches National Park

0.03

0.01

0.01

0.03

0.01

0.01

0.02

0.01

0.01

Canyonlands National
Park

0.04

0.01

0.01

0.04

0.01

0.01

0.06

0.02

0.02

Table F-5. Moab Master Leasing Plan Modeling Results – Deposition
Nitrogen deposition (kg/ha/yr)

Sulfur deposition (kg/ha/yr)

Arches National Park – Deposition

Met Data
Year

high

med

low

high

med

low

2006

0.00466

0.00260

0.00197

0.000215

0.0001199

0.0000825

2007

0.00457

0.00254

0.00199

0.000206

0.0001151

0.0000834

2008

0.01074

0.006075

0.00483

0.000349

0.0001985

0.0001420

Final EIS
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Nitrogen deposition (kg/ha/yr)

Sulfur deposition (kg/ha/yr)

Canyonlands National Park – Deposition

Met Data
Year

high

med

low

high

med

low

2006

0.00578

0.00306

0.00223

0.000231

0.000121

0.0000804

2007

0.00551

0.00291

0.00222

0.000222

0.000116

0.0000778

2008

0.01795

0.01019

0.00857

0.000544

0.000311

0.000235

Table F-6. Moab Master Leasing Plan Modeling Results – Visibility
Meteorological Data
Year

Days > 0.5 dv

Days > 1.0 dv

Max percent change
dv

High

22

1

12.20%

Med

1

0

5.05%

Low

0

0

2.90%

High

14

1

10.03%

Med

0

0

4.28%

Low

0

0

2.35%

High

83

13

19.41%

Med

7

0

8.59%

Low

0

0

4.59%

High

53

11

20.39%

Med

5

0

8.94%

Low

0

0

4.50%

High

42

8

14.05%

Med

6

0

6.18%

Low

0

0

3.52%

High

159

86

46.74%

Med

71

23

19.30%

Low

22

0

9.83%

Arches National Park – Visibility
2006

2007

2008

Canyonlands National Park – Visibility
2006

2007

2008
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Table F-7. Emissions Input Files
HIGH

Summary Emissions per DRILL RIG or PRODUCING
WELL

PM10

PM2.5

NOx

SO2

Drill-Rig POINT SOURCE emissions total (RIG-##)

0.346

0.290

5.201

0.0906

Drill-Rig VOLUME SOURCE emissions total (VRG-##)

9.854

1.369

0.0466

0.0001

Production well VOLUME SOURCE emissions total (SRC-##)

3.780

0.411

0.614

0.0083

Total Emissions

13.979

2.071

5.862

0.099

HIGH SCENARIO - VOLUME SOURCES
Source
Name

X Coord

Y Coord

Effect.
Height

Base
Elev.

Initial
Sigma
y

Initial
Sigma
z

SO2

NOx

PM10

PM2.5

km

km

m

m

m

m/s

0.008

0.614

3.780

0.411

1 SRC_4

-1084.768

-201.044

3.83

1930.63

25.58

1.82

0.027

2.002

12.336

1.343

2 SRC_5

-1075.412

-201.92

3.83

1902.51

25.58

1.82

0.063

4.672

28.783

3.133

3 SRC_7

-1095.471

-209.684

3.83

1950.08

25.58

1.82

0.009

0.667

4.112

0.448

4 SRC_8

-1086.141

-210.985

3.83

2017.87

25.58

1.82

0.009

0.667

4.112

0.448

5 SRC_11

-1109.006

-107.008

3.83

1384.12

25.58

1.82

0.018

1.335

8.224

0.895

6 SRC_13

-1089.754

-109.806

3.83

1464.26

25.58

1.82

0.027

2.002

12.336

1.343

7 SRC_14

-1080.278

-111.771

3.83

1439.27

25.58

1.82

0.036

2.670

16.447

1.790

8 SRC_15

-1070.743

-113.094

3.83

1390.83

25.58

1.82

0.009

0.667

4.112

0.448

9 SRC_18

-1119.86

-115.239

3.83

1312.95

25.58

1.82

0.163

12.014

74.013

8.057

10 SRC_19

-1110.389

-116.637

3.83

1370.62

25.58

1.82

0.081

6.007

37.007

4.028

11 SRC_20

-1100.754

-118.012

3.83

1369.41

25.58

1.82

0.054

4.005

24.671

2.686

12 SRC_21

-1095.099

-119.379

3.83

1423.09

25.58

1.82

0.018

1.335

8.224

0.895

13 SRC_22

-1077.892

-117.014

3.83

1421.38

25.58

1.82

0.018

1.335

8.224

0.895

14 SRC_23

-1072.468

-122.657

3.83

1472.97

25.58

1.82

0.018

1.335

8.224

0.895

15 SRC_24

-1062.787

-123.994

3.83

1539.35

25.58

1.82

0.018

1.335

8.224

0.895

16 SRC_28

-1121.243

-124.791

3.83

1329.76

25.58

1.82

0.018

1.335

8.224

0.895

17 SRC_29

-1111.766

-126.18

3.83

1465.99

25.58

1.82

0.036

2.670

16.447

1.790

18 SRC_30

-1102.109

-127.564

3.83

1523.43

25.58

1.82

0.018

1.335

8.224

0.895

19 SRC_31

-1092.669

-128.899

3.83

1411.98

25.58

1.82

0.036

2.670

16.447

1.790

20 SRC_32

-1089.455

-130.533

3.83

1373.67

25.58

1.82

0.009

0.667

4.112

0.448

21 SRC_36

-1046.04

-135.958

3.83

1819.22

25.58

1.82

0.018

1.335

8.224

0.895

Final EIS
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HIGH SCENARIO - VOLUME SOURCES
22 SRC_39

-1094.259

-138.728

3.83

1522.36

25.58

1.82

0.045

3.337

20.559

2.238

23 SRC_45

-1114.592

-145.996

3.83

1518.63

25.58

1.82

0.018

1.335

8.224

0.895

24 SRC_46

-1105.117

-147.348

3.83

1770.9

25.58

1.82

0.154

11.346

69.901

7.609

25 SRC_47

-1095.648

-148.682

3.83

1571.31

25.58

1.82

0.217

16.018

98.684

10.742

26 SRC_51

-1096.645

-158.279

3.83

1336.31

25.58

1.82

0.081

6.007

37.007

4.028

27 SRC_52

-1088.212

-159.551

3.83

1492.89

25.58

1.82

0.063

4.672

28.783

3.133

28 SRC_53

-1078.796

-160.851

3.83

1665.26

25.58

1.82

0.045

3.337

20.559

2.238

29 SRC_55

-1094.988

-166.869

3.83

1581.06

25.58

1.82

0.027

2.002

12.336

1.343

30 SRC_56

-1089.54

-169.147

3.83

1775.48

25.58

1.82

0.027

2.002

12.336

1.343

31 SRC_57

-1080.097

-170.456

3.83

1626.78

25.58

1.82

0.018

1.335

8.224

0.895

32 SRC_60

-1090.868

-178.719

3.83

1842.41

25.58

1.82

0.027

2.002

12.336

1.343

33 SRC_70

-1074.204

-192.359

3.83

1809.97

25.58

1.82

0.009

0.667

4.112

0.448

34 SRC_72

-1076.68

-211.87

3.83

2140.71

25.58

1.82

0.027

2.002

12.336

1.343

35 SRC_73

-1128.017

-104.249

3.83

1279.39

25.58

1.82

0.009

0.667

4.112

0.448

36 SRC_74

-1118.472

-105.631

3.83

1329.6

25.58

1.82

0.063

4.672

28.783

3.133

37 SRC_76

-1113.183

-136.033

3.83

1526.44

25.58

1.82

0.072

5.339

32.895

3.581

38 SRC_77

-1103.724

-137.395

3.83

1624.99

25.58

1.82

0.063

4.672

28.783

3.133

39 SRC_78

-1088.825

-144.388

3.83

1347.14

25.58

1.82

0.027

2.002

12.336

1.343

40 SRC_79

-1086.169

-150.007

3.83

1322.9

25.58

1.82

0.036

2.670

16.447

1.790

41 SRC_38

-1124.027

-135.036

3.83

1361.93

25.58

1.82

0.009

0.667

4.112

0.448

42 SRC_59

-1100.337

-177.389

3.83

1459.56

25.58

1.82

0.036

2.670

16.447

1.790

43 SRC_61

-1081.402

-180.037

3.83

1777.49

25.58

1.82

0.018

1.335

8.224

0.895

44 SRC_62

-1071.93

-181.35

3.83

1858.66

25.58

1.82

0.009

0.667

4.112

0.448

45 SRC_67

-1098.645

-188.423

3.83

1531.05

25.58

1.82

0.045

3.337

20.559

2.238

46 VRG-18

-1119.86

-115.239

3.83

1312.95

25.58

1.82

0.091

5.201

0.346

0.290

47 VRG-19

-1110.389

-116.637

3.83

1370.62

25.58

1.82

0.091

5.201

0.346

0.290

48 VRG-76

-1113.183

-136.033

3.83

1526.44

25.58

1.82

0.091

5.201

0.346

0.290

49 VRG-46

-1105.117

-147.348

3.83

1770.9

25.58

1.82

0.091

5.201

0.346

0.290

50 VRG-47

-1095.648

-148.682

3.83

1571.31

25.58

1.82

0.091

5.201

0.346

0.290

51 VRG-52

-1088.212

-159.551

3.83

1492.89

25.58

1.82

0.091

5.201

0.346

0.290

52 VRG-60

-1090.868

-178.719

3.83

1842.41

25.58

1.82

0.091

5.201

0.346

0.290

53 VRG-05

-1075.412

-201.92

3.83

1902.51

25.58

1.82

0.091

5.201

0.346

0.290

54 VRG-57

-1080.097

-170.456

3.83

1626.78

25.58

1.82

0.091

5.201

0.346

0.290
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Summary Emissions per DRILL RIG or
PRODUCING WELL

MEDIUM

PM10

PM2.5

NOx

SO2

Drill-Rig POINT SOURCE emissions total (RIG-##)

0.346

0.290

5.201

0.0906

Drill-Rig VOLUME SOURCE emissions total (VRG-##)

8.872

1.271

0.0466

0.0001

Production well VOLUME SOURCE emissions total (SRC##)

2.040

0.238

0.614

0.0083

Total Emissions

11.257

1.800

5.862

0.099

MEDIUM SCENARIO - POINT SOURCES
3 oil rigs, 5 potash rigs, and 1 “other” drill rig operating
Source
Name

X
Coord

Y
Coord

Stack
Height

Base
Elev.

Stack
Diam.

Exit
Velocity

Exit
Temp

km

km

m

m

m

m/s

K

1 RIG-18

-1119.9

-115.24

6.1

1312.95

0.2

50

800

2 RIG-19

-1110.4

-116.64

6.1

1370.62

0.2

50

3 RIG-76

-1113.2

-136.03

6.1

1526.44

0.2

4 RIG-46

-1105.1

-147.35

6.1

1770.9

5 RIG-47

-1095.6

-148.68

6.1

6 RIG-52

-1088.2

-159.55

7 RIG-60

-1090.9

8 RIG-05
9 RIG-57

Bldg
Dwash

SO2

NOx

PM10

PM2.5

0

0.0906

5.20

0.346

0.290

800

0

0.0906

5.20

0.346

0.290

50

800

0

0.0906

5.20

0.346

0.290

0.2

50

800

0

0.0906

5.20

0.346

0.290

1571.31

0.2

50

800

0

0.0906

5.20

0.346

0.290

6.1

1492.89

0.2

50

800

0

0.0906

5.20

0.346

0.290

-178.72

6.1

1842.41

0.2

50

800

0

0.0906

5.20

0.346

0.290

-1075.4

-201.92

6.1

1902.51

0.2

50

800

0

0.0906

5.20

0.346

0.290

-1080.1

-170.46

6.1

1626.78

0.2

50

800

0

0.0906

5.20

0.346

0.290

MEDIUM SCENARIO - VOLUME SOURCES
Source
Name

X Coord

Y Coord

Effect.
Height

Base
Elev.

Initial
Sigma y

Initial
Sigma z

SO2

NOx

PM10

PM2.5

km

km

m

m

m

m/s

0.008

0.614

2.040

0.238

SRC_4

-1084.768

-201.044

3.83

1930.63

25.58

1.82

0.016

1.176

3.910

0.457

2 SRC_5

-1075.412

-201.92

3.83

1902.51

25.58

1.82

0.037

2.744

9.123

1.067

3 SRC_7

-1095.471

-209.684

3.83

1950.08

25.58

1.82

0.005

0.392

1.303

0.152

4 SRC_8

-1086.141

-210.985

3.83

2017.87

25.58

1.82

0.005

0.392

1.303

0.152

5 SRC_11

-1109.006

-107.008

3.83

1384.12

25.58

1.82

0.011

0.784

2.607

0.305

6 SRC_13

-1089.754

-109.806

3.83

1464.26

25.58

1.82

0.016

1.176

3.910

0.457

7 SRC_14

-1080.278

-111.771

3.83

1439.27

25.58

1.82

0.021

1.568

5.213

0.609

8 SRC_15

-1070.743

-113.094

3.83

1390.83

25.58

1.82

0.005

0.392

1.303

0.152
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MEDIUM SCENARIO - VOLUME SOURCES
9 SRC_18

-1119.86

-115.239

3.83

1312.95

25.58

1.82

0.096

7.057

23.460

2.742

10 SRC_19

-1110.389

-116.637

3.83

1370.62

25.58

1.82

0.048

3.529

11.730

1.371

11 SRC_20

-1100.754

-118.012

3.83

1369.41

25.58

1.82

0.032

2.352

7.820

0.914

12 SRC_21

-1095.099

-119.379

3.83

1423.09

25.58

1.82

0.011

0.784

2.607

0.305

13 SRC_22

-1077.892

-117.014

3.83

1421.38

25.58

1.82

0.011

0.784

2.607

0.305

14 SRC_23

-1072.468

-122.657

3.83

1472.97

25.58

1.82

0.011

0.784

2.607

0.305

15 SRC_24

-1062.787

-123.994

3.83

1539.35

25.58

1.82

0.011

0.784

2.607

0.305

16 SRC_28

-1121.243

-124.791

3.83

1329.76

25.58

1.82

0.011

0.784

2.607

0.305

17 SRC_29

-1111.766

-126.18

3.83

1465.99

25.58

1.82

0.021

1.568

5.213

0.609

18 SRC_30

-1102.109

-127.564

3.83

1523.43

25.58

1.82

0.011

0.784

2.607

0.305

19 SRC_31

-1092.669

-128.899

3.83

1411.98

25.58

1.82

0.021

1.568

5.213

0.609

20 SRC_32

-1089.455

-130.533

3.83

1373.67

25.58

1.82

0.005

0.392

1.303

0.152

21 SRC_36

-1046.04

-135.958

3.83

1819.22

25.58

1.82

0.011

0.784

2.607

0.305

22 SRC_39

-1094.259

-138.728

3.83

1522.36

25.58

1.82

0.027

1.960

6.517

0.762

23 SRC_45

-1114.592

-145.996

3.83

1518.63

25.58

1.82

0.011

0.784

2.607

0.305

24 SRC_46

-1105.117

-147.348

3.83

1770.9

25.58

1.82

0.090

6.665

22.157

2.590

25 SRC_47

-1095.648

-148.682

3.83

1571.31

25.58

1.82

0.128

9.410

31.280

3.657

26 SRC_51

-1096.645

-158.279

3.83

1336.31

25.58

1.82

0.048

3.529

11.730

1.371

27 SRC_52

-1088.212

-159.551

3.83

1492.89

25.58

1.82

0.037

2.744

9.123

1.067

28 SRC_53

-1078.796

-160.851

3.83

1665.26

25.58

1.82

0.027

1.960

6.517

0.762

29 SRC_55

-1094.988

-166.869

3.83

1581.06

25.58

1.82

0.016

1.176

3.910

0.457

30 SRC_56

-1089.54

-169.147

3.83

1775.48

25.58

1.82

0.016

1.176

3.910

0.457

31 SRC_57

-1080.097

-170.456

3.83

1626.78

25.58

1.82

0.011

0.784

2.607

0.305

32 SRC_60

-1090.868

-178.719

3.83

1842.41

25.58

1.82

0.016

1.176

3.910

0.457

33 SRC_70

-1074.204

-192.359

3.83

1809.97

25.58

1.82

0.005

0.392

1.303

0.152

34 SRC_72

-1076.68

-211.87

3.83

2140.71

25.58

1.82

0.016

1.176

3.910

0.457

35 SRC_73

-1128.017

-104.249

3.83

1279.39

25.58

1.82

0.005

0.392

1.303

0.152

36 SRC_74

-1118.472

-105.631

3.83

1329.6

25.58

1.82

0.037

2.744

9.123

1.067

37 SRC_76

-1113.183

-136.033

3.83

1526.44

25.58

1.82

0.043

3.137

10.427

1.219

38 SRC_77

-1103.724

-137.395

3.83

1624.99

25.58

1.82

0.037

2.744

9.123

1.067

39 SRC_78

-1088.825

-144.388

3.83

1347.14

25.58

1.82

0.016

1.176

3.910

0.457

40 SRC_79

-1086.169

-150.007

3.83

1322.9

25.58

1.82

0.021

1.568

5.213

0.609

41 SRC_38

-1124.027

-135.036

3.83

1361.93

25.58

1.82

0.005

0.392

1.303

0.152

42 SRC_59

-1100.337

-177.389

3.83

1459.56

25.58

1.82

0.021

1.568

5.213

0.609
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MEDIUM SCENARIO - VOLUME SOURCES
43 SRC_61

-1081.402

-180.037

3.83

1777.49

25.58

1.82

0.011

0.784

2.607

0.305

44 SRC_62

-1071.93

-181.35

3.83

1858.66

25.58

1.82

0.005

0.392

1.303

0.152

45 SRC_67

-1098.645

-188.423

3.83

1531.05

25.58

1.82

0.027

1.960

6.517

0.762

46 VRG-18

-1119.86

-115.239

3.83

1312.95

25.58

1.82

0.0001

0.047

8.87

1.27

47 VRG-19

-1110.389

-116.637

3.83

1370.62

25.58

1.82

0.0001

0.047

8.87

1.27

48 VRG-76

-1113.183

-136.033

3.83

1526.44

25.58

1.82

0.0001

0.047

8.87

1.27

49 VRG-46

-1105.117

-147.348

3.83

1770.9

25.58

1.82

0.0001

0.047

8.87

1.27

50 VRG-47

-1095.648

-148.682

3.83

1571.31

25.58

1.82

0.0001

0.047

8.87

1.27

51 VRG-52

-1088.212

-159.551

3.83

1492.89

25.58

1.82

0.0001

0.047

8.87

1.27

52 VRG-60

-1090.868

-178.719

3.83

1842.41

25.58

1.82

0.0001

0.047

8.87

1.27

53 VRG-05

-1075.412

-201.92

3.83

1902.51

25.58

1.82

0.0001

0.047

8.87

1.27

54 VRG-57

-1080.097

-170.456

3.83

1626.78

25.58

1.82

0.0001

0.047

8.87

1.27

LOW

Summary Emissions per DRILL RIG or PRODUCING
WELL

PM10

PM2.5

NOx

SO2

Drill-Rig POINT SOURCE emissions total (RIG-##)

0.197

0.155

2.305

0.0314

Drill-Rig VOLUME SOURCE emissions total (VRG-##)

1.257

0.184

0.0116

0.00004

Production well VOLUME SOURCE emissions total (SRC-##)

0.821

0.117

0.614

0.0083

Total Emissions

2.275

0.456

2.931

0.040

LOW SCENARIO - POINT SOURCES
3 oil rigs and 1 “other” rig operating - NO Potash well drilling
Source
Name

X Coord

Y Coord

Stack
Height

Base
Elev.

Stack
Diam.

Exit
Velocity

Exit
Temp

Bldg
Dwash

SO2

NOx

PM10

PM2.5

km

km

m

m

m

m/s

K

1 RIG-18

-1119.9

-115.24

6.1

1312.95

0.2

50

800

0

0

0

0

0

2 RIG-19

-1110.4

-116.64

6.1

1370.62

0.2

50

800

0

0.0314

2.31

0.197

0.155

3 RIG-76

-1113.2

-136.03

6.1

1526.44

0.2

50

800

0

0.0314

2.31

0.197

0.155

4 RIG-46

-1105.1

-147.35

6.1

1770.9

0.2

50

800

0

0

0

0

0

5 RIG-47

-1095.6

-148.68

6.1

1571.31

0.2

50

800

0

0

0

0

0

6 RIG-52

-1088.2

-159.55

6.1

1492.89

0.2

50

800

0

0.0314

2.31

0.197

0.155

7 RIG-60

-1090.9

-178.72

6.1

1842.41

0.2

50

800

0

0

0

0

0

8 RIG-05

-1075.4

-201.92

6.1

1902.51

0.2

50

800

0

0.0314

2.31

0.197

0.155
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LOW SCENARIO - POINT SOURCES
9 RIG-57

-1080.1

-170.46

6.1

1626.78

0.2

50

800

0

0

0

0

0

PM10

PM2.5

LOW SCENARIO - VOLUME SOURCES
Source
Name

X Coord

Y Coord

Effect.
Height

Base
Elev.

Initial
Sigma y

Initial
Sigma z

SO2

NOx

km

km

m

m

m

m/s

1 SRC_4

-1084.768

-201.044

3.83

1930.63

25.58

1.82

0.016

1.192

1.596

0.228

2 SRC_5

-1075.412

-201.92

3.83

1902.51

25.58

1.82

0.038

2.781

3.723

0.532

3 SRC_7

-1095.471

-209.684

3.83

1950.08

25.58

1.82

0.005

0.397

0.532

0.076

4 SRC_8

-1086.141

-210.985

3.83

2017.87

25.58

1.82

0.005

0.397

0.532

0.076

5 SRC_11

-1109.006

-107.008

3.83

1384.12

25.58

1.82

0.011

0.795

1.064

0.152

6 SRC_13

-1089.754

-109.806

3.83

1464.26

25.58

1.82

0.016

1.192

1.596

0.228

7 SRC_14

-1080.278

-111.771

3.83

1439.27

25.58

1.82

0.022

1.589

2.127

0.304

8 SRC_15

-1070.743

-113.094

3.83

1390.83

25.58

1.82

0.005

0.397

0.532

0.076

9 SRC_18

-1119.86

-115.239

3.83

1312.95

25.58

1.82

0.102

7.550

10.105

1.443

10 SRC_19

-1110.389

-116.637

3.83

1370.62

25.58

1.82

0.048

3.576

4.787

0.684

11 SRC_20

-1100.754

-118.012

3.83

1369.41

25.58

1.82

0.032

2.384

3.191

0.456

12 SRC_21

-1095.099

-119.379

3.83

1423.09

25.58

1.82

0.011

0.795

1.064

0.152

13 SRC_22

-1077.892

-117.014

3.83

1421.38

25.58

1.82

0.011

0.795

1.064

0.152

14 SRC_23

-1072.468

-122.657

3.83

1472.97

25.58

1.82

0.011

0.795

1.064

0.152

15 SRC_24

-1062.787

-123.994

3.83

1539.35

25.58

1.82

0.011

0.795

1.064

0.152

16 SRC_28

-1121.243

-124.791

3.83

1329.76

25.58

1.82

0.011

0.795

1.064

0.152

17 SRC_29

-1111.766

-126.18

3.83

1465.99

25.58

1.82

0.022

1.589

2.127

0.304

18 SRC_30

-1102.109

-127.564

3.83

1523.43

25.58

1.82

0.011

0.795

1.064

0.152

19 SRC_31

-1092.669

-128.899

3.83

1411.98

25.58

1.82

0.022

1.589

2.127

0.304

20 SRC_32

-1089.455

-130.533

3.83

1373.67

25.58

1.82

0.005

0.397

0.532

0.076

21 SRC_36

-1046.04

-135.958

3.83

1819.22

25.58

1.82

0.011

0.795

1.064

0.152

22 SRC_39

-1094.259

-138.728

3.83

1522.36

25.58

1.82

0.027

1.987

2.659

0.380

23 SRC_45

-1114.592

-145.996

3.83

1518.63

25.58

1.82

0.011

0.795

1.064

0.152

24 SRC_46

-1105.117

-147.348

3.83

1770.9

25.58

1.82

0.097

7.152

9.573

1.367

25 SRC_47

-1095.648

-148.682

3.83

1571.31

25.58

1.82

0.135

9.934

13.296

1.899

26 SRC_51

-1096.645

-158.279

3.83

1336.31

25.58

1.82

0.048

3.576

4.787

0.684

27 SRC_52

-1088.212

-159.551

3.83

1492.89

25.58

1.82

0.038

2.781

3.723

0.532
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LOW SCENARIO - VOLUME SOURCES
28 SRC_53

-1078.796

-160.851

3.83

1665.26

25.58

1.82

0.027

1.987

2.659

0.380

29 SRC_55

-1094.988

-166.869

3.83

1581.06

25.58

1.82

0.016

1.192

1.596

0.228

30 SRC_56

-1089.54

-169.147

3.83

1775.48

25.58

1.82

0.016

1.192

1.596

0.228

31 SRC_57

-1080.097

-170.456

3.83

1626.78

25.58

1.82

0.016

1.192

1.596

0.228

32 SRC_60

-1090.868

-178.719

3.83

1842.41

25.58

1.82

0.022

1.589

2.127

0.304

33 SRC_70

-1074.204

-192.359

3.83

1809.97

25.58

1.82

0.005

0.397

0.532

0.076

34 SRC_72

-1076.68

-211.87

3.83

2140.71

25.58

1.82

0.016

1.192

1.596

0.228

35 SRC_73

-1128.017

-104.249

3.83

1279.39

25.58

1.82

0.005

0.397

0.532

0.076

36 SRC_74

-1118.472

-105.631

3.83

1329.6

25.58

1.82

0.038

2.781

3.723

0.532

37 SRC_76

-1113.183

-136.033

3.83

1526.44

25.58

1.82

0.043

3.179

4.255

0.608

38 SRC_77

-1103.724

-137.395

3.83

1624.99

25.58

1.82

0.038

2.781

3.723

0.532

39 SRC_78

-1088.825

-144.388

3.83

1347.14

25.58

1.82

0.016

1.192

1.596

0.228

40 SRC_79

-1086.169

-150.007

3.83

1322.9

25.58

1.82

0.022

1.589

2.127

0.304

41 SRC_38

-1124.027

-135.036

3.83

1361.93

25.58

1.82

0.005

0.397

0.532

0.076

42 SRC_59

-1100.337

-177.389

3.83

1459.56

25.58

1.82

0.022

1.589

2.127

0.304

43 SRC_61

-1081.402

-180.037

3.83

1777.49

25.58

1.82

0.011

0.795

1.064

0.152

44 SRC_62

-1071.93

-181.35

3.83

1858.66

25.58

1.82

0.005

0.397

0.532

0.076

45 SRC_67

-1098.645

-188.423

3.83

1531.05

25.58

1.82

0.027

1.987

2.659

0.380

46 VRG-18

-1119.86

-115.239

3.83

1312.95

25.58

1.82

0

0

0

0

47 VRG-19

-1110.389

-116.637

3.83

1370.62

25.58

1.82

0.00004

0.012

1.26

0.18

48 VRG-76

-1113.183

-136.033

3.83

1526.44

25.58

1.82

0.00004

0.012

1.26

0.18

49 VRG-46

-1105.117

-147.348

3.83

1770.9

25.58

1.82

0

0

0

0

50 VRG-47

-1095.648

-148.682

3.83

1571.31

25.58

1.82

0

0

0

0

51 VRG-52

-1088.212

-159.551

3.83

1492.89

25.58

1.82

0.00004

0.012

1.26

0.18

52 VRG-60

-1090.868

-178.719

3.83

1842.41

25.58

1.82

0

0

0

0

53 VRG-05

-1075.412

-201.92

3.83

1902.51

25.58

1.82

0.00004

0.012

1.26

0.18

54 VRG-57

-1080.097

-170.456

3.83

1626.78

25.58

1.82

0

0

0

0
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Table G-1. Comments and Responses by Resource
Organization

Comment

Response

Comment
ID

Air Quality
EPA, Director of
NEPA
Compliance
and Review
Program

The visibility analysis indicates the potential for many days of
contribution and causation of visibility impairment at Arches and
Canyonlands National Parks under the modeled "high scenario."
Although impacts are projected to decrease under the "low" and
"medium" scenario, Canyonlands is still projected to have 22 days
of visibility impairment above 0.5 dv for the 2008 meteorological
year under the low scenario. Nitrogen deposition impacts are also
projected at both of the National Parks, with the greatest impacts
projected at Canyonlands. The predicted nitrogen deposition
impact exceeds the Deposition Analysis Threshold (DAT) for the
high scenario in meteorological years 2006 and 2007 and for the
high, medium and low scenarios in 2008. We recommend the BLM
establish stipulations to assure that visibility is not compromised at
these Class I areas as a result of future leasing decisions in the
Moab Planning Area. We support the inclusion of stipulations
requiring reductions in NOx emissions and establishing a
requirement for Fugitive Dust Control Plans for future activity. We
recommend that the BLM discuss, in the Final EIS, whether these
stipulations are expected to be adequate to protect AQRVs in
Arches and Canyonlands National Parks, and establish additional
requirements if necessary.

The Best Management Practices outlined in Appendix B, the
management actions, stipulations, and lease notices presented
in Chapter 2 are deemed sufficient to ensure no adverse
impacts to visibility and nitrogen deposition in nearby Class 1
areas. This is discussed in Chapter 4 under Results of Air
Quality Modeling and Quantitative Analysis and in Section 4.3.3
Impacts Common to all Alternatives. In addition, BLM is
implementing a post-ROD monitoring and research study in
conjunction with the National Park Service and United States
Geological Survey to monitor and track potential impacts
associated with oil and gas development in the Planning Area,
and to evaluate the effectiveness of mitigation and/or the need
for additional controls.

29

EPA, Director of
NEPA
Compliance
and Review
Program

As stated in the Draft EIS, "none of the emissions scenarios
represent likely future development." Based on our review of
Appendix F, this appears to be particularly true with regard to
location of future sources. The methodology used to allocate future
oil and gas well drilling and operating emissions did not take into
account the various No Leasing or NSO buffers proposed under the
Preferred Alternative on lands adjacent to Arches and Canyonlands
National Parks. The Draft EIS briefly discusses the relationship
between the magnitude of visibility impact and the proximity of the
source to park receptor locations, based on the results of the
modeling analysis. This result indicates that proposed No Leasing
or NSO areas surrounding the Class I areas could significantly
reduce air quality and AQRV related impacts. If applying any of
these stipulations to the modeling analysis would significantly
change the location of modeled emissions, we recommend doing so
prior to the issuance of the Final EIS, so that the impacts disclosed
are relevant to any stipulations that would be imposed by an
Alternative. This will better enable the BLM to determine whether
additional mitigation measures are warranted.

The purpose of the modeling, as described in Section 4.3.2,
was not to try to anticipate actual development scenarios, as
not enough is known about future potential development to
adequately analyze those. It was rather to identify likely
pollutants of concern and the impacts of various emissions
levels on identified Air Quality Related Values associated with
these emissions. This was accomplished through the modeling
presented, and resulted in attention on specific mitigation and
control features as presented in the document. Additional
scenario modeling is unlikely to significantly add to this. It is a
reasonable assumption, based on both the modeling and
commonly understood air quality principles, that removing
development from Closed or NSO areas around the Class 1
areas would result in lower impacts. Additional modeling,
which is expensive and time consuming, would be unlikely to
substantially refine or change that conclusion.
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EPA, Director of
NEPA
Compliance
and Review
Program

According to the Draft EIS, "potash production emissions estimates
were not estimated or modeled due to the extremely high level of
uncertainty associated with emissions· estimates for this activity."
We note that if the modeling were to include these additional
emissions from potash processing, then the reported impacts may
be greater. At a minimum, we recommend adding a qualitative
discussion of the potash mining and processing (i.e., beneficiation
process) and expected air pollutant emissions. One example of a
source of information on the potash process that may be helpful is
entitled, Potash Processing in Saskatchewan -A Review of Process
Technologies, by Carlos F. Perucca, available online at: http:
//technology.infomine.com/hydrometmine/papers/Potash%20Proces
sing%20in%20SK%20%20A%20Review%20of%20Process%20Technologies.pdf.

A qualitative discussion of potential (but unknown) potash
emissions from any future potash production activities would
not add any useful information to the discussion. Emissions
are not impacts, and without an understating of the nature and
location of these emissions it is not possible to draw
conclusions related to any potential impacts associated with
these emissions. Any potash production that may occur in the
general Planning Area would be subject to Utah DEQ and
Clean Air Act permitting rules and regulations, and as such can
be presumed to not cause significant air quality impacts in the
Planning Area or to the Class 1 areas. BLM does not, nor
should it, engage in speculative modeling related to possible
future permitted sources that will occur on non-Federal lands.

31

EPA, Director of
NEPA
Compliance
and Review
Program

We appreciate the BLM's efforts to disclose likely near-field air
quality impacts from future MLP activities by discussing the results
of previous near-field modeling conducted for projects in and near
the Planning Area. We did not find the discussion of modeling
performed for the Fidelity Cane Creek project to be useful to the
goal stated in the Draft EIS of evaluating previous project-specific
modeling "for relevance to management decisions and possible
control considerations." The AERMOD, CALPUFF, and VISCREEN
modeling described for the Cane Creek Project were all focused on
potential impacts to the National Parks. This does not provide any
additional information that can't be provided through the CALPUFF
modeling performed for the Moab MLP and results in a confusing
array of information.

The intent of providing results from project-specific modeling
exercises that have been conducted for previous oil and gas
projects was to disclose the type of information and analysis
that is likely to be presented for future projects. In that sense
the information provided is valuable for the reader to determine
how BLM might approach future project-specific analysis for oil
and gas development as envisioned under the MLP, and what
types of impacts might be likely under this level of projectspecific development. It is unlikely the Planning Area will be
seeing specific projects much larger than the examples
presented in the MLP, so this is useful and relevant information
to be presented.

32

EPA, Director of
NEPA
Compliance
and Review
Program

We found the discussion of results of the near-field modeling
analysis for the Monument Butte Project to be more helpful [than the
Fidelity Cane Creek Project]. We recommend that the Final EIS
explain the similarities and differences between the Monument
Butte Project and anticipated oil and gas development in the
Planning Area to clarify the relevance of the modeling results. For
instance, this could be demonstrated by discussing operating
conditions and control measures, background concentrations,
meteorology, and terrain. It would also be helpful to summarize the
assumptions and model versions used in the air quality analysis.
We note that the Monument Butte Project does not include potash
development, which may result in near-field impacts that are quite
different from oil and gas development. We recommend that the
BLM incorporate an existing air quality analysis to provide
information on potential near-field impacts of potash development, if
one exists. If such an analysis does not exist, we recommend that
the BLM discuss in more detail the potash mining and beneficiation

The near-field modeling analysis for Cane Creek is much more
likely to be the level of analysis in future NEPA in the Planning
Area than the Greater Monument Buttes (GMB) modeling, due
primarily to the scale of likely projects and existing air quality
conditions in the respective project areas. GMB was presented
to disclose the likely impacts to non-modeled parameters in the
MLP, such as Hazardous Air Pollutants or criteria pollutants
such as carbon monoxide. As such, it is informative for
addressing possible impacts from these other parameters. As
described in the Response to Comment 31, it is neither
appropriate nor informative for BLM to be speculating on how
potash processing may or may not occur in the Planning Area,
and what impacts may or may not be associated with
processing allowed under current State and Federal permitting
regulations.
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process and the likely similarities and differences in comparison to
the oil and gas impacts disclosed.
EPA, Director of
NEPA
Compliance
and Review
Program

While discussion of existing near-field modeling results is useful for
disclosure of likely impacts at the planning stage, due to the projectspecific nature of near-field air quality impacts we recommend that
project-specific near-field impact analyses be conducted prior to any
future proposed oil, gas or potash development in the Planning
Area. We therefore support the BLM's inclusion of a lease notice
informing lessees/operators that "prior to project-specific approval,
additional air quality analyses may be required." If a future project
instead relies on existing modeling results for disclosure of potential
near-field impacts, we recommend following a similar approach to
that described above to confirm the relevance of the modeling
results. Where emission control measures incorporated into the
modeling emissions inventory are critical to achieving compliance
with the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS), we
recommend those measures be required for any subsequent
projects utilizing those model results.

The procedure outlined in this comment is the likely procedure
for future project-specific analysis under NEPA. Modeling
decisions are made based on an evaluation of likely emissions,
proximity to sensitive receptors, and best scientific practices.
This is consistent with current guidance.

34

EPA, Director of
NEPA
Compliance
and Review
Program

The regional cumulative air quality analysis focuses on the results
from the Western Regional Air Partnership (WRAP) WestJump Air
Quality Modeling Study that uses a simulation year of 2008. While
the WRAP study results presented in this section are helpful
because the study performed source apportionment analyses, we
also recommend discussing and presenting the results from the
modeling work completed by the BLM as part of the Utah BLM Air
Resources Management Strategy (ARMS). Cumulative modeling
was conducted using this platform for criteria pollutants and AQRVs,
including a base case and future-year projection as well as three
future-year mitigation scenarios. Presenting this information will be
helpful because the ARMS modeling was conducted using an
updated emissions inventory and a more current modeling platform
than that used for the WRAP study. If the results from the ARMS
platform cannot be presented in this section, we recommend that
the results of the WRAP study be utilized to present a more
comprehensive depiction of impacts from an air shed perspective.
For example, this could include spatial figures of the cumulative
impacts for ozone and PM2.5 as wells as a discussion of visibility
results for additional locations within and near the Planning Area.

The Utah BLM Air Resources Management Strategy (ARMS)
was primarily developed to examine air quality impacts from oil
and gas development in the Uinta Basin of Northeast Utah.
While the modeling domain does cover the Planning Area, no
specific impacts were determined for receptor locations in the
Planning Area at this time, so the analysis is of limited utility for
purposes of the MLP.

35

EPA, Director of
NEPA
Compliance
and Review
Program

We support the stipulations proposed to protect air quality in the
Planning Area, as well as the Lease Notice which indicates that
additional project-specific air quality mitigation measures may be
identified in the future. It fs our understanding that the current
analysis assumes wells would not need to be hydraulically
fractured, based on historical development practices in the Planning

This is consistent with BLM practices.
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Area. If hydraulic fracturing is conducted, emissions associated
with traffic and the fracturing process would increase pollutant
emissions and could affect potential impacts. Therefore, if hydraulic
fracturing is proposed for a future project, we recommend that the
BLM require project-specific air quality analysis and consider
project-specific mitigation measures, including stipulations
applicable to emissions from hydraulic fracturing pump engines.
EPA, Director of
NEPA
Compliance
and Review
Program

The lack of air quality monitoring data in the Planning Area, and
potential need for additional monitoring to establish a baseline and
detect future impacts, has been discussed among the Air Quality
Technical Workgroup for this EIS, but does not appear in the
document. We support additional monitoring in the Moab Planning
Area which could be used to inform future project-specific modeling
efforts and mitigation decisions. We recommend the BLM use the
MLP to establish a plan for the implementation of a monitoring
program.

BLM is working with NPS and USGS to implement additional
monitoring and air quality related studies in the Planning Area.
This is to both validate and track the analysis conducted for the
MLP and to further the understanding of existing air quality in
the Planning Area.

37

EPA, Director of
NEPA
Compliance
and Review
Program

updated information is available for some of the background
emission data provided for Utah, U.S. and Global C02 emissions
(e.g., Figures 3-2 and 3-4), and we recommend that this updated
information be used in the Final EIS.

The BLM utilized the best available information at the time of
analysis.

38

EPA, Director of
NEPA
Compliance
and Review
Program

We also appreciate that estimated GHG emissions have been
calculated for each of the alternatives analyzed in the Draft EIS. The
estimated GHG emissions can serve as a reasonable proxy for
climate change impacts when comparing the proposal and
alternatives. According to the Draft EIS, "C02eq emissions from
potash operations were not calculated as there is not enough
development, operations, or emission factors information available
to make that calculation." If a quantitative estimate is not possible,
we recommend that the BLM qualitatively discuss in more detail the
potash mining and beneficiation process and likely sources of GHG
emissions. It may be possible to use information from current mining
processes to give general information about the amount of energy
needed to produce potash, and associated GHG emissions.
Information from the Department of Energy on potash energy
requirements is available at: http: //energy. gov/sites/prod/: files/20 l
3/l l/f4/potash soda borate.pdf.

As described in Response to Comment 31, it is neither
appropriate nor informative for BLM to be speculating on how
potash processing may or may not occur in the Planning Area,
and what impacts may or may not be associated with
processing allowed under current State and Federal permitting
regulations. This is also true for any calculations of
Greenhouse Gases, and would be highly speculative with no
discernable impact possible to assign to any speculative
emissions estimates. How this would inform the analysis or
management decisions is unclear based on this comment.

39

EPA, Director of
NEPA
Compliance
and Review
Program

The discussion of potential climate change impacts associated with
the planning area's anticipated GHG emissions is limited to a
comparison to total U.S. emissions and total emissions for the State
of Utah. Recognizing that climate impacts are not attributable to any
single action, but are exacerbated by a series of smaller decisions,
we do not recommend comparing GHG emissions from a proposed

The comparison of speculative GHG emissions from the
alternatives compared to regional or global emissions estimates
is exactly why no meaningful analysis can be conducted on this
topic at the level of this NEPA analysis. BLM is not using this
comparison as a reason to not analyze GHG’s, but rather to
demonstrate why no meaningful analysis is possible. This is
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action to total U.S. emissions, as this approach does not provide
meaningful information for a master leasing plan analysis. This
rationale is similar to that noted by the CEQ revised draft guidance
regarding comparison to global emissions. We recommend that the
BLM provide a more meaningful frame of reference for discussion in
the Final EIS. For example, the Final EIS could cite an applicable
Federal, state, tribal or local goal for GHG emission reductions, and
discuss whether the emissions levels are consistent with such
goals, or compare emissions to a reference point that is easily
visualized by the public, such as energy required to heat x number
of homes annually (http:
//www.epa.gov/cleanenergy/energyresources/calculator.html).

consistent with current draft CEQ guidance. There are no
relevant Federal, State, or local goals or targets that BLM is
aware of and that are applicable to an estimation of potential
future GHG emission. Comparing speculative GHG emissions
to how much energy is required to heat an average home adds
nothing to this analysis, and is neither relevant nor informative
when it comes to potential climate change impacts from GHG
emissions.

EPA, Director of
NEPA
Compliance
and Review
Program

The Draft EIS does not include a discussion of mitigation to
minimize GHG emissions from the proposed action. We recommend
that the Final EIS describe measures to reduce GHG emissions
associated with the project, including reasonable alternatives or
other practicable mitigation opportunities and disclose the estimated
GHG reductions associated with such measures. For example,
measures to reduce fugitive methane emissions from oil, gas and
potash development or use of renewable energy sources to reduce
reliance on combustion sources of C02 during development and
operations for mineral extraction. The EPA further recommends that
the Record of Decision commits to implementation of reasonable
mitigation measures that would reduce future project-related GHG
emissions.

As pointed out in the comment, VOC emissions control
requirements also have the benefit of reducing associated
Greenhouse Gases.
Text has been added to Chapter 2 (Table 2-1, Air Quality,
Management Actions Common to All Alternatives)
providing a list of VOC controls that also control GHGs.

41

Individual

The industry has clearly not had a negative impact on the local air
quality, as even the MLP admits that the quality of the air is
currently satisfactory. Particulate matter concentrations are well
under the National Ambient Air Quality Standards, and even ozone,
much of which drifts in from out of state, is measured as having
levels below the national standards. The industry has Implemented
several emission controls to help ensure that air quality will not be a
problem. Similarly, standard industry practices protect groundwater
so effectively that incidences of contamination are so exceedingly
rare, as to defy probability. There is no reason for the MLP to
exclude the industry for the sake of environmental protection.

Currently, there are no “existing elevated levels of background
pollution in the Moab MLP area.” Air quality in the Moab MLP
area is under increased scrutiny due to the proximity to the
National Parks and their Class I airsheds. BLM’s proposed
mitigation in the MLP is intended to sustain this excellent air
quality.
The established procedures for protecting groundwater have
been incorporated into mineral lease stipulations and best
management practices.

65

Individual

The results of air quality modeling speak to the unreasonableness
of this MLP effort. The resultant air quality “constraints” identified in
the MLP is extreme and is not supported by impact analysis. The
NEPA process is meant to evaluate impacts from proposed
activities and then provide reasonable mitigation. Here the air
quality, visibility and HAP modeling analysis projects no impacts to
NAAQS pollutants nor visibility from any of the alternatives, and no
HAP production from continuation of the existing management

Currently, there are no “existing elevated levels of background
pollution in the Moab MLP area.” Air quality in the Moab MLP
area is under increased scrutiny due to the proximity to the
National Parks and their Class I airsheds. BLM’s proposed
mitigation in the MLP is intended to sustain this excellent air
quality.

61, 170,
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under the existing 2008 RMP. In fact the analysis indicates the air
quality and visibility in the region has actually been improving over
the past 15 years. Yet, the MLP proposes significant mitigation
constraints to handle a problem that won’t exist. This is another
example of the illegal use of the MLP process. Not only is it out of
compliance with FLPMA, it’s also out of compliance with NEPA.
Individual

Table 2-1: Air Quality – CSU (pp 2-5 through 2-6)
The discussion in Table 1 identifies new CSU requirements for
equipment use to mitigate the impacts to air quality and greenhouse
gas emissions.
Comment
The air quality information presented in Chapter 3 indicates air
quality has been improving in the area for the past several years.
This implies that current management in the area has been
effective. Chapter 4 needs to quantify the level to which this
requirement will improve air quality in light of the additional costs
that these requirements will impose.

To adequately analyze the quantitative benefits of the Best
Management Practices and other controls presented in Chapter
2 would require a detailed understanding of future
developments pace and scope. This is not possible given the
uncertainty associated with future production. The analysis in
the MLP was conducted to identify likely pollutants of concern,
and also identify those mitigations and controls that would be
most effective in preventing air quality impacts associated with
those pollutants. It is the intention of future management
actions to maintain the current good air quality in the Planning
Area and to ensure mitigation and controls are effective in
doing this.

176

Individual

Existing Air Quality (p 3-5)
“The NAAQS apply to six pollutants: carbon monoxide (CO),
nitrogen dioxide (NO2), sulfur dioxide (SO2), ozone (O3), and
particulates whose diameter are smaller than ten μm (PM10) or
smaller than 2.5 μm (PM2.5). Table 3-7 provides the various
emissions of the six pollutants by source sector.
Currently, air quality is good within the Planning Area.
Mobile sources (primarily motor vehicles) account for most of the
CO, NOx, and a large amount of the PM in the Planning Area.
Biogenics are the dominant source of Volatile Organic Compounds
(VOC). Various minor area sources contribute the remainder of the
emission.
IMPROVE monitoring data indicates the most visibility-impaired
days in Canyonlands National Park exhibit visual distances between
61 and 80 miles and show improvements over the decade of 1998
to 2008 of approximately 35 percent. The mid-range days have
visual distances of 78 to 109 miles and show no significant change.
The least-impaired days have visibility ranges from 107 to 144 and
also demonstrate improvements over the decade of approximately
25 percent (EPA 2003c)… The visibility improvements seen over
the past decade are the result of implementing State and Federal
stationary and mobile source regulations.”
Comment
This is an example of the unbalanced nature of the MLP process.
The greatest sources of pollutant emissions in the area are visitation

The air quality analysis only concerned itself with identifying
pollutants that may cause adverse impacts related to activities
contemplated under the MLP. It is beyond the scope of this
analysis to look at all other potential sources of air quality
impacts that could affect the Planning Area. This is consistent
with current NEPA practice.
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and traffic affiliated with tourism, and the greatest source for VOC
emissions are natural processes (biogenic). Yet since the MLP is
designed to specifically develop “constraints” on the minerals
industry, it adds significant operational costs related to mitigation
that ultimately may not have a noticeable impact in improving air
quality. It fails to address identified impacts resulting from other
types of use in the area, and potential mitigation for those impacts.
BLM may argue that NEPA can be used for any purpose, and the
purpose identified for this NEPA action is to “consider a range of
new constraints” for mineral development, and limiting “scope of the
decisions in the Moab MLP …to oil and gas and potash leasing and
development.” This may meet legal requirements, but points to the
obtuse use of NEPA by this MLP process to target a specific use.
This is not how the NEPA and decision making processes should
work. The MLP is simply an arbitrarily constructed version of NEPA,
with a pre-determined specific intent and outcome.
Individual

G-8

Results of Air Quality Modeling and Quantitative Analysis (p 4-16)
“Under all alternatives, it is unlikely the NAAQS will be exceeded or
violated due to BLM-approved development actions related to oil
and gas and/or potash development. Based on previous modeling,
there is a possibility of short-term exceedances of the 1-hour NO2
and 24-hour PM10 NAAQS from development activities. These
exceedances would most likely be short-lived and spatially variable,
and a violation would be unlikely. Deposition of nitrogen and sulfur
in Class 1 Areas (National Parks) due to actions related to oil and
gas and/or potash development, in all alternatives, are unlikely to
result in concentrations exceeding Deposition Analysis Thresholds
(DAT), although under the higher emissions scenarios modeled
nitrogen exceeded the DATs. DATs are established by the National
Park Service to protect ecological integrity in National Parks and
wilderness areas. Deposition trends in nearby Class 1 Areas have
been steady to improving in recent decades, although under higher
emissions scenarios, this could be reversed.
Comment
The results of air quality modeling speak to the unreasonableness
of this MLP effort. The resultant air quality “constraints” identified in
the MLP is not supported by impacts. The NEPA process is meant
to evaluate impacts from proposed activities. Here the air quality,
visibility and HAP modeling analysis projects no impacts to NAAQS
pollutants nor visibility from any of the alternatives, and no HAP
production from continuation of the existing management under the
existing 2008 RMP. Yet, the MLP proposes significant mitigation
constraints to handle a problem that won’t exist. This is another
example of the illegal use of the MLP process. Not only is it out of

The air quality analysis only concerned itself with identifying
pollutants that may cause adverse impacts related to activities
contemplated under the MLP. It is beyond the scope of this
analysis to look at all other potential sources of air quality
impacts that could affect the Planning Area. This is consistent
with current NEPA practice.
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compliance with FLPMA, it’s also out of compliance with NEPA. The
MLP needs to provide the rationale being used to utilize this out of
compliance MLP process.
Utah Guides
and Outfitters

Furthermore, we recognize the tangible impacts climate change will
have on our industry and on the rivers that cut through this district.
While there is some basic discussion of greenhouse gases and
climate mitigation efforts in this draft MLP, at no point does the math
add up to the kinds of reductions in greenhouse gas emissions that
will need to take place if we expect to live in this desert for the
foreseeable future.

The MLP analysis is not intended, nor would it be possible, to
identify some level of Greenhouse Gas emissions reductions
that would result in a defined climatic result. This is well
outside the boundaries of analysis for a document such as this.

Holiday River
Expeditions

Furthermore, we recognize the significant impacts climate change
will have on our industry and on the rivers that cut through this
district. While there is some basic discussion of greenhouse gases
and climate mitigation efforts in this draft MLP, at no point does the
math add up to the kinds of reductions in greenhouse gas emissions
that will need to take place if we expect to live in this desert for the
foreseeable future. Holiday sees this as a serious omission.

The MLP analysis is not intended, nor would it be possible, to
identify some level of Greenhouse Gas emissions reductions
that would result in a defined climatic result. This is well
outside the boundaries of analysis for a document such as this.

Individual

Climate change -- You are correct that CEQ released draft guidance
for climate change related analysis in Dec 2014. Page 9 states
(italics are mine): CEQ recognizes that many agency NEPA
analyses to date have concluded that GHG emissions from an
individual agency action will have small, if any, potential climate
change effects. Government action occurs incrementally, programby-program and step-by-step, *and climate impacts are not* *
attributable to any single action, but are exacerbated by a series of
smaller decisions, including * *decisions made by the government*.
Therefore, the statement that emissions from a government action
or approval represent only a small fraction of global emissions is
more a statement about the nature of the climate change
challenge, *and is not an appropriate basis for deciding whether to
consider* *climate impacts under NEPA. *Moreover, these
comparisons *are not an appropriate method for* * characterizing
the potential impacts associated with a proposed action and its
alternatives and * *mitigations*. This approach does not reveal
anything beyond the nature of the climate change challenge itself:
the fact that diverse individual sources of emissions each make
relatively small additions to global atmospheric GHG concentrations
that collectively have huge impact (p.9). However, that is what the
MLP climate change analysis does. The above is a key statement
in the guidance and informs us that prior practices of dismissing
effects due to small contributions on a large geographic scale is a
meaningless analysis, but not necessarily a meaningless
contribution to GHGs. In fact, given NEPA’s purpose of disclosing

The air quality analysis for the MLP was developed and
approved through an inter-agency resource technical advisory
group, which included staff from the National Park Service,
Environmental Protection Agency, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, and U.S. Forest Service. In addition, the mitigation
that has been recommended in the DEIS was also evaluated
through this same advisory group. Additional analysis will be
conducted at the project-specific stage as warranted, and will
include more detailed analyses based on actual proposals that
can be more fully analyzed, but which are not available for
analysis in the MLP. The range of scenarios analyzed was
designed to identify potential pollutants of concern, and how
variable levels of emissions of these pollutants might impact air
resources. This was accomplished in the analysis, and further
additional scenarios are neither warranted nor necessary to
further refine the analysis or provide additional data.
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potential effects, the present MLP is virtually void of pertinent
information on adverse GHG effects, in chapter 4.
Individual

Looking at the web link to BLM processes for considering air quality
also lacks useful information. Here is what is needed, at a
minimum, in order to fulfill the requirement of NEPA to analyze and
disclose effects of the proposed actions on the human environment.
1. Per CEQ’s draft guidance, consider effects *of the project on
*GHG emissions. This must include both direct and indirect effects
and a conclusion of cumulative effects. Remember that though the
contribution of your proposed action may yield a nonsignificant
contribution itself, it may contribute in a meaningful way to
cumulatively significant adverse effects. a. Current practices of
federal agencies indicate that you should disclose/identify the
potential direct effects. These should be apparent in reading the
Plan. What are they? Flares? Construction of extraction sites for oil
and gas? There are others as well. b. Indirect effects are very
important in oil, gas, and some mineral extraction projects. These
include *transportation of the product *and *eventual*
*use/combustion of the extracted resources*. Although different
than the present Plan, recognize that, as an example, fossil fuel
pipeline projects also include eventual use of the fuel they transport.
It is not clear what you included in the percentages of national and
regional contributions to GHGs. It is not clear if you included all
elements, including eventual USE of the extracted resources. The
point is, if oil, gas, etc. were not extracted due to your proposed
actions it would never be used and produce GHGs. This is a critical
indirect effect, removed in location from the project area but
analyzed in your project. c. I suggest you find a way to quantify all
direct and indirect GHG related effects with meaningful bounding
and portray a valid cumulative effects analysis. See below on a
“worst case scenario.”

The air quality analysis for the MLP was developed and
approved through an inter-agency resource technical advisory
group, which included staff from the National Park Service,
Environmental Protection Agency, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, and U.S. Forest Service. In addition, the mitigation
that has been recommended in the DEIS was also evaluated
through this same advisory group. Additional analysis will be
conducted at the project-specific stage as warranted, and will
include more detailed analyses based on actual proposals that
can be more fully analyzed, but which are not available for
analysis in the MLP. The range of scenarios analyzed was
designed to identify potential pollutants of concern, and how
variable levels of emissions of these pollutants might impact air
resources. This was accomplished in the analysis, and further
additional scenarios are neither warranted nor necessary to
further refine the analysis or provide additional data.

426

Individual

Air quality and ozone concerns -- The analysis in chapter four does
not clearly show a “worst case scenario” (usual use of the term, not
CEQ’s “old” use of the term for incomplete information) of
maximum oil and gas leasing and extraction on air quality. When a
proposal can result in a spectrum of effects, a worst case scenario
should be discussed so that the maximum incremental contribution
to a given adverse effect is clear. A projected contribution to local
ozone levels should be shown relative to the maximum adverse
effect from all other sources to demonstrate the extent of impact,
with a clear statement of significance or not. Using CAA criteria
applicable to CANY is essential since the park’s ability to maintain
air quality standards correlates to preservation of various park

The air quality analysis for the MLP was developed and
approved through an inter-agency resource technical advisory
group, which included staff from the National Park Service,
Environmental Protection Agency, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, and U.S. Forest Service. In addition, the mitigation
that has been recommended in the DEIS was also evaluated
through this same advisory group. Additional analysis will be
conducted at the project-specific stage as warranted, and will
include more detailed analyses based on actual proposals that
can be more fully analyzed, but which are not available for
analysis in the MLP. The range of scenarios analyzed was
designed to identify potential pollutants of concern, and how
variable levels of emissions of these pollutants might impact air
resources. This was accomplished in the analysis, and further

309, 427
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resources, some of which, if compromised, would be irretrievable or
irreversible resources.
It would have been nice to see an estimate of how much carbon foot
print all this resource extraction would contribute to our planet's
climate issues. I'm aware it may not be much compared with the
rest of the world but an acknowledgement that it would be a
contributor should be there.

additional scenarios are neither warranted nor necessary to
further refine the analysis or provide additional data.

National Parks
Conservation
Association

Under NEPA, the BLM has obligations to assess and report the
near-field, far-field and cumulative impacts of expected emissions
from the proposed project on the National Ambient Air Quality
Standards (NAAQS), prevention of significant deterioration (PSD)
increments, and air quality related values (AQRVs), and to identify
alternatives or other mitigation measures sufficient to prevent
expected violations of NAAQS, PSD increments and adverse
impacts on AQRVs. (40 C.F.R. §§ 1502.14(a), (f), 40 C.F.R. §
1502.16(h) and 40 C.F.R. § 1508.27(b)(10)).
The BLM must ensure its proposed actions adequately protect
AQRVs and otherwise do not result in a violation of any Clean Air
Act standard. Because the air impact assessment relied upon in the
MLP DEIS fails to disclose potential violations or demonstrate that
no Clean Air Act violations would flow from the proposed action, the
BLM must (1) produce a more 11
comprehensive and robust air impact analysis inclusive of potential
future increases in emissions and (2) develop a correspondingly
rigorous mitigation and monitoring plan to ensure compliance with
the Clean Air Act as well as the National Environmental Policy Act
and the Federal Land Policy Management Act.

There is no proposed project. There are no potential violations.
The analysis was not intended, nor would it be appropriate
given the lack of site-specific information, to try to disclose
actual impacts from unknown future projects. The analysis was
intended to identify pollutants of concern so as to focus
mitigation and stipulations on relevant issues.

452

National Parks
Conservation
Association

To remedy the deficiencies in the DEIS, we recommend the
following be considered and implemented as necessary to meet the
BLM’s statutory and regulatory duties and protect the nation’s Class
I areas: --BLM must clearly disclose potential Clean Air Act
violations.

There are no potential Clean Air Act violations.

453

National Parks
Conservation
Association

To remedy the deficiencies in the DEIS, we recommend the
following be considered and implemented as necessary to meet the
BLM’s statutory and regulatory duties and protect the nation’s Class
I areas: • Reconcile VOC modeling deficiencies to generate models
that accurately project future impacts and are predictive of total
VOC emissions inclusive of fugitives.

Unknown to what this suggestion is referring to. NEPA does
not require that new models be developed to do analysis, nor
would that be very practical.

454

National Parks
Conservation
Association

To remedy the deficiencies in the DEIS, we recommend the
following be considered and implemented as necessary to meet the
BLM’s statutory and regulatory duties and protect the nation’s Class
I areas: • Require mitigation measures to ensure that increased

There are no predicted violations of the ozone NAAQS due to
VOC or NOx emissions from the Planning Area. As disclosed
in the MLP/DEIS analysis, ozone is a regional issue of which
Planning Area emissions comprise a minimal amount. The
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NOx and VOC emissions projected for the range of Alternatives will
not result in violations of ozone NAAQS generally, including at
Canyonlands and Arches, given NAAQS concentrations in the area
are already at or near current standards.

stipulations and controls proposed in the MLP/DEIS are
intended to address the contribution of Planning Area
emissions appropriately.

National Parks
Conservation
Association

To remedy the deficiencies in the DEIS, we recommend the
following be considered and implemented as necessary to meet the
BLM’s statutory and regulatory duties and protect the nation’s Class
I areas: • Establish monitoring requirements for PM to quantify
impacts and develop adequate and enforceable control measures
for PM to assure adequate protection of human health and welfare,
including affects to Class I area visibility, flora and fauna, from oil
and gas and potash development.

BLM is working with NPS and USGS to implement and
maintain a dust-monitoring study in the Planning Area.

456

National Parks
Conservation
Association

To remedy the deficiencies in the DEIS, we recommend the
following be considered and implemented as necessary to meet the
BLM’s statutory and regulatory duties and protect the nation’s Class
I areas: • Account for the cumulative impact of visibility impairing
pollutants related to the proposed leasing plan alternatives in
conjunction with existing and predicted emission increases in the
region to accurately assess potential visibility impacts at all Class I
areas potentially affected.

Potential visibility reducing emissions come from an extremely
wide variety of sources spread out over a vast (west-wide)
area. The CAA Regional Haze Rule is intended to address this
issue.

457

National Parks
Conservation
Association

To remedy the deficiencies in the DEIS, we recommend the
following be considered and implemented as necessary to meet the
BLM’s statutory and regulatory duties and protect the nation’s Class
I areas: • Ensure that increased emissions from leasing plan
alternatives will not contribute to visibility impairment at any Class I
area by issuing enforceable requirements that will effectively
mitigate visibility impairing pollutants as necessary to assure
compliance with CAA Section 169A.

The stipulations and mitigation proposed in the MLP/DEIS are
intended to accomplish this.

458

National Parks
Conservation
Association

Critically, Williams (p.21-22) finds that “The failure of BLM to
present a more accurate assessment of the potential air quality
impacts from the proposed leasing plan alternatives—including
potash production impacts, future ozone impacts, near-field NO2,
PM and HAP impacts—and the failure of BLM to address modeled
significant visibility and ecosystem impacts means BLM should
commit to an adaptive management plan that begins with rigorous
and enforceable mitigation measures and uses ongoing and
periodic monitoring and additional assessment to manage the
impacts of development that would be allowed to occur in the
leasing plan area.”

It is not a failure that BLM did not more accurately assess
potash production, future ozone impacts, near-field NO2, PM
and HAP impacts. Accurate information is not available to
model for these parameters. The stipulations and mitigation
proposed in the MLP/DEIS are intended to accomplish ongoing
and periodic monitoring and additional assessment.

459

National Parks
Conservation
Association

As a starting point for addressing the shortcomings of the air quality
analysis, under-predicted impacts and anticipated adverse
environmental impacts including to Class I areas, it is fundamental
that the lease stipulations require stringent, enforceable

Many of these recommendations are already in the proposed
stipulations and/or mitigation. BLM will continue to analyze
these issues at the project-specific stage. Through the use of
adaptive management (exceptions, modification, waivers,

460
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mechanisms for limiting emissions and thereby minimizing impacts
to public health and ecosystems. At a minimum the following should
be woven into applicable requirements:
- Analysis of air quality impacts from potash processing
- Maximize reductions of NOx emissions to reduce ozone
concentration & associated visibility impacts
- Reduce fugitive dust through field electrification, minimize traffic &
traffic speed, require Tier 2 or better construction equipment
- Implement an adaptive management program to improve and
monitor mitigation measures based on periodic monitoring and
modelling commitments
- Require specific actions take place to prevent significant impacts
- Establish more comprehensive monitoring
- Implement a "self-certification" program to ensure compliance
- Include mitigation measures to avoid or minimize greenhouse gas
emissions
- Assess mitigation measures for reducing impacts from methane
emissions
- Maximize reductions of methane emissions, which can also reduce
VOCs and HAPs i.e. improves both impacts on climate change,
ozone levels and air quality
- Implement a Leak Detection and Repair program to address
fugitive emissions from oil & gas operations

changes to Lease Notices, and changes to BMPs), the BLM
could make adjustments to mitigation measures based on
ongoing research, regulations, and review of development in
the Planning Area.

National Parks
Conservation
Association

As reflected in the Williams report, grave and unaddressed air
quality concerns are pervasive in this DEIS. BLM has failed to
satisfy its obligations under NEPA, FLPMA and the CAA that we
fear may lead to demonstrable degradation at national parks and
result in substantial CAA violations. We urge BLM to remedy the
deficiencies identified above and consider alternatives and
mitigation measures as detailed in the William’s report.

The BLM disagrees with this characterization.

461

Individual

In chapter 2, Table 2.1 of the MLP considers imposing a
requirement to file a fugitive dust control plan for disturbances of .25
acres or more. This is a very small threshold for disturbance. I do
not know of any mineral activity that would require less than .25
acres.
The BLM should just say that each and every time, you drive out to
your oil lease you need to file a fugitive dust control plan.
This stipulation needs to be removed from the MLP and a more
reasonable threshold should be proposed.

The Utah Division of Air Quality requires a Fugitive Dust
Control Plan on all disturbances greater than 0.25 acres. The
BLM has incorporated this requirement into the alternatives for
the MLP/DEIS.
Trucks would be restricted to designated roads and permitted
disturbances. If a proposed disturbance is greater than 0.25
acres, a Fugitive Dust Control Plan would be required.
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Service,
Southeast Utah
Group

Predicted AQRV Impacts, Mitigation, and Stipulations
1) Visibility impacts: NPS is concerned that air modeling analysis
conducted for the DEIS predicted significant impacts on visibility in
both Canyonlands and Arches NPs. Specifically, for the high
emissions scenario, the analysis predicted 254 and 119 days over
the 0.5 deciview (dv) threshold and 105 and 15 days over the 1.0 dv
threshold in Canyonlands and Arches NPs, respectively, over three
modeled meteorological years. As noted in Chapter 4 of the DEIS,
FLAG 2010 (which is predicated on the Environmental Protection
Agency's Best Available Retrofit Technology guidance for defining
visibility impacts) states that a "source whose 98th percentile value
of the haze index is greater than 0.5 dv (approximately a 5 percent
change in light extinction) is considered to contribute to regional
haze visibility impairment. Similarly, a source that exceeds 1.0 dv
(approximately a 10 percent change in light extinction) causes
visibility impairment." By this definition, MLP associated oil and gas
activities are predicted to "cause" visibility impairment in these
parks.
2) Nitrogen deposition impacts: In the high emissions scenario, the
modeling analysis also predicted that the NPS Deposition Analysis
Threshold (DAT) of 0.005 kg/ha/yr for nitrogen (N) would be
exceeded in all three modeled years in Canyonlands NP, and in the
2008 model year in Arches NP, indicating that the contribution to N
deposition may be significant. This is despite the fact that the
emissions inventory used in the modeling analysis may be missing
significant sources of NOx emissions associated with MLP activities,
including flaring of associated gas, pumpjack engines and
compressor engines.
3) AQRV impacts from Ozone: As noted elsewhere in our
comments, we also are concerned about potential ozone impacts to
vegetation - an issue that was not addressed in the AQRV impact
assessment in the DEIS. Sensitive vegetation can be harmed by
ozone at levels lower than the current ozone standard, and in
Canyon lands, measured ozone concentrations and cumulative
doses at the park are high enough to induce foliar injury to sensitive
vegetation under certain conditions. This also is an impact concern
in nearby Arches National Park. For this reason, future increases in
ozone precursor emissions are of concern, and we recommend that
ozone impacts to AQRVs be discussed in the document.
4) Potential underestimate of modeled emissions and impacts: We
believe that even the high emissions scenario modeled may
underestimate potential emissions and resulting visibility and
deposition impacts due to the omission of potash production and
processing and potential oil and gas NOx sources from the
emissions inventory. We elaborate on this issue in our detailed

1) BLM agrees with NPS that according to the modeling
conducted for the MLP, visibility has the potential to be
adversely impacted by emissions of particulate matter due to
proposed development. While there appears to be no distinct
indication that visibility is being impacted currently at the
IMPROVE site in Canyonlands National Park, and also that it is
unlikely at least in the near term that oil and gas development
activities will increase from their current pace. The mitigation
and post-MLP study activities are designed to address this, and
will be used to define and implement appropriate control
standards and mitigation for any future projects proposed and
analyzed in the project area.
2) As NPS recognizes, modeled nitrogen deposition impacts
exceed the NPS Deposition Analysis Threshold (DAT). As
there already is development in the Planning Area, it would be
informative to study actual, rather than modeled, nitrogen
deposition in the Parks to determine how accurate the modeling
is. BLM is interested in pursuing this field of inquiry, and
welcomes suggestions from NPS on how that might be
accomplished.
3) As disclosed in the analysis for the MLP, ozone impacts are
primarily a function of regional ozone concentrations and
emissions. The MLP/DEIS includes mitigation and stipulations
to minimize contributions to this issue, but an ultimate solution
is beyond the scope or ability of the MLP to address.
4) Future potash production and processing are likely to result
in greater overall emissions of some pollutants in the Planning
Area. Given the uncertainty and inability to know what these
emissions would be, where they would occur, and when they
would occur, it is not possible to analyze their modeled
contribution to possible future emissions scenarios. If and
when specific development plans are submitted to BLM, a
comprehensive analysis will be done.
5) The current NOx RICE stipulation represents Best Available
Control Technology (BACT) for this emission source, and is
more restrictive than current Federal or State regulation. Given
that NOx sources in the Planning Area do not contribute
significantly to regional ozone, (in fact comprising a very small
portion of overall emissions) it is not supportable or reasonable
to require additional control restrictions on RICE NOx engines.
As stated in Chapter 2 (Section 2.1), the stipulations developed
for the protection of specific resources would apply to both oil
and gas leasing and potash leasing as well as geophysical
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comments concerning the adequacy of the emissions inventory. •
Stipulations and mitigations: Ultimately, it is adequate resource
protections that are of greatest importance to the NPS. Accordingly,
we offer a number of recommendations to improve resource
protections conferred by the air quality stipulations that are included
in Alternatives B, C, and D and listed in Tables 2-1 and A-1 of the
DEIS. Below, we refer to these as Air Quality Stipulations 1, 2, and
3 based on their ordering in Table A-1.
5) Air Quality Stipulation 1. This stipulation requires NOx emission
limits for gas field internal combustion engines (ICE) of 2 grams of
NOx per HP-hr for engines less than 300HP and 1 gram of NOx for
engines greater than 300 HP. Due to our concerns about potential
visibility impairment and N deposition, and consistent with input that
we have provided previously, we ask that BLM strengthen this CSU
stipulation by adopting more stringent NOx emissions standards for
ICE that currently are being by implemented by the states of Texas
and New Mexico.
In addition, to the extent applicable, we recommend that the
stipulation be revised to explicitly state that MLP NOx requirements
also apply to engines used for solution mining potash production
(e.g. pumping engines).
Finally, based on our comments regarding the stringency of the
stipulation, we ask that the modification criterion proposed for this
stipulation in Table A-1 (p. A-3) be revised to address the potential
need to make the NOx requirements even more stringent in the
future based on subsequent analyses or monitored impacts, or to
reflect future improvements in possible control measures. Our
recommended changes are provided below in red text:
6) "Modification: The Authorized Officer may modify the stated
requirements in accordance with updated specifications to comply
with the Clean Air Act, or as deemed necessary to ensure that the
stipulation is sufficient to maintain air quality and protect AQRVs."
We suggest that this expanded modification criterion represents an
adaptive-management approach to emission limitations that is
consistent with adaptive-management principles outlined in BLM
Instruction Memorandum No. 2010-117 (Oil and Gas Leasing
Reform). It also reflects greater consistency with adaptivemanagement language specified in the general modification
criterion: "The Authorized Officer may modify a stipulation as a
result of new information if .... 2) the protection provided by the
stipulation is no longer sufficient to meet resource objectives
established in the Moab MLP ... " (Appendix A, p. A-2, emphasis
added). Incorporating adaptive management into this modification

exploration. Therefore, the stipulations outlined in Table 2-1
(Air Quality) apply to potash and well as oil and gas operations.
6) BLM agrees that modification of the stipulations may be
necessary under certain conditions, as specified in BLM
Instruction Memorandum No. 2010-117 (Oil and Gas Leasing
Reform), and will follow this guidance when considering any
future modifications to stipulations required through the MLP.
Text has been added to Appendix A (Table A-1) to the CSU
stipulation for air quality and greenhouse gases to clarify
that the general modification also applies as specified in
Appendix A (Section A.1.2).
7) Exceptions and waivers for air quality stipulation 2 in
Appendix A (Table A-1) for drilling and production
operations have been changed. No exceptions or waivers
would be granted.
8) The CSU stipulation requiring a Fugitive Dust Control
Plan has been revised to include mineral activities
involving truck traffic on unpaved or untreated surfaces.
The text has been added to Chapter 2 (Table 2-1) and
Appendix A (Table A-1).
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criterion may address some of the NPS concerns regarding the
potential underestimate of air quality impacts.
7) Air Quality Stipulation 2. This stipulation establishes a set of five
minimum standards for control of NOx and VOC from various oil
and gas emission sources. Since BLM explicitly identifies these as
"minimum standards," we suggest that it is inappropriate to allow
exceptions or waivers to the stipulation. We ask that the exception
and waiver criteria for this stipulation be revised to read "none,"
consistent with Air Quality Stipulation I. We also ask that the
modification criterion be revised following our previous
recommendation for Air Quality Stipulation I to better reflect an
adaptive management approach.
8) Air Quality Stipulation 3. This stipulation requires a Fugitive Dust
Control Plan (FDCP) for all mineral activities that would disturb a
surface area larger than 0.25 acre. Because modeling analysis and
visibility results indicated that PM10 is the primary pollutant of
concern for MLP-related activities, and because PM10 emissions
primarily were attributable to road dust generated by truck traffic on
unpaved roads, we recommend that this stipulation be revised to
explicitly address dust generated by truck traffic on unpaved
surfaces. Given the extent of existing unpaved roads in the planning
area, activities that do not disturb more than 0.25 acre still have the
potential to generate significant dust emissions if they result in
greater traffic on existing unpaved road surfaces. We recommend
the following revision –
"Throughout the Planning Area, apply a CSU stipulation requiring a
Fugitive Dust Control Plan for mineral activities that would disturb a
surface area larger than 0.25 acre, or that would result in greater
truck traffic on unpaved or untreated surfaces."
We note that the emissions scenarios included in the DEIS air
modeling analysis assumed varying levels of road paving, and that
road paving has a very strong impact on dust emissions attributable
to well-servicing traffic. To estimate road dust emissions, each
scenario assumed 40 total miles driven per vehicle trip, but
assumed that 20 miles per trip occurred on paved roads versus
unpaved roads in the high emissions scenario, 30 miles occurred on
paved roads versus unpaved roads in the medium emission
scenario, and 35 miles occurred on paved roads versus unpaved
roads in the low emissions scenario. (Each scenario also assumed
varying effectiveness of dust-control efforts - 50%, 50%, and 70%
for the high, medium and low scenarios respectively.) However, the
dust mitigation stipulation that is proposed in the DEIS does not
actually reflect the assumptions (i.e., road paving) included in the
analysis.
G-16
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Considering the significance of PM10 and dust in the MLP planning
area, we recommend that minimum requirements or specifications
for FDCPs be identified in the MLP document, and note that it is
inappropriate to allow exceptions or waivers to the stipulation. We
ask that the exception and .waiver criteria for this stipulation be
revised to read "none," consistent with Air Quality Stipulation 1 and
our recommendations for Air Quality Stipulation 2. We also ask that
the modification criterion be revised following our recommendation
for Air Quality Stipulation 1 to explicitly reflect an adaptive
management approach.
National Park
Service,
Southeast Utah
Group

Final EIS

Disclosure of NPS Views Regarding AQRV Impacts
We recommend that the Final EIS include a discussion of NPS
concerns regarding predicted AQRV impacts in Canyonlands and
Arches NPs. Such a discussion would be consistent with Section
V.E.6 (c) of the Interagency Memorandum of Understanding
Regarding Air Quality Analyses and Mitigation for Federal Oil and
Gas Decisions Through the NEPA Process (MOU). This section of
the MOU is predicated on Council on Environmental Quality
regulations that require disclosure of a cooperating agency's views
on the impacts to lands they manage, and suggests that BLM
should discuss NPS views regarding AQRV impacts and potential
mitigation measures in the body of the NEPA document.
Adequacy of the Emissions Inventory
1) Potash mining: We suggest that the bulleted lists of modeling
analysis assumptions for each emissions scenario (high, medium,
low) found on pages 4-5, 4-6 and F-2 of the DEIS be revised to
indicate that emissions from potash drill rigs were the only potashassociated emissions included in the analysis, and that emissions
from potash production and processing were not included in any of
the modeling scenarios. Although this is stated in the first paragraph
following the bullet list on page 4-6, as well as on page F-4, we
suggest that clarity would be improved by explicitly noting in the
bullet lists for the three emissions scenarios that emissions from
potash production and processing were not included.
Although we understand that emissions from potash production and
processing were not included in the modeling due to the high
degree of uncertainty involved, this omission has significant
implications for the interpretation of modeling results and therefore
warrants greater attention in the discussion of potential impacts on
air quality and AQRVs. Based on information presented in the
Reasonably Foreseeable Development Scenario for Potash (potash
RFD, BLM 2014), potash mining operations may rival oil and gas
operations in terms of surface acres disturbed due to well pad
development, numbers of wells drilled, and solar evaporation ponds

1) As NPS notes, the analysis assumption that emissions from
potash drill rigs were the only potash-associated emissions
included in the analysis was disclosed in the first paragraph
following the bullet listed in Chapter 4 (Section 4.3.2 Far-field
Dispersion Modelling Analysis), as well as in Appendix F
(Section F.2.2, Modelling Methodology). Additional reiteration
of this would serve no purpose.
2) BLM agrees that PM10 emissions represent the most likely
pollutant of concern for activities analyzed under the
MLP/DEIS, and that the analysis is necessarily constrained by
lack of accurate knowledge of future site-specific activities and
emissions. The stipulations, mitigation, and adaptive
management (exceptions, modifications, and waivers)
contained and disclosed in the MLP/DEIS is intended to
address this issue.
3) All of the uncertainties and exclusions pointed out by NPS
are the result of having no actual site-specific devolvement
plans to analyze. This is the reason the MLP/DEIS air analysis
specifically and clearly emphasizes that the analysis was NOT
a representation of actual site-specific development, and was
not intended to represent such. It is simply not possible to
accurately predict future development to the specificity NPS is
indicating here, and to attempt to do so and present it as a
reasoned analysis would be contrary to the purpose of this
NEPA analysis. The analysis conducted was solely to try to
identify what pollutants might be of most concern related to oil
and gas development, and to address those concerns through
appropriate mitigation. It cannot be overstated, but an attempt
to try to specifically define all the parameters NPS rightly notes
were missing in the analysis would result in a set of
assumptions so speculative as to render any analysis
meaningless when it comes to predicting actual impacts from
actual future development. As projects are proposed in the
Planning Area, and as future planning efforts are analyzed,
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and processing plants; and is similar to oil and gas operations in
terms of the types of equipment used, including drill rigs and
pumping units for solution mining. For instance, the potash RFD
assumes that a total of 3,985 surface acres could be disturbed for
solar evaporation processing and 1,815 surface acres could be
disturbed for crystallization processing, not including reclamation
acres (Table 6, BLM 2014). In contrast, the oil and gas RFD (BLM
2012) assumes a total of 1,368 acres of total surface disturbance for
oil and gas development activities (excluding reclamation) over the
life of the MLP (Table 7, BLM 2012).
2) The analysis for oil and gas impacts demonstrated that
particulate (PM10) emissions were responsible for a majority of the
predicted visibility impacts. Based on the emissions inventory, the
majority of these PM10 emissions was attributable to constructionrelated activities, including well pad construction, haul road traffic,
and wind erosion (however the NPS continues to have concerns
related to PM10 emissions from production activities including
ongoing dust emissions from disturbed areas, truck traffic on
unpaved roads, and well pad servicing traffic). Potash development
would entail similar types of PM10-producing activities. If potash
development were to occur at even half the level of what was
predicted in the RFD, the impacts to visibility from PMIO could be
significantly underestimated in the DEIS, as these emissions were
not considered in the modeling analysis. This underscores the need
for adequate stipulations and an effective and adaptive strategy for
dust mitigation.
3) We note that all drill rigs included in the modeling analysis were
assumed to produce the same quantity of emissions (e.g., same
engine size and rating, and thus same emission factors). But it
remains unclear whether potash rigs will be the same HP rating and
engine class (tier) as oil rig engines, or whether potash rigs will be
operated under the same load assumptions as oil rigs. We suggest
that these additional uncertainties be discussed in the final EIS with
respect to their implications for modeling results, potential impacts,
and necessary mitigations.
- Spatial configuration of emissions sources: BLM acknowledges
(e.g., p. 4-5) that the air modeling analysis did not reflect an
evaluation of the specific alternatives included in the DEIS. Thus the
spatial configuration of modeled oil and gas emission sources and
potash emission sources did not correspond with the spatial
configuration of key leasing stipulations ( e.g., closed to mineral
leasing, open to mineral leasing with no surface occupancy, and
open to mineral leasing with controlled surface use and timing
limitations} that differ significantly among the four alternatives under
consideration. We suggest that this be discussed in Chapter 4 with
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more specific data and analysis will become practical and
implemented at that time.
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respect to implications for modeling results and potential impacts on
air quality and AQRVs in Arches and Canyonlands.
- Compression and gas processing assumptions: In the modeling
analysis, it appears that no additional field gas compression was
assumed based on the pumps and compressors tab in the emission
inventory excel spreadsheet. Further, compressors do not appear to
be included in the point source group (input group 13) in the
CALPUFF files. We question whether this is appropriate considering
the amount of associated gas that is being produced from existing
wells in the MLP area, evidenced by the recent construction of a
gas processing plant and pipeline. In addition, it is unclear whether
existing gas infrastructure was included in the modeling analysis.
The 2011 National Emissions Inventory (NEI) published by EPA
indicates that there are two gas plants in the vicinity of the MLP
planning area - Grand Gas Gathering Plant near Cisco, and the
Lisbon Gas Plant near La Sal. Neither of these are reflected in the
emissions inventory associated with the modeling analysis, but we
suggest that it would be appropriate to include them for purposes of
a cumulative impact assessment. We note that the omission of
these NOx emission sources may have resulted in underestimates
for N deposition impacts in nearby Class I Arches and Canyon
lands, as well as underestimates for NOx contributions to visibility
impairment. Accordingly, we suggest that implications of these NOx
omissions be explicitly addressed in Chapter 4 when interpreting
modeling results and potential impacts on air quality and AQRVs.
- Artificial lift engine assumptions: It does not appear that artificial
lift engines are included in the emission inventory spreadsheets or
the CALPUFF modeling (the summary tab reflects O emissions for
compressors and well pumps). Given that existing oil and gas
development in the MLP planning area includes this equipment, we
question whether this omission is appropriate. We suggest that this
issue be addressed in Chapter 4, in terms of its implications for NOx
emissions and N deposition and visibility impacts in nearby Class I
Arches and Canyon lands.
- Other miscellaneous engine assumptions: We note that other
miscellaneous engines were not included in the emissions inventory
although they may be present at well sites and therefore appropriate
to include as volume sources in the modeling analysis. We suggest
that this issue also be addressed in Chapter 4 in terms of its
implications for NOx emissions and N deposition and visibility
impacts in nearby Class I Arches and Canyonlands.
- Flaring: While completion flaring is included in the emission
inventory spreadsheet (it appears it is reflected at drilling sites in the
CALPUFF point source input group 13), gas flaring during
production does not appear to have been included in the emission
Final EIS
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inventory or CALPUFF modeling analysis. Because DEIS
alternatives do not prohibit flaring and only seek to minimize it, we
question whether it is appropriate to omit this emission source. We
suggest that this issue be addressed in Chapter 4 in terms of its
implications for NOx emissions and N deposition and visibility
impacts in nearby Arches and Canyon lands.
- Hydrogen sulfide and flaring: The oil and gas RFD (BLM 2012, p.
10) notes that "The Mississippian age Leadville Limestone is known
to contain naturally high concentrations of H2S. Fields producing
from this formation in the MMLPA have potential to encounter H2S."
However, flaring of H2S was not included in the emissions inventory
and modeling analysis despite the fact that it has the potential to
impact visibility. We suggest that this issue be addressed in Chapter
4 as well.
- Load factor and rating assumptions for drill rigs: In the modeling
analysis, drill rigs were assumed to have an average load factor of
42 percent and a 750 HP rating. We suggest that additional
information and justification for these assumptions be provided in
the technical support document for the modeling analysis (Appendix
F).
- Potential underestimate of the oil and gas RFD: We note that the
DEIS (p. 3-37) acknowledges recent advances in application of oilbased hydraulic fracturing (HF) techniques to stimulate production
of initially unsuccessful wells in the Big Flat area. Although HF was
mentioned in the oil and gas RFD (BLM 2012, pp. 11, 14 ), it
received relatively little emphasis as a factor affecting the future
potential for oil and gas development in the MLP planning area.
Assuming the price of oil eventually recovers from its current low
during the planning life of the MLP, that continuing advances in HF
techniques improve well success and production, and that recent
estimates of undiscovered oil and gas resources in the planning
area (Whidden 2012) represent an improvement relative to the 1995
National Assessment (Gautier et al. 1996), we suggest that future
industry interest and development potential in the MLP area may
exceed the levels that were originally anticipated in the oil and gas
RFD. Assumed levels and rates of development can have a
profound impact on the emissions assumptions, resulting
predictions of air quality impacts, and conclusions about the types of
stipulations and mitigations that are required to ensure adequate
protections for air quality and AQRVs. These considerations provide
further support for our recommendations to revise the air quality
stipulations to include an adaptive management approach to air
quality mitigations.
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Southeast Utah
Group

Miscellaneous Comments on Air Quality Sections of the DEIS
Chapter 3, Affected Environment, Section 3.1, Air Quality
1) Section 3.2.2, Table 3-6 National Ambie11t Air Quality
Standards: This table incorrectly lists the PM2 5 standard as 15
ug/m3 for the annual averaging period. The annual standard was
revised to 12 ug/m3 in 2012. 2) The table also requires updating to
reflect the new ozone standard established by EPA on 1 Oct 2015.
- Section 3.2.2 - Ozone: This section (p. 3-6) states: "Currently, air
quality is good within the Planning Area; however, because the EPA
and Utah DEQ are continually reassessing air quality standards,
compliance may be harder to achieve in the future, thereby making
constant and effective planning and management for the control of
specific project pollutant emissions more challenging."
We recommend that this section be revised to indicate that current
air quality conditions are just below the new 2015 NAAQS for ozone
of 70 ppb. For this reason, future increases in precursor emissions
are of concern. We also recommend noting that sensitive vegetation
can be banned by ozone at levels lower than the current ozone
standard, as this is an AQRV impact of concern both in
Canyonlands and Arches. In Canyonlands, measured ozone
concentrations and cumulative doses at the park are high enough to
induce foliar injury to sensitive vegetation under certain conditions.
Dry conditions in the park cause plant stomates to close, limiting
ozone uptake. But in moist areas along streams and seeps, plants
may keep stomates open more often, allowing ozone uptake and
subsequent injury (Kohut et al. 2012). Ozone-sensitive plant species
at the park include Salix gooddingii (Goodding's willow) and Pinus
ponderosa (ponderosa pine) (Kohut 2004).
Both long-term (1993-2013) and 10-year (2004-2013) trends in
ozone at Canyonlands show no statistically significant trends in
ozone levels in this park (ozone has remained relatively
unchanged). But because ozone concentrations have been at or
near the current ozone standard, increases in precursor emissions
within the region are of concern.
The NPS rates ozone as a significant concern for vegetation health
in Canyonlands NP and a moderate concern for human health
impacts. The NPS rates ozone as a moderate concern for
vegetation health and human health impacts in Arches NP. We ask
that this information be disclosed in this section of the EIS.
3) Tables 3-8, 3-9, 3-10, and 3-JJ: We recommend that values in
these tables be updated to reflect the most recent status-and-trends
report available from the NPS Air Resources Division (NPS 2013).
We also recommend that the descriptions of current ozone

1) The PM 2.5 standard in Chapter 3 (Table 3-6, National
Ambient Air Quality Standards) has been changed from 15
to 12 ug/m3.
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2) The statement in the MLP/DEIS is correct. The Planning
Area is in compliance with the revised ozone NAAQS. Current
regional ozone conditions are adequately explained in the
MLP/DEIS.
3) The 2013 status-and-trends report from NPS only contains
status and trends from 2000 to 2009. This is what is disclosed
in the MLP/DEIS. BLM is not aware of any other publically
available data set with more current numbers.
4) Text has been added in Chapter 3 (Section 3.2.2,
Visibility) as suggested by the NPS regarding visibility
trends at Canyonlands National Park.
5) The sentence in question clearly states man-made sources
of dust can also impact visibility.
6) There are uncertainties associated with every emissions
inventory ever conducted. It is not necessary to make
qualifying statements every time this sort of data is used.
7) The MLP is not intended to be a comprehensive treatise on
all air quality related issues. The reader, if interested, can
follow up on the science behind the analysis, but explaining in
detail every aspect of the background to the science would
make the document encyclopedic.
The reference to Fox 1989 and the associated text has
been removed.
8) This is background information that is not necessary to the
analysis, but rather an encyclopedic discussion of ongoing
research.
9) Chapter 3 of the MLP/DEIS acknowledges that oil and gas
activity contributes to greenhouse gas emissions. Chapter 4
provides more detailed acknowledgment that leasing decision
in the MLP/DEIS will have implication on greenhouse gas
emissions. In Chapter 4 (Section 4.3.2,Greenhouse Gas
Analysis) it is stated that "GHG emissions were derived for the
projected development for each alternative using an emissions
calculator developed for BLM specifically for oil and gas
operations." Furthermore, Table 4-14 provides estimated
greenhouse gas emissions by alternative.
10) This is background information that is not necessary to the
analysis, but rather an encyclopedic discussion of ongoing
research.
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conditions immediately following Table 3-9 be revised to reflect the
new ozone standard of 70 ppb.
4) Sectio11 3.2.2- Visibility: This section discusses visibility trends
at Canyonlands NP. We recommend revising to cite the most recent
NPS 10-year trend data, which demonstrate that visibility trends
remain relatively unchanged (not a statistically significant trend) on
the 20% best and 20% worst visibility days in Canyon lands from
2004 through 2013. We ask that the following information be
incorporated in the text of this section:
The NPS calculates 10 year trends using a non-parametric
regression technique called the Theil method to determine
statistically significant trends of ozone, wet deposition, and visibility.
Trends are considered statistically significant if they have at least
90% probability of being correct (those with p-values ≤ 0.10).
Statistically significant (p-value ≤ 0.10) trends with zero slope or
sites with no statistically significant trend are considered to remain
unchanged.
While long term (1991-2013) trends at Canyonlands show
statistically significant improvement (a slope of -0.12 dv per year
improvement on the 20% best days and a slope of-0.08 dv per year
improvement on the 20% worst days), the most recent 10 year
period indicates that this improving trend has not been maintained.
While both the long term and 10-year trends are of interest, the NPS
uses the I 0-year trends for tracking air quality conditions in parks.
In part, this is because recent changes are important when
evaluating continued progress towards visibility goals, particularly
for parks where changes in emissions, industry and/or development
are occurring in the region, such as Canyonlands.
- Visibility, p. 3-9: The following statement is found in the third
paragraph of this section:
"While some visibility impairments are the result of natural sources
such as windblown dust and soot from wildfires, which cannot be
controlled; manmade sources of pollution can also impair visibility."
5) We recommend revising this statement to avoid the implication
that all sources of windblown dust are natural and uncontrollable,
given extensive evidence for accelerated dust emissions attributable
to various human land-use practices that could be managed to
better control and reduce dust emissions and associated downwind
impacts (e.g., Neff et al. 2008). This statement also tends to
undermine conclusions reached elsewhere in the document that
dust emissions associated with oil and gas development are the
largest contributor to modeled visibility impacts in the nearby Class I
areas, as well as the assumption that dust can be controlled through
mitigation measures.

11) The details of the modeling analysis are presented in
Appendix F of the DEIS, and contain sufficient detail to disclose
how the modeling was conducted.
12) PSD increment analysis is intended to analyze impacts
from actual projects. As already stated, the modeling analysis
conducted for the MLP was not intended, nor would it be
appropriate, to try to represent actual development impacts.
Drawing conclusions related to PSD increment consumption
would be wholly inappropriate for an analysis of this sort.
13) A summary of previous near-field modeling done for other
projects in the Planning Area is more appropriate for purposes
of condensing the analysis and making it more reader friendly
(Chapter 4, Section 4.3.2, Near-Field Analysis). The intent of
providing this analysis is to disclose the type of analysis that
may be conducted for future projects, and what the associated
impacts are likely to be. Near-field modeling and impacts tend
to be consistent when specifications (e.g. release height,
emission rates) are similar.
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6) Discussion of county-wide emissions inventory information, Table
3-7: Inventory information presented in this table indicate that area
sources comprise the second largest contributor to NOx emissions
and the largest contributor to PM10 emissions in Grand and San
Juan Counties. These area sources presumably include oil and gas
sources. In addition, state inventory data summarized for the
purposes of National Emissions Inventory Reporting (NEI) likely
underestimate oil and gas source emissions, as the NEI is known to
underestimate/under report emissions from this source category.
We recommend that this be noted in the document.
7) Sectio11 3.2.2-Atmospheric deposition: We recommend
revisions to this section, as it does not discuss the potential effects
of excess N deposition to terrestrial ecosystems (it only addresses
acidity), or current cumulative N deposition in nearby Arches and
Canyonlands specifically. Further, this section includes a map (Fig.
3-1) of critical load exceedances from the NPS critical loads
website, 10 but the map lacks a key that would enable the reader to
interpret the map colors, and the text does not explain what a critical
load is, how it can be used as a tool for planning and air-resource
management, or current levels of N deposition at Canyonlands and
Arches NPs relative to estimated critical loads. Further, discussion
on page 3-10 references outdated information from Fox et al. (1989)
to address current conditions with regard to deposition in the region.
We suggest that this reference be removed from the document.
8) The following summarizes NPS information and conclusions
regarding the current status of deposition and ecosystem effects in
Canyonlands and Arches. We recommend that the deposition
sections in Chapter 3 be revised to incorporate this information:
Nitrogen (N) and sulfur (S) compounds deposited from air pollution
can harm vegetation, soils, and surface waters throughout Canyon
lands and Arches NPs. Nitrogen acts as a fertilizer and can disrupt
soil nutrient cycling, alter plant communities, and contribute to over
enrichment and eutrophication. Arid ecosystems are particularly
vulnerable to changes caused by N deposition. Ecosystem
sensitivity to nutrient N enrichment at Canyonlands NP relative to
other national parks is very high (Sullivan et al. 2011a,b).
Research conducted near Canyon lands and Arches NPs found that
experimental N additions resulted in unexpected large increases in
the growth of invasive exotic Russian thistle, also known as
tumbleweed (Schwinning et al. 2005). This finding is similar to
results of research conducted in the arid Mojave Desert, where N
deposition has been found to promote invasions by fast-growing
exotic annual grasses such as red brome (Brooks 2003, Allen et al.
2009). Increased cover of exotic grasses can increase fire risk (Rao
Final EIS
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et al. 2010), with profound implications for biodiversity in non-fire
adapted ecosystems.
Nitrogen, together with S, also can acidify surface waters and soils.
Given the abundance of base cations in underlying park soils and
rocks, surface waters in Canyonlands NP are generally wellbuffered from acidification. However, the park's pothole aquatic
systems, given their small size, may be sensitive to acid inputs.
Additionally, small streams with steep-sided canyon walls in the
park have little ability to retain nutrients and water, offering the
landscape little opportunity to buffer potentially acidic run-off
(Sullivan et al. 2011c,d).
Current N wet deposition is relatively low at Canyonlands and
Arches NPs. Although the wet deposition of ammonium, an indicator
of nearby agriculture, has increased in recent years, oxidized N
from power plants, vehicles, oil and gas development, and fires still
dominates the total N input (NPS 2013).
Critical Loads
Nitrogen (N) is a fertilizer and some N is necessary for plants to
grow. However, in natural ecosystems, too much N disrupts nutrient
cycles and plant community dynamics, allowing weedy plants to
thrive. Studies are now underway to estimate the "critical load" of N
for plant communities in the Canyon lands area. A critical load is the
level of deposition below which harmful effects to an ecosystem are
not expected. A critical load of3 kilograms N per hectare per year
(kg N/ha/yr) has been suggested to protect herbaceous plants and
shrubs in the North American Desert Ecoregion, which includes
portions of Canyon lands and Arches NPs (Pardo et al. 2011 ). This
study estimated that current N deposition in in these parks is
approximately 2.0 kg/ha/yr, suggesting that increases in N
emissions and deposition in the region could place native plant
communities at greater risk for harmful effects. Levels ofN
deposition that are at or just below a critical load value for a
particular ecosystem are of significant concern to the NPS, and
emissions that contribute to increases in regional N deposition
should be mitigated to avoid harmful effects to these ecosystems.
9) Climate change: In the climate change section of Chapter 3,
general types of MLP actions that contribute to greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions are listed, including fossil fuel combustion.
Although this section (p. 3-13} does acknowledge that oil and gas
production and transportation generate GHG (methane) emissions,
there is no explicit acknowledgement that leasing decisions in the
MLP will have implications for GHG emissions and that the
alternatives identified in Chapter 2 may differ in resulting levels of
GHG emissions. According to data collected under EPA's GHG
G-24
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reporting rule, the oil and gas production, transmission, and
distribution industry is second only to power plants in terms of
national GHG emissions, emitting 224.1 million metric tons of C02
equivalent in 2013 13. EPA estimates that the oil and gas industry is
the leading source of methane emissions in the United States. We
suggest that BLM consider identifying and addressing this issue in
the EIS.
10) Windblown dust: Given the significance of dust in the air quality
analysis in Chapter 4, we recommend that this section be revised to
discuss dust as an air quality issue in greater detail. We suggest
that the following information be incorporated into Chapter 3:
High dust emissions can adversely affect air quality, visibility, and
human health. Arid environments, including most of the Colorado
Plateau region surrounding Canyon lands and Arches NPs, are
particularly prone to dust emissions due to a combination of
longterm aridity, sparse plant cover, and sensitive soil surfaces
(Neff et al. 2013 ). While dust concentrations are exacerbated by
various activities such as soil disturbances and severe wind
episodes, these events vary greatly in both space and time (Flagg
et al. 2014 ). Recent analyses of precipitation chemistry indicate a
significant increasing trend in calcium deposition throughout the
inter-mountain west during the period 1994-2009, including a 263
percent increase in calcium concentrations measured in
precipitation at Canyon lands NP (Brahney et al. 2013 ).
Researchers attribute this pattern to increasing emissions of
calcium-rich dust from soil. In addition to effects on air quality,
visibility, and human health, dust deposited on snow can cause the
early onset of snowmelt, with effects on runoff (Painter et al. 2010).
BLM and NPS currently are collaborating with the U.S. Geological
Survey and academic researchers to monitor dust emissions and to
conduct research that aims to better understand factors contributing
to spatial and seasonal patterns of dust emissions in the region.
Chapter 4. Environmental Consequences. Section 4.3.2. Air Quality
11) NAAQS results: We recommend that this section be revised to
describe results of the modeling analysis in greater detail. For
example, the text (p. 4-6) notes that modeling results predicted no
exceedances of the NAAQS for any pollutant, and that reported
values in Table 4-3 represent maximum modeled concentrations,
but it does not appear that values in Table 4-3 include estimated
background concentrations. Please note that the analysis should
account for background concentrations for comparison to the
NAAQS.
12) In addition, data presented in Table 4-3 do not evaluate
concentrations in comparison to the increments and significant
Final EIS
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impact levels. Because the MLP area is adjacent to two Class I
areas, the analysis should report the concentrations in nearby
Arches and Canyonlands NPs in comparison to the applicable Class
I significant impact levels and increments for each pollutant as a
benchmark for impact evaluation. It is appropriate for the analysis to
acknowledge that increment comparisons in NEPA documents do
not represent regulatory increment analyses (nor are they required
to do so). However, it is useful to include increment comparisons in
the document because even though oil and gas operations are not
considered PSD (Prevention of Significant Deterioration} sources,
oil and gas emissions do consume increment. (Minor sources are
increment consumers once the minor source baseline date has
been triggered, as is the case in this part of Utah.)
13) Near-field analysis: We recommend that this section be revised
to more clearly justify and establish the applicability of previous
project-specific near-field modeling results to the MLP. For example,
if previous modeling inputs (e.g., meteorology, terrain, emissions
and control options) are assumed to be representative of typical
operations and conditions that could occur throughout the MLP
planning area, we suggest that this be stated explicitly. Rather than
incorporating the entirety of the results generated by each of these
analyses (Cane Creek and Gasco), it may be more helpful to
summarize previous analyses, pertinent results, and how this
information is relevant and applicable to MLP decisions.
Center for
Biological
Diversity, Living
Rivers,
Colorado
Riverkeeper,
and Holiday
River
Expeditions

Approximately 334,000 acres are proposed (under alternative D) as
available to lease for oil and natural gas development, on top of the
228,000 acres that are currently “authorized or pending.” Within this
area as many as 232 additional oil and gas wells could be drilled
between 2015 and 2030, according to the DEIS. Although the DEIS
fails entirely to disclose the potential total fossil fuel production and
carbon emissions from those wells, analysis of its fiscal impact
discussion reveals that BLM anticipates production of as much as
97,852,980 barrels of oil over 15 years.

The air quality analysis for the MLP was developed and
approved through an inter-agency resource technical advisory
group, which included staff from the National Park Service,
Environmental Protection Agency, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, and U.S. Forest Service. The development scenarios
included with the range of alternatives were analyzed for
potential pollutants of concern, and how variable levels of
emissions of these pollutants might impact air resources.
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Every step of the lifecycle process for development of these
resources results in significant carbon emissions, including but not
limited to:

This level of analysis would not only be extremely difficult to
study and accurately document, but it is also outside the scope
of the plan. The MLP/DEIS and the impact analysis of the
alternatives is focused on the Planning Area and resources
adjacent to the Planning Area. The plan has defined a specific
area where the decisions will apply and analysis will take place
to maintain consistency of analysis and to prevent an overlylengthy document. The air quality analysis for the MLP was
developed and approved through an inter-agency resource
technical advisory group, which included staff from the National
Park Service, Environmental Protection Agency, U.S. Fish and
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• End-user oil and gas combustion emissions. The combustion of
extracted oil and gas will add vast amounts of carbon dioxide to
the atmosphere, further heating the climate and moving the
Earth closer to catastrophic and irreversible climate change.
Though much of the oil is used as gasoline to fuel the
transportation sector, the produced oil may also be used in other
types of products. The EIS should study all end-uses as
contributors to climate change.
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• Combustion in the distribution of product. To the extent that

Wildlife Service, and U.S. Forest Service. The range of
scenarios analyzed was designed to identify potential pollutants
of concern, and how variable levels of emissions of these
pollutants might impact air resources. This was accomplished
in the analysis, and further additional scenarios are neither
warranted nor necessary to further refine the analysis or
provide additional data.

•

Center for
Biological
Diversity, Living
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Colorado
Riverkeeper,
and Holiday
River
Expeditions

distribution of raw and end-use products will rely on rail or trucks,
the combustion of gasoline or diesel to transport these products
will emit significant greenhouse gas emissions.
Emissions from Refineries and Production. Oil and gas must
undergo intensive refinery and production processes before the
product is ready for consumption. Refineries and their auxiliary
activities constitute a significant source of emissions.

Every step of the lifecycle process for development of these
resources results in significant carbon emissions, including but not
limited to:

• Vented emissions. Oil and gas wells and operations may vent

•

•
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gas that flows to the surface at times where the gas cannot
otherwise be captured and sold. Vented gas is a significant
source of greenhouse gas emissions and can also pose a safety
hazard.
Combustion during construction and extraction operations.
Operators rely on both mobile and stationary sources of power
to construct and run their sites. The engines of drilling or
excavation equipment, pumps, trucks, conveyors, and other
types of equipment burn large amounts of fuel to operate.
Carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide (another potent
greenhouse gas) are emitted from oxidized fuel during the
combustion process. Engines emit greenhouse gases during all
stages of oil and gas recovery, including drilling rig mobilization,
site preparation and demobilization, completion rig mobilization
and demobilization, well drilling, well completion (including
fracking and other unconventional extraction techniques), and
well production. Transportation of equipment and chemicals to
and from the site is an integral part of the production process and
contributes to greenhouse gas emissions. Gas flaring is another
important source of carbon dioxide emissions.
Fugitive emissions. Potent greenhouse gases can leak as
fugitive emissions at many different points in the production
process, especially in the production of gas wells. Recent
studies suggest that previous estimates significantly
underestimate leakage rates. New research shows methane
leakage from some gas wells may be as high at 17.3 percent.
Recent research from Pennsylvania shows that following
abandonment, oil wells can serve as leakage pathways for
methane to shallow groundwater aquifers and the atmosphere.
Leakage can also occur during storage, processing, and
distribution to customers.

The air quality analysis for the MLP was developed and
approved through an inter-agency resource technical advisory
group, which included staff from the National Park Service,
Environmental Protection Agency, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, and U.S. Forest Service. In addition, the mitigation
that has been recommended in the DEIS was also evaluated
through this same advisory group. Additional analysis will be
conducted at the project-specific stage as warranted, and will
include more detailed analyses based on actual proposals that
can be more fully analyzed, but which are not available for
analysis in the MLP. The range of scenarios analyzed was
designed to identify potential pollutants of concern, and how
variable levels of emissions of these pollutants might impact air
resources. This was accomplished in the analysis, and further
additional scenarios are neither warranted nor necessary to
further refine the analysis or provide additional data.
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River
Expeditions

Methane emissions make a significant difference in part because
the greenhouse gas warming potential of methane is 87 times that
of carbon dioxide over a 20-year period. The oil and gas sector is a
leading source of global methane emissions, accounting for
approximately 30 percent of U.S. methane emissions, and is
expected to be one of the most rapidly growing sources of
anthropogenic methane emissions in the coming decades.
A no-leasing-no-fracking alternative would curb all of the above
sources of greenhouse gas emissions within the planning area,
consistent with national policies to reduce climate-warming
pollution. As stated in the President’s Climate Action Plan:
While no single step can reverse the effects of climate change, we
have a moral obligation to future generations to leave them a planet
that is not polluted and damaged. Through steady, responsible
action to cut carbon pollution, we can protect our children’s health
and begin to slow the effects of climate change so that we leave
behind a cleaner, more stable environment.

The purpose of the MLP/DEIS is to identify and address
potential resource conflicts and environmental impacts and
thereby develop mitigation strategy through leasing stipulations
and best management practices. The BLM determined that a
no leasing alternative for oil and gas would be unnecessarily
restrictive in order to resolve the potential resource conflicts
identified.
A no leasing alternative for oil and gas would not meet the
purpose and need of the planning effort. Also, as stated in
Chapter 3 of the MLP/DEIS," hydraulic fracturing (HF) has only
been conducted on a limited basis over the last few years," and
future use of HF is predicted to be limited as well. Existing air
quality is considered excellent in the Planning Area, all
monitoring that has been conducted to date in the Planning
Area supports this, and BLM’s proposed mitigation is intended
to sustain this excellent air quality.
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The Final EIS must weigh the no-leasing-no-fracking alternative’s
climate-change benefits against the impacts of allowing new leasing
and fracking, and address the following:
1. Sources of Greenhouse Gases
BLM should perform a full analysis of all gas emissions that
contribute to climate change, including methane and carbon dioxide.
The EIS should calculate the amount of greenhouse gas that will
result on an annual basis from (1) each of the fossil fuels that can
be developed within the planning area, (2) each of the well
stimulation or other extraction methods that can be used, including,
but not limited to, fracking, acidization, acid fracking, and gravel
packing, and (3) cumulative greenhouse gas emissions expected
over the long term (expressed in global warming potential of each
greenhouse pollutant as well as CO2 equivalent), including
emissions throughout the entire fossil fuel lifecycle discussed
above.

The purpose of the MLP/DEIS is to identify and address
potential resource conflicts and environmental impacts and
thereby develop mitigation strategy through leasing stipulations
and best management practices. The BLM determined that a
no leasing alternative for oil and gas would be unnecessarily
restrictive in order to resolve the potential resource conflicts
identified.
A no leasing alternative for oil and gas would not meet the
purpose and need of the planning effort. Also, as stated in
Chapter 3 of the MLP/DEIS, "hydraulic fracturing (HF) has only
been conducted on a limited basis over the last few years," and
future use of HF is predicted to be limited as well. This level of
analysis would not only be extremely difficult to study and
accurately document, but it is also outside the scope of the
plan. The MLP/DEIS and the impact analysis of the
alternatives is focused on the Planning Area and resources
adjacent to the Planning Area. The plan has defined a specific
area where the decisions will apply and analysis will take place
to maintain consistency of analysis and to prevent an overlylengthy document. Existing air quality is considered excellent
in the Planning Area, all monitoring that has been conducted to
date in the Planning Area supports this, and BLM’s proposed
mitigation is intended to sustain this excellent air quality. The
air quality analysis for the MLP was developed and approved
through an inter-agency resource technical advisory group,
which included staff from the National Park Service,
Environmental Protection Agency, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
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Service, and U.S. Forest Service. In addition, the mitigation
that has been recommended in the DEIS was also evaluated
through this same advisory group. Additional analysis will be
conducted at the project-specific stage as warranted, and will
include more detailed analyses based on actual proposals that
can be more fully analyzed, but which are not available for
analysis in the MLP. The range of scenarios analyzed was
designed to identify potential pollutants of concern, and how
variable levels of emissions of these pollutants might impact air
resources. This was accomplished in the analysis, and further
additional scenarios are neither warranted nor necessary to
further refine the analysis or provide additional data.
Center for
Biological
Diversity, Living
Rivers,
Colorado
Riverkeeper,
and Holiday
River
Expeditions

The DEIS discloses generally the fact of climate change in Chapter
3, but its analysis completely fails to describe or address the climate
impact of combustion, as opposed to merely production, of oil and
gas from the proposed action. This failure includes a total omission
of any discussion of end-use combustion and life cycle impacts of
oil and gas in the discussion cumulative greenhouse gas and
climate effects. As best as we can ascertain from the minimal
information provided, the DEIS’s consideration of greenhouse gas
emissions is restricted to fuel combustion by drill rigs, vehicles, and
construction equipment and emissions of methane from the
production process itself. Based on this incomplete analysis, the
DEIS discounts greenhouse gas emissions excluding combustion
(approximately 200,000 tons/year CO2e) as de minimis. This
improperly ignores the fact that the sole and intended purpose of oil
and gas extraction is, in fact, combustion. Release of greenhouse
gases is not merely a reasonably foreseeable consequence of fossil
fuel extraction, it’s the necessary and intended consequence. CEQ
and the courts have repeatedly cautioned federal agencies that they
cannot ignore either climate change generally, or the combustion
impacts of fossil fuel extraction in particular. As discussed below,
although the DEIS does not disclose fossil fuel production totals, its
economic assumptions reveal that BLM assumes production of up
to 98 million barrels of crude oil. Without a full life cycle analysis,
simply using EPA assumptions for carbon dioxide emissions per
barrel of crude oil (5.80 mmbtu/barrel × 20.31 kg C/mmbtu × 44 kg
CO2/12 kg C × 1 metric ton/1,000 kg = 0.43 metric tons
CO2/barrel), this results in approximately 42 million metric tons of
CO2, or (at a 1.39 CO2e/CO2 ratio)24, 58 million metric tons of
CO2e.

This level of analysis would not only be extremely difficult to
study and accurately document, but it is also outside the scope
of the plan. The MLP/DEIS and the impact analysis of the
alternatives is focused on the Planning Area and resources
adjacent to the Planning Area. The plan has defined a specific
area where the decisions will apply and analysis will take place
to maintain consistency of analysis and to prevent an overlylengthy document. The air quality analysis for the MLP was
developed and approved through an inter-agency resource
technical advisory group, which included staff from the National
Park Service, Environmental Protection Agency, U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, and U.S. Forest Service. The range of
scenarios analyzed was designed to identify potential pollutants
of concern, and how variable levels of emissions of these
pollutants might impact air resources. This was accomplished
in the analysis, and further additional scenarios are neither
warranted nor necessary to further refine the analysis or
provide additional data.
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The Final EIS must weigh the no-leasing-no-fracking alternative’s
climate-change benefits against the impacts of allowing new leasing

The purpose of the MLP/DEIS is to identify and address
potential resource conflicts and environmental impacts and
thereby develop mitigation strategy through leasing stipulations
and best management practices. The BLM determined that a
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and fracking, and address the following: 2. Effects of Climate
Change
As earlier noted, new fossil fuel development will intensify climate
disruption and its ecological and social consequences, which must
be studied in the EIS. Although cost-benefit analysis is problematic
for assessing contributions to an adverse effect as enormous,
uncertain, and potentially catastrophic as climate change, BLM does
have tools available to provide one approximation of external costs
and has previously performed a “social cost of carbon” analysis in
prior environmental reviews. Its own internal memo identifies one
available analytical tool: “For federal agencies the authoritative
estimates of [social cost of carbon] are provided by the 2013
technical report of the Interagency Working Group on Social Cost of
Carbon, which was convened by the Council of Economic Advisers
and the Office of Management and Budget.” As explained in that
report:
The purpose of the “social cost of carbon” (SCC) estimates
presented here is to allow agencies to incorporate the social
benefits of reducing carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions into costbenefit analyses of regulatory actions that impact cumulative global
emissions. The SCC is an estimate of the monetized damages
associated with an incremental increase in carbon emissions in a
given year. It is intended to include (but is not limited to) changes in
net agricultural productivity, human health, property damages from
increased flood risk, and the value of ecosystem services due to
climate change.
While the Moab MLP and RMP Amendment’s emissions have not
yet been quantified, its SCC is potentially in the billions of dollars.
As discussed above, the DEIS’s financial assumptions appear to
disclose production of up to 97,852,980 barrels of oil over 15 years.
Applying the 2013 SCC estimates to the RMPA’s CO2e emissions
(approximately 58 million metric tons), by 2030, depending on the
discount rate used the Moab RMPA’s social cost of carbon would be
somewhere between $696 million and $6.32 billion. Clearly, new
leasing and development of unconventional wells in the planning
area will exact extraordinary costs to communities and future
generations, setting aside the immeasurable loss of irreplaceable,
natural values that can never be recovered.

no leasing alternative for oil and gas would be unnecessarily
restrictive in order to resolve the potential resource conflicts
identified.
A no leasing alternative for oil and gas would not meet the
purpose and need of the planning effort. Also, as stated in
Chapter 3 of the MLP/DEIS "hydraulic fracturing (HF) has only
been conducted on a limited basis over the last few years," and
future use of HF is predicted to be limited as well. This level of
analysis would not only be extremely difficult to study and
accurately document, but it is also outside the scope of the
plan. The MLP/DEIS and the impact analysis of the
alternatives is focused on the Planning Area and resources
adjacent to the Planning Area. The plan has defined a specific
area where the decisions will apply and analysis will take place
to maintain consistency of analysis and to prevent an overlylengthy document. Existing air quality is considered excellent
in the Planning Area, all monitoring that has been conducted to
date in the Planning Area supports this, and BLM’s proposed
mitigation is intended to sustain this excellent air quality. The
air quality analysis for the MLP was developed and approved
through an inter-agency resource technical advisory group,
which included staff from the National Park Service,
Environmental Protection Agency, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, and U.S. Forest Service. In addition, the mitigation
that has been recommended in the DEIS was also evaluated
through this same advisory group. Additional analysis will be
conducted at the project-specific stage as warranted, and will
include more detailed analyses based on actual proposals that
can be more fully analyzed, but which are not available for
analysis in the MLP. The range of scenarios analyzed was
designed to identify potential pollutants of concern, and how
variable levels of emissions of these pollutants might impact air
resources. This was accomplished in the analysis, and further
additional scenarios are neither warranted nor necessary to
further refine the analysis or provide additional data.

Center for
Biological
Diversity, Living
Rivers,
Colorado
Riverkeeper,

Unconventional well stimulation is a large contributor to local and
regional air quality problems. Permitting fracking and other well
stimulation techniques will greatly increase the release of harmful
air emissions. On the other hand, a no-leasing-no-fracking
alternative would prevent further degradation of local air quality,

The purpose of the MLP/DEIS is to identify and address
potential resource conflicts and environmental impacts and
thereby develop mitigation strategy through leasing stipulations
and best management practices. The BLM determined that a
no leasing alternative for oil and gas would be unnecessarily
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and Holiday
River
Expeditions

along with respiratory illnesses, premature deaths, hospital visits,
and missed school and work days.

restrictive in order to resolve the potential resource conflicts
identified.
A no leasing alternative for oil and gas would not meet the
purpose and need of the planning effort. Also, as stated in
Chapter 3 of the MLP/DEIS, "hydraulic fracturing (HF) has only
been conducted on a limited basis over the last few years," and
future use of HF is predicted to be limited as well. This level of
analysis would not only be extremely difficult to study and
accurately document, but it is also outside the scope of the
plan. The MLP/DEIS and the impact analysis of the
alternatives is focused on the Planning Area and resources
adjacent to the Planning Area. The plan has defined a specific
area where the decisions will apply and analysis will take place
to maintain consistency of analysis and to prevent an overlylengthy document. Existing air quality is considered excellent
in the Planning Area, all monitoring that has been conducted to
date in the Planning Area supports this, and BLM’s proposed
mitigation is intended to sustain this excellent air quality. The
air quality analysis for the MLP was developed and approved
through an inter-agency resource technical advisory group,
which included staff from the National Park Service,
Environmental Protection Agency, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, and U.S. Forest Service. In addition, the mitigation
that has been recommended in the DEIS was also evaluated
through this same advisory group. Additional analysis will be
conducted at the project-specific stage as warranted, and will
include more detailed analyses based on actual proposals that
can be more fully analyzed, but which are not available for
analysis in the MLP. The range of scenarios analyzed was
designed to identify potential pollutants of concern, and how
variable levels of emissions of these pollutants might impact air
resources. This was accomplished in the analysis, and further
additional scenarios are neither warranted nor necessary to
further refine the analysis or provide additional data.

Center for
Biological
Diversity, Living
Rivers,
Colorado
Riverkeeper,
and Holiday
River
Expeditions

As a result of drilling, well stimulation or completion, production of a
well, open pits, truck traffic, flaring and venting, and fugitive
emissions, the emission of several air pollutants will undoubtedly
increase, further harming air quality and endangering the health of
vulnerable populations.

The air quality analysis for the MLP was developed and
approved through an inter-agency resource technical advisory
group, which included staff from the National Park Service,
Environmental Protection Agency, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, and U.S. Forest Service. In addition, the mitigation
that has been recommended in the DEIS was also evaluated
through this same advisory group. Additional analysis will be
conducted at the project-specific stage as warranted, and will
include more detailed analyses based on actual proposals that
can be more fully analyzed, but which are not available for
analysis in the MLP. The range of scenarios analyzed was
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designed to identify potential pollutants of concern, and how
variable levels of emissions of these pollutants might impact air
resources. This was accomplished in the analysis, and further
additional scenarios are neither warranted nor necessary to
further refine the analysis or provide additional data.
Center for
Biological
Diversity, Living
Rivers,
Colorado
Riverkeeper,
and Holiday
River
Expeditions

Unconventional oil and gas operations are likely to result in the
emissions of air toxics. For example, reporting requirements
recently implemented by the California South Coast Air Quality
Management District (SCAQMD) have shown that at least 44
chemicals known to be air toxics have been used in fracking and
other types of unconventional oil and gas recovery in California.
Through the implementation of these new reporting requirements, it
is now known that operators have been using several types of air
toxics in California, including crystalline silica, methanol,
hydrochloric acid, hydrofluoric acid, 2-butoxyethanol, ethyl glycol
monobutyl ether, xylene, amorphous silica fume, aluminum oxide,
acrylic polymer, acetophenone, and ethylbenzene. Many of these
chemicals also appear on the U.S. EPA’s list of hazardous air
pollutants.
The DEIS, however, assessed impacts of only three Hazardous Air
Pollutants – acrolein, benzene, and formaldehyde. The Final EIS
should study the potential for oil and gas operations sites in the
planning area to emit such air toxics and any other pollutants that
may pose a risk to human health, paying particular attention to the
impacts of air pollution on environmental justice communities that
already bear the burden of disproportionately high levels of air
pollution.

The air quality analysis for the MLP was developed and
approved through an inter-agency resource technical advisory
group, which included staff from the National Park Service,
Environmental Protection Agency, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, and U.S. Forest Service. In addition, the mitigation
that has been recommended in the DEIS was also evaluated
through this same advisory group. Additional analysis will be
conducted at the project-specific stage as warranted, and will
include more detailed analyses based on actual proposals that
can be more fully analyzed, but which are not available for
analysis in the MLP. The range of scenarios analyzed was
designed to identify potential pollutants of concern, and how
variable levels of emissions of these pollutants might impact air
resources. This was accomplished in the analysis, and further
additional scenarios are neither warranted nor necessary to
further refine the analysis or provide additional data.
Chapter 4 (Section 4.12.7, Environmental Justice Impacts)
states that there are no EJ populations within or in close
proximity to the Planning Area. Thus, there is very little
potential for environmental effects on any place-based EJ
population.
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Center for
Biological
Diversity, Living
Rivers,
Colorado
Riverkeeper,
and Holiday
River
Expeditions

The Final EIS should incorporate a literature review of the harmful
effects of each of these chemicals known to be used in oil-based
fracking and other conventional and unconventional oil and gas
extraction methods. Without knowing the effects of each chemical,
the EIS cannot accurately project the true impact of unconventional
oil and gas extraction.

As stated in Chapter 3 of the MLP/DEIS, "hydraulic fracturing
(HF) has only been conducted on a limited basis over the last
few years," and future use of HF is predicted to be limited as
well. Because of the limited use, consideration of HF above
minimal levels would not be appropriate to this analysis. The
air quality analysis for the MLP was developed and approved
through an inter-agency resource technical advisory group,
which included staff from the National Park Service,
Environmental Protection Agency, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, and U.S. Forest Service. In addition, the mitigation
that has been recommended in the DEIS was also evaluated
through this same advisory group. Additional analysis will be
conducted at the project-specific stage as warranted, and will
include more detailed analyses based on actual proposals that
can be more fully analyzed, but which are not available for
analysis in the MLP. The range of scenarios analyzed was
designed to identify potential pollutants of concern, and how
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variable levels of emissions of these pollutants might impact air
resources. This was accomplished in the analysis, and further
additional scenarios are neither warranted nor necessary to
further refine the analysis or provide additional data.
Center for
Biological
Diversity, Living
Rivers,
Colorado
Riverkeeper,
and Holiday
River
Expeditions

BLM should use air modeling to understand what areas and
communities will most likely be affected by air pollution. It is crucial
to gather independent data rather than relying on industry
estimates, which may be inaccurate or biased. Wind and weather
patterns, and atmospheric chemistry, determine the fate and
transport air pollution over a region, over time. The EIS should be
informed by air modeling to show where the air pollution will flow.

The air quality analysis for the MLP was developed and
approved through an inter-agency resource technical advisory
group, which included staff from the National Park Service,
Environmental Protection Agency, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, and U.S. Forest Service. In addition, the mitigation
that has been recommended in the DEIS was also evaluated
through this same advisory group. Additional analysis will be
conducted at the project-specific stage as warranted, and will
include more detailed analyses based on actual proposals that
can be more fully analyzed, but which are not available for
analysis in the MLP. The range of scenarios analyzed was
designed to identify potential pollutants of concern, and how
variable levels of emissions of these pollutants might impact air
resources. This was accomplished in the analysis, and further
additional scenarios are neither warranted nor necessary to
further refine the analysis or provide additional data.

598

HECHO

Air Quality: This section of the document includes the climate
change impacts on BLM resources. Equally or more important is
the protection from bad air quality on citizens. We encourage the
BLM to continue its efforts to collect data so that air quality models
can be updated over time because air quality is not a static issue
and the life span of this planning document is a 15-20 year horizon.
While this section of the document focuses on the affected
environment we recommend that mitigation measures such as data
gathering stations be implemented in this planning unit to better
collect data and information on air quality.

Existing air quality is considered excellent in the Planning Area,
all monitoring that has been conducted to date in the Planning
Area supports this, and BLM’s proposed mitigation is intended
to sustain this excellent air quality. The air quality analysis for
the MLP was developed and approved through an inter-agency
resource technical advisory group, which included staff from the
National Park Service, Environmental Protection Agency, U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, and U.S. Forest Service. In addition,
the mitigation that has been recommended in the DEIS was
also evaluated through this same advisory group. Additional
analysis will be conducted at the project-specific stage as
warranted, and will include more detailed analyses based on
actual proposals that can be more fully analyzed, but which are
not available for analysis in the MLP. The range of scenarios
analyzed was designed to identify potential pollutants of
concern, and how variable levels of emissions of these
pollutants might impact air resources. This was accomplished
in the analysis, and further additional scenarios are neither
warranted nor necessary to further refine the analysis or
provide additional data.

629

The Wilderness
Society

The Moab MLP requires additional air quality analysis to sufficiently
consider, analyze and disclose the various alternatives under
consideration. This shortcoming also includes the Moab MLP’s
treatment of greenhouse gasses and climate change. The letter

The air quality analysis for the MLP was developed and
approved through an inter-agency resource technical advisory
group, which included staff from the National Park Service,
Environmental Protection Agency, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
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from Ms. Williams (Letter from Megan Williams to Steve Bloch (Nov.
18, 2015) (attached as Exhibit 8)) also identifies shortcomings in
BLM’s quantitative analysis that under predict potential air pollution
impacts. Ms. Williams offers various mitigation measures for the
BLM’s consideration to help address air quality problems. Finally,
Ms. Williams offers an alternative plan for the BLM’s consideration.
Most importantly, Ms. Williams’ comments demonstrate that the
Moab MLP has not addressed the air quality impacts from any
potential potash leasing and development. Given the existing
elevated levels of background pollution in the Moab MLP area and
BLM’s obligation to observe federal and state air quality standards,
there is simply no room for new pollutants that potash development
and processing will generate. Indeed, under every alternative
analyzed in the draft MLP contemplated oil and gas development
will exacerbate background pollution levels. Given the Moab MLP’s
analysis inadequacies and significant air pollution problems, BLM
should select Alternative C. Only Alternative C will prevent the
growth of potash emissions and potentially comply with BLM’s
obligation to ensure its activities conform with federal and state air
quality standards.

Service, and U.S. Forest Service. In addition, the mitigation
that has been recommended in the DEIS was also evaluated
through this same advisory group. Additional analysis will be
conducted at the project-specific stage as warranted, and will
include more detailed analyses based on actual proposals that
can be more fully analyzed, but which are not available for
analysis in the MLP. The range of scenarios analyzed was
designed to identify potential pollutants of concern, and how
variable levels of emissions of these pollutants might impact air
resources. This was accomplished in the analysis, and further
additional scenarios are neither warranted nor necessary to
further refine the analysis or provide additional data.
There are no "existing elevated levels of background pollution
in the Moab MLP area.” This was thoroughly disclosed in the
Existing Environment section of the DEIS. Existing air quality is
considered excellent in the Planning Area, all monitoring that
has been conducted to date in the Planning Area supports this,
and BLM’s proposed mitigation is intended to sustain this
excellent air quality.

As part of the analysis, I ask you to consider offsetting the
greenhouse gas emissions with some sort of carbon sequestering
counter-measure.

Existing air quality is considered excellent in the Planning Area,
all monitoring that has been conducted to date in the Planning
Area supports this, and BLM’s proposed mitigation is intended
to sustain this excellent air quality. The air quality analysis for
the MLP was developed and approved through an inter-agency
resource technical advisory group, which included staff from the
National Park Service, Environmental Protection Agency, U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, and U.S. Forest Service. In addition,
the mitigation that has been recommended in the DEIS was
also evaluated through this same advisory group. Additional
analysis will be conducted at the project-specific stage as
warranted, and will include more detailed analyses based on
actual proposals that can be more fully analyzed, but which are
not available for analysis in the MLP. The range of scenarios
analyzed was designed to identify potential pollutants of
concern, and how variable levels of emissions of these
pollutants might impact air resources. This was accomplished
in the analysis, and further additional scenarios are neither
warranted nor necessary to further refine the analysis or
provide additional data.
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Alternatives
U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service

Page 2-15, All Alternatives, #8 - Please describe the types of
compensatory mitigation that could be implemented, and provide
your guiding policy and strategy relative to mitigation. We
recommend you reference BLM's Instructional Memorandum for
mitigation, and other pertinent mitigation guidance or policy,
including the Department of Interior's Mitigation Strategy (Clement
et al. 2014).

A CSU stipulation requiring compensatory mitigation outside
the area of impact would be used when onsite mitigation alone
may not be sufficient to adequately mitigate impacts.
Additionally, Appendix B includes a compilation of best
management practices (BMPs) including compensatory
mitigation outside the area of impact. These BMPs would be
utilized as conditions of approval on a site-specific basis. The
BMPs include components of the mitigation implementation
specified in the mitigation policy such as the priority for
mitigating impacts, types of mitigation, long-term durability, and
monitoring.
The BMPs also identify Utah's Watershed Restoration Initiative
(WRI) projects as locations for compensatory mitigation outside
the area of impact. Utah's WRI is a partnership among State
and Federal Agencies with a mission to conserve, restore, and
manage ecosystems in priority areas across Utah.
The MLP focuses on the mitigation implementation component
of the mitigation policy and does not involve regional mitigation
strategies and regional mitigation planning. The last two
components are applicable to a broad based revision to a land
use plan rather than a narrowly focused land use plan
amendment pertaining solely to mineral leasing. However, the
WRI approach provides elements of both regional mitigation
strategies and regional mitigation planning.

70

Coalition to
Protect
America’s
National Parks

To ensure the effective conservation of national park resources and
values as directed under the NPS Organic Act, we strongly
recommend that the following Alternative C measures listed in
Chapter 2, Section 2.4, Alternatives Tables, be incorporated into the
BLM’s Preferred Alternative:
--Page 2-14. Table 2–5. Minerals: Oil and Gas. Section on “Oil and
Gas Stipulations.” Comment: Because the Courthouse Wash
Watershed provides an important recharge area for the unique
ecological system within Arches NP and the Salt Wash Watershed
is an important watershed which drains through Arches NP, the
Courthouse Wash Watershed, the Salt Wash Watershed and
Special Recreation Management Areas (SRMA) should be
managed as NSO as indicated in Alternative C.

The commenter’s desire for Alternative C regarding Courthouse
Wash is noted. Alternative D was developed to provide for
mineral leasing and development while protecting resources;
Alternative C emphasizes resource protection over mineral
leasing and development. The BLM recognizes that Alternative
C provides more protection for recreation resources than does
Alternative D.
Of the 51,790 acres of the Courthouse Wash watershed,
28,552 acres are managed as NSO and 10,796 acres are
closed in order to protect other resource values in Alternative
D. On the entire watershed the Baseline CSU stipulation would
be applied that limits the amount of drilling within the
groundwater recharge area. On the entire watershed a CSU
stipulation would be applied that requires closed loop drilling,
the use of tanks for produced water or backflow water, and a
water monitoring plan. All drainages including perennial,
intermittent, and ephemeral streams within the watershed are
managed with a NSO stipulation (see Table 2-11). In addition,
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BMPs to protect water resources would be applied to sitespecific mineral proposals as appropriate. These BMPs are
found in Appendix B.
The National Park Service’s Organic Act is applicable only to
National Park Service lands. It does not govern the use of land
administered by the Bureau of Land Management.
Coalition to
Protect
America’s
National Parks

To ensure the effective conservation of national park resources and
values as directed under the NPS Organic Act, we strongly
recommend that the following Alternative C measures listed in
Chapter 2, Section 2.4, Alternatives Tables, be incorporated into the
BLM’s Preferred Alternative: Page 2-33. Table 2-9. Recreation.
First section regarding “Moab…NSO stipulation.” Comment:
Alternative D’s NSO stipulation is not nearly as protective as
Alternative B’s or C’s provisions and potentially even less protective
than the No Action Alternative (Alternative A) due to the “exception,
modification, and waiver” possibilities included under Alternative D.
It would be simpler and more effective protection if Alternative D’s
NSO stipulation were revised to be the same as Alternative B (1mile NSO) or, preferably, C (2-mile NSO).

Alternative D was developed to provide for mineral leasing and
development while protecting high use recreation resources;
Alternative C emphasizes resource protection over mineral
leasing and development. The BLM recognizes that Alternative
C provides more protection for recreation resources than does
Alternative D.
BLM’s experience with drilling operations indicates that most
potential mineral conflicts would be eliminated by applying a
NSO stipulation within 0.5-miles of developed recreation sites.
The exception provided in Alternative D allows for operational
flexibility where it can be shown that a proposed operation
would not result in long-term impairment of visual resources
and there would be no auditory impacts to the facility. A
modification to the stipulation would allow for expansion of the
boundary of the recreation site.
The National Park Service’s Organic Act is applicable only to
National Park Service lands. It does not govern the use of land
administered by the Bureau of Land Management.
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Coalition to
Protect
America’s
National Parks

To ensure the effective conservation of national park resources and
values as directed under the NPS Organic Act, we strongly
recommend that the following Alternative C measures listed in
Chapter 2, Section 2.4, Alternatives Tables, be incorporated into the
BLM’s Preferred Alternative: Page 2-33. Table 2-9. Recreation.
Section on “Visual and auditory protection along recreation routes
and trails.” Comment: Maps 2-20-B/D and 2-20-C identify
numerous High Use (B/D) and High and Moderate Use Routes and
Trails (C) located along or adjacent to the boundaries of Arches and
Canyonlands National Parks. As a result, Alternative C’s more
protective NSO stipulation for mineral leasing within 1-mile of the
centerline of listed high and moderate use routes (motorized) and
trails (non-motorized) should be incorporated into the Preferred
Alternative for all such routes and trails located within 2 miles of the
respective national park boundaries.

The commenter’s desire for Alternative C regarding protection
of trail resources is noted, especially because some of them
are adjacent to national parks.
Alternative D provides for mineral leasing and development
while protecting resources. Alternative C emphasizes resource
protection over mineral leasing and development. The BLM
recognizes that Alternative C provides more protection for
recreation resources than does Alternative D.
The National Park Service’s Organic Act is applicable only to
National Park Service lands. It does not govern the use of land
administered by the Bureau of Land Management.
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Coalition to
Protect
America’s
National Parks

To ensure the effective conservation of national park resources and
values as directed under the NPS Organic Act, we strongly
recommend that the following Alternative C measures listed in
Chapter 2, Section 2.4, Alternatives Tables, be incorporated into the

The commenter’s desire for Alternative C regarding protection
of canyoneering and climbing areas is noted, especially
because some of them are adjacent to national parks.
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BLM’s Preferred Alternative: Page 2-34. Table 2-9. Recreation.
Section on “Visual and auditory protection of climbing and
canyoneering areas.” Comment: Map 2-21-C identifies high and
moderate use climbing and canyoneering areas, including one that
is located on the southeast boundary of Arches National Park (with
portions located both north and south of Utah Rt. 128). As a result,
Alternative C’s more protective NSO stipulation for a 1-mile radius
around high and moderate use climbing and canyoneering areas
should be imposed with 2 miles of the national park boundary to
provide visual and auditory protection to the immediate foreground.
Note: We believe Map 2-21-C is incorrectly labeled “High Use
Climbing and Canyoneering Areas.” Shouldn’t it be labeled “High
and Moderate Use Climbing and Canyoneering Areas” to distinguish
it from Map 2-21-B/D?

Alternative D provides for mineral leasing and development
while protecting resources. Alternative C emphasizes resource
protection over mineral leasing and development. The BLM
recognizes that Alternative C provides more protection for
recreation resources than does Alternative D.
The National Park Service’s Organic Act is applicable only to
National Park Service lands. It does not govern the use of land
administered by the Bureau of Land Management.
The title of Map 2-21-C is incorrect and will be relabeled
"High and Moderate Use Climbing and Canyoneering
Areas.”

Coalition to
Protect
America’s
National Parks

To ensure the effective conservation of national park resources and
values as directed under the NPS Organic Act, we strongly
recommend that the following Alternative C measures listed in
Chapter 2, Section 2.4, Alternatives Tables, be incorporated into the
BLM’s Preferred Alternative: Pages 2-36 and 2-37. Table 2-9.
Recreation. Section on “Labyrinth Rims/Gemini Bridges SRMA.”
Comment: Map 2-26-C identifies significant portions of the SRMA
are located along the western boundary of Arches NP and along the
northern boundary of Canyonlands NP. As a result, an NSO
stipulation should be applied to the SRMA locations within 2 miles of
the respective national park boundaries.

Only the Focus Areas within the Labyrinth Rims/Gemini Bridges
SRMA are managed as NSO in Alternative D. Two of these
Focus Areas, Klondike Bluffs and Bar M, both border the
western boundary of Arches National Park and are managed as
NSO. However, because these two Focus Areas are within the
western viewshed of Arches National Park which is managed
as closed in Alternative D, the closed restriction overrides the
NSO restriction for the Focus Area.
In addition, the 12,158 acres that constitute the viewshed from
the northern boundary of Canyonlands NP, as well as the
65,349 acres which constitute the viewshed from the eastern
side of Arches National Park is managed as closed, which is
more restrictive than the NSO requested by the commenter.
The National Park Service’s Organic Act is applicable only to
National Park Service lands. It does not govern the use of land
administered by the Bureau of Land Management.
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Coalition to
Protect
America’s
National Parks

To ensure the effective conservation of national park resources and
values as directed under the NPS Organic Act, we strongly
recommend that the following Alternative C measures listed in
Chapter 2, Section 2.4, Alternatives Tables, be incorporated into the
BLM’s Preferred Alternative:
--Page 2-42. Table 2-11. Soil and Water. Section on “Courthouse
Wash Watershed.” Comment: Consistent with our previous
comment regarding page 2-14, Table 2-5, this watershed provides
an important recharge area for the unique ecological system within
Arches National Park. As a result, Alternative C’s more protective
NSO stipulation, along with the requirement for not penetrating the
water source where horizontal and directional drilling is conducted

The commenter’s desire for Alternative C regarding the
Courthouse Wash watershed is noted.
Of the 51,790 acres of the Courthouse Wash watershed,
28,552 acres are managed as NSO and 10,796 acres are
closed in order to protect other resource values in Alternative
D. On the entire watershed the Baseline CSU stipulation would
be applied that limits the amount of drilling within the
groundwater recharge area. On the entire watershed a CSU
stipulation would be applied that requires closed loop drilling,
the use of tanks for produced water or backflow water, and a
water monitoring plan. All drainages including perennial,
intermittent, and ephemeral streams within the watershed are
managed with a NSO stipulation (see Table 2-11). In addition,
BMPs to protect water resources would be applied to site-
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from areas adjacent to the NSO, would be the most appropriate
action.

specific mineral proposals as appropriate. These BMPs are
found in Appendix B.
Alternative D provides for mineral leasing and development
while protecting resources. Alternative C emphasizes resource
protection over mineral leasing and development. The BLM
recognizes that Alternative C provides more protection for
recreation resources than does Alternative D.
The National Park Service’s Organic Act is applicable only to
National Park Service lands. It does not govern the use of land
administered by the Bureau of Land Management.

Coalition to
Protect
America’s
National Parks

To ensure the effective conservation of national park resources and
values as directed under the NPS Organic Act, we strongly
recommend that the following Alternative C measures listed in
Chapter 2, Section 2.4, Alternatives Tables, be incorporated into the
BLM’s Preferred Alternative: Page 2-42. Table 2-11. Soil and
Water. Section on “Salt Wash Watershed.” Comment: Consistent
with our previous comment regarding page 2-14, Table 2-5, this is
an important watershed which drains through Arches National Park.
As a result, Alternative C’s more protective NSO stipulation, along
with the requirement for not penetrating the water source where
horizontal and directional drilling is conducted from areas adjacent
to the NSO, would be the most appropriate action.

The commenter’s desire for Alternative C regarding the Salt
Wash watershed is noted.
Alternative D provides for mineral leasing and development
while protecting resources. Alternative C emphasizes resource
protection over mineral leasing and development. The BLM
recognizes that Alternative C provides more protection for
recreation resources than does Alternative D.
Of the 61,925 acres of the Salt Wash watershed, 10,763 acres
are managed as NSO and 33,485 acres are closed in order to
protect other resource values. On the entire watershed the
Baseline CSU stipulation would be applied that limits the
amount of drilling within the watershed. All drainages including
perennial, intermittent, and ephemeral streams within the
watershed are managed with a NSO stipulation (see Table 211). In addition, BMPs to protect water resources would be
applied to site-specific mineral proposals as appropriate.
These BMPs are found in Appendix B.
The National Park Service’s Organic Act is applicable only to
National Park Service lands. It does not govern the use of land
administered by the Bureau of Land Management.
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To ensure the effective conservation of national park resources and
values as directed under the NPS Organic Act, we strongly
recommend that the following Alternative C measures listed in
Chapter 2, Section 2.4, Alternatives Tables, be incorporated into the
BLM’s Preferred Alternative: Page 2-42. Table 2-11. Soil and
Water. Section on “Salt Wash Watershed.” Comment: Consistent
with our previous comment regarding page 2-14, Table 2-5, this is
an important watershed which drains through Arches National Park.
As a result, Alternative C’s more protective NSO stipulation, along
with the requirement for not penetrating the water source where
horizontal and directional drilling is conducted from areas adjacent
to the NSO, would be the most appropriate action.

The commenter’s desire for Alternative C regarding the Salt
Wash watershed is noted.
Alternative D provides for mineral leasing and development
while protecting resources. Alternative C emphasizes resource
protection over mineral leasing and development. The BLM
recognizes that Alternative C provides more protection for
recreation resources than does Alternative D.
Of the 61,925 acres of the Salt Wash watershed, 10,763 acres
are managed as NSO and 33,485 acres are closed in order to
protect other resource values. On the entire watershed the
Baseline CSU stipulation would be applied that limits the
amount of drilling within the watershed. All drainages including
perennial, intermittent, and ephemeral streams within the
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watershed are managed with a NSO stipulation (see Table 211). In addition, BMPs to protect water resources would be
applied to site-specific mineral proposals as appropriate.
These BMPs are found in Appendix B.
The National Park Service’s Organic Act is applicable only to
National Park Service lands. It does not govern the use of land
administered by the Bureau of Land Management.
Coalition to
Protect
America’s
National Parks

To ensure the effective conservation of national park resources and
values as directed under the NPS Organic Act, we strongly
recommend that the following Alternative C measures listed in
Chapter 2, Section 2.4, Alternatives Tables, be incorporated into the
BLM’s Preferred Alternative: Pages 2-51 and 2-52. Table 2–15.
Section on “Public lands within the viewshed of Arches National
Park.” Comment: Alternative D should be modified to be the same
as Alternative C, which includes an NSO stipulation to protect the
viewshed on the northern side of Arches National Park that is
outside the VRI Class II areas (34,243 acres).

Alternative D was developed to provide for mineral leasing and
development while protecting visual resources, including those
seen from the National Parks; Alternative C emphasizes
resource protection over mineral leasing and development.
The BLM recognizes that Alternative C provides more
protection for visual resources than does Alternative D.
Text has been added to Chapter 3 (Section 3.18.1, Visual
Resources) to state: “A visual resource inventory was
conducted in 2011 for the BLM Moab Field Office. This
inventory included an assessment of viewsheds from
Arches National Park. The area adjoining the Park on both
the northern and eastern side of the Park was rated as VRI
Class II based on scenic quality, the amount of use, and
distance zones. The land beyond the VRI Class II area was
rated low for scenery and sensitivity (amount of use and
distance). The ratings were determined from key
observation points within Arches National Park.”
Therefore, the 34,243 acres not rated as VRI Class II are not
managed with a NSO stipulation in Alternative D.
The immediate viewshed (VRM Class II and VRI Class II) from
Arches National Park is shown on Map 2-60-D and the entire
viewshed from the Park is shown on Map 2-60-C.
The National Park Service’s Organic Act is applicable only to
National Park Service lands. It does not govern the use of land
administered by the Bureau of Land Management.
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Coalition to
Protect
America’s
National Parks

To ensure the effective conservation of national park resources and
values as directed under the NPS Organic Act, we strongly
recommend that the following Alternative C measures listed in
Chapter 2, Section 2.4, Alternatives Tables, be incorporated into the
BLM’s Preferred Alternative: --Page 2-52. Table 2–15. Section on
“Viewshed of Canyonlands National Park.” Comment: We fully
support Alternative D as written (which is “Same as Alternative C”).

Alternative D (which your comment supports) is the agency
preferred alternative.
The National Park Service’s Organic Act is applicable only to
National Park Service lands. It does not govern the use of land
administered by the Bureau of Land Management.
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Coalition to
Protect

To ensure the effective conservation of national park resources and
values as directed under the NPS Organic Act, we strongly
recommend that the following Alternative C measures listed in

The BLM would adhere to the rules in Notice to Lessee (NTL)
4A or successor regulations regarding waste prevention which
act to minimize the flaring or venting of natural gas. Under
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America’s
National Parks

Chapter 2, Section 2.4, Alternatives Tables, be incorporated into the
BLM’s Preferred Alternative: Page 2-53, Table 2–15. Section on
“BMPs for visual resources, including night skies.” Comment: The
primary difference between Alternative D, which adopts Appendix
B’s Best Management Practices (BMP’s), and Alternative C’s listed
CSU stipulations is the inclusion of “Minimize flaring of gas” in
Alternative C. This measure, if implemented, would undoubtedly
better protect night skies in the adjacent national parks.
Management and reduction of flaring of gas is a fundamental
concern for multiple reasons and absolutely should be addressed in
the Preferred Alternative. As reported by the Government
Accounting Office in GAO -11-34 (Oct 2010) http:
//www.gao.gov/new.items/d1134.pdf:
“[w]hile most of the natural gas produced on leased federal lands
and waters is sold, some is lost during production for various
reasons, including leaks and releases for ongoing operational or
safety procedures. This natural gas is either released directly into
the atmosphere (vented) or burned (flared). The venting and flaring
of natural gas is the potential loss of a valuable resource and, on
leased federal lands or waters, the loss of federal royalty payments.
In addition, venting releases methane, and flaring emits carbon
dioxide (CO2), both greenhouse gases that contribute to global
climate change. Methane is a particular concern since it is a more
potent greenhouse gas than is CO2.”
For these reasons, venting and flaring should be minimized across
the project area. We therefore support the revision of the Preferred
Alternative D to be “Same as Alternative C.”

certain operational conditions the flaring of gas cannot be
avoided; however, the BLM’s goal is to minimize flaring and
venting.
BLM will follow these procedures regardless of whether they
are specified as a lease stipulation for night skies in Alternative
C or included as a best management practice.

Coalition to
Protect
America’s
National Parks

To ensure the effective conservation of national park resources and
values as directed under the NPS Organic Act, we strongly
recommend that the following Alternative C measures listed in
Chapter 2, Section 2.4, Alternatives Tables, be incorporated into the
BLM’s Preferred Alternative: Table 2–15. Auditory Management
(Soundscapes). Second section “stipulations.” Comment: NPS
Management Policies 2006, Section 4.9 Soundscape Management,
requires the NPS “to preserve, to the greatest extent possible, the
natural soundscapes of parks.” As a result, it would be most
appropriate to adopt Alternative C’s more protective NSO stipulation
for areas located within 2.8 miles (based on noise modeling) of the
respective national park boundaries.

The commenter’s desire for Alternative C regarding protection
of Park soundscapes is noted.
Alternative D provides for mineral leasing and development
while protecting resources. Alternative C emphasizes resource
protection over mineral leasing and development. The BLM
recognizes that Alternative C provides more protection for Park
soundscapes than does Alternative D.
The National Park Service’s Organic Act is applicable only to
National Park Service lands. It does not govern the use of land
administered by the Bureau of Land Management.
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Fidelity
Exploration and
Production
Company

Table 2-5 Minerals: Oil and Gas (pp 2-13)- "In areas where mineral
activities would be incompatible with existing surface use, apply a
no surface occupancy stipulation for mineral leasing.” Why would
BLM not consider similar incompatibilities for other uses near and
within existing Federal Oil and Gas Units? The MLP is blatantly

As stated in Chapter 1 (Section 1.1, Introduction and
Background), the planning effort does not entail a full RMP
revision, but rather maintains a limited focus on the
management decisions pertaining to oil and gas and potash
leasing in the Planning Area. Due to the limited focus of this
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focusing on non-industrial use by applying NSO stipulations across
large portions of these federal units, most notably the Big Flat area;
Fidelity’s most important production area. This is a violation of
FLPMA and is contradictory with the MLPs handling of other uses
such as recreation and conservation.

planning effort, decisions that would normally be considered in
a full RMP revision will not be addressed.

Fidelity
Exploration and
Production
Company

Table 2-5 Minerals: Oil and Gas (pp 2-14, 15)- The "Baseline CSU"
stipulations presented under preferred Alternative D are for future
leasing activities. Moab BLM is currently holding Fidelity hostage to
these same unratified, stringent stipulations for ongoing
Environmental Assessments in the Moab area. Again, these cannot
be considered reasonable conditions attached to valid-existing
lease rights.

Chapter 1 (Section 1.1, Introduction and Background) states:
“The resource protection measures identified in the Moab MLP
will also apply to areas currently under lease where they do not
conflict with the rights granted to the holder of the lease. The
Federal Government retains certain rights when issuing an oil
and gas lease. While the BLM may not unilaterally add a new
stipulation to an existing lease that it has already issued, the
BLM can subject the development of existing leases to
reasonable measures in order to minimize impacts to other
resource values. These reasonable measures would be
applied as Conditions of Approval to post lease actions (e.g.
permits to drill) and may include, but are not limited to,
modification to siting or design of facilities, timing of operations,
and specification of interim and final reclamation procedures.”
At a minimum, measures shall be deemed consistent with lease
rights granted provided that they do not: require relocation of
proposed operations by more than 200 meters; require that
operations be sited off the leasehold; or prohibit new surface
disturbing operations for a period in excess of 60 days in any
lease year (43 CFR 3101.1-2). The BLM may impose surface
use restrictions exceeding the 200-meter/60-day rule only
where the restrictions are necessary to satisfy BLM’s obligation
under FLPMA section 302(b) to prevent unnecessary and
undue degradation of public lands or resources. However, the
prevention of undue and unnecessary degradation cannot
render lease operations uneconomic or technically infeasible.
Although the 200-meter/60-day rule does not specifically apply
to existing potash leases, the same concepts discussed above
would apply.
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Fidelity
Exploration and
Production
Company

Table 2-15 Visual Resource Management/Auditory Management
(pp 2-51 to 54)- The stipulations presented under preferred
Alternative D ignore multiple-use (pre-existing oil and gas use
areas) and strongly support conservation, high use filming areas
and recreation.

Chapter 1 (Section 1.1, Introduction and Background) states:
“The resource protection measures identified in the Moab MLP
will also apply to areas currently under lease where they do not
conflict with the rights granted to the holder of the lease. The
Federal Government retains certain rights when issuing an oil
and gas lease. While the BLM may not unilaterally add a new
stipulation to an existing lease that it has already issued, the
BLM can subject the development of existing leases to
reasonable measures in order to minimize impacts to other
resource values. These reasonable measures would be
applied as Conditions of Approval to post lease actions (e.g.
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permits to drill) and may include, but are not limited to,
modification to siting or design of facilities, timing of operations,
and specification of interim and final reclamation procedures.”
At a minimum, measures shall be deemed consistent with lease
rights granted provided that they do not: require relocation of
proposed operations by more than 200 meters; require that
operations be sited off the leasehold; or prohibit new surface
disturbing operations for a period in excess of 60 days in any
lease year (43 CFR 3101.1-2). The BLM may impose surface
use restrictions exceeding the 200-meter/60-day rule only
where the restrictions are necessary to satisfy BLM’s obligation
under FLPMA section 302(b) to prevent unnecessary and
undue degradation of public lands or resources. However, the
prevention of undue and unnecessary degradation cannot
render lease operations uneconomic or technically infeasible.
Although the 200-meter/60-day rule does not specifically apply
to existing potash leases, the same concepts discussed above
would apply.
Individual

Table 2–2: Cultural Resources - Auditory Constraints (p 2-7)
“Apply an NSO stipulation for up to a 0.5 mile radius (immediate
foreground) that is visible or audible from the following cultural sites
or cultural concentration areas.” Lists 13 specific sites at 22,328
acres
Comment:
This constraint is presented with no corresponding quantified or
verified information presented in Chapter 4 that audible noise heard
from a cultural site is an actual impact. “Visible or audible”
restrictions within a ½ mile of select cultural sites is a completely
new constraint. The whole concept of protecting cultural sites from
visible and audible impact is without precedence.

The implementing Federal regulations at 36 CFR 800.5a(2)(v)
for Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act
explicitly state that introduced visual, atmospheric, or audible
elements that diminish the integrity of the historic properties'
significant features can lead to adverse effects. The cultural
sites listed on page 2-8 and 2-9 of the MLP/DEIS are rock art
sites and all are eligible as historic properties to the National
Register of Historic Places. Setting is an important aspect of
integrity for rock art and any visual, auditory, or atmospheric
intrusions can diminish the rock art's integrity of setting, feeling,
and association.

177

Individual

Table 2-2: Cultural Resources - Ethnographic Data Research (p 29)
“Apply a Lease Notice to areas of high potential for cultural site
occurrence, informing the lessee/operator that a higher likelihood of
encountering cultural resource concerns (i.e., potential adverse
effects) that may require archaeological monitoring, ethnographic
data collection, data recovery and mitigation of historic properties
may be required to exercise lease rights. This Lease Notice
involves 136,245 acres and is shown on Map 2-2B/C/D.
Comment
It’s well understood that development projects should conduct
cultural surveys and avoid or mitigate damage to them, all at
operator expense. This new concept requires the operator, at their

The implementing Federal regulations at 36 CFR 800.4a(4) for
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act explicitly
state that Federal agencies should gather information from
Indian tribes to identify properties of religious or cultural
significance to the tribes that may be eligible to the National
Register of Historic Places. An ethnographic study is one way
for BLM to fulfill this regulatory requirement. Ethnographic
research can be conducted in much the same way
archaeological research is conducted to identify sites of
archaeological value. Additionally, BLM has already requested
and received ethnographic reports paid for by proponents to
help fulfill compliance with Section 106 and the National
Environmental Policy Act. As stated in the Notice,
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expense, to consider and conduct ethnological research related to
any sites inventoried. This is a job of the academic world, having
little practical application for approving on the ground operations.
And combined with its impractical need, it creates yet another
added expense to operating in this area. The MLP needs to cite the
justification for this requirement.

ethnographic data collection is an option to mitigate impacts to
historic properties.

Individual

Table 2–3: Lands and Realty- High Use Filming Areas (p 2-10)
“Apply a CSU stipulation within 1-mile of the high use filming
locations listed below. This stipulation would require a visual
assessment to demonstrate that the proposed mineral operations
within this area do not result in long-term impairment to the scenic
quality from the filming location. This CSU stipulation involves 14
listed sites and 177,594 acres and is shown on Map 2-6-B/D”.
Comment
This is a new requirement on 177,594 acres for protection of high
use filming locations that could prove problematic, and analysis in
Chapter 4 fails to indicate it has been a problem in the past, or will
be a problem in the future. Filming operations often occur on short
timeframes, typically days. What would occur if mineral operations
have been approved in an area, but prior to initiation of on-theground activity a film application is applied that would shoot in an
area where the approved mineral development were in the
viewshed? This is an example of a constraint developed with no
supporting information presented to indicate there has been or will
be an issue that requires any need for mitigation.

The majority of film locations are within VRM Class II areas,
which are managed with a NSO stipulation in Alternative D.
Only two of the listed film locations are not within VRM Class II
areas (Jewel Tibbetts Arch and White Wash Sand Dunes).
This means that a viewshed analysis would be required only in
these two locations. The imposition of a viewshed analysis is
not an onerous requirement, but Chapter 4 acknowledges that
CSU stipulations can result in “additional costs and delays to
mineral operators” (page 4-41). The exact cost of this
constraint could only be quantified on a site-specific basis.
While minerals operations have provided roads for access and
abandoned drill pads for staging operations, very few filming
operations seek mineral production facilities in the viewsheds
that they are filming. Although filming’s direct economic input
may be limited, it has the effect of increasing tourism through
exposure for the area in national and international markets.
A viewshed analysis would be required only for the 14 high use
filming locations listed in Chapter 2 (Table 2-3). Although
conflicts in the past have been minimal and a solution has been
found, the stipulation is intended to prevent conflicts in the
future.
A viewshed analysis would be completed prior to mineral
operations being authorized in the vicinity of high use filming
locations. Therefore, an approved mineral operation would not
be impacted by filming activities.
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Individual

Table 2–4 Lands with Wilderness Characteristics (p 2-12)
“Apply the Baseline CSU stipulation (see Minerals section
Alternative B) to the following lands identified by BLM as having
wilderness characteristics in the 2008 RMP (192,220 acres, Map 27-B/D)”
Comment
The MLP needs to explain how lands with wilderness characteristics
keep “growing” in this area. It is assumed that there have been no
changes to the Wilderness Act since its inception in 1964. This Act
defined what characteristics are needed to qualify for wilderness.
The MLP should explain how the characteristics for wilderness
protections have evolved to a point that where in 1979 there were

The Wilderness Act of 1964 provided little specific guidance on
evaluating whether lands possessed wilderness character,
beyond defining “roadless” areas as exceeding 5,000 acres.
BLM, on the basis of FLPMA (1976), began its own inventory of
BLM lands in Utah for wilderness character in 1979, using
guidance provided by BLM’s Wilderness Inventory Handbook
(1978). That Handbook provided interpretation of roadless
areas to include a definition of what constituted a “road.” To
constitute a “road,” and therefore a wilderness boundary, the
routes in question had to be constructed, maintained by
mechanical means on an ongoing basis, and receive regular
and continuous use. These criteria were drawn directly from
the House subcommittee proceedings that were part of the
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no lands identified in the MLP area with wilderness characteristics,
yet in 2015 there are 192,220 acres of lands that require
management to protect lands with wilderness characteristics. The
MLP needs to describe the administrative changes that have
occurred, and how this is possible in an area that has seen an
explosion of recreational use and substantial mineral development
over the same period of time

creation of FLPMA, and provide a means on interpreting the
meaning of “roadless” from the Wilderness Act.
Based on these criteria, BLM undertook an initial wilderness
inventory in Utah in 1979. Areas inventoried were often very
large, often exceeding 100,000 acres, with little attempt to
resize the units to accommodate the 5,000 acre criteria from
the Wilderness Act. The typical report was 2-4 pages long.
Based on the initial inventory, certain areas were carried
forward to an intensive inventory phase, which eventually led to
the creation of Wilderness Study Areas.
The 1979 process received criticism from the start, as it did not
seem, at least to some critics, to follow the guidelines of the
1978 Wilderness Inventory Handbook. This criticism eventually
led BLM to reevaluate its 1979 findings in what is now known
as the 1999 Utah Wilderness Inventory. Unlike the 1979
process, the 1999 inventory required documentation of all
routes found, rather than drawing a broad conclusion whether
the entire area being inventoried was “roadless.” This
increased rigor and documentation led to areas identified as
possessing wilderness character not identified as such in 1979.
In terms of conditions on the ground having changed since
1979, let alone 1964, the forces of nature have resulted in
many routes not satisfying the criteria of being a “road,” for
wilderness purposes. Despite the increase in recreation use
cited by the commenter, many of these routes have all but
disappeared from the landscape, and do not constitute a
significant impact on apparent naturalness to the average
visitor (Manual 6310, Conducting Wilderness Characteristics
Inventory on BLM Lands, March, 2012, page 6).
BLM wilderness inventories undertaken from 1979 to the
present have correctly utilized the interpretation of “roadless”
derived from Congressional hearings leading to FLPMA, and
subsequently incorporated in the Wilderness Inventory
Handbooks of 1978 and 2012. This interpretation does not
represent an “administrative change,” but rather a necessary
set of guidelines to operationalize the broad concepts of the
Wilderness Act.

Table 2–5 Minerals: Oil and Gas (p 2-13)
“Within Potash Leasing Areas (PLA) (103,619 acres), no new oil
and gas leases would be issued until potash leases and permits are
relinquished, cancelled, expired, or potash production is not
established within 10 years after the date of the Approved Moab
MLP.”

The objective of Alternative D is to minimize surface impacts by
separating leasing of the two commodities (oil/gas and potash),
locating potash processing facilities in areas with the least
amount of sensitive resources, and limiting the density of
mineral development. The commenter presumes there is an
opportunity for cooperation between two different operators
where it might not actually exist. Cooperation implies an

Comment
ID
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Comment
This has immediate and long-term consequences for additional
exploration and development opportunities for oil and gas operators,
and revenue generation for the County. By putting one resource,
potash, on a 10 year timeframe, the possibility is eliminated for oil
and gas leasing and development in the area. If the potash industry
is unsuccessful in developing potash due to worldwide commodity
pricing and access to equity markets for capital, then this area will
have sat for an unnecessary 10 year period. This speaks again to
the operational and financial impact to operators and counties of the
“no split leasing” policy developed in this MLP.
The MLP needs to do a better job of justifying this constraint, rather
than simply citing perceived impacts and difficulty in potential
overlapping infrastructure. Mineral operations in New Mexico on
federal lands have been able to accomplish this, and a rationale
argument could be made that both types of development in an area
could use the same infrastructure for development, particularly
roads and power, to actually minimize impacts from development.

opportunity for the two industries to plan infrastructure needs.
Whereas one industry will likely develop first and implement the
infrastructure that meets their needs, that may not meet the
needs of the second industry. Without an overall plan it’s not
possible to plan for the needs of both commodities.
The BLM acknowledges that the development of the two
commodities could occur at the same time. However, if
commodity prices of both climb and successful production of
both reaches a peak, it would be difficult to contain
development while still meeting other resource objectives. Well
pads, roads, and pipeline corridors could be shared to the
extent possible. However, the two different development
scenarios would have different infrastructure needs (power,
pipeline, railroad with different destinations). The commodity
developed first would be the first to develop infrastructure.
Subsequent development could have different needs. Each
infrastructure is developed with its specific needs in mind and
don’t directly overlay each other. Eventually this could lead to
additional surface disturbance and impacts to meet the needs
of both operators.
Co-location of two different operations could result in technical
and legal conflicts. Depending on proximity they could be
competing geologically. The actions of one could affect what’s
going on with the other. Potentially adverse conditions from colocating could make it difficult to achieve resource objectives.
Co-location of drilling operations on a single well pad would
require a larger footprint and more surface impacts to
accommodate all facilities and potential activities. If not colocated, there could be duplicative surface disturbance.
Orderly development would be difficult to achieve with
competing objectives on where and how to develop the
minerals.
Conflicts between the potash and oil and gas industries in New
Mexico began shortly after the discovery of potash in 1925
(ironically discovered by an oil test well drilled in the basin) and
the first potash production in 1934. Secretarial Orders were
issued in 1939, 1951, 1975, 1986, and 2012 in an attempt to
resolve these conflicts. The Secretarial Order of 2012 has
resulted in litigation by oil and gas operators who assert that
the 2012 Order negatively affects valid existing oil and gas
leases, unlawfully cedes to the potash industry BLM's statutory
duties under the FLPMA and MLA to manage the Secretarial
Area and regulate valid existing oil and gas leases, and grants
a disproportionate amount of power to the potash lessees who
may veto certain oil and gas development within the Secretarial
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Area. Overall, the management of the two resources through
the Secretary’s Orders has been contentious throughout the
years, resulting in many disputes and court cases.
The MLP/DEIS acknowledges in Chapter 4 (Section 4.8.1,
Minerals: Oil and Gas) that designating PLAs and restricting
new oil and gas leasing in these areas could reduce the area
available for oil and gas leasing which would reduce the
amount of oil and gas drilling and potential production.
Individual

Table 2-6: Potash - Phased Leasing (p 2-19)
“A mineral leasing decision involves an approach to lease issuance
rather than a stipulation applied to a lease. Leasing decisions
include management actions such as phased leasing, maximizing
lease size to the extent possible, and closing areas to leasing.
Phased leasing could be utilized in order to protect important
resource values in areas where the feasibility of development has
not been established.”
Comment
This concept of phased leasing is ill-defined and unnecessary. All
leasing provides key language to “protect important resource
values.” How is phased leasing identified in the MLP different from
this?
Potash regulations at 43 CFR 3500 already provide a “phased
leasing” approach. They require issuance of a two year prospecting
permit or exploration license, subject to a two year extension. If
exploration activity shows the potash technically and economically
feasible for development, then the BLM will consider issuing a
Preference Right lease. Although there is some regulatory
indication that issuance of the PRLA may be non-discretionary for
BLM, they would nonetheless conduct a site specific environmental
analysis, likely an EIS, and condition the preference right lease on
that evaluation and analysis.

As stated in Chapter 2 (Section 2.2, Description of
Alternatives), separating leasing of oil/gas and potash would
minimize surface impacts by eliminating redundant
infrastructure and ensuring orderly development by setting
apart the competing objectives of the two commodities. Potash
leasing would involve a phased approach and would initially
only be issued within identified areas. A phased approach to
potash leasing would provide the opportunity to lease a limited
portion of the Planning Area in order to determine the feasibility
of potash development and methods for reducing resource
conflicts. The purpose of phased potash leasing is to minimize
resource conflicts and to test the feasibility of solution mining
for deep deposits of potash on public lands within the Planning
Area. Phased potash leasing would provide an opportunity to
issue prospecting permits and/or to lease within a specific
portion of the Planning Area (identified as Potash Leasing
Areas [PLAs]) in order to determine the area’s production
potential. Phased leasing provides an adaptive management
approach so that if potash were successfully discovered and
produced there would then be an opportunity to consider
additional potash permitting and leasing.
The noncompetitive potash leasing process provided by the
Federal regulations at 43 CFR 3500 involving potash permits
and preference right leases is not a phased leasing approach to
potash.

182

Individual

Table 2-6: Potash – 10 Year Development Timeframe (p 2-21)
“For areas currently under an existing preference right lease or
competitive lease for potash, upon relinquishment or initiation of
proceedings to cancel the lease, or upon expiration of ten years
from the date of the MLP ROD is signed, whichever is latest.”
Comment
This starts a 10 year clock on development of potash. This is an
unexplained arbitrary number of years, and seems to imply the
BLM, not industry and market prices, will determine the timeframe
for potential development. This does not take worldwide commodity

In Alternative D, the BLM would impose a CSU stipulation
requiring diligent development of potash resources. Due to the
high level of competing uses (oil/gas, potash, and recreation) in
the Planning Area, a diligent development requirement for
potash would allow for other uses if potash production is not
being pursued in a reasonable amount of time. The BLM
issued four potash leases within the Planning Area in 1984. Up
to the present time, no potash production has occurred on
these leases even through the period in which potash prices
reached a record high of above $900 per ton in 2008.
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and price fluctuations into account. It’s highly likely this BLM
timeframe may not be synchronized with the potash industry,
worldwide potash demand and supply, and equity markets. The
end result would be no further development.
Also, under what conditions does BLM anticipate “cancelling” one or
all of the existing potash leases? The MLP does not identify these
conditions, leaving it operators susceptible to arbitrary decision by
BLM officials.

The Bureau has determined that, for the area subject to the
proposed MLP, there is a need for a lease stipulation that
would require the lessee to diligently pursue developing a
paying mine within a certain time. The MLP area is subject to
competition between existing and foreseeable oil and gas
development and possible potash development. The area has
a high potential for the development of oil and gas that is
capable of being produced by conventional means. The area is
also currently subject to increased interest for potash
exploration, but it is unclear whether the development potential
is as high as for oil and gas or whether potash production can
be achieved utilizing solution mining methods. Based on the
Bureau’s experience in other regions of the country, such as
New Mexico, concurrent oil and gas production and potash
production is difficult and prone to conflict.
Nonetheless, the Bureau is interested in facilitating potash
exploration and production, as well as oil and gas production.
However, under the statutes and regulations governing potash
leases and the standard lease form typically used for potash
leasing, a lessee may hold a lease for decades without
attempting to develop a paying mine, so long as the lessee
pays a minimum royalty in lieu of production (and appropriate
rental). Consequently, under the present circumstances, it is
not in the public interest to issue potash leases because those
leases may tie up lands that otherwise could be developed, or
more easily developed, for oil and gas production. A potash
lease stipulation that requires diligent efforts to develop a
paying mine within a time certain would help eliminate this
problem. Under such a stipulation, if the potash lessee did not
develop a paying mine within a time certain, after being given a
reasonable amount of time to do so, BLM would be allowed to
pursue lease cancellation so the lands could be unencumbered
for oil and gas leasing.
A number of factors are relevant to what constitutes a
reasonable period of time. The Society of Mining Engineers
(SME) Mining Engineering Handbook (2nd Edition) identifies
three stages of mining: (1) prospecting and exploration, (2)
development, and (3) exploitation. Prospecting and exploration
consists of searching and defining the ore deposit and can
involve a time frame of 2-8 years. Development consists of
environmental compliance and the construction of facilities and
infrastructure. This stage can involve a time frame of 2-5
years. Exploitation consists of the production of ore on a large
scale and can involve a time frame of 5-30 years (SME
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Handbook, 2nd Edition, 1992). The SME Handbook refers to
metallic ores or other valuable minerals (coal or nonmetallics).
The prospecting and exploration stage for potash on land
administered by the BLM occurs prior to lease issuance. For
noncompetitive leases, this occurs during the period of time in
which the lease applicant has explored the area pursuant to a
prospecting permit, which has an initial 2-year term subject to
extensions so long as exploration has been diligent. See 43
C.F.R. §§ 3505.60 - 3505.62). The applicant receives the lease
(preference right lease) only after, among other things, the BLM
has concurred that the applicant has discovered a valuable
potash deposit. See id. §§ 3507.18, 3507.19 (a)(1). For
competitive leases, the BLM has already determined the area
to have a valuable potash deposit (see id. § 3508.11), and prior
to leasing the applicant may have explored the area pursuant to
an exploration license. See id. § 3508.11. As a result,
prospecting and exploration do not factor into what may be a
reasonable period of time to achieve production after a potash
lease has been issued.
The development and construction stage of potash mining
occurs after a lease is issued. This stage includes
environmental compliance associated with a mine plan
submitted under the regulations at 43 C.F.R. § 3592. Based on
BLM’s experience with the mining of leasable minerals in
general, the environmental compliance prepared under NEPA,
NHPA, ESA, and other Federal and State laws necessary to
fully permit the mine may take up to 3 years to complete.
Once environmental compliance is completed, and the mine is
fully permitted, it is reasonable to assume that the construction
of facilities and infrastructure could take another 3 years. This
is based on recent potash mining projects underway in Canada
and the United States. K&S Corporation’s (formerly Potash
One) Legacy Project in Saskatchewan and ICPotash
Corporation’s Ochoa Project in New Mexico both project a 3year construction time. Production, or the exploitation stage of
potash mining, should commence immediately at the end of the
construction phase.
Therefore, assuming permitting and development proceed at a
normal rate, it is reasonable to assume that full scale
production could be achieved within 6 years of lease issuance.
This is consistent with the 6-year time frame provided under 43
C.F.R. § 3504.25(a) for an operator under a new lease to begin
production or pay a minimum royalty.
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The BLM recognizes, however, that due to circumstances such
as market dynamics and workload demands on the BLM and
other agencies that have a role in permitting, 6 years may not
be sufficient to bring a potash lease into production. An
additional 4 years appears to be sufficient time to allow for such
contingencies. Consequently, a 10 year timeframe for
achieving potash production after lease issuance is reasonable.
This should ensure reasonable diligence while at the same time
provide a timeframe that is cognizant of the realities of opening
a new mine on Federal lands administered by BLM. The
Authorized Officer may grant a lease suspension in the event of
delays in the permitting process that were unforeseen, that
were in no way attributable to the lessee or operator, and that
could not be readily accommodated in the normal course of
business by a prudent lessee or operator.
A potash lease could be cancelled in accordance with the
Federal regulations at 43 CFR 3514.30.
Individual

Table 2-6: Potash – Outside of PLAs (p 2-21)
“The priority outside a PLA would be to authorize oil and gas leasing
and development. New potash exploration and development would
be allowed only in PLAs. Consequently, until a new PLA is
identified, the BLM will not approve any application for potash
prospecting permits or exploration licenses, or engage in
competitive leasing. For areas outside of an existing PLA that have
been designated a KPLA, the BLM will not approve exploration
licenses or conduct competitive leasing unless the area is identified
as a new PLA through additional decision making consistent with
the procedure and criteria provided here and all other applicable law
and policy.”
Comment
The MLP needs to identify and describe what “additional decision
making” consists of. Isn’t that what this MLP is designed to do??

Additional decision making pertaining to a new PLA could
consist of further NEPA documentation or a land use plan
amendment.

184

Individual

Table 2-6: Potash New PLAs (p 2-22)
This section identifies a process for identifying and developing new
PLAs
Comment
This means an entirely new public process and decision making
exercise which will take months and years. This is not conducive to
mineral developers being able to take advantage of market
fluctuations in a timely manner.

Mineral developers would be able to take advantage of market
fluctuations in a timely manner within PLAs established under
an approved MLP. The consideration of additional PLAs would
be subject to the criteria specified in Table 2-6.
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Individual

Table 2-6: Removing an Area from a PLA (p 2-23)
“If, within a PLA, the production of commercial quantities of potash
is not achieved within a 10 year time period from the date of the
MLP Record of Decision is signed. The Authorized Officer may
remove the area from the PLA after additional decision making.”
Comment
Again this provides another long drawn out process, along with the
process for creating new PLA’s, which will have significant impact
on the ability to explore and develop potash resources. These
processes simply can’t be effectively timed for the real-time
fluctuations related to commodity supply and demand and
subsequent

Additional decision making pertaining to a new PLA could
consist of further NEPA documentation or a land use plan
amendment.
Mineral developers would be able to take advantage of market
fluctuations in a timely manner within PLAs established under
an approved MLP. The consideration of additional PLAs would
be subject to the criteria specified in Table 2-6.
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Individual

Table 2-6: Potash - Potash Leasing Stipulations (p 2-26 thru 2-27)
“CSU stipulation for Potash Prospecting Permits, Preference Right
Leases, and Competitive Leases: All new potash leases, as well as
all potash leases subject to readjustment would be subject to the
following diligent development requirements: The Authorized
Officer would pursue lease cancellation if after ten years from the
date of lease issuance, potassium or related products are not being
produced in paying quantities from…..”
Comment
BLM has applied regulations for different commodities to the
management of potash. The “diligent development” requirement
comes from the 43 CFR 3400 coal regulations, and the “paying
quantities” language comes from the 43 CFR 3100 oil and gas
regulations. Neither of these requirements appears in the 43 CFR
3400 regulations which guide potash development on public lands.
By what authority does BLM pick regulations out of other parts of
the 43 CFR and apply them to potash? Current potash regulations
do not require the lessee to establish production in order to hold the
lease; they simply pay a minimum royalty per acre to hold the lease.
The leases are subject to 20 year readjustments by BLM where
constraints from the MLP could be applied, along with adjusting
royalty rates for future production.
It seems unreasonable for BLM to choose to implement and apply
some portions of the existing 43 CFR 3500 regulations relative to
applying “unsuitability criteria,” yet then chooses to ignore other
sections of those regulations which clearly do not require a
production diligence requirement to holding preference right leases
beyond their primary term. What is the explanation and legal
authority for such arbitrary decision-making?

The BLM has broad authority to regulate environmental aspects
of mineral activity under the Mineral Leasing Act. In Alternative
D, the BLM would impose a CSU stipulation requiring diligent
development of potash resources. Due to the high level of
competing uses in the Planning Area, a diligent development
requirement for potash would allow for other uses if potash
production is not being pursued in a reasonable amount of
time. The MLP/DEIS (Section 2.1) defines the potash
unsuitability criteria and how they would be applied as follows:
"The stipulations developed for the protection of specific
resources would apply to both oil and gas leasing and potash
leasing as well as geophysical exploration. The stipulations
have been developed in accordance with the potash
unsuitability criteria specified at 43 CFR 3501.17." To impose a
CSU stipulation for potash development is not a regulatory
change.
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Individual

Table 2-6: Potash – Baseline CSU (p 2-27 thru 2-28)

An exception to the Baseline CSU stipulation is provided in
Appendix A for Alternative D which states: "Within Potash
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“Apply a “Baseline CSU” stipulation in areas with sensitive
resources in order to minimize the amount of surface disturbance
and related impacts resulting from mineral development.
2. Well pads would be placed no closer than 2-miles apart.”
Comment
This will be a huge deterrent to the exploration and feasibility
studies related to potash development. Wells will certainly have to
be closer together when developing methodologies for underground
cavern creation by solution mining techniques. Tests will need to be
run on optimal well spacing and configurations, cavern length and
volume development, etc. And it may be that after these techniques
are developed, two mile spacing in well fields won’t serve from a
technical or financial analysis. Even though the MLP provides for
waiver of this requirement, it needs to provide analysis and
justification for making this the norm in light of the impractical
technical application of this constraint.

Leasing Areas (PLA), an exception to the 2-mile placement
could be granted if the proponent successfully demonstrates
that a 2-mile placement is not technologically feasible for
potash recovery. An exception to the 2-mile placement would
still require the maximum technologically feasible placement of
potash wells." The NEPA documentation involved with any sitespecific drilling proposal would analyze the technical
justification for closer well pad spacing and the environmental
impacts associated with granting an exception to the Baseline
CSU stipulation. The Authorized Officer may waive this
stipulation only if it is determined that the factors leading to its
inclusion in the lease no longer exist.

Individual

Table 2-6: Potash - Potash Processing Facility Areas (p 2-29)
This table includes a description of a CSU stipulation (Baseline) that
is applied to multiple resources and a CSU stipulation that requires
the processing of potash to be conducted within Potash Processing
Facility Areas (PPFA).
Comment
It is unclear if this requirement would also apply to potential
development on the existing Preference Right leases in the area
where those lease rights currently allow construction of facilities
required for development.
The MLP needs to recognize or address what type of regulatory
action BLM would take to provide a land use “authorization” for a
lessee to operate on lands off lease.
The MLP needs to address the financial difficulties this requirement
will present in that financiers generally will not commit millions of
dollars in loans for on-the-ground capital facilities with no guarantee
of long term land tenure provided by a lease right underneath such
facility.

The BLM could not impose the CSU stipulation from the MLP to
existing potash leases requiring processing facilities to be
located within potash processing facility areas (PPFAs).
However, the operator may find benefits to locating the facilities
within the PPFAs because of 1) environmental concerns raised
during site-specific analysis for a proposed potash operation on
the existing leases, 2) the PPFAs are identified as having
minimal resource conflicts, and 3) the PPFAs are located closer
to infrastructure such as roads, railroads, and transmission
lines.
Any land use authorizations necessary for a potash lessee to
operate on lands off lease would be addressed at the sitespecific proposal level.

189

Individual

Table 2–13 Special Status Species (p 2-46)
Comment
Some of these wildlife areas are NSO or no leasing. The rest of the
area is subject to an array of restrictive, overlapping timeframes for
rutting, lambing, nesting, and fledging periods for this entire array of
species. It adds significant costs in delay time and uncertainty with
the need for field survey’s in almost every instance to see what is
going on the ground with the wildlife life cycles, then trying to guess

The wildlife stipulations in the MLP are very similar to those in
the 2008 Moab and Monticello RMPs; these stipulations are
consistent throughout the BLM in Utah and are also similar to
those found in most western states. Stipulations vary only
slightly among all four alternatives in the MLP/DEIS. Changes
between the MLP and the RMP are minor realignments of big
game habitats for consistency with Utah Division of Wildlife
Resources habitat delineations. Habitat for Desert bighorn
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what they might be doing in 2-3 months when the financing is
arranged, and crews and rigs are scheduled. These types of timing
restrictions, when applied to so many species, creates great
uncertainty for timing of all operational components of a project,
putting severe constraints on resource development.
The MLP needs to recognize these timing overlap constraints and
prepare a table that shows all the potential timing overlaps and how
many months a year an operator could be constrained form
operation in a worst case scenario, where all potential wildlife
species that could occur in an area in fact are found utilizing the
area at their identified timeframes. The operational and financial
impacts then need to be discussed and analyzed in Chapter 4.

sheep is increased by 5,759 acres (reflecting extensive GPS
collar research by UDWR) in the action alternatives.
The only identified NSO areas for terrestrial wildlife are found in
Alternative A and C. These are limited to prime desert bighorn
habitats, with Alternative A (101,900 acres) remaining as
identified in the 2008 RMP and Alternative C (107,000 acres)
realigned to match UDWR’s current desert bighorn habitat
delineation. In Alternatives B and D, desert bighorn
lambing/rutting areas have CSU stipulations which preclude
drilling operations and permanent facilities (on 107,000 acres)
but provide for other temporary actions outside of the sensitive
lambing and rutting periods, thus facilitating additional flexibility
from the stipulations in the 2008 RMP. Prime desert bighorn
habitats are in areas where extensive development would be
typically problematic due to topography of these areas.
Other big game species (deer and elk) have seasonal
restrictions. These general areas and types of seasonal
restrictions have been in place for many years. Most operators
are aware of the need to incorporate these dates into their
operational plans and, if appropriate, these dates can
sometimes be adjusted. Within the Moab FO, the only overlap
of winter range areas with spring fawning or lambing areas is
515 acres west of Highway 191 and just south of La Sal
Junction. The remainder of the Moab MLP area would have
either only one or no big game seasonal protective measures.
The NSO stipulation for the Endangered Colorado River Fish
(within the 100-year floodplain of the Colorado, Green, and
Dolores Rivers) was developed with USFWS in the 2008 RMP.
This stipulation does not change in the current effort.
ESA species, including Bald and Golden Eagles, Raptors and
Migratory Birds are all afforded some level of Federal
protection. These protective measures are required by the
USFWS under various laws. The seasonal and spatial
restrictions found in the MLP/DEIS for these species have been
developed by the USFWS and are consistent throughout the
state of Utah. Adherence to these conditions is required to
comply with the Endangered Species Act and various laws
protecting eagles, raptors, and migratory birds. Currently,
much of the known habitats and occupancy for several of ESA
species is known, therefore reducing some of the need for
surveys to evaluate habitats. ESA species are very rare and
the Moab FO has had minimal need to adjust or project timing
or locations to accommodate the presence of an individual ESA
species.
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Additionally, surveys for ESA species, Bald and Golden Eagles
and Raptors may be required no matter when the activity is
planned. All permanent facilities or projects that create longterm habitat alteration would require nesting surveys for ESA
species, Bald and Golden Eagles and Raptors, during the
breeding season prior to project finalization. These surveys are
incorporated into the site-specific project NEPA analysis and if
needed, USFWS consultation. These requirements and needs
are not new to the MLP and have been in place prior even to
the 2008 RMP. The results of these surveys may influence
project development. If there is no suitable nesting structure
within the USFWS recommended spatial buffers of a project
area, surveys may not be needed.
Sensitive raptors species are afforded the same timing and
spatial requirement as all other raptors, as recommended by
the USFWS. For kit fox and prairie dogs, the stipulations are
the same as the 2008 RMP. Their habitats typically do not
overlap with big game winter range but may coincide with
pronghorn fawning and bighorn lambing areas.
The kit fox, a sensitive species, does have seasonal restrictions
specific to occupied natal dens, which may be waived if surveys
indicate kit fox with their pups are not present. Current
modeling efforts are in place that can help to refine where the
kit fox may occur, and often project on-sites can determine the
need for surveys. Kit fox are fairly uncommon throughout the
Moab FO and finding a natal den is very rare; therefore there
has been minimal need to adjust project timing to
accommodate the presence of a kit fox with their pups.
For prairie dogs there is exception language that, if due to the
size of the prairie dog town, there is no reasonable location to
develop a lease and avoid colonies, the Authorized Officer
would allow for loss of prairie dog colonies and/or habitat to
satisfy terms and conditions of the lease.
In regards to the timing overlap question (assuming raptor
surveys needs have been met), there would be no seasonal
wildlife TL stipulations in areas outside of deer and elk winter
ranges (29,700 acres) and bighorn lambing/rutting areas
(107,000 acres). If a project were in kit fox habitat and/or
fawning areas for pronghorn, no activity could be allowed from
March 1- July 31 within 85,639 acres. If surveys were
performed and indicated no natal kit fox dens were within 200
meters of the project, then the project would be limited only to
activities outside of 4/1 to 7/31 to protect pronghorn fawning
and migratory bird nesting. In this site-specific situation, ‘worst
case’ would still allow a construction window of 7 months, from
Final EIS
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8/1 through 2/28. If raptors had been identified, project location
or other mitigation measures would be applied, typically not
timing restrictions unless the project or portions of the project
created temporary disturbances within the spatial buffer of the
raptor nest.
In deer and elk winter range (29,700 acres), there is minimal kit
fox habitat and/or fawning areas for pronghorn, so other wildlife
timing limitations would not be expected. In deer and elk winter
range ‘worst case’ would still allow a window of 7 months, 4/16
through 11/15. If raptors had been identified, project location or
other mitigation measures would be applied, rather than timing
restrictions unless the projects were temporary. If the project
were temporary and raptors did occur in the area or raptor
surreys were determined to be not necessary, the work window
might then be limited to 9/1 to 11/15. If a temporary action had
been started prior to the onset of the winter season, UDWR will
usually allow for some short-term encroachment into the winter
season.
Activities in desert bighorn lambing/rutting habitat (107,000
acres) are limited to temporary actions through a CSU
stipulation. In the “worst case,” if raptors occurred in the area
or surveys were not performed and the temporary action is
determined to impact desert bighorn, work would be allowed
from 12/15 to 3/1.
Timing limitations for ESA species area are not required unless
there is a known individual in the area or surveys are not
current and therefore occupancy status is not known. The
entire Moab MLP area has been evaluated for both Mexican
Spotted Owl (MSO) and Southwestern Willow Flycatcher
(SWFL). Within the MLP area, there are approximately
116,300 acres of suitable MSO habitats of which over 70,000
acres are typical surveyed by the BLM and would not need
additional project specific surveys. Only 2,800 acres of suitable
(but unoccupied) MSO habitats are found in deer winter range;
therefore, additional timing limitation requirements would not be
expected. These 2,800 acres are routinely surveyed by the
BLM.
SWFL and Yellow Billed Cuckoo (YBCU) timing stipulations
coincide with other timing limitations outside of deer and elk
winter range areas. There are only 92 acres of SWFL/YBCU
habitats that overlap with winter ranges and these areas are not
known to be occupied; therefore, additional SWFL & YBCU
timing limitations would not be expected. It should be pointed
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out that both SWFL and YBCU occupy riparian habitat, which is
managed with a NSO stipulation to protect riparian resources.
Though these seasonal restrictions can seem cumbersome,
upfront work between the BLM and applicants early in the
development stage of these projects can simplify survey needs
and ensure there is an ample window of time to complete
projects or develop project plans, ensuring Federal Acts are not
violated, and impacts to protected and state sensitive species
and big game are minimized. Accurate surveys completed at
the correct time will help to avoid delays, facilitate project
planning, and allow accurate environmental analysis that is less
likely to be litigated, thus allowing the project to move forward
in a timely fashion.
The Moab BLM does recognize that many of the timing
limitation stipulations can overlap, possibly creating additional
constraints. However, not all habitats that have these seasonal
stipulations are located in the same place. As mentioned
above, winter ranges for deer and elk overlap very little with
pronghorn, deer, and elk spring fawning areas. ESA species
such as the SWFL and YBCU are very specific to small, highly
vegetated riparian areas that typically are located within areas
with watershed stipulations that will coincide with ESA
requirements. The MSO does have the largest potential habitat
for an ESA species in the Planning Area and may need sitespecific surveys, but habitat evaluation throughout the
Planning Area has been completed and many areas are
maintained under protocol survey, therefore reducing the scope
of survey needs by outside parties.
The MLP/DEIS acknowledges the impacts of wildlife and
sensitive species restrictions on mineral development in
Chapter 4. It should be noted that the wildlife and special
status species restrictions vary only slightly among alternatives;
no further analysis of overlapping restrictions is required when
these restrictions are substantially the same for all the
alternatives.
Text has been added to Sections 4.8.1 and 4.8.2
concerning the impacts of overlapping timing limitations.
San Juan
County
Commission

Final EIS

Selection of Alternative D or other more restrictive Alternatives or
parts of alternatives would be a radical departure from Alternative A.
Such a radical change from current management defies logic and is
not based on past or projected resource impacts. The current
RMPs would have to be way "off the mark" to warrant such
changes. This is not the case. Both RMPs were developed over
several years with intensive involvement of State and Counties as

The Moab MLP area includes only a portion of the lands
included in the 2008 Resource Management Plans (RMPs) for
the Moab and Monticello Field Offices. The mineral leasing
decisions outside of the MLP area would remain as specified in
the 2008 RMPs.
An oil and gas lease sale proposed in late 2008 that included
lands within the MLP area generated a large amount of public
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well as the public. San Juan County cannot accept that the
reasoned rationale used in making the 2008 RMP decisions for
leasing were so erroneous as to warrant such radical changes.

controversy which resulted in oil and gas leasing reform (BLM
Washington Office Instruction Memorandum 2010-117). Public
controversy centered on conflicts with viewsheds, proximity to
National Parks, and recreational uses. The oil and gas leasing
reform policy included provisions for master leasing plans.
Based on IM 2010-117, the BLM determined that the Planning
Area meets the criteria for preparing an MLP. Therefore,
additional planning and analyses are required in order to
consider important resource values prior to making new mineral
leasing decisions.

Individual

In the event that you continue support for Alt D, please preserve
watersheds, close all loopholes in agreements and put teeth in an
enforcement body, and remove any areas with wilderness
designation status

Alternative D presents measures to preserve watersheds.
There are no WSAs within the Planning Area.
The BLM assumes that “close all loopholes” means eliminate
exceptions, modifications, and waivers. Nearly all lease
stipulations should have exception, waiver, and modification
criteria documented in the land use plan and on the lease. In
limited circumstances it may be possible to identify, for
example, waiver criteria that are appropriate, but due to the
nature of the resource that is being protected, not exception or
modification criteria. In other cases there may be general
exception, waiver, or modification criteria developed in the land
use plan that applies commonly to all or most lease stipulations
and does not need to be repeated individually for each lease
stipulation identified in the plan (BLM Washington Office
Instruction Memorandum 2008-032).
Exceptions to a lease stipulation are applied at the site-specific
proposal level, such as an APD, through the NEPA process,
and, as a result, is subject to all consultation requirements as
well as public comment. This is stated in BLM Washington
Office IM 2008-032: “The criteria for approval of exceptions,
waivers, and modifications should be supported by National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) analysis, either through the
land use planning process or site-specific environmental
review."

315

Individual

the MLP should recognize the historical and conservation
significance of the Bears Ears Inter-Tribal Coalition proposal for a
new national monument on a small portion of the MLP area. The
BLM should amend Alternative C to defer leasing in that area until
the president has had time to act.

The BLM does not manage public land based on pending
legislation or Presidential proclamation. Most of Alternative C is
managed with major constraints to mineral leasing and
development.

488

Individual

In addition, the MLP should recognize the historical and
conservation significance of the Bears Ears Inter-Tribal Coalition
proposal for a new national monument on a small portion of the

The designation of the Bears Ears National Monument is
outside the scope of the MLP. No decision on mineral leasing
will be made within the Planning Area until after completion of
the MLP.
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MLP area. The BLM should amend Alternative C to defer leasing in
that area until the president has had time to act.
HECHO

-- Specific Cultural sites (pages 2-8 and 9 Draft EIS): We
recommend that BLM adopt a 1-mile NSO stipulation around
cultural sites and cultural concentration areas, consistent with
Alternative C. “Apply an NSO stipulation for a 1-mile radius
(immediate foreground)” to the 13 identified specific cultural sites.

The commenter’s desire for Alternative C regarding protection
of the setting of cultural sites is noted.
Alternative D provides for mineral leasing and development
while protecting resources. Alternative C emphasizes resource
protection over mineral leasing and development. The BLM
recognizes that Alternative C provides more protection for the
setting of cultural sites than does Alternative D.

623

HECHO

Mineral industry use of the Needles and Anticline Overlook roads
(page 2-10 Draft EIS): We agree with applying the stipulation from
alternative B; however, disagree with the “exception.” The purpose
of this stipulation is more than the road damage these large trucks
would do, but the potential safety conflict with the recreation visitor
experience to these two highly visited tourist overlooks.

The purpose of the stipulation is to protect the integrity and
public enjoyment of the Needles and Anticline Overlook Roads.
An exception is granted only if there is no alternative to the use
of these roads. The exception ensures the road will be
maintained for public enjoyment.

624

HECHO

Visual Resource Management (page 2-11 Draft EIS): We
recommend applying alternative C stipulations rather than
alternative B. While Control Surface Use (CSU) would apply in
alternative B this would not prevent infrastructure development
within these critical view sheds which are important for more than
their filming quality. Therefore, we recommend applying an NSO
stipulation.

The CSU and NSO stipulations pertaining to filming locations in
Alternatives B and C, respectively are not intended to address
the wider issue of general visual resource management. Visual
resource management is addressed in Table 2-15.
The commenter’s desire for Alternative C regarding protection
of filming locations is noted.
Alternative D, which is identical to Alternative B, provides for
mineral leasing and development while protecting resources.
Alternative C emphasizes resource protection over mineral
leasing and development. The BLM recognizes that Alternative
C provides more protection for filming locations than does
Alternative D.

625

HECHO

Wells per pad and well pad placement (page 2-28 and 29, page A12 Draft EIS): “1. Multiple wells per pad as appropriate.” We
recommend that the words “as appropriate” be struck. Given
current and future technology multiple wells are a norm and can be
done under all geologic features. We concur with your
compensatory mitigation outside the area of impact; however, we
suggest language be added that makes this compensatory
mitigation outside the impact area “durable mitigation,” consistent
with the President’s recent memorandum on mitigation, lasting
beyond the life horizon of this planning decision. We do not want
the mitigation to be undone by another proposed project the
following year, as an example.

An operator may only require one well in a location and a
requirement for multiple wells would not be appropriate. The
CSU stipulation in Alternative D also includes a provision the
well pads would be spaced no closer than 2-miles apart.
Long-term durability is mitigation conducted outside the area of
impact that would be effective as long as the land use
authorization affects the resources and values. There is
potential that offsite mitigation performed by one operator may
be undone by another. However, the BLM would require the
subsequent operator to restore the landscape.

626

HECHO

Soils (page 2-40 Draft EIS): “Slopes over 21 percent should be
avoided wherever possible.” This Draft EIS is focused on oil and
gas and potash so the activities would be for these industries. The

When avoidance of slopes over 21 percent is not possible, the
CSU stipulation would require an erosion control plan approved
by the BLM prior to construction and maintenance. The plan
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language “avoided wherever possible” leaves room for these
industries to create infrastructure such as roads where cut banks
would be made to hillsides thereby creating visual resource impacts.
Therefore, we recommend the language be tightened to Slopes
over 21 percent will be avoided.

would include the following: 1) an erosion control strategy and
2) a BLM-accepted survey and design. In addition, any
projects must meet VRM objectives.

Old Spanish National Historic Trail (OSNHT) (page 2-45 and 2-73
Draft EIS): The OSNHT is an important asset to Latino people as
we interpret our history and culture to our younger generation.
Potential impacts from oil and gas and potash development leasing
would reduce the historic and scenic settings of the OSNHT.
Therefore, protection of this resource is important. Map 3-51
delineates the OSNHT as a single linear future with breaks in this
map. However, the OSNHT was not one trail, but many trails that
crossed in and around the Moab MLP polygon. Because of the
importance of the OSNHT to Latino populations we recommend that
the NSO stipulation as described in alternative C be incorporated in
the preferred alternative.

Until specific management objectives are developed for
locations along the OSNHT through a Comprehensive
Management Plan a Lease Notice will be applied to a 2-mile
corridor in Alternative D. A Lease Notice would provide
flexibility until the completion of trail management plans. A
Lease Notice informs a mineral operator that actions may be
necessary in order to comply with the law pertaining to the
OSNHT. A Lease Notice may be modified at any time to adjust
to new information, whereas, a change to a lease stipulation
would require a plan amendment.
In Alternative D, a Lease Notice has been added to the
mineral leasing decision in Chapter 2 (Table 2-12)
regarding the OSNHT. The Lease Notice has also been
added to Appendix A. The Lease Notice would be applied
to a 2-mile corridor along the OSNHT. The Lease Notice
states the following: “The lessee/operator is given notice
that lands in this lease are crossed by the Old Spanish
Trail National Historic Trail [Old Spanish Trail Recognition
Act of 2002, (Old Spanish Trail PLO 107-325)].
Modifications to the Surface Use Plan of Operations may
be required in order to protect the historic integrity of the
trail. Coordination with the National Park Service by the
BLM may be necessary.”
Three high potential sites along the OSNHT (Kane Springs.
Looking Glass Rock, and Colorado River Crossing near
Moab) have been preliminarily identified as high potential
sites. The decision in Chapter 2 has been modified to state
that a CSU stipulation requiring the lessee to maintain the
current setting of the trail based on a visual assessment
would be applied within 2-miles of these sites.
About 1.5-miles of the OSNHT on the Moab Trail (1.4-miles)
and Mule Shoe (0.1-miles) segments have been
preliminarily identified as high potential segments. The
decision in Chapter 2 has been modified to state that a
CSU stipulation requiring the lessee to maintain the
current setting of the trail based on a visual assessment
would be applied within 2-miles of these segments.
About 12.2-miles of the OSNHT along the Blue Hills
segment has been preliminarily identified as a high
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potential. The decision in Chapter 2 has also been
modified to state that a CSU stipulation requiring the
lessee to maintain the current setting of the trail based on
a visual assessment would be applied within 2-miles of the
12.2-mile high potential trail segment on the south side
only of the trail alignment.
The CSU stipulations would protect the setting of the high
potential sites and segments identified along the OSNHT. A
Lease Notice would protect the remainder of the trail until the
attributes of the trail are more clearly defined.
Agapito
Associates, Inc.

Alternative A does not address the fact that no PPAs have been
acted on in 30 years and companies that spend great sums of
money in the exploration for potash are not guaranteed tenure.

Any outstanding PPAs would be processed in accordance with
the approved MLP.

650

Agapito
Associates, Inc.

Alternative B1 invokes a knowing government hand by separating
Oil & Gas and potash leases that would determine the who, what,
when, and where of potash development by pitting the industries
against each other and defining the methodology, location, and
timing of operations. The assumption that the industries could not
cooperate with efficient infrastructure and “orderly development” is a
false one. A company looking to invest hundreds of millions, and
even billions, of dollars must track thousands of cost data and be
able to vet various strategies. The economics for mine
development are far different from that of the Oil & Gas industry. In
fact both PPPA applicants Potash Minerals Limited and American
Potash Corp. have altered exploration and development strategies
as a consequence of regulatory inertia with respect to tenure.
Further burdensome and non-economic stipulations proposed
include:
§ phased leasing dependent on proving feasibility of
§ experimental technology for directional drilling and multi-well pads
as preferred by the BLM for exploration, production and plant as
well as stipulations
§ for the ability to be “producing in paying quantities” within a 10
year window and
§ multiple and overlapping restrictions for NSO and CSU to protect
the view- and soundscapes of the recreational and movie industries
and habitat within the PLAs and KPLAs.

Alternative B1 is similar to Alternative D with regard to the
separation of oil/gas and potash.
The commenter’s list of “burdensome stipulations” is noted.
The objective of Alternative D is to minimize surface impacts by
separating leasing of the two commodities (oil/gas and potash),
locating potash processing facilities in areas with the least
amount of sensitive resources, and limiting the density of
mineral development. The commenter presumes there is an
opportunity for cooperation between two different operators
where it might not actually exist. Cooperation implies an
opportunity for the two industries to plan infrastructure needs.
Whereas one industry will likely develop first and implement the
infrastructure that meets their needs, that may not meet the
needs of the second industry. Without an overall plan it’s not
possible to plan for the needs of both commodities.
The BLM acknowledges that the development of the two
commodities could occur at the same time. However, if
commodity prices of both climb and successful production of
both reaches a peak, it would be difficult to contain
development while still meeting other resource objectives. Well
pads, roads, and pipeline corridors could be shared to the
extent possible. However, the two different development
scenarios would have different infrastructure needs (power,
pipeline, railroad with different destinations). The commodity
developed first would be the first to develop infrastructure.
Subsequent development could have different needs. Each
infrastructure is developed with its specific needs in mind and
don’t directly overlay each other. Eventually this could lead to
additional surface disturbance and impacts to meet the needs
of both operators.
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Co-location of two different operations could result in technical
and legal conflicts. Depending on proximity they could be
competing geologically. The actions of one could affect what’s
going on with the other. Potentially adverse conditions from colocating could make it difficult to achieve resource objectives.
Co-location of drilling operations on a single well pad would
require a larger footprint and more surface impacts to
accommodate all facilities and potential activities. If not colocated, there could be duplicative surface disturbance.
Orderly development would be difficult to achieve with
competing objectives on where and how to develop the
minerals.
Conflicts between oil/gas and potash have occurred in New
Mexico. These conflicts began shortly after the discovery of
potash in 1925 (ironically discovered by an oil test well drilled in
the basin) and the first potash production in 1934. Secretarial
Orders were issued in 1939, 1951, 1975, 1986, and 2012 in an
attempt to resolve these conflicts. The Secretarial Order of
2012 has resulted in litigation by oil and gas operators who
assert that the 2012 Order negatively affects valid existing oil
and gas leases, unlawfully cedes to the potash industry BLM's
statutory duties under the FLPMA and MLA to manage the
Secretarial Area and regulate valid existing oil and gas leases,
and grants a disproportionate amount of power to the potash
lessees who may veto certain oil and gas development within
the Secretarial Area. Overall, the management of the two
resources through the Secretary’s Orders has been contentious
throughout the years, resulting in many disputes and court
cases.
The MLP/DEIS acknowledges in Chapter 4 (Section 4.8.1,
Minerals: Oil and Gas) that designating PLAs and restricting
new oil and gas leasing in these areas could reduce the area
available for oil and gas leasing which would reduce the
amount of oil and gas drilling and potential production.
Agapito
Associates, Inc.

G-60

Alternative B2 “provides only for Oil & Gas leasing; no new potash
leasing.” The BLM has witnessed multiple economic cycles but in no
way could predict whether one commodity has proven economy
over another at any time now or in the future in the planning area.
Defining Oil and gas as the “proven commodity in the Planning
Area” seems to reject the existence of Intrepid’s Moab Potash mine
that has been in continuous operation for 50 years.

As stated in Chapter 2 (Section 2.2, Description of
Alternatives), “Alternative B2 provides for only oil and gas
leasing; no new potash leasing would occur. Oil and gas is a
proven economic commodity in the Planning Area while the
feasibility of developing deep potash deposits with solution
mining methods has not been established on public lands
within the Planning Area. Leasing for oil and gas alone would
meet the objective of minimizing surface impacts by eliminating
the potential for redundant infrastructure associated with codevelopment of oil/gas and potash and eliminating the potential
for potash processing facilities. Alternative B2 would also
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minimize surface impacts by limiting the density of oil and gas
development in a manner that would not dominate the
landscape.”
The Cane Creek Mine began as a conventional underground
potash mine in 1963 and in 1970 potash from the old
underground workings was extracted by solution mining
methods. The Cane Creek mine is located on State and private
land and was acquired by Intrepid in 2000. The Cane Creek
Mine has been in production for over 50 years utilizing the
existing infrastructure which includes rail, solar evaporation
ponds, potash plant, highway, gas, power, as well as water
rights from the adjacent Colorado River. Within the Planning
Area, no potash production has occurred on public land even
on potash leases that have been in place since 1984. The
deep potash deposits (about 6,500 feet) on public land within
the Planning Area could only be recovered by solution mining
methods that have only recently been applied to some of the
potash deposits below the existing mine workings at the Cane
Creek Mine. Therefore, the feasibility of developing deep
potash deposits with solution mining methods has not been
established on public lands within the Planning Area. Whereas
oil and gas production has occurred continuously on public
lands within the Planning Area since the early 1900’s.
Agapito
Associates, Inc.

Alternative C “emphasizes resource protection over mineral leasing
and development,” again provides for only Oil & Gas over mineral
leasing. This is a false choice. Diversity of economy, whether by
mineral, the Oil & Gas industry, recreational, agriculture, ranching,
or conservation is key to community sustainability. The economic
role of public lands would be to support multiple industries and a
diversity of population and income levels. Policy’s aim should not
be to gentrify areas adjacent to public land and, by doing so, restrict
access to a tailored elite.

As stated in Chapter 2 (Section 2.2, Description of
Alternatives), “Alternative C emphasizes resource protection
over mineral leasing and development. Alternative C provides
for only oil and gas leasing; no potash leasing would occur.
This alternative affords the greatest protection to areas with
high scenic quality, recreational uses, and special designations,
as well as BLM lands adjacent to Arches and Canyonlands
National Parks and other sensitive resources. In areas open
for oil and gas development, surface impacts would be
minimized by limiting the density of oil and gas development in
a manner that would not dominate the landscape.”
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Agapito
Associates, Inc.

Alternative D (BLM’s Preferred Option) seeks to reverse engineer
the potash and Oil & Gas industries by separating the leasing areas
for the two industries and designating where potash processing
facilities can and should be located. By imposing these area
restrictions after the fact on PPPAs already in process, BLM is
effectively pre-selecting which properties can move forward and
which cannot.

As stated in Chapter 2 (Table 2-6, Minerals: Potash): “Potash
processing facilities can require a substantial commitment of
public lands. Therefore, these facilities would be located in
areas that have a minimal potential for resource conflicts.”
PPFAs were delineated based on minimizing resource conflict
and not on pre-selecting any potash prospecting permit
application.
The objective of Alternative D is to minimize surface impacts by
separating leasing of the two commodities (oil/gas and potash),
locating potash processing facilities in areas with the least
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amount of sensitive resources, and limiting the density of
mineral development. The commenter presumes there is an
opportunity for cooperation between two different operators
where it might not actually exist. Cooperation implies an
opportunity for the two industries to plan infrastructure needs.
Whereas one industry will likely develop first and implement the
infrastructure that meets their needs, that may not meet the
needs of the second industry. Without an overall plan it’s not
possible to plan for the needs of both commodities.
The BLM acknowledges that the development of the two
commodities could occur at the same time. However, if
commodity prices of both climb and successful production of
both reaches a peak, it would be difficult to contain
development while still meeting other resource objectives. Well
pads, roads, and pipeline corridors could be shared to the
extent possible. However, the two different development
scenarios would have different infrastructure needs (power,
pipeline, railroad with different destinations). The commodity
developed first would be the first to develop infrastructure.
Subsequent development could have different needs. Each
infrastructure is developed with its specific needs in mind and
don’t directly overlay each other. Eventually this could lead to
additional surface disturbance and impacts to meet the needs
of both operators.
Co-location of two different operations could result in technical
and legal conflicts. Depending on proximity they could be
competing geologically. The actions of one could affect what’s
going on with the other. Potentially adverse conditions from colocating could make it difficult to achieve resource objectives.
Co-location of drilling operations on a single well pad would
require a larger footprint and more surface impacts to
accommodate all facilities and potential activities. If not colocated, there could be duplicative surface disturbance.
Orderly development would be difficult to achieve with
competing objectives on where and how to develop the
minerals.
The MLP/DEIS acknowledges in Chapter 4 (Section 4.8.1,
Minerals: Oil and Gas) that designating PLAs and restricting
new oil and gas leasing in these areas could reduce the area
available for oil and gas leasing which would reduce the
amount of oil and gas drilling and potential production.
The Wilderness
Society

G-62

BLM should provide durable resource protections through lease
stipulations that eliminate or limit the availability of waivers,
exceptions and modifications. More specifically, the plan should not

Nearly all lease stipulations should have exception, waiver, and
modification criteria documented in the land use plan and on
the lease. In limited circumstances it may be possible to
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provide for general waivers, exceptions, and modifications, but
should only provide for lease stipulation exemptions where strict,
resource-specific criteria have been identified, including consultation
requirements with affected tribes and agencies, including NPS.
Also, for stipulations designed to protect recreation areas,
wilderness quality lands, and national park resources, BLM should
make modification or waiver subject to public comment.

identify, for example, waiver criteria that are appropriate, but
due to the nature of the resource that is being protected, not
exception or modification criteria. In other cases there may be
general exception, waiver, or modification criteria developed in
the land use plan that applies commonly to all or most lease
stipulations and does not need to be repeated individually for
each lease stipulation identified in the plan (BLM Washington
Office Instruction Memorandum 2008-032).
Exceptions to a lease stipulation are applied at the site-specific
proposal level, such as an APD, through the NEPA process,
and, as a result, is subject to all consultation requirements as
well as public comment. This is stated in BLM Washington
Office IM 2008-032: "The criteria for approval of exceptions,
waivers, and modifications should be supported by National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) analysis, either through the
land use planning process or site-specific environmental
review.”

If BLM stays with Alternative D, please eliminate the allowance of
waivers, modifications and exceptions. Also, BLM wilderness lands
should be closed to leasing. Such lands must be protected. The
same goes for the Red Wash potash leasing area.

Nearly all lease stipulations should have exception, waiver, and
modification criteria documented in the land use plan and on
the lease. In limited circumstances, it may be possible to
identify, for example, waiver criteria that are appropriate, but
due to the nature of the resource that is being protected, not
exception or modification criteria. In other cases there may be
general exception, waiver, or modification criteria developed in
the land use plan that applies commonly to all or most lease
stipulations and does not need to be repeated individually for
each lease stipulation identified in the plan (BLM Washington
Office Instruction Memorandum 2008-032). Exceptions to a
lease stipulation are applied at the site-specific proposal level,
such as an APD, through the NEPA process, and, as a result,
is subject to all consultation requirements as well as public
comment. This is stated in BLM Washington Office IM 2008032: “The criteria for approval of exceptions, waivers, and
modifications should be supported by National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) analysis, either through the land use
planning process or site-specific environmental review.”
As stated in Chapter 2 (Table 2-6), “Identified PLAs include
blocks of public land in areas where potash leases (Upper Ten
Mile) or potash permits (Red Wash and Hatch Point) have been
issued. Within these areas, potash resources have been
identified and the feasibility of potash production is being
pursued.”
In Chapter 1 (Introduction) it states, “This planning effort does
not entail a full RMP revision, but rather maintains a limited
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focus on the management decisions pertaining to oil and gas
and potash leasing in the Planning Area.“ Furthermore,
Chapter 1 (Section 1.4.1) has been revised to clarify that this
plan amendment would not make decisions regarding whether
lands inventoried by the BLM as having wilderness
characteristics should be managed to protect, preserve, and
maintain these characteristics. Therefore, this plan amendment
would not make decisions for managing new areas for their
wilderness values.
No Wilderness Study Areas or designated Wilderness are
located within the Planning Area.
University of
Redlands

We are writing in support of the Moab Master Leasing Plan
Alternative B, but instead of options of B1 or B2, we suggest that
the leasing of outside lands of high scenic quality be only for the
development of renewable energy sources.

The MLP is a targeted RMP amendment specifically addressing
oil/gas and potash leasing and development (see MLP/DEIS
Section 1.2, Purpose and Need). The MLP/DEIS analyzes
development scenarios for a range of alternatives which apply
varying levels of mitigation for potentially impacted resources.
The management alternatives do not include actions for
renewable energy because that is outside the scope of the
planning document. For information regarding renewable
energy in the Moab and Monticello Field Offices, please see
their respective Resource Management Plans.
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Individual

Alt. D is preferable if the following changes are made:
1. No surface occupancy within 1 mile radius of filming locations,
recreational trails, climbing/canyoneering areas, and viewsheds.
2. No surface occupancy within 2 miles of National Park boundaries,
and no surface-disturbing activities within 2 miles of developed
recreation site boundaries.
3. No surface occupancy within: Three Rivers, Canyon Rims
SRMA, Labyrinth Rims/Gemini Bridges SRMA, or South Moab
SRMA, Behind the Rocks ACEC, Indian Creek ACEC, Lavender
Mesa ACEC, Shay Canyon ACEC, and Ten Mile Wash ACEC.
4. No surface occupancy within: identified spring areas, public
water reserves, 100-year floodplains, within 660 feet of intermittent
and perennial streams, rivers, riparian areas, wetlands, water wells,
and springs, within 200 feet of ephemeral streams, within 1,000 feet
of the Colorado River and Fisher Creek, within the Courthouse
Wash and Salt Wash Watersheds. Where horizontal and directional
drilling is conducted from areas adjacent to these watersheds,
drilling operations will not penetrate the associated groundwater.
5. No surface occupancy on slopes greater than 30 percent. Apply
an erosion control plan on slopes between 21 percent and 30
percent.

The changes referred to by the commenter are decisions
included in Alternative C. The commenter’s preference for
Alternative C is noted.
The buffers specified in Alternative D to protect water resources
were provided by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
The recommendations provided by the EPA are as follows: 1)
100 foot buffer on ephemeral streams, 2) 750 foot buffer on
impaired waters, and 3) 500 foot buffer on intermittent streams.
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6. Apply Baseline CSU to Dead Horse Cliffs, Lockhart, Upper Indian
Creek Trough Springs, and Dripping Spring.
7. Eliminate exceptions to the Baseline CSU, including 2-mile
distance between well pads and 1 mile radius of protection for
sensitive resources.

Appendices
U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service

Appendix A, Mineral Leasing Stipulations - We would like to
coordinate with you to develop specific lease notices for Cisco
milkvetch (Astragalus sabulosus) and Isely milkvetch (Astragalus
iselyi). The Service found the petitioned listing of these two species
may be warranted and will conduct 12-month status reviews to
determine whether they are warranted for federal listing under the
Endangered Species Act. We recommend the lease notices be
finalized for the final EIS. In addition, we would like to coordinate on
modifications to the lease notices for Jones cycladenia and for
sensitive plants.

Isely milkvetch does not occur within the Planning Area. Cisco
milkvetch is found within the Planning Area and is subject to a
CSU stipulation requiring a survey in Cisco milkvetch habitat.
This stipulation has been modified in Appendix A to
include a 300 foot avoidance area as recommended by
USFWS.

U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service

Appendix A, Mineral Leasing Stipulations, p. A-28 and A-30 - We
support an NSO stipulation within 500 feet of intermittent and
perennial streams, rivers, riparian areas, wetlands, water wells, and
springs, as identified for Alternative D on page A-28. It is unclear
why only a Controlled Surface Occupancy is stipulated for Spring
Areas on page A-30; this appears to be inconsistent. We
recommend an NSO with a 500 foot buffer for springs to provide
protection for these important water sources which provide rare and
unique habitats for fish, wildlife, and plants

Alternative D (Table 2-11 and Appendix A) imposes a NSO
stipulation within 500 feet of springs. The CSU stipulation in
Alternative D further requires that a hydrologic assessment be
conducted for the spring areas identified on Map 2-39-B/D.
These spring areas are larger than the identified springs. The
CSU stipulation is intended to ensure that the springs are not
impacted outside the 500 foot NSO buffer.

74

U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service

Appendix B, Best Management Practices - We recommend spill
prevention and response measures be specified in a plan for all
applicable actions, including oil and gas or potash leasing, as a
condition of approval. We support the BMP requiring pipelines
crossing drainages be buried below scour depth; we recommend
that the area of scour analysis include the 100-year floodplain of the
drainage and that a scour analysis be conducted for any pipeline
permit where the depth is in question.

The spill prevention measures identified in Appendix B will
become conditions of approval or applicant committed
mitigation measures for site-specific actions. The text in
Appendix B has been changed to state, "Where surface
pipelines cross existing drainages or intersect points with large
contributing drainage areas, the pipelines must 1) be buried
below potential scour depth, based on a scour analysis that
includes the identified 100-year floodplain, and stabilized with
rock to minimize the potential for erosion, or 2) washes shall be
spanned with supports located within and at the edge of the
floodplain."
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If the plant is found, all mineral operations would be required to
avoid the plant by 300 feet. Should the Cisco milkvetch
become a Candidate species, the Lease Notice provided by
USFWS would be promptly added to Appendix A.
Lease Notice language for Jones cycladenia has been
revised based on the specific language provided by the
USFWS on January 20, 2016.
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Appendix C presents “Historic Properties Visual Assessment for
Effect Determination” which appears to be the basis for a useful tool
to establish integrity of trail corridor landscapes and settings.
However application of the term “pristine” is misleading and illadvised. “Pristine” cannot be operationalized among different
observers. It would be better to use objective measures of
intactness or integrity against what “historic users” might have
observed. Thus an assessment of intactness (integrity?) should be
made of:
1. Landmarks. Are trail navigation landmarks in the trail corridor
viewshed visible and do they have an overall appearance similar to
during the period of significance of the trail?
2. Landforms. Are landforms visible from observation points within
the trail viewshed intact or have they been slightly, moderately or
highly altered?
3. Vegetation. How is vegetation density and species distribution
different from the period of significance of trail use? How similar are
colors and textures of vegetation to the historic condition. What
effect do pervasive invasive species (for example cheat grass) have
on appearance? Are changes more notable at certain seasons
when the trail was documented to be in use.
4. Water sources. Are intermittent and perennial water sources still
in the same places (distribution), quantities and quality as in the
historic condition? Has groundwater use altered surface water
expression? This assessment should take account of season of the
year and range of variation between high water and low water years
which can be reconstructed from tree ring data by region (see the
North American Drought Atlas (http:
//iridl.ldeo.columbia.edu/SOURCES/.LDEO/.TRL/.NADA2004/.pdsiatlas.html).
5. Buildings, structures and archeological sites. What human
constructed or modified features are visible in the viewshed/trail
corridor? Linear features such as fence lines may create vegetation
contrasts and mineral extraction may be relatively dominant or
disguised by cover. Archeological sites that are known or may be
inferred (predicted) to be in the viewshed should be assessed from
both physical and documentary evidence (for example “Rancherias”
of American Indians documented by trail users in the period of
significance should be considered). Human features in the corridor
that may have been abandoned before the trail period of use or reused by trail travelers (such as at Aztec Ruin National Monument
and several other known rock art sites), features manufactured by
use (such as the Dominguez-Escalante treadway or aboriginal
footpaths and bridle paths) or constructed features noted to be used

Appendix C was not specified for use with visual assessments
associated with the OSNHT. The process for conducting visual
assessments in order to maintain the current setting of the
OSNHT will be determined for site-specific proposals based on
the Lease Notice and CSU stipulations in Alternative D.
Neither a Comprehensive Administrative Strategy nor a
Comprehensive Management Plan detailing specifics for
managing the OSNHT within the Planning Area have been
completed. The assessment of intactness is not a function of
the MLP.
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by the trail users (such as the Dominguez Escalante steps on the
north side of El Vado de Los Padres in Glen Canyon National
Recreation Area) should be included in the viewshed assessment.
Coalition to
Protect
America’s
National Parks

Of concern is that Section A.1.2 provides that “[s]tipulations may be
excepted, modified, or waived by the Authorized Officer.” Section
A.1.2 goes on to define exceptions, modifications, and waivers,
which apparently could be requested by the developer for any sitespecific mineral proposals (i.e., APDs, sundry notices).
Unfortunately, this blanket policy of entertaining the possibility of
variances to many of the stipulations that would otherwise provide
effective protection of national park resources and values introduces
tremendous uncertainty with regard to the predictability and
reliability of BLM’s proposed action. How can the public and
industry alike know at this point what exactly BLM will do in terms of
consistently requiring and implementing the prescribed stipulations
when future site-specific projects are proposed? The collective
federal land management experience of our many members
suggests that such uncertainty regarding stipulation requirements
will only invite numerous problems (lawsuits, appeals, etc.) once
site-specific projects are proposed and evaluated. Again with our
focus on the conservation of national park resources, we strongly
urge BLM to tighten up, reduce, or eliminate the proposed
exceptions, modifications, and waivers.

Alternative D provides for mineral leasing and development
while protecting resources. As such, Alternative D provides
operational flexibility for mineral leasing and development
through the use of some specific exceptions under limited
circumstances.
Exceptions, modifications, and waivers are developed in
Alternative D to provide operational flexibility. Requests for
exceptions, modifications, and waivers to a lease stipulation
would be considered in the document prepared for NEPA
compliance for site-specific mineral proposals. All NEPA
documents are prepared with public involvement.
BLM Washington Office Instruction Memorandum 2008-032
states "nearly all lease stipulations should have exception,
waiver, and modification criteria documented in the land use
plan and on the lease."
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Coalition to
Protect
America’s
National Parks

In addition, for the reasons already discussed above regarding the
Alternatives described in Chapter 2 of the MLP/Draft EIS, we offer
the following comments about the stipulations listed in Table A-1:
--Pages A-11 and A-12, Minerals, Wilderness Characteristics,
Visual Resources, Wildlife Habitat. Comment: Adopt Alternative C.
--Page A-18, Recreation, High and Moderate Use Recreation Sites.
Comment: Adopt Alternative C for any of the listed sites within 2
miles of the respective national park boundaries.
--Page A-20, Recreation, High and Moderate Use
Climbing/Canyoneering Sites. Comment: Adopt Alternative C for
any of the listed sites within 2 miles of the respective national park
boundaries.
--Page A-23, Recreation, Labyrinth Rims/Gemini Bridges SRMA.
Comment: Adopt Alternative C for any SRMA locations within 2
miles of the respective national park boundaries.
--Page A-30, Water, Courthouse Wash and Salt Wash Watersheds.
Comment: Adopt Alternative C.
--Page A-38, Visual Resources, Viewsheds of Arches National Park.
Comment: Adopt Alternative C.

The commenter’s preference for Alternative C is noted.
The National Park Service’s Organic Act is applicable only to
National Park Service lands. It does not govern the use of land
administered by the Bureau of Land Management.
Alternative D provides for mineral leasing and development
while protecting resources. As such, Alternative D provides
operational flexibility for mineral leasing and development
through the use of some specific exceptions under limited
circumstances.
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--Page A-40, Visual Resources – Night Skies. Comment: Adopt
Alternative C.
--Page A-41. Auditory Management – Soundscape. Comment:
Adopt Alternative C.
San Juan
County
Commission

Appendix A: Exception, modification and waiver language for
various stipulations and lease categories, although positive in
theory, in practice would cause uncertainty for prospective lessees,
create another analysis step in the agency decision-making process
and ultimately negatively affect future leasing interest. It would be
better to re-categorize leasing with less restrictive categories that
would allow leasing in appropriate areas so that this subjective
analysis step would not be needed.

In most cases, exceptions, modifications, waivers provide
operators with increased operational flexibility by providing a
means to reduce, eliminate, or modify restrictions while still
meeting the objectives of the land use plan amendment (BLM
Washington Office Instruction Memorandum 2008-032).
A more restrictive leasing stipulation, such as NSO, is intended
to inform the operator regarding the difficulty of meeting
resource objectives such as those intended to protect visual
resources. A less restrictive leasing stipulation, such as CSU,
could mislead the operator regarding the difficulty of achieving
resource objectives.

220

Individual

"Appendix C presents “Historic Properties Visual Assessment for
Effect Determination” which appears to be the basis for a useful tool
to establish integrity of trail corridor landscapes and settings.
However application of the term “pristine” is misleading and illadvised. “Pristine” cannot be operationalized among different
observers. It would be better to use objective measures of
intactness or integrity against what “historic users” might have
observed. Thus an assessment of intactness (integrity?) should be
made of:
1. Landmarks. Are trail navigation landmarks in the trail corridor
viewshed visible and do they have an overall appearance similar to
during the period of significance of the trail?
2. Landforms. Are landforms visible from observation points within
the trail viewshed intact or have they been slightly, moderately or
highly altered?
3. Vegetation. How is vegetation density and species distribution
different from the period of significance of trail use? How similar are
colors and textures of vegetation to the historic condition. What
effect do pervasive invasive species (for example cheat grass) have
on appearance? Are changes more notable at certain seasons
when the trail was documented to be in use.
4. Water sources. Are intermittent and perennial water sources still
in the same places (distribution), quantities and quality as in the
historic condition? Has groundwater use altered surface water
expression? This assessment should take account of season of the
year and range of variation between high water and low water years
which can be reconstructed from tree ring data by region (see the
North American Drought Atlas (http:
//iridl.ldeo.columbia.edu/SOURCES/.LDEO/.TRL/.NADA2004/.pdsi-

Appendix C was not specified for use with visual assessments
associated with the OSNHT. The process for conducting visual
assessments in order to maintain the setting of the OSNHT will
be determined for site-specific proposals based on the Lease
Notice and CSU stipulations in Alternative D.
Neither a Comprehensive Administrative Strategy nor a
Comprehensive Management Plan detailing specifics for
managing the OSNHT within the Planning Area have been
completed. The assessment of intactness is not a function of
the MLP.
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atlas.html).
5. Buildings, structures and archeological sites. What human
constructed or modified features are visible in the viewshed/trail
corridor? Linear features such as fence lines may create vegetation
contrasts and mineral extraction may be relatively dominant or
disguised by cover. Archeological sites that are known or may be
inferred (predicted) to be in the viewshed should be assessed from
both physical and documentary evidence (for example “Rancherias”
of American Indians documented by trail users in the period of
significance should be considered). Human features in the corridor
that may have been abandoned before the trail period of use or reused by trail travelers (such as at Aztec Ruin National Monument
and several other known rock art sites), features manufactured by
use (such as the Dominguez-Escalante treadway or aboriginal
footpaths and bridle paths) or constructed features noted to be used
by the trail users (such as the Dominguez Escalante steps on the
north side of El Vado de Los Padres in Glen Canyon National
Recreation Area) should be included in the viewshed assessment."

Consistency with Other Plans
San Juan
County
Commission

Section 5.2.6 Consistency with Other Plans should also list H.B.
393, Energy Zones Amendments.

H.B. 393 has been addressed in Chapter 5 of the MLP/FEIS in
Section 5.2.6 (Consistency with Other Plans).

219

Cultural Resources
Utah Dine
Bikeyah

Final EIS

We value the benefits of mineral extraction, but as an organization
we would like to see the BLM ensure that public lands continue to
provide the valuable human and ecological services they do today.
We are especially concerned with the cultural and spiritual uses of
public lands in southeastern Utah by Native American Tribes.

The BLM recognizes its responsibility to ensure meaningful
consultation and coordination with other agencies and Tribes
concerning the MLP. Chapter 5 of the Draft EIS, section 5.2.1,
contains information on tribal coordination, and Table 5-1
contains a list of Tribes contacted for consultation. The
implementing Federal regulations at 36 CFR 800.4a(4) for
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act explicitly
state that Federal agencies should gather information from
Indian tribes to identify properties of religious or cultural
significance to the tribes that may be eligible to the National
Register of Historic Places. An ethnographic study is one way
for BLM to fulfill this regulatory requirement. Ethnographic
research can be conducted in much the same way
archaeological research is conducted to identify sites of
archaeological value. Additionally, BLM has already requested
and received ethnographic reports paid for by proponents to
help fulfill compliance with Section 106 and the National
Environmental Policy Act. As stated in the Notice,
ethnographic data collection is an option to mitigate impacts to
historic properties.
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Utah Dine
Bikeyah

UDB requests that all future potash, oil and gas development
impacts be kept out of the boundaries of the proposed Bears Ears
National Monument.

The designation of the Bears Ears National Monument is
outside the scope of the MLP.

401

Utah Dine
Bikeyah

Outside of the Bears Ears Boundaries, UDB also requests that the
BLM utilize currently available Native American cultural use data
and historic knowledge to assess potential impacts within the study
area. Maps showing the extent of these uses in San Juan County
are attached below. This data was collected by UDB over the past
six years, but has not yet been requested for inclusion in the Final
EIS. It would be important for the BLM to understand the types of
cultural uses occurring in each area so that these interests can be
avoided when possible, or mitigated if necessary.

The maps referenced by the commenter show cultural use
areas within a portion of the Planning Area. The cultural use
areas include the proposed National Monument and additional
lands outside of the proposed monument. The maps indicate
that the cultural use areas are important for hunting, fishing,
gathering, ceremonies, sacred sites, and historic sites. No sitespecific information was included. The majority of the lands
identified as cultural use areas are managed with major
constraints (closed and no surface occupancy) for mineral
leasing and development in Alternative C. Therefore, most of
the concerns identified by the Utah Dine Bikeyah are protected
in Alternative C.
In addition, a large part of the cultural use areas are also
protected with major constraints under the Proposed Plan
(Alternative D) in the FEIS. Furthermore, in Alternative D, a
Lease Notice would inform the lessee/operator that in areas of
high potential for cultural site occurrence there is a higher
likelihood of encountering cultural resource concerns (i.e.,
potential adverse effects) that may require archaeological
monitoring, ethnographic data collection, data recovery, and
mitigation of historic properties in order to exercise lease rights.
This mitigation would be applied to site-specific mineral actions
as appropriate.
The BLM recognizes its responsibility to ensure meaningful
consultation and coordination with other agencies and Tribes
concerning the MLP. Chapter 5 of the Draft EIS, section 5.2.1,
contains information on tribal coordination, and Table 5-1
contains a list of Tribes contacted for consultation. The
implementing Federal regulations at 36 CFR 800.4a(4) for
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act explicitly
state that Federal agencies should gather information from
Indian tribes to identify properties of religious or cultural
significance to the tribes that may be eligible to the National
Register of Historic Places. An ethnographic study is one way
for BLM to fulfill this regulatory requirement. Ethnographic
research can be conducted in much the same way
archaeological research is conducted to identify sites of
archaeological value. Additionally, BLM has already requested
and received ethnographic reports paid for by proponents to
help fulfill compliance with Section 106 and the National
Environmental Policy Act. As stated in the Lease Notice,
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ethnographic data collection is an option to mitigate impacts to
historic properties.
Individual

Based on consultation with Native Americans, the BLM will consider
sites, areas, issues, and objects important to their cultural and
religious heritage. This opens up another avenue for disagreement
over uses in a vast area. . . . only verifiable historical considerations
should be made for direct physical impacts.

Federal laws require the BLM to consult with Native American
Tribes, the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO), the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), and the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) during the planning/NEPA
decisionmaking process. Chapter 5 of the Draft EIS, section
5.2.1, contains information on tribal coordination, and Table 5-1
contains a list of Tribes contacted for consultation.

546

Individual

Friends of Cedar Mesa remains concerned about Upper Harts
Draw, a remote area rich in cultural resources that was not afforded
the same cultural resource protections as places like Newspaper
Rock. Upper Harts draw has an abundance of rock art, and in all
likelihood, some surface sites. It is likely to have the same
archaeological densities as Upper Indian Creek, and as such should
be offered more protection from oil and gas drilling. As the draft EIS
reads, Upper Harts draw is protected as a riparian corridor but if
Upper Harts Draw can be added to the list of 13 specific cultural
areas listed in Alternatives B-D, it will be protected by a 0.5 mile
NSO radius that expands to the mesa tops.

All cultural sites are protected by the National Historic
Preservation Act. The 13 specific cultural sites listed in Table
2-2 are afforded specific protection for their viewsheds and
soundscapes (setting). These 13 sites were selected as the
most heavily visited sites in the Planning Area. The cultural
sites located in Upper Hart’s Draw are protected by law and
their lack of visitation.

561

The Wilderness
Society

13 cultural sites have been identified by BLM. Under the Preferred
Alternative surface-disturbing activities are prohibited within 0.5
miles of these cultural sites. Given the topography of the area, 0.5
miles is not appropriate to preserve the visual and audible
conditions associated with these sites. At a minimum we
recommend expanding the NSO stipulation to within 1 mile of the 13
identified sites.

The majority of the sites listed are located in narrow canyons,
alcoves, and rugged terrain where a 0.5-mile buffer provides
sufficient protection to the visual and audible conditions due to
the nature of the terrain.
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Individual

Goals and objectives be established by law as guidelines for public
land use planning, and that management be on the basis of multiple
use and sustained yield unless otherwise specified by law, Chapter
1.2.1 etc. of the MLP says nothing about ‘multiple use’ in fact the
plan and preferred Alternative D removes substantial land from
mineral and oil/gas development. BLM’s primary mission is multiple
use and sustained yield - as codified in the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA). The MLP removes substantial
land from mineral and oil/gas development and is in conflict with
statute and policy identified in the Mining and Minerals Policy Act
(Public Law 91–631, 30 U.S. Code § 21a) which states in part:
TITLE I—MINING POLICY, SEC. 101. The Congress declares that
it is the continuing policy of the Federal Government in the national
interest to foster and encourage private enterprise in (1) the

FLPMA

Final EIS

The MLP is a targeted RMP amendment specifically addressing
oil/gas and potash leasing and development (see MLP/DEIS
Section 1.2, Purpose and Need). The MLP/DEIS analyzes
development scenarios for a range of alternatives which apply
varying levels of mitigation for potentially impacted resources,
but would not eliminate or invalidate any existing lease rights.
An oil and gas lease sale proposed in late 2008 that included
lands within the MLP area generated a large amount of public
controversy which resulted in oil and gas leasing reform (BLM
Washington Office Instruction Memorandum 2010-117). Public
controversy centered on conflicts with viewsheds, proximity to
National Parks, and recreational uses. The oil and gas leasing
reform policy included provisions for master leasing plans.
Based on IM 2010-117, the BLM determined that the Planning

63, 227,
231, 244,
252, 392
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development of economically sound and stable domestic mining,
minerals, metal and mineral reclamation industries,…”
It should also be noted that these alternatives fly in the face of the
BLM's mandate to allow multiple uses on the lands under their
control, and to manage those lands in such a way as to provide the
American taxpayer the most value. There is nothing in any of the
action alternatives that suggests tolerance of multiple uses, other
than those favored by the BLM, and certainly nothing to suggest
that the nation will get the best value. The egregious Conditions of
Approval placed on oil and gas leasing, and the restrictions on land
use that are to apply even to leases that are already being held, are
tantamount to forcing a particular use out of existence. Also, the
MLP seems to rather blatantly promote certain industries over
others; for example, the document gives priority in land use to the
filming industry, at the expense of oil and gas, and the local workers
the industry employs. Your office is supposed to comport with the
multiple use principle, not pick which uses are deemed desirable
and which ae not. To the extent that the mandate calls for
prioritizing uses, the clear directive has always been to ensure that
natural resources are responsibly and efficiently developed, to
provide

Area meets the criteria for preparing an MLP. Therefore,
additional planning and analyses are required in order to
consider important resource values prior to making new mineral
leasing decisions.
FLPMA (Section 103(c)) defines "multiple use" as the
management of the public lands and their various resource
values so that they are utilized in a combination that will best
meet the present and future needs of the American people.
Accordingly, the BLM is responsible for the complicated task of
striking a balance among the many competing uses of the
public lands. The multiple-use mandate does not require that
all uses be allowed on all areas of the public lands. The
purpose of the mandate is to require the BLM to evaluate and
choose an appropriate balance of resource uses which involves
tradeoffs between competing uses.

Individual

Analysis Methods (p 4-1)
“The BLM manages public lands for multiple uses in accordance
with the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976
(FLPMA). The FLPMA requires the BLM to manage public lands
and resources according to the principles of multiple use and
sustained yield, including recognizing the nation’s needs for
domestic sources of minerals, food, timber, and fiber. To ensure
that the BLM meets its mandate of multiple use in land management
actions, the impacts of the alternatives on resources and resource
uses are identified and assessed as part of the planning process.”
Comment
Here we have a statement that implies this MLP process is out of
compliance with FLPMA. No one reading this MLP could possibly
come to the conclusion that these new constraints represent
“multiple use” within the MLP area, nor do they recognize “…the
nation’s needs for domestic sources of minerals…” An argument
could be made that the entire MLP process is illegal. The MLP
needs to provide a record of the legal analysis that determined the
MLP process is consistent with the overriding provisions of FLPMA.

The Moab MLP/DEIS was prepared in accordance with BLM
Washington Office Instruction Memorandum 2010-117: Oil and
Gas Leasing Reform - Land Use Planning and Lease Parcel
Reviews (May 17, 2010) and BLM Handbook H-1624-1:
Planning for Fluid Mineral Resources (January 28, 2013).

195

Individual

FLPMA (Public Law 94-579, 43 U.S. Code § 1701) Title I, Section
102 (a) The Congress declares that it is the policy of the United
States that - (4) the Congress exercise its constitutional authority to

A withdrawal is not required in order to close lands to fluid
mineral leasing and other discretionary uses. A withdrawal is
only required to close lands to location and entry under the
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withdraw or otherwise designate Federal lands for specified
purposes and that Congress delineate the extent to which the
Executive may withdraw lands without legislative action Removing
substantial tracts of land from mineral and oil/gas development,
which the BLM preferred Alternative D does, is a withdrawal action,
the Secretary of the Interior needs to bring this before Congress.
What is the legal guidance on this? How is this MLP legal?

1872 Mining Law. The BLM is aware of their requirement to
notify the US Congress of any decision for mineral withdrawal
on an aggregate of 5,000 acres or more, or removing one or
more of the principle uses on 100,000 acres or more, as
required by Sections 202 and 204 of FLPMA. In the event that
BLM makes decisions that trigger such notification and
reporting requirements, it will notify the Congress as required
by law.

Under FLPMA, the BLM must manage public lands and resources
according to the principles of multiple use and sustained yield,
"including recognizing the nation's needs for domestic sources of
minerals, food, timber, and fiber." See id Chapter 4, Page 1, Line
20. Alternative A under the MLP, which manifests the current
leasing plan under the 2008 RMPs, reflects such multiple use. In
contrast, all other alternatives under the MLP impose sweeping
limitations on oil and gas leasing. Indeed, the MLP specifically
states that one of its purposes is to "consider a range of new
constraints to leasing." See MLP Executive Summary, Page 2, Line
10.
If the BLM is properly carrying out its multiple use mandate under
FLPMA, which includes allowing for appropriate mineral leasing and
development, there is no valid justification for the MLP as there has
been no change in circumstances or new information regarding oil
and gas development in the area since the preparation of the 2008
RMP. As part of the supporting documentation for the MLP, the
BLM prepared a Reasonably Foreseeable Development Scenario
for Oil and Gas in the Moab Master Leasing Plan Are, Canyon
County District ("RFD"). The RFD specifically states that the
conclusions of oil and gas occurrence and development potential
are unchanged since 2005. This leads to the conclusion that the
new constraints on oil and gas leasing contained in the MLP are
based on a new policy that heavily emphasizes conservation and
specifically disfavors mineral development. Such a policy is clearly
inconsistent with FLPMA's multiple use mandate.

The Moab MLP area includes only a portion of the lands
included in the 2008 Resource Management Plans (RMPs) for
the Moab and Monticello Field Offices. The mineral leasing
decisions outside of the MLP area would remain as specified in
the 2008 RMPs.
An oil and gas lease sale proposed in late 2008 that included
lands within the MLP area generated a large amount of public
controversy which resulted in oil and gas leasing reform (BLM
Washington Office Instruction Memorandum 2010-117). Public
controversy centered on conflicts with viewsheds, proximity to
National Parks, and recreational uses. The oil and gas leasing
reform policy included provisions for master leasing plans.
Based on IM 2010-117, the BLM determined that the Planning
Area meets the criteria for preparing an MLP. Therefore,
additional planning and analyses are required in order to
consider important resource values prior to making new mineral
leasing decisions.
In Chapter 1 (Section 1.2.2, Need), it states "The BLM
introduced the MLP as part of its 2010 Oil and Gas Leasing
Reform effort (IM 2010-117). The BLM determined that the
Planning Area meets the criteria for preparing an MLP and
additional planning and analysis are warranted prior to new or
additional mineral leasing and development."
The text in Chapter 1 has been changed to clarify that
changing circumstances, updated policy, and new
information are utilized in any land use planning process.
These factors are not requirements that warrant an MLP.

Comment
ID

709

Chapter 1 provides details regarding the changing
circumstances, updated policies, and new information that were
utilized in the MLP process.
The trigger for the MLP process was a determination that the
lands within the Planning Area met the criteria for preparing a
MLP as specified in IM 2010-117. The new information cited
involves resource information that would be considered in
evaluating new mineral leasing decisions.
Final EIS
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As stated in the BLM Land Use Planning Manual (H-1601-1),
land use plans ensure that the public lands are managed in
accordance with the intent of Congress as stated in FLPMA (43
U.S.C. 1701 et seq.), under the principles of multiple use and
sustained yield. As required by FLPMA and BLM policy, the
public lands must be managed in a manner that protects the
quality of scientific, scenic, historical, ecological, environmental,
air and atmospheric, water resource, and archaeological
values; that, where appropriate, will preserve and protect
certain public lands in their natural condition; that will provide
food and habitat for fish and wildlife and domestic animals; that
will provide for outdoor recreation and human occupancy and
use; and that recognizes the Nation’s need for domestic
sources of minerals, food, timber, and fiber from the public
lands by encouraging collaboration and public participation
throughout the planning process.

Impact Analysis
Individual

Air Quality: Analysis Assumptions (p 4-4)
“The quantitative analysis includes only emissions from oil and
natural gas well development, and potash mining on BLMadministered public lands. Activities related to other resources and
uses such as cultural resources, recreation, lands and realty
actions, prescribed burning, vegetation management, transportation
and access, visual resource management (VRM), and fish and
wildlife management are assumed to be minor sources of air
emissions and/or not well-defined concerning emissions factors and
activity levels, and therefore were not quantified.”
Comment
This is in direct contradiction to information presented in Chapter 3
(page 3-5) which states “Mobile sources (primarily motor vehicles)
account for most of the CO, NOx, and a large amount of the PM in
the Planning Area.” The MLP needs to clarify this inconsistency.

The air quality analysis only concerned itself with identifying
pollutants that may cause adverse impacts related to activities
contemplated under the MLP. It is beyond the scope of this
analysis to look at all other potential sources of air quality
impacts that could affect the Planning Area. This is consistent
with current NEPA practice.

197

Individual

Table 4-15. The Potential for the Occurrence of Cultural Sites by
Alternative and Mineral Leasing Decision (in acres) (p 4-24)
Comment:
This table is illogical. It identifies acreage in the MLP for potential
occurrence of high, medium and low cultural resources. Why would
those numbers vary by alternative? The potential for occurrence is
what it is across the MLP area. An alternative does not change if
the potential for occurrence is there or not. Each alternative may
have a different impact on these areas, but why would the acreages
change? The MLP needs to clarify this confusion.

Table 4-24 displays the potential for the occurrence of cultural
sites by Alternative and by mineral leasing decision. The table
displays three variables: 1) cultural probability (high, medium,
and low), 2) mineral leasing decision, and 3) alternative. The
acreage of high, medium, and low potential for cultural
resources varies by mineral leasing decision and not by
alternative. The acreage of cultural site probability does not
change across alternatives and is displayed in Table 3-12.
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Impacts from Alternative D (p 4-32)
“Impacts from applying a CSU stipulation within 1.0 mile of the high
use filming locations would be the same as those described in
Alternative B.”
Comment
Fundamentally, mineral related impacts to filming locations can be
managed under Alternative A utilizing the VRM system, but the
proposed alternative would arbitrarily add a 1 mile buffer (177,594
acres) requiring an operator to conduct a full visual assessment.
Can it be assumed that this assessment would be required for
temporary mineral exploration activity, without ever knowing if the
filming site would even be used during the mineral operation? This
is yet another example of the lack of impact that nonetheless results
in constraints being imposed by the MLP process. The MLP needs
to clarify if this constraint will be imposed on both exploratory
operations and production operations, and it needs to provide
justification rationale for constraining a resource use when existing
VRM management is adequate.

Many of the filming locations listed in Chapter 2 do not have a
viewshed that extends a full mile (such as those locations
within canyons). All but two of these locations are in areas
managed as VRM II, and thus managed with a NSO stipulation.
This would also mean that the existing VRM management
would be utilized for all but two of the locations. Also, see
Response to Comment 193.
The assessment would not be required for temporary mineral
activity, as Chapter 2 states on page 2-11, "This stipulation
would require a visual assessment to demonstrate that the
proposed mineral operations within this area do not result in
long-term impairment to the scenic quality from the filming
location" (italics added).
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Individual

Mineral Analysis (pp 4-39 thru 4-51)
Comment
This entire analysis section pretty much sums up the impacts from
this MLP process to the mineral resource and industry in this area:
higher costs, increased complexities, delays, fewer acres available,
etc. When taken together, all of these constraints will ultimately
result in an unfavorable environment for investment by mineral
development companies. And none of this results in “certainty” for
operators with the exception of those areas that are off limits. This
will result in loss of economic opportunity for local residents, the
state and the nation.
Again, these restrictions are being applied with very little analysis
showing impacts to the other resources in the area. This MLP
process is not being done to “balance” use in the area, it is being
done, by political design, to add maximum constraints to any type of
mineral operation.

Chapter 4 in the MLP/DEIS details the potential impacts to nonmineral resources from the lease stipulations proposed by
alternative in Chapter 2.
The commenter is equating the term “likely” in the recreation
impact section with the word “potential” in reference to the
economic benefits from minerals. In fact, neither is known with
certainty, and represents BLM’s best available information.
The recreation impacts are likely much more reliable than the
minerals impacts, since they are based on real historical data.
Even extrapolation from historical data to the future is risky,
however, as the past is no guarantor of the future. This will be
emphasized in the FEIS in the Socioeconomic Section of
Chapter 4 (4.12.3).
Text has been added to clarify this point in Section 4.12.3.
Most of the economic “benefit” from minerals summarized in
Chapter 4 of the DEIS is based largely on the economic
conditions that existed at the beginning of the MLP process.
The economic analysis for potash in Chapter 4 (Section 4.12.3)
is based on the following assumptions:
– Potash market prices rebound sufficiently to make extraction
and processing economically viable. As of September 2014,
the price was $287 per ton. This price is probably not sufficient
to allow for economically viable potash development in the
Planning Area. For example, estimates of new production in
Saskatchewan, with shallower depth wells than would be
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necessary in the Planning Area, require a market price of over
$400 per ton to be economically viable. Further, expansion of
existing facilities require a much lower cost, approximately
$200 per ton, to be economically viable, resulting in a potential
competitive disadvantage for new facilities in the Planning Area
(GenSource Potash Corp 2013, Mineweb 2013).
– Related to the above, sufficient investment capital would
need to be acquired. First year costs under Alternative A, for
example, could total over $2.99 billion (see below). This figure
represents over 3.5 times the size of total economic output in
Grand and San Juan Counties combined in 2012, based on
IMPLAN data for the two counties. The uncertainty over future
potash prices may make the raising of this much investment
capital problematic. Further, the aforementioned figures
exclude infrastructure costs such as pipelines, roads, power
lines and, importantly, rail access. These costs could increase
overall development costs significantly and further complicate
the raising of investment capital.
– Potash wells and associated fiscal impacts depend on
construction and operation of potash production facilities (PPF).
As noted above, construction and operation of such facilities
may not be economically viable under current market
conditions for potash. Without the associated PPF, the drilling
and completion of potash development wells is unlikely to
occur.
Events since the publication of the DEIS suggest that the
potential economic benefits from mineral development may be
much less than described in the DEIS. For example, the
majority of the potash production projection in the RFD and the
associated economic benefits, cited by the commenter, may
prove to be unattainable based on the analysis assumptions
cited above. Additionally, the price of oil has dropped by
almost two-thirds since the DEIS analysis was done, leading to
a much reduced flow of minerals royalties to government, and
decreasing the level of ongoing minerals development. This
potential decrease in minerals royalties (as well as the potential
impact from an increase in such) is discussed in Chapter 4 of
the DEIS, section 4.12.4, pp 4-107). Finally, the commenter’s
use of the term “loss” implies a reduction from something that
currently exists. The potential economic benefits cited do not
currently exist, and may never exist, given the inherent
uncertainties in the minerals sphere, and especially for potash.
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Table 2-21 (Comparative Summary of Impacts) has been
changed to clarify the caveats and assumptions underlying
the economic analysis in Chapter 4 (Social and Economic).
Individual

Paleontological Resources (p 4-52)
“The loss of any identifiable fossil that could yield information
important to prehistory or embodies the distinctive characteristics of
a type of organism, environment, period of time, or geographic
region, would be a significant impact.”
Comment
This seems to be making a stretch to call such loss “significant,”
which has a very specific meaning under CEQ regulations for
environmental impact analysis. Our failure to be able to understand
the morphology or suggested environment from an organism that
lived 100’s of millions of years ago hardly seems to pose a
“significant” impact to our human environment or condition at
present.

The text in Chapter 4 (4.9, Paleontological Resources) has
been changed from "significant" impact to "adverse"
impact.

202

Individual

Recreation: Impacts from Alternative A (No Action) (p 4-60)
“Managing 133,574 acres with an NSO stipulation would eliminate
most mineral development impacts to recreation, with the possible
exception of noise, traffic, and fugitive dust coming from adjacent
areas where horizontal drilling might be possible. On 753 acres
closed to mineral leasing, mineral development impacts to
recreation would be eliminated. While the impacts described in the
paragraph above could lead to displacement of recreation visitors,
this is not a guarantee, as recreationists come to the Moab area for
a variety of reasons and nearly all trails, roads, and other recreation
opportunities would remain open for such use. Recent trends have
shown that mineral development in the Dead Horse Point and Island
in the Sky districts did not precipitate a decline in visitors to those
two destinations (BLM Moab Field Office, November 2013).”
(emphasis added).
Comment
This is a significant statement, pointing yet again to the lack of
clarified need for this entire MLP process. Actual data show that
recreation is increasing at dramatic rates in this area in spite of the
on-going mineral development over the past 15 years. All the other
identified recreation impacts cited in this section are guesses,
couched under the term “could” happen, not “will” happen. The
MLP needs to offer a full explanation of the actual NEPA justified
need for recreational mitigation when statements like these are
presented. And the answer is not to remove this statement, since it
is based on factual, quantified data, which the rest of this section is
not.

The commenter seems to feel that there is some mechanism,
unknown to BLM, which would allow BLM to predict with
certainty changes in recreation usage under the various MLP
alternatives. There is no such mechanism; hence, the use of
words such as “could,” rather than “would.” The reference to
mineral development and the trend in recreation visitation in the
Big Flat area applies only to site-specific impacts from a
relatively low level of mineral related development in 2013. The
paragraph preceding (p. 4-60) notes “oil and gas and potash
leasing could both reduce the quality of recreation experiences
in some parts of the Planning Area where roads, trails,
dispersed camping, and other such types of recreation occur
nearby. Wells and associated facilities, potash processing
facilities, pipelines, increased road traffic, noise, dust and the
visual impacts of facilities in otherwise natural areas could all
reduce the quality of recreation experiences and possibly
displace recreationists to other areas.” One cannot conclude
from the site-specific impacts referred to in the BLM 2013
reference, and provided as a qualifier, that larger scale mineral
development (e.g., a potash production facility covering up to
1,000 acres) would have equally benign effects on recreation
usage.
The reason for using the phrase “could happen” for Alternative
A is that BLM does not know at this stage where large scale
minerals development would occur under the less restrictive
focus of Alternative A. For example, construction of a largescale potash production facility along either side of UT 313
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could have a major negative impact on recreation visitation to
this area, and one for which relocating visitors to other areas
within the MLP area likely would not suffice.
Text has been added to Chapter 4 Section 4.10.3 to clarify
the relationship of the cited 2013 BLM reference and its
lack of applicability to larger scale mineral development in
areas of heavy recreation usage.
During the planning process a large number of individuals,
outfitters and guides, the City of Moab, and Grand County have
expressed concerns that mineral development will harm
individual recreation experiences as well as the recreationbased economy; this possibility cannot be dismissed.
Alternative D allows for mineral development without putting the
recreation economy at increased risk.
There are examples of where large scale minerals activities
have negatively affected the recreation economy. In Uintah
County, for example, Dinosaur National Monument (a major
recreation amenity) has seen a decline in visitation of over 40
percent from 1999-2014 (1999 being the year in which Uintah
County reversed years of declining oil and gas production); oil
production increased over 358 percent during the same time
period. During that time period, natural gas production
increased over 339 percent. This is not meant to suggest a
causal explanation, as a multitude of factors can contribute to
changes in any economic sector. In the Uintah Basin, however,
the reported scarcity of accommodations caused in part by an
influx of minerals employees, could explain part of the decline
in visitation to Dinosaur National Monument. Within the
Planning Area, it is certainly possible that the influx of a
thousand or more potash facility construction workers could
also have a negative impact on the recreation economy, due to
the potential difficulty in finding lodging.
Chapter 4 of the DEIS (pages 4-59 to 4-63, 4-101 to 4-103)
discusses the risks to recreation visitation and experiences
under Alternative A, and which would be less under the other
alternatives. For example, Chapter 4, Section 4.10.3 contains
the following statements, clearly depicting the increased risks to
recreation under Alternative A:
--Allowing mineral industry traffic on the Needles Overlook and
Anticline Overlook Roads could lead to heavy truck traffic in
areas of popular recreation use, which could create poor road
conditions, industrial level traffic, and fugitive dust that could
degrade recreation experiences and could conflict with
recreational use within the Canyon Rims SRMA.
G-78
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--Not applying lease stipulations specifically for the mitigation of
potential impacts to lands with wilderness characteristics
(192,220 acres) could lead to degradation of the values
associated with primitive forms of recreation, such as
opportunities for primitive, unconfined recreation, and solitude.
--Under Alternative A, oil and gas and potash leasing and
development could occur concurrently within the same tract of
land, which could result in a greater concentration of
development and redundant infrastructure. Although drilling for
oil and gas and potash is similar, the production of potash
requires the use of potash processing facilities, which involve
large tracts of land over a long period of time. Mineral
development would result in soil and vegetation disturbance
and the presence of permanent structures that facilities,
including the presence of work crews, vehicles, and equipment,
would degrade recreational opportunities.
--Oil and gas and potash leasing could both reduce the quality
of recreation experiences in some parts of the Planning Area
where roads, trails, dispersed camping, and other such types of
recreation occur nearby. Wells and associated facilities, potash
processing facilities, pipelines increased road traffic, noise,
dust, and the visual impact of facilities in otherwise natural
areas could all reduce the quality of recreation experiences and
possibly displace recreationists to other areas. Visual impacts
of surface disturbance reduce the naturalness of back-country
recreation and reduce opportunities for solitude. These
impacts would occur primarily on 210,884 acres subject to
standard terms and conditions and on 440,356 acres subject to
CSU and TL stipulations. CSU and TL stipulations could
reduce general overall impacts, such as TL stipulations that
coincide with tourist seasons and CSU stipulations that mitigate
impacts to visual resources.
--Compared to oil and gas leasing, potash leasing, which would
occur with the same leasing restrictions and in the same areas
as oil and gas, could have more impacts to recreation
experiences. Well spacing could be more concentrated and
processing facilities would be bigger and more industrial.
Together, oil and gas and potash leasing could occur on lands
open to leasing with standard terms and conditions and with
minor constraints (CSU and TL stipulations) on 83 percent of
the Planning Area.
Individual
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Recreation: Impacts from Alternative A (No Action) (p 4-62)

The MLP can control only actions on BLM land; analysis of
actions within the National Parks, on State Highways or on
adjacent rail lines is beyond the scope of the MLP. The
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“Not addressing auditory management near National Park
boundaries could allow noise from mineral development to disrupt
the solitude of the Planning Area and adjacent National Parks.”
Comment
This analysis fails to recognize the auditory impact of 400-500,000 +
vehicles per year that go into these national parks. The parks are
literally crawling with motorized recreation uses and all the
attendant noise and crowds. With the congestion in these parks on
high use weekends and holidays, the noise associated with the
nearness of highway 191 and Interstate 70, the rail lines and airport
just outside the boundaries of the parks, the noise that could come
from mineral activities would seem to pale in comparison. The MLP
needs to provide some comparative analysis of these noises.

Preferred Alternative imposes a 2.5-mile NSO area around
Arches and Canyonlands National Park to reduce noise
production; this area is, for the most part, subsumed within the
area managed as closed for visual resources.
For the most part, roads within Arches and Canyonlands
National Parks are located in the interior of the parks and do
not impact the backcountry of those parks. As stated on page
2-54 of the MLP/DEIS, the purpose of this NSO stipulation is to
“reduce auditory impacts from mineral operations to
backcountry portions of Arches and Canyonlands National
Parks.”
Auditory management of minerals activities on BLM lands is
analyzed in Chapter 4 and the cost associated with this NSO
stipulation is acknowledged.

Recreation: Summary of Economic Impacts (p 4-103)
“Under all alternatives, it is likely that recreation visitor days to BLM
lands within the Planning Area will continue to increase at the
historical annual compound growth rate of approximately 3.1
percent. Recreation visitation in the Planning Area would generate
$760.9 million (in present value and 2014 dollars) in total economic
output over the 15-year life of the plan. This economic activity
would include $446.6 million in labor earnings, and support an
average of 1,086 jobs per year. To the extent that actual future
visitation is greater or less, the corresponding economic impacts
would be greater or less.”
Comment
Statements and analysis like this need to be presented in the final
Record of Decision for this MLP process. The decision maker and
the public need to see a full disclosure of what this analysis for the
MLP clearly shows, that there are in fact very little if any
environmental gain that would be achieved by implementation of the
MLP beyond those gained by current stipulations and constraints
imposed by the 2008 RMP. In fact the MLP also needs to include a
benefit/cost analysis. Such an analysis would very likely show that
there is little benefit to economic output from other resources in the
area, but constraining the mineral resources in this area will result in
significant costs to doing so, with the potential loss of $1.87 billion
dollars of economic output, the loss of 285 permanent jobs, 1,362
potash plant construction job, and the loss of $277 million of lost
revenue to local, state and the federal government.

The commenter is equating the term “likely” in the recreation
impact section with the word “potential” in reference to the
economic benefits from minerals. In fact, neither is known with
certainty, and represents BLM’s best available information.
The recreation impacts described in Section 4.10.3 are likely
much more reliable than the minerals impacts, since they are
based on real historical data. Even extrapolation from historical
data to the future is risky, however, as the past is no guarantor
of the future.
Text has been added to clarify the potential impacts to
recreation in the No Action Alternative in Sections 4.10.3
(Recreation) and 4.12.3 (Socioeconomic).

Comment
ID
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Most of the economic “benefit” from minerals summarized in
Chapter 4 of the DEIS is based largely on the economic
conditions that existed at the beginning of the MLP process.
The economic analysis for potash in Chapter 4 (Section 4.12.3)
is based on the following assumptions:
– Potash market prices rebound sufficiently to make extraction
and processing economically viable. As of September 2014,
the price was $287 per ton. This price is probably not sufficient
to allow for economically viable potash development in the
Planning Area. For example, estimates of new production in
Saskatchewan, with shallower depth wells than would be
necessary in the Planning Area, require a market price of over
$400 per ton to be economically viable. Further, expansion of
existing facilities require a much lower cost, approximately
$200 per ton, to be economically viable, resulting in a potential
competitive disadvantage for new facilities in the Planning Area
(GenSource Potash Corp 2013, Mineweb 2013).
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– Related to the above, sufficient investment capital would
need to be acquired. First year costs under Alternative A, for
example, could total over $2.99 billion (see below). This figure
represents over 3.5 times the size of total economic output in
Grand and San Juan Counties combined in 2012, based on
IMPLAN data for the two counties. The uncertainty over future
potash prices may make the raising of this much investment
capital problematic. Further, the aforementioned figures
exclude infrastructure costs such as pipelines, roads, power
lines and, importantly, rail access. These costs could increase
overall development costs significantly and further complicate
the raising of investment capital.
– Potash wells and associated fiscal impacts depend on
construction and operation of potash production facilities (PPF).
As noted above, construction and operation of such facilities
may not be economically viable under current market
conditions for potash. Without the associated PPF, the drilling
and completion of potash development wells is unlikely to
occur.
The commenter’s use of the term “loss” implies a reduction
from something that currently exists. The potential economic
benefits cited do not currently exist.
Table 2-21 (Comparative Summary of Impacts) has been
changed to clarify the caveats and assumptions underlying the
economic analysis in Chapter 4 (Social and Economic).
Individual
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Soil Resources (p 4-124 thru 4-130)
Comment
The soil impact section correctly identifies there are impacts to soil
erosion from surface disturbing activities. What the analysis fails to
recognize and quantify are the natural events and the natural
predisposition of eroding soils from this region.
It fails to recognize that this entire region is a geologic regime of
erosion and has been for the past several million years. It fails to
quantity differences between natural erosion and that caused by
surface disturbing activities? Do man made surface disturbances
attributable to mineral development increase erosion and
sedimentation by 5% above normal, 10% above normal, 50% above
normal? Without this type of quantitative analysis we have no way
of gauging the impact from temporary surface disturbing activities,
relative to natural erosion rates. How is a decision maker to gauge
this difference and subsequently make reasoned decisions?
It provides virtually no quantitative assessment. It provides no
analysis of soil erosion characteristics relative to the many varieties

The best available data was used in the preparation of the
Moab MLP/DEIS. However, certain information is unavailable
or requires site-specific information to analyze. Due to a lack of
quantitative data, some impacts can be discussed only in
qualitative terms. Subsequent project-level NEPA documents
will provide the opportunity to collect site-specific data and
analyze these data in quantitative terms.
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of soils present in the area. It provides no analysis of resilience and
abilities of different soil types for reclamation. It provides no
comparative analysis of differing types of sedimentation from
differing types of disturbances. It fails to address differing rates of
sedimentation from prescribed reclamation methodologies.
This type of analysis is typical of the entire impact section, which
fails to take a “hard look” at impacts to resources from mineral
development, or the impact of developed resource constraints to
mineral development.
Individual

Water Resources (p 4-131 thru 4-142)
Comment
While the impact assessment for water resources is somewhat
more quantitative than for soil, it still fails in taking a hard look at the
tangible impacts. Are there any culinary water supplies within the
MLP area that would be impacted if casing/cementing of wells were
to fail? How large an area do these supply areas cover? What types
of water volumes could be expected to be impacted? And how long
would such impact potentially last?

The best available data was used in the preparation of the
Moab MLP/DEIS. However, certain information is unavailable
or requires site-specific information to analyze. Due to a lack of
quantitative data, some impacts can be discussed only in
qualitative terms. Subsequent project-level NEPA documents
will provide the opportunity to collect site-specific data and
analyze these data in quantitative terms.
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Areas of Critical Environmental Concern (p 4-143)
Comment
The MLP identifies 26,187 acres of ACES’s within the MLP area
that were designated during the 2008 RMP.
According Title 1, Section 103 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act:
“(a) The term “areas of critical environmental concern” means areas
within the public lands where special management attention is
required (when such areas are developed or used or where no
development is required) to protect and prevent irreparable damage
to important historic, cultural, or scenic values, fish and wildlife
resources or other natural systems of processes, or to protect life
and safety from natural hazards.”
The implication of this language is that if BLM is to bring special
management to an area it must be on areas determined to be an
“area of critical environmental concern.” The MLP is a Secretarial
Oder construct, and of the 785,000 acres analyzed in the MLP, only
26, 187 acres are actually designated as ACEC’s, and should have
been the only areas analyzed for “special management” via the
MLP as prescribed in FLPMA.
The MLP needs to provide an explanation for how it circumvents
this legal FLPMA requirement.

FLPMA does not preclude the BLM from applying mineral
leasing stipulations to areas other than ACECs. The
application of mineral leasing stipulations for resource
protection through a land use planning process does not
constitute special management.
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Individual

Wildlife and Fisheries (p 4-203 thru 4-224)
Comment
The MLP needs to provide an analysis of impacts to mineral
development from the dizzying array of overlapping wildlife
seasonal constraints. This analysis needs to list all timing
restrictions, by species, and present some analysis of the difficulty
this presents to conducting work in light of the uncertainty of the
timing restriction which are dependent on the limited timeframes
available to conduct surveys for said species.

The BLM defers to the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources, the
agency with jurisdictional expertise, in developing seasonal
constraints. Timing limitations for wildlife are identical across
all four alternatives; however, the extent of habitat to which the
TL applies may vary by alternative. The document
acknowledges the impacts of the timing restrictions imposed on
the operator. The analysis in Chapter 4 (Oil and Gas/Potash)
states that timing limitation stipulations may result in additional
costs and delays to mineral operators by limiting the siting of
operations and requiring specialized equipment, design
considerations, and erosion control plans. The analysis further
explains that TL stipulations would result in additional costs and
delays by requiring surveys, avoidance of occupied areas,
rerouting of roads and pipelines, and re-siting of production and
processing facilities, or extra operational time if the surface
disturbance window does not accommodate an individual
project schedule and timeline, and project activities need to be
postponed. All timing restrictions for wildlife are specified in
both Chapter 2 and in Appendix A.
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Individual

The MLP should make more explicit disclosures in some instances,
mostly in the form of easy to understand transparent discussions.
This is necessary so that the public truly understands the
ramifications of the proposed action. When discussions, especially
analyses in chapter four, draw conclusions, they need to explicitly
delineate the data used, give at least a brief overview of the type of
calculations used, and give clear temporal and geographic bounds
for the conclusions. These are often lacking in the MLP.

The commenter has provided no specific examples of the
information that is lacking.
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The DEIS includes as an "assumption" the statement that
"Directional and/or horizontal drilling could be used to access
hydrocarbon resources under areas constrained by surface use
restrictions (e.g., NSO restrictions)." DEIS at 4-39. Alternatives B,
C, and D contain extensive NSO areas that will not be accessible,
even from a wellpad placed on the border of the NSO area. The
assumption contained in the DEIS causes BLM to understate the
impact the alternatives will have on oil and natural gas
development.

Chapter 4 (Minerals: Oil and Gas, Impacts from Alternative D)
states, "In Alternative D, 305,899 acres would be managed with
NSO stipulations. NSO stipulations could increase the
complexity of mineral operations and slow down production.
Development in NSO areas would require the use of more
costly methods, such as directional and horizontal drilling, to
access oil and gas resources. NSO stipulations would preclude
the use of the surface for the development of oil and gas, but
would still allow the recovery of some of these resources at a
greater cost. Precluding surface disturbance in areas with NSO
stipulations would decrease the number of wells drilled during
the planning period."
Alternative D provides some flexibility for mineral development
by allowing exceptions to the NSO stipulations. For example, if
proposed mineral operations (including geophysical) in VRM
Class II areas would not result in long-term visual impairment
from key observation points, an exception to the NSO
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stipulation could be granted. In addition, scattered State lands
and existing Federal leases in the area provide additional
access for mineral operations.
Horizontal drilling within the Planning Area has reached well
over 1-mile.
Center for
Biological
Diversity, Living
Rivers,
Colorado
Riverkeeper,
and Holiday
River
Expeditions

The DEIS fails to address significant climate, air, water, health, and
wildlife effects of oil and gas development.

The commenter does not provide any specific information
regarding the alleged deficiency of the analysis.
The level of analysis in the MLP is appropriate for a land-use
planning effort. Impacts for the resources listed have been
disclosed in the Air Quality (Section 4.3), Water Resources
(Section 4.13.2), and Wildlife (Section 4.20) in Chapter 4.
Health was not raised as an issued to be addressed in the
planning process.
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Lands and Realty
Individual

Lands and Realty: Filming (p 3-28)
“The Moab Field Office is very active in the issuance of film permits,
and is one of the busiest in the State of Utah. Many feature length
films, as well as commercials and television productions, are filmed
within the Planning Area. Filming locations within the Planning Area
are identified on Map 3-7. The film industry on BLM lands
contributes 98.5 jobs, $1.2 million in labor income, $4.3 million in
total economic output, and $143,000 in State and local tax
revenues.”
Comment
The MLP will constrain the minerals industry with viewshed analysis
required in these high use filming areas, for a resource that
contributes $4.3 million in total economic output to the area. The
MLP provides no comparative analysis in Chapter 4 on the
subsequent economic impact to the mineral development from this
questionable constraint, nor any substantive analysis identifying any
long term impact from past mineral operations on the filming
industry. In fact it could be argued that mineral development has
had a positive impact on filming opportunities by providing roads for
access and abandoned drill pads for staging operations.

The majority of film locations are within VRM Class II areas,
which are managed with a NSO stipulation in Alternative D.
Only two of the listed film locations are not within VRM Class II
areas (Jewel Tibbetts Arch and White Wash Sand Dunes).
This means that a viewshed analysis would be required only in
these two locations. The imposition of a viewshed analysis is
not an onerous requirement, but Chapter 4 acknowledges that
CSU stipulations can result in “additional costs and delays to
mineral operators” (page 4-41). The exact cost of this
constraint could only be quantified on a site-specific basis.
While minerals operations have provided roads for access and
abandoned drill pads for staging operations, very few filming
operations seek mineral production facilities in the viewsheds
that they are filming. Although filming’s direct economic input
may be limited, it has the effect of increasing tourism through
exposure for the area in national and international markets.
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All BLM-identified land with wilderness character should be closed
to leasing or, at a minimum, open to leasing only with no-surface
occupancy stipulations. These lands contain intact soils, vegetation
and ecosystems that once damaged, may take decades or even
centuries to heal.

The purpose of the MLP, as a targeted Plan Amendment in the
context of Manual 6320, is not intended to “ensure that those
wilderness qualities are preserved for future generations.” The
commenter, in effect, is asking the BLM to manage LWC in the
same manner as Natural Areas throughout the MLP Planning
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Area, which is outside the scope of the current planning effort.
This is clearly stated in Chapter 1 of the DEIS.
Individual

Final EIS

In 1979 there were 0 acres with wilderness characteristics within the
MLP area. In 1999 it was found to contain 143,639 acres with
wilderness characteristics. And in 2008 it was found to contain
203,846 acres. Now for the MLP there are 220,460 acres of land
that have wilderness characteristics and will be managed like
WSA’s. What is occurring here? How did 200,000+ acres of land
with wilderness characteristics suddenly appear over 30 years?
How were those lands missed in 1979? Have survey techniques for
inventory under the 1964 Wilderness Act requirements of “solitude”
and “untrammeled by man” changed? Or have these changes been
brought about from deviation of the original intent of the Wilderness
Act. How has then been possible in an area that has seen 40-50
wells drilled in it since 1979, and an explosion of off road
recreationist and visitors from hundreds per year to hundreds of
thousands per year? This defies logic. The MLP needs to explain
and justify how wilderness keeps appearing in this area.

The Wilderness Act of 1964 provided little specific guidance on
evaluating whether lands possessed wilderness character,
beyond defining “roadless” areas as exceeding 5,000 acres.
BLM, on the basis of FLPMA (1976), began its own inventory of
BLM lands in Utah for wilderness character in 1979, using
guidance provided by BLM’s Wilderness Inventory Handbook
(1978). That Handbook provided interpretation of roadless
areas to include a definition of what constituted a “road.” To
constitute a “road,” and therefore a wilderness boundary, the
routes in question had to be constructed, maintained by
mechanical means on an ongoing basis, and receive regular
and continuous use. These criteria were drawn directly from
the House subcommittee proceedings that were part of the
creation of FLPMA, and provide a means on interpreting the
meaning of “roadless” from the Wilderness Act.
Based on these criteria, BLM undertook an initial wilderness
inventory in Utah in 1979. Areas inventoried were often very
large, often exceeding 100,000 acres, with little attempt to
resize the units to accommodate the 5,000 acre criteria from
the Wilderness Act. The typical report was 2-4 pages long.
Based on the initial inventory, certain areas were carried
forward to an intensive inventory phase, which eventually led to
the creation of Wilderness Study Areas.
The 1979 process received criticism from the start, as it did not
seem, at least to some critics, to follow the guidelines of the
1978 Wilderness Inventory Handbook. This criticism eventually
led BLM to reevaluate its 1979 findings in what is now known
as the 1999 Utah Wilderness Inventory. Unlike the 1979
process, the 1999 inventory required documentation of all
routes found, rather than drawing a broad conclusion whether
the entire area being inventoried was “roadless.” This
increased rigor and documentation led to areas identified as
possessing wilderness character not identified as such in 1979.
In terms of conditions on the ground having changed since
1979, let alone 1964, the forces of nature have resulted in
many routes not satisfying the criteria of being a “road,” for
wilderness purposes. Despite the increase in recreation use
cited by the commenter, many of these routes have all but
disappeared from the landscape, and do not constitute a
significant impact on apparent naturalness to the average
visitor (Manual 6310, Conducting Wilderness Characteristics
Inventory on BLM Lands, March, 2012, page 6).
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BLM wilderness inventories undertaken from 1979 to the
present have correctly utilized the interpretation of “roadless”
derived from Congressional hearings leading to FLPMA, and
subsequently incorporated in the Wilderness Inventory
Handbooks of 1978 and 2012. This interpretation does not
represent an “administrative change,” but rather a necessary
set of guidelines to operationalize the broad concepts of the
Wilderness Act.
Individual

G-86

Lands with Wilderness Characteristics (p 3-30)
“The 1979 inventory found no lands within the Planning Area as
possessing wilderness characteristics. The 1999 inventory
reexamined 245,728 acres within the Planning Area (41.2 % of the
Planning Area), of which 143,639 acres were determined to
possess wilderness characteristics. The BLM again reviewed and
updated its inventory for an additional 203,846 acres for the 2008
plans, representing an additional 28.4 per cent of the Planning Area.
This review found 48,581 acres to have wilderness characteristics.
The above review assured that BLM’s inventory of lands possessing
wilderness characteristics within the Planning Area is current and
complete. Based on this review, there are a total of 220,460 acres
identified by the BLM as possessing wilderness characteristics
within the Planning Area.
There are 192,220 acres identified in the 2008 RMPs within the
Planning Area that the BLM determined to have the wilderness
characteristics of size, naturalness, and outstanding opportunities
for solitude or primitive recreation (Map 3-8).”
Comment
Trying to follow these numbers is very confusing. In 1979 there
were 0 acres with wilderness characteristics within the MLP area.
In 1999 it was found to contain 143,639 acres with wilderness
characteristics. And in 2008 it was found to contain 203,846 acres!
Now for the MLP there are 220,460 acres of land that have
wilderness characteristics and will be managed like WSA’s.
What is occurring here? How did 200,000+ acres of land with
wilderness characteristics suddenly appear over 30 years? How
were those lands missed in 1979? Have survey techniques for
inventory under the 1964 Wilderness Act requirements of “solitude”
and “untrammeled by man” changed? Or have these changes been
brought about from deviation of the original intent of the Wilderness
Act. How has then been possible in an area that has seen 30-40
wells drilled in it since 1979, and an explosion of off road
recreationist and visitors from hundreds per year to hundreds of
thousands per year? This defies logic.

The Wilderness Act of 1964 provided little specific guidance on
evaluating whether lands possessed wilderness character,
beyond defining "roadless" areas as exceeding 5,000 acres.
BLM, on the basis of FLPMA (1976), began its own inventory of
BLM lands in Utah for wilderness character in 1979, using
guidance provided by BLM’s Wilderness Inventory Handbook
(1978). That Handbook provided interpretation of roadless
areas to include a definition of what constituted a “road.” To
constitute a “road,” and therefore a wilderness boundary, the
routes in question had to be constructed, maintained by
mechanical means on an ongoing basis, and receive regular
and continuous use. These criteria were drawn directly from
the House subcommittee proceedings that were part of the
creation of FLPMA, and provide a means on interpreting the
meaning of “roadless” from the Wilderness Act.
Based on these criteria, BLM undertook an initial wilderness
inventory in Utah in 1979. Areas inventoried were often very
large, often exceeding 100,000 acres, with little attempt to
resize the units to accommodate the 5,000 acre criteria from
the Wilderness Act. The typical report was 2-4 pages long.
Based on the initial inventory, certain areas were carried
forward to an intensive inventory phase, which eventually led to
the creation of Wilderness Study Areas.
The 1979 process received criticism from the start, as it did not
seem, at least to some critics, to follow the guidelines of the
1978 Wilderness Inventory Handbook. This criticism eventually
led BLM to reevaluate its 1979 findings in what is now known
as the 1999 Utah Wilderness Inventory. Unlike the 1979
process, the 1999 inventory required documentation of all
routes found, rather than drawing a broad conclusion whether
the entire area being inventoried was “roadless.” This
increased rigor and documentation led to areas identified as
possessing wilderness character not identified as such in 1979.
In terms of conditions on the ground having changed since
1979, let alone 1964, the forces of nature have resulted in
many routes not satisfying the criteria of being a “road,” for
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The effect of this implausible deviation from the intent of the
Wilderness Act over the past 30 years is now the loss of access to
200,000+ acres of land in the MLP for potential mineral
development.

wilderness purposes. Despite the increase in recreation use
cited by the commenter, many of these routes have all but
disappeared from the landscape, and do not constitute a
significant impact on apparent naturalness to the average
visitor (Manual 6310, Conducting Wilderness Characteristics
Inventory on BLM Lands, March, 2012, page 6).
BLM wilderness inventories undertaken from 1979 to the
present have correctly utilized the interpretation of “roadless”
derived from Congressional hearings leading to FLPMA, and
subsequently incorporated in the Wilderness Inventory
Handbooks of 1978 and 2012. This interpretation does not
represent an “administrative change,” but rather a necessary
set of guidelines to operationalize the broad concepts of the
Wilderness Act.

Individual

Finally, the justification for doing so is shaky at best. The air quality
in the region is good; there have been no known or recorded
instances of water contamination; no Traditional Cultural Places
have been identified in the area; and while there is acreage within
that is classified as having "Wilderness Characteristics,” this came
only after Wilderness designation authority was stripped from the
BLM and after the original 1979 inventory did not identify any
acreage with such characteristics.

This plan amendment would not make decisions regarding
whether or not lands inventoried by the BLM as having
wilderness characteristics should be managed to protect,
preserve, and maintain these characteristics. Therefore, this
plan amendment would not make decisions for managing new
areas for their wilderness values.

Individual

While the MLP and Alternatives B thru D in the EIS advocate for
shutting down the oil and gas and potash industries on the lands in
question, it seems to bend over backwards to try and preserve
Wilderness Study Area (WSA) classification for the few areas that
magically received this designation in the last few years, saying:
"Lands managed as open or with only minor restrictions on Lands
with Wilderness Characteristics means they could lose their
minimum size criteria (5000 acres) to be considered as land
containing wilderness characteristics." That should not be a
consideration. If it is appropriate to manage certain lands with fewer
restrictions based on the facts on the ground, then it should not
matter if doing so will spoil the LWC designation. Lands and their
use need to be evaluated based on the science and facts, not the
bureaucratic name the acreage has been given.

One of the criterion for lands with wilderness characteristics is a
size of at least 5,000 acres (in most cases). If development
were to occur on these lands, the amount of land that
possesses wilderness characteristics could be reduced and this
criterion may not be met. The disclosure of this possible impact
from the management under Alternative A is accurate and
appropriate analysis in Chapter 4 of the DEIS. Lands with
wilderness characteristics were identified and described in the
2008 RMPs, and management was applied to 47,761 acres of
these lands. BLM is authorized through FLPMA and the Land
Use Planning Handbook to apply management to lands with
wilderness characteristics during land use planning efforts and
has chosen to apply the Baseline CSU stipulation to the lands
which were not included in the management under the RMP;
however, no new lands with wilderness characteristics are
being proposed for management of these resource values.

Grand County
Council

Watershed and East Arches Area
1. Wilderness
• Designate wilderness as indicated on attached map
2. "Castle Valley National Conservation Area" designation

An MLP maintains a limited focus on the management
decisions pertaining only to oil and gas and potash leasing in
the Planning Area. Furthermore, the requests for designating
wilderness, National Conservation Areas, and Park expansion
are not within the BLM’s authority. A withdrawal for locatable
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• No new mineral claims or leasing
3. Expand Arches National Park as per attached map

minerals is necessary in order to preclude new mining claims.
Withdrawals are not addressed in the MLP.

Southern Utah
Wilderness
Alliance

My family visits southern Utah annually and would like to minimize
development in wilderness quality areas.

The Baseline CSU stipulation in Alternatives B, C, and D
specifies that the amount of surface disturbance is minimized in
areas with sensitive resources and related impacts resulting
from mineral development. Lands with wilderness
characteristics are included under this stipulation.
Management for other resources such as water, soils, and
wildlife also protect lands with wilderness characteristics in
addition to the existing management in the 2008 RMPs.

354

Western Energy
Alliance/Americ
an Petroleum
Institute

Congress has explicitly denied funding for the implementation of
Secretarial Order 3310 concerning the designation of "Wild Lands."
Lands with Wilderness Characteristics (LWCs) are "wild lands" in all
but name. It is therefore a violation of law to designate LWCs
through the MLP and RMPA process. BLM designation of LWCs
violates FLMPA’s multiple-use directive, and as such these
designations should be removed from the MLP.

The text in Chapter 1 (Section 1.4.1) has been clarified as
follows: "This plan amendment would not make decisions
regarding whether or not lands inventoried by the BLM as
having wilderness characteristics should be managed to
protect, preserve, and maintain these characteristics.
Therefore, this plan amendment would not make decisions
for managing new areas for their wilderness values. The
BLM is required under Manual 6310 to keep current its
inventory of wilderness characteristics."
In Section 1.4.2 (Issues Considered but Not Further Analyzed,
Issues Beyond the Scope of the Plan) it clearly states that the
MLP would not establish new areas that are managed for their
wilderness characteristics.
In Section 1.4.2 (Issues Considered but Not Further Analyzed,
Issues Addressed Through Policy or Administrative Action) it
states, "Congress has prohibited funding for implementation of
Secretarial Order 3310 pertaining to protecting wilderness
characteristics on public lands. However, BLM Manual 6310
provides guidance for inventorying wilderness characteristics
on public lands."

510

Individual

In this MLP lands with wilderness characteristics will be managed
under guidelines for WSA’s. The lands to be affected here should
be definitively limited to WSA’s only.

Planning criteria listed on page 1-13 of the DEIS does discuss
management of WSAs; however, this management applies only
to WSAs. There are no WSAs within the Planning Area and
WSA management does not apply to lands identified as having
wilderness characteristics by the BLM.
The single management action for lands with wilderness
characteristics in Table 2-4, applies the Baseline CSU to
selected lands with wilderness characteristics. On page 3-30 of
the DEIS, current management for lands with wilderness
characteristics, it states "Management identified in those (Moab
and Monticello) 2008 RMPs does not manage these lands for
their wilderness characteristics."

544
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The Wilderness
Society

BLM should more strongly manage to protect wilderness
characteristics on all 220,460 acres by applying an NSO stipulation.
The Baseline CSU goes a long way in mitigating the impacts of oil
and gas development. However, it will not ensure that those
wilderness qualities are preserved for future generations. BLM’s
own analysis states, “Development of oil and gas and potash could
introduce sights, noises, and infrastructure in or adjacent to lands
with wilderness characteristics, which could impair the feeling of
solitude and degrade naturalness.” (Section 4.21.3).

The purpose of the MLP, as a targeted Plan Amendment in the
context of Manual 6320, is not intended to “ensure that those
wilderness qualities are preserved for future generations.” The
commenter, in effect, is asking the BLM to manage LWC in the
same manner as Natural Areas throughout the MLP Planning
Area, which is outside the scope of the current planning effort.
This is clearly stated in Chapter 1 of the DEIS.

673

The Wilderness
Society

The MLP inappropriately distinguishes between lands with
wilderness characteristics (“LWCs”) that were identified by BLM
during the planning and development of the 2008 Moab and
Monticello RMPs and LWCs identified afterward, such as the Dead
Horse Cliffs, Dripping Spring, Lockhart, Trough Springs, and Upper
Indian Creek. See Draft MLP 2-12 to -13 (BLM will apply a
“Baseline CSU stipulation” – which is set forth in the MLP – only to
oil and gas leases in LWCs identified in the 2008 RMPs). No
explanation is provided in the MLP for why LWCs identified after
completion of the 2008 RMPs will not receive the same level of
protection as those identified in the RMPs. See, e.g., id. at 3-30 to 31; id. at 4-33 to -37. If BLM is to accomplish its stated goal of
“implement[ing] authorizations . . . in a manner that minimizes
impacts to [LWCs],” the agency must treat all LWCs in similar
fashion. Id. at 4-33.
Furthermore, BLM should, at a minimum, explain its rationale for
protecting only the LWCs identified in the 2008 RMPs. The
proposed unequal treatment of LWCs is arbitrary because, among
other things, it ignores the fact that the MLP was initiated as a result
of leasing conflicts in sensitive areas, including LWCs. See, e.g.,
BLM, Instruction Memorandum No. 2010-117, Oil and Gas Leasing
Reform – Land Use Planning and Lease Parcel Reviews *1 (May
17, 2010) (“The leasing process established in this [Instruction
Memorandum] will create more certainty and predictability, protect
multiple-use values when [BLM] makes leasing decisions, and
provide for consideration of natural and cultural resources.”)
(attached); see also id. at *4 (an MLP should identify and evaluate
resource conflicts including “[t]he effect of oil and gas leasing on
lands that the BLM may identify as having wilderness
characteristics”).
Finally, the arbitrary treatment of LWCs identified post-2008 RMPs
does not comply with BLM’s obligation to “consider a full range of
alternatives for [LWCs] when conducting land use planning” that
analyze “the effects of (1) plan alternatives on [LWCs] and (2)
management of [LWC] on other resources and resource uses.”
BLM, Manual 6320 – Considering Lands with Wilderness

There is a fundamental difference between the two categories
of lands with wilderness characteristics (LWC) discussed by the
commenter. The LWC identified by BLM during the RMP
planning process provided input to a Land Use Planning
decision as to management of these areas, and was subject to
public comment and review. The majority of LWC lands
identified as part of the 2008 RMP process resulted from the
1999 Utah Wilderness Inventory. That inventory was also
subject to several years of public review and comment, which
led to the 2003 revision document. The 2003 document made
numerous changes to LWC boundaries based on the public
input received. The post-2008 reviews, however, represent an
internal BLM inventory, and have not been subject to public
review or comment. As pointed out in Manual 6310, pg., the
primary function of an inventory is to determine the presence or
absence of wilderness characteristics. Manual 6310 contains
no requirement as to making decisions on future management
of lands identified as possessing LWC.
The MLP does identify the impacts of alternatives on all
affected resources within the Planning Area, including lands
with wilderness characteristics. Section 4.6 of the DEIS is
devoted to analyzing impacts on lands with wilderness
characteristics.
The reference to Manual 6320 is irrelevant in the context of the
current MLP process. Manual 6320, pp. 2-3, states: "In some
circumstances, consideration of management alternatives for
lands with wilderness characteristics may be outside the scope
of a particular planning process (as dictated by the statement of
purpose and need for the planning effort). For example, a
targeted amendment to address a specific project or proposal
may not in all circumstances require consideration of an
alternative that would protect wilderness characteristics. In
these situations, the NEPA document associated with the plan
amendment must still analyze effects of the alternatives on
lands with wilderness characteristics.” The MLP is a targeted
plan amendment of the type described in Manual 6320. This
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Characteristics in the BLM Land Use Planning Process (Public) §
6320.06 (March 15, 2012). But see Draft MLP at 4-33 to -37 (only
providing a comparison between considered alternatives). All BLMidentified LWCs should be treated equally and BLM should
expressly reserve the right to attach a “Baseline CSU stipulation” to
future LWCs identified by the agency, including those under
currently under consideration. See, e.g., Draft MLP at 3-30 (BLM
has inventoried only five of nine citizen proposed wilderness
submissions).

planning effort does not entail a full RMP revision, but rather
maintains a limited focus on the management decisions
pertaining to oil and gas and potash leasing in the Planning
Area. The first page of the DEIS makes this clear, stating, "Due
to the limited focus of this planning effort, decisions that would
normally be considered in a full RMP revision will not be
addressed.” Further on in Chapter 1 the DEIS states: "In some
circumstances, such as this targeted plan amendment,
consideration of management alternatives for lands with
wilderness characteristics is outside the scope of the planning
process. In these situations, the NEPA document associated
with the plan amendment must still analyze effects of the
alternatives on lands with wilderness characteristics.” Thus,
BLM has made it clear from the outset of the planning process
that decisions on management of LWC are outside the scope of
the MLP.
Five of the nine citizen proposed wilderness submissions are
addressed in the DEIS in Alternative C (Table 2-4). BLM has
completed on the ground inventories of all citizens proposals
submitted to BLM prior to the end of the comment period for the
DEIS.
The acreage determined by BLM to possess LWC from the
remaining four citizen proposed wilderness submissions
has been added to the acreage in Alternative C for the
MLP/FEIS. Corresponding acreage changes have been
made in Chapters 3 and 4.
According to the Land Use Planning Handbook (H-1601-1),
land use plan decisions and supporting components can be
maintained to reflect minor changes in data. Maintenance is
limited to further refining, documenting, or clarifying a
previously approved decision incorporated in the plan.
Maintenance must not expand the scope of resource uses or
restrictions or change the terms, conditions, and decisions of
the approved plan.

I don’t know how to have leases without surface occupancy;
therefore I would say no leasing in WSAs or proposed WSAs.
"Contract" here must refer to boundary realignment which would be
needed to satisfy the request that wilderness character lands be
reserved.

Leases may be developed without surface occupancy by using
directional or horizontal drilling methods from areas which are
open or limited by CSU/TL stipulations. The technology is not
applicable for all geologic or mineral environments, but it may
be a viable option to access leases within lands that are
managed with NSO stipulations.

755

Due to the scale of the maps, it is difficult to discern that
riparian resources are managed as NSO. However, the data is

72

Maps
U.S. Fish and
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(NSO) areas are located. Currently map 2_15_D shows several
areas as open to leasing and deferred leasing; however according
to the text several of those areas are No Surface Occupancy due to
riparian resources.

included in the shapefiles used in producing the map. Also,
refer to the decisions in Chapter 2 regarding riparian and water
resources (Table 2-10, Riparian Resources and Table 2-11,
Soil and Water).

Comment
ID

Minerals: Oil and Gas
Individual

The BLM should eliminate the opportunity for waivers, modification,
and exceptions to its lease stipulations. Without this change, many
important commitments may never come to fruition as industry is
permitted to side-step these provisions.

Nearly all lease stipulations should have exception, waiver, and
modification criteria documented in the land use plan and on
the lease. In limited circumstances, it may be possible to
identify, for example, waiver criteria that are appropriate, but
due to the nature of the resource that is being protected, not
exception or modification criteria. In other cases there may be
general exception, waiver, or modification criteria developed in
the land use plan that applies commonly to all or most lease
stipulations and does not need to be repeated individually for
each lease stipulation identified in the plan (BLM Washington
Office Instruction Memorandum 2008-032). Exceptions to a
lease stipulation are applied at the site-specific proposal level,
such as an APD, through the NEPA process, and, as a result,
is subject to all consultation requirements as well as public
comment. This is stated in BLM Washington Office IM 2008032: "The criteria for approval of exceptions, waivers, and
modifications should be supported by National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) analysis, either through the land use
planning process or site-specific environmental review."

2

Individual

Closure of the Three Rivers Withdrawal to mineral leasing, modified
to include side canyons along the Green River

The commenter’s preference for elements of Alternative C is
noted. The side canyons of the Green River are managed with
a NSO stipulation in Alternatives C and D.

6

Individual

No Surface Occupancy status for the lands depicted in Map 2-7-C.

The text in Chapter 1 (Section 1.4.1) has been clarified as
follows: “This plan amendment would not make decisions
regarding whether or not lands inventoried by the BLM as
having wilderness characteristics should be managed to
protect, preserve, and maintain these characteristics.
Therefore, this plan amendment would not make decisions
for managing new areas for their wilderness values. The
BLM is required under Manual 6310 to keep current its
inventory of wilderness characteristics.”
In Section 1.4.2 (Issues Considered but Not Further Analyzed,
Issues Beyond the Scope of the Plan) it clearly states that the
MLP would not establish new areas that are managed for their
wilderness characteristics.
In Section 1.4.2 (Issues Considered but Not Further Analyzed,
Issues Addressed Through Policy or Administrative Action) it
states, “Congress has prohibited funding for implementation of
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Secretarial Order 3310 pertaining to protecting wilderness
characteristics on public lands. However, BLM Manual 6310
provides guidance for inventorying wilderness characteristics
on public lands.”
The purpose of the MLP, as a targeted Plan Amendment in the
context of Manual 6320, is not intended to “ensure that those
wilderness qualities are preserved for future generations.” The
commenter, in effect, is asking the BLM to manage LWC in the
same manner as Natural Areas throughout the MLP Planning
Area, which is outside the scope of the current planning effort.
This is clearly stated in Chapter 1 of the DEIS.
Basic Drilling
LLC

The stipulations outlined in each action alternative would shut down
the local oil and gas industry, and leave many families without
incomes, and drastically reduce the revenue for local governments.

The social and economic analysis in Chapter 4 (pages 4-84 to
4-122 in the MLP/DEIS) presents the impacts from the
management alternatives in Chapter 2. While some
alternatives do reduce jobs and income in the mineral
development industry, others, including Alternative D, continue
to show jobs and income being generated from that industry.

14

Individual

Areas closed to leasing should be permanently closed to leasing-hard release from leasing.

Areas closed to oil and gas leasing are not available for new oil
and gas leasing for the life of the land use plan. Existing leases
are allowed to operate in the area. Once existing leases expire,
terminate, or are relinquished, no new leases would be issued
in closed areas for the life of the plan.

43

Individual

In regards to the above referenced EIS, I support only the No Action
Alternative. There are several reasons for this, but my primary
concern is that the other alternatives in the EIS impose unjustifiable
restrictions on existing leases. Specifically, the additional
Conditions of Approval and similar stipulations listed in each
alternative for the Master Leasing Plan (MLP) are inappropriate and
should not be applied to existing leases, which have already
undergone extensive NEPA analysis.

The commenter’s preference for Alternative A is noted.
When making a decision regarding surface-disturbing oil and
gas development activities following site-specific environmental
review, the BLM has the authority to impose reasonable
measures to minimize adverse impacts on other resource
values, including restricting the siting or timing of lease
activities. To the extent consistent with lease rights granted,
such reasonable measures may include, but are not limited to,
modification to siting or design of facilities, timing of operations,
and specification of interim and final reclamation measures. At
a minimum, measures shall be deemed consistent with lease
rights granted provided that they do not: require relocation of
proposed operations by more than 200 meters; require that
operations be sited off the leasehold; or prohibit new surface
disturbing operations for a period in excess of 60 days in any
lease year (43 CFR 3101.1-2). The BLM may impose surface
use restrictions exceeding the 200-meter/60-day rule only
where the restrictions are necessary to satisfy BLM’s obligation
under FLPMA section 302(b) to prevent unnecessary and
undue degradation of public lands or resources. However, the
prevention of undue and unnecessary degradation cannot
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render lease operations uneconomic or technically infeasible.
Although the 200-meter/60-day rule does not specifically apply
to existing potash leases, the same concepts discussed above
would apply.
Furthermore, the insistence in the MLP that oil and gas leasing
should be separated from potash leasing makes no sense.
Combining the two leases actually results in less surface
disturbance than separating the operations and requiring 2 separate
leases.

Final EIS

The objective of Alternative D is to minimize surface impacts by
separating leasing of the two commodities (oil/gas and potash),
locating potash processing facilities in areas with the least
amount of sensitive resources, and limiting the density of
mineral development. The commenter presumes there is an
opportunity for cooperation between two different operators
where it might not actually exist. Cooperation implies an
opportunity for the two industries to plan infrastructure needs.
Whereas one industry will likely develop first and implement the
infrastructure that meets their needs, that may not meet the
needs of the second industry. Without an overall plan, it is not
possible to predict for the needs of both commodities.
The BLM acknowledges that the development of the two
commodities could occur at the same time. However, if
commodity prices of both climb and successful production of
both reaches a peak, it would be difficult to contain
development while still meeting other resource objectives. Well
pads, roads, and pipeline corridors could be shared to the
extent possible. However, the two different development
scenarios would have different infrastructure needs (power,
pipeline, railroad with different destinations). The commodity
developed first would be the first to develop infrastructure.
Subsequent development could have different needs. Each
infrastructure is developed with its specific needs in mind and
do not directly overlay each other. Eventually this could lead to
additional surface disturbance and impacts to meet the needs
of both operators.
Co-location of two different operations could result in technical
and legal conflicts. Depending on proximity, they could be
competing geologically. The actions of one could affect what is
going on with the other. Potentially adverse conditions from colocating could make it difficult to achieve resource objectives.
Co-location of drilling operations on a single well pad would
require a larger footprint and more surface impacts to
accommodate all facilities and potential activities. If not colocated, there could be duplicative surface disturbance.
Orderly development would be difficult to achieve with
competing objectives on where and how to develop the
minerals.
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In terms of surface disturbance, the MLP, in arriving at its
conclusions for the action alternatives, speaks often about the
surface disruption potentially caused by certain activities, such as oil
and gas drilling, or potash mining- but makes very little reference to,
or acknowledgment of, the extensive reclamation efforts that are
undertaken by the operating companies to return much of the land
to its original form. The industries that have worked in this area for
years are very adept at reclaiming the vegetation, soil, and other
terrain features, as well as employing techniques to prevent erosion.
These efforts, and their great record of success in the region,
should have been considered and factored in to the decision making
process, which would have resulted in one or more alternatives that
were more accommodating to economic development. As it stands,
this was evidently not considered, as the action alternatives all
subscribe to the superstition which permeates the document, that oil
and gas and other extractive industries do permanent and
widespread damage to the land. This heavily slanted and
unscientific presumption, coupled with the oversight of the many
practices employed by the industry to mitigate impacts, is
unacceptable.

Any surface disturbing activity, including oil and gas
development, results in a loss of the natural character of the
land. The degree of the disturbance and the length of time
needed for reclamation determine how long the natural
character is lost. In Chapter 4 of the DEIS, assumptions are
presented for many of the analyses, which include the
reestablishment of vegetation for site stabilization.

60

Individual

Each of the other alternatives listed in the Environmental Impact
Statement for the MLP are unreasonable in how they address oil
and gas development in the planning area, which is a major
economic contributor for our region. They would classify enormous
amounts of land as "no surface-occupancy,” lands which include not
only potentially resource-rich future development locations, but
existing leases. This classifications will deny oil and gas companies
and contractors access to their leases and the minerals underneath
them, effectively shutting down that industry.

Leases may be developed without surface occupancy by using
directional or horizontal drilling methods from areas which are
open or limited by CSU/TL stipulations. The technology is not
applicable for all geologic or mineral environments, but it may
be a viable option to access leases within lands that are
managed with NSO stipulations. Horizontal drilling within the
Planning Area has reached up to 2-miles.
Chapter 4 (4.8.1, Minerals) acknowledges that a NSO
stipulation would require the use of more costly directional and
horizontal drilling to access the underlying Federal oil and gas
resources. Alternative D provides some flexibility for mineral
development by allowing an exception to the NSO stipulation if
proposed mineral operations (including geophysical) would not
result in long-term visual impairment from key observation
points. In addition, scattered State lands in the area may
provide additional access for mineral operations.
A NSO stipulation resulting from the MLP would not be applied
to an existing lease.

64

Individual

Additionally, placing all of this land off limits to oil and gas activity,
through No-Surface Occupancy stipulations, means that the
resources will go untapped. This will be a loss not only for our
region, but for the nation. Those oil and natural gas resources are
public resources, owned by the people of the United States, and
intended for the nation's benefit. Part of the BLM's mandate is to

Leases may be developed without surface occupancy by using
directional or horizontal drilling methods from areas which are
open or limited by CSU/TL stipulations. The technology is not
applicable for all geologic or mineral environments, but it may
be a viable option to access leases within lands that are
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manage public lands in such a way that those publicly owned
resources are properly and responsibly harvested. Simply not
allowing them to be accessed goes against that mandate, and
deprives the American people of the revenues generated from
development of them, and could impinge on our ability to continue
to be energy self-sufficient.

managed with NSO stipulations. Horizontal drilling within the
Planning Area has reached well over 1-mile.
Chapter 4 (4.8.1, Minerals) acknowledges that a NSO
stipulation would require the use of more costly directional and
horizontal drilling to access the underlying Federal oil and gas
resources. Alternative D provides some flexibility for mineral
development by allowing an exception to the NSO stipulation if
proposed mineral operations (including geophysical) would not
result in long-term visual impairment from key observation
points. In addition, scattered State lands in the area may
provide additional access for mineral operations.
The varying revenues associated with the projected oil and gas
development for the alternatives are addressed in Chapter 4
(Section 4.12, Social and Economic).

Individual

The remaining alternatives offered in the Environmental Impact
Statement would impose additional conditions of approval, even on
leases that have been owned and developed for years. It places
large swaths of land - again including leases where development is
currently happening - under the banner of No Surface Occupancy,
which eliminates a leaseholder's right to access their minerals.
They all leave no option available for oil and gas companies to
continue to operate in the area.

Leases may be developed without surface occupancy by using
directional or horizontal drilling methods from areas which are
open or limited by CSU/TL stipulations. The technology is not
applicable for all geologic or mineral environments, but it may
be a viable option to access leases within lands that are
managed with NSO stipulations. Horizontal drilling within the
Planning Area has reached up to 2-miles.
Chapter 4 (4.8.1, Minerals) acknowledges that a NSO
stipulation would require the use of more costly directional and
horizontal drilling to access the underlying Federal oil and gas
resources. Alternative D provides some flexibility for mineral
development by allowing an exception to the NSO stipulation if
proposed mineral operations (including geophysical) would not
result in long-term visual impairment from key observation
points. In addition, scattered State lands in the area may
provide additional access for mineral operations.
A NSO stipulation resulting from the MLP would not be applied
to an existing lease.

69

Fidelity
Exploration and
Production
Company

The U.S. Bureau of Land Management, Moab Field Office (BLM) is
tasked to allow multiple uses of all public resources on Federal
lands for the maximum benefit of the public. Preferred Alternative
"D" is strongly slanted towards conservation at the expense of
economic development. The MLP neglects to consider or respect
existing oil and gas development areas (even those established as
Federal Oil and Gas Units) and the preferred alternative would
strongly restrict any continuing development within these focus
areas. In fact, the action alternatives in the MLP classify many of
these existing development areas No Surface Occupancy (NSO)
effectively shutting down these areas for future leasing and

Alternative D was prepared to strike a balance between
resource uses, such as oil/gas and potash development and
resource conservation. While Alternative D does not propose
the degree of mineral development as Alternative A, it also
does not propose as much resource protection as Alternative
C. As stated in the BLM Land Use Planning Manual (H-16011), land use plans ensure that the public lands are managed in
accordance with the intent of Congress as stated in FLPMA (43
U.S.C. 1701 et seq.), under the principles of multiple use and
sustained yield. As required by FLPMA and BLM policy, the
public lands must be managed in a manner that protects the
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development and would significantly affect development of validexisting lease rights.

quality of scientific, scenic, historical, ecological, environmental,
air and atmospheric, water resource, and archaeological
values; that, where appropriate, will preserve and protect
certain public lands in their natural condition; that will provide
food and habitat for fish and wildlife and domestic animals; that
will provide for outdoor recreation and human occupancy and
use; and that recognizes the Nation’s need for domestic
sources of minerals, food, timber, and fiber from the public
lands by encouraging collaboration and public participation
throughout the planning process.
When making a decision regarding surface-disturbing oil and
gas development activities following site-specific environmental
review, the BLM has the authority to impose reasonable
measures to minimize adverse impacts on other resource
values, including restricting the siting or timing of lease
activities. To the extent consistent with lease rights granted,
such reasonable measures may include, but are not limited to,
modification to siting or design of facilities, timing of operations,
and specification of interim and final reclamation measures. At
a minimum, measures shall be deemed consistent with lease
rights granted provided that they do not: require relocation of
proposed operations by more than 200 meters; require that
operations be sited off the leasehold; or prohibit new surface
disturbing operations for a period in excess of 60 days in any
lease year (43 CFR 3101.1-2). The BLM may impose surface
use restrictions exceeding the 200-meter/60-day rule only
where the restrictions are necessary to satisfy BLM’s obligation
under FLPMA section 302(b) to prevent unnecessary and
undue degradation of public lands or resources. However, the
prevention of undue and unnecessary degradation cannot
render lease operations uneconomic or technically infeasible.
Although the 200-meter/60-day rule does not specifically apply
to existing potash leases, the same concepts discussed above
would apply.
A NSO stipulation resulting from the MLP would not be applied
to an existing lease.

Fidelity is currently engaged with BLM on several project proposals
and their associated NEPA analyses within the proposed MLP area.
The Moab Field Office has regularly asked for heightened natural
resource data requests and mitigation measures beyond the scope
and requirements of the 2008 RMP and beyond lease right
conditions; this has significantly impeded and extended activities
beyond reasonable NEPA timelines for these projects. Fidelity
believes these activities are intended to hold valid existing lease
rights to proposed MLP stipulations, even though the MLP has not

When making a decision regarding surface-disturbing oil and
gas development activities following site-specific environmental
review, the BLM has the authority to impose reasonable
measures to minimize adverse impacts on other resource
values, including restricting the siting or timing of lease
activities. To the extent consistent with lease rights granted,
such reasonable measures may include, but are not limited to,
modification to siting or design of facilities, timing of operations,
and specification of interim and final reclamation measures. At
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been ratified and the 2008 RMP is still the governing document for
federal actions. Further, Fidelity believes BLM is already abusing
the intent of the MLP’s Chapter 1 qualifying statement (paragraph 3,
pp 1-1): "While the BLM may not unilaterally add a new stipulation
to an existing lease that it has already issued, the BLM can subject
the development of existing leases to reasonable conditions, as
necessary, through the application of COAs at the time of
permitting." It is Fidelity’s perception and experience that BLM is
front-loading current projects (proposed under valid lease rights)
with unreasonable, Draft MLP-based expectations and stipulations.

a minimum, measures shall be deemed consistent with lease
rights granted provided that they do not: require relocation of
proposed operations by more than 200 meters; require that
operations be sited off the leasehold; or prohibit new surface
disturbing operations for a period in excess of 60 days in any
lease year (43 CFR 3101.1-2). The BLM may impose surface
use restrictions exceeding the 200-meter/60-day rule only
where the restrictions are necessary to satisfy BLM’s obligation
under FLPMA section 302(b) to prevent unnecessary and
undue degradation of public lands or resources. However, the
prevention of undue and unnecessary degradation cannot
render lease operations uneconomic or technically infeasible.

BLMs implementation of this MLP would effectively eliminate any
future leasing activities within Fidelity’s 125,000+ acres of current
lease-position. The broad-brush application of NSO restrictions
across Fidelity-owned leases and established Federal Oil and Gas
Units would eliminate future leasing potential and significantly
restrict Fidelity’s existing lease rights, thus violating BLMs multipleuse mandate under the Federal Land Policy and Management Act
(FLPMA).

Chapter 4 (Minerals: Oil and Gas, Impacts from Alternative D)
states, “In Alternative D, 305,899 acres would be managed with
NSO stipulations. NSO stipulations could increase the
complexity of mineral operations and slow down production.
Development in NSO areas would require the use of more
costly methods, such as directional and horizontal drilling, to
access oil and gas resources. NSO stipulations would preclude
the use of the surface for the development of oil and gas, but
would still allow the recovery of some of these resources at a
greater cost. Precluding surface disturbance in areas with NSO
stipulations would decrease the number of wells drilled during
the planning period.” A NSO stipulation resulting from the MLP
would not be applied to an existing lease.
Alternative D provides some flexibility for mineral development
by allowing exceptions to the NSO stipulations. For example, if
proposed mineral operations (including geophysical) in VRM
Class II areas would not result in long-term visual impairment
from key observation points, an exception to the NSO
stipulation could be granted. In addition, scattered State lands
and existing Federal leases in the area provide additional
access for mineral operations
Alternative D was prepared to strike a balance between
resource uses, such as oil/gas and potash development and
resource conservation. While Alternative D does not propose
the degree of mineral development as Alternative A, it also
does not propose as much resource protection as Alternative
C. As stated in the BLM Land Use Planning Manual (H-16011), land use plans ensure that the public lands are managed in
accordance with the intent of Congress as stated in FLPMA (43
U.S.C. 1701 et seq.), under the principles of multiple use and
sustained yield. As required by FLPMA and BLM policy, the
public lands must be managed in a manner that protects the
quality of scientific, scenic, historical, ecological, environmental,
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air and atmospheric, water resource, and archaeological
values; that, where appropriate, will preserve and protect
certain public lands in their natural condition; that will provide
food and habitat for fish and wildlife and domestic animals; that
will provide for outdoor recreation and human occupancy and
use; and that recognizes the Nation’s need for domestic
sources of minerals, food, timber, and fiber from the public
lands by encouraging collaboration and public participation
throughout the planning process. When making a decision
regarding surface-disturbing oil and gas development activities
following site-specific environmental review, the BLM has the
authority to impose reasonable measures to minimize adverse
impacts on other resource values, including restricting the siting
or timing of lease activities. To the extent consistent with lease
rights granted, such reasonable measures may include, but are
not limited to, modification to siting or design of facilities, timing
of operations, and specification of interim and final reclamation
measures. At a minimum, measures shall be deemed
consistent with lease rights granted provided that they do not:
require relocation of proposed operations by more than 200
meters; require that operations be sited off the leasehold; or
prohibit new surface disturbing operations for a period in
excess of 60 days in any lease year (43 CFR 3101.1-2). The
BLM may impose surface use restrictions exceeding the 200meter/60-day rule only where the restrictions are necessary to
satisfy BLM’s obligation under FLPMA section 302(b) to
prevent unnecessary and undue degradation of public lands or
resources. However, the prevention of undue and unnecessary
degradation cannot render lease operations uneconomic or
technically infeasible.
Fidelity
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BLM’s reluctance to recognize the substance and quality of
stakeholder cooperative work done by the Moab MLP Stakeholder
Workshop Group, the Big Flat Working Group (organized by Grand
County), and Representative Bishop’s Public Lands Initiative
activities, is concerning. Fidelity was an active participant in all of
these groups and major strides were made between stakeholders to
identify and agree on focus areas for each interest. On a whole,
Federal Oil and Gas Units were designated by most groups to be
acceptable for responsible energy development under appropriate
mitigation measures. We find it disturbing that BLM was unable to
make the same intuitive conclusion, made no effort to incorporate
any of the work done by these groups, and by pre-decision decided
to eliminate future mineral development within oil and gas, and
potash focus areas. Again, a violation of the FLPMA directive.

Chapter 1 (Section 1.1, Introduction and Background) states:
“The resource protection measures identified in the Moab MLP
will also apply to areas currently under lease where they do not
conflict with the rights granted to the holder of the lease. The
Federal Government retains certain rights when issuing an oil
and gas lease. While the BLM may not unilaterally add a new
stipulation to an existing lease that it has already issued, the
BLM can subject the development of existing leases to
reasonable measures in order to minimize impacts to other
resource values. These reasonable measures would be
applied as Conditions of Approval to post lease actions (e.g.
permits to drill) and may include, but are not limited to,
modification to siting or design of facilities, timing of operations,
and specification of interim and final reclamation procedures.”
At a minimum, measures shall be deemed consistent with lease
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rights granted provided that they do not: require relocation of
proposed operations by more than 200 meters; require that
operations be sited off the leasehold; or prohibit new surface
disturbing operations for a period in excess of 60 days in any
lease year (43 CFR 3101.1-2). The BLM may impose surface
use restrictions exceeding the 200-meter/60-day rule only
where the restrictions are necessary to satisfy BLM’s obligation
under FLPMA section 302(b) to prevent unnecessary and
undue degradation of public lands or resources. However, the
prevention of undue and unnecessary degradation cannot
render lease operations uneconomic or technically infeasible.
Although the 200-meter/60-day rule does not specifically apply
to existing potash leases, the same concepts discussed above
would apply.
As stated in the BLM Land Use Planning Manual (H-1601-1),
land use plans ensure that the public lands are managed in
accordance with the intent of Congress as stated in FLPMA (43
U.S.C. 1701 et seq.), under the principles of multiple use and
sustained yield. As required by FLPMA and BLM policy, the
public lands must be managed in a manner that protects the
quality of scientific, scenic, historical, ecological, environmental,
air and atmospheric, water resource, and archaeological
values; that, where appropriate, will preserve and protect
certain public lands in their natural condition; that will provide
food and habitat for fish and wildlife and domestic animals; that
will provide for outdoor recreation and human occupancy and
use; and that recognizes the Nation’s need for domestic
sources of minerals, food, timber, and fiber from the public
lands by encouraging collaboration and public participation
throughout the planning process.
Fidelity
Exploration and
Production
Company
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The MLP does not recognize that oil & gas and potash development
are legitimate uses of public lands, and there is no credible reason
to separate potash leasing from oil & gas leasing. The MLP states
that under a no action alternative "oil & gas and potash
development could occur concurrently on the same tract of land,
resulting in an increased concentration of development and
redundant infrastructure." This does not reflect Fidelity’s cooperative
experience with the potash industry. BLM should provide data and
evidence supporting this broad statement.

The BLM is aware of only one instance on Hatch Point where
cooperation between the potash industry and Fidelity was being
discussed. However, this cooperation was never reflected in a
proposal.
The objective of Alternative D is to minimize surface impacts by
separating leasing of the two commodities (oil/gas and potash),
locating potash processing facilities in areas with the least
amount of sensitive resources, and limiting the density of
mineral development. The commenter presumes there is an
opportunity for cooperation between two different operators
where it might not actually exist. Cooperation implies an
opportunity for the two industries to plan infrastructure needs.
Whereas one industry will likely develop first and implement the
infrastructure that meets their needs, that may not meet the
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needs of the second industry. Without an overall plan, it’s not
possible to plan for the needs of both commodities.
The BLM acknowledges that the development of the two
commodities could occur at the same time. However, if
commodity prices of both climb and successful production of
both reaches a peak, it would be difficult to contain
development while still meeting other resource objectives. Well
pads, roads, and pipeline corridors could be shared to the
extent possible. However, the two different development
scenarios would have different infrastructure needs (power,
pipeline, railroad with different destinations). The commodity
developed first would be the first to develop infrastructure.
Subsequent development could have different needs. Each
infrastructure is developed with its specific needs in mind and
don’t directly overlay each other. Eventually this could lead to
additional surface disturbance and impacts to meet the needs
of both operators.
Co-location of two different operations could result in technical
and legal conflicts. Depending on proximity they could be
competing geologically. The actions of one could affect what’s
going on with the other. Potentially adverse conditions from colocating could make it difficult to achieve resource objectives.
Co-location of drilling operations on a single well pad would
require a larger footprint and more surface impacts to
accommodate all facilities and potential activities. If not colocated, there could be duplicative surface disturbance.
Orderly development would be difficult to achieve with
competing objectives on where and how to develop the
minerals.
Conflicts between the potash and oil and gas industries in New
Mexico began shortly after the discovery of potash in 1925
(ironically discovered by an oil test well drilled in the basin) and
the first potash production in 1934. Secretarial Orders were
issued in 1939, 1951, 1975, 1986, and 2012 in an attempt to
resolve these conflicts. The Secretarial Order of 2012 has
resulted in litigation by oil and gas operators who assert that
the 2012 Order negatively affects valid existing oil and gas
leases, unlawfully cedes to the potash industry BLM's statutory
duties under the FLPMA and MLA to manage the Secretarial
Area and regulate valid existing oil and gas leases, and grants
a disproportionate amount of power to the potash lessees who
may veto certain oil and gas development within the Secretarial
Area. Overall, the management of the two resources through
the Secretary’s Orders has been contentious throughout the
years, resulting in many disputes and court cases.
G-100
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The MLP/DEIS acknowledges in Chapter 4 (Section 4.8.1,
Minerals: Oil and Gas) that designating PLAs and restricting
new oil and gas leasing in these areas could reduce the area
available for oil and gas leasing which would reduce the
amount of oil and gas drilling and potential production.
Joint exploration for potash and oil and gas near Hatch Point,
as referred to by the commenter, was neither formally proposed
to the BLM nor ever took place. In addition, the BLM is
unaware of any such joint venture that has taken place on State
lands in the Hatch Point area.
Fidelity
Exploration and
Production
Company
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Further, BLM should address the concurrent development of oil &
gas and other mineral resources (e.g., potash and other mining).
The legal issues and regulatory procedures for jointly developing
different minerals in the same area should be thoroughly addressed
in the MLP. Co-development of different mineral resources in the
same geographic area is feasible. Arbitrary restrictions without
evidence, as suggested in the MLP, should not be imposed.

The objective of Alternative D is to minimize surface impacts by
separating leasing of the two commodities (oil/gas and potash),
locating potash processing facilities in areas with the least
amount of sensitive resources, and limiting the density of
mineral development. The commenter presumes there is an
opportunity for cooperation between two different operators
where it might not actually exist. Cooperation implies an
opportunity for the two industries to plan infrastructure needs.
Whereas one industry will likely develop first and implement the
infrastructure that meets their needs, that may not meet the
needs of the second industry. Without an overall plan, it’s not
possible to plan for the needs of both commodities.
The BLM acknowledges that the development of the two
commodities could occur at the same time. However, if
commodity prices of both climb and successful production of
both reaches a peak, it would be difficult to contain
development while still meeting other resource objectives. Well
pads, roads, and pipeline corridors could be shared to the
extent possible. However, the two different development
scenarios would have different infrastructure needs (power,
pipeline, railroad with different destinations). The commodity
developed first would be the first to develop infrastructure.
Subsequent development could have different needs. Each
infrastructure is developed with its specific needs in mind and
don’t directly overlay each other. Eventually this could lead to
additional surface disturbance and impacts to meet the needs
of both operators.
Co-location of two different operations could result in technical
and legal conflicts. Depending on proximity they could be
competing geologically. The actions of one could affect what’s
going on with the other. Potentially adverse conditions from colocating could make it difficult to achieve resource objectives.
Co-location of drilling operations on a single well pad would
require a larger footprint and more surface impacts to
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accommodate all facilities and potential activities. If not colocated, there could be duplicative surface disturbance.
Orderly development would be difficult to achieve with
competing objectives on where and how to develop the
minerals.
Conflicts between the potash and oil and gas industries in New
Mexico began shortly after the discovery of potash in 1925
(ironically discovered by an oil test well drilled in the basin) and
the first potash production in 1934. Secretarial Orders were
issued in 1939, 1951, 1975, 1986, and 2012 in an attempt to
resolve these conflicts. The Secretarial Order of 2012 has
resulted in litigation by oil and gas operators who assert that
the 2012 Order negatively affects valid existing oil and gas
leases, unlawfully cedes to the potash industry BLM's statutory
duties under the FLPMA and MLA to manage the Secretarial
Area and regulate valid existing oil and gas leases, and grants
a disproportionate amount of power to the potash lessees who
may veto certain oil and gas development within the Secretarial
Area. Overall, the management of the two resources through
the Secretary’s Orders has been contentious throughout the
years, resulting in many disputes and court cases.
The MLP/DEIS acknowledges in Chapter 4 (Section 4.8.1,
Minerals: Oil and Gas) that designating PLAs and restricting
new oil and gas leasing in these areas could reduce the area
available for oil and gas leasing which would reduce the
amount of oil and gas drilling and potential production.
Joint exploration for potash and oil and gas near Hatch Point,
as referred to by the commenter, was neither formally proposed
to the BLM nor ever took place. In addition, the BLM is
unaware of any such joint venture that has taken place on State
lands in the Hatch Point area.
Fidelity
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NSO stipulations (covering 57% of the planning area) are applied to
all VRM Class II areas effectively closing out any future
development opportunities within Fidelity’s Cane Creek Unit and
Hatch Point Unit. BLMs MLP guidance suggests that mineral
leasing would be available, but that the NSO stipulation would
require horizontal drilling techniques to access the leases.
Horizontal drilling economics and technical effectiveness are
justified for short distances (typically < 1 mile for the complex
Paradox Geology). The NSO application across pre-existing oil and
gas use areas would eliminate any future development.

Chapter 4 (Minerals: Oil and Gas, Impacts from Alternative D)
states, “In Alternative D, 305,899 acres would be managed with
NSO stipulations. NSO stipulations could increase the
complexity of mineral operations and slow down production.
Development in NSO areas would require the use of more
costly methods, such as directional and horizontal drilling, to
access oil and gas resources. NSO stipulations would preclude
the use of the surface for the development of oil and gas, but
would still allow the recovery of some of these resources at a
greater cost. Precluding surface disturbance in areas with NSO
stipulations would decrease the number of wells drilled during
the planning period.”
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Alternative D provides some flexibility for mineral development
by allowing exceptions to the NSO stipulations. For example, if
proposed mineral operations (including geophysical) in VRM
Class II areas would not result in long-term visual impairment
from key observation points, an exception to the NSO
stipulation could be granted. In addition, scattered State lands
and existing Federal leases in the area provide additional
access for mineral operations.
Fidelity
Exploration and
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Company

It is concerning to see the level of effort protecting "High Use
Filming Locations" while existing oil and gas use areas have been
completely ignored in the MLP process. BLM should be aware and
fully explain that the new MLP/RMP and any associated Conditions
of Approval (COA) may significantly affect the rights of operators
and mineral lease holders. BLM should document valid existing
mineral lease rights, as protected by statute and regulation, and
explain how and when new stipulations can be legitimately applied
to existing leases without exceeding the terms and conditions of
existing leases.

When making a decision regarding surface-disturbing oil and
gas development activities following site-specific environmental
review, the BLM has the authority to impose reasonable
measures to minimize adverse impacts on other resource
values, including restricting the siting or timing of lease
activities. To the extent consistent with lease rights granted,
such reasonable measures may include, but are not limited to,
modification to siting or design of facilities, timing of operations,
and specification of interim and final reclamation measures. At
a minimum, measures shall be deemed consistent with lease
rights granted provided that they do not: require relocation of
proposed operations by more than 200 meters; require that
operations be sited off the leasehold; or prohibit new surface
disturbing operations for a period in excess of 60 days in any
lease year (43 CFR 3101.1-2). The BLM may impose surface
use restrictions exceeding the 200-meter/60-day rule only
where the restrictions are necessary to satisfy BLM’s obligation
under FLPMA section 302(b) to prevent unnecessary and
undue degradation of public lands or resources. However, the
prevention of undue and unnecessary degradation cannot
render lease operations uneconomic or technically infeasible.
Although the 200-meter/60-day rule does not specifically apply
to existing potash leases, the same concepts discussed above
would apply.
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The Draft MLP will constrain and impede the mineral industry which
provides significant revenue to County, State and Federal agencies.
Prior to implementing oil and gas stipulations, BLM should conduct
a complete cost/benefit analysis of individual stipulations (i.e. NSO
application across 57% of the planning area), conduct a thorough
data review on the proposed stipulations, and adopt a monitoring
program to track the effectiveness of and continuing need for the
stipulations.

In Chapter 4 of the MLP/DEIS (Section 4.8.1, Minerals: Oil and
Gas), the economic costs of the stipulations by alternative are
described. The effect of the stipulations on oil and gas
development are also addressed in terms of the projected
number of wells by alternative which is then equated to
economic output in the Social and Economic Analysis (Section
4.12).
Monitoring of land use plan decisions is an ongoing process.
Those decisions that warrant adjustment would be subject to a
land use plan amendment.
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BLM should clearly identify potential technical/environmental areas
of concern related to oil and gas development and the basis for

Best management practices (BMPs) area described in
Appendix B of the MLP/DEIS as follows: “A Best Management
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those concerns in the MLP/RMP. BLM should discuss the need for
monitoring and mitigation of these areas of concern. The ROD
should allow operators the flexibility to propose monitoring and
mitigation methods and/or approaches appropriate for each specific
oil and gas project. The BLM should evaluate each proposal on its
own merits. Regional and area-wide requirements and stipulations
should be kept to a minimum, and be clearly applicable to the
individual project.

Practice (BMP) is a state-of-the-art mitigation measure applied
on a site-specific basis to reduce, prevent, or avoid adverse
environmental or social impacts. BMPs are applied to
management actions to aid in achieving desired outcomes for
safe, environmentally sound, resource development by
preventing, minimizing, or mitigating adverse impacts and
reducing conflicts. For each proposed action, a number of
BMPs may be applied as necessary to mitigate expected
impacts. BMPs can be applied by incorporating them into
individual project proposals as design features or incorporating
them into the Bureau of Land Management’s (BLM)
authorization of the project as conditions of approval. The list
of BMPs is not comprehensive and may be modified over time
as conditions change and new practices are identified.
Periodically, the BMPs may be updated to stay current with the
latest technology and with the latest Department of Interior and
BLM direction.”
BMPs should be selected to meet the site-specific requirements
of the project and local environment. No one management
practice is best suited to every site or situation. BMPs must be
adaptive and monitored regularly to evaluate effectiveness.
BMPs by their very nature are dynamic innovations and must
be flexible enough to respond to new data, field research,
technological advances, and market conditions. The BLM
continues to improve the way it manages mineral development
of the Public Lands. Part of that improvement includes the use
of BMPs to lessen the effects of mineral development on the
environment. The mineral industry and the BLM are constantly
developing and improving BMPs.
Nearly all lease stipulations should have exception, waiver, and
modification criteria documented in the land use plan and on
the lease. In limited circumstances, it may be possible to
identify, for example, waiver criteria that are appropriate, but
due to the nature of the resource that is being protected, not
exception or modification criteria. In other cases there may be
general exception, waiver, or modification criteria developed in
the land use plan that applies commonly to all or most lease
stipulations and does not need to be repeated individually for
each lease stipulation identified in the plan (BLM Washington
Office Instruction Memorandum 2008-032).
Exceptions to a lease stipulation are applied at the site-specific
proposal level, such as an APD, through the NEPA process,
and, as a result, is subject to all consultation requirements as
well as public comment. This is stated in BLM Washington
Office IM 2008-032: “The criteria for approval of exceptions,
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waivers, and modifications should be supported by National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) analysis, either through the
land use planning process or site-specific environmental
review.”
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MLP Alternatives B, C and D violate BLM’s multiple-use mandate,
consider mineral extraction as a detrimental activity, cater to
conservation at the expense of responsible economic development,
and suggests a bias entirely inappropriate for a federal government
agency engaged in public lands management decisions.

FLPMA (Section 103(c)) defines "multiple use" as the
management of the public lands and their various resource
values so that they are utilized in a combination that will best
meet the present and future needs of the American people.
Accordingly, the BLM is responsible for the complicated task of
striking a balance among the many competing uses of the
public lands. The multiple-use mandate does not require that
all uses be allowed on all areas of the public lands. The
purpose of the mandate is to require the BLM to evaluate and
choose an appropriate balance of resource uses which involves
tradeoffs between competing uses.
The MLP is a targeted RMP amendment specifically addressing
oil/gas and potash leasing and development (see MLP/DEIS
Section 1.2, Purpose and Need). The MLP/DEIS analyzes
development scenarios for a range of alternatives which apply
varying levels of mitigation for potentially impacted resources,
but would not eliminate or invalidate any existing lease rights.
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MLP constraints that would be added specifically to development of
the potash resource include circumventing the regulatory process
that oversees potash operations on public lands. The MLP would
impose a “diligence” clause in the lease, ostensibly modeled after
regulations governing coal leases, and a “paying quantities” lease
requirement, a regulatory construct for oil and gas leases.
Neither of these requirements appears in current potash
regulations. Regulatory requirements to hold potash leases
indefinitely simply require paying a minimum royalty, and agreeing
to a modification of lease terms and conditions every twenty years.
Such significant changes to legally developed regulatory procedures
and requirements developed for potash should not be undertaken in
the decision making process for a NEPA action such as this MLP.
The MLP fails to identify the legal authority for making such a
change.

The BLM has broad authority to regulate environmental aspects
of mineral activity under the Mineral Leasing Act. In Alternative
D, the BLM would impose a CSU stipulation requiring diligent
development of potash resources. Due to the high level of
competing uses in the Planning Area, a diligent development
requirement for potash would allow for other uses if potash
production is not being pursued in a reasonable amount of
time. The MLP/DEIS (Section 2.1) defines the potash
unsuitability criteria and how they would be applied as follows:
"The stipulations developed for the protection of specific
resources would apply to both oil and gas leasing and potash
leasing as well as geophysical exploration. The stipulations
have been developed in accordance with the potash
unsuitability criteria specified at 43 CFR 3501.17." To impose a
CSU stipulation for potash development is not a regulatory
change.
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Ambiguity in the MLP in regard to application of constraints to valid
existing rights will result in added legal review to settle questions of
how far new constraints can be applied to operations on preexisting, or valid existing rights, and how far legal operating rights
granted with leases can be modified or constrained. The provisions
outlined in every one of the action alternatives in the EIS for the
Plan not only greatly inhibit or preclude future leasing, but

When making a decision regarding surface-disturbing oil and
gas development activities following site-specific environmental
review, the BLM has the authority to impose reasonable
measures to minimize adverse impacts on other resource
values, including restricting the siting or timing of lease
activities. To the extent consistent with lease rights granted,
such reasonable measures may include, but are not limited to,
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inappropriately establish conditions of approval and other
stipulations in existing leases. Some of these stipulations include
no surface occupancy designations. These should not be applied to
leases that are already purchased, and in some cases which
already have development work happening on. Those leases were
purchased under an existing set of rules, and those rules need to
remain in place for those leases. Retroactively telling a company
that they can no longer access their legally acquired leases after
they have already expended capital for them and made long range
plans around the certainty that they would be able to develop their
holdings is wrong and is beneath the dignity and professionalism of
an agency like yours.

modification to siting or design of facilities, timing of operations,
and specification of interim and final reclamation measures. At
a minimum, measures shall be deemed consistent with lease
rights granted provided that they do not: require relocation of
proposed operations by more than 200 meters; require that
operations be sited off the leasehold; or prohibit new surface
disturbing operations for a period in excess of 60 days in any
lease year (43 CFR 3101.1-2). The BLM may impose surface
use restrictions exceeding the 200-meter/60-day rule only
where the restrictions are necessary to satisfy BLM’s obligation
under FLPMA section 302(b) to prevent unnecessary and
undue degradation of public lands or resources. However, the
prevention of undue and unnecessary degradation cannot
render lease operations uneconomic or technically infeasible.
Although the 200-meter/60-day rule does not specifically apply
to existing potash leases, the same concepts discussed above
would apply.
A NSO stipulation resulting from the MLP would not be applied
to an existing lease.

Individual

Many of the constraints being imposed are codifying, through a land
use plan and stipulation additions to lease documents, some of the
same mitigation requirements currently being applied to lease
development in the area. But there are also “new” restraints being
applied here, which are costly and add great uncertainty to
operational plans, and will likely set precedent for MLP’s elsewhere.
Viewshed management from cultural sites and filming locations is
new, auditory buffers and modeling around parks and cultural sites
are new, all lands within viewshed of national parks closed to
leasing is new, requirement for multiple new surveys, assessments
and models, new concepts of compensatory mitigation are being
required, paying for ethnographic research and reports is being
required. These restrictions are all new and the environmental
analysis in the MLP does not cite or identify credible impacts that
these new restrictions would rectify.

Through the scoping process conducted in March 2012, the
BLM identified the issues to be addressed in the MLP. These
included protecting the viewshed from cultural sites and filming
locations, auditory buffers around National Parks, and National
Park viewsheds. Leasing stipulations were developed to
mitigate impacts to these resources from projected future
mineral operations.
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Individual

A rigid decision making process prescribed by the MLP will not
allow overlapping oil and gas leases. This “split leasing” process
will result in significant developmental and economic impact, where
the plan creates significant timing issues for mineral project
operations which are typically tied to market and capital availability
conditions. The effect of this policy will potentially result in the loss
of millions of dollars of economic output and revenue in the region
over the next 15 years from lost mineral development opportunity.

The MLP does allow for overlapping oil and gas leasing;
however, in Alternative B1 and Alternative D, a phased lease
approach for potash would be applied and overlapping with oil
and gas leases would not be permitted with Potash Leasing
Areas.
The MLP/DEIS acknowledges in Chapter 4 (Section 4.8.1,
Minerals: Oil and Gas) that designating PLAs and restricting
new oil and gas leasing in these areas could reduce the area
available for oil and gas leasing which would reduce the
amount of oil and gas drilling and potential production.
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Chapter 4 of the DEIS (Section 4.12.3, Social and Economic)
details the economic impacts to mineral production by
alternative.
Individual

MLP constraints illegally applied to private surface. The MLP
indicates it will apply the newly developed constraints for
exploration, development and leasing on 14,880 acres of private
surface underlain by federal mineral estate. This would be done
irrespective of the wishes of the surface owner. The MLP fails to
cite legal regulatory authority for this requirement.

According to the Land Use Planning Handbook 1601-1, the
decision area in a land use plan includes the lands within a
Planning Area for which the BLM has authority to make land
use and management decisions. The BLM has jurisdiction over
all BLM-administered lands (surface and subsurface) and over
the subsurface minerals only in areas of split estate (areas
where the BLM administers Federal subsurface minerals, but
the surface is owned by a non-Federal entity, such as State
Trust Land or private land).
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Individual

Excessive and unjustified new constraints. The MLP would
basically remove 57% of the area from mineral development
altogether, and 71% over the next 10 years when lands within the
identified Potash Leasing Areas are included. New requirements
applied to exploration, developments and leasing in the remaining
areas would apply constraints for offsite compensatory mitigation for
not only wildlife, but for recreation, visual, vegetation, and saline soil
resources. It would require visual assessment for high value filming
locations and from certain cultural resource sites. It would require
auditory modelling and monitoring for operations within 6.1 miles of
national parks. In addition it would require multiple overlapping
seasonal timeframes and uncertainty for multiple wildlife species
and soils. These multiple overlapping “constraints” will create
unfavorable conditions for exploration or development on the 43%
of the MLP area left open for exploration and development.

The commenter’s preference for Alternative A is noted.
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Individual

Application of new constraints to existing leases operations. Plan
states it will implement new stipulations and constraints to existing
mineral leases by applying operational permit “Conditions of
Approval” to applications to conduct work The plan indicates these
constraints would be “subject to existing rights,” but fails to provide
guidelines or procedures that would be utilized to determine when
or at what levels it would be determined that technical requirements
and new constraints would place economic hardships onto
operations that could be considered an infringement of those valid
existing rights. This policy and the lack of guidelines for evaluation
and implementation will lead to unnecessary and costly legal and
judicial interpretation. Overall, the plan provides a bewildering array
of lease exceptions, modifications and waivers, and a confusing and
drawn out process to apply for one, which will again result in costly
legal and judicial delays in trying to conduct business on those
areas left available for exploration or developments.

When making a decision regarding surface-disturbing oil and
gas development activities following site-specific environmental
review, the BLM has the authority to impose reasonable
measures to minimize adverse impacts on other resource
values, including restricting the siting or timing of lease
activities. To the extent consistent with lease rights granted,
such reasonable measures may include, but are not limited to,
modification to siting or design of facilities, timing of operations,
and specification of interim and final reclamation measures. At
a minimum, measures shall be deemed consistent with lease
rights granted provided that they do not: require relocation of
proposed operations by more than 200 meters; require that
operations be sited off the leasehold; or prohibit new surface
disturbing operations for a period in excess of 60 days in any
lease year (43 CFR 3101.1-2). The BLM may impose surface
use restrictions exceeding the 200-meter/60-day rule only
where the restrictions are necessary to satisfy BLM’s obligation
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under FLPMA section 302(b) to prevent unnecessary and
undue degradation of public lands or resources. However, the
prevention of undue and unnecessary degradation cannot
render lease operations uneconomic or technically infeasible.
Although the 200-meter/60-day rule does not specifically apply
to existing potash leases, the same concepts discussed above
would apply. The BLM’s FLPMA (Section 103(c)) defines
"multiple use" as the management of the public lands and their
various resource values so that they are utilized in a
combination that will best meet the present and future needs of
the American people. Accordingly, the BLM is responsible for
the complicated task of striking a balance among the many
competing uses of the public lands. The multiple-use mandate
does not require that all uses be allowed on all areas of the
public lands. The purpose of the mandate is to require the BLM
to evaluate and choose an appropriate balance of resource
uses which involves tradeoffs between competing uses.
The MLP is a targeted RMP amendment specifically addressing
oil/gas and potash leasing and development (see MLP/DEIS
Section 1.2, Purpose and Need). The MLP/DEIS analyzes
development scenarios for a range of alternatives which apply
varying levels of mitigation for potentially impacted resources,
but would not eliminate or invalidate any existing lease rights.
Nearly all lease stipulations should have exception, waiver, and
modification criteria documented in the land use plan and on
the lease. In limited circumstances it may be possible to
identify, for example, waiver criteria that are appropriate, but
due to the nature of the resource that is being protected, not
exception or modification criteria. In other cases there may be
general exception, waiver, or modification criteria developed in
the land use plan that applies commonly to all or most lease
stipulations and does not need to be repeated individually for
each lease stipulation identified in the plan (BLM Washington
Office Instruction Memorandum 2008-032).
Exceptions to a lease stipulation are applied at the site-specific
proposal level, such as an APD, through the NEPA process,
and, as a result, is subject to all consultation requirements as
well as public comment. This is stated in BLM Washington
Office IM 2008-032: "The criteria for approval of exceptions,
waivers, and modifications should be supported by National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) analysis, either through the
land use planning process or site-specific environmental
review."
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Individual

Onerous application of new viewshed modeling, offsite
compensatory mitigation, and survey reports and requirement will
result in delay, confusion and increased costs associated with
conducting mineral exploration and development on public lands
within the MLP area. The impacts identified to the mineral resource
assessment indicate that every new requirement and restriction
identified in the MLP could or would result in increased costs and
delays to oil and gas development. And this is the assessment
common to all alternatives. And, as the impact section for each
issue/resource reveals, there are often no impacts beyond those
identified in management prescribed in the 2008 RMP. Excessive
mitigatory constraints without identified impacts is not in accordance
with CEQ regulation implementing the NEPA Act, or BLM direction
identified in 43 CFR 1600 handbooks and manuals.

Through the scoping process conducted in March 2012, the
BLM identified the issues to be addressed in the MLP.
Stipulations were developed to protect the resources identified
in these issues from projected future mineral operations.
In Chapter 4 impacts to resources from projected mineral
development are compared across alternatives.

164

Individual

The MLP fails to identify any significant impacts to wildlife resources
from management under the existing 2008 RMP. Yet many of the
wildlife habitat areas are proposed for NSO or no leasing. The rest
of the area is subject to an array of restrictive, overlapping
timeframes for rutting, lambing, nesting, and fledging periods for an
entire array of species. It adds significant costs in delay time and
uncertainty with the need for field survey’s in almost every instance
to see what is going on the ground with the wildlife life cycles, then
trying to guess what they might be doing in 2-3 months when the
financing is arranged, and crews and rigs are scheduled. These
types of timing restrictions, when applied to so many species,
creates great uncertainty for timing of all operational components of
a project, putting severe constraints on resource development. The
MLP needs to recognize these timing overlap constraints and
prepare a table that shows all the potential timing overlaps and how
many months a year an operator could be constrained form
operation in a worst case scenario, where all potential wildlife
species that could occur in an area in fact are found utilizing the
area at their identified timeframes. The operational and financial
impacts then need to be discussed and analyzed in Chapter 4.

The wildlife stipulations in the MLP are very similar to those in
the 2008 Moab and Monticello RMPs; these stipulations are
consistent throughout the BLM in Utah and are also similar to
those found in most western states. Stipulations vary only
slightly among all four alternatives in the MLP/DEIS. Changes
between the MLP and the RMP are minor realignments of big
game habitats for consistency with Utah Division of Wildlife
Resources habitat delineations. Habitat for Desert bighorn
sheep is increased by 5,759 acres (reflecting extensive GPS
collar research by UDWR) in the action alternatives.
The only identified NSO areas for terrestrial wildlife are found in
Alternative A and C. These are limited to prime desert bighorn
habitats, with Alternative A (101,900 acres) remaining as
identified in the 2008 RMP and Alternative C (107,000 acres)
realigned to match UDWR’s current desert bighorn habitat
delineation. In Alternatives B and D, desert bighorn
lambing/rutting areas have CSU stipulations which preclude
drilling operations and permanent facilities (on 107,000 acres)
but provide for other temporary actions outside of the sensitive
lambing and rutting periods, thus facilitating additional flexibility
from the stipulations in the 2008 RMP. Prime desert bighorn
habitats are in areas where extensive development would be
typically problematic due to topography of these areas.
Other big game species (deer and elk) have seasonal
restrictions. These general areas and types of seasonal
restrictions have been in place for many years. Most operators
are aware of the need to incorporate these dates into their
operational plans and, if appropriate, these dates can
sometimes be adjusted. Within the Moab FO, the only overlap
of winter range areas with spring fawning or lambing areas is
515 acres west of Highway 191 and just south of La Sal
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Junction. The remainder of the Moab MLP area would have
either only one or no big game seasonal protective measures.
The NSO stipulation for the Endangered Colorado River Fish
(within the 100-year floodplain of the Colorado, Green, and
Dolores Rivers) was developed with USFWS in the 2008 RMP.
This stipulation does not change in the current effort.
ESA species, including Bald and Golden Eagles, Raptors and
Migratory Birds are all afforded some level of Federal
protection. These protective measures are required by the
USFWS under various laws. The seasonal and spatial
restrictions found in the MLP/DEIS for these species have been
developed by the USFWS and are consistent throughout the
state of Utah. Adherence to these conditions is required to
comply with the Endangered Species Act and various laws
protecting eagles, raptors, and migratory birds. Currently,
much of the known habitats and occupancy for several of ESA
species are known, therefore reducing some of the need for
surveys to evaluate habitats. ESA species are very rare and
the Moab FO has had minimal need to adjust or project timing
or locations to accommodate the presence of an individual ESA
species.
Additionally, surveys for ESA species, Bald and Golden Eagles
and Raptors may be required no matter when the activity is
planned. All permanent facilities or projects that create longterm habitat alteration would require nesting surveys for ESA
species, Bald and Golden Eagles and Raptors during the
breeding season prior to project finalization. These surveys are
incorporated into the site-specific project NEPA analysis and if
needed, USFWS consultation. These requirements and needs
are not new to the MLP and have been in place prior even to
the 2008 RMP. The results of these surveys may influence
project development. If there is no suitable nesting structure
within the USFWS recommended spatial buffers of a project
area, surveys may not be needed.
Sensitive raptors species are afforded the same timing and
spatial requirement as all other raptors, as recommended by
the USFWS. For kit fox and prairie dogs, the stipulations are
the same as the 2008 RMP. Their habitats typically do not
overlap with big game winter range but may coincide with
pronghorn fawning and bighorn lambing areas.
The kit fox, a sensitive species, does have seasonal restrictions
specific to occupied natal dens, which may be waived if surveys
indicate kit fox with their pups are not present. Current
modeling efforts are in place that can help to refine where the
G-110
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kit fox may occur and often project on-sites can determine the
need for surveys. Kit fox are fairly uncommon throughout the
Moab FO and finding a natal den is very rare; therefore there
has been minimal need to adjust project timing to
accommodate the presence of a kit fox with their pups.
For prairie dogs there is exception language that, if due to the
size of the prairie dog town, there is no reasonable location to
develop a lease and avoid colonies, the Authorized Officer
would allow for loss of prairie dog colonies and/or habitat to
satisfy terms and conditions of the lease.
In regards to the timing overlap question (assuming raptor
surveys needs have been met), there would be no seasonal
wildlife TL stipulations in areas outside of deer and elk winter
ranges (29,700 acres) and bighorn lambing/rutting areas
(107,000 acres). If a project were in kit fox habitat and/or
fawning areas for pronghorn, no activity could be allowed from
March 1- July 31 within 85,639 acres. If surveys were
performed and indicated no natal kit fox dens were within 200
meters of the project, then the project would be limited only to
activities outside of 4/1 to 7/31 to protect pronghorn fawning
and migratory bird nesting. In this site-specific situation, ‘worst
case’ would still allow a construction window of 7 months, from
8/1 through 2/28. If raptors had been identified, project location
or other mitigation measures would be applied, typically not
timing restrictions unless the project or portions of the project
created temporary disturbances within the spatial buffer of the
raptor nest.
In deer and elk winter range (29,700 acres), there is minimal kit
fox habitat and/or fawning areas for pronghorn, so other wildlife
timing limitations would not be expected. In deer and elk winter
range ‘worst case’ would still allow a window of 7 months, 4/16
through 11/15. If raptors had been identified, project location or
other mitigation measures would be applied, rather than timing
restrictions unless the projects were temporary. If the project
were temporary and raptors did occur in the area or raptor
surreys were determined to be not necessary, the work window
might then be limited to 9/1 to 11/15. If a temporary action had
been started prior to the onset of the winter season, UDWR will
usually allow for some short-term encroachment into the winter
season.
Activities in desert bighorn lambing/rutting habitat (107,000
acres) are limited to temporary actions through a CSU
stipulation. In the “worst case,” if raptors occurred in the area
or surveys were not performed and the temporary action is
Final EIS
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determined to impact desert bighorn, work would be allowed
from 12/15 to 3/1.
Timing limitations for ESA species area are not required unless
there is a known individual in the area or surveys are not
current and therefore occupancy status is not known. The
entire Moab MLP area has been evaluated for both Mexican
Spotted Owl (MSO) and Southwestern Willow Flycatcher
(SWFL). Within the MLP area, there are approximately
116,300 acres of suitable MSO habitats of which over 70,000
acres are typical surveyed by the BLM and would not need
additional project specific surveys. Only 2,800 acres of suitable
(but unoccupied) MSO habitats are found in deer winter range;
therefore, additional timing limitation requirements would not be
expected. These 2,800 acres are routinely surveyed by the
BLM.
SWFL and Yellow Billed Cuckoo (YBCU) timing stipulations
coincide with other timing limitations outside of deer and elk
winter range areas. There are only 92 acres of SWFL/YBCU
habitats that overlap with winter ranges and these areas are not
known to be occupied; therefore, additional SWFL & YBCU
timing limitations would not be expected. It should be pointed
out that both SWFL and YBCU occupy riparian habitat, which is
managed with a NSO stipulation to protect riparian resources.
Though these seasonal restrictions can seem cumbersome,
upfront work between the BLM and applicants early in the
development stage of these projects can simplify survey needs
and ensure there is an ample window of time to complete
projects or develop project plans, ensuring Federal Acts are not
violated, and impacts to protected and state sensitive species
and big game are minimized. Accurate surveys completed at
the correct time will help to avoid delays, facilitate project
planning, and allow accurate environmental analysis that is less
likely to be litigated, thus allowing the project to move forward
in a timely fashion.
The Moab BLM does recognize that many of the timing
limitation stipulations can overlap, possibly creating additional
constraints. However, not all habitats that have these seasonal
stipulations are located in the same place. As mentioned
above, winter ranges for deer and elk overlap very little with
pronghorn, deer, and elk spring fawning areas. ESA species
such as the SWFL and YBCU are very specific to small, highly
vegetated riparian areas that typically are located within areas
with watershed stipulations that will coincide with ESA
requirements. The MSO does have the largest potential habitat
for an ESA species in the Planning Area and may need siteG-112
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specific surveys but habitat evaluation throughout the Planning
Area has been completed and many areas are maintained
under protocol survey, therefore reducing the scope of survey
needs by outside parties.
The MLP/DEIS acknowledges the impacts of wildlife and
sensitive species restrictions on mineral development in
Chapter 4. It should be noted that the wildlife and special
status species restrictions vary only slightly among alternatives;
no further analysis of overlapping restrictions is required when
these restrictions are substantially the same for all the
alternatives.
Text has been added to Sections 4.8.1 and 4.8.2
concerning the impacts of overlapping timing limitations.
Individual

Final EIS

Chapter 1 - Application of newly developed MLP constraints to
existing leases (p 1-1)
In Chapter 1, and in several other areas of the draft, it states that:
“The resource protection measures identified in the Moab MLP will
also apply to areas currently under lease where they do not conflict
with the rights granted to the holder of the lease. While the BLM
may not unilaterally add a new stipulation to an existing lease that it
has already issued, the BLM can subject the development of
existing leases to reasonable conditions, as necessary, through the
application of Conditions of Approval at the time of permitting.”
Analysis Assumptions (p 4-3)
“These existing leases would be subject to the specific lease
stipulations that were applied under previous land use plans.
However, the resource protection measures identified in the Moab
MLP/Draft EIS will also apply to the areas currently under lease
where they do not conflict with the rights granted to the holder of the
lease. The Federal Government retains certain rights when issuing
an oil and gas lease or a potash lease. While the BLM may not
unilaterally add a new stipulation to an existing lease that it has
already issued, the BLM can subject development of existing leases
to reasonable conditions, as necessary, through the application of
Conditions of Approval at the time of permitting.”
Comment
The plan fails to identify how “conflicts” regarding lease rights will be
resolved when applying new MLP stipulations to existing leases.
How will this be evaluated? Will it be left to BLM to determine if new
COAs/stipulations developed from the new MLP constraints, are a
“reasonable” economic hardship to operations on existing leases?
Can a COA be taken to a point of economic loss to the operator?
How does this fit in with other rights granted with the leases? Which

Chapter 1 (Section 1.1, Introduction and Background) states:
“The resource protection measures identified in the Moab MLP
will also apply to areas currently under lease where they do not
conflict with the rights granted to the holder of the lease. The
Federal Government retains certain rights when issuing an oil
and gas lease. While the BLM may not unilaterally add a new
stipulation to an existing lease that it has already issued, the
BLM can subject the development of existing leases to
reasonable measures in order to minimize impacts to other
resource values. These reasonable measures would be
applied as Conditions of Approval to post lease actions (e.g.
permits to drill) and may include, but are not limited to,
modification to siting or design of facilities, timing of operations,
and specification of interim and final reclamation procedures.”
At a minimum, measures shall be deemed consistent with lease
rights granted provided that they do not: require relocation of
proposed operations by more than 200 meters; require that
operations be sited off the leasehold; or prohibit new surface
disturbing operations for a period in excess of 60 days in any
lease year (43 CFR 3101.1-2). The BLM may impose surface
use restrictions exceeding the 200-meter/60-day rule only
where the restrictions are necessary to satisfy BLM’s obligation
under FLPMA section 302(b) to prevent unnecessary and
undue degradation of public lands or resources. However, the
prevention of undue and unnecessary degradation cannot
render lease operations uneconomic or technically infeasible.
Although the 200-meter/60-day rule does not specifically apply
to existing potash leases, the same concepts discussed above
would apply.

173, 196,
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prevails? The MLP will result in increased litigation costs and time
for both the operators and BLM.
The MLP needs to clearly identify the process that will be used, the
parameters that will be considered, and the point at which it would
determine that application of MLP derived stipulations will infringe
upon the rights of the lessee.
Individual

Chapter 1 - Application of new MLP constraints to private surface on
split estate lands (p 1-13)
In Chapter 1, under Planning Criteria it states that:
“All decisions made in the planning process will apply only to public
lands and, where appropriate, split-estate lands where the
subsurface mineral estate is managed by the BLM.”
Comment
This implies the surface management constraints developed for
federal lands will be applied to private land where the subsurface is
owned by the government. What if a private landowner is in
disagreement?
The MLP needs to identify the legal authority BLM has to dictate
use on private surface.

According to the Land Use Planning Handbook 1601-1, the
decision area in a land use plan includes the lands within a
Planning Area for which the BLM has authority to make land
use and management decisions. The BLM has jurisdiction over
all BLM-administered lands (surface and subsurface) and over
the subsurface minerals only in areas of split estate (areas
where the BLM administers Federal subsurface minerals, but
the surface is owned by a non-Federal entity, such as State
Trust Land or private land).

174

San Juan
County
Commission

The proposed additional areas to be closed to mineral leasing or
designated as No Surface Occupancy (NSO) are not conducive to
economic development of mineral resources, one of the highest
revenue generators for the County, nor are they consistent with a
multiple use management concept. These proposed leasing
categories would effectively eliminate and/or discourage mineral
development in areas with some of the highest potential for mineral
development in the County. Designation of such leasing categories
of 3 to 6+ miles in width along the eastern boundary of Canyonlands
National Park constitutes "buffer zone" management and effectively
extends the boundary of the Park which San Juan County does not
support (p. 42 of 93 in the Master Plan). Canyonlands' boundaries
were established to contain the primary landform features to be
protected and subsequent buffer zones were not intended by
Congress when establishing the Park nor are they now appropriate
or needed.

As stated in the BLM Land Use Planning Manual (H-1601-1),
land use plans ensure that the public lands are managed in
accordance with the intent of Congress as stated in FLPMA (43
U.S.C. 1701 et seq.), under the principles of multiple use and
sustained yield. As required by FLPMA and BLM policy, the
public lands must be managed in a manner that protects the
quality of scientific, scenic, historical, ecological, environmental,
air and atmospheric, water resource, and archaeological
values; that, where appropriate, will preserve and protect
certain public lands in their natural condition; that will provide
food and habitat for fish and wildlife and domestic animals; that
will provide for outdoor recreation and human occupancy and
use; and that recognizes the Nation’s need for domestic
sources of minerals, food, timber, and fiber from the public
lands by encouraging collaboration and public participation
throughout the planning process.
The areas along the eastern boundary of Canyonlands National
Park are closed in Alternative D in order to protect high quality
scenic values in the foreground viewshed of the park. The
protection provided for this viewshed does not equate to an
expansion of the park in terms of management of other uses
such as livestock grazing and motorized recreation. Alternative
D also manages additional acreage in this area with a NSO
stipulation to protect viewsheds from the Canyon Rims SRMA.
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Alternative D provides some flexibility for mineral development
by allowing an exception to the NSO stipulation if proposed
mineral operations would not result in long-term visual
impairment from key observation points. In addition, scattered
State lands in the area may provide additional access for
mineral operations.
San Juan
County
Commission

In addition, these proposed NSO areas are within the San Juan
County Energy Zone (H.B. 393) which includes areas of high
potential for development of oil, gas and potash where exploration
and development of minerals and energy sources are to be
promoted and expedited. NSO management with its associated
costlier and more time-consuming processes and techniques for
exploration and development certainly does not promote, expedite
or encourage mineral exploration or development.

Chapter 4 (4.8.1, Minerals) acknowledges that a NSO
stipulation would require the use of more costly directional and
horizontal drilling to access the underlying Federal oil and gas
resources. The San Juan County Energy Zone that is within
the Planning Area includes the Hatch Point area. The Hatch
Point area contains the Canyon Rims SRMA which includes
two campgrounds, four developed overlooks, and constructed
and maintained hiking trails. The overlooks along the rims of
Hatch Point provide world class views of Lockhart Basin and
Canyonlands National Park. The SRMA is accessed by two
State Scenic Backways (Needles Overlook and Anticline
Roads). Alternative D manages 46,290 acres of the 101,520
acre SRMA with a NSO stipulation. This NSO stipulation
contains an exception which would allow proposed mineral
operations provided they would not result in long-term visual
impairment from key observation points.
Alternative D provides for mineral development within the San
Juan County Energy Zone while protecting high quality visual
resources and recreation opportunities.
As stated in the BLM Land Use Planning Manual (H-1601-1),
land use plans ensure that the public lands are managed in
accordance with the intent of Congress as stated in FLPMA (43
U.S.C. 1701 et seq.), under the principles of multiple use and
sustained yield. As required by FLPMA and BLM policy, the
public lands must be managed in a manner that protects the
quality of scientific, scenic, historical, ecological, environmental,
air and atmospheric, water resource, and archaeological
values; that, where appropriate, will preserve and protect
certain public lands in their natural condition; that will provide
food and habitat for fish and wildlife and domestic animals; that
will provide for outdoor recreation and human occupancy and
use; and that recognizes the Nation’s need for domestic
sources of minerals, food, timber, and fiber from the public
lands by encouraging collaboration and public participation
throughout the planning process.

214

San Juan
County
Commission

some of the NSO areas are so expansive as to preclude or
effectively close parts of these areas to extraction of minerals.
Widths of 3 to 5 miles or more in NSO areas adjoined by closed

Alternative D provides some flexibility for mineral development
by allowing an exception to the NSO stipulation if proposed
mineral operations (including geophysical) would not result in
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areas on one side of the NSO area means the far side of the NSO
area cannot be reached even by horizontal or slant drilling from
offsite. Current technology for such drilling is limited to 1 to 1.5
miles. These expansive widths of NSO areas are not practical or
acceptable.

long-term visual impairment from key observation points. In
addition, scattered State lands in the area may provide
additional access for mineral operations.
Horizontal drilling within the Planning Area has reached well
over 1 mile.

Individual

The MLP imposes unreasonably rigid and restrictive Conditions of
Approval on energy development leases, and blankets much of the
area under the banner of "No Surface Occupancy." Incredibly, these
restrictions even apply to existing leases.
It is bad enough that these provisions are in the MLP, which will
have the inevitable effect of driving the productive, safe, and
lucrative oil and gas industry from our region, but the fact is that
there was no reason to put these restrictions in place.

Chapter 1 (Section 1.1, Introduction and Background) states:
“The resource protection measures identified in the Moab MLP
will also apply to areas currently under lease where they do not
conflict with the rights granted to the holder of the lease. The
Federal Government retains certain rights when issuing an oil
and gas lease. While the BLM may not unilaterally add a new
stipulation to an existing lease that it has already issued, the
BLM can subject the development of existing leases to
reasonable measures in order to minimize impacts to other
resource values. These reasonable measures would be
applied as Conditions of Approval to post lease actions (e.g.
permits to drill) and may include, but are not limited to,
modification to siting or design of facilities, timing of operations,
and specification of interim and final reclamation procedures.”
At a minimum, measures shall be deemed consistent with lease
rights granted provided that they do not: require relocation of
proposed operations by more than 200 meters; require that
operations be sited off the leasehold; or prohibit new surface
disturbing operations for a period in excess of 60 days in any
lease year (43 CFR 3101.1-2). The BLM may impose surface
use restrictions exceeding the 200-meter/60-day rule only
where the restrictions are necessary to satisfy BLM’s obligation
under FLPMA section 302(b) to prevent unnecessary and
undue degradation of public lands or resources. However, the
prevention of undue and unnecessary degradation cannot
render lease operations uneconomic or technically infeasible.
Although the 200-meter/60-day rule does not specifically apply
to existing potash leases, the same concepts discussed above
would apply.
A NSO stipulation resulting from the MLP would not be applied
to an existing lease.
The commenter’s preference for Alternative A is noted.
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Individual

Protection of sensitive resources is a valid and legitimate concept,
but this· MLP takes a very extreme approach, which is not backed
up by any facts on the ground. Too many productive areas are
classified as No--Surface-Occupancy, which leaves vast quantities
of nationally-owned resources undeveloped. These are energy
resources that are meant to be harvested and utilized for the good

Chapter 4 (Minerals: Oil and Gas, Impacts from Alternative D)
states, “In Alternative D, 305,899 acres would be managed with
NSO stipulations. NSO stipulations could increase the
complexity of mineral operations and slow down production.
Development in NSO areas would require the use of more
costly methods, such as directional and horizontal drilling, to
access oil and gas resources. NSO stipulations would preclude
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of the nation, and rendering them inaccessible does a major
disservice to the country as a whole.

the use of the surface for the development of oil and gas, but
would still allow the recovery of some of these resources at a
greater cost. Precluding surface disturbance in areas with NSO
stipulations would decrease the number of wells drilled during
the planning period.”
Alternative D provides some flexibility for mineral development
by allowing exceptions to the NSO stipulations. For example, if
proposed mineral operations (including geophysical) in VRM
Class II areas would not result in long-term visual impairment
from key observation points, an exception to the NSO
stipulation could be granted. In addition, scattered State lands
and existing Federal leases in the area provide additional
access for mineral operations.

Individual

Many, if not all, of the justifications attempted to be made in the EIS
for the extreme management approach that is being proposed
would better be addressed through site specific NEPA analyses.
There is simply no need for the provisions written into this MLP.

The Moab MLP/DEIS was prepared in accordance with BLM
Washington Office Instruction Memorandum 2010-117: Oil and
Gas Leasing Reform – Land Use Planning and Lease Parcel
Reviews (May 17, 2010) and BLM Handbook H-1624-1:
Planning for Fluid Mineral Resources (January 28, 2013). The
MLP is a targeted RMP amendment specifically addressing
oil/gas and potash leasing and development (see MLP/DEIS
Section 1.2, Purpose and Need).
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Individual

The MLP will leave enormous amounts of nationally owned energy
resources untapped, which is not only unwise, but a direct violation
of the BLM's mandate - spelled out in several federal laws - to
manage our nation's public lands and public resources in the most
efficient and economical manner.

Chapter 4 (Minerals: Oil and Gas, Impacts from Alternative D)
states, “In Alternative D, 305,899 acres would be managed with
NSO stipulations. NSO stipulations could increase the
complexity of mineral operations and slow down production.
Development in NSO areas would require the use of more
costly methods, such as directional and horizontal drilling, to
access oil and gas resources. NSO stipulations would preclude
the use of the surface for the development of oil and gas, but
would still allow the recovery of some of these resources at a
greater cost. Precluding surface disturbance in areas with NSO
stipulations would decrease the number of wells drilled during
the planning period.”
Alternative D provides some flexibility for mineral development
by allowing exceptions to the NSO stipulations. For example, if
proposed mineral operations (including geophysical) in VRM
Class II areas would not result in long-term visual impairment
from key observation points, an exception to the NSO
stipulation could be granted. In addition, scattered State lands
and existing Federal leases in the area provide additional
access for mineral operations.
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Individual

Throughout the MLP, it is strongly suggested that oil and gas
development interferes with tourism and even filming, and presents

While minerals operations have provided roads for access and
abandoned drill pads for staging operations, very few filming
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massive environmental damages, but the facts are not there to back
those claims up.

operations seek mineral production facilities in the viewsheds
that they are filming. Although filming’s direct economic input
may be limited, it has the effect of increasing tourism through
exposure for the area in national and international markets.
During the planning process, a large number of individuals,
outfitters and guides, the City of Moab, and Grand County have
expressed concerns that mineral development will harm
individual recreation experiences as well as the recreationbased economy; this possibility cannot be dismissed.
There are examples of where large scale minerals activities
have negatively affected the recreation economy. In Uintah
County, for example, Dinosaur National Monument (a major
recreation amenity) has seen a decline in visitation of over 40
percent from 1999-2014 (1999 being the year in which Uintah
County reversed years of declining oil and gas production); oil
production increased over 358 percent during the same time
period. During that time period, natural gas production
increased over 339 percent. This is not meant to suggest a
causal explanation, as a multitude of factors can contribute to
changes in any economic sector. In the Uintah Basin, however,
the reported scarcity of accommodations caused in part by an
influx of minerals employees, could explain part of the decline
in visitation to Dinosaur National Monument. Within the
Planning Area, it is certainly possible that the influx of a
thousand or more potash facility construction workers could
also have a negative impact on the recreation economy, due to
the potential difficulty in finding lodging.

However, under this MLP, the vast majority of the land on which
they operate is being reclassified as No Surface Occupancy,
meaning that they are now being shut out of the region, including
from leases where they are currently operating. This goes entirely
against the long-held principle of supporting multiple uses on public
land. The additional stipulations, NSO-designations, and other
restrictions are completely unnecessary; every lease is subject to a
site specific NEPA process that is purposely designed to identify
environmental risks, and issues concerning interference with other
resources. These problems, if they exist, are then able to be fully
addressed, without the need for blanket bans and restrictions.

Chapter 4 (Minerals: Oil and Gas, Impacts from Alternative D)
states, “In Alternative D, 305,899 acres would be managed with
NSO stipulations. NSO stipulations could increase the
complexity of mineral operations and slow down production.
Development in NSO areas would require the use of more
costly methods, such as directional and horizontal drilling, to
access oil and gas resources. NSO stipulations would preclude
the use of the surface for the development of oil and gas, but
would still allow the recovery of some of these resources at a
greater cost. Precluding surface disturbance in areas with NSO
stipulations would decrease the number of wells drilled during
the planning period.”
Alternative D provides some flexibility for mineral development
by allowing exceptions to the NSO stipulations. For example, if
proposed mineral operations (including geophysical) in VRM
Class II areas would not result in long-term visual impairment
from key observation points, an exception to the NSO
stipulation could be granted. In addition, scattered State lands
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and existing Federal leases in the area provide additional
access for mineral operations.
When making a decision regarding surface-disturbing oil and
gas development activities following site-specific environmental
review, the BLM has the authority to impose reasonable
measures to minimize adverse impacts on other resource
values, including restricting the siting or timing of lease
activities. To the extent consistent with lease rights granted,
such reasonable measures may include, but are not limited to,
modification to siting or design of facilities, timing of operations,
and specification of interim and final reclamation measures. At
a minimum, measures shall be deemed consistent with lease
rights granted provided that they do not: require relocation of
proposed operations by more than 200 meters; require that
operations be sited off the leasehold; or prohibit new surface
disturbing operations for a period in excess of 60 days in any
lease year (43 CFR 3101.1-2). The BLM may impose surface
use restrictions exceeding the 200-meter/60-day rule only
where the restrictions are necessary to satisfy BLM’s obligation
under FLPMA section 302(b) to prevent unnecessary and
undue degradation of public lands or resources. However, the
prevention of undue and unnecessary degradation cannot
render lease operations uneconomic or technically infeasible.
Although the 200-meter/60-day rule does not specifically apply
to existing potash leases, the same concepts discussed above
would apply.
A NSO stipulation resulting from the MLP would not be applied
to an existing lease.
As stated in the BLM Land Use Planning Manual (H-1601-1),
land use plans ensure that the public lands are managed in
accordance with the intent of Congress as stated in FLPMA (43
U.S.C. 1701 et seq.), under the principles of multiple use and
sustained yield. As required by FLPMA and BLM policy, the
public lands must be managed in a manner that protects the
quality of scientific, scenic, historical, ecological, environmental,
air and atmospheric, water resource, and archaeological
values; that, where appropriate, will preserve and protect
certain public lands in their natural condition; that will provide
food and habitat for fish and wildlife and domestic animals; that
will provide for outdoor recreation and human occupancy and
use; and that recognizes the Nation’s need for domestic
sources of minerals, food, timber, and fiber from the public
lands by encouraging collaboration and public participation
throughout the planning process.
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The MLP makes an issue out of potential interference with the
filming industry. In the first place, I do not think it is appropriate for
the BLM to select which industries they prefer to see operating in
the region; but that aside, the fact is that the most visible impacts of
oil and gas development are temporary in nature - drilling rigs, for
instance, are only present for a few weeks for each well.
Permanent surface equipment is often low profile, and even painted
to help blend in with the background.

While minerals operations have provided roads for access and
abandoned drill pads for staging operations, very few filming
operations seek mineral production facilities in the viewsheds
that they are filming. Although filming’s direct economic input
may be limited, it has the effect of increasing tourism through
exposure for the area in national and international markets.
During the planning process a large number of individuals,
outfitters and guides, the City of Moab, and Grand County have
expressed concerns that mineral development will harm
individual recreation experiences as well as the recreationbased economy; this possibility cannot be dismissed.
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Individual

There are a number of unconscionably restrictive conditions of
approval in the MLP that all but exclude the oil and gas industry
from operating in the region. Not only do these conditions preclude
any further leasing, but they are to be applied to existing leases,
leases which the operating companies had purchased in good faith,
expecting that the BLM would follow through on their promises. As
unacceptable as it is that the BLM should blindly preclude the
industry from acquiring any future leases, it is outrageous that it
should ban operations on leases that have already been procured,
and in some cases are active.

A NSO stipulation resulting from the MLP would not be applied
to an existing lease.
Chapter 4 (Minerals: Oil and Gas, Impacts from Alternative D)
states, “In Alternative D, 305,899 acres would be managed with
NSO stipulations. NSO stipulations could increase the
complexity of mineral operations and slow down production.
Development in NSO areas would require the use of more
costly methods, such as directional and horizontal drilling, to
access oil and gas resources. NSO stipulations would preclude
the use of the surface for the development of oil and gas, but
would still allow the recovery of some of these resources at a
greater cost. Precluding surface disturbance in areas with NSO
stipulations would decrease the number of wells drilled during
the planning period.”
Alternative D provides some flexibility for mineral development
by allowing exceptions to the NSO stipulations. For example, if
proposed mineral operations (including geophysical) in VRM
Class II areas would not result in long-term visual impairment
from key observation points, an exception to the NSO
stipulation could be granted. In addition, scattered State lands
and existing Federal leases in the area provide additional
access for mineral operations.
When making a decision regarding surface-disturbing oil and
gas development activities following site-specific environmental
review, the BLM has the authority to impose reasonable
measures to minimize adverse impacts on other resource
values, including restricting the siting or timing of lease
activities. To the extent consistent with lease rights granted,
such reasonable measures may include, but are not limited to,
modification to siting or design of facilities, timing of operations,
and specification of interim and final reclamation measures. At
a minimum, measures shall be deemed consistent with lease
rights granted provided that they do not: require relocation of
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proposed operations by more than 200 meters; require that
operations be sited off the leasehold; or prohibit new surface
disturbing operations for a period in excess of 60 days in any
lease year (43 CFR 3101.1-2). The BLM may impose surface
use restrictions exceeding the 200-meter/60-day rule only
where the restrictions are necessary to satisfy BLM’s obligation
under FLPMA section 302(b) to prevent unnecessary and
undue degradation of public lands or resources. However, the
prevention of undue and unnecessary degradation cannot
render lease operations uneconomic or technically infeasible.
Although the 200-meter/60-day rule does not specifically apply
to existing potash leases, the same concepts discussed above
would apply.
As stated in the BLM Land Use Planning Manual (H-1601-1),
land use plans ensure that the public lands are managed in
accordance with the intent of Congress as stated in FLPMA (43
U.S.C. 1701 et seq.), under the principles of multiple use and
sustained yield. As required by FLPMA and BLM policy, the
public lands must be managed in a manner that protects the
quality of scientific, scenic, historical, ecological, environmental,
air and atmospheric, water resource, and archaeological
values; that, where appropriate, will preserve and protect
certain public lands in their natural condition; that will provide
food and habitat for fish and wildlife and domestic animals; that
will provide for outdoor recreation and human occupancy and
use; and that recognizes the Nation’s need for domestic
sources of minerals, food, timber, and fiber from the public
lands by encouraging collaboration and public participation
throughout the planning process.
Individual

Final EIS

It is absolutely not the job of the BLM to decide for yourselves who
should and shouldn't have access to public lands. These lands are
meant to be managed for multiple use, and those uses include
resource development. In fact, denying resource development also
violates another BLM mandate, that being to ensure the responsible
harvesting of publically owned minerals for the overall good of the
nation. It is beyond question that domestic energy production
benefits the nation as a whole. If energy independence and the
corollary economic and national security advantages are not in the
national interest, then what is?

FLPMA (Section 103(c)) defines "multiple use" as the
management of the public lands and their various resource
values so that they are utilized in a combination that will best
meet the present and future needs of the American people.
Accordingly, the BLM is responsible for the complicated task of
striking a balance among the many competing uses of the
public lands. The multiple-use mandate does not require that
all uses be allowed on all areas of the public lands. The
purpose of the mandate is to require the BLM to evaluate and
choose an appropriate balance of resource uses which involves
tradeoffs between competing uses.
The MLP is a targeted RMP amendment specifically addressing
oil/gas and potash leasing and development (see MLP/DEIS
Section 1.2, Purpose and Need). The MLP/DEIS analyzes
development scenarios for a range of alternatives which apply
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varying levels of mitigation for potentially impacted resources,
but would not eliminate or invalidate any existing lease rights.
Individual

G-122

This MLP violates that mandate by focusing instead on one or two
very narrow uses, to the detriment of others. Specifically, all of the
alternatives, including the BLM's preferred alternative, quite clearly
favor tourism and the filming industry in place of oil and gas
development and potash mining. The document ascribes all sorts
of environmental harm to oil and gas development, without
acknowledging the well-established and effective mitigation
measures utilized by the industry, or recognizing the impacts that
tourism has on the same resources. Certainly, the alternatives were
drafted without serious consideration of the economic impacts of
shutting out oil and gas development from the planning area.
It is entirely inappropriate for the BLM, especially within the
framework of a document outlining a major management direction,
to give priority to one industry over another. Throughout this MLP,
oil and gas development is demonized while the tourism and filming
industries are touted and supported. This is a classic case of
"picking winners and losers,” and it is wrong and unfair for the BLM
to be doing so.
Tourism and energy production can exist together in Moab, as they
have for several years. The MLP should have recognized this, and
at the very least have offered an alternative that would permit oil
and gas development to continue to take place, respect existing
lease rights, and allow for reasonable future leasing.

FLPMA (Section 103(c)) defines "multiple use" as the
management of the public lands and their various resource
values so that they are utilized in a combination that will best
meet the present and future needs of the American people.
Accordingly, the BLM is responsible for the complicated task of
striking a balance among the many competing uses of the
public lands. The multiple-use mandate does not require that
all uses be allowed on all areas of the public lands. The
purpose of the mandate is to require the BLM to evaluate and
choose an appropriate balance of resource uses which involves
tradeoffs between competing uses.
The MLP is a targeted RMP amendment specifically addressing
oil/gas and potash leasing and development (see MLP/DEIS
Section 1.2, Purpose and Need). The MLP/DEIS analyzes
development scenarios for a range of alternatives which apply
varying levels of mitigation for potentially impacted resources,
but would not eliminate or invalidate any existing lease rights.
While minerals operations have provided roads for access and
abandoned drill pads for staging operations, very few filming
operations seek mineral production facilities in the viewsheds
that they are filming. Although filming’s direct economic input
may be limited, it has the effect of increasing tourism through
exposure for the area in national and international markets.
During the planning process a large number of individuals,
outfitters and guides, the City of Moab, and Grand County have
expressed concerns that mineral development will harm
individual recreation experiences as well as the recreationbased economy; this possibility cannot be dismissed.
There are examples of where large scale minerals activities
have negatively affected the recreation economy. In Uintah
County, for example, Dinosaur National Monument (a major
recreation amenity) has seen a decline in visitation of over 40
percent from 1999-2014 (1999 being the year in which Uintah
County reversed years of declining oil and gas production); oil
production increased over 358 percent during the same time
period. During that time period, natural gas production
increased over 339 percent. This is not meant to suggest a
causal explanation, as a multitude of factors can contribute to
changes in any economic sector. In the Uintah Basin, however,
the reported scarcity of accommodations caused in part by an
influx of minerals employees, could explain part of the decline
in visitation to Dinosaur National Monument. Within the
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Planning Area, it is certainly possible that the influx of a
thousand or more potash facility construction workers could
also have a negative impact on the recreation economy, due to
the potential difficulty in finding lodging.
Individual

The MLP was very unclear as to the reason for separating potash
from oil and gas leasing. Joint leasing has worked very well in the
area for many years, and has resulted in minimizing overall surface
disturbance. The MLP states that under the no action alternative
"oil & gas and potash development could occur concurrently on
same tract of land, resulting in increased concentration of
development and redundant infrastructure"; concentrating
development on suitable locations means that less development
need occur on other land in the area which may be more valuable
for its visual effects or habitat. I also question the claim about
“redundant infrastructure”- naturally, there will be some equipment
and facilities unique to each industry, but major infrastructure such
as access roads will be common to each.

The commenter presumes there is an opportunity for
cooperation between two different operators where it might not
actually exist. Cooperation implies an opportunity for the two
industries to plan infrastructure needs. Whereas one industry
will likely develop first and implement the infrastructure that
meets their needs, that may not meet the needs of the second
industry. Without an overall plan, it is not possible to plan for
the needs of both commodities.
The BLM acknowledges that the development of the two
commodities could occur at the same time. However, if
commodity prices of both climb and successful production of
both reaches a peak, it would be difficult to contain
development while still meeting other resource objectives. Well
pads, roads, and pipeline corridors could be shared to the
extent possible. However, the two different development
scenarios would have different infrastructure needs (power,
pipeline, railroad with different destinations). The commodity
developed first would be the first to develop infrastructure.
Subsequent development could have different needs. Each
infrastructure is developed with its specific needs in mind and
don’t directly overlay each other. Eventually this could lead to
additional surface disturbance and impacts to meet the needs
of both operators.
Co-location of two different operations could result in technical
and legal conflicts. Depending on proximity, they could be
competing geologically. The actions of one could affect what is
going on with the other. Potentially adverse conditions from colocating could make it difficult to achieve resource objectives.
Co-location of drilling operations on a single well pad would
require a larger footprint and more surface impacts to
accommodate all facilities and potential activities. If not colocated, there could be duplicative surface disturbance.
Orderly development would be difficult to achieve with
competing objectives on where and how to develop the
minerals.
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Individual

These are not inconsistent or incompatible positions. The MLP
ignored or disregarded a number of important facts about oil and
gas development in the region:

1) The BLM recognizes that mineral development is a
legitimate activity on public lands.
2) The emission control measures included in the action
alternatives (Alternatives B, C, and D) would continue to
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1) Resource development is a legitimate and necessary activity on
public lands, and has been occurring in this planning area for many
years with no adverse consequences;
2) The oil and gas industry is a leader in emission control, and the
local industry employs a variety of controls to reduce emissions;
3) The industry has long established procedures for effectively
protecting ground water, centered on well construction and cement
bond evaluation, procedures which have been 100% effective;
4) The industry in our area has developed extensive methods to
minimize visual impact, from computer model-aided siting of pads,
to the painting of permanent surface equipment to blend in with the
background;
5) The industry limits surface disturbance by using existing
infrastructure where possible, and employing pad drilling, which
concentrates activity so that fewer surface locations are required;
and
6) The industry provides substantial employment for the region,
pays far better than other local industries, and provides greater
revenues than those other industries.

maintain the high air quality in the region based on the
projected future mineral development.
3) The established procedures for protecting groundwater have
been incorporated into mineral lease stipulations and best
management practices.
4) Minimizing impacts to visual resources is a key component
of the leasing decisions and best management practices in the
Preferred Alternative (Alternative D).
5) The leasing stipulations in the Preferred Alternative specify
the use of multiple wells per pad, interim reclamation, and
colocation of facilities.
6) Chapter 4 (Section 4.12, Social and Economic) recognizes
the employment, income, and revenues associated with the
projected mineral development scenarios.

Individual

The entire document seems very slanted and biased against the oil
and gas industry without providing any context as to why. For
example, the EIS seems to rely far too much on a biased report
from Headwater Economic, an organization that is known to be an
environmentally-slanted group, and part of the wider environmental
lobby. There did not seem to be any balancing or objective data
used as background or reference, and that is disappointing.

The socioeconomic analysis in the MLP does not rely on the
Headwaters report. The Headwaters report and Chapter 4 both
rely on the same underlying study done by the BLM. This study
was a one year comprehensive survey (National Visitation Use
Monitoring) consisting of about 2,000 interviews and including
data on visitor spending. The visitor spending profiles were
then input into IMPLAN models which were used by both
Headwaters and BLM professional staff.
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Individual

This MLP considers oil and gas as nothing but a detriment to the
region. IT entirely ignored the benefits of energy development,
including the environmental benefits of developing natural gas as a
feedstock for electrical generation, as well as the socioeconomic
impacts that it would have on the local region if it were to go into
effect. There was likewise no consideration of the mitigation
measures employed and in place to further minimize the impact of
oil and gas development - including many locally-developed and
applied measures.

Chapter 4 (Section 4.12, Social and Economic) details the
economic benefits of mineral production by alternative. Many
of the mitigation measures employed locally have been
incorporated into the alternatives of the MLP/DEIS as
stipulations and best management practices.
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The MLP details new conditions of approval for future leases that
are unwarranted, and also impose No Surface Occupancy
restrictions on vast tracts of land, even land that is already leased.
This is fundamentally unfair and goes against the BLM's charge to
manage America's public lands for multiple use, and for the good of
the nation.

A NSO stipulation resulting from the MLP would not be applied
to an existing lease.
Chapter 1 (Section 1.1, Introduction and Background) states:
“The resource protection measures identified in the Moab MLP
will also apply to areas currently under lease where they do not
conflict with the rights granted to the holder of the lease. The
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I have to admit that I was shocked when I began reviewing the draft
MLP. Imposing such unreasonable restrictions will do nothing more
than eliminate an entire industry from the planning area. This is not
just about money for the corporations; it is about the people and
families who will suffer from losing their jobs, the communities that
will suffer from the loss of businesses and revenue, the nationallyowned energy resources that will be left untapped and undeveloped
and therefore not be utilized to provide for the common good, and
quite frankly it is also about right and wrong. It is wrong to place
unnecessary restraints over an existing oil and gas field and
arbitrarily slap No surface Occupancy restrictions on existing
leases, leases which were purchased in good faith by the lease
holders.

Federal Government retains certain rights when issuing an oil
and gas lease. While the BLM may not unilaterally add a new
stipulation to an existing lease that it has already issued, the
BLM can subject the development of existing leases to
reasonable measures in order to minimize impacts to other
resource values. These reasonable measures would be
applied as Conditions of Approval to post lease actions (e.g.
permits to drill) and may include, but are not limited to,
modification to siting or design of facilities, timing of operations,
and specification of interim and final reclamation procedures.”
At a minimum, measures shall be deemed consistent with lease
rights granted provided that they do not: require relocation of
proposed operations by more than 200 meters; require that
operations be sited off the leasehold; or prohibit new surface
disturbing operations for a period in excess of 60 days in any
lease year (43 CFR 3101.1-2). The BLM may impose surface
use restrictions exceeding the 200-meter/60-day rule only
where the restrictions are necessary to satisfy BLM’s obligation
under FLPMA section 302(b) to prevent unnecessary and
undue degradation of public lands or resources. However, the
prevention of undue and unnecessary degradation cannot
render lease operations uneconomic or technically infeasible.
Although the 200-meter/60-day rule does not specifically apply
to existing potash leases, the same concepts discussed above
would apply.
Chapter 4 (Minerals: Oil and Gas, Impacts from Alternative D)
states, “In Alternative D, 305,899 acres would be managed with
NSO stipulations. NSO stipulations could increase the
complexity of mineral operations and slow down production.
Development in NSO areas would require the use of more
costly methods, such as directional and horizontal drilling, to
access oil and gas resources. NSO stipulations would preclude
the use of the surface for the development of oil and gas, but
would still allow the recovery of some of these resources at a
greater cost. Precluding surface disturbance in areas with NSO
stipulations would decrease the number of wells drilled during
the planning period.”
Alternative D provides some flexibility for mineral development
by allowing exceptions to the NSO stipulations. For example, if
proposed mineral operations (including geophysical) in VRM
Class II areas would not result in long-term visual impairment
from key observation points, an exception to the NSO
stipulation could be granted. In addition, scattered State lands
and existing Federal leases in the area provide additional
access for mineral operations.
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This MLP goes way too far in restricting oil and gas operations on
the area. Operating companies will lose their ability to lease in
resource-rich locations, they will lose the ability to access even
leases they already possess, and they will lose the ability to expand,
such as in the Cane Creek area.

A NSO stipulation resulting from the MLP would not be applied
to an existing lease.
Chapter 4 (Section 4.12, Social and Economic) details the
economic benefits of mineral production by alternative. Many
of the mitigation measures employed locally have been
incorporated into the alternatives of the MLP/DEIS as
stipulations and best management practices.
Chapter 1 (Section 1.1, Introduction and Background) states:
“The resource protection measures identified in the Moab MLP
will also apply to areas currently under lease where they do not
conflict with the rights granted to the holder of the lease. The
Federal Government retains certain rights when issuing an oil
and gas lease. While the BLM may not unilaterally add a new
stipulation to an existing lease that it has already issued, the
BLM can subject the development of existing leases to
reasonable measures in order to minimize impacts to other
resource values. These reasonable measures would be
applied as Conditions of Approval to post lease actions (e.g.
permits to drill) and may include, but are not limited to,
modification to siting or design of facilities, timing of operations,
and specification of interim and final reclamation procedures.”
At a minimum, measures shall be deemed consistent with lease
rights granted provided that they do not: require relocation of
proposed operations by more than 200 meters; require that
operations be sited off the leasehold; or prohibit new surface
disturbing operations for a period in excess of 60 days in any
lease year (43 CFR 3101.1-2). The BLM may impose surface
use restrictions exceeding the 200-meter/60-day rule only
where the restrictions are necessary to satisfy BLM’s obligation
under FLPMA section 302(b) to prevent unnecessary and
undue degradation of public lands or resources. However, the
prevention of undue and unnecessary degradation cannot
render lease operations uneconomic or technically infeasible.
Although the 200-meter/60-day rule does not specifically apply
to existing potash leases, the same concepts discussed above
would apply.
Chapter 4 (Minerals: Oil and Gas, Impacts from Alternative D)
states, “In Alternative D, 305,899 acres would be managed with
NSO stipulations. NSO stipulations could increase the
complexity of mineral operations and slow down production.
Development in NSO areas would require the use of more
costly methods, such as directional and horizontal drilling, to
access oil and gas resources. NSO stipulations would preclude
the use of the surface for the development of oil and gas, but
would still allow the recovery of some of these resources at a
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greater cost. Precluding surface disturbance in areas with NSO
stipulations would decrease the number of wells drilled during
the planning period.”
Alternative D provides some flexibility for mineral development
by allowing exceptions to the NSO stipulations. For example, if
proposed mineral operations (including geophysical) in VRM
Class II areas would not result in long-term visual impairment
from key observation points, an exception to the NSO
stipulation could be granted. In addition, scattered State lands
and existing Federal leases in the area provide additional
access for mineral operations.
Individual

The oil and gas industry has adopted several measures to not only
protect the environment, but to reduce the visual and other impacts
of their operations on other users. Well pads are carefully sited to
not intrude on Visual Resource Management Areas, and surface
disturbance is kept to an absolute minimum. Use of pipelines helps
cut down on truck traffic. Extensive reclamation efforts return
disturbed ground to its natural condition. This MLP ignores those
efforts, and instead essentially eliminates the rights of producers to
lease land for development - or even access their already existing
leases.

The alternatives in the MLP/DEIS incorporate many established
environmental practices into the mineral leasing decisions and
best management practices. These include emission control
measures, procedures for protecting groundwater, mitigating
impacts to visual resources, interim reclamation, multiple wells
per pad, and colocation of facilities.
The MLP/FEIS includes alternatives that provide a greater and
lesser degree of restrictions in various use programs, but would
not eliminate or invalidate any valid existing development
rights.

257

Individual

Any concerns that the MLP sought to address by shutting off access
to the land to oil and gas development were not properly identified
in the MLP - the document admits that air quality in the area is
good, there are no sensitive cultural sites present, water quality is
not likely to be compromised, and there is no congressionally
designated wilderness present - and in any case, such concerns
would be better addressed in the site specific NEPA analyses that
are required by existing law. The fact is that the NEPA law and the
existing Resource Management Plan were doing their jobs more
than adequately, and ensuring protection of the environment and
other resources in the planning area, including visual resources. So
it remains unclear why the extreme measures called for in the MLP
are even necessary.

The Moab MLP/DEIS was prepared in accordance with BLM
Washington Office Instruction Memorandum 2010-117: Oil and
Gas Leasing Reform – Land Use Planning and Lease Parcel
Reviews (May 17, 2010) and BLM Handbook H-1624-1:
Planning for Fluid Mineral Resources (January 28, 2013).
Through the scoping process conducted in March 2012, the
BLM identified the issues to be addressed in the MLP. These
included air quality, water quality, cultural resources, recreation,
and visual resources. Leasing stipulations were developed to
mitigate impacts to these resources from projected future
mineral operations.
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Individual

The COA's themselves are also unacceptable, even if they were
only applied to future leases. These COA's, including no-surfaceoccupancy restrictions, effectively bar any future leasing in the
region. This means that the many jobs that oil and gas supports,
and the millions of dollars in annual revenues generated for local
and state government, will evaporate.

Chapter 4 (Minerals: Oil and Gas, Impacts from Alternative D)
states, “In Alternative D, 305,899 acres would be managed with
NSO stipulations. NSO stipulations could increase the
complexity of mineral operations and slow down production.
Development in NSO areas would require the use of more
costly methods, such as directional and horizontal drilling, to
access oil and gas resources. NSO stipulations would preclude
the use of the surface for the development of oil and gas, but
would still allow the recovery of some of these resources at a
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greater cost. Precluding surface disturbance in areas with NSO
stipulations would decrease the number of wells drilled during
the planning period.”
Alternative D provides some flexibility for mineral development
by allowing exceptions to the NSO stipulations. For example, if
proposed mineral operations (including geophysical) in VRM
Class II areas would not result in long-term visual impairment
from key observation points, an exception to the NSO
stipulation could be granted. In addition, scattered State lands
and existing Federal leases in the area provide additional
access for mineral operations.
The economic impacts of each alternative are detailed in
Chapter 4 (Section 4.12, Social and Economic).
Individual

Throughout the MLP, oil and gas and potash mining are considered
as detriments, and no consideration is given either to the benefits of
the development of these resources, nor to the measures and
procedures in place to allow them to be developed in a way that is
safe for the environment. It is as though the efforts taken by the
industry, in some cases in cooperation with regulatory agencies, to
curb emissions, protect ground water, limit water usage, minimize
surface impact, and reduce visual impacts never happened. But the
fact is that those measures HAVE been implemented, and the
companies operating within the planning area, which this MLP
would essentially drive out, have incorporated those practices into
their own development plans. The BLM has an obligation to
consider all of those factors when developing a management plan
with such sweeping implications as this one. It is shameful that you
did not.

The alternatives in the MLP/DEIS incorporate many established
environmental practices into the mineral leasing decisions and
best management practices. These include emission control
measures, procedures for protecting groundwater, mitigating
impacts to visual resources, interim reclamation, multiple wells
per pad, and colocation of facilities.
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Individual

The entire focus of the MLP seems to be protection of the regions
from development. Conservation is a valid and worthy goal, but this
plan takes it to an unacceptable extreme. It is not the duty or proper
role of the BLM to prevent development, it is to manage that
development appropriately. The stipulations, restrictions, and
conditions being applied to both future and, inexplicably, existing
leases, are severe to the point of prohibiting oil and gas
development. This not only curtails economic activity that many
local residents, businesses and governments depend on, but also
denies the American public access to mineral resources that they
collectively own. This plan leaves vast quantities of national energy
resources off-limits from ever being developed.

Chapter 4 (Minerals: Oil and Gas, Impacts from Alternative D)
states, “In Alternative D, 305,899 acres would be managed with
NSO stipulations. NSO stipulations could increase the
complexity of mineral operations and slow down production.
Development in NSO areas would require the use of more
costly methods, such as directional and horizontal drilling, to
access oil and gas resources. NSO stipulations would preclude
the use of the surface for the development of oil and gas, but
would still allow the recovery of some of these resources at a
greater cost. Precluding surface disturbance in areas with NSO
stipulations would decrease the number of wells drilled during
the planning period.”
Alternative D provides some flexibility for mineral development
by allowing exceptions to the NSO stipulations. For example, if
proposed mineral operations (including geophysical) in VRM
Class II areas would not result in long-term visual impairment
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from key observation points, an exception to the NSO
stipulation could be granted. In addition, scattered State lands
and existing Federal leases in the area provide additional
access for mineral operations.
Chapter 1 (Section 1.1, Introduction and Background) states:
“The resource protection measures identified in the Moab MLP
will also apply to areas currently under lease where they do not
conflict with the rights granted to the holder of the lease. The
Federal Government retains certain rights when issuing an oil
and gas lease. While the BLM may not unilaterally add a new
stipulation to an existing lease that it has already issued, the
BLM can subject the development of existing leases to
reasonable measures in order to minimize impacts to other
resource values. These reasonable measures would be
applied as Conditions of Approval to post lease actions (e.g.
permits to drill) and may include, but are not limited to,
modification to siting or design of facilities, timing of operations,
and specification of interim and final reclamation procedures.”
At a minimum, measures shall be deemed consistent with lease
rights granted provided that they do not: require relocation of
proposed operations by more than 200 meters; require that
operations be sited off the leasehold; or prohibit new surface
disturbing operations for a period in excess of 60 days in any
lease year (43 CFR 3101.1-2). The BLM may impose surface
use restrictions exceeding the 200-meter/60-day rule only
where the restrictions are necessary to satisfy BLM’s obligation
under FLPMA section 302(b) to prevent unnecessary and
undue degradation of public lands or resources. However, the
prevention of undue and unnecessary degradation cannot
render lease operations uneconomic or technically infeasible.
Although the 200-meter/60-day rule does not specifically apply
to existing potash leases, the same concepts discussed above
would apply.
Individual

Final EIS

This MLP, including the BLM's preferred Alternative, "D,” is slanted
inequitably towards conservation at the expense of economic
development. In drafting these alternatives, it appears that the BLM
has inexplicably failed to take all factors into proper consideration.
For instance, the fact that oil and gas development, as well as
potash mining, can be, and is, done very safely and with remarkably
little impact these days. The industry has made tremendous strides
in the areas of mitigation and prevention. The industry has been a
leader in air quality maintenance, employing a variety of means to
control and reduce emissions from the equipment they use. This is
evidenced by several empirical measures, such as the fact that
particulate matter concentrations are well under the NAAQS

The alternatives in the MLP/DEIS incorporate many established
environmental practices into the mineral leasing decisions and
best management practices. These include emission control
measures, procedures for protecting groundwater, mitigating
impacts to visual resources, interim reclamation, multiple wells
per pad, and colocation of facilities.
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standards in this area. The industry has also long had procedures
in place to protect ground water, which have been proven highly
successful. In regards to any environmental issues, from wildlife
habitat, to vegetation, to soil erosion, the industry has in place
detailed mitigation processes. That makes the punitive nature of
this MLP all the more difficult to understand.
Individual

G-130

First, the MLP places such stringent restrictions on oil and gas
leasing in the area that it effectively imposes a ban on energy
development. All of the alternatives presented in the EIS impose
sweeping No Surface Occupancy stipulations on large tracts of
land, including land currently leased, which will preclude any drilling,
completions, pipeline installation, or any other activity necessary to
develop the regions oil and gas resources. I find it wholly
unacceptable for the BLM to arbitrarily exclude a particular industry
from using public lands, and especially to deny rights to existing
leases.

A NSO stipulation resulting from the MLP would not be applied
to an existing lease.
Chapter 4 (Minerals: Oil and Gas, Impacts from Alternative D)
states, “In Alternative D, 305,899 acres would be managed with
NSO stipulations. NSO stipulations could increase the
complexity of mineral operations and slow down production.
Development in NSO areas would require the use of more
costly methods, such as directional and horizontal drilling, to
access oil and gas resources. NSO stipulations would preclude
the use of the surface for the development of oil and gas, but
would still allow the recovery of some of these resources at a
greater cost. Precluding surface disturbance in areas with NSO
stipulations would decrease the number of wells drilled during
the planning period.”
Alternative D provides some flexibility for mineral development
by allowing exceptions to the NSO stipulations. For example, if
proposed mineral operations (including geophysical) in VRM
Class II areas would not result in long-term visual impairment
from key observation points, an exception to the NSO
stipulation could be granted. In addition, scattered State lands
and existing Federal leases in the area provide additional
access for mineral operations.
Chapter 1 (Section 1.1, Introduction and Background) states:
“The resource protection measures identified in the Moab MLP
will also apply to areas currently under lease where they do not
conflict with the rights granted to the holder of the lease. The
Federal Government retains certain rights when issuing an oil
and gas lease. While the BLM may not unilaterally add a new
stipulation to an existing lease that it has already issued, the
BLM can subject the development of existing leases to
reasonable measures in order to minimize impacts to other
resource values. These reasonable measures would be
applied as Conditions of Approval to post lease actions (e.g.
permits to drill) and may include, but are not limited to,
modification to siting or design of facilities, timing of operations,
and specification of interim and final reclamation procedures.”
At a minimum, measures shall be deemed consistent with lease
rights granted provided that they do not: require relocation of
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proposed operations by more than 200 meters; require that
operations be sited off the leasehold; or prohibit new surface
disturbing operations for a period in excess of 60 days in any
lease year (43 CFR 3101.1-2). The BLM may impose surface
use restrictions exceeding the 200-meter/60-day rule only
where the restrictions are necessary to satisfy BLM’s obligation
under FLPMA section 302(b) to prevent unnecessary and
undue degradation of public lands or resources. However, the
prevention of undue and unnecessary degradation cannot
render lease operations uneconomic or technically infeasible.
Although the 200-meter/60-day rule does not specifically apply
to existing potash leases, the same concepts discussed above
would apply.
Individual

The EIS does not identify any imminent or alarming threat to any of
the region's ecological resources that requires such sweeping action
be taken. In fact, under the current law and RMP, any new activity
on any new leases will need to be reviewed as per the NEPA law
prior to any activity commencing. This will identify any previously
overlooked, or more site-specific environmental concerns, which
can then be addressed.

An oil and gas lease sale proposed in late 2008 that included
lands within the MLP area generated a large amount of public
controversy which resulted in oil and gas leasing reform (BLM
Washington Office Instruction Memorandum 2010-117). Public
controversy centered on conflicts with viewsheds, proximity to
National Parks, and recreational uses. The oil and gas leasing
reform policy included provisions for master leasing plans.
Based on IM 2010-117, the BLM determined that the Planning
Area meets the criteria for preparing an MLP. Therefore,
additional planning and analyses are required in order to
consider important resource values prior to making new mineral
leasing decisions.
Through the scoping process conducted in March 2012, the
BLM identified the issues to be addressed in the MLP. These
included protecting important viewsheds and high use
recreational experiences. Leasing stipulations were developed
to mitigate impacts to these resources from projected future
mineral operations.
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Individual

I am concerned that the MLP prioritizes the filming industry over the
development of local energy resources. The MLP does not make
clear how the oil and gas industry poses a burden on the filming
industry, and yet seems to make concessions to the filming industry
over energy development. Again, it is not the task of the BLM to
favor any particular use over another.

A viewshed analysis would be required only for the 14 high use
filming locations listed in Chapter 2 (Table 2-3). Although
conflicts in the past have been minimal and a solution has been
found, the stipulation is intended to prevent conflicts in the
future. The majority of film locations are within VRM Class II
areas, which are managed with a NSO stipulation in Alternative
D. Only two of the listed film locations are not within VRM
Class II areas (Jewel Tibbetts Arch and White Wash Sand
Dunes). This means that a viewshed analysis would be
required only in these two locations. The imposition of a
viewshed analysis is not an onerous requirement, but Chapter
4 (Section 4.8.1) acknowledges that CSU stipulations can result
in “additional costs and delays to mineral operators.” The exact
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cost of this constraint could only be quantified on a site-specific
basis.
While minerals operations have provided roads for access and
abandoned drill pads for staging operations, very few filming
operations seek mineral production facilities in the viewsheds
that they are filming. Although filming’s direct economic input
may be limited, it has the effect of increasing tourism through
exposure for the area in national and international markets.
Individual

The remaining alternatives (B-D) are unacceptable and
inappropriate for the region, considering the economic disruption
that they will create, and due to the fact that they do not recognize
energy exploration and production as legitimate and valid used of
public lands. The action alternatives all seek to severely limit
access to oil and gas leases, based on unfounded presumptions
that such development poses a great risk to the environment of the
region. This is simply not the case, especially considering the
enormous strides the oil and gas industry has made in recent years
in developing technology and best operating practices that minimize
impacts and surface disturbance.

The commenter’s preference for Alternative A is noted.
The alternatives in the MLP/DEIS incorporate many established
environmental practices into the mineral leasing decisions and
best management practices. These include emission control
measures, procedures for protecting groundwater, mitigating
impacts to visual resources, interim reclamation, multiple wells
per pad, and colocation of facilities.
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Individual

In regards to air quality, for instance, the oil and gas companies
operating in the region have instituted a great many measures to
limit emissions, and control dust production. As a result, the region
has remarkably good air quality. Nevertheless, the environmental
qualitative analysis utilized by the authors only included emissions
from oil and gas development and potash mining, and ignored other
sources such as burning, tourist traffic, other transportation, etc.
This was unfair and very unscientific.
The same is true with water; the industry has long employed
techniques, such as cementing and the use of surface and
intermediate casing, to protect ground water. Yet these efforts were
evidently not considered by the authors when they developed
alternatives that each imposed strict no surface occupancy
stipulations on this very responsible and well regulated industry.

Currently, there are no “existing elevated levels of background
pollution in the Moab MLP area." Air quality in the Moab MLP
area is under increased scrutiny due to the proximity to the
National Parks and their Class I airsheds. BLM’s proposed
mitigation in the MLP is intended to sustain this excellent air
quality.
The established procedures for protecting groundwater have
been incorporated into mineral lease stipulations and best
management practices in the alternatives in the MLP/DEIS.
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Individual

One can only assume that the BLM's reason for taking these drastic
measures in the MLP were environmentally based, but the evidence
does not support these actions on that basis either. In terms of air
quality, the EIS even admits that air quality is good in the region even though oil and gas and potash leasing has been taking place.
The only thing that will change the Planning Area's air quality will be
a change in the EPA standards used to measure it- not the quality
of the air itself. Eliminating or severely restricting leasing will not
change the air quality for the better, but it will negatively affect
quality of life when jobs are eliminated.

Currently, there are no “existing elevated levels of background
pollution in the Moab MLP area." Air quality in the Moab MLP
area is under increased scrutiny due to the proximity to the
National Parks and their Class I airsheds. BLM’s proposed
mitigation in the MLP is intended to sustain this excellent air
quality.
The established procedures for protecting groundwater have
been incorporated into mineral lease stipulations and best
management practices in the alternatives in the MLP/DEIS.
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The same can be said of other environmental values as well. Oil
and gas leasing has no measurable impact on water quality or
supply, considering the extensive and standard measures that are
used to isolate wellbores from ground water, and the fact that many
operators in the area are going to waterless completions. The
industry has also been very respectful of animal habitat and natural
ground cover, so those cannot be the reason for this extreme
action.
Individual

Final EIS

The MLP imposes unreasonable conditions of approval on the oil
and gas industry for future leases, and also makes them applicable
to existing leases. This far exceeds the BLM's authority, and
violates the multiple use doctrine. As a federal land management
agency, the BLM is not in a position to pick and choose who can
have access to our public lands. Designating wide swaths as No
Surface Occupancy (NSO) places these lands off limits for oil and
gas development, without reason or justification. There is no
pressing environmental catastrophe in the region that is begging for
a solution of this extreme magnitude, and the authors have
apparently completely disregarded the success the industry has
demonstrated, here and elsewhere, in minimizing its impact and
developing their product responsibly.

Chapter 1 (Section 1.1, Introduction and Background) states:
“The resource protection measures identified in the Moab MLP
will also apply to areas currently under lease where they do not
conflict with the rights granted to the holder of the lease. The
Federal Government retains certain rights when issuing an oil
and gas lease. While the BLM may not unilaterally add a new
stipulation to an existing lease that it has already issued, the
BLM can subject the development of existing leases to
reasonable measures in order to minimize impacts to other
resource values. These reasonable measures would be
applied as Conditions of Approval to post lease actions (e.g.
permits to drill) and may include, but are not limited to,
modification to siting or design of facilities, timing of operations,
and specification of interim and final reclamation procedures.”
At a minimum, measures shall be deemed consistent with lease
rights granted provided that they do not: require relocation of
proposed operations by more than 200 meters; require that
operations be sited off the leasehold; or prohibit new surface
disturbing operations for a period in excess of 60 days in any
lease year (43 CFR 3101.1-2). The BLM may impose surface
use restrictions exceeding the 200-meter/60-day rule only
where the restrictions are necessary to satisfy BLM’s obligation
under FLPMA section 302(b) to prevent unnecessary and
undue degradation of public lands or resources. However, the
prevention of undue and unnecessary degradation cannot
render lease operations uneconomic or technically infeasible.
Although the 200-meter/60-day rule does not specifically apply
to existing potash leases, the same concepts discussed above
would apply.
A NSO stipulation resulting from the MLP would not be applied
to an existing lease.
FLPMA (Section 103(c)) defines "multiple use" as the
management of the public lands and their various resource
values so that they are utilized in a combination that will best
meet the present and future needs of the American people.
Accordingly, the BLM is responsible for the complicated task of
striking a balance among the many competing uses of the
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public lands. The multiple-use mandate does not require that
all uses be allowed on all areas of the public lands. The
purpose of the mandate is to require the BLM to evaluate and
choose an appropriate balance of resource uses which involves
tradeoffs between competing uses.
The MLP is a targeted RMP amendment specifically addressing
oil/gas and potash leasing and development (see MLP/DEIS
Section 1.2, Purpose and Need). The MLP/DEIS analyzes
development scenarios for a range of alternatives which apply
varying levels of mitigation for potentially impacted resources,
but would not eliminate or invalidate any existing lease rights.
Chapter 4 (Minerals: Oil and Gas, Impacts from Alternative D)
states, “In Alternative D, 305,899 acres would be managed with
NSO stipulations. NSO stipulations could increase the
complexity of mineral operations and slow down production.
Development in NSO areas would require the use of more
costly methods, such as directional and horizontal drilling, to
access oil and gas resources. NSO stipulations would preclude
the use of the surface for the development of oil and gas, but
would still allow the recovery of some of these resources at a
greater cost. Precluding surface disturbance in areas with NSO
stipulations would decrease the number of wells drilled during
the planning period.”
Alternative D provides some flexibility for mineral development
by allowing exceptions to the NSO stipulations. For example, if
proposed mineral operations (including geophysical) in VRM
Class II areas would not result in long-term visual impairment
from key observation points, an exception to the NSO
stipulation could be granted. In addition, scattered State lands
and existing Federal leases in the area provide additional
access for mineral operations.
Individual

G-134

I cannot for the life of me understand why you would submit a
leasing plan that essentially forbids leasing, and impose draconian
restrictions on even land that is currently leased.
Slapping No-Surface-Occupancy (NSO) stipulations on wide parcels
of land, including acreage that is leased or part of currently
proposed expansion plans, is excessive and flies in the face of the
principle of multiple use. Multiple use for who? That is supposed to
mean more than just backpackers and film crews.

Chapter 1 (Section 1.1, Introduction and Background) states:
“The resource protection measures identified in the Moab MLP
will also apply to areas currently under lease where they do not
conflict with the rights granted to the holder of the lease. The
Federal Government retains certain rights when issuing an oil
and gas lease. While the BLM may not unilaterally add a new
stipulation to an existing lease that it has already issued, the
BLM can subject the development of existing leases to
reasonable measures in order to minimize impacts to other
resource values. These reasonable measures would be
applied as Conditions of Approval to post lease actions (e.g.
permits to drill) and may include, but are not limited to,
modification to siting or design of facilities, timing of operations,
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and specification of interim and final reclamation procedures.”
At a minimum, measures shall be deemed consistent with lease
rights granted provided that they do not: require relocation of
proposed operations by more than 200 meters; require that
operations be sited off the leasehold; or prohibit new surface
disturbing operations for a period in excess of 60 days in any
lease year (43 CFR 3101.1-2). The BLM may impose surface
use restrictions exceeding the 200-meter/60-day rule only
where the restrictions are necessary to satisfy BLM’s obligation
under FLPMA section 302(b) to prevent unnecessary and
undue degradation of public lands or resources. However, the
prevention of undue and unnecessary degradation cannot
render lease operations uneconomic or technically infeasible.
Although the 200-meter/60-day rule does not specifically apply
to existing potash leases, the same concepts discussed above
would apply.
A NSO stipulation resulting from the MLP would not be applied
to an existing lease.
Chapter 4 (Minerals: Oil and Gas, Impacts from Alternative D)
states, “In Alternative D, 305,899 acres would be managed with
NSO stipulations. NSO stipulations could increase the
complexity of mineral operations and slow down production.
Development in NSO areas would require the use of more
costly methods, such as directional and horizontal drilling, to
access oil and gas resources. NSO stipulations would preclude
the use of the surface for the development of oil and gas, but
would still allow the recovery of some of these resources at a
greater cost. Precluding surface disturbance in areas with NSO
stipulations would decrease the number of wells drilled during
the planning period.”
Alternative D provides some flexibility for mineral development
by allowing exceptions to the NSO stipulations. For example, if
proposed mineral operations (including geophysical) in VRM
Class II areas would not result in long-term visual impairment
from key observation points, an exception to the NSO
stipulation could be granted. In addition, scattered State lands
and existing Federal leases in the area provide additional
access for mineral operations.
Individual

Final EIS

First, the new conditions of approval and No Surface Occupancy
restrictions outlined in each of the alternatives are unfair and
impossible to justify. By imposing these restrictions, your office is
allowing no point of access for the oil and gas industry to the area,
including to existing leases. There is nothing balanced in that
approach whatsoever. The multiple use mandate dictates that

Chapter 1 (Section 1.1, Introduction and Background) states:
“The resource protection measures identified in the Moab MLP
will also apply to areas currently under lease where they do not
conflict with the rights granted to the holder of the lease. The
Federal Government retains certain rights when issuing an oil
and gas lease. While the BLM may not unilaterally add a new
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these lands must be left available for various uses, including the
extractive industries. There were no justifications offered in the
document as to why oil and gas should be completely shut out of
the area. There is no clear and present threat to air quality; water is
not being harmed - the authors of the report even admit that the
chances of something going wrong with the well casing that could
then contaminate local ground water is extremely remote. No
habitat was found that would be unavoidably destroyed by the
industries activities, and no cultural areas have been identified. At
any rate, each lease would need to be subjected to its own full
environmental analysis under federal law before any activity could
commence; if there were issues, they would be more effectively
dealt with at this time. The NEPA process, and the existing
Resource Management Plan (RMP) adequately worked together to
ensure environmental protection of the region - there was no need
to propose a plan this extreme in its application.

stipulation to an existing lease that it has already issued, the
BLM can subject the development of existing leases to
reasonable measures in order to minimize impacts to other
resource values. These reasonable measures would be
applied as Conditions of Approval to post lease actions (e.g.
permits to drill) and may include, but are not limited to,
modification to siting or design of facilities, timing of operations,
and specification of interim and final reclamation procedures.”
At a minimum, measures shall be deemed consistent with lease
rights granted provided that they do not: require relocation of
proposed operations by more than 200 meters; require that
operations be sited off the leasehold; or prohibit new surface
disturbing operations for a period in excess of 60 days in any
lease year (43 CFR 3101.1-2). The BLM may impose surface
use restrictions exceeding the 200-meter/60-day rule only
where the restrictions are necessary to satisfy BLM’s obligation
under FLPMA section 302(b) to prevent unnecessary and
undue degradation of public lands or resources. However, the
prevention of undue and unnecessary degradation cannot
render lease operations uneconomic or technically infeasible.
Although the 200-meter/60-day rule does not specifically apply
to existing potash leases, the same concepts discussed above
would apply. A NSO stipulation resulting from the MLP would
not be applied to an existing lease.
FLPMA (Section 103(c)) defines "multiple use" as the
management of the public lands and their various resource
values so that they are utilized in a combination that will best
meet the present and future needs of the American people.
Accordingly, the BLM is responsible for the complicated task of
striking a balance among the many competing uses of the
public lands. The multiple-use mandate does not require that
all uses be allowed on all areas of the public lands. The
purpose of the mandate is to require the BLM to evaluate and
choose an appropriate balance of resource uses which involves
tradeoffs between competing uses.
The MLP is a targeted RMP amendment specifically addressing
oil/gas and potash leasing and development (see MLP/DEIS
Section 1.2, Purpose and Need). The MLP/DEIS analyzes
development scenarios for a range of alternatives which apply
varying levels of mitigation for potentially impacted resources,
but would not eliminate or invalidate any existing lease rights.
Chapter 4 (Minerals: Oil and Gas, Impacts from Alternative D)
states, “In Alternative D, 305,899 acres would be managed with
NSO stipulations. NSO stipulations could increase the
complexity of mineral operations and slow down production.
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Development in NSO areas would require the use of more
costly methods, such as directional and horizontal drilling, to
access oil and gas resources. NSO stipulations would preclude
the use of the surface for the development of oil and gas, but
would still allow the recovery of some of these resources at a
greater cost. Precluding surface disturbance in areas with NSO
stipulations would decrease the number of wells drilled during
the planning period.”
Alternative D provides some flexibility for mineral development
by allowing exceptions to the NSO stipulations. For example, if
proposed mineral operations (including geophysical) in VRM
Class II areas would not result in long-term visual impairment
from key observation points, an exception to the NSO
stipulation could be granted. In addition, scattered State lands
and existing Federal leases in the area provide additional
access for mineral operations.
The alternatives in the MLP/DEIS incorporate many established
environmental practices into the mineral leasing decisions and
best management practices. These include emission control
measures, procedures for protecting groundwater, mitigating
impacts to visual resources, interim reclamation, multiple wells
per pad, and colocation of facilities.
Individual

Final EIS

The MLP imposes very strict Conditions of Approval unilaterally on
the oil and gas industry, and even expects these COAs to be
applied to existing leases. It places much of the area under NoSurface Occupancy, which means that even if leases could be
issued, the lessee would not be able to access the land or develop
the minerals underneath.

Chapter 1 (Section 1.1, Introduction and Background) states:
"The resource protection measures identified in the Moab MLP
will also apply to areas currently under lease where they do not
conflict with the rights granted to the holder of the lease. The
Federal Government retains certain rights when issuing an oil
and gas lease. While the BLM may not unilaterally add a new
stipulation to an existing lease that it has already issued, the
BLM can subject the development of existing leases to
reasonable measures in order to minimize impacts to other
resource values. These reasonable measures would be
applied as Conditions of Approval to post lease actions (e.g.
permits to drill) and may include, but are not limited to,
modification to siting or design of facilities, timing of operations,
and specification of interim and final reclamation procedures."
At a minimum, measures shall be deemed consistent with lease
rights granted provided that they do not: require relocation of
proposed operations by more than 200 meters; require that
operations be sited off the leasehold; or prohibit new surface
disturbing operations for a period in excess of 60 days in any
lease year (43 CFR 3101.1-2). The BLM may impose surface
use restrictions exceeding the 200-meter/60-day rule only
where the restrictions are necessary to satisfy BLM’s obligation
under FLPMA section 302(b) to prevent unnecessary and
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undue degradation of public lands or resources. However, the
prevention of undue and unnecessary degradation cannot
render lease operations uneconomic or technically infeasible.
Although the 200-meter/60-day rule does not specifically apply
to existing potash leases, the same concepts discussed above
would apply. A NSO stipulation resulting from the MLP would
not be applied to an existing lease.
Alternative D provides some flexibility for mineral development
by allowing exceptions to the NSO stipulations. For example, if
proposed mineral operations (including geophysical) in VRM
Class II areas would not result in long-term visual impairment
from key observation points, an exception to the NSO
stipulation could be granted. In addition, scattered State lands
and existing Federal leases in the area provide additional
access for mineral operations.
The alternatives in the MLP/DEIS incorporate many established
environmental practices into the mineral leasing decisions and
best management practices. These include emission control
measures, procedures for protecting groundwater, mitigating
impacts to visual resources, interim reclamation, multiple wells
per pad, and colocation of facilities.
Individual

There is no direct or clear risk posed by the industry, especially as it
operates in the region, to the local environment. Air quality remains
good in the area, and Particulate Matter concentrations are well
under NAAQS standards. There is no risk to water supply, as many
operators are going to water-less completions, and industry use of
water is a minute fraction of total use in any case. Nor is there a
risk to water quality, since ground water is fully protected by the
industry's well construction procedures. The EPA even recently
announced that oil and gas, and fracking in particular, cause no
widespread water concerns. There were no TCP's identified in the
planning area that would require extra protection, and the industry
has gone to great and successful lengths to protect wildlife and their
habitat, as well as prevent erosion and the introduction of invasive
species. So it eludes me as to what problem this MLP is trying to
solve.

The alternatives in the MLP/DEIS incorporate many established
environmental practices into the mineral leasing decisions and
best management practices. These include emission control
measures, procedures for protecting groundwater and wildlife,
mitigating impacts to visual resources, interim reclamation,
multiple wells per pad, and colocation of facilities.

293

Individual

Additional areas, like the Labyrinth Canyon portion of the Green
River, need to be closed to oil and gas drilling and potash mining
and so protect special landscape for future generations.
Also, loopholes allowing for exemptions from environmental
protections must be eliminated, so we get the benefit of the bargain
when allowing drilling and mining on our public lands

The commenter’s preference for Alternative C is noted.
Nearly all lease stipulations should have exception, waiver, and
modification criteria documented in the land use plan and on
the lease. In limited circumstances it may be possible to
identify, for example, waiver criteria that are appropriate, but
due to the nature of the resource that is being protected, not
exception or modification criteria. In other cases there may be
general exception, waiver, or modification criteria developed in
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the land use plan that applies commonly to all or most lease
stipulations and does not need to be repeated individually for
each lease stipulation identified in the plan (BLM Washington
Office Instruction Memorandum 2008-032).
Exceptions to a lease stipulation are applied at the site-specific
proposal level, such as an APD, through the NEPA process,
and, as a result, is subject to all consultation requirements as
well as public comment. This is stated in BLM Washington
Office IM 2008-032: "The criteria for approval of exceptions,
waivers, and modifications should be supported by National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) analysis, either through the
land use planning process or site-specific environmental
review."
Individual

If companies want to use our lands for exploration purposes I
believe they should put massive funds in escrow for future
mitigation projects to clean up their messes. Hold the escrow for no
less than 200 years.

The requirements for bonding of operations on Federal oil and
gas leases are found in the Federal Regulations at 43 CFR
3104.

306

Red Ant Works,
Inc.

Insert uncompromising provisions for enforcement of violations.
Eliminate any opening for waivers, modifications and loopholes to
agreements made by oil and gas interests.

As stated in Chapter 1 (Section 1.4.2, Issues Considered but
not Further Analyzed, Issues Addressed Through Policy or
Administrative Action), enforcement of management decisions
is not addressed in the MLP/DEIS.

313

Individual

I must add, also, that many experts now say that we must begin
leaving most remaining undeveloped fossil fuels where they are if
we really want to avoid the worst impacts of climate change. I
believe BLM should take a much more cautious approach to all
fossil fuel development on public lands as a result. Fossil fuels
extraction can no longer be considered to fall under some sort of
blanket national interest need. Lastly, if I return to the Moab region,
it will be to see wild places, magnificent scenery and wildlife we
have the foresight to protect for future generations. I have never
liked the presence of industry and mining operations next to the
Colorado River, and I hope that the Bureau of Livestock and Mining
will begin to rein in the impact of these extractive technologies on
the Canyonlands ecosystems. Please consider preserving them
[the public lands] instead of selling and/or leasing them to energy
corporations.

A range of alternatives were considered in the MLP/DEIS for
the level of resource protection and mineral development.
Alternative C in the MLP/DEIS considers a lower level of
mineral development with an emphasis on recreation use and
resource protection. BLM may choose from all the alternatives
to compose the proposed MLP and Final EIS. Due to BLM's
multiple use mandate (FLPMA), varying levels of oil and gas
development are considered in the alternatives for the
MLP/DEIS.

321, 368,
564

Individual

The values, monetary and otherwise, of those lands in their natural
state far exceed the potential value, monetary and in supply of
energy commodities, to the nation’s markets. Many decades of
exploration for those commodities have yielded only a tiny fraction
of total U.S. consumption of them, and what has been found and
produced is primarily located outside of the Moab/Monticello
districts in northeastern Utah. There is good geologic information

Chapter 4 (Section 4.12.5, Nonmarket Value Impacts)
addresses the economic benefits to local communities from the
amenity values provided by open space and scenic
landscapes. Chapter 4 (Section 4.12, Social and Economic)
also addresses the economic and fiscal impacts of oil and gas
production.
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for why that is the area of almost all of Utah’s energy production.
According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration, the total oil
production in Utah in 2014 (last full year of data), was 112,000
barrels/day. That is 1.3% of the entire U.S. daily oil production for
that year. It is a mere 0.6% of the total U.S. daily oil consumption.
Therefore there is no economic merit to the argument that potential
production from the geologically very unfavorable Moab/Monticello
lands will have any benefit in reducing the U.S. dependence on
foreign oil.
Individual

Utah oil production is only 6% of the production of the 10 states with
higher production than Utah. That Utah ranks 11th in state oil
production in the nation should not be stated with pride. Natural gas
production in Utah, about 453 million cubic feet in 20014, is 1.7% of
annual 2014 consumption (about 27 trillion cubic feet), and thus has
no national. By contrast, the red rock country of Utah in its natural
state is a permanent value to the nation and Utah.

Chapter 4 (Section 4.12.5, Nonmarket Value Impacts)
addresses the economic benefits to local communities from the
amenity values provided by open space and scenic
landscapes. Chapter 4 (Section 4.12, Social and Economic)
also addresses the economic and fiscal impacts of oil and gas
production.

323

Individual

The language allowing exceptions, waivers, and modifications of
lease stipulations should be abandoned for all alternatives.

Nearly all lease stipulations should have exception, waiver, and
modification criteria documented in the land use plan and on
the lease. In limited circumstances, it may be possible to
identify, for example, waiver criteria that are appropriate, but
due to the nature of the resource that is being protected, not
exception or modification criteria. In other cases there may be
general exception, waiver, or modification criteria developed in
the land use plan that applies commonly to all or most lease
stipulations and does not need to be repeated individually for
each lease stipulation identified in the plan (BLM Washington
Office Instruction Memorandum 2008-032).
Exceptions to a lease stipulation are applied at the site-specific
proposal level, such as an APD, through the NEPA process,
and, as a result, is subject to all consultation requirements as
well as public comment. This is stated in BLM Washington
Office IM 2008-032: "The criteria for approval of exceptions,
waivers, and modifications should be supported by National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) analysis, either through the
land use planning process or site-specific environmental
review."

325

Individual

The BLM is not managing our public lands as they should. These
lands are a public trust and we do not want on public lands leased
out to privatization and development this is especially true for the
irresponsible industries in control of the Oil and Gas. These
industries have shown that they cannot responsibly protect the
lands, the waters, and the communities which are nearby from their
contaminations, and ruined habitat.

A range of alternatives were considered in the MLP/DEIS for
the level of resource protection and mineral development.
Alternative C in the MLP/DEIS considers a lower level of
mineral development with an emphasis on recreation use and
resource protection. BLM may choose from all the alternatives
to compose the proposed MLP and Final EIS. Due to BLM's
multiple use mandate (FLPMA), varying levels of oil and gas
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This is public land. Once it is drilled or mined, it is usually ruined
forever. Water is precious and will only get more so. Potash
mining, fracking, etc., are all water intensive and potentially can
pollute extensively. The Animas River disaster demonstrates that
mining legacies can last generations. Finally, Moab and its
surrounding canyons and red rock are world class destinations. It
would be a shame to have the area marred by industrialization.

development are considered in the alternatives for the
MLP/DEIS.
Conditions of approval and best management practices, along
with the stipulations included in the management alternatives
are applied to oil, gas, and potash leases to protect natural
resources, communities, and other resource uses from damage
or contamination.

Recent drops in commodity prices underscore the fact that mining,
oil and gas and potash extraction are not a sure thing…I do not
think that leases to extractive industries should be open ended. If
the companies that hold these leases do not conform to the BLM's
regulations they should lose their leases. An example of very
shoddy work is the pipeline on Big Flat. Also if the leases are not
developed within a given amount of time they should be retired.

Oil and gas leases are issued with a primary term of 10 years
and can be held by production thereafter.
The BLM has broad authority to regulate environmental aspects
of mineral activity under the Mineral Leasing Act. In Alternative
D, the BLM would impose a CSU stipulation requiring diligent
development of potash resources. Due to the high level of
competing uses in the Planning Area, a diligent development
requirement for potash would allow for other uses if potash
production is not being pursued in a reasonable amount of
time. The MLP/DEIS (Section 2.1) defines the potash
unsuitability criteria and how they would be applied as follows:
"The stipulations developed for the protection of specific
resources would apply to both oil and gas leasing and potash
leasing as well as geophysical exploration. The stipulations
have been developed in accordance with the potash
unsuitability criteria specified at 43 CFR 3501.17." To impose a
CSU stipulation for potash development is not a regulatory
change.
In Alternative D, the BLM would impose a CSU stipulation
requiring diligent development of potash resources. Due to the
high level of competing uses (oil/gas, potash, and recreation) in
the Planning Area, a diligent development requirement for
potash would allow for other uses if potash production is not
being pursued in a reasonable amount of time. The BLM
issued four potash leases within the Planning Area in 1984. Up
to the present time, no potash production has occurred on
these leases even through the period in which potash prices
reached a record high of above $900 per ton in 2008.
The Bureau has determined that, for the area subject to the
proposed MLP, there is a need for a lease stipulation that
would require the lessee to diligently pursue developing a
paying mine within a certain time. The MLP area is subject to
competition between existing and foreseeable oil and gas
development and possible potash development. The area has
a high potential for the development of oil and gas that is
capable of being produced by conventional means. The area is
also currently subject to increased interest for potash
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exploration, but it is unclear whether the development potential
is as high as for oil and gas or whether potash production can
be achieved utilizing solution mining methods. Based on the
Bureau’s experience in other regions of the country, such as
New Mexico, concurrent oil and gas production and potash
production is difficult and prone to conflict.
Nonetheless, the Bureau is interested in facilitating potash
exploration and production, as well as oil and gas production.
However, under the statutes and regulations governing potash
leases and the standard lease form typically used for potash
leasing, a lessee may hold a lease for decades without
attempting to develop a paying mine, so long as the lessee
pays a minimum royalty in lieu of production (and appropriate
rental). Consequently, under the present circumstances, it is
not in the public interest to issue potash leases because those
leases may tie up lands that otherwise could be developed, or
more easily developed, for oil and gas production. A potash
lease stipulation that requires diligent efforts to develop a
paying mine within a time certain would help eliminate this
problem. Under such a stipulation, if the potash lessee did not
develop a paying mine within a time certain, after being given a
reasonable amount of time to do so, BLM would be allowed to
pursue lease cancellation so the lands could be unencumbered
for oil and gas leasing. A potash lease could be cancelled in
accordance with the Federal regulations at 43 CFR 3514.30
Individual

G-142

Most would agree that large multiple well mineral projects should
have a more detailed plan for control of fugitive dust. But a Fugitive
Dust Control Plan for a single 3-5 acre drill pad, for enhanced infield production after development drilling is completed, is simply
unnecessary and burdensome to operators. There should clearly
be a justification for this. There is limited benefit to throwing more
red tape at an industry that has made significant strides at
becoming a much cleaner industry. The current industry that is
involved in potash, oil and gas do an incredible job at working with
federal, state and local agencies to maintain safe practices. They
also work at being environmentally aware of their surroundings
during their activity as well as reclaiming their areas of disturbance
to a level that is generally equal to or better than they found it.
Please do not hinder this industry further and cancel this plan that
would require a Fugitive Dust Control Plan for mineral activities that
would disturb a surface area larger than 0.25 acre. Instead let’s
keep a close eye on the industry and maintain the current standards
that are already adequate. Let us assist these industries to help our
country to become a country be less dependent on foreign sources
with governments that not stable.

The Utah Division of Air Quality requires a Fugitive Dust
Control Plan on all disturbances greater than 0.25 acres. The
BLM has incorporated this requirement into the alternatives for
the MLP/DEIS.
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We request that the BLM exclude exceptions, modifications, and
waivers within areas of NSO stipulation. Although we understand
and appreciate the need for flexibility in mitigating resource impacts
due to continually changing technologies and monitoring efforts,
lease stipulations must provide a level of certainty and clear
expectations for both a leaseholder and affected stakeholders.
Providing certainty in the Final MLP is especially important,
because, as the BLM explained in the press release that
accompanied the Draft EIS, MLPs (and the broader leasing reforms)
“were designed to encourage stakeholder input early in the planning
process, which reduces protests and litigation and provides
developers with greater certainty.” There must be certainty that an
NSO lease stipulation is just that – without exceptions, modifications
and waivers that leave room for potentially allowing surface
disturbance in an area that requires more protection for natural or
cultural resources. An NSO stipulation should be a clear,
consistent, requirement that a potential leaseholder would need to
consider if interested in purchasing leases within the MLP planning
area.

Alternative D provides operational flexibility for mineral leasing
and development through some specific exceptions. Much of
the acreage managed with a NSO stipulation is applied to
protect high quality visual resources (VRM Class II). An
exception could be granted if a visual analysis demonstrates
that a proposed operation would not result in long-term visual
impairment from key observation points, as defined by BLM.
Although the stipulation in Alternative D provides some
flexibility, it still informs the operator that it may be difficult to
meet the visual objectives. Alternatives B and C provide very
limited exceptions, modifications, and waivers for NSO
stipulations.
In most cases, exceptions, modifications, waivers provide
operators with increased operational flexibility by providing a
means to reduce, eliminate, or modify restrictions while still
meeting the objectives of the land use plan amendment (BLM
Washington Office Instruction Memorandum 2008-032).
A more restrictive leasing stipulation, such as NSO, is intended
to inform the operator regarding the difficulty of meeting
resource objectives such as those intended to protect visual
resources. A less restrictive leasing stipulation, such as CSU,
could mislead the operator regarding the difficulty of achieving
resource objectives.
Nearly all lease stipulations should have exception, waiver, and
modification criteria documented in the land use plan and on
the lease. In limited circumstances it may be possible to
identify, for example, waiver criteria that are appropriate, but
due to the nature of the resource that is being protected, not
exception or modification criteria. In other cases there may be
general exception, waiver, or modification criteria developed in
the land use plan that applies commonly to all or most lease
stipulations and does not need to be repeated individually for
each lease stipulation identified in the plan (BLM Washington
Office Instruction Memorandum 2008-032).
Exceptions to a lease stipulation are applied at the site-specific
proposal level, such as an APD, through the NEPA process,
and, as a result, is subject to all consultation requirements as
well as public comment. This is stated in BLM Washington
Office IM 2008-032: "The criteria for approval of exceptions,
waivers, and modifications should be supported by National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) analysis, either through the
land use planning process or site-specific environmental
review."
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Furthermore, the language of the general exceptions, modifications,
and waivers, as written, is very unclear in terms of the type of
additional analysis that would be required of a leaseholder if an
“authorized officer” were to consider allowing an exception,
modification or waiver, and whether it would be subject to public
review. Including detailed criteria for exceptions, modifications and
waivers in MLPs is specifically required by the BLM’s Fluid Minerals
Handbook. See H-1624-1 at V.C.2. (“The BLM should design the
purpose and criteria for exception, waiver and modification for each
stipulation to recognize and accommodate changing environmental
protection needs over time.); see also id. at IV.C.3. (“The plan or
plan amendment should also identify the documentation
requirements for supporting a waiver, exception or modification and
any public notification associated with granting them.”).
NPCA acknowledges that requiring a NEPA analysis for every
potential exception, modification, or waiver would be cumbersome
and potentially unnecessary, however, we are also alarmed by the
level of discretion given to an “authorized officer” as they work with
a leaseholder at the permitting stage. Without clear criteria for
allowing exceptions, modifications, and waivers, it would be entirely
up to the discretion of whoever the current “authorized officer” may
be at the time. The BLM needs to develop and incorporate explicit
language to ensure transparency in the exception, modification and
waiver process and to identify trigger points for additional NEPA
analysis requirements.

In most cases, exceptions, modifications, waivers provide
operators with increased operational flexibility by providing a
means to reduce, eliminate, or modify restrictions while still
meeting the objectives of the land use plan amendment (BLM
Washington Office Instruction Memorandum 2008-032).
A more restrictive leasing stipulation, such as NSO, is intended
to inform the operator regarding the difficulty of meeting
resource objectives such as those intended to protect visual
resources. A less restrictive leasing stipulation, such as CSU,
could mislead the operator regarding the difficulty of achieving
resource objectives.
Nearly all lease stipulations should have exception, waiver, and
modification criteria documented in the land use plan and on
the lease. In limited circumstances it may be possible to
identify, for example, waiver criteria that are appropriate, but
due to the nature of the resource that is being protected, not
exception or modification criteria. In other cases there may be
general exception, waiver, or modification criteria developed in
the land use plan that applies commonly to all or most lease
stipulations and does not need to be repeated individually for
each lease stipulation identified in the plan (BLM Washington
Office Instruction Memorandum 2008-032).
Exceptions to a lease stipulation are applied at the site-specific
proposal level, such as an APD, through the NEPA process,
and, as a result, is subject to all consultation requirements as
well as public comment. This is stated in BLM Washington
Office IM 2008-032: "The criteria for approval of exceptions,
waivers, and modifications should be supported by National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) analysis, either through the
land use planning process or site-specific environmental
review."

439

National Parks
Conservation
Association

Where exceptions, modifications, and waivers are included that
apply to stipulations intended to protect national park resources
(visual, auditory, night skies), they need to require explicit
consultation with the NPS to ensure there will be no impacts to park
resources. The BLM recently included such a requirement in the
Dinosaur Trail MLP, part of the White River RMP Amendment for Oil
and Gas Development, which similarly addresses oil and gas
leasing and development on lands adjacent to a national park
(Dinosaur National Monument).2 This may be implied in some
cases, but needs to be clearly stated in the Final MLP.

Exceptions, modifications, and waivers are applied at the sitespecific proposal level, such as an APD, through the NEPA
process, and, as a result, are subject to public review and
consultation, including with the National Park Service.

440

Sportsmen for
Responsible
Energy

We note that 25% of the planning area already is under lease. This
includes pronghorn fawning habitat and lambing/rutting habitats for
Desert bighorn sheep. With respect to lands already under lease,

Chapter 1 (Section 1.1, Introduction and Background) states:
“The resource protection measures identified in the Moab MLP
will also apply to areas currently under lease where they do not
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SFRED encourages BLM to clarify that the agency retains the right
even under these existing leases to prevent “adverse impacts” by
requiring “reasonable measures” to prevent environmental harms.
Many, if not all, of the conservation measures included in the
proposed CSUs are becoming more standard practices within the
industry and are sensible actions to preserve vital habitat values.
We also note with some concern that under BLM’s Preferred
Alternative D, “exceptions” to the well-spacing standard contained in
the CSU will be granted if “the requirement…would preclude a
lessee/operator from exercising their lease rights.” Since lease
“rights” are bounded by both stipulations included therein and
provisions of relevant planning documents, including this MLP, this
statement is misguided.

conflict with the rights granted to the holder of the lease. The
Federal Government retains certain rights when issuing an oil
and gas lease. While the BLM may not unilaterally add a new
stipulation to an existing lease that it has already issued, the
BLM can subject the development of existing leases to
reasonable measures in order to minimize impacts to other
resource values. These reasonable measures would be
applied as Conditions of Approval to post lease actions (e.g.
permits to drill) and may include, but are not limited to,
modification to siting or design of facilities, timing of operations,
and specification of interim and final reclamation procedures.”
At a minimum, measures shall be deemed consistent with lease
rights granted provided that they do not: require relocation of
proposed operations by more than 200 meters; require that
operations be sited off the leasehold; or prohibit new surface
disturbing operations for a period in excess of 60 days in any
lease year (43 CFR 3101.1-2). The BLM may impose surface
use restrictions exceeding the 200-meter/60-day rule only
where the restrictions are necessary to satisfy BLM’s obligation
under FLPMA section 302(b) to prevent unnecessary and
undue degradation of public lands or resources. However, the
prevention of undue and unnecessary degradation cannot
render lease operations uneconomic or technically infeasible.
Although the 200-meter/60-day rule does not specifically apply
to existing potash leases, the same concepts discussed above
would apply.
Text has been added to Appendix A (Baseline CSU,
Alternative D) to clarify the exception regarding well
spacing. The revised exception is as follows: If the
requirement of 2-mile spacing would preclude a
lessee/operator from exercising their lease rights where
the spacing would locate a well pad outside of the lease
(underlined text has been added).

Individual

A stipulation in Table 2.1 page 2-7 would require that a Fugitive
Dust Control Plan be developed if a mineral activity disturbs 0.25
acres or more. That is 104.4 feet by 104.4 feet. You cannot turn a
truck around in 0.25 acres. You would be hard pressed to turn a
vehicle pulling a trailer with four wheelers on it around in 0.25 acres.
Therefore, every single truck that drives in the MLP area for any
mineral activity has to be included in a Fugitive Dust Control Plan.
The proposed stipulation to require a Fugitive Dust Control Plan on
any disturbance on 0.25 or more acres should be removed from the
MLP.

Trucks would be restricted to designated roads and permitted
disturbances. If a proposed disturbance is greater than 0.25
acres a Fugitive Dust Control Plan would be required.
The Utah Division of Air Quality requires a Fugitive Dust
Control Plan on all disturbances greater than 0.25 acres. The
BLM has incorporated this requirement into the alternatives for
the MLP/DEIS.
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BLM must make explicit in the Final EIS, MLP, and RMP
amendments that the authorized officer may not impose
management direction in a way that cumulatively violates existing
lease rights.

Chapter 1 (Section 1.1, Introduction and Background) states:
"The resource protection measures identified in the Moab MLP
will also apply to areas currently under lease where they do not
conflict with the rights granted to the holder of the lease. The
Federal Government retains certain rights when issuing an oil
and gas lease. While the BLM may not unilaterally add a new
stipulation to an existing lease that it has already issued, the
BLM can subject the development of existing leases to
reasonable measures in order to minimize impacts to other
resource values. These reasonable measures would be
applied as Conditions of Approval to post lease actions (e.g.
permits to drill) and may include, but are not limited to,
modification to siting or design of facilities, timing of operations,
and specification of interim and final reclamation procedures."
At a minimum, measures shall be deemed consistent with lease
rights granted provided that they do not: require relocation of
proposed operations by more than 200 meters; require that
operations be sited off the leasehold; or prohibit new surface
disturbing operations for a period in excess of 60 days in any
lease year (43 CFR 3101.1-2). The BLM may impose surface
use restrictions exceeding the 200-meter/60-day rule only
where the restrictions are necessary to satisfy BLM’s obligation
under FLPMA section 302(b) to prevent unnecessary and
undue degradation of public lands or resources. However, the
prevention of undue and unnecessary degradation cannot
render lease operations uneconomic or technically infeasible.
Although the 200-meter/60-day rule does not specifically apply
to existing potash leases, the same concepts discussed above
would apply.
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The MLP should expressly state that surface use issues on private
surface will be resolved primarily between the surface owner and
the operator and that BLM will not apply management direction that
conflicts with the agreement reached between the surface owner
and operator.

According to the Land Use Planning Handbook 1601-1, the
decision area in a land use plan includes the lands within a
Planning Area for which the BLM has authority to make land
use and management decisions. The BLM has jurisdiction over
all BLM-administered lands (surface and subsurface) and over
the subsurface minerals only in areas of split estate (areas
where the BLM administers Federal subsurface minerals, but
the surface is owned by a non-Federal entity, such as State
Trust Land or private land).

506

Individual

All decisions made in the planning process will apply only to public
lands and, where appropriate, split-estate lands where the
subsurface mineral estate is managed by the BLM. This implies the
surface management constraints developed for federal lands will be
applied to private land where the subsurface is owned by the
government thereby stripping these people of ‘valid existing rights’
to surface management. What if a private landowner is in

According to the Land Use Planning Handbook 1601-1, the
decision area in a land use plan includes the lands within a
Planning Area for which the BLM has authority to make land
use and management decisions. The BLM has jurisdiction over
all BLM-administered lands (surface and subsurface) and over
the subsurface minerals only in areas of split estate (areas
where the BLM administers Federal subsurface minerals, but
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disagreement? As described by law and policy, the BLM will strive
to ensure that its management actions are as consistent as possible
with other adjoining planning jurisdictions, both Federal and nonFederal. How about just “the BLM will ensure that its management
actions are consistent”?? Striving provides no requirements to do
such . . . . ·

the surface is owned by a non-Federal entity, such as State
Trust Land or private land).

Individual

There should not be any waivers or exceptions or modifications of
stipulations that do not involve documented consultation with other
agencies with potentially affected lands and waters in any areas
designated as no surface occupancy (NSO) or Baseline CSU and
there should be public notice and opportunity for comment before
any such change is approved.

Exceptions to a lease stipulation are applied at the site-specific
proposal level, such as an APD, through the NEPA process,
and, as a result, is subject to all consultation requirements as
well as public comment. This is stated in BLM Washington
Office IM 2008-032: “The criteria for approval of exceptions,
waivers, and modifications should be supported by National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) analysis, either through the
land use planning process or site-specific environmental
review.”

557

Individual

We ask the BLM to reject entirely all development of oil, gas,
potash, or any other extraction of resources from these 785,000
acres and halt further expansion of these activities on all other BLMmanaged public lands in Utah. We ask that public lands not be
destroyed or exploited in any way and that the BLM return to the
mandate of protecting and preserving public lands – which is the
only course of action that is in the public interest.

The MLP is a targeted RMP amendment specifically addressing
oil/gas and potash leasing and development (see MLP/DEIS
Section 1.2, Purpose and Need). The MLP/DEIS analyzes
development scenarios for a range of alternatives which apply
varying levels of mitigation for potentially impacted resources.
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BLM also appears to have failed entirely to consider a “no-leasing”
proposal raised in the BLM’s stakeholder input workshops. BLM
should end new fossil fuel leasing and ban new hydraulic fracturing
and other unconventional well stimulation activities in the planning
area.

The purpose of the MLP/DEIS is to identify and address
potential resource conflicts and environmental impacts and
thereby develop mitigation strategy through leasing stipulations
and best management practices. The BLM determined that a
no leasing alternative for oil and gas would be unnecessarily
restrictive in order to resolve the potential resource conflicts
identified.
A no leasing alternative for oil and gas would not meet the
purpose and need of the planning effort. Also, as stated in
Chapter 3 of the MLP/DEIS," hydraulic fracturing (HF) has only
been conducted on a limited basis over the last few years," and
future use of HF is predicted to be limited as well.
The text has been revised to include a no leasing alternative for
oil and gas in Section 2.3 (Alternatives Considered But Not
Analyzed in Detail).
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The potential development of over 168 or more oil and gas wells will
irreversibly damage the environment and harm local communities.
As BLM’s DEIS indicates, continued fossil fuel development—
including a trend towards increased use of risky hydraulic fracturing
techniques in vulnerable formations—will worsen air quality,
accelerate soil erosion, pollute and deplete shrinking water

The environmental impacts associated with the projected oil
and gas development for Alternative D are detailed throughout
Chapter 4 of the MLP/DEIS.
A no leasing alternative for oil and gas would not meet the
purpose and need of the planning effort. Also, as stated in
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and Holiday
River
Expeditions

resources, scar and despoil scenic landscapes, fragment and
degrade habitat for imperiled species, and diminish the biological
diversity of natural communities.

Chapter 3 of the MLP/DEIS," hydraulic fracturing (HF) has only
been conducted on a limited basis over the last few years," and
future use of HF is predicted to be limited as well.

Center for
Biological
Diversity, Living
Rivers,
Colorado
Riverkeeper,
and Holiday
River
Expeditions

In light of this context, the only truly reasonable alternative to
current management direction—that would both protect public
health and preserve public lands for future generations—is to (1)
suspend all new leasing of fossil fuels in the planning area, and (2)
disallow new hydraulic fracturing (or “fracking”) or other
unconventional well stimulation operations on existing leases.
Unconventional well stimulation refers to any activities that extract
natural gas and oil from rock formations. As discussed below,
keeping all unleased fossil fuels in the ground and banning fracking
and other unconventional well stimulation methods would lock away
millions of tons of greenhouse gas pollution and limit the destructive
effects of these practices, and strip and underground coal mining.

The purpose of the MLP/DEIS is to identify and address
potential resource conflicts and environmental impacts and
thereby develop mitigation strategy through leasing stipulations
and best management practices. The BLM determined that a
no leasing alternative for oil and gas would be unnecessarily
restrictive in order to resolve the potential resource conflicts
identified.
A no leasing alternative for oil and gas would not meet the
purpose and need of the planning effort. Also, as stated in
Chapter 3 of the MLP/DEIS," hydraulic fracturing (HF) has only
been conducted on a limited basis over the last few years," and
future use of HF is predicted to be limited as well.
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The discussion below both serves to describe the many
unacceptable risks of fossil fuel development which compel the
consideration of a “no-leasing-no-fracking” alternative and serves to
identify issues that must be addressed in the PRMP and EIS,
including (1) the climate change impacts of new fossil fuel
development; (2) the ecological and public health impacts of
unconventional oil and gas well stimulation, including hydraulic
fracturing; and (3) similar impacts with respect to coal mining. We
request BLM to fully consider these issues in its development of a
final EIS reasonable range of alternatives, adopt no-leasing-nofracking as the preferred alternative, and address each of the issues
below in the EIS.

The purpose of the MLP/DEIS is to identify and address
potential resource conflicts and environmental impacts and
thereby develop mitigation strategy through leasing stipulations
and best management practices. The BLM determined that a
no leasing alternative for oil and gas would be unnecessarily
restrictive in order to resolve the potential resource conflicts
identified.
A no leasing alternative for oil and gas would not meet the
purpose and need of the planning effort. Also, as stated in
Chapter 3 of the MLP/DEIS," hydraulic fracturing (HF) has only
been conducted on a limited basis over the last few years," and
future use of HF is predicted to be limited as well.
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Expansion of fossil fuel production will substantially increase the
volume of greenhouse gases emitted into the atmosphere and
jeopardize the environment and the health and well-being of future
generations. In order to avoid catastrophic climate change, BLM
should be looking for ways to reduce, rather than increase,
greenhouse gas emissions. A no-leasing alternative is not only
reasonable but also imperative. Such an alternative is not even
mentioned in the DEIS, see DEIS 2-3 to 2-4, but is documented by
having been raised by at least one stakeholder (the Sierra Club) in
the stakeholder working group report submitted to BLM.

The impacts of the projected oil and gas development for the
alternatives in the MLP/DEIS pertaining to air quality and water
resources are addressed in Chapters 4 (Section 4.3 and 4.13).
The impacts of projected oil and gas development on other
resources are found throughout Chapter 4.
The purpose of the MLP/DEIS is to identify and address
potential resource conflicts and environmental impacts and
thereby develop mitigation strategy through leasing stipulations
and best management practices. The BLM determined that a
no leasing alternative for oil and gas would be unnecessarily
restrictive in order to resolve the potential resource conflicts
identified.
A no leasing alternative for oil and gas would not meet the
purpose and need of the planning effort. Also, as stated in
Chapter 3 of the MLP/DEIS," hydraulic fracturing (HF) has only
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been conducted on a limited basis over the last few years," and
future use of HF is predicted to be limited as well.
Center for
Biological
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River
Expeditions

Clearly, an end to new leasing and unconventional oil and gas
extraction is a reasonable approach to protecting public health and
the environment. The DEIS improperly assumes that the (currentlyenjoined) BLM hydraulic fracturing regulations will be sufficient to
minimize impacts on groundwater resources. As discussed in detail
below, this assumption is invalid and improperly discounts a host of
water and health impacts associated with hydraulic fracturing, not
limited solely to potential aquifer contamination from target
formation fractures.

The purpose of the MLP/DEIS is to identify and address
potential resource conflicts and environmental impacts and
thereby develop mitigation strategy through leasing stipulations
and best management practices. The BLM determined that a
no leasing alternative for oil and gas would be unnecessarily
restrictive in order to resolve the potential resource conflicts
identified.
A no leasing alternative for oil and gas would not meet the
purpose and need of the planning effort. Also, as stated in
Chapter 3 of the MLP/DEIS," hydraulic fracturing (HF) has only
been conducted on a limited basis over the last few years," and
future use of HF is predicted to be limited as well.
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BLM should similarly recognize that the environmental and public
health hazards of these increasingly widespread extraction
techniques are too great to continue allowing them to be used in the
planning area. These risks include contamination of water
resources and increased surface runoff, over-depletion of dwindling
water resources, deterioration of air quality, human health and
safety risks, radioactive contamination, induced seismicity, harm to
wildlife, and industrialization of landscapes and changes in land
use.

The impacts of the projected oil and gas development for the
alternatives in the MLP/DEIS pertaining to air quality and water
resources are addressed in Chapters 4 (Section 4.3 and 4.13).
The impacts of projected oil and gas development on other
resources are found throughout Chapter 4.
The purpose of the MLP/DEIS is to identify and address
potential resource conflicts and environmental impacts and
thereby develop mitigation strategy through leasing stipulations
and best management practices. The BLM determined that a
no leasing alternative for oil and gas would be unnecessarily
restrictive in order to resolve the potential resource conflicts
identified.
A no leasing alternative for oil and gas would not meet the
purpose and need of the planning effort. Also, as stated in
Chapter 3 of the MLP/DEIS," hydraulic fracturing (HF) has only
been conducted on a limited basis over the last few years," and
future use of HF is predicted to be limited as well.
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Surface waters can be contaminated in many ways from
unconventional well stimulation. In addition to storm water runoff,
surface water contamination may also occur from chemical and
waste transport, chemical storage leaks, and breaches in pit liners.
As described below, contaminated surface water can result in many
adverse effects to wildlife, agriculture, and human health and safety.
It may make waters unsafe for drinking, fishing, swimming and other
activities, and may not always be infeasible to restore the original
water quality once surface water is contaminated.

Hydraulic Fracturing: The following discussion is from Chapter
3 (Section 3.7.1, Minerals: Oil and Gas, Hydraulic Fracturing):
Horizontal drilling involving advanced HF techniques have only
been conducted within the Planning Area on a limited basis
over the last few years. The amount of HF fluid utilized for HF
in the Planning Area has amounted to less than 200,000
gallons per well. This is substantially different from North
Dakota style HF operations. In the Planning Area, the industry
has found that the primary target formation conditions are not
conducive to water-based HF methods and have proven
detrimental to the recovery of oil and gas. HF utilizing oil
(about 80,000 gallons per well) has recently proven more
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beneficial when applied to initially unsuccessful wells. The oil
utilized in HF operations is recovered along with produced
hydrocarbons and placed in production tanks and, therefore,
the need for the storage of waste fluids is eliminated. In the
future, the trend for using oil as HF fluid for initially
unsuccessful wells is likely to continue. HF could be utilized for
other target formations in the future, but the extent is unknown
at this time. Within the Planning Area the Paradox Formation is
generally 4,000 to 5,000 feet thick and is comprised mainly of
salt, layered with thinner sedimentary zones, such as the Cane
Creek Shale zone which is the principal producing target within
the Planning Area and which occurs near the bottom of the
Paradox Formation. The thick sequence of bedded salts is not
only an effective confining zone, but is also a deterrent to
aggressive HF design.
In addition, the following discussion is from Chapter 3 (Section
3.7.1, Minerals: Oil and Gas, Hydraulic Fracturing): Areas with
the greatest oil and gas development interest within the
Planning Area generally have Entrada and Glen Canyon
Aquifers exposed at the surface and extending to a depth of
approximately 1,000 feet. To ensure the effective isolation of
these sensitive formations, a continuous string of steel pipe (or
“casing”) known as the “surface” casing is placed in the well,
extending from the surface to at least 50 feet below the bottom
of the aquifer. The entire length of that casing string is then
cemented into place. The casing is then pressure tested to
ensure there are no leaks before deeper drilling resumes. After
drilling to the top of the Paradox Formation at a depth of
approximately 4,500 to 5,500 feet, a second continuous string
of steel is placed inside the first, from the surface to the bottom
of the hole. This casing string, known as “intermediate” casing,
is then cemented into place with the goal of again cementing
the entire length of casing. The intermediate casing string also
serves to isolate water flows that may be present in the Cutler
Formation. If the cement does not circulate all the way to
surface, a cement bond log (CBL) or cement evaluation tool
(CET) is run in the well to evaluate the effectiveness of cement
placement. This casing string is then pressure tested and the
well is drilled to the target formation and to the final well depth.
As drilling continues to the target formation which contains oil
and gas, the oil, gas, and drilling fluids are contained within the
casing. At this point in the procedure aquifers are separated
from the fluids by two layers of steel casing and two layers of
cement. When the final well depth has been reached, another
steel casing string, known as “production” casing is then set
G-150
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inside the intermediate casing from the bottom of the well to the
surface usually, but always to at least 200 feet above the
bottom of the intermediate casing. This casing is then
cemented from the bottom of the well to at least 200 feet above
the bottom of the intermediate casing, and a CBL or CET is run
to evaluate the cement on this casing string also.
Center for
Biological
Diversity, Living
Rivers,
Colorado
Riverkeeper,
and Holiday
River
Expeditions

Final EIS

Massive volumes of chemicals and wastewater used or produced in
oil and gas operations have the potential to contaminate local
watersheds. Between 2,600 to 18,000 gallons of chemicals are
injected per hydraulically fracked well, with considerable variation as
far as what chemicals injected.
Unconventional well stimulation relies on numerous trucks to
transport chemicals to the site as well as collect and carry disposal
fluid from the site to processing facilities. A U.S. GAO study found
that up to 1,365 truckloads can be required just for the drilling and
fracturing of a single well pad while the New York Department of
Conservation estimated the number of “heavy truck” trips to be
about 3,950 per horizontal well (including loaded and unloaded).
Accidents during transit may cause leaks and spills that result in the
transported chemicals and fluids reaching surface waters.
Chemicals and waste transported by pipeline can also leak or spill.
EPA does not have spill estimates for Utah, it has estimated that for
every 100 hydraulically fractured wells in Colorado, 1.3 spills
occurred on or near the well pad (including spills of fracking
chemicals and produced water), and for everyone 100 in
Pennsylvania, between 3.3 and 12.2 spills, based on operator’s selfreported data. The number could actually be higher, as spills
commonly go unreported. Further, this figure is based on an
estimate of spills occurring over a limited time period and not the
entire lifetime of the well. Thus, at minimum, even using the lower
Colorado figure, two additional spills (1.3% x 142 wells) can be
expected to occur in the planning areas, an impact which is
nowhere disclosed in the DEIS.
Produced waters that fracking operations force to the surface from
deep underground can contain high levels of total dissolved solids,
salts, metals, and naturally occurring radioactive materials.
Flowback waters (i.e., fracturing fluids that return to the surface)
may also contain similar constituents along with fracturing fluid
additives such as surfactants and hydrocarbons. Given the
volumes of chemicals and waste produced and their potentially
harmful constituents, the potential for environmental disaster is real.
The Final EIS should evaluate how often accidents can be expected
to occur, and the effect of chemical and fluid spills. Such analysis
should also include identification of the particular harms faced by

Hydraulic Fracturing: The following discussion is from Chapter
3 (Section 3.7.1, Minerals: Oil and Gas, Hydraulic Fracturing):
Horizontal drilling involving advanced HF techniques have only
been conducted within the Planning Area on a limited basis
over the last few years. The amount of HF fluid utilized for HF
in the Planning Area has amounted to less than 200,000
gallons per well. This is substantially different from North
Dakota style HF operations. In the Planning Area, the industry
has found that the primary target formation conditions are not
conducive to water-based HF methods and have proven
detrimental to the recovery of oil and gas. HF utilizing oil
(about 80,000 gallons per well) has recently proven more
beneficial when applied to initially unsuccessful wells. The oil
utilized in HF operations is recovered along with produced
hydrocarbons and placed in production tanks and, therefore,
the need for the storage of waste fluids is eliminated. In the
future, the trend for using oil as HF fluid for initially
unsuccessful wells is likely to continue. HF could be utilized for
other target formations in the future, but the extent is unknown
at this time. Within the Planning Area the Paradox Formation is
generally 4,000 to 5,000 feet thick and is comprised mainly of
salt, layered with thinner sedimentary zones, such as the Cane
Creek Shale zone which is the principal producing target within
the Planning Area and which occurs near the bottom of the
Paradox Formation. The thick sequence of bedded salts is not
only an effective confining zone, but is also a deterrent to
aggressive HF design.
Leaks and Spills: Text has been added under all
alternatives in Chapter 4 (4.13.2, Water Resources) to
address the impacts of leaks and spills by alternative.
Spills resulting in contamination of surface and
groundwater could also adversely impact other associated
resources such as wildlife and vegetation.
Language has been added to Chapter 4 (4.13.2, Water
Resources) to assess the impacts of proposed mineral
leasing stipulations on impaired water bodies by
alternative.
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communities near oil and gas fields. The Final EIS must include
specific mitigation measures and alternatives based on a cumulative
impacts assessment, and the particular vulnerabilities of
environmental justice communities in both urban and rural settings.

The spill prevention measures identified in Appendix B will
become conditions of approval or applicant committed
mitigation measures for site-specific actions. The text in
Appendix B has been changed to state: "Where surface
pipelines cross existing drainages or intersect points with large
contributing drainage areas, the pipelines must 1) be buried
below potential scour depth, based on a scour analysis that
includes the identified 100-year floodplain, and stabilized with
rock to minimize the potential for erosion, or 2) washes shall be
spanned with supports located within and at the edge of the
floodplain."
Chapter 4 (Section 4.12.7, Environmental Justice Impacts)
states that there are no EJ populations within or in close
proximity to the Planning Area. Thus, there is very little
potential for environmental effects on any place-based EJ
population.
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The Final EIS should examine and quantify the risks to human
health and the environment associated with on-site chemical and
wastewater storage, including risks from natural events and
negligent operator practices. Again, such analysis must also
include an analysis of potential impacts faced by environmental
justice communities in rural settings.

Text has been added under all alternatives in Chapter 4
(4.13.2, Water Resources) to address the impacts of leaks
and spills by alternative. Spills resulting in contamination
of surface and groundwater could also adversely impact
other associated resources such as wildlife and
vegetation.

Center for
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Diversity, Living
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Current federal rules do not ensure well integrity. The well casing
can potentially fail over time and potentially create pathways for
contaminants to reach groundwater. Well casing failure can occur
due to improper or negligent construction. The EIS should study the
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The spill prevention measures identified in Appendix B will
become conditions of approval or applicant committed
mitigation measures for site-specific actions. The text in
Appendix B has been changed to state: "Where surface
pipelines cross existing drainages or intersect points with large
contributing drainage areas, the pipelines must 1) be buried
below potential scour depth, based on a scour analysis that
includes the identified 100-year floodplain, and stabilized with
rock to minimize the potential for erosion, or 2) washes shall be
spanned with supports located within and at the edge of the
floodplain."
Chapter 4 (Section 4.12.7, Environmental Justice Impacts)
states that there are no EJ populations within or in close
proximity to the Planning Area. Thus, there is very little
potential for environmental effects on any place-based EJ
population.
There is no evidence that past closures of oil and gas wells
have resulted in impairments to groundwater. The BLM is
aware of one historic (1950's-60's) plugging failure that resulted
in salt water reaching the surface from inside the production
casing. There was no indication, direct or implied, of
groundwater having been affected. Because the operator that
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rates of well casing failures over time and evaluate the likelihood
that well casing failures can lead to groundwater contamination.

plugged the well no longer existed, the BLM required that
operator's successor to re-enter the well, drill out the salt and
failed cement plugs, and re-plug the well.
Text has been added to Chapter 3 (3.7.1, Minerals: Oil and
Gas, Historical Drilling Activity) summarizing the extent of
this knowledge. In addition, an analysis assumption has
been added to Chapter 4 (4.8.1, Minerals, Oil and Gas,
Assumptions) explaining that BLM drilling experience has
shown that plugging and closure procedures have proven
successful in protecting groundwater resources.

Center for
Biological
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and Holiday
River
Expeditions

Further, according to the EPA, “evidence of any fracturing-related
fluid migration affecting a drinking water resources…could take
years to discover.” The EIS must consider long-term studies on the
potential for fluid migration through newly created subsurface
pathways. Fluid migration is of particular concern when oil and gas
operations are close to drinking water supplies.

Hydraulic Fracturing: The following discussion is from Chapter
3 (Section 3.7.1, Minerals: Oil and Gas, Hydraulic Fracturing):
Horizontal drilling involving advanced HF techniques have only
been conducted within the Planning Area on a limited basis
over the last few years. The amount of HF fluid utilized for HF
in the Planning Area has amounted to less than 200,000
gallons per well. This is substantially different from North
Dakota style HF operations. In the Planning Area, the industry
has found that the primary target formation conditions are not
conducive to water-based HF methods and have proven
detrimental to the recovery of oil and gas. HF utilizing oil
(about 80,000 gallons per well) has recently proven more
beneficial when applied to initially unsuccessful wells. The oil
utilized in HF operations is recovered along with produced
hydrocarbons and placed in production tanks and, therefore,
the need for the storage of waste fluids is eliminated. In the
future, the trend for using oil as HF fluid for initially
unsuccessful wells is likely to continue. HF could be utilized for
other target formations in the future, but the extent is unknown
at this time. Within the Planning Area the Paradox Formation is
generally 4,000 to 5,000 feet thick and is comprised mainly of
salt, layered with thinner sedimentary zones, such as the Cane
Creek Shale zone which is the principal producing target within
the Planning Area and which occurs near the bottom of the
Paradox Formation. The thick sequence of bedded salts is not
only an effective confining zone, but is also a deterrent to
aggressive HF design.
In addition, the following discussion is from Chapter 3 (Section
3.7.1, Minerals: Oil and Gas, Hydraulic Fracturing): Areas with
the greatest oil and gas development interest within the
Planning Area generally have Entrada and Glen Canyon
Aquifers exposed at the surface and extending to a depth of
approximately 1,000 feet. To ensure the effective isolation of
these sensitive formations, a continuous string of steel pipe (or
“casing”) known as the “surface” casing is placed in the well,
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extending from the surface to at least 50 feet below the bottom
of the aquifer. The entire length of that casing string is then
cemented into place. The casing is then pressure tested to
ensure there are no leaks before deeper drilling resumes. After
drilling to the top of the Paradox Formation at a depth of
approximately 4,500 to 5,500 feet, a second continuous string
of steel is placed inside the first, from the surface to the bottom
of the hole. This casing string, known as “intermediate” casing,
is then cemented into place with the goal of again cementing
the entire length of casing. The intermediate casing string also
serves to isolate water flows that may be present in the Cutler
Formation. If the cement does not circulate all the way to
surface, a cement bond log (CBL) or cement evaluation tool
(CET) is run in the well to evaluate the effectiveness of cement
placement. This casing string is then pressure tested and the
well is drilled to the target formation and to the final well depth.
As drilling continues to the target formation which contains oil
and gas, the oil, gas, and drilling fluids are contained within the
casing. At this point in the procedure aquifers are separated
from the fluids by two layers of steel casing and two layers of
cement. When the final well depth has been reached, another
steel casing string, known as “production” casing is then set
inside the intermediate casing from the bottom of the well to the
surface usually, but always to at least 200 feet above the
bottom of the intermediate casing. This casing is then
cemented from the bottom of the well to at least 200 feet above
the bottom of the intermediate casing, and a CBL or CET is run
to evaluate the cement on this casing string also
Center for
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River
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In some areas hydraulic fracturing may occur at shallower depths or
within the same formation as drinking water resources, resulting in
direct aquifer contamination. The EIS must disclose where the
potential for such drilling exists.

Hydraulic Fracturing: The following discussion is from Chapter
3 (Section 3.7.1, Minerals: Oil and Gas, Hydraulic Fracturing):
Horizontal drilling involving advanced HF techniques have only
been conducted within the Planning Area on a limited basis
over the last few years. The amount of HF fluid utilized for HF
in the Planning Area has amounted to less than 200,000
gallons per well. This is substantially different from North
Dakota style HF operations. In the Planning Area, the industry
has found that the primary target formation conditions are not
conducive to water-based HF methods and have proven
detrimental to the recovery of oil and gas. HF utilizing oil
(about 80,000 gallons per well) has recently proven more
beneficial when applied to initially unsuccessful wells. The oil
utilized in HF operations is recovered along with produced
hydrocarbons and placed in production tanks and, therefore,
the need for the storage of waste fluids is eliminated. In the
future, the trend for using oil as HF fluid for initially
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unsuccessful wells is likely to continue. HF could be utilized for
other target formations in the future, but the extent is unknown
at this time. Within the Planning Area the Paradox Formation is
generally 4,000 to 5,000 feet thick and is comprised mainly of
salt, layered with thinner sedimentary zones, such as the Cane
Creek Shale zone which is the principal producing target within
the Planning Area and which occurs near the bottom of the
Paradox Formation. The thick sequence of bedded salts is not
only an effective confining zone, but is also a deterrent to
aggressive HF design.
In addition, the following discussion is from Chapter 3 (Section
3.7.1, Minerals: Oil and Gas, Hydraulic Fracturing): Areas with
the greatest oil and gas development interest within the
Planning Area generally have Entrada and Glen Canyon
Aquifers exposed at the surface and extending to a depth of
approximately 1,000 feet. To ensure the effective isolation of
these sensitive formations, a continuous string of steel pipe (or
“casing”) known as the “surface” casing is placed in the well,
extending from the surface to at least 50 feet below the bottom
of the aquifer. The entire length of that casing string is then
cemented into place. The casing is then pressure tested to
ensure there are no leaks before deeper drilling resumes. After
drilling to the top of the Paradox Formation at a depth of
approximately 4,500 to 5,500 feet, a second continuous string
of steel is placed inside the first, from the surface to the bottom
of the hole. This casing string, known as “intermediate” casing,
is then cemented into place with the goal of again cementing
the entire length of casing. The intermediate casing string also
serves to isolate water flows that may be present in the Cutler
Formation. If the cement does not circulate all the way to
surface, a cement bond log (CBL) or cement evaluation tool
(CET) is run in the well to evaluate the effectiveness of cement
placement. This casing string is then pressure tested and the
well is drilled to the target formation and to the final well depth.
As drilling continues to the target formation which contains oil
and gas, the oil, gas, and drilling fluids are contained within the
casing. At this point in the procedure aquifers are separated
from the fluids by two layers of steel casing and two layers of
cement. When the final well depth has been reached, another
steel casing string, known as “production” casing is then set
inside the intermediate casing from the bottom of the well to the
surface usually, but always to at least 200 feet above the
bottom of the intermediate casing. This casing is then
cemented from the bottom of the well to at least 200 feet above
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the bottom of the intermediate casing, and a CBL or CET is run
to evaluate the cement on this casing string also.
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Setbacks may not be adequate to protect groundwater from
potential fracking fluid contamination. A recent study by the
University of Colorado at Boulder suggests that setbacks of even up
to 300-feet may not prevent contamination of drinking water
resources. The study found that 15 organic compounds found in
hydraulic fracturing fluids may be of concern as groundwater
contaminants based on their toxicity, mobility, persistence in the
environment, and frequency of use. These chemicals could have
10 percent or more of their initial concentrations remaining at a
transport distance of 300 feet, the average “setback” distance in the
U.S.
The proposed RMPA contains a wide variety of setback distances,
ranging from a mere 100 feet, subject to exceptions, for ephemeral
streams, to 330 feet for riparian areas and streams, to 1,000 feet for
the Colorado River and Fisher Creek. The effectiveness and
feasibility of any setbacks considered as part of the PRMP must be
substantively evaluated, not merely described generally in acreages
affected by particular stipulations.

Hydraulic Fracturing: The following discussion is from Chapter
3 (Section 3.7.1, Minerals: Oil and Gas, Hydraulic Fracturing):
Horizontal drilling involving advanced HF techniques have only
been conducted within the Planning Area on a limited basis
over the last few years. The amount of HF fluid utilized for HF
in the Planning Area has amounted to less than 200,000
gallons per well. This is substantially different from North
Dakota style HF operations. In the Planning Area, the industry
has found that the primary target formation conditions are not
conducive to water-based HF methods and have proven
detrimental to the recovery of oil and gas. HF utilizing oil
(about 80,000 gallons per well) has recently proven more
beneficial when applied to initially unsuccessful wells. The oil
utilized in HF operations is recovered along with produced
hydrocarbons and placed in production tanks and, therefore,
the need for the storage of waste fluids is eliminated. In the
future, the trend for using oil as HF fluid for initially
unsuccessful wells is likely to continue. HF could be utilized for
other target formations in the future, but the extent is unknown
at this time. Within the Planning Area the Paradox Formation is
generally 4,000 to 5,000 feet thick and is comprised mainly of
salt, layered with thinner sedimentary zones, such as the Cane
Creek Shale zone which is the principal producing target within
the Planning Area and which occurs near the bottom of the
Paradox Formation. The thick sequence of bedded salts is not
only an effective confining zone, but is also a deterrent to
aggressive HF design.
Leaks and Spills:
Text has been added under all alternatives in Chapter 4
(4.13.2, Water Resources) to address the impacts of leaks
and spills by alternative. Spills resulting in contamination
of surface and groundwater could also adversely impact
other associated resources such as wildlife and
vegetation.
The specific pollutant of concern for each of the impaired
waterbodies is identified in Chapter 3 (Soil and Water, Impaired
Waters/TMDL Reports).
Language has been added to Chapter 4 (4.13.2, Water
Resources) to assess the impacts of proposed mineral
leasing stipulations on impaired water bodies by
alternative.
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The spill prevention measures identified in Appendix B will
become conditions of approval or applicant committed
mitigation measures for site-specific actions. The text in
Appendix B has been changed to state: "Where surface
pipelines cross existing drainages or intersect points with large
contributing drainage areas, the pipelines must 1) be buried
below potential scour depth, based on a scour analysis that
includes the identified 100-year floodplain, and stabilized with
rock to minimize the potential for erosion, or 2) washes shall be
spanned with supports located within and at the edge of the
floodplain."
The buffers specified in Alternative D to protect water resources
were provided by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
The recommendations provided by the EPA are as follows: 1)
100 foot buffer on ephemeral streams, 2) 750 foot buffer on
impaired waters, and 3) 500 foot buffer on intermittent streams.
Center for
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Finally, disposal of wastes from oil and gas operations can also lead
to contamination of water resources. Potential sources of
contamination include:
· leaching from landfills that receive drilling and fracking solid
wastes;
· spreading of drilling and fracking wastes over large areas of land;
· wastewaters discharged from treatment facilities without advanced
“total dissolved solids” removal processes, or inadequate capacity
to remove radioactive material removal; and
· breaches in pits or underground disposal wells.
The Final EIS must evaluate the potential for contamination from
each of these disposal methods.

In order to prevent the contamination of water resources,
operators must dispose of waste produced from oil and gas
operations on Federal lands in accordance the BLM’s rules and
regulations outlined in 43 CFR 3160, the operational
requirements in Onshore Oil and Gas Orders Nos. 1, 2 and 7,
and the guidance in the Surface Operating Standards and
Guidelines for Oil and Gas Exploration and Development - The
Gold Book.
Text has been added under all alternatives in Chapter 4
(4.13.2, Water Resources) to address the impacts of leaks
and spills by alternative. Spills resulting in contamination
of surface and groundwater could also adversely impact
other associated resources such as wildlife and
vegetation.
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To the extent that the DEIS assumes that disturbed areas will be
successfully reclaimed in 10 years, these assumptions are
unreliable given the proposed stipulations’ vague standards
regarding the timing of reclamation activities (“extensive interim
reclamation”) and BLM’s overall poor record in ensuring that
operators follow-through on reclamation. The EIS must justify any
assumptions regarding the reclamation of disturbed areas by
addressing the rate of operator compliance with reclamation
standards, timeliness of compliance, effectiveness of reclamation,
and proposed or existing monitoring and enforcement mechanisms
that assure successful reclamation.

The BLM has made a reasonable assumption, based on
experience within the Planning Area, that disturbed areas
would be successfully reclaimed within a scope of 10 years.
The commenter has not provided any information to show
otherwise.
Appendix B (Best Management Practices) provides measures
for achieving successful reclamation within a timely manner.
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Ample scientific evidence indicates that well development and well
stimulation activities have been linked to an array of adverse human
health effects, including carcinogenic, developmental, reproductive,

No known adverse health effects have been identified within
the Planning Area associated with oil and gas development.
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and endocrine disruption effects. This is all the more alarming when
considering how close wells may be developed to schools,
residences, and businesses. Just as troubling, is how much is
unknown about the chemicals used in well stimulation activities.
The potential human health dangers and the precautionary principle
should further compel BLM to consider not allowing further
development of oil and gas minerals in the planning area. In
comparing a no-leasing-no-fracking alternative to leasing and
continued unconventional well development scenarios, the Final EIS
should include a health impact assessment, or equivalent, of the
aggregate impact that unconventional extraction techniques,
including fracking, will have on human health and nearby
communities.

Hydraulic Fracturing: The following discussion is from Chapter
3 (Section 3.7.1, Minerals: Oil and Gas, Hydraulic Fracturing):
Horizontal drilling involving advanced HF techniques have only
been conducted within the Planning Area on a limited basis
over the last few years. The amount of HF fluid utilized for HF
in the Planning Area has amounted to less than 200,000
gallons per well. This is substantially different from North
Dakota style HF operations. In the Planning Area, the industry
has found that the primary target formation conditions are not
conducive to water-based HF methods and have proven
detrimental to the recovery of oil and gas. HF utilizing oil
(about 80,000 gallons per well) has recently proven more
beneficial when applied to initially unsuccessful wells. The oil
utilized in HF operations is recovered along with produced
hydrocarbons and placed in production tanks and, therefore,
the need for the storage of waste fluids is eliminated. In the
future, the trend for using oil as HF fluid for initially
unsuccessful wells is likely to continue. HF could be utilized for
other target formations in the future, but the extent is unknown
at this time. Within the Planning Area the Paradox Formation is
generally 4,000 to 5,000 feet thick and is comprised mainly of
salt, layered with thinner sedimentary zones, such as the Cane
Creek Shale zone which is the principal producing target within
the Planning Area and which occurs near the bottom of the
Paradox Formation. The thick sequence of bedded salts is not
only an effective confining zone, but is also a deterrent to
aggressive HF design.
In addition, the following discussion is from Chapter 3 (Section
3.7.1, Minerals: Oil and Gas, Hydraulic Fracturing): Areas with
the greatest oil and gas development interest within the
Planning Area generally have Entrada and Glen Canyon
Aquifers exposed at the surface and extending to a depth of
approximately 1,000 feet. To ensure the effective isolation of
these sensitive formations, a continuous string of steel pipe (or
“casing”) known as the “surface” casing is placed in the well,
extending from the surface to at least 50 feet below the bottom
of the aquifer. The entire length of that casing string is then
cemented into place. The casing is then pressure tested to
ensure there are no leaks before deeper drilling resumes. After
drilling to the top of the Paradox Formation at a depth of
approximately 4,500 to 5,500 feet, a second continuous string
of steel is placed inside the first, from the surface to the bottom
of the hole. This casing string, known as “intermediate” casing,
is then cemented into place with the goal of again cementing
the entire length of casing. The intermediate casing string also
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serves to isolate water flows that may be present in the Cutler
Formation. If the cement does not circulate all the way to
surface, a cement bond log (CBL) or cement evaluation tool
(CET) is run in the well to evaluate the effectiveness of cement
placement. This casing string is then pressure tested and the
well is drilled to the target formation and to the final well depth.
As drilling continues to the target formation which contains oil
and gas, the oil, gas, and drilling fluids are contained within the
casing. At this point in the procedure aquifers are separated
from the fluids by two layers of steel casing and two layers of
cement. When the final well depth has been reached, another
steel casing string, known as “production” casing is then set
inside the intermediate casing from the bottom of the well to the
surface usually, but always to at least 200 feet above the
bottom of the intermediate casing. This casing is then
cemented from the bottom of the well to at least 200 feet above
the bottom of the intermediate casing, and a CBL or CET is run
to evaluate the cement on this casing string also.
Center for
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Similarly, poor understanding exists as to how fracking wells
perform. For example, information about the performance and
subsurface movement of wells is limited due to confidential
business information claims by operators, poor recordkeeping, and
lack of baseline data collection, hindering any understanding of the
“design and performance of individual wells or wells in a region” and
groundwater impacts.

Hydraulic Fracturing: The following discussion is from Chapter
3 (Section 3.7.1, Minerals: Oil and Gas, Hydraulic Fracturing):
Horizontal drilling involving advanced HF techniques have only
been conducted within the Planning Area on a limited basis
over the last few years. The amount of HF fluid utilized for HF
in the Planning Area has amounted to less than 200,000
gallons per well. This is substantially different from North
Dakota style HF operations. In the Planning Area, the industry
has found that the primary target formation conditions are not
conducive to water-based HF methods and have proven
detrimental to the recovery of oil and gas. HF utilizing oil
(about 80,000 gallons per well) has recently proven more
beneficial when applied to initially unsuccessful wells. The oil
utilized in HF operations is recovered along with produced
hydrocarbons and placed in production tanks and, therefore,
the need for the storage of waste fluids is eliminated. In the
future, the trend for using oil as HF fluid for initially
unsuccessful wells is likely to continue. HF could be utilized for
other target formations in the future, but the extent is unknown
at this time. Within the Planning Area the Paradox Formation is
generally 4,000 to 5,000 feet thick and is comprised mainly of
salt, layered with thinner sedimentary zones, such as the Cane
Creek Shale zone which is the principal producing target within
the Planning Area and which occurs near the bottom of the
Paradox Formation. The thick sequence of bedded salts is not
only an effective confining zone, but is also a deterrent to
aggressive HF design.
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In addition, the following discussion is from Chapter 3 (Section
3.7.1, Minerals: Oil and Gas, Hydraulic Fracturing): Areas with
the greatest oil and gas development interest within the
Planning Area generally have Entrada and Glen Canyon
Aquifers exposed at the surface and extending to a depth of
approximately 1,000 feet. To ensure the effective isolation of
these sensitive formations, a continuous string of steel pipe (or
“casing”) known as the “surface” casing is placed in the well,
extending from the surface to at least 50 feet below the bottom
of the aquifer. The entire length of that casing string is then
cemented into place. The casing is then pressure tested to
ensure there are no leaks before deeper drilling resumes. After
drilling to the top of the Paradox Formation at a depth of
approximately 4,500 to 5,500 feet, a second continuous string
of steel is placed inside the first, from the surface to the bottom
of the hole. This casing string, known as “intermediate” casing,
is then cemented into place with the goal of again cementing
the entire length of casing. The intermediate casing string also
serves to isolate water flows that may be present in the Cutler
Formation. If the cement does not circulate all the way to
surface, a cement bond log (CBL) or cement evaluation tool
(CET) is run in the well to evaluate the effectiveness of cement
placement. This casing string is then pressure tested and the
well is drilled to the target formation and to the final well depth.
As drilling continues to the target formation which contains oil
and gas, the oil, gas, and drilling fluids are contained within the
casing. At this point in the procedure aquifers are separated
from the fluids by two layers of steel casing and two layers of
cement. When the final well depth has been reached, another
steel casing string, known as “production” casing is then set
inside the intermediate casing from the bottom of the well to the
surface usually, but always to at least 200 feet above the
bottom of the intermediate casing. This casing is then
cemented from the bottom of the well to at least 200 feet above
the bottom of the intermediate casing, and a CBL or CET is run
to evaluate the cement on this casing string also.
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The EIS should also study the human health and safety impacts of
noise pollution, light pollution, and traffic accidents resulting from oil
and gas development. A recent study found that automobile and
truck accident rates in counties in Pennsylvania with heavy
unconventional oil and gas extraction activity were between 15 and
65 percent higher than accident rates in counties without
unconventional oil and gas extraction activities. Rates of traffic
fatalities and major injuries may be higher in areas with heavy
drilling activity than areas without.

No known adverse health effects or an increase in traffic
accidents have been identified within the Planning Area
associated with oil and gas development.
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Naturally occurring radioactive materials can be brought to the
surface through drilling and extraction processes, yet BLM rules do
not appear to require any testing for radioactive materials
whatsoever before waste fluids are disposed. The buildup of
radioactive materials in pipes and equipment can accumulate to
amounts that are harmful to workers who interact with the pipes and
equipment. Studies have found high concentrations of the element
radium, a highly radioactive substance, in water samples from
streams in Pennsylvania where treated shale gas wastewater was
disposed. Concentrations were roughly 200 times higher than
background levels. Given the potential for radioactive substances
to be present in treated wastewater and the high potential for
accidental spills and releases, the EIS should assess the amount,
the type, and the potency of radioactive elements that are naturally
occurring in the landforms subject to the RMP and evaluate the
likely risks that stem from bringing such materials to the surface.
This analysis should address how radioactive materials could
impact the specific areas in which wastewaters are treated,
disposed, or accidentally released.

The BLM is not aware of any radioactive contamination within
the Planning Area associated with oil and gas operations. The
commenter has provided no specific information to the contrary.
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If oil and gas development is allowed to proliferate in the planning
area, increased unconventional oil and gas extraction and
underground waste injection will increase the risk of induced
seismicity. Induced seismic events could damage or destroy
property and cause injuries or even death, especially in a state
where earthquakes are rare and communities are typically not
prepared for them. A no-leasing-no-fracking alternative would
minimize these risks, while continued leasing and unconventional
well development would increase them.

The BLM is not aware of any increased earthquake activity
within the Planning Area associated with oil and gas
operations. The commenter has provided no specific
information to the contrary.
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The proliferation of unconventional oil and gas development,
including increases in extraction and injection, will increase
earthquake risk. Accordingly, the EIS must fully assess the risk of
induced seismicity cause by all unconventional oil and gas
extraction and injection activities, including wastewater injection
wells.
The analysis should assess the following issues based on guidance
from the scientific literature, the National Research Council, and the
Department of Energy:
(1) whether existing oil and gas wells and wastewater injection wells
in the area covered by the RMP have induced seismic activity, using
earthquake catalogs (which provide an inventory of earthquakes of
differing magnitudes) and fluid extraction and injection data
collected by industry;(2) the region’s fault environment by identifying
and characterizing all faults in these areas based on sources
including but not limited to the USGS Quaternary Fault and Fold

The BLM is not aware of any increased earthquake activity
within the Planning Area associated with oil and gas
operations. The commenter has provided no specific
information to the contrary.
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database. In its analysis, BLM should assess its ability to identify all
faults in these areas, including strike-slip faults and deep faults that
can be difficult to detect;
(3) the background seismicity of oil- and gas-bearing lands including
the history of earthquake size and frequency, fault structure
(including orientation of faults), seismicity rates, failure mechanisms,
and state of stress of faults;
(4) the geology of oil- and gas-bearing lands including pore
pressure, formation permeability, and hydrological connectivity to
deeper faults;
(5) the hazards to human communities and infrastructure from
induced seismic activity; and
(6) the current state of knowledge on important questions related to
the risk and hazards of induced seismicity from oil and gas
development activities, including:
(a) how the distance from a well to a fault affects seismic risk (i.e.,
locating wells in close proximity to faults can increase the risk of
inducing earthquakes);
(b) how fluid injection and extraction volumes, rates, and pressures
affect seismic risk;
(c) how the density of wells affects seismic risk (i.e., a greater
density of wells affects a greater volume of the subsurface and
potentially contacts more areas of a single fault or a greater number
of faults);
(d) the time period following the initiation of injection or extraction
activities over which earthquakes can be induced (i.e., studies
indicate that induced seismicity often occurs within months of
initiation of extraction or injection although there are cases
demonstrating multi-year delays);
(e) how stopping extraction or injection activities affects induced
seismicity (i.e., can induced seismicity be turned off by stopping
extraction and injection and over what period, since studies indicate
that there are often delays—sometimes more than a year—between
the termination of extraction and injection activities and the
cessation of induced earthquake activity);
(f) the largest earthquake that could be induced by unconventional
oil and gas development activities in areas covered by the RMP,
including earthquakes caused by wastewater injection; and
(g) whether active and abandoned wells are safe from damage from
earthquake activity over the short and long-term.
Center for
Biological
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Invasive species may be introduced through a variety of pathways
that would be increasingly common if oil and gas activity is allowed

Appendix B (Best Management Practices) would be applied to
oil and gas leases to protect sensitive resources from the
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to expand. Machinery, equipment, and trucks moved from site to
site can carry invasive plant species to new areas. In addition,
materials such as crushed stone or gravel transported to the site
from other locations may serve as a conduit for invasive species to
migrate to the well site or other areas en route.
Aquatic invasive species may also spread more easily given the
large amounts of freshwater that must be transported to
accommodate new drilling and extraction techniques. These
species may be inadvertently introduced to new habitats when
water is discharged at the surface. Alternatively, hoses, trucks,
tanks, and other water use equipment may function as conduits for
aquatic invasive species to access new habitats.

spread of invasive species. The BLM is aware of the threat of
the spread of invasive species from any surface disturbing
activity, whether it is oil/gas and potash development, or any
recreational use. The BMPs are state-of-the-art mitigation
measures to prevent the spread of the species.
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Anthropogenic climate change poses a significant threat to
biodiversity. Climate disruption is already causing changes in
distribution, phenology, physiology, genetics, species interactions,
ecosystem services, demographic rates, and population viability:
many animals and plants are moving poleward and upward in
elevation, shifting their timing of breeding and migration, and
experiencing population declines and extinctions. Because climate
change is occurring at an unprecedented pace with multiple
synergistic impacts, climate change is predicted to significantly
increase extinction risk for many species. Because expansion of oil
and gas production in Utah will substantially increase the emissions
of greenhouse gases, this activity will further contribute to the harms
from climate change to wildlife and ecosystems.

The impacts of the projected oil and gas development for the
alternatives in the MLP/DEIS pertaining to greenhouse gas
emissions is addressed in Chapter 4 (Section 4.3).
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BLM can end the dangerous practice of hydraulic fracturing within
the planning area not only through an end to new leasing, but also
through a ban of this practice on existing leases. A lessee’s right to
extract leased minerals is subject to BLM’s duty and authority to
protect environmental resources and any regulation that BLM
deems necessary and proper.
The Mineral Leasing Act charges the Secretary of the Interior with
the protection of environmental values in its oversight of federal
mineral extraction. It directs the Secretary of the Interior to
“regulate all surface-disturbing activities conducted pursuant to any
lease issued under this chapter,” and to “determine reclamation and
other actions as required in the interest of conservation of surface
resources.” The MLA further dictates that, “[n]o permit to drill on an
oil and gas lease...may be granted without the analysis and
approval” by the Secretary of Interior “of a plan of operations
covering proposed surface-disturbing activities within the lease
area.”
BLM has broad discretion in how it carries out these duties. The
MLA authorizes the Secretary “to prescribe necessary and proper

The U.S. District Court of Wyoming enjoined the BLM from
enforcing the final rule for hydraulic fracturing. This injunction
is currently still effective.
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rules and regulations and to do any and all things necessary to
carry out and accomplish the purposes of this chapter ...” Similarly,
under FLPMA, BLM has discretion to “manage the public lands
under principles of multiple use and sustained yield[,]” and “by
regulation or otherwise, take any action necessary to prevent
unnecessary or undue degradation of the lands.”
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Accordingly, BLM has issued regulations to protect the environment
from mineral extraction. Key among them are BLM’s regulations
providing that leasehold rights are subject to “such reasonable
measures as may be required by the authorized officer to minimize
adverse impacts to other resource values,” and that operators “shall
conduct operations in a manner which protects the mineral
resources, other natural resources, and environmental quality.”
Thus, new operations on existing leases may be subject to
reasonable measures to protect the environment post-lease.
Here, BLM has ample evidence of numerous environmental and
public health harms of hydraulic fracturing and other unconventional
well stimulation methods. In other respects, the safety of these
practices is completely unknown. BLM should use its power to “do
any and all things necessary” to protect local communities and the
environment by banning new fracking and other unconventional well
stimulation methods within the planning area. Such a ban may
apply to all existing leases, and not just new leases that post-date a
revised RMP. BLM regulations provide that all site-specific actions
(presumably including drilling permit issuance) shall conform to the
governing Resource Management Plan. Similar requirements exist
for National Forest System lands. Since land use planning and plan
consistency is specific and mandatory under FLPMA, BLM can
require operators with existing leases to comply with the proposed
fracking ban once it is adopted under a revised RMP.

Hydraulic Fracturing: The following discussion is from Chapter
3 (Section 3.7.1, Minerals: Oil and Gas, Hydraulic Fracturing):
Horizontal drilling involving advanced HF techniques have only
been conducted within the Planning Area on a limited basis
over the last few years. The amount of HF fluid utilized for HF
in the Planning Area has amounted to less than 200,000
gallons per well. This is substantially different from North
Dakota style HF operations. In the Planning Area, the industry
has found that the primary target formation conditions are not
conducive to water-based HF methods and have proven
detrimental to the recovery of oil and gas. HF utilizing oil
(about 80,000 gallons per well) has recently proven more
beneficial when applied to initially unsuccessful wells. The oil
utilized in HF operations is recovered along with produced
hydrocarbons and placed in production tanks and, therefore,
the need for the storage of waste fluids is eliminated. In the
future, the trend for using oil as HF fluid for initially
unsuccessful wells is likely to continue. HF could be utilized for
other target formations in the future, but the extent is unknown
at this time. Within the Planning Area the Paradox Formation is
generally 4,000 to 5,000 feet thick and is comprised mainly of
salt, layered with thinner sedimentary zones, such as the Cane
Creek Shale zone which is the principal producing target within
the Planning Area and which occurs near the bottom of the
Paradox Formation. The thick sequence of bedded salts is not
only an effective confining zone, but is also a deterrent to
aggressive HF design.
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Oil and gas development not only fuels the climate crisis but entail
significant public health risks and harms to the environment.
Accordingly, a revised EIS should thoroughly analyze the alternative
of no new fossil fuel leasing and no fracking or other unconventional
well stimulation methods within the Moab planning area.

The purpose of the MLP/DEIS is to identify and address
potential resource conflicts and environmental impacts and
thereby develop mitigation strategy through leasing stipulations
and best management practices. The BLM determined that a
no leasing alternative for oil and gas would be unnecessarily
restrictive in order to resolve the potential resource conflicts
identified.
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Please preserve wildlands in Utah. They are unique. They are
important. They deserve protection. The time has come to stop

The commenter’s preference for Alternative C is noted.
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leasing public lands to oil and gas industries. That is an outdated
method. It's time to start putting resources toward renewable
energy development...Again, I urge you to adopt Alternative C, and
to ensure as much land as possible is protected from fossil fuel
leasing, without loopholes that let the industry get around these
protections.

The management alternatives do not include actions for
renewable energy because that is outside the scope of the
planning document. For information regarding renewable
energy in the Moab and Monticello Field Offices, please see
their respective Resource Management Plans.

HECHO

No Surface Occupancy (NSO): To the layperson, the terminology
“NSO” means just that-- no surface occupancy. However, BLM has
different degrees of NSO, depending on whether exceptions,
modifications and waivers apply. For most of the NSO in the Draft
MLP, “general” exceptions, waivers, and modifications apply, which,
in our opinion, does not provide the needed certainty that
protections for important recreation, cultural and national park
resources in the planning area will remain in place. We recommend
that BLM either remove exceptions, waivers, and modifications from
the NSO stipulations altogether or provide narrowly-tailored, specific
criteria for when they can be applied, including requirements that
the public and key stakeholders, such as the National Park Service,
be notified and provided an opportunity to comment on proposed
exceptions, modifications and waivers.

In Alternative D, any exceptions, modifications, and waivers
applied to the NSO stipulations are designed to provide some
operational flexibility under specific limited circumstances while
still protecting relevant resources.
Nearly all lease stipulations should have exception, waiver, and
modification criteria documented in the land use plan and on
the lease. In limited circumstances it may be possible to
identify, for example, waiver criteria that are appropriate, but
due to the nature of the resource that is being protected, not
exception or modification criteria. In other cases there may be
general exception, waiver, or modification criteria developed in
the land use plan that applies commonly to all or most lease
stipulations and does not need to be repeated individually for
each lease stipulation identified in the plan (BLM Washington
Office Instruction Memorandum 2008-032).
Exceptions to a lease stipulation are applied at the site-specific
proposal level, such as an APD, through the NEPA process,
and, as a result, is subject to all consultation requirements as
well as public comment. This is stated in BLM Washington
Office IM 2008-032: “The criteria for approval of exceptions,
waivers, and modifications should be supported by National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) analysis, either through the
land use planning process or site-specific environmental
review."
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Best Management Practices (BMPs): We compliment the BLM for
putting together a comprehensive list of BMPs. The language i.e.,
“[E]xisting roads will be used to the extent possible” leaves too
much room for projects to come in and invoke this language to
construct more or new roads. We recommend that the BLM review
these BMPs and tighten the language further.

The BMP referred to is notifying operators that existing roads
will be used unless a new road is warranted. As stated in
Appendix B (Introduction), "BMPs should be selected to meet
the site-specific requirements of the project and local
environment. No one management practice is best suited to
every site or situation."
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Table 2–5 Minerals: Oil and Gas * *Apply a “Baseline CSU”
stipulation in areas with sensitive resources in order to minimize the
amount of surface disturbance and related impacts resulting from
mineral development. These resources include the Courthouse
Wash Watershed, the Salt Wash Watershed, SRMAs (where
specified), selected lands identified by BLM as having wilderness
characteristics, areas inventoried as having a high visual quality

Mitigation outside the area of impact would be addressed in
accordance with the BMPs identified in Appendix B (Mitigation
Outside the Area of Impact). Rehabilitation of vegetation, soils,
and habitat would also mitigate impacts to visual resources.
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(VRI Class II that is designated as VRM Class III), bighorn sheep
habitat (except a small portion in the Potash Processing Facility
Areas-see below), sagebrush/steppe habitat (in areas with
moderately high to very high ecological intactness), and crucial deer
and elk habitat. The Baseline CSU stipulation includes a total of
about 213,218 acres and is shown on Maps 2-12-D. The specific
areas where this stipulation would be applied are also identified in
the sections for the referenced resources. The Baseline CSU
stipulation would reduce conflicts in areas with heavy recreation
use, reduce the impacts to wilderness values, reduce visual
intrusions, and reduce loss of wildlife habitat; it would consist of the
following: * *1. Multiple wells per pad as appropriate.* *2. Well
pads would be placed no closer than 2-miles apart.* *3. Production
facilities would be co-located and designed to minimize surface
impacts. Pipelines and utilities would be placed along existing
roads.* *4. Limit un-reclaimed surface disturbance to no more than
15 acres per well pad, including associated facilities, roads,
pipelines, and utilities.* *5. Extensive interim reclamation of
roadway disturbance and reclamation of well pads to well
head/production facilities to minimize long-term surface
disturbance.* *6. Final reclamation fully restoring the original
landform. Travel routes would be restored to their original
character.* *7. This stipulation would allow for geophysical
operations.* *8. Compensatory mitigation outside the area of
impact could be required to offset impacts to resources when onsite
mitigation alone may not be sufficient to adequately mitigate
impacts and achieve BLM resource objectives. An exception to the
2-mile spacing requirement would be provided as specified in
Appendix A.* *This CSU is similar to management policy in the
area now, with the exception of the 2-mile drilling placement and the
compensatory offsite mitigation. Offsite mitigation has been used in
the wildlife program for years. This new CSU would apply that to a
number of resources, with unspecified actions required. * *How
does one do offsite compensatory mitigation for impacts to visual
resources? * *What would that involve? * *The MLP is silent on
this issue.*
The Wilderness
Society

G-166

In the Dinosaur Trail MLP, under the phased approach, leasing will
first proceed in that portion of the Dinosaur Trail planning area with
the most accessible oil and gas resources and fewest potential
resource conflicts, and later proceed to areas with lower
development potential. Here, BLM could apply a similar phased
approach, by first providing for leasing and development in that
portion of the planning area where industry interest is most heavily
focused and where resource conflicts are minimal, and later
providing for leasing and development elsewhere. Similarly, the

The Planning Area has high potential for the development of
both oil and gas and potash which presents different
circumstances than those referred to by the commenter. The
oil and gas and potash deposits overlie each other and occur
primarily in the same formation. Therefore, oil and gas and
potash leasing and development could occur on the same
tracts of land at the same time. The objective of Alternative D
is to minimize surface development by separating leasing of the
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Beaver Rim MLP, prepared by the Lander Field Office, also
incorporates phased leasing, as well as phased development, by
using a surface disturbance cap. This type of surface disturbance
cap would be especially appropriate in the Moab MLP, given the
existence of leases in sensitive areas and as the broadly-applicable
Baseline CSU stipulation already includes reclamation and
mitigation requirements, and the environmental impacts of
development were forecasted under the assumption that disturbed
acreage would be successfully reclaimed.

two commodities which have different, and sometimes
conflicting infrastructure needs.
The BLM is imposing a phased approach to potash leasing in
Alternative D. As stated in Chapter 2 (Section 2.2, Description
of Alternatives), separating leasing of oil/gas and potash would
minimize surface impacts by eliminating redundant
infrastructure and ensuring orderly development by setting
apart the competing objectives of the two commodities. Potash
leasing would involve a phased approach and would initially
only be issued within identified areas. A phased approach to
potash leasing would provide the opportunity to lease a limited
portion of the Planning Area in order to determine the feasibility
of potash development and methods for reducing resource
conflicts. The purpose of phased potash leasing is to minimize
resource conflicts and to test the feasibility of solution mining
for deep deposits of potash on public lands within the Planning
Area. Phased potash leasing would provide an opportunity to
issue prospecting permits and/or to lease within a specific
portion of the Planning Area (identified as Potash Leasing
Areas [PLAs]) in order to determine the area’s production
potential. Phased leasing provides an adaptive management
approach so that if potash were successfully discovered and
produced there would then be an opportunity to consider
additional potash permitting and leasing.
The noncompetitive potash leasing process provided by the
Federal regulations at 43 CFR 3500 involving potash permits
and preference right leases is not a phased leasing approach to
potash.
As stated in Table 2-6 in Chapter 2 of the MLP/DEIS, the
purpose of phased potash leasing is to minimize resource
conflicts and to test the feasibility of solution mining for deep
deposits of potash on public lands within the Planning Area.
Phased potash leasing would provide an opportunity to issue
prospecting permits and/or to lease within a specific portion of
the Planning Area (identified as Potash Leasing Areas [PLAs])
in order to determine the area’s production potential. Phased
leasing provides an adaptive management approach so that if
potash were successfully discovered and produced there would
then be an opportunity to consider additional potash permitting
and leasing.
Phased leasing of potash initially involves three blocks of public
lands in areas (PLAs) where potash leases or potash permits
had been issued. Within these areas, potash resources have
been identified and the feasibility of potash production has
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been pursued. New oil and gas leases would not be issued
within PLAs and potash permits and leases would not be
issued outside of PLAs. Oil and gas development would occur
outside of potash leasing areas and outside of areas with high
resource conflicts.
The Wilderness
Society

The Moab MLP must require consultation with the National Park
Service before BLM is allowed to remove any lease stipulation
designed to protect Arches or Canyonlands National Park. The
NSO stipulation designed to protect cultural sites under the
preferred alternative of the Draft Moab MLP allows for both general
waiver and modification, and allows for “an exception if the project is
not visible or audible from the cultural site or cultural concentration
area.” The Moab MLP must require that BLM consult with affected
tribes and agencies before the agency removes lease stipulations
and other protective measures.

Exceptions to a lease stipulation are applied at the site-specific
proposal level, such as an APD, through the NEPA process,
and, as a result, is subject to all consultation requirements as
well as public comment. This is stated in BLM Washington
Office IM 2008-032: "The criteria for approval of exceptions,
waivers, and modifications should be supported by National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) analysis, either through the
land use planning process or site-specific environmental
review.”
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SITLA is an independent state agency that manages these lands,
approximately 124,295 acres of which are located within the
boundaries of the MLP. The trust lands sections within the
boundaries of the MLP are adjacent to or scattered among federal
lands and, as a result, the additional restrictions the MLP places on
leasing federal minerals will negatively impact the development of
SITLA's mineral resources and the revenue generated therefrom.

The commenter believes that SITLA parcels adjoining or
surrounded by BLM lands with significant leasing restrictions
(such as closed or NSO) will render the SITLA parcels
“valueless.” No evidence from past lease sales is offered to
support this argument. One could argue, in fact, that SITLA
parcels surrounded by NSO would be more valuable, as those
SITLA parcels now provide the only platform from which to
access surrounding BLM minerals. Rather than trying to
pursue an argument based on pure logic, as reasonable people
can reach different conclusions by such application, BLM
examined SITLA minerals leases from the recent past in the
Planning Area. The approach undertook the following:
1. Based on information posted on SITLA’s leasing website
(http: //trustlands.utah.gov/business-groups/oil-gas/competitivemineral-lease-offerings/), BLM identified all competitive lease
sales involving SITLA parcels adjoining Wilderness Study
Areas (WSAs). These are clearly identified with bold face, all
capitalized warnings on the lease offerings notice. Since WSAs
are closed to new minerals leasing, SITLA parcels adjoin such
lands are the most likely to be “valueless,” in the language of
the commenter. This process identified twelve lease parcel
offerings adjoining WSAs in Grand and San Juan Counties
from January 2010, through January 2015.
2. BLM next examined the bonus lease bids received on these
twelve parcels, based on information from the same website.
Ten parcels were sold, garnering lease bids ranging from a low
of $1322 to a high of $64640. Two parcels received no bids.
Many factors, of course, affect what an operator is willing to bid
for a lease parcel, but the evidence from SITLA’s own recent
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lease history does not support the argument that restrictions on
BLM lands adjoining SITLA parcels renders those SITLA
parcels "valueless".
State of Utah
School and
Institutional
Trust Lands
Administration

If the Preferred Alternative, Alternative D of the MLP is adopted, the
number of acres subject to standard terms and conditions for oil and
gas leasing will go from 210,884 acres under the current Resource
Management Plans ("RMP"), represented in the MLP as Alternative
A, to zero. See MLP Chapter 4-Minerals: Oil and Gas, Page 27,
Line 4 and Page 30, Line 27. Similarly, the number of acres subject
to No Surface Occupancy ("NSO") stipulations would increase from
133,574 acres under Alternative A to 305,899 acres under
Alternative D. See MLP Chapter 4- Minerals: Oil and Gas, Page
27, Line 14 and Page 30, Line 7. Finally, while only 753 acres are
currently closed to oil and gas leasing under Alternative A, this
number would increase to 145,284 acres under Alternative D. See
MLP Chapter 4-Minerals: Oil and Gas, Page 27, Line 20 and Page
30, Line 18.
Between the number of acres closed to oil and gas leasing and
those available with NSO stipulations, approximately 57% of the
area within the MLP is effectively unavailable for oil and gas leasing
and development. Although the MLP states that the difference
between Alternatives A and D is a reduction of only 64 fewer wells,
the MLP has failed to adequately consider the actual feasibility of
developing lands subject to NSO stipulations. As explained to
SITLA by oil and gas operators in the area, the complexity of the
formation in this area greatly affects the length of the laterals for
horizontal wells which seriously curtails the availability of horizontal
drilling. See Draft Moab Master Leasing Plan Comments, submitted
by Michael J. Keller, Environmental, Health and Safety Manager,
Fidelity Exploration Production & Company, dated November 16,
2015, page 3 (stating that NSO stipulations effectively eliminate oil
and gas development in this area since horizontal drilling economics
and technical effectiveness are justified for short distances only,
typically less than one mile for the complex Paradox geology).

Chapter 4 (Minerals: Oil and Gas, Impacts from Alternative D)
states, “In Alternative D, 305,899 acres would be managed with
NSO stipulations. NSO stipulations could increase the
complexity of mineral operations and slow down production.
Development in NSO areas would require the use of more
costly methods, such as directional and horizontal drilling, to
access oil and gas resources. NSO stipulations would preclude
the use of the surface for the development of oil and gas, but
would still allow the recovery of some of these resources at a
greater cost. Precluding surface disturbance in areas with NSO
stipulations would decrease the number of wells drilled during
the planning period.”
Alternative D provides some flexibility for mineral development
by allowing exceptions to the NSO stipulations. For example, if
proposed mineral operations (including geophysical) in VRM
Class II areas would not result in long-term visual impairment
from key observation points, an exception to the NSO
stipulation could be granted. In addition, scattered State lands
and existing Federal leases in the area provide additional
access for mineral operations.
The closed areas are applied only to lands adjacent to Arches
and Canyonlands National Parks.
Horizontal drilling within the Planning Area has reached well
over 1-mile.
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The BLM's failure to adequately analyze the limitations of horizontal
drilling in the area in the context of the true impact of the NSO
stipulations and the effect all of the leasing restrictions will have on
trust lands is inconsistent with the planning criteria provided in the
MLP, which states that the BLM will strive to ensure that its
management actions are as consistent as possible with other
adjoining planning jurisdictions. See MLP Chapter 1, Page 12, Line
6. Given the negative impacts that Alternative D will have, SITLA
urges the BLM to adopt Alternative A and continue to allow oil and
gas leasing and development consistent with the current RMPs.

The commenter believes that SITLA parcels adjoining or
surrounded by BLM lands with significant leasing restrictions
(such as closed or NSO) will render the SITLA parcels
“valueless.” No evidence from past lease sales is offered to
support this argument. One could argue, in fact, that SITLA
parcels surrounded by NSO would be more valuable, as those
SITLA parcels now provide the only platform from which to
access surrounding BLM minerals. Rather than trying to
pursue an argument based on pure logic, as reasonable people
can reach different conclusions by such application, BLM
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examined SITLA minerals leases from the recent past in the
Planning Area. The approach undertook the following:
1. Based on information posted on SITLA’s leasing website
(http: //trustlands.utah.gov/business-groups/oil-gas/competitivemineral-lease-offerings/), BLM identified all competitive lease
sales involving SITLA parcels adjoining Wilderness Study
Areas (WSAs). These are clearly identified with bold face, all
capitalized warnings on the lease offerings notice. Since WSAs
are closed to new minerals leasing, SITLA parcels adjoin such
lands are the most likely to be “valueless,” in the language of
the commenter. This process identified twelve lease parcel
offerings adjoining WSAs in Grand and San Juan Counties
from January 2010, through January 2015.
2. BLM next examined the bonus lease bids received on these
twelve parcels, based on information from the same website.
Ten parcels were sold, garnering lease bids ranging from a low
of $1322 to a high of $64640. Two parcels received no bids.
Many factors, of course, affect what an operator is willing to bid
for a lease parcel, but the evidence from SITLA’s own recent
lease history does not support the argument that restrictions on
BLM lands adjoining SITLA parcels renders those SITLA
parcels "valueless".
In addition, horizontal drilling within the Planning Area has
reached distances of well over 1-mile.
State of Utah
School and
Institutional
Trust Lands
Administration

G-170

The lands within the area of the MLP were subject to extensive
evaluation and analysis for oil and gas and potash leasing in the
years leading up to the adoption of the 2008 RMPs. Despite the
fact that the 2008 RMPs were only two years old, in 2010, the BLM
issued Instruction Memorandum No. 2010-117 WO ("IM"), which
purports to establish a process for "ensuring orderly, effective,
timely, and environmentally responsible leasing of oil and gas
resources on Federal lands." Regarding existing RMPs, the IM
states that through "RMP effectiveness monitoring and periodic
RMP evaluations, state and field offices will examine resource
management decisions to determine whether the RMPs adequately
protect important resource values in light of changing
circumstances, updated policies, and new information." In the case
of the MLP, there has been no change in circumstances or new
information affecting oil and gas leasing since the adoption of the
2008 RMPs. As a result, the only justification for the BLM to have
begun the MLP process was an updated policy that specifically
disfavors mineral development and violates the multiple use
mandate of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976
("FLPMA").

The Moab MLP area includes only a portion of the lands
included in the 2008 Resource Management Plans (RMPs) for
the Moab and Monticello Field Offices. The mineral leasing
decisions outside of the MLP area would remain as specified in
the 2008 RMPs.
An oil and gas lease sale proposed in late 2008 that included
lands within the MLP area generated a large amount of public
controversy which resulted in oil and gas leasing reform (BLM
Washington Office Instruction Memorandum 2010-117). Public
controversy centered on conflicts with viewsheds, proximity to
National Parks, and recreational uses. The oil and gas leasing
reform policy included provisions for master leasing plans.
Based on IM 2010-117, the BLM determined that the Planning
Area meets the criteria for preparing an MLP. Therefore,
additional planning and analyses are required in order to
consider important resource values prior to making new mineral
leasing decisions.
In Chapter 1 (Section 1.2.2, Need), it states "The BLM
introduced the MLP as part of its 2010 Oil and Gas Leasing
Reform effort (IM 2010-117). The BLM determined that the
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Planning Area meets the criteria for preparing an MLP and
additional planning and analysis are warranted prior to new or
additional mineral leasing and development."
The text in Chapter 1 has been changed to clarify that
changing circumstances, updated policy, and new
information are utilized in any land use planning process.
These factors are not requirements that warrant an MLP.
Chapter 1 provides details regarding the changing
circumstances, updated policies, and new information that were
utilized in the MLP process.
The trigger for the MLP process was a determination that the
lands within the Planning Area met the criteria for preparing a
MLP as specified in IM 2010-117. The new information cited
involves resource information that would be considered in
evaluating new mineral leasing decisions.
State of Utah
School and
Institutional
Trust Lands
Administration

Final EIS

Although the MLP states that the planning process will recognize
the existence of valid existing rights, information SITLA has
received indicates that the BLM is currently imposing the proposed
MLP lease stipulations as Conditions of Approval ("COAs") for the
issuance of Applications for Permit to Drill ("APD"). Specifically,
Fidelity Exploration Production & Company ("Fidelity"), the operator
of numerous federal and trust land wells in the area, has
experienced the BLM incorporating the proposed stipulations and
limitations in the MLP as conditions to receiving APD or other
project approval. These measures include heightened natural
resource data requests and mitigation measures that are beyond
the scope of the 2008 RMPs and any stipulations in Fidelity's
current leases. See Draft Moab Master Leasing Plan Comments,
submitted by Michael J. Keller, Environmental, Health and Safety
Manager, Fidelity Exploration Production & Company, dated
November 16, 2015, pages 1 - 2.
The imposition of the restrictions and stipulations in the MLP to valid
existing leases is a significant concern for SITLA as many of its
lessees own both trust land and federal leases and the inability of
companies to develop their federal leases in accordance with the
rules and regulations under which they were acquired may lead
them to abandon their efforts in the area entirely. See id. (stating
BLM's implementation of the MLP would effectively eliminate any
future leasing activities within Fidelity's 125,000+ acres of current
lease-position and significantly restrict Fidelity's existing lease
rights).

Chapter 1 (Section 1.1, Introduction and Background) states:
“The resource protection measures identified in the Moab MLP
will also apply to areas currently under lease where they do not
conflict with the rights granted to the holder of the lease. The
Federal Government retains certain rights when issuing an oil
and gas lease. While the BLM may not unilaterally add a new
stipulation to an existing lease that it has already issued, the
BLM can subject the development of existing leases to
reasonable measures in order to minimize impacts to other
resource values. These reasonable measures would be
applied as Conditions of Approval to post lease actions (e.g.
permits to drill) and may include, but are not limited to,
modification to siting or design of facilities, timing of operations,
and specification of interim and final reclamation procedures.”
At a minimum, measures shall be deemed consistent with lease
rights granted provided that they do not: require relocation of
proposed operations by more than 200 meters; require that
operations be sited off the leasehold; or prohibit new surface
disturbing operations for a period in excess of 60 days in any
lease year (43 CFR 3101.1-2). The BLM may impose surface
use restrictions exceeding the 200-meter/60-day rule only
where the restrictions are necessary to satisfy BLM’s obligation
under FLPMA section 302(b) to prevent unnecessary and
undue degradation of public lands or resources. However, the
prevention of undue and unnecessary degradation cannot
render lease operations uneconomic or technically infeasible.
Although the 200-meter/60-day rule does not specifically apply
to existing potash leases, the same concepts discussed above
would apply.
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Furthermore, the question of whether the BLM is improperly
applying new plan decisions as COAs despite the fact that they are
inconsistent with the rights granted under the existing leases, is an
issue that will likely lead to litigation. This fact appears to be
conceded in the MLP as the MLP identifies "valid existing rights
associated with leases and permits" as an item under "Issues
Considered but not Further Analyzed," which can be resolved in the
future with administrative action. See MLP Chapter 1, Page 10,
Line 30. Such administrative decisions may lead to legal review or
litigation between the BLM and its current lessees, which will further
delay or derail oil and gas development on federal lands and
adjoining trust lands.

Chapter 1 (Section 1.1, Introduction and Background) states:
“The resource protection measures identified in the Moab MLP
will also apply to areas currently under lease where they do not
conflict with the rights granted to the holder of the lease. The
Federal Government retains certain rights when issuing an oil
and gas lease. While the BLM may not unilaterally add a new
stipulation to an existing lease that it has already issued, the
BLM can subject the development of existing leases to
reasonable measures in order to minimize impacts to other
resource values. These reasonable measures would be
applied as Conditions of Approval to post lease actions (e.g.
permits to drill) and may include, but are not limited to,
modification to siting or design of facilities, timing of operations,
and specification of interim and final reclamation procedures.”
At a minimum, measures shall be deemed consistent with lease
rights granted provided that they do not: require relocation of
proposed operations by more than 200 meters; require that
operations be sited off the leasehold; or prohibit new surface
disturbing operations for a period in excess of 60 days in any
lease year (43 CFR 3101.1-2). The BLM may impose surface
use restrictions exceeding the 200-meter/60-day rule only
where the restrictions are necessary to satisfy BLM’s obligation
under FLPMA section 302(b) to prevent unnecessary and
undue degradation of public lands or resources. However, the
prevention of undue and unnecessary degradation cannot
render lease operations uneconomic or technically infeasible.
Although the 200-meter/60-day rule does not specifically apply
to existing potash leases, the same concepts discussed above
would apply.
Policy or administrative actions include those actions that are
implemented by the BLM as a standard operating procedure,
because law requires them, or because they are the policy of
the BLM. Administrative actions do not require a planning
decision to implement. Therefore, valid existing rights
associated with leases and permits are issues addressed
through policy or administrative action. See Chapter 1 (Section
1.4.2, Issues Considered but Not Further Analyzed, Issues
Addressed Through Policy or Administrative Action).
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It's obvious our National and State public lands are a finite and
potentially even dwindling public resource. Should they be better
protected for all who wish to appreciate their many intrinsic values,
whether in person, online or by other means? Does the General
Mining Law of 1872 need to be updated (or even scrapped & new
laws made)? Should oil and gas companies be held more
accountable for their accidents on public lands? Should mining and

The Moab MLP/DEIS was prepared in accordance with BLM
Washington Office Instruction Memorandum 2010-117: Oil and
Gas Leasing Reform – Land Use Planning and Lease Parcel
Reviews (May 17, 2010) and BLM Handbook H-1624-1:
Planning for Fluid Mineral Resources (January 28, 2013).
The MLP is a targeted RMP amendment specifically addressing
oil/gas and potash leasing and development (see MLP/DEIS
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drilling in or near unique ancient yet delicate ecosystems be out and
out prohibited? If you answered yes to just 1 of these questions, I
think you already know the right thing to do. And my family and I
personally thank you. Imagine the cumulative and irreversible
consequences if, as a Nation we keep letting our natural heritage be
exploited and damaged by a very select few for their own purely
financial gain.

Section 1.2, Purpose and Need). The MLP/DEIS analyzes
development scenarios for a range of alternatives which apply
varying levels of mitigation for potentially impacted resources.
The MLP/DEIS includes alternatives that provide a greater and
lesser degree of restrictions in various use programs, but would
not eliminate or invalidate any valid existing development
rights.
A no leasing alternative for oil and gas would not meet the
purpose and need of the planning effort. Also, as stated in
Chapter 3 of the MLP/DEIS," hydraulic fracturing (HF) has only
been conducted on a limited basis over the last few years," and
future use of HF is predicted to be limited as well.

Individual

Let's be more specific in where we plan to place these rigs and
ensure that no single aspect of the whole experience of being in a
national park is compromised. Please ensure that a final plan is
clear as to where and how development will take place and provide
clear and enforceable protections for the parks and surrounding
community. Don't allow drilling or oil rigs within 50 miles of the
national parks. Our National Parks were created to preserve the
existence and appearance of nature untrammeled by man. Oil rigs
on the horizon do not fulfill that promise. Please do all you can to
keep oil rigs far far away from Arches N.P.

The BLM worked closely with the National Park Service when
drafting the management for the MLP/DEIS for the most
important or sensitive resources on BLM lands adjacent to the
National Parks. For example, in Alternative D, the BLM has
closed the VRM Class II and VRI Class II areas surrounding
Arches National Park. Additionally, the BLM closed the VRM
Class II acres on the north side of Canyonlands. The VRM
Class II and VRI Class II areas included park viewsheds in the
inventory process for these visual classifications. The areas
along the eastern boundary of Canyonlands National Park are
closed in Alternative D in order to protect high quality scenic
values in the foreground viewshed of the park. As a result,
Alternative D precludes mineral leasing and development in the
areas with the highest scenic quality surrounding the parks.
Going beyond these closed areas would not meet the objective
in Alternative D of providing mineral leasing and development
outside of these high value areas. Alternative D also imposes a
2.5-mile NSO area around Arches and Canyonlands National
Park to reduce noise production; this area is, for the most part,
subsumed within the area managed as closed for visual
resources.

714, 716,
721, 746

Individual

Several years ago my wife and I were visiting this wonderful area
and after dinner drove to the Canyonlands National Park entrance
near Moab to watch the sunset As we sat and watched the beautiful
sunset over the land we were surprised to see lights and hear the
clanging noises of a work site. Upon closer inspection we were
surprised to see a drilling rig in full operation near the road that
leads to the park entrance. This was a shock and disappointment
as we did not expect that there would be drilling allowed so close to
these two iconic parks. Please take action to ensure that this
activity is controlled in a manner so as to not ruin the wonderful
sites in this and other areas under your control.

A range of alternatives were considered in the MLP/DEIS for
the level of resource protection and mineral development. BLM
may choose from all the alternatives to compose the proposed
MLP and final EIS. In Alternative D, new oil and gas leasing
would not occur within the areas closed around the National
Parks.
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The final plan needs to include a strong degree of certainty of where
and how potential development will take place, as well as clear
consistent and enforceable protections for the parks.

The BLM worked closely with the National Park Service when
drafting the management for the MLP/DEIS for the most
important or sensitive resources of the adjacent National Parks.
For example, in Alternative D, the BLM has closed the VRM
Class II and VRI Class II areas surrounding Arches National
Park. Additionally, the BLM closed the VRM Class II acres on
the north side of Canyonlands. The VRM Class II and VRI
Class II areas included park viewsheds in the inventory process
for these visual classifications. The areas along the eastern
boundary of Canyonlands National Park are closed in
Alternative D in order to protect high quality scenic values in the
foreground viewshed of the park. As a result, Alternative D
precludes mineral leasing and development in the areas with
the highest scenic quality surrounding the parks. Alternative D
also imposes a 2.5-mile NSO area around Arches and
Canyonlands National Park to reduce noise production; this
area is, for the most part, subsumed within the area managed
as closed for visual resources.

748

Individual

I have been visiting the Red Rock country since 1967 for peace of
mind, spiritual renewal, closeness to nature, wonder at the beauty
that nature creates, quiet time and more. These land cannot be
replaced and lose their very essence and ability to provide all of the
above if marred by energy development with its road, trucks, dust,
noise, etc. Any current way of providing energy from oil and gas is
destructive to the natural environment and people's ability to enjoy
it. My personal opinion on leasing at all is that energy companies
need to change and to change now. They need to put all that time,
money and effort that they are currently putting into drilling, into
creating energy from renewable sources.

A range of alternatives were considered in the MLP and DEIS
for the level of resource protection and mineral development.
BLM may choose from all the alternatives to compose the
proposed MLP and Final EIS.
Due to FLPMA, BLM's multiple use mandate, varying levels of
oil and gas development are considered in the alternatives for
the MLP and DEIS.
The management alternatives do not include actions for
renewable energy because that is outside the scope of the
planning document. For information regarding renewable
energy in the Moab and Monticello Field Offices, please see
their respective Resource Management Plans.

765

Individual

I do not think ANY leasing in the Moab area is sensible. The desert
is so fragile and that area so amazingly unique that we just cannot
risk it. Their have been numerous studies showing that fracking is
causing minor earthquakes now, can you imagine what that will do
to a fragile arch??? We just can't risk this damage for a short term
gain of some natural gas, it's not worth it on so many levels.

The purpose of the MLP/DEIS is to identify and address
potential resource conflicts and environmental impacts and
thereby develop mitigation strategy through leasing stipulations
and best management practices. The BLM determined that a
no leasing alternative for oil and gas would be unnecessarily
restrictive in order to resolve the potential resource conflicts
identified.
A no leasing alternative for oil and gas would not meet the
purpose and need of the planning effort. Also, as stated in
Chapter 3 of the MLP/DEIS," hydraulic fracturing (HF) has only
been conducted on a limited basis over the last few years," and
future use of HF is predicted to be limited as well.
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The BLM is not aware of any increased earthquake activity
within the Planning Area associated with oil and gas
operations. The commenter has provided no specific
information to the contrary.
Individual

When I say "protects," that means, among other things, no fracking.
Fracking results in pollution of the air, water and ground and can
result in more-than-usual earthquakes in an area - the opposite of
protection. So, NO fracking.

Hydraulic Fracturing: The following discussion is from Chapter
3 (Section 3.7.1, Minerals: Oil and Gas, Hydraulic Fracturing):
Horizontal drilling involving advanced HF techniques have only
been conducted within the Planning Area on a limited basis
over the last few years. The amount of HF fluid utilized for HF
in the Planning Area has amounted to less than 200,000
gallons per well. This is substantially different from North
Dakota style HF operations. In the Planning Area, the industry
has found that the primary target formation conditions are not
conducive to water-based HF methods and have proven
detrimental to the recovery of oil and gas. HF utilizing oil
(about 80,000 gallons per well) has recently proven more
beneficial when applied to initially unsuccessful wells. The oil
utilized in HF operations is recovered along with produced
hydrocarbons and placed in production tanks and, therefore,
the need for the storage of waste fluids is eliminated. In the
future, the trend for using oil as HF fluid for initially
unsuccessful wells is likely to continue. HF could be utilized for
other target formations in the future, but the extent is unknown
at this time. Within the Planning Area the Paradox Formation is
generally 4,000 to 5,000 feet thick and is comprised mainly of
salt, layered with thinner sedimentary zones, such as the Cane
Creek Shale zone which is the principal producing target within
the Planning Area and which occurs near the bottom of the
Paradox Formation. The thick sequence of bedded salts is not
only an effective confining zone, but is also a deterrent to
aggressive HF design.
The BLM is not aware of any increased earthquake activity
within the Planning Area associated with oil and gas
operations. The commenter has provided no specific
information to the contrary.

788

Individual

There are also significant loop-holes written into this alternative, in
the form of waivers, modifications and exemptions. These loopholes only stand to blur the lines of what this MLP intended to clarify
for the public: what is and is not for sale .

Nearly all lease stipulations should have exception, waiver, and
modification criteria documented in the land use plan and on
the lease. In limited circumstances, it may be possible to
identify, for example, waiver criteria that are appropriate, but
due to the nature of the resource that is being protected, not
exception or modification criteria. In other cases there may be
general exception, waiver, or modification criteria developed in
the land use plan that applies commonly to all or most lease
stipulations and does not need to be repeated individually for
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each lease stipulation identified in the plan (BLM Washington
Office Instruction Memorandum 2008-032).
Exceptions to a lease stipulation are applied at the site-specific
proposal level, such as an APD, through the NEPA process,
and, as a result, is subject to all consultation requirements as
well as public comment. This is stated in BLM Washington
Office IM 2008-032: “The criteria for approval of exceptions,
waivers, and modifications should be supported by National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) analysis, either through the
land use planning process or site-specific environmental
review.”
Any exceptions, modifications, and waivers applied to the NSO
stipulations are intended to provide some operational flexibility
under specific limited circumstances while still protecting
relevant resources. In most cases, exceptions, modifications,
waivers provide operators with increased operational flexibility
by providing a means to reduce, eliminate, or modify
restrictions while still meeting the goals, outcomes, and
objectives of the land use plan amendment.
Individual

Oil and gas are not going to be around forever and it is simply naive
not to look for resources elsewhere. This should be where our
efforts our placed. The amount of oil that we can drill in the Moab
area is not feasible for the detrimental impacts it will have on people
locally and also people globally.

The commenter’s desire for alternative forms of energy is
noted.

796
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The BLM should eliminate the Red Wash potash leasing area to
protect riparian and riparian-related resources. It should also
contract the Ten Mile and Hatch Point PLAs to eliminate conflict
with BLM-identified lands with wilderness character.

As stated in Chapter 2 (Table 2-6), “Identified PLAs include
blocks of public land in areas where potash leases (Upper Ten
Mile) or potash permits (Red Wash and Hatch Point) have been
issued. Within these areas, potash resources have been
identified and the feasibility of potash production is being
pursued.” Within the Red Wash PLA, as well as the other
PLAs, riparian areas are protected with a NSO stipulation
precluding mineral operations within 500 feet.
In Chapter 1 (Introduction) it states: “This planning effort does
not entail a full RMP revision, but rather maintains a limited
focus on the management decisions pertaining to oil and gas
and potash leasing in the Planning Area.“ Furthermore,
Chapter 1 (Section 1.4.1) has been revised to clarify that this
plan amendment would not make decisions regarding whether
lands inventoried by the BLM as having wilderness
characteristics should be managed to protect, preserve, and
maintain these characteristics. Therefore, this plan amendment
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would not make decisions for managing new areas for their
wilderness values.
Pinnacle
Potash
International

Final EIS

PPI is disappointed in the lack of consideration and consultation that
was given to the production, and more specifically potash
production, industry. All of the options presented offer the status
quo of restrictions or more. To restrict exploration to a “Potash
Leasing Area (PLA)” is naive to the nature of the potash deposit in
the Paradox Basin. Additionally, the colocation of potash facilities
violates the nature of capitalism. Any proprietary equipment owned
and operated by PPI would not welcome or cohabitate with another
competitor.
The fact that nearly half of the options presented do not allow for
potash leasing does a disservice to the state and, more importantly,
our country. PPI requests that the options be revised and include
consultation from industry representatives in addition to those
mentioned in the report

Alternative A is the No Action alternative, or the “status quo,”
and the other action alternatives (Alternatives B, C, and D) are
all more restrictive to mineral leasing and development. As
stated in Chapter 2 (Table 2-6), “Identified PLAs include blocks
of public land in areas where potash leases (Upper Ten Mile) or
potash permits (Red Wash and Hatch Point) have been issued.
Within these areas, potash resources have been identified and
the feasibility of potash production is being pursued.”
In Chapter 2 (Table 2-6, Minerals: Potash) the reference to the
colocation of potash production facilities in the CSU stipulation
does not refer to potash processing facilities. Colocation refers
to the placement of facilities associated with production wells
and not to potash processing facilities. The text in Chapter 2
(Table 2-6, Minerals: Potash) and Appendix A has been
changed to clarify this point as follows: “Facilities associated
with potash production wells would be designed to minimize
surface impacts.”
Alternatives A, B1, and D, provide for potash leasing and
development.
The potash projections utilized in the MLP/DEIS (Table 2-19)
are derived from the reasonably foreseeable development
scenario (RFD) for potash. The RFD is a technical report
intended to project a baseline scenario of potash exploration,
development, production, and reclamation to aid the BLM with
land use planning. The RFD provides a mechanism to analyze
the effects that discretionary leasing management decisions
may have on potash development, local and regional
economies, and important resource values such as air quality,
cultural resources, wildlife, and recreation. The RFD projects
the level of potash activity that can reasonably be expected to
occur in the Planning Area over the life of the Moab MLP (15
years). The RFD is neither a planning decision nor the “No
Action Alternative” in the MLP/DEIS. The RFD projections
represent average activity levels over the next 15 years and are
not intended to be thresholds for limiting future activity.
K2O Utah indicated in an investor article and in a presentation
to San Juan County that they were planning on producing
potash at a rate of 2 million tons per year utilizing crystallization
processing. The potash operation would be located in the
Hatch Point area where higher elevations would not be as
conducive to solar evaporation methods. This projection is an
analysis assumption utilized in Chapter 4. The assumption
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does not limit the magnitude of potash production or the
method of processing.
Similarly, as described in the RFD for potash, Reunion Potash
Corporation submitted a preliminary Potash Solution Mining
Project to the BLM in 2008 involving their 4 preference right
leases. The project would consist of a well field with 3 well
pads, a plant site for crystallization processing, and an
interconnecting access road and pipeline. The well field would
result in approximately 50 acres of surface disturbance, the
plant site would disturb an additional 50 acres, and the access
road and pipeline would contribute some additional surface
disturbance. The project would entail about 100,000 tons per
year of potash production and if successful the operation could
expand to 500,000 tons per year.
In the potash RFD the acreage involved with solar evaporation
ponds at Intrepid Potash is 1) 452 acres for evaporation ponds,
2) 126 acres of borrow area utilized in pond construction and
maintenance, and 3) 8 acres of pond infrastructure for a total of
596 acres rounded up to 600 acres per 100,000 tons of
production. This would amount to 1,800 acres for 300,000 tons
of production projected in Alternative D.
The projection of 12 well pads (with up to 4 well bores per pad)
is merely an analysis assumption and not a limitation.
As stated in the potash RFD, the baseline projections represent
approximate activity levels over the next 15 years and are not
intended to be thresholds for limiting future activity.
By letter dated May 17, 2012, the BLM requested information
from all of the potash prospecting permit applicants regarding
the mining and processing of potash resources within the
Paradox Basin. The letter requested the following information:
I) Maximum annual potash production.
2) Type of products (including potash) produced.
3) Number of production wells per square mile over the life of
the mine. This includes injection and recovery wells. In
addition, please provide well pad sizes.
4) Optimum drill hole size.
5) Processing facilities required to sustain a lite of mine
operations for approximately 30 years.
a. Solar vs. crystallization, or other.
b. Estimated size of evaporation ponds, surge ponds, or
tailings ponds.
c. The total acreage involved with processing facilities.
G-178
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6) The amount and type (quality) of water needed tor mining
and processing of potash along with the location of water
sources.
7) Shipping methods.
The BLM received no specific information from any of the
applicants regarding the mining and processing of potash
deposits within the Planning Area.
Individual

The MLP has applied regulations utilized for different commodities
to the management of potash, through arbitrary and capricious
authority of this NEPA decision, rather than a formal CFR rule
making change process. The “diligent development” requirement is
modeled from the 43 CFR 3400 coal regulations, and the “paying
quantities” language is modeled from the 43 CFR 3100 oil and gas
regulations. Neither of these requirements appears in the 43 CFR
3400 regulations which guide potash development on public lands.
Current potash regulations have no producing diligence requirement
in order to hold leases.
Conversely the MLP states that it has applied “unsuitability criteria,”
required in the 43CFR 3500 regulations prior to allowing preference
right leasing, and yet does not fully explain how those criteria were
applied or where they can be found in the MLP. The MLP appears
to arbitrarily pick and choose what part of the 43 CFR 3500
regulations it will and won’t use.

The BLM has broad authority to regulate environmental aspects
of mineral activity under the Mineral Leasing Act. In Alternative
D, the BLM would impose a CSU stipulation requiring diligent
development of potash resources. Due to the high level of
competing uses in the Planning Area, a diligent development
requirement for potash would allow for other uses if potash
production is not being pursued in a reasonable amount of
time. The MLP/DEIS (Section 2.1) defines the potash
unsuitability criteria and how they would be applied as follows:
"The stipulations developed for the protection of specific
resources would apply to both oil and gas leasing and potash
leasing as well as geophysical exploration. The stipulations
have been developed in accordance with the potash
unsuitability criteria specified at 43 CFR 3501.17." To impose a
CSU stipulation for potash development is not a regulatory
change.

156

Individual

Arbitrary and illegal timeframe on potash development. Plan puts
an arbitrary ten year “time clock” on potash resource development,
in addition to “diligence” and “paying quantities” constraints not
required in the current 43 CFR 3500 potash regulations. The MLP
fails to cite legal authority for taking this action that is inconsistent
with existing regulation.

In Alternative D, the BLM would impose a CSU stipulation
requiring diligent development of potash resources. Due to the
high level of competing uses (oil/gas, potash, and recreation) in
the Planning Area, a diligent development requirement for
potash would allow for other uses if potash production is not
being pursued in a reasonable amount of time.
The Secretary of Interior has broad authority to regulate
leasable minerals provided by 30 U.S.C. 187 which includes
ensuring the exercise of reasonable diligence.
The BLM issued four potash leases within the Planning Area in
1984. Up to the present time, no potash production has
occurred on these leases even through the period in which
potash prices reached a record high of above $900 per ton in
2008.
The Bureau has determined that, for the area subject to the
proposed MLP, there is a need for a lease stipulation that
would require the lessee to diligently pursue developing a
paying mine within a certain time. The MLP area is subject to
competition between existing and foreseeable oil and gas
development and possible potash development. The area has
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a high potential for the development of oil and gas that is
capable of being produced by conventional means. The area is
also currently subject to increased interest for potash
exploration, but it is unclear whether the development potential
is as high as for oil and gas or whether potash production can
be achieved utilizing solution mining methods. Based on the
Bureau’s experience in other regions of the country, such as
New Mexico, concurrent oil and gas production and potash
production is difficult and prone to conflict.
Nonetheless, the Bureau is interested in facilitating potash
exploration and production, as well as oil and gas production.
However, under the statutes and regulations governing potash
leases and the standard lease form typically used for potash
leasing, a lessee may hold a lease for decades without
attempting to develop a paying mine, so long as the lessee
pays a minimum royalty in lieu of production (and appropriate
rental). Consequently, under the present circumstances, it is
not in the public interest to issue potash leases because those
leases may tie up lands that otherwise could be developed, or
more easily developed, for oil and gas production. A potash
lease stipulation that requires diligent efforts to develop a
paying mine within a time certain would help eliminate this
problem. Under such a stipulation, if the potash lessee did not
develop a paying mine within a time certain, after being given a
reasonable amount of time to do so, BLM would be allowed to
pursue lease cancellation so the lands could be unencumbered
for oil and gas leasing.
A number of factors are relevant to what constitutes a
reasonable period of time. The Society of Mining Engineers
(SME) Mining Engineering Handbook (2nd Edition) identifies
three stages of mining: (1) prospecting and exploration,
(2) development, and (3) exploitation. Prospecting and
exploration consists of searching and defining the ore deposit
and can involve a time frame of 2-8 years. Development
consists of environmental compliance and the construction of
facilities and infrastructure. This stage can involve a time frame
of 2-5 years. Exploitation consists of the production of ore on a
large scale and can involve a time frame of 5-30 years (SME
Handbook, 2nd Edition, 1992). The SME Handbook refers to
metallic ores or other valuable minerals (coal or nonmetallics).
The prospecting and exploration stage for potash on land
administered by the BLM occurs prior to lease issuance. For
noncompetitive leases, this occurs during the period of time in
which the lease applicant has explored the area pursuant to a
prospecting permit, which has an initial 2-year term subject to
G-180
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extensions so long as exploration has been diligent. See 43
C.F.R. §§ 3505.60 - 3505.62). The applicant receives the lease
(preference right lease) only after, among other things, the BLM
has concurred that the applicant has discovered a valuable
potash deposit. See id. §§ 3507.18, 3507.19 (a)(1). For
competitive leases, the BLM has already determined the area
to have a valuable potash deposit (see id. § 3508.11), and prior
to leasing the applicant may have explored the area pursuant to
an exploration license. See id. § 3508.11. As a result,
prospecting and exploration do not factor into what may be a
reasonable period of time to achieve production after a potash
lease has been issued.
The development and construction stage of potash mining
occurs after a lease is issued. This stage includes
environmental compliance associated with a mine plan
submitted under the regulations at 43 C.F.R. § 3592. Based on
BLM’s experience with the mining of leasable minerals in
general, the environmental compliance prepared under NEPA,
NHPA, ESA, and other Federal and State laws necessary to
fully permit the mine may take up to 3 years to complete.
Once environmental compliance is completed, and the mine is
fully permitted, it is reasonable to assume that the construction
of facilities and infrastructure could take another 3 years. This
is based on recent potash mining projects underway in Canada
and the United States. K&S Corporation’s (formerly Potash
One) Legacy Project in Saskatchewan and ICPotash
Corporation’s Ochoa Project in New Mexico both project a 3year construction time. Production, or the exploitation stage of
potash mining, should commence immediately at the end of the
construction phase.
Therefore, assuming permitting and development proceed at a
normal rate, it is reasonable to assume that full scale
production could be achieved within 6 years of lease issuance.
This is consistent with the 6-year time frame provided under 43
C.F.R. § 3504.25(a) for an operator under a new lease to begin
production or pay a minimum royalty.
The BLM recognizes, however, that due to circumstances such
as market dynamics and workload demands on the BLM and
other agencies that have a role in permitting, 6 years may not
be sufficient to bring a potash lease into production. An
additional 4 years appears to be sufficient time to allow for such
contingencies. Consequently, a 10 year timeframe for
achieving potash production after lease issuance is reasonable.
This should ensure reasonable diligence while at the same time
provide a timeframe that is cognizant of the realities of opening
Final EIS
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a new mine on Federal lands administered by BLM. The
Authorized Officer may grant a lease suspension in the event of
delays in the permitting process that were unforeseen, that
were in no way attributable to the lessee or operator, and that
could not be readily accommodated in the normal course of
business by a prudent lessee or operator.
A potash lease could be cancelled in accordance with the
Federal regulations at 43 CFR 3514.30.
Individual

Development of potentially off-lease Potash Processing Facility
areas. The MLP identifies specific area where it will allow future
potash processing facilities to be located. It is unclear if this
requirement would also apply to potential development on the
existing Preference Right leases in the area where those lease
rights currently allow construction of facilities required for
development. The MLP fails to recognize or address what type of
regulatory approval action BLM would take to provide a land use
“authorization” for a lessee to operate on lands off lease. The MLP
fails to address the financial difficulties this requirement will present
in that financiers generally will not commit millions of dollars in loans
for on-the-ground capital facilities with no guarantee of long term
land tenure provided by a lease underneath such facility. The
location of the PPFA’s will also play a key role in where and how
well fields are set out and the necessary piping between the field
wells, the plant, and the evaporation ponds. The MLP also fails to
describe exactly what types of facilities it considers would be
required to be located in the PPFA’s. Well fields, compressor
stations, equipment maintenance facilities, fuel storage?

The BLM could not impose the CSU stipulation from the MLP to
existing potash leases requiring processing facilities to be
located within potash processing facility areas (PPFAs).
However, the operator may find benefits to locating the facilities
within the PPFAs because of 1) environmental concerns raised
during site-specific analysis for a proposed potash operation on
the existing leases, 2) the PPFAs are identified as having
minimal resource conflicts, and 3) the PPFAs are located closer
to infrastructure such as roads, railroads, and transmission
lines.
Any land use authorizations necessary for a potash lessee to
operate on lands off lease would be addressed at the sitespecific proposal level.

162

Individual

Development scenarios for potash are not accurate. The MLP did
not appear to utilize a team of experienced external potash experts
to develop the RFD for potential potash development, as prescribed
by IM 2010-117. This is evident in the assumptions related to the
level and amount of well pads and wells that would likely be
required to develop sub-surface caverns necessary to produce the
resource, which is likely significantly underestimated. There is no
clear understanding presented of probable well configurations or
spatial design for cavern creation from horizontal drilling. Although
the MLP identifies the need for and ostensibly provides for flexibility
to determine the best methods for recovery with a phased
management approach, discussion and involvement with experts
could have presented a more accurate scenario which may have
resulted in different management constraints. There also appears
to be overestimation of evaporation pond acreage required for
production from evaporation ponds when compared to current
production levels and pond acreage from the areas one potash

The potash projections utilized in the MLP/DEIS (Table 2-19)
are derived from the reasonably foreseeable development
scenario (RFD) for potash. The RFD is a technical report
intended to project a baseline scenario of potash exploration,
development, production, and reclamation to aid the BLM with
land use planning. The RFD provides a mechanism to analyze
the effects that discretionary leasing management decisions
may have on potash development, local and regional
economies, and important resource values such as air quality,
cultural resources, wildlife, and recreation. The RFD projects
the level of potash activity that can reasonably be expected to
occur in the Planning Area over the life of the Moab MLP (15
years). The RFD is neither a planning decision nor the “No
Action Alternative” in the MLP/DEIS. The RFD projections
represent average activity levels over the next 15 years and are
not intended to be thresholds for limiting future activity.
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worldwide potash supply and demand is structured.
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K2O Utah indicated in an investor article and in a presentation
to San Juan County that they were planning on producing
potash at a rate of 2 million tons per year utilizing crystallization
processing. The potash operation would be located in the
Hatch Point area where higher elevations would not be as
conducive to solar evaporation methods. This projection is an
analysis assumption utilized in Chapter 4. The assumption
does not limit the magnitude of potash production or the
method of processing.
Similarly, as described in the RFD for potash, Reunion Potash
Corporation submitted a preliminary Potash Solution Mining
Project to the BLM in 2008 involving their 4 preference right
leases. The project would consist of a well field with 3 well
pads, a plant site for crystallization processing, and an
interconnecting access road and pipeline. The well field would
result in approximately 50 acres of surface disturbance, the
plant site would disturb an additional 50 acres, and the access
road and pipeline would contribute some additional surface
disturbance. The project would entail about 100,000 tons per
year of potash production and if successful the operation could
expand to 500,000 tons per year.
In the potash RFD, the acreage involved with solar evaporation
ponds at Intrepid Potash is 1) 452 acres for evaporation ponds,
2) 126 acres of borrow area utilized in pond construction and
maintenance, and 3) 8 acres of pond infrastructure for a total of
596 acres rounded up to 600 acres per 100,000 tons of
production. This would amount to 1,800 acres for 300,000 tons
of production projected in Alternative D.
The projection of 12 well pads (with up to 4 well bores per pad)
is merely an analysis assumption and not a limitation.
As stated in the potash RFD, the baseline projections represent
approximate activity levels over the next 15 years and are not
intended to be thresholds for limiting future activity.
By letter dated May 17, 2012, the BLM requested information
from all of the potash prospecting permit applicants regarding
the mining and processing of potash resources within the
Paradox Basin. The letter requested the following information:
I) Maximum annual potash production.
2) Type of products (including potash) produced.
3) Number of production wells per square mile over the life of
the mine. This includes injection and recovery wells. In
addition, please provide well pad sizes.
4) Optimum drill hole size.
G-183
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5) Processing facilities required to sustain a lite of mine
operations for approximately 30 years.
a. Solar vs. crystallization, or other.
b. Estimated size of evaporation ponds, surge ponds, or
tailings ponds.
c. The total acreage involved with processing facilities.
6) The amount and type (quality) of water needed tor mining
and processing of potash along with the location of water
sources.
7) Shipping methods.
The BLM received no specific information from any of the
applicants regarding the mining and processing of potash
deposits within the Planning Area.
Individual

In Chapter 2 - Alternatives, the Introduction indicates:
“The stipulations developed for the protection of specific resources
would apply to oil and gas leasing and potash leasing as well as
geophysical exploration. The stipulations have been developed in
accordance with the potash unsuitability criteria specified at 43 CFR
3501.17.”
Comment
It appears that the MLP is selectively applying potash regulations
relevant to “unsuitability criteria,” but is ignoring other potash
regulations that do not require ‘diligent development” in order to
hold leases. Also, application of the unsuitability criteria at 43 CFR
3501.17 refers specifically to 43 CFR 1600 – Planning regulations,
for description of what unsuitability criteria consist of. The MLP
does not describe these criteria or how the MLP “adheres” to them.
The MLP’s decision to apply “diligence” and “paying quantities”
lease requirements to potash leases is contrary to 43 CR 3500
regulations for potash. From a regulation standpoint, potash was
specifically dealt with differently in regard to production
requirements for holding leases. If the 43 CFR 3500 regulations
intended to point to other sections of the CFR requirements for a
diligence requirement, there would have been language added to
that effect.
The MLP needs to identify or provide the BLM’s perceived legal
authority for making such regulatory changes in an administrative
NEPA decision process.

The BLM has broad authority to regulate environmental aspects
of mineral activity under the Mineral Leasing Act. In Alternative
D, the BLM would impose a CSU stipulation requiring diligent
development of potash resources.
The Secretary of Interior has broad authority to regulate
leasable minerals provided by 30 U.S.C. 187 which includes
ensuring the exercise of reasonable diligence.
Due to the high level of competing uses in the Planning Area, a
diligent development requirement for potash would allow for
other uses if potash production is not being pursued in a
reasonable amount of time. The MLP/DEIS (Section 2.1)
defines the potash unsuitability criteria and how they would be
applied as follows: "The stipulations developed for the
protection of specific resources would apply to both oil and gas
leasing and potash leasing as well as geophysical exploration.
The stipulations have been developed in accordance with the
potash unsuitability criteria specified at 43 CFR 3501.17." To
impose a CSU stipulation for potash development is not a
regulatory change.

175

Individual

Table 2–19: Projected Potash Development and Surface
Disturbance on BLM Lands (over next 15 years) Action) (p 2-59)
Comment

The potash projections utilized in the MLP/DEIS (Table 2-19)
are derived from the reasonably foreseeable development
scenario (RFD) for potash. The RFD is a technical report
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It’s extremely doubtful that the crystallization process for potash
recovery would ever be used in this area. The power requirements
are massive and the additional capital expenditure costs for plants
are prohibitive. The MLP projected output for this type of plant, at a
million plus tons per year, could also play into market conditions in
unexpected ways that would ultimately not favor Paradox Basin
solution mining for recovery of the resource.
In addition, the surface acres projected for evaporation ponds are
likely off a significant amount. Intrepid Potash produces about
100,000 tons per year from 400+ acres of ponds. A rough
equivalent for 300,000 tons per year would be 1200 acres.
The Alternative D limit of 12 wells over a 15 year period is also
highly restrictive and could severely constrain production capacity.
Again we don’t know enough about how this technology will
develop. What analysis has BLM conducted to see if it’s feasible to
produce 300,000 tons of potash per year from 12 well pads?

intended to project a baseline scenario of potash exploration,
development, production, and reclamation to aid the BLM with
land use planning. The RFD provides a mechanism to analyze
the effects that discretionary leasing management decisions
may have on potash development, local and regional
economies, and important resource values such as air quality,
cultural resources, wildlife, and recreation. The RFD projects
the level of potash activity that can reasonably be expected to
occur in the Planning Area over the life of the Moab MLP (15
years). The RFD is neither a planning decision nor the “No
Action Alternative” in the MLP/DEIS. The RFD projections
represent average activity levels over the next 15 years and are
not intended to be thresholds for limiting future activity.
K2O Utah indicated in an investor article and in a presentation
to San Juan County that they were planning on producing
potash at a rate of 2 million tons per year utilizing crystallization
processing. The potash operation would be located in the
Hatch Point area where higher elevations would not be as
conducive to solar evaporation methods. This projection is an
analysis assumption utilized in Chapter 4. The assumption
does not limit the magnitude of potash production or the
method of processing.
Similarly, as described in the RFD for potash, Reunion Potash
Corporation submitted a preliminary Potash Solution Mining
Project to the BLM in 2008 involving their 4 preference right
leases. The project would consist of a well field with 3 well
pads, a plant site for crystallization processing, and an
interconnecting access road and pipeline. The well field would
result in approximately 50 acres of surface disturbance, the
plant site would disturb an additional 50 acres, and the access
road and pipeline would contribute some additional surface
disturbance. The project would entail about 100,000 tons per
year of potash production and if successful the operation could
expand to 500,000 tons per year.
In the potash RFD the acreage involved with solar evaporation
ponds at Intrepid Potash is 1) 452 acres for evaporation ponds,
2) 126 acres of borrow area utilized in pond construction and
maintenance, and 3) 8 acres of pond infrastructure for a total of
596 acres rounded up to 600 acres per 100,000 tons of
production. This would amount to 1,800 acres for 300,000 tons
of production projected in Alternative D.
The projection of 12 well pads (with up to 4 well bores per pad)
is merely an analysis assumption and not a limitation.
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As stated in the potash RFD, the baseline projections represent
approximate activity levels over the next 15 years and are not
intended to be thresholds for limiting future activity.
Utah Guides
and Outfitters

The potash holdings that are proposed in Red Wash, and 10-Mile
are a threat to the health of the Green River through Stillwater
Canyon, a beloved section of the Green River. Additionally, the
Hatch Point holdings sit on top of Indian Creek, a major tributary
and hiking attraction for many of our guests on the Colorado River.
There are also significant loopholes written into this alternative (D),
in the form of waivers, modifications and exemptions. These
loopholes only stand to blur the lines of what this MLP intended to
clarify for the public: what is and is not for sale.

The commenter does not provide specific information regarding
the threats to the Green River and Indian Creek from the Red
Wash, 10-Mile, Hatch Point PLAs. Alternative D applies a NSO
stipulation to the Green River corridor, a 1-mile set back from
the rim of the Green River, Indian Creek, and a large portion of
the Hatch Point PLA. In addition, the drainages within and
adjacent to the Red Wash, 10-Mile, and Hatch Point PLAs are
protected with NSO stipulations. These NSO stipulations
impose major constraints to mineral operations and provide
substantial protection to the Green River and Indian Creek.
Any exceptions, modifications, and waivers applied to the NSO
stipulations are intended to provide some operational flexibility
under specific limited circumstances while still protecting
relevant resources.
Nearly all lease stipulations should have exception, waiver, and
modification criteria documented in the land use plan and on
the lease. In limited circumstances it may be possible to
identify, for example, waiver criteria that are appropriate, but
due to the nature of the resource that is being protected, not
exception or modification criteria. In other cases there may be
general exception, waiver, or modification criteria developed in
the land use plan that applies commonly to all or most lease
stipulations and does not need to be repeated individually for
each lease stipulation identified in the plan (BLM Washington
Office Instruction Memorandum 2008-032).
Exceptions to a lease stipulation are applied at the site-specific
proposal level, such as an APD, through the NEPA process,
and, as a result, is subject to all consultation requirements as
well as public comment. This is stated in BLM Washington
Office IM 2008-032: "The criteria for approval of exceptions,
waivers, and modifications should be supported by National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) analysis, either through the
land use planning process or site-specific environmental
review.”

210

Individual

The MLP also inexplicably separates potash from oil and gas
leasing, a cooperative arrangement that has worked remarkably
well for many years, a joint endeavor to develop local resources
while minimizing land disturbance. The MLP tries to claim that this
arrangement encourages "redundant infrastructure," but the
opposite is true; joint leasing means using the same roads, and
other features, instead of having to build separate access for

The objective of Alternative D is to minimize surface impacts by
separating leasing of the two commodities (oil/gas and potash),
locating potash processing facilities in areas with the least
amount of sensitive resources, and limiting the density of
mineral development. The commenter presumes there is an
opportunity for cooperation between two different operators
where it might not actually exist. Cooperation implies an
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opportunity for the two industries to plan infrastructure needs.
Whereas one industry will likely develop first and implement the
infrastructure that meets their needs, that may not meet the
needs of the second industry. Without an overall plan it’s not
possible to plan for the needs of both commodities.
The BLM acknowledges that the development of the two
commodities could occur at the same time. However, if
commodity prices of both climb and successful production of
both reaches a peak, it would be difficult to contain
development while still meeting other resource objectives. Well
pads, roads, and pipeline corridors could be shared to the
extent possible. However, the two different development
scenarios would have different infrastructure needs (power,
pipeline, railroad with different destinations). The commodity
developed first would be the first to develop infrastructure.
Subsequent development could have different needs. Each
infrastructure is developed with its specific needs in mind and
don’t directly overlay each other. Eventually this could lead to
additional surface disturbance and impacts to meet the needs
of both operators.
Co-location of two different operations could result in technical
and legal conflicts. Depending on proximity they could be
competing geologically. The actions of one could affect what’s
going on with the other. Potentially adverse conditions from colocating could make it difficult to achieve resource objectives.
Co-location of drilling operations on a single well pad would
require a larger footprint and more surface impacts to
accommodate all facilities and potential activities. If not colocated, there could be duplicative surface disturbance.
Orderly development would be difficult to achieve with
competing objectives on where and how to develop the
minerals.
Conflicts between the potash and oil and gas industries in New
Mexico began shortly after the discovery of potash in 1925
(ironically discovered by an oil test well drilled in the basin) and
the first potash production in 1934. Secretarial Orders were
issued in 1939, 1951, 1975, 1986, and 2012 in an attempt to
resolve these conflicts. The Secretarial Order of 2012 has
resulted in litigation by oil and gas operators who assert that
the 2012 Order negatively affects valid existing oil and gas
leases, unlawfully cedes to the potash industry BLM's statutory
duties under the FLPMA and MLA to manage the Secretarial
Area and regulate valid existing oil and gas leases, and grants
a disproportionate amount of power to the potash lessees who
may veto certain oil and gas development within the Secretarial
G-187
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Area. Overall, the management of the two resources through
the Secretary’s Orders has been contentious throughout the
years, resulting in many disputes and court cases.
The MLP/DEIS acknowledges in Chapter 4 (Section 4.8.1,
Minerals: Oil and Gas) that designating PLAs and restricting
new oil and gas leasing in these areas could reduce the area
available for oil and gas leasing which would reduce the
amount of oil and gas drilling and potential production.
Individual

...Alternatives such as B2 and C, which outright preclude any
potash leasing within the planning area. This is patently unfair to
the industry, which has as much right as anyone to apply for a lease
to develop an important natural resource, and especially to the
workers who make their livelihoods in the industry, and their families
who depend on that paycheck.

Potash leasing and development is provided for in Alternatives
A, B1, and D.

260

Individual

Not only are the stipulations applied to existing and future oil and
gas leases wrong, but the outright prohibition against potash
development is unconscionable. Alternatives B2 and C do just that
- such ideas should not be entertained by an agency that has a duty
to manage public land for multiple use. Barring a particular use
without feasible cause does not fit in any way with that mandate.

Chapter 1 (Section 1.1, Introduction and Background) states:
“The resource protection measures identified in the Moab MLP
will also apply to areas currently under lease where they do not
conflict with the rights granted to the holder of the lease. The
Federal Government retains certain rights when issuing an oil
and gas lease. While the BLM may not unilaterally add a new
stipulation to an existing lease that it has already issued, the
BLM can subject the development of existing leases to
reasonable measures in order to minimize impacts to other
resource values. These reasonable measures would be
applied as Conditions of Approval to post lease actions (e.g.
permits to drill) and may include, but are not limited to,
modification to siting or design of facilities, timing of operations,
and specification of interim and final reclamation procedures.”
At a minimum, measures shall be deemed consistent with lease
rights granted provided that they do not: require relocation of
proposed operations by more than 200 meters; require that
operations be sited off the leasehold; or prohibit new surface
disturbing operations for a period in excess of 60 days in any
lease year (43 CFR 3101.1-2). The BLM may impose surface
use restrictions exceeding the 200-meter/60-day rule only
where the restrictions are necessary to satisfy BLM’s obligation
under FLPMA section 302(b) to prevent unnecessary and
undue degradation of public lands or resources. However, the
prevention of undue and unnecessary degradation cannot
render lease operations uneconomic or technically infeasible.
Although the 200-meter/60-day rule does not specifically apply
to existing potash leases, the same concepts discussed above
would apply.
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Potash leasing and development is provided for in Alternatives
A, B1, and D.
Alternatives B2 and C provide for only oil and gas leasing; no
new potash leasing would occur. Oil and gas is a proven
economic commodity in the Planning Area while the feasibility
of developing deep potash deposits with solution mining
methods has not been established on public lands within the
Planning Area. Leasing for oil and gas alone would meet the
objective of minimizing surface impacts by eliminating the
potential for redundant infrastructure associated with codevelopment of oil/gas and potash and eliminating the potential
for potash processing facilities.
As stated in Chapter 2 (Section 2.2, Description of
Alternatives), “Alternative B2 provides for only oil and gas
leasing; no new potash leasing would occur. Oil and gas is a
proven economic commodity in the Planning Area while the
feasibility of developing deep potash deposits with solution
mining methods has not been established on public lands
within the Planning Area. Leasing for oil and gas alone would
meet the objective of minimizing surface impacts by eliminating
the potential for redundant infrastructure associated with codevelopment of oil/gas and potash and eliminating the potential
for potash processing facilities. Alternative B2 would also
minimize surface impacts by limiting the density of oil and gas
development in a manner that would not dominate the
landscape.”
The Cane Creek Mine began as a conventional underground
potash mine in 1963 and in 1970 potash from the old
underground workings was extracted by solution mining
methods. The Cane Creek mine is located on State and private
land and was acquired by Intrepid in 2000. The Cane Creek
Mine has been in production for over 50 years utilizing the
existing infrastructure which includes rail, solar evaporation
ponds, potash plant, highway, gas, power, as well as water
rights from the adjacent Colorado River. Within the Planning
Area, no potash production has occurred on public land even
on potash leases that have been in place since 1984. The
deep potash deposits (about 6,500 feet) on public land within
the Planning Area could only be recovered by solution mining
methods that have only recently been applied to some of the
potash deposits below the existing mine workings at the Cane
Creek Mine. Therefore, the feasibility of developing deep
potash deposits with solution mining methods has not been
established on public lands within the Planning Area. Whereas
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oil and gas production has occurred continuously on public
lands within the Planning Area since the early 1900’s.
Individual

G-190

Two of the alternatives call of an outright ban of any further potash
leasing. There is no reason or justification given for this. All of the
alternatives call for a separation of potash leasing from oil and gas
leasing. Again, no real reason given. This joint leasing has been a
great marriage of development for many years, and has had several
environmental benefits to supplement the business advantages;
with joint leasing, less land is disturbed that would be the case with
separate leases. Infrastructure, contrary to the EIS's assertions, is
shared, meaning less construction needed.

Alternatives B2 and C provide for only oil and gas leasing; no
new potash leasing would occur. Oil and gas is a proven
economic commodity in the Planning Area while the feasibility
of developing deep potash deposits with solution mining
methods has not been established on public lands within the
Planning Area. Leasing for oil and gas alone would meet the
objective of minimizing surface impacts by eliminating the
potential for redundant infrastructure associated with codevelopment of oil/gas and potash and eliminating the potential
for potash processing facilities.
The commenter provides no examples regarding the
cooperative development of oil/gas and potash.
The objective of Alternative D is to minimize surface impacts by
separating leasing of the two commodities (oil/gas and potash),
locating potash processing facilities in areas with the least
amount of sensitive resources, and limiting the density of
mineral development. The commenter presumes there is an
opportunity for cooperation between two different operators
where it might not actually exist. Cooperation implies an
opportunity for the two industries to plan infrastructure needs.
Whereas one industry will likely develop first and implement the
infrastructure that meets their needs, that may not meet the
needs of the second industry. Without an overall plan it’s not
possible to plan for the needs of both commodities.
The BLM acknowledges that the development of the two
commodities could occur at the same time. However, if
commodity prices of both climb and successful production of
both reaches a peak, it would be difficult to contain
development while still meeting other resource objectives. Well
pads, roads, and pipeline corridors could be shared to the
extent possible. However, the two different development
scenarios would have different infrastructure needs (power,
pipeline, railroad with different destinations). The commodity
developed first would be the first to develop infrastructure.
Subsequent development could have different needs. Each
infrastructure is developed with its specific needs in mind and
don’t directly overlay each other. Eventually this could lead to
additional surface disturbance and impacts to meet the needs
of both operators.
Co-location of two different operations could result in technical
and legal conflicts. Depending on proximity they could be
competing geologically. The actions of one could affect what’s
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going on with the other. Potentially adverse conditions from colocating could make it difficult to achieve resource objectives.
Co-location of drilling operations on a single well pad would
require a larger footprint and more surface impacts to
accommodate all facilities and potential activities. If not colocated, there could be duplicative surface disturbance.
Orderly development would be difficult to achieve with
competing objectives on where and how to develop the
minerals.
Conflicts between the potash and oil and gas industries in New
Mexico began shortly after the discovery of potash in 1925
(ironically discovered by an oil test well drilled in the basin) and
the first potash production in 1934. Secretarial Orders were
issued in 1939, 1951, 1975, 1986, and 2012 in an attempt to
resolve these conflicts. The Secretarial Order of 2012 has
resulted in litigation by oil and gas operators who assert that
the 2012 Order negatively affects valid existing oil and gas
leases, unlawfully cedes to the potash industry BLM's statutory
duties under the FLPMA and MLA to manage the Secretarial
Area and regulate valid existing oil and gas leases, and grants
a disproportionate amount of power to the potash lessees who
may veto certain oil and gas development within the Secretarial
Area. Overall, the management of the two resources through
the Secretary’s Orders has been contentious throughout the
years, resulting in many disputes and court cases.
Individual

Final EIS

Furthermore, I do not think there is any credible reason to separate
potash leasing from oil and gas, as the MLP recommends. The
combination of the two has, in the past, made for a very workable
development relationship, and resulted in less overall surface
disturbance. It makes little sense to separate the leasing, and the
reasons for it were not spelled out in the EIS.

The commenter provides no examples regarding the
cooperative development of oil/gas and potash.
The objective of Alternative D is to minimize surface impacts by
separating leasing of the two commodities (oil/gas and potash),
locating potash processing facilities in areas with the least
amount of sensitive resources, and limiting the density of
mineral development. The commenter presumes there is an
opportunity for cooperation between two different operators
where it might not actually exist. Cooperation implies an
opportunity for the two industries to plan infrastructure needs.
Whereas one industry will likely develop first and implement the
infrastructure that meets their needs, that may not meet the
needs of the second industry. Without an overall plan it’s not
possible to plan for the needs of both commodities.
The BLM acknowledges that the development of the two
commodities could occur at the same time. However, if
commodity prices of both climb and successful production of
both reaches a peak, it would be difficult to contain
development while still meeting other resource objectives. Well
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pads, roads, and pipeline corridors could be shared to the
extent possible. However, the two different development
scenarios would have different infrastructure needs (power,
pipeline, railroad with different destinations). The commodity
developed first would be the first to develop infrastructure.
Subsequent development could have different needs. Each
infrastructure is developed with its specific needs in mind and
don’t directly overlay each other. Eventually this could lead to
additional surface disturbance and impacts to meet the needs
of both operators.
Co-location of two different operations could result in technical
and legal conflicts. Depending on proximity they could be
competing geologically. The actions of one could affect what’s
going on with the other. Potentially adverse conditions from colocating could make it difficult to achieve resource objectives.
Co-location of drilling operations on a single well pad would
require a larger footprint and more surface impacts to
accommodate all facilities and potential activities. If not colocated, there could be duplicative surface disturbance.
Orderly development would be difficult to achieve with
competing objectives on where and how to develop the
minerals.
Conflicts between the potash and oil and gas industries in New
Mexico began shortly after the discovery of potash in 1925
(ironically discovered by an oil test well drilled in the basin) and
the first potash production in 1934. Secretarial Orders were
issued in 1939, 1951, 1975, 1986, and 2012 in an attempt to
resolve these conflicts. The Secretarial Order of 2012 has
resulted in litigation by oil and gas operators who assert that
the 2012 Order negatively affects valid existing oil and gas
leases, unlawfully cedes to the potash industry BLM's statutory
duties under the FLPMA and MLA to manage the Secretarial
Area and regulate valid existing oil and gas leases, and grants
a disproportionate amount of power to the potash lessees who
may veto certain oil and gas development within the Secretarial
Area. Overall, the management of the two resources through
the Secretary’s Orders has been contentious throughout the
years, resulting in many disputes and court cases.
Individual

G-192

It is not only oil and gas, but potash development that is under
attack in this MLP. For reasons at best unclear, the MLP separates
potash leasing from oil and gas leasing, which would end years of
cooperation between the two industries that served to minimize
overall surface impact by concentrating development in a single

The commenter provides no examples regarding the
cooperative development of oil/gas and potash.
The objective of Alternative D is to minimize surface impacts by
separating leasing of the two commodities (oil/gas and potash),
locating potash processing facilities in areas with the least
amount of sensitive resources, and limiting the density of
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area. Further, Alternatives B (2) and C outright ban potash leasing.
This is unbelievable, and entirely inappropriate.

mineral development. The commenter presumes there is an
opportunity for cooperation between two different operators
where it might not actually exist. Cooperation implies an
opportunity for the two industries to plan infrastructure needs.
Whereas one industry will likely develop first and implement the
infrastructure that meets their needs, that may not meet the
needs of the second industry. Without an overall plan it’s not
possible to plan for the needs of both commodities.
The BLM acknowledges that the development of the two
commodities could occur at the same time. However, if
commodity prices of both climb and successful production of
both reaches a peak, it would be difficult to contain
development while still meeting other resource objectives. Well
pads, roads, and pipeline corridors could be shared to the
extent possible. However, the two different development
scenarios would have different infrastructure needs (power,
pipeline, railroad with different destinations). The commodity
developed first would be the first to develop infrastructure.
Subsequent development could have different needs. Each
infrastructure is developed with its specific needs in mind and
don’t directly overlay each other. Eventually this could lead to
additional surface disturbance and impacts to meet the needs
of both operators.
Co-location of two different operations could result in technical
and legal conflicts. Depending on proximity they could be
competing geologically. The actions of one could affect what’s
going on with the other. Potentially adverse conditions from colocating could make it difficult to achieve resource objectives.
Co-location of drilling operations on a single well pad would
require a larger footprint and more surface impacts to
accommodate all facilities and potential activities. If not colocated, there could be duplicative surface disturbance.
Orderly development would be difficult to achieve with
competing objectives on where and how to develop the
minerals.
Conflicts between the potash and oil and gas industries in New
Mexico began shortly after the discovery of potash in 1925
(ironically discovered by an oil test well drilled in the basin) and
the first potash production in 1934. Secretarial Orders were
issued in 1939, 1951, 1975, 1986, and 2012 in an attempt to
resolve these conflicts. The Secretarial Order of 2012 has
resulted in litigation by oil and gas operators who assert that
the 2012 Order negatively affects valid existing oil and gas
leases, unlawfully cedes to the potash industry BLM's statutory
duties under the FLPMA and MLA to manage the Secretarial
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Area and regulate valid existing oil and gas leases, and grants
a disproportionate amount of power to the potash lessees who
may veto certain oil and gas development within the Secretarial
Area. Overall, the management of the two resources through
the Secretary’s Orders has been contentious throughout the
years, resulting in many disputes and court cases.
The MLP/DEIS acknowledges in Chapter 4 (Section 4.8.1,
Minerals: Oil and Gas) that designating PLAs and restricting
new oil and gas leasing in these areas could reduce the area
available for oil and gas leasing which would reduce the
amount of oil and gas drilling and potential production.
As stated in Chapter 2 (Section 2.2, Description of
Alternatives), “Alternative B2 provides for only oil and gas
leasing; no new potash leasing would occur. Oil and gas is a
proven economic commodity in the Planning Area while the
feasibility of developing deep potash deposits with solution
mining methods has not been established on public lands
within the Planning Area. Leasing for oil and gas alone would
meet the objective of minimizing surface impacts by eliminating
the potential for redundant infrastructure associated with codevelopment of oil/gas and potash and eliminating the potential
for potash processing facilities. Alternative B2 would also
minimize surface impacts by limiting the density of oil and gas
development in a manner that would not dominate the
landscape.”
The Cane Creek Mine began as a conventional underground
potash mine in 1963 and in 1970 potash from the old
underground workings was extracted by solution mining
methods. The Cane Creek mine is located on State and private
land and was acquired by Intrepid in 2000. The Cane Creek
Mine has been in production for over 50 years utilizing the
existing infrastructure which includes rail, solar evaporation
ponds, potash plant, highway, gas, power, as well as water
rights from the adjacent Colorado River. Within the Planning
Area, no potash production has occurred on public land even
on potash leases that have been in place since 1984. The
deep potash deposits (about 6,500 feet) on public land within
the Planning Area could only be recovered by solution mining
methods that have only recently been applied to some of the
potash deposits below the existing mine workings at the Cane
Creek Mine. Therefore, the feasibility of developing deep
potash deposits with solution mining methods has not been
established on public lands within the Planning Area. Whereas
oil and gas production has occurred continuously on public
lands within the Planning Area since the early 1900’s.
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The Council also recommends changes and clarification to the Draft
MLP, Chapter 2 as it pertains to Potash Leasing. Specifically the
suggested requirements for "diligence" within a PLA are felt to be
unrealistic and would likely have the effect of discouraging any
serious pursuit of Potash development.
We recommend the following amendments to the specific sections
as follows:

In Alternative D, the BLM would impose a CSU stipulation
requiring diligent development of potash resources. Due to the
high level of competing uses (oil/gas, potash, and recreation) in
the Planning Area, a diligent development requirement for
potash would allow for other uses if potash production is not
being pursued in a reasonable amount of time. The BLM
issued four potash leases within the Planning Area in 1984. Up
to the present time, no potash production has occurred on
these leases even through the period in which potash prices
reached a record high of above $900 per ton in 2008.
The Bureau has determined that, for the area subject to the
proposed MLP, there is a need for a lease stipulation that
would require the lessee to diligently pursue developing a
paying mine within a certain time. The MLP area is subject to
competition between existing and foreseeable oil and gas
development and possible potash development. The area has
a high potential for the development of oil and gas that is
capable of being produced by conventional means. The area is
also currently subject to increased interest for potash
exploration, but it is unclear whether the development potential
is as high as for oil and gas or whether potash production can
be achieved utilizing solution mining methods. Based on the
Bureau’s experience in other regions of the country, such as
New Mexico, concurrent oil and gas production and potash
production is difficult and prone to conflict.
Nonetheless, the Bureau is interested in facilitating potash
exploration and production, as well as oil and gas production.
However, under the statutes and regulations governing potash
leases and the standard lease form typically used for potash
leasing, a lessee may hold a lease for decades without
attempting to develop a paying mine, so long as the lessee
pays a minimum royalty in lieu of production (and appropriate
rental). Consequently, under the present circumstances, it is
not in the public interest to issue potash leases because those
leases may tie up lands that otherwise could be developed, or
more easily developed, for oil and gas production. A potash
lease stipulation that requires diligent efforts to develop a
paying mine within a time certain would help eliminate this
problem. Under such a stipulation, if the potash lessee did not
develop a paying mine within a time certain, after being given a
reasonable amount of time to do so, BLM would be allowed to
pursue lease cancellation so the lands could be unencumbered
for oil and gas leasing.
A number of factors are relevant to what constitutes a
reasonable period of time. The Society of Mining Engineers

• Remove the requirement for "paying quantities" and/or
"commercial production" (chapter 2,2- 23 and chapter 2, 226/27). Replace this with a requirement to demonstrate "active
development of a resource.” And, ensure that exceptions are
demonstrated consistently throughout the document.
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(SME) Mining Engineering Handbook (2nd Edition) identifies
three stages of mining: (1) prospecting and exploration, (2)
development, and (3) exploitation. Prospecting and exploration
consists of searching and defining the ore deposit and can
involve a time frame of 2-8 years. Development consists of
environmental compliance and the construction of facilities and
infrastructure. This stage can involve a time frame of 2-5
years. Exploitation consists of the production of ore on a large
scale and can involve a time frame of 5-30 years (SME
Handbook, 2nd Edition, 1992). The SME Handbook refers to
metallic ores or other valuable minerals (coal or nonmetallics).
The prospecting and exploration stage for potash on land
administered by the BLM occurs prior to lease issuance. For
noncompetitive leases, this occurs during the period of time in
which the lease applicant has explored the area pursuant to a
prospecting permit, which has an initial 2-year term subject to
extensions so long as exploration has been diligent. See 43
C.F.R. §§ 3505.60 - 3505.62). The applicant receives the lease
(preference right lease) only after, among other things, the BLM
has concurred that the applicant has discovered a valuable
potash deposit. See id. §§ 3507.18, 3507.19 (a)(1). For
competitive leases, the BLM has already determined the area
to have a valuable potash deposit (see id. § 3508.11), and prior
to leasing the applicant may have explored the area pursuant to
an exploration license. See id. § 3508.11. As a result,
prospecting and exploration do not factor into what may be a
reasonable period of time to achieve production after a potash
lease has been issued.
The development and construction stage of potash mining
occurs after a lease is issued. This stage includes
environmental compliance associated with a mine plan
submitted under the regulations at 43 C.F.R. § 3592. Based on
BLM’s experience with the mining of leasable minerals in
general, the environmental compliance prepared under NEPA,
NHPA, ESA, and other Federal and State laws necessary to
fully permit the mine may take up to 3 years to complete.
Once environmental compliance is completed, and the mine is
fully permitted, it is reasonable to assume that the construction
of facilities and infrastructure could take another 3 years. This
is based on recent potash mining projects underway in Canada
and the United States. K&S Corporation’s (formerly Potash
One) Legacy Project in Saskatchewan and ICPotash
Corporation’s Ochoa Project in New Mexico both project a 3year construction time. Production, or the exploitation stage of
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potash mining, should commence immediately at the end of the
construction phase.
Therefore, assuming permitting and development proceed at a
normal rate, it is reasonable to assume that full scale
production could be achieved within 6 years of lease issuance.
This is consistent with the 6-year time frame provided under 43
C.F.R. § 3504.25(a) for an operator under a new lease to begin
production or pay a minimum royalty.
The BLM recognizes, however, that due to circumstances such
as market dynamics and workload demands on the BLM and
other agencies that have a role in permitting, 6 years may not
be sufficient to bring a potash lease into production. An
additional 4 years appears to be sufficient time to allow for such
contingencies. Consequently, a 10 year timeframe for
achieving potash production after lease issuance is reasonable.
This should ensure reasonable diligence while at the same time
provide a timeframe that is cognizant of the realities of opening
a new mine on Federal lands administered by BLM. The
Authorized Officer may grant a lease suspension in the event of
delays in the permitting process that were unforeseen, that
were in no way attributable to the lessee or operator, and that
could not be readily accommodated in the normal course of
business by a prudent lessee or operator.
A potash lease could be cancelled in accordance with the
Federal regulations at 43 CFR 3514.30.
In Chapter 2 (Table 2-6, Minerals: Potash) and Appendix A,
the flexibility requested by the commenter is provided by the
following clause: "The Authorized Office may grant an
extension of the diligent development period in the event of
delays in the permitting process that were unforeseen, that
were in no way attributable to the lessee or operator, or that
could not be readily accommodated in the normal course of
business by a prudent lessee or operator".
Grand County
Council

Final EIS

Alternative D does not allow for Potash and Oil and Gas
development simultaneously within the PLA. The County
recommends that greater flexibility be built into this section. While
we are not advocating for Potash and Oil/Gas development on the
same lease, both should be allowed on separate parcels within the
PLA.

In Alternative D (Table 2-6, Minerals: Potash) it states that the
priority within PLAs (103,000 acres) will be to explore and
develop potash deposits. New oil and gas leasing within a PLA
will be considered only upon one or more of the following
criteria being met:
- For areas currently under an existing preference right lease or
competitive lease for potash, upon relinquishment or initiation
of proceedings to cancel the lease, or upon expiration of ten
years from the date of the MLP ROD is signed, whichever is
latest;
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- For areas currently subject to an existing prospecting permit
or exploration license for potash, upon relinquishment,
cancellation, or expiration of the prospecting permit, or rejection
of an application for a preference right lease, or upon expiration
of ten years from the date of the MLP ROD is signed,
whichever is latest; or
- The Authorized Officer determines that there are compelling
reasons why oil and gas leasing would be in the public interest,
and that the potential for conflict with existing or future potash
exploration and development is minimal or may be minimized.
Individual

I visit the Green River LABRINTH CANYON BY CANOE at least
every other year and would be very unhappy if I had to see and
smell and hear mining for potash or oil anywhere near the river. I
HAVE PERSONALLY SEEN THE DAMAGE DONE TO THE
SURROUNDING LANDSCAPE NEAR THE WHITE RIVER IN
COLORADO/UTAH AND DO NOT WANT IT REPEATED ALONG
THE GREEN RIVER!

Under Alternative D (Preferred Alternative) the Green River
would have protections including:
1. A NSO stipulation to the suitable Wild and Scenic River
segments along the Green River would be applied.
2. No surface-disturbing activities within the 100-year
floodplain of the Green River and associated back waters
would be allowed.
3. An NSO stipulation to protect the visual resources along the
rims of the Green River would be applied, with an exception
noted in Appendix A. This stipulation would apply to a 1-mile
setback from these rims (Map 2-62 B/D).

308

Holiday River
Expeditions

Holiday cannot endorse Alternative D, (the BLM's current preferred
alternative) due to the significant development of Potash in sensitive
areas. The potash holdings that are up for sale in Red Wash, 10Mile are a direct threat to the Green River through Stillwater
Canyon, a section we run regularly. Additionally, the Hatch Point
holdings sit on top of Indian Creek, a major tributary and hiking
attraction for our guests on the Colorado River. These wilderness
areas that would be permanently impacted, not to mention they sit
alongside the most important source of water for tens of millions of
downstream users. There are also significant loop-holes written into
this alternative, in the form of waivers, modifications and
exemptions. These loop-holes only stand to blur the lines of what
this MLP intended to clarify for the public: what is and is not for
sale.

The commenter does not provide specific information regarding
the threats to the Green River and Indian Creek from the Red
Wash, 10-Mile, Hatch Point PLAs. Alternative D applies a NSO
stipulation to the Green River corridor, a 1-mile set back from
the rim of the Green River, Indian Creek, and a large portion of
the Hatch Point PLA. In addition, the drainages within and
adjacent to the Red Wash, 10-Mile, and Hatch Point PLAs are
protected with NSO stipulations. These NSO stipulations
impose major constraints to mineral operations and provide
substantial protection to the Green River and Indian Creek.
Any exceptions, modifications, and waivers applied to the NSO
stipulations are intended to provide some operational flexibility
under specific limited circumstances while still protecting
relevant resources.
Nearly all lease stipulations should have exception, waiver, and
modification criteria documented in the land use plan and on
the lease. In limited circumstances it may be possible to
identify, for example, waiver criteria that are appropriate, but
due to the nature of the resource that is being protected, not
exception or modification criteria. In other cases there may be
general exception, waiver, or modification criteria developed in
the land use plan that applies commonly to all or most lease
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stipulations and does not need to be repeated individually for
each lease stipulation identified in the plan (BLM Washington
Office Instruction Memorandum 2008-032).
Exceptions to a lease stipulation are applied at the site-specific
proposal level, such as an APD, through the NEPA process,
and, as a result, is subject to all consultation requirements as
well as public comment. This is stated in BLM Washington
Office IM 2008-032: “The criteria for approval of exceptions,
waivers, and modifications should be supported by National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) analysis, either through the
land use planning process or site-specific environmental
review."
Individual

This MLP allows current production to play out, but so severely
constrains new development, that the MLP itself projects a loss of
$1.87 billion dollars of economic output and the loss of $277 million
dollars in state and local revenues over the next 15 years (I doubt
these numbers are even close, they look low by a factor of 3
according to resource estimates I have seen, such as American
Potash and Potash Minerals. New potash facilities would last 100
years, Cane Creek has been going since 1975 and has 3
generations of reserves remaining

The economic estimates provided in Chapter 4 are based on
the best available information and the commenter has not
provided any specific information to the contrary.

394

National Parks
Conservation
Association

NPCA does not support leasing for potash within the Moab MLP
area. For many reasons, the possibility of full-scale development
within the planning area, although currently low, is too great of a risk
to take within this sensitive landscape. The intense water
consumption of 1.3-1.5 billion gallons per year for potash
processing coming from surface, groundwater sources, or from offsite locations is a staggering amount of water for a desert
environment to supply and sustain. In addition, the potash
processing facilities, as outlined in the DEIS, have the potential to
completely transform the overall feel of the shared Moab landscape
into an industrial zone. The scale of development and surface
disturbing activities along with increased truck traffic and pipelines
crossing the landscape to support potash processing facilities would
create significant visual impacts to the millions of people travelling in
and out of the Moab area along the major thoroughfare of Highway
191.

The commenters concerns regarding potash development are
noted. In Alternatives B2 and C potash leasing and
development would be precluded with the exception of the four
existing potash leases.

463

National Parks
Conservation
Association

Further, contrary to the requirements of NEPA, the potential
additional, cumulative air quality impacts from potash processing
throughout the MLP area, are not clearly analyzed and understood
in the MLP DEIS and have the ability to significantly impact clean air
and dark, night skies identified as fundamental resources to each

Future potash production and processing are likely to result in
greater overall emissions of some pollutants in the Planning
Area. Given the uncertainty and inability to know what these
emissions will be, where they will occur, and when they will
occur, it is not possible to analyze their modeled contribution to
possible future emissions scenarios. If and when specific
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national park. See 40 C.F.R. §§ 1502.16, 1508.7, 1508.8 (requiring
a “hard look” at direct, indirect and cumulative impacts).

development plans are submitted to BLM a comprehensive
analysis will be done.

National Parks
Conservation
Association

If potash remains a component of the Final MLP, there should not
be exceptions for small-scale processing facilities without review of
potential impacts. There also needs to be a better analysis and
explanation of potential impacts of potash transport as it relates to
transport from Potash Leasing Areas to Potash Processing Facility
Areas (DEIS 4-49) and of potential air quality impacts from potash
processing.

An exception to a lease stipulation would be analyzed in the
document prepared for NEPA compliance for site-specific
mineral proposals. A small scale processing facility is a sitespecific proposal and the impacts would be analyzed in an
associated environmental analysis.
Potash transport to PPFAs is speculative and the potential
impacts, including air quality impacts from potash processing,
could not be adequately addressed until there is a site-specific
proposal.

465

Individual

In calendar year 2012, the U.S. imported 5.78 million tons of potash
($300 per ton) - potash imports growing at 3 per year - over 87% of
our needs being imported from foreign sources! http:
//www.ers.usda.gov/data-products/fertilizerimportsexports/summary-of-the-data-findings.aspx That is a gross
value of $1,734,000,000 - almost $2 billion a year - this was not
addressed in the MLP.

In the Reasonably Foreseeable Development (RFD) Scenario
for Potash it states that the United States is the largest
consumer of potash and imports about 80 percent of the potash
used mainly from Canada. About 85 percent of US potash
sales are to the fertilizer industry and the principal use of
potash worldwide is as an agricultural fertilizer. Growing world
population and its need for food will require continued growth in
both potash production and consumption.
Unless prohibited by national policy, buyers will purchase
potash from the cheapest source. There are no decisions that
could be made in the MLP that in themselves could improve the
competitiveness of the American potash market.

466

Individual

As the Cane Creek mine has demonstrated the extraction is vastly
longer term than 15 years - they have been in production since the
1970s (Texas Gulf Corp). Just imagine what beneficial economic
horsepower Grand County would have with 2 or 3 new potash
operations. Where will we get the water for operating these new
facilities? The Wingate and Entrada are formations that contain
brackish (salt) water in the area - look also at Mayhews brine
resource report that describes the abundance of subsurface salt
water - perfect for new facilities. No need to be chicken little about
water, there is plenty of water unfit for humans or crops in the area.
(Concentrated subsurface brines in the Moab region, Utah
Geological and Mineralogical Survey 1965)

Water consumption associated with potash production is
addressed in Chapter 4 (Section 4.13.2, Water Resources).
The source of this water could come from one of four sources:
1) rivers and other surface water, 2) groundwater from usable
aquifers, 3) saline water from the Paradox Member, or 4) offsite locations. However, detailed impacts of this water use
cannot be addressed until site-specific operations identify the
water source. If the water is obtained from an existing water
right granted on the Green or Colorado River systems, then the
impact from the use has already been considered during
allocation. Water obtained from local usable aquifers could
result in the drawing down of the water table and reduction of
available water resources for wildlife, vegetation, springs,
streams, or public consumption. Withdrawal could affect local
groundwater flow pattern and create changes in quality and
quantity of the remaining groundwater. Saline water from the
Paradox Member would affect neither usable groundwater nor
surface water. The impacts from obtaining water from offsite
sources cannot be addressed until the location of the sources
are identified during review of site-specific proposals.
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Potash and oil/gas has been produced within the MLP area with no
significant or catastrophic negative impacts, the infrastructure is in
place for more production. The BLM MLP does not describe how
dependent we as humans are on potassium (potash K20 or KCl) - it
is vital - not to be trivialized nor locked up. Where potassium is
deficient in the soil, potash fertilizers can correct the problem and
boost crop yields and quality. Are we to depend upon foreign
sources for this vital substance? over 87% of our needs being
imported from foreign sources! - does the BLM address this critical
national interest in the balance? Please show me where as I did not
find it. Americas dependence on foreign potash was not even part
of the discussion - why?

In the Reasonably Foreseeable Development (RFD) Scenario
for Potash it states that the United States is the largest
consumer of potash and imports about 80 percent of the potash
used mainly from Canada. About 85 percent of US potash
sales are to the fertilizer industry and the principal use of
potash worldwide is as an agricultural fertilizer. Growing world
population and its need for food will require continued growth in
both potash production and consumption.

471

Individual

Page 2-3 says “oil and gas is a proven economic commodity in the
planning area while the feasibility of developing deep potash
deposits with solution mining methods has not been established on
public lands within the Planning Area.” The BLM seems to overlook
the fact that there is an ongoing potash operation in the area.
Through their own exhaustive investigations for the MLP, the BLM
has demonstrated that there is no real environmental impact from
the worst case scenario. Yet they propose to separate the leasing
areas of the two minerals and set an arbitrary timeline for production
of potash to be developed. The BLM should not separate oil, gas,
and potash leasing and should not set a timeline for potash
production.

As stated in Chapter 2 (Section 2.2, Description of
Alternatives), “Alternative B2 provides for only oil and gas
leasing; no new potash leasing would occur. Oil and gas is a
proven economic commodity in the Planning Area while the
feasibility of developing deep potash deposits with solution
mining methods has not been established on public lands
within the Planning Area. Leasing for oil and gas alone would
meet the objective of minimizing surface impacts by eliminating
the potential for redundant infrastructure associated with codevelopment of oil/gas and potash and eliminating the potential
for potash processing facilities. Alternative B2 would also
minimize surface impacts by limiting the density of oil and gas
development in a manner that would not dominate the
landscape.”
The Cane Creek Mine began as a conventional underground
potash mine in 1963 and in 1970 potash from the old
underground workings was extracted by solution mining
methods. The Cane Creek mine is located on State and private
land and was acquired by Intrepid in 2000. The Cane Creek
Mine has been in production for over 50 years utilizing the
existing infrastructure which includes rail, solar evaporation
ponds, potash plant, highway, gas, power, as well as water
rights from the adjacent Colorado River. Within the Planning
Area, no potash production has occurred on public land even
on potash leases that have been in place since 1984. The
deep potash deposits (about 6,500 feet) on public land within
the Planning Area could only be recovered by solution mining
methods that have only recently been applied to some of the
potash deposits below the existing mine workings at the Cane
Creek Mine. Therefore, the feasibility of developing deep
potash deposits with solution mining methods has not been
established on public lands within the Planning Area. Whereas
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oil and gas production has occurred continuously on public
lands within the Planning Area since the early 1900’s.
The objective of Alternative D is to minimize surface impacts by
separating leasing of the two commodities (oil/gas and potash),
locating potash processing facilities in areas with the least
amount of sensitive resources, and limiting the density of
mineral development. The commenter presumes there is an
opportunity for cooperation between two different operators
where it might not actually exist. Cooperation implies an
opportunity for the two industries to plan infrastructure needs.
Whereas one industry will likely develop first and implement the
infrastructure that meets their needs, that may not meet the
needs of the second industry. Without an overall plan it’s not
possible to plan for the needs of both commodities.
The BLM acknowledges that the development of the two
commodities could occur at the same time. However, if
commodity prices of both climb and successful production of
both reaches a peak, it would be difficult to contain
development while still meeting other resource objectives. Well
pads, roads, and pipeline corridors could be shared to the
extent possible. However, the two different development
scenarios would have different infrastructure needs (power,
pipeline, railroad with different destinations). The commodity
developed first would be the first to develop infrastructure.
Subsequent development could have different needs. Each
infrastructure is developed with its specific needs in mind and
don’t directly overlay each other. Eventually this could lead to
additional surface disturbance and impacts to meet the needs
of both operators.
Co-location of two different operations could result in technical
and legal conflicts. Depending on proximity they could be
competing geologically. The actions of one could affect what’s
going on with the other. Potentially adverse conditions from colocating could make it difficult to achieve resource objectives.
Co-location of drilling operations on a single well pad would
require a larger footprint and more surface impacts to
accommodate all facilities and potential activities. If not colocated, there could be duplicative surface disturbance.
Orderly development would be difficult to achieve with
competing objectives on where and how to develop the
minerals.
Conflicts between the potash and oil and gas industries in New
Mexico began shortly after the discovery of potash in 1925
(ironically discovered by an oil test well drilled in the basin) and
the first potash production in 1934. Secretarial Orders were
G-202
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issued in 1939, 1951, 1975, 1986, and 2012 in an attempt to
resolve these conflicts. The Secretarial Order of 2012 has
resulted in litigation by oil and gas operators who assert that
the 2012 Order negatively affects valid existing oil and gas
leases, unlawfully cedes to the potash industry BLM's statutory
duties under the FLPMA and MLA to manage the Secretarial
Area and regulate valid existing oil and gas leases, and grants
a disproportionate amount of power to the potash lessees who
may veto certain oil and gas development within the Secretarial
Area. Overall, the management of the two resources through
the Secretary’s Orders has been contentious throughout the
years, resulting in many disputes and court cases.
The MLP/DEIS acknowledges in Chapter 4 (Section 4.8.1,
Minerals: Oil and Gas) that designating PLAs and restricting
new oil and gas leasing in these areas could reduce the area
available for oil and gas leasing which would reduce the
amount of oil and gas drilling and potential production.
In Alternative D, the BLM would impose a CSU stipulation
requiring diligent development of potash resources. Due to the
high level of competing uses (oil/gas, potash, and recreation) in
the Planning Area, a diligent development requirement for
potash would allow for other uses if potash production is not
being pursued in a reasonable amount of time. The BLM
issued four potash leases within the Planning Area in 1984. Up
to the present time, no potash production has occurred on
these leases even through the period in which potash prices
reached a record high of above $900 per ton in 2008.
The Bureau has determined that, for the area subject to the
proposed MLP, there is a need for a lease stipulation that
would require the lessee to diligently pursue developing a
paying mine within a certain time. The MLP area is subject to
competition between existing and foreseeable oil and gas
development and possible potash development. The area has
a high potential for the development of oil and gas that is
capable of being produced by conventional means. The area is
also currently subject to increased interest for potash
exploration, but it is unclear whether the development potential
is as high as for oil and gas or whether potash production can
be achieved utilizing solution mining methods. Based on the
Bureau’s experience in other regions of the country, such as
New Mexico, concurrent oil and gas production and potash
production is difficult and prone to conflict.
Nonetheless, the Bureau is interested in facilitating potash
exploration and production, as well as oil and gas production.
However, under the statutes and regulations governing potash
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leases and the standard lease form typically used for potash
leasing, a lessee may hold a lease for decades without
attempting to develop a paying mine, so long as the lessee
pays a minimum royalty in lieu of production (and appropriate
rental). Consequently, under the present circumstances, it is
not in the public interest to issue potash leases because those
leases may tie up lands that otherwise could be developed, or
more easily developed, for oil and gas production. A potash
lease stipulation that requires diligent efforts to develop a
paying mine within a time certain would help eliminate this
problem. Under such a stipulation, if the potash lessee did not
develop a paying mine within a time certain, after being given a
reasonable amount of time to do so, BLM would be allowed to
pursue lease cancellation so the lands could be unencumbered
for oil and gas leasing.
A number of factors are relevant to what constitutes a
reasonable period of time. The Society of Mining Engineers
(SME) Mining Engineering Handbook (2nd Edition) identifies
three stages of mining: (1) prospecting and exploration, (2)
development, and (3) exploitation. Prospecting and exploration
consists of searching and defining the ore deposit and can
involve a time frame of 2-8 years. Development consists of
environmental compliance and the construction of facilities and
infrastructure. This stage can involve a time frame of 2-5
years. Exploitation consists of the production of ore on a large
scale and can involve a time frame of 5-30 years (SME
Handbook, 2nd Edition, 1992). The SME Handbook refers to
metallic ores or other valuable minerals (coal or nonmetallics).
The prospecting and exploration stage for potash on land
administered by the BLM occurs prior to lease issuance. For
noncompetitive leases, this occurs during the period of time in
which the lease applicant has explored the area pursuant to a
prospecting permit, which has an initial 2-year term subject to
extensions so long as exploration has been diligent. See 43
C.F.R. §§ 3505.60 - 3505.62). The applicant receives the lease
(preference right lease) only after, among other things, the BLM
has concurred that the applicant has discovered a valuable
potash deposit. See id. §§ 3507.18, 3507.19 (a)(1). For
competitive leases, the BLM has already determined the area
to have a valuable potash deposit (see id. § 3508.11), and prior
to leasing the applicant may have explored the area pursuant to
an exploration license. See id. § 3508.11. As a result,
prospecting and exploration do not factor into what may be a
reasonable period of time to achieve production after a potash
lease has been issued.
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The development and construction stage of potash mining
occurs after a lease is issued. This stage includes
environmental compliance associated with a mine plan
submitted under the regulations at 43 C.F.R. § 3592. Based on
BLM’s experience with the mining of leasable minerals in
general, the environmental compliance prepared under NEPA,
NHPA, ESA, and other Federal and State laws necessary to
fully permit the mine may take up to 3 years to complete.
Once environmental compliance is completed, and the mine is
fully permitted, it is reasonable to assume that the construction
of facilities and infrastructure could take another 3 years. This
is based on recent potash mining projects underway in Canada
and the United States. K&S Corporation’s (formerly Potash
One) Legacy Project in Saskatchewan and ICPotash
Corporation’s Ochoa Project in New Mexico both project a 3year construction time. Production, or the exploitation stage of
potash mining, should commence immediately at the end of the
construction phase.
Therefore, assuming permitting and development proceed at a
normal rate, it is reasonable to assume that full scale
production could be achieved within 6 years of lease issuance.
This is consistent with the 6-year time frame provided under 43
C.F.R. § 3504.25(a) for an operator under a new lease to begin
production or pay a minimum royalty.
The BLM recognizes, however, that due to circumstances such
as market dynamics and workload demands on the BLM and
other agencies that have a role in permitting, 6 years may not
be sufficient to bring a potash lease into production. An
additional 4 years appears to be sufficient time to allow for such
contingencies. Consequently, a 10 year timeframe for
achieving potash production after lease issuance is reasonable.
This should ensure reasonable diligence while at the same time
provide a timeframe that is cognizant of the realities of opening
a new mine on Federal lands administered by BLM. The
Authorized Officer may grant a lease suspension in the event of
delays in the permitting process that were unforeseen, that
were in no way attributable to the lessee or operator, and that
could not be readily accommodated in the normal course of
business by a prudent lessee or operator.
A potash lease could be cancelled in accordance with the
Federal regulations at 43 CFR 3514.30.
Western Energy
Alliance/Americ

Final EIS

Appendix A - Mineral Leasing Stipulations contains 59 pages of
proposed regulations dictating how activities possibly affecting
resources within or juxtaposed to potash and other leasable

Appendix A is a compilation of potential stipulations and lease
notices by alternative, referred to in Chapter 2 of the
MLP/DEIS. In addition, Appendix A lists exceptions,
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an Petroleum
Institute

commodities would be conducted should the draft MLP go into
effect. While it is helpful to have a list of resources within the MLP
domain, the effect of Appendix A would likely be to stifle or preclude
mineral development. Instead, BLM should follow its current
regulations governing potash leasing and review proposed sitespecific disturbances on their own merit, rather than discouraging
mineral development through the proposal of stipulations that may
not be supported by law.

modifications, and waivers applicable to each stipulation by
alternative.
The BLM has broad authority to regulate environmental aspects
of mineral activity under the Mineral Leasing Act. In Alternative
D, the BLM would impose a CSU stipulation requiring diligent
development of potash resources. Due to the high level of
competing uses in the Planning Area, a diligent development
requirement for potash would allow for other uses if potash
production is not being pursued in a reasonable amount of
time. The MLP/DEIS (Section 2.1) defines the potash
unsuitability criteria and how they would be applied as follows:
"The stipulations developed for the protection of specific
resources would apply to both oil and gas leasing and potash
leasing as well as geophysical exploration. The stipulations
have been developed in accordance with the potash
unsuitability criteria specified at 43 CFR 3501.17." To impose a
CSU stipulation for potash development is not a regulatory
change.

Individual

BLM has applied regulations for different commodities to the
management of potash. The “diligent development” requirement
comes from the 43 CFR 3400 coal regulations, and the “paying
quantities” language comes from the 43 CFR 3100 oil and gas
regulations. Neither of these requirements appears in the 43 CFR
3400 regulations which guide potash development on public lands.
By what authority does BLM pick regulations out of other parts of
the 43 CFR and apply them to potash? Current potash regulations
do not require the lessee to establish production in order to hold the
lease, they simply pay a minimum royalty per acre to hold the lease.
The leases are subject to 20 year readjustments by BLM where
constraints from the MLP could be applied, along with adjusting
royalty rates for future production. Is this even legal? Can BLM
arbitrarily go around Congress? And, the MLP directs that the
diligence requirements from the 3400 regulations be applied to any
new potash leases granted under the 3500 regulations. Is this
legal? Clarification is needed on application of a CSU stipulation to
all potash leases that requires processing facilities to be located
within a PPFA. Does this mean applying to existing leases, or new
leases? Would an existing PRLA owner be denied the opportunity to
build any type of structures or facilities on exiting leases? Offsite
mitigation is a new construct for potash operations. This has been
used elsewhere in the wildlife program to create additional habitat
for some species. This CSU seems to imply it would be used for
recreation and visual resources. What does that type of
compensatory mitigation consists of?

The BLM has broad authority to regulate environmental aspects
of mineral activity under the Mineral Leasing Act. The Secretary
of Interior has broad authority to regulate leasable minerals
provided by 30 U.S.C. 187, which includes ensuring the
exercise of reasonable diligence.
In Alternative D, the BLM would impose a CSU stipulation
requiring diligent development of potash resources. Due to the
high level of competing uses in the Planning Area, a diligent
development requirement for potash would allow for other uses
if potash production is not being pursued in a reasonable
amount of time. The MLP/DEIS (Section 2.1) defines the
potash unsuitability criteria and how they would be applied as
follows: "The stipulations developed for the protection of
specific resources would apply to both oil and gas leasing and
potash leasing as well as geophysical exploration. The
stipulations have been developed in accordance with the
potash unsuitability criteria specified at 43 CFR 3501.17." To
impose a CSU stipulation for potash development is not a
regulatory change.
The BLM could not impose the CSU stipulation from the MLP to
existing potash leases requiring processing facilities to be
located within potash processing facility areas (PPFAs).
However, the operator may find benefits to locating the facilities
within the PPFAs because of 1) environmental concerns raised
during site-specific analysis for a proposed potash operation on
the existing leases, 2) the PPFAs are identified as having
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minimal resource conflicts, and 3) the PPFAs are located closer
to infrastructure such as roads, railroads, and transmission
lines.
Any land use authorizations necessary for a potash lessee to
operate on lands off lease would be addressed at the sitespecific proposal level.
American
Potash
Corporation

Final EIS

1) Eliminate the arbitrary pre exploration and development
constraints on exploration and production drill spacings, solar
evaporation pond size, annual potash production limits and instead
implement what is the mining industry standard of determining these
parameters based on the data generated for each unique ore
deposit.
2) Re-implement the RMP standard of open-ended lease-holding
policy, ensuring an operator the flexibility to adjust to changing
world-wide potash market conditions without the threat of loss of
lease. Remove application of new MLP constraints to existing
leases through inclusion as Conditions of Approval (COA’s) at the
permit review stage. Remove requirements found in coal and oil
and gas regulations to potash leases. Potash regulations require no
diligence for production to maintain Preference Right lease under
existing RMP and this policy should remain in place.
3) Re-implementation of RMP policy of dealing with various wildlife
life cycle issues, allowing for the ability to better plan financing and
operations and eliminate the possibility of operations being
effectively restricted or shut down on effectively a year-round basis.
The MLP fails to identify any significant impacts to wildlife resources
from management under the existing 2008 RMP. Yet many of the
wildlife habitat areas are proposed for NSO or no leasing. The rest
of the area is subject to an array of restrictive, overlapping
timeframes for rutting, lambing, nesting, and fledging periods for an
entire array of species. It adds significant costs in delay time and
uncertainty with the need for field survey’s in almost every instance
to see what is happening on the ground with the wildlife life cycles,
then trying to guess what restrictions might be in effect 2-3 months
when the financing is arranged, and crews and drill rigs are
scheduled. These types of timing restrictions, when applied to so
many species, creates great uncertainty for timing of all operational
components of a project, putting severe constraints on resource
development. The MLP needs to recognize these timing overlap
constraints and prepare a table that shows all the potential timing
overlaps and how many months a year an operator could be
constrained form operation in a worst case scenario, where all
potential wildlife species that could occur in an area are, in fact,
found utilizing the area at their identified timeframes.

1) The potash development projections represent approximate
activity levels over the next 15 years and are not intended to be
thresholds for limiting future activity.
2) Chapter 1 (Section 1.1, Introduction and Background) states:
“The resource protection measures identified in the Moab MLP
will also apply to areas currently under lease where they do not
conflict with the rights granted to the holder of the lease. The
Federal Government retains certain rights when issuing an oil
and gas lease. While the BLM may not unilaterally add a new
stipulation to an existing lease that it has already issued, the
BLM can subject the development of existing leases to
reasonable measures in order to minimize impacts to other
resource values. These reasonable measures would be
applied as Conditions of Approval to post lease actions (e.g.
permits to drill) and may include, but are not limited to,
modification to siting or design of facilities, timing of operations,
and specification of interim and final reclamation procedures.”
At a minimum, measures shall be deemed consistent with lease
rights granted provided that they do not: require relocation of
proposed operations by more than 200 meters; require that
operations be sited off the leasehold; or prohibit new surface
disturbing operations for a period in excess of 60 days in any
lease year (43 CFR 3101.1-2). The BLM may impose surface
use restrictions exceeding the 200-meter/60-day rule only
where the restrictions are necessary to satisfy BLM’s obligation
under FLPMA section 302(b) to prevent unnecessary and
undue degradation of public lands or resources. However, the
prevention of undue and unnecessary degradation cannot
render lease operations uneconomic or technically infeasible.
Although the 200-meter/60-day rule does not specifically apply
to existing potash leases, the same concepts discussed above
would apply.
In Alternative D, the BLM would impose a CSU stipulation
requiring diligent development of potash resources. Due to the
high level of competing uses (oil/gas, potash, and recreation) in
the Planning Area, a diligent development requirement for
potash would allow for other uses if potash production is not
being pursued in a reasonable amount of time. The BLM
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4) Re-implement existing RMP view scape analyses requirements,
reducing the possibility of surprise implementation of restrictions or
closures due to the potentially short-term desires of Hollywood. The
MLP fails to identify any impacts to the areas filming industry from
current management under the 2008 MLP, yet will require visual
modeling on 177,594 acres for protection of high use filming
locations. Analysis in Chapter 4 fails to indicate if it has been or will
be a problem. The filming industry has the flexibility to find suitable
filming locations in a variety of locations in the area that are
currently protected. This new constraint is completely without
defensible rationale. Further, why does the film industry take
precedence over mineral production? This is counter to what has
always been the hierarchy of multiple use priority on BLM public
lands, where the mineral estate has always been considered
primary.

issued four potash leases within the Planning Area in 1984. Up
to the present time, no potash production has occurred on
these leases even through the period in which potash prices
reached a record high of above $900 per ton in 2008.
The Bureau has determined that, for the area subject to the
proposed MLP, there is a need for a lease stipulation that
would require the lessee to diligently pursue developing a
paying mine within a certain time. The MLP area is subject to
competition between existing and foreseeable oil and gas
development and possible potash development. The area has
a high potential for the development of oil and gas that is
capable of being produced by conventional means. The area is
also currently subject to increased interest for potash
exploration, but it is unclear whether the development potential
is as high as for oil and gas or whether potash production can
be achieved utilizing solution mining methods. Based on the
Bureau’s experience in other regions of the country, such as
New Mexico, concurrent oil and gas production and potash
production is difficult and prone to conflict.
Nonetheless, the Bureau is interested in facilitating potash
exploration and production, as well as oil and gas production.
However, under the statutes and regulations governing potash
leases and the standard lease form typically used for potash
leasing, a lessee may hold a lease for decades without
attempting to develop a paying mine, so long as the lessee
pays a minimum royalty in lieu of production (and appropriate
rental). Consequently, under the present circumstances, it is
not in the public interest to issue potash leases because those
leases may tie up lands that otherwise could be developed, or
more easily developed, for oil and gas production. A potash
lease stipulation that requires diligent efforts to develop a
paying mine within a time certain would help eliminate this
problem. Under such a stipulation, if the potash lessee did not
develop a paying mine within a time certain, after being given a
reasonable amount of time to do so, BLM would be allowed to
pursue lease cancellation so the lands could be unencumbered
for oil and gas leasing.
A number of factors are relevant to what constitutes a
reasonable period of time. The Society of Mining Engineers
(SME) Mining Engineering Handbook (2nd Edition) identifies
three stages of mining: (1) prospecting and exploration, (2)
development, and (3) exploitation. Prospecting and exploration
consists of searching and defining the ore deposit and can
involve a time frame of 2-8 years. Development consists of
environmental compliance and the construction of facilities and
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infrastructure. This stage can involve a time frame of 2-5
years. Exploitation consists of the production of ore on a large
scale and can involve a time frame of 5-30 years (SME
Handbook, 2nd Edition, 1992). The SME Handbook refers to
metallic ores or other valuable minerals (coal or nonmetallics).
The prospecting and exploration stage for potash on land
administered by the BLM occurs prior to lease issuance. For
noncompetitive leases, this occurs during the period of time in
which the lease applicant has explored the area pursuant to a
prospecting permit, which has an initial 2-year term subject to
extensions so long as exploration has been diligent. See 43
C.F.R. §§ 3505.60 - 3505.62). The applicant receives the lease
(preference right lease) only after, among other things, the BLM
has concurred that the applicant has discovered a valuable
potash deposit. See id. §§ 3507.18, 3507.19 (a)(1). For
competitive leases, the BLM has already determined the area
to have a valuable potash deposit (see id. § 3508.11), and prior
to leasing the applicant may have explored the area pursuant to
an exploration license. See id. § 3508.11. As a result,
prospecting and exploration do not factor into what may be a
reasonable period of time to achieve production after a potash
lease has been issued.
The development and construction stage of potash mining
occurs after a lease is issued. This stage includes
environmental compliance associated with a mine plan
submitted under the regulations at 43 C.F.R. § 3592. Based on
BLM’s experience with the mining of leasable minerals in
general, the environmental compliance prepared under NEPA,
NHPA, ESA, and other Federal and State laws necessary to
fully permit the mine may take up to 3 years to complete.
Once environmental compliance is completed, and the mine is
fully permitted, it is reasonable to assume that the construction
of facilities and infrastructure could take another 3 years. This
is based on recent potash mining projects underway in Canada
and the United States. K&S Corporation’s (formerly Potash
One) Legacy Project in Saskatchewan and ICPotash
Corporation’s Ochoa Project in New Mexico both project a 3year construction time. Production, or the exploitation stage of
potash mining, should commence immediately at the end of the
construction phase.
Therefore, assuming permitting and development proceed at a
normal rate, it is reasonable to assume that full scale
production could be achieved within 6 years of lease issuance.
This is consistent with the 6-year time frame provided under 43
Final EIS
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C.F.R. § 3504.25(a) for an operator under a new lease to begin
production or pay a minimum royalty.
The BLM recognizes, however, that due to circumstances such
as market dynamics and workload demands on the BLM and
other agencies that have a role in permitting, 6 years may not
be sufficient to bring a potash lease into production. An
additional 4 years appears to be sufficient time to allow for such
contingencies. Consequently, a 10 year timeframe for
achieving potash production after lease issuance is reasonable.
This should ensure reasonable diligence while at the same time
provide a timeframe that is cognizant of the realities of opening
a new mine on Federal lands administered by BLM. The
Authorized Officer may grant a lease suspension in the event of
delays in the permitting process that were unforeseen, that
were in no way attributable to the lessee or operator, and that
could not be readily accommodated in the normal course of
business by a prudent lessee or operator.
A potash lease could be cancelled in accordance with the
Federal regulations at 43 CFR 3514.30.
3) The wildlife stipulations in the MLP are very similar to those
in the 2008 Moab and Monticello RMPs; these stipulations are
consistent throughout the BLM in Utah and are also similar to
those found in most western states. Stipulations vary only
slightly among all four alternatives in the MLP/DEIS. Changes
between the MLP and the RMP are minor realignments of big
game habitats for consistency with Utah Division of Wildlife
Resources habitat delineations. Habitat for Desert bighorn
sheep is increased by 5,759 acres (reflecting extensive GPS
collar research by UDWR) in the action alternatives.
The only identified NSO areas for terrestrial wildlife are found in
Alternative A and C. These are limited to prime desert bighorn
habitats, with Alternative A (101,900 acres) remaining as
identified in the 2008 RMP and Alternative C (107,000 acres)
realigned to match UDWR’s current desert bighorn habitat
delineation. In Alternatives B and D, desert bighorn
lambing/rutting areas have CSU stipulations which preclude
drilling operations and permanent facilities (on 107,000 acres)
but provide for other temporary actions outside of the sensitive
lambing and rutting periods, thus facilitating additional flexibility
from the stipulations in the 2008 RMP. Prime desert bighorn
habitats are in areas where extensive development would be
typically problematic due to topography of these areas.
Other big game species (deer and elk) have seasonal
restrictions. These general areas and types of seasonal
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restrictions have been in place for many years. Most operators
are aware of the need to incorporate these dates into their
operational plans and, if appropriate, these dates can
sometimes be adjusted. Within the Moab FO, the only overlap
of winter range areas with spring fawning or lambing areas is
515 acres west of Highway 191 and just south of La Sal
Junction. The remainder of the Moab MLP area would have
either only one or no big game seasonal protective measures.
The NSO stipulation for the Endangered Colorado River Fish
(within the 100-year floodplain of the Colorado, Green, and
Dolores Rivers) was developed with USFWS in the 2008 RMP.
This stipulation does not change in the current effort.
ESA species, including Bald and Golden Eagles, Raptors and
Migratory Birds are all afforded some level of Federal
protection. These protective measures are required by the
USFWS under various laws. The seasonal and spatial
restrictions found in the MLP/DEIS for these species have been
developed by the USFWS and are consistent throughout the
state of Utah. Adherence to these conditions is required to
comply with the Endangered Species Act and various laws
protecting eagles, raptors, and migratory birds. Currently,
much of the known habitats and occupancy for several of ESA
species is known, therefore reducing some of the need for
surveys to evaluate habitats. ESA species are very rare and
the Moab FO has had minimal need to adjust or project timing
or locations to accommodate the presence of an individual ESA
species.
Additionally, surveys for ESA species, Bald and Golden Eagles
and Raptors may be required no matter when the activity is
planned. All permanent facilities or projects that create longterm habitat alteration would require nesting surveys for ESA
species, Bald and Golden Eagles and Raptors during the
breeding season prior to project finalization. These surveys are
incorporated into the site-specific project NEPA analysis and if
needed, USFWS consultation. These requirements and needs
are not new to the MLP and have been in place prior even to
the 2008 RMP. The results of these surveys may influence
project development. If there is no suitable nesting structure
within the USFWS recommended spatial buffers of a project
area, surveys may not be needed.
Sensitive raptors species are afforded the same timing and
spatial requirement as all other raptors, as recommended by
the USFWS. For kit fox and prairie dogs, the stipulations are
the same as the 2008 RMP. Their habitats typically do not
Final EIS
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overlap with big game winter range but may coincide with
pronghorn fawning and bighorn lambing areas.
The kit fox, a sensitive species, does have seasonal restrictions
specific to occupied natal dens, which may be waived if surveys
indicate kit fox with their pups are not present. Current
modeling efforts are in place that can help to refine where the
kit fox may occur and often project on-sites can determine the
need for surveys. Kit fox are fairly uncommon throughout the
Moab FO and finding a natal den is very rare; therefore there
has been minimal need to adjust project timing to
accommodate the presence of a kit fox with their pups.
For prairie dogs there is exception language that, if due to the
size of the prairie dog town, there is no reasonable location to
develop a lease and avoid colonies, the Authorized Officer
would allow for loss of prairie dog colonies and/or habitat to
satisfy terms and conditions of the lease.
In regards to the timing overlap question (assuming raptor
surveys needs have been met), there would be no seasonal
wildlife TL stipulations in areas outside of deer and elk winter
ranges (29,700 acres) and bighorn lambing/rutting areas
(107,000 acres). If a project were in kit fox habitat and/or
fawning areas for pronghorn, no activity could be allowed from
March 1- July 31 within 85,639 acres. If surveys were
performed and indicated no natal kit fox dens were within 200
meters of the project, then the project would be limited only to
activities outside of 4/1 to 7/31 to protect pronghorn fawning
and migratory bird nesting. In this site-specific situation, ‘worst
case’ would still allow a construction window of 7 months, from
8/1 through 2/28. If raptors had been identified, project location
or other mitigation measures would be applied, typically not
timing restrictions unless the project or portions of the project
created temporary disturbances within the spatial buffer of the
raptor nest.
In deer and elk winter range (29,700 acres), there is minimal kit
fox habitat and/or fawning areas for pronghorn, so other wildlife
timing limitations would not be expected. In deer and elk winter
range ‘worst case’ would still allow a window of 7 months, 4/16
through 11/15. If raptors had been identified, project location or
other mitigation measures would be applied, rather than timing
restrictions unless the projects were temporary. If the project
were temporary and raptors did occur in the area or raptor
surreys were determined to be not necessary, the work window
might then be limited to 9/1 to 11/15. If a temporary action had
been started prior to the onset of the winter season, UDWR will
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usually allow for some short-term encroachment into the winter
season.
Activities in desert bighorn lambing/rutting habitat (107,000
acres) are limited to temporary actions through a CSU
stipulation. In the “worst case,” if raptors occurred in the area
or surveys were not performed and the temporary action is
determined to impact desert bighorn, work would be allowed
from 12/15 to 3/1.
Timing limitations for ESA species area are not required unless
there is a known individual in the area or surveys are not
current and therefore occupancy status is not known. The
entire Moab MLP area has been evaluated for both Mexican
Spotted Owl (MSO) and Southwestern Willow Flycatcher
(SWFL). Within the MLP area, there are approximately
116,300 acres of suitable MSO habitats, of which over 70,000
acres are typically surveyed by the BLM and would not need
additional project specific surveys. Only 2,800 acres of suitable
(but unoccupied) MSO habitats are found in deer winter range;
therefore, additional timing limitation requirements would not be
expected. These 2,800 acres are routinely surveyed by the
BLM.
SWFL and Yellow Billed Cuckoo (YBCU) timing stipulations
coincide with other timing limitations outside of deer and elk
winter range areas. There are only 92 acres of SWFL/YBCU
habitats that overlap with winter ranges and these areas are not
known to be occupied; therefore, additional SWFL & YBCU
timing limitations would not be expected. It should be pointed
out that both SWFL and YBCU occupy riparian habitat, which is
managed with a NSO stipulation to protect riparian resources.
Though these seasonal restrictions can seem cumbersome,
upfront work between the BLM and applicants early in the
development stage of these projects can simplify survey needs
and ensure there is an ample window of time to complete
projects or develop project plans, ensuring Federal Acts are not
violated, and impacts to protected and state sensitive species
and big game are minimized. Accurate surveys completed at
the correct time will help to avoid delays, facilitate project
planning, and allow accurate environmental analysis that is less
likely to be litigated, thus allowing the project to move forward
in a timely fashion.
The Moab BLM does recognize that many of the timing
limitation stipulations can overlap, possibly creating additional
constraints. However, not all habitats that have these seasonal
stipulations are located in the same place. As mentioned
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above, winter ranges for deer and elk overlap very little with
pronghorn, deer, and elk spring fawning areas. ESA species
such as the SWFL and YBCU are very specific to small, highly
vegetated riparian areas that typically are located within areas
with watershed stipulations that will coincide with ESA
requirements. The MSO does have the largest potential habitat
for an ESA species in the Planning Area and may need sitespecific surveys but habitat evaluation throughout the Planning
Area has been completed and many areas are maintained
under protocol survey, therefore reducing the scope of survey
needs by outside parties.
The MLP/DEIS acknowledges the impacts of wildlife and
sensitive species restrictions on mineral development in
Chapter 4. It should be noted that the wildlife and special
status species restrictions vary only slightly among alternatives;
no further analysis of overlapping restrictions is required when
these restrictions are substantially the same for all the
alternatives.
Text has been added to Sections 4.8.1 and 4.8.2
concerning the impacts of overlapping timing limitations.
4) The majority of film locations are within VRM Class II areas,
which are managed with a NSO stipulation in Alternative D.
Only two of the listed film locations are not within VRM Class II
areas (Jewel Tibbetts Arch and White Wash Sand Dunes).
This means that a viewshed analysis would be required only in
these two locations.
Although conflicts in the past have been minimal and a solution
has been found, the CSU stipulation is intended to prevent
conflicts in the future.
A viewshed analysis would be required only for the 14 high use
filming locations listed in Chapter 2 (Table 2-3). Although
conflicts in the past have been minimal and a solution has been
found, the stipulation is intended to prevent conflicts in the
future.
A viewshed analysis would be completed prior to mineral
operations being authorized in the vicinity of high use filming
locations. Therefore, an approved mineral operation would not
be overridden by filming activities.
The majority of film locations are within VRM Class II areas,
which are managed with a NSO stipulation in Alternative D.
Only two of the listed film locations are not within VRM Class II
areas (Jewel Tibbetts Arch and White Wash Sand Dunes).
This means that a viewshed analysis would be required only in
these two locations. The imposition of a viewshed analysis is
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not an onerous requirement, but Chapter 4 acknowledges that
CSU stipulations can result in “additional costs and delays to
mineral operators” (page 4-41). The exact cost of this
constraint could only be quantified on a site-specific basis.
While minerals operations have provided roads for access and
abandoned drill pads for staging operations, very few filming
operations seek mineral production facilities in the viewsheds
that they are filming. Although filming’s direct economic input
may be limited, it has the effect of increasing tourism through
exposure for the area in national and international markets.
As stated in the BLM Land Use Planning Manual (H-1601-1),
land use plans ensure that the public lands are managed in
accordance with the intent of Congress as stated in FLPMA (43
U.S.C. 1701 et seq.), under the principles of multiple use and
sustained yield. As required by FLPMA and BLM policy, the
public lands must be managed in a manner that protects the
quality of scientific, scenic, historical, ecological, environmental,
air and atmospheric, water resource, and archaeological
values; that, where appropriate, will preserve and protect
certain public lands in their natural condition; that will provide
food and habitat for fish and wildlife and domestic animals; that
will provide for outdoor recreation and human occupancy and
use; and that recognizes the Nation’s need for domestic
sources of minerals, food, timber, and fiber from the public
lands by encouraging collaboration and public participation
throughout the planning process.
Individual

Final EIS

Clarification Required: A group of my Potash Prospecting
Applications (PPA) are north of Magna Resources (aka Sweetwater)
and another group is south of Magna Resources (aka Sweetwater
and have the same land characterizations yet areas I applied for are
not being considered as Potash Leasing Areas (PLA). What makes
my 3 PPA areas so unique yet the other PPAs held by Canadian
and Australian firms being considered as Potash Leasing Areas?
Is there an abrupt change in the land forms/flora - fauna/
endangered - threatened species/soil types/drainage/fossils? Is
this more special consideration? In summary a Canadian firm and
an Australian firm (Magna Resources aka Sweetwater and Potash
Minerals aka K2O respectively) received the following:
Memorandum of Understanding Potash Prospecting Permits Potash
Leasing Areas Question: why do I, born in Utah, coming from
pioneers who settled in Lisbon Valley, get denied special treatment?
Does BLM favor foreign interests? Or did I not use the right
lobbyist? I am just seeking equality.

As stated in Chapter 2 (Table 2-6), “Identified PLAs include
blocks of public land in areas where potash leases (Upper Ten
Mile) or potash permits (Red Wash and Hatch Point) have been
issued. Within these areas, potash resources have been
identified and the feasibility of potash production is being
pursued.”
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Any evaluation of public land development should consider the
benefits/costs to all stakeholders, including the silent majority
American taxpayer and consumer. As you know the development
and sustained production of potash is critical to sustaining US
agriculture. Full weight should be given to this benefit. Also,
regulatory creep, particularly as it pertains to so-called protection of
cultural sites, needs to stop. Consider these remarks in your
proposed changes to the "Leasing Plan".

The economic benefits of mineral development are detailed
in Chapter 4, Section 12.
The commenter’s opposition to the protection of cultural
sites is noted.

524

Individual

Why are there no photos of the MLP area? Could you at least
present a visual of what a potash plant and recovery area could look
like? The MLP preferred alternative D would only worsen this
situation of creating a one industry economy, and taking away high
paying jobs and revenues to local governments. The only impacts
that would seem to rise to the level of "significance" in this draft EIS
appear to be the impact from all these new constraints on the
mineral development opportunities that are being forgone in the
MLP Preferred alternative. Where are the significant impacts to
other resources? Why is there no input from non-government
economists in this plan?

The MLP/DEIS relied on maps to depict the environment
associated with the decisions in the Planning Area. Alternative
D provides for both oil and gas leasing and potash leasing
while protecting recreational uses and other important
resources.
The potential for significant impacts is addressed in Chapter 4
of the MLP/DEIS.
A non-government economist was utilized for input into the
socioeconomic sections of the MLP/DEIS (Chapter 5, List of
Preparers).
The economic analysis incorporated perspectives and
information gained from BLM’s public outreach and
participation efforts. For socioeconomic analysis, this included
input from public scoping and socioeconomic workshops, as
described in Chapter 5. The Socioeconomic Baseline Report
lists many non-governmental information sources that informed
BLM’s preparation of that
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1) Regarding Appendix A - Mineral Leasing Stipulations: The
stipulation controlling well spacing necessarily requires the
application of an unproven technology to the recovery of potash in
the entire Moab MLP area. No substantive basis exists in fact or
law to mandate this stipulation. Did the Interdisciplinary Team,
mandated by IM 2010-117 and mentioned in Chapter 2.1,
demonstrate that directional drilling from well pads separated by two
miles will work for this area?
2) The exception under Alternative D seems to allow the proponent
some variability in the drilling spacing stipulation by stating that the
proponent must demonstrate a technically feasible alternative while
maintaining maximum well spacing. This places the burden of proof
directly on the operator. How does a proponent experiment to find
the maximum technologically feasible placement of wells when he
has to present a definitive Mining Development Plan before
beginning operations?
If allowed to test the theories prior to filing a MDP the proponent
would have to drill experimental wells. The drilling of experimental

1) IM 2010-117 states that the Interdisciplinary Team (IDT)
must be familiar with current oil and gas development
technologies and impacts. This principal would also apply to
potash in that the IDT would have to be familiar with current
potash development technologies and impacts. This IDT would
not be selected until there is a specific potash lease proposal.
2) The exception in Alternative D for the CSU stipulation
requiring 2-mile spacing states: “Within Potash Leasing Areas
(PLA), an exception to the 2-mile placement could be granted if
the proponent successfully demonstrates that a 2-mile
placement is not technologically feasible for potash recovery.
An exception to the 2-mile placement would still require the
maximum technologically feasible placement of potash wells.”
The BLM has acknowledged that the feasibility for solution
mining of deep potash deposits has not been established within
the Planning Area (Chapter 2, Table 2-6, Minerals: Potash)
outside of the existing Cane Creek Mine. A proposed mine
plan could be submitted for experimental wells with the purpose
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wells to satisfy the curiosity of the BLM is an undue burden placed
on the operator of any potash lease. To find the maximum distance
between wells necessarily means at some point one has to move
far enough apart to fail.
Who gets to pay for that failure? How many times does one have to
fail to prove a particular distance is in fact the maximum limit?
The RFD scenario document developed by the BLM presents
Tunnel Cavern Development and Canadian Type Cavern
Development as two possible development techniques for potash
recovery. The MLP completely dismisses the Canadian Type
Cavern in favor of the more costly Tunnel Cavern Type of
development while failing to justify its decision with substantive
comparative analysis between the two schemes. This lack of
analytical depth denotes the arbitrary nature of the MLP decision
making process. While the decision to require a two mile spacing
stipulation might work for oil and gas development, the technology
advances driving that decision, as of yet, are unproven in potash
cavern development.
The rationale behind the proposed stipulation, while
understandable, is not founded in good science as it applies to
potash development. We therefore recommend that this stipulation
be amended to exclude potash from this well spacing constraint.
We further recommend that, due to the lack of detailed analysis
demonstrating the consequences of this and other stipulations, any
consideration regarding potash should be removed in its entirety
from this MLP, pending further study, and be addressed separately
in a totally new amendment to the 2008 RMP.

of testing the recovery of potash and determining the maximum
technologically feasible placement of potash wells. A prudent
operator would pursue this testing in order to assess both the
economic and technical feasibility for developing a
comprehensive mine plan for the entire property.
As stated in the Potash RFD, “Within the Planning Area, two
methods of cavern development are anticipated: 1) tunnel
cavern development and 2) Canadian type cavern
development.” The MLP does not dismiss Canadian Type
Cavern development or other potential methods for solution
mining of potash.

As a result of their own investigations the BLM has indicated a need
for a supply of potash in the United States. Exploratory work has
demonstrated that potash exists in vast quantities in the Paradox
Basin. Current production of potash in the Paradox Basin indicates
that production of potash can be attained. It is unfathomable that
the Canyon Country District of the BLM would even consider setting
an arbitrary time window of ten years for development of 25% of the
known potash reserves in the United States and then, if production
is not attained within this timeframe, withdrawing these reserves
from future development.
FLPMA requires the BLM to recognize the nation’s needs for
domestic sources of minerals. There are no environmental barriers
to production of potash and oil and gas simultaneously as
evidenced by the detailed work of the MLP. It is evident, from the
cooperative efforts of industry in other areas under BLM

The objective of Alternative D is to minimize surface impacts by
separating leasing of the two commodities (oil/gas and potash),
locating potash processing facilities in areas with the least
amount of sensitive resources, and limiting the density of
mineral development. The commenter presumes there is an
opportunity for cooperation between two different operators
where it might not actually exist. Cooperation implies an
opportunity for the two industries to plan infrastructure needs.
Whereas one industry will likely develop first and implement the
infrastructure that meets their needs, that may not meet the
needs of the second industry. Without an overall plan it’s not
possible to plan for the needs of both commodities.
The BLM acknowledges that the development of the two
commodities could occur at the same time. However, if
commodity prices of both climb and successful production of
both reaches a peak, it would be difficult to contain
development while still meeting other resource objectives. Well
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management, that industry and government can work together to
resolve issues.
We therefore recommend that the BLM allow oil and gas and potash
leasing to occur simultaneously on the same lands. Any time line
prescribed for the exploration, development, or production of either
commodity should be controlled by the terms of the lease
agreement in accordance with Federal Regulations.

pads, roads, and pipeline corridors could be shared to the
extent possible. However, the two different development
scenarios would have different infrastructure needs (power,
pipeline, railroad with different destinations). The commodity
developed first would be the first to develop infrastructure.
Subsequent development could have different needs. Each
infrastructure is developed with its specific needs in mind and
don’t directly overlay each other. Eventually this could lead to
additional surface disturbance and impacts to meet the needs
of both operators.
Co-location of two different operations could result in technical
and legal conflicts. Depending on proximity they could be
competing geologically. The actions of one could affect what’s
going on with the other. Potentially adverse conditions from colocating could make it difficult to achieve resource objectives.
Co-location of drilling operations on a single well pad would
require a larger footprint and more surface impacts to
accommodate all facilities and potential activities. If not colocated, there could be duplicative surface disturbance.
Orderly development would be difficult to achieve with
competing objectives on where and how to develop the
minerals.
Conflicts between the potash and oil and gas industries in New
Mexico began shortly after the discovery of potash in 1925
(ironically discovered by an oil test well drilled in the basin) and
the first potash production in 1934. Secretarial Orders were
issued in 1939, 1951, 1975, 1986, and 2012 in an attempt to
resolve these conflicts. The Secretarial Order of 2012 has
resulted in litigation by oil and gas operators who assert that
the 2012 Order negatively affects valid existing oil and gas
leases, unlawfully cedes to the potash industry BLM's statutory
duties under the FLPMA and MLA to manage the Secretarial
Area and regulate valid existing oil and gas leases, and grants
a disproportionate amount of power to the potash lessees who
may veto certain oil and gas development within the Secretarial
Area. Overall, the management of the two resources through
the Secretary’s Orders has been contentious throughout the
years, resulting in many disputes and court cases.
The MLP/DEIS acknowledges in Chapter 4 (Section 4.8.1,
Minerals: Oil and Gas) that designating PLAs and restricting
new oil and gas leasing in these areas could reduce the area
available for oil and gas leasing which would reduce the
amount of oil and gas drilling and potential production.
In Alternative D, the BLM would impose a CSU stipulation
requiring diligent development of potash resources. Due to the
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high level of competing uses (oil/gas, potash, and recreation) in
the Planning Area, a diligent development requirement for
potash would allow for other uses if potash production is not
being pursued in a reasonable amount of time. The BLM
issued four potash leases within the Planning Area in 1984. Up
to the present time, no potash production has occurred on
these leases even through the period in which potash prices
reached a record high of above $900 per ton in 2008.
The Bureau has determined that, for the area subject to the
proposed MLP, there is a need for a lease stipulation that
would require the lessee to diligently pursue developing a
paying mine within a certain time. The MLP area is subject to
competition between existing and foreseeable oil and gas
development and possible potash development. The area has
a high potential for the development of oil and gas that is
capable of being produced by conventional means. The area is
also currently subject to increased interest for potash
exploration, but it is unclear whether the development potential
is as high as for oil and gas or whether potash production can
be achieved utilizing solution mining methods. Based on the
Bureau’s experience in other regions of the country, such as
New Mexico, concurrent oil and gas production and potash
production is difficult and prone to conflict.
Nonetheless, the Bureau is interested in facilitating potash
exploration and production, as well as oil and gas production.
However, under the statutes and regulations governing potash
leases and the standard lease form typically used for potash
leasing, a lessee may hold a lease for decades without
attempting to develop a paying mine, so long as the lessee
pays a minimum royalty in lieu of production (and appropriate
rental). Consequently, under the present circumstances, it is
not in the public interest to issue potash leases because those
leases may tie up lands that otherwise could be developed, or
more easily developed, for oil and gas production. A potash
lease stipulation that requires diligent efforts to develop a
paying mine within a time certain would help eliminate this
problem. Under such a stipulation, if the potash lessee did not
develop a paying mine within a time certain, after being given a
reasonable amount of time to do so, BLM would be allowed to
pursue lease cancellation so the lands could be unencumbered
for oil and gas leasing.
A number of factors are relevant to what constitutes a
reasonable period of time. The Society of Mining Engineers
(SME) Mining Engineering Handbook (2nd Edition) identifies
three stages of mining: (1) prospecting and exploration, (2)
Final EIS
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development, and (3) exploitation. Prospecting and exploration
consists of searching and defining the ore deposit and can
involve a time frame of 2-8 years. Development consists of
environmental compliance and the construction of facilities and
infrastructure. This stage can involve a time frame of 2-5
years. Exploitation consists of the production of ore on a large
scale and can involve a time frame of 5-30 years (SME
Handbook, 2nd Edition, 1992). The SME Handbook refers to
metallic ores or other valuable minerals (coal or nonmetallics).
The prospecting and exploration stage for potash on land
administered by the BLM occurs prior to lease issuance. For
noncompetitive leases, this occurs during the period of time in
which the lease applicant has explored the area pursuant to a
prospecting permit, which has an initial 2-year term subject to
extensions so long as exploration has been diligent. See 43
C.F.R. §§ 3505.60 - 3505.62). The applicant receives the lease
(preference right lease) only after, among other things, the BLM
has concurred that the applicant has discovered a valuable
potash deposit. See id. §§ 3507.18, 3507.19 (a)(1). For
competitive leases, the BLM has already determined the area
to have a valuable potash deposit (see id. § 3508.11), and prior
to leasing the applicant may have explored the area pursuant to
an exploration license. See id. § 3508.11. As a result,
prospecting and exploration do not factor into what may be a
reasonable period of time to achieve production after a potash
lease has been issued.
The development and construction stage of potash mining
occurs after a lease is issued. This stage includes
environmental compliance associated with a mine plan
submitted under the regulations at 43 C.F.R. § 3592. Based on
BLM’s experience with the mining of leasable minerals in
general, the environmental compliance prepared under NEPA,
NHPA, ESA, and other Federal and State laws necessary to
fully permit the mine may take up to 3 years to complete.
Once environmental compliance is completed, and the mine is
fully permitted, it is reasonable to assume that the construction
of facilities and infrastructure could take another 3 years. This
is based on recent potash mining projects underway in Canada
and the United States. K&S Corporation’s (formerly Potash
One) Legacy Project in Saskatchewan and ICPotash
Corporation’s Ochoa Project in New Mexico both project a 3year construction time. Production, or the exploitation stage of
potash mining, should commence immediately at the end of the
construction phase.
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Therefore, assuming permitting and development proceed at a
normal rate, it is reasonable to assume that full scale
production could be achieved within 6 years of lease issuance.
This is consistent with the 6-year timeframe provided under 43
C.F.R. § 3504.25(a) for an operator under a new lease to begin
production or pay a minimum royalty.
The BLM recognizes, however, that due to circumstances such
as market dynamics and workload demands on the BLM and
other agencies that have a role in permitting, 6 years may not
be sufficient to bring a potash lease into production. An
additional 4 years appears to be sufficient time to allow for such
contingencies. Consequently, a 10 year timeframe for
achieving potash production after lease issuance is reasonable.
This should ensure reasonable diligence while at the same time
provide a timeframe that is cognizant of the realities of opening
a new mine on Federal lands administered by BLM. The
Authorized Officer may grant a lease suspension in the event of
delays in the permitting process that were unforeseen, that
were in no way attributable to the lessee or operator, and that
could not be readily accommodated in the normal course of
business by a prudent lessee or operator.
A potash lease could be cancelled in accordance with the
Federal regulations at 43 CFR 3514.30.
Reunion Potash
Company

Final EIS

Regarding Appendix A - Mineral Leasing Stipulations: The BLM
proposes to move all potash processing into designated areas
described generally as PPFAs. Existing potash lease holders have
the right to produce and process their minerals on site as granted by
specific language contained in their leases and the BLM can
demand that processing facilities be moved to the stipulated PPFAs
by withholding permits for processing facilities on lands within
existing leaseholds. Existing Preference Rights Lease holders are
granted the valid and existing right through Federal Regulation 43
CFR 3500 to use the lands contained in the lease for processing of
the leased mineral. If these lease holders are forced to move their
facilities to lands where they have no rights, tenure must, somehow,
be granted to those new lands on an equivalent basis. This issue is
not addressed at all in the current draft of the MLP.
Due to the lack of detailed analysis demonstrating the
consequences of this and other stipulations, it is our
recommendation that any consideration regarding potash should be
removed in its entirety from this MLP, pending further study, and be
addressed separately in a totally new amendment to the 2008 RMP.

The BLM could not impose the CSU stipulation from the MLP to
existing potash leases requiring processing facilities to be
located within potash processing facility areas (PPFAs).
However, the operator may find benefits to locating the facilities
within the PPFAs because of 1) environmental concerns raised
during site-specific analysis for a proposed potash operation on
the existing leases, 2) the PPFAs are identified as having
minimal resource conflicts, and 3) the PPFAs are located closer
to infrastructure such as roads, railroads, and transmission
lines.
Any land use authorizations necessary for a potash lessee to
operate on lands off lease would be addressed at the sitespecific proposal level.
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Regarding Appendix A - Mineral Leasing Stipulations, Page A-13
gives the description of the stipulation addressing Potash
Processing Facility Areas under Alternative B1, and the description
for Alternative D on Pages A-13 and continued on Page A-14 is the
same as B1 except for the Exception clause. The Director of the
BLM has issued IM 2010-117 as the guide for the development of
MLPs. Under Section 1 B Stipulation Consistency; the Director
states that: As part of this consistency review, state offices will
request review by the Office of the Solicitor, usually the Regional
Solicitor’s Office, to ensure the enforceability of existing, new, or
revised lease stipulations.
Reunion Potash has four existing Preference Rights Leases in the
Upper Ten Mile PLA. These leases grant the holder the right to
produce and process potash minerals on the leasehold. Chapter 4
of the MLP Section 4.2 ANALYSIS METHODS, Sub Section 4.2.2
Analysis, Sub Heading Assumptions, states in part:
While the BLM may not unilaterally add a new stipulation to an
existing lease that it has already issued, the BLM can subject
development of existing leases to reasonable conditions, as
necessary, through the application of Conditions of Approval at the
time of permitting.
What is the legal authority for a Mineral Leasing planning tool to
directly and detrimentally impact a contract between the United
States of America and a valid lease holder through the application
of Conditions of Approval at the time of permitting?
Has the Office of the Solicitor been asked to render an opinion as to
the enforceability of this stipulation as it applies to existing
Preference Rights Leases?
Prior to the inclusion of this stipulation in the MLP, the BLM must
demonstrate its legal authority granting the plan, through this
stipulation, the ability to dismiss the rights granted to potash leasees
under Federal Regulation 43 CFR 3500 governing potash leasing
and the explicit language contained in Preference Rights Leases.
Due to the lack of detailed analysis demonstrating the
consequences of this and other stipulations, it is our
recommendation that any consideration regarding potash should be
removed in its entirety from this MLP, pending further study, and be
addressed separately in a totally new amendment to the 2008 RMP.

Alternative D was developed to provide operational flexibility for
mineral leasing and development through specific exceptions.
The BLM could not impose the CSU stipulation from the MLP to
existing potash leases requiring processing facilities to be
located within potash processing facility areas (PPFAs).
However, the operator may find benefits to locating the facilities
within the PPFAs because of 1) environmental concerns raised
during site-specific analysis for a proposed potash operation on
the existing leases, 2) the PPFAs are identified as having
minimal resource conflicts, and 3) the PPFAs are located closer
to infrastructure such as roads, railroads, and transmission
lines.
Any land use authorizations necessary for a potash lessee to
operate on lands off lease would be addressed at the sitespecific proposal level.
The resource protection measures identified in the Moab MLP
will also apply to areas currently under lease where they do not
conflict with the rights granted to the holder of the lease. While
the BLM may not unilaterally add a new stipulation to an
existing lease that it has already issued, the BLM can subject
the development of existing leases to reasonable measures in
order to minimize impacts to other resource values. These
reasonable measures would be applied as Conditions of
Approval to post lease actions (e.g. permits to drill) and may
include, but are not limited to, modification to siting or design of
facilities, timing of operations, and specification of interim and
final reclamation measures.
The Office of the Solicitor has reviewed the MLP/DEIS.
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Regarding Appendix A - Mineral Leasing Stipulations, Page A-13
gives the description of the stipulation addressing Potash
Processing Facility Areas. Through this stipulation the BLM will
mandate that all potash processing facilities be moved to

In Chapter 4 (Section 4.8.2, Potash) it states, “Potash
Processing Facility Areas (PPFAs) would limit the areas
available for the location of such facilities. Although
transporting potash from PLAs to PPFAs would involve some
complexities, such as slurrying potash by pipeline, as well as
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designated areas that have been selected to minimize the
environmental impact of those facilities.
There is no discussion in the MLP that addresses the economic
impact of moving these facilities away from the potash production
areas. Certainly there will additional costs related to the remote
processing of potash.
Some of the additional costs would benefit the local economy in the
form of taxes on the additional infrastructure required to reach the
PFFA sites. Additional infrastructure would require adding to the
workforce to maintain that infrastructure. Federal right of ways
usually come at some cost in the form of yearly rentals. All of these
would increase the ongoing cost to the operator of these facilities.
The additional materials required to reach the remote processing
sites for gas pipelines, water pipelines, communication lines, rail
lines, and roads all will contribute to an increased capital cost for the
operator of any potash facility. Moving potash processing areas to
areas not on or contiguous with a producing potash lease will
unnecessarily inflict additional costs to that project. While on the
surface it may seem like a good idea to concentrate potash
processing areas into one area, the MLP does not address any
cumulative economic impact that would occur due to this movement
and certainly does not compare it to any benefits derived therefrom.
Therefore, it is Reunion Potash Company’s position that before the
inclusion of this stipulation into the MLP occurs, a complete
reevaluation of the benefits attributed to the relocation of these
facilities weighed against the additional costs thereof has to be fully
investigated.
Due to the lack of detailed analysis demonstrating the
consequences of this and other stipulations, it is our
recommendation that any consideration regarding potash should be
removed in its entirety from this MLP, pending further study, and be
addressed separately in a totally new amendment to the 2008 RMP.

other additional costs, the location of the PPFAs are within
proximity to roads, highways, utilities, and railroads. Therefore,
the location of PPFAs could simplify distribution and save time
in the development of potash resources.”

Chapter 4 of the MLP Section 4.8 MINERALS, Sub Section 4.8.1 Oil
and Gas, under sub heading Assumptions, the second sentence in
the second paragraph states that post-lease actions can be
encumbered by CSU and TL stipulations. Omitted in the sentence
is the NSO stipulation for post-lease action. There is not a
paragraph describing surface use restrictions in 4.8.2 POTASH
under the sub heading Assumptions. Does the omission of the
NSO stipulation for post-lease action in the surface use restriction
under 4.8.1 evidence the fact that the BLM recognizes that an NSO
stipulation is an unreasonable condition for development of mineral
resources under existing oil and gas and potash leases?

The omission of the NSO stipulation for post lease actions in
the surface use restrictions under Section 4.8.1 (Oil and Gas,
Assumptions) is because a NSO stipulation would go beyond
the valid existing rights of the lease. This is not recognition that
a NSO stipulation is an unreasonable condition for
development of mineral resources. However, a NSO stipulation
is considered a major constraint to development.
The referenced assumption in Section 4.8.1 has been revised
as follows, “The resource protection measures identified in the
Moab MLP will also apply to areas currently under lease where
they do not conflict with the rights granted to the holder of the
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The first assumption listed immediately above says that
“Implementation actions will comply with valid and existing rights”.
Does the MLP through the application of Conditions of Approval at
the time of permitting attempt to provide a means to undermine the
valid and existing rights granted by oil and gas and potash leases?
It is Reunion Potash Company’s position that the application of an
NSO designation to any lands within its Preference Rights Leases is
an unreasonable condition and therefore cannot be applied under
the above Conditions of Approval at the time of permitting. We
recommend that any stipulation allowing the application of an NSO
designation to any area of an existing lease be removed from the
MLP.
Due to the lack of detailed analysis demonstrating the
consequences of this and other stipulations, it is our
recommendation that any consideration regarding potash should be
removed in its entirety from this MLP, pending further study, and be
addressed separately in a totally new amendment to the 2008 RMP

lease. While the BLM may not unilaterally add a new
stipulation to an existing lease that it has already issued, the
BLM can subject the development of existing leases to
reasonable measures in order to minimize impacts to other
resource values. These reasonable measures would be
applied as Conditions of Approval to post lease actions (e.g.
permits to drill) and may include, but are not limited to,
modification to siting or design of facilities, timing of operations,
and specification of interim and final reclamation measures.”
The revised assumption in Section 4.8.1 has also been added
to Section 4.8.2 (Potash, Assumptions).

In the MOAB MASTER LEASING PLAN AND DRAFT RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT PLAN AMENDMENTS/DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT STATEMENT FOR THE MOAB AND MONTICELLO
FIELD OFFICES, as published, there is a stipulation being
proposed that would limit the term of existing Potash Leases.
Appendix A lists the stipulations being considered for application to
Potash leasing. Pages A 9 and A 10 provide a description for one
of those stipulations being considered under Alternative B 1 and the
BLM preferred Alternative D. Reunion Potash Company holds four
valid and existing Preference Rights Leases, subject to
readjustment, in Grand County that are wholly within, but not part of,
the proposed Upper Ten Mile PLA. These leases convey to the
holder certain rights as described in the language of the leases and
as granted through the regulations governing Potash Leasing; 43
CFR 3500. Accordingly, the BLM lacks legal authority to implement
a taking of Reunion’s leases, as articulated in the MLP, and as such
the agency’s rule making appears arbitrary and capricious and
otherwise not in accordance with the law. There is no legal
authority for a Mineral Leasing planning tool to directly and
detrimentally impact a contract between the United States of
America and Reunion Potash Company. There is no citation
evidencing that the Office of the Solicitor has rendered an opinion
as to the enforceability of this stipulation as it applies to existing
Preference Rights Leases.
This stipulation also proposes to include a diligence clause in all
future potash leases. This again is in direct conflict with the
controlling regulations for potash leasing: 43 CFR 3500 for the

The resource protection measures identified in the Moab MLP
will also apply to areas currently under lease where they do not
conflict with the rights granted to the holder of the lease. While
the BLM may not unilaterally add a new stipulation to an
existing lease that it has already issued, the BLM can subject
the development of existing leases to reasonable measures in
order to minimize impacts to other resource values. These
reasonable measures would be applied as Conditions of
Approval to post lease actions (e.g. permits to drill) and may
include, but are not limited to, modification to siting or design of
facilities, timing of operations, and specification of interim and
final reclamation measures.
The BLM has broad authority to regulate environmental aspects
of mineral activity under the Mineral Leasing Act. The
Secretary of Interior has broad authority to regulate leasable
minerals provided by 30 U.S.C. 187 which includes ensuring
the exercise of reasonable diligence.
In Alternative D, the BLM would impose a CSU stipulation
requiring diligent development of potash resources. Due to the
high level of competing uses in the Planning Area, a diligent
development requirement for potash would allow for other uses
if potash production is not being pursued in a reasonable
amount of time.
The BLM issued four potash leases within the Planning Area in
1984. Up to the present time, no potash production has
occurred on these leases even through the period in which
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same reasons cited above. If the MLP is implemented containing
this stipulation, the BLM would effectively change the Federal
Regulations governing existing potash leases and any new potash
leases through an Administrative Order as opposed to
Congressional action as is required by law.
Due to the lack of clarity as to the legal authority required to
implement this stipulation we recommend that this stipulation be
removed in its entirety from the MLP.
We further recommend that, due to the lack of any detailed analysis
demonstrating the consequences of this and other stipulations, any
consideration regarding potash should be removed from this MLP,
pending further study, and be addressed separately in a totally new
amendment to the 2008 RMP.

potash prices reached a record high of above $900 per ton in
2008.
The Bureau has determined that, for the area subject to the
proposed MLP, there is a need for a lease stipulation that
would require the lessee to diligently pursue developing a
paying mine within a certain time. The MLP area is subject to
competition between existing and foreseeable oil and gas
development and possible potash development. The area has
a high potential for the development of oil and gas that is
capable of being produced by conventional means. The area is
also currently subject to increased interest for potash
exploration, but it is unclear whether the development potential
is as high as for oil and gas or whether potash production can
be achieved utilizing solution mining methods. Based on the
Bureau’s experience in other regions of the country, such as
New Mexico, concurrent oil and gas production and potash
production is difficult and prone to conflict.
Nonetheless, the Bureau is interested in facilitating potash
exploration and production, as well as oil and gas production.
However, under the statutes and regulations governing potash
leases and the standard lease form typically used for potash
leasing, a lessee may hold a lease for decades without
attempting to develop a paying mine, so long as the lessee
pays a minimum royalty in lieu of production (and appropriate
rental). Consequently, under the present circumstances, it is
not in the public interest to issue potash leases because those
leases may tie up lands that otherwise could be developed, or
more easily developed, for oil and gas production. A potash
lease stipulation that requires diligent efforts to develop a
paying mine within a time certain would help eliminate this
problem. Under such a stipulation, if the potash lessee did not
develop a paying mine within a time certain, after being given a
reasonable amount of time to do so, BLM would be allowed to
pursue lease cancellation so the lands could be unencumbered
for oil and gas leasing.

Baseline Reasonably Foreseeable Development scenarios need
technical review. At first glance there appear to be some
evaporation pond acreage needed irregularities, production values
are possibly overestimated, there is an evaluation for crystallization
type recovery projects which are unlikely in this area.

A technical review was conducted for the Reasonably
Foreseeable Development scenarios for both oil/gas and
potash.
The potash projections utilized in the MLP/DEIS (Table 2-19)
are derived from the reasonably foreseeable development
scenario (RFD) for potash. The RFD is a technical report
intended to project a baseline scenario of potash exploration,
development, production, and reclamation to aid the BLM with
land use planning. The RFD provides a mechanism to analyze
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the effects that discretionary leasing management decisions
may have on potash development, local and regional
economies, and important resource values such as air quality,
cultural resources, wildlife, and recreation. The RFD projects
the level of potash activity that can reasonably be expected to
occur in the Planning Area over the life of the Moab MLP (15
years). The RFD is neither a planning decision nor the “No
Action Alternative” in the MLP/DEIS. The RFD projections
represent average activity levels over the next 15 years and are
not intended to be thresholds for limiting future activity.
K2O Utah indicated in an investor article and in a presentation
to San Juan County that they were planning on producing
potash at a rate of 2 million tons per year utilizing crystallization
processing. The potash operation would be located in the
Hatch Point area where higher elevations would not be as
conducive to solar evaporation methods. This projection is an
analysis assumption utilized in Chapter 4. The assumption
does not limit the magnitude of potash production or the
method of processing.
Similarly, as described in the RFD for potash, Reunion Potash
Corporation submitted a preliminary Potash Solution Mining
Project to the BLM in 2008 involving their 4 preference right
leases. The project would consist of a well field with 3 well
pads, a plant site for crystallization processing, and an
interconnecting access road and pipeline. The well field would
result in approximately 50 acres of surface disturbance, the
plant site would disturb an additional 50 acres, and the access
road and pipeline would contribute some additional surface
disturbance. The project would entail about 100,000 tons per
year of potash production and if successful the operation could
expand to 500,000 tons per year.
In the potash RFD the acreage involved with solar evaporation
ponds at Intrepid Potash is 1) 452 acres for evaporation ponds,
2) 126 acres of borrow area utilized in pond construction and
maintenance, and 3) 8 acres of pond infrastructure for a total of
596 acres rounded up to 600 acres per 100,000 tons of
production. This would amount to 1,800 acres for 300,000 tons
of production projected in Alternative D.
The projection of 12 well pads (with up to 4 well bores per pad)
is merely an analysis assumption and not a limitation.
As stated in the potash RFD, the baseline projections represent
approximate activity levels over the next 15 years and are not
intended to be thresholds for limiting future activity.
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Any potash processing facilities proposed, regardless of size must
have a full review of potential impacts certainly including water
requirements, source and impact of diverting that water from this
desert environment.

Any site-specific proposal for potash processing facilities would
be subject to compliance with the National Environmental
Policy Act. The environmental documentation would analyze
impacts on water resources.

560
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Since water supplies are not presently secure in the Colorado River
basin, except in the minds of speculators, neither are they secure
for the potash industry. In this atmosphere of water insecurity, the
potential of bankruptcy for the potash industry is therefore quite
high. Logically, potash leasing should be omitted entirely from the
MLP process to reduce the dangerous position that industry and the
state of Utah is placing upon the established obligations of the
federal government.

Water consumption associated with potash production is
addressed in Chapter 4 (Section 4.13.2, Water Resources).
The source of this water could come from one of four sources:
1) rivers and other surface water, 2) groundwater from usable
aquifers, 3) saline water from the Paradox Member, or 4) offsite locations. However, detailed impacts of this water use
cannot be addressed until site-specific operations identify the
water source. If the water is obtained from an existing water
right granted on the Green or Colorado River systems, then the
impact from the use has already been considered during
allocation. Water obtained from local usable aquifers could
result in the drawing down of the water table and reduction of
available water resources for wildlife, vegetation, springs,
streams, or public consumption. Withdrawal could affect local
groundwater flow pattern and create changes in quality and
quantity of the remaining groundwater. Saline water from the
Paradox Member would affect neither usable groundwater nor
surface water. The impacts from obtaining water from offsite
sources cannot be addressed until the location of the sources
are identified during review of site-specific proposals.
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Individual

Chapter 4 page 101 As discussed in the recreation section of this
chapter, the BLM does not expect a change in recreation visitation
across alternatives. BLM wants to close off new potash and oil
production costing over $2 BILLION or more. Not so sure if we can
trust the BLM economic analysis of $2 billion over 15 years, it is
much higher. How can you justify this loss when we have a $19
trillion dollar debt? The economic analysis had no formal input from
private sector experts, you know, the guys who pay all of the bills?
WHY IS THERE NO ANALYSIS FROM NON GOVERNMENT
ENTITIES?

A non-government economist was subcontracted for input into
the socioeconomic sections of the MLP/DEIS (Chapter 5, List of
Preparers).
The recreation impacts are likely much more reliable than the
minerals impacts, since they are based on real historical data.
Even extrapolation from historical data to the future is risky,
however, as the past is no guarantor of the future. This will be
emphasized in the FEIS in the Socioeconomic Section of
Chapter 4 (4.12.3).
Text has been added to clarify this point in Section 4.12.3.
Most of the economic “benefit” from minerals summarized in
Chapter 4 of the DEIS is based largely on the economic
conditions that existed at the beginning of the MLP process.
The economic analysis for potash in Chapter 4 (Section 4.12.3)
is based on the following assumptions:
– Potash market prices rebound sufficiently to make extraction
and processing economically viable. As of September 2014,
the price was $287 per ton. This price is probably not sufficient
to allow for economically viable potash development in the
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Planning Area. For example, estimates of new production in
Saskatchewan, with shallower depth wells than would be
necessary in the Planning Area, require a market price of over
$400 per ton to be economically viable. Further, expansion of
existing facilities require a much lower cost, approximately
$200 per ton, to be economically viable, resulting in a potential
competitive disadvantage for new facilities in the Planning Area
(GenSource Potash Corp 2013, Mineweb 2013).
– Related to the above, sufficient investment capital would
need to be acquired. First year costs under Alternative A, for
example, could total over $2.99 billion (see below). This figure
represents over 3.5 times the size of total economic output in
Grand and San Juan Counties combined in 2012, based on
IMPLAN data for the two counties. The uncertainty over future
potash prices may make the raising of this much investment
capital problematic. Further, the aforementioned figures
exclude infrastructure costs such as pipelines, roads, power
lines and, importantly, rail access. These costs could increase
overall development costs significantly and further complicate
the raising of investment capital.
– Potash wells and associated fiscal impacts depend on
construction and operation of potash production facilities (PPF).
As noted above, construction and operation of such facilities
may not be economically viable under current market
conditions for potash. Without the associated PPF, the drilling
and completion of potash development wells is unlikely to
occur.
Finally, the commenter’s use of the term “loss” implies a
reduction from something that currently exists. The potential
economic benefits cited do not currently exist.
Table 2-21 (Comparative Summary of Impacts) has been
changed to clarify the caveats and assumptions underlying
the economic analysis in Chapter 4 (Social and Economic).
Reunion Potash
Company

G-228

In addition, Reunion’s initial review of one of the formative
documents of the MLP, the Reasonably Foreseeable Development
(RFD) Scenario for Potash in the Moab Master Leasing Plan Area
(MMLPA), BLM Canyon Country District, indicates that this
document contains serious and substantive flaws and their influence
on the decisions made developing the MLP are not fully understood
at this time. A 120 day extension will not seriously harm any
stakeholder and will allow for a full and detailed analysis of the
Potash RFD, its integration into the MLP, and ultimately its impact
on Reunion Potash Company. In order to approve the MLP, the
BLM must base its reasoning and conclusions on the rulemaking

The RFD has been available on the Moab MLP website for
public review since May 2014.
The potash projections utilized in the MLP/DEIS (Table 2-19)
are derived from the reasonably foreseeable development
scenario (RFD) for potash. The RFD is a technical report
intended to project a baseline scenario of potash exploration,
development, production, and reclamation to aid the BLM with
land use planning. The RFD provides a mechanism to analyze
the effects that discretionary leasing management decisions
may have on potash development, local and regional
economies, and important resource values such as air quality,
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record, consisting of the comments, scientific data, expert opinions,
and facts accumulated during the pre‐rule and proposed rule
stages. It is obvious from the Potash RFD that scientific data and
expert opinion, if not seriously flawed, certainly contains dated
suppositions, errors, and misstatements. Due to the flaws in the
Potash RFD and the short timeframe for review, Reunion has been
unable to make effective and comprehensive comments on the MLP
to try to assist the BLM in creating a document that is more
scientifically accurate and more representative of the original
purpose of the MLP effort.
In order to approve the MLP, the BLM must base its reasoning and
conclusions on the rulemaking record, consisting of the comments,
scientific data, expert opinions, and facts accumulated during the
pre‐rule and proposed rule stages. It is obvious from the Potash
RFD that scientific data and expert opinion, if not seriously flawed,
certainly contains dated suppositions, errors, and misstatements.
Due to the flaws in the Potash RFD and the short timeframe for
review, Reunion has been unable to make effective and
comprehensive comments on the MLP to try to assist the BLM in
creating a document that is more scientifically accurate and more
representative of the original purpose of the MLP effort.

cultural resources, wildlife, and recreation. The RFD projects
the level of potash activity that can reasonably be expected to
occur in the Planning Area over the life of the Moab MLP (15
years). The RFD is neither a planning decision nor the “No
Action Alternative” in the MLP/DEIS. The RFD projections
represent average activity levels over the next 15 years and are
not intended to be thresholds for limiting future activity.
K2O Utah indicated in an investor article and in a presentation
to San Juan County that they were planning on producing
potash at a rate of 2 million tons per year utilizing crystallization
processing. The potash operation would be located in the
Hatch Point area where higher elevations would not be as
conducive to solar evaporation methods. This projection is an
analysis assumption utilized in Chapter 4. The assumption
does not limit the magnitude of potash production or the
method of processing.
Similarly, as described in the RFD for potash, Reunion Potash
Corporation submitted a preliminary Potash Solution Mining
Project to the BLM in 2008 involving their 4 preference right
leases. The project would consist of a well field with 3 well
pads, a plant site for crystallization processing, and an
interconnecting access road and pipeline. The well field would
result in approximately 50 acres of surface disturbance, the
plant site would disturb an additional 50 acres, and the access
road and pipeline would contribute some additional surface
disturbance. The project would entail about 100,000 tons per
year of potash production and if successful the operation could
expand to 500,000 tons per year.
In the potash RFD the acreage involved with solar evaporation
ponds at Intrepid Potash is 1) 452 acres for evaporation ponds,
2) 126 acres of borrow area utilized in pond construction and
maintenance, and 3) 8 acres of pond infrastructure for a total of
596 acres rounded up to 600 acres per 100,000 tons of
production. This would amount to 1,800 acres for 300,000 tons
of production projected in Alternative D.
The projection of 12 well pads (with up to 4 well bores per pad)
is merely an analysis assumption and not a limitation.
As stated in the potash RFD, the baseline projections represent
approximate activity levels over the next 15 years and are not
intended to be thresholds for limiting future activity.

We have deep concerns and would respectfully comment on the
MLP, draft RMP and its parent document the RFD. Although
Alternative A, B, C and D are meant to represent the spectrum of
options for mineral leasing, we find the assumptions made by the

In Chapter 1 (Section 1.1, Introduction) it states, “The BLM
Washington Office (WO) Instruction Memorandum (IM) No.
2010-117: Oil and Gas Leasing Reform – Land Use Planning
and Lease Parcel Reviews (May 17, 2010) and BLM Handbook
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application of an Oil & Gas leasing protocol (handbook) for potash
exploration and mining to be flawed. We cannot speak to every
point in the documents under consideration here but speak to the
overall flawed assumptions.
BLM has taken the decision to design a MLP under the authority of
BLM Washington Office (WO) Instruction Memorandum (IM) No.
2010-1171 that is specifically designed for Oil and Gas Leasing.
Under those auspices, which specifically state that it is not
applicable for Mineral leasing, the IM specifies:
“A process for ensuring orderly, effective, timely, and
environmentally responsible leasing of Oil & Gas resources on
Federal lands. The leasing process established in this IM will create
more certainty and predictability, protect multiple-use values when
the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) makes leasing decisions,
and provide for consideration of natural and cultural resources as
well as meaningful public involvement.” This is not apparent in the
Draft RMP.

H-1624-1: Planning for Fluid Mineral Resources (January 28,
2013) outline the process and criteria for preparing a MLP.
Although the IM and the Handbook pertain to oil and gas
leasing decisions, the BLM determined that the MLP concepts
are also applicable to potash leasing decisions.”
The BLM has broad authority to regulate environmental aspects
of mineral activity under the Mineral Leasing Act.

Agapito
Associates, Inc.

The current status quo, as defined by the RFD, illustrates a flawed
system considering:
• No PRLs have been within the Planning Area issued since 1985,
while the BLM states that to date, 223 PPAs have been submitted,
including some PPAs that have languished in application with BLM
decision since the 1980’s.
• No competitive potash leasing has ever been carried out in the
Paradox Basin KPLAs.
• The KPLA designation in the Basin has changed but not evolved.
Rather, the designation to turn an area into a KPLA has resulted in
rejecting PPAs.
• The new grade, thickness, and area stipulations for defining
potash resources do not acknowledge the changing investment
environment for positive Rate of Return (RoR) on contemporary
potash projects. The assumptions of the RFD are already out of
date with respect to pricing. The economics, technology and
variability of potash mining and production is a rapidly moving target
and so it is not feasible to attempt to project the number and
locations of projects and stipulations promoting or restricting those
developments with respect to land use.

The Reasonably Foreseeable Development (RFD) scenario is a
technical report intended to project a baseline scenario of
potash exploration, development, production, and reclamation
to aid the BLM with land use planning. The RFD provides a
mechanism to analyze the effects that discretionary leasing
management decisions may have on potash development, local
and regional economies, and important resource values such
as air quality, cultural resources, wildlife, and recreation. The
RFD projects the level of potash activity that can reasonably be
expected to occur in the Planning Area over the life of the Moab
MLP (15 years). The RFD is neither a planning decision nor
the “No Action Alternative” in the MLP/DEIS. The RFD
projections represent average activity levels over the next 15
years and are not intended to be thresholds for limiting future
activity.
The economic information utilized in Chapter 4 (Section 4.12,
Social and Economic, Potash Development and Production)
was based on the best available information at the time of
analysis.
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Agapito
Associates, Inc.

We do not think that industry has been included to provide the
needed technical input. While not all issues of concern are
addressed here, we have highlighted some of the more inconsistent
and untenable issues with respect to BLM’s stated mission (cited
below) for the balanced management of lands:

The Mining and Minerals Policy Act of 1970 declares that it is
the continued policy of the Federal government to foster and
encourage private enterprise in the development of a stable
domestic minerals industry and the orderly and economic
development of domestic mineral resources.
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“The BLM has the responsibility to promote the orderly and efficient
development and the maximum recovery of leasable minerals,
including potash,” as specified under 30 United States Code (USC)
Chapter 2 §21a, the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 as amended, the
Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA) of 1976 (43
USC 1761), and the Secretary of the Interior’s 1986 Potash Order
(51 Federal Register 39425, October 28, 1986). “The BLM has the
duty to allow and encourage leaseholders to develop their leases
subject to reasonable restrictions.”

The Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976
reiterates that the 1970 Mining and Minerals Policy Act shall be
implemented and directs that public lands shall be managed in
a manner that recognizes the nation’s need for domestic
sources of minerals and other resources.
The Secretary of Interior’s 1986 Potash Order was revised and
superseded by the Secretary of Interior’s 2012 Potash Order.
These Orders apply to potash leasing and development within
a designated potash area in New Mexico and does not apply to
the potash resources within the Planning Area.
According to the BLM’s Energy and Mineral Policy of 2008, the
BLM land use planning and multiple use management
decisions will recognize that energy and mineral development
can occur concurrently or sequentially with other resource
uses, providing that appropriate stipulations or conditions of
approval are incorporated into authorizations to prevent
unnecessary or undue degradation and reduce environmental
impacts.
The commenter has not provided any specific information
regarding how the MLP violates the Mining and Minerals Policy
(30 USC), the Mineral Leasing Act, or FLPMA.
The potash projections utilized in the MLP/DEIS (Table 2-19)
are derived from the reasonably foreseeable development
scenario (RFD) for potash. The RFD is a technical report
intended to project a baseline scenario of potash exploration,
development, production, and reclamation to aid the BLM with
land use planning. The RFD provides a mechanism to analyze
the effects that discretionary leasing management decisions
may have on potash development, local and regional
economies, and important resource values such as air quality,
cultural resources, wildlife, and recreation. The RFD projects
the level of potash activity that can reasonably be expected to
occur in the Planning Area over the life of the Moab MLP (15
years). The RFD is neither a planning decision nor the “No
Action Alternative” in the MLP/DEIS. The RFD projections
represent average activity levels over the next 15 years and are
not intended to be thresholds for limiting future activity.
K2O Utah indicated in an investor article and in a presentation
to San Juan County that they were planning on producing
potash at a rate of 2 million tons per year utilizing crystallization
processing. The potash operation would be located in the
Hatch Point area where higher elevations would not be as
conducive to solar evaporation methods. This projection is an
analysis assumption utilized in Chapter 4. The assumption
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does not limit the magnitude of potash production or the
method of processing.
Similarly, as described in the RFD for potash, Reunion Potash
Corporation submitted a preliminary Potash Solution Mining
Project to the BLM in 2008 involving their 4 preference right
leases. The project would consist of a well field with 3 well
pads, a plant site for crystallization processing, and an
interconnecting access road and pipeline. The well field would
result in approximately 50 acres of surface disturbance, the
plant site would disturb an additional 50 acres, and the access
road and pipeline would contribute some additional surface
disturbance. The project would entail about 100,000 tons per
year of potash production and if successful the operation could
expand to 500,000 tons per year.
In the potash RFD the acreage involved with solar evaporation
ponds at Intrepid Potash is 1) 452 acres for evaporation ponds,
2) 126 acres of borrow area utilized in pond construction and
maintenance, and 3) 8 acres of pond infrastructure for a total of
596 acres rounded up to 600 acres per 100,000 tons of
production. This would amount to 1,800 acres for 300,000 tons
of production projected in Alternative D.
The projection of 12 well pads (with up to 4 well bores per pad)
is merely an analysis assumption and not a limitation.
As stated in the potash RFD, the baseline projections represent
approximate activity levels over the next 15 years and are not
intended to be thresholds for limiting future activity.
By letter dated May 17, 2012, the BLM requested information
from all of the potash prospecting permit applicants regarding
the mining and processing of potash resources within the
Paradox Basin. The letter requested the following information:
I) Maximum annual potash production.
2) Type of products (including potash) produced.
3) Number of production wells per square mile over the life of
the mine. This includes injection and recovery wells. In
addition, please provide well pad sizes.
4) Optimum drill hole size.
5) Processing facilities required to sustain a lite of mine
operations for approximately 30 years.
a. Solar vs. crystallization, or other.
b. Estimated size of evaporation ponds, surge ponds, or
tailings ponds.
c. The total acreage involved with processing facilities.
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6) The amount and type (quality) of water needed tor mining
and processing of potash along with the location of water
sources.
7) Shipping methods.
The BLM received no specific information from any of the
applicants regarding the mining and processing of potash
deposits within the Planning Area.
Agapito
Associates, Inc.

Final EIS

There is no justification for separating the two industries for leasing.
Stipulations for a 10 year limit on potash development and having
potash leasing areas revert to Oil & Gas leasing is arbitrary.

The objective of Alternative D is to minimize surface impacts by
separating leasing of the two commodities (oil/gas and potash),
locating potash processing facilities in areas with the least
amount of sensitive resources, and limiting the density of
mineral development. The commenter presumes there is an
opportunity for cooperation between two different operators
where it might not actually exist. Cooperation implies an
opportunity for the two industries to plan infrastructure needs.
Whereas one industry will likely develop first and implement the
infrastructure that meets their needs, that may not meet the
needs of the second industry. Without an overall plan it’s not
possible to plan for the needs of both commodities.
The BLM acknowledges that the development of the two
commodities could occur at the same time. However, if
commodity prices of both climb and successful production of
both reaches a peak, it would be difficult to contain
development while still meeting other resource objectives. Well
pads, roads, and pipeline corridors could be shared to the
extent possible. However, the two different development
scenarios would have different infrastructure needs (power,
pipeline, railroad with different destinations). The commodity
developed first would be the first to develop infrastructure.
Subsequent development could have different needs. Each
infrastructure is developed with its specific needs in mind and
don’t directly overlay each other. Eventually this could lead to
additional surface disturbance and impacts to meet the needs
of both operators.
Co-location of two different operations could result in technical
and legal conflicts. Depending on proximity they could be
competing geologically. The actions of one could affect what’s
going on with the other. Potentially adverse conditions from colocating could make it difficult to achieve resource objectives.
Co-location of drilling operations on a single well pad would
require a larger footprint and more surface impacts to
accommodate all facilities and potential activities. If not colocated, there could be duplicative surface disturbance.
Orderly development would be difficult to achieve with
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competing objectives on where and how to develop the
minerals.
Conflicts between the potash and oil and gas industries in New
Mexico began shortly after the discovery of potash in 1925
(ironically discovered by an oil test well drilled in the basin) and
the first potash production in 1934. Secretarial Orders were
issued in 1939, 1951, 1975, 1986, and 2012 in an attempt to
resolve these conflicts. The Secretarial Order of 2012 has
resulted in litigation by oil and gas operators who assert that
the 2012 Order negatively affects valid existing oil and gas
leases, unlawfully cedes to the potash industry BLM's statutory
duties under the FLPMA and MLA to manage the Secretarial
Area and regulate valid existing oil and gas leases, and grants
a disproportionate amount of power to the potash lessees who
may veto certain oil and gas development within the Secretarial
Area. Overall, the management of the two resources through
the Secretary’s Orders has been contentious throughout the
years, resulting in many disputes and court cases.
The MLP/DEIS acknowledges in Chapter 4 (Section 4.8.1,
Minerals: Oil and Gas) that designating PLAs and restricting
new oil and gas leasing in these areas could reduce the area
available for oil and gas leasing which would reduce the
amount of oil and gas drilling and potential production.
In Alternative D, the BLM would impose a CSU stipulation
requiring diligent development of potash resources. Due to the
high level of competing uses (oil/gas, potash, and recreation) in
the Planning Area, a diligent development requirement for
potash would allow for other uses if potash production is not
being pursued in a reasonable amount of time. The BLM
issued four potash leases within the Planning Area in 1984. Up
to the present time, no potash production has occurred on
these leases even through the period in which potash prices
reached a record high of above $900 per ton in 2008.
The Bureau has determined that, for the area subject to the
proposed MLP, there is a need for a lease stipulation that
would require the lessee to diligently pursue developing a
paying mine within a certain time. The MLP area is subject to
competition between existing and foreseeable oil and gas
development and possible potash development. The area has
a high potential for the development of oil and gas that is
capable of being produced by conventional means. The area is
also currently subject to increased interest for potash
exploration, but it is unclear whether the development potential
is as high as for oil and gas or whether potash production can
be achieved utilizing solution mining methods. Based on the
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Bureau’s experience in other regions of the country, such as
New Mexico, concurrent oil and gas production and potash
production is difficult and prone to conflict.
Nonetheless, the Bureau is interested in facilitating potash
exploration and production, as well as oil and gas production.
However, under the statutes and regulations governing potash
leases and the standard lease form typically used for potash
leasing, a lessee may hold a lease for decades without
attempting to develop a paying mine, so long as the lessee
pays a minimum royalty in lieu of production (and appropriate
rental). Consequently, under the present circumstances, it is
not in the public interest to issue potash leases because those
leases may tie up lands that otherwise could be developed, or
more easily developed, for oil and gas production. A potash
lease stipulation that requires diligent efforts to develop a
paying mine within a time certain would help eliminate this
problem. Under such a stipulation, if the potash lessee did not
develop a paying mine within a time certain, after being given a
reasonable amount of time to do so, BLM would be allowed to
pursue lease cancellation so the lands could be unencumbered
for oil and gas leasing.
A number of factors are relevant to what constitutes a
reasonable period of time. The Society of Mining Engineers
(SME) Mining Engineering Handbook (2nd Edition) identifies
three stages of mining: (1) prospecting and exploration, (2)
development, and (3) exploitation. Prospecting and exploration
consists of searching and defining the ore deposit and can
involve a time frame of 2-8 years. Development consists of
environmental compliance and the construction of facilities and
infrastructure. This stage can involve a time frame of 2-5
years. Exploitation consists of the production of ore on a large
scale and can involve a time frame of 5-30 years (SME
Handbook, 2nd Edition, 1992). The SME Handbook refers to
metallic ores or other valuable minerals (coal or nonmetallics).
The prospecting and exploration stage for potash on land
administered by the BLM occurs prior to lease issuance. For
noncompetitive leases, this occurs during the period of time in
which the lease applicant has explored the area pursuant to a
prospecting permit, which has an initial 2-year term subject to
extensions so long as exploration has been diligent. See 43
C.F.R. §§ 3505.60 - 3505.62). The applicant receives the lease
(preference right lease) only after, among other things, the BLM
has concurred that the applicant has discovered a valuable
potash deposit. See id. §§ 3507.18, 3507.19 (a)(1). For
competitive leases, the BLM has already determined the area
Final EIS
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to have a valuable potash deposit (see id. § 3508.11), and prior
to leasing the applicant may have explored the area pursuant to
an exploration license. See id. § 3508.11. As a result,
prospecting and exploration do not factor into what may be a
reasonable period of time to achieve production after a potash
lease has been issued.
The development and construction stage of potash mining
occurs after a lease is issued. This stage includes
environmental compliance associated with a mine plan
submitted under the regulations at 43 C.F.R. § 3592. Based on
BLM’s experience with the mining of leasable minerals in
general, the environmental compliance prepared under NEPA,
NHPA, ESA, and other Federal and State laws necessary to
fully permit the mine may take up to 3 years to complete.
Once environmental compliance is completed, and the mine is
fully permitted, it is reasonable to assume that the construction
of facilities and infrastructure could take another 3 years. This
is based on recent potash mining projects underway in Canada
and the United States. K&S Corporation’s (formerly Potash
One) Legacy Project in Saskatchewan and ICPotash
Corporation’s Ochoa Project in New Mexico both project a 3year construction time. Production, or the exploitation stage of
potash mining, should commence immediately at the end of the
construction phase.
Therefore, assuming permitting and development proceed at a
normal rate, it is reasonable to assume that full scale
production could be achieved within 6 years of lease issuance.
This is consistent with the 6-year timeframe provided under 43
C.F.R. § 3504.25(a) for an operator under a new lease to begin
production or pay a minimum royalty.
The BLM recognizes, however, that due to circumstances such
as market dynamics and workload demands on the BLM and
other agencies that have a role in permitting, 6 years may not
be sufficient to bring a potash lease into production. An
additional 4 years appears to be sufficient time to allow for such
contingencies. Consequently, a 10 year timeframe for
achieving potash production after lease issuance is reasonable.
This should ensure reasonable diligence while at the same time
provide a timeframe that is cognizant of the realities of opening
a new mine on Federal lands administered by BLM. The
Authorized Officer may grant a lease suspension in the event of
delays in the permitting process that were unforeseen, that
were in no way attributable to the lessee or operator, and that
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could not be readily accommodated in the normal course of
business by a prudent lessee or operator.
A potash lease could be cancelled in accordance with the
Federal regulations at 43 CFR 3514.30.
Agapito
Associates, Inc.

Increasing the size of the Oil & Gas parcels is an unnecessary
strategy to reduce the number of operators.

In Chapter 2 (Table 2-5, Minerals: Oil and Gas) it states, “The
size of oil and gas lease parcels would be maximized to the
extent possible. This would reduce the number of operators
and thereby increase the likelihood of eliminating redundant
infrastructure and corridors.”

645

Agapito
Associates, Inc.

The restriction by either CSU (controlled Surface Use) or NSO (No
Surface Operations) along State Highway 191, Potash Road, and
Dead Horse Point would selectively impact mineral extraction even
though there is existing commercial infrastructure including mining,
evaporation ponds, water wells, pipelines, hotels, a landfill, and an
airport.

The BLM recognizes that CSU and NSO stipulations impact
mineral extraction.

646

Agapito
Associates, Inc.

The application of phased leasing (a) to manage potash exploration
and development within the Planning Area and (b) to designate
exclusive use of directional and horizontal drilling technology is
untenable. The lack of a clear path forward poses a major risk to
mining companies wishing to develop the area. This risk of
uncertainty is likely to prove a regulatory deterrent to
exploration/mining and prohibitive to investment. As stated in the
RFD, this technology is being utilized at Intrepid’s Moab Mine to
target Potash 9. We know that this technology is still relatively
experimental.

The decision in Chapter 2 (Table 2-6, Minerals: Potash)
pertaining to phased leasing has been revised to remove
the reference to exclusive use of directional and horizontal
drilling and added in-situ recovery in association with
solution mining. The decision now states that the
purposes of phased potash leasing are to minimize
resource conflicts and to test the feasibility of solution
mining (in-situ recovery) for deep deposits of potash on
public lands within the Planning Area utilizing drilling
technology.
As stated in Chapter 2 (Section 2.2, Description of
Alternatives), separating leasing of oil/gas and potash would
minimize surface impacts by eliminating redundant
infrastructure and ensuring orderly development by setting
apart the competing objectives of the two commodities. Potash
leasing would involve a phased approach and would initially
only be issued within identified areas. A phased approach to
potash leasing would provide the opportunity to lease a limited
portion of the Planning Area in order to determine the feasibility
of potash development and methods for reducing resource
conflicts. The purpose of phased potash leasing is to minimize
resource conflicts and to test the feasibility of solution mining
for deep deposits of potash on public lands within the Planning
Area. Phased potash leasing would provide an opportunity to
issue prospecting permits and/or to lease within a specific
portion of the Planning Area (identified as Potash Leasing
Areas [PLAs]) in order to determine the area’s production
potential. Phased leasing provides an adaptive management
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approach so that if potash were successfully discovered and
produced there would then be an opportunity to consider
additional potash permitting and leasing.
The noncompetitive potash leasing process provided by the
Federal regulations at 43 CFR 3500 involving potash permits
and preference right leases is not a phased leasing approach to
potash.
Agapito
Associates, Inc.

From the perspective of mining, we do not agree with the basis for
the proposed restrictions and, instead, believe projects of
comparable feasibility lie both within and outside of the proposed
restricted areas. There are multiple plant sites and attractive county
infrastructure that could support multiple potash operations (more
than two) in the region.

In Alternative D, surface impacts would be minimized by
separating leasing of the two commodities (oil/gas and potash),
locating potash processing facilities in areas with the least
amount of sensitive resources, and limiting the density of
mineral development.
The commenter’s preference for Alternative A is noted.
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Agapito
Associates, Inc.

The proposed Mineral Leasing Stipulations for mineral operations
(Draft Moab MLP Appendix A) are flawed and, in some instances,
infeasible for potash solution mining:
§ “Well pads would be placed no closer than 2 miles apart.” The
spacing of clustered well pads is highly dependent upon the method
of solution mining planned (multiple methods exist), surface access,
drilling capabilities, and the economics of mining. Two mile spacing
is close to the limit of current drilling technology in the mining
industry and is far greater than pad spacing being used in potash
mining today. Two-mile spacing would likely sterilize those portions
of the potash resource stranded beyond the reach or economic
feasibility of directional drilling. Sterilized areas likely represent as
much as 75% or more of the in situ potash resources based on
typical pad spacing used in industry today, which is typically limited
to less than one mile between pads.

In Appendix A, the CSU stipulation in Alternative D pertaining to
2-mile spacing allows an exception as follows: “Within Potash
Leasing Areas (PLA), an exception to the 2-mile placement
could be granted if the proponent successfully demonstrates
that a 2-mile placement is not technologically feasible for
potash recovery. An exception to the 2-mile placement would
still require the maximum technologically feasible placement of
potash wells.”

657

Agapito
Associates, Inc.

The proposed Mineral Leasing Stipulations for mineral operations
(Draft Moab MLP Appendix A) are flawed and, in some instances,
infeasible for potash solution mining: § “Production facilities would
be co-located and designed to minimize surface impacts. Pipelines
and utilities would be placed within or immediately adjacent to
existing roads.” The location of production facilities (processing
plants) is an important technical and strategic consideration for any
solution mining operation and can significantly affect project
economy and feasibility. It is unrealistic to assume that the design
and location of competing production facilities can be coordinated
and harmonized. Facilities are likely to be developed at different
points in time and their designs are likely to be driven by dissimilar,
and sometimes opposing, economic and technical concerns
resulting in different site requirements. It is equally naive to expect
that a solution mining wellfield can be developed by placing

In Chapter 2 (Table 2-6, Minerals: Potash) the reference to the
colocation of potash production facilities in the CSU stipulation
does not refer to potash processing facilities. Colocation refers
to the placement of facilities associated with production wells
and not to potash processing facilities.
The text in Chapter 2 (Table 2-6, Minerals: Potash) and
Appendix A has been changed to clarify this point as
follows: “Facilities associated with potash production
wells would be designed to minimize surface impacts.”
Furthermore, the reference to “existing” roads in the same
CSU stipulation has been revised as follows: “Pipelines
and utilities would be placed along existing roads,
including new roads constructed in association with the
project.”
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pipelines and utilities immediately adjacent to existing roads
considering that the current road network of interest is minimal,
random, and incomplete for the type of surface access required for
solution mining. This suggests that well pads would need to be
located proximal to existing roads, which, when combined with a 2mile minimum pad spacing stipulation, unrealistically limits surface
access for mining.
Agapito
Associates, Inc.

The proposed Mineral Leasing Stipulations for mineral operations
(Draft Moab MLP Appendix A) are flawed and, in some instances,
infeasible for potash solution mining: § “Limit unreclaimed surface
disturbance to no more than 15 acres per well pad, including
associated facilities, roads, pipelines, and utilities.” A 15-acre limit
per well pad is grossly unrealistic for contemporary potash solution
mining, particularly with a 2-mile minimum pad spacing stipulation
which requires even larger pads and support roads. If BLM’s intent
by this stipulation is actually to allow more than 15 acres of surface
disturbance per pad, but will accept up to 15 acres left unreclaimed
after mining with the remainder required to be reclaimed, then this
stipulation should be written clearly to this effect.

In Chapter 2 (Tables 2-5 and 2-6) and Appendix A, the CSU
stipulation has been revised to state that the 15 acre limit
per well pad is based on disturbance following interim
reclamation.

659

Agapito
Associates, Inc.

The proposed Mineral Leasing Stipulations for mineral operations
(Draft Moab MLP Appendix A) are flawed and, in some instances,
infeasible for potash solution mining: § “Extensive interim
reclamation of roadway disturbance and reclamation of well pads to
minimize long-term surface disturbance.” The surface disturbance
required for developing a wellfield is generally the same surface
disturbance required during wellfield operations. Wells pads,
roadways, and pipeline/utility routes will need to remain in service
over the life of the wellfield. It is only until after a wellfield is
exhausted that any significant reclamation is possible. Therefore,
the notion of interim reclamation is unrealistic. It may be possible to
subdivide a particular solution mine into more than one wellfield,
depending upon suitable conditions, where exhausted wellfields can
be reclaimed, fully or partly, concurrent with ongoing operations in
other wellfields. We regard these proposed stipulations as arbitrary
and prohibitive toward mining. Competent mining expertise should
be considered before adopting any mining stipulations, particularly
those of a highly specific nature such as these.

To reduce areas of disturbance not needed for long-term
operations, interim reclamation will be initiated for areas such
as active well and facility locations, pipelines, and roads when
well completion operations or facility installation operations are
concluded.
Final reclamation will be completed at the end of the project for
all surface disturbances that was necessary for long-term
operations.

660

Agapito
Associates, Inc.

We believe the Alternative D lease restrictions favor Oil & Gas and
various special interests ahead of mining, and that this strategic
favoritism represents unjustified government overreach where
technical, economic, and free-market considerations should
otherwise govern mining development. Conversely, the BLM office
for Pecos District in New Mexico has issued guidance for codevelopment of oil, gas and potash which involves a notification of

The objective of Alternative D is to minimize surface impacts by
separating leasing of the two commodities (oil/gas and potash),
locating potash processing facilities in areas with the least
amount of sensitive resources, and limiting the density of
mineral development. The commenter presumes there is an
opportunity for cooperation between two different operators
where it might not actually exist. Cooperation implies an
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drilling methodology to avoid the remote possibility of conflict (IM
No. NMP000-2015-001).3
“There is little potential for conflict between uranium mining
operations and oil, gas or potash drilling. In the past, there have
been no unresolved conflicts between Oil & Gas and uranium
operations. The same would be expected for uranium operations
and any future potash drilling. ……potential conflicts between
potash and, Oil & Gas development may be mitigated somewhat by
enhanced horizontal drilling technology which provides greater
latitude in well site selection.”

opportunity for the two industries to plan infrastructure needs.
Whereas one industry will likely develop first and implement the
infrastructure that meets their needs, that may not meet the
needs of the second industry. Without an overall plan it’s not
possible to plan for the needs of both commodities.
The BLM acknowledges that the development of the two
commodities could occur at the same time. However, if
commodity prices of both climb and successful production of
both reaches a peak, it would be difficult to contain
development while still meeting other resource objectives. Well
pads, roads, and pipeline corridors could be shared to the
extent possible. However, the two different development
scenarios would have different infrastructure needs (power,
pipeline, railroad with different destinations). The commodity
developed first would be the first to develop infrastructure.
Subsequent development could have different needs. Each
infrastructure is developed with its specific needs in mind and
don’t directly overlay each other. Eventually this could lead to
additional surface disturbance and impacts to meet the needs
of both operators.
Co-location of two different operations could result in technical
and legal conflicts. Depending on proximity they could be
competing geologically. The actions of one could affect what’s
going on with the other. Potentially adverse conditions from colocating could make it difficult to achieve resource objectives.
Co-location of drilling operations on a single well pad would
require a larger footprint and more surface impacts to
accommodate all facilities and potential activities. If not colocated, there could be duplicative surface disturbance.
Orderly development would be difficult to achieve with
competing objectives on where and how to develop the
minerals.
The commenter implies that the concurrent development of oil
and gas and potash has successfully occurred in New Mexico
without conflicts. However, the conflicts between the potash
and oil and gas industries in New Mexico began shortly after
the discovery of potash in 1925 (ironically discovered by an oil
test well drilled in the basin) and the first potash production in
1934. Secretarial Orders were issued in 1939, 1951, 1975,
1986, and 2012 in an attempt to resolve these conflicts. The
Secretarial Order of 2012 has resulted in litigation by oil and
gas operators who assert that the 2012 Order negatively affects
valid existing oil and gas leases, unlawfully cedes to the potash
industry BLM's statutory duties under the FLPMA and MLA to
manage the Secretarial Area and regulate valid existing oil and
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gas leases, and grants a disproportionate amount of power to
the potash lessees who may veto certain oil and gas
development within the Secretarial Area. Overall, the
management of the two resources through the Secretary’s
Orders has been contentious throughout the years, resulting in
many disputes and court cases.
The MLP/DEIS acknowledges in Chapter 4 (Section 4.8.1,
Minerals: Oil and Gas) that designating PLAs and restricting
new oil and gas leasing in these areas could reduce the area
available for oil and gas leasing which would reduce the
amount of oil and gas drilling and potential production.
Agapito
Associates, Inc.

The co-development of potash and Oil & Gas leases can be part of
a sustainable plan in the Moab MLP Planning area that is adjacent
to Arches and Canyonlands National Parks. Both have been a part
of the economy in the area for over fifty years and should provide no
significant conflict to the continued conservation of the viewscape,
soundscape, and recreational activities of the area. Two million
visitors per year to the area presents its own challenges and
impacts, not much different from the balanced and mixed economic
development that should continue and that does not depend
exclusively on low paying recreational jobs.

The commenter’s preference for Alternative A is noted.

662

Agapito
Associates, Inc.

Substantial baseline data for air, water, and infrastructure exist for
all of these industries with respect to economic and environmental
impacts. It could and should be collected and analyzed to have a
realistic discussion based on solid scientific study.

The baseline data for resources, socioeconomics, and mineral
development are found in Chapter 3 of the MLP, the
Socioeconomic Baseline Report, the Reasonably Foreseeable
Development scenarios for both oil/gas and potash, the Calpuff
Far-Field Air Quality Analysis Technical Support Document,
and in a USGS report prepared for Groundwater and SurfaceWater Resources in the Planning Area.

663

Agapito
Associates, Inc.

We believe that all potash projects in the Paradox Basin should be
allowed to be pursued on their own merit with only a minimum
baseline of regulatory oversight. The BLM should not be involved in
mine and plant design by regulation through the RMP.

The commenter’s preference for Alternative A is noted.

664

Agapito
Associates, Inc.

BLM should take useful technical advice and input from industry and
the current PPA Applicants as well as the Oil & Gas industry for a
more balanced approach and establish a timely and systematic
approach to the granting of leases.

The actual issuance of leases is a separate process from the
MLP.
The potash projections utilized in the MLP/DEIS (Table 2-19)
are derived from the reasonably foreseeable development
scenario (RFD) for potash. The RFD is a technical report
intended to project a baseline scenario of potash exploration,
development, production, and reclamation to aid the BLM with
land use planning. The RFD provides a mechanism to analyze
the effects that discretionary leasing management decisions
may have on potash development, local and regional
economies, and important resource values such as air quality,
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cultural resources, wildlife, and recreation. The RFD projects
the level of potash activity that can reasonably be expected to
occur in the Planning Area over the life of the Moab MLP (15
years). The RFD is neither a planning decision nor the “No
Action Alternative” in the MLP/DEIS. The RFD projections
represent average activity levels over the next 15 years and are
not intended to be thresholds for limiting future activity.
K2O Utah indicated in an investor article and in a presentation
to San Juan County that they were planning on producing
potash at a rate of 2 million tons per year utilizing crystallization
processing. The potash operation would be located in the
Hatch Point area where higher elevations would not be as
conducive to solar evaporation methods. This projection is an
analysis assumption utilized in Chapter 4. The assumption
does not limit the magnitude of potash production or the
method of processing.
Similarly, as described in the RFD for potash, Reunion Potash
Corporation submitted a preliminary Potash Solution Mining
Project to the BLM in 2008 involving their 4 preference right
leases. The project would consist of a well field with 3 well
pads, a plant site for crystallization processing, and an
interconnecting access road and pipeline. The well field would
result in approximately 50 acres of surface disturbance, the
plant site would disturb an additional 50 acres, and the access
road and pipeline would contribute some additional surface
disturbance. The project would entail about 100,000 tons per
year of potash production and if successful the operation could
expand to 500,000 tons per year.
In the potash RFD the acreage involved with solar evaporation
ponds at Intrepid Potash is 1) 452 acres for evaporation ponds,
2) 126 acres of borrow area utilized in pond construction and
maintenance, and 3) 8 acres of pond infrastructure for a total of
596 acres rounded up to 600 acres per 100,000 tons of
production. This would amount to 1,800 acres for 300,000 tons
of production projected in Alternative D.
The projection of 12 well pads (with up to 4 well bores per pad)
is merely an analysis assumption and not a limitation.
As stated in the potash RFD the baseline projections represent
approximate activity levels over the next 15 years and are not
intended to be thresholds for limiting future activity.
By letter dated May 17, 2012, the BLM requested information
from all of the potash prospecting permit applicants regarding
the mining and processing of potash resources within the
Paradox Basin. The letter requested the following information:
G-242
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I) Maximum annual potash production.
2) Type of products (including potash) produced.
3) Number of production wells per square mile over the life of
the mine. This includes injection and recovery wells. In
addition, please provide well pad sizes.
4) Optimum drill hole size.
5) Processing facilities required to sustain a lite of mine
operations for approximately 30 years.
a. Solar vs. crystallization, or other.
b. Estimated size of evaporation ponds, surge ponds, or
tailings ponds.
c. The total acreage involved with processing facilities.
6) The amount and type (quality) of water needed tor mining
and processing of potash along with the location of water
sources.
7) Shipping methods.
The BLM received no specific information from any of the
applicants regarding the mining and processing of potash
deposits within the Planning Area.
The Wilderness
Society

Final EIS

We recommend that BLM adopt Alternative C and close the
Planning Area—which already contains potash leases and
development facilities—to any new, additional potash leasing or
permitting. BLM should redefine the areas open for leasing and
permitting in the “first phase” of potash development. In recent
months, the collection of authorized permits and leases in the
planning area has changed significantly, and we recommend that
BLM revise the MLP to reflect the most current inventory of valid
existing rights in the planning area. Both the Red Wash and Hatch
Point PLAs were established based on the presence of existing
prospecting permits in the areas. However, because the permits
that were used to form the boundaries of these PLAs have since
terminated, BLM should defer leasing in these areas until after the
“first phase” of development. Furthermore, potash development in
the Red Wash and Hatch Point PLAs would threaten wilderness
resources in those areas. Finally, the Draft MLP lacks a detailed
evaluation of the potential impacts of transporting potash from the
Red Wash and Hatch Point PLAs (as well as the Upper Ten Mile
PLA). Those impacts could be significant, in particular on
recreational, wilderness, and scenic resources both in and outside
of the PLAs. Although the BLM acknowledges that transporting
potash “would involve complexities, such as slurrying potash by
pipeline, as well as other additional costs,” the Draft EIS does not

Phased leasing of potash initially involves three blocks of public
lands in areas (PLAs) where potash leases or potash permits
had been issued. Within these areas, potash resources have
been identified and the feasibility of potash production has
been pursued. Although the potash prospecting permits have
expired, the BLM could still consider issuing new potash
prospecting permits in these areas.
The Upper Ten Mile PLA is located in the northern portion of
the Ten Mile Known Potash Leasing Area (Ten Mile KPLA). A
KPLA is established where BLM has determined that a valuable
deposit of potash exists and leasing is done only through a
competitive process. The Upper Ten Mile PLA includes lands
surrounding four existing potash leases. The unleased acreage
within the Upper Ten Mile PLA would provide an opportunity for
all of the other prospecting permit applicants pursuing potash
leases outside of PLAs to acquire potash leases competitively.
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identify or take a hard look at those “complexities” and “costs.” Also,
because, elsewhere in the Plan, PLA boundaries are limited to
areas already containing permits and leases, and the Plan contains
a mechanism that could expand the Upper Ten Mile PLA, BLM
should restrict the boundary of the PLA to encompass only currently
leased lands for the first phase of development.
The Wilderness
Society

The existence of prospecting permit applications should not be
allowed to preclude or delay PLA removal. We also recommended
that BLM reconsider the criteria under which PLAs can be removed
from the planning area in the absence of potash production. The
MLP should provide separate diligent development requirements for
new and existing potash leases. While a ten year diligent
development requirement should be attached to any new leases,
the same timeframe should not apply to existing leases due for
readjustment. Since there are only four viable, existing leases
within the potash leasing area, the Plan should more narrowly
address how the diligent development requirement would apply to
these leases. BLM should impose a separate and shorter diligent
development period for existing leases in the planning area. Also,
the exception for “small-scale potash processing facility” should be
eliminated because it would expose an additional 213,218 acres of
the planning area to the significant environmental impacts
associated with potash processing, and it does not contain
adequate safeguards to protect against these impacts.

The existence of prospecting permit applications within the PLA
would demonstrate continuing interest in pursuing potash
development in the area. Therefore, the PLA would not be
removed until the potash prospecting applications are
processed.

687

State of Utah

Finally, BLM attempts to generate a belief in changed
circumstances by alleging that potash extraction operations and oil
and gas operations in the same area are incompatible. This is
simply not supported by the facts. The state's oil, gas and mining
regulators and BLM project approval processes can easily resolve
any issues related to operation of the two separate developmental
processes. This is especially true when no human miners are
engaged in underground potash extraction, as is generally the case
in areas where the two have been separated.
In fact, leasing on the same tract can lead to a net reduction in
infrastructure. 19 Joint exploration operations near Hatch Point
show that petroleum and potash companies work together to share
roads, drilling pads, and drill holes to minimize surface disturbance.
A temporary increase in potash prices, even accompanied by an
increase in demand for leases, simply does not qualify as the
required change the circumstances surrounding oil and gas
development, and therefore does not support the need for any type
of MLP review process.

The objective of Alternative D is to minimize surface impacts by
separating leasing of the two commodities (oil/gas and potash),
locating potash processing facilities in areas with the least
amount of sensitive resources, and limiting the density of
mineral development. The commenter presumes there is an
opportunity for cooperation between two different operators
where it might not actually exist. Cooperation implies an
opportunity for the two industries to plan infrastructure needs.
Whereas one industry will likely develop first and implement the
infrastructure that meets their needs, that may not meet the
needs of the second industry. Without an overall plan it’s not
possible to plan for the needs of both commodities.
The BLM acknowledges that the development of the two
commodities could occur at the same time. However, if
commodity prices of both climb and successful production of
both reaches a peak, it would be difficult to contain
development while still meeting other resource objectives. Well
pads, roads, and pipeline corridors could be shared to the
extent possible. However, the two different development
scenarios would have different infrastructure needs (power,
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pipeline, railroad with different destinations). The commodity
developed first would be the first to develop infrastructure.
Subsequent development could have different needs. Each
infrastructure is developed with its specific needs in mind and
don’t directly overlay each other. Eventually this could lead to
additional surface disturbance and impacts to meet the needs
of both operators.
Co-location of two different operations could result in technical
and legal conflicts. Depending on proximity they could be
competing geologically. The actions of one could affect what’s
going on with the other. Potentially adverse conditions from colocating could make it difficult to achieve resource objectives.
Co-location of drilling operations on a single well pad would
require a larger footprint and more surface impacts to
accommodate all facilities and potential activities. If not colocated, there could be duplicative surface disturbance.
Orderly development would be difficult to achieve with
competing objectives on where and how to develop the
minerals.
Joint exploration for potash and oil and gas near Hatch Point,
as referred to by the commenter, was neither formally proposed
to the BLM nor ever took place. In addition, the BLM is
unaware of any such joint venture that has taken place on State
lands in the Hatch Point area.
Individual

We cannot endorse Alternative D, (the BLM’s current preferred
alternative) due to the significant development of Potash in sensitive
areas. The potash holdings that are up for sale in Red Wash, 10Miles from the Green River are a direct threat to Stillwater Canyon.
Stillwater Canyon is one of the loveliest and most pristine areas on
the Green River. Additionally, the Hatch Point holdings sit on top of
Indian Creek, a major tributary and hiking attraction for our guests
on the Colorado River. You know, in the long run, even the medium
run, mines get used up; scenery, if it's protected, doesn't. So the
economic value of Needles, Dead Horse Point, and nearby places
to Utah is much greater, long term, than the potash. Any choice
should specifically prohibit potash mining as a gross waste of the
very limited water resource, and prohibit any development in lands
with wilderness quality.

The commenter’s preference for Alternatives B2 and C which
exclude new potash leasing is noted.

297, 324,
331, 717,
792

The commenter has provided no specific examples of the
BLM’s failure to take a “hard look” at environmental
consequences of the proposed alternatives in the MLP/DEIS.

171

NEPA
Individual

Final EIS

Judicial NEPA precedent has been established over the years,
based on the results of environmental litigation, which has resulted
in development of a NEPA standard referred to as “hard look.” This
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standard incorporates the following NEPA requirements for BLM
decision making:
o Assumptions spelled out
o Inconsistencies explained
o Methodologies disclosed
o Contradictory evidence rebutted
o Records referenced
o Analysis solidly grounded in science
o Guesswork eliminated, and
o Conclusions supported in a manner capable of judicial
understanding
Although this language does not appear in the NEPA Act or CEQ
guidelines, the courts have established this “hard look” requirement
as precedent. This judicial precedent has been applied by the
Interior Board of Land Appeals (IBLA), and both the 9th and 10th
Circuit Courts.
The draft MLP clearly does not take a “hard look.” Assumptions for
potential potash development are highly flawed from a technical
standpoint, it presents inconsistent application of 43 CFR regulation,
technical and/or economic methodologies for applying newly
developed MLP constraints to existing leases are not identified, it
presents contradictory evidence in regard to sources related to air
quality, the analysis with few exceptions(air quality and
socioeconomics) is not grounded in science, the discussion on air
quality impacts is beyond the comprehension of anyone without
special formalized training in this science, and environmental impact
analysis relies on generalities and guesswork with very little
quantified data presented to justify constraint development.

The BLM gathered the necessary data essential to make a
reasoned choice among the alternatives analyzed in detail in
the MLP/DEIS, and provided an analysis that led to an
adequate disclosure of the potential environmental
consequences of the alternatives in Chapter 4.

THIS IS NATIONAL LAND. LET ME REPEAT THAT. THIS IS
NATIONAL LAND. THE NATION IS REQUIRED TO BE NOTIFIED
BY THIS PLAN ACCORDING TO NEPA LAW. YOU HAVENOT
DONE THAT.

The public scoping period began with the publication of the
Notice of Intent (NOI) in the Federal Register on March 5, 2012.
The public scoping period was open through May 7, 2012 and
three public scoping meetings were held during that time. In
addition, the BLM hosted an open house meeting to share the
preliminary range of alternatives on May 14, 2014. The Notice
of Availability (NOA) for the public comment period on the
MLP/DEIS was released on August 21, 2015 in the Federal
Register and signaled the 90 day public comment period for the
MLP/DEIS. The BLM has followed all laws concerning public
notification and involvement requirements of FLPMA (43 U.S.C.
1712), the FLPMA implementing regulations (43 CFR 1610.2),
NEPA (42 U.S.C. 4371), and the CEQ regulations (40 CFR
1501.7).
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The Plan ignores requirements from the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1964 (NEPA) by creating significant restraints to a
specific resource with no identification and limited quantification of
meaningful or significant impacts to other resources in the area.

An oil and gas lease sale proposed in late 2008 that included
lands within the MLP area generated a large amount of public
controversy which resulted in oil and gas leasing reform (BLM
Washington Office Instruction Memorandum 2010-117). Public
controversy centered on conflicts with viewsheds, proximity to
National Parks, and recreational uses. The oil and gas leasing
reform policy included provisions for master leasing plans.
Based on IM 2010-117, the BLM determined that the Planning
Area meets the criteria for preparing an MLP. Therefore,
additional planning and analyses are required in order to
consider important resource values prior to making new mineral
leasing decisions.
Through the scoping process conducted in March 2012, the
BLM identified the issues to be addressed in the MLP. These
included protecting important viewsheds and high use
recreational experiences. Leasing stipulations were developed
to mitigate impacts to these resources from projected future
mineral operations.

395

Western Energy
Alliance/Americ
an Petroleum
Institute

The DEIS projects a loss of nearly $2 billion in economic output
resulting from adoption of BLM’s preferred alternative. DEIS at 4-93
– 4-101. The total economic output of Grand and San Juan
Counties combined in 2012 was less than $1 billion, so this is not an
insignificant impact by any measure. The costs dwarf any potential
benefits of the MLP, and BLM should not move forward with this
process. The purpose and need statement in the DEIS here is
unreasonably narrow because it focuses only on imposing new
restrictions on oil and natural gas development or removing certain
lands from availability for leasing, and the result of this error is an
EIS that fails to evaluate an appropriate range of alternatives. The
broader purpose, which includes concepts such as ensuring
effective leasing and protecting multiple uses, does not appear in
the DEIS. BLM should revise the EIS to reframe the purpose and
need statement to include fostering development of energy
resources, which in turn must drive the remainder of BLM’s analysis
and the alternatives that BLM considers.

The commenter is equating the term "likely" in the recreation
impact section with the word "potential" in reference to the
economic benefits from minerals. In fact, neither is known with
certainty, and represents BLM’s best available information.
The recreation impacts are likely much more reliable than the
minerals impacts, since they are based on real historical data.
Even extrapolation from historical data to the future is risky,
however, as the past is no guarantor of the future. This will be
emphasized in the FEIS in the Socioeconomic Section of
Chapter 4 (4.12.3).
Text has been added to clarify this point in Section 4.12.3.
Most of the economic “benefit” from minerals summarized in
Chapter 4 of the DEIS is based largely on the economic
conditions that existed at the beginning of the MLP process.
The economic analysis for potash in Chapter 4 (Section 4.12.3)
is based on the following assumptions:
- Potash market prices rebound sufficiently to make extraction
and processing economically viable. As of September 2014,
the price was $287 per ton. This price is probably not sufficient
to allow for economically viable potash development in the
Planning Area. For example, estimates of new production in
Saskatchewan, with shallower depth wells than would be
necessary in the Planning Area, require a market price of over
$400 per ton to be economically viable. Further, expansion of
existing facilities require a much lower cost, approximately
$200 per ton, to be economically viable, resulting in a potential
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competitive disadvantage for new facilities in the Planning Area
(GenSource Potash Corp 2013, Mineweb 2013).
- Related to the above, sufficient investment capital would need
to be acquired. First year costs under Alternative A, for
example, could total over $2.99 billion (see below). This figure
represents over 3.5 times the size of total economic output in
Grand and San Juan Counties combined in 2012, based on
IMPLAN data for the two counties. The uncertainty over future
potash prices may make the raising of this much investment
capital problematic. Further, the aforementioned figures
exclude infrastructure costs such as pipelines, roads, power
lines and, importantly, rail access. These costs could increase
overall development costs significantly and further complicate
the raising of investment capital.
- Potash wells and associated fiscal impacts depend on
construction and operation of potash production facilities (PPF).
As noted above, construction and operation of such facilities
may not be economically viable under current market
conditions for potash. Without the associated PPF, the drilling
and completion of potash development wells is unlikely to
occur.
Events since the publication of the DEIS suggest that the
potential economic benefits from mineral development may be
much less than described in the DEIS. For example, the
majority of the potash production projection in the RFD and the
associated economic benefits, cited by the commenter, may
prove to be unattainable based on the analysis assumptions
cited above. Additionally, the price of oil has dropped by
almost two-thirds since the DEIS analysis was done, leading to
a much reduced flow of minerals royalties to government, and
decreasing the level of ongoing minerals development. This
potential decrease in minerals royalties (as well as the potential
impact from an increase in such) is discussed in Chapter 4 of
the DEIS, section 4.12.4, pp 4-107). Finally, the commenter’s
use of the term “loss” implies a reduction from something that
currently exists. The potential economic benefits cited do not
currently exist, and may never exist, given the inherent
uncertainties in the minerals sphere, and especially for potash.
Table 2-21 (Comparative Summary of Impacts) has been
changed to clarify the caveats and assumptions underlying
the economic analysis in Chapter 4 (Social and Economic).
Events since the publication of the DEIS suggest that the
potential economic benefits from mineral development may be
much less than described in the DEIS. For example, the
G-248
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majority of the potash production projection in the RFD and the
associated economic benefits, cited by the commenter, may
prove to be unattainable based on the analysis assumptions in
Chapter 4 (Section 4.12.3, Economic Impacts). Additionally,
the price of oil has dropped by almost two-thirds since the DEIS
analysis was done, leading to a much reduced flow of minerals
royalties to government, and decreasing the level of ongoing
minerals development. This potential decrease in minerals
royalties (as well as the potential impact from an increase in
such) is discussed in Chapter 4 of the DEIS, section 4.12.4, pp
4-107). Finally, the commenter’s use of the term “loss” implies
a reduction from something that currently exists. The potential
economic benefits cited do not currently exist, and may never
exist, given the inherent uncertainties in the minerals sphere,
and especially for potash.
Utah Mining
Association

The Draft EIS fails to demonstrate a reasonable purpose or need.
This MLP allows current production to continue, but so severely
constrains new development that the BLM itself projects a loss of
$2.15 billion dollars of economic output over the next 15 years.
There is no compelling resource reason for the new restrictions and
constraints contained in the MLP. The MLP provides an array of
exceptions, modifications and waivers that are confusing and will
only add to the uncertainty created by this plan.

An oil and gas lease sale proposed in late 2008 that included
lands within the MLP area generated a large amount of public
controversy which resulted in oil and gas leasing reform (BLM
Washington Office Instruction Memorandum 2010-117). Public
controversy centered on conflicts with viewsheds, proximity to
National Parks, and recreational uses. The oil and gas leasing
reform policy included provisions for master leasing plans.
Based on IM 2010-117, the BLM determined that the Planning
Area meets the criteria for preparing an MLP. Therefore,
additional planning and analyses are required in order to
consider important resource values prior to making new mineral
leasing decisions.
Through the scoping process conducted in March 2012, the
BLM identified the issues to be addressed in the MLP. These
included protecting important viewsheds and high use
recreational experiences. Leasing stipulations were developed
to mitigate impacts to these resources from projected future
mineral operations.
In most cases, exceptions, modifications, waivers provide
operators with increased operational flexibility by providing a
means to reduce, eliminate, or modify restrictions while still
meeting the goals, outcomes, and objectives of the land use
plan amendment.
More restrictive leasing stipulations are intended to inform the
operator regarding the difficulty of meeting resource objectives
such as those intended to protect visual resources.

Individual

Please include Green River, Labyrinth Canyon, and Indian Creek in
the protected areas of your plan.

Under Alternative D (Preferred Alternative) the Green
River/Labyrinth would have protections including:
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1. A NSO stipulation to the suitable Wild and Scenic River
segments along the Green River would be applied.
2. No surface-disturbing activities within the 100-year
floodplain of the Green River and associated back waters
would be allowed.
3. An NSO stipulation to protect the visual resources along the
rims of the Green River would be applied, with an exception
noted in Appendix A. This stipulation would apply to a 1-mile
setback from these rims (Map 2-62 B/D).
Under the Preferred Alternative, Indian Creek would have
protections including:
1. The Indian Creek ACEC would be closed to mineral leasing
(3,894 acres, Map 242-C/D).
2. A NSO stipulation for a 0.5-mile radius around high use
climbing and canyoneering areas (Map 2-21B/D) to provide
visual and auditory protection to the immediate foreground
would be applied, with an exception noted in Appendix A.
3. A NSO stipulation would be applied to the Indian Creek
SRMA. See Map 2-25-B/C/D (76,427 acres).

Other
Individual

The truck traffic on 313 and on Dead Horse Point is dangerous.

Trucks are necessary for transporting drilling equipment and
supplies along with produced oil and water from the Big Flat
area. There are no alternatives for this traffic other than
Highway 313. The BLM is not aware of any accidents involving
this traffic and the recreational public.

49

San Juan
County
Commission

The apparent intent of the MLP as evidenced by proposed
stipulations in the various new alternatives is to further restrict future
mineral development and manage more for recreation uses and
scenic and auditory aspects including establishment of "buffer"
areas adjacent to national parks. These proposed changes in
management would be inconsistent with San Juan County's Master
Plan. This plan supports commerce and economic development (p.
20 of 93 of the Plan), endorses multiple uses of public lands (p. 21
of 93) and supports achieving and maintaining a continuing yield of
mineral resources at the highest reasonably sustainable levels (p.
12 of 2008 amendment).

While County and Federal planning processes, under FLPMA,
are required to be as integrated and consistent as practical, the
Federal agency planning process is not bound by or subject to
County plans, planning processes, or planning stipulations.
The BLM will identify these conflicts in the MLP/FEIS. A
consistency review is included in Chapter 5 of the MLP/FEIS
(Table 5-2).

212

Grand County
Council

1. "Labyrinth Canyon Special Management Area" designation
• Establish an unconditional No Surface Occupancy area as
indicated on attached map

Locatable minerals, or hard rock mining as referred to by the
commenter, and associated mineral withdrawals are not
addressed in a Master Leasing Plan which pertains only to
decisions regarding leasable minerals (oil/gas and potash).
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--Unconditional NSO to apply to: oil & gas, hard rock mining,
potash, and any kind of extractive industry. Ineligible for exemption
or waiver.
• Establish an area along the Green River as mineral withdrawal
and no new leasing as per attached map

The Secretary of Interior has established a mineral withdrawal
along the Green River (Three Rivers Mineral Withdrawal). The
area of the withdrawal is shown on Map 2-4-A/B/D. Within the
Labyrinth Canyon Special Management Area delineated by the
County for mineral withdrawal there are 21,917 acres of public
lands. Of this acreage, 13,656 acres has been withdrawn
along the Green River within the boundary of the County’s
proposal.
The BLM assumes that the areas labeled "Labyrinth Mineral
Withdrawal and Labyrinth NSO" constitute the Labyrinth
Special Management Area.
In Alternative D, 68 percent of the Labyrinth Canyon Special
Management Area would be managed with a NSO stipulation
for mineral leasing. In Alternative C, the entire area would be
managed with a NSO stipulation.
The BLM recognizes that Alternative C more closely meets the
County’s management goals for the "Labyrinth Canyon Special
Management Area.”

Individual

And I know, too, that most of you are devoted to the best
management of resources given your (extremely) limited budget
and man (and woman) power. For most of my life in the West (I
was born in Los Angeles and grew up in Southern Oregon) the BLM
and Forrest Service have tried to control (or balance) what is called
'development' and conservation. Well, if there's anything we on the
planet earth can all agree on it's that each day there is less and less
to conserve and that our species has pretty much made a mess of
what natural systems we've encountered

Thank you for your interest and comments on the MLP.

377

Individual

Also, rather than linking to sources which may or may not retain a
given address on the world wide web, all sources should be posted
online with the MLP.

The website references cited in the MLP/DEIS are publicly
accessible. In many cases it is neither efficient nor practical to
post the entire document online.

424

HECHO

Public Outreach and Participation (5.3): Our recommendation for
the final EIS is that the public outreach, mailing lists, newsletters,
and public scoping be broadened to include the Latino populations
within Moab, Grand Junction, Durango, Price, and Salt Lake City
proper. There are a number of elected officials, chambers of
commerce, and organizations that focus on Latino issues within the
regional geographic area. By providing information about the
planning area to this important population they can be engaged and
provide comments.

The public will be notified of the availability of the Final EIS in
the Federal Register, in the Monticello, Moab, and Salt Lake
newspapers, and on the BLM website.

631

Reunion Potash
Company

Reunion Potash Company (“Reunion”) respectfully requests that the
Bureau of Land Management, Canyon Country District Office
extend the comment period for a period of 120 days with regard to

The BLM released the Notice of Availability for the Draft EIS on
August 21, 2015, initiating the 90-day public comment period,
which ended on November 23, 2015. The BLM received 687
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The Moab Master Leasing Plan (MLP) and Draft Resource
Management Plan (RMP) Amendments/Draft Environmental Impact
Statements (EIS) for the Moab and Monticello Field Offices.
Reunion has diligently worked at reviewing the MLP while
attempting to understand the impact of the MLP on its valid and
existing Preference Rights Leases. As presented, the MLP will
have a significant and detrimental impact on Reunion’s leases, but
given the limited time the Draft MLP has been available to the public
and the extensive nature of the regulatory scheme that it proposes,
Reunion is only in the early phases of its review.

substantive comments, including many comments from both
the potash and oil and gas industry and conservation special
interest groups, and feel satisfied with the diversity and range
of comments received. Therefore, the comment period will not
be extended.

While the Draft Moab MLP identifies best management practices, it
can and should specifically identifying conditions of approval for
specific resources, such as watersheds, that shall be applied if
specific conditions exist.

Best management practices (BMPs) area described in
Appendix B of the MLP/DEIS as follows: "A Best Management
Practice (BMP) is a state-of-the-art mitigation measure applied
on a site-specific basis to reduce, prevent, or avoid adverse
environmental or social impacts. BMPs are applied to
management actions to aid in achieving desired outcomes for
safe, environmentally sound, resource development by
preventing, minimizing, or mitigating adverse impacts and
reducing conflicts. For each proposed action, a number of
BMPs may be applied as necessary to mitigate expected
impacts. BMPs can be applied by incorporating them into
individual project proposals as design features or incorporating
them into the Bureau of Land Management’s (BLM)
authorization of the project as conditions of approval.
BMPs should be selected to meet the site-specific requirements
of the project and local environment. No one management
practice is best suited to every site or situation. BMPs must be
adaptive and monitored regularly to evaluate effectiveness.
BMPs by their very nature are dynamic innovations and must
be flexible enough to respond to new data, field research,
technological advances, and market conditions. The BLM
continues to improve the way it manages mineral development
of the Public Lands. Part of that improvement includes the use
of BMPs to lessen the effects of mineral development on the
environment. The mineral industry and the BLM are constantly
developing and improving BMPs.
The BMPs listed below may be applied to proposed mineral
actions within the Moab Master Leasing Plan area. The list is
not comprehensive and may be modified over time as
conditions change and new practices are identified.
Periodically, the BMPs may be updated to stay current with the
latest technology and with the latest Department of Interior and
BLM direction."
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I suggest a 50-mile wide buffer zone around all our national parks
from any natural resource extraction plan.

The BLM worked closely with the National Park Service when
drafting the management for the MLP/DEIS for the most
important or sensitive resources on BLM lands adjacent to the
National Parks. For example, in Alternative D, the BLM has
closed the VRM Class II and VRI Class II areas surrounding
Arches National Park. Additionally, the BLM closed the VRM
Class II acres on the north side of Canyonlands. The VRM
Class II and VRI Class II areas included park viewsheds in the
inventory process for these visual classifications. The areas
along the eastern boundary of Canyonlands National Park are
closed in Alternative D in order to protect high quality scenic
values in the foreground viewshed of the park. As a result,
Alternative D precludes mineral leasing and development in the
areas with the highest scenic quality surrounding the parks.
Going beyond these closed areas would not meet the objective
in Alternative D of providing mineral leasing and development
outside of these high value areas. Alternative D also imposes a
2.5-mile NSO area around Arches and Canyonlands National
Park to reduce noise production; this area is, for the most part,
subsumed within the area managed as closed for visual
resources.

724

State of Utah

In summary, while the state is strongly supportive of the outdoor
recreation industry and associated economic contributions, and
supportive of landscape level allocation decisions which protect
access to the landscape, and the quality of the outdoor experience
for these businesses, the state cannot support BLM's extra-legal
process. Instead, the state recommends the BLM defer these land
allocation decisions to the congressional process currently
underway and sponsored by Utah Representatives Bishop and
Chaffetz. Local government and other interested stakeholders are
providing invaluable advice to the Representatives about the very
issues contemplated in the proposed MLP decisions.

The Congressional process involving lands within the Planning
Area is outside the scope of the MLP.

726

State of Utah

The IM also states that an MLP may be initiated by "updated
policies" and "new information." However, again, BLM fails to cite
any individual updated policies that trigger that need for an MLP in
either the Moab or Monticello areas. Instead, the draft MLP lists
several of the documents created after the decision to initiate the
MLP was made, such as the BLM Utah State Office's
"implementation plan" and the Notice of Intent for the MLP EIS. As
a result, the draft MLP analysis actually cites the NOI for the MLP
as an "updated policy" that triggers an MLP itself. A document
created as part and parcel of the preparation for an MLP process is
not an "updated policy" that justifies the creation of a MLP in the first
place. BLM's reference to these documents as evidence of new
policies which support the need for an MLP simply represents

In Chapter 1 (Section 1.2.2, Updated Policies), text has
been added to the beginning of the section which states
that BLM Washington Office Instruction Memorandum
2010-117 established updated policy on the oil and gas
leasing process.

734
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The remainder of the section explains how this policy was
implemented for the Moab MLP.
In Chapter 1 (Section 1.1, Introduction and Background), it
states: ”A MLP is a mechanism for completing additional
planning, analysis, and decision making that may be necessary
for areas meeting the criteria for preparing a MLP. The BLM
identified lands within the Moab and Monticello Field Offices
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circular reasoning. The information cited in the MLP as "new
information" supporting the review is either not the correct type or
does not provide sufficient detail to constitute the trigger for an MLP
process. BLM identifies 14 different documents that are "new data
... for consideration in the MLP process," yet only one of the 14
documents involves oil and gas development.

which meet the following criteria: 1) largely unleased; 2)
industry interest and high mineral development potential; 3)
majority Federal mineral interest and; 4) the potential for
impacts to important resource values. Therefore, the BLM
exercised its discretion to utilize the MLP process.“
In Chapter 1 (Section 1.2.2, Need), it states “The BLM
introduced the MLP as part of its 2010 Oil and Gas Leasing
Reform effort (IM 2010-117). The BLM determined that the
Planning Area meets the criteria for preparing an MLP and
additional planning and analysis are warranted prior to new or
additional mineral leasing and development. In evaluating
mineral leasing decisions, as in any land use planning process,
the BLM will consider changing circumstances, updated
policies, and new information.”
As stated above, the trigger for the MLP process was a
determination that the lands within the Planning Area met the
criteria for preparing a MLP as specified in IM 2010-117. The
new information cited involves resource information that would
be considered in evaluating new mineral leasing decisions.
The Moab MLP area includes only a portion of the lands
included in the 2008 Resource Management Plans (RMPs) for
the Moab and Monticello Field Offices. The mineral leasing
decisions outside of the MLP area would remain as specified in
the 2008 RMPs.
An oil and gas lease sale proposed in late 2008 that included
lands within the MLP area generated a large amount of public
controversy which resulted in oil and gas leasing reform (BLM
Washington Office Instruction Memorandum 2010-117). Public
controversy centered on conflicts with viewsheds, proximity to
National Parks, and recreational uses. The oil and gas leasing
reform policy included provisions for master leasing plans.
Based on IM 2010-117, the BLM determined that the Planning
Area meets the criteria for preparing an MLP. Therefore,
additional planning and analyses are required in order to
consider important resource values prior to making new mineral
leasing decisions.
In Chapter 1 (Section 1.2.2, Need), it states, "The BLM
introduced the MLP as part of its 2010 Oil and Gas Leasing
Reform effort (IM 2010-117). The BLM determined that the
Planning Area meets the criteria for preparing an MLP and
additional planning and analysis are warranted prior to new or
additional mineral leasing and development."
The text in Chapter 1 has been changed to clarify that
changing circumstances, updated policy, and new
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information are utilized in any land use planning process.
These factors are not requirements that warrant an MLP.
Chapter 1 provides details regarding the changing
circumstances, updated policies, and new information that were
utilized in the MLP process.
State of Utah

The single oil and gas related document, the "RFD Scenario for Oil
and Gas in the Moab Master Leasing Plan Area," was developed in
2012 as part of the analysis of the Moab MLP.23 Again, the new
information, in this case the updated RFD, did not exist at the time
the MLP process began, so cannot be used to support the initiation
of the MLP review. The BLM has essentially "put the cart before the
horse" by simply initiating the MLP process, then later developing
information it then alleges is the "new information" necessary to
satisfy the requirements of the APA.
Similarly, the BLM's citation of the subsequently created RFD for
Potash (2014), the Moab Field Office Visual Resource Inventory
(2011), the Socioeconomic Baseline Report for the Moab MLP
(2012) do not qualify as new information sufficient to support the
MLP review.

The trigger for the MLP process was a determination that the
lands within the Planning Area met the criteria for preparing a
MLP as specified in IM 2010-117. The new information cited
involves resource information that would be considered in
evaluating new mineral leasing decisions.

735

State of Utah

BLM also identifies numerous and sundry other pieces of
information as the required "new information." necessary to support
the need for an MLP review. In fact, new information of the type
listed is generated by many sources on a constant cycle, based
upon the need to research issues or otherwise monitor conditions.
For example, the state is constantly reviewing wildlife data, and
making adjustments to habitat designations, as the DEIS suggests.
However, changes of this type do not warrant a BLM plan review,
due to the overarching principle that state wildlife data, or
transportation data, or recreational data, do not, in and of
themselves, require any particular management action. Instead, the
data is to be used as part of planning processes driven by other
significant factors which may necessitate a plan review.

The Moab MLP area includes only a portion of the lands
included in the 2008 Resource Management Plans (RMPs) for
the Moab and Monticello Field Offices. The mineral leasing
decisions outside of the MLP area would remain as specified in
the 2008 RMPs.
An oil and gas lease sale proposed in late 2008 that included
lands within the MLP area generated a large amount of public
controversy which resulted in oil and gas leasing reform (BLM
Washington Office Instruction Memorandum 2010-117). Public
controversy centered on conflicts with viewsheds, proximity to
National Parks, and recreational uses. The oil and gas leasing
reform policy included provisions for master leasing plans.
Based on IM 2010-117, the BLM determined that the Planning
Area meets the criteria for preparing an MLP. Therefore,
additional planning and analyses are required in order to
consider important resource values prior to making new mineral
leasing decisions.
In Chapter 1 (Section 1.2.2, Need), it states, “The BLM
introduced the MLP as part of its 2010 Oil and Gas Leasing
Reform effort (IM 2010-117). The BLM determined that the
Planning Area meets the criteria for preparing an MLP and
additional planning and analysis are warranted prior to new or
additional mineral leasing and development.”
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The text in Chapter 1 has been changed to clarify that
changing circumstances, updated policy, and new
information are utilized in any land use planning process.
These factors are not requirements that warrant an MLP.
Chapter 1 provides details regarding the changing
circumstances, updated policies, and new information that were
utilized in the MLP process.
The trigger for the MLP process was a determination that the
lands within the Planning Area met the criteria for preparing a
MLP as specified in IM 2010-117. The new information cited
involves resource information that would be considered in
evaluating new mineral leasing decisions.
State of Utah

Acquisition of new lands from SITLA or any other entity, is not
significant new information requiring a plan review, except to insure
that the existing BLM RMP provisions apply to the newly-acquired
lands. In fact, none of the information presented by the BLM as
support for the MLP review rises to the level of significance
requiring RMP review, especially in light of the recent completion
date for the RMPs. BLM does not cite any change in oil and gas
development from that found in the 2008 RMP, therefore there are
no changes in circumstances, updated policies or significant new
information which supports a legally-justified MLP review process.
The MLP review should be suspended in favor of supporting locally
generated landscape-scale protections through the congressional
process.

The Moab MLP area includes only a portion of the lands
included in the 2008 Resource Management Plans (RMPs) for
the Moab and Monticello Field Offices. The mineral leasing
decisions outside of the MLP area would remain as specified in
the 2008 RMPs.
An oil and gas lease sale proposed in late 2008 that included
lands within the MLP area generated a large amount of public
controversy which resulted in oil and gas leasing reform (BLM
Washington Office Instruction Memorandum 2010-117). Public
controversy centered on conflicts with viewsheds, proximity to
National Parks, and recreational uses. The oil and gas leasing
reform policy included provisions for master leasing plans.
Based on IM 2010-117, the BLM determined that the Planning
Area meets the criteria for preparing an MLP. Therefore,
additional planning and analyses are required in order to
consider important resource values prior to making new mineral
leasing decisions.
In Chapter 1 (Section 1.2.2, Need), it states, “The BLM
introduced the MLP as part of its 2010 Oil and Gas Leasing
Reform effort (IM 2010-117). The BLM determined that the
Planning Area meets the criteria for preparing an MLP and
additional planning and analysis are warranted prior to new or
additional mineral leasing and development.”
The text in Chapter 1 has been changed to clarify that
changing circumstances, updated policy, and new
information are utilized in any land use planning process.
These factors are not requirements that warrant an MLP.

737

Chapter 1 provides details regarding the changing
circumstances, updated policies, and new information that were
utilized in the MLP process.
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The trigger for the MLP process was a determination that the
lands within the Planning Area met the criteria for preparing a
MLP as specified in IM 2010-117. The new information cited
involves resource information that would be considered in
evaluating new mineral leasing decisions.
Individual

These are wilderness areas and oil drilling or tourist development
have no place in or near (by 100s of miles) these parks and
monuments. I have visited--and loved--both these areas and
enjoyed the views and serenity.

The BLM worked closely with the National Park Service when
drafting the management for the MLP/DEIS for the most
important or sensitive resources on BLM lands adjacent to the
National Parks. For example, in Alternative D, the BLM has
closed the VRM Class II and VRI Class II areas surrounding
Arches National Park. Additionally, the BLM closed the VRM
Class II acres on the north side of Canyonlands. The VRM
Class II and VRI Class II areas included park viewsheds in the
inventory process for these visual classifications. The areas
along the eastern boundary of Canyonlands National Park are
closed in Alternative D in order to protect high quality scenic
values in the foreground viewshed of the park. As a result,
Alternative D precludes mineral leasing and development in the
areas with the highest scenic quality surrounding the parks.
Alternative D also imposes a 2.5-mile NSO area around Arches
and Canyonlands National Park to reduce noise production;
this area is, for the most part, subsumed within the area
managed as closed for visual resources.

744

Other Laws
Coalition to
Protect
America’s
National Parks

Because of the NPS Organic Act’s requirement that the
conservation of park resources take precedence over use, we firmly
believe that the MLP’s Preferred Alternative should give full
deference to minimizing, to the extent practicable, the impacts to the
national park resources that could foreseeably be caused by the
proposed oil, gas, and potash development.

The National Park Service’s Organic Act is applicable only to
National Park Service lands. It does not govern the use of land
administered by the Bureau of Land Management.

122

San Juan
County
Commission

Section 1.8.1 State of Utah, should also list H.B. 393 Energy Zones
Amendments. This legislation, passed March 23, 2015, designated
energy zones for several counties, including San Juan County. The
energy and mineral zone designated in San Juan County includes
most of the MLP area in the county (roughly that area east of the
west rims of Hatch and Hart Points). The purpose of this legislation
was to give preference and priority to the exploration, development
and production of energy and mineral resources. Processing of
applications for permits to explore, develop, produce and transport
mineral and energy resources would be expedited by the land
managing agency in these zones.

Section 1.8.1 of the MLP/DEIS lists State of Utah Plans and
does not list all legislation passed by the State of Utah. H.B.
393 Energy Zones is discussed in Chapter 5 in Section 5.2.6
(Consistency with Other Plans).
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Individual

Its obvious the 1872 mining law allows endless devastation by
developers and nobody is changing it to reflect what we need in
2015

The MLP process is a targeted land use plan amendment
pertaining to leasable minerals (oil/gas and potash) and does
not address locatable minerals associated with the Mining Law
of 1872.

387

Individual

The Plan attempts to make regulatory changes to 43 CFR 3500
regulations by applying a ''diligent development requirement'' to
potash leasing not a requirement in CFR regulations. The Plan
does not cite its legal authority to prescribe regulatory changes.

The BLM has broad authority to regulate environmental aspects
of mineral activity under the Mineral Leasing Act. In Alternative
D, the BLM would impose a CSU stipulation requiring diligent
development of potash resources. Due to the high level of
competing uses in the Planning Area, a diligent development
requirement for potash would allow for other uses if potash
production is not being pursued in a reasonable amount of
time. The MLP/DEIS (Section 2.1) defines the potash
unsuitability criteria and how they would be applied as follows:
"The stipulations developed for the protection of specific
resources would apply to both oil and gas leasing and potash
leasing as well as geophysical exploration. The stipulations
have been developed in accordance with the potash
unsuitability criteria specified at 43 CFR 3501.17." To impose a
CSU stipulation for potash development is not a regulatory
change.
In Alternative D, the BLM would impose a CSU stipulation
requiring diligent development of potash resources. Due to the
high level of competing uses (oil/gas, potash, and recreation) in
the Planning Area, a diligent development requirement for
potash would allow for other uses if potash production is not
being pursued in a reasonable amount of time. The BLM
issued four potash leases within the Planning Area in 1984. Up
to the present time, no potash production has occurred on
these leases even through the period in which potash prices
reached a record high of above $900 per ton in 2008.
The Bureau has determined that, for the area subject to the
proposed MLP, there is a need for a lease stipulation that
would require the lessee to diligently pursue developing a
paying mine within a certain time. The MLP area is subject to
competition between existing and foreseeable oil and gas
development and possible potash development. The area has
a high potential for the development of oil and gas that is
capable of being produced by conventional means. The area is
also currently subject to increased interest for potash
exploration, but it is unclear whether the development potential
is as high as for oil and gas or whether potash production can
be achieved utilizing solution mining methods. Based on the
Bureau’s experience in other regions of the country, such as
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New Mexico, concurrent oil and gas production and potash
production is difficult and prone to conflict.
Nonetheless, the Bureau is interested in facilitating potash
exploration and production, as well as oil and gas production.
However, under the statutes and regulations governing potash
leases and the standard lease form typically used for potash
leasing, a lessee may hold a lease for decades without
attempting to develop a paying mine, so long as the lessee
pays a minimum royalty in lieu of production (and appropriate
rental). Consequently, under the present circumstances, it is
not in the public interest to issue potash leases because those
leases may tie up lands that otherwise could be developed, or
more easily developed, for oil and gas production. A potash
lease stipulation that requires diligent efforts to develop a
paying mine within a time certain would help eliminate this
problem. Under such a stipulation, if the potash lessee did not
develop a paying mine within a time certain, after being given a
reasonable amount of time to do so, BLM would be allowed to
pursue lease cancellation so the lands could be unencumbered
for oil and gas leasing.
A number of factors are relevant to what constitutes a
reasonable period of time. The Society of Mining Engineers
(SME) Mining Engineering Handbook (2nd Edition) identifies
three stages of mining: (1) prospecting and exploration, (2)
development, and (3) exploitation. Prospecting and exploration
consists of searching and defining the ore deposit and can
involve a time frame of 2-8 years. Development consists of
environmental compliance and the construction of facilities and
infrastructure. This stage can involve a time frame of 2-5
years. Exploitation consists of the production of ore on a large
scale and can involve a time frame of 5-30 years (SME
Handbook, 2nd Edition, 1992). The SME Handbook refers to
metallic ores or other valuable minerals (coal or nonmetallics).
The prospecting and exploration stage for potash on land
administered by the BLM occurs prior to lease issuance. For
noncompetitive leases, this occurs during the period of time in
which the lease applicant has explored the area pursuant to a
prospecting permit, which has an initial 2-year term subject to
extensions so long as exploration has been diligent. See 43
C.F.R. §§ 3505.60 - 3505.62). The applicant receives the lease
(preference right lease) only after, among other things, the BLM
has concurred that the applicant has discovered a valuable
potash deposit. See id. §§ 3507.18, 3507.19 (a)(1). For
competitive leases, the BLM has already determined the area
to have a valuable potash deposit (see id. § 3508.11), and prior
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to leasing the applicant may have explored the area pursuant to
an exploration license. See id. § 3508.11. As a result,
prospecting and exploration do not factor into what may be a
reasonable period of time to achieve production after a potash
lease has been issued.
The development and construction stage of potash mining
occurs after a lease is issued. This stage includes
environmental compliance associated with a mine plan
submitted under the regulations at 43 C.F.R. § 3592. Based on
BLM’s experience with the mining of leasable minerals in
general, the environmental compliance prepared under NEPA,
NHPA, ESA, and other Federal and State laws necessary to
fully permit the mine may take up to 3 years to complete.
Once environmental compliance is completed, and the mine is
fully permitted, it is reasonable to assume that the construction
of facilities and infrastructure could take another 3 years. This
is based on recent potash mining projects underway in Canada
and the United States. K&S Corporation’s (formerly Potash
One) Legacy Project in Saskatchewan and ICPotash
Corporation’s Ochoa Project in New Mexico both project a 3year construction time. Production, or the exploitation stage of
potash mining, should commence immediately at the end of the
construction phase.
Therefore, assuming permitting and development proceed at a
normal rate, it is reasonable to assume that full scale
production could be achieved within 6 years of lease issuance.
This is consistent with the 6-year timeframe provided under 43
C.F.R. § 3504.25(a) for an operator under a new lease to begin
production or pay a minimum royalty.
The BLM recognizes, however, that due to circumstances such
as market dynamics and workload demands on the BLM and
other agencies that have a role in permitting, 6 years may not
be sufficient to bring a potash lease into production. An
additional 4 years appears to be sufficient time to allow for such
contingencies. Consequently, a 10 year timeframe for
achieving potash production after lease issuance is reasonable.
This should ensure reasonable diligence while at the same time
provide a timeframe that is cognizant of the realities of opening
a new mine on Federal lands administered by BLM. The
Authorized Officer may grant a lease suspension in the event of
delays in the permitting process that were unforeseen, that
were in no way attributable to the lessee or operator, and that
could not be readily accommodated in the normal course of
business by a prudent lessee or operator.
G-260
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A potash lease could be cancelled in accordance with the
Federal regulations at 43 CFR 3514.30.
Western Energy
Alliance/Americ
an Petroleum
Institute

The Trades are concerned that BLM MLP policy impermissibly
circumvents APA rulemaking requirements, especially given that it
amends and supplements properly promulgated planning rules in
the Code of Federal Regulations. BLM must address the legality of
its reliance upon the MLP policy before issuing a final Moab MLP
that may be subject to immediate invalidation given that IM 2010117 was not issued in compliance with the APA.

Contrary to the commenter’s assertions, the BLM’s policies
regarding mineral leasing do not amend or otherwise unlawfully
supplement the BLM’s promulgated regulations, Instead, these
internal guidance documents state agency policy and provide
guidance as to agency procedure. They do not have the force
and effect of law and they do not create any binding norms or
substantive rules. Nor do they commit BLM’s discretion as to
the management of a single acre of public lands. They fall
within the Administrative Procedure Act’s (APA) exception for
general statements of policy or rules of agency procedure.
Thus, notice and comment rulemaking was not required.
Consistent with FLPMA and the BLM’s planning regulations at
43 CFR 1610.5-5, the BLM determined to initiate amendments
to consider new data, new or revised policy and a change in
circumstances that may result in a change in the terms,
conditions, and decisions of the existing Moab and Monticello
Resource Management Plans (RMP). The Moab MLP/Draft
RMP Amendments/Draft EIS was prepared consistent with
agency guidance in the BLM Washington Office Instruction
Memorandum 2010-117: Oil and Gas Leasing Reform - Land
Use Planning and Lease Parcel Reviews (May 17, 2010) and
BLM Handbook H-1624-1: Planning for Fluid Mineral
Resources (January 28, 2013), and other applicable agency
policies.

502

Western Energy
Alliance/Americ
an Petroleum
Institute

On page 1-11 of the DEIS: “Utilization of the least restrictive
stipulations necessary to protect the applicable resource in
accordance with WO IM 2002-174.” That is precisely what the
EPAct requires BLM to consider and adopt. BLM’s citation to WO
IM 2002-174 in this context is unclear. This 2002 IM addresses
stipulations for threatened and endangered species, but does not
address the “least restrictive stipulation” obligation. BLM should
clarify its intent in citing this 2002 IM, should delete the
consideration of “least restrictive stipulations” from the list of issues
not further analyzed, and should adopt only those stipulations that
are the least restrictive means necessary to protect the subject
resource.

The citation to WO IM 2002-174 in Chapter 1 (Section 1.4.2,
Issues Considered But Not Further Analyzed) was
incorrect and has been changed to cite the Energy Policy
Act of 2005.

504

The Wilderness
Society

BLM must develop a comprehensive "vision" statement and
"framework" for the Moab MLP taking into consideration the
important resource values. The "vision" and "framework" should be
explicitly stated and should be incorporated throughout the MLP.
The vision and framework can then best inform the BLM’s

According to Manual 1624-1, the MLP establishes a guiding
framework for the development of the area and provides a
vision for how future development will proceed. The description
of the Alternatives in Section 2.2 of Chapter 2 provides a vision
for how future leasing and development would proceed.
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consideration of which alternative, or attributes from different
alternatives, to select.
The Wilderness
Society

G-262

BLM must develop a “vision” and develop RCOs and RPMs based
on that vision statement. RPMs such as unitization, phased leasing
and development and the requirement to use specific emission
capture technologies should be integral in meeting that “vision.”
Additionally, BLM should more explicitly state when and where
particular RPMs will apply to existing leases.

According to Manual 1624-1, the MLP establishes a guiding
framework for the development of the area and provides a
vision for how future development will proceed. The description
of the Alternatives in Section 2.2 of Chapter 2 provides a vision
for how future leasing and development would proceed.
According to Manual 1624-1, the MLP may retain the
underlying resource condition objectives of the existing RMP for
all or a portion of the Planning Area. The resource objectives
from the RMPs for the Moab and Monticello Field Offices
(2008) are carried forward into the MLP and are specified in
Tables 2-1 through 2-16 in Chapter 2. They are referred to as
"Objectives" rather than "Resource Condition Objectives.”
Chapter 1 (Section 1.1, Introduction and Background) states:
"The resource protection measures identified in the Moab MLP
will also apply to areas currently under lease where they do not
conflict with the rights granted to the holder of the lease. The
Federal Government retains certain rights when issuing an oil
and gas lease. While the BLM may not unilaterally add a new
stipulation to an existing lease that it has already issued, the
BLM can subject the development of existing leases to
reasonable measures in order to minimize impacts to other
resource values. These reasonable measures would be
applied as Conditions of Approval to post lease actions (e.g.
permits to drill) and may include, but are not limited to,
modification to siting or design of facilities, timing of operations,
and specification of interim and final reclamation procedures."
At a minimum, measures shall be deemed consistent with lease
rights granted provided that they do not: require relocation of
proposed operations by more than 200 meters; require that
operations be sited off the leasehold; or prohibit new surface
disturbing operations for a period in excess of 60 days in any
lease year (43 CFR 3101.1-2). The BLM may impose surface
use restrictions exceeding the 200-meter/60-day rule only
where the restrictions are necessary to satisfy BLM’s obligation
under FLPMA section 302(b) to prevent unnecessary and
undue degradation of public lands or resources. However, the
prevention of undue and unnecessary degradation cannot
render lease operations uneconomic or technically infeasible.
Although the 200-meter/60-day rule does not specifically apply
to existing potash leases, the same concepts discussed above
would apply.
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State of Utah

In December, 2014, the Administrative Draft of the Moab Master
Leasing Plan and Environmental Impact Statement (Administrative
Draft Moab MLP) was released to Cooperating Agencies for
comment. The state submitted comments on the Administrative
Draft Moab MLP in a letter dated January 23, 20154 and
incorporates that letter by reference into this review. The "Master
Leasing Plan" (MLP) concept, as a distinct process, is not directly
derived from Congressional legislation, executive order, or even
duly adopted Department of the Interior or BLM regulations. The
entire Master Leasing Plan concept is based on information
contained in a single six-page 2010 Instruction Memorandum (IM)
from the BLM’s Washington Office to BLM field officials. The
identified MLP process, which adds a massive new regulatory
reconsideration and review burden on land and resource users and
field office officials, was not proposed as a regulatory amendment to
the BLM RMP process. Nor were the states and the public provided
an opportunity to provide public comment on the specific terms of
the concept. The MLP process is not directly grounded in FLPMA
or other federal statutes, nor regulations, and as such, cannot
supersede the BLM’s duly adopted planning regulations.

Contrary to the commenter’s assertions, the BLM’s policies
regarding mineral leasing do not amend or otherwise unlawfully
supplement the BLM’s promulgated regulations, Instead these
internal guidance documents state agency policy and provide
guidance as to agency procedure. They do not have the force
and effect of law and they do not create any binding norms or
substantive rules. Nor do they commit BLM’s discretion as to
the management of a single acre of public lands. They fall
within the Administrative Procedure Act’s (APA) exception for
general statements of policy or rules of agency procedure.
Thus, notice and comment rulemaking was not required.
Consistent with FLPMA and the BLM’s planning regulations at
43 CFR 1610.5-5, the BLM determined to initiate amendments
to consider new data, new or revised policy and a change in
circumstances that may result in a change in the terms,
conditions, and decisions of the existing Moab and Monticello
Resource Management Plans (RMP). The Moab MLP/Draft
RMP Amendments/Draft EIS was prepared consistent with
agency guidance in the BLM Washington Office Instruction
Memorandum 2010-117: Oil and Gas Leasing Reform - Land
Use Planning and Lease Parcel Reviews (May 17, 2010) and
BLM Handbook H-1624-1: Planning for Fluid Mineral
Resources (January 28, 2013), and other applicable agency
policies.

727

State of Utah

The legislatively authorized process for allocating lands for oil and
gas leasing on BLM lands is through the land planning provisions of
FLPMA, and the duly-adopted planning regulations codified by the
BLM. The Resource Management Plan (RMP) process provides for
"a process ensuring orderly, effective, timely, and environmentally
responsible leasing of oil and gas resources on Federal lands,"
which BLM redundantly asserts is the stated purpose of the BLM's
proposed MLP concept.
In addition, the only tool provided by Congress to the BLM for
conservation and protection of lands is the Area of Critical
Environmental Concern (ACEC). All efforts to provide planning
provisions for the protection of landscape-scale areas must be
evaluated through the regulations providing for the review of
ACECs, and created ( or not) based upon the conclusions of this
review. Entire sections of the proposed MLP have not been
evaluated through this required process, and are therefore without
basis in law or regulation.
BLM is also charged with the primary duty of preventing
"unnecessary and undue degradation" of the lands under its

FLPMA does not preclude the BLM from applying mineral
leasing stipulations to areas other than ACECs. The
application of mineral leasing stipulations for resource
protection through a land use planning process does not
constitute special management.
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management. Any stipulations and conditions proposed for
attachment to leases needs to be founded in this congressionallyapproved requirement.
State of Utah

State of Utah

G-264

The MLP process and proposed decisions will essentially negate
the vast amount of time and effort which went into both the Moab
Field Office Resource Management Plan (Moab RMP), and the
Monticello Field Office Resource Management Plan (Monticello
RMP). Notably, both RMPs, finalized in 2008, received a positive
Governor's Consistency Review. BLM regulation requires the
adoption of recommendations provided by the Governor as part of a
consistency review, if the recommendations provide for "a
reasonable balance between the national interest and the State's
interest.” In its place, BLM now asserts that the purpose of the
proposed rejection of the mutually-agreed balance of interests and
resources is to:
“1) evaluate in-field considerations such as optimal parcel
configurations and potential development scenarios; 2) identify and
address potential resource conflicts and environmental impacts from
development; 3) develop mitigation strategies through leasing
stipulations and best management practices; and 4) consider a
range of new constraints, including prohibiting surface occupancy or
closing areas to leasing.”
Each of these goals was also a definitive part of the process leading
up to the 2008 RMPs. Therefore, pursuant to the Administrative
Procedure Act's prohibition against arbitrary and capricious actions,
the BLM must be aware of, and provide for public review, new
information, updated policies or substantially changed conditions
sufficient to overcome the APA's arbitrary and capricious standard,
and thereby support the analysis for different stipulations and
conditions, mitigation strategies, or prohibitions as contained in the
2008 RMPs.

The Moab MLP area includes only a portion of the lands
included in the 2008 Resource Management Plans (RMPs) for
the Moab and Monticello Field Offices. The mineral leasing
decisions outside of the MLP area would remain as specified in
the 2008 RMPs.
An oil and gas lease sale proposed in late 2008 that included
lands within the MLP area generated a large amount of public
controversy which resulted in oil and gas leasing reform (BLM
Washington Office Instruction Memorandum 2010-117). Public
controversy centered on conflicts with viewsheds, proximity to
National Parks, and recreational uses. The oil and gas leasing
reform policy included provisions for master leasing plans.
Based on IM 2010-117, the BLM determined that the Planning
Area meets the criteria for preparing an MLP. Therefore,
additional planning and analyses are required in order to
consider important resource values prior to making new mineral
leasing decisions.
In Chapter 1 (Section 1.2.2, Need), it states, "The BLM
introduced the MLP as part of its 2010 Oil and Gas Leasing
Reform effort (IM 2010-117). The BLM determined that the
Planning Area meets the criteria for preparing an MLP and
additional planning and analysis are warranted prior to new or
additional mineral leasing and development."
The text in Chapter 1 has been changed to clarify that
changing circumstances, updated policy, and new
information are utilized in any land use planning process.
These factors are not requirements that warrant an MLP.

In addition, the BLM must also demonstrate compliance with the
terms of state law concerning ACECs, wilderness, and other
resource allocation categories as part of the required consistency
review. BLM has not met the statutory or regulatory requirements

While County and Federal planning processes, under FLPMA,
are required to be as integrated and consistent as practical, the
Federal agency planning process is not bound by or subject to
County plans, planning processes, or planning stipulations.
The BLM will identify these conflicts in the MLP/FEIS.
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Chapter 1 provides details regarding the changing
circumstances, updated policies, and new information that were
utilized in the MLP process.
The trigger for the MLP process was a determination that the
lands within the Planning Area met the criteria for preparing a
MLP as specified in IM 2010-117. The new information cited
involves resource information that would be considered in
evaluating new mineral leasing decisions.
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related to consistency with state laws, policies, programs or
procedures within the DEIS.

A consistency review is included in Chapter 5 of the
MLP/FEIS (Table 5-2).
The MLP is a focused land use plan amendment pertaining
only to mineral leasing decisions. The decisions in the MLP do
not involve the designation of ACECs, wilderness, or Wild and
Scenic Rivers.

State of Utah

The BLM has not identified, nor provided for public review as
required by NEPA, sufficient factual information demonstrating
changed circumstances which support the need for review of the
area under the MLP process. The Instruction Memorandum (IM) for
the MLP process requires "changing circumstances, updated
policies, or new information," related to oil and gas planning in order
to support new planning recommendations and avoid
characterization of its planning decisions as arbitrary and capricious
under the APA. The proposed MLP fails to present any changes in
circumstances related to oil and gas development in either the
Moab or Monticello RMP planning areas.

The Moab MLP area includes only a portion of the lands
included in the 2008 Resource Management Plans (RMPs) for
the Moab and Monticello Field Offices. The mineral leasing
decisions outside of the MLP area would remain as specified in
the 2008 RMPs.
An oil and gas lease sale proposed in late 2008 that included
lands within the MLP area generated a large amount of public
controversy which resulted in oil and gas leasing reform (BLM
Washington Office Instruction Memorandum 2010-117). Public
controversy centered on conflicts with viewsheds, proximity to
National Parks, and recreational uses. The oil and gas leasing
reform policy included provisions for master leasing plans.
Based on IM 2010-117, the BLM determined that the Planning
Area meets the criteria for preparing an MLP. Therefore,
additional planning and analyses are required in order to
consider important resource values prior to making new mineral
leasing decisions.
In Chapter 1 (Section 1.2.2, Need), it states, "The BLM
introduced the MLP as part of its 2010 Oil and Gas Leasing
Reform effort (IM 2010-117). The BLM determined that the
Planning Area meets the criteria for preparing an MLP and
additional planning and analysis are warranted prior to new or
additional mineral leasing and development."
The text in Chapter 1 has been changed to clarify that
changing circumstances, updated policy, and new
information are utilized in any land use planning process.
These factors are not requirements that warrant an MLP.
Chapter 1 provides details regarding the changing
circumstances, updated policies, and new information that were
utilized in the MLP process.
The trigger for the MLP process was a determination that the
lands within the Planning Area met the criteria for preparing a
MLP as specified in IM 2010-117. The new information cited
involves resource information that would be considered in
evaluating new mineral leasing decisions.
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State of Utah

Rather than an emphasis on oil and gas issues, the proposal
identifies only a 2008 spike in potash prices as the required change

The Moab MLP area includes only a portion of the lands
included in the 2008 Resource Management Plans (RMPs) for
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in circumstance. Use of this information to support an MLP review,
on its face, does not comply with the BLM's self-identified purpose
of the MLP process, which is to consider a "step-down" analysis of
oil and gas leasing. For example, the IM itself is entitled "Oil and
Gas Leasing Reform," and the stated purpose of the review is
"ensuring orderly, effective, timely, and environmentally responsible
leasing of oil and gas resources on Federal lands" (emphasis
added). Elsewhere the document refers extensively to the BLM's
"oil and gas leasing authority" and "fluid minerals leasing decisions."
The plain meaning of the IM, and the requirements of the APA, is
that BLM should consider a MLP review only if "changing
circumstances" exist which specifically relate to oil and gas leasing,
otherwise the MLP review represents an arbitrary and capricious
action. A change of circumstance related to any other issue, such
as grazing or land ownership, does not qualify. In addition, the
fluctuation in potash prices itself does not rise to the quantum of
evidence sufficient to support an MLP review. In fact, the spike in
potash prices was temporary, with both current prices and prices for
the last few years generally reflecting prices prior to the 2008 spike.

the Moab and Monticello Field Offices. The mineral leasing
decisions outside of the MLP area would remain as specified in
the 2008 RMPs.
An oil and gas lease sale proposed in late 2008 that included
lands within the MLP area generated a large amount of public
controversy which resulted in oil and gas leasing reform (BLM
Washington Office Instruction Memorandum 2010-117). Public
controversy centered on conflicts with viewsheds, proximity to
National Parks, and recreational uses. The oil and gas leasing
reform policy included provisions for master leasing plans.
Based on IM 2010-117, the BLM determined that the Planning
Area meets the criteria for preparing an MLP. Therefore,
additional planning and analyses are required in order to
consider important resource values prior to making new mineral
leasing decisions.
In Chapter 1 (Section 1.2.2, Need), it states, "The BLM
introduced the MLP as part of its 2010 Oil and Gas Leasing
Reform effort (IM 2010-117). The BLM determined that the
Planning Area meets the criteria for preparing an MLP and
additional planning and analysis are warranted prior to new or
additional mineral leasing and development."
The text in Chapter 1 has been changed to clarify that
changing circumstances, updated policy, and new
information are utilized in any land use planning process.
These factors are not requirements that warrant an MLP.
Chapter 1 provides details regarding the changing
circumstances, updated policies, and new information that were
utilized in the MLP process.
The trigger for the MLP process was a determination that the
lands within the Planning Area met the criteria for preparing a
MLP as specified in IM 2010-117. The new information cited
involves resource information that would be considered in
evaluating new mineral leasing decisions.

Comment
ID

Recreation
Wingate
Rimrock, LLC
Public Land
Solutions

We have the following requests to protect and further enhance
recreation experiences in the MLP planning area that will not
materially affecting existing or future mineral lease revenues:

The commenter’s preference for Alternative C is noted.

9, 10, 53,
54

• Broaden the proposed "No Surface Occupancy" (NSO)
stipulations for developed recreation sites, such as
overlooks/viewpoints, campgrounds, and trailheads, to a 2-mile
setback: Amasa Back Trailhead, Anticline Overlook, Bartlett
Campground, Big Bend Campground Overflow, Big Bend
Recreation Site, Blue Hill Trailhead, Bridger Jack Mesa Camping
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Area, Canyon Rims Entrance Area, Canyonlands Overlook,
Cliffline Interpretive Site, Copper Ridge Dinosaur Tracks
Trailhead, Corona Arch Trailhead, Courthouse Rock CG & Mill
Canyon Dinosaur Trackway, Cowboy Camp Camping Area,
Creek Pasture Camping Area, Dewey Bridge Recreation Site,
Donnelly Canyon Day Use Area, Drinks Canyon Recreation Site,
Fisherman's Point Beach Access, Gold Bar Campground, Hal
Canyon Campground, Hamburger Rock Campground, Hatch
Point Campground, Horsethief Campground, Hunter's
Canyon/Spring Camping Area, Indian Creek Falls Group
Campsite, Jaycee Park Campground & Portal Trail, Kane Creek
Trailhead, Kings Bottom Campground, Ledge Campground
Loop, Ledge Campground Loop, Ledge Group Area, Lone Mesa
Group Sites, A, B, C, D, E, Lone Mesa Viewpoint, Looking Glass
Rock Interp. Site, Lower Gemini Bridges Trailhead (Private )Mill
Canyon Dinosaur Trailhead, Mineral Bottom River Access, Minor
Overlook, Moab Brand Trails Mountain Bike Trailhead, Moab
Rim Trailhead, Monitor and Merrimac Trailhead, Monitor and
Merrimac Viewpoint, Moonflower Canyon Camping Area,
Needles Overlook, Newspaper Rock, Oak Grove Campground,
Plateau Viewpoint, Poison Spider Mesa Trailhead, Potash Boat
Ramp, Sandy Beach River Access, Shay Mountain Vista,
Superbowl Campsite, Takeout Beach River Access, Trough
Springs Canyon Trail Trailhead, Upper Big Bend Camping Area
White Wash Campground and Trailhead, William's Bottom
Camping Area Wilson Arch Windwhistle Campground.
Apply a 1-mile NSO setback from key routes, trails, climbing,
canyoneering, and filming locations: Trails--Klondike Bluffs
bicycle trails, Bar M bicycle trails, Porcupine Rim trail,
Magnificent Seven/7 Up bicycle trail systems, Ahab bicycle trails,
Lower Monitor and Merrimac bike trail, Kokopelli's Trail, Hunter
Canyon hiking trail, Jeep Routes, Metal Masher (Arth's Rim) jeep
route, Gold Bar Rim jeep route, Golden Spike jeep route, Poison
Spider jeep route, Cliffhanger jeep route, Chicken Corners jeep
route Top of the World jeep route, Moab Rim jeep route, Behind
the Rocks jeep route, Kane Creek jeep route, Lockhart jeep
route, Seven Mile Rim jeep route, Secret Spire jeep route, Jug
Rock Equestrian Trail System, Jewel Tibbets hiking trail, Trough
Springs hiking trail; Climbing & Canyoneering--Indian Creek,
Wall Street, lce Cream Parlor, The Tombstones of Kane Creek,
Needle Rock (Tombstone), Long Canyon/Day Canyon/Culvert
Canyon, Cameltoe Canyon, Granary Canyon, Rock of Ages,
Repeat Junior, Winter Camp Slot; Filming--Needles Overlook,
Colorado River corridor and Corona Arch, Green River Canyon,
Kane Creek corridor, Looking Glass Rock View from Dead Horse
Point, Potash Road/Shafer Basin (including Fossil Point)Long
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Canyon, Highway 211 (including Newspaper Rock), Highway
313, Monitor and Merrimac/Determination Towers/Mill Canyon,
Gemini Bridges, Jewell Tibbetts Arch White Wash.
Wingate
Rimrock, LLC
Public Land
Solutions

We have the following requests to protect and further enhance
recreation experiences in the MLP planning area that will not
materially affecting existing or future mineral lease revenues: Apply
an NSO stipulation to all "special recreation management areas"
and related "focus areas," Canyon Rims SRMA, Colorado Riverway
SRMA, Labyrinth Rims/Gemini Bridges SRMA, South Moab SRMA,
Indian Creek SRMA, Dolores River Canyons SRMA, Hatch Wash
Hiking and Backpacking Focus Area, Needles and Anticline Roads
Focus Area (Utah Scenic Backways ), Bar M Mountain Biking Focus
Area, Bartlett Slickrock Freeride Mountain Bike Focus Area, Gemini
Bridges/Poison Spider Mesa Focus Area, Goldbar/Corona Arch
Hiking Focus Areas, Klondike Bluffs Mountain Biking Focus Area,
Labyrinth Canyon Canoe Focus Area, Mill Canyon/Upper
Courthouse Mountain Biking Focus Area, Mineral
Canyon/Horsethief Point Competitive BASE Jumping Focus Area,
Seven Mile Canyons Equestrian Focus Area, Spring Canyon Hiking
Focus Area, Tusher Slickrock Mountain Biking Focus Area, Behind
the Rocks Hiking Focus Area, 24 Hours of Moab Mountain Biking
Focus Area.

The commenter’s preference for elements of Alternative C is
noted.
NSO stipulations affect mineral lease revenues because fewer
wells would be projected.

11, 55

Wingate
Rimrock, LLC

we have the following requests to protect and further enhance
recreation experiences in the MLP planning area that will not
materially affecting existing or future mineral lease revenues:
Increase Protection along the Green River for recreation
opportunities, water quality, scenic values, and archeological
resources by focusing development outside Upper Ten Mile (east of
the wash), Labyrinth Canyon and tributaries to the Green River at
Red Wash, and Hatch Point.

The commenter provides no specific recommendations
regarding the requested changes. A preference to Alternative
C is noted.

12

Wingate
Rimrock, LLC

we have the following requests to protect and further enhance
recreation experiences in the MLP planning area that will not
materially affecting existing or future mineral lease revenues:
Protect both the Green and the Colorado Rivers for water quality
and recreation activities by requiring development companies to
apply best management practices throughout the Moab MLP
planning area and apply an NSO stipulation to preclude mineral
activities within public water reserves, 100-year floodplains and
within 660 feet of intermittent and perennial streams, rivers, riparian
areas, wetlands, water wells, and springs.

The buffers specified in Alternative D to protect water resources
were provided by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
The recommendations provided by the EPA are as follows: 1)
100 foot buffer on ephemeral streams, 2) 750 foot buffer on
impaired waters, and 3) 500 foot buffer on intermittent streams.
While a greater buffer provides more protection as specified in
Alternative C, the goal of Alternative D is to provide for mineral
development while protecting water resources.

13

Outdoor
Industry
Association

While we believe the Moab Master Leasing Plan is headed in the
right direction, we would also like to offer-up support for a few

The commenter’s preference for Alternative C is noted.
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important changes from the draft plan that would help ensure strong
protections for Moab’s outdoor recreation resources, including:
--broadening or lengthening energy development setbacks around
developed recreation sites such as overlooks, viewpoints,
campgrounds, and trailheads
Outdoor
Industry
Association

While we believe the Moab Master Leasing Plan is headed in the
right direction, we would also like to offer-up support for a few
important changes from the draft plan that would help ensure strong
protections for Moab’s outdoor recreation resources, including: -providing or applying setbacks to protect key recreation routes,
including hiking trails and climbing and canyoneering areas

Under Alternative D, a NSO stipulation for a 0.5-mile radius
would be applied around high use climbing and canyoneering
areas (Map 2-21B/D, 22,575 acres), high use routes
(motorized) and trails (nonmotorized) (Map 2-20-B/D (95,143
acres), and developed recreation sites (24,311 acres, Map 219-A/D), with an exception as specified in Appendix A.

51

Outdoor
Industry
Association

While we believe the Moab Master Leasing Plan is headed in the
right direction, we would also like to offer-up support for a few
important changes from the draft plan that would help ensure strong
protections for Moab’s outdoor recreation resources, including: -strengthening protections along the Green River and Colorado
Rivers, and improve protections for their tributaries and connected
water bodies, to ensure that water quality and scenic values will not
be compromised by energy development.

Under the Preferred Alternative, the Green River and Colorado
River would have protections including:
1. A NSO stipulation to the suitable WSR segments along the
Colorado and Green Rivers with the exception of Colorado
River Segment 3 in Monticello (19,347 acres, Map 247-A/B/D)
would be applied, and the Monticello WSR Segment 3 along
the Colorado River would be closed to mineral leasing (753
acres, Map 2-48A/B/C/D).
2. No surface-disturbing activities within the 100-year
floodplain of the Colorado River, Green River, and associated
back waters would be allowed (19,198 acres, Map 2-49A/B/C/D).
Under the Preferred Alternative, the Green River would have
protections including:
1. A NSO stipulation to protect the visual resources along the
rims of the Green River would be applied, with an exception
noted in Appendix A. This stipulation would apply to a 1-mile
setback from these rims (Map 2-62 B/D).
Under the Preferred Alternative, the Colorado River would have
protections including:
1. A NSO stipulation to the entire Colorado Riverway SRMA
within the Planning Area (31,702 acres, Map 2-23-B/C/D).
2. A NSO stipulation to preclude mineral activities within 750
feet of the Colorado River (Map 2-36B/D).
The buffers specified in Alternative D to protect water quality
were provided by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
The recommendations provided by the EPA are as follows: 1)
100 foot buffer on ephemeral streams, 2) 750 foot buffer on
impaired waters, and 3) 500 foot buffer on intermittent streams.
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Public Land
Solutions

--Increase protection along the Green River for recreation
opportunities, water quality, scenic values, and archeological
resources by focusing development outside Upper Ten Mile (east of
the wash), Labyrinth Canyon and tributaries to the Green River, and
Hatch Point.

The commenter’s preference for Alternative C is noted.

56

Public Land
Solutions

--Protect both the Green and the Colorado Rivers for water quality
and recreation activities by requiring development companies to
apply best management practices throughout the Moab MLP
planning area and apply an NSO stipulation to preclude mineral
activities within public water reserves, 100-year floodplains and
within 660 feet of intermittent and perennial streams, rivers, riparian
areas, wetlands, water wells, and springs.

In Alternative D, the recommendations of the EPA were
followed concerning protection of water resources. While a
greater buffer provides more protection as specified in
Alternative C, the goal of Alternative D is to provide for mineral
development while protecting water resources.

57

Recreation
Stakeholders

However, we believe that Alternative D should be modified by
enhancing the site-specific analysis component as it relates to
energy/mineral project impacts to destination and/or important
motorized and non-motorized recreation facilities.

Site-specific analysis would occur when an on the ground
project is proposed utilizing the decisions in the MLP.

91

Recreation
Stakeholders

Develop a decision matrix for the proposed "No Surface
Occupancy" (NSO) stipulations for developed recreation sites, such
as overlooks/viewpoints, campgrounds, and trailheads. Decisions
should be made on a site-specific basis using criteria and
mitigations to address; direct, sound, or visual impacts, conflicts
between recreation traffic with industrial vehicles, conversion of
recreation routes to ''haul'' roads, line-of-site vs. topographical
based buffers, and post-project restoration of commercial routes
back to recreation routes. NSO buffers could extend up to a 2-mile
setback.

Varying buffers have been placed around recreation resources
and facilities by alternative. Site-specific decisions require a
site-specific proposal. The alternatives in the MLP provide a
broad framework for mineral leasing decisions. The details
suggested by the commenter would be addressed in sitespecific proposals for mineral operations.

92

Recreation
Stakeholders

Apply up to a 1-mile NSO setback from key routes, trails, climbing,
canyoneering, and filming location based on site specific analysis
using aforementioned decision matrix criteria/ mitigation.

Varying buffers have been placed around recreation resources
and facilities by alternative. Site-specific decisions require a
site-specific proposal. The alternatives in the MLP provide a
broad framework for mineral leasing decisions. The details
suggested by the commenter would be addressed in sitespecific proposals for mineral operations.

93

Recreation
Stakeholders

"Special recreation management areas" and related ''focus areas"
should have an additional layer of NSO-related analysis and
setback parameters before permitting a resource industry project.

All SRMAs and Focus Areas are managed with a NSO
stipulation in Alternative C. The commenter’s preference for
Alternative C is noted.

94

Recreation
Stakeholders

Clarify in the Record of Decision (ROD) that ''NSO'' does not apply
to recreation projects so as to avoid confusion in subsequent sitespecific planning efforts.

The MLP process pertains to mineral leasing decisions only as
stated in Chapter 1 (Section 1.1, Introduction and Background).

95

Recreation
Stakeholders

With the inclusion of our suggested Enhanced Recreation Analysis,
recreational interests should be properly protected. Therefore,
many of the more restrictive measures placed on locating resource

Varying buffers have been placed around recreation resources
and facilities by alternative. Site-specific decisions require a
site-specific proposal. The alternatives in the MLP provide a
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development in Alternative D become unnecessary and the
modification to Alternative D should lessen these restrictions.
We believe our recommendations will help the final plan protect
both the recreation and extractive industry-based economy in the
Greater Grand County Area.

broad framework for mineral leasing decisions. The details
suggested by the commenter would be addressed in sitespecific proposals for mineral operations.

"Moab Recreation Area" designation comprised of the following six
recreation zones, with management objectives as follows:
a. Monitor/Merrimac

Locatable minerals, or hard rock mining as referred to by the
commenter, and associated mineral withdrawals are not
addressed in a Master Leasing Plan which pertains only to
decisions regarding leasable minerals (oil/gas and potash).
The BLM will continue to honor valid existing rights as stated in
Chapter 1 (Section 1.5) regardless of the alternative chosen in
the MLP. The concept of “no lease retirement” is not part of the
MLP process. However, a lease retirement zone would
correlate with areas identified as “closed” in the MLP.
Monitor/Merrimac: In Alternative D, 67.2 percent of the area
would be managed with a NSO stipulation and 9.4 percent
would be closed. In Alternative C, 93.7 percent of the area
would be managed with a NSO stipulation and 6.3 percent
would be closed. The BLM recognizes that Alternative C more
closely meets the County’s management goals for this area.
Gemini Bridges South or Gemini Bridges-Big Flat (as referred
to on the County’s map): In Alternative D, 94.2 percent of the
area would be managed with a NSO stipulation and 5.8 percent
would be closed. In Alternative C, 85.1 percent of the area
would be managed with a NSO stipulation and 14.9 percent
would be closed.
Amasa Back/Goldbar: In Alternative D, 91.7 percent of the
area would be managed with a NSO stipulation and 8.3 percent
would be closed. In Alternative C, 45.4 percent of the area
would be managed with a NSO stipulation and 54.6 percent
would be closed. The BLM recognizes that Alternative C more
closely meets the County’s management goals for this area.
Bar M/Klondike: In Alternatives D and C, 10.8 percent of the
area would be managed with a NSO stipulation and
89.2 percent would be closed.
Mineral Canyon: In Alternatives D and C, 89.2 percent would
be managed with a NSO stipulation and 10.8 percent would be
closed.

302

• Honor valid existing lease rights
• No new mineral claims or leasing
b. Gemini Bridges South

• Purpose:
--Recreation: Motorized and non-motorized
--Energy development
• Honor valid existing lease rights
• Allow future leasing with a No Surface Occupancy stipulation
• No lease retirement
c. Amasa Back/Goldbar

• No new mineral claims or leasing
• Lease and claim retirement
d. Bar M/Klondike (Arches West)

• No new mineral claims or leasing
e. Mineral Canyon
• No new mineral claims or leasing
• Lease and claim retirement area

Individual

fracking & petroleum extraction does not coexist in the SAME place
as recreation of the kind that the Moab region offers

The commenter has provided no specific information regarding
the impacts of oil and gas production on recreational uses.

304

Individual

By attracting millions of tourism dollars, public lands sustain
businesses, create jobs, and pump money into Moab's local

The Moab MLP/DEIS was prepared in accordance with BLM
Washington Office Instruction Memorandum 2010-117: Oil and
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economy. As BLM develops a master leasing plan for the Moab
area, we need to ensure a balance between responsible oil and gas
development and the protection of our parks and great outdoors.

Gas Leasing Reform – Land Use Planning and Lease Parcel
Reviews (May 17, 2010) and BLM Handbook H-1624-1:
Planning for Fluid Mineral Resources (January 28, 2013). The
MLP is a targeted RMP amendment specifically addressing
oil/gas and potash leasing and development (see MLP/DEIS
Section 1.2, Purpose and Need). The MLP/DEIS analyzes
development scenarios for a range of alternatives which apply
varying levels of mitigation for potentially impacted resources,
but would not eliminate or invalidate any existing lease rights.
Chapter 4 (Section 4.12) of the MLP/DEIS presents potential
impacts to social and economic conditions (socioeconomics)
from implementing management actions presented in Chapter
2. Existing socioeconomic conditions and trends are
summarized in Chapter 3 and detailed in the Socioeconomic
Baseline Report.

Individual

Research has shown the economic value of tourism in Utah, and
especially for Moab. I personally try to spend at least ten days a
year in the area, mostly for quiet hiking and birdwatching. Oil and
gas equipment would negatively impact my experience, and
encourage me to search elsewhere for my vacation location.

Hiking and bird watching occur primarily in canyons and
riparian areas where mineral operations are precluded in
Alternative D (Preferred Alternative).
Chapter 4 (Section 4.12) of the MLP/DEIS presents potential
impacts to social and economic conditions (socioeconomics)
from implementing management actions presented in Chapter
2. Existing socioeconomic conditions and trends are
summarized in Chapter 3 and detailed in the Socioeconomic
Baseline Report.

333

Individual

It's important to recognize the renewable resource of tourism which
is bringing millions of people and tax dollars to Utah. This should be
managed for- these folks are not coming to see it hear oil or gas
harvesting. Please taken into consideration the irreversible damage
this extraction causes to the land and tourism.

Chapter 4 (Section 4.12) of the MLP/DEIS presents potential
impacts to social and economic conditions (socioeconomics)
from implementing management actions presented in Chapter
2. Existing socioeconomic conditions and trends are
summarized in Chapter 3 and detailed in the Socioeconomic
Baseline Report.
The jobs projected and fiscal impacts under each alternative in
the MLP/DEIS are disclosed in Chapter 4 (Section 4.12, Social
and Economic).

335

Individual

I hike and boat in Labyrinth Canyon and its side canyons, and am
shocked to hear that drilling is even considered for the area. Gas
drilling is NOT a compatible use with wilderness recreation! The
restorative and sanity-making features of a quality wilderness
experience involve utter quiet, absolute dark nights, and the
absence of motorized machinery. Please do not sacrifice Labyrinth.
Please do not remit Labyrinth to the recesses of my heart as a fond
memory. I could not bear to visit it again and see it devastated.

Under Alternative D (Preferred Alternative) the Green
River/Labyrinth would have protections including:
1. A NSO stipulation to the suitable Wild and Scenic River
segments along the Green River would be applied.
2. No surface-disturbing activities within the 100-year
floodplain of the Green River and associated back waters
would be allowed.
3. A NSO stipulation to protect the visual resources along the
rims of the Green River would be applied, with an exception

336, 344,
360, 375
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noted in Appendix A. This stipulation would apply to a 1-mile
setback from these rims (Map 2-62 B/D).
Individual

I visit the Moab area regularly, to recreate, relax and escape from
the urban jungle along the Wasatch Front. I come seeking vast
open space, and in particular, I come seeking a wilderness
experience -- free from the constant presence of motors and
development infrastructure. It pains me to see the oil & gas impacts
north of Canyonlands, and I cringe at the site of the potash
development tarnishing the sea of wildness that makes Moab such
strong destination in the first place. Please utilize the process
outlined in the Master Leasing Plan to make the best decision now,
while you have the chance. Moab will be stronger in the long run if
we protect our wild places and not subject them to the short-term
profits associated with extracting fossil fuels or potash in lands that
have so much more to offer -- not for us, but for our children and
theirs.

Thank you for your interest and comments on the MLP.

345

Individual

I come to Utah to experience the other worldly beauty of its
landscape, whether at Dead Horse Point, Arches NP, Labyrinth
Canyon, the many side canyons of Muddy Creek/Dirty Devil River,
the Escalante and San Rafael highlands and canyons. I could go
on. Many areas that I visit are not designated for protection but are
under the jurisdiction of the BLM. These are beautiful lands very
worthy of protection for us and future generations.

Under Alternative D (Preferred Alternative) the Green
River/Labyrinth would have protections including:
1. A NSO stipulation to the suitable Wild and Scenic River
segments along the Green River would be applied.
2. No surface-disturbing activities within the 100-year
floodplain of the Green River and associated back waters
would be allowed.
3. A NSO stipulation to protect the visual resources along the
rims of the Green River would be applied, with an exception
noted in Appendix A. This stipulation would apply to a 1-mile
setback from these rims (Map 2-62 B/D).
The other locations mentioned by the commenter are outside
the Planning Area.

376

Individual

As a visitor to Moab and surrounding areas two or three times a
year I implore you to not spoil this pristine land that is more precious
that any extractions that lie beneath. These beautiful areas should
not be spoiled by anything from potash leasing to oil and gas
leasing. Tourism is and will be the most beneficial thing to happen
to Utah.

Thank you for your interest and comments on the MLP.

383

National Parks
Conservation
Association

NPCA also supports NSO stipulations within a two mile setback
from the rims of the Colorado and Green Rivers as applied in
Alternative C and within one-mile of the centerline of Scenic
Backways and Byways including Highways 128, 313, 279, and 211,
as well as the Needles Overlook, Anticline Overlook, and Lockhart
Basin (including Kane Creek Road) as applied in Alternative D.

Alternative D was developed to provide for mineral
development while protecting high use recreation and scenic
quality; Alternative C emphasizes resource protection over
mineral leasing. The BLM recognizes that Alternative C
provides more protection for recreation and scenic quality than
does Alternative D.
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The intent of the stipulation protecting the rims of the Colorado
and Green Rivers is to protect the view of the rivers, both from
the rivers themselves and from the rims.
The BLM’s experience with viewsheds from river level indicates
that very little setback is required in order for structures to not
be visible from the river. The intent of the stipulation is also to
protect the view of the rivers from the rim and not the general
view of the landscape beyond the rims. BLM experience
indicates that a 1-mile distance is sufficient to reduce visual
impacts within the foreground view, especially given the
topography of the Planning Area.
The exception to the NSO stipulation states: “The Authorized
Officer may grant an exception if a viewshed analysis indicates
no impairment of the visual resources of the rims from either
the rims or from the rivers.” This exception could not be
achieved if the structure were visible within the 1-mile setback
from the rim.
The commenter’s desire for Alternative C regarding protection
of scenic byways and backways is noted.
Alternative D provides for mineral leasing and development
while protecting resources. Alternative C emphasizes resource
protection over mineral leasing and development. The BLM
recognizes that Alternative C provides more protection for
scenic byways and backways than does Alternative D.
Outdoor
Alliance

Broaden the proposed “No Surface Occupancy” (NSO) stipulations
for developed recreation sites to a 2-mile setback in order to protect
the recreation experience and associated viewsheds. It is
extremely important that the unique camping experiences at Moabarea campgrounds, such as Superbowl CG near the Indian Creek
climbing area, be preserved.

The commenter’s preference for Alternative C is noted.

490

Outdoor
Alliance

Apply a 1-mile NSO setback from key hiking routes, mountain biking
trails, climbing areas, and canyoneering routes. It is well
established that potash, oil, and gas exploration and development
proximal to valuable human-powered recreation resources can
diminish their quality and benefits. Apply a NSO stipulation to all
special recreation management areas and related focus areas such
as the Indian Creek SRMA and the mountain biking areas around
Bar MN. These areas are of regional importance and are worthy of
increased protections. Increase protections for both the Green and
the Colorado Rivers for water quality and recreation activities in
order to protect public water sources and maintain high-quality
paddling experiences for tourists and locals.

The commenter’s preference for Alternative C is noted.

491
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Public Land
Solutions

we have the following requests to protect and further enhance
recreation experiences in the MLP planning area that will not
materially affecting existing or future mineral lease revenues:
• Broaden the proposed "No Surface Occupancy" (NSO) stipulations
for developed recreation sites, such as overlooks/viewpoints,
campgrounds, and trailheads, to a 2-mile setback (Please see
attached list).
• Apply a 1-mile NSO setback from key routes, trails, climbing,
canyoneering, and filming locations. (Please see specific routes
below.)
• Apply an NSO stipulation to all "special recreation management
areas" and related "focus areas." (Listed below.)
• Increase Protection along the Green River for recreation
opportunities, water quality, scenic values, and archeological
resources by focusing development outside Upper Ten Mile (east of
the wash), Labyrinth Canyon and tributaries to the Green River at
Red Wash, and Hatch Point. Protect both the Green and the
Colorado Rivers for water quality and recreation activities by
requiring development companies to apply best management
practices throughout the Moab MLP planning area and apply an
NSO stipulation to preclude mineral activities within public water
reserves, 100-year floodplains and within 660 feet of intermittent
and perennial streams, rivers, riparian areas, wetlands, water wells,
and springs.

The commenter’s preference for Alternative C is noted.

517

National Park
Service,
Southeast Utah
Group

Impacts to recreation, p. 4-60: In the paragraph beginning with the
word "Managing...," we suggest revising the last sentence to avoid
the false implication that mineral development has occurred in the
Island of the Sky District of Canyonlands National Park.

The sentence in Chapter 4 (Section 4.10, Recreation,
Impacts from Alternative A) has been changed to read,
"Recent trends have shown that mineral development
adjacent to the Dead Horse Point and Island in the Sky
districts did not precipitate..."

556

The Wilderness
Society

The Preferred Alternative prohibits surface disturbing activities
within 0.5 miles of developed recreation site boundaries. This
applies to 24,311 acres within the planning area based on BLM’s
analysis. Given the noise pollution, visual impairment, and
increased truck traffic and associated fugitive dust associated with
increased oil and gas development, we recommend a 1 mile NSO
stipulation from the boundary of developed recreation site
boundaries - as proposed under Alternative C - as more
appropriate. A 1 mile NSO will help to reduce the impact of
development on these developed recreation sites. There are six
special recreation management areas (SRMA) within the planning
area totaling 511,452 acres. Under the Preferred Alternative all
VRM Class II, Hatch Wash Hiking and Backpacking Focus Area and
anticline road in the Canyon Rims SRMA are managed as NSO

Alternative D was developed to provide for mineral
development while protecting high use recreation resources;
Alternative C emphasizes resource protection over mineral
leasing. The BLM recognizes that Alternative C provides more
protection for recreation resources than does Alternative D.
BLM’s experience with drilling operations indicates that most
potential mineral conflicts would be eliminated by applying a
NSO stipulation within 0.5-miles of developed recreation sites.
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while the remainder are managed as Baseline CSU; 11 focus areas
in Labyrinth Rims/Gemini Bridges SRMA are managed as NSO
while the remainder is managed as base line CSU; 2 focus areas in
South Moab SRMA are managed as NSO while the remainder is
managed as Baseline CSU; and the Colorado Riverway, Dolores
River Canyons and Indian Creek SRMAs are all managed as NSO.
This is an unnecessarily convoluted management strategy for areas
that have already been identified as areas “where the existing or
proposed recreation opportunities and desired recreation setting
characteristics are recognized for their unique value, importance,
and/or distinctiveness….”We propose supporting the designation
already bestowed upon these areas by managing all SRMAs as
NSO as proposed under Alternative C. See infra for more
information and comments on SRMAs.
The Wilderness
Society

G-276

Canyon Rims SRMA: in its current form BLM’s preferred alternative
would allow impacts from oil and gas development – truck traffic,
noise and visual impacts – to interfere with recreation and degrade
its relevant and important scenic values. Draft MLP at 4-64. To
eliminate these impacts and ensure a better recreation experience,
BLM should apply NSO stipulations to the entire SRMA.
Labyrinth Canyon/Gemini Bridges SRMA: To comply with FLPMA
and the SRMA’s management objectives, BLM must analyze the
MLP’s impacts to both the identified relevant and important values
and recreation. BLM has not done this. The Draft MLP does not
mention the potential impacts to the potential ACEC’s relevant and
important values. BLM’s preferred alternative would allow
interference with the recreation management objectives from the
noise, traffic and visual impacts of mineral development. Draft MLP
at 4-64. Furthermore, in some sections of the SRMA, BLM’s
preferred alternative would actually roll back protections from that
which it established in the Moab RMP, allowing baseline CSU
stipulations where NSO was previously required. BLM should adopt
Alternative C and apply NSO stipulations to the entire SRMA.
South Moab SRMA: To meet the SRMA management objectives,
BLM should adopt Alternative C and apply NSO stipulations to the
entire SRMA.

The BLM acknowledges that Alternative C virtually eliminates
impacts to recreation from mineral development on new leases
in the Canyon Rims and Labyrinth SRMAs. Alternative D was
developed to provide for mineral development while protecting
high use recreation areas; Alternative C emphasizes resource
protection over mineral leasing. The MLP/DEIS acknowledges
the impacts to recreation in these three SRMAs states: 1)
"Applying a NSO stipulation on 46,290 acres of the Canyon
Rim SRMA would eliminate impacts related to mineral leasing
and development. Applying the Baseline CSU stipulation on
the remaining 55,250 acres of this SRMA could reduce some of
the noise, traffic, and visual impacts of mineral impacts, but
would not eliminate all potential impacts." 2) "Applying a NSO
stipulation on 54,255 acres of Focus Areas within the
Labyrinth/Gemini Bridges SRMA would eliminate impacts
related to mineral leasing and development. Applying the
Baseline CSU stipulation on the remaining 221,533 acres of
this SRMA could reduce some of the noise, traffic, and visual
impacts of mineral impacts, but would not eliminate all potential
impacts." 3) "Applying a NSO stipulation on 6,990 acres of
Focus Areas within the South Moab SRMA would eliminate
impacts related to mineral leasing and development. Applying
the Baseline CSU stipulation on the remaining 16,153 acres of
this SRMA could reduce some of the noise, traffic, and visual
impacts of mineral impacts, but would not eliminate all potential
impacts."
There are three potential ACECs within the Labyrinth/Gemini
Bridges SRMA: 1) Labyrinth Canyon, 2) Upper Courthouse,
and 3) White Wash.
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The relevant and important values of the potential ACECs were
protected by other means in the 2008 RMPs and Alternative D
expands on these protections.
Individual

BLM can make it a clear win for outdoor recreation and our public
lands with a few important changes, including: · stronger limits on
surface impacts near hiking, climbing, and canyoneering locations,
as well as rivers, streams, and drinking water resources; and ·
increased protections for the following popular recreation areas:
Upper Ten Mile, Labyrinth Canyon, Red Wash, and Hatch Point.

The commenter’s preference for Alternative C is noted.

698

State of Utah

BLM has missed the mark on the qualities of landscape level
protections required to insure the outdoor recreation may prosper in
the Moab region.
Congress is the only entity which has the authority to make the
required landscape-level allocation choices in a clean and clear
fashion, and is currently gathering information to make a
substantive legislative proposal toward that end. The State of Utah
recommends the BLM suspend the current effort, and instead work
with the outdoor recreation industry, local government, other
stakeholders and the state to produce legislation which will resolve
these issues in the Moab region.

BLM has worked closely with Federal, State, and local
agencies as well as with NGOs, industry representatives, and
other interested parties through public scoping, alternative
development, and comments on the MLP/DEIS. The Canyon
Country District Office has been directed to prepare this
MLP/DEIS based on Washington Office (WO) Instruction
Memorandum No. 2010-117 (Leasing Reform) and BLM-Utah's
Leasing Reform Implementation Plan, under approval of the
BLM Director in February 2011. The BLM is directed by the
FLPMA to plan for and manage “public lands.” As defined by
the Act, public lands are those Federally owned lands, and any
interest in lands (e.g. Federally owned mineral estate), that are
administered by the BLM. Land use plans and planning
decisions are the basis for every action the BLM undertakes.
Public participation and input are important components of land
use planning. Land use plans include the RMPs completed for
the Moab and Monticello Field Offices in 2008. The Moab MLP
is being developed through the BLM land use planning
amendment process because the BLM has determined
development of the Moab MLP is likely to result in changes to
the plan level decisions in the existing Moab and Monticello
RMPs which must be made through the plan amendment
process.
Should the legislative proposal become law, the BLM will adjust
the land use plan accordingly.

725

Individual

Moab's long term economy is dependent on protecting the natural
environment for the thousands of world wide visitors that flock there.
Protecting its pristine beauty will do more for the economy than the
short term gains from the oil and gas companies. Please protect
our state treasure as a master plan is developed.

Chapter 4 (Section 4.12) of the MLP/DEIS presents potential
impacts to social and economic conditions (socioeconomics)
from implementing management actions presented in Chapter
2. Existing socioeconomic conditions and trends are
summarized in Chapter 3 and detailed in the Socioeconomic
Baseline Report.
The jobs projected and fiscal impacts under each alternative in
the MLP/DEIS are disclosed in Chapter 4 (Section 4.12, Social
and Economic).
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Individual

Please keep the trails open.

The designation of roads and trails is outside the scope of the
MLP.

761

Individual

The natural areas around Moab need to be valued for qualities other
than energy extraction. Recreational use of the areas is a
sustainable, income producing asset. This plan should do more to
prioritize this use of the lands. Potash mining should not be allowed
on these lands – it is too destructive for this area. Also, the
loopholes allowing exemptions from environmental regulations in
this plan should be eliminated.

Chapter 4 (Section 4.12) of the MLP/DEIS presents potential
impacts to social and economic conditions (socioeconomics)
from implementing management actions presented in Chapter
2. Existing socioeconomic conditions and trends are
summarized in Chapter 3 and detailed in the Socioeconomic
Baseline Report.
Potash leasing is precluded in Alternatives B2 and C.
In most cases, exceptions, modifications, waivers provide
operators with increased operational flexibility by providing a
means to reduce, eliminate, or modify restrictions while still
meeting the goals, outcomes, and objectives of the land use
plan amendment.
More restrictive leasing stipulations are intended to inform the
operator regarding the difficulty of meeting resource objectives
such as those intended to protect visual resources.

791

Holiday River
Expeditions

It is only a matter of time before we as a nation will move towards a
renewable energy economy; our state & Moab District in particular
are positioned to have vast solar & wind potential instead of
continued investment in solely extractive energy projects, we need
to leave room for this job growth potential. The longer our land use
plans and policies ignore this inevitable energy shift, the further
economically behind we will be in the coming years.

The MLP is a targeted RMP amendment specifically addressing
oil/gas and potash leasing and development (see MLP/DEIS
Section 1.2, Purpose and Need). The MLP/DEIS analyzes
development scenarios for a range of alternatives which apply
varying levels of mitigation for potentially impacted resources.
The management alternatives do not include actions for
renewable energy because that is outside the scope of the
planning document. For information regarding renewable
energy in the Moab and Monticello Field Offices, please see
their respective Resource Management Plans.

329

Individual

It will be a tragedy when Moab looks like a completely different
place. Not only is it important to preserve, but it is also place where
we can start on a local level, putting in our efforts to slow down
climate change. We can make an impact right here in our own
state. The facts of climate change recently, are overwhelming and
we need to start taking measures to make a change. We need to
consider and take action on renewable resources.

The MLP is a targeted RMP amendment specifically addressing
oil/gas and potash leasing and development (see MLP/DEIS
Section 1.2, Purpose and Need). The MLP/DEIS analyzes
development scenarios for a range of alternatives which apply
varying levels of mitigation for potentially impacted resources.
The management alternatives do not include actions for
renewable energy because that is outside the scope of the
planning document. For information regarding renewable
energy in the Moab and Monticello Field Offices, please see
their respective Resource Management Plans.

349, 472,
738, 739,
795

Renewable Energy

Social and Economic
Individual
G-278

The 'proposed' job creation is not worth the impact on the land.

Chapter 4 (Section 4.12) of the MLP/DEIS presents potential
impacts to social and economic conditions (socioeconomics)
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from implementing management actions presented in Chapter
2. Existing socioeconomic conditions and trends are
summarized in Chapter 3 and detailed in the Socioeconomic
Baseline Report.
The jobs projected and fiscal impacts under each alternative in
the MLP/DEIS are disclosed in Chapter 4 (Section 4.12, Social
and Economic).
Individual

Oil and gas development is a critical industry for Moab and Grand
County. This industry provides hundreds of jobs, both directly and
indirectly, with wages that are far above those of other industries in
the region. These higher incomes support local businesses, which
in turn create more jobs. The industry also generated millions of
dollars in revenue for our communities, to pay for such things as
fire, police and emergency medical services, infrastructure,
community health programs, and K-12 education. The loss of the
oil and gas industry, which adoption of the action alternatives in the
MLP would result in, would do irreparable economic harm to our
area.
BLM needs to end the delaying tactic and treat the resource
industry with the fairness it deserves, after all they generate wealth
and ultimately funds BLM. The plan clearly states that the
alternatives do not impact recreational use so why does BLM prefer
alternative D which essentially destroys the potential mineral and
oil/gas, a trillion dollar hit to a failing economy and bankrupt nation.
Will it be left to BLM to determine if new Conditions of
Approval/stipulations developed from the new MLP constraints, are
a "reasonable" economic hardship to operations on existing leases?
Increases litigation costs and time.

Chapter 4 (Section 4.12) of the MLP/DEIS presents potential
impacts to social and economic conditions (socioeconomics)
from implementing management actions presented in Chapter
2. Existing socioeconomic conditions and trends are
summarized in Chapter 3 and detailed in the Socioeconomic
Baseline Report.
The jobs projected and fiscal impacts under each alternative in
the MLP/DEIS are disclosed in Chapter 4 (Section 4.12, Social
and Economic).

66, 68, 228,
233, 246,
266, 269,
271, 278,
280, 291,
294, 431

Individual

Massive projected potential economic losses. The “constraints”
imposed on the mineral industry from Alternative D will result in a
projected potential loss of $2.15 billion dollars in economic output,
local and state revenue, and the loss of 285 jobs over the next 15
years. Implementation of the new mineral constraints would have
no projected economic impact to recreation economic output from
that identified in the current 2008 RMP (the No Action Alternative).
The MLP identifies the overall lack of economic diversity in the MLP
area, the low paying jobs that the recreation industry creates, the
high unemployment, and low per capita income that results. It
points out that mineral development jobs are the highest paying jobs
in the region. It also point out the rapidly growing tourism use, use
that has grown in spite of the mineral development in the region
over the past 30 years. The MLP preferred alternative D would only
worsen this situation of creating a one industry economy, and taking
away high paying jobs and revenues to local governments.

The commenter is equating the term “likely” in the recreation
impact section with the word “potential” in reference to the
economic benefits from minerals. In fact, neither is known with
certainty, and represents BLM’s best available information.
The recreation impacts are likely much more reliable than the
minerals impacts, since they are based on real historical data.
Even extrapolation from historical data to the future is risky,
however, as the past is no guarantor of the future. This will be
emphasized in the FEIS in the Socioeconomic Section of
Chapter 4 (4.12.3).
Text has been added to clarify this point in Section 4.12.3.
Most of the economic “benefit” from minerals summarized in
Chapter 4 of the DEIS is based largely on the economic
conditions that existed at the beginning of the MLP process.
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The economic analysis for potash in Chapter 4 (Section 4.12.3)
is based on the following assumptions:
– Potash market prices rebound sufficiently to make extraction
and processing economically viable. As of September 2014,
the price was $287 per ton. This price is probably not sufficient
to allow for economically viable potash development in the
Planning Area. For example, estimates of new production in
Saskatchewan, with shallower depth wells than would be
necessary in the Planning Area, require a market price of over
$400 per ton to be economically viable. Further, expansion of
existing facilities require a much lower cost, approximately
$200 per ton, to be economically viable, resulting in a potential
competitive disadvantage for new facilities in the Planning Area
(GenSource Potash Corp 2013, Mineweb 2013).
– Related to the above, sufficient investment capital would
need to be acquired. First year costs under Alternative A, for
example, could total over $2.99 billion (see below). This figure
represents over 3.5 times the size of total economic output in
Grand and San Juan Counties combined in 2012, based on
IMPLAN data for the two counties. The uncertainty over future
potash prices may make the raising of this much investment
capital problematic. Further, the aforementioned figures
exclude infrastructure costs such as pipelines, roads, power
lines and, importantly, rail access. These costs could increase
overall development costs significantly and further complicate
the raising of investment capital.
– Potash wells and associated fiscal impacts depend on
construction and operation of potash production facilities (PPF).
As noted above, construction and operation of such facilities
may not be economically viable under current market
conditions for potash. Without the associated PPF, the drilling
and completion of potash development wells is unlikely to
occur.
Events since the publication of the DEIS suggest that the
potential economic benefits from mineral development may be
much less than described in the DEIS. For example, the
majority of the potash production projection in the RFD and the
associated economic benefits, cited by the commenter, may
prove to be unattainable based on the analysis assumptions in
Chapter 4 (Section 4.12.3, Economic Impacts). Additionally,
the price of oil has dropped by almost two-thirds since the DEIS
analysis was done, leading to a much reduced flow of minerals
royalties to government, and decreasing the level of ongoing
minerals development. This potential decrease in minerals
royalties (as well as the potential impact from an increase in
G-280
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such) is discussed in Chapter 4 of the DEIS, section 4.12.4, pp
4-107). Finally, the commenter’s use of the term “loss” implies
a reduction from something that currently exists. The potential
economic benefits cited do not currently exist, and may never
exist, given the inherent uncertainties in the minerals sphere,
and especially for potash.
Individual

Final EIS

This MLP needs to provide a benefit/cost analysis. The
environmental analysis identifies virtually no quantifiable
environmental impacts that would be lessened or removed from
implementation of the mineral constraints. Potential environmental
positive impacts are qualitative guesses of “maybe” or “could.” The
only significant impact from implementation of these unnecessary
constraints is the tremendous potential losses in economic output
from loss of mineral development opportunities. When added
together these losses could total $2.15 billion dollars over the life of
the plan, with no identified gain in economic output or opportunities
in the other resources. The public needs to have a very clear
picture of what this MLP process is about, and what the results
could be. It would be a different story if there were significant
identified gains in environmental quality, or significant gains in
economic opportunities from the other resources in the area, but the
analysis clearly indicates this is not the case.

Events since the publication of the DEIS suggest that the
potential economic benefits from mineral development may be
much less than described in the DEIS. For example, the
majority of the potash production projection in the RFD and the
associated economic benefits, cited by the commenter, may
prove to be unattainable based on the analysis assumptions in
Chapter 4 (Section 4.12.3, Economic Impacts). Additionally,
the price of oil has dropped by almost two-thirds since the DEIS
analysis was done, leading to a much reduced flow of minerals
royalties to government, and decreasing the level of ongoing
minerals development. This potential decrease in minerals
royalties (as well as the potential impact from an increase in
such) is discussed in Chapter 4 of the DEIS, section 4.12.4, pp
4-107). Finally, the commenter’s use of the term “loss” implies
a reduction from something that currently exists. The potential
economic benefits cited do not currently exist, and may never
exist, given the inherent uncertainties in the minerals sphere,
and especially for potash.
Table 2-21 (Comparative Summary of Impacts) has been
changed to clarify the caveats and assumptions underlying
the economic analysis in Chapter 4 (Social and Economic).
The commenter is equating the term “likely” in the recreation
impact section with the word “potential” in reference to the
economic benefits from minerals. In fact, neither is known with
certainty, and represents BLM’s best available information.
The recreation impacts are likely much more reliable than the
minerals impacts, since they are based on real historical data.
Even extrapolation from historical data to the future is risky,
however, as the past is no guarantor of the future. This will be
emphasized in the FEIS in the Socioeconomic Section of
Chapter 4 (4.12.3).
Text has been added to clarify this point in Section 4.12.3.
Most of the economic “benefit” from minerals summarized in
Chapter 4 of the DEIS is based largely on the economic
conditions that existed at the beginning of the MLP process.
The economic analysis for potash in Chapter 4 (Section 4.12.3)
is based on the following assumptions:
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– Potash market prices rebound sufficiently to make extraction
and processing economically viable. As of September 2014,
the price was $287 per ton. This price is probably not sufficient
to allow for economically viable potash development in the
Planning Area. For example, estimates of new production in
Saskatchewan, with shallower depth wells than would be
necessary in the Planning Area, require a market price of over
$400 per ton to be economically viable. Further, expansion of
existing facilities require a much lower cost, approximately
$200 per ton, to be economically viable, resulting in a potential
competitive disadvantage for new facilities in the Planning Area
(GenSource Potash Corp 2013, Mineweb 2013).
– Related to the above, sufficient investment capital would
need to be acquired. First year costs under Alternative A, for
example, could total over $2.99 billion (see below). This figure
represents over 3.5 times the size of total economic output in
Grand and San Juan Counties combined in 2012, based on
IMPLAN data for the two counties. The uncertainty over future
potash prices may make the raising of this much investment
capital problematic. Further, the aforementioned figures
exclude infrastructure costs such as pipelines, roads, power
lines and, importantly, rail access. These costs could increase
overall development costs significantly and further complicate
the raising of investment capital.
– Potash wells and associated fiscal impacts depend on
construction and operation of potash production facilities (PPF).
As noted above, construction and operation of such facilities
may not be economically viable under current market
conditions for potash. Without the associated PPF, the drilling
and completion of potash development wells is unlikely to
occur.
Events since the publication of the DEIS suggest that the
potential economic benefits from mineral development may be
much less than described in the DEIS. For example, the
majority of the potash production projection in the RFD and the
associated economic benefits, cited by the commenter, may
prove to be unattainable based on the analysis assumptions in
Chapter 4 (Section 4.12.3, Economic Impacts). Additionally,
the price of oil has dropped by almost two-thirds since the DEIS
analysis was done, leading to a much reduced flow of minerals
royalties to government, and decreasing the level of ongoing
minerals development. This potential decrease in minerals
royalties (as well as the potential impact from an increase in
such) is discussed in Chapter 4 of the DEIS, section 4.12.4, pp
4-107). Finally, the commenter’s use of the term “loss” implies
G-282
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a reduction from something that currently exists. The potential
economic benefits cited do not currently exist, and may never
exist, given the inherent uncertainties in the minerals sphere,
and especially for potash.
Table 2-21 (Comparative Summary of Impacts) has been
changed to clarify the caveats and assumptions underlying
the economic analysis in Chapter 4 (Social and Economic).
San Juan
County
Commission

Table 2-21, p. 2-69 and 2-70: This section of the table shows the
projected social and economic impacts of the alternatives. The
projected difference in output and labor income from oil, gas and
potash development and production over the 15 year life of the
RMPs between Alternative A and Alternative D is a loss of $2.15
billion and 1647 fewer jobs. Output and labor income from
recreation activities, although significant at $1.2 billion and 1086
jobs in Alternative A is not projected to change in any alternative
over the same 15 year period. Implementing new RMPs with more
restrictions on mineral exploration and development with the
purpose of increasing recreation opportunities and experiences with
a resultant significant loss in mineral revenues and no
corresponding increase in recreation revenues isn't practical. In the
recent past, over 60% of San Juan County's tax revenues have
come from centrally assessed properties, primarily oil, gas and
mining properties. San Juan County cannot afford to take the
projected decrease in revenue expected to result from these revised
RMPs.

Events since the publication of the DEIS suggest that the
potential economic benefits from mineral development may be
much less than described in the DEIS. For example, the
majority of the potash production projection in the RFD and the
associated economic benefits, cited by the commenter, may
prove to be unattainable based on the analysis assumptions in
Chapter 4 (Section 4.12.3, Economic Impacts). Additionally,
the price of oil has dropped by almost two-thirds since the DEIS
analysis was done, leading to a much reduced flow of minerals
royalties to government, and decreasing the level of ongoing
minerals development. This potential decrease in minerals
royalties (as well as the potential impact from an increase in
such) is discussed in Chapter 4 of the DEIS, section 4.12.4, pp
4-107). Finally, the commenter’s use of the term “loss” implies
a reduction from something that currently exists. The potential
economic benefits cited do not currently exist, and may never
exist, given the inherent uncertainties in the minerals sphere,
and especially for potash.
Table 2-21 (Comparative Summary of Impacts) has been
changed to clarify the caveats and assumptions underlying
the economic analysis in Chapter 4 (Social and Economic).
The fiscal impacts of the alternatives in the MLP/DEIS to San
Juan County are detailed in Chapter 4 (Section 4.12.4, Fiscal
Impacts).

218

Individual

Second, the Preferred Alternative, D, has several unique problems,
but most stem from the apparent fact that its development relied far
too much on an incredibly biased report put out by Headwaters
Economic, a politically biased organization that has its own agenda.
This report was listed as one of the supporting documents, and
there did not appear to be a counterbalancing report listed. I find it
highly inappropriate for a federal agency to make major policy
decisions based off of a report generated by a clearly biased quasipolitical organization.

The socioeconomic analysis in the MLP does not rely on the
Headwaters report. The Headwaters report and Chapter 4 both
rely on the same underlying study done by the BLM. This study
was a one year comprehensive survey (National Visitation Use
Monitoring) consisting of about 2,000 interviews and including
data on visitor spending. The visitor spending profiles were
then input into IMPLAN models which were used by both
Headwaters and BLM professional staff.

222

Individual

The MLP fails to recognize that oil and gas production and potash
development are legitimate uses of public lands. These industries
employ many procedures and practices that ensure that they do

FLPMA (Section 103(c)) defines "multiple use" as the
management of the public lands and their various resource
values so that they are utilized in a combination that will best
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their work responsibly and with minimal impact, and in doing so
produce highly valuable resources, which in the case of public lands
are national resources. Energy is critical not only to the economy,
but to the security of our nation. It is wrong on many levels for the
ELM to blithely shut off access to these resources.

meet the present and future needs of the American people.
Accordingly, the BLM is responsible for the complicated task of
striking a balance among the many competing uses of the
public lands. The multiple-use mandate does not require that
all uses be allowed on all areas of the public lands. The
purpose of the mandate is to require the BLM to evaluate and
choose an appropriate balance of resource uses which involves
tradeoffs between competing uses.
The MLP is a targeted RMP amendment specifically addressing
oil/gas and potash leasing and development (see MLP/DEIS
Section 1.2, Purpose and Need). The MLP/DEIS analyzes
development scenarios for a range of alternatives which apply
varying levels of mitigation for potentially impacted resources,
but would not eliminate or invalidate any existing lease rights.

Individual

There is little if any consideration of the economic impact of the
industries, or the value of the products they produce, or of the
extensive and effective environmental protections that are built into
the development plans.

Chapter 4 (Section 4.12) of the MLP/DEIS presents potential
impacts to social and economic conditions (socioeconomics)
from implementing management actions presented in Chapter
2. Existing socioeconomic conditions and trends are
summarized in Chapter 3 and detailed in the Socioeconomic
Baseline Report.
The alternatives in the MLP/DEIS incorporate many established
environmental practices into the mineral leasing decisions and
best management practices. These include emission control
measures, procedures for protecting groundwater, mitigating
impacts to visual resources, interim reclamation, multiple wells
per pad, and colocation of facilities.

237

Individual

It is also wrong for an agency of the United States Government to
produce a document intended to guide management of a large area
of public land well into the future, which is so obviously biased
against one particular user. This MLP will have serious impacts on
the local economy and quality of life for local residents, and to take
such a slanted, biased approach was inappropriate to say the least.

FLPMA (Section 103(c)) defines "multiple use" as the
management of the public lands and their various resource
values so that they are utilized in a combination that will best
meet the present and future needs of the American people.
Accordingly, the BLM is responsible for the complicated task of
striking a balance among the many competing uses of the
public lands. The multiple use mandate does not require that
all uses be allowed on all areas of the public lands. The
purpose of the mandate is to require the BLM to evaluate and
choose an appropriate balance of resource uses which involves
tradeoffs between competing uses.
The MLP is a targeted RMP amendment specifically addressing
oil/gas and potash leasing and development (see MLP/DEIS
Section 1.2, Purpose and Need). The MLP/DEIS analyzes
development scenarios for a range of alternatives which apply
varying levels of mitigation for potentially impacted resources.
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Chapter 4 (Section 4.12) of the MLP/DEIS presents potential
impacts to social and economic conditions (socioeconomics)
from implementing management actions presented in Chapter
2. Existing socioeconomic conditions and trends are
summarized in Chapter 3 and detailed in the Socioeconomic
Baseline Report.
Individual

Finally, the MLP appears to give unwarranted priority to the filming
industry, over and · above energy development. This makes little
sense economically, as the energy industry employs far more local
people and supports the local economy in a way that the filming
industry simply cannot do.

The majority of film locations are within VRM Class II areas,
which are managed with a NSO stipulation in Alternative D.
Only two of the listed film locations are not within VRM Class II
areas (Jewel Tibbetts Arch and White Wash Sand Dunes).
This means that a viewshed analysis would be required only in
these two locations. The imposition of a viewshed analysis is
not an onerous requirement, but Chapter 4 (Section 4.8.1,
Minerals: Oil and Gas) acknowledges that CSU stipulations
can result in “additional costs and delays to mineral operators.”
The exact cost of this constraint could only be quantified on a
site-specific basis.
While minerals operations have provided roads for access and
abandoned drill pads for staging operations, very few filming
operations seek mineral production facilities in the viewsheds
that they are filming. Although filming’s direct economic input
may be limited, it has the effect of increasing tourism through
exposure for the area in national and international markets.

258

Individual

Both industries contribute enormously to the local economy. Energy
and mining jobs are substantially higher paying than those created
by the recreation industry, and make greater overall contributions to
the economy in terms of supporting local businesses. They also
generate a tremendous amount of revenue for local governments,
necessary to fund essential services, schools, and roads.
Implementing this MLP with any one of the alternatives would result
in a stark decrease in local tax receipts, and a concurrent increase
in demand for public services due to mass layoffs. It is no wonder
that local counties are asking for an extension to the amendment
period.

Chapter 4 (Section 4.12) of the MLP/DEIS presents potential
impacts to social and economic conditions (socioeconomics)
from implementing management actions presented in Chapter
2. Existing socioeconomic conditions and trends are
summarized in Chapter 3 and detailed in the Socioeconomic
Baseline Report.
The jobs projected and fiscal impacts under each alternative in
the MLP/DEIS are disclosed in Chapter 4 (Section 4.12, Social
and Economic).
The BLM is not aware of any requests for an extension of the
comment period for the MLP/DEIS by local counties.

285

Individual

The BLM needs to take a more balanced approach to evaluating
land use, to include incorporation and honest evaluation of
economic impacts. Oil and gas, and potash development, are key
economic contributors to the region, providing hundreds of jobs and
generating income and revenue in the millions. Recreation and
filming are not the only industries in the area, and are not even the
core ones.

Most of the economic “benefit” from minerals summarized in
Chapter 4 of the DEIS is based largely on the economic
conditions that existed at the beginning of the MLP process.
The economic analysis for potash in Chapter 4 (Section 4.12.3)
is based on the following assumptions
– Potash market prices rebound sufficiently to make extraction
and processing economically viable. As of September 2014,
the price was $287 per ton. This price is probably not sufficient
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to allow for economically viable potash development in the
Planning Area. For example, estimates of new production in
Saskatchewan, with shallower depth wells than would be
necessary in the Planning Area, require a market price of over
$400 per ton to be economically viable. Further, expansion of
existing facilities require a much lower cost, approximately
$200 per ton, to be economically viable, resulting in a potential
competitive disadvantage for new facilities in the Planning Area
(GenSource Potash Corp 2013, Mineweb 2013).
– Related to the above, sufficient investment capital would
need to be acquired. First year costs under Alternative A, for
example, could total over $2.99 billion (see below). This figure
represents over 3.5 times the size of total economic output in
Grand and San Juan Counties combined in 2012, based on
IMPLAN data for the two counties. The uncertainty over future
potash prices may make the raising of this much investment
capital problematic. Further, the aforementioned figures
exclude infrastructure costs such as pipelines, roads, power
lines and, importantly, rail access. These costs could increase
overall development costs significantly and further complicate
the raising of investment capital.
– Potash wells and associated fiscal impacts depend on
construction and operation of potash production facilities (PPF).
As noted above, construction and operation of such facilities
may not be economically viable under current market
conditions for potash. Without the associated PPF, the drilling
and completion of potash development wells is unlikely to
occur.
Events since the publication of the DEIS suggest that the
potential economic benefits from mineral development may be
much less than described in the DEIS. For example, the
majority of the potash production projection in the RFD and the
associated economic benefits, cited by the commenter, may
prove to be unattainable based on the analysis assumptions in
Chapter 4 (Section 4.12.3, Economic Impacts). Additionally,
the price of oil has dropped by almost two-thirds since the DEIS
analysis was done, leading to a much reduced flow of minerals
royalties to government, and decreasing the level of ongoing
minerals development. This potential decrease in minerals
royalties (as well as the potential impact from an increase in
such) is discussed in Chapter 4 of the DEIS, section 4.12.4, pp
4-107). Finally, the commenter’s use of the term “loss” implies
a reduction from something that currently exists. The potential
economic benefits cited do not currently exist, and may never
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exist, given the inherent uncertainties in the minerals sphere,
and especially for potash.
The recreation impacts are likely much more reliable than the
minerals impacts, since they are based on real historical data.
Even extrapolation from historical data to the future is risky,
however, as the past is no guarantor of the future. This will be
emphasized in the FEIS in the Socioeconomic Section of
Chapter 4 (4.12.3).
Text has been added to clarify this point in Section 4.12.3.
Table 2-21 (Comparative Summary of Impacts) has been
changed to clarify the caveats and assumptions underlying
the economic analysis in Chapter 4 (Social and Economic).
Individual

It is my belief that ultimately what our tourism here is based on is
our wilderness and natural scenery. Virtually all of the activities
here (National and state parks, hiking, river running, mountain
biking, jeeping, 4-wheeling, etc.) are here because of our scenery.
And while people are here to enjoy it, they want a place to stay, a
restaurant for dinner, and the "been there, done that" souvenir.
That's the basics of our tourist economy.
Our scenery is our best resource, and it is not "renewable.” Based
on the information given at the open house, it accounts for more of
everything. If we take care of it- as in keep it wild, remote, quiet,
dark, try to keep all the tourists on the trails, etc. - our tourist
economy could be perpetuated indefinitely and be a sustainable
economy.
If we trade out our scenery to resource extraction, we won't be able
to get it back. The mineral extraction jobs would be based on the
boom and bust cycle of whatever that mineral may be worth, and
much of the scenery would be neglected to the point that it may not
be that viable of a backup economy.
As already implied, a clear description of park, wilderness, and
recreational losses is needed….Why are the actual economics of oil
and gas extraction upon local communities not analyzed? There is
literature on the transient effects of influxes of non-local workers,
instability in local communities, increases in crime, etc. This is an
effect on the human environment.

Chapter 4 (Section 4.12) of the MLP/DEIS presents potential
impacts to social and economic conditions (socioeconomics)
from implementing management actions presented in Chapter
2. Existing socioeconomic conditions and trends are
summarized in Chapter 3 and detailed in the Socioeconomic
Baseline Report.
The jobs projected and fiscal impacts under each alternative in
the MLP/DEIS are disclosed in Chapter 4 (Section 4.12, Social
and Economic).

Individual

The Plan is very weak on economic and technical analysis,
technical and economic experts, say from Agapito, should have
been utilized for consultation re: real world potash economics. This
lack of expertise yields an analysis that is erroneous yet there it is,
for example the Plan discusses 'crystallization' in its economic
analysis! No one in their right mind who knows anything about it
would dream of crystallization as a processing technique in SE

The Moab BLM relied on its own socioeconomic expertise as
well as socioeconomic professionals at Booz Allen Hamilton
(Chapter 5, List of Preparers). The commenter provides no
concrete examples of how another consultant would have
reached different conclusions.
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Utah. Questions: Why was this flawed analysis utilized? Why were
experts such as Agapito not consulted? Who on the team has direct
potash or oil/gas experience other than as a regulator?

Based on the potash RFD along with BLM experts, the higher
elevations in the southern portion of the Planning Area could be
more conducive to the utilization of crystallization processing.
Chapter 4 provides sufficient means to calculate the economic
output from lower spending levels which might result from solar
evaporation.
K2O Utah indicated in an investor article and in a presentation
to San Juan County that they were planning on producing
potash at a rate of 2 million tons per year utilizing crystallization
processing. The potash operation would be located in the
Hatch Point area where higher elevations would not be as
conducive to solar evaporation methods. This projection is an
analysis assumption utilized in Chapter 4. The assumption
does not limit the magnitude of potash production or the
method of processing.
Similarly, as described in the RFD for potash, Reunion Potash
Corporation submitted a preliminary Potash Solution Mining
Project to the BLM in 2008 involving their 4 preference right
leases. The project would consist of a well field with 3 well
pads, a plant site for crystallization processing, and an
interconnecting access road and pipeline. The well field would
result in approximately 50 acres of surface disturbance, the
plant site would disturb an additional 50 acres, and the access
road and pipeline would contribute some additional surface
disturbance. The project would entail about 100,000 tons per
year of potash production and if successful the operation could
expand to 500,000 tons per year.
As stated in the potash RFD, the baseline projections represent
approximate activity levels over the next 15 years and are not
intended to be thresholds for limiting future activity.

Individual

CHAPTER 5 CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION The Plan
coordinated with all of the other intertwined regulations, such as
NEPA, FLPMA, NHPA,AIRFA, NAGPRA, ARPA, various executive
orders. The plan had input from NPS, USFWS, EPA, NPS, DOJ,
State of Utah et. al. it is a comprehensive list I am sure but I see no
inputs from academia or industry. Why were there no nongovernmental consultations in the economic analysis?

A non-government economist was utilized for input into the
socioeconomic sections of the MLP/DEIS (Chapter 5, List of
Preparers).
The economic analysis incorporated perspectives and
information gained from BLM’s public outreach and
participation efforts. For socioeconomic analysis, this included
input from public scoping and socioeconomic workshops, as
described in Chapter 5. The Socioeconomic Baseline Report
lists many non-governmental information sources that informed
BLM’s preparation of that document and by extension the
economic impact analysis.

398

Individual

Questions: The BLM economic analysis is devoid of national trade
deficits impact, why? The BLM prohibition of resource extraction

Potash production does have an export market and thereby
does have a positive effect on the national trade deficit. This
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damages the nation - how does BLM plan to make up the
difference? BLM preferred alternative D will only make our trade
deficit worse and the people of Grand County will be forever stuck in
service sector minimum wage jobs.

effect would be foregone to a greater degree under some
alternatives than others, assuming market conditions and
corporate investment decisions do in fact bring about new
potash development and production. The DEIS has been
modified to acknowledge this potential effect. All resource uses
will support both minimum wage and higher wage jobs. BLM
makes a decision among the management alternatives based
on many considerations, not just economic impacts. Each
alternative has negative impacts and foregone opportunities.
BLM cannot, and does not have the authority, to mitigate or
compensate all impacts.
Text has been added to Chapter 4 (Section 4.12.3, Social
and Economic, Summary of Economics by Alternative) as
follows: "It should also be noted that potash production
has an export market and thereby has a positive effect on
the national trade deficit. To the extent that market
conditions and corporate investment decisions do in fact
bring about new potash development and production, the
benefits to the trade deficit would vary based on the
amount of production that occurs from the level of
development enabled by each alternative. Alternatives B2
and C would forego benefits to the national trade deficit
because potash development on Federal mineral estate in
the Planning Area would not occur."

High paying resource sector jobs do not suffer the annual winter
layoffs the service sector sees each winter - this was also missing
from the BLM economic analysis. www.jobs.utah.gov.wi

The employment numbers in the economic impact analyses for
all resource uses include a range of high- and low-paying jobs,
and represent average jobs per year. Indirect and induced
effect jobs for all resource uses include service sector jobs.
The Socioeconomic Baseline Report shows that natural
resource / mining jobs do have higher average annual wages
than service-related and government jobs; agricultural jobs do
not. (Table 4-5 and Table 4-6, Socioeconomic Baseline
Report). The DEIS has been modified to mention the wage and
seasonality aspects of employment generated by oil and potash
development and production.
Text has been added to Chapter 4 (Section 4.12.2, Social
and Economic, Methods of Analysis) as follows: "For
instance, jobs related to oil or potash development and
production (particularly direct effect jobs) are likely be
higher-paying than the predominantly service-related jobs
associated with recreation or the agricultural jobs
associated with grazing. (See the mining, service-related,
and agricultural sector average annual wages in Table 4-5
and Table 4-6 of the Socioeconomic Baseline Report.)
Similarly, jobs related to oil or potash development and
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production are more likely to be full-time jobs and also
less affected by seasonal layoffs than jobs associated with
recreation or grazing."
Individual

Here is a look from the BLM MLP at wages: "3.11.1 Summary and
Update of Socioeconomic Conditions · The average annual wage
in Grand County in 2012 was $ 28,772. In San Juan County, the
average annual wage in 2012 was $ 32,651. These figures
compare to an average annual wage in Utah of $ 41,301. · The
highest average wages in Grand County in 2012 were in the Natural
Resources and Mining sector at $67,740, followed by Federal
Government ($52,580), and State Government ($45,530). *"* from
the MLP section Chapter 4 page 101: "As discussed in the
recreation section of this chapter, the BLM does not expect a
change in recreation visitation across alternatives." If there are no
negative impacts to recreation across alternatives then why would
BLM restrict potash and oil production costing over $270 million in
lost royalties to the BLM and $1.87 BILLION in economic gains to
the community over the 15 year life of the plan?

Events since the publication of the DEIS suggest that the
potential economic benefits from mineral development may be
much less than described in the DEIS. For example, the
majority of the potash production projection in the RFD and the
associated economic benefits, cited by the commenter, may
prove to be unattainable based on the analysis assumptions in
Chapter 4 (Section 4.12.3, Economic Impacts). Additionally,
the price of oil has dropped by almost two-thirds since the DEIS
analysis was done, leading to a much reduced flow of minerals
royalties to government, and decreasing the level of ongoing
minerals development. This potential decrease in minerals
royalties (as well as the potential impact from an increase in
such) is discussed in Chapter 4 of the DEIS, section 4.12.4, pp
4-107). Finally, the commenter’s use of the term "loss" implies
a reduction from something that currently exists. The potential
economic benefits cited do not currently exist, and may never
exist, given the inherent uncertainties in the minerals sphere,
and especially for potash.
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Western Energy
Alliance/Americ
an Petroleum
Institute

The MLP must be revised to include a comprehensive analysis of
the cumulative socio-economic impacts of the proposed leasing and
development restrictions. The MLP examines the various leasing
restrictions separately and finds that they will suppress economic
output by an estimated $2.15 billion dollars over the next 15 years,
but this may significantly underestimate the severity of the
restrictions. For example, the MLP proposes an array of
overlapping timing limitations for rutting, lambing, nesting, and
fledging periods; setback requirements from riparian and other
areas; noise and visual resource restrictions; and numerous other
constraints. It is impossible to determine what areas would be
available for surface development, and under what conditions after
application of all of these management constraints. In addition,
BLM proposes to close access to significant domestic energy
resources in the MLP area. These closures and restrictive lease
stipulations would have a significant negative impact on capital
investment in energy development, job creation, and economic
activity in the planning area. To inform the public, and foster
informed agency decision-making, BLM should provide maps that
overlay by alternative the timing and spatial limitations in
combination with withdrawals and other proposed restrictions on oil
and natural gas leasing and development, and then fully assess the
cumulative economic impact thereof. These limitations include, but
are not limited to, wildlife stipulations, ACEC designations, special

BLM recognizes that increased restrictions of minerals activities
could negatively impact minerals development, especially
under the more restrictive alternatives. Chapter 4 (Section
4.12.3, Economic Impacts) clearly indicates the impacts on
employment, labor income and output that might occur under
the various alternatives. The development estimates (number
of wells, potash production capacity, etc.) under the various
alternatives are the result of the cumulative restrictions noted
by the commenter, and are reflected in the Chapter 4 economic
impact analysis.
The wildlife stipulations in the MLP are very similar to those in
the 2008 Moab and Monticello RMPs; these stipulations are
consistent throughout the BLM in Utah and are also similar to
those found in most western states. Stipulations vary only
slightly among all four alternatives in the MLP/DEIS. Changes
between the MLP and the RMP are minor realignments of big
game habitats for consistency with Utah Division of Wildlife
Resources habitat delineations. Habitat for Desert bighorn
sheep is increased by 5,759 acres (reflecting extensive GPS
collar research by UDWR) in the action alternatives.
The only identified NSO areas for terrestrial wildlife are found in
Alternative A and C. These are limited to prime desert bighorn
habitats, with Alternative A (101,900 acres) remaining as
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Travel Plan access restrictions. BLM should analyze and disclose
the total effect of all of the stipulations and restrictions imposed
upon energy development and quantify the amount of oil and
natural gas resources that would not be developed in terms of lost
royalties, taxes, economic output, and jobs.
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identified in the 2008 RMP and Alternative C (107,000 acres)
realigned to match UDWR’s current desert bighorn habitat
delineation. In Alternatives B and D, desert bighorn
lambing/rutting areas have CSU stipulations which preclude
drilling operations and permanent facilities (on 107,000 acres)
but provide for other temporary actions outside of the sensitive
lambing and rutting periods, thus facilitating additional flexibility
from the stipulations in the 2008 RMP. Prime desert bighorn
habitats are in areas where extensive development would be
typically problematic due to topography of these areas.
Other big game species (deer and elk) have seasonal
restrictions. These general areas and types of seasonal
restrictions have been in place for many years. Most operators
are aware of the need to incorporate these dates into their
operational plans and, if appropriate, these dates can
sometimes be adjusted. Within the Moab FO, the only overlap
of winter range areas with spring fawning or lambing areas is
515 acres west of Highway 191 and just south of La Sal
Junction. The remainder of the Moab MLP area would have
either only one or no big game seasonal protective measures.
The NSO stipulation for the Endangered Colorado River Fish
(within the 100-year floodplain of the Colorado, Green, and
Dolores Rivers) was developed with USFWS in the 2008 RMP.
This stipulation does not change in the current effort.
ESA species, including Bald and Golden Eagles, Raptors and
Migratory Birds are all afforded some level of Federal
protection. These protective measures are required by the
USFWS under various laws. The seasonal and spatial
restrictions found in the MLP/DEIS for these species have been
developed by the USFWS and are consistent throughout the
state of Utah. Adherence to these conditions is required to
comply with the Endangered Species Act and various laws
protecting eagles, raptors, and migratory birds. Currently,
much of the known habitats and occupancy for several of ESA
species is known, therefore reducing some of the need for
surveys to evaluate habitats. ESA species are very rare and
the Moab FO has had minimal need to adjust or project timing
or locations to accommodate the presence of an individual ESA
species.
Additionally, surveys for ESA species, Bald and Golden Eagles
and Raptors may be required no matter when the activity is
planned. All permanent facilities or projects that create longterm habitat alteration would require nesting surveys for ESA
species, Bald and Golden Eagles and Raptors during the
breeding season prior to project finalization. These surveys are
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incorporated into the site-specific project NEPA analysis and if
needed, USFWS consultation. These requirements and needs
are not new to the MLP and have been in place prior even to
the 2008 RMP. The results of these surveys may influence
project development. If there is no suitable nesting structure
within the USFWS recommended spatial buffers of a project
area, surveys may not be needed.
Sensitive raptors species are afforded the same timing and
spatial requirement as all other raptors, as recommended by
the USFWS. For kit fox and prairie dogs, the stipulations are
the same as the 2008 RMP. Their habitats typically do not
overlap with big game winter range but may coincide with
pronghorn fawning and bighorn lambing areas.
The kit fox, a sensitive species, does have seasonal restrictions
specific to occupied natal dens, which may be waived if surveys
indicate kit fox with their pups are not present. Current
modeling efforts are in place that can help to refine where the
kit fox may occur and often project on-sites can determine the
need for surveys. Kit fox are fairly uncommon throughout the
Moab FO and finding a natal den is very rare; therefore there
has been minimal need to adjust project timing to
accommodate the presence of a kit fox with their pups.
For prairie dogs there is exception language that, if due to the
size of the prairie dog town, there is no reasonable location to
develop a lease and avoid colonies, the Authorized Officer
would allow for loss of prairie dog colonies and/or habitat to
satisfy terms and conditions of the lease.
In regards to the timing overlap question (assuming raptor
surveys needs have been met), there would be no seasonal
wildlife TL stipulations in areas outside of deer and elk winter
ranges (29,700 acres) and bighorn lambing/rutting areas
(107,000 acres). If a project were in kit fox habitat and/or
fawning areas for pronghorn, no activity could be allowed from
March 1- July 31 within 85,639 acres. If surveys were
performed and indicated no natal kit fox dens were within 200
meters of the project, then the project would be limited only to
activities outside of 4/1 to 7/31 to protect pronghorn fawning
and migratory bird nesting. In this site-specific situation, ‘worst
case’ would still allow a construction window of 7 months, from
8/1 through 2/28. If raptors had been identified, project location
or other mitigation measures would be applied, typically not
timing restrictions unless the project or portions of the project
created temporary disturbances within the spatial buffer of the
raptor nest.
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In deer and elk winter range (29,700 acres), there is minimal kit
fox habitat and/or fawning areas for pronghorn, so other wildlife
timing limitations would not be expected. In deer and elk winter
range ‘worst case’ would still allow a window of 7 months, 4/16
through 11/15. If raptors had been identified, project location or
other mitigation measures would be applied, rather than timing
restrictions unless the projects were temporary. If the project
were temporary and raptors did occur in the area or raptor
surreys were determined to be not necessary, the work window
might then be limited to 9/1 to 11/15. If a temporary action had
been started prior to the onset of the winter season, UDWR will
usually allow for some short-term encroachment into the winter
season.
Activities in desert bighorn lambing/rutting habitat (107,000
acres) are limited to temporary actions through a CSU
stipulation. In the "worst case,” if raptors occurred in the area
or surveys were not performed and the temporary action is
determined to impact desert bighorn, work would be allowed
from 12/15 to 3/1.
Timing limitations for ESA species area are not required unless
there is a known individual in the area or surveys are not
current and therefore occupancy status is not known. The
entire Moab MLP area has been evaluated for both Mexican
Spotted Owl (MSO) and Southwestern Willow Flycatcher
(SWFL). Within the MLP area, there are approximately
116,300 acres of suitable MSO habitats of which over 70,000
acres are typical surveyed by the BLM and would not need
additional project specific surveys. Only 2,800 acres of suitable
(but unoccupied) MSO habitats are found in deer winter range;
therefore, additional timing limitation requirements would not be
expected. These 2,800 acres are routinely surveyed by the
BLM.
SWFL and Yellow Billed Cuckoo (YBCU) timing stipulations
coincide with other timing limitations outside of deer and elk
winter range areas. There are only 92 acres of SWFL/YBCU
habitats that overlap with winter ranges and these areas are not
known to be occupied; therefore, additional SWFL & YBCU
timing limitations would not be expected. It should be pointed
out that both SWFL and YBCU occupy riparian habitat, which is
managed with a NSO stipulation to protect riparian resources.
Though these seasonal restrictions can seem cumbersome,
upfront work between the BLM and applicants early in the
development stage of these projects can simplify survey needs
and ensure there is an ample window of time to complete
projects or develop project plans, ensuring Federal Acts are not
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violated, and impacts to protected and state sensitive species
and big game are minimized. Accurate surveys completed at
the correct time will help to avoid delays, facilitate project
planning, and allow accurate environmental analysis that is less
likely to be litigated, thus allowing the project to move forward
in a timely fashion.
The Moab BLM does recognize that many of the timing
limitation stipulations can overlap, possibly creating additional
constraints. However, not all habitats that have these seasonal
stipulations are located in the same place. As mentioned
above, winter ranges for deer and elk overlap very little with
pronghorn, deer, and elk spring fawning areas. ESA species
such as the SWFL and YBCU are very specific to small, highly
vegetated riparian areas that typically are located within areas
with watershed stipulations that will coincide with ESA
requirements. The MSO does have the largest potential habitat
for an ESA species in the Planning Area and may need sitespecific surveys but habitat evaluation throughout the Planning
Area has been completed and many areas are maintained
under protocol survey, therefore reducing the scope of survey
needs by outside parties.
The MLP/DEIS acknowledges the impacts of wildlife and
sensitive species restrictions on mineral development in
Chapter 4. It should be noted that the wildlife and special
status species restrictions vary only slightly among alternatives;
no further analysis of overlapping restrictions is required when
these restrictions are substantially the same for all the
alternatives.
Text has been added to Sections 4.8.1 and 4.8.2
concerning the impacts of overlapping timing limitations.
The commenter is equating the term "likely" in the recreation
impact section with the word "potential" in reference to the
economic benefits from minerals. In fact, neither is known with
certainty, and represents BLM’s best available information.
The recreation impacts are likely much more reliable than the
minerals impacts, since they are based on real historical data.
Even extrapolation from historical data to the future is risky,
however, as the past is no guarantor of the future. This will be
emphasized in the FEIS in the Socioeconomic Section of
Chapter 4 (4.12.3).
Text has been added to clarify this point in Section 4.12.3.
Events since the publication of the DEIS suggest that the
potential economic benefits from mineral development may be
much less than described in the DEIS. For example, the
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majority of the potash production projection in the RFD and the
associated economic benefits, cited by the commenter, may
prove to be unattainable based on the analysis assumptions in
Chapter 4 (Section 4.12.3, Economic Impacts). Additionally,
the price of oil has dropped by almost two-thirds since the DEIS
analysis was done, leading to a much reduced flow of minerals
royalties to government, and decreasing the level of ongoing
minerals development. This potential decrease in minerals
royalties (as well as the potential impact from an increase in
such) is discussed in Chapter 4 of the DEIS, section 4.12.4, pp
4-107). Finally, the commenter’s use of the term "loss" implies
a reduction from something that currently exists. The potential
economic benefits cited do not currently exist, and may never
exist, given the inherent uncertainties in the minerals sphere,
and especially for potash.
The commenter believes that SITLA parcels adjoining or
surrounded by BLM lands with significant leasing restrictions
(such as closed or NSO) will render the SITLA parcels
“valueless.” No evidence from past lease sales is offered to
support this argument. One could argue, in fact, that SITLA
parcels surrounded by NSO would be more valuable, as those
SITLA parcels now provide the only platform from which to
access surrounding BLM minerals. Rather than trying to
pursue an argument based on pure logic, as reasonable people
can reach different conclusions by such application, BLM
examined SITLA minerals leases from the recent past in the
Planning Area. The approach undertook the following:
1. Based on information posted on SITLA’s leasing website
(http: //trustlands.utah.gov/business-groups/oil-gas/competitivemineral-lease-offerings/), BLM identified all competitive lease
sales involving SITLA parcels adjoining Wilderness Study
Areas (WSAs). These are clearly identified with bold face, all
capitalized warnings on the lease offerings notice. Since WSAs
are closed to new minerals leasing, SITLA parcels adjoin such
lands are the most likely to be “valueless,” in the language of
the commenter. This process identified twelve lease parcel
offerings adjoining WSAs in Grand and San Juan Counties
from January 2010, through January 2015.
2. BLM next examined the bonus lease bids received on these
twelve parcels, based on information from the same website.
Ten parcels were sold, garnering lease bids ranging from a low
of $1322 to a high of $64640. Two parcels received no bids.
Many factors, of course, affect what an operator is willing to bid
for a lease parcel, but the evidence from SITLA’s own recent
lease history does not support the argument that restrictions on
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BLM lands adjoining SITLA parcels renders those SITLA
parcels "valueless".
Utah Mining
Association

Economic impacts are significant and should not be ignored.
According to the BLM’s own analysis, the highest average wages in
Grand County and San Juan County in 2012 were in the Natural
Resources and Mining sector. The proposed MLP would have
significant negative economic impacts on jobs and the economy of
the area, and should be withdrawn in its entirety. Alternatively, the
BLM should choose Alternative A, the No Action Alternative, and
allow the 2008 RMP’s, developed with tremendous public input over
a seven year period, to work as intended.

Chapter 4 (Section 4.12) of the MLP/DEIS presents potential
impacts to social and economic conditions (socioeconomics)
from implementing management actions presented in Chapter
2. Existing socioeconomic conditions and trends are
summarized in Chapter 3 and detailed in the Socioeconomic
Baseline Report.
The jobs projected and fiscal impacts under each alternative in
the MLP/DEIS are disclosed in Chapter 4 (Section 4.12, Social
and Economic).

522

Individual

The socioeconomic impacts of the alternatives will be addressed
Analysis later in the document projects a $2.15 billion dollar loss of
economic output from mineral development between the No Action
alternative and Alternative D, the preferred alternative. Document
should be clearly written to limit negative economic impacts by
favoring positive growths over other guideline considerations

The commenter is equating the term “likely” in the recreation
impact section with the word “potential” in reference to the
economic benefits from minerals. In fact, neither is known with
certainty, and represents BLM’s best available information.
The recreation impacts are likely much more reliable than the
minerals impacts, since they are based on real historical data.
Even extrapolation from historical data to the future is risky,
however, as the past is no guarantor of the future. This will be
emphasized in the FEIS in the Socioeconomic Section of
Chapter 4 (4.12.3).
Text has been added to clarify this point in Section 4.12.3.
Most of the economic “benefit” from minerals summarized in
Chapter 4 of the DEIS is based largely on the economic
conditions that existed at the beginning of the MLP process.
The economic analysis for potash in Chapter 4 (Section
4.12.3) is based on the following assumptions
– Potash market prices rebound sufficiently to make extraction
and processing economically viable. As of September 2014,
the price was $287 per ton. This price is probably not sufficient
to allow for economically viable potash development in the
Planning Area. For example, estimates of new production in
Saskatchewan, with shallower depth wells than would be
necessary in the Planning Area, require a market price of over
$400 per ton to be economically viable. Further, expansion of
existing facilities require a much lower cost, approximately
$200 per ton, to be economically viable, resulting in a potential
competitive disadvantage for new facilities in the Planning Area
(GenSource Potash Corp 2013, Mineweb 2013).
– Related to the above, sufficient investment capital would
need to be acquired. First year costs under Alternative A, for
example, could total over $2.99 billion (see below). This figure
represents over 3.5 times the size of total economic output in
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Grand and San Juan Counties combined in 2012, based on
IMPLAN data for the two counties. The uncertainty over future
potash prices may make the raising of this much investment
capital problematic. Further, the aforementioned figures
exclude infrastructure costs such as pipelines, roads, power
lines and, importantly, rail access. These costs could increase
overall development costs significantly and further complicate
the raising of investment capital.
– Potash wells and associated fiscal impacts depend on
construction and operation of potash production facilities (PPF).
As noted above, construction and operation of such facilities
may not be economically viable under current market
conditions for potash. Without the associated PPF, the drilling
and completion of potash development wells is unlikely to
occur.
Events since the publication of the DEIS suggest that the
potential economic benefits from mineral development may be
much less than described in the DEIS. For example, the
majority of the potash production projection in the RFD and the
associated economic benefits, cited by the commenter, may
prove to be unattainable based on the analysis assumptions
Chapter 4 (Section 4.12.3, Economic Impacts). Additionally,
the price of oil has dropped by almost two-thirds since the DEIS
analysis was done, leading to a much reduced flow of minerals
royalties to government, and decreasing the level of ongoing
minerals development. This potential decrease in minerals
royalties (as well as the potential impact from an increase in
such) is discussed in Chapter 4 of the DEIS, section 4.12.4, pp
4-107). Finally, the commenter’s use of the term “loss” implies
a reduction from something that currently exists. The potential
economic benefits cited do not currently exist, and may never
exist, given the inherent uncertainties in the minerals sphere,
and especially for potash.
Table 2-21 (Comparative Summary of Impacts) has been
changed to clarify the caveats and assumptions underlying
the economic analysis in Chapter 4 (Social and Economic).
HECHO

Final EIS

Economic Data: The document has a great deal of economic data
on oil and gas and potash resources; however, not much economic
data on the recreation and tourism resources in the planning area.
We recommend that the final EIS have more economic data for the
recreation and tourism resources.

Chapter 3 of the MLP/DEIS needs to be read in conjunction
with the Socioeconomic Baseline Report which contains most
of the data relating to recreation and tourism used for the
analysis in Chapter 4.
Chapter 3 (Section 3.11, Social and Economic) states: “The
Socioeconomic Baseline Report (BLM 2012) includes the
current conditions, trends, and forecast for the social and
economic conditions.”
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The analysis shows no impact from mineral development to the
areas recreation industry economic output or quality, as recreational
visitation use has been soaring in this area over the past decade.
Yet by virtue of putting the MLP in place, our region will lose a
projected $2.15 billion dollars in economic output of the next 15
years.

The commenter is equating the term “likely” in the recreation
impact section with the word “potential” in reference to the
economic benefits from minerals. In fact, neither is known with
certainty, and represents BLM’s best available information.
The recreation impacts are likely much more reliable than the
minerals impacts, since they are based on real historical data.
Even extrapolation from historical data to the future is risky,
however, as the past is no guarantor of the future. This will be
emphasized in the FEIS in the Socioeconomic Section of
Chapter 4 (4.12.3).
Text has been added to clarify this point in Section 4.12.3.

Comment
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Most of the economic “benefit” from minerals summarized in
Chapter 4 of the DEIS is based largely on the economic
conditions that existed at the beginning of the MLP process.
The economic analysis for potash in Chapter 4 (Section 4.12.3)
is based on the following assumptions:
– Potash market prices rebound sufficiently to make extraction
and processing economically viable. As of September 2014,
the price was $287 per ton. This price is probably not sufficient
to allow for economically viable potash development in the
Planning Area. For example, estimates of new production in
Saskatchewan, with shallower depth wells than would be
necessary in the Planning Area, require a market price of over
$400 per ton to be economically viable. Further, expansion of
existing facilities require a much lower cost, approximately
$200 per ton, to be economically viable, resulting in a potential
competitive disadvantage for new facilities in the Planning Area
(GenSource Potash Corp 2013, Mineweb 2013).
– Related to the above, sufficient investment capital would
need to be acquired. First year costs under Alternative A, for
example, could total over $2.99 billion (see below). This figure
represents over 3.5 times the size of total economic output in
Grand and San Juan Counties combined in 2012, based on
IMPLAN data for the two counties. The uncertainty over future
potash prices may make the raising of this much investment
capital problematic. Further, the aforementioned figures
exclude infrastructure costs such as pipelines, roads, power
lines and, importantly, rail access. These costs could increase
overall development costs significantly and further complicate
the raising of investment capital.
– Potash wells and associated fiscal impacts depend on
construction and operation of potash production facilities (PPF).
As noted above, construction and operation of such facilities
may not be economically viable under current market
G-298
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conditions for potash. Without the associated PPF, the drilling
and completion of potash development wells is unlikely to
occur.
Events since the publication of the DEIS suggest that the
potential economic benefits from mineral development may be
much less than described in the DEIS. For example, the
majority of the potash production projection in the RFD and the
associated economic benefits, cited by the commenter, may
prove to be unattainable based on the analysis assumptions
Chapter 4 (Section 4.12.3, Economic Impacts). Additionally,
the price of oil has dropped by almost two-thirds since the DEIS
analysis was done, leading to a much reduced flow of minerals
royalties to government, and decreasing the level of ongoing
minerals development. This potential decrease in minerals
royalties (as well as the potential impact from an increase in
such) is discussed in Chapter 4 of the DEIS, section 4.12.4, pp
4-107). Finally, the commenter’s use of the term “loss” implies
a reduction from something that currently exists. The potential
economic benefits cited do not currently exist, and may never
exist, given the inherent uncertainties in the minerals sphere,
and especially for potash.
Table 2-21 (Comparative Summary of Impacts) has been
changed to clarify the caveats and assumptions underlying
the economic analysis in Chapter 4 (Social and Economic).
State of Utah
School and
Institutional
Trust Lands
Administration

Final EIS

This drastic reduction in the number of acres available for oil and
gas leasing and development within the boundaries of the MLP will
have a direct and significant impact on the 124,295 acres of trust
lands within the area. Since the development of an oil and gas play
requires the commitment of significant acreage, the inability of
exploration and production companies to lease and drill on federal
lands adjacent to trust land sections in the MLP effectively renders
the trust land parcels valueless. Although the MLP does not
specifically examine the impact of Alternative D on trust lands, it
notes that under Alternative A, oil and gas development would
generate $435.1 million dollars (in present value) over the 15-year
life of the plan, while Alternative D would only generate $329.5
million dollars over the life of the plan, resulting in a loss of $123 .6
million dollars. See MLP Chapter 4-Social and Economic, Page 80,
Line 5 and Page 81, Line 13. Furthermore, this reduction in
revenue must be considered a conservative estimate in light of the
information provided by operators regarding the feasibility of
accessing the minerals on lands with NSO stipulations.

The commenter believes that SITLA parcels adjoining or
surrounded by BLM lands with significant leasing restrictions
(such as closed or NSO) will render the SITLA parcels
"valueless.” No evidence from past lease sales is offered to
support this argument. One could argue, in fact, that SITLA
parcels surrounded by NSO would be more valuable, as those
SITLA parcels now provide the only platform from which to
access surrounding BLM minerals. Rather than trying to
pursue an argument based on pure logic, as reasonable people
can reach different conclusions by such application, BLM
examined SITLA minerals leases from the recent past in the
Planning Area. The approach undertook the following:
1. Based on information posted on SITLA’s leasing website
(http: //trustlands.utah.gov/business-groups/oil-gas/competitivemineral-lease-offerings/), BLM identified all competitive lease
sales involving SITLA parcels adjoining Wilderness Study
Areas (WSAs). These are clearly identified with bold face, all
capitalized warnings on the lease offerings notice. Since WSAs
are closed to new minerals leasing, SITLA parcels adjoin such
lands are the most likely to be “valueless,” in the language of
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the commenter. This process identified twelve lease parcel
offerings adjoining WSAs in Grand and San Juan Counties
from January 2010, through January 2015.
2. BLM next examined the bonus lease bids received on these
twelve parcels, based on information from the same website.
Ten parcels were sold, garnering lease bids ranging from a low
of $1322 to a high of $64640. Two parcels received no bids.
Many factors, of course, affect what an operator is willing to bid
for a lease parcel, but the evidence from SITLA’s own recent
lease history does not support the argument that restrictions on
BLM lands adjoining SITLA parcels renders those SITLA
parcels "valueless".

Soil Resources
National Park
Service,
Southeast Utah
Group

G-300

1) Table 2-11, Best Management Practices (BMPs) to reduce
fugitive dust emissions: In Table 2-1, last row on p. 2-39, we note
and appreciate that BMPs to reduce fugitive dust emissions must be
applied throughout the entire Planning Area in Alternatives B, C,
and D. This is appropriate, given results of the air quality analysis
indicating the significance of dust (PM10) as a major pollutant of
concern relative to visibility impacts in Canyonlands and Arches NP.
However, the entry under Alternative B in the first row at the top of
p. 2-40 indicates that BMPs only are to be applied to soils with high
to moderate wind erosion ratings shown on Map 2-31-8/C/D. This
entry and Map 2-31-B/C/D both contradict information in the last row
at the bottom of p. 2-39, and we recommend that the contradictory
information at the top of p. 2-40 and Map 2-31-8/C/D be removed
from the document to avoid confusion.
2) Section 3.12.1, Wind erodible soils, wind erosion, and fugitive
dust emissions: In Table 3-19 (also BLM 2008a,b), wind-erodible
soils are defined by BLM according to wind erodibility groups
developed by the U.S. Department of Agriculture Natural Resources
Conservation Service (USDA NRCS) and attributed to soils
described in NRCS soil survey products. Several surface soil
properties are used by NRCS to characterize soil erodibility by wind,
including texture, organic matter content, carbonate content, rock
fragment content, and mineralogy. Following this approach, sandy
and sandy loam soils generally are described as being most
susceptible to wind erosion, whereas fine-textured silts and clays
are described as being least susceptible (assuming low rock
fragment content). However, all soils with low organic matter
content (e.g., desert soils) are susceptible to wind erosion when dry,
disturbed, and subjected Jo high winds (Blanco and Lal 2008).
When dry and disturbed, fine-textured soils (despite being
considered least susceptible to wind erosion according to NRCS

1) The text in Chapter 2 (Table 2-11) has been clarified to
indicate the BMPs apply across the Planning Area and the
map is provided to show those soils that are most
vulnerable to fugitive dust emissions.
2) The text has been added to Chapter 3 (Section 3.12.1,
Wind Erodible Soils) as suggested.
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wind erodibility groups) are of great concern with respect to dust
emissions because fine particles have the greatest capacity for
being suspended in the atmosphere and transported long distances
downwind - with resulting impacts on air quality, scenic views,
human health, and other resources and values (Blanco and Lal
2008). We recommend that this information and the following
excerpt be incorporated in Section 3.12.1 to strengthen dust-related
content and to provide further justification for the application of dust
mitigation BMPs across the entire planning area in Alternatives B,
C, and D:
"Soil erodibility depends on the size distribution of soil particles and
their ability to form stable macro- and micro-aggregates. Soil
particles coalesce and form aggregates in interaction with soil
organic matter. Sandy loam and sandy soils with low organic matter
content develop aggregates with weak bonds and are thus the most
erodible [by wind]. Fine textured soils, in turn, often develop stable
and strong aggregates resistant to wind erosion. Any soil that is dry
and pulverized is, however, susceptible to erosion. Under these
conditions, particle removal [by wind] is the order of: clay>silt>fine
sand, decreasing with increase in particle size" (Blanco and Lal
2008: 61, emphasis added).

Special Designations: Areas of Critical Environmental Concern
The Wilderness
Society

Behind the Rocks, Highway 279/Shafer Basin/Long Canyon, Indian
Creek, and Shay Canyon ACECs are each managed to protect the
relevant and importance value of scenery. While NSO stipulations
go a long way towards ensuring the identified resource values are
protected, loosely and ill-defined modification and waiver criteria
leave the door open for surface disturbance that would harm ACEC
values. Further, BLM acknowledges that its preferred alternative –
applying NSO stipulations to the ACEC – could still result in impacts
to these areas’ scenery from horizontal drilling that occurs outside
the ACEC to access the federal mineral resources within. Draft
MLP at 4-143. To comply with FLPMA’s mandate to protect this
value, BLM should adopt Alternative C and close these ACECs to
all mineral leasing.

Special Designations:
Old Spanish
Trail
Association

Final EIS

Alternative D was developed to provide for mineral
development while protecting sensitive resources; Alternative C
emphasizes resource protection over mineral leasing. The
BLM recognizes that Alternative C provides more protection for
sensitive resources than does Alternative D.
The Shafer portion of the Highway 279/Shafer Basin/Long
Canyon ACEC and the Indian Creek ACEC are managed as
closed in Alternative D.

681

National Historic Trails and Backways and Byways

Map 2-46-C depicts the OSNHT Corridor two (2) miles on either
side of the designated trail centerline on lands within the Planning
Area. The OSNHT alignment was designated based on historical
documentation only, with the location of physical segments
(“retracement routes”) to be determined as trail development plans
were implemented. Until specific management objectives are
developed for the OSNHT it is imperative that a reasonable corridor

Until specific management objectives are developed for
locations along the OSNHT through a Comprehensive
Management Plan a Lease Notice will be applied to a 2-mile
corridor in Alternative D. A Lease Notice would provide
flexibility until the completion of trail management plans. A
Lease Notice informs a mineral operator that actions may be
necessary in order to comply with the law pertaining to the
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be protected to maintain the integrity of the trail within the “open-air
recreation” [historical sightseeing] purpose of designation.

OSNHT. A Lease Notice may be modified at any time to adjust
to new information, whereas, a change to a lease stipulation
would require a plan amendment.
In Alternative D, a Lease Notice has been added to the
mineral leasing decision in Chapter 2 (Table 2-12)
regarding the OSNHT. The Lease Notice has also been
added to Appendix A. The Lease Notice would be applied
to a 2-mile corridor along the OSNHT. The Lease Notice
states the following: “The lessee/operator is given notice
that lands in this lease are crossed by the Old Spanish
Trail National Historic Trail [Old Spanish Trail Recognition
Act of 2002, (Old Spanish Trail PLO 107-325)].
Modifications to the Surface Use Plan of Operations may
be required in order to protect the historic integrity of the
trail. Coordination with the National Park Service by the
BLM may be necessary.”
Three high potential sites along the OSNHT (Kane Springs.
Looking Glass Rock, and Colorado River Crossing near
Moab) have been preliminarily identified as high potential
sites. The decision in Chapter 2 has been modified to state
that a CSU stipulation requiring the lessee to maintain the
current setting of the trail based on a visual assessment
would be applied within 2-miles of these sites.
About 1.5-miles of the OSNHT on the Moab Trail (1.4-miles)
and Mule Shoe (0.1-miles) segments have been
preliminarily identified as high potential segments. The
decision in Chapter 2 has been modified to state that a
CSU stipulation requiring the lessee to maintain the
current setting of the trail based on a visual assessment
would be applied within 2-miles of these segments.
About 12.2-miles of the OSNHT along the Blue Hills
segment has been preliminarily identified as a high
potential. The decision in Chapter 2 has also been
modified to state that a CSU stipulation requiring the
lessee to maintain the current setting of the trail based on
a visual assessment would be applied within 2-miles of the
12.2-mile high potential trail segment on the south side
only of the trail alignment.
The CSU stipulations would protect the setting of the high
potential sites and segments identified along the OSNHT. A
Lease Notice would protect the remainder of the trail until the
attributes of the trail are more clearly defined.
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Old Spanish
Trail
Association

While the two (2) mile corridor on either side of alignment is a good
faith effort to preserve Trail integrity as an interim management
measure (pending trail management plans), we would urge also
defining a corridor based on viewshed from the centerline
alignment. A viewshed definition would allow assessment of effects
of proposed actions on navigation landmarks (which may be some
considerable distance from the trail), landforms, vegetation, water
sources and cultural features (for example campsites [parajes],
rancherias, treadway [jornadas] and pastures for recruitment of
stock) associated with the period of significance (1829-1848) and
theme of commerce and trade on which Congress determined the
Trail qualified as significant in American history for designation as
an NHT. Farmington BLM has created a viewshed map of the
OSNHT which can serve as a model. Saint George Field Office and
the Beaver Dam Wash National Conservation Area have also
acknowledged a protective trail corridor and viewshed in its recent
Draft RMP alternatives.

A Lease Notice has been applied to a 2-mile corridor along the
entire OSNHT. This Lease Notice would allow the BLM to
adjust to new information as it becomes available regarding the
viewshed along the OSNHT within the 4-mile corridor. A Lease
Notice may be modified at any time to adjust to new
information, whereas, a change to a lease stipulation would
require a plan amendment.

77

Old Spanish
Trail
Association

The Map 2-46-C should also depict the corridor as continuous along
the edges and through the planning area and beyond. Map 3-51
which is used to describe the existing situation of the trail
alignments is likewise flawed as an assessment tool because it
depicts a continuous Special Designation as if it can be managed as
“segments.” Segmenting the description of the trail is not only
misleading because of legal responsibilities for administration of
trails under NTSA but also results in a flawed consideration of
“cumulative impacts.”

The BLM acknowledges that the OSNHT extends from Santa
Fe to Los Angeles. However, this planning effort is focused
only on mineral leasing decisions within the Planning Area.
Thus, the effect of mineral leasing decisions on the OSNHT
within the Planning Area is the only consideration. The MLP is
not an OSNHT planning effort, nor is it an attempt to manage
the trail itself.

78

Old Spanish
Trail
Association

Alternative C (page 2-45) proposes:
Apply an NSO stipulation along the Congressionally Designated
OSNHT (28.8 miles). The NSO would apply to a 2-mile width on
both sides of the OSNHT (71,439 acres, Map 2-46-C).
OSTA supports the application of alternative C for the OSNHT
Special Designation. The preferred alternative D would not be
consistent with protection of the trail resource under the NTSA.

A Lease Notice has been added to Alternative D that would
apply to a 4-mile corridor along the OSNHT. The Lease Notice
informs the operator that lands within the lease are crossed by
the OSNHT and that modifications to Surface Use Plans of
Operations may be required in order to protect the historic
integrity of the trail.

79

Old Spanish
Trail
Association

The Potash Leasing Alternatives do propose a “viewshed”
approach. The impacts of the oil and gas leasing proposal can be
generally understood by reference to map 2-46-C depicting a two
mile corridor on either side of the designated NHT centerline, but
not so with the Potash Leasing activity (see page 2-73 for Potash
Alternatives for the OSNHT which are not depicted on a map). We
have created a map (attachment 2) showing a continuous four (4)
mile OSNHT corridor overlaid on Map 2-15-D, the agency “preferred
alternative” for oil and gas leasing stipulations. We urge adoption of

The BLM acknowledges that Alternative C provides greater
protection for the OSNHT than Alternative D.
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Potash Leasing Alternative C for the OSNHT Special Designation
(page 2-73):
Old Spanish National Historic Trail: Under Alternative C, applying
an NSO stipulation within a 2-mile width on both sides along the
entire OSNHT would protect the scenic and historic significance of
the trail to a greater degree than Alternatives A and B.
This would extend a NSO to about 3000 acres of the “Upper Ten
Mile” (Map 2-8 B1/D) Potash Preference Lease area.
Old Spanish
Trail
Association

G-304

Affected Environment and the OSNHT. The affected environment
discussion on page 3-96 betrays a misunderstanding of the purpose
of the designation of the OSNHT as a NHT:
In general, the OSNHT within the Planning Area is visible only in
some locations. On public lands, only one segment of trail trace
(2.46 miles) is resource condition Category II (location verified and
evident with minor alteration). The trace in this location is intact
from the period of significance. Much of the remaining portion of the
OSNHT within the Planning Area has little or no identified on the
ground evidence and very little recreational value. In most places
any traces have been obscured by bladed roads. Non-historic
features besides the roads include a transmission line and post and
wire fences. There are no resource condition Category I segments
(location verified, evident, and unaltered) along these 43.2 miles
within the Planning Area. Recreational use on the OSNHT within
the Planning Area is low. The majority of the OSNHT mileage
within the Planning Area has low scenic values.
The statements that “[m]uch of the remaining portion of the OSNHT
within the Planning Area has little or no identified on the ground
evidence and very little recreational value” and “[t]he majority of the
OSNHT mileage within the Planning Area has low scenic values”
contradict the purpose of the law designating the trail for “open-air
recreation” and reflect an unsupported opinion that the trail has “low
scenic value” that is inappropriate for an EIS. The trail corridor
should be evaluated under the law for its ability to provide “an
opportunity to vicariously share the experience of the historic users
of the trail” [16 USC 1251] with the presumption that the continuous
trail will be developed for “open-air recreation” [16 USC 1241]. The
analysis of impacts of the proposed action must be premised on this
trail management responsibility of the BLM. The passage of the trail
corridor in the planning area would appear by any definition to be
highly scenic and iconic of the canyon country of the Colorado
Plateau.

Chapter 3 has been amended to more fully explain the
OSNHT resources within the Planning Area including the
potential trail experiences and opportunities as well as the
specific high potential sites and segments.
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Old Spanish
Trail
Association

Pages 4-145 to 4-146 consider environmental consequences of
approval of the action on the OSNHT by alternative.
The assumptions stated (page 4-145) are:
In all alternatives, the Old Spanish National Historic Trail (OSNHT)
would be managed to safeguard the nature and purposes of the
trail. This would minimize adverse impacts to the resources,
qualities, values, and associated settings, and the primary use or
uses of the trail.
In all alternatives, proposed management would not substantially
interfere with or be incompatible with the nature and purposes of the
OSNHT.
The assumptions do not hold for the alternatives because they are
premised on a mistaken premise of the nature and purpose of NHT
designation. The statement mentioned in section 3 that the trail
does not have “recreation value” betrays this difference in the
premises. The “assumptions” would only hold if the trail purpose is
consistent with law ‘as a continuous “open air recreation” [historic
sightseeing] trail developed, managed and maintained (and
rehabilitated where feasible) within a trail historic landscape which
promotes the “opportunity to vicariously share” historic trail
experience.’ The assumptions might be met if the trail was to be
managed as an “historic property” under the National Historic
Preservation Act, but they are not met when applied to the purposes
of the National Trails System Act under which the route was
designated.

Chapter 3 has been amended to more fully explain the
OSNHT resources within the Planning Area including the
potential trail experiences and opportunities as well as the
specific high potential sites and segments.
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Old Spanish
Trail
Association

The impact common to all alternatives is listed as:
Applying an NSO stipulation along the U.S. Highway 191 utility
corridor would reduce the level of surface disturbance, reduce
possible changes to scenic elements of the landscape, and
preserve scenic and historic settings along the OSNHT where it
follows the highway.
Under the premise that the Trail is to be administered under the
NTSA this statement should be altered to:
Applying an NSO stipulation along the four-mile wide [strikethrough
(along the U.S. Highway 191 utility)] corridor would reduce the level
of surface disturbance, reduce possible changes to scenic elements
of the landscape, and preserve scenic and historic settings along
the OSNHT [strikethrough (where it follows the highway)].

In Chapter 4 under Impacts Common to All Alternatives it is
stated, “Applying an NSO stipulation along the U.S. Highway
191 utility corridor would reduce the level of surface
disturbance, reduce possible changes to scenic elements of the
landscape, and preserve scenic and historic settings along the
OSNHT where it follows the highway.” This statement refers to
an NSO stipulation applied specifically to the highway corridor.
The stipulation indirectly protects the values of the OSNHT.
Therefore, the reference to the U.S. Highway 191 utility corridor
cannot be deleted.

84

Old Spanish
Trail
Association

Environmental consequences from Alternative B are stated (page 4145) as:
"Applying a CSU stipulation along the OSNHT could help to protect
the scenic, natural, and historic significance of the trail in these

The definition of resource condition Category II has been
augmented in Chapter 3. In addition, a Lease Notice has been
applied to the entire OSNHT in Alternative D and CSU
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areas. The CSU stipulation would require a visual assessment to
protect the integrity of viewsheds along a 2 mile width on both sides
of the OSNHT where the where the resource condition is Category
II (22,181 acres). This would provide more protection for the
integrity of the viewsheds from the intact portions of the OSNHT as
compared to Alternative A. The viewsheds in portions of the
OSNHT that are not resource condition Category II could be
adversely impacted by mineral development. The physical
evidence of the trail trace itself would be protected through
compliance with the NHPA."
This statement reinforces the assertion above regarding compliance
with NTSA. This stipulation might address “adverse effects” under
the NHPA but does not address responsibilities to protect trail
resources under NTSA. No definition of the “Category II”
classification in the glossary, or elsewhere in the document is
provided so it is impossible to independently determine if the
conclusion can be supported.

stipulations have been imposed around high potential sites and
segments.
In Alternative D, a Lease Notice has been added to the
mineral leasing decision in Chapter 2 (Table 2-12)
regarding the OSNHT. The Lease Notice has also been
added to Appendix A. The Lease Notice would be applied
to a 2-mile corridor along the OSNHT. The Lease Notice
states the following: “The lessee/operator is given notice
that lands in this lease are crossed by the Old Spanish
Trail National Historic Trail [Old Spanish Trail Recognition
Act of 2002, (Old Spanish Trail PLO 107-325)].
Modifications to the Surface Use Plan of Operations may
be required in order to protect the historic integrity of the
trail. Coordination with the National Park Service by the
BLM may be necessary.”
Three high potential sites along the OSNHT (Kane Springs.
Looking Glass Rock, and Colorado River Crossing near
Moab) have been preliminarily identified as high potential
sites. The decision in Chapter 2 has been modified to state
that a CSU stipulation requiring the lessee to maintain the
current setting of the trail based on a visual assessment
would be applied within 2-miles of these sites.
About 1.5-miles of the OSNHT on the Moab Trail (1.4-miles)
and Mule Shoe (0.1-miles) segments have been
preliminarily identified as high potential segments. The
decision in Chapter 2 has been modified to state that a
CSU stipulation requiring the lessee to maintain the
current setting of the trail based on a visual assessment
would be applied within 2-miles of these segments.
About 12.2-miles of the OSNHT along the Blue Hills
segment has been preliminarily identified as a high
potential. The decision in Chapter 2 has also been
modified to state that a CSU stipulation requiring the
lessee to maintain the current setting of the trail based on
a visual assessment would be applied within 2-miles of the
12.2-mile high potential trail segment on the south side
only of the trail alignment.
The CSU stipulations would protect the setting of the high
potential sites and segments identified along the OSNHT. A
Lease Notice would protect the remainder of the trail until the
attributes of the trail are more clearly defined.

Comment
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Old Spanish
Trail
Association

Alternative C is states:
“Applying an NSO stipulation along the Congressionally designated
OSNHT, would preserve the historic integrity and natural condition
of the trail in its entirety, including the viewshed. When compared to
Alternatives A and B, the area protected would be greater. The
NSO would apply to a 2-mile width on both sides of the entire
OSNHT (71,439 acres).”
Again as indicated above, Alternative C would best meet the spirit
and intent of designation of the OSNHT and if incorporated in the
agency preferred alternative (D) would appear to satisfy agency
obligations to protect designated trail resources.

The BLM recognizes that Alternative C provides greater
protection for the OSNHT than Alternative D. Alternative D has
been modified.
In Alternative D, a Lease Notice has been added to the
mineral leasing decision in Chapter 2 (Table 2-12)
regarding the OSNHT. The Lease Notice has also been
added to Appendix A. The Lease Notice would be applied
to a 2-mile corridor along the OSNHT. The Lease Notice
states the following: “The lessee/operator is given notice
that lands in this lease are crossed by the Old Spanish
Trail National Historic Trail [Old Spanish Trail Recognition
Act of 2002, (Old Spanish Trail PLO 107-325)].
Modifications to the Surface Use Plan of Operations may
be required in order to protect the historic integrity of the
trail. Coordination with the National Park Service by the
BLM may be necessary.”
Three high potential sites along the OSNHT (Kane Springs.
Looking Glass Rock, and Colorado River Crossing near
Moab) have been preliminarily identified as high potential
sites. The decision in Chapter 2 has been modified to state
that a CSU stipulation requiring the lessee to maintain the
current setting of the trail based on a visual assessment
would be applied within 2-miles of these sites.
About 1.5-miles of the OSNHT on the Moab Trail (1.4-miles)
and Mule Shoe (0.1-miles) segments have been
preliminarily identified as high potential segments. The
decision in Chapter 2 has been modified to state that a
CSU stipulation requiring the lessee to maintain the
current setting of the trail based on a visual assessment
would be applied within 2-miles of these segments.
About 12.2-miles of the OSNHT along the Blue Hills
segment has been preliminarily identified as a high
potential. The decision in Chapter 2 has also been
modified to state that a CSU stipulation requiring the
lessee to maintain the current setting of the trail based on
a visual assessment would be applied within 2-miles of the
12.2-mile high potential trail segment on the south side
only of the trail alignment.

86

Old Spanish
Trail
Association

The statement of Alternative D (page 1-146) would allow approval of
a potash processing area within two-miles of the trail centerline and
therefore, unless the facility would not be visible within the trail
viewshed would be inconsistent with OSNHT protection
responsibilities under NTSA.

A potash processing facility area (PPFA) is located adjacent to
the northern side of the Blue Hills segment of the OSNHT.
However, a high voltage transmission line lies between the trail
and the PPFA and therefore the view to the north side of the
trail is already highly compromised. While the Lease Notice for
the OSNHT applies to the PPFA, the CSU stipulation regarding
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visuals has been changed to only apply to the south side of the
OSNHT.
Old Spanish
Trail
Association

Cumulative impacts on the OSNHT are considered on page 4-238239...This cumulative impact assessment mis-applies BLMs
responsibilities under the NTSA. Under the No action alternative
the BLM has responsibilities to protect the Old Spanish National
Historical Trail as a component of the NTSA and as included in the
BLMs National Landscape Conservation System. Protocols should
have already been developed to protect trail resources in an interim
management environment pending the completion of the
Comprehensive Management Plan and individual Historic Trail
Activity Plans.

The Comprehensive Management Plan for the OSNHT has not
been completed nor have any Historic Trail Activity Plans been
completed within the BLM Canyon Country District.
In the cumulative impact section of Chapter 4 (Section 4.21.3) it
states that Alternative A provides no specific mitigation for
protecting the trail and could result in contributing the most to
the cumulative impacts to the OSNHT. In Chapter 2 (2-12) for
Alternative A it is stated that the BLM would comply with the
Comprehensive Management Plan; however, this plan has not
been developed. Therefore, the statement in the cumulative
impact section concerning Alternative A is correct.

88

Old Spanish
Trail
Association

Impacts ancillary to approval of this action are inadequately
addressed: roadways, transmission lines and developments and
disturbances within the trail management corridor should be
reviewed to fall within existing disturbances and if approved they
should be required to be reclaimed to pre-lease condition unless
determined to be beneficial in NHT management and use.

Ancillary actions in relation to the OSNHT would be considered
for site-specific mineral proposals. These actions would be
subject to the Lease Notice and CSU stipulations discussed in
Alternative D.
In Alternative D, a Lease Notice has been added to the
mineral leasing decision in Chapter 2 (Table 2-12)
regarding the OSNHT. The Lease Notice has also been
added to Appendix A. The Lease Notice would be applied
to a 2-mile corridor along the OSNHT. The Lease Notice
states the following: “The lessee/operator is given notice
that lands in this lease are crossed by the Old Spanish
Trail National Historic Trail [Old Spanish Trail Recognition
Act of 2002, (Old Spanish Trail PLO 107-325)].
Modifications to the Surface Use Plan of Operations may
be required in order to protect the historic integrity of the
trail. Coordination with the National Park Service by the
BLM may be necessary.”
Three high potential sites along the OSNHT (Kane Springs.
Looking Glass Rock, and Colorado River Crossing near
Moab) have been preliminarily identified as high potential
sites. The decision in Chapter 2 has been modified to state
that a CSU stipulation requiring the lessee to maintain the
current setting of the trail based on a visual assessment
would be applied within 2-miles of these sites.
About 1.5-miles of the OSNHT on the Moab Trail (1.4-miles)
and Mule Shoe (0.1-miles) segments have been
preliminarily identified as high potential segments. The
decision in Chapter 2 has been modified to state that a
CSU stipulation requiring the lessee to maintain the
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current setting of the trail based on a visual assessment
would be applied within 2-miles of these segments.
About 12.2-miles of the OSNHT along the Blue Hills
segment has been preliminarily identified as a high
potential. The decision in Chapter 2 has also been
modified to state that a CSU stipulation requiring the
lessee to maintain the current setting of the trail based on
a visual assessment would be applied within 2-miles of the
12.2-mile high potential trail segment on the south side
only of the trail alignment.
The CSU stipulations would protect the setting of the high
potential sites and segments identified along the OSNHT. A
Lease Notice would protect the remainder of the trail until the
attributes of the trail are more clearly defined.
Old Spanish
Trail
Association

Trail Activity Plan. A treatment measure should be added to the
agency preferred alternative which would commit to preparing an
OSNHT-Trail Activity Plan.

The MLP pertains only to mineral leasing decisions and is not
intended as a means for developing an activity level plan for the
OSNHT. An OSNHT - Trail Activity Plan is an agency
responsibility that would be undertaken following the
completion of the Comprehensive Management Plan.

90

Individual

Map 2-46-C depicts the OSNHT Corridor two (2) miles on either
side of the designated trail centerline on lands within the Planning
Area. The OSNHT alignment was designated based on historical
documentation only, with the location of physical segments
(“retracement routes”) to be determined as trail development plans
were implemented. Until specific management objectives are
developed for the OSNHT it is imperative that a reasonable corridor
be protected to maintain the integrity of the trail within the “open-air
recreation” [historical sightseeing] purpose of designation.

Until specific management objectives are developed for
locations along the OSNHT through a Comprehensive
Management Plan a Lease Notice will be applied to a 2-mile
corridor in Alternative D. A Lease Notice would provide
flexibility until the completion of trail management plans. A
Lease Notice informs a mineral operator that actions may be
necessary in order to comply with the law pertaining to the
OSNHT. A Lease Notice may be modified at any time to adjust
to new information, whereas, a change to a lease stipulation
would require a plan amendment.
In Alternative D, a Lease Notice has been added to the
mineral leasing decision in Chapter 2 (Table 2-12)
regarding the OSNHT. The Lease Notice has also been
added to Appendix A. The Lease Notice would be applied
to a 2-mile corridor along the OSNHT. The Lease Notice
states the following: “The lessee/operator is given notice
that lands in this lease are crossed by the Old Spanish
Trail National Historic Trail [Old Spanish Trail Recognition
Act of 2002, (Old Spanish Trail PLO 107-325)].
Modifications to the Surface Use Plan of Operations may
be required in order to protect the historic integrity of the
trail. Coordination with the National Park Service by the
BLM may be necessary.”
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Three high potential sites along the OSNHT (Kane Springs.
Looking Glass Rock, and Colorado River Crossing near
Moab) have been preliminarily identified as high potential
sites. The decision in Chapter 2 has been modified to state
that a CSU stipulation requiring the lessee to maintain the
current setting of the trail based on a visual assessment
would be applied within 2-miles of these sites.
About 1.5-miles of the OSNHT on the Moab Trail (1.4-miles)
and Mule Shoe (0.1-miles) segments have been
preliminarily identified as high potential segments. The
decision in Chapter 2 has been modified to state that a
CSU stipulation requiring the lessee to maintain the
current setting of the trail based on a visual assessment
would be applied within 2-miles of these segments.
About 12.2-miles of the OSNHT along the Blue Hills
segment has been preliminarily identified as a high
potential. The decision in Chapter 2 has also been
modified to state that a CSU stipulation requiring the
lessee to maintain the current setting of the trail based on
a visual assessment would be applied within 2-miles of the
12.2-mile high potential trail segment on the south side
only of the trail alignment.
The CSU stipulations would protect the setting of the high
potential sites and segments identified along the OSNHT. A
Lease Notice would protect the remainder of the trail until the
attributes of the trail are more clearly defined.
Individual

G-310

While the two (2) mile corridor on either side of alignment is a good
faith effort to preserve Trail integrity as an interim management
measure (pending trail management plans), we would urge also
defining a corridor based on viewshed from the centerline
alignment. A viewshed definition would allow assessment of effects
of proposed actions on navigation landmarks (which may be some
considerable distance from the trail), landforms, vegetation, water
sources and cultural features (for example campsites [parajes],
rancherias, treadway [jornadas] and pastures for recruitment of
stock) associated with the period of significance (1829-1848) and
theme of commerce and trade on which Congress determined the
Trail qualified as significant in American history for designation as
an NHT. Farmington BLM has created a viewshed map of the
OSNHT which can serve as a model. Saint George Field Office and
the Beaver Dam Wash National Conservation Area have also
acknowledged a protective trail corridor and viewshed in its recent
Draft RMP alternatives.

A Lease Notice has been applied to a 2-mile corridor along the
entire OSNHT. This Lease Notice would allow the BLM to
adjust to new information as it becomes available regarding the
viewshed along the OSNHT within the 4-mile corridor. A Lease
Notice may be modified at any time to adjust to new
information, whereas, a change to a lease stipulation would
require a plan amendment.
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Individual

The Map 2-46-C should also depict the corridor as continuous along
the edges and through the planning area and beyond. Map 3-51
which is used to describe the existing situation of the trail
alignments is likewise flawed as an assessment tool because it
depicts a continuous Special Designation as if it can be managed as
“segments.” Segmenting the description of the trail is not only
misleading because of legal responsibilities for administration of
trails under NTSA but also results in a flawed consideration of
“cumulative impacts.”

The BLM acknowledges that the OSNHT extends from Santa
Fe to Los Angeles. However, this planning effort is focused
only on mineral leasing decisions within the Planning Area.
Thus, the effect of mineral leasing decisions on the OSNHT
within the Planning Area is the only consideration. The MLP is
not an OSNHT planning effort, nor is it an attempt to manage
the trail itself.

409

Individual

"Alternative C (page 2-45) proposes:
Apply an NSO stipulation along the Congressionally Designated
OSNHT (28.8 miles). The NSO would apply to a 2-mile width on
both sides of the OSNHT (71,439 acres, Map 2-46-C).
OSTA supports the application of alternative C for the OSNHT
Special Designation. The preferred alternative D would not be
consistent with protection of the trail resource under the NTSA."

A Lease Notice has been added to Alternative D that would
apply to a 4-mile corridor along the OSNHT. The Lease Notice
informs the operator that lands within the lease are crossed by
the OSNHT and that modifications to Surface Use Plans of
Operations may be required in order to protect the historic
integrity of the trail.

410

Individual

"The Potash Leasing Alternatives do propose a “viewshed”
approach. The impacts of the oil and gas leasing proposal can be
generally understood by reference to map 2-46-C depicting a two
mile corridor on either side of the designated NHT centerline, but
not so with the Potash Leasing activity (see page 2-73 for Potash
Alternatives for the OSNHT which are not depicted on a map). We
have created a map (attachment 2) showing a continuous four (4)
mile OSNHT corridor overlaid on Map 2-15-D, the agency “preferred
alternative” for oil and gas leasing stipulations. We urge adoption of
Potash Leasing Alternative C for the OSNHT Special Designation
(page 2-73):
Old Spanish National Historic Trail: Under Alternative C, applying
an NSO stipulation within a 2-mile width on both sides along the
entire OSNHT would protect the scenic and historic significance of
the trail to a greater degree than Alternatives A and B.
This would extend a NSO to about 3000 acres of the “Upper Ten
Mile” (Map 2-8 B1/D) Potash Preference Lease area."

The BLM acknowledges that Alternative C provides greater
protection for the OSNHT than Alternative D.

411

Individual

"Affected Environment and the OSNHT. The affected environment
discussion on page 3-96 betrays a misunderstanding of the purpose
of the designation of the OSNHT as a NHT:
In general, the OSNHT within the Planning Area is visible only in
some locations. On public lands, only one segment of trail trace
(2.46 miles) is resource condition Category II (location verified and
evident with minor alteration). The trace in this location is intact
from the period of significance. Much of the remaining portion of the
OSNHT within the Planning Area has little or no identified on the
ground evidence and very little recreational value. In most places

Chapter 3 has been amended to more fully explain the
OSNHT resources within the Planning Area including the
potential trail experiences and opportunities as well as the
specific high potential sites and segments.
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any traces have been obscured by bladed roads. Non-historic
features besides the roads include a transmission line and post and
wire fences. There are no resource condition Category I segments
(location verified, evident, and unaltered) along these 43.2 miles
within the Planning Area. Recreational use on the OSNHT within
the Planning Area is low. The majority of the OSNHT mileage
within the Planning Area has low scenic values.
The statements that “[m]uch of the remaining portion of the OSNHT
within the Planning Area has little or no identified on the ground
evidence and very little recreational value” and “[t]he majority of the
OSNHT mileage within the Planning Area has low scenic values”
contradict the purpose of the law designating the trail for “open-air
recreation” and reflect an unsupported opinion that the trail has “low
scenic value” that is inappropriate for an EIS. The trail corridor
should be evaluated under the law for its ability to provide “an
opportunity to vicariously share the experience of the historic users
of the trail” [16 USC 1251] with the presumption that the continuous
trail will be developed for “open-air recreation” [16 USC 1241]. The
analysis of impacts of the proposed action must be premised on this
trail management responsibility of the BLM. The passage of the trail
corridor in the planning area would appear by any definition to be
highly scenic and iconic of the canyon country of the Colorado
Plateau."
Individual

G-312

"Pages 4-145 to 4-146 consider environmental consequences of
approval of the action on the OSNHT by alternative.
The assumptions stated (page 4-145) are:
In all alternatives, the Old Spanish National Historic Trail (OSNHT)
would be managed to safeguard the nature and purposes of the
trail. This would minimize adverse impacts to the resources,
qualities, values, and associated settings, and the primary use or
uses of the trail.
In all alternatives, proposed management would not substantially
interfere with or be incompatible with the nature and purposes of the
OSNHT.
The assumptions do not hold for the alternatives because they are
premised on a mistaken premise of the nature and purpose of NHT
designation. The statement mentioned in section 3 that the trail
does not have “recreation value” betrays this difference in the
premises. The “assumptions” would only hold if the trail purpose is
consistent with law ‘as a continuous “open air recreation” [historic
sightseeing] trail developed, managed and maintained (and
rehabilitated where feasible) within a trail historic landscape which
promotes the “opportunity to vicariously share” historic trail
experience.’ The assumptions might be met if the trail was to be
managed as an “historic property” under the National Historic

Chapter 3 has been amended to more fully explain the
OSNHT resources within the Planning Area including the
potential trail experiences and opportunities as well as the
specific high potential sites and segments.
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Preservation Act, but they are not met when applied to the purposes
of the National Trails System Act under which the route was
designated."
Individual

"The impact common to all alternatives is listed as:
Applying an NSO stipulation along the U.S. Highway 191 utility
corridor would reduce the level of surface disturbance, reduce
possible changes to scenic elements of the landscape, and
preserve scenic and historic settings along the OSNHT where it
follows the highway.
Under the premise that the Trail is to be administered under the
NTSA this statement should be altered to:
Applying an NSO stipulation along the four-mile wide [strikethrough
(along the U.S. Highway 191 utility)] corridor would reduce the level
of surface disturbance, reduce possible changes to scenic elements
of the landscape, and preserve scenic and historic settings along
the OSNHT [strikethrough (where it follows the highway)]."

In Chapter 4 under Impacts Common to All Alternatives, it is
stated: ”Applying an NSO stipulation along the U.S. Highway
191 utility corridor would reduce the level of surface
disturbance, reduce possible changes to scenic elements of the
landscape, and preserve scenic and historic settings along the
OSNHT where it follows the highway.” This statement refers to
an NSO stipulation applied specifically to the highway corridor.
The stipulation indirectly protects the values of the OSNHT.
Therefore, the reference to the U.S. Highway 191 utility corridor
cannot be deleted.

415

Individual

"Environmental consequences from Alternative B are stated (page
4-145) as:
""Applying a CSU stipulation along the OSNHT could help to protect
the scenic, natural, and historic significance of the trail in these
areas. The CSU stipulation would require a visual assessment to
protect the integrity of viewsheds along a 2 mile width on both sides
of the OSNHT where the where the resource condition is Category
II (22,181 acres). This would provide more protection for the
integrity of the viewsheds from the intact portions of the OSNHT as
compared to Alternative A. The viewsheds in portions of the
OSNHT that are not resource condition Category II could be
adversely impacted by mineral development. The physical
evidence of the trail trace itself would be protected through
compliance with the NHPA.""
This statement reinforces the assertion above regarding compliance
with NTSA. This stipulation might address “adverse effects” under
the NHPA but does not address responsibilities to protect trail
resources under NTSA. No definition of the “Category II”
classification in the glossary, or elsewhere in the document is
provided so it is impossible to independently determine if the
conclusion can be supported."

The definition of resource condition Category II has been
augmented in Chapter 3. In addition, a Lease Notice has been
applied to the entire OSNHT in Alternative D and CSU
stipulations have been imposed around high potential sites and
segments. Until specific management objectives are
developed for locations along the OSNHT through a
Comprehensive Management Plan, a Lease Notice will be
applied to a 2-mile corridor in Alternative D. A Lease Notice
would provide flexibility until the completion of trail
management plans. A Lease Notice informs a mineral operator
that actions may be necessary in order to comply with the law
pertaining to the OSNHT. A Lease Notice may be modified at
any time to adjust to new information, whereas, a change to a
lease stipulation would require a plan amendment.
In Alternative D, a Lease Notice has been added to the
mineral leasing decision in Chapter 2 (Table 2-12)
regarding the OSNHT. The Lease Notice has also been
added to Appendix A. The Lease Notice would be applied
to a 2-mile corridor along the OSNHT. The Lease Notice
states the following: “The lessee/operator is given notice
that lands in this lease are crossed by the Old Spanish
Trail National Historic Trail [Old Spanish Trail Recognition
Act of 2002, (Old Spanish Trail PLO 107-325)].
Modifications to the Surface Use Plan of Operations may
be required in order to protect the historic integrity of the
trail. Coordination with the National Park Service by the
BLM may be necessary.”
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Three high potential sites along the OSNHT (Kane Springs.
Looking Glass Rock and Colorado River Crossing near
Moab) have been preliminarily identified as high potential
sites. The decision in Chapter 2 has been modified to state
that a CSU stipulation requiring the lessee to maintain the
setting of the trail based on a visual assessment would be
applied within 2-miles of these sites.
About 1.5-miles of the OSNHT on the Moab Trail (1.4-miles)
and Mule Shoe (0.1-miles) segments have been
preliminarily identified as high potential segments. The
decision in Chapter 2 has been modified to state that a
CSU stipulation requiring the lessee to maintain the setting
of the trail based on a visual assessment would be applied
within 2-miles of these segments.
About 12.2-miles of the OSNHT along the Blue Hills
segment has been preliminarily identified as a high
potential. The decision in Chapter 2 has also been
modified to state that a CSU stipulation requiring the
lessee to maintain the setting of the trail based on a visual
assessment would be applied within 2-miles of the 12.2mile high potential trail segment on the south side only of
the trail alignment.
The CSU stipulations would protect the visual integrity of the
high potential sites and segments identified along the OSNHT.
A Lease Notice would protect the remainder of the trail until the
attributes of the trail are more clearly defined.
Individual

G-314

"Alternative C is states:
“Applying an NSO stipulation along the Congressionally designated
OSNHT, would preserve the historic integrity and natural condition
of the trail in its entirety, including the viewshed. When compared to
Alternatives A and B, the area protected would be greater. The
NSO would apply to a 2-mile width on both sides of the entire
OSNHT (71,439 acres).”
Again as indicated above, Alternative C would best meet the spirit
and intent of designation of the OSNHT and if incorporated in the
agency preferred alternative (D) would appear to satisfy agency
obligations to protect designated trail resources."

The BLM recognizes that Alternative C provides greater
protection for the OSNHT than Alternative D. Until specific
management objectives are developed for locations along the
OSNHT through a Comprehensive Management Plan, a Lease
Notice will be applied to a 2-mile corridor in Alternative D. A
Lease Notice would provide flexibility until the completion of
trail management plans. A Lease Notice informs a mineral
operator that actions may be necessary in order to comply with
the law pertaining to the OSNHT. A Lease Notice may be
modified at any time to adjust to new information, whereas, a
change to a lease stipulation would require a plan amendment.
In Alternative D, a Lease Notice has been added to the
mineral leasing decision in Chapter 2 (Table 2-12)
regarding the OSNHT. The Lease Notice has also been
added to Appendix A. The Lease Notice would be applied
to a 2-mile corridor along the OSNHT. The Lease Notice
states the following: “The lessee/operator is given notice
that lands in this lease are crossed by the Old Spanish
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Trail National Historic Trail [Old Spanish Trail Recognition
Act of 2002, (Old Spanish Trail PLO 107-325)].
Modifications to the Surface Use Plan of Operations may
be required in order to protect the historic integrity of the
trail. Coordination with the National Park Service by the
BLM may be necessary.”
Three high potential sites along the OSNHT (Kane Springs.
Looking Glass Rock and Colorado River Crossing near
Moab) have been preliminarily identified as high potential
sites. The decision in Chapter 2 has been modified to state
that a CSU stipulation requiring the lessee to maintain the
setting of the trail based on a visual assessment would be
applied within 2-miles of these sites.
About 1.5-miles of the OSNHT on the Moab Trail (1.4-miles)
and Mule Shoe (0.1-miles) segments have been
preliminarily identified as high potential segments. The
decision in Chapter 2 has been modified to state that a
CSU stipulation requiring the lessee to maintain the setting
of the trail based on a visual assessment would be applied
within 2-miles of these segments.
About 12.2-miles of the OSNHT along the Blue Hills
segment has been preliminarily identified as a high
potential. The decision in Chapter 2 has also been
modified to state that a CSU stipulation requiring the
lessee to maintain the setting of the trail based on a visual
assessment would be applied within 2-miles of the 12.2mile high potential trail segment on the south side only of
the trail alignment.
The CSU stipulations would protect the visual integrity of the
high potential sites and segments identified along the OSNHT.
A Lease Notice would protect the remainder of the trail until the
attributes of the trail are more clearly defined.
Individual

The statement of Alternative D (page 1-146) would allow approval of
a potash processing area within two miles of the trail centerline and
therefore, unless the facility would not be visible within the trail
viewshed would be inconsistent with OSNHT protection
responsibilities under NTSA.

A potash processing facility area (PPFA) is located adjacent to
the northern side of the Blue Hills segment of the OSNHT.
However, a high voltage transmission line lies between the trail
and the PPFA and therefore the view to the north side to the
trail is already highly compromised. While the Lease Notice for
the OSNHT applies to the PPFA, the CSU stipulation regarding
visuals has been changed to only apply to the south side of the
OSNHT.

418

Individual

Cumulative impacts on the OSNHT are considered on page 4-238239...This cumulative impact assessment mis-applies BLMs
responsibilities under the NTSA. Under the No action alternative

The Comprehensive Management Plan for the OSNHT has not
been completed nor have any Historic Trail Activity Plans been
completed within the BLM Canyon Country District.
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the BLM has responsibilities to protect the Old Spanish National
Historical Trail as a component of the NTSA and as included in the
BLMs National Landscape Conservation System. Protocols should
have already been developed to protect trail resources in an interim
management environment pending the completion of the
Comprehensive Management Plan and individual Historic Trail
Activity Plans.

In the cumulative impact section of Chapter 4 (4.21.3) it states
that Alternative A provides no specific mitigation for protecting
the trail and could result in contributing the most to the
cumulative impacts to the OSNHT. In Chapter 2 (2-12) for
Alternative A it is stated that the BLM would comply with the
Comprehensive Management Plan; however, this plan has not
been developed. Therefore, the statement in the cumulative
impact section concerning Alternative A is correct.

Impacts ancillary to approval of this action are inadequately
addressed: roadways, transmission lines and developments and
disturbances within the trail management corridor should be
reviewed to fall within existing disturbances and if approved they
should be required to be reclaimed to pre-lease condition unless
determined to be beneficial in NHT management and use.

Ancillary actions in relation to the OSNHT would be considered
for site-specific mineral proposals. These actions would be
subject to the Lease Notice and CSU stipulations. Until specific
management objectives are developed for locations along the
OSNHT through a Comprehensive Management Plan, a Lease
Notice will be applied to a 2-mile corridor in Alternative D. A
Lease Notice would provide flexibility until the completion of
trail management plans. A Lease Notice informs a mineral
operator that actions may be necessary in order to comply with
the law pertaining to the OSNHT. A Lease Notice may be
modified at any time to adjust to new information, whereas, a
change to a lease stipulation would require a plan amendment.
In Alternative D, a Lease Notice has been added to the
mineral leasing decision in Chapter 2 (Table 2-12)
regarding the OSNHT. The Lease Notice has also been
added to Appendix A. The Lease Notice would be applied
to a 2-mile corridor along the OSNHT. The Lease Notice
states the following: “The lessee/operator is given notice
that lands in this lease are crossed by the Old Spanish
Trail National Historic Trail [Old Spanish Trail Recognition
Act of 2002, (Old Spanish Trail PLO 107-325)].
Modifications to the Surface Use Plan of Operations may
be required in order to protect the historic integrity of the
trail. Coordination with the National Park Service by the
BLM may be necessary.”
Three high potential sites along the OSNHT (Kane Springs.
Looking Glass Rock, and Colorado River Crossing near
Moab) have been preliminarily identified as high potential
sites. The decision in Chapter 2 has been modified to state
that a CSU stipulation requiring the lessee to maintain the
setting of the trail based on a visual assessment would be
applied within 2-miles of these sites.
About 1.5-miles of the OSNHT on the Moab Trail (1.4-miles)
and Mule Shoe (0.1-miles) segments have been
preliminarily identified as high potential segments. The
decision in Chapter 2 has been modified to state that a
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CSU stipulation requiring the lessee to maintain the setting
of the trail based on a visual assessment would be applied
within 2-miles of these segments.
About 12.2-miles of the OSNHT along the Blue Hills
segment has been preliminarily identified as a high
potential. The decision in Chapter 2 has also been
modified to state that a CSU stipulation requiring the
lessee to maintain the setting of the trail based on a visual
assessment would be applied within 2-miles of the 12.2mile high potential trail segment on the south side only of
the trail alignment.
The CSU stipulations would protect the visual integrity of the
high potential sites and segments identified along the OSNHT.
A Lease Notice would protect the remainder of the trail until the
attributes of the trail are more clearly defined.
Individual

Trail Activity Plan. A treatment measure should be added to the
agency preferred alternative which would commit to preparing an
OSNHT-Trail Activity Plan.

The MLP pertains only to mineral leasing decisions and is not
intended as a means for developing an activity level plan for the
OSNHT. An OSNHT Trail Activity Plan is an agency
responsibility that would be undertaken following the
completion of the Comprehensive Management Plan.

421

National Parks
Conservation
Association

The Old Spanish National Historical Trail, jointly administered by the
National Park Service and BLM, was established in 2002 because
of its rich history and national significance. The two agencies are
currently developing a Comprehensive Administrative Strategy for
the trail. Oil and gas leasing should be planned to avoid impacts on
this historically significant trail and the story it tells of early trade
between Santa Fe, New Mexico and Los Angeles, California. The
Final MLP should include an NSO stipulation within a one mile
buffer of the trail to protect the integrity of the viewsheds in scenic
and cultural landscapes along the Old Spanish National Historical
Trail.

Until specific management objectives are developed for
locations along the OSNHT through a Comprehensive
Management Plan a Lease Notice will be applied to a 2-mile
corridor in Alternative D. A Lease Notice would provide
flexibility until the completion of trail management plans. A
Lease Notice informs a mineral operator that actions may be
necessary in order to comply with the law pertaining to the
OSNHT. A Lease Notice may be modified at any time to adjust
to new information, whereas, a change to a lease stipulation
would require a plan amendment.
In Alternative D, a Lease Notice has been added to the
mineral leasing decision in Chapter 2 (Table 2-12)
regarding the OSNHT. The Lease Notice has also been
added to Appendix A. The Lease Notice would be applied
to a 2-mile corridor along the OSNHT. The Lease Notice
states the following: “The lessee/operator is given notice
that lands in this lease are crossed by the Old Spanish
Trail National Historic Trail [Old Spanish Trail Recognition
Act of 2002, (Old Spanish Trail PLO 107-325)].
Modifications to the Surface Use Plan of Operations may
be required in order to protect the historic integrity of the
trail. Coordination with the National Park Service by the
BLM may be necessary.”
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Three high potential sites along the OSNHT (Kane Springs.
Looking Glass Rock, and Colorado River Crossing near
Moab) have been preliminarily identified as high potential
sites. The decision in Chapter 2 has been modified to state
that a CSU stipulation requiring the lessee to maintain the
current setting of the trail based on a visual assessment
would be applied within 2-miles of these sites.
About 1.5-miles of the OSNHT on the Moab Trail (1.4-miles)
and Mule Shoe (0.1-miles) segments have been
preliminarily identified as high potential segments. The
decision in Chapter 2 has been modified to state that a
CSU stipulation requiring the lessee to maintain the
current setting of the trail based on a visual assessment
would be applied within 2-miles of these segments.
About 12.2-miles of the OSNHT along the Blue Hills
segment has been preliminarily identified as a high
potential. The decision in Chapter 2 has also been
modified to state that a CSU stipulation requiring the
lessee to maintain the current setting of the trail based on
a visual assessment would be applied within 2-miles of the
12.2-mile high potential trail segment on the south side
only of the trail alignment.
The CSU stipulations would protect the setting of the high
potential sites and segments identified along the OSNHT. A
Lease Notice would protect the remainder of the trail until the
attributes of the trail are more clearly defined.
HECHO

Old Spanish National Historic Trail: As described in the affected
environment of the Draft EIS, 43.2 miles of the trail are located in
the planning area, 28.8 miles of which are located on public lands,
and only 2.46 miles of the trail are in resource condition Category II;
therefore, it is of critical importance to safeguard this resource. We
emphasize our recommendation to apply the NSO stipulations from
alternative C.

The commenter’s preference for Alternative C is noted.

630

NPS National
Trails
Intermountain
Region

1) Please consider including the Old Spanish NHT corridor among
the Table 2-2 list of cultural resources that will carry a No Surface
Occupancy stipulation. National historic trail corridor is similarly
protected in other BLM RMPs, and that level of protection is
appropriate here, as well.
2) Please list the NHT among the resources that will be included in
the Lease Notice requiring view shed assessment.
3) Archeological components of the Old Spanish NHT require
evaluation for potential effects under the National Historic

1) The OSNHT is included in Table 2-12 (Special
Designations).
2) Until specific management objectives are developed for
locations along the OSNHT through a Comprehensive
Management Plan a Lease Notice will be applied to a 2-mile
corridor in Alternative D. A Lease Notice would provide
flexibility until the completion of trail management plans. A
Lease Notice informs a mineral operator that actions may be
necessary in order to comply with the law pertaining to the
OSNHT. A Lease Notice may be modified at any time to adjust
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Preservation Act and merit discussion in the Section 3.3 Cultural
Resources section.
4) NPS personnel are unfamiliar with the trail remnant/resource
condition categorization system that is cited in Section 3.14.2 (p. 396). Would you please describe that system and clarify how it is
used by BLM in managing NHTs?
5) The presence of high potential route segments and high potential
historic sites (which are identified in the Comprehensive
Administrative Strategy, or CAS, that has been developed jointly by
NPS and BLM) appear to have been overlooked in the 3.14.2
discussion. There are at least three high potential historic sites and
two high potential route segments (approximately 10 miles and 1.4
miles in length) within the planning area, and another three high
potential historic sites and 20 contiguous miles of high potential
route segments that could be indirectly impacted by activities in the
planning area. These sites and segments are within five miles of
the planning area, and so could sustain visual and audible adverse
impacts and effects from oil and gas activities. These potential
impacts need to be taken into consideration in the DEIS.
6) In addition, we note that references to the Old Spanish
"Comprehensive Management Plan" and "Comprehensive
Management Strategy" should be universally changed to
"Comprehensive Administrative Strategy," which is the title most
recently agreed to BLM and NPS. Likewise, it would be helpful to
clarify that the "Old Spanish Trail Recognition Act" is an amendment
to the National Trails System Act.

to new information, whereas, a change to a lease stipulation
would require a plan amendment.
In Alternative D, a Lease Notice has been added to the
mineral leasing decision in Chapter 2 (Table 2-12)
regarding the OSNHT. The Lease Notice has also been
added to Appendix A. The Lease Notice would be applied
to a 2-mile corridor along the OSNHT. The Lease Notice
states the following: “The lessee/operator is given notice
that lands in this lease are crossed by the Old Spanish
Trail National Historic Trail [Old Spanish Trail Recognition
Act of 2002, (Old Spanish Trail PLO 107-325)].
Modifications to the Surface Use Plan of Operations may
be required in order to protect the historic integrity of the
trail. Coordination with the National Park Service by the
BLM may be necessary.”
Three high potential sites along the OSNHT (Kane Springs.
Looking Glass Rock, and Colorado River Crossing near
Moab) have been preliminarily identified as high potential
sites. The decision in Chapter 2 has been modified to state
that a CSU stipulation requiring the lessee to maintain the
current setting of the trail based on a visual assessment
would be applied within 2-miles of these sites.
About 1.5-miles of the OSNHT on the Moab Trail (1.4-miles)
and Mule Shoe (0.1-miles) segments have been
preliminarily identified as high potential segments. The
decision in Chapter 2 has been modified to state that a
CSU stipulation requiring the lessee to maintain the
current setting of the trail based on a visual assessment
would be applied within 2-miles of these segments.
About 12.2-miles of the OSNHT along the Blue Hills
segment has been preliminarily identified as a high
potential. The decision in Chapter 2 has also been
modified to state that a CSU stipulation requiring the
lessee to maintain the current setting of the trail based on
a visual assessment would be applied within 2-miles of the
12.2-mile high potential trail segment on the south side
only of the trail alignment.
The CSU stipulations would protect the setting of the high
potential sites and segments identified along the OSNHT. A
Lease Notice would protect the remainder of the trail until the
attributes of the trail are more clearly defined.
Alternative C provides a NSO stipulation for a 2-mile width
along both sides of the OSNHT in its entirety.
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3) Those portions of the OSNHT where physical evidence
remains are protected by the National Historic Preservation Act.
4) Chapter 3 has been amended to more fully explain the
OSNHT resources within the Planning Area including the
potential trail experiences and opportunities as well as the
specific high potential sites and segments.
5) Until specific management objectives are developed for
locations along the OSNHT through a Comprehensive
Management Plan a Lease Notice will be applied to a 2-mile
corridor in Alternative D. A Lease Notice would provide
flexibility until the completion of trail management plans. A
Lease Notice informs a mineral operator that actions may be
necessary in order to comply with the law pertaining to the
OSNHT. A Lease Notice may be modified at any time to adjust
to new information, whereas, a change to a lease stipulation
would require a plan amendment.
In Alternative D, a Lease Notice has been added to the
mineral leasing decision in Chapter 2 (Table 2-12)
regarding the OSNHT. The Lease Notice has also been
added to Appendix A. The Lease Notice would be applied
to a 2-mile corridor along the OSNHT. The Lease Notice
states the following: “The lessee/operator is given notice
that lands in this lease are crossed by the Old Spanish
Trail National Historic Trail [Old Spanish Trail Recognition
Act of 2002, (Old Spanish Trail PLO 107-325)].
Modifications to the Surface Use Plan of Operations may
be required in order to protect the historic integrity of the
trail. Coordination with the National Park Service by the
BLM may be necessary.”
Three high potential sites along the OSNHT (Kane Springs.
Looking Glass Rock, and Colorado River Crossing near
Moab) have been preliminarily identified as high potential
sites. The decision in Chapter 2 has been modified to state
that a CSU stipulation requiring the lessee to maintain the
current setting of the trail based on a visual assessment
would be applied within 2-miles of these sites.
About 1.5-miles of the OSNHT on the Moab Trail (1.4-miles)
and Mule Shoe (0.1-miles) segments have been
preliminarily identified as high potential segments. The
decision in Chapter 2 has been modified to state that a
CSU stipulation requiring the lessee to maintain the
current setting of the trail based on a visual assessment
would be applied within 2-miles of these segments.
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About 12.2-miles of the OSNHT along the Blue Hills
segment has been preliminarily identified as a high
potential. The decision in Chapter 2 has also been
modified to state that a CSU stipulation requiring the
lessee to maintain the current setting of the trail based on
a visual assessment would be applied within 2-miles of the
12.2-mile high potential trail segment on the south side
only of the trail alignment.
The CSU stipulations would protect the setting of the high
potential sites and segments identified along the OSNHT. A
Lease Notice would protect the remainder of the trail until the
attributes of the trail are more clearly defined.
Chapter 3 has been amended to more fully explain the
OSNHT resources within the Planning Area including the
potential trail experiences and opportunities as well as the
specific high potential sites and segments.
6) References to the OSNHT Comprehensive Management
Plan and Comprehensive Management Strategy have been
changed to Comprehensive Administrative Strategy.
NPS National
Trails
Intermountain
Region

We ask that this office be consulted, as co-administrator of the NHT,
in any future matters involving the Old Spanish Trail within the Moab
and Monticello field areas. Our point of contact for compliance
matters is Jill Jensen, who can be reached at 801-741-1012
ext.115, by email at Jill_Jensen@nps.gov, and by surface mail at
National Trails Intermountain Region, National Park Service, 324
South State Street, Ste. 200, Salt Lake City, UT 84019.

The BLM will contact the NPS National Trails Intermountain
Region as appropriate.

667

The Wilderness
Society

BLM’s preferred alternative would permit impacts to the trail from
mineral development, allowing a potash processing facility along the
trail. Draft MLP at 4-146. The preferred alternative could also
impact the scenic, natural and historic settings of the trail. Id.
Therefore it is incompatible with the purpose of the Old Spanish
National Historic Trail. Alternative C, however, would preserve the
historic character of the trail, including the trail’s viewshed.

The commenter’s preference for Alternative C is noted.
About 12.2-miles of the OSNHT along the Blue Hills
segment has been preliminarily identified as a high
potential segment. The decision in Alternative D has also
been modified to state that a CSU stipulation requiring the
lessee to maintain the current setting of the trail based on
a visual assessment would be applied within 2-miles of the
12.2-mile high potential trail segment on the south side
only of the trail alignment. The proposed PPFA is located
on the north side of the Blue Hills segment. To the north of
this segment, the view is highly impacted by a high voltage
transmission line located parallel and immediately
adjacent to this segment. In addition, a designated utility
corridor linking Green River and Moab overlays this entire
segment with the majority of the utility corridor lying to the
north of the trail. Due to the visual impairments to the
north of the trail, very little opportunity is available to
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vicariously share the experience of the original users of
the historic route. The CSU stipulation would protect the
setting of this high potential segment along its largely
undisturbed south side.

Special Designations: Wild and Scenic Rivers
Grand County
Council

Wild & Scenic River Management Objectives
• Designate Wild & Scenic Rivers as per the BLM's suitability
inventory (see attached maps) for the Colorado, Dolores, and Green
Rivers

Designation of Wild and Scenic Rivers is a congressional
responsibility.

303

Special Status Species
Center for
Biological
Diversity, Living
Rivers,
Colorado
Riverkeeper,
and Holiday
River
Expeditions

The DEIS identifies 9 federally protected, threatened, endangered,
or proposed species that are known or suspected to occur in the
planning area, as well as 28 BLM sensitive species (including both
plants and animals). Many of these species will be adversely
affected by an increase in oil and gas activity. The species include
those highly vulnerable to both oil and gas development directly and
climate change broadly, including the bonytail, Colorado
pikeminnow, humpback chub, and razorback sucker. Other species
are vulnerable to oil and gas development, infrastructure water
depletions and stream flow changes, including the yellow-billed
cuckoo and southwestern willow flycatcher. Hundreds of thousands
of acres of Mexican spotted owl (threatened) and burrowing owl
(sensitive) habitat are vulnerable to direct habitat loss, avoidance
effects, and forage loss from oil and gas drilling, activity, and
infrastructure. The DEIS, however, lacks any substantive effect of
the potential effects of development on riparian, upland or grassland
birds, disclosing only general information regarding the number of
acres of habitat open under standard, CSU/TL, or NSO stipulations.
Such general information is inadequate to permit an informed
evaluation of the proposed action’s effect on populations of species
of concern.

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), the agency with
jurisdictional authority over threatened and endangered
species, must provide concurrence regarding the potential
effects of decisions in the MLP. USFWS has jurisdiction over
the management of Federally listed fish, wildlife and plant
populations, critical habitat, and migratory birds.
In addition, the USFWS will be consulted on any site-specific
mineral proposal that could potentially affect any listed plant or
animal species or their habitat.
The comments received from the USFWS on the MLP/DEIS did
not identify any major flaws in the analysis. The commenter
provided no specific data on improving the analysis.
The BLM contends that the analysis for special status species
in Chapter 4 is adequate for decisions at the land use planning
level.

612

Center for
Biological
Diversity, Living
Rivers,
Colorado
Riverkeeper,
and Holiday
River
Expeditions

Although, as discussed above, BLM must consider an alternative of
closing the entire area to new leasing and fracking, the least
damaging alternative in the DEIS is alternative C, which would close
180,169 acres to oil and gas leasing, including 12,819 acres of
Mexican spotted owl habitat, 60,749 acres of burrowing owl habitat,
and 19,230 acres of sensitive plant habitat. Similarly, Alternative C
provides greater protection for fish, riparian habitat and wetland
habitat, and water quality, including protection for the four Colorado
River endangered fish, Southwestern willow flycatcher, yellow-billed
cuckoo, and Western red bat. The BLM should also address the
effect of the proposed plan on proposed critical habitat for the

The purpose of the MLP/DEIS is to identify and address
potential resource conflicts and environmental impacts and
thereby develop mitigation strategy through leasing stipulations
and best management practices. The BLM determined that a
no leasing alternative for oil and gas would be unnecessarily
restrictive in order to resolve the potential resource conflicts
identified.
A no leasing alternative for oil and gas would not meet the
purpose and need of the planning effort. Also, as stated in
Chapter 3 of the MLP/DEIS," hydraulic fracturing (HF) has only
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yellow-billed cuckoo on BLM lands along the Colorado and Dolores
River.

been conducted on a limited basis over the last few years," and
future use of HF is predicted to be limited as well.
The commenter’s preference for Alternative C is noted.
Yellow-billed cuckoo habitat located along the Colorado and
Dolores Rivers is protected with a NSO stipulation for the Three
Rivers Mineral Withdrawal in Alternative D. In addition, a
Lease Notice would protect critical habitat for the yellow-billed
cuckoo by precluding surface disturbing activities within 0.25miles of occupied habitat from June 1 through August 31.

In particular, the DEIS lacks any discussion of water use and
depletion that may be associated with either oil and gas or potash
operations, and the effects such depletions may have on habitat
and population for endangered fish or riparian birds and bats.
Water use by oil and gas and potash operations is an indirect but
readily foreseeable effect of authorizing such operations within the
planning area. Potential use of water from the Green, Colorado, or
Dolores Rivers or their tributaries has the potential to affect habitat
for the bonytail, Colorado pikeminnow, humpback chub, and
razorback sucker, yellow-billed cuckoo, Southwestern willow
flycatcher, and Western red bat. As best we can ascertain, the
DEIS makes no attempt to quantify water depletions from the Green
or Colorado Rivers that will result from oil and gas and potash
development under the RMPA. As the Fish and Wildlife Service
noted in a recent Biological Opinion for another Utah BLM oil and
gas project:
[t]he cumulative effect of water depletions, including from this
action, adversely affects the four listed fish by further reducing the
amount of water available to them, increasing the likelihood of water
quality issues, increasing their vulnerability to predation, and
reducing their breeding opportunities by shrinking the amount of
breeding habitat within their range. Water depletions also reduce
the ability of the river to create and maintain the primary constituent
elements that define critical habitat.

Text has been added to the analysis in Chapter 4 (4.13.2,
Water Resources) providing a quantification of water use
for oil and gas operations, as well as comparisons of total
water use for mineral development and their
corresponding impacts for all alternatives.
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In Chapter 4 (Section 4.13.2, Water Resources) the following
explanation of water use for mineral operations is provided:
“Mineral development utilizes water, although the water needs
of oil and gas are far less than potash development. Within the
Planning Area, a typical well drilled to the primary target
formation would involve about 294,000 gallons of water. The
water is used as a drilling medium, for mixing cement, and for
various cleanup operations. Therefore, or the oil and gas wells
projected in Alternative A, a total of about 68.2 million gallons
of water could be utilized over the life of the plan. The source
of this water is primarily municipalities and private sources.
Water obtained from aquifers and surface water could result in
the drawing down of the water table and reduction of available
water resources for wildlife, vegetation, springs, streams, or
public consumption. Withdrawal could affect local groundwater
flow pattern and create changes in quality and quantity of the
remaining groundwater. However, detailed impacts of this
water use cannot be addressed until site-specific operations
identify the water source.
Potash development, including processing facilities, would
require water as part of the production process. Water
consumption associated with solar evaporation processing
operations is estimated at 5,000 gallons per ton of potash
production for a total of about 2 billion gallons per year. Water
consumption associated with crystallization processing
operations is estimated at 1,300 per ton of potash production
for a total of about 2.6 billion gallons per year. Under
Alternative A, a total of 4.6 billion gallons of water could be
utilized for potash development. The source of this water could
come from one of four sources: 1) rivers and other surface
G-323
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water, 2) groundwater from usable aquifers, 3) saline water
from the Paradox Member, or 4) off-site locations. However,
detailed impacts of this water use cannot be addressed until
site-specific operations identify the water source. If the water is
obtained from an existing water right granted on the Green or
Colorado River systems, then the impact from the use has
already been considered during allocation. Water obtained
from local usable aquifers could result in the drawing down of
the water table and reduction of available water resources for
wildlife, vegetation, springs, streams, or public consumption.
Withdrawal could affect local groundwater flow pattern and
create changes in quality and quantity of the remaining
groundwater. Saline water from the Paradox Member would
affect neither usable groundwater nor surface water. The
impacts from obtaining water from offsite sources cannot be
addressed until the location of the sources are identified during
review of site-specific proposals.”
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), the agency with
jurisdictional authority over threatened and endangered
species, must provide concurrence regarding the potential
effects of decisions in the MLP. USFWS has jurisdiction over
the management of Federally listed fish, wildlife and plant
populations, critical habitat, and migratory birds.
In addition, the USFWS will be consulted on any site-specific
mineral proposal that could potentially affect any listed plant or
animal species or their habitat. Please refer to the BA included
with the MLP/FEIS regarding potential adverse effects to
threatened and endangered species.
The comments received from the USFWS on the MLP/DEIS did
not identify any major flaws in the analysis. The commenter
provided no specific data on improving the analysis.
The BLM contends that the analysis for water use by mineral
operations in Chapter 4 is adequate for decisions at the land
use planning level. Until site-specific operations identify the
water source, the impacts from water depletion on threatened
and endangered species cannot be accurately assessed.
Center for
Biological
Diversity, Living
Rivers,
Colorado
Riverkeeper,
and Holiday
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Moreover, there is no analysis of the effects of foreseeable spills
from oil and gas activities on water quality and habitat, nor of the
efficacy of various proposed buffer distances in mitigating
foreseeable spills. Once again, the Fish and Wildlife Service’s 2012
adverse effect finding for BLM oil and gas project on the Green and
White Rivers discusses the likelihood and effect of spills: There is a
greater potential for impacts from pollutants, if a pipeline, well pit, or
other source were to inadvertently release contaminated fluids into

Text has been added in Chapter 4 (4.13.2, Water
Resources) to address the impacts of leaks and spills by
alternative on surface and groundwater resources.
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Spills resulting in contamination of surface and groundwater
could also adversely impact other associated resources such
as wildlife and vegetation.
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waterways at points near the Green and White Rivers. Through
direct or indirect discharge, these pollutants could reach the Green
and White Rivers and negatively impact water quality to the point of
affecting native fish populations. Direct impacts will result from a
discharge from a pipeline or well pit reaching the Green and White
Rivers in its original form or within a single release event. Indirect
effects occur when discharges are released to the ground and are
later released to the river after being carried by an erosion event or
carried by rain or snowmelt runoff. As more well and pipeline
development occurs in the project area the chance of pollutants
reaching the White and Green Rivers increases, thus increasing the
potential of harm to native fish populations.
While applicant-committed measures will reduce the chance for
spills or leaks of contaminants, accidental releases can and do still
occur. According to the National Response Center, there have
been at least 219 spills and releases within Carbon, Duchesne, and
Uintah Counties from January 1991 through August, 2011 due to oil
and gas development and related activities affecting water, land and
air.
Spill incidences reviewed in Utah include corrosion and leakage of
surface and buried pipelines, broken well rods, valve and gasket
failures, wellhead pressure buildups, shutoff alarm malfunctions,
leakage of trace systems, loss of formation water to the surface
during drilling, and vehicular related traffic accidents. Releases
have included crude oil, natural gas, hydrochloric acid, condensate,
salt water, ethylene glycol, and produced water in various
quantities.
Releases of harmful agents into floodplain habitats could result in
significant adverse impacts to the endangered fish and their
designated critical habitat. One of the constituent elements of the
designated critical habitat for the four Colorado River fish is
contaminant-free water. Any release of contaminants into the
floodplain will result in degradation of critical habitat and could result
in take of individual fish, including downstream impacts to larvae
and juveniles.
The Green and White Rivers are large to medium-sized rivers with
variable dilution factors based on seasonal flows. However,
contaminants are likely to accumulate in backwater/depressional
areas that have reduced dilution and less flushing capacity
(Woodward et al. 1985). Colorado pikeminnow and razorback
sucker use these sites downstream, which provide cover and a food
source, for overwinter survival and rearing areas.
The proposed action includes applicant committed measures to
minimize and reduce the potential for contaminants to be released

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), the agency with
jurisdictional authority over threatened and endangered
species, must provide concurrence regarding the potential
effects of decisions in the MLP. USFWS has jurisdiction over
the management of Federally listed fish, wildlife and plant
populations, critical habitat, and migratory birds.
In addition, the USFWS will be consulted on any site-specific
mineral proposal that could potentially affect any listed plant or
animal species or their habitat. Please refer to the BA included
with the MLP/FEIS regarding potential adverse effects to
threatened and endangered species.
The comments received from the USFWS on the MLP/DEIS did
not identify any major flaws in the analysis. The commenter
provided no specific data on improving the analysis.
The commenter is referring to a site-specific oil and gas project
along the Green and White Rivers where the USFWS’s adverse
effect finding discusses the likelihood and effect of spills on
threatened and endangered fish. The BLM recognizes in the
MLP/FEIS in Chapter 4 (Section 4.13.2) the likelihood of
inadvertent spills from mineral operations on surface and
groundwater resources. However, until site-specific mineral
operations are proposed within the Planning Area, the impacts
to threatened and endangered fish species along the Green,
Colorado, and Dolores Rivers cannot be accurately assessed.
The BLM contends that the analysis for leaks and spills on
surface and ground water resources in Chapter 4 is adequate
for decisions at the land use planning level. Until site-specific
operations are proposed, impacts to threatened and
endangered fish species from potential mineral related spills
would be speculative.
In Alternative D, NSO stipulations would be applied to the
Colorado, Green, and Dolores Rivers, the major tributaries to
the rivers, and the rims of the rivers which would minimize the
risk of spills on threatened and endangered fish species.
These protective measures are addressed in Chapter 4
(Section 4.17, Special Status Species) of the MLP/DEIS.
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into the natural systems. However, oil and gas related accidents
can be severe and have serious consequences to fish and wildlife
resources.
Although most incidents are relatively small in size, large scale spills
do occur. If large-scale breaks occur in sensitive resource areas,
the results can be catastrophic to fish and wildlife resources. The
effects of smaller leaks that may cause chronic, sub-lethal effects to
fish populations may be more prevalent. While the oil and gas
industry has a wide variety of methods available to detect
substantial leaks or integrity breeches, the technology for detection
of small “pinhole” leaks is not as advanced. This creates a
significant problem in that the current available methodology may
allow small leaks to go undetected for extended periods of time
often evading detection until they are manifested on the surface
sediments or water.
The severity of the impacts from larger spills will be dependent on
the time of year, the river flows, presence of endangered fish, and
the volume of the contaminant plume. Immediate effects of small
leaks to fish populations are difficult to ascertain but will likely
become evident in future reproductive or growth issues.
The DEIS lacks any substantive analysis or even discussion of
these spill-related impacts on the four Colorado River listed fish, or
other listed and sensitive species that utilize riparian areas along
the Colorado, Green, and Dolores Rivers.
Center for
Biological
Diversity, Living
Rivers,
Colorado
Riverkeeper,
and Holiday
River
Expeditions

BLM proposes to initiate ESA § 7 consultation “when the proposed
MLP for the Final EIS is determined.” This does not, however,
relieve BLM of the NEPA obligation to take a hard look at the
impacts of the proposed plan and alternatives on threatened,
endangered, and sensitive species in the FEIS.

The best available data was used in the preparation of the
Moab MLP/DEIS. However, certain information is unavailable
or requires site-specific information to analyze. Due to a lack of
quantitative data, some impacts can be discussed only in
qualitative terms. Subsequent project-level NEPA documents
will provide the opportunity to collect site-specific data and
analyze these data in quantitative terms. Impacts to
threatened, endangered, and sensitive species from the
management alternatives are discussed in Section 4.17,
Special Status Species.

616

Center for
Biological
Diversity, Living
Rivers,
Colorado
Riverkeeper,
and Holiday
River
Expeditions

BLM should conduct a full assessment of the direct and indirect
impacts of unconventional oil and gas development activities on
wildlife and ecosystems through a suite of comprehensive studies
on all species and ecosystems that could be affected. The studies
should be particularly detailed for federally and state listed species,
federal and state candidates for listing, and state species of special
concern. The studies should address the following impacts: (1)
habitat loss, degradation, and fragmentation, including edge effects;
(2) water depletion; (3) air and water contamination; (4) introduction
of invasive species; (5) climate change impacts; (6) health and

Hydraulic Fracturing: The following discussion is from Chapter
3 (Section 3.7.1, Minerals: Oil and Gas, Hydraulic Fracturing):
Horizontal drilling involving advanced HF techniques have only
been conducted within the Planning Area on a limited basis
over the last few years. The amount of HF fluid utilized for HF
in the Planning Area has amounted to less than 200,000
gallons per well. This is substantially different from North
Dakota style HF operations. In the Planning Area, the industry
has found that the primary target formation conditions are not
conducive to water-based HF methods and have proven
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detrimental to the recovery of oil and gas. HF utilizing oil
(about 80,000 gallons per well) has recently proven more
beneficial when applied to initially unsuccessful wells. The oil
utilized in HF operations is recovered along with produced
hydrocarbons and placed in production tanks and, therefore,
the need for the storage of waste fluids is eliminated. In the
future, the trend for using oil as HF fluid for initially
unsuccessful wells is likely to continue. HF could be utilized for
other target formations in the future, but the extent is unknown
at this time. Within the Planning Area the Paradox Formation is
generally 4,000 to 5,000 feet thick and is comprised mainly of
salt, layered with thinner sedimentary zones, such as the Cane
Creek Shale zone which is the principal producing target within
the Planning Area and which occurs near the bottom of the
Paradox Formation. The thick sequence of bedded salts is not
only an effective confining zone, but is also a deterrent to
aggressive HF design.
In addition, the following discussion is from Chapter 3 (Section
3.7.1, Minerals: Oil and Gas, Hydraulic Fracturing): Areas with
the greatest oil and gas development interest within the
Planning Area generally have Entrada and Glen Canyon
Aquifers exposed at the surface and extending to a depth of
approximately 1,000 feet. To ensure the effective isolation of
these sensitive formations, a continuous string of steel pipe (or
“casing”) known as the “surface” casing is placed in the well,
extending from the surface to at least 50 feet below the bottom
of the aquifer. The entire length of that casing string is then
cemented into place. The casing is then pressure tested to
ensure there are no leaks before deeper drilling resumes. After
drilling to the top of the Paradox Formation at a depth of
approximately 4,500 to 5,500 feet, a second continuous string
of steel is placed inside the first, from the surface to the bottom
of the hole. This casing string, known as “intermediate” casing,
is then cemented into place with the goal of again cementing
the entire length of casing. The intermediate casing string also
serves to isolate water flows that may be present in the Cutler
Formation. If the cement does not circulate all the way to
surface, a cement bond log (CBL) or cement evaluation tool
(CET) is run in the well to evaluate the effectiveness of cement
placement. This casing string is then pressure tested and the
well is drilled to the target formation and to the final well depth.
As drilling continues to the target formation which contains oil
and gas, the oil, gas, and drilling fluids are contained within the
casing. At this point in the procedure aquifers are separated
from the fluids by two layers of steel casing and two layers of
G-327
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cement. When the final well depth has been reached, another
steel casing string, known as “production” casing is then set
inside the intermediate casing from the bottom of the well to the
surface usually, but always to at least 200 feet above the
bottom of the intermediate casing. This casing is then
cemented from the bottom of the well to at least 200 feet above
the bottom of the intermediate casing, and a CBL or CET is run
to evaluate the cement on this casing string also.

Visual Resource Management/Auditory Management (Soundscapes)
Fidelity
Exploration and
Production
Company

Preferred Alternative D presents vague Auditory Management
stipulations requiring a 6.1 mile offset from National parks and noise
limit of 51 decibels for production equipment measured at 350 feet
from the source. Apparently these offsets are based on another
state’s guidance document. The modeling and offsets are not
supported in the MLP document; BLM should provide Utah-specific
data and modeling to provide an adequate basis for these
restrictions. Arbitrary sound restrictions and mitigation could prove
costly to oil and gas operators without any of the expected benefits.

As stated in Chapter 3 (Section 3.18.1) of the MLP/DEIS, noise
propagation modeling based on geospatial grids of modeled
ambient sound level data was performed by National Park
Service in 2014 to determine the potential impacts of mineral
operations on NPS soundscapes (Stanley and Miller 2015).
This noise modelling, prepared specifically for the MLP,
resulted in the 6.1-mile National Park offset for noise.
The decibel level chosen was based on the Colorado Oil and
Gas Conservation Commission 800 Series rules regarding
maximum permissible noise levels at
residential/agricultural/rural zones which limit noise levels to
between 50 and 55 dbA at 350 feet from the source. The BLM
is not aware of any similar rules in the State of Utah.
The CSU stipulation has been changed as follows: “Noise
mitigation efforts would be implemented with a maximum
level of 55 decibels for production (measured at 350 feet
from the source).
The cost of complying with CSU stipulations is acknowledged in
Chapter 4 (Section 4.8.1).

148

Individual

Unsupported requirements for auditory constraints and modelling.
The MLP fails to present information indicating impacts that would
justify the addition of auditory constraints for 369,519 acres within
6.1 miles of Arches National Park. The constraint sets decibel level
restrictions of 51 dB at 350 feet with no indication of how this level
was determined. It places an NSO stipulation of 2.5 miles from
Arches National Park involving 148,432 acres, again with no
identified justification or analysis to indicate why this is necessary.
The MLP fails to identify, on any quantitative basis, how noise
impacts result in impact to adjacent national parks. There is no
discussion of noise impacts to the parks from the hundreds’ of
thousands of vehicles and busses that visit each year, the noise
from the adjacent airport, rail line and SR 191. It then fails to
analyze the financial or technical impact to potential mineral

The MLP can control only actions on BLM land. Analysis of
actions within the National Parks, on State Highways, or on
adjacent rail lines is beyond the scope of the MLP. The
Preferred Alternative imposes a 2.5-mile NSO area around
Arches and Canyonlands National Park to reduce noise
production; this area is, for the most part, subsumed within the
area managed as closed for visual resources.
As stated in Chapter 3 (Section 3.18.1) of the MLP/DEIS, noise
propagation modeling based on geospatial grids of modeled
ambient sound level data was performed by National Park
Service in 2014 to determine the potential impacts of mineral
operations on NPS soundscapes (Stanley and Miller 2015).
This noise modelling, prepared specifically for the MLP,
resulted in the 6.1-mile National Park offset for noise as well as
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development from the imposition of these auditory constraints. It’s
simply constraint for the sake of constraint.

the 2.5-mile NSO buffer to reduce auditory impacts to
backcountry portions of the National Parks.
The decibel level chosen was based on the Colorado Oil and
Gas Conservation Commission 800 Series rules regarding
maximum permissible noise levels at
residential/agricultural/rural zones which limit noise levels to
between 50 and 55 dbA at 350 feet from the source. The BLM
is not aware of any similar rules in the State of Utah. The CSU
stipulation has been changed as follows: “Noise mitigation
efforts would be implemented with a maximum level of 55
decibels for production (measured at 350 feet from the source).
The cost of complying with NSO and CSU stipulations is
acknowledged in Chapter 4 (Section 4.8.1).

Individual

The MLP fails to identify any impacts to the areas filming industry
from current management under the 2008 MLP, yet will require
visual modeling on 177,594 acres for protection of high use filming
locations. Analysis in Chapter 4 fails to indicate it has been or will
be a problem. The areas filming industry has an ability to find
suitable filming locations in a variety of locations in the area that are
currently protected. This new constraint is completely without
defensible rationale.

The majority of film locations are within VRM Class II areas,
which are managed with a NSO stipulation in Alternative D.
Only two of the listed film locations are not within VRM Class II
areas (Jewel Tibbetts Arch and White Wash Sand Dunes).
This means that a viewshed analysis would be required only in
these two locations. The imposition of a viewshed analysis is
not an onerous requirement, but Chapter 4 acknowledges that
CSU stipulations can result in “additional costs and delays to
mineral operators” (page 4-41). The exact cost of this
constraint could only be quantified on a site-specific basis.
A viewshed analysis would be required only for the 14 high use
filming locations listed in Chapter 2 (Table 2-3). Although
conflicts in the past have been minimal and a solution has been
found, the stipulation is intended to prevent conflicts in the
future.

168

Individual

Daylight visual resources should be addressed in areas near the
Needles. When I worked at Needles, on a daily basis visitors stated
that the drive through Indian Creek and opening into the area
around the entrance to Needles was the most spectacular thing they
had ever seen, and they usually believed it was part of the park.
The area where campfire talks are presented has the whole rim
from Indian Creek to past Anticline Overlook in full view, and that
viewshed is at risk. The darkness visitors see during campfire talks
has the potential to be compromised. The purposes of the Needles
district revolve around solitude and naturalness. BLM lands above
the rims of Salt Creek (and in Indian Creek) are lands with WC, and
have many clear views to the north, east and west, which will be
marred, especially at night.

The areas along the eastern boundary of Canyonlands National
Park are closed in Alternative D in order to protect high quality
scenic values in the foreground viewshed of the park.
Alternative D also manages additional acreage in this area with
a NSO stipulation for the Indian Creek SRMA and the rims of
Hatch Point within the Canyon Rims SRMA.
The Salt Creek drainage is outside of the Planning Area.
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I am concerned about the potential for potash mining and increased
oil and gas drilling in the Dubinky Well/Tombstone Rock/Secret
Spire area and in the Windwhistle/Needles Overlook/ Anticline
Overlook area. These are the few highly scenic, quiet places that
have not been totally overrun by mountain bikes, ATVs and 4WDs.
Pronghorn and desert bighorns have not yet been driven out of
these areas. I hope you will leave it undeveloped for them, and for
people seeking quiet recreation.

The commenter’s preference for Alternative C, which eliminates
potash leasing and manages the areas described with a NSO
stipulation, is noted.

432

Individual

If oil rigs were ever allowed in the viewshed of Arches or
Canyonlands it would be a travesty of immense proportions. There
is already more development within sight of these pristine areas
than there should be, but that should not justify further exploitation.
The final plan must include a strong degree of certainty of potential
development as well as enforceable protections for the parks,
including park scenic views from surface disturbing activities. All
national parks should have a buffer area around them 1/2 the size
of the park to keep the parks views.

The BLM worked closely with the National Park Service when
drafting the management for the MLP/DEIS for the most
important or sensitive resources on BLM lands adjacent to the
National Parks. For example, in Alternative D, the BLM has
closed the VRM Class II and VRI Class II areas surrounding
Arches National Park. Additionally, the BLM closed the VRM
Class II acres on the north side of Canyonlands. The VRM
Class II and VRI Class II areas included park viewsheds in the
inventory process for these visual classifications. The areas
along the eastern boundary of Canyonlands National Park are
closed in Alternative D in order to protect high quality scenic
values in the foreground viewshed of the park. As a result,
Alternative D precludes mineral leasing and development in the
areas with the highest scenic quality surrounding the parks.
Going beyond these closed areas would not meet the objective
in Alternative D of providing mineral leasing and development
outside of these high value areas. Alternative D also imposes a
2.5-mile NSO area around Arches and Canyonlands National
Park to reduce noise production; this area is, for the most part,
subsumed within the area managed as closed for visual
resources.

435, 713,
715, 722,
745

National Parks
Conservation
Association

We encourage the BLM to review the GIS data created by the NPS
for viewsheds within Arches National Park based on key
observation points inside the park. As part of NPCA’s involvement
in the Moab MLP Stakeholder meetings convened in 2014, we
submitted a “National Park Conservation Viewshed” map (see
attachment), based on the NPS data, highlighting the viewsheds of
Arches and Canyonlands national parks to illustrate our priority
areas for protection within the MLP process. We now also submit
additional maps highlighting the overall park viewshed along with
maps of individual viewsheds from specific key observation points
within the park as they relate to Closed/NSO stipulations in the
Preferred Alternative (see attached “Arches MLP Viewshed” maps).
The overall viewshed map illustrates the views from the park as a
colored scale showing the number of key observations points
(KOPs) from which a visitor can see a particular area on the
landscape (i.e. the dark red viewshed areas can be seen by visitors

The commenter’s preference for Alternative C is noted.
Text has been added to Chapter 3 (Section 3.18) to
acknowledge the importance of Park Service viewsheds.
The immediate viewshed (VRM Class II and VRI Class II) from
Arches National Park is shown on Map 2-60-D and the entire
viewshed from the Park is shown on Map 2-60-C.
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at up to 9 KOPs inside the park and the green viewshed areas can
be seen from one KOP). The BLM should specifically evaluate this
information in light of its duty to maintain a current inventory of
“scenic values” associated with the public lands. 43 U.S.C. §
1711(a). That inventory should be updated, as necessary, based
on the information provided by the NPS.
An overlay of the NPS viewshed data for Arches National Park with
the MLP Preferred Alternative closed/NSO stipulations indicates
much of the landscape to the north, some to the northeast, and the
area within the Ten Mile Potash Leasing Area west of Arches are
within view of the park, but fall outside of an NSO stipulation. We
urge the BLM to include NSO stipulations for all areas within the
park viewshed even those outside the VRM/VRI II classification
area. That includes the additional NSO north of Arches from
Alternative C and other areas highlighted in the attached maps.
At a minimum, the final MLP should include NSO for the
multicolored areas north of Arches on the NPS viewshed map,
which are within sight of multiple key observation points inside the
park, and for all viewsheds from specific heavily visited areas inside
Arches such as the Devil’s Garden Campground, Delicate Arch, and
The Windows. If NSO stipulations are not applied to the entire park
viewshed (i.e. areas that are only seen from one, less visited area),
then there should be a CSU stipulation requiring consultation with
the NPS on siting to avoid visual impacts as much as possible.
National Parks
Conservation
Association

Unmitigated glare from lighting and sky glow surrounding adjacent
communities, development and land-use activities can impact the
night sky resource which draws astro- and eco-tourism to the Moab
area. To minimize the cumulative impacts of increased lighting from
potential oil, gas, and potash development within the Moab MLP
landscape, the BLM needs to require a Lightscape Management
Plan for all operators in the planning area. NPCA understands the
complexities and safety concerns of effectively mitigating lighting
during drilling and production operations for oil, gas, and potash,
however, the BLM should apply a CSU stipulation to each lease in
the MLP planning area similar to the one included in the White River
Field Office (WRFO) RMP Amendment for Oil and Gas
Development outside of Dinosaur National Monument in
northwestern Colorado.

In Alternative D, all lands within 2.5-miles of the National Parks
are managed with a minimum of a NSO stipulation. In addition,
about 112,516 acres are closed around Arches National Park
and about 75,638 acres are closed adjacent to Canyonlands
National Park (see Map 2-15-D, Oil and Gas Leasing
Stipulations).
BMPs developed for reducing impacts to night skies (Appendix
B, Night Skies) would also be applied as conditions of approval
to site-specific mineral operations throughout the Planning
Area.
The closed areas, NSO stipulations, and BMPs described for
Alternative D were developed in order to reduce the impacts of
mineral operations on viewshed, soundscape, and night sky
resources of Arches and Canyonlands National Parks.

448

National Parks
Conservation
Association

The “Visual Resources, Night Skies, and Soundscapes within VRM
Class II Areas (WR-CSU-26)” stipulation requires a site-specific
Visual Resources Management and Noise Reduction Plan (Plan)
submitted by the operator as a component of the Application for
Permit to Drill or Sundry Notice –Surface Use Plan of Operations.

In Alternative D, all lands within 2.5-miles of the National Parks
are managed with a minimum of a NSO stipulation. In addition,
about 112,516 acres are closed around Arches National Park
and about 75,638 acres are closed adjacent to Canyonlands
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The operator shall not initiate surface disturbing activities unless the
BLM authorized officer has approved the Plan. Consultation with
the NPS should also be included to ensure industry is adapting to
the most current, readily available technology and information is
shared as lighting mitigation strategies become more available and
understood.

National Park (see Map 2-15-D, Oil and Gas Leasing
Stipulations).
BMPs developed for reducing impacts to night skies (Appendix
B, Night Skies) would also be applied as conditions of approval
to site-specific mineral operations throughout the Planning
Area.
The closed areas, NSO stipulations, and BMPs described for
Alternative D were developed in order to reduce the impacts of
mineral operations on viewshed, soundscape, and night sky
resources of Arches and Canyonlands National Parks.

Because dark night skies are a recognized resource throughout the
Colorado Plateau, the Final MLP needs to include a lighting
management stipulation to be applied throughout the MLP planning
area, not just within certain VRM classification areas as specified in
the White River RMPA. A stipulation to require a lighting plan by all
operators within the MLP planning area at the Application for Permit
to Drill stage is a way to require operators to minimize impacts on
dark night skies during all phases of development. At the same
time, it would allow flexibility to implement new technology as it is
available and avoid an undue burden caused by mitigation
requirements that may be difficult to obtain and/or implement. The
Lightscape Management Plan shall include the following:
a) Number of lights and lumen output of each (minimum number of
lights and the lowest luminosity consistent with safe and secure
operation of the facility)
b) Alternatives to lighting (retro-reflective or luminescent markers in
lieu of permanent lighting where feasible)
c) Fixture design (lights of the proper design, shielded to eliminate
uplight, placed and directed to eliminate light spill and trespass to
offsite locations)
d) Lamp color temperature (lights of the proper color to minimize
night-sky impacts)
e) Standard operating procedures (minimization of unnecessary
lighting use through alternatives to permanent lighting, such as
restricting lighting usage to certain time periods) f) Any activities that
may be restricted to avoid night-sky impacts
g) A process for promptly addressing and mitigating complaints
about potential lighting impacts

The BLM acknowledges that dark night skies are a recognized
resource throughout the Colorado Plateau. However the extent
of the impact to dark night skies from mineral operations in the
Planning Area has not been clearly identified. Because of the
evolving nature of this resource and all of the potential
mitigation measures, BMPs provide a flexible mechanism for
addressing night skies. Therefore, in Alternative D, BMPs were
developed for reducing impacts from mineral operations to
night skies (Appendix B, Night Skies). These BMPs would be
applied as conditions of approval to site-specific mineral
operations throughout the Planning Area. BMPs may be
updated or added to stay current with the latest technology
which is continually evolving with regard to lighting. For more
information, see Appendix B (Best Management Practices,
Introduction).
Furthermore, the greater flexibility provided by BMPs would
provide an effective method for managing night skies in the
Planning Area because of 1) the relatively low level of ongoing
and projected mineral development, 2) the temporary nature of
drilling and completion operations, and 3) the lack of permanent
lighting on most production facilities.
A BMP has been added to Appendix B requiring the
development of a Lightscape Management Plan where an
extensive amount of long term permanent lighting is
proposed.
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Another major factor for consideration is that drilling operations
are temporary (typically up to 6 weeks), and drilling rigs, which
are subcontracted, are not under complete control of the
lessee. The capability of a drilling rig to safely perform the
proposed operation (including the capability of drilling over 1mile laterally) under challenging subsurface conditions must
remain the principal rig selection criteria.
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In order to retain the existing character of the landscape, and the
appropriate transmission of natural sounds that are fundamental
components of the purposes and values for which the parks were
established, management of noise pollution both during exploration
and production of oil and gas resources is required for activities
within the soundscape of Arches and Canyonlands National Parks.
Auditory management needs to include the following actions to
prevent or minimize all noise that, through frequency, magnitude, or
duration, may adversely affect the natural soundscape or other park
resources or values, or that exceeds levels that have been identified
as being acceptable to, or appropriate for, wildlife and visitors at the
parks.
Similar to the “Visual Resources, Night Skies, and Soundscapes
within VRM Class II Areas (WR-CSU-26)” stipulation in the
Approved RMP Amendment WRFO Oil and Gas Development
(Appendix 1-30), the Final Moab MLP needs to include a stipulation
requiring an operator to submit a Noise Reduction Plan as a
component of the Application for Permit to Drill. The operator shall
not initiate surface disturbing activities unless the BLM authorized
officer has approved the noise reduction plan.
The Noise Reduction Plan should minimize noise through traditional
sound barriers including earth and covered scaffolding constructed
around exploration and production areas as well as using the best
available technology such as multi-cylinder pumps, hospital-grade
sound reducing mufflers, and placement of exhaust systems to
direct noise away from sensitive receptors near or directly adjacent
to the parks. The goal for development should be no more than 10
db or less increase from ambient background levels. At no time
should exploration or production operations exceed noise levels
between 50 and 55 db at the 350 feet from the source (Approved
RMP Amendment WRFO Oil and Gas Development, Appendix 131). In addition, a noise reduction plan should outline a process for
promptly addressing and mitigating complaints about potential noise
impacts on the adjacent landscape.

Drilling rig selection is based on a number of technical
attributes that are deemed necessary to safely and effectively
drill the well as planned. The sound produced from a well site
during drilling operations is often a composite of several
different pieces of equipment—some of which are not part of
the drilling rig, but are contracted independently—which change
throughout the drilling process. Your suggested mitigation
could produce the unintended consequence of making decibel
level the principal rig selection criterion over safety and
performance based attributes. For these reasons, the BLM has
determined that it is not reasonable to impose a decibel
standard for drilling operations.
In Alternative D, closed areas, as well as NSO stipulations,
have been applied around Arches and Canyonlands National
Parks (see Map 2-15-D, Oil and Gas Leasing Stipulations).
These proposed leasing decisions provide a wide auditory
buffer around these Parks as shown on Map 2-15-D.
A BMP is already in Appendix B (Noise) regarding the
minimization of noise that is very similar to the one suggested.
The wording of this BMP has been changed to substitute "quiet
design mufflers" for "hospital grade sound reducing mufflers.”
A BMP on locating drill pads, roads, and facilities below
ridgelines, etc. is already included in Appendix B.
In Alternative D, the Parks are surrounded by areas that are
either closed to leasing or managed with a NSO stipulation (see
Map 2-15-D) In addition, a CSU stipulation requiring a
maximum decibel level of 55 dB for production is applied within
6.1-miles of National Parks. A BMP requiring a qualified sound
expert for all lands within the Planning Area is not necessary
given level of protection already imposed for the Park. The
CSU stipulation has been changed as follows: “Noise
mitigation efforts would be implemented with a maximum level
of 55 decibels for production (measured at 350 feet from the
source).
The suggested BMP providing examples of specific noise
reduction measures is unnecessary because a BMP for
minimizing noise using best available technology is already
listed in Appendix B and meets the same objective.
These proposed leasing decisions provide a wide auditory
buffer around the Parks as shown on Map 2-15-D. BMPs can
also be applied across the Planning to further mitigate noise
impacts. Given this level of protection around the Parks, a
noise reduction plan is not necessary to reduce auditory
impacts.
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Park Rangers
For Our Lands

We would like to see stronger protections for the restoration and
protection of clear, dark night skies, especially as observed from
within Arches and Canyonlands National Parks. And like the
Dinosaur Trail MLP, there should be language that directs BLM
consultation with the Park Service before any lease stipulations
designed to protect Park resources are subject to waiver, exception,
or modification. And finally, we would ask that BLM extend
viewshed protections for Arches and Canyonlands National Parks to
include the entire viewshed from the northern boundaries of Arches
and Canyonlands, as well as the eastern boundary of Arches.
These viewshed areas should also be closed to leasing.

The BLM acknowledges that dark night skies are a recognized
resource throughout the Colorado Plateau. However the extent
of the impact to dark night skies from mineral operations in the
Planning Area has not been clearly identified. Because of the
evolving nature of this resource and all of the potential
mitigation measures, BMPs provide a flexible mechanism for
addressing night skies. Therefore, in Alternative D, BMPs were
developed for reducing impacts from mineral operations to
night skies (Appendix B, Night Skies). These BMPs would be
applied as conditions of approval to site-specific mineral
operations throughout the Planning Area. BMPs may be
updated or added to stay current with the latest technology
which is continually evolving with regard to lighting. For more
information, see Appendix B (Best Management Practices,
Introduction).
Exceptions to a lease stipulation are applied at the site-specific
proposal level, such as an APD, through the NEPA process,
and, as a result, is subject to all consultation requirements as
well as public comment. This is stated in BLM Washington
Office IM 2008-032: “The criteria for approval of exceptions,
waivers, and modifications should be supported by National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) analysis, either through the
land use planning process or site-specific environmental
review.”
In Alternative D, the BLM has closed the VRM Class II and VRI
Class II areas surrounding Arches National Park. Additionally,
the BLM closed the VRM Class II acres on the north side of
Canyonlands. The VRM Class II and VRI Class II areas
included park viewsheds in the inventory process for these
visual classifications. As a result, Alternative D precludes
mineral leasing and development in the areas with the highest
scenic quality surrounding the parks. Going beyond these
closed areas would not meet the objective in Alternative D of
providing mineral leasing and development outside of these
high value areas.

494

Individual

The border of the National Parks should be the border, not some
arbitrary modeled affected area that is tacked on for good measure.
The NSO and CSU areas as they apply to Arches National Park to
mitigate noise include a jet airport, a rail road, the garbage dump,
and a highway that conveys 2,000,000 visitors through the area a
year and is the main north/south freight corridor for eastern Utah
and the four corners area. There is a convenience store, tent cities,
and a Jurassic Park located on these lands. I find it hard to believe
that an oil drilling rig would make enough noise to drown out the
noise from the truck, motorhome, and car noise from Highway 191

The MLP can control only actions on BLM land. Analysis of
actions within the National Parks, on State Highways, or on
adjacent rail lines is beyond the scope of the MLP. The
Preferred Alternative imposes a 2.5-mile NSO area around
Arches and Canyonlands National Park to reduce noise
production; this area is, for the most part, subsumed within the
area managed as closed for visual resources.
As stated in Chapter 3 (Section 3.18.1) of the MLP/DEIS, noise
propagation modeling based on geospatial grids of modeled
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These nuisances are a yearlong events. A drilling rig might take 30
days to drill its hole and then be gone. The BLM should recognize
the existing boundaries of the National Parks for what they are and
eliminate the NSO and CSU noise stipulations from inclusion in the
MLP.

ambient sound level data was performed by National Park
Service in 2014 to determine the potential impacts of mineral
operations on NPS soundscapes (Stanley and Miller 2015).
This noise modelling, prepared specifically for the MLP,
resulted in the 6.1-mile National Park offset for noise as well as
the 2.5-mile NSO buffer to reduce auditory impacts to
backcountry portions of the National Parks.

1) Overview of Visual Resources, Sec. 3.18.1 (p. 3-17): We
suggest that the DEIS overview of visual resources be revised to
include additional information about the importance of this resource
to Canyonlands and Arches National Parks. We recommend that
the following be used to replace the third paragraph in this section
of the DEIS In addition, much of the Planning Area is within the scenic
viewsheds observed from adjoining Arches National Park,
Canyonlands National Park, and Deadhorse Point State Park.
Visitors to these parks experience iconic scenic vistas that are
among the most spectacular in the country, and that often include
expanses of BLM-administered lands located within the Planning
Area. Scenic visual resources and values are among the purposes
for which Canyonlands and Arches were established, and the
fundamental importance of these resources and values are
identified in current management documents. To support the MLP
planning effort, NPS used a digital elevation model to generate
spatial models of the viewsheds seen from a set of key observation
points in Canyonlands and Arches National Parks. The resulting
viewshed models were provided to BLM for consideration in the
development of stipulations to protect visual resources.
2) Table 2-15, leasing stipulations for the protection of the viewshed
observed from Arches National Park (pp. 2-51 - 2-52): We
acknowledge and appreciate that BLM has proposed a stipulation
specifically for the purpose of protecting the viewshed observed
from Arches National Park, and that Alternative D does provide
significant protections. However, we suggest that it is somewhat
misleading in Table 2-15 and on Maps 2-60-B, C, and D to define
the park's viewshed as those lands surrounding Arches that are
managed by BLM as VRM Class II and/or inventoried as VRI Class
11, since significant portions of the park's viewshed extend beyond
the VRM II and VRI II areas (Fig. 2). Likewise, it is inaccurate to
describe in Table 2-15 (top of p. 2-52) the additional NSO lands
included in Alternative C as " ... the viewshed on the northern side
of Arches National Park that is outside the VRI Class II areas ... ,"
since these NSO lands represent only a limited portion of the park's
viewshed that is outside the VRI II areas (Fig. 2). We suggest that
BLM consider rewording the descriptions of Alternatives A, B, C,

1) Text has been added to Chapter 3 (Section 3.18) to
acknowledge the importance of Park Service viewsheds.
2) Alternative D was developed to provide for mineral leasing
and development while protecting visual resources, including
those seen from the National Parks; Alternative C emphasizes
resource protection over mineral leasing and development.
The BLM recognizes that Alternative C provides more
protection for visual resources than does Alternative D.
Text has been added to Chapter 3 (Section 3.18.1, Visual
Resources) to state: "A visual resource inventory was
conducted in 2011 for the BLM Moab Field Office. This
inventory included an assessment of viewsheds from
Arches National Park. The area adjoining the Park on both
the northern and eastern side of the Park was rated as VRI
Class II based on scenic quality, the amount of use, and
distance zones. The land beyond the VRI Class II area was
rated low for scenery and sensitivity (amount of use and
distance). The ratings were determined from key
observation points within Arches National Park."
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Therefore, the 34,243 acres not rated as VRI Class II is not
managed with a NSO stipulation in Alternative D.
The immediate viewshed (VRM Class II and VRI Class II) from
Arches National Park is shown on Map 2-60-D and the entire
viewshed from the Park is shown on Map 2-60-C.
The National Park Service’s Organic Act is applicable only to
National Park Service lands. It does not govern the use of land
administered by the Bureau of Land Management.
3) See response to 2), above. In addition, Chapter 4 (Section
4.19.6, Visual Resources, Impacts from Alternative D) of the
EIS states, "However, the viewshed north of Arches National
Park, beyond the VRI class II areas, would not be managed
with an NSO stipulation in Alternative D. Therefore, Alternative
D affords less protection for the viewsheds around Arches
National Park than does Alternative C, but more than
Alternatives A and B." The MLP/DEIS thus acknowledges that
the full viewshed of Arches is not protected in Alternative D.
G-335
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and D in Table 2-15 and on Maps 2-60-B, C, and D to describe the
VRM Class II and VRI Class II areas, as well as the additional areas
included as NSO under Alternative C, as representing portions of
the viewshed observed from Arches National Park.
In addition, we ask that BLM consider revisions to Alternatives C
and D based on the extent of the park viewshed illustrated in Figure
2, which was modeled and delineated on the basis of the 13 key
observation points listed and shown in Figure 2. For Alternative C,
we recommend that BLM consider revising the extent of the NSO
stipulation to coincide with the full spatial extent of viewshed that
extends beyond the VRM Class II and VRI Class II areas that are
proposed to be closed to mineral leasing under Alternatives C and
D. Thus revised, we ask that BLM select this version of Alternative
C as the Preferred Alternative in the Final EIS to more fully protect
the scenic resources and values of Arches National Park from future
impacts attributable to oil and gas development activities.
3) For Alternative D in addition to the closed VRM Class II and VRI
Class II areas, we ask that BLM consider an NSO stipulation for
areas beyond the closed VRM II and VRI II lands that coincide with
the modeled viewsheds for Delicate Arch, Double O Arch, and the
Devils Garden Campground (Fig. 3). We identify these three as
particularly important viewpoints for the following reasons. Delicate
Arch is the single most iconic viewpoint in Arches National Park,
and its viewshed is not fully protected by the Preferred Alternative
identified in the DEIS. Double O Arch is a key observation point
accessible by trail from the Devils Garden parking lot. We suggest
that scenic views from this viewpoint warrant full protection from
impacts attributable to future oil and gas development. Finally, the
Devils Garden Campground is the site from which most overnight
visitors to the park view the surrounding scenic landscape. We
suggest that scenic views from the campground warrant full
protection from impacts attributable to future oil and gas
development.
• Analysis and disclosure of environmental consequences for
viewsheds of Arches and Canyonlands National Parks, Chapter 4:
We suggest that BLM consider including one or more map figures
(e.g., similar to Fig. 2) to illustrate and disclose the consequences of
alternative mineral leasing decisions and stipulations for the
viewsheds of Arches and Canyonlands National Parks. In these
map figures, we recommend that park viewsheds be delineated on
the basis of NPS viewshed models rather than on the basis of VRM
Class II and VRI Class II areas delineated by BLM.
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Naturally Dark Night Skies
1) New information - Canyonlands National Park Named
International Dark Sky Park: In August 2015, the International DarkSky Association granted Gold-Tier International Dark Sky Park
(IDSP) status to Canyon lands National Park, an honor reserved for
the darkest of dark skies and the most stunning of starscapes. We
ask that this and additional information about existing night-sky
resources and conditions be incorporated in Section 3.18.1 (p. 3117+). Accordingly, we recommend that the following be inserted
under a separate subheading entitled Naturally Dark Night Skies
immediately preceding the Natural Soundscapes subsection. Naturally Dark Night Skies: In addition to the high quality of daytime
scenic views, the Planning Area and adjoining areas including
Canyonlands National Park, Arches National Park, and Deadhorse
Point State Park also are renowned for nighttime opportunities to
view naturally dark night skies that are among the most unspoiled
and spectacular remaining in the continental United States. In NPS
management documents, naturally dark night skies are identified as
important resources both in Canyonlands and Arches National
Parks. In August 2015, the International Dark-Sky Association
granted Gold-Tier International Dark Sky Park status to
Canyonlands National Park, an honor reserved for the darkest of
dark skies and the most stunning of starscapes. Opportunities to
view and enjoy naturally dark night skies have become increasingly
important to the recreational experiences of those who visit
Canyonlands, Arches, Deadhorse Point State Park, the MLP
Planning Area, and other adjoining lands including BLMadministered wilderness study areas.
2) Nighttime flaring of gas and artificial lighting that is unshielded,
directed upwards, and/or excessively bright has the potential to
pollute and degrade night sky quality. Despite the recognized high
quality of night skies in the Planning Area, industrial light sources
from oil and gas development activities north of Canyon lands
National Park are readily visible in nighttime satellite imagery. Data
collected in June 2015 by the NPS Natural Sounds and Night Skies
Division (NPS NSNSD) determined that industrial light pollution
attributable to the Hunter Power Plant near Castle Dale was visible
from more than 85 miles away at a monitoring site near Balanced
Rock in Arches National Park (NPS NSNSD, unpublished data).
Lighting from oil and gas development north of Canyonlands
National Park also was visible from the Balanced Rock site during
the same monitoring event (NPS NSNSD, unpublished data). In
addition to adverse impacts of light pollution on visitors' experience
of night sky conditions, there is increasing evidence for significant

1) Text has been added to Chapter 3 (Section 3.18.1) to
emphasize the importance of night skies in visual resource
management.
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2) The BLM acknowledges that dark night skies are a
recognized resource throughout the Colorado Plateau.
However the extent of the impact to dark night skies from
mineral operations in the Planning Area has not been clearly
identified. Because of the evolving nature of this resource and
all of the potential mitigation measures, BMPs provide a flexible
mechanism for addressing night skies. Therefore, in
Alternative D, BMPs were developed for reducing impacts from
mineral operations to night skies (Appendix B, Night Skies).
These BMPs would be applied as conditions of approval to sitespecific mineral operations throughout the Planning Area.
BMPs may be updated or added to stay current with the latest
technology which is continually evolving with regard to lighting.
For more information, see Appendix B (Best Management
Practices, Introduction).
Furthermore, the greater flexibility provided by BMPs would
provide an effective method for managing night skies in the
Planning Area because of 1) the relatively low level of ongoing
and projected mineral development, 2) the temporary nature of
drilling and completion operations, and 3) the lack of permanent
lighting on most production facilities.
A BMP has been added to Appendix B requiring the
development of a Lightscape Management Plan where an
extensive amount of long term permanent lighting is
proposed.
Another major factor for consideration is that drilling operations
are temporary (typically up to 6 weeks), and drilling rigs, which
are subcontracted, are not under complete control of the
lessee. The capability of a drilling rig to safely perform the
proposed operation (including the capability of drilling over 1mile laterally) under challenging subsurface conditions must
remain the principal rig selection criteria.
3)
a. The BLM’s management objective is to minimize natural gas
flaring consistent with the governing regulations. Oil and gas
production is a continuous process that does not lend itself to a
prescribed diurnal production schedule, and there is no
practical mechanism to store natural gas that is produced
during the night so that it can then be flared during daylight
hours. Combustion chambers function at specific pressure and
fuel rate conditions. Associated natural gas that is flared from
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adverse impacts of light pollution on natural biological and
ecological processes (Gaston et al. 2013).
Table 2-15, leasing stipulations/or protection of naturally dark night
skies (p. 2-53): We acknowledge the importance of artificial lighting
to ensure safe working conditions. However, we also note that
progress has been made elsewhere to upgrade drill-rig lighting
systems to protect dark night skies while ensuring safe conditions
for workers, and that a CSU stipulation designed to protect dark
night skies recently has been developed and included by BLM in the
final approved Oil and Gas Development Resource Management
Plan Amendment for the White River Field Office in Colorado.
Therefore to establish stronger protections for spectacular night
skies above the MLP Planning Area and adjoining lands, we
recommend that Alternative D (Preferred) for visual resources and
night skies (first row in DEIS Table 2-15 at the top of p. 2-53, and in
Table A-1) be revised to read as follows Throughout the Planning Area, apply BMPs from Appendix B for
reducing potential impacts to visual resources, including naturally
dark night skies.
In addition, throughout the Planning Area apply a CSU stipulation
that requires the operator to submit to BLM prior to initiating
construction operations a site-specific Lighting Plan as a component
of the Application for Permit to Drill. The lighting plan must
demonstrate to the BLM Authorized Officer's satisfaction how the
operator will meet the objective of minimizing adverse impacts of
artificial lighting (including gas flaring) on naturally dark night sky
conditions. The Lighting Plan should specify the following a. Number of lights and lumen output of each (minimum number of
lights and the lowest luminosity consistent with safe and secure
operation of the facility);
b. Alternatives to lighting (retro-reflective or luminescent markers in
lieu of permanent lighting where feasible);
c. Fixture design (lights of the proper design to minimize night-sky
impacts, shielded to eliminate uplight, placed and directed to
eliminate light spill and trespass to offsite locations);
d. Lamp color temperature (lights of proper color to minimize nightsky impacts);
e. Standard operating procedures (minimization of unnecessary
lighting use through alternatives to permanent lighting, such as
restricting lighting usage to certain time periods);
f. Alternatives to nighttime gas flaring (restricting flaring to daylight
hours, use of a combustion chamber to reduce or eliminate glare, or

producing oil wells in the Planning Area does not conform to a
uniform pressure and production rate regime, but rather, tends
to surge. Such production conditions are not appropriate for
chambered combustion and would likely result in very poor
combustion efficiency.
b., c., d., and e. These proposed CSU measures are already
listed in Chapter 2 (Table 2-15, Visual Resource Management,
Alternative C).
f. The object to which a lighting fixture is attached has no
bearing on illumination.
g. Nighttime illumination is for the singular purpose of enabling
the safe performance work in an industrial setting, and
therefore, any prescribed lighting limitation must defer to that
need. The BLM will not stipulate a lighting standard that could
interfere with varied safety protocols.
h. The proposed stipulation measure provides more specificity
than is necessary in choosing lighting color in order to minimize
impacts to night skies. The proposed measure also reduces
flexibility for achieving the desired mitigation. The existing
stipulation measure in Chapter 2 (Table 2-15, Visual Resource
Management, Alternative C) states: "Reduce lamp brightness
and select lights that are not broad spectrum or bluish in color."
Alternative D would preclude intensive mineral activity, and
therefore, would preclude intensive use of lighting.
Nonetheless, this comment offers suggestions, rather than
measurable performance standards which are enforceable, in
apparent attempt to resolve a condition that has not been
identified. Nighttime lighting is impermanent. It is used "as
needed" and that use is occasional. Because we do not
anticipate broad use of night lighting, we believe that the
resource benefits that would result from stipulating the
suggested subtle lighting nuances are not warranted.
With regard to potash production facilities, a BMP has been
added in Appendix B that would require a Lightscape
Management Plan where an extensive amount of long-term
lighting is proposed.
4)
a. The BLM’s management objective is to minimize natural gas
flaring consistent with the governing regulations. Oil and gas
production is a continuous process that does not lend itself to a
prescribed diurnal production schedule, and there is no
practical mechanism to store natural gas that is produced
during the night so that it can then be flared during daylight
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elimination of flaring where possible through use of gas pipelines to
transfer gas offsite);
g. Identification of other activities that can be restricted to avoid
night-sky impacts; and
h. A process for promptly addressing and mitigating complaints
about potential lighting and/or flaring impacts.
We also suggest that the wording of the stipulation specified under
Alternative C for night skies (first row in DEIS Table 2-15 at the top
of p. 2-53, and in Table A-1) be revised for consistency with our
recommended changes (below) to the night sky BMPs listed in
Appendix B. We recommend that the revised language read as
follows 3) Apply a CSU stipulation to the entire Planning Area that requires
the following a. Minimize flaring of gas and restrict to daytime hours when
possible. When flaring is necessary at night, use a combustion
chamber to reduce or eliminate glare.
b. Limit the use of artificial lighting during nighttime operations to
only those lights that are determined necessary for safety.
c. Use shielding and aiming techniques as well as limiting the
height of light poles to reduce glare and avoid light shining above
horizons.
d. Direct lights downward onto the task area. The bottom surface
of the light fixture should be level, or if unable to be fully level, point
it as close to straight down as possible or shield it to avoid light
being projected horizontally.
e. Use motion sensors, timers, or manual switching for areas that
require illumination but are seldom occupied.
f. Use vehicle-mounted lights for nighttime maintenance activities
instead of permanent lighting structures.
g. Reduce lamp brightness to the minimum necessary. Often
visibility can be as good or sometimes better with a reduction to 1/4
of the original output.
h. Select the right color of lighting. Broad spectrum or bluish
lighting has a greater environmental impact than equivalent lumens
of yellow/amber lighting. Amber LED should be used if possible
where color rendition is not critical to the task. For safety critical
areas, lighting should be warm-white with a color temperature of no
more than 3000 deg. Kelvin.
4) Appendix B, BMPs for protection of naturally dark night skies (p.
B-5): We recommend that BMPs for protection of naturally dark

hours. Combustion chambers function at specific pressure and
fuel rate conditions. Associated natural gas that is flared from
producing oil wells in the Planning Area does not conform to a
uniform pressure and production rate regime, but rather, tends
to surge. Such production conditions are not appropriate for
chambered combustion and would likely result in very poor
combustion efficiency.
b., c., and e. These proposed BMPs are already listed in
Appendix B.
d. The proposed BMP provides more specificity than is
necessary to direct lighting in order to minimize impacts to night
skies. The proposed BMP also reduces flexibility for achieving
the desired mitigation. An existing BMP in Appendix B states,
"Use lights only where needed, use light only when needed,
and direct all lighting onsite.”
f. The object to which a lighting fixture is attached has no
bearing on illumination.
g. Nighttime illumination is for the singular purpose of enabling
the safe performance work in an industrial setting, and
therefore, any prescribed lighting limitation must defer to that
need. The BLM will not stipulate a lighting standard that could
interfere with varied safety protocols.
h. The proposed BMP provides more specificity than is
necessary in choosing lighting color in order to minimize
impacts to night skies. The proposed BMP also reduces
flexibility for achieving the desired mitigation. An existing BMP
in Appendix B states: "Reduce lamp brightness and select
lights that are not broad spectrum or bluish in color."
Alternative D would preclude intensive mineral activity, and
therefore, would preclude intensive use of lighting.
Nonetheless, this comment offers suggestions, rather than
measurable performance standards which are enforceable, in
apparent attempt to resolve a condition that has not been
identified. Nighttime lighting is impermanent. It is used “as
needed” and that use is occasional. Because we do not
anticipate broad use of night lighting, we believe that the
resource benefits that would result from stipulating the
suggested subtle lighting nuances are not warranted.
With regard to potash production facilities a BMP has added in
Appendix B that would require a Lightscape Management Plan
where an extensive amount of long-term lighting is proposed.
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night skies be strengthened by replacing the existing BMPs on DEIS
p. B-5 with the following Naturally Dark Night Skies
a. Minimize flaring of gas and restrict to daytime hours when
possible. When flaring is necessary at night, use a combustion
chamber to reduce or eliminate glare.
b. Limit the use of artificial lighting during nighttime operations to
only those lights that are determined necessary for safety.
c. Use shielding and aiming techniques as well as limiting the
height of light poles to reduce glare and avoid light shining above
horizons.
d. Direct lights downward onto the task area. The bottom surface
of the light fixture should be level, or if unable to be fully level, point
it as close to straight down as possible or shield it to avoid light
being projected horizontally.
e. Use motion sensors, timers, or manual switching for areas that
require illumination but are seldom occupied.
f. Use vehicle-mounted lights for nighttime maintenance activities
instead of permanent lighting structures.
g. Reduce lamp brightness to the minimum necessary. Often
visibility can be as good or sometimes better with a reduction to 1/4
of the original output.
h. Select the right color of lighting. Broad spectrum or bluish
lighting has a greater environmental impact than equivalent lumens
of yellow/amber lighting. Amber LED should be used if possible
where color rendition is not critical to the task. For safety critical
areas, lighting should be warm-white with a color temperature of no
more than 3000 deg. Kelvin.
National Park
Service,
Southeast Utah
Group
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1) Overview of Natural Soundscape resources, Sec. 3.18.J (p. 317+): We suggest that the DEIS overview of natural soundscape
resources be revised to include additional information about the
importance of this resource to Canyonlands and Arches National
Parks, as well as information about the availability and use of
modeled data that characterize existing ambient sound conditions.
We recommend that the following be used to replace the current
text in the DEIS Natural Soundscapes The natural soundscape is a resource that
consists of the natural sounds that occur in a particular
environmental setting, as well as the physical capacity for
transmitting those natural sounds and their interrelationships with
one another. The natural soundscape is a significant component of
the recreational experience enjoyed by visitors to the Planning Area

1) Much of the information provided by the commenter is found
in Chapter 3 (Section 3.18.1, Visual Resource Management,
Natural Soundscapes).
Some of the additional suggested information has been
added to Chapter 3 (Section 3.18.1, Visual Resource
Management, Natural Soundscapes).
2) Drilling rig selection is based on a number of technical
attributes that are deemed necessary to safely and effectively
drill the well as planned. The sound produced from a well site
during drilling operations is often a composite of several
different pieces of equipment--some of which are not part of the
drilling rig, but are contracted independently—which change
throughout the drilling process. Your suggested mitigation
could produce the unintended consequence of making decibel
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and adjacent lands, and is a particularly important element of the
solitude that visitors seek in areas managed for wilderness values.
Like airsheds, viewsheds, and watersheds, soundscapes transcend
management boundaries and are among the resource values that
are shared between the Planning Area and surrounding landscapes.
NPS management documents identify the natural soundscape as an
important resource in Canyonlands and Arches National Parks, both
of which are managed to protect solitude and other wilderness
values. Natural soundscapes in the Planning Area and adjacent
lands can be impacted by noise generated by motorized recreation,
mineral exploration and development, as well as other human
activities. In addition to impacts of noise on visitors' experience of
solitude, there is an extensive and growing body of research
concerning adverse impacts of noise on wildlife (Shannon et al.
2015). The NPS has developed geospatial grids of modeled
ambient sound level data for the entire United States. A subset of
these data was used noise propagation modeling performed by
NPS in 2014 to determine the potential impacts of mineral
operations on NPS soundscapes (Stanley and Miller 2016).
2) Table 1-15, leasing stipulations for protection of natural
soundscapes (p. 2-53+): In the first row under Auditory
Management (Soundscapes), Alternatives C and D, we note and
appreciate that BLM applies a CSU stipulation within 6.1 miles of
Arches and Canyonlands National Parks that requires noise
mitigation to protect natural soundscape conditions in the parks.
The 6.1-mi distance, which we proposed in our May 2014
comments on BLM's preliminary alternatives, was derived from
noise propagation modeling and the predicted distance for noise
attenuation to zero audibility, using published values for unmitigated
drilling rig sound power levels (Stanley and Miller 2016). Yet in the
DEIS, the proposed requirement for noise mitigation is applied only
to production, and excludes drilling in spite of the fact that existing
information indicates that typical noise levels generated by drilling
are greater than those generated by other phases of development.
(Data are lacking for typical noise levels associated with potash
processing, but it seems reasonable to assume that they generally
do not exceed noise levels generated by drilling.) The proposed
exclusion of drilling operations from noise-mitigation requirements
may be based on the proposition that drilling is a temporary activity
with a much shorter overall duration relative to production, and thus
that noise generated by drilling would represent a relatively minor
intrusion and impact on natural soundscape conditions. But we
argue that the cumulative intrusive impact of drilling noise on
soundscape conditions experienced at the location of a sensitive
receptor (i.e., a visitor seeking solitude in an area managed for

level the principal rig selection criterion over safety and
performance based attributes. For these reasons, the BLM has
determined that it is not reasonable to impose a decibel
standard for drilling operations.
The CSU stipulation has been changed as follows: “Noise
mitigation efforts would be implemented with a maximum level
of 55 decibels for production (measured at 350 feet from the
source).
3) In Alternative D, closed areas, as well as NSO stipulations,
have been applied around Arches and Canyonlands National
Parks (see Map 2-15-D, Oil and Gas Leasing Stipulations).
These proposed leasing decisions provide a wide auditory
buffer around these Parks as shown on Map 2-15-D.
4) A BMP is already in Appendix B (Noise) regarding the
minimization of noise that is very similar to the one suggested.
The wording of this BMP has been changed to substitute
"quiet design mufflers" for "hospital grade sound reducing
mufflers.”
A BMP on locating drill pads, roads, and facilities below
ridgelines, etc. is already included in Appendix B.
In Alternative D, the Parks are surrounded by areas that are
either closed to leasing or managed with a NSO stipulation (see
Map 2-15-D) The CSU stipulation has been changed as
follows: “Noise mitigation efforts would be implemented with a
maximum level of 55 decibels for production (measured at 350
feet from the source).
A BMP requiring a qualified sound expert for all lands within the
Planning Area is not necessary given level of protection already
imposed for the Park.
The suggested BMP providing examples of specific noise
reduction measures is unnecessary because a BMP for
minimizing noise using best available technology is already
listed in Appendix B and meets the same objective.
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wilderness values) is very significant when one considers that
multiple wells may be drilled from one pad, that drilling is required
for the development and periodic maintenance of production wells in
addition to exploration, and that the total potential number of drilling
operations within the acoustical range of a sensitive receptor is
large over the 15-year span of the MLP. Although any one
particular drilling operation certainly would be temporary, it is
reasonable to conclude from a cumulative analysis that some type
of drilling operation could be occurring somewhere within the
acoustical range of a sensitive receptor during much (perhaps most)
of the 15-year time span. Therefore, we ask that BLM revise
Alternatives C and D to ensure adequate protections for natural
soundscape conditions in Arches and Canyonlands National Parks
by applying the noise-mitigation requirement to all phases of mineral
operations, including drilling. We recommend the following
language for use in Table 2-15 and Table A-1 Throughout the entire Planning Area, apply BMPs to mitigate noise
associated with all phases of mineral operations.
Apply a CSU stipulation within 6.1 miles (9800 meters) of Arches
and Canyon lands National Parks that requires the following
measures:
Noise mitigation efforts will be implemented to achieve a maximum
equivalent-continuous sound level of 51 A-weighted decibels (51
dBA) during all phases of potash, oil, and gas operations (including
but not restricted to activities associated with construction, well
drilling and maintenance, well stimulation, production, and
processing) at all sites and facilities (measured at 350 feet from the
source). This sound level could be achieved by upgraded
replacement engine exhaust silencers (mufflers), noise barriers, and
other noise control measures.
Information found in publicly available FERC Resource Reports and
other published papers (e.g., Burge and Kiteck 2009, Bennett 1985)
indicates that application of this noise-mitigation requirement to
drilling is technically feasible and can be cost-effective.
3) If BLM is unable to revise the proposed stipulation and apply the
noise-mitigation requirement to drilling in addition to other phases of
mineral operations, then we ask that 20 BLM instead apply an NSO
stipulation to all areas located within 6.1 miles of Arches and
Canyonlands National Park to ensure adequate protections for
natural soundscape conditions.
4) Appendix B, BMPs/or protection of natural soundscapes (p. B-5):
We suggest that BMPs for protection of natural soundscapes be
strengthened to better address the variety of noise sources
expected in association with the many phases of potash, oil, and
G-342
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gas development. Because low frequency noise from improperly
maintained mufflers can propagate for large distances with very little
atmospheric attenuation and can be audible in otherwise quiet park
environments, we ask that potential low frequency noise problems
be addressed appropriately. We recommend that the existing
BMPs on DEIS p. B-5 be replaced with the following - Minimize noise by using best available technology, such as
installation of multi-cylinder pumps, quiet design mufflers, and
placement of exhaust systems to direct noise away from sensitive
receptors. All mufflers shall be properly installed and maintained in
proper working order.
- Locate drill pads, roads, and facilities below ridgelines or behind
topographic features to minimize auditory effects.
- If low frequency noise impacts are identified, they will be
investigated by a qualified sound expert and mitigated as
appropriate to prevent audibility within Arches and Canyonlands
National Parks. (See ANSI Sl2.9/Part 4 Annex D for a description of
low frequency analysis techniques.)
- In areas where noise mitigation is required by a CSU stipulation, a
combination of noise reduction measures will be identified and
applied to meet the mitigation requirement. Such noise-reduction
measures might include use of buildings or other enclosures to
house noisy gas compression equipment, installation of a noise
barrier with interior facing sound-absorptive material around
perimeter of drilling operation, use of "lownoise" generators
(designed with factory acoustical enclosures, or with appropriately
engineered aftermarket enclosures and upgraded mufflers), and use
of additional partial noise barriers or hoods for particularly noisy
items (Burge and Kiteck 2009, Bennett 1985).
Individual

Stipulations need to be included for all development phases.
Understanding the need for safety in drilling operations especially,
the drilling site can be well lighted and still not be lighting the entire
horizon.

Appendix B--Best Management Practices includes
management for night skies and lighting. The BMPs state that
during drilling operations, more lighting will be needed due to
safety requirements.

558

Agapito
Associates, Inc.

There is no need to establish visual buffers to the Parks. The
boundary of the Parks should be the boundary of the Parks.

The commenter’s desire for no visual buffers to the Parks is
noted.

649

The Wilderness
Society

The Preferred Alternative would close VRM Class II and VRI Class
II areas around Arches as well as VRM Class II areas on the
northern boundary of Canyonlands and a three mile buffer along the
eastern boundary of Canyonlands to mineral leasing. We support
the BLM’s decision to close these areas and recommend that the
viewsheds from the northern boundaries of Canyonlands and

In Alternative D, the BLM has closed the VRM and VRI Class II
areas surrounding Arches National Park. Additionally, the BLM
closed the VRM Class II acres on the north side of
Canyonlands. The VRM Class II and VRI Class II areas
included park viewsheds in the inventory process for these
visual classifications. As a result, Alternative D precludes
mineral leasing and development in the areas with the highest
scenic quality surrounding the parks. Going beyond these
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Arches that fall outside of the VRM Class II areas as well as the
eastern side of Arches also be closed to mineral leasing.

closed areas would not meet the objective in Alternative D of
providing mineral leasing and development outside of these
high value areas.

The Wilderness
Society

The Draft MLP should provide an explanation, with citation to data
or information, to support the assumption made in the MLP that the
proposed one mile NSO setback from the rims along the Colorado
and Green Rivers is adequate to protect their “internationally
recognized” and “world-famous” scenic values. Draft MLP at 3-117;
id. at 2-52 (Alternative D adopts a slightly modified version of
Alternative B which establishes a 1-mile setback). The proposed
one mile setback is intended “to protect the visual resources along
the rims of the Colorado and Green Rivers.” Id. at 2-52. The
canyon rims along the Colorado and Green Rivers and one mile
setback there from are visible to visitors in numerous “high” or “very
high” use recreation sites throughout the Planning Area and thus,
does not protect the region’s world renown visual resources for
these visitors. See, e.g., id. at 3-120, Fig. 3-6; id. at 3-121, Fig. 3-7.
To the extent that the setback is intended to protect visual
resources for only visitors to areas below the canyon rims (e.g.,
boaters floating the relevant rivers), the Draft MLP does not offer
any qualitative or quantitative analysis or data to demonstrate that a
one mile buffer is sufficient. See generally id. 4-191 to -202
(providing only a comparison between the various considered
alternatives). For example, BLM should more fully assess if a one
mile setback is appropriate when compared to the two mile setback
proposed in Alternative C, or some larger setback. See id. 2-52.
Similarly, BLM should explain how the proposed exceptions to the
NSO setback will affect visual resources for visitors above and
below relevant canyon rims.

Alternative D was developed to provide for mineral
development while protecting high use recreation and scenic
quality; Alternative C emphasizes resource protection over
mineral leasing. The BLM recognizes that Alternative C
provides more protection for recreation and scenic quality than
does Alternative D.
The intent of the stipulation protecting the rims of the Colorado
and Green Rivers is to protect the view of the rivers, both from
the rivers themselves and from the rims.
The BLM’s experience with viewsheds from river level indicates
that very little setback is required in order for structures to not
be visible from the river. The intent of the stipulation is also to
protect the view of the rivers from the rim and not the general
view of the landscape beyond the rims. BLM experience
indicates that a 1-mile distance is sufficient to reduce visual
impacts within the foreground view, especially given the
topography of the Planning Area.
The exception to the NSO stipulation states: "The Authorized
Officer may grant an exception if a viewshed analysis indicates
no impairment of the visual resources of the rims from either
the rims or from the rivers." This exception could not be
achieved if the structure were visible within the 1-mile setback
from the rim.

678

Individual

Adjacent extraction should be far enough removed from park
boundaries as to not to impose light pollution on the protected area.

The BLM worked closely with the National Park Service when
drafting the management for the MLP/DEIS for the most
important or sensitive resources on BLM lands adjacent to the
National Parks. For example, in Alternative D, the BLM has
closed the VRM Class II and VRI Class II areas surrounding
Arches National Park. Additionally, the BLM closed the VRM
Class II acres on the north side of Canyonlands. The VRM
Class II and VRI Class II areas included park viewsheds in the
inventory process for these visual classifications. The areas
along the eastern boundary of Canyonlands National Park are
closed in Alternative D in order to protect high quality scenic
values in the foreground viewshed of the Park. As a result,
Alternative D precludes mineral leasing and development in the
areas with the highest scenic quality surrounding the Parks.
Alternative D also imposes a 2.5-mile NSO area around Arches
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and Canyonlands National Park to reduce noise production;
this area is, for the most part, subsumed within the area
managed as closed for visual resources.
Appendix B--Best Management Practices includes
management for night skies and lighting to protect the dark
night skies adjacent to the parks.
Individual

I urge you to write the final regulation not just in terms of what
actions are allowed or not allowed, but rather to include specific
language regarding measurable outcomes. For example in addition
to saying "no gas flares within 10 miles,” say "no man-made light
greater than 10 lumens visible from any point within a National
Park.” In addition to saying "no noisy activities" say "no man-made
sound greater than 10 decibels detectible from any point within a
National Park".

The BLM acknowledges that dark night skies are a recognized
resource throughout the Colorado Plateau. However, the
extent of the impact to dark night skies from mineral operations
in the Planning Area has not been clearly identified. Because
of the evolving nature of this resource and all of the potential
mitigation measures, BMPs provide a flexible mechanism for
addressing night skies. Therefore, in Alternative D, BMPs were
developed for reducing impacts from mineral operations to
night skies (Appendix B, Night Skies). These BMPs would be
applied as conditions of approval to site-specific mineral
operations throughout the Planning Area. BMPs may be
updated or added to stay current with the latest technology
which is continually evolving with regard to lighting. For more
information, see Appendix B (Best Management Practices,
Introduction).
Furthermore, the greater flexibility provided by BMPs would
provide an effective method for managing night skies in the
Planning Area because of 1) the relatively low level of ongoing
and projected mineral development, 2) the temporary nature of
drilling and completion operations, and 3) the lack of permanent
lighting on most production facilities. A BMP has been added
to Appendix B requiring the development of a Lightscape
Management Plan where an extensive amount of long term
permanent lighting is proposed.

723

Another major factor for consideration is that drilling operations
are temporary (typically up to 6 weeks), and drilling rigs, which
are subcontracted, are not under complete control of the
lessee. The capability of a drilling rig to safely perform the
proposed operation (including the capability of drilling over 1mile laterally) under challenging subsurface conditions must
remain the principal rig selection criteria.
The BLM worked closely with the National Park Service when
drafting the management for the MLP/DEIS for the most
important or sensitive resources on BLM lands adjacent to the
National Parks. For example, in Alternative D, the BLM has
closed the VRM Class II and VRI Class II areas surrounding
Arches National Park. Additionally, the BLM closed the VRM
Class II acres on the north side of Canyonlands. The VRM
Final EIS
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Class II and VRI Class II areas included park viewsheds in the
inventory process for these visual classifications. The areas
along the eastern boundary of Canyonlands National Park are
closed in Alternative D in order to protect high quality scenic
values in the foreground viewshed of the Park. As a result,
Alternative D precludes mineral leasing and development in the
areas with the highest scenic quality surrounding the Parks.
Alternative D also imposes a 2.5-mile NSO area around Arches
and Canyonlands National Park to reduce noise production;
this area is, for the most part, subsumed within the area
managed as closed for visual resources.
Appendix B--Best Management Practices includes
management for night skies.
Individual

G-346

Parks should be a place of renewal of spirit for all who visit.
Everything is important: the scenic views, the stillness, the
undisturbed land and water. Light pollution is everywhere; it does
not belong in national parks, those sacred places where we go to
repair our spirit. And while we are at it, let's make sure there are no
loopholes, ways to somehow bypass the rules because of unclear
language.

The BLM worked closely with the National Park Service when
drafting the management for the MLP/DEIS for the most
important or sensitive resources on BLM lands adjacent to the
National Parks. For example, in Alternative D, the BLM has
closed the VRM Class II and VRI Class II areas surrounding
Arches National Park. Additionally, the BLM closed the VRM
Class II acres on the north side of Canyonlands. The VRM
Class II and VRI Class II areas included park viewsheds in the
inventory process for these visual classifications. The areas
along the eastern boundary of Canyonlands National Park are
closed in Alternative D in order to protect high quality scenic
values in the foreground viewshed of the Park. As a result,
Alternative D precludes mineral leasing and development in the
areas with the highest scenic quality surrounding the Parks.
Alternative D also imposes a 2.5-mile NSO area around Arches
and Canyonlands National Park to reduce noise production;
this area is, for the most part, subsumed within the area
managed as closed for visual resources.
Appendix B--Best Management Practices includes
management for night skies.
Nearly all lease stipulations should have exception, waiver, and
modification criteria documented in the land use plan and on
the lease. In limited circumstances it may be possible to
identify, for example, waiver criteria that are appropriate, but
due to the nature of the resource that is being protected, not
exception or modification criteria. In other cases there may be
general exception, waiver, or modification criteria developed in
the land use plan that applies commonly to all or most lease
stipulations and does not need to be repeated individually for
each lease stipulation identified in the plan (BLM Washington
Office Instruction Memorandum 2008-032).
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Exceptions to a lease stipulation are applied at the site-specific
proposal level, such as an APD, through the NEPA process,
and, as a result, is subject to all consultation requirements as
well as public comment. This is stated in BLM Washington
Office IM 2008-032: “The criteria for approval of exceptions,
waivers, and modifications should be supported by National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) analysis, either through the
land use planning process or site-specific environmental
review.”
Individual

Please consider the use of parkland and adjacent areas as a whole.
I'm an avid backpacker, myself, and I can tell you with great
certainty that I would not want to see our most beautiful natural
places marred for the sake of short-term gain by the oil and gas
industry, with increased traffic, air, light and noise pollution, and
ruined vistas.

The BLM worked closely with the National Park Service when
drafting the management for the MLP/DEIS for the most
important or sensitive resources on BLM lands adjacent to the
National Parks. For example, in Alternative D, the BLM has
closed the VRM Class II and VRI Class II areas surrounding
Arches National Park. Additionally, the BLM closed the VRM
Class II acres on the north side of Canyonlands. The VRM
Class II and VRI Class II areas included park viewsheds in the
inventory process for these visual classifications. The areas
along the eastern boundary of Canyonlands National Park are
closed in Alternative D in order to protect high quality scenic
values in the foreground viewshed of the Park. As a result,
Alternative D precludes mineral leasing and development in the
areas with the highest scenic quality surrounding the Parks.
Alternative D also imposes a 2.5-mile NSO area around Arches
and Canyonlands National Park to reduce noise production;
this area is, for the most part, subsumed within the area
managed as closed for visual resources.
Appendix B--Best Management Practices includes
management for night skies.

749

Water Resources
Individual

As a side note, the draft document are insufficient to fully evaluate
the extent of the Three Rivers Withdrawal. While the acreage is
stated [23,441 acres], the reader is unable to determine the width of
the withdrawal. Is it constant, or does it vary with the terrain
adjacent to the rivers?

Map 2-4-A/B/D in the MLP/DEIS displays the extent of the
Three Rivers Withdrawal (NSO). The width varies depending
on topography and land ownership.

8

EPA, Director of
NEPA
Compliance
and Review
Program

Regarding groundwater aquifers, we recommend that the Final EIS
identify which aquifers are potential Underground Sources of
Drinking Water (USDWs) based on existing information. USDWs
are defined to include aquifers with a concentration of Total
Dissolved Solids (TDS) less than 10,000 mg/L and with a quantity of
water sufficient to supply a public water system. Aquifers are
presumed to be USDWs unless they have been specifically
exempted or if they have been shown to fall outside the definition of

The definition of USDWs has been added to Chapter 3 (Soil
and Water, Groundwater Resources).
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USDW (e.g., over 10,000 mg/L TDS). Please note that the
definition of USDW is different from the definition of groundwater
"suitable for drinking water" provided in the Draft EIS, which states
"Groundwater is considered suitable for drinking water with 3,000
mg/L or less of total dissolved solids and that do not exceed State
and Federal groundwater-quality and health standards."
EPA, Director of
NEPA
Compliance
and Review
Program

We note that the Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) for the
Colorado River was approved in June 2014, and is no longer in
Draft form as stated in the document.

The text in Chapter 3 (Soil and Water, Impaired
Waters/TMDL) was revised to reflect that the Total
Maximum Daily Load was approved in June 2014.

19

EPA, Director of
NEPA
Compliance
and Review
Program

According to the Draft EIS, there are two Sole Source Aquifers
(SSA) located adjacent or close to the Planning Area. The Castle
Valley SSA is the source of drinking water for the Town of Castle
Valley, and the Glen Canyon SSA is the source of drinking water for
the City of Moab and Spanish Valley. Although the SSAs do not
overlap the Planning Area, decisions made through the MLP
process may indirectly affect water quality in the aquifers. Due to
their critical importance as drinking water supplies, we recommend
that the Final EIS discuss potential impacts to the SSAs from
mineral leasing activities within the Planning Area, and discuss how
resource protection measures included in the MLP will protect those
sensitive resources. From the maps provided, it appears that many
of the areas surrounding the SSA will be closed for leasing or
managed as No Surface Occupancy (NSO) under the Preferred
Alternative, which will afford additional protection.

Text has been added to Chapter 4 (4.13.2, Water
Resources) discussing how resource protection measures
will protect the Castle Valley and Glen Canyon Sole Source
Aquifer for all alternatives.

20

EPA, Director of
NEPA
Compliance
and Review
Program

The Draft EIS discusses water resource impacts common to all
alternatives and provides greater detail regarding impacts specific to
each alternative. It is sometimes difficult to tell from the discussion
of the individual alternatives what potential adverse effects to water
resources, including quality and quantity, are expected, because
much of the discussion is presented in a comparative format (e.g.,
whether decisions specific to each alternative increase or decrease
potential impacts relative to other alternatives). The EPA
recommends that possible effects to surface and groundwater
quality and quantity for the alternatives be more clearly discussed.

Additional information has been added to Chapter 4
(4.13.2, Water Resources) concerning the effects to surface
and groundwater quantity and quality for all alternatives.

21

EPA, Director of
NEPA
Compliance
and Review
Program

The discussion of impacts to water quantity focuses on impacts of
potash development, and provides no quantitative information
regarding potential impacts from oil and gas development. While oil
and gas development is expected to have less impact than potash,
the EPA recommends water needs and potential sources (e.g.,
surface water, groundwater and/or produced water) for each

Text has been added to the analysis in Chapter 4 (4.13.2,
Water Resources) providing a quantification of water use
for oil and gas operations, as well as comparisons of total
water use for mineral development and their
corresponding impacts for all alternatives.
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alternative should be clearly discussed for both potash and oil and
gas exploration and production.
EPA, Director of
NEPA
Compliance
and Review
Program

We recommend that the Final EIS discuss potential impacts from
leaks or spills as well as how various alternatives mitigate these
impacts. Spills from drilling and production, pipelines, and potash
production all have potential to significantly impact surface and
groundwater resources, especially when in close proximity to a
waterbody, including ephemeral and intermittent streams and
wetlands, or over unconfined aquifers. This includes spills and
leaks of brines as well as petroleum.

Text has been added under all alternatives in Chapter 4
(4.13.2, Water Resources) to address the impacts of leaks
and spills by alternative. Spills resulting in contamination
of surface and groundwater could also adversely impact
other associated resources such as wildlife and
vegetation.

23

EPA, Director of
NEPA
Compliance
and Review
Program

While general impacts to surface water quality are discussed, the
Draft EIS does not consider how impaired waterbodies may be
impacted by possible increases in the pollutant of concern. We
recommend that the Final EIS identify the specific impairment for
water bodies in the Planning Area (e.g., selenium for aquatic life)
and discuss whether MLP activities are anticipated to result in
increases of these constituents.

The specific pollutant of concern for each of the impaired
waterbodies is identified in Chapter 3 (Soil and Water, Impaired
Waters/TMDL Reports).
Language has been added to Chapter 4 (4.13.2, Water
Resources) to assess the impacts of proposed mineral
leasing stipulations on impaired water bodies by
alternative.

24

EPA, Director of
NEPA
Compliance
and Review
Program

The EPA recommends the Final EIS identify and summarize the
extent of knowledge that exists, including a list of any specific
closure and/or plugging records for permanently and temporary
plugged and abandoned wells. The EPA also recommends, based
on the existing extent of knowledge, adding an assessment and
potential impact summary in the Final EIS of how effective past
closures have been to protect ground water resources from any
potential migration of contaminants within and/or to formations that
abandoned and plugged wells are located in.

There is no evidence that past closures of oil and gas wells
have resulted in impairments to groundwater. The BLM is
aware of one historic (1950's-60's) plugging failure that resulted
in salt water reaching the surface from inside the production
casing. There was no indication, direct or implied, of
groundwater having been affected. Because the operator that
plugged the well no longer existed, the BLM required that
operator's successor to re-enter the well, drill out the salt and
failed cement plugs, and re-plug the well.
Text has been added to Chapter 3 (3.7.1, Minerals: Oil and
Gas, Historical Drilling Activity) summarizing the extent of
this knowledge. In addition, an analysis assumption has
been added to Chapter 4 (4.8.1, Minerals, Oil and Gas,
Assumptions) explaining that BLM drilling experience has
shown that plugging and closure procedures have proven
successful in protecting groundwater resources.

25

EPA, Director of
NEPA
Compliance
and Review
Program

As noted in the Draft EIS, salinity in the Upper Colorado Basin is
largely attributed to nonpoint source runoff from surface disturbance
of Mancos Shale derived soils. Further, the TMDL for the Colorado
River was approved in June 2014 and cites the Mancos shale
derived soils as a naturally occurring source of selenium, i.e., the
pollutant causing the impairment for this water body. We are
concerned that the proposed timing limitations would not be
sufficient to prevent these soils from contributing additional salinity
to surface waters once they are disturbed. A Timing Limitation is
proposed that specifies no surface disturbing activities from

The BLM would apply the TL stipulation to preclude surface
disturbing activities from December 1 to May 31 in order to
prevent erosion during the wet season. For the remainder of
the year the BLM would impose best management practices in
order to minimize the impacts from mineral activities.
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December 1 to May 31 to minimize watershed damage such as
topsoil loss during the traditionally wet season. However,
thunderstorms and other rain events in the summer and fall months
could still result in erosion and sediment runoff. Due to the sensitive
nature of the soils, we recommend that surface disturbance
associated with activities in these areas during June through
November be minimized. Further, we recommend that best
management practices be required in these areas to protect from
storm events and reduce sediment runoff.
EPA, Director of
NEPA
Compliance
and Review
Program

The EPA continues to support the NSO stipulation proposed for
Alternative C to protect the valuable groundwater recharge area in
the Courthouse Wash Watershed and recommend that this
stipulation be incorporated into Alternative D. We appreciate that a
Controlled Surface Use (CSU) stipulation has been incorporated
into Alternatives Band D that provides some protection for the
sensitive water resource by requiring the use of closed loop drilling,
use of tanks for produced water, and a water monitoring plan. If the
BLM does not protect the area with NSO, we recommend that this
CSU also include downhole protections such as well integrity tests.

The CSU stipulation in Chapter 2 (Table 2-11) and
Appendix A (Table A-1) to protect groundwater recharge in
Courthouse Wash Watershed in Alternative D has been
modified so that the authorized officer can require the
operator to conduct reasonable tests which will
demonstrate the mechanical integrity of the down hole
equipment.

27

EPA, Director of
NEPA
Compliance
and Review
Program

Despite the 500 foot buffer around the springs themselves, impacts
to the hydrologic structure of the area could still affect the quantity
or quality of water in the springs. If the supporting hydrology is
impacted, springs could not be restored to their prior condition. For
this reason, the EPA supports the NSO stipulation included in
Alternative C for the spring areas as more appropriately protective
than the CSU stipulation proposed under Alternative D because it
may be difficult or impossible to develop a drilling plan that
"demonstrates how water resources would be protected," as
proposed in the CSU.

The BLM asserts that the CSU stipulation is adequate to
protect spring areas. This stipulation goes beyond what was
imposed in the approved RMPs (Alternative A). The primary
focus of BLM during the approval of drilling operations is to
protect water resources through casing and cement. In
addition, there is a multitude of BMPs addressing the protection
of water resources including springs.

28

Red Ant Works,
Inc.

Protect all watersheds—please protect the watersheds in this arid
landscape. Millions of people and animals are downstream.

In Alternative D, the recommendations of the EPA were
followed concerning protection of water resources. Under
Alternative D, an NSO stipulation precludes mineral activities
within public water reserves, 100-year floodplains and within
500 feet of intermittent and perennial streams, rivers, riparian
areas, wetlands, water wells, and springs will add greater
protection to water resources.

312

Individual

Particular emphasis on NO DISTURBANCE of surface hydro
features like Courthouse and Salt Washes, both of which drain
straight into Arches National Park is needed (Alt. C, A-30). There
should be no waiving or exceptions of stipulations where there is
any potential for desert water resources to be compromised.
Please adopt Alternative C as the agency preferred alternative,
which allows oil and gas development while regulating the details of

The commenter’s preference for Alternative C is noted.
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implementation in a way that makes the most sense from an
aesthetic and resource perspective, but which also prohibits potash
leasing to protect water resources in the master plan area and its
surroundings.
Individual

Final EIS

Water resources -- page 4-131 the draft MLP states: Potential
impacts on groundwater resources from fluid mineral extraction
activities, including hydraulic fracturing (HF), could include the
following scenarios: • Contamination of aquifers during drilling
through the introduction of drilling fluids. • In the unlikely event that
casing fails, extended fracture growth may allow fracking fluid
migration into source water zones or drinking water supplies. •
Cross-contamination of aquifers from the introduction of drilling
fluids into one aquifer that travels upward into shallower units due to
improperly sealed well casings. • In the unlikely event that casing
strings fail, progressive contamination of deep confined, shallow
confined, and unconfined aquifers may be possible. •
Contamination of shallow aquifers and surface water by improperly
managed or closed reserve pits. A generalized discussion follows
in the MPL, including adherence to various regulations on water
quality. However there is the very real possibility of casing failures
and other avenues of potentially devastating damage to water
resources. Listing constraints which may or may not actually be
functional in oil and gas operations is off the point. This is where a
risk analysis would be appropriate. The Plan is absent a risk
analysis or even general disclosure of likelihoods of failure, both
absolute and relative to other extractive activities (e.g. traditional oil
extractions, non-slickwater gas extractions, mineral extractions,
etc.) and thus the document fails its disclosure function. The higher
risk and less regulated nature of today’s fracking is not discussed in
the Plan, although possible improved future regulation is mentioned
as a safeguard. No specifics are given to gauge likelihood or
timeframes of such improved regulations. There is adequate
literature on the relative risks of fracking with slickwater relative to
other extraction of gas, oil, minerals. There is also adequate
literature on the lack of EPA oversight on natural gas extraction at
this time. The Plan should portray this in comparison to certain
other resource extractions practices and risks. The discussion of
aquifers and possible extent of impacts does not tie these to
meaningful social endpoints, such as explanation of how this could
adversely affect local supplies of drinking water, NPS ecosystems,
etc... The possible effects to the human environment, in terms
meaningful to lay people, should be given. You can find statistics
revealing that the risk of failures and water resource damage are
much higher with fracking than other procedures because of the
current lack of required EPA accountability. However, the plan does

Hydraulic Fracturing: The following discussion is from Chapter
3 (Section 3.7.1, Minerals: Oil and Gas, Hydraulic Fracturing):
Horizontal drilling involving advanced HF techniques have only
been conducted within the Planning Area on a limited basis
over the last few years. The amount of HF fluid utilized for HF
in the Planning Area has amounted to less than 200,000
gallons per well. This is substantially different from North
Dakota style HF operations. In the Planning Area, the industry
has found that the primary target formation conditions are not
conducive to water-based HF methods and have proven
detrimental to the recovery of oil and gas. HF utilizing oil
(about 80,000 gallons per well) has recently proven more
beneficial when applied to initially unsuccessful wells. The oil
utilized in HF operations is recovered along with produced
hydrocarbons and placed in production tanks and, therefore,
the need for the storage of waste fluids is eliminated. In the
future, the trend for using oil as HF fluid for initially
unsuccessful wells is likely to continue. HF could be utilized for
other target formations in the future, but the extent is unknown
at this time. Within the Planning Area the Paradox Formation is
generally 4,000 to 5,000 feet thick and is comprised mainly of
salt, layered with thinner sedimentary zones, such as the Cane
Creek Shale zone which is the principal producing target within
the Planning Area and which occurs near the bottom of the
Paradox Formation. The thick sequence of bedded salts is not
only an effective confining zone, but is also a deterrent to
aggressive HF design.
In addition, the following discussion is from Chapter 3 (Section
3.7.1, Minerals: Oil and Gas, Hydraulic Fracturing): Areas with
the greatest oil and gas development interest within the
Planning Area generally have Entrada and Glen Canyon
Aquifers exposed at the surface and extending to a depth of
approximately 1,000 feet. To ensure the effective isolation of
these sensitive formations, a continuous string of steel pipe (or
“casing”) known as the “surface” casing is placed in the well,
extending from the surface to at least 50 feet below the bottom
of the aquifer. The entire length of that casing string is then
cemented into place. The casing is then pressure tested to
ensure there are no leaks before deeper drilling resumes. After
drilling to the top of the Paradox Formation at a depth of
approximately 4,500 to 5,500 feet, a second continuous string
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not include such discussion, which would disclose a sense of
relative risk of the proposed action. A discussion of what could be
lost in a contamination scenario should also be explicitly discussed,
because extremely valuable resources are potentially involved,
including NPS resources, potable water supplies, and damage to
lands which are to remain unimpaired. A failure resulting in water
contamination could have broad reaching economic and biological
effects, potentially into the foreseeable future. This risk should be
used to evaluate the appropriateness of the proposed action (MLP
alternatives). In a local area such as SE Utah, where the
community has shown notable concern over fracking, it needs to be
addressed explicitly. One wonders, “Why is the BLM not
postponing the possible leasing for fracking until technology
improves and EPA oversight is in a more ‘normal’ mode, rather than
the current free for all?”

of steel is placed inside the first, from the surface to the bottom
of the hole. This casing string, known as “intermediate” casing,
is then cemented into place with the goal of again cementing
the entire length of casing. The intermediate casing string also
serves to isolate water flows that may be present in the Cutler
Formation. If the cement does not circulate all the way to
surface, a cement bond log (CBL) or cement evaluation tool
(CET) is run in the well to evaluate the effectiveness of cement
placement. This casing string is then pressure tested and the
well is drilled to the target formation and to the final well depth.
As drilling continues to the target formation which contains oil
and gas, the oil, gas, and drilling fluids are contained within the
casing. At this point in the procedure aquifers are separated
from the fluids by two layers of steel casing and two layers of
cement. When the final well depth has been reached, another
steel casing string, known as “production” casing is then set
inside the intermediate casing from the bottom of the well to the
surface usually, but always to at least 200 feet above the
bottom of the intermediate casing. This casing is then
cemented from the bottom of the well to at least 200 feet above
the bottom of the intermediate casing, and a CBL or CET is run
to evaluate the cement on this casing string also.

National Parks
Conservation
Association

The Draft Preferred Alternative makes a good effort to protect many
of the important water resources within the planning area.
However, because these systems are so critical to overall
ecosystem health within this portion of the Colorado Plateau, the
Final MLP needs to include the strongest possible protections for all
water resources. The Final MLP must include maximum distances
of NSO around all water resources as applied in Alternative C, with
no exceptions, modifications, and waivers.

The water buffers applied in Alternative D are those
recommended by the Environmental Protection Agency, the
agency with jurisdictional authority and expertise in these
matters.
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National Parks
Conservation
Association

The preferred management is as follows:
NSO within the Courthouse Wash and Salt Wash Watersheds
adjacent to Arches National Park. BLM acknowledges the
importance of these watersheds when describing the purpose for
the NSO stipulation in Alternative C as “to protect Courthouse Wash
watershed (an important recharge area for the unique ecological
system within Arches National Park) and the Salt Wash watershed
(an important watershed which drains through Arches National
Park).” The stipulation should also include the requirement “where
horizontal and directional drilling is conducted from areas adjacent
to these watersheds, drilling operations would not penetrate the
associated groundwater” (A-30).

The commenter’s desire for Alternative C regarding a NSO
stipulation for Courthouse Wash and Salt Wash watersheds is
noted. Alternative D was developed to provide for mineral
leasing and development while protecting resources;
Alternative C emphasizes resource protection over mineral
leasing and development. The BLM recognizes that Alternative
C provides more protection for the watersheds than does
Alternative D.
The Baseline CSU stipulation has been applied in Alternative D
to the Courthouse Wash and Salt Wash watersheds in order to
limit the amount of drilling that could potentially occur.
In addition, a CSU stipulation has been applied in Alternative D
to the Courthouse Wash and Salt Wash watersheds which
requires the use of closed loop drilling, the use of tanks for
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produced and backflow water, a water monitoring plan, and well
integrity tests. The purpose of this CSU stipulation is to ensure
containment of fluids associated with oil and gas operations
and to protect the Courthouse Wash and Salt Wash
watersheds. Text has been added to Chapters 2 (Table 211, Soil and Water), Appendix A (Table A-1), and the
analysis in Chapter 4 (Water Resources and Riparian
Resources) regarding the application of this CSU
stipulation to the Salt Wash watershed.
In addition, in Alternative D, the streams (perennial,
intermittent, and ephemeral) and springs within the watersheds
are protected with a NSO stipulation.
The NSO stipulations requested by the commenter are included
in Alternative C.
National Parks
Conservation
Association

The preferred management is as follows:
NSO within public water reserves, 100-year floodplains, and within
660 ft. of intermittent and perennial streams, rivers, riparian areas,
wetlands, water wells, and springs to protect those water resources
(A-28)

The commenter’s desire for Alternative C regarding a NSO
stipulation within 660 feet of public water reserves, 100 year
floodplains, etc. is noted. Alternative D was developed to
provide for mineral leasing and development while protecting
resources; Alternative C emphasizes resource protection over
mineral leasing and development. The BLM recognizes that
Alternative C provides more protection for water resources than
does Alternative D.
Alternative D applies a NSO stipulation for the subject water
resources requiring a 500 foot buffer. A 500 foot buffer was
recommended by the EPA.
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National Parks
Conservation
Association

The preferred management is as follows:
NSO within 200 ft. from ephemeral streams to protect the major
river systems in the Planning Area (A-29)

The commenter’s desire for Alternative C regarding a NSO
stipulation within 200 feet from ephemeral streams is noted.
Alternative D was developed to provide for mineral leasing and
development while protecting resources; Alternative C
emphasizes resource protection over mineral leasing and
development. The BLM recognizes that Alternative C provides
more protection for ephemeral streams than does Alternative D.
Alternative D applies a NSO stipulation within 100 feet from
ephemeral streams. A 100 foot buffer was recommended by
the EPA.
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National Parks
Conservation
Association

The preferred management is as follows:
NSO within 1,000 ft. of the Colorado River and Fisher Creek to
protect impaired water bodies that are not meeting Utah water
quality standards (A-29)

The commenter’s desire for Alternative C regarding a NSO
stipulation within 1,000 feet of the Colorado River and Fisher
Creek is noted. Alternative D was developed to provide for
mineral leasing and development while protecting resources;
Alternative C emphasizes resource protection over mineral
leasing and development. The BLM recognizes that Alternative
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C provides more protection for the Colorado River and Fisher
Creek than does Alternative D.
Alternative D applies a NSO stipulation within 750 feet from the
Colorado River and Fisher Creek. A 750 foot buffer was
recommended by the EPA.
National Park
Service,
Southeast Utah
Group

G-354

1) New information - Arches National Park Water Rights Agreement:
In May 2015, NPS and the State of Utah finalized a water-rights
agreement that protects water resources for administrative uses and
in situ uses in Arches National Park. As described in the
Agreement, "Such in situ uses include but are not limited to
providing water for riparian and wetland MLP vegetation and
ecosystems; hanging gardens; planning geomorphologic processes;
wildlife habitat and watering; and other uses that shall satisfy and
promote the scenic, conservation, preservation, protection,
recreational, and other purposes for which the Park was
established."
According to the Agreement, "Utah hereby recognizes and
establishes a protection zone (the "Protection Zone") to protect the
flow of perennial, intermittent, and ephemeral streams, seeps,
springs, and other naturally occurring water within the Park whose
source is surface water or groundwater from the Entrada aquifer.
For purposes of this Agreement, the "Entrada aquifer" is defined as
the Slick Rock Member of the Entrada Sandstone, the Moab
Member of the Curtis formation, and all other rock units lying above
the Moab Member of the Curtis Formation to and including the
ground surface. Geologic units below the Entrada aquifer are not
included in the Protection Zone." The Protection Zone is comprised
of the area from the ground surface to the base of the Entrada
aquifer in portions of the Courthouse Wash, Sevenmile Canyon, and
Salt Wash drainage basins (Fig. I). We recommend that this new
information be used to update pertinent portions of Section 3.12.2,
including the description of springs found in the Courthouse Wash
and Sevenmile Canyon watersheds on p. 3-76.
2) Chapter 3, Rivers (p. 3-71+): We ask that the description of riverrelated resources in Chapter 3 be revised to indicate explicitly that
the Green and Colorado Rivers both flow through Canyonlands
National Park downstream of the MLP planning area, and thus that
activities associated with oil, gas, and potash development in the
planning area have the potential to impact riverine riparian and
aquatic resources in the park. Notably, the May 2014 spill incident
near Ruby Ranch resulted in the discharge of well fluids into the
Green River and downstream through Canyon lands.
3) Chapter 3, Streams (p. 3-72+): We also ask that this section be
revised to indicate explicitly that surface waters in the Courthouse

1) Chapter 3 (Section 3.12.2, Spring Areas) has been updated
to include information from the water rights agreement between
Arches National Park and the State of Utah.
2) Text has been added in Chapter 3 (Section 3.12.2, Water
Resources, Surface Water Resources) to show the
relationship between the rivers and the Park boundaries.
3) Text has been added in Section 3.12.2 (Water
Resources: Surface Water Resources) to state: "Streams
within the Courthouse Wash and Salt Wash watersheds
flow immediately into Arches National Park and then
downstream to the Colorado River." Analysis has been
added to Chapter 4 (Section 4.13.2, Water Resources,
Impacts from Alternative A) to acknowledge the impacts
from unintended leaks and spills to water resources.
4) The stream flow gauge at Mineral Bottom is displayed on
Map 3-80.
Information has been added to Chapter 3 (Section 3.12.2,
Water Resources, Surface Water Quality) to acknowledge
the existence of the monitoring station at the potash plant
on private land.
5) The Baseline CSU stipulation has been applied in Alternative
D to the Courthouse Wash and Salt Wash watersheds in order
to limit the amount of drilling that could potentially occur.
In addition, a CSU stipulation has been applied in Alternative D
to the Courthouse Wash and Salt Wash watersheds which
requires the use of closed loop drilling, the use of tanks for
produced and backflow water, a water monitoring plan, and well
integrity tests. The purpose of this CSU stipulation is to ensure
containment of fluids associated with oil and gas operations
and to protect the Courthouse Wash and Salt Wash
watersheds.
Text has been added to Chapters 2 (Table 2-11, Soil and
Water), Appendix A (Table A-1), and the analysis in
Chapter 4 (Water Resources and Riparian Resources)
regarding the application of this CSU stipulation to the Salt
Wash watershed.
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Wash and Salt Wash watersheds drain through Arches National
Park downstream to the Colorado River, and thus that activities
associated with oil, gas, and potash development in those
watersheds have the potential to impact riparian and aquatic
resources in the park.
4) Chapter 3, stream flow and sediment monitoring: We
recommend that text on p. 3-80 and Map 3-37 be updated to
indicate that new stream flow and sediment gauges have been
installed on the Colorado River at Potash in addition to those
installed on the Green River at Mineral Bottom upstream of Canyon
lands National Park.
5) Table 2-11, leasing stipulations for the Courthouse Wash and
Salt Wash watersheds (p. 2-42): We acknowledge that the baseline
CSU stipulation, the closed-loop drilling stipulation, and existing
BLM and State of Utah drilling regulations provide significant
protections for park resources. But the May 2014 spill incident near
Ruby Ranch indicates that accidents do occur, and that response
and clean-up efforts can be complicated by unexpected weather
conditions and logistical challenges. Accordingly, to establish
stronger protections for water resources and associated riparian
and aquatic ecosystems in the Courthouse Wash watershed in
Arches National Park, we recommend that Alternative D (Preferred)
for the Courthouse Wash watershed be revised to read as follows in
Table 2- 11 and Table A- I –
Apply an NSO stipulation to the portion of the Courthouse Wash
watershed that lies east of the Moab Fault and coincides with the
Protection Zone established by the State of Utah to protect waters
in Arches National Park. This stipulation would include a
requirement for not penetrating the Entrada aquifer within the
Protection Zone where horizontal and directional drilling is
conducted from areas adjacent to the NSO.
Elsewhere in the Courthouse Wash watershed west of the Moab
Fault, apply the Baseline CSU stipulation to limit the amount of
drilling in this watershed that drains through Arches National Park.
Also in the Courthouse Wash watershed west of the Moab Fault,
apply an additional CSU stipulation that requires the use of closed
loop drilling, the use of tanks for produced water or backflow water,
and a water monitoring plan. Monitoring will occur prior to, during,
and after anticipated mineral development to detect impacts on both
surface water and groundwater resources.
To establish stronger protections for water resources and
associated riparian and aquatic ecosystems in the Salt Wash
watershed in Arches National Park, we recommend that Alternative

In addition, in Alternative D, the streams (perennial,
intermittent, and ephemeral) and springs within the watersheds
are protected with a NSO stipulation.
The NSO stipulations requested by the commenter are included
in Alternative C.
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D (Preferred) for the Salt Wash watershed be revised to read as
follows in Table 2-11 and Table A-1 –
Apply an NSO stipulation to the portion of the Salt Wash watershed
that coincides with the Protection Zone established by the State of
Utah to protect waters in Arches National Park. This stipulation
would include a requirement for not penetrating the Entrada aquifer
within the Protection Zone where horizontal and directional drilling is
conducted from areas adjacent to the NSO.
Elsewhere in the Salt Wash watershed, apply the Baseline CSU
stipulation to limit the amount of drilling in this watershed that drains
through Arches National Park.
Center for
Biological
Diversity, Living
Rivers,
Colorado
Riverkeeper,
and Holiday
River
Expeditions

While undisturbed land can retain greater amounts of water through
plants and pervious soil, land that has been disturbed or developed
may be unable to retain as much water, thereby increasing the
volume of runoff. The area of land that is able to retain water will be
significantly decreased if unconventional oil and gas extraction
methods are permitted to expand.
Water from precipitation and snowmelt can serve as an avenue
through which contaminants travel from an operation site to
sensitive areas, including population centers. Contaminated water
runoff may seep into residential areas, polluting streets, sidewalks,
soil, and vegetation, adversely affecting human health. Thus, not
only do these oil and gas activities create pollution, they create
greater conduits for storm water runoff to carry those pollutants from
the operation site, into areas in which significant harm can be
caused.
Rapid runoff, even without contaminants, can harm the environment
by changing water flow patterns and causing erosion, habitat loss,
and flooding. Greater runoff volumes may also increase the amount
of sediment that is carried to lakes and streams, affecting the
turbidity and chemical content of surface waters. Because a
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permit is not
required for oil and gas operations, it is particularly important that
the impact of runoff is considered as part of the NEPA process.

Runoff was considered in many of the impact analyses in
Chapter 4, including Riparian Resources, Soil and Water,
Special Designations, and Vegetation, to name a few. Because
this is a landscape-scale planning document, analysis for
specific chemicals or specific locations was not conducted.
More specific analysis will be conducted during the site-specific
NEPA analysis for an oil/gas or potash lease.

592

The Wilderness
Society

The Preferred Alternative prohibits surface occupancy within 500
feet of intermittent and perennial streams, rivers, riparian areas,
wetlands, water wells, and springs; within 100 feet of ephemeral
streams and within 750 feet of the Colorado River and Fishers
Creek. In order to prevent the degradation of these water sources
and ensure the long-term success of any developed well pads, we
recommend that surface occupancy be prohibited within 660 feet of
intermittent and perennial streams, rivers, riparian areas, wetlands,
water wells, and springs, within 200 feet of ephemeral streams and

In Alternative D, the recommendations of the EPA were
followed concerning protection of water resources. While a
greater buffer provides more protection as specified in
Alternative C, the goal of Alternative D is to provide for mineral
development while protecting water resources.
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within 1,000 feet of the Colorado River and Fishers Creek. As
stated in Chapter 4.11.5 “Increasing the NSO stipulation for the
Colorado River and Fishers Creek “could also prevent the
infestation and spread of invasive, nonnative plant species, provide
protection to nearby riparian vegetation, and support overall
functioning condition.” Similar benefits would be seen by increasing
the NSO stipulations for other water sources as described above. If
BLM agrees that this resource is of significant value, applying these
stipulations as described in Alternative C is a common sense
solution. See infra for additional information on protecting water
resources. Additionally, the Three Rivers Mineral Withdrawal Area
must be closed to leasing to protect riparian resources. The
Preferred Alternative manages this area as NSO with no
exceptions, modifications or waivers. However, given the location
of the withdrawal area, the potential for significant negative impact,
and the already stringent disturbance limitations, BLM should go
one step further and close the area to development entirely. The
Courthouse Wash Watershed is the recharge area for the springs in
Arches National Park and the Salt Wash Watershed is an important
watershed that drains through Arches. An easy way to mitigate
such impacts is to manage the Courthouse Wash and Salt Wash
Watersheds as NSO. Lastly, all BLM-identified Wild and Scenic
River segments of the Green and Colorado Rivers should be closed
to development.
The Wilderness
Society

Final EIS

BLM should revise Alternative D to expressly provide for an
adaptive response to biennial changes to the state of Utah’s
“303(d)” list of impaired waters, beginning with the soon-to-becompleted 2012-2104 list. Currently, Alternative D precludes
surface disturbing activities from mineral development within seven
hundred and fifty feet of waters appearing on the State’s 2010
approved 303(d) list. See Draft MLP at 2-41 to -42. As it now
stands, the MLP would place these restriction only on new leases
adjacent to the Colorado River and Fisher Creek because,
according to BLM, those are “the only water bodies in the Planning
Area that [are listed on the State’s 303(d) list of impaired waters].
See id. at 3-71. That list, however, is set to change in the very near
future. On March 27, 2015, the Utah Department of Environmental
Quality, Division of Water Quality (“DWQ”), submitted its revised
2012-2014 “Integrated Report” to EPA for final approval or
disapproval. If approved, numerous waters including Kane Spring
Wash, Mill Canyon Wash, and North Cottonwood Creek, will be
listed as impaired and as a result, will warrant further protections
such as those provided to waters currently listed on the State’s
303(d) list. In addition, the MLP mistakenly omitted the Dolores
River and its tributaries which are also listed on the State’s 2010

Chapter 3 of the MLP/DEIS states the following: “Currently the
Colorado River and Fisher Creek (tributary to the Dolores
River) are the only water bodies in the Planning Area that have
been determined by UDWQ to be impaired and not meeting
State water quality standards. However, three additional water
bodies have been added to UDWQ’s 2014 303(d) list of
impaired waters: Kane Springs Wash, Mill Canyon Wash
(tributary of Courthouse Wash), and North Cottonwood Creek.
EPA has not yet made a final decision on UDWQ’s
recommendation.”
Fisher Creek is the only tributary of the Dolores River that is
within the Planning Area.
In addition, Appendix A of the MLP/DEIS provides for a
modification to the NSO stipulation for impaired water bodies
that states: "The Authorized Officer may modify the list of
impaired water bodies protected by this stipulation when water
bodies are added or deleted from the List of Impaired Waters."
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approved 303(d) list due to high level of total dissolved solids and
overlaps with the MLP Planning Area. The NSO stipulation that is
proposed to be attached to new leases issued adjacent to the
Colorado River and Fisher Creek should also be attached to leases
issued adjacent to the relevant segments of the Dolores River and
its tributaries.
The Wilderness
Society

As currently drafted, the MLP does not explain how or provide data
or analysis to support the determination that proposed buffers are
sufficient to protect water quality resources and their associated
resource values. For example, the MLP does not make clear why a
one hundred foot buffer is appropriate to protect ephemeral or
intermittent streams rather than a two hundred foot (or larger)
buffer. See, e.g., Draft MLP at 2-41 (compare Alternatives C and
D). Similarly, no explanation is provided for why a seven hundred
and fifty foot buffer is appropriate to protect 303(d) listed waters
rather than a one thousand foot (or larger) buffer. Id. at 2-41 to -42
(compare Alternatives C and D). The best management practices
related to mineral development near waterways also provides no
explanation or justification regarding the adequacy (or inadequacy)
of the selected buffer distances. See generally Draft MLP,
Appendix B – Best Management Practices.
We urge BLM to adopt the protective buffers proposed in Alternative
C. See, e.g., Draft MLP at 3-71 (“Surface water resources are
important in this arid region.”); id. (“The 100-year floodplains of all
perennial, intermittent, and ephemeral drainages are important
components of the surface water system.”); id. at 3-73 (“Springs and
seeps are important sources of water in isolated areas, providing
water for wildlife, grazing, and recreationists as well as supporting
riparian vegetation and wildlife habitats.”).

The buffers specified in Alternative D to protect water resources
were provided by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
The recommendations provided by the EPA are as follows: 1)
100 foot buffer on ephemeral streams, 2) 750 foot buffer on
impaired waters, and 3) 500 foot buffer on intermittent streams.
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Individual

Plus water can be scarce in such a place and its supply also needs
to be protected.

In Alternative D, the recommendations of the EPA were
followed concerning protection of water resources. Under
Alternative D, an NSO stipulation precludes mineral activities
within public water reserves, 100-year floodplains and within
500 feet of intermittent and perennial streams, rivers, riparian
areas, wetlands, water wells, and springs will add greater
protection to water resources.

794

Wildlife and Fisheries
U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service

G-358

Page 2-46, Table 2-13 - The table identifies the migratory bird
nesting season as May 1 - July 30. Migratory bird nesting season
spans January I-August 31 with the majority of birds nesting
between March 15 - July 31. We recommend that you incorporate
these dates into your plan for nesting bird surveys and avoidance
and minimization measures.

The nesting season for raptors, including eagles, has been
specified as January 1 - August 31 in Table 2-13. For
migratory birds other than raptors, eagles and ESA bird
species, the nesting season has been changed to April 1 - July
31, as per email from the USFWS to the BLM (January 30,
2013). Through the application of lease notices for migratory
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birds, ESA species, raptors and eagles, all migratory bird
species have been addressed.
Text has been changed in Chapters 2 (Table 2-13, Special
Status Species) and 4 (4.3.3), as well as in Appendix A
(Table A-2, Migratory Birds) to reflect the April 1 - July 31
timeframe.
Utah Dine
Bikeyah

In addition to analysis of big game species, UDB would like to see
assessments of impacts on cultural wildlife species such as
jackrabbits, prairie dogs, reptiles and other animals that also play a
critical role in Native American spiritual and physical well-being.
These animals are inter-related to species that are included in this
study and in some cases may be more immediately imperiled than
species higher up the food chain.

As explained in Chapter 4 (Section 4.20.1, Wildlife and
Fisheries Assumptions), actions impacting one species have
similar impacts on other species using the same habitats or
areas. Therefore, the analysis of big game habitat also covers
the other animals that live within the same habitat.

403

Sportsmen for
Responsible
Energy
Development/
National Wildlife
Federation

Of particular concern to SFRED, big game herds in the region are
already struggling. Mule deer are at less than half current
population objectives established by the Utah Division of Wildlife
Resources (UDWR). Trends for all mule deer herds found within
the MLP area are declining. Pronghorn herds are also way below
population objectives and declining. This area contains the only
remaining native herds of Desert bighorn sheep in Utah. These
herds are an important source for reintroductions of native bighorns
elsewhere in the state. However, bighorn herds stand at less than a
quarter of population objectives and native herds are declining.
Given this alarming trend, SFRED urges BLM to take all available
measures to ensure that development impacts on these herds are
avoided wherever possible and minimized and mitigated where
leases or other development authorizations have already been
issued. With respect to these significant wildlife resources, SFRED
urges BLM to implement fully the recent directive from the Secretary
of the Interior requiring its bureaus, including BLM, to prevent any
loss of scarce, sensitive or important natural resources.

The BLM worked closely with the UDWR, the agency with
jurisdictional authority, regarding big game habitat and
appropriate leasing stipulations. The wildlife stipulations in the
MLP/DEIS are consistent throughout the BLM in Utah and are
also similar to those found in most western states. Chapter 2
(Table 2-16) of the MLP/DEIS displays these stipulations.
Chapter 4 (Table 4-67) of the MLP/DEIS displays the acres of
habitat which have CSU and NSO stipulations or are closed to
oil and gas leasing.

473

Sportsmen for
Responsible
Energy
Development/
National Wildlife
Federation

Even under the provisions of the proposed CSUs, vital habitats will
be impacted and may lose productivity. We urge BLM to consider
phased leasing of important big game habitats in order to monitor
the effectiveness of CSU provisions in conserving wildlife values
and ensure full restoration of habitat functions before additional
lands are developed. We also support adoption of the No Action
Alternative for all Desert Bighorn sheep lambing/rutting habitat.
This would preserve the existing No Surface Occupancy stipulation
and prevent construction of roads and pipelines within these areas.

In Alternative D, a timing limitation stipulation is applied to
pronghorn habitat during the fawning period. A CSU stipulation
is applied to bighorn sheep habitat which precludes drilling and
permanent facilities, but allows for temporary activities outside
of lambing and rutting periods. A timing limitation stipulation is
applied to deer and elk habitat for fawning and calving and
crucial winter habitat. In addition, a CSU stipulation is applied
to all big game habitats where well pads are spaced 2-miles
apart in order to minimize impacts to wildlife habitat. The
purpose of these stipulations is to ensure that habitat functions
are maintained. Based on the mitigation applied to big game
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species and the projected level of mineral development, the
phased leasing suggested by the commenter is not warranted.
Sportsmen for
Responsible
Energy
Development/
National Wildlife
Federation

BLM’s Preferred Alternative D proposes to confine certain
infrastructure associated with potash extraction within Potash
Processing Facility Areas (PPFAs) with the purpose of locating such
facilities in “areas with fewer sensitive resources.” SFRED supports
this goal. However, the proposed PPFAs include both pronghorn
fawning habitat and lambing/rutting habitat for Desert bighorn
sheep. We urge BLM to redraw the boundaries of these PPFAs to
exclude this habitat.

In Alternative D, PPFAs are located in areas that have a
minimal potential for resource conflicts. PPFAs would be
identified based on the following criteria:
1. Located outside an SRMA with the exception of the Dee
Pass Motorized Focus area within the Labyrinth Rims/Gemini
Bridges SRMA and the Canyon Rims SRMA.
2. Located outside of VRI II And VRM Class II areas along
Highway 191.
3. Located only in VRM Class III or IV areas.
4. Located outside of desert bighorn lambing, rutting, and
migration habitat.
5. Located outside of deer or elk crucial habitat.
6. Located in lands that have low levels of ecological
intactness.
7. Located in areas within reasonable proximity to PLAs.
As stated above, PPFAs do not include lambing, rutting, and
migration habitat for desert bighorn sheep.
Although the criteria listed above result in minimizing resource
conflicts, they do not avoid all resource conflicts. Since PPFAs
need to be located within reasonable proximity to PLAs,
pronghorn fawning habitat could not be entirely avoided. A
CSU stipulation applied to PPFAs requires offsite mitigation for
all pronghorn habitat that is disturbed or removed within the
PPFAs. This mitigation could eventually provide new habitat,
habitat improvements, or water developments for pronghorn.
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Sportsmen for
Responsible
Energy
Development/
National Wildlife
Federation

A landscape-level, “no net loss” approach to mitigation should
always begin with avoidance and then minimization of any potential
adverse impact. Because of learned behavioral use patterns
passed on from one generation to the next, big game often migrate
to the same areas every year, regardless of forage availability or
condition. Off-site or “compensatory mitigation” should be a last
rather than a first resort. Any compensatory mitigation required to
ensure “no net loss” of vital wildlife habitats should be well
underway prior to authorization of any surface disturbance. There
have been too many examples where such mitigation fails while
projects go forward. Mitigation must also be “value for value.”
While “water developments” or guzzlers, for example, might be
useful to address drought conditions in the area, but they cannot
generate new habitat to replace lands lost to development.

A CSU stipulation requiring compensatory mitigation outside
the area of impact would be used when onsite mitigation alone
may not be sufficient to adequately mitigate impacts.
Additionally, Appendix B includes a compilation of best
management practices (BMPs) including compensatory
mitigation outside the area of impact. These BMPs would be
utilized as conditions of approval on a site-specific basis. The
BMPs include components of the mitigation implementation
specified in the Department of the Interior's mitigation policy
such as the priority for mitigating impacts, types of mitigation,
long-term durability, and monitoring.
The MLP/DEIS proposes many broad management
prescriptions to protect wildlife and their habitats. The specific
issues raised by the commenter will be taken into consideration
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at the lease development stage. Planning is a tiered process,
with the MLP setting the broad general guidelines. Site-specific
NEPA analyses develop the mitigations that are to be imposed
upon the specific project.
Sportsmen for
Responsible
Energy
Development/
National Wildlife
Federation

Finally, under the Preferred Alternative, BLM would apply an NSO
stipulation to preclude mineral activities within public water
reserves, 100 year floodplains and within 500 feet of intermittent
and perennial streams, rivers, riparian areas, wetlands, water wells,
and springs. While this stipulation may not be waived unless water
resources “are not present on the entire leasehold,” exceptions may
be granted to access roads and pipelines if “the impacts could be
fully mitigated.” SFRED notes that mitigation is only achieved
where there is no net loss of these resource values. Water
resources are especially scarce in these area and vital for all fish
and wildlife. Under the Conservation Alternative C, the NSO would
extend to 660 feet for intermittent and perennial streams. SFRED
normally would like to see larger riparian setbacks of up to ¼-mile
for perennial streams.

In Alternative D, the recommendations of the EPA were
followed concerning protection of water resources. While a
greater buffer provides more protection as specified in
Alternative C, the goal of Alternative D is to provide for mineral
development while protecting water and riparian resources.
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The State of Utah currently regulates the impacts of oil and natural
gas development on wildlife via the Utah Comprehensive Wildlife
Conservation Strategy (UCWCS). The UCWCS provides
reasonable, appropriate, and extensive protections for wildlife
resources. BLM should defer to the state’s rules and not impose
any duplicative or burdensome mechanism for wildlife protection.

The State of Utah (UDWR) manages wildlife species and the
BLM manages wildlife habitat on BLM lands. UDWR has no
regulatory authority for oil and gas leasing and development.
The BLM has the regulatory authority for managing both oil and
gas operations and wildlife habitat on BLM lands. UDWR
makes recommendations to the BLM based on its knowledge of
wildlife species. UDWR may use the Wildlife Action Plan
(formerly known as UCWCS) as a guideline in making
recommendations, but the Wildlife Action Plan is not a
regulatory document.
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Population trends for desert bighorn sheep, pp. 3-130-3-131: The
text above Table 3-45 indicates that trends for herd populations
within the Planning Area are either stable or increasing, although
data presented in Table 3-46 indicate that population trends in five
of six management units are decreasing. We suggest revising the
text to resolve the discrepancy.

The text has been corrected in Chapter 3 (Section 3.19.1,
Desert Bighorn Sheep) to say that the herd populations are
either stable or decreasing.
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Utah’s wildlife already suffer innumerable harms from urban
development, grazing, agriculture, water impoundments, climate
change, invasive species, hunting, roads, logging, and industrial
development, which new oil and gas leasing and unconventional
well stimulation methods in the planning area will only exacerbate.
Depending on the area and the species, wildlife can be affected
from oil and gas activity in a variety of ways. The expansion of oil
and gas development activities will harm wildlife through habitat
destruction and fragmentation, stress and displacement caused by

The purpose of the MLP/DEIS is to identify and address
potential resource conflicts and environmental impacts and
thereby develop mitigation strategy through leasing stipulations
and best management practices. The BLM determined that a
no leasing alternative for oil and gas would be unnecessarily
restrictive in order to resolve the potential resource conflicts
identified.
A no leasing alternative for oil and gas would not meet the
purpose and need of the planning effort. Also, as stated in
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development-related activities (e.g., construction and operation
activities, truck traffic, noise and light pollution), surface water
depletion leading to low stream flows, water and air contamination,
introduction of invasive species, and climate change. These harms
can result in negative health effects and population declines.
Studies and reports of observed impacts to wildlife from
unconventional oil and gas extraction activities are summarized in
Appendix A. Because the allowance of destructive oil and gas
extraction runs contrary to BLM’s policy of managing resources in a
manner that will “protect the quality of…ecological…values” and
“provide…habitat for wildlife,” a no-leasing-no-fracking alternative
minimizing industrial development and its harmful effects on wildlife
must be considered.

Chapter 3 of the MLP/DEIS," hydraulic fracturing (HF) has only
been conducted on a limited basis over the last few years," and
future use of HF is predicted to be limited as well.
The impacts of projected mineral operations to wildlife and
associated habitats are addressed in Chapter 4 (Section 4.20).
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The indirect effects from unconventional oil and gas development
can often be far greater than the direct disturbances to habitat. The
impacts from the well site—including noise, light, and pollution-extend beyond the borders of the operation site and will
consequently render even greater areas uninhabitable for some
wildlife. Species dependent on having an “interior” habitat will lose
their habitat as operation sites or other infrastructure fragment
previously buffered and secluded areas. These and other indirect
effects can be far greater than the direct disturbances to land.
While individual well sites may cause some disturbance and
destruction, the cumulative impacts of oil and gas production using
unconventional methods must receive attention as well. While the
actual well pads may only occupy a small proportion of a particular
habitat, their impact can be much greater when their aggregate
impact is considered. As discussed above, interior habitats will be
destroyed by removing the buffer between the interior habitat and
the operation site.

The BLM acknowledges the importance of preventing habitat
fragmentation for wildlife species and has included
management in the MLP/DEIS to retain "interior habitat" as
much as possible. The Baseline CSU stipulation would be
applied to wildlife habitat in Alternative D which requires well
pad spacing of 2-miles, multiple wells per pad, co-location of
facilities, limiting unreclaimed surface disturbance, extensive
interim reclamation, and compensatory mitigation where
necessary.
BMPs may also be applied to oil/gas and potash leases to
protect sensitive habitat.
In Chapter 4 (Sections 4.20 and 4.21) the impacts of mineral
operations on displacing wildlife from habitats and habitat
fragmentation are addressed. More detailed analysis of these
impacts would be conducted for site-specific mineral proposals.
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Water depletion can also affect species whose habitats are far
removed from the actual well site. Because of the high volume of
water required for even a single well that uses unconventional
extraction methods, the cumulative water depletion could have a
significant impact on species that rely on water sources that serve
to supply oil and gas operations. In addition, water depletion can
adversely impact water temperature and chemistry, as well as
amplify the effects of harmful pollutants on wildlife that would
otherwise be diluted without the depletion.

As stated in Chapter 3 (Section 3.7.1) of the MLP/DEIS,"
hydraulic fracturing (HF) has only been conducted on a limited
basis over the last few years," and future use of HF is predicted
to be limited as well.
The amount of HF fluid utilized for HF in the Planning Area has
amounted to less than 200,000 gallons per well. This is
substantially different from North Dakota style HF operations.
In the Planning Area, the industry has found that the primary
target formation conditions are not conducive to water-based
HF methods and have proven detrimental to the recovery of oil
and gas. HF utilizing oil (about 80,000 gallons per well) has
recently proven more beneficial when applied to initially
unsuccessful wells.
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Accidental spills or intentional dumping of wastewater can
contaminate surface water and cause large-scale harm to wildlife.
Numerous incidents of wastewater contamination from pipelines,
equipment blowouts, and trucks accidents have been reported, and
have resulted in kills of fish, aquatic invertebrates, and trees and
shrubs, as well as negative health effects for wildlife and domestic
animals. Contamination incidents have occurred that demonstrate
that wildlife harm from contamination is a real, not just theoretical,
impact that must be considered. In addition, open air pits that store
waste fluid pose risks for wildlife that may come into contact with the
chemicals stored in the pits. Already, there have been several
documented cases of animal mortality resulting from contact with
pits. A field inspection of open pits in Wyoming found 269 bird
carcasses, the likely cause of death being exposure to toxic
chemicals stored in the open pits. Open pits can also serve as
breeding grounds for mosquitoes, which serve as a vector for West
Nile virus, a threat to humans and animals alike. In Wyoming, an
increase of ponds led to an increase of West Nile virus among
greater sage-grouse populations. Recently, new information has
come to light that operators in California have been dumping
wastewater into hundreds of unpermitted open pits. The EIS must
take into account the impact of both unpermitted, illegal waste pits
as well as those that are regulated.

The BLM recognizes in the MLP/FEIS in Chapter 4 (Section
4.13.2) the likelihood of inadvertent spills from mineral
operations on surface and groundwater resources.
Furthermore, spills resulting in contamination of surface and
groundwater could also adversely impact other associated
resources such as wildlife and vegetation.
The BLM contends that the analysis for leaks and spills on
surface and ground water resources in Chapter 4 is adequate
for decisions at the land use planning level. Until site-specific
mineral operations are proposed, impacts from potential
mineral related spills on other resources would be speculative.
The MLP/DEIS includes BMPs for the management of fluids
pits for the protection of wildlife and their habitat.
Illegal activity is not addressed in the MLP/DEIS.
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Oil and gas development has been linked to population-level
impacts on wildlife, including lower reproductive success of sage
grouse and declines in the abundance of songbirds and aquatic
species. For example, young greater-sage grouse avoided mating
near infrastructure of natural-gas fields, and those that were reared
near infrastructure had lower annual survival rates and were less
successful at establishing breeding territories compared to those
reared away from infrastructure. In Wyoming, an increasing density
of wells was associated with decreased numbers of Brewer’s
sparrows, sage sparrows, and vesper sparrows. In the Fayetteville
Shale of central Arkansas, the proportional abundance of sensitive
aquatic taxa, including darters, was negatively correlated with gas
well density. Recent studies indicate that grassland bird species
avoid habitat as much as 350 meters from fracked oil and gas wells
and roads. The EIS must consider the population-level impacts that
oil and gas development may have on wildlife in Utah.

Impacts to wildlife populations from the management
alternatives in the MLP/DEIS is included in Chapter 4, in both
Special Status Species (Section 4.17) and Wildlife and
Fisheries (Section 4.20).
In Alternative D, the density of development would be reduced
in wildlife habitat by applying a CSU stipulation that requires 2mile spacing of well pads.
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